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OF THE
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AND LABOURS

IN
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LATE OF THE CITY OF

DTIBLIN,
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COMPILED FROM HIS ORIGINAL MANUSCRIPTS, BY HIS BROTHER JOHN GOUGH.

PREFACE BY THE EDITOR.

That biography which describes the lives
of such as have steadily directed their course
through this world to a better, in piety toward
God and goodness of heart and life among
men, seems, m an especial manner, to claim
our serious and attentive perusal.
Some of
these good men, from a view of being helpful
and serviceable to mankind, when they shall
be no more in this state of mutability, have
left behind them lively monuments of their
experience of the work of sanctification and
saving grace in them reciting not only the occurrences of their lives, but the motives of their
actions, and the effect of those occurrences
on the state of their minds
unfolding the
gradual operation of the grace of God, for
their redemption from evil, and showing forth
the fruits of the spirit, out of a good conversation.
Herein leaving, as it were, the prints
of their footsteps to lasting felicity, for their
survivors to trace the path to the like glorious
;

;

up our stations in life with propriety, and
be good examples in our generation,
ft is a
matter of importance to all, but especially
to this age, to be very careful and well-directed in the choice of the books they read, as
well as the company they familiarly associate
with that they be such as may make profitable impressions upon them: these silent companions of the closet, communicate a good or
evil influence, according to the subjects they
treat of, and the manner in which they are
treated, and have a secret, but powerful effect
upon the tender mind and the apostle's observation, that, " evil communications corrupt
fill

;

;

is, in my opinion, applicable
corrupting books, as well as to corrupting

good manners,"
to

companions.

From

the clear sense they had of the per-

nicious tendency of such

compositions, our

and collective capacity, have been frequently concerned to recommend a care in parents and guardians,
to prevent and caution youth and others,
to restrain their inclination to read "such
inheritance.
books as tend to leaven the mind into vanity,
Of this kind of biography, we have had profaneness and infidelity,"* under which deseveral tracts published in our Society; and scription are comprised, " plays, novels and
having perused them with much satisfaction romances, and all those which have a tenand advantage, and been thereby animated to dency to lead the mind from piety, and to
an ardent desire of treading the same path to oppose or reject the divine authority of the
blessedness, I am induced the more readily to holy Scriptures."
This licentious age, which
forward the publication of the following sheets, has produced an inundation of fictitious comand to recommend them to the solid atten- positions, romances and novels in abundance,
tion of my friends, particularly to the youth of presents an occasion to revive the caution to
this generation.
Reading and study, as well our young friends, to beware of touching
as every other occupation of our lives, are the unclean thing, lest their minds be impermost properly and profitably employed in the ceptibly defiled thereby.
pursuit and acquisition of those virtuous dispositions, whereby we mav please our Maker,
* Sec yearly meeting's Epistle, 1723, 1762, &c.
Vol. TX.— No. 1.
1
friends, both in a private
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Such writings being adapted

to the depraved
an indolent and luxurious generation,
afford no profitable instruction or real improvement in morals, in understanding, or in
the temper of the mind
and the time employed therein, is in general mispent, or spent
" There is but little need
to a bad purpose.
to drive away that by foolish divertisements,
which flies away so swiftly of itself; and when
once gone is never to be recalled. Plays, balls,
treats, romances, music, love-sonnets, and the
like, will be a very invalid plea, for any other
purpose than their condemnation, who are
taken and delighted therewith, at the revelation
William
of the righteous judgment of God."
Penn's No Cross No Crown, chap. 15, sec. 7.

laste of

;

None,

I

believe, are better or wiser, for the

hours they pass

The

in

perusing such productions.

greater part, being the invention of cor-

rupt minds, have a very corrupting influence.
And those which appear most plausible, are

memorials

I

could, have in a supplement, con-

tinued the narration to the end of his life.
I have also annexed an epistle to friends in
Ireland, which

I

found amongst the papers

from whence the following memoirs are compiled, which seems designed for publication,
and in which there are many observations
well worthy the attention of those to whom it
is addressed, and of others into whose hands
it

A

may

fall.

Testimony, from the Meri's Meeting of Dub-

concerning James Gough, deceased.

lin,
It

having pleased divine providence,

to re-

move from us by death our worthy friend James
Gough, we feel our minds impressed to give
concerning him.
was born
at Kendal in Westmoreland, in the year 1712.
forth the following testimony

By

authentic accounts

we

find he

And, in his young years, was made sensible
of an inward monitor to reprove his propenmantic ideas and airy imaginations; to flatter sity to evil, and convince him of the error of
our pride, infuse a taste for sensual pleasures, his ways, v/hich made, at times, profitable
nourish our propensity to worldly grandeur, impressions on his mind for a season.
But,
and the desire of great possessions, and to through the instability of youth, these impresbring the mind into a dissipated state operat- sions proved not deep enough to be lasting, till
ing in a direction opposite to the grace of God, about the twenty-first year of his age, when
which bringeth salvation, and teacheth us to he removed from the north of England to
deny all ungodliness and worldly lusts; and Bristol. It pleased divine Goodness to favour
to live soberly, righteously, and godly in this him with a fresh and prevailing visitation of
present world.
his love, whereby he was made willing to give
For these reasons I am induced to cast in up, in self-denial and circumspection of life,
too generally formed to

fill

the head with ro-

;

my

mite to this concern, of the Society I am to yield obedience to his requirings, who in
connected with in religious fellowship, for the his fatherly loving kindness had thus visited
preservation of their members from these his soul and by the gradual operation of the
hurtful pursuits
desiring they may receive divine power therein, he experienced a growth
the word of exhortation to refrain from unpro- in the work of sanctification, and was thereby
fitable or prejudicial compositions, as well formed into a vessel prepared for the Master's
as to peruse with seriousness, such as tend to use.
impress the mind with religious considerations,
About the year 1738, he removed from
and influence it to the practice of piety and Bristol, and settled in Cork, and soon after he
virtue.
came forth in a public testimony to the virtue
I have reason to believe it was a practice
and efficacy of that truth, which himself had
with the author of the ensuing pages, to take experienced the beneficial effects of; and growfrequent reviews of his life, keeping an ac- ing in his gift, he became an able minister of
count thereof, in order to take a more minute the gospel, and an instrument of service in the
retrospection, and to form a more precise church.
judgment how he was prepared and preparing
His first journey, in the work of the minfor the final account; a profitable, rational, istry, was in the year 1740, to the counties of
and religious exercise, which it might be ad- Cumberland, Westmoreland, Lancashire, and
vantageous for all to employ themselves in, part of Yorkshire. His next to Leinster proevery day of their lives. At three different vince and in the summer of 1743, he visitperiods he commenced a review of the whole, ed the meetings of Friends through the prinI imagine, with a more extensive view
but cipality of Wales, and many parts of Enghad proceeded only a little way in the last, land in the course of which visit, he attended
when he was removed from this life. I have the yearly meeting of Wales, with those of
traced the last as far as it was carried for- Bristol and London. Soon after his return he
ward, and the second to the end and from thought it his duty to remove into Leinster
that period, having collected what authentic province, and fixed his residence in Mountme;

;

;

;

;

;
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became extensive, being
of a large body of Friends. He
almost constantly attended our province, quarterly and national meetings, where he was often drawn forth in the pure streams of gospel
love, to the refreshment, and edification of
Friends.
In the year 1774, he settled in this
city, where he was well received, and well
beloved, his innocent life and conversation
adorning his gospel labours amongst us, being
filled with love to mankind in general, and in
particular to the flock and family with whom
he was joined in religious fellowship.
He followed his occupation of schoolmaster
for sometime in this city, but, in his advanced years, not being sufficiently able to bear
the fatigue and confinement attendant on that
employment, and being desirous to be more at
liberty for the exercise of his gift, he gave it
up and for the last three years of his being
a member of this meeting, travelled much
abroad in the different quarters of this nation,
visiting the meetings, and in many places, the
families of Friends, to stir up the pure mind
by way of remembrance, and to provoke to
love and good works.
Being on a religious visit to Friends in the
province of Munster, and having proceeded to
the city of Cork, where he was engaged in a visit
to the families of Friends, and had with much
diligence nearly finished the same, it pleased
the Sovereign Ruler of the universe, in whose
hands our lives are, there to put a period to
lick,

where

his service

in the centre

ing held in Dublin, the tenth of the fourth

month, 1781.

John Bancroft,

Thomas Bewley,

Robert Clibborn,
Benjamin Byrne,

John Davvson Coats,

Henry

Robert Freeman,

Thomas Fayle,
Thomas Thack

and to remove him from works to
Being seized with indisposition, and

his labours,

following the service before him too closely, as

was apprehended,

it
increased upon him to
such a degree as brought on his dissolution,
and he quietly departed this life, at the house
of our friend Joseph Garratt, in said city,
where he was affectionately and tenderly attended and taken care of during his illness,
we believe in peace with the Lord, and much
regretted by Friends here and elsewhere,
amongst whom his zealous labours will be

much

We

missed.
desire that the removal of faithful la-

may

be so laid to heart by their surmay be incited to copy
their examples, tread the same steps to blessedness, and thereby be qualified to fill their
vacant places with propriety. "Mark the perfect man, and behold the upright
for the end
of that man is peace."
He departed this life the 6th of the tenth
month, 1780, and was buried in the buryingground belonging to Friends of said city, the
9th of the same.
Aged sixty-seven, a minister forty-one years.
Signed in and on behalf of our Men's meetbourers,

vivors, as that they

;

r,

Benjamin Glorney,
William North,
John Smithson,
David Newland,
John Robinson,
Joshua Forbes,

Thomas Bewley,

Jr.

Samuel Russel,

Thomas

Barrington.

INTRODUCTION.
For

;

rewards.

Joseph Williams,
Joshua Clibborn,
John Robinson,
Jonathan Hill,
Joseph Pike,
Joseph Sandwith,
William Jackson,
William Knott,

Astick,

my own

future benefit, and for theirs
whose hands it may fall, I am induced
commit to writing the following review of

too into
to

my
age.

days, now in the sixty-sixth year of my
Since we are launched on the ocean of

life, our principal care ought to be to steer our
course through it to the port of rest and unmixed felicity, though it be through hardship and self-denial
since, if we fail of this
at last, it is then too late to amend it.
Could all the pleasures and advantages of
this life, be attained and enjoyed perfect and unmixed to its close, they would be no compensation for the loss of happiness in a future and
immortal state. But those pleasures and advantages never can be so enjoyed by any one,
unless his passions and inclinations are subject to the government of God, who alone
ought to govern his creatures, and who discovers his will to the humble attentive mind.
The temporary enjoyers of the good things
of this life, may show an appearance of pleasure to ignorant spectators, while they seem
to float, without interruption, in the midst of
gratifications and amusements ; yet a secret
worm is often felt by them, gnawing at the
root of their exaltation and grandeur.
It is the universal regard of Omnipotence,
which rebukes them for letting loose the reins
of their lusts or eager inclinations, designing
thereby their timely reformation for their everlasting good.
He often opposes the ambitious
and proud in their career with the unwelcome
discovery, that they are engaged in other pursuits than those that heaven designed for them ;
not applying their precious time and talents
to the great and good purpose for which they
were given. Sometimes He displays the beauties and benefits of rectitude, deserted by them;
and sometimes the horror and sad consequence
of persisting in the neglect or violation of du;
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ty thus discovered, on the one hand, and counteracted by them on the other.

Hence too generally, disliking the check to
present ease and pleasure, such as are intrusted with the means of doing good, and
helping others on their way, turn their attention from this omnipresent monitor, this faithful bosom friend, they fly to tempting vanities, to soothing deceptions, to amusing recreations
they bear their heads aloft among the
envying multitudes, and seek to drown his
salutary admonitions in splendor, noise, intem;

perance and dissipation.
Many such I have known, who are now
gone to their long homes, whom in my younger years I envied,
I have been so foolish as to transfer my
envy from them, after they disappeared, to
many
their vain and short-lived successors
of whom are also gone, and so will it be with
And then what follows to
the rest ere long.
those that have left their heaven behind them
who assuming to themselves the direction that
was due to God, have refused to reverence
and obey his laws? Ah, then the enviers and
;

;

the envied, like the blind led by the blind,

fall

one abyss. Unfit for the regions of pure
love to God and each other, of perfect peace,
of joy unspeakable and full of glory, they are
debarred from admission into them. Associinto

ated with rebellious spirits, their bitterness,

envy, resentment, eager desires ungratified,
unceasing vexation and anguish descend with
them, in an unbodied state.

A sensual

earthly

mind

is

too

much

vitiated

pure joys, or to suit the society
of the spirits of the just made perfect. Goodness is painful to the wicked, being so conHeatrary to the depravity of their nature.
ven would be no heaven to them.
A change of heart is necessary to be experienced by every man, from a state of nature
to a stale of grace
from earthly and sensual
dispositions and affections, to holy and heavenly, in order to be fitted for the fruition of,
as well as the admission into, the kingdom of
heaven. It is then the greatest wisdom, while
time and opportunity are afforded, to use all
diligence to attain that state of mind in which
we may be prepared, when all the transitory
delights, amusements and desirable objects of
this world fail, to be received into everlasting
habitations. Our hearts ought to be filled with
thankfulness to God, who in his universal love
to mankind, hath provided for thewi a physi-

to relish the

;

cian, able

and willing

to

heal

all

nations, to

renew right
him and follow

create clean hearts, and

spirits

who submit

his di-

in

all

rections.

to

But

order to attain this desirable state,
total surrender of ourselves
to the divine will revealed to us, in daily selfdenial and fidelity; persevering therein to
the end of our days, ardent in desire to do
good, and to be conformed to the mind of our
in

we must make a

Creator.

The less we look unnecessarily into the
world, or covet its honours, favours, friendship and greatness, and the more we look to
God with a single eye, and covet his honour,
favour, friendship and riches, the more shall
we experience

a growth in the very root, and
branches of the divine life, that we
may be as a chaste spouse to Christ in every
desire and aim, in every motion of the mind,
and its companion the body too. Surely he
ever merits it from us, even he who has graciously visited, and from day to day invited,
and called us out of the spirit and ways of
the world, to join himself, in order to partake
with him and his, of pure peace and joy in
the present life, and infinitely in a future state.
His call is " come out from among them, and
be ye separate; touch no unclean thing, and I
will receive you, and I will be a father to
you," &c.
By this call were our honourable predecessors in the beginning, separated from the spirit
and ways of the world, and incited to refuse
touching the unclean thing or whatever sprang
from an impure source, what persecution soever that refusal might cost them; knowing
that he whom they obeyed and in whom they
trusted, would carry them through all opposition, which they experienced to their unspeakable joy, to be fulfilled, and many of them
testified it to the world, both living and dying.
Those happy men and women, through
in all the

their faithful labours with the divine blessing

well
left the Lord's vineyard
and clean, having gathered out the
stones thereof, and abounding with the excel-

upon

them,

fenced

of the holy Spirit of Christ.
After this, degeneracy stole in, a revolting
to the world, imbibing its spirit, resuming
lent fruits

customs, language and manners; which
has since widely spread and overflowed like a
deluge, broken down the fence, and introduced
an unhappy change in the state of our soits

ciety.

Yet there
then, that

is

in God or his laws.
speedily return back to

no change

we may

him and them, and to that
we have fallen, else great

from whence

to be feared,
our condemnation.
Having premised these brief observations,
now proceed to the narrative of my own

will be

1

state

life.

it

is
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believed
I WAS born at Kendal, in Westmoreland, that happy condition, which I really
on the 27th of twelfth month, 1712, and my them to be established in, by Christ their Reparents, John and Mary Gough, professing deemer and Sovereign.
My understanding was enlightened when
the truth as held by the people called Quakers,
own deficiencies
I received my education in the same profession. very young, to see both my
My mother, who was an industrious, care- in duty, and those of many others more advanced in years and I thought, if I lived to
ful, well-minded woman, taught me to read
and when I was a little turned of five years be a man, their harms should be my warn;

of age, I commenced a scholar in friends'
school in my native town, under the tuition
of Thomas Rebanks, at which school I conHaving a
tinued till my fifteenth year.
good genius, and a propensity to learning, I
attained with facility and readiness, the Latin
and Greek languages and my quick profiI being of little stature for
ciency therein,
my age, excited admiration, procured me
the fame of a great scholar, vastly magnified
my little stock of attainments and also introduced me to the notice of several persons of
eminence in the town, who would frequently

ings.
I remember a worthy minister, Joseph Jordan from Virginia, having had the small-pox
at a friend's house in Kendal, and being raised
up again at the first meeting which he got
to after it, was drawn out in such a moving
;

manner in his ministry, that the meeting in
general seemed to be impressed with great
and I then, though but
tenderness under it
very young, had a share therein. The desirableness of living so as to obtain divine favour,
;
seemed to be very clearly and strongly set beAnd the opportunity had some
fore our view.
question me in respect to my learning, and good eifect upon my mind for a short season.
Here we may remark the advantage that
were generally pleased with my ready anaccrues to religious society, and to meetings,
swers.
In particular, a distinguished justice of where they are favoured with a number of

—

—

;

peace, with his wife, took a singular notice
of me, admitting me, young as I was, to free
conversation with them, and introducing me,
at times, into grand company v/hich frequented their house.
The said justice would say,
that if my parents would give me up to him,
he would send me to the university to receive
This flattered my ambia proper education.
tion, as it was what at that time I heartily
wished for.
By these means the seeds of wild nature,
the noxious weeds of pride and vain conceit,
the produce of every soil, received strength
and nourishment in my early minority, and
shot up high for my childish age.
But in some sort to counterbalance these

;

faithful elders, living ministers,

and

spiritual-

of truth, " fearing
God and hating covetousness." The livelithe clearness of their
ness of their spirits
sight, and the uniformity of their conduct and
conversation, qualify them to show the people
how they should walk in the pursuit of peace,
both by precept and example; precepts drawn
from the living spring of experience, and examples formed by a watchful attention to the

ly-minded friends

men

;

;

I rememsome whose very countenances seemed to
command awe, and impress observers with

pointings and limitations of truth.
ber

as the salt of the earth,
seasoning those amongst whom they walked,
with a sense of the truth which lived and preunder the powerful influincentives to pride and airy notions, I had the dominated in them
advantage of receiving my education in a ence thereof, these kept up meetings both for
place, in and about which there lived many worship and discipline, and were enabled thereworthy friends, whose exemplary lives and by to keep things in good order, as themselves
serious consideration

;

;

religious care

and labours, often

in

my

early

made good impressions on my mind,
which, though my own propensities soon ef-

years,

were a good savour
the other hand,

in

their allotments.

we may observe

that

On

where

the elders and active friends are not under
breast an hon- this qualification; but under the form, are
ourable esteem for those truly good men and suffering their hearts to go after their covetwomen, with painful reflections under the sense ousness, secretly departing from under the inof my own infidelity, and secret wishes for fluence of this divine principle, the cause and

faced them,

left

fixed

upon

my
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prevalence of truth too often decline amongst
the different ranks of the people, " as in the
day when a standard-bearer faintelh."
My mother made it her maxim in her plan
of education, to accustom her children to useful employment, frugal fare, and to have our
wills crossed, in order hereby to render us
better fitted to undergo any future hardships
in life, that might be allotted to us.
And I
have reason to think that her care and endeavours, with the examples and labours of
good friends, were to me as "bread cast upon
the waters," which appeared after many days.
In the intervals of school hours, she would be
for employing me in one useful occupation or
other.
This I thought a great hardship and
being much mortified thereby, I exerted my
wits to evade it, often feigning pretences of

and sometimes I thought their very
At other times in their
compan}'-, the love and desire of goodness re-

served

;

silence rebuked me.

vived with a strong force
but being withdrawn therefrom, yielding to temptation, often
;

reinstated vice in

and

its

in the direction

wonted seat
of

my

in

my

heart,

conduct.
the wide difference

I easily and clearly saw
between good and bad company, and how
much the former was preferable yet the pow;

erful allurements of the latter, forcibly

and held

me

drew me

a wretched captivity
thereto, manifestly contrary to
my better
judgment, which I fear is the case of many
into,

fast in

others.

There being a large body of friends in the
county of Westmoreland and the adjacent
parts, many of our general meetings were
school-tasks and exercises, set me by my very largely attended
and as it was the
master, and such like groundless excuses.
care of the elders, and other friends conThe great duty of education, to discharge cerned for the welfare of the youth, to encouit rightly, needs divine instruction and assistrage them very early to attend the meetings
ance, as much as any duty in life, and there- of discipline, for their improvement in virtue
fore parents have need fervently to pray for and sobriety; I attended many of these large
it, and faithfully to follow it when received.
meetings, but too frequently without reaping
Otherwise they may be in danger of falling any share of the real benefit intended by
short, and the deviations and miscarriages of them, or receiving any other impressions than
the children, at least in part, may lie at their those of vanity and airy ambition
so that
doors.
however such meetings were favoured with
But if my mother might seem to err on the divine virtue and power, the dissipation and
one hand, viz that of severity, it is to be absence of my foolish, roving mind, rendered
feared that the far greater number err on the it like the barren heath, not profiting by the
other hand, that of indulgence and conniv- fruitful shower, or cheering beams of the sun.
ance and that though the former be more
There is reason to fear that this may
painful for the present, yet the latter generally be the case of too many young people, who
proves more pernicious in its effects and future are pleased to go to these large meetings from
consequences. I verily believe, I have enjoyed other motives than those of piety, and fora better state of health, from being brought up getful of the intent and design of them, indulge
in a hardy way, as my constitution was but their corrupt inclinations in very unseasonable
weak and tender.
gaiety and festivity.
What the faithful laUpon a review of my state at this age, ray bourers in the church endeavour to build up,
recollection represents it as a complication these in their unguarded conduct pull down,
of ambition, envy, craft and deceit; but even and sometimes bring reproach and disagreethen, a divine monitor was near me, to mani- able reflections on their religious profession.
fest and reprove the corruption of my heart
Had these meetings been constantly beauand the evil of my ways. I was sensible of tified with a uniformity in the conduct of
my mother's anxious care for my preservation professors, consistent with the divine prinfrom evil, and attainment of good but f elud- ciple of truth and the doctrines of its faithful
ed as much as I could, the confinement which ministers, they would have proved of much
she thought conducive thereto, in keeping me greater service.
For as the truth is in itself
under her own eye, and out of the way of unspotted, and its excellency unchangeable,
corrupting company. I loved liberty; I sought the glory and dignity thereof would have
it with eagerness, frequently got it by craft,
shined forth very amiably and attractively in
and abused it to my hurt, as inexperienced the eyes of the nations, had not the misconyoung people are apt to do.
duct of its professors frequently and extenIn this state, I well remember, I was afraid sively eclipsed its genuine lustre; which
and ashamed to meet with good friends, such merits the solid consideration of all, who have
as I loved and honoured, being inwardly been educated, or have joined in profession
convicted from the consciousness of my own with us
both when they attend such meetvile and unguarded conduct.
Sometimes I ings, and at all other times.
received from some of them the reproof I de1727. Being arrived at my fifteenth year.
;

;

;

:

;

;

;

—
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my

mother was anxious

some

business.

father, in

to

have

me

put to

work, though he was very willing to think»
to have it thought by others, that it had
and to evade that awful consideration, that
the most pure and righteous God is jealous of
his honour, and requires our going clean
through all that humiliation, labour and patience, which his light in the conscience discovers to be necessary for repairing the dishonour incurred. All palliations or softening
excuses all arts to conciliate human compassion and favour, are but like fig-leaf coverings,
through which the nakedness of transgressors is manifest to such as are endued with true
sight, and like daubing over destructive breachBut enough of
es with untempered mortar.
this digression, wishing it may prove useful
fect

Through her persuasion, my and

the course of his travels, spoke to

;

David Hall, the memoirs of whose life are
and for whom my mother had an
honourable esteem, and agreed with him to
take me as usher to his school, desiring no
other terms for me but my board, and such
instruction as he might see I yet needed
which gave my mother great satisfaction.
She accompanied me to his house at SkipHere I experienced the
ton in Yorkshire.
advantage of the education she had given
me, for thereby I was pi-epared to submit
more willingly to continual employ and hardAnd though many of the boys coming
ship.
from full houses and plentiful tables, thought where needed.
1728.^When I had staid in my service
their fare here mean, as indeed the price for
both boarding and tuition was but eight at Skipton a little more than a year, my maspounds per annum, yet to me it was in general ter gave me leave to return to Kendal to see
extant,

;

—

my

otherwise.

He made me

relations.

the bearer also

There happened to be in the family at this of a letter to my father, wherein he signified,
time two youths, whose cases or events in life, that considering my years, he approved of
I think not improper to mention, by way of my qualifications and conduct, and offered
My mother
caution
but their names I would wish to be wages for my future service.
buried in oblivion, unless they may yet be took little notice of the offer but was exceed;

;

favoured with repentance to salvation.
The one was a lodger in the house. He
was a valuable pattern and very helpful in the
family.
1 esteemed him to be in
a happy
condition, and still believe he was so at that
time.
He had a few words in the ministry,
and grew in his gift but afterwards becoming exalted, and too fond of applause, he fell
into the snares of the grand enemy, and brought
a reproach on the truth, and on the ministry.
What need hath he that standeth, or thinketh
he standeth, to take heed lest he fall
The other was at that time an apprentice to
David Hall. He was afterwards a minister,
well esteemed among many friends; but alas!
he also shamefully fell. And what renders
the case of these my formerly well-beloved
friends, still more melancholy, is, that though
there is balm in Gilead, yet they and others,
whom the enemy has thus wounded and poisoned, will not turn to the physician there,
but rather endeavour to have their wounds
;

ingly rejoiced at the other part of the letter,
as giving her better hopes on

my

behalf than

she hitherto had.
In the course of the succeeding year, by
agreement between my father and my master,
spent three months with Richard Kennedy,
writing master in Liverpool, to improve my-

I

and learn some branches of
One seventh-day while
mathematics.
here, having always a great propensity to

self in writing,

the

see towns and places that were new to me,
I went to see the city of Chester, and lodged

two nights at Peter Leadbetter's ; in my return by Eastham ferry, which is five miles
across to Liverpool, an elderly gentlewoman
having got some play-books in the boat, I
as I was reading,
offered to read for her
:

grew unruly, which
so that she put by
her very much
her play-books, and while we were in the
boat, would no more touch them herself, or
suffer me to touch one of them.
Many remarkable preservations I had in
deceitfully healed.
but the most remarkaI remember to have heard one, who had my younger days;
basely fallen in an unguarded hour, boasting ble was during my residence at Liverpool,
One first-day,
a few years after, that he had been washed in which happened as follows.
the bottom of Jordan, and had brought up in the afternoon, I went with some other boys
stones of memorial ; and this in an affected a boating in the dock, which, by means of
ministerial way, when it appeared not to be the flood-gates, was kept so full of water as to

some horses
terrified

in the boat

;

case to any but himself; but rather that the keep the ships afloat, when the tide was out.
poor man was still under the deception of the We rowed several times from one end of the
crafty enemy, willing to deceive himself, and dock to the other. At length some rude boys,
wanting to deceive others, while he was at that were stronger than we, took from us our
best but very superficially, washed from deep oar, or oars, and this in all probability proved
defilements.
Judgment had not had its per- the means of our preservation. For now we
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found ourselves obliged to work our way
with our hands by the ships to the upper end
Just as we reached it, we
of the dock.
heard a noise as of the loudest thunder
climbing up from the boat unto the quay, we
soon found that the dock gates, being grown
The water rushing
old were broken down.
out in a rapid torrent, bore down all before it,

to run away by night, it being moon
but that kind Providence whose fatherly
care was over me, when I was too little careme.
ful for my own well-doing, withheld
When the time proposed for putting my design

a design
light

in

;

execution arrived, the

conse-

pernicious

quences of such a procedure, were so clearly
manifested to my mind, that I was discouraged
and therefore concluded paoversetting and greatly damaging several from the attempt
The frightful near- tiently to endure what might be permitted to
vessels that lay near.
ness of such a danger, and narrow escape befall me, till the termination of the time confrom it so affected my mind, as to invade my tracted for, might bring me my release in a
sleep that night, and repeat itself again to my reputable and conscientious way.
Near the expiration of my time I wrote to
imagination with aggravations of horror.
At the expiration of my three months here, some of my friends, acquainting them, that I
;

Kendal yearly meeting, where my
from a journey, in
which he had made his way through Skipton,
informed me that he had agreed with David
Hall to bind me to him for four years longer;
this was no agreeable intelligence to me, for
although I honoured my worthy master, yet
every thing else was not as I could wish it.
went

I

to

father, being just arrived

thought I could foresee much hardship to be
unavoidably my lot yet as my father had so
I
agreed, I thought it my duty to comply.
endeavoured to put a good heart and face upon
it,
and so entered upon my part. During
these four years my master was frequently
abroad at meetings. He did not often miss
the quarterly meetings at York, and sometimes attended the yearly meeting at London,
I

;

intended to try

some new

place,

and received

a letter from my good friend John Wilson of
Kendal, signifying that Alexander Arscott of
Bristol wanted an usher, and offered twenty

pounds per annum. Which offer I readily
embraced.
1733.
Leaving Skipton, and the yearly
meeting at Kendal approaching, I went thither,
staid a few days with my mother, and then set
forward for Bristol. In my way at Wolverhampton, standing at the door of the inn where
I alighted, I saw a crowd of people passing by,
and heard it was a Quaker's funeral whereupon I went to it, and our friend Joshua Toft,
whom I do not remember to have seen before,
attended it, and was raised up in a large and

—

;

living testimony, whereby I was afresh reachand then the care of the scholars in and out ed, and considerably tendered, and thence proceeded on my way, under renewed impressions
of school lay heavy on me.
Both before my coming to Skipton, and of good upon my mind, to Worcester. There
while I was there, I often had fresh desires I met with William Beesley going to Bristol
kindled in my heart after redemption. I was yearly meeting, with whom I went in comclearly shown the necessity of it, and the pany to Gloucester, but my horse being tired
danger of delays in a matter of such conse- 1 was forced to leave him behind, and walk
quence so that 1 left off playing for a time, the greatest part of the remainder of the way
thinking it great infatuation to squander my in my boots. In a kw weeks after, that worthy
precious hours in play, when in danger of my minister and elder, John Richardson, of YorkBut the most par- shire, landed in company with Robert Jordan
life, and that too for ever.
ticular i-each I had, was at a meeting in our from Pennsylvania, who bought my horse for
school-house, under the baptizing ministry of the same price it cost me.
My good master Alexander Arscott, was
John Fothergill, whereby I was awakened to
He was
vigilance for a season, rising early, and care- like a kind and tender father to me.
fully attending to every step in my business, the eldest son of the parson of Southmolton
But soon, in Devonshire, and himself educated at the
and the duties of my station.
;

the

fervour

of

this

sacred

flame

abated,

university of Oxford, with intention to

fit

him

and I gradually fell back, and became just for the same function. But when he was just
what I was before yet I did not forget or ripe for preferment, and might have had a fair
wholly lose the sense of this day of my visi- prospect that way, his father being well belovtation; but often privately lamented my revolt, ed and respected among the great men in that
and I continued still to maintain a good char- country, he turned his back on all prospects
acter amongst friends.
of this kind, being convinced of the blessed
This was a great mortification to his
truth.
I do not remember much more than what I
have already intimated in general of these father and mother, who would both sit weepfour years, save that one time, when my mas- ing by him in the bitterness of their hearts,
This, he added,
ter was abroad, I thought myself hardly and as I have heard him relate.
unreasonably used, and thereupon conceived pierced him deeply, as he sincerely desired to
;
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be a dutiful son to tender and indulgent parents.
A cloud came over his understanding,
and the enemy in his own breast suggested
But as he
that he was acting quite wrong.
humbled himself before the Most High, imploring his direction, he received a fresh sight
that he must forsake father and mother for
Christ, and be faithful to the manifestation of
His parents behis will, through all events.
came afterwards better reconciled to his
change, when he was settled in good business
in Bristol, where he kept a school for the children of friends and others, from that time till
his decease, being about thirty-five years, and
proved helpful to the rest of his father's family, in procuring them by his interest, places
for getting a livelihood.
I came up to Bristol quite plain in my garb,
as David Hall would not suffer any other in
his family; and it being the time of the yearly
meeting, at a friend's house I fell in company
with some well-minded friends, one or more
of whom observed to me, that sundry young
people had come up in the same way from the
north of England to the southern parts, particularly to London and Bristol; and after being
there a while they ran into the fashions of
those places, till they even outstripped the native inhabitants.

9

way

path, opens the

for safer

and more

able and edifying connexions, as
here, to

hope
I

I

inward

solid

was now removed

my

which

satisfaction,

I

shall never forget.

nexions,

of

my

profit-

often lound

I

my

far

from

all

my

con-

parents, relations and the place

nativity

;

and was here as a stranger
having at first little or no

in a strange land,

acquaintance in
solitary

my new

situation,

it

In this

residence.

pleased

divine

Good-

ness to take notice of me, and to favour me
afresh with a merciful and reaching visitation
of his love to my soul, and more clearly to
reveal his Son in me, whereby I was given
plainly to see, that my safety here and happiness hereafter, depended upon my yielding
faithful obedience to his requirings, as manifested by his light in my heart
and that his
;

requirings would be only what tended to

my

good and lasting welfare.
This was a day of my soul's espousal to
Christ Jesus.
I was overcome with his love,
and with admiration of his condescending
goodness to such an unworthy creature. It
being the day of the Lord's power, I was ready
and willing to do any thing that I saw I ought

real

to do.

Having a strong inclination to poetry, I had
sometimes at Skipton indulged my fancy therein. But now when the Lord's power took hold
of me, I sacrificed all my idols and burned all
my collection of poems, even though some of
them were on what would be called good subjects
for they had too much attracted my
mind, and engrossed my thoughts.
I was
made sensible that these poems were not my

I had not only been educated in plainness,
but also been inwardly convinced of the foundation on which it stood ; and upon hearing
this account of the ridiculous folly and instability of my country folks, I was sorry that
they had given occasion of such remarks to
their dishonour, and took up a resolution to
continue steady in my old plain way.
proper business, that they took the place of
I do
not know that I suffered any external dis- what was really so, and therefore I gave them
advantage by it; but if I had, the cause of up. I now saw that I must shut out and
truth is worth suffering for, and the Almighty leave behind me what others generally crave
rewards patient suffering in a good cause. But and pursue, viz: the vain desires and deI found that good friends seemed to love me lights, which lead away the mind from that
the more on this account; and even others, great Being, who wooes us to true happiness.
who were conscious of their degeneracy seemAnd indeed my whole delight was in the
ed to respect me, as apprehending me to be company of Christ my dear Lord and master.
better than themselves
and I had most peace I was directed by him to do all things well,
of mind in continuing in my wonted plainness, and to bear all things with meekness.
As
though I was like a speckled bird, there being on my part I carefully regarded and practised
even then very few plain-dressed young people his directions, my soul enjoyed the sweet sense
or others in the meeting of Bristol.
before
I preferred this
I have of his approbation.
observed that deviating from this path of all the world, which I saw to be of little value
plainness, which Truth leads into, and mak- compared with the favour of its Almighty
ing departures in dress, opens the way to Creator. To please him I thought well worth
intimate connexion with young people out of all the toil and suffering of the day ; and the
our Society, or libertines in it ; and so leads desire of doing it, increased my industry and
further and further from a due subjection to strengthened my patience.
Thus I enjoyed a
Christ's kingdom and government, often mak- good time, and was often overcome with the
ing them forget and lose the good which love and kindness of my dear Redeemer.
they formerly professed, and consequently
In him I had now a father, a guardian,
draws them along into the utmost danger.
and a friend, and an excellent one indeed, who
;

;

Whereas adhering
Vol. IX.— No.

to the truth
1.

and

its

plain

embraced me with the most engaging

affection,
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A good condition is easily lost, for want of
duly observing our blessed Lord's direction to
watch and pray, lest we enter into temptation.
While I observed this, I daily and hourly found
having him was having every thing that was the benefit of it, in my rising up and lying
good. In his presence there could be no want. down, and on my bed in the night season,
having my heart and affections wholly set on
It was then no hard matter for me to deny
and Christ, and the great end of his having given
every corrupt desire, for his sake
to renounce the objects which had former- me existence, blessing his name for so reveally pleased me too well, and of which I ing his goodness to me, renewing covenant
had been foolishly fond; and yet for the with him, and watching against every thought
rejection of these things, which had done me that had a tendency to carry away my mind,
no good, but harm, I ever found him a rich and separate it from him.
I rose early, implored him to direct me
rewarder.
In his presence I could envy no man, how- how to spend every part of the day, most to
ever rich, eminent or seemingly happy but the honour of his name and to aid me to
I loved all men as his workmanship, and exert myself in the full discharge of my duty
wished that all would come to him, and in and every way and O many times in the day,
great peace and solid satisfaction flowed in my
with him be truly happy for ever.
Bidding farewell to the world and its soul for attending to and following his internal
Every thing went well and in
vanities, whose beauty and alluring lustre directions.
were tarnished and eclipsed in my eyes, proper order, through this constant care to
through the superior brightness of the Sun of walk exemplarily, and act faithfully in the
And
Righteousness shining in my heart, I loved duties of my place and station in life.
solitude that I might seek him, who was now many times in the evening of a well-spent
become the life of my life, and wait for his day, my soul overflowed with the sweet earfresh appearing to me, who brought with him nest of the heavenly and everlasting reward,
not only hght to show me my blemishes and reserved for perseveratice in well-doing.
Sometimes to every body that I saw, I felt
defects, but animating fortitude, fervent desire,
and divine help to withstand and surmount great love to rise in my heart, and a tender
corrupt habits and propensities, and vigilantly, well-wishing desire for them, that their souls
in the secret of the soul, to guard against the might partake with mine of the hidden treafirst rising of any imagination, or inclination, sures of the unutterable love of Christ, and
that was not consistent with the pure holy dis- the joy of his salvation.
May I never forget the day of this his most
coveries of his blessed Spirit. Thus, with the
royal Psalmist, Psal. xvi. ii. " In his presence engaging kindness, and of my espousals to
him. I may say truth is truth, unchangeably
I found fulness of joy." My mind was mouldIt
ed into a divine frame, a new creation of pure excellent, holy, pure and perfectly good.
love to God and to men, wherein the heavens leads to every thing that is best, and upholds
and the earth in a sweet harmony, seemed to in it, and rewards for every act and instance
show forth the power, wisdom and goodness of self-denial in obedience to its dictates.
of the one good Father and preserver of the Ever worthy to be admired, adored, reverwhole. I rejoiced that I had lived to see such enced, loved and served by all the nations in
a day, wherein I had a sure evidence in my the world, as that which alone would make all
own bosom, of being translated to a better happy in true love, and preserve all in pure
So would
world, to live for ever united to him and his, and spotless order every where.
earth resemble heaven, and its inhabitants be
if I should then be snatched from this.
Happy had it been for me, had I continued linked in a holy, blessed society with Christ,
on steadily in my progress towards perfec- with angels and the spirits of the just made
tion, through following his guidance towards perfect, in enjoying together the brightness of
it
but being in a great city, I sometimes look- his pi'esence, in whose presence is joy, and at
ed out, and thereby again raised sensual de- whose right hand are rivers of pleasure for
sires, which demanded to be gratified, and were evermore.
For this our Lord prayed to his
too often obeyed, when in my power, by which Father on behalf of his disciples; "sanctify
I again did harm to myself, and gave away them through thy truth, thy word is truth."
my inward strength and fortitude for walking
I continued in Bristol upwards of four
faithfully, as Sampson gave away his to De- years, living with my worthy master, for
lilah. Yet I still bore a good character, and whom I had a great and deserved esteem, as
many looked upon me as a young man of assistant or usher in his school to the time of
steady conduct; but by a painful feeling of his death, which happened the latter end of
my own instability I knew myself better.
my fourth year there, he being seized with a
when

applied myself to do every thing
All friends and relations, with all
kinds of enjoyments seemed to centre in him
alone, for he alone amply supplied all, and
I

rightly.

;

;

;

;

;

!
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which gradually weakened him, till
sweet frame of mind he departed
this life, generally regretted by friends and
others, having been a man remarkably serviceable, not only as a member of religious, but
also of civil, society. His character for integdisease,

at last in a

he was very much
determining differences between

rity being so universal that

employed

in

his fellow citizens, either as arbitrator or

So

pire.

um-

that to the blessing of the peace-

11

sons being under my tuition ; and afterwards
boarded in a friend's family till I married.
The meetings of friends in Ireland, and
particularly in the province of Munster, not
lying so contiguous as in many parts of England, could not so conveniently be joined
several together, to constitute monthly or
men's meetings of discipline, for transacting
the affairs of the church.
In these parts
each particular meeting was a men's meeting in itself, and some of the meetings
being greatly reduced in number, it became the concern of friends to recommend
to the larger meetings nearest to them, the
care of visiting these little meetings frequent-

maker, he might seem to have a title above
His funeral from the Friars meetinghouse was attended by a very great number
Four friends appeared
of friends and others.
publicly to a very crowded audience, viz.
James Tylee, Daniel Badger, Isaac Sharpless ly, to inspect their state, and help them by
and Thomas Gawthrop. The next day the advice and counsel, as occasion might require.
men's meeting elected Jonathan Nelson, school- Two of these meetings, viz those of Banmaster of Reading, to succeed him, and desired don and Youghal were under the care of
me to keep up the school till it might be con- Cork men's meeting, which was constant
venient for him to come, which I did, and at in appointing visits to them at the stated
most.

:

his comino; resigned

it to him.
informed that friends at
Cork in Ireland, wanted a schoolmaster, I
agreed to go thither to serve them in that capacity
so calling to see and take leave of my
brother, who lived with Thomas Bennett at
Pickwick, in Wiltshire, in the station of usher
to his school, I went from thence to Gloucester, and was at the two meetings there on firstday, which were poor small meetings.
On
second-day I rode to Worcester, and staid
there at my kind friend William Beesley's
over third-day. The week-day meeting there,
was to me a tendering season, both in silence
and under the lively ministry of old John Corbyn: towards the week's end I reached Kendal, where I stayed two or three weeks
during which stay, my father took a fever and
died.
A day or two after his funeral, I left
Kendal and returned to Bristol, from whence,
after waiting sometime for a wind, J took shipping for Cork, in company with doctor Rutty
of Dublin, who had been at the yearly meet-

1737.

—Being

;

;

times.

Being now a member of Cork men's meetto which I was recommended by certificate from Bristol, it fell to my lot in company
with other friends, to go upon a visit to the
meeting of Youghal; where I met with Mary
the daughter of John and Martha Dobbs, of
said town, a plain and orderly young woman.
I found my affections closely engaged towards
her; and having proposed to her parents my
ing,

desire to address her in

and obtained
were married

order to marriage,

their consent, after

sometime we
good order

there, according to the

used in our Society.
John Dobbs, her father, being convinced of
the truth while he was a student at the university of Oxford, was for his fidelity to his religious convictions, disinherited by his father,
Richard Dobbs, Esq., of Castle-Dobbs near
Carrickfergus, of an estate worth several hundred pounds per annum, he being his eldest
son.

His father left it to a younger son, who was
ing in London, and amongst his relations in to pay my father-in-law ten pounds per annum
Wiltshire, and was also waiting for a passage out of it, which during the lifetime of that son
to Cork.
was but indifferently paid, and by his prodigality the estate was involved.
I was affected with an awful impression on
But his son

my first embarking; which put me on considering on what foundation I ventured my life
upon the water. On that head I was soon favoured with inward satisfaction, and resignation to divine Providence.

Arthur Dobbs, late governor of North Carolina,
succeeding to the inheritance thereof, voluntarily doubled the said annual sum, and paid it
punctually.
My father-in-law having studied
physic at the college, practiced it with good

The wind being unfavourable, we had a
very tedious passage, being ten days on the
water from Pill to the cove of Cork. It was
late at night when we landed at the cove, and
next morning went up in a boat to Cork,
where I lodged about two weeks at Jonas Devonsher's, a friend of a large estate, his two

and great Christian charity to the poor,
little from his income that way.
He had been the favourite of the family,
but upon his joining in society with friends,
and giving up his whole heart to follow the
success,

so as to save

discoveries of the light of Christ in his conhe was treated by his father with

science,
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great severity as a rebel, and then cast out
So that he might well be said
as an alien.

have forsaken father and brethren, and sisand houses, and lands for Christ's sake;
and Hke faithful Abraham, to have offered up
to the Lord whatever was dearest to him in
this world, and to have trusted in God, which
was doubtless counted to him for righteousto

ters,

It may perhaps appear to some, that the
recording of such transactions, is of little importance or edification to uninterested readers;
but it hath not appeared so to me.
The account of these difficulties, which for want of
due care and forethought, and a constant,
and deep attention to the unerring guide, we

into, though more humiliating, may perhaps be no less useful for caution, than those
Being beloved by friends, he was urged by experiences, which we can review with more
some to have recourse to the law, for the reco- heart-felt satisfaction, are for encouragement
very of the family estate as his birthright, and imitation. Truth hath ever led to integwhich he had done nothing to forfeit, and rity, punctuality and upright dealing in our
Where- outward affairs, and to limit ourselves to
assistance offered him for doing it.
upon he was prevailed with at length to make few wants, and an humble condition in life,
a beginning but not having that inward peace rather than invade or risk the property of
We cannot all get a deal of the
with Christ which he preferred before all the other men.
world, in the first step of contention, he put a treasures of this world, nor is it necessa" A man's life constop to all further proceedings, and rather ry to our well being.
sisteth not in the abundance of the things he
chose to confide in God without it.
For a more particular account of him, possesseth," but we may all live on a little, if
see the Collection of Friends' Sufferings, vol. our minds be kept humble, and the sensual
and doctor Rutty's History of the Rise appetites be subjected to the cross of Christ.
ii.
and Progress of Truth in Ireland. Of him I My view in relating how I was, undesignedly
have only to add, that he made a joyful and indeed, involved in embarrassed circumstances,
happy exit out of this world, in an exceedingly is for a caution to inexperienced young perthankful and triumphant slate, with a full sons, to be very considerate and careful in
assurance of going to live for ever in a better. their expences, that they be neither lavish
He died about seven or eight months after our on things needless or superfluous, nor in things
otherwise convenient and lawful, in a meamarriage.
His wife Martha Dobbs, was convinced of sure disproportionate to their ability to supthe truth before their marriage, by the dying port clearly out of their own, with honour,
for in this
expressions of that handmaid of the Lord, reputation and a good conscience
Deborah Sandham. She had a fevv words of circumstance things lawful in themselves are
public testimony in meeting, survived her hus- not lawful or expedient for them, that so the
band some years, and died in a good old age, profession of truth may not suffer reproach
having been a heavenly minded woman.
by their miscarriage, as it hath done by that
Previous to my marriage, a small lot of of too many others, to the great regret of the
ground offering for building on, which was honest and right-minded of our religious Socivery convenient to my school, and the car- ety.
Furthermore, the narrative of these difpenter reckoning he could run up a neat small ficulties and anxieties, that attended my first
house for a sum I could then spare, having in setting out in the married state, seems to me
my employment in Bristol and here saved so to convey this instructive lessons to all sinmuch, I adventured in conjunction with a gle young persons, who have not good patfriend, to take the ground and build upon it, rimonies, or are not yet well settled in some
and the house was finished a few weeks af- business, proper to maintain a family, that if
ter our marriage;
but the cost of it came they would do well in the world, they should
to double the sum the carpenter had propos- not be hasty in this weighty affair
but coned it might be built for.
This and some sider wisely before they proceed toward it.
other things filled me with gloomy appre- While single they have only themselves to
hensions, and I became very dejected in my care for, and if they keep their hearts staid
mind in consideration of my circumstances, upon the Lord, which is far easier for them to
finding I had gone too far, and owed what I do, than when weighed down under a load of
was not able to pay. However, as my inten. care and encumbrances, and come up faithtions were honest, and my anxiety great that fully in the way of their duty, they will be
I might not by any misconduct blemish the
happy. And by all means let them beware of
truth, which I had been instructed so high- entering into this most interesting engagement,
ly to prize, by industry and frugality, and which is for life, on which the happiness or
through divine assistance, in some time I unhappiness of this life very principally degot over this difficulty, and paid every far- pends, and by which that of the next may
thing.
be very materially promoted or retarded, till
fall

ness.

;

;

;
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Lord opens

the

and conducts them

in

it.

their

Then

way, imperfectly,

the mar-

speculation,
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I should be exposed to much
and become the immediate sub-

riage will be honourable, the married will be ject of conversation among such as love to
Hke minded, standing in the counsel of best catch and propagate matter of amusement
wisdom, will be truly helpmeets to each other that perhaps the like duty might never be

both in their temporal and spiritual concerns
together with united and prepared
hearts in religious and family duties, and

joining

each other's hands for every
good word and work; minding the inspeaking
strengthening

Word, more than the attention or opinions, the
Such
approbation or censures of the world.
if they have but little of earthly treasure are
But on any other terms,
happily married.
whether married or unmarried, people are not
in

a good way

;

and

it

is

infinitely better to

be married to Christ, than to be married ever
so grandly in the world, out of the divine

counsel and covenant.
As I had a religious desire in my choice,
and that I might be rightly directed therein, I
had reason on the whole, notwithstanding
these outward discouragements aforementionFor my wife was
ed, to hope that I was so.
the child of good parents, from whom she had
received a religious education, of orderly con-

and well inclined, and we
a good degree favoured together of
the Lord, she being free to give me up to every
service I thought it my duty to engage in.
Upon my first visit to her, the sense of truth
and the solid edifying conversation of her
worthy parents, deeply fixed the best impressions on my spirit, so that in my return home
to Cork, twenty computed miles, my thankful
heart was like a cup filled, the tears of divine
joy overflowed, and ran down my cheeks the
In this thankful
greatest part of the way.

versation, innocent

were

frame

in

I

reached Cork, and

my

friends there,

who

generally had a love for me, were pleased
to see me, and to hear such account as I had
But then this good went off, and the
to give.
instability

of nature succeeded

gree, though

still

in a great de-

mixed with a reverent view

to the better part.

— About

months

after our marYoughal, my heart
was bowed in reverent fear, and filled with the
It
sweet influence of God's universal love.
then appeared to be my duty, in the clearness
of that light and the strength of that love, to call
to, and invite those present to come to Christ,
and yield grateful obedience to his laws. I had
been for several years before, fully persuaded
that this would be required of me as a duty,
and had desired never to dare to venture upon
it until it should be so required.
Upon this duty being clearly presented to
me in this meeting, discouragements and obstacles poured into my mind in abundance,
such as, that if I should deliver the words

1739.

four

riage, being at a meeting at

of me again, and in that case
should be likely to be talked of for many
years, as one who had begun and not gone
Instances occurred of such as had
on.
preached amongst us for a time, and had
either dropped it and fallen away, or had on
one account or another, incurred a public and
general dislike or disgrace, and that therefore
safer and better for me to rest
it might be
quiet with good wishes for the people, and to
exhort in a more private way, as I might have
opportunity, and a fresh concern on my
mind. These grounds of hesitation detained
me till a friend kneeled down to conclude the
meeting in prayer.
I then saw clearly, that if the meeting
should break up without my uttering the exhortation, which was fixed with so much
weight upon my mind, I should unavoidably
incur the stings of conscious guilt, and the
crime of disobedience.
Therefore not attending to the friend's public prayer, my mind was earnestly and closely
exercised in mental supplication to the Almighty, that he would abilitate me to be
faithful.
I had a hard struggle and conflict
on this occasion but at length the power of
required

I

;

and

divine faith prevailed, to the shutting out

manner of discouraging
And when the prayer was

putting to silence all

apprehensions.

ended I durst not sit down, fearing I should
but
not have power to rise again in time
turning about to the meeting, and seeing some
of the people staring me in the face, such was
my weakness, that I raised up my hat, and
holding it before my face, I spoke the words,
which had lain with weight on my mind, and
sat down.
A flood of divine joy poured into
my heart, and filled it all the day I went in
this frame of mind into several friends' fami;

;

lies, and my heart being still melted with divine love, the tears of joy and thankfulness
flowed down my cheeks, which some ignorantly mistook for trouble of mind, saying

one

to another,

they pitied me.

a memorable day to me
for
seemed to myself to be raised above the
sordid and sinful inhabitants of this world,
and to be admitted a partner of the blessed
society of saints and angels, and spirits of
It

was indeed

;

I

men made perfect, through entire obedience rendered to their God.
I had a full assurance in myself, that if
then sudden death should seize me, I should
immediately go to that blessed society, to live
in a holy and happy communion with them

just
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serve from falling, to build up, and to give
an inheritance among the sanctified.
I remember that the above considerations
is
hgion, with which our dear Redeemer came to made me earnestly pray, that since I had
given up, and put my hand to the plough, I
bless mankind.
I might give some account of my services might never look back to Sodom again, like
and of good effects arising from my obeying Lot's wife but rather suffer any thing in this

God and

for ever, to adore that

Sovereign,

And this
so intinitely favoured us.
the very nature of that truly excellent re-

who had

;

but accounts of that world, than disgrace the cause of truth and
the divine manifestation
kind I leave to those who have steered more righteousness.
Encouraged as above, I proceeded to minsteadily than I have done, and think it more
proper for me to look to the other side of ister in public meetings, when I had somemy case, and that with shame and confusion thing given for that end, through which exerof heart, mixed with humble admiration of cise my gift became gradually enlarged. But
;

has hitherto been alas I too often made false steps in my pubwith a Cew heavenly and lic ministry, as well as in my thoughts, words
good days, wherein I should not have been and actions in private conduct, for want of
afraid of death, or of the awful and tremen- self-love being more mortified and subjected
to the spirit of Christ, which teaches divine
dous judgment which is to follow it. Oh
divine

goodness,

which

and

that

may, through

blest

I

me

great,

!

I

faithfulness

on

my

part,

the like again, and that my last day
may be my best day. But alas, a consciousness of unfaithfulness in divers respects is my
present companion, though not with my will, or

attain

wisdom.
Being of an active natural disposition, it
became a cross to me to be silent, wh6n it was
And sometimes after I stood
best to be so.
up I continued too long, till the testimony as

and grew tedious to
wanted too, to imitate some
others, who I thought, preached finely. Thus
the enemy of man's happiness continually
seeks to tempt every class in the church militant.
As the eye is kept single to the holy
Head, and the body full of light, in the light
he is discovered in all his approaches and

but through want of maintaining to the life of
a proper vigilance and devotion, and thereby the hearers.

by design

;

losing the fortitude
been invested with.

which

I

have sometimes

Many

it,

of our dear, honourable friends of
generation in our Society, appear,
from the time they were drawn to the pure
fountain of light, life and love, to have adhered thereto with immovable steadfastness transformations
the

first

flattened

I

;

but

I

was not constantly

and a kw I have enough on my guard against his stratagems,
known In my time who have arisen, and and therefore was sometimes seduced even
steadily persevered, considering the degen- to think I did well, when I was zealous,
eracy of the age, in a faithful attachment though not according to true knowledge, nor
of soul to that grace and truth, which is to the honour of the great name of Christ our
come by Jesus Christ and that have washed Lord for he is most honoured by the subjectheir robes white in his blood, and have kept tion of self; and by divine love, coupled with
But very few have humility and patience.
their garments unspotted.
Among the many good institutions which
come up to this height, and so continued
the discoveries of celestial wisdom have estaas with their feet fixed upon Mount Sion
very few have got over the opposing moun- blished in our Society, is that of faithful elders
tains of human respect, selfish regards, sen- appointed to watch over the flock, and over
sual appetites, desires of the ease, honours, or the ministry, which has been found to be very
And though the love of self-honour
all which tend to de- useful.
profits of this world
base the soul, darken the judgment, eclipse made me sometimes bear hardly the reproof
the brightness of heavenly light; blunt the of a friend; yet I have afterwards, as in the
edge of godly resolutions, and contract the cool of the day, discerned the expediency of
it, and been induced to desire to be more carecorrupting leaven and spirit of the world.
It is lamentable to reflect how many in our ful in future, and to be willing to receive
age, even of the anointed sons and servants advice, as well as to give it.
O ye, whom Christ calls into the work of
of the Lord, have by these means gradually
declined and dwindled, and at length totally the ministry, or any other office, give up your
fallen off, as Judas did from Christ, and De- lives to him and it, both to do and to suffer
mas from his faithful apostle, and made ship- what he may order or permit; for the vessels
wreck of faith and of a good conscience, and of the Lord's house are to be of beaten gold.
broufrht lasting disgrace on themselves and Every son whom he loves he rebukes and
Then ever receive with a good
that good cause in which they had been hum- chastens.
bly and honestly engaged. Yet truth changes mind, the counsel or the reproof of a friend.
If others revile and taunt in bitterness and
able to preit is the same still, and still
not

to

their last

moments

;

;

;

;

;

;
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haughtiness and insult, as whoever lation, and even to slight those who are in a
must suffer much better state, dwelling in the valley
persecution ; yet all things will work together of humility, subject to Christ the beloved oi
for good to them that steadily abide under their souls.
It is hard for the creature not to be pleased
Our nature having in
Christ's government.
with praise, and to offer it to him, to whom
it much dross, and by long habit contracting
an increase of it, cannot be refined from it, alone it is due or after being at any time
but by fiery trials, nor have its evil humours signally honoured, to return like Mordecai,
purged out, but by drinking the bitter cup. dismounted, stripped of the royal robes, and
Applause pleases the creature, but greatly to sit in a silent, abject condition, at the king's
endangers it. Suffering in spirit, though more gate, waiting on him in poverty of spirit.
As applause is dangerous, so the affections
painful, is more safe,
then ye who have rightly begun, and of the people, if not kept under proper gofavourably advanced in the work of truth, or vernment, both by the minister and his hearof the ministry, look well to your standing, ers, have a snare in them, as indeed hath
and guard against the transformations of every object of our senses, without maintainyour unwearied enemy. When we first be- ing an inward watchfulness ; these things not
gan, our single view and desire was to ob- being the proper mark or prize of a minister
It is base to play the harlot
tain divine approbation, and that peace of or a Christian.
soul, which results from it; to die to ourselves with corrupt self, and deck it with the Lord's
and all the world ; to know no man after the jewels. For if we take these rewards of our
flesh, nor be known by them ; but only to labours, we are in danger of losing that which
know the Lord, and to walk and act under he gives to the faithful, which is the one true
his immediate notice and approving favour. and durable reward.
The spirit of the gospel directs us, to subBut afterwards there hath mingled herewith,
the desire of human notice, of popular ap- mit ourselves, or give way, one to another, to
plause, of worldly advantages and indul- be abased, and prefer others ; the strong to
take the weak by the hand, and all to imitate
gences.
Thus some ministers, as well as others, the holy pattern of Christ, who was meek
who have given up their names to follow the and lowly in heart, and stooped to wash the
Lamb, have slipped into a mixed state. In feet even of his disciples and servants.
them the spring once pure, hath become mudIt was he by his Spirit, who not only raised
dy, and the sacred fervour hath dwindled. up a living ministry in our Society, but by
Though they have retained the form of god- the same spirit animated our faithful predecesliness, yet its conquering power and fortitude sors to establish a salutary discipline therein,
have gradually died away, and left them as upon the same foundation ; and raised up and
weak and unable to resist temptations, as gifted men and women for valuable services,
those who have never assumed that form.
conducing to the edification and strengthening
This has been the case of many dry world- of one another in piety. Often have I sat in
lings and sensualists in our Society, who, meetings of discipline greatly humbled, tenfar from helping the cause, which they pro- dered and revived in my spirit, with fresh refessed a value for, have greatly hurt it, and solution to renew my diligence in my journey
given a handle to libertines to make both it heavenward.
and them, the subject of their derision.
One branch of this discipline, viz the
When the humble regard and love of God institution of meetings of ministers and elders,
singly presided in my heart, then I have been I highly regarded.
For when we have, in a
disposed to receive the advice or the rebuke sense of our entire inability without his help,
of a friend, in the love in which it was given, prostrated ourselves together before the most
and to bear with Christian meekness, the high God, he hath graciously vouchsafed to
taunts and insults of insensible hearts and un- open the living springs of counsel, suitable to
guarded lips, undisturbed thereby; but when the several states and stations present, tending
I have slidden off" this foundation, then they to stir up to diligence and devotedness in
have discomposed my mind, and agitated it his service, and pointing out in the opening
with selfish and uneasy resentments.
of gospel light, the snares and dangers way1 have not so often met with this kind of laying the spiritual traveller in his journey.
returns to my ministry, as applause, which
Often have these meetings, when we have
indeed is an intoxicating and pernicious cup been thus prepared for them, cemented us tofor any to drink without great fear.
It rais- gether in an humble engagement of soul toed the spirits with a false alacrity; elevates ward God.
Tender love hath abounded,
the mind with self-conceit, and an imagined which hath made us dear one to another, as
superiority to others, leads into an evil emu- children of one family, and fellow-labourers

wrath

;

in

will live godlily in Christ Jesus,

;

!

:
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Christ our in, and had a favourable passage, being only
the highest and best cause.
Lord has favoured us with his presence about Ibrty-eight hours from port to port.
This journey took me up about five weeks,
and sovereign power, and made us partakers together of his heart-tendering good- in which time 1 visited the meetings of Friends
ness, and of a near communion and divine pretty generally, through the counties of Cumfellowship with him through his Spirit, and berland, Westmoreland and Lancashire, and
in

with each other therein, renewing our ardent
concern for the honour of his Name, and the
promotion of his truth.
But when this preparation has been wanting, and inattention and absence of mind have
taken place, then we have been barren as the
dry heath and like the earth, covered with

part of the north of Yorkshire, being frequently
much favoured by the Master of our assemblies,

darkness, without form and void, when the
spirit of the Lord moved not on the face of
Both the immediate and instruthe waters.
mental springs of lively and clear counsel
and consolation have been closed up, and the
edification and watering of the flock withheld.
This hath caused living zeal, and even the
attendance of those meetings to decay, and to
yield to temporal afiliirs and temptations, to

peace.

;

the hurt and loss of many.
May these considerations

move

and elders more particularly,

ministers

seek after
the preparation requisite for assembling in
the name and power of Christ, and under a

renewed concern

to

for their individual preser-

vation, as well as for that of their brethren

they may thereby be comfortably enlivened, and enliven one another to all
goodness, as men and women redeemed from
the world, and fellow-citizens of the New JeThen, of great and valuable benerusalem.
fit indeed, would these solemn meetings be, as
heretofore, when faithful labourers in theLord's
service, dignified, adorned and upheld them.
When I had resided about three years in
Ireland, my brother John, whom I left in the
service of Thomas Bennett, at Pickwick,
Wilts, as noticed before, being desirous to
fix his residence in the same nation with
me, at the expiration of his fourth year
there, resigned his place of usher to that
school, in order to remove to Ireland; and
going first to see our mother and relations
at Kendal, she concluded to accompany
him in order to pay us a visit of a few
weeks, and about the middle of the summer,
1740, they both arrived at Cork. After about
five weeks abode with us, my mother inclined
to return home
and I having a concern on
my mind to visit my native country in the
service of Truth, my brother's arrival opened the way to set me at liberty
he willingly taking charge of my school in my ab-

and

sisters, that

;

—

I concluded to accompany my mother
her return ; and having laid my concern
before the men's meeting and obtained their
certificate, and soon meeting with a vessel

sence.
in

bound

to

Whitehaven, we embarked there-

and often enlarged in the love of the gospel
amongst my former relations, friends and
neighbours, many of whom were glad to
see me, and I was nearly united to them
in the unity of the one spirit, the bond of
* I was at a general meeting at Crook,
about four miles from Kendal, which was
eminently favoured, and after it, went to
lodge at Lydia Lancaster's, a valuable min-

*

Here a sheet of the

have not been able

original

to recover

is lost,

which

I

regret the loss,
not only as it occasions a chasm in the narration ;
but by the recollection I have of my brother's
epistolary and verbal relations of this journey,
I apprehend we are deprived of some occurOne in particular
rences, worthy of preserving.

have heard him relate

;

I

terms so lively and
had fixed a deep impression on his mind
so that, I think he
When he came
would not pass it unnoticed.
to Pardshaw meeting in Cumberland, he received intelligence that our ancient valuable

I

affecting, as indicated

in

it

;

friend, that faithful minister of the gospel in his

day,

James Dickenson, was then confined by

sick-

and apparently near his close, whereupon he went to pay him a visit, and found him in
such a happy, heavenly frame of mind, as made
the opportunity very tenderly affecting and edifying. Raised above the world he was departing from,
and well prepared for that celestial mansion, he
was favoured with a lively hope of being shortly
admitted into; in this his concluding scene,
amongst other affecting expressions he related of
his, I recollect the following, in purport; "I have
served the Lord and his truth in my generation,
and now I feel the blessed reward thereof: the
accuser of the brethren is cast down as to me,
and my peace with God is sealed forever." This,
he related was delivered in such a feeling, powerful and affecting manner, as greatly tendered his
spirit, and left the best impressions upon it, animating- him to fresh and ardent desires, so to fulfil
his ministry, and walk through life, as that he
might die the death of the righteous, and that his
last end might be like his. And indeed, what scene
in this life more dignifies humanity? What school

ness,

is more profitably instructive than the death-bed
of the righteous, impressing the understanding
with a convincing evidence, that they have not
followed cunningly devised fables, but solid, substantial truth
that there is a measure of divine
light and grace in man, which if duly minded
and obeyed, is sufficient to preserve through all
the vicissitudes in life, to give him the victory
over his spiritual enemies, and in the end over
death, hell and the grave.
;
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and a mother

ister,

in Israel.

Next morning of

meeting at Colthouse near Hawkshead, and after meeting went to William Rawlinson's to lodge.
Next morning in very wet
stormy weather, I went to Height meeting.
Most of the friends belonging to it lived at
some miles distance yet they generally attended, and I believe were thankful that they
did so, the cementing virtue and power of the

went

to their

;

gospel so prevailed therein.
After meeting I went with James Rowlandson's family to his house at Frith. His daughter Jane had for a little while past appeared at
times in the public ministry in our meetings.
So much of tenderness, and of inward fervency toward Christ the beloved of her soul, prevailed in her, as to make deep and lively impressions on my mind.
Next day, that family accompanied me over
the sands to a meeting at Swarthmore,

and

I

returned with them, and from thence back to
Kendal. The said Jane Rowlandson after-

wards married George Crosfield, became a
valuable minister, visited Ireland twice v.'hile
I lived there, and the continent of America
once.
In the course of this journey I was favoured
with the company and countenance of sundry
friends, whom in my younger years I had held
in estimation, by reason of the good impressions I received from their exemplary lives
and labours, as before noted in its place. My
quondam master, David Hall, treated me with
affectionate respect ; he had buried his former
wife, who was my mistress, and married again.
He and his wife accompanied me to a meeting
at Airton.
I lodged at Thomas Anderson's,
a friend in the ministry, who visited Ireland in
company with David Hall; he was blind, but
exceedingly pleasant and cheerful. Next morning being a hard frost, I went with said Thomas and other friends over a great hill to a

monthly meeting at Settle. By me in the
gallery sat Julian Frankland, a good old woman, near ninety years of age, and a good
meeting

it

was.

At and about Kendal
the

company of

had much of
and

also, I

that honourable minister

James Wilson, who as a nursing father
encouraged and strengthened me in the service
I was engaged in. His conversation was often
pleasant, instructing and edifying one remarkable passage he related, I think worthy of inserting, which was to the following purport.
In his young years, having been educated
in the established religion or church of England so called, he had conceived a very conelder,

;

temptible opinion of the people called

and

their principles,

and

Quakers

at a public

house

company with some others of like
sentiments, this people became the subject
Vol. IX.— No. 1.
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their discourse
and as they were expressing their sentiments of contempt and dislike
of them pretty freely, a person of some note,
who had been an officer under Oliver Cromwell, came into the room, and overhearing
their discourse, observed to them in substance, "That he apprehended their prejudice
towards this people arose from their want of
knowing them for my part, continued he, I
entertain very different sentiments of them ;"
and perceiving them struck with admiration to
hear him, whom they looked upon as a man
of sense, as well as consequence, express
himself after this manner, he proceeded to the
following purpose: "You seem to wonder
that I express a favourable opinion of the
Quakers; I will inform you the reason. After
the battle of Dunbar, as I was riding in Scotland at the head of my troop, I observed at
some distance from the road, a crowd of people, and one higher than the rest
upon which
I sent one of my men to see and bring me
word what was the meaning of this gathering;
and seeing him ride up and stay there, without returning according to my order, I sent
a second, who staid in like manner ; and then
When I came
I determined to go myself.
;

;

;

thither,

I

found

it

ing to the people

was James Naylor preachand with such power and

;

reaching energy, as I had not till then been
witness of.
I could not help staying a little,
although I was afraid to stay for I was made
a Quaker, being forced to tremble at the sight
of myself.
I was struck with more terror by
the preaching of James Naylor, than I was at
the battle of Dunbar, when we had nothing
else to expect, but to fall a prey to the swords
of our enemies, without being able to help
ourselves.
I clearly saw the cross to be
submitted to, so I durst stay no longer^ but
;

got

off,

own

and carried condemnation

The

for

it

in

my

people there, in the clear
and powerful opening of their states, cried
out against themselves, imploring mercy, a
thorough change, and the whole work of salEver since I
vation to be effected in them.
have thought myself obliged to acknowledge
on their behalf, as I have now done."
This, James Wilson said, proved the first
step towards his convincement of our principles, inclining him to go to our meetings,
which, before he had an aversion to the
thoughts of, from the prejudice above hinted.
In those days the meetings of friends were
more eminently favoured with divine power,
as they lived more devoted to Christ ; and
consequently more abounding with his love
flowing in their hearts.
I was ready to think that Isaac Alexander
had been instrumental to his convincement.
I find it recorded in the third volume of the
3
breast.
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Dying Sayings,
account
rustic,

that said Isaac died at his

Of him he gave me

house.

the following

that " being in himself an illiterate
soon after his convincement he ap;

being near, I was furnished with ability and
matter, to minister to the general satisfaction
and edification of friends, and the ease of my
own mind. And my being at that time quite
a stranger to most friends in that city, and
coming quite unexpectedly, occasioned pretty
much inquiry among them.
From Dublin I proceeded toward Limerick,
by Mountmelick, Mountrath, and Kilconnermore, where John Ashton was then living a

peared in the ministry in a lively and powmanner. A neighbour of his, having
heard of his becoming a preacher, could
not tell how sufficiently to express his admiration he made it the subject of his discourse from place to place, deriding him who
had no learning for presuming to preach, and valuable good man, little inferior to most I have
the people for sufTering him."
known, in my estimation. Although not emi" This man attended the funeral of that nent for great and shining parts; yet he was a
The shining light in the country where he resided,
great and good woman, Ann Camm.
meeting proved an exceedingly enlightening, in love and good works a man of gi'eat hutendering opportunity; and even this derider mility and fervour of soul for the promotion of
was contrited and humbled therein. Isaac piety; much beloved and esteemed of his neighAlexander was eminently raised up in his bours and friends.
gift, to set forth the goodness and the justice
When I came to the good old man's house,
of God the glory of truth, the happiness of being now near eighty years of age, he was
obeying it, and the lasting infelicity of neg- very much indisposed and it being about the
lecting and rebelling against it.
The man middle of the eighth month, O. S., or October,
was so thoroughly penetrated with a clear and the friends in that part being late with
sight of his own case, that after Isaac had some part of their harvest, he proposed, notdone, he stood up in that very assembly, withstanding his infirmity, to accompany me
acknowledged the crime he had been guilty to Limerick, a great day's journey for him
of, and begged the prayers of all good Chris- when he was well, as the roads were then
tians, that it might be forgiven him."
and his relations, apprehending it too hazardI mostly finished my service in England in ous for him to undertake under his present
this journey, with the quarterly meeting for indisposition, endeavoured to dissuade him
Lancashire, at Lancaster, and that for West- from it
which made me desirous that he
moreland, at Kendal, held in succession. At might not suffer in his health, or meet with
the former, I met with Abraham Fuller, of Dub- any dissatisfaction of mind.
lin, who had accompanied Moses Aldridge from
It proved a fine day; he grew much better,
New England, in his religious visit to friends and his conversation was very edifying. Our

erful

;

;

;

;

;

;

Scotland, and was now, as well as myself,
his return home ; our meeting being quite
unexpected, was a very pleasing surprise to

in

on

Limerick rejoiced greatly to see
him, being the last time of his being there.
Next day being first-day, we had two comfortable meetings there.
On second-day morning at parting, he told
me, he was well paid for coming. He was
well and hearty the winter following, and the
next spring set forward towards the halfyear's meeting at Dublin, but having reached
Birr, he found himself unable to go further,
returned home, and after a short illness departed this life, leaving behind him a general
testimony all round the country on his behalf, as one who had eminently served God,
loved mankind, and was greatly beloved by
almost every one who knew him.
He and his wife were both convinced at
one meeting at Birr, through the powerful
ministry of that able and eminent minister of
Coming out of
the gospel, Thomas Wilson.
that meeting, they said to each other, " The
way of everlasting happiness had been clearly
laid down before them, and they were refriends at

us both, especially as we were likely to be companions to Dublin.
Here also, I met with
Samuel Fothergill, then young in the ministry; but even then appearing with a solemnity,
brightness, and gospel authority, which gave
friends lively hopes of his proving, as he did,
through the succeeding stages of his life, a
bright and shining light, a vessel of honour
indeed, of eminent service in the church of
Christ.
The public service in the said quarterly meeting, fell to the share of us who
were young, though many weighty, experienced ministers were present, and our good
Master being with us, it proved a refreshing,
satisfactory and edifying meeting.
From Lancaster we went directly to the
quarterly meeting at Kendal, which was also
a good meeting, and the beginning of the succeeding week we proceeded to Whitehaven,
in order to take shipping for Dublin, where
we arrived on seventh-day following, and I solved to walk in it, come life, or come
lodged at Joseph Gill's.
I attended the meet- death."
ings there the next day, and heavenly help
Not long after, John was thrown into pri»
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son for his Christian testimony against the
oppressive and antichristian yoke of tithesBeing used to work without doors, he was
at a loss how to employ his time ; but soon
learned to make gartering and laces.
When at liberty, he with his wife, con-
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Hereupon, what he little expected at
going to that meeting, he immediately
joined in society with friends, and became a

God.

his

serviceable man in his station.
After parting with John Ashton,

I proceeded toward Cork, and reached it next morning
stantly twice a week attended the meeting at before meeting.
Soon after, I visited some parts of Leinster
Birr, generally walking on foot thither, being
After my return I spared my broabout seven English miles, and a very bad province.
road, wading through a river in the way, ther, at the request of Benjamin Wilson, near
In winter, in Edenderry, to be tutor to his children, and
both going and returning.
When he
crossing this river, they sometimes had the those of a neighbouring friend.
ice to break
and John said he had wept to had been there about a year and a half, I
see the blood on his wife's legs in coming wrote to him to prepare, after duly apprizing
through it. In those days truth \vas precious his employers, to return to Cork, having a deto its professors, who also possessed it, and sire for once, v/hile I had an opportunity of
no difficulties or dangers could prevent them his supplying my place, to be at the Welch,
from getting to their religious meetings, to Bristol, and London yearly meetings; and
enjoy the renewings of divine love and life, though the family was loath to part with him,
yet as I wanted him on this account, he diswith their brethren.
This good man also took great pains to get engaged himself and returned to Cork, in due
travelling friends to appoint meetings at his time for me to proceed on the service before
;

me.
Accordingly, in the beginning of the first
month, O. S., now called the third, I embarkon sewinter season and in severe weather, and ed on a sixth-day morning at Cork
underwent much reproach for this labour venth-day at night, by favour of the lightYet he was blest in it, houses, we got into Milford-haven. On first-day
and diligence.
both inwardly and outwardly, many came to morning I walked to Haverford-west, where
the meetings at his house, several were con- I met with Abraham Fuller, of Dublin, whom
vinced of the truth, and in process of time a I consulted how I should steer my course to
meeting was settled there, and grew larger North- Wales, as I understood here, that the
than that of Birr, out of which it had sprung. Welch yearly meeting was to be about a
At the time of his joining our Society, month from this time, in this neighbourhood,
he was in low circumstances, but through viz at Tenby in Pembrokeshire.
Abraham advised me to order my course
industry and the blessing of heaven he grew
rich, and did abundance of good, being singu- so, as to be at John Goodwin's on a first-day,
because there was generally a large resort of
larly hospitable, liberal and charitable.
At the abovesaid meeting at Birr, through people there on that day, and gave me directhe ministry of Thomas Wilson, there was tions how to accomplish it, which I was
also convinced, his wife's daughter Mary, the pleased with, having heard before of that good
This was a great old man, and having a desire to be then at
wife of James Sheppard.
moi'tification to her husband, who tried va- his house.
On third-day after meeting, I left HaverAt length a
rious means to reclaim her.
noted preacher being to preach at the wor- ford-west, and had a meeting next day at Carship-house he frequented, he proposed to his marthen on fifth-day morning went to John
wife, that if she would go with him to hear Bowen's at Penplace, expecting to have a
him, he would go with her next Sunday, as meeting there, but he being gone to their
he called it, to the meeting at Birr, to which monthly meeting at John Recce's at Penbank,
She went according- I followed him thither, where I found a conproposal she assented.
After I had sat down,
ly, and heard tine words and eloquence
but siderable number met.
old John Reece stood up and preached to us in
that was not what her soul wanted.
Next first-day, pursuant to his engagement, Welch. On sixth-day 1 went to the widow
he went with her to Birr. It proved to be a Evans's at Llandewy-brevy, in Cardiganshire,
silent meeting there; yet through the reverent and expected next day to reach John Goodattendance of the souls of those present upon win's, at Escargogh in Monmouthshire.
Next morning the friend who was to have
Christ, the best minister, they were favoured
together with his life-giving presence, with been my guide, came into my chamber long
the sense of which the said James was reach- before day, when I was about getting up, haved and tendered into contrition, in the sight ing an earnest desire to reach John Goodwin's
He informed me, I could not go
of the self-denying path cast up to peace with that dav.
house; and then

to

acquaint people thereof,

several miles round, travelling for that purpose by night, as well as by day, in the

;

:

;

;
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running the risk of miles over the hills, to hear Daniel Rowland
asking if I should come into that county; that
it was a
mountainous road. I presently got up, and if 1 did, he would meet me any where in it,
found myself obliged to stay there, to the no if he could know the time and place; but
would be better pleased if I could come and
small disappointment of my desire,
lodge a night with him, which I afterward did.
I then went to their market-town, called
As I advanced a little further, a certain
Tregarron, and there had two meetings that
Next woman, not of our profession, invited me, and
day, the latter of which was large.
day being first-day, hearing of a priest called friends with me to dine, and gave us the best
Daniel Rowland, whose parish worship-house entertainment in her power. She expressed
was at Llangeithow, three miles beyond Llan- with solidity, she had not understood one
dewy-brevy, who was much flocked after by word I had said but had felt that which had
many people, even from other parishes; thither done her heart good, as a friend interpreted
When her words to me.
I went, accompanied by three friends.
Many people flocking to Llambeter, the
we arrived we found the house full, and many
After it I
at the outside, who seemed to listen to the meeting was held in the street.
preacher with attention, who was preaching parted with the people in mutual afl^ection,
and returned to Llandewy-brevy, in company
in Welch.
I desired a young man to endeavour to get to the parson, and acquaint with friends and others. I was at this time
him that an Englishman Avithout wanted to much overcome with the Lord's goodness, and
speak to him, which I suppose he did. For thankful for the aforesaid disappointment of
when he had ended his sermon the congrega- my desire, believing it to be in the ordering
tion broke up, and he came out one of the of best wisdom, for the service of the day,
first.
being filled with a comfortable hope I was in
I went to meet him and told him, I had my proper place, which caused the tears to
found my mind drawn in Christian love to run down my cheeks, most of the way I had
thither that day, without

my

life,

as

it

;

snowed very hard, and

;

him and

and therefore to ride.
him
When I returned to my quarters, at the
and them what was on my mind. After some widow Evans's, near Llandewy-brevy, a great
inquiries, he said it was not convenient then, number of the neighbouring people were come
as he had himself preached largely to the thither, and an unexpected meeting ensued,
people.
Finding myself clear of him, I got wherein several were broken and tendered in
upon a pretty high tombstone, and the people the time of silence. I briefly observed, that
generally drew near, being a very large mul- it had been made a good day to several of us,
visit

his congregation,

desired then the opportunity to deliver to

The opportunity was greatly favour- expressing my desire that it might be duly
being engaged to invite the people to remembered by us. And in this lively tenderChrist, the free teacher, and of him to receive ness we took our leave of one another.
wine and milk, strength and nourishment to
But alas, when I came thither eighteen
their souls, without money and without price: years after this, I found little sign left of that
though the people stood close crowded, there fervency toward God, which then seemed
seemed to be as great a stillness as if scarcely impressed on their minds. The enemy had
any were there. After I had ended what at got entrance, and much stolen it away.
that time flowed through my heart to them,
Next day 1 got to John Goodwin's, and he
stood a little with my mind reverently told me, he believed I was come in the right
I
and thankfully affected. At length 1 looked time, there having been but few at his house
round to see on which side I might most the day before, by reason of the snow that
easily retire.
Some of the people near, who had fallen thereabout. He accompanied me
perceived it, desired that I would pray for from his house to a meeting in the edge of
them before I left them. I answered, that I Shropshire.
did indeed pray for them ; but as for doing it
John told me, that his father and mother
vocally, I durst not, unless it appeared at that were both convinced of truth about the same
time to be my duty so to do.
They asked time, and received it in the love of it. At
then, whither I intended to go next ; I told that time his father was clerk of the pai*them, to Llambeter, about five miles ofl^, ish, and master of the free school thereof; but
where I intended to have a meeting that after- upon his joining with friends, and giving up
noon. Thither many of them went.
faithfully to divine conviction, he was turned

titude.

ed,

I

When

I

had got a

little

way on

was overtaken by one who looked

I
out of both these places, and obliged to have
a gen- recourse to hard labour, wherein his mother

the road,
like

tleman, on horseback, with his wife riding be- heartily joined ; but, that himself, their eldest
hind a man on another horse he told me, he child, then well grown toward the state of a
had come out of C/armarthenshire, fourteen youth, not understanding their case, thought
;
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them fools to turn Quakers, and resolved he
would not be like them in that nor did they
offer any compulsion to him therein; but their
prayers, put up to the Lord for him, were
manifestly answered, and they had in their
At this time
son the comfort they desired.
but
friends were grown numerous in Wales
soon after, upon the encouragement given by
William Penn, most of the friends in some
parts of this principality, removed and settled
in Pennsylvania, and amongst the rest John's
father and mother, with most of their children.
From inclination he would have removed
with them
but a higher power directed his
stay in his native land, and to that he gave
up father and mother and every thing. This
good man recounted the great favours of the
Lord to him all along to that day, to the fol;

;

;
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they ought to be to the gracious Giver of all
good things, for his extensive bounty to them.
When we consider this truly good man, in
circumstances we should reckon mean indeed,
and a manner of living suitable to his circumstances, bearing a lively and grateful testimony to the goodness, mercy and truth of the
Lord in his gracious dealings with him also,
when he dedicates his little all, in faith, to
his Lord's service, doth he not in the silent
and reaching language of example, convey
this intelligence to thy soul, who ai't blessed
with abundance? "Go thou and do likewise;
honour the Lord with thy substance and the
first fruits of all thy increase
love mercy,
and walk humbly with thy God ;" deeply
pondering in thy heart, " How much owest
thou to the Lord !"
Those of low circumstances from hence
may learn, that happiness is confined to no
station in this life; but is the result of observing the law of God in the inward parts, being,
as it prescribes, content with the things which
we have, not minding high things but reducing our desires to the level of our station in
life, that
so we may fill it with propriety
and act our parts well. If we thus walk
by the unerring rule of truth, though we be
esteemed poor in this world, we shall be rich
in faith, and with this worthy man, enjoy in
the obscurity of the humble cottage, what
;

;

lowing purport.
" When the Lord pointed out poor Wales
as a field of labour for me, he promised, that
if I was faithful to him in it, he would be with
me and favour me therein and now I have in
my heart a testimony for him in my old age,
that he hath abundantly made good his promise
to me, both outwardly and inwardly, far beyond what at that day I could have expected."
Which favours, in divers respects he related to
me in a very edifying, thankful frame of mind.
And speaking of his wife in particular, he related the steps by which the Lord, whom they
loved and served, conducted and joined them palaces too seldom afford, solid content, the
together
adding, " I think I may say, if consolation of a conscience void of offence,
ever man in the world got his right wife, I and the reward of well-doing, " the peace of
got mine."
He further told me, that he lived God that passeth the understandings of men."
and maintained his family on a farm of four The most splendid and extensive earthly pospounds a year, but at length had purchased sessions, when laid in the balance against
it and improved it, so that at that time he reckdurable possessions like these, are indeed as
oned it worth six pounds a year. The first nothing, and lighter than vanity.
journey he travelled in the ministry, being to
Having parted with John Goodwin, I went to
visit friends through Wales, he had then got Shrewsbury, Colebrookdale, Bewdley, Worcesof clear money, above forty shillings in all
ter, Birmingham, Coventry, Warwick, Evesand he was free Jo spend it, if there was ham then back by Worcester to Bromyard,
occasion, in the Lord's service, knowing that Hereford, Amely, and into Radnorshire in
he could give him, or enable him to get moi'e; Wales, to Brinfloyd and Talcot, To this last
that the first time he began to entertain tra- place came Mary Rickerby of Yorkshire, from
velling friends, most of the meeting being Llandewy-brevy much tired but after a little
then gone to Pennsylvania, he had but one rest and refreshment, she had an edifying
bed, which he left to them, he and his wife opportunity in the family; and from hence
taking up their lodging in the stable.
Di- she, with Miriam Bowen, and her uncle Edvers have been convinced by his ministry; ward Jones, accompanied me to the Welch
and one of the principal worthies of our age yearly meeting, as did also John Young, from
I have esteemed him.
Leominster, who met me at Hereford for that
The foregoing narrative of this worthy purpose, and was an acceptable companion.
elder, was edifying and profitable to me, not
Next morning we set out from Talcot about
only at the time, but frequently since, in five o'clock, and got to Nathaniel Anthony's
the review and recollection thereof; and I a little after meeting time, a meeting having
thought it worthy of recital, as conveying been appointed beforehand there, to begin at
profitable instruction to every class of readers, five in the evening.
Affer meeting, John
whether of high or low degree to the former Young and I went to lodge with that couple
a lesson of instruction, how humbly thankful who had before invited me near Llangeithow,
;

;

;

;

;

;

—
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where we met with a kind and cordial recepand found them fervent in desire after
godliness. Next morning we met Mary Rickerby, and sundry other friends at John Bowen's.
Thence went to an evening meeting at
Carmarthen, which was large. Next day
being seventh-day, we went to John Lewis's
house in the country.
On first-day with him
to the meeting at Redstone, and in the afternoon were at a large meeting at Haverfordwest and from hence, on third-day, we went
to the yearly meeting at Tenby.
After the yearly meeting, I went by Swanzey and Trevereeg to Pontypool, being accompanied by good old Evan Evans. Thence
by Shernuton and Ross to Gloucester, and
from thence round by Oxfordshire, Berkshire
and Wiltshire to Bristol yearly meeting and
from thence by Bath, Bradford, ShafTsbury,
Poole, Ringvvood and Southampton, and the
Isle of Wight, to that of London.
At Shaftsbury the meeting had been pretty
tion,

Thomas Whitehead and Philip Elliot accompanied me after the yearly meeting was
over, to a meeting at Hertford.

From

Hert-

went to Hitchin, Jordans, High-Wiccomb, &c. was at the quarterly meeting at
ford

I

:

Okeham,

counties of Leicester and
Rutland, and at those at Lincoln, York, Lancaster and Kendal.
At this yearly meeting were no representatives from Ireland but Abraham Fuller
and I. John Pim, of Edenderry, and his
;
brother Joshua Pim of Mountrath, came as
far as Coventry; and there the said Joshua, a
valuable friend and elder, was visited with a
distemper, which for a time seemed dangerous.
He recovered, but not till sometime
after the yearly meeting was over.
The like afterwards happened to another
good friend and elder, Joseph Williams, of
Randall's Mills, who reached London, and
was there by indisposition prevented from getting out to any meeting ; such trials being
much dropped for several years, there being sometimes permitted, for proving and exernone of our profession left, but an old friend, cising the faith and patience of the Lord's
a tanner, and his two sisters; but at this time servants.
several were in part convinced, and thereupon
In this journey I often travelled hard, and
the meeting revived,
I was there on a firsthad two meetings a day wherever I could.
day, and had three meetings, which were It took me about five months.
At Lincoln
large.
The second-day I spent in visiting quarterly meeting friends lodged at inns. I
families, and in the evening had a concluding do not remember that I knew one friend there,
meeting with friends, and those newly con- but John Scott, from Leeds, and May Drumvinced.
It was a satisfactory time ; and one mond.
It being now about midsummer, the
man's wife who had been in great grief, pas- public meeting began at twelve o'clock, their
sion and bitterness, on account of her hus- men's meeting about two, and ended before
band's joining in our profession, was herself four.
In those two meetings I had been shut
gained, and joined him and friends,- and up.
I met with an elderly friend, and asked
another woman likewise joined us at the same him how friends spent the residue of the long
time ; yet the fervency which was then felt, evening ; he answered, " In conversing toproved but of short duration with several of gether, or taking a walk or the like." 1 told
them. However, the meeting has continued, a him, I thought it was a pity, considering the
new meeting-house has been built there since large number of young people who came tothat time, and the quarterly meeting of the gether from different parts of the county; and
county of Dorset is sometimes held there.
that the end would be better answered, by
On my return from the Isle of Wight, some religious opportunity or meeting, that
Thomas Whitehead and Philip Elliot met me might tend to edification, and be of benefit to
at Portsmouth, and accompanied me thence some at least.
He replied, " They used to
to London, with young Abel Plollis, of the have evening meetings; but being on one hand
Isle of Wight, who was then hopeful.
Next much infested with rude people, and on the
day being the fourth of the week, we came other too often weakly conducted, they did
to Alton ; after meeting there on fifth-day, we not prove satisfactory; and for these reasons
came to an evening meeting at Godalming. friends had thought it best to discontinue
Sixth-day morning were at a meeting at Guil- them."
ford ; after which, being joined by Samuel BowHereupon we were called in to dinner, but
nas and Jeremiah Waring, we came to Esher, 1 had little appetite; after dinner I was called
and next morning to London to the yearly out. Some of the elders had drawn together,
meeting.
and upon my coming to them, signified if I
In this journey, Samuel Bownas was par- had a concern for an evening meeting, they
ticularly kind and fatherly to me.
were were willing to appoint one, to begin at the
for the

;

We

together at Gracious street meeting on first-day
morning, which was a good meeting, and
wherein I was favoured in a "ood deoree.

sixth

hour.

I

was

refuse the proposal

the

meeting was

afraid,

so upon
appointed.
;

yet

my
It

durst

not

assenting,

was much
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crowded, and ihe life and power of truth was durst venture out to their relief, a popish
in dominion, which eased my mind of its bur- priest was made the instrument of her preservation, who, by his influence and authoriden and filled it with thankfulness.
From hence, John Scott, May Drummond ty, roused some of the inhabitants, at the risk
and I, with divers other friends, came to a of their lives to attempt the relief of her and
which they providentially effected,
meeting at Gainsborough, and on the first-day others
after, were at the general meeting at Warns- and brought her and Joseph Taylor particuworth, where we met with Joseph Storr. Fi'om larly, safe ashore.
When I landed from Whitehaven at Dubthence John Scott and I went to the monthly
meeting at Leeds, where we met with our valu- lin, I there received a letter from my brother,
From informing me that their next province meetable ancient friend, WiUiam Slater.
Leeds I went in company with William Hird ing was to be at Limerick next first-day.
and his wife, to the monthly meeting at Knares- Gasret Hassen accompanying me, we left
borough, at which was John Fothergill ; and Dublin on fourth-day morning, and came
from thence to the quarterly meeting at York, that evening to Samuel Neale's, at Christiansto which came John Richardson, who was town, and were next day at the week-day
expected by few, having been thought to meeting at Rathangan, and after meeting
be near death for some time before, but being- went to John Ridgway's, at Ballycarrol next
recovered a little, though still very feeble in day we reached Roscrea, and Limerick the
At this province meeting I
body, but strong in faith, and warm in love day following.
to God and the brethren, in a journey of three was prevailed on to stay and join in a visit to
days, which he had used to accomplish in one friends' families, towards which service Garor less, he reached this city, to have one ret had before expressed some concern on his
We were accompanied by Joshua
more solemn opportunity with his friends at mind.
Beale, of Cork, John Philips, Geoi'ge Pease
this meeting.
It
In the meeting of ministers, the good old and William Richardson, of Limerick.
man was enlarged in much weighty and per- proved a memorable season the pure influtinent counsel, in the clear openings of gospel ence of truth having prevailed in the preceding
light
but the public meetings were much province meeting, had so prepared friends'
hurt by raw and forward public appearances. minds, that we found in general, great openFrom York 1 came with Mary Slater to ness, and in some families scarcely a dry eye.
Skipton, and from thence was accompanied No hardness, that I remember, appeared, exby John Binns to a general meeting at Craw- cept in one family ; and the head of that
shawbooth, where I met with Samuel Fother- family being an eager pursuer of the world,
sometime after failed, considerably in
gill, Margaret Birtwhistle, afterwards married in
to Jonathan Raine
and Sarah Routh, who debt. From thence I came directly home to
afterwards married William Taylor.
Next Cork.
On the whole of this long journey, and my
day, in company with the last two, to the
quarterly meeting at Lancaster.
third with a certificate, I have this observation
in my two first journeys being
Here, in the meeting of ministers, Margaret to make
Birtwhistle appeared lively and very suitably; much among tender, religious friends, my
but a young man, and one elder than he, by labour was easy and edifying, and I often
their public appearances hurt the meeting.
had great consolation and divine satisfaction
When I reached Whitehaven, I met with among them; but in this last, coming to many
Susanna Morris and Elizabeth Morgan, of places that were poor and flat, as to the life
Pennsylvania, just landed from Dublin, hav- of religion, and where other things more preing visited Ireland.
Susanna Morris was a vailed, I often had suffering seasons, and
good old woman, and a sound minister, whose came off" but poorly.
faith was remarkably tried
The next summer after my return, I rehaving twice
leaving my brother John
suffered shipwreck on the coast of Ireland, moved from Cork
and once, as I have heard, on the western Gough there in my place into Leinster procoast of Europe
yet was preserved by that vice, and settled near Mountmelick.
power and providence on which she relied,
I have good reason to believe that I follovvand her faith was not weakened thereby.
ed right direction, and the gracious call of
One time it happened in the north of Ire- divine goodness in this removal, on divers
land, and the other time off"Dungarvan, when, accounts, as in the good hand of God, the
as I have been credibly informed, after hang- author of all good, it proved a blessing both
There lived hereing some hours in the ship's shrouds, appa- to my wife and myself.
rently in imminent danger of being swept away at that time, divers valuable, spirituallyaway by the waves every minute, and the minded friends, through whose tender regard,
storm continuing so violent, that no boatmen counsel and help, we gained fresh good, and
;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

—

—
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whom we felt great nearness of heart and with the sanctified of the Lord in the regions
May I never forget such seasons of
dear affection, in the pure love of the one eter- of bliss.
unmerited mercy and goodness.
nal Spirit.
In the spring of the next year, my mind
Here I tried something of the linen business,
but found myself so unfit for dealing Avith the was again drawn to visit some parts of Cumcommon people, that I saw, notwithstanding berland and Westmoreland. John Pim of

to

the kind assistance of some friends, I was not
likely to gain any thing by following this busiAnd as I had little else at present for
ness.

me their eldest
whom I accepted.

his wife, offered

son Moses for a companion,

We met at his brother-in-law, "Samuel Neale's,

Thence we went next
Christians-town.
Such dispensations are hum- day some miles out of our way to see our
deeply exercising our faith and patience, dear friend Mary Peisley, being at that time

a livelihood,
over

Lackah and

it

sometimes spread a dejection

at

my mind.

bling,

and proving our foundation and our confideHce in affliction.
She had been a gay young woman, but in
in divine protection, and reliance on heavenly
help. They are what we generally call trials; her youthful years of her gayety, she was faand so they are but when we consider that voured with a powerful and prevailing visitathe earth is the Lord's and the fulness there- tion of divine love, and giving up faithfully to
of, and that the cattle of a thousand hills are the heavenly vision, she became a vessel of
are not his favours trials as well as his honour in the Master's house, receiving a gift
his
AfHuence appears to me a in the ministry, and being reverently, watchchastisements 1
trial, as well as discouraging outward pros- fully and livingly exercised therein, to the edifipects
but a trial of a different nature, that cation of friends where her lot was cast, she
was indeed an useful member and a shining
is, of our fidelity as stewards of the mercies
of^ God, to whom we are all to be accountable ornament to the church.
I am ready to conclude, that no one in our
for the discharge of the trust he hath invested
us with, that we consume them not upon our day, from the time of this the effectual visitalusts, as if that was our own, which is tion of Christ to her soul, adhered with more
given us to do good with, and be helpful to steadiness to his guidance, through a variety
As the sun- of probations. She was, during most part of
others who may stand in need.
shine of prosperity is apt to lift men up too her time, a member of the same monthly meetOften were we together in
hioh into a state of inconsiderateness and ing with myself.
often on family visits.
dissipation, I have thought it a trial, where- public meetings
She visited friends in England, Ireland and
by we ai'e under greater danger and temptaand have a greater cross to take up to North America, pretty generally and soon
tion
be what we ought to be, than in humbler sta- after her return from her last journey, marIt has not fallen to my lot to be much ried our friend Samuel Neale, and in a few
tions.
proved with trials of this kind, and I am- led days after departed this life. I attended both
to believe that divine wisdom, who orders all at her marriage and her funeral, and am satisthings well, knew best what was best for me. fied that she is gone to enjoy forever the reFor when prospects of things were pleasing, ward of a well-spent life, very much devoted
to the service of God, and the promotion of
I was prone to be too much elevated, and
truth upon earth.
therefore needed to be brought and kept low
After this visit of friendship, we got to Dubbut in the midst of my discouragement, a door
of hope often opened to me, from the inter- lin on seventh-day evening, and there on innal evidence and persuasion of being in my quiry I was informed, at several places, that
right place, and of faith that all things would the whole fleet of Whitehaven ships had gone
work together for good, if we were preserved off that day but in my return from the quay,
through all to love and fear the Lord and so accompanied by my kind landlord Thomas
My wife being Strangman, I met a man, who told us there was
I humbly trust it proved.
brought low in her mind under the like dis- one prevented from getting off. So I stayed
couragement, it proved in the hand of God a the two meetings in Dublin the next day, and
good step to her, to the more certain enjoy- had a satisfactory time with my dear friends
ment of his blessed presence, and the com- there. After dinner on second-day we emforts of his good Spirit. She meeting with the barked, and on third-day about noon landed
That afternoon I went to
like precious visitation here, as I had be- at Whitehaven.
fore in Bristol, it made us partakers toge- John Harris's, and next morning set off with
ther of the sweet sense of the gracious regard him and his wife, a valuable minister, to the
of him that is above all, and closely linked us quarterly meeting at Carlisle.
One thing appeared to me pleasingly retogether in true unity, and deep thankfulness,
By reason of wet
which often raised in us, to our unspeakable markable at that time.
joy, the cheering hope of a dwelling-place, weather, people there were backward at their
;

;

;

;

;

,-

;

;

;
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country work, and then very busy, yet seve- children I had, who duly paid me, most of the
ral of the men put forward their wives to go rest put me off with promises, few of which
so that a dull prospect
to the quarterly meeting, as they intended were ever performed
themselves to the northern yearly meeting to still threatened, and looking back in my mind
be at Kendal about two weeks from that time. to both Bristol and Cork, I thought it a strange
were that day pretty many in company, condition to which I was now reduced yet
but more women than men, though both the hope in the Lord supported me and cheered
and it was not long before things
roads and the weather were but indifferent. my mind
Hence I concluded that no other motive but began to wear a better face for some friends
that of religious desire drew them from home. of Dublin, and afterwards others from other
It affected my mind, and made me hope for a parts sent their sons to board with us, till we
good meeting. The widow of our worthy had above twenty boys boarded in our house,
friend Robert Atkinson, then about eighty for whom we were well and duly paid.
About ten years after our marriage, my
years of age, with two other elderly women
wife was delivered of a son, whom we named
walked on foot eight miles to it.
On fifth-day the quarterly meeting began, John, and in a few days after, she departed
and on sixth-day ended, and was a large and this life. For about two years before her degood meeting. On seventh-day I reached cease she had been engaged a little in the work
Kendal, and visited meetings thereaway till of the ministry; but her principal service was
the yearly meeting ; and after it, spent a kw in friends' families, and in the women's meetdays thereabout, took leave of my poor mo- ings, in which her service was much missed
She died in a sweet
ther, and never saw either the place of my na- when she was removed.
She lived only about frame of mind, and in near unity with good
tivity or her any more.
two or three years after this, and was favoured friends.
My brother had married at Youghal, a rein her latter days with peace and quiet
lation of my wife's, upon whose death, he and
which was mercifully continued to her end.
This journey began well, like all my others; his wife came into my house at my desire
but, alas, it did not so continue and end, for and in the winter following I visited Ulster
want of my steadily adhering to the all-wise province pretty fully and thoroughl)^, being
Guide in my whole conduct. Yet I received at some meetings twice over. In this jourinstruction from it, and learned to exercise ney I was favoured with the company of old
more care in some things, wherein I saw I Robert Richardson many miles, and to many
meetings, in severe weather, and he about
had missed my way,
but eighty-four years of age.
I embarked at Whitehaven for Dublin
we were driven to the north, and put into
I had a particular concern to have a meetCarlingford, about fifty miles from Dublin. ing in the town of Belfast I consulted Robert
The passengers were three men and three upon it but he did not encourage it, not one
women, and this being a poor place, we could of our profession living in that town he said
only get two mean, wretched horses, on he had been at sundry meetings there, but
which we helped the women by turns to few of them proved to satisfaction. So I left
Dundalk, about eight or ten miles. From the matter for some days but the concern
Dundalk we hired three horses, which car- followed me still. And it opened in my mind,
ried double to Drogheda, where we lodged. that if I v/ould have the bread of life to my
Here no horses were to be met with. So soul, I must go to the place appointed for me
meeting with a return chaise, I agreed for the to receive it, viz to Belfast.
three women to go in it, and myself setting
I thereupon consulted several other friends,
Upon applicaforward on foot in company with one of the all of whom approved of it.
passengers, I arrived in Dublin in good time, tion, the town hall was obtained for it, and
and was at the half-year's meeting there, fitted up with seats of deal boards. Some
which was a satisfactory season.
friends attended from the meetings of BallinSeeing little or no prospect of getting any derry, Lisburn, Hillsborough and Newtown,
thing by the linen business, one morning particularly from Lisburn several friends acThomas Boake, schoolmaster of Mountmel- companied me, and old Robert could not be
ick came to acquaint me, that the doctor had easy without coming along in the rear of the
told him he must quit the school or lose his company
he sat next to me on the justices'
life, being then in a bad state of health, and
bench.
to advise with me and others thereupon.
He
The magistrates were so favourable as to
soon quitted it, and I succeeded him in a order the constables to stand at the door, to
the inhabitants of the
school poor indeed, as I found it at my first en- keep out the rabble
tering upon it; for except a few friends whose town of the upper rank, with their wives and
Vol. IX.— No. 1.
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but hearing that
a decent, solid man- yet found freedom to go
John Wesley was to preach that evening in
I had had a great weight and fear on my the open market-place, I was not easy to
mind respecting the undertaking but pro- avoid going. So I went, and standing at
ceeding on the foundation hinted above, a a friend's shop-door, I heard him begin with
steady hope and reverent dependence on the the following preamble or introduction
Almighty staid my mind, and I thought my
"Before I unfold to you the" oracles of God,
friends felt for me, and felt unity of heart I must first remove a stumbling block out of
The meeting was eminently fa- the way, which is this I understand one
with me.
voured with the clear light of the gospel, and John Curtis, Irom Bristol, hath of late been
the sweet sense and enjoyment of divine life travelling in these parts, and endeavouring to
and goodness. After the meeting, Robert, in lay waste that good work which it hath pleasa tender, thankful frame of mind, expressed ed God to carry on by our hands, giving out
his satisfaction, as did divers other friends. that he was formerly a Methodist and acIt proved a good day, honourable to the cause quainted with me.
Now he never was a Meof truth, and affording solid joy to us, who thodist to my knowledge, and I think he could
attended the meeting, which had been crown- not be one in or about Bristol without it and
ed with the Divine presence.
as to any acquaintance with the said John
After this, 1 had meetings of the like kind Curtis, I solemnly declare I never had any;
at Dungannon, Moira, and Legicurry or Rich- only I remember being twice in his company
hill, all of them open and comfortable.
And occasionally, about eight years ago. I hope
indeed, in this visit to Ulster province, I was no man will account me an offender for speakfavoured often with the supporting evidence ing the truth. If George Fox were here he
of being under right direction.
It had been
would embrace me for it."
on my mind for some years before, and I
This was the substance of his introduction,
thought 1 had waited till the right time.
in the same words, or very nearly the same,
I was accompanied in this journey many
in which he delivered it, for I gave good atmiles and to many meetings, by my esteemed tention to this part.
Then he proceeded to
friend Thomas Greer, whose company was what he called unfolding the oracles of God,
truly acceptable
also by my dear friend, which I thought was stamping the matter far
Susanna Hatton, to such meetings as she too high.
could get out conveniently^ to attend.
That evening I got two friends to accomSometime after I also visited Munster pro- pany me to his lodging to speak to him herevince, accompanied by my friend John Pirn, upon.
At the first mentioning of the subject
" I tell you,
of Lackah.
he discovered some warmth.
About this time the Methodists had got John Curtis has done more harm in his joursome footing in sundry parts of Ireland, and ney through these parts, than ever he will do
in Mountmelick in particular. John Curtis, a good as long as he lives.
He has gone about
friend of Bristol, who had been one of them scattering poison."
This high charge he unabout a year, having been afterwards con- dertook to prove thus " What poison is to
vinced of our principles, and received a gift the body, that bigotry is to the mind
but
of the ministry, came over upon a religious John Curtis has been industrious to sow bigotvisit to friends in Ireland, amongst whom his ry, that is, to sow disaffection in the hearts of
service was very acceptable.
Christians toward one another, barely on acI was with him at a large meeting in the count of difference in opinion."
court-house in Athy, another in the assembly
To all this, I replied to the following imroom at Athlone, and at several others, which port I was an entire stranger to John Curtis
were very large. He appeared in inwardness till he came into these parts, since which, I
of mind to attend upon his gift, and follow its had made use of the opportunity of contractleading
and concluded his service in Ireland ing an acquaintance with him
and being
with an epistle to friends whom he had visited; pretty much in his company, I have known
which the national meeting ordered to be him to be influenced with the universal love
printed.
of God, and that he has endeavoured to proI mention this by reason of what follows.
pagate the same in others.
This thou canst
One afternoon John Wesley made his first never call scattering poison and if my acentrance into Mountmelick, attended by a count differ from thine, so doth the foundation
large company, on horseback, of those who on which it is built.
For thine is only upon
joined him in society.
As several of their hearsay, which is too slender a foundation
ministers had been here before, some of whom whereupon pubHcly to asperse any man's
had invited me to come, and bring my family, character, who is not present to answer and
to hear them preach the gospel, I had not as vindicate himself.
At this he seemed somechildren,

came

to

it

in

;

ner.
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I was glad to see some in that part awakenthat he had
ed out of their sleep of darkness, to a thoughtnot duly considered that part of the matter
but thought he might depend on the repeated fulness about their souls, and sincerely wished
informations he had received from different the increase and promotion of solid piety; but
I had opportunity to observe there, that those
quarters.
who were innocent and well-minded before,
I further observed to him, that he ought to
have duly regarded our Lord's directions, not have continued the most steady and circumspect
that those who had before
to judge, &c. For if any good is done, it is the in their conduct

what confused, and acknowledged

;

Lord that doth it, and in what way and by
what instruments he pleases and therefore
all the glory of it is due to him &lone, and no
part of that glory or honour to any instrument, w^hich can do nothing of itself; and that
it would be a sin in any instrument to take to
itself what was due to God only: and that if
John Curtis faithfully did what the Lord directed, he would be accepted, though no

gone

shining outward effects should arise from it.
In regard to what thou hast alledged,
of his sowing disaffection in the hearts of
Christians, towards one another, barely on
something
account of difference in opinion
occurs to me on that head, which is, that
John Curtis might be endued with a sense of
the danger, which some might be in, of magnifying and extolling certain men, instead of
giving all the glory to God, and apprehend
it to be his duty to caution and guard them
against that danger, which might be misconstrued by some, as seeking to sow disaffection
toward those men and their adherents, or to

frequency of their meetings, heai'ing sermons,
praying, singing, reading, and treasuring up
Scripture texts and passages in their memories, talking them over too lightly and customarily in conversation, which rendered these
divine truths like salt without the proper
savour, taking from them the awful weight
and dignity due to them.

this effect.

ling,

;

;

This opportunity concluded peaceably, with
John Wesley's acknowledging, that it had been
to his edification, and that he therefore wished
he could get the like opportunities with our

more frequently;

he saw some
things in a clearer light than he had done
before, and that he would never say any
thing against John Curtis publicly again, unless he administered a real foundation for it.
I heard he had the day before made the same
preamble, or to the same purport, before his
sermon at Edenderry, and would probably
have gone on so from place to place.
I wrote to John Curtis hereupon, who answered, that he never pretended to, nor ever
spoke of his having any intimate acquaintance with John Wesley
but that he was
regularly a Methodist for some time, he sent
me a certificate, signed by several of the same
friends

that

;

into gross pollutions, being induced to

believe that regeneration was an instantaneous, not a gradual work, did not sufficiently

remain under repentance,
perfect

work

and

to

let

that instead

it

have

its

of pressing

forward after the perfection of the inward
life, denying self, and a conformity to this
world in its corruptions, in language and
practice, their zeal

too

much

settled

in

the

By these means Christian fortitude, for standing steadfast in reverent simplicity and holy
vigilance soon declined; a silent dependence on
Christ, the true teacher, was irksome, and that
dependence which was due to him misplaced on
men. The consequence was a dwinda blast on the first buddings of heavenly
desires, a decay of the divine life; and many
of them soon returned, like the sow that was
washed, to wallow in the mire and filth of
transgression again
and threw off the affectation, the insipid, and surfeiting talk of religion ; the form of godliness, which they had
too much gloried in, for want of humbly
abiding under the purifying power thereof.
Sometime after this, a vacancy falling out in
the city of Dublin, by the death of John
fallible

;

Beetham,
return to

friends' schoolmaster there, and the
England of George Routh, who had

tried the place after

him,

my

brother being

encouraged by friends there to take the
charge of that school, seemed inclined thereto, and as the prospect was promising, I freely
assented to his removal, although thereby I was
left singly to undergo the labour and care of
a large family of boarders, in which he and
his wife had been useful assistants since the

and some other testimonials.
Hereupon he wrote to John Wesley, and death of

fraternity,

;

my

wife.

Thinking

it

best to

change

over copies of the letters that passed my situation, I accordingly married Elizabetween them. I did not see that this paper beth Barnes, daughter of Thomas Barnes,
war, if continued, would be likely to serve of Waterford. About two weeks after our
any good purpose, and so I wrote to him, and marriage, we went together to the sumIn our
it dropped.
All the use Imade of the above- mer half-year's meeting in Dublin.
said testimonials, was occasionally to show way we spent the first-day among our
them to some of the Methodists, and to one of friends at Timahoe, it being the last meeting
their ministers.
For in a few days
there to many of them.
sent

me
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Dublin lord, John Eliott of London, on third-day
came to an .evening meeting at Reading, apNext
pointed to begin at the sixth hour.
morning Joseph Jnman and I were at the
monthly meeting at Newberry, and that evenon
ing at a small meeting at Marlborough
Robert Mill- fifth -day we came to a meeting at Calne, and
thousand acres of that land.
house, of Timahoe, was to choose land next after it, to John Fry's at Sutton-benjar. Next
to that which himself should take, but the day, after meeting there, to Bath, and on
captain of the ship in which they went, not seventh-day to Bristol, where we staid till
being well acquainted with the coast, ran too sixth-day morning, when leaving Bristol, we
far to the southward, landed them at Charles- crossed the new passage into Wales; that
ton in South Carolina, and thereupon they night came to Cardiff, and the next to Swanand
settled in that province, so I was disappointed zey, where we staid over the first-day
in my expectation of getting the land taken on a second-day were at an evening meeting
up by him. Two other opportunities after- at Carmarthen. On third-day at Llandewywards presented some probability of getting brevy. On fourth-day, by way of LlaneedAt Llabut by various accidents, my less, we reached John Goodwin's.
it taken up
hopes were again disappointed: may all dis- needless we went to see a friend's widow.
appointments of this kind incite to a greater We found her spinning in her poor habitation,
diligence in seeking the one thing needful, and she seemed rejoiced to see us, and as we
that good part, which shall never be taken had no guide, she readily offered herself for
a guide to John Goodwin's, which they called
away.
We resided about ten years after our mar- five miles but it took us near three hours
during which time an riding.
riage in Mountmelick
On fifth-day, after meeting at this ancient,
increasing private family, and the necessary
attendance on my house and school, prevented worthy friend's house, we went to his son-inmy going any great journey but I attended law, Hurnphrey Owen's, on the seaside, who
monthly, province, and national meetings gen- had married John's eldest daughter; on sixtherally, in which I was often favoured among day, after meeting, said Humphrey accompamy brethren, with the fresh arisings of life, nied us to his brother Lewis Owen's, near
Dolgelly, in Merionethshire; and next day
and the renewing of inward strength.
My wife being of a very weakly and tender along a mountainous road, to Carnarvan,
constitution, I apprehended the fatigue and where we staid, and had a meeting by ourburdensome care of a boarding-school, a load selves, and after dinner came to Holyhead,
On second-day morntoo heavy for her, and from hence conceived on first-day evening.
a desire, with submission to the ordering of ing about two o'clock, our kind friend saw us
divine Providence, of a place where the weight on the packet-boat, and then took leave of us.
might rest more upon my shoulders, and less On third-day in the evening we landed in
on hers and having made previous applica- Dublin, and next evening I got safe home to
tion, I received an invitation to return to Bris- my wife and children in Mountmelick.
After my return I attended the quarterly
tol, and resume the school there.
Hereupon, after some time, I threw up my meeting for Munster, at Clonmel, and that for
school in Mountmelick, attended the fifth Leinster at Enniscorthy, and then I got my
month national meeting at Dublin, after which large family ready for our removal, consistfriends more, to ing of my wife and her mother, in her eightiI embarked there with three
We eth year, eight children, and a nurse to the
attend the yeai-ly meeting at London.
went aboard ship on fifth-day morning, and youngest, about eight months old. With the
landed at Parkgate next morning, and had an assistance of sundry kind friends, particularly
evening meeting at Liverpool. On seventh- Thomas Strangman, of Mountmelick, we all
day went to Warrington on first-day morn- got well to Waterford, and from thence, after
ing, to the general meeting at Frandley in staying about ten days with our friends there,
On second-day we reached Bir- to Bristol.
Cheshire.
mingham after meeting there on third-day
Now leaving Ireland, after having sojournwe went to Coventry. On fourth-day, after ed there about twenty-four years, and received
a meeting at Coventry, we reached Towces- much affection and kindness from many
After the friends, of which I hope to retain the grateter, and London the next day.
yearly meeting was over, Isaac Jackson re- ful remembrance as long as my memory shall
Joshua Wilson staid a little continue, let me review the state of our Society
turned home
time amongst his relations and Joseph In- there, during that space of time.
man and T, accompanied by our kind landAt my first going thither, there were yet
after, several

of their families

came

to

North Carolina, to settle upon
my cousin Arthur Dobbs' lands there, who
was their landlord at Timahoe, and who, upon
my application, had offered to me for life, and
after it to my son John and his heirs, one
to

embark

for

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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in most parts of the nation, where us with such divine authority and sweetness,
meetings were settled, some of the good old that to me his words seemed fitly spoken instock, both ministers and elders, who loved God deed, and, " like apples of gold in pictures of
and mankind, and were esteemed and beloved silver."
The half year's meetings in Dublin were
by them, being kind and open-hearted, as well
as faithful and circumspect in all the branches attended by some friends from most parts of
Here, in the meetings for disof our Christian testimony, closely united in the nation.
tender love one with another, in supporting it, cipline, as well as for worship, a zeal for the
and keeping things in good order in the honour of God, and the good of the church
church.
Their pious care herein was like a presided, and friends were incited to keep all
fence about the flock, which kept them to- things in proper order in the church.
The
so first time I attended a half year's meeting,
gether in near unity and greater safety
that the young people in most parts, were was in the winter, 1742, and it was indeed a
generally trained up in innocence of manners, lively, good meeting, which I hope never to
forget.
and in plainness of habit and speech.
After I removed from Cork to MountSome indeed, chiefly of the young men melick, I attended the national and provincial
grown up, had for some time past, refused meetings for Leinster pretty constantly, and
submission to the good order established but often in them was affected with reverent graI lived there long enough to see the unhap- titude to the Almighty, who by the discovepy consequences thereof, both to many of ries of divine wisdom, instituted them for
themselves, and to the body whereof they the support and edification of the church, and
were members. Though their tables abound- in them frequently owned the gatherings of
ed with elegant dishes, and a variety of his people in his name, by the evident maniliquors; though they made a figure, and were festation of his divine presence.
envied or caressed for a time; yet most of
In process of time, these worthy men and
them were either cut short by death, or fell women, in whose hearts the love of God and
into disgrace.
The hand of the Lord seemed of his people, had, by long growth, become
to be against these introducers and spreaders deeply rooted, one after another, finished their
of corrupt liberty; and they never attained course honourably, leaving an excellent savour
that true honour and peace, which attend- behind them
but when they were removed,
ed the worthy men and women above hinted very few of the youth or others, succeeded
at, to whom the
first
departure of such them in the right line, to fill up their vacant
was matter of great concern and anxiety, places with propriety. Of their survivors, on
from a clear foresight of the hurtful conse- one hand, a considerable number retained the
quences thereof and much labour and pains ancient plainness of language and habit, and
they took to put a stop to it, and prevent the were rigidly censorious of any deviation therespreading thereof, particularly in the city from, and valued themselves thereupon, as if
of Cork, and therefore they were clear of it. it were the only test and badge of discipleBut though some of these were too large ship, while their hearts were gone after their
for the girdle of truth, to meet about them, covetousness, in eagerly pursuing, and sordor to be limited by the desires of their best idly hoarding temporal wealth. On the other
friends
yet I found the discipline of the hand, was a large body of youth and others,
church better maintained, during my first shooting up in self-indulgence, in conformyears in Cork, than before them in Bristol; ity to the world, and rushing headlong into
tending to edification, brotherly comfort and the temptations of the times.
Yet amidst
love, and mutual encouragement in
piety this inundation of negligence and revolt,
and virtue, with a joint desire and care to there remain in most places, a number of
preserve a uniform regularity, and to revive sincere-hearted friends, a few worthy minisand maintain a religious fervency toward ters and elders
but within these twenty
God.
years past, there has been a great alteration
Some friends from the several parts attend- for the worse.
ed their province meetings, which were held
The proposals which friends of Bristol
regularly once in six weeks, and circulated made me, appeared sufficiently encouraginofrom one part to another, yet were most fre- to promise a pretty easy situation* as to
quently held in Cork.
Those meetings were temporals
and when in Mountmelick, this
often sweetly favoured, through the coming city was presented to my view for a resitogether of sincere, lively spirited friends. At dence for me and my family, it was brought
one of these meetings in particular, in Cork, to my remembrance, how in my younw
soon after my coming to it^ we had the com- years, it was made to me what Bethel
pany of John Duckett, from Leinster, a wor- was to Jacob in his youthful time, when he
thy elder.
In the men's meeting he spoke to travelled alone, with his stafl^, obeying the

living

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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of his parents; that is, the place at any time I did not get out to any of them.
where the Lord first visited me with his power Whenever I did, I met such a welcome recepand Hghl, and was a father to me., when I tion amongst friends, being often opened to
was, as it were, alone, and far from my pa- their edification, and to our mutual endearAfter many ment to each other in the sweet streams of
rents and all my relations.
years, and a great increase of family, he call- divine life, and such ready attendance and
ed Jacob to go up again to Bethel and dwell kindness as were very pleasing to nature.
But coming from thence to Bristol, where
and
there, and erect an altar to his God
thereupon Jacob obliged his household to put I was now become a stranger to many, and
away their strange gods, to be clean, and where they were full fed as to vocal ministry,
change their garments; and so they went. I was here very much shut up, and for a seaUnder this view, I hoped this removal might son seemed to have lost the caresses, cordial
be attended with beneficial effects to me and invitations, and that place I had amongst
which, however, though
mine, and that I had in degree, concurrence friends in Ireland
therein, being favoured of the Lord among in my present trying circumstances, a seemmy dear friends in Ireland, in taking leave of ingly additional discouragement, was not an
unprofitable dispensation
for though it was
them.
But promised happiness in this life, often the great favour of the Almighty, whereby I
proves a phantom that flies from us as we was opened among my friends to their edifipursue; we often think we have it in pros- cation, and their hearts opened towards
pect, but it still keeps beyond our reach: they me; yet herein the enemy artfully laid his
who would attain certain and durable hap- snares, and often prevailed over my unFor
piness, should extend their views beyond this vvatchful soul, to my inward hurt.
what are all the caresses of mankind? Of
life.
For, notwithstanding the apparent encou- small value in themselves, and ofien injurious
raging prospect, after a while I found things, to them whom they please, conveying hidden
both provisions and labour, so much dearer poison to the unguarded mind; while that
here than in Ireland, that discouragements which alone will stand us in real stead, and
and embarrassments crowded upon me to that be of infinite advantage, is to get and keep
degree, that I was often brought very low, the favour of the Almighty; may I therefore
under the gloomy prospect, and my faith want, and even reject, whatever would please
was put to a severe trial yet it pleased kind and nourish that spirit, which ought to come
Providence to make way for me, and raise under daily mortification.
The inward near unity, sympathy, esteem
me relief in his own time, for which I desire
to be ever gratefully thankful, and unreserv- and affection of friends and brethren, is a very
but it may
edly dedicated in heart to his service, whose grateful and pleasing enjoyment
be proper and good for us to be tried and
mercies fail not.
proved, with being stripped of every leaning
I found also a change in another respect,

command

;

;

;

;

;

not

agreeable

He who

had

to

visited

into the ministry,

the

my

natural
soul,

had given

stock, but the only sure foundation, that

disposition.

me

we

may

and called me

thereby be driven to have recourse to it,
and keep our only safe habitation there. May
this, after a life so tossed up and down, as
mine has been, at length become my case on
any terms ; and if it be, it will be more than
worth all I have yet suffered, were it many
limes more
for all else will be soon over,
but this will never end.

a great place

the particular and near regard, affection
and esteem of friends in Ireland, where I had
in

an open door, and was often much enlarged
in gospel love. Mostly attending the province
meetings in Leinster, friends were rejoiced to
see me, and apt to think me much missed, if

;

SUPPLEMENT TO THE JOURNAL.
Thus

far

my

deceased brother proceeded

in the narrative of the transactions of his
life.

I find

by the papers

in

my

I

own

at

sundry periods, and commenced

the last in the sixty-sixth year of his age;
it is probable, had he lived to finish it,
would have exhibited, in a continued narra-

which,

hands, that,

as noted in the preface, he drew up a review

thereof,

1
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succeeding occurrences of his Ufe,
but he proceeded
near the present time
only a little way in the last review and the
former in his fifty-fourth year, ternainates
here. I regret the want of this continuation
by that hand, which only could give it with
those interesting reflections, resulting from a
recollection of the feelings attending the
This is
successive occurrences of his life.
an advantage that no other hand can supply
but as I have in my hands the abstracts of
succeeding journeys, and sundry other papers, I shall endeavour to supply the deficiency to the best of my ability.
After his settling in Bristol, he seems to
have been pretty much engaged in his outward, confining occupation, for the support
of himself and a large family, so as to travel little abroad in the service of truth, except in short excursions to the neighbouring
meetings, and other services in the vicinage
of that city; and to the yearly meeting in
London, which he attended constantly for
several years, and where his service was, I
It was here
believe, generally acceptable.
for the first time after his removal to Bristol,
and several years separation, I had the satisfaction to meet with him, which was no inconsiderable addition to the comfort and edification I was favoured with, in the attendance of
that meeting in 1771.
And being mostly
with him at meetings and elsewhere, I had
the agreeable opportunity of observing, that
tion, the

to

;

;

;

the spirit of universal love, which characterized

him

in a peculiar

manner, procured him

the like open reception there, as formerly
amongst his friends in Ireland and that the
;

which

accompanied his public
ministry, procured him also an open door
for the reception of his labour and service
liveliness

still

therein.

During this interval, in the year 1769, he
met with a close trial in the death of his dea young man of
servedly beloved son John
amiable manners, and valuable qualities beyond most of his years, being blessed with
a good natural disposition and capacity, well
improved in his minority, by a diligent ap;

plication to useful learning,

under the

tuition

of his father and preceptor; to whom the easy
task of instructing him, his assiduity and
ready proficiency conveyed secret joy, and
pleasing hopes of future satisfaction in a son,
who gave such promising tokens of making
a useful and honourable member of religious
and civil society. Nor were these hopes
frustrated in the advancing stages of his short
life.
For as he grew up, being favoured
with solid religious impressions, he sought
after, and attained best wisdom to a degree.

31

general, exceeding his age.
In his entrance on the stage of life, a propriety and
steadiness of deportment, that might adorn
in

advanced years, attracted the notice and

re-

of the best friends, who had
the opportunity of observing, or being acquainted with him.
By a conscientious discharge of every social and religious duty, as

spectful regard

a dutiful son, as an affectionate brother, as an
exemplary pattern of plainness, sobriety and
circumspection of life, he gave evident indications, that he was early acquainted with the
grace and truth, which came by Jesus Christ.
I apprehend he was for a season, an assist-

ant to his father in his school but the weight
of care and embarrassment of this occupation,
not suiting the present temper of his mind,
;

discouraged him from continuing in that line
of life
and therefore, meeting with an
offer from a friend in London, to assist him
in his business in the capacity of a clerk, he
removed thither and there he laid down the
body in or about the twenty-first year of his
age, as I recollect, having in this station, as
well as every other, conducted himself with
fidelity, reputation and honour: in testimony
whereof I have an extract of a letter from
;

;

his employer to his father, communicated in
one from the latter, of tenth month 26th,
1769, as follows, viz:

"

now

doubt of

my eldest

son John's being
he was seized with
a violent fever last first-day week.
B. R., in
last seventh-day's letter, writes, 'For my own
part, I do not much expect his recovery,
which is a great affliction to me on divers accounts; yet I hope to be resigned to the will
of Providence, being well assured, if he be
removed, it will be to his eternal gain, although
my very great loss as well as thine, and many
others, by whom he is dearly beloved.
Oh
that my life, and that of all that know him,
may be like his, that at our death we may
say as he did to my wife
I have done all
that I had to do, and must now go home.'"
I

any longer

in this

world

;

;

'

Soon after he died ; and in my brother's
next letter he writes me the following account
" My son John's funeral was
of his funeral.

uncommonly remarkable. It was taken to
the new meeting-house at Park, in Southwark.
The meeting was excessively crowded, and
many without doors. It was attended by
public friends, many friends from
several meetings in the city, and many out of
the country, from the love they bore him; the

several

opportunity by all accounts was eminently
favoured, the service thereof, falling to the
lot of our worthy, well qualified friend, Sa-
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muel Fothergill,
of

many

to the

tendering of the hearts

" Through divine favour and assistance I
gave him up, thankful for having such
a son, who hath left behind him too few like
him in pure, unmixed goodness, which diligently exerted itself to do well.
He was a
most affectionate, dutiful son, both to me and
so complete a pattern in
his present mother
every virtue, that I have heard many in London and Bristol say, that they never saw one
of his years like him.
He is happily gone
before, safely landed in the port of rest
and
that we may land there is all that we have to
desire and be concerned for."
These short testimonies to the memory of
my deceased nephew, I thought proper to insert here; first, because I am of opinion, had
his father lived to continue his own account
of the occurrences of his life so far, he would
not have omitted one so nearly affecting him;
and it was my purpose to notice what 1 apprehend he would have done, for edification,
as far as I have materials.
Secondly, I
thought the delineation of such a character,
might be of service, to some of the youth of
this generation, as an example for them to
imitate; as an evidence that early piety may,
through divine assistance, be attained, and
that if we seek it in sincerity, and with full
purpose of heart, our search will not be in
" I love them," saith wisdom, " that
vain.
freely

;

;

love m,e, and they that seek

me."

him been;

but O,

how very widely

differ-

ent his condition in his immortal state!

present.

me

As an awakening

early, shall

" If any man will come after me," said our
Lord, " let him take up his cross
daily, deny himself, and follow me:" since
then, these are the prescribed terms of discipleship, and if we would be eternally happy, are to be submitted to, at one period of
our lives or other; they have greatly the advantage, who are so wise as to submit thereto,
It is good for a
in the early part of life.
man that he bear the yoke in his youth, before his evil propensities be so confirmed by
indulgence as to become habitual
custom
has a powerful influence over the human
mind, and the cross to evil habits is hard to
endure.
Can the Ethiopian change his skin,
or the leopard his spots ] " Then may ye
blessed

:

also do good,

On

who

things easy,

if

makes hard

instead of accustoming

selves to do evil,

our

are accustomed to do evil."

the contrary, as custom also

natural

our-

and thereby strengthening

propensities thereto,

we

accus-

yoke of Christ, we
shall much
sooner feel his yoke become
easy, and his burden light
and early piety
is the surest ground of an easy and peaceful
tom our necks

to

the

;

passage through this vale of tears, as well as
laying a good foundation for futurity. "Godliness is profitable unto all things, having the
promise of the life that now is, and of that
which is to come;" and those have in a gen
oral way proved most eminently serviceable,

of and the brightest lights in their generation,
who have entered early into covenant with
transitory life
that all flesh is grass, and the their Maker, and kept the covenant of their
goodliness of man as the flower of the field
youth.
and as a powerful incentive, in consideration
I sincerely desire the youth, into whose
thereof, to extend our views beyond the short- hands this may fall, may deeply ponder these
lived glory, and fading enjoyments of this interesting reflections, so as seriously to conuncertain world, to the durable riches of sider their latter end, and make timely preparighteousness, and everlasting rewards there- ration for it; as not knowing at what hour
of. May the rising youth hereby be incited so the Master may come, at midnight, at cockto number their days, as that they may apply crowing, or the dawning of the day.
And
their hearts to wisdom, in order to make then I am well covinced they would be weantimely preparation for their final change; and ed, not only from the luxury, dissipation, and
not suffer themselves to be so far deluded, as gross enormities of the world, but from an
to put off this necessary work, to some future affectation
of, and conformity to the vain
stage of life, which they can have no assur- amusements, manners and fashions thereof,
ance of attaining to, reasoning with them- which many indulge themselves in, to their
selves, through the suggestions of the enemy, hurt.
Let them not satisfy themselves with
that gayety, festivity, and fleshly liberties, an apprehension, that they indulge only
being agreeable to their present age, may be in things of an indifferent nature, and in
safely indulged for a season, as they have which religion is not concerned
but instead
much time to repent and grow sober in of unwisely measuring themselves by themand that at some more advanced period, when selves, and comparing themselves amongst
gravity and seriousness will be more suitable themselves, bring their deeds to the true criteto their years, they will then apply to those rion, the light of Christ, that it may be made
things that belong to peace.
Had this virtu- manifest, what source they originate from
ous young man so reasoned, and so acted, and in the light many of the little things will
how different had the savour he left behind be seen to draw the mind from its proper cenfind

the uncertain

tenure

of

all

instance

things

in

this

;

;

;
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Hants and sat with friends at many of their
monthly meetings, and the three quarterly
meetings for Somersetshire, Dorsetshire, and
Hampshire, all which were large for the season
of the year, and favoured by the Master of our
assemblies with that power of love, which
unites his true servants every where in a holy
concern for the honour of his Name, and for
the faithful support of that testimony he has
tification, revealed by his grace in our hearts, called them to bear.
" I reached this city last first-day morning,
which teaches to deny ourselves, not only of
tre, and the seats of those that sell doves,
occupying the temple of the heart, to unfit it
It is not sufficient
for an house of prayer.
that we are preserved from gross evils, although this is laudable, but if we are concerned to make our calling and election sure,
and to secure an inheritance amongst them
that are sanctified, we are to walk in obedience to the will of God, which is our sanc-

;

those things that are manifestly evil ; but of having ridden eleven miles before meeting.
those also, that, under the appearance of being I was at Gracious street that morning, at
indiflerent, gratify our carnal desires, and draw which were Sarah Taylor and Tabitha Marrithe mind into folly and vanity, from that state ott, the former of whom was favoured with a
a good meeting,
lively opportunity,
it was
of vigilance on which our safety depends.
I was thankful for having
are not only to abstain from those irregularities and ended well.

—

We

which injure our reputation with
but to keep such a guard upon the avenues of the heart, that we suffer no thief to
in conduct,

reached

men

shire house; the meeting

;

find entertainment there, to steal

from God, or

Holy Ghost.

Man

fresh ability

away our and

temple of
created but a little
lower than the angels, is designed for higher
and nobler pursuits than the gratifications of
affections

the

defile this

is

it.

I was at Devonwas very large, and

In the afternoon

was given

others, in

to treat with the

youth

the merciful opening of the

Yesterday I atpure spring of the gospel.
tended the select morning meeting, and in the
And in
afternoon the two weeks' meeting.
the evening, Thomas Corbyn with his lodgers,
the friends above-mentioned, visited at my
lodgings, where we had a consolatory time of
retirement, in which our heavenly Father was
graciously pleased to break the bread of life
amongst us. I shall be likely to be three or
four weeks in and about London, and when 1
am clear, I have the meetings of Berkshire

and not to rest satisfied in merely
sense
avoiding that conduct which exposes him to
but to follow that which merits
censure
praise, and procures divine approbation. "Finally, brethren, whatsoever things are true,
whatsoever things are honest, whatsoever
things are just, whatsoever things are pure,
whatsoever things are lovely, whatsoever and Wiltshire to visit in my way home. I
if there be any desire to be every day where I ought and as
things are of good report
virtue, and if there be any praise, think on I ought, that if I can do no good, I may be
in the way of renewedly receiving some fresh
these things."
supply from the living fountain, which reMy brother having, now for several years, freshes and spiritually unites all the true
been principally engaged in the necessary travellers heavenward, in daily gratitude to
care and labour to provide for those of his the kind Author of all good."
own household in the latter end of the year
" London, 5th of Second month, 1774.
1773, felt a religious concern on his mind to
" My dear companion, who has obtained
visit friends in some of the counties of England
and also those of Ireland, in company his credentials from their monthly and quarwith Thomas Melhuish, of Taunton, in Som- terly meetings, writes to me, that he is hasersetshire ; and in order to set himself at tened in his mind to move forward ; but
liberty to accomplish these visits, he resigned both he and I must submit to bear the curb,
his school in Bristol.
and exercise patience. I am at times assaultHe soon after entered on the service before ed with earnest longings to make haste home,
;

;

;

;

;

him, in a visit to friends in some of the western and southern counties of England, and the
city of London and its environs
of which
visit I received information from him, in the
letters he wrote to me at that time; the following extracts whereof will best supply what is
wanting here.
;

to get a littfe time there, before my coming
over to visit friends in Ireland still I am favoured with the renewing of that gracious
help, which raises over all things, and gives
the single desire of being both where and
what I should be. I entered on this service
with an earnest desire, that I might be both
guided and guarded aright and hitherto with
;

;

"London, 18th of

First

month, 1774.

great thankfulness have to acknowledge, that

"I have been now near four months closely my prayers have been answered and that he
employed in visiting friends, through the four who hath the key of David, hath been gracounties of Somerset, Devon, Dorset and ciously pleased many times to open his storeVol. IX.— No. 1.
;
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house, and from thence to unfold doctrme,
counsel, consolation and reproof, to the differing states of the people."
"

"

London,

1st

of Third month, 1774.

have now been in this city seven firstdays' and seven second-days' morning meetings, and through the other parts of those
weeks, have besides those of London, Westminster and Southwark, laboured in sundry
meetings around them. To-morrow I expect
that for
to attend the last two meetings here
worship at Gracious street, in the morning,
and the monthly meeting at Devonshire house,
next day to set off for Berkin the afternoon
So that it looks
shire, Wiltshire and Bristol.
likely to be the fourth month before 1 can set
I

;

;

out for Dublin.

"

to be humbly thankful to
our mercies, who hath been
kind to me through my winter's travels, favouring me with good health, through all
winds and weathers, and with a kind recepAt this city, being entered
tion every where.
into my proper labour and business, I have
found that I could not retire hence, any
sooner than the stay above mentioned, and I
think I shall not overstay my time, but rather
otherwise, having found an enlargement of
heart beyond expectation, and having contributed to increase the morning meeting of
elders here, with a valuable addition thereto,
though I found it hard labour through the
yet the
diffidence and reluctance of some
power and love of truth at length prevailed,
to the satisfaction and comfort of many good

have cause

I

the author of

all

;

friends."

and had a meeting there, and from thence
he went by Llaneedless to the Welsh yearly
meeting at Brecknock, which began on the
26th of fourth month. The meeting of ministers and elders, began at nine o'clock in the
morning, and at three in the afternoon, a
meeting of friends only; and after it the men's
meeting, which held till it was almost dark,
and then adjourned to the seventh hour next
morning, when friends met again, and the
meeting held till about nine. At ten the public meeting began in the town-hall, which

age,

was excessively crowded and

which was much favoured. MargaJarman and Mary Hunt, accompanied us
from thence to Escargoch, where we also had a
memorable opportunity, our hearts being much

o'clock,
ret

tendered together." On the 29th, being sixthday of the week, he set off from Llewindee,
accompanied by Owen Owen, son of Humphrey Owen aforementioned, and grandson to
John Goodwin, for Holyhead, and that day,
although they were detained some hours for
the tide to fall, till they could cross a river in
the way, and in crossing which, they were
for a good while up to the saddle skirts, they
reached Carnarvan, being fifty miles, that
night, and Holyhead about eleven o'clock in
the

forenoon

and

home on

the 8th of third month,
in about a week afterward took a turn

got

of Somersetshire,
at Glastonbury, and that for Wiltshire, at
Devizes, and was at some other meetings in
to

the quarterly meeting

of seventh-day

;

went aboard

the packet boat about two o'clock on first-day
morning; but having little wind, did not get to

Dublin

He

satisfactory.

This yearly meeting ended the 27th of fourth
month, and the half year's meeting in Dublin
was to begin the 1st of fifth month. So he
writes; " William Howell and I came fortyone miles after dinner, to Llaneedless, where,
on the 28th, we had a large meeting in the
town-hall or session room, beginning at eight

till

day of the

second-day evening, being the 2nd
fifth month, and of the national

meeting.

Of

journey in Ireland, he kept a brief
but not so particular, as of the former
through Wales, being only a summary account of the meetings and places he was at

diary

his

;

way from one to the other.
The beginning of fourth month he left each day, without any remarks on meetings
home on his intended visit to Ireland he or occurrences to diversify the narration, and
came to the quarterly meeting at Worcester, therefore I shall be obliged to comprise the

his

;

and thence by Birmingham, Coventry, Dud- relation thereof in a narrow compass.
He visited the meetings in course first, by
ley and Stourbridge, to Colebro(^<dale, where
he was at meetings at the New-dale and Old- Edenderry, Rathangan and Ballitore, to the
dale, and visited sundry families, accompanied six weeks' meeting at Carlow, and thence
westward, to Ballimurry, and returned to the
by Daniel Rose.
From Colebrookdale, he went by Shrews- quarterly meeting at Edenderry, in concert
bury, to Dolobran, where the meeting-house with his companion, Thomas Melhuish. From
was nearly full, the meeting began at eight thence they directed their course towards the
o'clock in the morning, and was very comfort- province of Munster, by TuUamore, Birr and
The next day he got to Llewindee, to Kilconnermore, to Limerick, and from thence
able.
William Howell's, son-in-law to the late worthy through Munster, finishing their visit to that
friend, John Goodwin, with whom John's wid- province,at the province meeting at Waterford
ow was then living, being eightv-three vears of thence through the county of Wexford, and so
;
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the county of Carlow, where Thomas
Melhuish and he separated, at Castledermot,
Thomas's draft being to Ulster, and my brother's concern more to the adjacent parts of
into

Leinster.

After parting with Thomas. Melhuish, he con-
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the evening of his day, to accomplish the
remaining part of his day's work, against the
termination thereof; and from this time to
his removal out of this life, he was much engaged to travel and labour amongst friends, in

the difi^erent quarters of this nation, for the

promotion of truth and righteousness.
province meeting of Wicklow, after which, and
As he had not visited Ulster province in
spending some days in Dublin, he went from his late visit to this nation, the discharging
thence to the province meeting for Ulster, at of that debt was the principal service pointed
Ballinderry, and returned pretty directly back out to him, in the following manner, as he
to Dublin, without appointing any meeting in himself expresses it in the introduction to
that province, and continued visiting meetings his account of said visit.
in different parts of Leinster province, chietly
till the ensuing quarterly meeting, which was
"Seventh month 1st, 1777. A good friend
held at Enniscorthy, and from thence pro- from England lately told us, in a meeting,
ceeded directly to Waterford, to take shipping that our old copy books were sullied, and too
for Bristol.
full of blots; that we should get new books
This visit took him up near four months, to keep our accounts in, and keep them fair
for he embarked for Bristol on or about the and clean
and I wished with the Lord's
24th of eighth month, the greatest part of assistance to do so, viz
to have my heart
which time seems to have been employed in and life made and kept clean.
Leinster province, having visited most parts
"I felt a longing desire to undergo afresh
thereof at least twice over.
the
washing of regeneration,' in order to
Having, as aforementioned, resigned his be favoured with the renewing of the Holy
school at Bristol, in order to be at liberty to Ghost.'
I thought he who said to the blind
discharge what was pointed out to him as a man, ' Go wash in the pool of Siloam,' said
duty and his service being now finished, he unto me, Go to the northern parts of Ireland,
was out of employment for the support of to visit what is left there of the professors of
tinued visiting friends in these parts,

till

the

—

;

:

'

'

;

himself and family.
The prospect of this in
giving up to this service, must, I imagine,
have been a pi'etty close trial of faith ; as
he could not, at the time of his resignation,
have any apprehension of the way which
afterwards opened for their employment and
subsistence
but knowing he was faithful

and therewith infused the new covenant, or solemn engagement on
part, to
give up thereto.
O, poor cold north ; almost

truth

;

my

totally dead as to the divine life In visiting thy
sons and daughters, I foresee great anxieties,
inward conflicts, and trying baptisms ; may
I duly mind that part of Christ's counsel to
who had called him into the service, he was his followers ; ' In your patience possess ye
strengthened to go forth in faith, and a hum- your souls;' and indeed his whole counsel
ble dependence on him, whom he served for conveyed through his holy Spirit ; as I have
support, inwardly and outwardly ; and in the greatest need closely to attend to it in
due time a way opened for him to his satis- all things, and practise faithful obedience
faction.
By my removal from Dublin, where thereto.
" May I daily watch and pray, and labour,
I had resided upwards of twenty-three years,
!

;

to

both to open a new book of accounts, respectbecame ing the Lord's holy covenant and my walkof Dublin made ing humbly therein, and also endeavour to

Lisburn, which happened during his tra-

vels in this nation, the school there

vacant.
Whereupon friends
him proposals to undertake the care thereof; keep it carefully without blot or blemish, both
to which he agreed, and soon after his return within in his sight, and without toward manto Bristol, removed with his family to settle kind ; in a daily exercise, 'to keep always a

conscience void of offence, towards God and
necessary attendance upon his school, towards men.' May I watch and strive against
confined him pretty much to the place of corrupt self, and keep a diary or daily account
his residence, and parts adjacent, for the thereof, morning and evening, remembering,
space of two or three years
till
that to live after the flesh is to die, but
about
the summer of 1777, when his family being through the spirit to mortify the deeds of the
grown up, and mostly in a way to provide body is to live.' Oh, that in me all self were
for themselves
and his youngest son having slain, that Christ might live and ever reign in
gotten an agreeable place of apprenticeship, my soul, who visited, invited, attracted it,
he found his way open finally to relinquish about the 22nd year of my age; and has,
the confining and exercising occupation of through his grace, preserved me through
his school, in order to be more at liberty in many revolutions, and often opened a way
in that city.

The

;

;

'
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when no way, or next goodness was then all my desire and delight.
now I am come to the In the intervals of labour I loved to retire
from the world, to him my best friend, who
sixty-filth year of my life."
" 17th.
After I awoke this morning, this was with me in my labour, instructing and
Christ gave him- helping me in it, and making hard things
text sprang in my mind
for

me

to steer along,

to none, appeared,

till

—

;

self for us, that he

'

might redeem us from

all

iniquity, and purify unto himself a peculiar
people, zealous of good works;' with a strong
desire that whatever it cost me, whatever
labour, self-denial, or seeming hardship, I
may obtain the great end, for which I have a
being the one thing needful,' which Mary
made her choice, and thereby pleased her Lord,
that of being more thoroughly redeemed
viz
'

;

:

from every corruption of nature, or neglect
May I be more purified in
of duty to God.
more inflamed with a holy
heart and life
zeal for his honour, 'laying aside every
weight and burden, and the sin which doth
so easily beset, and run with patience the race
that is set before me, looking unto Jesus the
author and finisher of our faith, who, for the
joy that was set before him, endured the
cross, despising the shame, and is set down
;

at the right

hand of the throne of God.'

I

I walked by faith, and not by
easy, so that
sight,' ray mind being in heaven, often overflowing; with the effusion of his ^race and
'

goodness. Under this enlivenmg recollection,
an ardent desire was rekindled in my heart,
to renew my covenant, to return to my first
love ; and do my first works, in an unreserved resignation, to do the will of God.
My heart was influenced with a wish, that
our young people in general, might be induced to love religious retirement, in order
to become acquainted with the Wonderful
Counsellor, who is more readily met with
therein, than in the crowds, commotions and
tumults of the world, and in their own exIt is good for a man
perience prove, that
that he bear the yoke in his youth, he sitteth
he putteth his
alone and keepeth silence
mouth in the dust, if so be there may be
May our conversation be in heaven,
hope.'
and our language and whole demeanour
make it manifest that we have been with
'

—

1

likely soon to set forward as a poor pilgrim, to the coldest and remotest parts of the
north of this nation, which are rarely visited Jesus.
"Eighth month 4lh. I returned from visitby any friends in the ministry, they meet
with so much discouragement that way; but ing the families of Timahoe meeting, in company with Joseph Williams, wherein a divine
I must go and labour amongst them, according to the ability given, for the working out visitation seemed to be renewedly extended to
them; it is much to be desired, that they may
my salvation, with fear and trembling.
" 18th.
To-day we had a silent, but to duly embrace it, to come up in their duty,
me and some others, I hope an edifying and to persevere in well doing, to the end of
meeting, under the divine and spiritual minis- their days.
" Such visits among our friends, under ditry of the great Minister of life and salvation,
who therein set before me two services, the vine influence, are of service, and worthy of
one to procure some subscriptions for the re- being often performed, as tending to renew
lief of a poor family, which after meeting I set the bonds of friendship, in the truth ; to proThe other was my voke to love and good works, and as they are
about and succeeded in.
journey to the north, with a lively and fresh en- engaged steadily to wait upon the Lord, frecouragement thereto, under the consideration quently prove seasons of renewing of strength

am

—

—

of the uncertainty of our time here, and that
if my duty to God required me to be doing
one thing in one place, and death should
arrest me doing something else in another
place, how miserable would my state be. The
covenant of my youth was now brought to
my remembrance, with a lively and affecting
impression, in the language adopted by the
prophet Jeremiah, speaking in the name of the
Lord
I remember thee, the kindness of thy
youth; the love of thine espousals, when
thou wentest after me in the wilderness, in a
Israel was holiness
land that was not sown.
to the Lord, and the first fruits of his inWhen I first gave up to the heacrease.'
venly visitation, how was my heart melted
into holy admiration of the love of God, and
of his condescension to my low estate; pure
;

'

to the visiters, as well as visited."

Two days after, viz
month, he set forward on

:

the 6th

of eighth

his visit to friends of

Ulster province, taking his way by the quarterly meeting for Leinster province, held at

Moate ; and after the conclusion thereof, proceeded to Oldcastle, Coothill and Castleshane,
in each of which three meetings he did not
labour amongst his friends in their
assemblies, but also visited them in
From Castleshane he
their several families.
crossed over to Lurgan, and was on first-day
at the meeting there, it being their men's and

only

public

women's meeting. At that meeting I met
him, and it was to some an edifying season.
From Lurgan he went to Rathfriland, and
visited the families

belonging to that meeting.

..

|
"
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thence he came to Lisburn, and had a
meeting there, and next day at Hillsborough.
The three succeeding days were the quarterly
meeting at Ballinderry, which he attended,
and had acceptable service therein. The following week he took the meetings of Moyallen, Lurgan, Ballihagan, and Charlemount, in
succession, visited some families, and was
again at the meeting near Charlemount on
first-day following, which he observes, was
large, like a province meeting.

He

continued

from thence, to Antrim quarter;
and as the visiting of this quarter was in a
particular manner impressed as a duty upon
his mind, he visited the meetings thereof thoroughly, and all or most of the families of
friends thereaway.
On the first-day he was
at Grange, of which he wrote to a friend
"We had a kind of general meeting at Grange
yesterday, there being at it, friends from Toberhead, Ballinacree, Clough, Ballymena and
Antrim, and I think it was a time of renewed
visitation of divine favour to some.
That we
may dedicate the residue of our days to the
service of the Lord and his people, is my sincere desire for us both, and many more."
He spent about a week among friends in
his course

quarter.
But, as I recollect, his visit
both to said quarter in particular, and the
province in general, was in some degree cut
short, by the arrival of our friends, Thomas
Corbyn, John Townsend, and Joseph Roe,
from London, John Storer, from Nottingham,
and James Backhouse, from the county of
Durham, who came over in consequence of
an appointment of the yearly meeting of
London, to visit the meetings of discipline
in this nation.
Which visit they entered
upon at the men's and women's meeting, for
that purpose, appointed at Lisburn the 10th
day of ninth month, this year, while mv
brother was engaged in the neighbouring part
of Antrim quarter.
This induced him to
come over to that meeting, and the said
friends being very desirous that he should be
in Dublin at the time of their arrival there,
in the course of their visit, he felt easy to accompany them to Antrim, and from thence to
Lurgan
from whence they proceeded to
Charlemount, to be at the men's and women's
meeting there on first-day, and Ballihagan on
second-day.
My brother staying first-day
morning meeting at Lurgan, had also an
evening meeting at Lisburn, appointed at the
fifth hour, and next day at Newtown. Fourthday following, was with the English friends
at the men's and women's meeting at Lurgan,
and next day came with them to that of Lisburn, held at Ballinderry.
The province
meeting at Lurgan succeeded by appointment,
on sixth, seventh and first-days, over which
this

;
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he staid, and after that, and having a meeting
market house, one more
at Lurgan, and another at Moyallen, he returned to Dublin.
When he arrived at Dublin, he found
Thomas Dobson, from near Carlisle, who had
come over under a particular concern for
that service, engaged in a visit to friends' faat Rathfriland, in the

milies in that city;

him

upon his arrival, he joined
and accompanied him to

in the service,

ninety
before

families,

my

he having visited

forty-six

brother's return.

And in about three months after, Matthew
Johnson, from Cornwood, in Northumberland,
coming

to the aforesaid city,

under the

like

concern, after discharging himself in the same
service to the meetings of Lisburn and Ballinderry, my brother accompanied him also in

of friends there. Thus
he was diligently engaged most part of his
latter days, in almost a continued series of

his visit to the families

laborious service in the church, either at
or abroad.

home

When we

reflect upon the repeated visits of
which divers other friends from
distant parts, "as well as those above mentioned, from the fresh and lively impressions of
duty, have been engaged in, to friends in the

this

kind,

of this nation; leaving, or
submitting to be detained from every near
connexion in life, to labour amongst us in
the work of the gospel, not only in public,
different quarters

but from house to house; and often in the
clear opening of our states, under the influ-

ence of truth, even as from man to man, it
should affect every considerate mind with
humbling sensations of thankfulness to our
beneficent Creator, for his unbounded lovingkindness and mercy to us as a people, under
the view, that although many of the profes-

of truth, one going to his farm, and
another to his merchandize, have slighted repeated calls, and excused themselves from the
necessary preparation for admittance to the
marriage supper, he hath not yet given charge
to his servants, to go to the lanes and highsors

ways,

to call in others
but is still causing us
be striven with, in close and searching labour.
xMay the serious consideration hereof
so impress our minds, as to produce holy
;

to

him that smiteth us, and
seek the Lord of Hosts. Remembering the day of our visitation hath its assigned period, in the determination of his
unsearchable wisdom, who hath declared,
" my spirit shall not always strive with man,
for that he also is flesh."
On the 3rd day of ninth month, 1778, he
set forward on a journey, to visit his friends
in the province of Munster, making his way
pretty directly through the county of Carlow
resolution to turn to

in reality, to
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their

visit to melick, and Edenderry monthly meetings,
on a first-day, at and though I could not but lament the state
second-day he writes, of many careless professors, yet 1 had good

away, being the time of

their assizes,

to

Clonmel, where he commenced his

said province, being there

two meetings. On
" Not suiting for any public meeting here- satisfaction
at nineteen friends' houses,

places,

had meetings
viz

:

wei'e

and had good op-

portunities in several of them."
ing, he

we

So proceed-

in course, at the following

Cashel,

Garryroan, Limerick

in discharging my duty therein."
In the summer of the same year, he made
another excursion through some parts of LeinAnd
ster province, and as far as Waterford.
about the same season as the two past years,
viz
on or about the 22nd of eighth month,
:

Cork on first-da}'-, the two public meetings, 1780, he set out again on a visit to
and a third with divers friends in the evening, the province of Munster. In his

friends in
first

day's

Joseph Garratt's on second-day he went journey his guide dropped his saddle-bags,
to Bandon, accompanied by several friends, whereby being deprived of necessary change
and back to Cork was at their meeting on of linen, &c., for the journey before him, I
third-day, and after it at the men's meeting; was told, it put him to a stand whether to
on fourth-day to Youghal, to a meeting ap- proceed or return home and also upon seripointed at five o'clock that evening, staid their ously considering the grounds he set out on,
week-day meeting next day, and after it re- and the validity of his commission, and upon
turned to Cork, to the quarterly meeting. consulting the oracle in his own breast, it was
From thence, by Garryroan and Clonmel, to intimated to him, that he must go forward,
Waterford, where his visit terminated.
He if his life went for it. The first meeting he
fell in with the meetings of Forest, county of had, was at Mountmelick, from whence he
Wexford, Carlow and Rathangan, in his way wrote " We had a good meeting here to-day,
from Waterford to the quarterly meeting for which seemed as a fresh seal to my commisLeinster province, held at Edenderry, the 4th sion, and makes me strongly desire I may be
of tenth month, and from thence returned preserved, to attend singly to my duty, and
faithfully discharge it."
From Mountmelick,
home.
He continued at and about home for near he went by Roscrea, Birr, and Kilconnermore,
eleven months, for just at the same time of to Limerick, to the province meeting for
the succeeding year, viz
the 2nd of ninth Munster, which, by the account he gave, was
month, 1779, he left home to go to the quar- said to be the largest that was remembered
terly meeting at Edenderry, and thence by in that place, many friends from Leinster atand further, "The kind Father
Moate and Ballimurry, he made his way into tending it
Ulster province again
being at Oldcastle on and Author of all our mercies, favours my
first-day, the 10th of ninth month.
From mind with the sweet sense of his divine love,
thence to a meeting at Coothill, which was a and a desire to follow and serve him, who is
large, crowded meeting, several of the town's a rich rewarder of all his faithful servants."
people, I suppose, coming in. From Coothill, Here, being requested by friends, to forward
he came to Castleshane, thence to Moyallen, the family visit, he consented, following thereand attended the week-day meeting at Lurgan, in the pointings of duty. On the fourth-day
which he says was a large and good meeting. after the province meeting, in conjunction
The quarterly meeting at Lisburn succeeding, with divers friends of that province, he enterhe attended it, and after that, was at meetings ed upon this exercising service his succeedat Rathfriland, Moyallen, Ballihagan, and ing labours in this and the following service,
near Charlemount successively. At this last may be best understood from extracts from
meeting he joined in the visit to the families of his own letters, written to his wife, during his
friends, and in company with some friends of being engaged therein.
that meeting, performed the said visit tho" Limerick, 1st of Ninth month, 1780.
roughly, spending therein near two weeks,
"
although closely engaged day by day. After
On fourth-day, we began the family visit
this service, he visited the meetings of Antrim here, and that day we had six solemn opporquarter, and the rest of the meetings of the tunities
visiting so many families, and yesprovince in course, finishing his service at the terday we followed the business closely; havprovince meeting at Lurgan, the 29th and ing eight solemn meetings, some of which
30th of the tenth month.
held long, so that it was near ten at night
The next service I find him engaged in, when the last of them broke up. We hope
was a visit to the monthly meetings of iVIount- that two days more will be sufficient to finish
melick and Edenderry
in his letter to me, the family visit here, so after first-day, expect
dated, first month, 1780, he writes, " In the to be thoroughly clear of this part of Munvery cold weather which we have had, I ster, and on second-day to proceed with the
visited all the particular meetings of Mount- friends who stay with me here, to Cork.
To
at

;

;

;

;

:

;

—

;

:

;

;
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look at the labour in a service of this kind,
through such a very large, increasing, extensive meeting as that of Cork, would appear
very weighty, and almost terrifying, were it
not for the earnest, which the great and good
Master hath already given us who hath led
us along, in the sweet enjoyment of his own
pure love, and therein hath united our spirits,
and hath opened a door of utterance, reaching the witness, and tendering the hearts of
;

many."

It is

dysentery, with which many had been seized,
and that it had followed him very closely for several days.
It seems that partly
Irom reserve, but chiefly from a desire to accomplish the remaining part of the service
before him, so as to get through it in time to
return home against the 'ensuing half-year's
meeting, he suffered this disorder to gather
strength before he let it be known, to a degree
of obstinacy beyond the power of medicine
to remove
for although no care of attendance, or suitable applications, under the direction of skilful physicians were wanting, yet
these proving ineffectual, he departed out of
this transitory state of existence in much
tranquillity of mind, at the house of his kind
friend, Joseph Garratt, in Cork, on the 6th
day of the tenth month, 1780, and was buried
;

" Cork, 13th of Ninth month.

"
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now somewhat hard

for

me

to get a

time to write, we are so closely employed from early in the morning till late in the
evening.
We were on the service yesterday
and to-day at a little past seven in the mornin friends' burying ground, in the suburbs of
ing.
had nine family meetings on secondthat city, the 9th of the same month, his fuday; yesterday, one before meeting, five after,
neral being largely attended by friends and
and to-day hath been a day of almost incesmany others, as I am informed by some
sant labour, having had nine family meetings,
friends from thence, one of whom writes
and some of them pretty long, and some also "
had a solemn opportunity, the wing of
much favoured with the sweet flow of the ancient goodness being
over the assembly, in
heavenly Father's love, tendering the hearts
the performance of the last office due to the
favour,
have
I
of divers.
Under this divine
worthy deceased."
had a strong desire, on the behalf of our
Thus it pleased the divine Being, in whose
children, that the great Author of pure goodhands our lives are, to release him from furness, would incline their hearts more and
ther labour in the church militant, and remove
more to their principal interest, and clothe
him from works to rewards, leaving among
their minds with the heavenly sense of his love,
his surviving friends a good savour; his reand with the humility becoming depending
moval being generally regretted, and his mecreatures, and enamour them with the beauty
mory greatly and extensively respected by
that
of truth, which will never wax old
most or all that knew him. Being a man of
through its power, they might freely sacrifice
meekness, humility and universal benevolence;
to him, what he calls for
and not look after
kindly disposed and affectionate to his friends,
the temptations and vanities of the world
and mankind in general, he in return possessbut have the eye single to things infinitely
ed their affectionate regard and esteem in a
more important, that therein they may be
general way.
blessed of the Lord, with his favour, which is
In his spirit, he was preserved bright and
better than all things else."
living, through his concluding labours, and to
the last period of his life, by the accounts I re" Ninth month 16th, 1780.
ceived from some of those who were sharers
"This hath been a day of favour to me and and witnesses thereof. My respected friend,
my friends employed in the family visit; a Samuel Neale, in sympathy with our sorrow,
tender visitation from the Father of mercies, for the loss of a near and justly beloved rehath been extended to divers families ; parti- lation, obliged me with an affecting epistle of
cularly one young man, and his wife who condolence, in which he expresseth ; " It is
was not educated in our Society, but this day needless to say he is a great loss, in a society
was reduced to tenderness, both she and her capacity he was fervent and devoted his
husband. I wish they may retain it, and lamp was replenished with oil, and it shined
come in at the right door to be useful and ex- as bright as ever in my judgment he finished
emplary.
have followed the work with his course as a faithful soldier; he finished it,
great diligence, from early in the morning till making war in righteousness.
I was with
late in the evening, having in the course of him at Limerick, at our province meeting,
little

We

We

;

;

;

—

We

week, visited above fifty families, and two and accompanied him to the families there
hundred and twenty persons."
pretty generally; he was like an overflowing
spring, and freely diffiised what he was made
In his next letter, and the last he wrote, partaker of, amongst his friends and brethren,
he gives an account of a disorder, viz the and all who came in his way. After which he

this

:
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to our city, and the same strength, zeal, beneficial and happy effects thereof, in real
and authority attended him here in the public life; and as the desire of happiness, planted
meeting, and more select opportunities 1 was deep in our nature, is a universal affection
He was at the labour early and of the human mind, although often sought
at with him.
late, until forced to submit to the increasing in things that cannot give it, or at best, but
infirmity of body. I think he had finished all the shadowy and deceptive appearance thereto five families, when the great Orderer of all of, to incite them, in imitation of the just, to
things, gave him a release from further la- seek it where only it is to be found, in pure
bour in his militant church. He was calm and religion and virtue, walking in all the comcomposed in his mind, said he was resigned mandments of the Lord blameless. If we
to the divine will, and was prepared for the have regarded the deceased with affectionate
event, relying on the mercy of God. He was esteem, and honoured them for their works'
certainly much favoured by a divine qualifi- sake, let our regard for their memory prompt
cation, and as the evening approached, his, us to the imitation of their good examples.
sun went down bright, which is the crown If we regret their loss, and the vacancy of
their places, let us consider that a measure of
of all."
And although he had his close trials, and the same divine Spirit, which wrought powerdiscouraging prospects, in various seasons fully in them for their redemption, and enof his life, as we may gather from the pre- livened them to every good word and work,
ceding pages, yet being through all, enabled is also given to us individually, for the effectto stay his mind on the Lord, he was pre- ing of the same happy experience in us,
served in peaceful resignation, and safely whereby, through faithful obedience on our
and was favoured parts, we may receive a qualification to fill up
brought through them
to enjoy the evening of his day, as to secu- some of the vacant seats, be serviceable in
lar engagements, in serenity and calm re- our respective allotments, exemplary in our
pose, in a state of liberty to devote himself lives, and blessed in our end.
more fully to the service of truth, and to fulfil
his ministry to the edification of the churches

came

;

in

this nation.

He

lived to see

his children

An

well settled in marriage, to his full satisfaction,
or in a way to support themselves reputably,

favoured with the divine blessing upon their
labours, and preserved in the fear of the
Lord, which he desired for them more than
outward riches. Incited through the gracious
visitation of divine goodness to him in his
youth, in the first place, to seek the kingdom
of God and his righteousness, he found the
promise verified, that sufficiency of other
And having been spared
things were added.
to his family, till his immediate assistance became less necessary for their support, and
to the church till his day's work was, in a
he came
good degree, well accomplished
to his grave in full age, as a shock of corn
Cometh in his season, experiencing the work
of righteousness to be peace, and the effect of
righteousness, quietness and assurance for
From hence those who may be tried
ever.
with the like probations, as this is a world of

Dearly beloved

Under a concern

if

;

vicissitude,

may

encouragement
faith and patience,

receive

the cloudy season, in

in

of Ireland.

friends,
for the welfare

ligious Society, yet left in Ireland,

of our reI think it

my

duty, " to stir up the pure mind by
of remembrance."
In

1.

the

first

place, I desire

that

way
none

name may

be raw and ignorant, at
a loss, if asked what we profess, or what is
our fundamental principle
but having the
heartfelt experience thereof, " be ready always," as a good apostle advises, "to give an
answer," or a " reason of the hope that is in
you, with meekness and fear."
profess to be a people called out of the
corrupt spirit and customs of the world, out
of all evil words and works, to follow Christ,
in a close and inward adherence to the secret
discoveries which he gives us of our duty

under our

;

We

that as his faithful servants,
his

favour, both while

here,

we may enjoy
and eternally

hereafter.

to

on that divine Being, who
careth for his own, and will bring them safely
through all difficulties and discouragements,
provided their hearts are sincere toward him,
and all things will work together for good to
those that love God.
The end of these publications is not to
extol the man, but to recommend righteousness to mankind, by pointing out the

cast their care

Epifitle to friends in all parts

And our fundamental principle
God has created us to be for

is this,

that

ever happy,
he hath bestowed his light, grace, or holy
Hereby he
Spirit, to fit and prepare us for it.
as

teacheth us what to deny, and how to live, to
and glorious end.
If we adhere to this divine gift, we shall
love him above all things, and other gifts and

attain this great

blessings, as

we ought

Parents will

to do.

love their children in the

Lord

;

children will

,

I
"

^
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be an honour to their parents, by a wellguarded and dutiful conduct. The young and
the aged will be joined as brethren, in one
good concern.
Thus would a holy harmony be seen and
felt, as formerly; and we, in that peace, order
and union, reverencing the Lord our God,
should enjoy the sweet influences of his presence, and the joy of his salvation.
Why are we members of a separate society
but to be more closely connected with the divine source of all purity and goodness, walking in the light of the Lord, that it might
shine in our lives, as way-marks to neighbours and sober inquirers, that they, being
won by our good conversation, may have
cause to bless God on our behalf? Thus
were many convinced of our principles, and
drawn into our Society, even at the hazard
or loss of all that was dear to them in the
world.
2. I think it necessary to enter upon some
points more particularly, and to add such
exhortations thereupon, as my present concern may engage me to impart.
"Submit yourselves to every ordinance of
man, for the Lord's sake:" actively, when
not contrary to the law of God
passively,
when it is opposite thereto. This is conformable to the example of Christ and his apostles,
as well as of good men, in former ages, and
of all the worthy martyrs in later days.
The Jews complained of Christ for transgressing or breaking their laws; at last, when
Pontius Pilate said repeatedly, " I find no
fault in him," they answered, " We have a
law, and by our law he ought to die."
From our fundamental principle, before
mentioned, proceeded our well known principles, or testimony for Christ our Lord, in its
various branches, which it is our incumbent
duty to bear, and to show forth to the world
;

;

as in the following instances.

Our

Lord commands

"not to
obey his
command, whenever we are tried herein, and
rather to suffer patiently what human laws
may inflict, than to take an oath on any account whatsoever. Thus Daniel and the three
worthy Hebrews, chose rather to sacrifice
their bodies to the lions' den, and to the fiery
furnace, than to comply with the law of man,
when it demanded a revolt from their duty
to their supreme Sovereign.
4. The law of man sometimes requires
wars and fightings, and actively to contribute
3.

swear

blessed

at all."

It is

us,

our duty firmly

to
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of this world, then would my
Again, whatever injuries or
servants fight."
ill usage we receive, we must follow his pattern, not rendering reviling for reviling, leaving vengeance to the Lord to whom it belongs.
None amongst us must either fight, or do any
violent action, tending to provoke thereto.
must trust in the Lord, and then he will
discover the best means of helping and healing the evil in others, or animate us innocently
to bear our testimony against it, where hearts

dom were

We

are too hard to admit any offered help.
In
this case our Lord assures us, that great is
our reward in heaven ; for such usage the
righteous

who were

before

us

have

met

with.
5,

his own minfrom him they freely

Our dear Lord commands

isters freely to give, as

hechangeth not: a hireling, manmade ministry therefore, is none of his nor can
we join in supporting it as such. Though the
law of man hath established it, we ought to do
receive; and

;

"And to obey God rather
The gospel of Christ is free,
than man."
It can neither
not subject to worldly traffic.
It is the power of God
be bought nor sold.
It brings the soul, which reto salvation.
ceives and submits to it, into union with the
Father of lights, by leavening it into his divine

as the apostles did;

That which selfish priests purchase
nature.
and demand money for, is therefore not the
and their pretending it to be so, is
gospel
an artful imposition.
This, with many other things of like kind,
our ancestors discovered in the true light, and
therefore, like holy Daniel and his brethren,
passively submitted to the laws which required the support of this imposition, and to the
;

rigorous execution of those laws.

By

their

courage and constancy herein, they made the
way smooth and easy to us, our sufferings
It was
being light in comparison of theirs.
nothing but the love of God that animated
to suffer great spoiling of
goods, with long and hard imprisonments
separated from all that was near and dear to
them in the world. It was in support of their
testimony to the universality of God's love
to mankind, who invites them that are athirst,

them cheerfully

and them that have no money, to come and
buy wine and milk, without money and without price.

May their descendants and successors, from
generation to generation, come up after them
So would they
in the same noble cause.
minister joy to such as have no other interest
in view, but the spiritual health and vigor of

but Christ commands us to love our
enemies, and do to all men nothing but what the body, and of every member therein. Some
is good.
As his professed subjects, we cannot indeed, of late years, have degenerated from
therefore, actively contribute to military af- that fidelity to God, which those worthies ever

thereto

fairs.

VoL.

;

Our Lord said
IX.— No. 2.

to Pilate,

'

If

my

king-

firmly manifested.

These throw down what
6
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laboured to build up, and and receive the answer of, " Well done, good
Enter thou into the joy
bond, which should and faithful servant.
of thy Lord."
I earnestly desire
unite us in faith and love.
8.
For want of this care, what harms
they would draw near in spirit to Christ, and
I am loath to mention them, but hope
to his militant church, to be a help to faithful abound
When any of you are tried with you will bear with me when you duly consider
friends.
future demands on such accounts, I cannot that nothing but well wishing love, induces
but wish for you, as I look back to the wor- me to lay them before you, in order that all
thies gone, that like them ye may stand fast, might join in contributing a timely remedy
in the freedom of the gospel, without flinch- thereto, with the means of doing it, which the
ing, or any way evading our testimony for it. Lord furnishes us with.
It is apparent, that from hence the love of
I fully believe that your fidelity in such trials,
would be the means of giving you new life God in many waxeth cold. How they make
and strength for the zealous and upright dis- light of religious duties! What a slender
charge- of other Christian duties, and of mak- attendance of week-day meetings for the vvoring you both useful and honourable members, ship of God, as well as of those which are
not only of civil, but also of religious society. held for a united care of the good of the
As to that formal worship, which is begun body; so that it may now be said of many,
and carried on in the will of man, our faithful as in sorrowful days formerly, " The ways

their

forefathers

dissolve

that

spiritual

!

mourn, because none come to her
Again, what restlessness in
meetings, what outward indications of spiritual
indolence, of absent and wandering minds, of
ship.
6. On the other hand, they most conscien- neglect of the awful duty of worship, due
what gazing
tiously paid an active obedience to the laws from us to our crreat Creator
which enjoin the payment of customs, duties, about, or falling asleep. O, it is grievous,
and excise, to the king and government and and tends to give strangers a dishonourable
were zealous, both by example and precept, to idea concerning us, while we profess the pure
induce all to be careful and punctual therein, spiritual worship of God, according to his
and not on any account to deal in goods sus- own institution and while our dear Saviour
pected to be clandestinely imported, nor even hath assured us, that where two or three are
to buy any of them for their own private gathered together in his name, he is in the
So should we still keep our- midst of them. Again, from hence, what
consumption.
selves enitrely clear from this and every other violations of our Christian testimony in its
sundry branches what weakness and inconsort of unrighteous gains or savings.
7. The law of the land sets apart one day sistency in conduct with that divine principle,
in seven, for religious retirement, and the which we profess! How do many trample upon
worship of God. This our forefathers ap- the precious labours and sufferings of men,
proved of, and religiously observed though whose memories are and ever will be blessed,
at the same time, they testified that the Jewish as they were valiant for the truth, revealed to
sabbath is ended, by the coming of Christ; them by Christ their dearest Lord ? And shall
and that there is no inherent holiness in any we not be brought to account for these things?
one day more than another. I have long had Will not our account be heavier in the reckan earnest desire that all our friends would oning day, than that of others, who have
duly observe and apply that day to its proper noi been favoured in so high a degree, nor so
purpose, to begin each week aright, and so to much striven with, by the spirit of the Lord,
to avoid as much who declared to the old world, before its final
hold on to the end of it
as possible, travelling about worldly affairs ruin, " My spirit shall not always strive with
on that day, and be constant, while in health, man."
in attending meetings for worship.
Deny
9.
Again, how many in these perilous
yourselves the liberty of walking abroad, at days run back, and draw others with them,
such time, or in such manner, as will not be into the vanities of the times, into a conof good example to the idle multitude, who formity with the world, both in dress and
predecessors could have no unity with it, nor
actively contribute to the support of the
places or materials appropriated to such wor-

of Zion

solemn

feasts."

;

;

;

;

;

;

address, into the company of such as indulge
have your the same dispositions, till the plain, honest
families collected for reading the holy Scrip- manners of sincere and affectionate friends,
tures, or what may make good impressions are falling into disuse, being such as some
on their minds, that when it shall be said, are ashamed of.
Thus were many ashamed
" Give an account of thy stewardship, for of Christ, and offended in him, for his plain
thou mayest be no longer steward," we then and humble appearance, when in the body;
may be ready to give our accounts with joy, but he declared that he also would be ashamed

give a loose
on that day.

rein

to

licentious inclinations,

Rather choose

to

jj

'I
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of them, or would deny them,
Father and his holy angels.

From

before

his
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go beyond the grave, to receive an
and an endless duration.
10. In regard to such as have not yet much
departed from that plainness, at least in dress,
some probably
in which they were educated
may not be under any strong temptation, to
run into the foolish fashions of a corrupt age.
Yet the enemy seeks to catch them in some
and perhaps some of these
other snares
may be as ignorant, and as void of experience
of the divine principle we profess, as some
Outward plainness,
of the more fashionable.
without inward humility, mercy, justice and
Except we
charity, is of very little worth.
follow after these virtues, obvious faults in
temper and conduct will appear, to discover
our emptiness, and to serve some for an argument against plainness, or for a subject of
and do more harm to the cause of
ridicule
truth, than greater errors in the conduct of
open and professed libertines.
How grieviously disappointing are they who
carry a right appearance, yet when tried are
found to be insipid and dead, as to the life of
Wherefore, let none value
righteousness.
themselves on a plain outside, as if that of
It is as far from it as
itself were sufficient.
the state of those formerly complained of,
who drew nigh to the Lord with their mouths,
and with their lips honoured him, but their
hearts were far from him.

which

will

infinite increase,

these pernicious liberties, have pro-

ceeded mixed marriages, running out to the
priests, confusion in families, affliction and
anguish of parents, in the bad returns made

them by disobedient children, painful
wounds to our Christian Society. Many, by
to

common enemy,
have been carried away into the wide world
and quite lost as to the dedication of their
hearts and lives, to the love and fear of God
and but few have stood in the gap, to prevent
few have joined in
their thus running out
repairing the breaches, made by backsliders,
in that wall of defence which the Lord, by
his power and Spirit, had erected about us.
these traps and snares of the

;

;

;

In this general decline of the Society, there
to be great cause to fear the further

seems

;

;

;

spreading of these harms, unless the Lord in
mercy, turn the hearts of many timely to
himself, which we ardently pray for, knowing that, except the Lord build the house,
men labour but in vain ; yet we must do our
duty; otherwise we shall not be clear in his
sight; and he ordereth now, as he did formerly, line upon line, and precept upon precept,
in order that all may be timely warned,
whether they will hear or forbear.
1 believe there are none joined in profession
with us, who deviate from our principle of
Be not deceived ; God is not mocked by
self-denial, and plainness in habit and speech,
who have not been secretly showed that it is fair appearances, or empty pretences ; but
wrong, that it is a compliance with the spirit such as every man sows, he must reap. If
of the world, a refusal of the cross of Christ, under the best appearance, or strictest form,
a denial of him before men. But they listen to we sow to the flesh, we shall only reap corthat voice which beguiled Eve, which tells them ruption, and the miserable fruits of hypocrisy,
that there is no harm in such deviations, or that professing one thing and practising another

they are small matters though it is manifest when they who have sowed to the spirit,
that such small matters have opened the door shall reap the happy fruits of their fidelity to
gradually wider and wider, to the gi'oss God.
If we look over our Society in this nation,
Though
declension which has overspread.
many are deceived and darkened by the ene- and take a view, both of those who are plain in
my, to deem them small matters, yet they have dress, and those who are otherwise, how many
great consequences, as they tend to debar us of both sorts have their minds fast rooted in
of future happiness, and to centre us in justly this present world, devoting all their talents
deserved punishments, for disobeying and dis- to it, rejecting the counsel of Christ, who diregarding Christ, who leads into humility rects us " to seek first the kingdom of God,"
;

and plainness, and preferring that enemy who or to live and act under his government.
Hence in some places, what poor, lifeless
seduces into pride and worldly conformity.
How little of the sacred fire of
meetings
I often look with pity, on the victims to the
!

vanities of the world,

a

for

who

mess of pottage

;

sell their

birthright

often desiring that

divine love burning
the glory of

God

!

How

shining

!

little

No

of the light of

living minister

quit the pursuit of shadows, wisely left amongst them, and scarce one living
and happily possess the most inesti- member of the body of Christ, to feel for the
mable and enduring substance. Hereby they others, and take some tender care of them
their lamps gone out, and
would give solid joy to their well wishing for their good
friends, and gain an ample share thereof in scarcely any oil retained in a single vessel
a joy not like the pleasures of a week-day meeting hardly kept up, and the
themselves
sin, which are but for a season, and are fol- one meeting on the first-day badly attended.
lowed with a certain and severe sting a joy Thus have some meetings died away, and are

they

may

to seek,

;

;

;
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and others appear to be in a languid,
sickly condition, seeaiing scarce likely to live
long, except they timely apply to the great
and good Physician, who is both able and

lost;

willing to restore
vigor, to raise up

life, health, soundness and
and qualify " Judges, as at

beginning."
body, in some
places he did none of his mighty works, by
reason of their unbelief; so now, when his
ministers visit such places, they find the gosthey can at best
pel has not a free course
The
but feebly labour in such hard spots.
word preached doth rrot profit, by reason of
not meeting with faith in them that hear.
Great is the mystery of iniquity, in v/hich

the

But

first,

and counsellors, as

formerly,

when

in

at the

the

;

misery, the habitation of rebels to the laws
and government of our great Creator. All
would be glad to be admitted into everlastinghappiness, the portion of such as obey those
then will
laws and that government.
any amongst us, be the enemy's instruments
in promoting apostacy from the very life of
true religion and godliness? Oh, rather choose
to escape misery and ensure happiness. Break
off all connections which are obstacles to it.
It is Christ's command, "If thy right hand
Lay aside every weight,
offend, cut it off."

Why

and the sin which most easily besets. Be
obedient to him, and thou wilt be happy, separated from the miserable regions of obstinate

and obdurate sinners.
12. Let us call to mind, and not hastily
forget it, that Christ has given himself for
or ruin, unawares to
paying due regard and attention, to that grace us, " to redeem us from all iniquity, and
of God, which would discover the hidden purify unto himself a peculiar people, zealHence a wrong ous of good works." Yet, notwithstanding
snare, and preserve from it.
spirit usurps the government due to God, and all this, it is evident that too many among
gradually hardens the heart, till the salvation us are induced, and induce one another, to
of the immortal soul becomes a matter of slight the kindest offers of their best friend.
very little concern the first and great com- They give ear to the voice of the stranger,
mandment of loving God with the whole and swayed by his persuasions, put off their
Such are in a embracing a Saviour's offer. Far from being
heart, being much violated.
most dangerous state, except they turn in zealous of doing all that is well pleasing to
haste, " to flee from the wrath that is to God, they counteract that profession, to which
come." I often earnestly desire, that ye who he, by his holy Spirit, hath called us. To
are of this kind, would do it, lest ye be left to propose to obey the Almighty at some future
your own courses in that broad way, which day, and in that presumptuous hope, to stifle
leads to destruction, and " the things which divine conviction, is a most fatal artifice of
belong to your peace, be hid from your eyes." the grand adversary, whereby he insensibly
11. "The Lord hath showed unto thee, O darkens the mind, and hardens the heart, to
man, what is good." But many have suffered render us his vassals, and to secure us to
As delays herein are infithe good impressions they have been favoured himself as such.
as we cannot repent when
with, to be like the morning dew, which soon nitely dangerous
They rush into irreligious we will, for repentance is God's gift begin
passeth away.
company and self-indulging liberties, which, then, while it is the day of God's visitation;
like the fowls of the air, carry off all the for when the night overtakes, none can work
good seed of the kingdom, v/hich infinite out their soul's salvation.
Goodness had sowed in their minds.
13. Wherefore, cleave close in heart to
What need have we then, to prize and pur- the divine gift, the mystery hid from ages,
sue Christ's counsel, " to watch and pray," but now revealed, even Christ in you, the
not to enter into these temptations; to abstain hope of glory, that your souls may be enamfrom all appearance of evil, to avoid such oured with that beauty which will never fade.
company as deadly poison, as there can be Lay hold of all the helps and means by him
no fellov/ship between light and darkness, or provided. Be kind to all, but familiar with
between Christ and Belial; and we natural- few, and those few such as fear the Lord.
ly become like those whom we love, and with This fear preserved Joseph in the time of
whom we associate.
trial
but for want of it Absalom overset all
Never go to places of public diversion, such his personal advantages. Seek to be closely
as play houses, horse races, cock fightings, or linked with good friends; for "two are better
to ale houses, those haunts of the licentious, than one," "and a three-fold cord is not easily
who fear not God. Be watchful, and clear broken." Great are the benefits and solid
from intemperance. Live as men accountable satisfactions found in truly religious society.
to God, your hearts and your conversation Formerly when the proud were counted hapbeing in heaven, and your moderation appear- py, they who feared the Lord, spake often
ing in all things.
one to another, and the Lord declared his
All would be glad to escape everlasting approbation of the pious ardour with which

many, to their hurt
them, for want of their

the subtle serpent works in

—

—

—

;

.
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As on
they mutually animated each other.
one hand, " the friendship of the world is
enmity with God;" so on the other, Israel,
the Lord's people, were to dwell alone, and
Their
not to be numbered with the nations.
safety and true peace depending hereupon,
they were enjoined not to contract a:ny alliance or intimacy with them, to prevent the
decay of that fervent love to the Lord their
God, which he inspired them with, while they
abode in his covenant, and duly observed his
and to
laws, his statutes and ordinances
prevent their children from contracting the
manners of those nations, and running into
While they kept
their fashions and customs.
together in an united care and veneration of
the Lord, they prospered both outwardly and
inwardly; nothing could harm them, no effort
of the common enemy could prevail against
them.
May we thus keep together, strengthening one another in the love of God, and
in faithfulness to him, and then we may be
sure that our case will be the very same.
14. There are many, we believe, orderly
and reputable in their lives, who need to be
more baptized into the ardent love of God,
and dedication of heart to his cause, that they
may not be like slothful servants, at ease in
Zion, and indulging themselves, instead of
serving the Lord.
The harvest is great, and
needs more labourers to fill up the vacant
places of many removed from works to rewards.
What want of ministers, elders, of
such whom the Holy Ghost hath made overseers, taking heed to themselves and to the
flock, of helpers of one another in animating
;

visits,

both to families and individuals, in the

lively flow of that love
to

them who devote

one of them should betray him, the rest heard
with concern, and inquired, "Is it I?"
it
Many have contributed to the great declension, and each of us should inquire. Is it I ?
Many have need to be created anew in Christ
but they must first
Jesus, unto good works
;

put off the old man, with his deeds, in deep
humiliation before the Lord ; which to them
who patiently abide under his righteous judgments for sin, draws down the gift of repentance unto salvation, never to be repented of;

and that new birth, without which we can
have no place in his kingdom. We must
give up all our idols, else we are undone.
Our own wills must be subjected to the will
of God.
All our own wisdom must be laid
We must deny ourselves, take
at his feet.
up our cross daily and follow him. There
are no other terms on which life everlasting
Our Lord informs us, that they
is to be had.
who expect to gain it by climbing up any
other way, will be treated as thieves and rob-

Oh

bers.

then,

part of Ireland,

may buy
sell

it

my
I

dear friends, in every
earnestly desire that you

the truth, whatever it cost you, and
Look upon all things beside but

not.

dung in comparison of it. Let us
hold fast the one thing needful, whatever else
So shall we
leaves us, or be taken from us.
have lived not in vain, obtaining the great end
for which we had a being given us.
16. O ye parents who have many children,
and not much of the world for them, do not
be over anxious on that account, or make it
an excuse for non-attendance of religious duties.
Consider that it may be wisely so ordered, as the means of their preservation
as dross or

which the Lord giveth and

their hearts to his service.
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if

they follow Christ,

great advantage to

A

it

may

prove of

them beyond what ye and
A little satisfies a humble

few yet are mercifully preserved, who, they are aware of.
cannot be at ease, but through mind, as we brought nothing into the world,
all discouragements hold on their way, know- and can carry nothing out. They who obtain
ing they serve a good master, and resolving the favour of God will neither want any thing
through his grace, never to desert his service, needful, nor covet any thing superfluous, but
but to keep their places under his direction, having food and raiment, will therewith be conand to hold fast the blessed truth in the love tent. Wherefore be anxious for them only on
of it, to the end of their lives.
May he grant this account, that they may lay hold on eternal
then they
an increase of their number and strength
life, and keep their hold of that
I desire above all things for myself, that to will be truly happy, but not without it, if they
They are
the end of my days, I may be one of their had ever so much in the world.
number. O my soul, come thou into their indeed justly to be esteemed, who, having
secret adoration of God
with their assembly more, are thereby the more humbled, and
herein, mayest thou ever be united
for in- more abounding in useful services and good
deed the Lord is good to them that seek and works.
diligently serve him, nourishing that life which
And O ye young people, often consider
is hid with Christ, a life which will never die;
that ye are born into the world to be happy
well rewarding them for all their labours, and for ever, on the terms laid down by Christ, as
With all your gettings,
for the sacrifices which they offer to him on above mentioned.
the altar of obedience, giving them an hun- get the favour of the Most High, who invites
dred-fold.
you to it before honour, even true honour
15, When our Lord told his disciples that with God, is humility; but pride goes before
for Zion's sake,

;

;

;

:
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we

should by him be overshadpower and love
the Sun
of righteousness would overspread us, who
illuminates the spiritual mind to discern
its
duties, and animates to discharge them,
Your fervent gratitude, obedience, vigilance therein to share the good things which
and firmness, will be crowned with the en- God has in store for them that love him. We
dearing pledges and encouraging foretastes of should hereby be edified and built up together
So will ye be well satisfied in the most holy faith, and concerned to live
endless bliss.
with your lots in every condition, and find in reverent love and subjection to him out of

Ye need

of the Lord,

envy any one,
if ye have the
United with your dear
side.
parents in walking humbly with him, ye will
have an enlarged view of your happy portion.
destruction.

however great
Lord on your

not

owed with

in the world,

his

;

meetings, faithfully maintaining our testimony
for Christ, our holy head, in all its branches.
So should we be again, as formerly, a

that godliness coupled with divine contentment
the greatest and infinitely the most valu-

is

by your blessed Rejudgment, and for that people of one heart and mind, baptized by
All the darkness
eternal joy, which is unspeakable and full of one spirit into one body.
of ignorance and inexperience, all the coldglory.
So will ye be alive to God, and of that ness of the worldly or carnal mind would
number whom he pronounces blessed, who be removed; and Zion's light would yet again
hunger and thirst after righteousness. So go forth with brightness, and the salvation
will ye carefully watch against eveiy thing of God be felt amongst us as a lamp that
that is wrong, both in yourselves and others, burneth.
With strong desires on the behalf of all
and endeavour to stop it in its first beginning;
ye will love that which is good, and employ who, in this nation, join in the profession of
all your talents, with divine help, to promote the blessed truth, that they may thus experience the possession of it, and be partakers of
it both by example and brotherly counsel.
Then would meetings both for worship and its saving efficacy and lasting peace, I remain
for coming to your affectionate and well-wishing friend,
discipline be well attended
James Gough.
them under the preparation of heart which is
able

gain, being fitted

deemer

for life, death,

;

SOME ACCOUNT
OF

THE LIFE AND GOSPEL LABOURS
OF

WILLIAM RECKITT,
LATE OF LINCOLNSHIRE, IN GREAT BRITAIN.

A

Testimony from our monthly

meeting

at

Wainsfleet, in the county of Lincoln, concerning our deceased friend, William Reckitt.

This our worthy friend, was born in the
year 1706, within the compass of Gainsborough monthly meeting, of parents professing
His
truth, who died when he was young.
friends put him apprentice to a weaver belonging to the same monthly meeting, with
vi'hom we believe he served his time faithfully,
and then came to live near Partney Mills,
within the compass of our monthly meeting.

some time, about the year 1742, it
pleased the Lord to call him into the work
of the ministry; his appearance from the first
After

in the life and wisdom of truth, which
nearly united him to his friends.
Soon after
he removed to Wainsfleet particular meeting;
and sometime after he visited friends in the
west of England and Wales, &c., and at different times many other different counties
also Ireland once, with our friend Samuel
Stott.
He was twice in America; the first
time he set forward in the year 1756, and it
being in the time of war, was taken prisoner

was
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and confined about six months, month, 1770, and signed in and on behalf
which he bore with Christian fortitude as thereof, by
some of us have heard him say and got well
John Massey, jun. Clerk.
into France,

—

—

home

to

his

family in the beginning of the

year 1757, where he staid about four weeks,
and then again set forward for his intended
visit.
He afterwards found a weighty concern to visit his friends in some parts of America again
all which visits, by sundry accounts received, were much to friends satisfaction, as well as his own
and indeed it
may be truly said, he was deep in the ministry, and powerful in prayer, his testimony
sound and edifying, which rendered him
very near and valuable to many. He was
grave in conversation, yet innocently cheerful
;

;

INTRODUCTION.
Our late worthy friend William Reckitt,
whose journal follows, was one whom the
Lord was pleased to prepare for his service
and having in a good degree experienced the
work of righteousness to be peace, he was
engaged, under the influence of divine love, to
others to

call

Lord

is

come,

taste

and see that the

good.

His life and conversation were innocent
amongst his friends an affectionate husband and consistent with his profession, and in the
and a tender parent. We think it needless exercise of his ministry, he was attended with
to enlarge concerning him, as he was well that love which seeks the good of all.
known to many friends only we may, with
As the following journal commences only
sincerity of heart, say his removal is much with his voyage to America, a short account
regretted in general.
In the latter end of of him, of the work on his mind, and of his
1768, he had drawings in his mind to visit services before he embarked for America,
London and parts adjacent in which he told seems not improper.
He was born at Lea, near Gainsborough,
some of his near friends, he thought it might
;

;

;

in Lincolnshire, about the year 1706, of palast time.
returned home in the first month in the rents professing truth ; his mother died when
year 1769, but poorly in health, and continu- he was young, and his father being through
ed so, but mostly attended his own meeting, infirmities rendered incapable of supporting
where he had several weighty testimonies, his children, he was bound by friends, at nine
which had more than usual influence over the years of age until he arrived at twenty-one,
hearers, leaving lasting impressions on their as an apprentice to a weaver
which proved
minds, as well as at times in private conver- a laborious servitude, his master beirig in low
sation, wherein he signified he was willing to circumstances.
In the course of his service
leave all these transitory and fading enjoy- his master let him out to harvest work, in
ments, whenever it might please the Lord to which employment his industry gained him
the confidence of the farmer that employed
call him from works to rewards.
His illness was very short ; he was taken him, who thought it unnecessary to look after
with a fit of the ague the day before his de- him, saying William was a faithful servant;
parture, and next morning about four o'clock, as he was to his master to the end of his apexchanged this life, we make no doubt, for a prenticeship.
During which time he was
better, the 6th of the fourth month, 1769, and reached by a divine visitation, through the
was buried the 9th of same, in friends' bury- ministry of a friend on a religious visit, whose
ing ground at Wainsfieet, after a solemn testimony, as he has been heard to relate,
meeting, where a living testimony was borne clearly answered the witness of truth in his

be the

He

;

to the truth,

and

to the satisfaction

of

many own

present.

Signed

heart,

and

fully

confirmed him that the

were consonant with the
and he then thought there

principles of friends
in

and on behalf of the said meet- holy Scriptures
would be none so void of understanding as
;

ing, held the 16th of the third month, 1770,

by

by the same powerful
of the true Christian faith. It
a lasting impression on his mind
an

not to be convinced

declaration

John Robbins,
John Copeland,

Thomas

George Kitching,

left

Pearson Smith,
John Pearson,
Joseph Burton,
John Wright, Jr.

hunger and

;

thirst

righteousness were
and by a diligent atten-

after

begotten in his soul ;
tion to the dictates thereof", he experienced
preservation from the many temptations, to
which unguarded youth are exposed. About
The foregoing testimony concerning our the eighteenth year of his age, the death of an
dear friend William Reckitt, deceased, was only sister, a virtuous young woman, who
read and approved in our quarterly meet- had been particularly kind to him, nearly
ing held at Lincoln, the 4th of the fourth affected him ; and an only brother, by giving
Reckitt,

David Hopkins,
Jonathan Nainby,
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of the world, was drawn
These events
Society.
impressed his mind with deep sorrow and hubut feeling the preserving hand of
miliation
divine goodness manifested for his support, he
was engaged to live near thereto, by which
he was mercifully preserved.
Soon after the expiration of his apprenticeship, he removed into the compass of Wains-

way

to the vanities

aside,

and

left

the

;

monthly meeting in Lincolnshire, where
he followed ihe business of a weaver, and
being
increased in the esteem of his friends
a man who laboured to be in reality what he
In the year 1731, he entered into
professed.
the marriage state with Ellen Maw, a sober
and virtuous young woman, who was an
affectionate wife to him, and tender mother
to their children; he survived her, she dying
during his absence on his second visit to
fleet

;

America.
thirty-sixth year of his age, he
appeared in the ministry to the satisfaction
of friends, and laboured diligently in his own
and some neighbouring meetings for the ad-

About the

first

vancement of

truth

;

and

some

after

company with Robert Kinsley, he

time, in

visited the

churches in Essex and about the latter end
of 1745, in company with the same friend,
also visited the city of London; and his ser;

vice in this visit

still

is

remembered by some

with brotherly regard and affection.
In 1746 he visited the west of England,
and part of Wales and in 1752, in company
with Samuel Stott, of Edmondsbury, he visited
Ireland, to his own and friends' comfort and
satisfaction, and returned home with peace of
In 1756 he visited Yorkshire; soon
mind.
after which, in the course of his religious
labours, he found himself engaged to visit the
;

churches in the American plantations, the
ensuing account whereof will best inform the
reader of his progress therein.
It is not intended to magnify the creature
by any thing which may be said concerning
but to show the
this our deceased friend
reader that such as believe in, and live near
;

to the divine principle

hearts,

of truth in their

convey an evidence of

it

to the

own

of those who behold them for he being taken
in his passage by a privateer, England being
then at war with France, and carried into
Morlaix, was there detained in a painful state
of captivity, yet was preserved in great quietness and resignation, to the admiration of
some of the French inhabitants one of whom,
in a letter to a person residing in London,
mentioned his inoffensive, lamb-like behaviour in terms of great respect, and when he
was removed to Carhaix, recommended him
to a person of account, a member of the parliament of Brittany, who likewise testified his
regard to him.
The kindness he received
from these persons moderated his captivity,
though he had many exercises there, which
often brought him very low; yet he found
support and preservation, as he acknowledged
in his letters, in one of which, after having
noted how he had been helped, and expressing his care for his future preservation, he
says " My fears have all been concerning
myself, for surely I never saw more of my
own weakness it hath indeed been a searching time to me
and yet it springs in my
heart to say, if the Lord hath any delight in
me, he will bring me safe through all. He
knows the integrity of my heart. I did not
set out in a forward spirit, but in his counsel,
and in it at this time I stand he knows best
what will be most for his own honour. And
as to what will become of this earthly tabernacle, it seems to be the least of my care, so
that I may finish my course with joy."
After being detained about five months, he
was released through the kindness of a person
in England, who, having received very favourable impressions of him through the
French merchant before mentioned, recommended him to the secretary of the sick and
wounded ofhce, they having the care of such
as were prisoners, and after a short stay at
home, finding the engagement remain, he returned to London, attended the yearly meeting, and with the concurrence of friends,
proceeded on his voyage, of which the follow;

;

;

;

;

;

ing; is his

own

relation.

minds
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Some account of what

befel

me

in

my first

voyage

to

be very sober men, and

our common men
though I often
who them for swearing, and their bad
;

Having

parted with several

accompanied me

carried

them-

selves very lovingly to me, as likewise did all

towards America.
friends

reproved
language

Gravesend, the 15ih of to one another. The 20th we came into the
Downs, but the wind not being fair, we lay
I went on board the
We had there till the 22nd, when the wind coming
ship Lydia, Joseph Riddell master.
three passengers besides myself, who seemed more favourable we weighed anchor.
to

the tenth month, 1756,
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It

may

spirit

not be amiss to mention the great

and weight

exercise

while

we

the cause of

could see

and

little

cried

I

it.

in

rested

that

lay here,

When

I
I

upon

then not seeing
looked forward, I

further than the Land's

my

mind

my

that

End,

or

mentioned to the captain, and he told
me he thought he would. But the wind coming fair, and a strong gale, he was willing to
make the best of it. We out-sailed two ships
which came from the Downs with us, one a
privateer called the St. Olive, from London
the other a Guineaman. The 24th, about ten
in the morning, we came abreast of Plymouth
In the evening, as I
with a very fine wind.
sat in the cabin, something opened in my
mind concerning my own preservation, which
but soon saw a
1 thought somewhat strange
cause for it.
For about eight o'clock next
morning, the mate came down and told his
master there was a French snow just astern
of us, which to our sorrow, was too true,
for she was then within reach of us with her
guns.
I thought it was a great neglect of
our master and the sailors, that they did not
keep a strict look-out for they acknowledged if they had but had a k\v hours more,
they should not have been taken.
But then
it was too late, they could not get their sails
all properly bent, as they would have done if
due precaution had been taken. The shot
coming over us, I was afraid for our men.
During the little time we were chased, the
chief care our captain seemed to take was to
save what he had, so he kept pretty much in
the cabin, till his men called very earnestly
for him to come upon deck.
Then he ordered them to strike, and in a little time the
iPrenchman came and boarded us with great

which

my life ; therefore resolved to
stay on board our vessel, if I might, and
went down again into the cabin; but in a
little time was fetched out and commanded
to get into the boat.
The fear of death was

not escape with

was resolved to
I
One of our
could to get in.
sailors handed me a rope, but it was so short
I was forced to let go, not knowing whether I
for the sea
should fall into the sea or boat
ran very high, and two of our men were lost
during the short time I had been below.

we might be then taken away, and

driven to Ireland ; for then I
thought I should gel safe to my journey's
end ; but not seeing it would be so then, I
only desired we might put into Plymouth,
carried

49

I

;

;

do the best

I

;

They were

getting into the boat

seized with fear, and

I

saw

it

when

was

I

was not ground-

for had I then proceeded to get in, I
;
should in all probability have been drowned.
For as soon as I had turned my back to go
down into the cabin, the gunwale of the ship
took the boat side, and had like to have sunk
her, and the two poor men were cast out. The
loss of them sorrowfully affected my mind;
and the imminent danger I had been in, with

less

a sense of the Lord's goodness and mercy in
preserving me at that time, brought me very
low, in humble thankfulness for so great a
deliverance, looking upon it as a mark of his
tender care and fatherly regard for so poor a
creature as I am.
When we came up to the French ship, our

men

assisted

me

in getting

on board, and led

me

through a crowd of such creatures, as I
thought were more like brutes than men but
When 1 came
they offered me no violence.
into the cabin I was placed behind a large
where
chest of arms, which was their table
I sat for several hours very still, and laboured
to get to such a right and true composure of
mind, that I might be enabled to undergo
with patience what had befallen me.
The hurry about the booty being pretty much
over, towards night they came to settle in the
cabin; and seeing me take little notice of what
they either said or did, they looked earnestly
He
fury.
at me and asked our captain who I was.
I was in the cabin, and stood
still,
some of them looking at me very sourly and told them I was a Quaker minister and inThey made many
fiercely, but like so many hungry animals, tended for Pennsylvania.
they fell to hunting and searching for what fine speeches, and told me I was welcome to
they could find, till they durst not stay much any thing they had, and would have me call
longer.
One of them coming to me in a for what I wanted. When meat came to the
fawning manner, said, " Sir, I desire you table, they invited me to eat but I told them
would give me your money and watch, and I I was not for eating, my appetite being quite
will give you them again.
When they thought it was time for us
I told him I had
gone.
not much, and did not choose to part with it. to go to bed, I was had down into the hold,
But he growing very earnest to have it, I which was so close, and the hammocks hung
turned myself about and took three guineas so near to one another, I was forced to creep
out of my purse, two of which 1 carried on on my hands and knees till I came to that I
shore, and gave him the remainder.
He was to lodge in. The young man that conlooked at it and seemed not satisfied
but the ducted me was one of the officers, and I
oflSicers being in haste to get us all into the understood he put me in his own hammock.
boat, I was had upon deck. When I looked at As he was making it fit, I thought he seemed
the sea I thought it seemed as though I should to do it with a very good will
but the place
Vol. IX.— No. 2.
7
;

;

;

;

;
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He
heart to live in the iear of the Lord.
spoke highly of the ceremonies used amongst
them, mentioning baptism with water, and
ever, he staid
A few bread and wine, which they call the sacratill 1 was settled in my new lodging.
As ment. I told him we were not in the practice
hours after I had plenty of company.
they crept under me they lifted me up, and of using them, believing such ceremonies not
when they were all placed in their respective to be essential to salvation. He said I was a
lodgings I perceived some lay upon the boards strange man, but finding myself not at all
under me. However, the closeness of the disposed to have any further discourse at that
place, and the disagreeable smell, with a fear time, I desired to withdraw.
I was much favoured with stillness, and a
which then seized my mind, that these creatures would do me some mischief, had like to sweet composure of mind, which to my great
have quite overset me, so that I was nigh comfort, I found did strengthen and fortify
fainting away, and ready to query whether I me against the assaults of the enemy, which
should live till morning.
In this great strait I met with both inwardly and outwardly.
When I looked at my present situation, and
the Lord appeared for my help.
I sensibly
felt strength administered, and it arose in my what was likely to be the consequence, fearmind that those I was afraid of would not ing I might be a stumbling block in the way
hurt me.
I believed it was the truth, and in of many, and bring dishonour to truth, I was
a little time, being much wearied, I fell into a much cast down, and did often cry, " Lord,
sound sleep till morning. When I came upon if I had been worthy, thou wouldst have predeck our poor men came to me and complain- served me out of the hands of such unreaed of their hard lodgings, and what was sonable men." But the good Shepherd of
worse, the thoughts of a close imprisonment Israel did cast his mantle of love over me,
when they should come on shore. It made and stilled my crying, so that I was in a good
me sorrowful to hear their complaints, for degree made willing to submit to what he
they had heard the prisoners fared very poor- should see meet to suffer to come upon me.
ly.
I spake as comfortably as I could, and
Whilst I was here, fervent and strong desires
exhorted them to live in the fear of the Lord. were in my heart for those I had left behind
This day we came up with a vessel bound me in many places, that they might be prefor Plymouth, taken from the French by one served in the fear of the Lord.
As to outof the English ships of war. The French soon ward food, I eat very little for several days.
brought her to, boarded her, and brought all the Many said I should be sick, and often entreatmen to us but one. The two officers were had ed me to eat but I did not eat much till I
into the cabin where we were.
The captain found I could take it both with freedom of
being a man of very strong passions, to be mind and a good appetite, which had been
taken prisoner was almost more than he could quite gone. The Frenchmen, as I frequently
bear
when they were sat down, I saw he walked upon deck amongst them, were bewas almost overcome with grief, which I a come milder, and never offered to do me any
little wondered at.
After some time I went harm, except one at the first, and he was preand sat by him, and said I would not have vented from hurting me. I also sat and
him too much cast down; trouble and dis- walked often upon the quarter deck, the offiappointment happened to all men, and this cers all looking on me with a pleasant countewas what such men as he might reasonably nance, except the captain, who I suppose, took
expect.
He said nothing as I remember, but offence at my not conforming to them when
soon went out, and after a while came again they went to prayers, which was twice a day.
with a Frenchman along with him, who could
One evening, as we were sitting in the
speak English, and pretended great friend- cabin, a young Frenchman asked the man of
ship to me, and requested that I would go war's captain before mentioned, pointing at
along with him and the captain into a private me, concerning our principles.
He told him
place, for he was desirous to have some dis- we were a strange people; we both disowned
course with me.
It did not seem to suit my baptism and the Lord's supper.
The Frenchinclination, but through their much importun- man looked at me with disdain, and then being me, I went.
When we were settled, the gan to speak much in behalf of both, laying
Englishman told me he had been attend- great stress especially upon the latter; for he
ed with misfortunes even from his childhood, seemed a very zealous 3'oung man for their
and thought he had been in a fair way of way. Then both joining, they came to a
making his fortune, but he had met with this conclusion that those who were not in the
disappointment, which was like to be a great practice of them could not be saved.
Their
loss to him.
He then began to talk about re- discourse was in Latin, and though I am not
ligion, and expressed a great desire in his a Latin scholar, I understood so much, that I

being

strait,

made

it

and

I

lying in all

my

clothes,

me to get in. Howand helped me what he could,

hard work for

;

;
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retaken, was disappointed, which made them
more sorrowful than before but it did not
much affect me, for I was now more reconcalled Quakers to that man.
He asked in ciled in my mind to bear with patience what
what? I told him I understood he had been the Lord should see meet to try me with. I
telling him we disowned baptism and the sup- had strongly desired before not to go to
per.
He said he understood by me, that we France, but in a [ew hours we came into a
did not own the sacraments. I told him there small harbour with a fort at the entrance,
was no such word made use of in Scripture and in it one ship of war. We did not land
This night I met with
that I knew of; but baptism and the sup- till next morning.
per were, and we owned and believed both to something that was very unpleasant to me,
be essential to salvation.
My mind was then for the captain going on shore, and the men
opened concerning baptism, in the several thinking all secure, when night came on, most
passages of Scripture, which strengthen and of them went to rest but the man-of-war's
confirm it, that the baptism which is saving captain and some of his men, as it afterwards
must needs be spiritual and if so, then no appeared, had consulted about cutting the
We had more
need of water; for the apostle saith, "One vessel out of the harbour.
Lord, one faith, one baptism;" and that them- liberty given this night than we had before.
selves owned water to be but an outward and The two man-of-war's-men, our captain and
visible sign of an inward and spiritual grace. myself were ordered to lie in the cabin.
I was led on till I came to that last supper Riddell had lain in it before, but now he was
or passover, which our Lord did partake of to lie in the captain's hammock, being a fawith his disciples
and told them what our vourite, and I in his bed but he not acceptLord then said to his disciples, was, " As ing of it, I got in. This I perceived gave
often as ye do this, do it in remembrance great offence, therefore, to prevent further trouof me, to show forth my death until I come." ble, I soon quitted it, and sat me down by the
This was no commandment to perpetuate that man-of-war's captain, who had got to writing.
outward supper or passover
that being a
I had by this time contracted such an intiJewish ordinance, which he then had nigh macy with him, that I could make bold to see
finished, when he nailed the hand writing of what he was writing, without giving him any
ordinances to his cross. But I told them they offence and when I came to see what he was
might see in the Revelations of John, what he writing, and found it was only to spend time,
said concerning his coming, where he saith, it gave me some uneasiness, for it then began
" Behold, I stand at the door and knock and to be late. I did not suddenly say any thing
if any man hear my voice, and open the to him, but took notice of his motions and
door, I will come in to him, and sup with looks, and saw his countenance was very
him, and he with me."
All began now to be
It is this supper and much discomposed.
coming we own, and in our measure, partake very still. None were up in the cabin but
of; for this was the communion of the saints. him and myself, and the young Frenchman
Several texts of Scripture opening in my before mentioned, who kept guard, and he
mind to confirm that baptism and supper, had no weapon in his hand. I asked the
which are saving, to be spiritual and as bodily captain if he was not for bed. He said he
exercise profiteth little, so that which is only could not go to bed.
I then told him I would
outward and elementary could not profit the not have him think of making any attempts
soul.
They heard me very patiently, and to take the vessel out of the harbour. He
did not make any objections.
Being pretty said he should make no difficulty of it, if he
easy, I left them to have their discourse to had any body to stand by him. I signified that

gathered the purport of their discourse. When
they had done, I told the captain he had done
very wrong in misrepresenting the people

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

themselves, that the officer might have opportunity to inform the man what I had said.
Our confinement at sea was nearly over,
but as we came nigh in with the shore we
were chased by an English man of war,
who came fast up with us, and gave our men
great expectations of being released
and indeed the Frenchmen expected no other than
to be taken.
Every man prepared himself
for removing, and was in great fear; but we
were so near the rocks, the man-of-war durst
follow us no further, only gave us one shot,
which came over us, and then sheered off.
The great expectation our men were in of being
;

thought it could not be done without much
and I should be
blood-shedding, if at all
very sorry to see any thing of that kind,
though my liberty was as dear to me as any
He said I need not
of theirs was to them.
no body would hurt me. I told
be afraid
I

;

;

him that was more than he knew for as I
had been with them all the evening, they
would think I had a hand in the plot, and
so I might lose my life undeservedly.
;

I laid

before

him

all

the difficulties

I

was

as that of lying under the fort,
and their man-of-war a little distance off, with
a very I'ocky harbour to get out of; all which

capable

of,
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have but little effect on him. So I
was best to consult my own safety;
for if there was a skirmish I should, if I staid
So I went down
there, be in the midst of it.

if he had seen meet.
I often cried to
him in the secret of my heart, that if there
was any iniquity lodging in me, he would be
pleased to take it away; and if my going
but could find no rest was not consistent with his will, that he
to my old lodgings
for my body, my mind being very uneasy. would be pleased to, show me wherein I

seemed

to

thought

it

der

;

therefore crept out again, all being still in
the ship, and but few upon deck. I went into
the cabin, where I found them as I left them ;

I

but having a little more courage than before,
told the captain I was resolved to hinder
any disturbance if I could adding, he surely
was not in his right senses to think of any
such thing, as his men, I supposed, knew
nothing of it.
He said I was mistaken, for
he had told one or two of them in the evenI

;

had

missed

my way;

that

might not

I

bring a reproach upon the truth, and a trouIt was
ble and exercise upon his people.
not long we had to stay amongst this sort of
company, for by the time the sun was up,
the captain, with several more such as himself came aboard
also two of their friars in
;

their

odd sort of dress

;

I

suppose

to

see

what they could get in the scramble.
When breakfast was over, as several of us
were to be searched before they took their

and they would acquaint all the rest,
and he could have them all up in a k\v leave of

ing,

us, those appointed to do that busiThe captain and
ness staid in the cabin.
It was now about midnight, and his men, several others went out, and I amongst the
I suppose, thinking it high time to get to rest, but was soon called in again, for they
When I came
work, came upon deck without calling, and searched me one of the first.
seemed to be in high spirits, for they talked in they told me they wanted my money. I
cheerfully, and I thought, gave several sig- said not much to them, but thought if they got
so they began
I
nals to their master that they were ready.
it they should take it from me ;
was in a great strait how to act, but thought to search me, and took what they could find,
it would
be best to endeavour to keep peace which was but one guinea in money, and all
if I could, having said as much as was ne- other things they found about me of any
cessary. I therefore sat me down close by him, value; but my wearing clothes they gave me
with an intent to lay hold of him if he offered again.
When they had searched me as long

minutes.

up a weapon, which was very nigh at as they thought fit, they let me go, but they
hand.
Great strugglings were in his mind, were not contented, for they had got it into
as he himself afterwards confessed. He often their minds that I had a considerable sum of
was just upon the point; but the Lord, in his money, and a gold watch therefore I was no
great mercy interposed, and my mind be- sooner gone out, but they ordered me in again,
gan to be calm and still, and all fear was and I was searched in every part where they
taken away. I then looking at him, saw his thought any money could be concealed.
I
countenance became more composed and was so grieved with them, I could not hold my
solid.
I
asked him if he would not go to peace, but said, they pretended to be gentlebed.
He threw down his pen and said he men, and men of honour, but now they did
would. The young Frenchman sat by all not appear to be such for it was good works
and as to
this time, but perceived nothing of their design. which made men truly honourable
The night was pretty far spent, and the what they could do to me, I said, I was not
men, who had walked the deck a consider- afraid of Indeed, all fear was taken away
able time, thinking nothing would be done, from me
I did not seem afraid of my life,
went down to their beds and when I had but whether I did well in telling them so, I
seen the master settled in his, I lay me down afterwards queried
for I thought that courupon a bulk-head of the ship, which was so age was only given me for my own support,
narrow, I could only lie upon my side, there and not to lavish away at that rate. Howbeing nothing better in the cabin that I could ever, I came oft' pretty well, for they let me
find.
But my mind being easy after the pain put on and carry away as many clothes as
it had been in, I
fell asleep.
It was a very served to keep me warm.
cold night, and the partition of our cabin
We were on board eleven days, and then
was but canvass. When I awaked I was were landed near a town called Roscone.
stiff, but I did not take cold.
The Lord was When we came to it, many people were
pleased to preserve me, though I often said in gathered to see us, amongst whom was a
my mind, I did not think myself worthy, mixture of black coats two of them came to
and more especially because he had suffered me, and one taking hold of my sleeve, asked
this great exercise to come upon me; which, me as I supposed, what religion I was of, and
I several times was made sensible it would whether I could speak Latin.
I told them, as
have been a light matter with him to hin- I was a prisoner they had no business with
to take

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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therefore desired they
would not ask me any more questions. They
turned ofl', saying, "He is for no controversy."
If I had been asked an honest ques-

me, and

course
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and
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soon perceived. I had an interamong them understood
English, and informed the rest; upon which
they left the room, and it was soon pretty
well.

I

some

preter,

for

clear.

After them

came

in

several

young

concerning the hope that is in me, 1 be- men, who both looked and behaved well.
I
lieve I should have had an answer according had nothing in my mind against being free,
to truth
but pearls ought not to be cast be- and looking pleasantly on them
for this,
when seasonable, has a good effect.
fore swine.
The next place we came to of any account
As soon as I had got quit of the two
priests, there came a man to me, who seemed was Morlaix
it was
night when we got in,
to be of some considerable account in the and we were obliged to stand and sit in the
world, and said he was sorry to see me there; street till they got orders from the commisHe wished sary what to do with us. I thought the time
but it was the fortune of war.
me safe in England again. He went to one very long, more on account of our poor men
of his acquaintance who lived in the town, than myself; for they had walked till they
and after some discourse he came and in- sweated, and some of them were ill. To sit
vited me and Riddell, with two others, to his in the street an hour or more in a cold night,
house, and set before us such as they had, I thought was almost enough to give them
and desired us to eat and drink. There was their death.
When orders came, they were
also a woman in the house much concerned to take us to prison
but a merchant, one
about our having to walk to Morlaix that Forney, who was agent of the prizes, met
night, which was twelve miles, and sent to us in the street and took Riddell, the two
hire horses, but none were to be had.
She man-of-war's-men and myself to a tavern,
therefore gave strict charge to the soldiers where we had what we pleased to call for,
that conducted us, to hire horses at the next but not at the cheapest rate.
Our landlord
place, and she would pay the charge.
I wish
was an Irishman, and I perceived had a very
many may follow her example in being kind good opinion of himself.
to strangers
for what she did I thought
After we had supped, and he had informed
was of great service to me. The soldiers himself what I was, he entertained us with a
hired horses for four of us when we came dish of as unsavoury discourse about religion
to the next town, which was four miles. as I thought I had ever heard
and what
This town was pretty large, and there wei'e made it more irksome, he held it very long.
many spectators. That they might have a He brought a book, out of which he said he
full view of us, the soldiers had us into a taught his children, and as he read, some of
convenient place, and stood round us at a our people were so weak as to commend it,
little distance.
The people gathered so thick, which made him more eager. I do not rethey could scarcely stand one by another; and member that I either answered any of his
in this posture they kept us about half an questions, or made any objections to what he
hour.
Then they had us to an inn, where said but when he told me he intended to
we were put into a large chamber, and meat bring some of my brethren to see me, meanand drink were set before us. But before we ing the priests, for he said they would like to
were well sat down, several men and women have some discourse with me I told him he
of the upper rank came in
the rabble staid need not bring any there upon my account,
mostly below.
for I did not want any of their company; so
Whilst we were at meat some of them that was put an end to, for they never came
turned up my coat laps and examined what to me while I staid in Morlaix.
Whilst I was
my clothes were made of as well they could, here, the young man came to see me, who
and commended them for being good. They took care of me the first night I lodged
seemed not to take so much notice of any as aboard the privateer, and saluted me in a
they did of me often pointing at me, saying, very friendly manner. This j'oung man took
I was a minister, a priest.
Several gay wo- more notice of me than any other all the time
men sat behind the table, where they had I was aboard, and when they were stripping
opportunity to look at me as much as they and searching me, he stamped upon the deck,
pleased.
They were very light and airy, and showed great resentment, as Riddell told
which I showed some dislike to, and told them me, and knowing he had not wronged me,
I had heard the French
used good manners, could cheerfully come to see me; but the
and knew how to behave well but it could others who had, did not care to see me, and
not be said so of them, for it was not good though I often met them in the street, they
manners to come into our room without leave, endeavoured to shun me, and would not look
and when they were in, not to behave soberly me in the face if they could avoid it. I
tion

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

—

;

;

;
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a brave thing to have a conit was
science void of offence both towards God and

thought

men.

We

were brought before one of their chief
called the commissary, to have our
names entered, and such as could not find
This man and his
bail must go to prison.
ofiicers,

wife took great offence at
place, as likexVise did the

my

hat being in

its

commissary at Rosman, and ill of the

cone, who was an old
But several capital peogout upon his bed.
ple of the town being present, he was much
displeased because I did not give them that
honour which was none of their due. When
my name I soon quitted the
I had given in
room. This commissary was a young man,
and several were in the room with him. I
had not asked any body to be bail for me,
for I was easy, and the thoughts of the prison

After some discourse
about it, they not being willing to let me pass
without examining, had me into their room,
and asked me my name and place of abode,
whether I was married, and what children I
had ; to which I answered.
They asked what
preparations were making in England for war?
To which I answered, as I did not concern
myself about such things, I should say nothing
about them. They asked other questions about

against our principles.

manner of our being taken, and what was
taken frome me, and about our ship and cargo.
Then after a pretty long pause, one said,
" Now I have some close questions to ask
you, but you must not be angry." I was
silent, not knowing how I should come off.
He then asked whether I was a minister'? I
said I did not choose to be put under that
denomination.
He said, "What then?" I
did not terrify me, though we had heard a told him my business when at home, was to
very dismal account of it; however, Forney, look after and feed cattle, and such in our
whom I mentioned before, after he had called country were called graziers. He asked me
Riddell aside and asked him concerning me, what I was going to do in Pennsylvania? I
Whether I knew
ventured to be bail for me.
I staid a little said, to visit my friends.
I said I was acquainted
while in the room after our people were with- any body there?
drawn, and looked at the great man as he sat with but a few. Whether I was sent by the
I told him I was not; though I
in his chair, and thought his countenance was Quakers?
somewhat milder, and he spake pretty kindly had their approbation therein. He then asked
the

was me whether or no the Quakers would fight if
they were attacked by an enemy? I said it
uttered many harsh expressions against them; was not my business then' to tell him whether
for me to
but his glass was then almost run, for he they would or not
it was enough
answer for myself. " Then, said he, if you
lived but a little while after this.
Forney, who had passed his word for me, were smitten on one cheek, would not you
being agent, had my papers and letters, which turn the other? Or, if they took away your
I found he did not choose to part with, except coat, would not you give them your cloak
my certificate and letter of credit, and another also?" I said it was so declared in Scripture,
paper or two, which he did not think worth but I had not freedom at that time to answer
those questions. He asked me no more queswhile to keep.
I perceived he was a selfish
man, for after he understood my little money tions at that time, that I remember.
that I should want was not to come through his
About this time I suffered much in my spirit;
hands, he came to me, and with an unpleasant the reason is best known to the Lord.
1 was
tone, told me he would not stand bound for heavy and sorrowful in my mind both night
me any longer. I said I did not intend to and day for some time, and much afraid lest I
give him any offence in employing another to should bring dishonour to truth by my undo my business, viz Charles Sermanson, a faithfulness, or some slip or other that I had
merchant, who was of great service to me made, or might make, for want of care and
afterwards, when I came to be acquainted watchfulness in that strange land, separated
When he heard Forney would from my brethren, and deprived of all outwith him.
not be bound for me any longer, he said he ward help and comfort.
But this to me was
would be bound for me as freely as he would a profitable season, for I found the fear of
for his own brother.
So I was still kept out the Lord, which was then in my heart, did preof prison.
Whilst we were here we were serve me from evil, and from falling into tempexamined at the admiralty office, where they tation. Though such company as I had was
to

me when we

very

bitter

parted.

against

all

It

was

said he

the English, and had

;

:

asked many questions, and I thought if I
had been enough aware of them I should
have come belter off than I did. Before they
had us into the room where we were examined, they had something of the form of an
oath.

I

told

them

I

could not take

it,

very unpleasant
unfit

for

to

me, and

conversation

;

yet,

I

thought myself

when by honest

inquirers, I was asked questions concerning
was helped in the
our faith and principles,
openings of truth, to give them an answer
being concerning the hope that was in me; Scripf
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being '• But, said he, our priests would not go across
all things
remembrance, sufficient to put that room without being paid."
to silence, and stop the mouths of gainsayers.
Perceiving that what had already passed
Whilst I staid in Morlaix, Charles Serman- had some good effect, for the man was very
son, before mentioned, who often invited me loving, and his understanding measurably
to his house, one evening as we were in dis- opened to distinguish between the true and
course, asked me why I went abroad in such false ministers, I took my leave for that time,
troublesome times'? I told him I believed it to and went to my quarters, which were at a
be ray duty; for nothing else would have in- tavern, where I was for several days, and had
duced me to leave all that were near to me much company of divers sorts. As I apin this world, as wife and children, but a peared to them somewhat singular, they wantsense of duty to God, and obedience to what ed to know what I was, and such as could
for as to out- speak English would ask me questions; and
I believed he required of me
ward gain or advantage, I had nothing of as I found freedom I answered them. One
that in my view, for such as have freely re- came as I was sitting in a room, there being
ceived must freely give.
a pretty deal of company, and asked why
Thus setting forth the nature, call, and the Quakers would not fight? I told him the
qualification of the true ministry, I saw it weapons of the primitive believers were not
had some reach upon him and his wife, who carnal, but spiritual, and mighty through
sat by and desired that he would interpret to God, to the pulling down of sin and the strong
When she understood I holds of Satan and such as are now come
her what I said.
had left a wife and children behind me, she under the peaceable government of the great
said that could not be consistent with the will King of kings, who said, if his kingdom had
God. I signified she did not consider Christ been of this world, then his servants would
saith: "He that loveth father or mother, wife have fought, cannot fight with carnal weaor children, houses or lands, more than me, is pons, though there should seem as great a
not worthy of me." I took the liberty to reprove necessity as there was when our Lord was
her husband, for taking the great and sacred like to be delivered to the Jews.
had to
I
Name in vain, which I suppose made some open several passages of Scripture, which
alteration in his countenance. She then asked set forth the peaceable government of Christ,
him what I said. When he told her, she who came not to destroy men's lives, but to
said I had done well, for that was his great save them
and that it was not the lamb's
weakness, and she hoped he would take no- nature to tear and devour, but the wolf's.
tice of it.
1 said, by turning our minds to
This opportunity was seasonable, the people
the light of Christ in our hearts, which re- were very still and attentive.
He that asked
proveth for sin, as we came to yield obedience me this question had often been with me, and
to it, we should be helped to overcome our had asked many questions, but was now
weaknesses.
She said I was a saint, and silent, and seemed to go away satisfied for
had overcome the temptations of the world. the power of God was over them at that
I said, What I am, it is by grace.
time.
I have
nothing to boast of, and by grace I am saved
After some time, I was, with some others
out of many temptations of the world
yet who were prisoners at large, ordered into the
was a man of like passions, and liable to country about thirty miles, to a town called
many weaknesses, as they were; and was Carhaix. Charles Sermanson supplied me
no longer safe than whilst I kept upon my with what money I wanted, and also recomwatch.
My mind was opened to point out to mended me to a friend of his there, one John
them the way of salvation. Scripture being Grace, a counsellor at law, who, during my
brought to confirm the sufficiency, work and stay, showed several tokens of his regard
operation of the grace of God upon the hearts and hearty friendship, after he and I came to
of the children of men
with the saving help be acquainted; though I may say with safethere is in it, as obedience is yielded unto it. ty, I never sought his or any other's favour
It was a seasonable opportunity.
Finding by any indirect means, or in a way truth
freedom, I let him see the certificate I had did not admit of.
went to his house in
I
from my friends. When he had read it, he the evening, and he taking the letter with
said he liked it very well.
I told him somehis hat off, made a bow, but I not returnthing of the good order we had amongst us, ing it as he expected, he, with an earnest
which he seemed to approve well of; but look and somewhat of an unpleasant tone,
said he could but admire that I should take said I might go to the tavern, and he would
so much pains without any view of outward come to me in the morning.
He did so, and
told him what I had said was told me, as I had been recommended to his
advantage.
I
the truth.
He said he did believe it was. care by his good friend Charles Sermanson,
tures

freely

brought

to

opening, and

my

;

;

;

;

;

;
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he would do the best he could in providing
me a private lodging; and any other service
he could do me, which lay in his power,
I told him I was
should not be wanting.
obliged to him, and was glad to find him and
others of his countrymen so well disposed
to be kind to strangers; and as I was a
stranger, and also a prisoner, I should be glad
He said he was glad he
of his assistance.
had the opportunity of assisting his fellowcreatures, for he looked upon it to be no more
Then we walked into the
than his duty.
town, where he provided me a chamber, and
I had every thing found me that was necesMy new landlord took great notice of
sary.
my behaviour, and, I suppose, at first did not
know how to behave himself towards me, that
for being poor, he
I might not be offended
was glad of a little money. He could speak
no English, and I but little French, so we
but he told one
could have no conversation
of the Englishmen who spoke French, that 1
did him good, though he could not understand
me. He was a peruke maker by trade, and
when he had left work in the evenings, he
and his wife would come and sit with me a
considerable time in silence; which was not
for sometimes, I believe,
disagreeable to me
we were favoured with good when we sat in
silence.
His wife was a religious woman,
and of a solid, sober behaviour, so far as I
ever saw. I staid in their house three months
and then took lodgings in another place;
three young men in like circumstances with
myself, desiring very much to be with me,
and they not having room for us all, I left
them.
As the young men behaved well,
their company was agreeable; two of them
being friends' sons, though they did not in
many things take up the cross as they
ought to do, yet their behaviour to me was
such as gained my love and affection. One
of them soon after died in the French prison,
being, when taken, on his passage to Rhode
Island, where his parents lived, at whose house
I afterwards was, and found them very sorrowful, for they had lost three of their sons,
two at sea and one in prison. As these
things affected and made some impressions
upon my mind, I made a few remarks.
John Grace the counsellor, after a little
while, became very loving, and had me often
to his house, it not being far from my lodgings, and I found myself very free to converse with him, and told him in freedom at
one time, if he had any thing in his mind
to ask concerning our Society or principles, I
would have him be quite free, for I should be
willing to answer honestly according to the
best of my understanding.
He said he un;

;

;

derstood

we

did

not

b.'iplize

'-vitii

wnt^^r.

[

him the apostle Paul saith, " There is
one Lord, one faith, one baptism;" and water,
how or by whomsoever administered, is only
told

put away the filth of the flesh,
but not able to wash away the sin of the soul.
The same apostle said, " He was not sent to
sufficient to

baptize, (he there

must be understood with

water,) but to preach the gospel, which is the
power that baptizeth into the one Spirit." He
further saith concerning himself, that he was
not a whit behind the chiefest of the apostles;

God he had baptized no more
than the few he recites, which he would not
have done if baptism with water had been the
one baptism essential to salvation. He said
he thought there ought to be something done
to children by the minister, to initiate them
I said as to our not being
into the church.
in the practice of sprinkling children with
water, or signing them with the sign of the
cross, as it was not Scriptural, we could
yet he thanks

blamed

for the disuse of it.
he at first had put on the
priest's gown instead of that he then wore,
he should have thought it his business to
I
told
search more into the Scriptures.
him I took him to be a man of such understanding as very well to know it ought to
be every one's business to search into the
He
things that belong to their own peace.
said it was true, but they had men who were
learned, whom they paid, and he looked upon
these to be his teachers; and as for him, he
was but a hearer, and if they deceived him,
they
it would
be the worse for themselves
I said it was true,
could not deceive God.
but as the salvation of the
they could not
soul is a thing of so great moment, we should
not place our dependence upon others; and as
to teachers, we might know them by their
fruits; for, according to Christ's own words,
" men do not gather grapes of thorns, or
He further saith to his minfigs of thistles."
isters, "freely ye have received, freely give."
As to those of polluted lips, I thought they
He said
could not profit the people at all.
there was no Scripture that forbade marrying, and he thought their priests wrong in
that; for they did not keep themselves chaste,
but deluded and deceived many poor young
women. I said it was great pity any should
be deprived of the benefit of the Scriptures, for all ought to have liberty to try all
things, that they may hold fast that which
for it is dangerous pinning their
is good
" If the blind
faith upon other men's sleeves

not

be justly

He

then said,

if

—

;

;

,

they will both fall into the
ditch."
He then said he should be glad to
read some of our authors, which I gave him
lived to
some expectations of sending, if
lead

the blind,

I

rotnni hofnn.
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my confinement
could often hear from
my wife and family, and they from me. After
I had been confined about five
months, I was
released
my passport coming to hand, I
showed it to John Grace, and he went with
me to the commissary, who readily signed it,
expressing his gladness that I had got my
his company.
I said I should not, if he was
liberty and was going to my family.
He
I was not had before
a religious, sober man.
the commissary or chief magistrate, at my also gave leave to several of my fellow prifirst coming here, with the rest of the prison- soners, who were desirous to accompany me
The 23rd of the fourth month
ers, but this counsellor gave in my name, to Morlaix.
and when they went to receive the govern- I took my leave of the counsellor and his fament's allowance, I went, not having enough mily, with divers others, both French and
But hearing the English, who came to see me in a very
to support me without.
commissary had uttered some very bitter ex- affectionate manner. When I came to Morpressions against the Quakers, and me in laix, I found a Dutch vessel bound to Ostend.
particular, for not putting off my hat, as he Charles Sermanson agreed with the master
had observed when I met him in the street, I to set me on the English coast, if the wind
had an inclination to pay him a visit, which I would permit, which happened well the 28th
acquainted a young man with, who could of the fourth month, 1757.
When I came to London, I found several
found the commissary
interpret for me.
The young man told him I friends very glad to see me, having had a
in the street.
was come to see him, or pay him a visit. He near sympathy with me in my exercises; and
looking earnestly at me, after a pause took I saw the Lord had been my helper and deus into a room, and before I could say any liverer, in that he had been pleased to bring
and not only so,
thing to him, asked me why I did not put off me safe to my native land
my hall I told him uncovering our heads but I found friends as nearly united to me as
was what we did when we prayed and ad- ever which was a great comfort. For I had
dressed the Almighty; but to do it to our been afraid lest they should stand at a disfellow-creatures was against our consciences. tance from me; but magnified be the great
The answer, though short, I perceived sat- Name for evermore, I found all well in that

Some time after this, he sent for me to dine
with him, when I expected he would have had
some priests with him, but he had not; though
he told me he had invited one of their clergymen to dine with him, and acquainted him I
Vv'as to be there, but he desired to be excused,
alledging, he thought I should be offended with

conveyed

much

to

me, which made

the easier, as

I

:

We

;

;

him, for his haughty countenance fell, respect, and likewise when I came to my own
and he then spake mildly, and said he had habitation, which was on the 11th of the fifth
heard we did not baptize our children. I said month, 1757.
I soon set out again for the yearly meeting
we did not use water baptism. " What do
you then, said he, instead of water?" I said, in London, which began the 2Sth of the fifth
My brother Maw and two
the one baptism, which we believe to be sav- month this year.
that other friends accompanied me.
It was being and essential to salvation, is spiritual
of fire and the Holy Ghost; and as to little lieved 1 was intending to proceed again to
children, they are heirs of the kingdom of America
but I could say little to it when
heaven without water, or the help of any asked, till the yearly meeting was over, and
mortal man.
friends mostly gone out of town.
I was then
I told him I had heard he said
something against me, but I came in good made sensible it was my duty again to make
a ship being nearwill to pay him a friendly visit, for I had a preparation to set forward
mind to speak with him myself. He then ly ready to sail for Philadelphia. I then actook me by the hand, saying he would not do quainted friends with it, who left me to my
me any hurt, but all the service that lay in liberty, expressed their unity with it, and
his power,
took my leave of him with made all things as easy for me as they could.
I
thankfulness, that truth had thus far prevailed, For which my spirit was bowed in thankfulfor ness to the great, good, and wise Disposer of
and the young man was well satisfied
he was somewhat in fear before we went, all things, who can dispose the minds of his
having heard what the commissary had said people as he seeth meet and who ever will,
concerning me. Ever after when I met with I believe, make way for all that put their
him, he looked pleasantly, and I believe never trust in him, that his requirings may be in all
I took my leave of
any more took offence at my hat.
things duly answered.
Charles Sermanson, whilst I was here, my wife and family in a solemn manner, not
wrote me several kind letters
and mine knowing I should see them again in mutabiwhich I wrote to England, he took care to lity. I also settled my outward affairs in
send to his correspondent in London
by such order as I thought might be for the
whom also my letters from home were safely best.
8
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isfied

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

..
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The 19th

of the sixth month, 1757,

London, several

friends

The

Gravesend.

I left

accompanying me

to

vessel being just ready to

leave of friends, and followed
I took
her in a small vessel as far as the Nore, two
of my kind friends still accompanying me,
viz
John Sherwin and Thomas WagstafFe,
I went on board the ship and they returned
arrived in the Downs the
to London.
21st, and waited for a convoy; it being a
time when much shipping were taken by the
French, the people were not willing to go
without men of war.
I went on shore while here, and found a
small family of very sensible friends, of

sail,

:

We

had two meetings at Mount Holly, both to
we lodged at Josiah
pretty good satisfaction
Fifih-day we had a meeting at a
Foster's.
school house, which was large, and though it
we
held long, the people were very quiet
Sixth-day we
lodged at William Smith's.
had a meeting at Old Springfield first-day at
;

;

;

Mansfield.

It

was a

large meeting, but the

minds of the people hankering much after
words, the spring of life that had run through
me, being in a great measure stopt, a cloud
came and covered my tabernacle. I saw it

We

lodged at Peter
was safest to stand still.
Harvey's, a kind and steady friend.
Next day, the second of the week, and 10th
which 1 was glad. The 23rd we weighed of the month, we had a meeting at a school
anchor, being in all about sixty sail.
We house in the neighbourhood, which was small,
lost sight of land the 8th of the seventh but in some degree satisfactory; we lodged
month, had a good passage, and in ten weeks at William Smith's, Had a meeting at Upper
from London we got safely to Philadelphia. Springfield on third-day; at Freehold on
Here I found several friends from Europe in fourth Crosswick's on fifth Bordentown on
the service of truth.
were truly glad to sixth, and Trenton on first-day; we lodged
see each other, and had comfortable meetings here at William Morris's.
From thence to
together
blessed be the name of the Lord. Stonybrook, and had a meeting on the secondI have great cause to be truly thankful, and
day of the week and 17lh of the month.
in humble reverence to praise his great and lodged at James Clark's.
In this place they
;

;

We

;

We

everlasting

Name,

by sea and

name

land.

many deliverances both had been hurt and scattered in their minds
may in truth say, his as also in several other places, where a strivme a strong tower, and ing and a dividing spirit had got in. From
and found safety. For thence we went to Robins' meeting on third-

for
I

hath been to
have run
though he suffers his servants to be tried, as in
the furnace of affliction, he will not leave nor
forsake them ; but his arm hath been made
bare for their deliverance, and he hath granted them the petition of their souls.
Glory
and honour be given to him, and that for
evermore. I staid in and about Philadelphia
till the yearly meeting was over.
The 5th of the ninth month, 1757, I went
into New Jersey, John Pemberton accompanying me.
We had a meeting at Haddonfield
thence to Chester, and had a meeting
there also, both to good satisfaction.
We
lodged at Edmund HoUinshead's, and on firstday were at Evesham meeting, which was
attended with the seasoning virtue and power
We went that night to Burlington,
of Truth.
and attended the monthly meeting on secondday, which I thought was to general satisfaction.
I lodged at John Smith's, a substantial
friend, and a very serviceable man in the
thither I

day, which was not so satisfactory as could
have been desired some being restless, the
meeting holding long.
We went from thence to Squan, and had a
meeting there on fifth-day amongst a company of poor dark people. Then to Shrewsbury
the 22nd of the tenth month, where was a
meeting for ministers and elders. The meeting on first-day was very large, and considering the great numbers of people of all ranks,
was quiet. Second-day it was a good, solid
meeting, truth prevailing over all praises be
given to the great Name forever.
The Son
of righteousness did arise with healing in his
wings, and my soul was delivered as out of
for I had been ready to despair, and
the pit
thought I should have been overcome by the
enemy. Great horror and darkness was over
my understanding for a time; but the Lord
did send his light and his truth, and caused it
to shine upon my tabernacle; and I had to
Society.
Here John Pemberton left me.
declare of his mercy and goodness towards
I went next day to Ancocas, it being the
the children of men, and to invite them to
4th of the tenth month, and third of the week. come and see for themselves, what great
had a meeting there, which was hard in things the Lord will do for them that trust in
the beginning, and dull
but that spirit of him.
This great meeting ended well, and I
earthly mindedness, which had too much pre- was truly thankful to the great Master of our
vailed, was testified against, and truth, 1 think, assemblies.
We lodged at Joseph Wardel's,
did in a good degree spring up over all praised a worthy friend.
be the great Name for ever.
The fourth of
On third-day we came back to Crosswicks,
the week, accompanied by another friend, and lodged at Thomas Middleton's, Next day
;

;

We

;

;

;

;
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to the widow Andi-ews', where my compaHere 1 left him, after
nion was taken ill.
staying one night, and went to Haddonfield
with Isaac Andrews, and lodged at his house

one night, and so
staid

several

to

Philadelphia,

their quarterly meeting.

till

comfortable

opportunities

where I
We had
together.

John Hunt and Christopher Wilson irom
England were here, and had good service.
about Philadelphia, attending meetcame in course, both for worship
and discipline, until the 15th of the eleventh
month, when I set out towards the southern
I

staid

ings as they

provinces,

We

Thomas
went

Lightfoot accompanying

Chester, and were at their
youths' quarterly meeting, which was a time

me.

to

remembered by many of

to be

We

us.

We

among them.
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quartered at Nathan Hus-

sey's.

Our

meeting was at Newberry; it
my satisfaction. We passed
through Warrington, but had no meeting, it
being the youths' quarterly meeting at Huntington, where we had an edifying time together.
We had also meetings at Monallen,
John Evans's, Pipe Creek, Bush Creek, and
Monoquesy. Then crossing Potomac, we
came into Virginia to Fairfax where we had
a meeting on the second day of the week
and 12th of the twelfth month. It was a
good meeting, truth having the dominion
magnified be the great name of Israel's God,
and that for evermore. We lodged at Mary
Janney's, a discreet, orderly woman, who had

was

next

silent, but to

;

meetings through Chester several sober, well inclined children.
From
county till we came to Nottingham, and were hence we went to Goose Creek, and had a
at the monthly meeting, John Hunt also meeting on third-day: it was well. On fourthIt was a suffering time to me, I day we had a meeting at David Pole's, several
being there.
being sensible many were worshipping only in friends accompanying us.
I had a travail in
the outward court, whose dwelling was in the spirit that truth might not lose ground, finding
form without the power such cause suffer- a spirit of ease had greatly prevailed in many
I staid
meeting with of the professors of truth, to the sorrow of
ins; to the true seed.
them on first-day, and was led to speak close- the honest-hearted.
We left David Pole's
ly to several states, and left them pretty easy house on fifth-day, and rode over the Blue
I lodged at John ChurchRidge, or Blue Mountains, where the Indians
in my own mind.
man's, and had a meeting at West-Notting- had done much mischief, by burning houses,
ham on third-day; at Little Britain on fourth- killing, destroying, and carrying many people
day here several Presbyterians came in with away captives but friends had not hitherto
their priest, who took down in writing what I been hurt
yet several had left their plantathough I perceived not that he was tions and fled back again over the Blue mounsaid
writing, till I had nearly done speaking. When tains, where the lands had been rightly purI sat down most of them went out, but he chased of the Indians,
staid
and after a short space I had to say,
Things seemed dreadful, and several hearts
" The time shall come, when the dead shall ready to fail.
We proceeded on our journey,
hear the voice of the Son of God, or they and came within six miles of Winchester,
that are dead in forms, and they that hear where the English had a fort.
On sixth-day
and obey shall live and that Christ is the we had a meeting at Hopewell, which was an
resurrection and the life, and he that liveth open time.
I found my mind much engaged
and believeth in him, though he be dead, yet for the poor suffering people, but had to tell
Idid not enlarge much upon them their greatest enemies were those of
shall he live."
it; but the meeting broke up in a good degree their own houses.
The meeting ended well.
of life, and the priest went off with his com- We lodged at Joseph Lupton's, an ancient
pany.
Friends thought there was no danger friend, who with his wife was very loving to
of any ill coming of it, but I was afraid lest us. The Indians had killed and carried away
truth should suffer.
several within a few miles of their habitation,
I rode that evening after meeting to William
for they
yet they did not seem much afraid
Downing's, who had a large family, with said they did not so much as pull in the
whom we had a good opportunity. Thence sneck-string of their door when they went to
we came to Sadsbury, where I had a meet- bed, and had neither lock nor bar. We had
ing, and in the openings of truth, had closely a meeting at Crooked Run on first-day, the
to speak to the states of many.
From thence 18th of the twelfth month. It was a good
I went to Lampeter, where I had two meet- meeting, the Lord favouring with his living
ings; and so to Lancaster, and had a meeting presence.
Glory be to his great Name for
with the few friends that lived there.
We ever.
lodged at Isaac Whitelock's and after havOn second-day we set forward through the
ing a meeting at James Wright's, we crossed woods, and over the hills and rocks, crossing
the river Susquehanna and went to York, several large creeks.
We came in the evenwhere a few friends dwelt, and had a meeting ing lo a man's house, called Moses Mackoy,
visited the

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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and had a meeting there next day. They
were an unsettled people, yet assented to
but were not fully convinced in their
truth
minds concerning the sufficiency of it, having
an eye to outward shadows I left them in
good will. On fourth-day we rode about
thirty miles to Smith's Creek, where we had
a meeting on fifth-day, at the house of William
It was silent, though they had sent
Carroll.
I told
notice several miles, and many came.
them, though I had nothing to communicate
by way of preaching or declaration, yet I
found freedom to have another opportunity at
a proper time and place; which I had next
day at the house of John Mills, about ten
The meetmiles off, somewhat in our way.
The Indians
ing was to good satisfaction.
had killed and taken away people within
two or three miles of this place not many
weeks before but the Lord preserved us in
Thanksgiving and praise be to
our journey.
him, and that for ever.

We lodged at Morner Cheagles's, and also at
John Cheagles's, one night. Next meeting we
were at the Swamp. It seemed to me, as I

;

:

;

travelled along through these parts, true religion was much wanting among many of the
it.
1 lodged at William Johnnext meeting was at the Black
It was a good time to me, and I hope
creek.
also to some others ; praises be to the great
On the seventh of the week, and 7th
Name

professors of

The

son's.

!

of the month, the meeting was at White Oak
Swamp, being monthly meeting, and then rode
to Curies, and lodged at John Pleasants', a
We were at their meeting
very kind friend.
on hrst-day. The third of the week and 10th
of the month, had a meeting at Wain Oak,
fourteen miles from Curies, which was satisWe lodged at John Crew's, and on
factory.

came back to John Pleasants'. On
we rode to Robert Langley's, near

fourth-day
fifth-day

Petersburgh, and on sixth-day had a meeting
It
at the house of a friend, called Butler.
Seventh-day we set out towards the south was an acceptable time to some.
After meeting we went to Robert Langparts, and lodged that night at the foot of the
Blue Mountains, at a friendly man's house, ley's, where we were kindly entertained. On
Next iirst-day we were at Pattison's meeting, which
having two friends to conduct us.
day being the first of the week, we crossed was a low time with me ; yet truth in some
On second-day we
the mountains, and towards evening came to good degree prevailed.
Douglas's, and had a meeting with the family. came to Burleigh, and lodged at John HoneyThe"27th, and third of the week, we had a cut's, and had a meeting at Burleigh on third-

We
day, which was to some acceptable.
It was a pretty
meeting at Camp creek.
open meeting, though the sense of good is lodged at Wike Honeycut's, and were at the
almost lost amongst them in that place, and monthly meeting at Surry-black Water, where
We lodged we had good service for truth. They being
their states much to be lamented.
Moman's. Next day we rode fif- in the mixture, suffered people of other socieand lodged at Francis Clark's, ties to sit with them in their meetings of busiMany ness. I was grieved, and could not be easy
and had a meeting at Fork creek.
people came, and sat with great attention, till I had desired those to withdraw who did
not make profession with us, both from the
and the meeting was solid.
From thence we went to Genito, where we men's and women's meeting. I had to recomhad a meeting, and many people came, but it mend to the oneness and simplicity which truth
As I led into, and to keep their meetings for discibeing silent, they seemed dissatisfied.
had nothing to say, I was glad I could be pline, in that wisdom, power, and authority
made willing to be what the Lord saw meet that they were at i^rst set up in that they
at Charles

teen

miles,

;

We

lodged at Jane Watkins's, a
widow woman. She received us kindly, and
had several loving and well inclined children.
had a meeting at Cedar creek on seventhIt
day, the 31st of the twelfth month, 1757.
was a satisfactory and good meeting. Truth
had the dominion, praises be to the great
Giver of every good and perfect gift
I
lodged at William Stanley's.
From thence we went to Caroline, where
the meeting was on first-day, the 1st of the
It was a large and good
first month, 1758.
The states of the people were so
meeting.
spoken to, that through the Lord's goodness
and condescension, I hope it may tend to his
honour, and to the help of his poor creatures.

to allot

me.

We

!

might not join with the world's spirit, but
keep themselves separate, and in the wisdom
and power of God, keep the authority, and
bear rule over those that were got into the
mixture, and were for having those that did
profess with us
they transacted the

not

to

sit

affairs

with them when
of the church.

For some that professed truth had encouraged
practice, which tended to weaken the
hands of the honest hearted, they not having found liberty and freedom to speak so
this

closely to their brethren, as need required.
Joseph could not use that freedom, and unbohis brethren in such a manner
as the case required, till the Egyptians were
gone out. I was glad I was there, for truth

som himself to
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We

lodged at country, where the inhabitants were veryhand- thin, two young men accompanying me. Our
fuls scattered up and down in these parts, and first meeting after we left Perquimons, was
often had service in families.
Copeland's.
I met with at John
There were but few
Samuel Spavold, who likewise was much en- Friends, but people of other societies came
gaged in the service of truth. His labour of in, who had notice amongst whom was an
love in the work of the gospel was indeed officer in the army.
He came to our quargreat in this part of the world; those of other ters in the morning, and rode about six miles
societies being much reached by his ministry. on the road towards the meeting, then turned
We were truly glad to see each other for as off, and said he would go and fetch his wife.
iron sharpeneth iron, so doth a man the coun- He also brought with him a company of
We had several com- young people, who were learning to dance at
tenance of his friend.
fortable and confirming seasons together, es- his house, which I did not know till the meetpecially at the quarterly meeting held at Black ing was over, and then he came and told me
creek, for that part of Virginia; many Friends he had invited them to come to the meeting,
from divers places being there. I was glad and also their master, but he would not come.
to see them, but what made us more glad, I said it was so far well, but it was a pity he
and brought us nearer to one another, was, should encourage such vanity, as to keep a
because the Lord favoured us with his pre- dancing-school at his house.
He excused it,
sence, and filled our hearts with his pure love. saying the man owed him money, and he
Having visited nearly all the meetings in knew not how to get it, but by letting him
took my leave of many teach his family.
this province, I
I signified that he had
of them, so far as I could see them.
Tak- better lose it, than have his family taught
ing a {"ew meetings in my way, in com- that which would be unprofitable to them
tor
pany with Samuel Spavold, I proceeded to- there was a woe pronounced against such as
wards North Carolina, but left him to visit did chant to the sound of the viol, and invented
some meetings he had not been at. I went to themselves instruments of music, like Dato Pineywoods, near Perquimons river, in vid.
He said it was the truth that they had
North Carolina and had a meeting at Piney- heard spoken to-day, but acknowledged they
woods the 9th of the second month. It was did not walk answerable to it. I said it was
large, and attended with the overshadowing their own fault
for if they would take heed
of divine goodness.
To me it was an edify- to the teachings of truth in themselves, it
ing strengthening time, as I trust it was to would lead them into all truth, and consemany more. We took up our quarters at quently out of all error, and every bye-path
Thomas Newby's the next day we had a and way that leads to destruction.
meeting at Wells, which was the sixth of the
After we had refreshed ourselves, we passed
week. On seventh-day we were at the Old his house, and he seeing us, came and invited
Neck, and on first-day at Little river. This us in, saying he had entertainment for us, and
meeting was very large, there being a con- should be glad of our company, and we should
siderable body of Friends in this part
and have a room to ourselves. I acknowledged
people of other societies attend Friends' meet- his kindness, but as time would not permit,
ings when there are strangers.
I was helped
we must proceed on our journey. We took
through those large assemblies far beyond my our leave of him, and I thought he was so
expectation.
I thought myself so unfit, weak
reached, as to be measurably convinced of
and unworthy, that I was almost cast down the sufficiency of the blessed truth though
in my mind before I came there
but praises his appearance, and likewise his mind being
and thanksgivings to Him that helped me, I lofty, he was not willing to submit to the low
left them rejoicing in a sense of the Lord's appearance of it.
goodness and mercy to my soul.
I lodged
Our next meeting was at Thomas Knox's,
two nights at Thomas Nicholson's, who a man lately convinced it was in a good demostly favoured me with his company whilst gree satisfactory. We had very difficult roads,
I was amongst them.
Here my companion through great swamps and across many creeks,
Thomas Lightfoot, left me, and returned to all through the woods and in many places
The last meeting I was at but little path to be seen. W^ came to Fort
Philadelphia.
here, was appointed for Samuel Spavold.
At river, where there is a meeting settled of such
Pineywoods we had a solid opportunity toge- as had been lately convinced. Many came
ther, many minds being truly bowed to the to meeting, which was held at Henry Horn's.
root of life in themselves, and finding myself Some of them were unsettled in their minds,
clear, may truly say, I parted with a remnant not being founded upon the sure Rock; but
in pure love, and the unity of the one spirit. such as seek shall find, and they that dig
set forward towards a wilderness deep enough will come to the sure foundation,
I then

had the dominion

in the end.

Anselm

I

Baley's.

visited all the

little

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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moving cause towards his convincement. He
he once told a young man who had freamong the Baptists. He seemed to be a steady quently invited him to our meetings when
well disposed man, and had a few words in strangers came, that as neither he nor any of
After I left his house, I had a his friends came to their meetings, he thought
meetings.
meeting at Joseph Pitman's, who, with seve- he would go no more to theirs. The young
man answered very calmly, " We must not
It was
ral others, was under convincement.
come
to you, but we want you to come to us."
being
sensibly
many
season,
edifying
an

that the righteous have built

of the world.

upon

in all

ages

Henry Horn had been a teacher

touched with the love
them one night, and
meeting near a place
two day's journey, a
find, and none of our

of truth.
I staid with
then went to a small
called

very

Nues.

It

was

road to
companions had been
difficult

there before.
After this meeting we went to Core Sound,
had ninety miles to
an inlet of the sea.
ride, and were altogether unacquainted with

We

said

" This," said he, " with the diligence friends
had used without view of outward gain, affected
my mind, that I concluded it must be the love
of God in their hearts that induced them to call
and invite us to come to them." This I mention more particularly, because I have seen
some that profess truth, to my grief, very
We had another
deficient in this respect.
comfortable opportunity in the evening with

way, having rivers and many swamps to this man and his family, and some others,
The two young men were still my that staid all night.
Next morning, with the two young men
companions, Joshua Fletcher and Francis
Nixon, who were very serviceable to me and one more, who had a mind to go a day
through this almost uninhabited part of the or two along with us through the wilderness,
We got to Henry Stanton's in the I set forward well refreshed both in body
world.
hard things being made easy,
night, who took us in and entertained us very and mind
When we had staid two days, had a and rough and untrodden paths being made
kindly.
We had a meeting at
meeting, and rested ourselves, we set forward smooth to my mind.
towards the next meeting among friends, George Cowper's, whose wife was educated
which was one hundred and fifty miles. But among friends. We staid one night at Wilin our way we had two meetings among people mington, the capital town in North Carolina
of other societies. I had still no guide but the but it being their general court time, and the
young men, who knew no more of the way privateers having brought in prizes, the peothan myself. But such as are used to the ple's minds were in great commotion, so that
woods can find the way through them better I could find no room or freedom to have a
meeting, though several called Quakers lived
than such as are not.
The first meeting we had after we left Core there, but held no meeting except when stranSound, was at Permeanus Hauton's, who gave gers came.
We crossed a branch of Cape Fear river,
us an invitation to his house, and sent to give
notice to his neighbours, though some lived and landed upon a great swamp, which was
We got to his house very rotten and dangerous, by reason of
several miles distant.
but the two
about the time the meeting was appointed, the overflowing of the river
where we found seats placed, and every thing young men and a negro, whom we hired
in such convenient order for a meeting as I to help us, carrying boards from one place
thought I had seldom seen. His rooms being to another for the horses to tread upon, in
time, and with much difficulty, we got well
little, he had placed seals in his court-yard,
We then came again into the woods,
and under the windows, so that I believe over.
it likewise
all could sit and hear without in the least where little path was to be seen

I

the

cross.

;

;

;

;

being rainy, dark weather, we could not tell
which way to go, but rode many miles, hoping we might be steering right; and just at
the close of the evening, before it was quite
dark, we came to a little house, the sight of
which was satisfactory, being weary and
very wet. When we called, the man said he
kept an ordinary, which we found to be true.
best manner they are capable of. It certainly However, we were contented with such as we
We
hath a good savour, and is often attended with found, and thankful we fared so well.
were in our direct road for the place we
a blessing.
A steady friend, who had been a member intended, which was Carver's Creek, where
among the Presbyterians, told me that the we got next day, the sixth of the week, and
Here was a small
care and pains that some friends took to in- 10th of third month.
staid their first-day
vite him and some others to meetings, was one gathering of friends.

thought his laI
one another.
bour and good inclination were blessed, for
a solid time, and I found openness
it was
I would
to declare the truth amongst them.
that all our friends upon the like occasion,
would take this man for their example, in
being diligent to invite their neighbours, and
to make room and accommodate them in the

troubling

We

'

^
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and then went to Dan's Creek, velled near sixty miles in a day for when we
where we found another gathering of such as had to lodge in the woods, we rose early and
Our friend Clark returned
call themselves friends, but had been much lay down late.
but
hurt and scattered in their minds from the home, leaving us to shift for ourselves
true Shepherd, by an enemy that had sown my companion having some knowledge of the
way, steered, I believe, a pretty straight
tares.
Here I parted with my two good compa- course. When night came, we pitched our
nions, who had travelled with me more than tent in a valley where there was some grass,
Being nearly united to- and a little brook of water. So when we
five hundred miles.
gether, we parted in true love. This I mention, had eaten such as our bags afforded, and
because the Lord loves a cheerful giver, and given our horses provender, and taken care
those did, I thought, what they did, with great of them, with what little we had, we lay ourfreedom and cheerfulness, not grudging a selves down and slept very soundly and comlittle time, nor a little outward substance, for fortably, being wearied with riding.
These
Next morning we were stirring by the time
the sake of the good cause of Truth.
will not lose their reward, for it is helping for- it was well light, and soon being ready,
ward the work, as that of opening a door mounted our horses and it was well we did
and kindling a fire, is doing part of the busi- so, for there came a rain that day which
and he looks raised the creeks and rivers so high, that if
ness of the Master's house
upon it as done to himself, if it is but hand- we had not got over them that night, we
We
ing a cup of cold water, as it is done in a might have been stopped for some days.
right spirit, it will have his blessed approba- travelled till late in the night, and coming to
tion and reward.
a house, desired we might have lodgings; but
I had another companion,
meeting,

;

;

;

;

providentially,

I

thought,

When we

We
it told us we could not.
asked him how far it was to another house
he said it was but a mile, but there was a
de6p creek in the way, and he would not go
with us if we would give him a great deal of
money. I then very earnestly desired that he
would let us stay in his house all night, and we

provided here for the master of

me,
William Ferril, a public friend, having
heard of my being in the country, had got himself ready against I came, and had freedom in
the truth to travel with me, till I should fall in
with another suitable companion; which made
my travels through those lonely places much

would pay him

for his trouble,

and

for

what

house, we set we had for we had rode almost all that day in
our faces towards South Carolina, having but the rain, and it was a very cold, rainy night.
one meeting of friends to take in the way, He told us he would not let us stay there,
which was settled upon a river called Pedee, and so left us standing without his gate. But
about an hundred miles from the said friend's a young man standing by, seeing and hearing
house.
This we accomplished in about two what had passed, took pity on us, and said,
days.
In the night we lodged in the woods. though it was dangerous crossing the waters,
The
friends were truly glad to see us, he would lake his horse and go with us
they being seldom visited.
had comfort- which he did, and we got well through to the
able and refreshing seasons together, the place the man had told us of.
After refreshLord owning and favouring with his good ing ourselves with such as the house afforded,
presence, strengthened not only the inward, we took up our lodgings in a very cold room,
but the outward man also.
Here I was sen- such as I had never lain in before. But bad
sibly affected with such a seal and evidence as it was, I was glad and thankful we had
of peace in ray own mind, that I was fully not to lie out all night in the rain.
I I'ested
persuaded I was in the way of my duty it well, and in the morning was well both in
made me go on again very cheerfully. No body and mind.
one can tell how good the Lord is, but such
The fourth of the week we got to the Waas have tasted and seen his marvellous ways teree, where several friends from Ireland had
of working, and how he can spread a table been settled about six or seven years.
in a wilderness, for those who, in faith and had a meeting with them, and then, with
obedience, give up to his requiring; for he Samuel Millhouse and my companion, I set
lets them want for neither inward nor out- out towards Charleston.
This took us most
ward food. There is now, as well as former- of three days, it being one hundred and thirty
ly, a little remnant, who, with my soul, can miles.
When we came there, we found but
set their seal to the truth of this; and can say few steady friends, yet we had some good
unto him,
have lacked nothing, Lord
opportunities together ; several of the town'^
Francis Clark, with whom we had quarter- people also coming in.
I trust our visit was
ed, bore us company one day and night in of service, and tended to edification, and
the woods.
thought sometimes we tra- streny-thening the two or three that dwell in
easier.

left

his

;

kw

We

;

We

We

We

!
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However, I
that remote part of the world.
thought I should not be easy without paying
had

so far on

We

parted on

fourth-day in

some of us being nearly

great love,

For

united in spirit.

many by

baulking their testimony
against that anti-Christian yoke of tithes, and
purpose.
When I felt myself clear, I returned with trading in negroes, have caused the way of
my friends to the Wateree, and was with truth to be evilly spoken of; yet I was sensible
them at their first-day meeting, and meeting that the regard of heaven was towards them,
VVe had good opportunities and the merciful hand was still stretched out,
for business.
likewise in their several families, which I even towards the unfaithful and backsliders,
thought would not easily be forgotten. Then that they might be gathered. I had a travail
taking our leave of them in gospel love, in and exercise upon my spirit for the cause of
which we had paid them that visit, we returned truth, and the great, blessed and everlasting /
to Pedee, Samuel Millhouse still accompanying Name, which I, with many more, make a
The friends there, though their circum- profession of, might not be dishonoured the
us.
stances in the world were but low, treated us faithful are indeed as stakes in Sion, but they
very kindly. Their love to truth, and dili- are but as one of a family, or two of a tribe.
then took the meetings in my way to
1
gence in attending meetings are worthy of
notice; for they had nearly one hundred miles Pennsylvania, as Elk Ridge, Patapsco and
to go to the monthly meeting they belonged Patapsco Forest, Little Falls, Gunpowder,
to, and I was informed, very seldom missed and so to Deer creek, where our worthy

them a

visit,

though

I

to ride

though

;

attending

friends gathered thither in a few years from

the several provinces. They told me they had
not been settled there above- ten years, but had

found occasion

to

build five meeting-houses,

John Churchman and

his wife met
crossed the river Susquehannah
into Pennsylvania, and so to their house.
Having had many precious meetings in this
journey, and well cleared myself of those

friends

it.

my

companion and I parted, he returning home, and 1, with Francis Clark,
His company
went towards Cane creek.
was so agreeable, that time did not seem
When night came we took up our
long.
lodgings in the woods, and got next day to a
place called Deep river, there being several
families newly settled there, but they had not
We had a meetyet built a meeling-house.
ing at a friend's house, and then proceeded to
Cane creek, where there is a large body of

Here

me.

We

provices,

was easy

I

comforted

the

in

pleased thus far to

in

my

spirit,

and much
been

Lord, that he had
help me through.

I

tar-

one night at John

Churchman's, and
next day, being the seventh of the week, was
at New Garden monthly meeting
on firstday at London Grove, where there is a
large gathering of friends.
It was a good
opportunity, truth favouring us, we were
comforted together in the Lord.
On second-day, the 29th of the fifth month, I got
to Philadelphia, having in this journey travelled upwards of two thousand eight hunried

;

and then wanted one or two or more. I had
good and seasonable opportunities among
them, being freely opened in the love of the dred miles.
gospel to declare the truth.
When I found myself easj' to leave them,
having had divers meetings at Eno, and several other places, which, for brevity sake, I
I, with Jeremiah Pickett,
forbear to mention
;

then set out towards Virginia, having nearly

two hundred miles to travel, and had but one
We got to Robert
meeting in the way.
Langley's on first-day evening, where I staid
to rest and refresh myself after so long and
tedious a journey.

I

then passed

to

Curies

and travelled through Virginia, having visited most of the meetings before, and came
into Maryland.
I was at their yearly meetIt was very large,
ing held at West river.
and in the several sittings thereof overshadowed with the wing of divine povver, which
tended to nourish the good part, and to the
gathering and settling the minds of many
upon the sure foundation, and kept dovvn that
spirit which would divide in Jacob, and scatter
in Israel.

my

After
vinces,

and some
ladelphia

;

from the southern provisiting meetings
families in and about Phi-

return

staid

I

some weeks

friends'

and was also

in the

Jerseys

visit-

ing several meetings, and attended their quar-

meeting at Salem, which held three
It was an
worship and discipline.
edifying time, things being conducted in a
degree of the pure wisdom, and the overshadowing of divine power was witnessed by
many. Then, having duly waited for the
moving and putting lorth of the good Shepherd, who said, that " when he putteth forth his
own sheep, he goeth before them," I thought I
felt a draft, and not only so, but likewise true
liberty, to visit New England, which I had not
done before. If I had, I should have proceeded, in order to shorten my journey, for it was
against my own inclination to stay so long in
Therefore I set out
and about one place.
the 26th of the seventh month, Isaac Greenleafe accompanying me.
terly

days

for
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My
was

first

step

was

to

Wrightstown, where land.

He and

held a general meeting for the county of kindness.

Then we

crossed the Delaware into
New Jersey, and took meetings in our way to
New York, then to Flushing upon Long Island,
and were at their monthly meeting. Cross-

Bucks.
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his wife treated us with hearty

We

had meetings

at

Cranston,

Warwick, and East Greenwich, and upon

Conanicut island.
We then crossed the
river, and came to Newport, and attended
both their meetings on first-day, which were
ing the bay, we went to their quarterly meet- large; a great number residing thereabouts,
But, with sorrow
ing at Purchase, and after this we took who go under our name.
several meetings as they fell in our way to of heart may it be said, in the time of ease
Rhode Island. I had Robert Willis for my and plenty many have taken their flight.
We left Newport on third-day, and had a
companion, a friend from the Jerseys, who
had drawings in his mind that way. Many meeting at Portsmouth, in which we had good
Then crossing the bay,
people came to our meetings in those parts, service for Truth.
who are not closely joined in outward fellow- had a meeting at Freetown upon the main, in
ship with us
yet were under the operation which we were favoured with the openings of
I took notice
of the good Hand, and in degree convinced Truth, and left them in peace.
This, I thought, made our of a negro man who was with us at several
of our principles.
meetings more lively, and the spring of the meetings, and by his own industry, with the
gospel to flow more plentifully, to the water- help of some friends, had purchased his freedom, that he might attend meetings having,
ing of the thirsty ground.
When we had visited the meetings here- for some time, been convinced of the blessed
abouts, and taken our leave of friends, we Truth, which he much prized, and told me,
travelled through Connecticut government, as he had been obedient to the operation of
having but one or two meetings in the way. it, which worketh by love, he found himself
The Presbyterians, who, formerly in those engaged in his mind to exhort his fellow-creaparts, were very rigid and bitter against tures to come to the Divine principle in themfriends, are now become more loving, and selves; that they, by yielding obedience, might
or to that effect.
treated us very kindly. I had great drawings know a being saved by it
of the Father's love towards them, believing This I could not gainsay or discourage
his secret hand was at work to bring them but desired him to be faithllil to the manifesfrom the barren mountains of their lifeless tation of Truth in his own heart, and the
We partprofession, to serve the living God in newness measure of grace he had received.
We came to Leicester, where there ed in love and good will, being brethren of
of life.
one Father.
is a little handful that go under our name.
Our next meeting was at Little Cranston,
We had a meeting with them on first-day, the
20th of the eighth month, and were refreshed after which I parted with several friends in
together, being strengthened in the God of the unity of the one Spirit, which had brought
our salvation. Then we had a meeting at us into nearness and fellowship with each
Bolton, about thirty miles from thence, where other; they returning to their places of abode,
we met with Samuel Spavold, in his return and I, with my companion, and a young man
towards Pennsylvania, he having visited who accompanied us several weeks, still kept
most of the meetings in New England.
We forward. I was enabled to labour through
had a good season together.
Saluting one these parts beyond all outward expectation
another in that unity and fellowship which for though the meetings were large, by reason
brethren and fellow-labourers ought to dwell of a great coming in of other people, I found
" As the day
in, we parted; and my companion and I that gracious promise fulfilled
went to Uxbridge, and had a meeting. Then is, so shall thy strength be." We were at
Dartmouth or
to Mendara, where we tarried all night at Accoakeset, Newtown, and
Moses Aldrige's, and had a meeting next Aponiganset, and had a meeting at each
day; so on to Wainsockit, where we had a place. The last meeting, I thought, did not
meeting.
The weather being very hot, many consist of less than eight hundred people. At
people were nigh fainting; but praises be to Acushnett, Rochester, Taunton, and Freetown,
the great Name, the meeting concluded well. we had many living and good opportunities
On first-day we were at Providence yearly to declare Truth in the free extendings of
meeting, which is only for worship.
It was gospel love; also at Swansey on a first-day,
very large, and tended to the gathering and had a satisfactory opportunity. Whilst we
staying people's minds on Christ, the chief were visiting those places, we took up our
corner stone and Rock of ages for truth had quarters at Paul Osbourn's, who often accomthe dominion, and the Lord's power was felt. panied us from one meeting to another, his
We had our outward entertainment at Ste- heart being free and open towards his friends,
phen Hopkins', then governor of Rhode Is- and to serve Truth.
VoL. IX.— No. 2.
9
;

;

;

;

;
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Having well cleared ourselves, we went towards the yearly meetings at Boston, Lynn,
and Salem, the 22nd of the ninth month.
They began at Boston. I do not remember that
I had seen so much stillness and gravity in so
It
great an assembly, as I observed there.
consisted of people of different persuasions.

We have great cause to bow in humble
thankfulness to the God of all our mercies,
that he halh been pleased to make way for his
people to enjoy their religious meetings without the least molestation, in this and many
other places, where our worthy friends formerly suffered sore persecution, by long imprisonment, grievous whippings, spoiling of goods,
and some of them

laid

down

their lives for

And
testimony of a good conscience.
though our God be a gracious, merciful, and
long-suffering God, yet he will take vengeance on all the workers of iniquity, and the
day of his wrath will break forth like a consuming fire, in a time when it is not looked
for.
As he said, so he will do " For," said
he, " I am a jealous God, visiting the sins of
the father upon the children, unto the third
and fourth generation of them that hate me;
and showing mercy unto thousands of them
that love me, and keep my commandments."
So it is plain the Lord is equal in all his
ways ; for, concerning those that are the offspring of that hard-hearted, wicked and perverse generation, that persecuted and shed
the blood of the innocent servants of the
Lord, if they but turn to him with their whole
hearts, so as to love him, and keep his commandments, they will surely find mercy ; but
if they continue in a state of rebellion and
hardness of heart, and sin against his light
the

;

and good

spirit

in

their hearts, as

did

their

them with his judgments for their iniquities
and for the sins
which they and their forefathers have committed, he will pour forth the cup of his indigforefathers, he will visit

;

nation without mixture.

After those yearly meetings, we, with sevewent towards the yearly meeting
at Dover, and Cachecy, taking several meetings in the way, as at Ipswich, where no
friends lived
but we got leave to have a
ral friends,

I

believe,

a

little

were ashamed of

his conduct.

silence, a friend stood up,

After

and had a

Then I had to clear mywhat was upon my mind, and the
people being still and attentive, the meeting
concluded well. The man who had opposed
me shrunk away, and 1 saw him no more,
though I looked for him, and in coolness
thought to have a little further discourse with
That night we went to Newberry,
him.
where we had a meeting, much to my comfort
and satisfaction. We had meetings also at
Amesbury, Hampton, and Dover. Friends
had been sorely wounded and scattered in
their minds hereaway, by an unstable spirit.
Those yearly gatherings were large, and I
We
hope tended to the honour of Truth.
went next to Berwick, and had several meetings thei'e
and travelled through the woods
to Casco, where we had an opportunity with
friends, and such as attend their meetings.
We crossed the bay to Small Point, and in our
return had a meeting upon a neck of land called
Meryconeague. The meeting at Small Point
was the northernmost settlement of friends
upon the continent. We returned by Boston,
having several meetings in our way; and from
thence to Pembroke, Sandwich, Yarmouth
upon Cape Cod, Suckanessit, Wood's Hole,
and thence took passage to Nantucket. We
staid upon that island about a week, visiting
friends in their families, and had several
It was an exerpublic meetings with them.
cising time to me, finding the true seed or
life of religion suffering much, by reason of
strife and divisions.
I left them sorrowful,
because I thought the root of bitterness was
not removed, though I was comforted in several meetings among them with the shedding
good opportunity.
self of

;

abroad of divine favour, vvhich strengthened
me in the discharge of my duty; and indeed
there is a living remnant still among them,
which I charitably hoped would be preserved
in the innocency and simplicity of the unchangable Truth. Several Indians were there,
natives of the island.
I had a desire to have
a meeting among them, and acquainted them
with it, which they freely consented to

at the time appointed, their priest was
waiting for us with his meeting-house doors
in testi- open, and said he would have me go up into
man standing up when I
mony, who said that I struck at the foundation the place where he used to preach. I told
of their principles.
He was a very hot man, him, I chose to sit below with my friends. I
and held the doctrine of absolute predestina- had a living, open time among them, to set
tion. I told him, Truth struck at the unsound forth the necessity there was for them to turn
foundation
but as he was in heat and anger, their minds to the grace of God in their own
not fit to dispute about religious matters, he hearts, a measure whereof they, as well as
sat down, and a woman sharply reproved others, had received according to the apostle's
him for his rude behaviour, she being grieved doctrine ; which, if they gave good heed
that the meeting should be disturbed; for it unto, and yielded obedience to the manifeswas in a good frame. Several of the people. tation thereof, would bring salvation. The
;

meeting
ed by a

in their

;

court-house.

It

was
was

disturb-

and
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meeting ended in prayer and praises to Almighty God, for his great mercy and loving
kindness to mankind, in sending his Son to
be a light to enlighten the Gentiles, and for
his salvation to the ends of the earth.
Solidity appeared in their countenances, and they
behaved with sobriety very becoming the occasion of our assembling together.
I should

so that
to

get

had

to

I

was

truly thankful

had been helped

I

through the various
tread

in

this

difficult

unstable

part

paths I
of the

world.

took our
leave of friends and went on board a vessel,
a friend named William Hussey being master.
In the evening of the same day we landed

On second-day we left Newport, and crossed the river to Conanicut island, where a
meeting was appointed for us; wherein we
were well refreshed together, and the conclusion was in prayer and supplication for each
other's growth, preservation, and establishment in the blessed Truth. We here parted
with some friends of Rhode Island, under a
sense of divine favour, and in the uniting
love of the gospel, which had caused us to
be near one unto another.
Then crossing
the river upon the mam land, we had meet-

upon an

ings

be glad there

was more of

it

to be

seen

among

those that profess Christianity.

We

parted with them in the love of the

my

gospel,

which

them.

The wind coming

felt

I

in

called

island

heart

fair,

towards

we

Martha's Vineyard.

at

Kingwood, Perry's, Richmond, and

We

quartered at a man's house that called Hopkinton, and so passed through Narrahimself by our name, and I thought he had ganset, till we came to Westerly, the last
some zeal for Truth, and the promotion of it; meeting in those parts we had to visit.
for after he understood we had a desire to took our leave of those friends that accompahave a meeting, he hastened and called in his nied us in great good will
then travelled
neighbours, and a solid, good time we had through the lower part of Connecticut governtogether.
ment, crossing many rivers, and the weather
The next morning, being favoured with a extremely cold. It was hard for me to bear
fair wind, we crossed the Sound to Dart- but praises be to the great Name, I was premouth, and landed nigh the meeting-house, served in health, and my natural strength did
where we met with several friends, who had not at all fail.
attended the quarterly meeting.
When we had travelled hard about three
The meeting
ended that day; we had a confirming, sweet days, we came again among friends ; and on
opportunity together, in waiting upon the sixth-day had a meeting at Inomarance.
It
Lord, before we parted with them and those was to me a good time for the bread that
that came from Nantucket.
Next day we refresheth the hungry soul was broken.
got to Freetown, and in the evening had a then crossed over to Long island, and were
good opportunity at the house of Abraham at the meeting at Flushing on first-day,
Barker, with the friends that lived thereabouts. the 20th of the eleventh month.
On thirdTo this meeting came the negro man I men- day we had a meeting at Cowneck, and on
tioned before.
He told me he had been visit- fourth-day at Westbury. Lukewarmness and
ing some of his own colour, and was returning indifference much prevailed in many places
to Newport, where he lived ; but in his way, among the professors of Truth.
I had often
he said, he thought he must go by Abraham to bear my testimony for the blessed Truth
Barker's, though out of his way, not knowing against earthly mindedness, and all the dewe were come from Nantucket. When he ceitful and false coverings of the flesh, which
saw us, he seemed to be almost overcome had been the cause of it. I returned back to
with joy, and was of service to us ; for we Flushing in order to be at their quarterly
wanted to send somebody over the bay, either meeting, which began on seventh-day, for
that night, or early next morning, to appoint ministers and elders.
It was attended with a
a meeting for us at Portsmouth upon the degree of divine favour, to the comforting of
island
and none readier and more willing our souls. Those meetings were measurably
than poor Cffisar for he was stirring so soon blessed with the presence of the great and
in the morning, that he gave full notice up good Master of our assemblies, and his voice
and down the island. So we had a large gath- was heard by some, to speak as never man
ering collected in due time, though the time spake; and we had to conclude in humble
to give notice
in was short, and season- supplication to him for his help, and the conable advice was handed forth.
From thence tinuation of his mercy, in visiting and turning
we went to Newport with our friend Thomas the hearts of his people to himself. I then
Richardson, with whom we had lodged when visited the meetings upon the island, which I
there before, and were at their monthly meet- had not yet been at, and had meetings at
ing; we staid with them also on first-day. Rockaway, and again at Westbury monthly
Our meetings were richly favoured with the meeting, where I was closely exercised on
free extendings of divine power and wisdom
Truth's account but was helped to clear my-

We

;

;

We

;

;

;
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ended well. On fourth-day I had
It was an edia meeting at Old Springfield.
fying and good meeting. Truth having the
I then went to Bethpage, and had meetings
On
also at Sickatauge and Oyster bay, where dominion, to the praise of Israel's God.
there had been a large meeting, but it was fiflh-day I went to Little Egg Harbour, and
much declined yet we had a large meeting, had a meeting there next day, in which I was
accompanied with divine power, to my great enabled to clear myself in a good degree, and
comfort. On first-day I was at Jericho. The came away easy.
crossed the river in the evening to
meeting consisted of several hundreds of
The weather being
people, who heard the Truth declared with Great Egg Harbour.
great attention, the power of it being over very cold, and having much ice, our journey
Passing was attended with some difficulty; but we got
all, to the praise of Israel's God.
self of

away

my

what lay upon

mind, and came

the meeting

easy.

;

We

through

New

York,

then crossed over by

I

meeting;

their

staid

way

of Staten island,
to Rahway in East Jersey, where I had a
meeting with friends, and some others that
came in, to the edification and comfort of
several, myself in particular; being therein
strengthened and encouraged to go forward
in the future service I might be engaged in.

We

lodged at Joseph Shotwell's, and on
sixth-day had a meeting at Plainfield. It was
small, by reason of short notice, yet favoured
with the overshadowing of divine favour; for
which our souls were bowed to the Father of
all
I

our mercies.
rode to Whitpiny

on

seventh-day

to

the quarterly meeting, which began on firstI
day.
It was a good, satisfactory time.
staid there on second-day, and was at the

preparative meeting, which was satisfactory,
divers things being opened and delivered in
the pure wisdom, concerning the things of

well over the river, though in the night, to

Great

Egg Harbour, and

lodged at Robert

Smith's, an ancient friend, who, with his wife,
had a meetentertained us very kindly.
ing there on seventh-day, held at a friend's

We

house, by reason of the extreme cold season.
had a solemn, comfortable time together,

We

and

after meeting, rode to the other

meeting

bay shore, towards Cape May,
which was on first-day, the 24th of the twelfth
month, 1758. It was a close, exercising time
with me.
The frost was so sharp, we could
not cross the bay to Cape May, but were
obliged to ride round to a bridge, where we
which was about forty
crossed the river
miles out of the way, and being strangers to
the road, we met with much difficulty through
the woods, and there was no beaten path to
be seen for some miles. I saw that the friend
who pretended to be our guide, was going
wrong, and told him, if we took that course,
much out of the way; for I
it would lead us
was very uneasy. Upon which he took out
his compass, and finding it so, altered his
course to that which I thought lay towards
the road.
I then found my mind quite easy,
and said, I thought we should soon find it,
which so happened. I said not much to the

along

the

;

God, and the good order established in his
I had some good, seasonable opporand on
tunities in some friends' families
third-day had a meeting at Rahway, appointwhich was to
ed for those of other societies
good satisfaction. On fourth-day we went to
the Great Meadows, where we had a meeting
with the friends there, amongst whom is a friends, but was thankful to the Lord, to find
We were made to rejoice he was pleased to draw my mind towards the
living remnant.
together in a true sense of the shedding abroad way we wanted to go.
On filth-day I
Night coming on with much rain, we
of divine love in our hearts.
went to King wood monthly meeting. I had lodged at a tavern, and next morning got to
some service there for Truth, in recommend- William Townsend's, where we had two meeting to the good order of the gospel in each ings to pretty good satisfaction. On seventhbranch of our Christian discipline; which I day we rode about forty miles to John
observed to be much wanting among them. Reeves', at Greenwich, were at the meeting
On sixth-day I had a meeting at Amwell, at on first-day, the 31st of the twelfih month,
for Truth.
In that
It was an open and had good service
the house of Gershom Mott.
On place there is a promising appearance among
time, Truth in a good degree prevailing.
a the youth, of the prosperity of Truth.
Sefirst-day had a meeting at Crosswicks
close, searching time it was, many states cond-day, the 1st of the first month, we had
On a meeting at Alloway's creek, which was atbeing opened in the love of the gospel.
second-day I was at a meeting at Freehold, tended with good I being helped beyond my
in which I was largely opened in the free expectation. On thii'd-day I had a meeting at
extendings of divine favour.
On third-day, the head of Alloway's creek, where I was led
the 19th of the twelfth month, I had a meeting to speak to several states in a close manner,
at Upper Springfield.
I was led to speak to
and came away much refreshed in the Lord
the states of the people in a close manner, and praises be to his great Name for evermore.

church.

;

;

;

;
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—

had a meeting at Salem on fourth-day, there comfort : I lodged at
Furner's, where
being a marriage, and the new wine was we had a meeting with the family, and several
I

handed forth, which made several rejoice others who came in. I hoped it might tend, in
under a sense of divine favour communicat- some degree, to stir up the careless, and warn
ed to our souls.
On fifth-day I had a meet- the unfaithful. The 21st of the first month
ing at Pilesgrove.
It was large, several of I had a meeting at Tuckahoe.
It was small,
other societies being there
I was opened in but attended with good, the Lord favouring
the free extendings of gospel love to their us with his presence, according to his gracious
souls.
It was a good time to many, magni- promise.
fied be the God of our salvation.
On first-day I crossed Choptank river over
On sixthday I had a meeting at Woodbury, which to Marshy creek, and was at their meeting. I
was much comforted, and had peace in the
was a solid, good time.
The 6th of the first month I went to Had- discharge of what I believed to be my duty;
donfield, and lodged at the widow Eastaugh's, though I travelled in great fear and much
where I was very kindly entertained. On weakness at times. I was at Choptank meetfirst-day I went to Evesham meeting, where ing on second-day, which was silent
yet I
I had been before, and had service for Truth came away easy, with sweetness upon my
in the love of the gospel. Haddonfield month- mind, having been strengthened in my silent
ly meeting being on second-day, I staid there, waiting.
I
had a meeting on third-day at
and had an exercise on my mind for the hon- Third-haven, where I was sensibly affected
our, promotion, and prosperity of the bless- with the states of those who were not willinoed Truth, and that all might act in the wis- to take up the cross to their corrupt wills and
dom, power and life of it, and might know inclinations; and had to bear testimony against
self kept down by the power.
I rejoiced that unfaithfulness, disobedience, truth
breakei's,
I was at this meeting, Truth favouring and and such as brought dishonour upon the truth
the Lord's power being over all. I was made and our holy profession.
I felt the love of
thankful in my heart to the great Author from the gospel flow freely, even towards the backwhence all our blessings flow.
sliders; and in it warning them, I came away
I went to Philadelphia on third-day, but sweetly comforted in my spirit.
Fourth-day
finding my mind drawn towards the eastern I went to the Bay side, where we had a meetshore of Maryland, I set out again on fifth- ing on fifth-day, with a few lukewarm proday, the 11th of the first month, and reached fessors.
I had to exhort them to more diliWilmington that night. I lodged at William gence in keeping up their meetings, and
Shipley's when at Wilmington, and having waiting therein, that they might know the
seen his wife Elizabeth, when in old England, renewing of strength in the Lord, and be enin the service of Truth, the remembrance of abled to worship him, as he is a spirit, in spiwhich had often been revived upon my mind, rit and in truth. On seventh-day I was at
believing her to be a mother in Israel, and the quarterly meeting of ministers and elders
a sanctified vessel fitted for the Master's use, at Third-haven, where I had some service for
;

;

could not but rejoice to see her again,
find her alive in the Truth, now in her
declining years.
Our next meeting was at
the head of Sassafras.
It was a hard time
with me in the fore part of the meeting yet
I came away well satisfied, Truth favouring
towards the conclusion, to the honour and
praise of Israel's God.
After meeting I went
home with Joshua Vansant, where I lodged.
The next morning was at Cecil. I was exceedingly poor and low, and deeply exercised
in my mind, but was helped over all, and beyond all thought and expectation of my own
for I think I may say in sincerity, I had no
trust or confidence, save in the Lord alone,
who hitherto hath been my rock, and my
strong tower, my sure helper in every needful time.
May I, with all mine, put our trust
in him, has often been the earnest prayer
and supplication of my soul. I had a meeting at Queen Ann's, which ended well, the
Lord's power being felt among us, to our
I

and

;

;

Truth.
On first-day I was again at Tuckahoe meeting
Truth favouring, in the love of
:

many

divine truths were opened
and comfort of our souls
and it ended in humble supplication and prayer
to Almighty God for his help,^trength, and
preservation in the way of truth and rightethe gospel,

to the edification

ousness.

On

third-day

at the quarterly meeting,

was at Third-haven,
where several friends

I

had good service for the truth, in the love of
which we were comforted together in the
Lord, and helped to bear testimony against
those things which are crept in by reason of
unfaithfulness among the professors of truth.
On fourth-day, the 31st of the first month, I
went with several friends towards Lewistown.
On sixth-day had a meeting at Cold Spring,
where is a poor company of indifferent lukewarm professors. On seventh-day I had a
meeting at Motherkill, which was pretly large,
and attended with the shedding abroad of divine Inve to the people.
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creek on first-day, where we
Here
in the Lord.
is a promising prospect among the young
I was at
people of the prosperity of truth.
Duck creek meeting on second-day, which
was small, yet a living open time to several.
Thence I passed to George's creek, where I
had a meeting and so to Wilmington, where
I met with Samuel Spa void, who embarked
for England on fifth-day, the 8th of the second month, 1759. I staid the monthly meeting, which was that day, in which I was
largely opened to the states of several, things
being much out of order, by reason of a difI
ference which had happened among them.
came away, 1 thought, clear and easy in my
mind. On seventh-day, the 10th of the second month, I was at Concord quarterly meetI

was

at Little

were comforted together

;

elders, held at

and also

was

London-grove
meeting on

for that quarter,

at their

blessed with

the

first-day,

which

company of Him

that

dwelt in the bush ; for his sacred fire was
kindled in our hearts, with living desires, that

mount of Esau might be consumed. On
second-day, after a solemn humbling season
together, in true spiritual worship, which ended with thankfulness and living praises to
Almighty God, the affairs of the church were
carried on, and transacted in brotherly love,
and condescension towards one another.
had also a comfortable and confirming time
together on third-day, at our farewell meeting,
which being a fresh seal of the Father's love
and continued regard for his church and peothe

We

ple, in uniting

and making us

to rejoice toge-

hope, upon many
minds, with gratitude to the great Giver of
ther in him, will remain,

I

ing for ministers and elders, which was solid,
and much good advice was handed forth. On every good gift.
Whilst I was here I lodged one night at
first-day I was at Kennet, and had large
openings to the people, in the free extend- John Smith's, an ancient friend, who had kept
On second-day was his place well in the truth, and also at Joshua
ings of divine love.
again at Concord quarterly meeting for wor- Pusey's, a good solid friend, who had a hopeship and discipline, in which Truth's testi- ful offspring. Hence I went to West Cain, and
mony went forth against disorderly gainsay- lodged at George Singular's, and was at the
ers and libertine spirits.
I had a word of meeting on fourth-day, the 21st of the second
It was an exercising time with me,
comfort and consolation also to the weak, month.
feeble mourners in Zion. Things closed well, yet I could not say but I thought truth had the
and we parted refreshed in the Lord, On dominion. After meeting I crossed the Branthird-day I was at a meeting at Providence, dywine, and went to East Cain, and was at the
meeting on first-day, the 22nd of the second
it was to good
held for young people chiefly
On fourth-day, month, which proved an helpful edifying seasatisfaction, and ended well.
;

the 14th of the second month, I had a meeting at Birmingham.
I felt the Lord with us,
helping and making way by his own power;
praises be to his great Name for ever!
After meeting, we crossed the river called
Brandywine, and went to my kind friend William Harvey's, where I was kindly entertained.
On fifth-day, the 15th of the second
month, I had a meeting at Centre, in Newcastle county.
I was glad and thankful in
my mind, to feel myself fully given up to
what the good hand was pleased to give forth,
either to speak, or be silent.
On sixth-day I
had a meeting at Hockesson, which was pretty
large, and in degree favoured ; yet could not
say I rejoiced, for in that place I felt that the
Seed suffered, as vvell as in many other places,
where ray lot has been cast of late especially among the elders, and those that should
be the foremost rank in religion.
I could not
help mourning in secret, at times, under a
sense of the relapsed state of the church of
Christ in many places.
How departed from
the innocency and simplicity, and decking
herself with her own ornaments of self-righteousness, and also stained and spotted with the
world, and the filth of the flesh
On seventh;

!

dav

I

was

at the meetins:

for

I went after meeting to Downand had an evening meeting at a
friend's house, which was thought by some to
good service. On sixth-day I had a meeting
at Nantmill, after which I felt easy in my
spirit, notwithstanding I had close and hard
On seventh-day I had a meeting at
labour.
Pikeland, which was a watering time, for the
Lord hath a living seed in that place, which
in his own time he will raise up to the praise

son

many.

to

ing's town,

own

of his

On
was

great

first-day

I

Name
was

at

Uwchland meeting.

It

and attended with a good degree
of divine favour, which made it satisfactory
to many, though not so open to me as at some
Our next was at the Forrest, or
other times.
large,

Robinson's. I was much exercised to recommend to an inward waiting, which by many
professors is much neglected. Our next meetOn fifth-day we had a
ing was at Exeter.
meeting at Reading, and afterward went to
At Reading our meeting was
JVIaiden creek.
in

where

the town-house, or court-house,

veral soldiers

came and many of

se-

the town's

who behaved very soberly the good
power of truth coming over all, and prevailing, many minds were humbled and brought
ministers and low.
It was a good time, especially to some
people,

;
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of the soldiers, who were reached by the in- mercy sparing thee, and waiting for thy return,
visible power of Truth.
The meeting ended that if thou return not with thy whole heart,
in praises and thankfulness to the Almighty, his anger and indignation certainly will break
who is over all, forth against thee, so as not to be quenchfor his unspeakable favours
ed
no, though thou mayest make many
worthy for evermore
After meeting we went to Maiden creek, prayers, and spread forth thine hands, he will
where we had a meeting on sixth-day. It not hear nor regard inasmuch as thou hast
was large, and to tolerably good satisfaction. hated instruction, and did not choose the fear
On first-day we of the Lord, but hast set at naught all his
lodged at Moses Star's.
had a meeting at the Great Swamp. It was counsel, and would not take heed to, nor rea living satisfactory time to several and, in gard the secret reproofs of instruction in thine
general, an edifying season.
I dined, after own heart.
He will also laugh at thy calammeeting, at Morris Morris's, the husband of ity, and even mock when thy fear cometh ;
ihe worthy Susanna Morris, and then rode when thy desolation is unavoidable, and thy
to Plumstead, where we had a meeting on destruction as swift as the whirlwind.
I
second-day, the 5th of the third month.
The humbly beg this may never be thy doom; but
good power of Truth was also felt among us in order that the days of his mercy and thy
in this meeting, to the edification and comfort tranquillity may be lengthened out, let truth
On third-day I was at Buck- take place, that equity, justice, and true judgof our souls.
ingham monthly meeting, in which I was ment, may run down in thy streets like a
favoured with the pure life and fresh spring mighty stream
then shall thy peace be as
of the gospel, which ran freely in the love a river, or as the waves of the sea, that never
of it.
can be dried up.
Here is a large body of people in this proI was at Wrightstown on fourth-day;
it
vince of Pennsylvania, the elders of which was an exercising and low time with me, but
are too much in the outward court, which is I trust truth did not suffer on my account.
only trodden by the gentiles, or such as are On fifth-day I was at Makefield.
It was a
in the spirit of the world
yet a young and living and precious time in the meeting,
rising generation is here, as well as in several Truth's power prevailing to the dividing of
other places where my lot hath been cast, the word aright
the sense of which is cause
since I came into this land, whom the Lord of true thankfulness to the humble hearted.
hath visited by his power and good spirit in I had a meeting at the Falls on sixth-day, to
their hearts, which, as they take good heed solid satisfaction ;
and afterwards rode to
in yielding obedience to, and bring all things Bristol, and had a meeting on seventh-day,
into the obedience of Christ, will crucify all the 10th of the third month.
I
was glad
their inordinate desires, evil thoughts and ima- Truth in some good degree had the dominion.
ginations, and enable them to bring forth the I staid the meeting on first-day, the 11th of
fruits of the spirit, which are love, joy, peace, the third month.
This was a good time to
gentleness, meekness, long-suffering and good- us ; the Lord's power was over all, to the
ness against these there is no law.
I have
praise of his own great Name
often travailed for them since I have been
On second-day I had a meeting at Abincamong them, lest the labours of love, which ton, in which I was favoured with the openhave long been bestowed on thee, O Ameri- ings of truth in the spring of the gospel,
ca
thou favoured of the Lord
should be exhorting all to faithfulness, even the rebestowed in vain
and instead of bringing bellious and gainsayers ; that they might
forth fruits to the praise of the great Hus- come to know salvation to their souls through
bandman, thou shouldst bring forth wild Christ. My next meeting was at Horsham,
grapes, fruits of the flesh, such as he can which was large ; in which Truth favouring,
in no wise take delight in
and instead of a it was made a precious time to many, as I
blessing, draw down a curse, and provoke then felt.
On fourth-day I had a meeting at
him to take away the hedge of his protection, Gwynedd or North Wales, where there is a
and thou be trodden down and laid waste by pretty large body of friends; the sight of
the devourer; and for thy ingratitude, disobe- whom, in many places, and the sense of didience and unfaithfulness to him; yea, lest he vine favour still extended towards them, was
should even command his clouds not to rain cause of humble thankfulness.
On fifth-day,
upon thee any more. Mayest thou never harden the 15th of the third month, I got to Philathine heart and stiffen thy neck against so ten- delphia, having in this visit been absent from
der a Father, who hath so long nursed and fed thence about nine weeks.
I made my home,
thee
so merciful a God, who hath often par- whilst there, with the widow Rachel Pemberdoned thine iniquities, though they have been ton and her son John, worthy friends; she a
as a thick cloud.
He hath so visited thee, in mother in Israel, and a great care-taker of
;

;

;

We

;

;

,*

;

;

!

!

!

;

;

;
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the poor servants who have been sent, not
only in opening the door and kindling the
fire, but in ministering every thing that she
thought might be a help and service to them

and honour, with living praises, be given to
him, and that for evermore!
I had an evening meeting at the schoolhouse; it also was an opportunity of good to
per- our souls, which were refreshed together in

journey; for which, I am fully
my mind, she, with many others,
" Inasmuch as ye
will not lose their reward.
did it unto one of those little ones," saith our
dear Lord, " that believe in my name, ye did
it unto me."
The 31st of the third month I left Philadelphia again, in order to visit a few meetings
in Chester county, which I had not yet been
at. On first-day I was at Providence meeting,
which was a good and satisfactory opportunity, the state of things was much opened, and
our minds in a good degree humbled, under a
I was at Conlively sense of divine favour.
cord on second-day.
John Churchman also
being there, was very helpful to settle the
minds of some, who had gone into jangling
about some things which had happened among
them. This being their monthly meeting, we
left them to appearance in a pretty quiet frame
After
of mind, and things ended well.
meeting I rode towards Haverford, and on
third-day was at that meeting, which was
On fourth-day I was at Darby meetwell.
It was an exercising time to me, things
ing.
being much out of order, some differing in
their judgment concerning what was, and
what was not, consistent with our religious
principles in regard to military service, in
which several who go under our name, had
been meddling and concerning themselves.
This brought great exercise and trouble on
the faithful.
A grievous refractory libertine
spirit I saw appeared
yet it was in a good
degree kept down, and truth, in some measure had the dominion.
On fifth-day, the 5th of the fourth month,
It was a large, good,
I was at Springfield.
seasonable opportunity to many.
On sixthday I was at Newtown meeting; in which
Truth's way was largely opened, and livingly
set forth in the power of it, to the humbling
and solid satisfaction of many: a day to be
remembered by the sensible. After meeting
I went to George Miller's, where I had been
before; a very kind friend.
On first-day I
was at Middlelown meeting. It was a large
gathering, and Truth had the dominion over
all; though many dry professors were listening and longing after words, which sometimes causes the living stream to be withheld for a season; yet the great goodness
and condescension of a merciful God is wonderful, in that he is pleased to cause the living
stream of the gospel ministry to issue and
break forth in a wonderful manner, to the
refreshing of his own heritage.
The glory

in their

suaded

in

;

the Lord.

Isaac Greenleaf, of Philadelphia,
being with me, on second-day, we were at
Goshen meeting, which was attended with
good
truth
some degree favouring.
in
We lodged at Aaron Ashbridge's, and on
third-day had a meeting at Bradford.
were much hindered in our way by the wabeing raised, and a friend was in
ters
great danger of being carried away, but was
preserved.
got to meeting, though friends
It
had been gathered an hour or more.
proved a good season
the Lord had compassion on us, and caused his gospel rain to
descend on the thirsty ground, to the refreshing of that which was of his own right hand
planting, and also to the placing judgment
upon the unrighteous part, and all the fruits
thereof.
I came away thankful in my spirit
to the Lord, for his great goodness to his poor
people ; because I saw his mercy and loving
kindness endure for ever.
On fourth-day we had a meeting at the
Great Valley, in which I perceived the extendings of good were offered, even to the
gainsayers and rebellious : a mercy unspeakable
Afier meeting we went to a friend's
house, with whom Margaret Ellis abides, and
were at Radnor meeting on fiflh-day, the 12th
of the fourth month ; in which, though I was
attended with much weakness, I thought I had
some service for Truth. On sixth-day I had
a meeting at Merion, which was not an unprofitable season, I trust, to several.
I returned that day to Philadelphia, and on seventh-day, with John Pemberton, I rode to
Plymouth, and was at that meeting. On first
and second-days, at New Providence. On
third-day returned again to Philadelphia, with
;

We

We

;

!

some degree of satisfaction, and attended

their

week-day meeting, there being a marriage.
Several rejoiced under a renewed sense of
the ancient power and loving kindness of our
heavenly Father's tender regard, in that he
was pleased to cause his love and lifegiving
presence to be felt amongst us, to the refreshing of the sincere and upright hearted. Glory
and praise be to his great Name; for he is
worthy for ever
I staid in and about Philadelphia between
three and four weeks, in which time I attended meetings as they came in course, and
also paid several

my

religious visits to families,

mind drawn in the movings of
Truth in all which service, though but small
in comparison of some others, I found my
spirit favoured with sweetness, and a degree
as

I

found
;
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of peace.

my

Whilst

I

waited here, supposing

service to be mostly over upon the conti-

nent, having paid a genera!

unexpectstrong draught
towards Barbadoes, or the West India islands.
I acquainted friends
therewith, and made
some essay for a passage, yet saw not my
way quite clear; but in waiting felt my way
open towards the Jerseys, and on the 12th of
the fifth month, went with John Pemberton
to Mount-Holly, and was at the two weeks'
edly, and preity suddenly,

meeting on first-day;
Moorstown, where a
for two friends, who
wards Salem yearly
also with them.

On

visit, I

felt a

and on second-day at
meeting was appointed
were on their way tomeeting, where I was
third-day John Pember-

me at Ancocas, which meeting was
good degree satisfactory, and also to the
honour of truth, the edification of the Lord's
people, and the praise of his great name
On
thirdrday evening I came to my worthy and
well esteemed friend Elizabeth Eastaugh's,
ton

left

in a

!

where

I

lodged.

On

fourth-day

I

was

at a

meeting at Haddonfield; on fifth-day at W^oodbury; sixth-day at Solomon Lippincott's and
seventh-day at Pilesgrove. All these meetings,
I thought, had a good tendency to the edification of the churches, and ended well. Thanksgiving and praise be to Him who lives and
;

abides for evermore
The 19th of the fifth month, 1759, the
yearly meeting for worship at Salem began,

where we were much comforted together,

The

the enjoyment of divine goodness.

in

free
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mourners in Zion and the heavy-hearted in
Jerusalem, that they might hold on their way.
I was glad of so seasonable an opportunity,
wherein I was led to speak closely to the
states of many, in true gospel love, which
was as a seal of divine favour.
Upon our taking leave, we committed
one another to the Lord, and parted in
great love and true gospel fellowship.
I
then crossed the Delaware at the falls, in
order to see my friends once more in Bucks
county, where there is a large body, and got
to my worthy friend John Scarborough's, on
fourth-day, with whom I had travelled several weeks, both in the Jerseys and Maryland.
his company, he
I had great satisfaction in
being a man of a good understanding, a tender spirit, and very serviceable in the church.
The quarterly meeting for ministers and elders
began at Buckingham on fourth-day, the 30th
of the fifth month, which I attended, and also
on fifth-day a meeting for worship and discipline, and I thought difl'erent sentiments were
getting in amongst them.
If great care is
not taken to keep to Truth's teachings, and
the unerring guidance of it, which will subdue and keep down all unruly spirits, there
will be great trouble and uneasiness, if not
a separation, in many places; for I saw an
evil spirit of dissention was got into the
church, and in the ways of its workings, it
appeared in divers shapes, in order to draw
after it the hearts of the simple, and such as,
like itself, are unstable; for it is an unstable

extendings of the gospel spring flowed plenti- spirit, and by this it may be known, and such
fully, to the watering the heritage of God
as are led into ils ways and own its workthe sense whereof bowed many with humble ings.
For they will be restless, not easy,
reverence, in praises to his great and ever- under the cross ; and will cast off the yoke
lasting name, who is worthy for ever!
The of Christ, and go from his teachings, meek25th we had a meeting at Evesham, and went ness and humility, into a haughty, proud
next day to Mount-Holly, where also we had spirit, which is rough, full of hatred and envy,
a meeting; on seventh-day to Crosswicks, despiseth counsel, and will not bear reproof.
where their quarterly meeting began for min- This spirit, I thought, I perceived working in
isters and elders.
On first-day I was at Bor- the mystery of iniquity; but its time is not
dentown in the fore part of the day, and at yet fully come to bring forth its monstrous
Trenton in the evening ; at which meetings birth. The Lord's mercy is very great to
we were measurably comforted. On second- his people, for this seed of the serpent hath
;

I was at Crosswicks again, at the meetings for worship and discipline, wherein truth

day

good degree. On third-day
large, and I was deeply
engaged for the honour of Truth's cause, there
being a loose libertine spirit amongst some
who go under the name of friends, yet never
came under the yoke of Christ, to know the
deeds of the body to be mortified
but live
favoured us

in a

the meeting

was very

and put by, in its putand the true seed, though through
labour and travail, has been brought

hitherto been crushed
tings forth;

hard

forth into dominion, to the praise of Israel's

God.
This quarterly meeting consisted of several

The
hundreds, mostly a young generation.
gracious extendings of divine goodness were
felt, and
Truth's power prevailed over all
at ease in the gratification of their hearts' the powers and spirits of darkness.
I was
lusts, and cause the way of Truth to be evilly glad I was here, and my spirit rejoiced in
spoken of. My concern was chiefly to such the Lord, the God of my salvation. After
as live at ease in Zion, and to the backsliders meeting on sixth-day, I went home with Samin Israel, vet I had a word of comfort to the uel Wilson.
On first-day I was at Plumstead
Vol. IX.— No. 2.
10
;
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meeting, which was attended with good, the
power of Truth prevailing. In the evening I
was at a meeting near Buckingham, at a
It was a large gathering, and
school-house.
we were much comforted and refreshed togeI was at their monthly
the Lord.
meeting at Buckingham on second-day, the
4th of the sixth month, in which, through the
prevalence and owning of Truth, which came
over the minds of the people, things were
carried on well, both in the time of divine
worship and in transacting the affairs of
for the power of Truth kept
the church
down all restless and unruly spirits, which at
times are putting up their heads in opposition
to the testimony thereof, and are for trampI was deeply
ling all discipline under foot.

ther in

;

exercised

my

in

before the

spirit

Lord

at

might be kept in the innocency,
meekness, and pure wisdom. Some being,
as I thought, righteous overmuch, I was
times, that

afraid

I

they should destroy themselves,

lest

and so dishonour the cause of Truth, which
they at times had so zealously contended for.
After this meeting was over, I went to
Wrightstown monthly meeting, which was
In this meeting I had hard labour
next day.
and exercise; yet things ended well, and I came
away satisfied and thankful in my heart to

The
the Lord, for his unspeakable mercies.
Falls monthly meeting being on fourth-day, I
was there also, had some service for Truth,
and parted with several friends in much love
and tenderness, we not expecting to see each
other again in mutability.
at

On

fifth-day

Middletown monthly meeting,

was drawn

forth in

in

I

was

which

I

the living spring of the

and women's meeteasy and clear,
love and the unity of the one

gospel, both in the men's
ing.

Then

feeling

my

spirit

through, that there niay not be any confusion
throughout the camp of God's Israel. I could
not but rejoice in thankfulness of heart, that
I was quite silent and still in my spirit; being
made sensible it was the Lord's own doings,
and indeed it is marvellous in our eyes, that
he who is the Captain of our salvation, should
call for such a cessation of arms for a season,
that his soldiers may take a little rest in his royal pavilion and under the canopy of pure love.
1 was at Darby week-day meeting the fourth
of the week; on fifth-day at Chester weekday meeting; and on sixth-day at Chichester,
where a meeting was appointed for me; which
was large, and accompanied with the free extendings of divine mercy to our souls' refreshment. On seventh-day I was at London-grove
monthly meeting, and also at their meeting
on first-day. It was a contriting and bowing
time with many, and we parted in the true
unity, fellowship, and heart-tendering love of
the gospel of peace.
On second-day I was
at Concord monthly meeting, which was a
hard, laborious, exercising season, both in
time of worship and discipline; things being
much out of gospel order, by reason of strife
and discord, as opposite to the pure and peaceable government of the church of Christ, as
darkness is to light.
The evil spirit was kept
down in a good degree, and that which was
out of order much helped by the power of
Truth.
The 10th of the seventh month, 1759, I
got to Philadelphia; the 18th, several friends
accompanying me, we went to Chester, and
the 19th on board a vessel which was bound
for Barbadoes.
Some time after we were got
to sea, I was closely exercised in my mind,
which brought me very low, in humble supplication before the Lord, that he would be
pleased to enable me to go through whatsoever he, in the course of his infinite wisdom,

them in
which had united us together in a near
manner.
On first-day I was again at North Wales, might suffer to come upon me, whether for
and had good satisfaction at their two meet- a trial of my faith, or any other of his
ings.
On second-day I returned again to wise and good ends. I could appeal to him
Philadelphia, having been about a month from in great sincerity, it was in obedience to his
I left

spirit,

On

the town.

third-day, the I2th of the sixth

month, I was at the Bank meeting, in which
we were comforted together, it being an ediI staid in and near
fying season to many.
Philadelphia about four weeks, visiting some
families and attending meetings as they came
in course, though in meetings I had little to
say, being shut up and much bound in my
The cause
spirit to keep silence in that city.
is best known to the great Overseer of his
people, who can do with them as seemeth to
him good and I saw it was good for his servants to be resigned and contented with all
the openings and shuttings of his hand
with
:

;

the various dispensations he

is

pleased to lead

had undertaken this voyage;
This was indeed
will.
with me as a time of renewing of my covenant and coming under a close engagement,
that if he would be with me, to deliver
and preserve me in the way that I had to go,
so that I might return again to his house in
true peace, then he should be my God, and
I would serve him.
May I therefore, with all
the Lord's servants everywhere, not only
make covenants when under close and deep
exercise of soul
let us be conbut Oh
cerned strictly to observe and keep them for
I
am a living witness for him, that he is a
covenant keeping God with his people.
requirings that

and not

in

I

my own

;

!

;
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when

the

a stranger, and no money of my own left
I do not remember that I either murmured
or repined at what had befallen me or that
any distrustful thoughts rose in my heart, so
as to trouble and oppress my spirit ; which I
esteemed as one of the many singular favours
I have received from the great and merciful
hand.
The privateer belonging to Martinico, we
landed at a town called St, Peter's
a great
part of which was laid in ashes about two
weeks after we were set at liberty, as I was
afterwards informed.
We were all had to
prison; but our captain, myself, the mate,
and a passenger, were put into a little room,
which opened into the prison yard. I think
it was about twelve
feet square, and we upwards of twenty, if I remember right, to lie in
it. Before we left the place, my fellow prisoners
behaved courteously and civilly, none of them
offering me any abuse, though I had often to
reprove and exhort them to amend their lives.
It was extremely hot weather, and our yard,
where we had liberty to walk, as well as our
lodging room, was exposed to the sun most of
the day.
They let me have my bed in the
night next to the door and window, for the
benefit of the air, which was an advantage
but, alas! I had a great disadvantage along
with it, for the wash and filth of the courtyard came through a hole in the wall, very
nigh the window where I lay, so that oft
in the night I was nigh fainting with the
smell, which the heat of the weather made
very nauseous.
The bread allowed us was
pretty good, but almost every kind of victuals
was loathsome to my stomach in this stinking
unwholesome place. There were salt beef
and pork for those that could eat them ; but it
being neither soaked nor half boiled, I perceived there was but little of it eaten by any.
My chief living, whilst there, was bread and
water, sometimes a little coffee, but that was
seldom, for we could not always get it boiled.

spirit

was

Oatmeal mixed

Whilst I was under this living and fresh
baptism, those to whom I am the most nearly united in the closest ties of nature, were
brought nigh to me in spirit, though far separated in body, with strong desires and fervent
supplications, that they might be preserved in
the truth, and that the Lord in his infinite
mercy, would be pleased to visit their souls
with a fresh visitation of his pure love.
The
churches also of the Lord, especially those
people I had so lately visited, and had at
times been so closely engaged for, in the love
of the Father, were spread before me in the
nearest manner, with fervent prayer, that they
might abide in his love, stand in his counsel,
and live in his holy fear that so we might still
be a people to his praise, and bring honour to
his great and holy name, and the profession
we are making of the blessed Truth that the
blessings which he hath reserved, and laid up
in store, might not be withheld, but plentifully
;

;

showered down upon his heritage.
My mind now was much eased, and that
which had been as a load upon my spirit was
taken away, and I was freely resigned to the
will of God.
At that time, if I rightly knew

my own

heart, the fear of death

moved, and
is

sin

;

for

I

was

also re-

occasion of it, which
did not find that my conscience

I

trust, the

condemned me, though

I

well

know,

I

have

nothing to trust in but divine mercy, through
my dear Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, in
whom, and by whom, all our sins are taken
away, and we are redeemed unto God, and
that by his most precious blood. It is by him
also we have access to the Father, his spirit
bearing witness with our spirits, that we are
his
children, often crying, Abba, Father,
through the eternal spirit, which helpeth our
infirmities, and maketh intercession for us;
enabling us to ask aright, and pray in an acceptable manner.
I

may

not omit remarking at this time,

French were nigh taking us, my
so at liberty, and over them and
all the powers of darkness in the Lord, that I
did not see it would be so
and having had
great freedom and liberty in my mind to go
in this same vessel, I could not reflect upon
myself for missing it in any respect, except it
was in making mention of it sometimes too
freely, which it is likely some might lay
hold of, and that not to their own advantage.
When we were taken, the Frenchmen, considering all their views were for plunder, did
not use me ill.
They took my little money,
some of my linen, and part of my other wearing apparel; but my bed and chest, with many
other necessaries, they let me keep
which
was of great service to me afterwards.
I
was now in a part of the world where I was
;

;

yet

;

;

in water was what I often
The water
drank, it serving also for food.
they let the prisoners have, I believe, is very
unwholesome, it being taken up below, where
the negroes wash their clothes, and also where
Most of the
the filth of the town is cast in.
prisoners, I perceived, were troubled with a
diarrhoea, and I had not been there above two
or three days, before I was taken with it;
which, with the extreme heat and unwholesomeness of the place, brought me so low
and weak, that it was hard work for me to
but I
walk about a little in the prison yard
strove, and was helped indeed beyond my
;

expectation; for after we were set at
from the prison, we were six days on
board the vessel that set us upon the English

own

liberty
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which time I think I suffered more their general court, many of the inhabitants
hardship than whilst I was in prison
for be- came to town, and the place where we were
ing very wealv, and the weather still hot, close being nigh the court-house, and the grand
and sultry, 1 could not abide in the cabin jury doing their business and dining there,
among the people, but was forced to lie upon drew a pretty deal of company. Most of
the deck, where I could get air, though I was them, at their first seeing me, seemed as
exposed to the night dews, and gusts of rain, though they could hardly be satisfied with
which we sometimes had ; all which tended gazing ; but I endeavoured to keep my eye to
to increase my disorder. The French captain the Lord, whose presence I felt to be near
gave me the liberty of the cabin, and showed me in a good degree, to keep me still and
me kindness in other respects. We were be- quiet. So they had their full view of me,
calmed under the island of Gaudaloupe, and till their curiosity was pretty well satisfied.
came to an anchor in a cove, where we took They offered no other incivility than fleerin fresh water ; but I went not on shore.
I ing, Ishmael
like.
The grand jury, either
was informed there was a great mortality out of kindness, or further to satisfy their
among the English soldiers; and many others curiosity, sent us an invitation to dine with
who went about business, were taken off very them but it being late before they went to
suddenly at this place.
dinner, our landlady ordered ours sooner.
The 7th of the ninth month they land- I did not find any thing in my mind against
ed us at the island called St. Christopher's, eating with them, though many of them are a
where I found some kind, friendly peo- light, vain, airy people, and their company
ple ; though the generality were very gay, not desirable to a solid mind.
After I had been there a
light, and airy.
They sent a messenger for us when they
island, in

;

;

little

time,

my

disorder abating,

I

began

to

gather strength, so as to walk about and I
found a few here who had some knowledge
of friends and their principles, by reason of
One Joshua Lawson, a sailtheir education.
maker by trade, a man of good report among
his neighbours, was willing I should have
meetings at his house, he having a large
room very suitable for that purpose. So I
had several meetings, the town's people coming pretty generally, and several were reached, I believe, by the heart-searching power of
Truth, which opened to them their states
and conditions, especially some of the younger
sort, who were tender, and very desirous to
have meetings. But alas their eye and expectation began to be so upon the poor, weak
instrument, that I queried in my own mind,
whether I should have any more meetings
with them; for that spirit, which hungers after
words, sometimes shuts up the spring of the
true ministry; or it is withheld for a time on
that account.
now revived in my mind, that I
It
had felt a draught of the Father's love towards the island of Nevis, when we sailed
past it, in our passage from Martinico; though
I was told
by one that knew the place, such
was the conduct of many of the inhabitants,
there were little hopes of getting a meetino-,
or being received there. But this did not dis;

!

sat down, by whom I sent word we had dined.
But they sent again, so I went in and told them
we took their invitation kindly, but we had
dined, and therefore desired to be excused
from sitting down with them. They did not
seem so light and airy now as they did before
but said they should have been glad to
have our company.
observed they are
I
very much
custom of drinking
in
the
;

healths, as well as using many other vain
compliments, which I had to show my dislike
to, not only by not using them, but in letting
them also know they were against our principles, and the apostle's advice to the believers,
where he saith, " Be not conformed to this

world but be ye transformed, by the renewing of your minds."
I much desire my chil;

may

take notice of these little remarks,
practice that excellent advice of
the apostle, not to be conformable to the
world's language, vain customs and fashions,

dren

and put

in

which deface that beautiful image and likeness man was first created in. For every thing
was good that God made, and had an excellency and beauty in it, and man, the greatest of
as long as he keeps his commandments;
but he loses that likeness and image of innoccncy, by hearkening to the voice of the serall,

pent,

who

is

called the prince of the

power

now

bears rule in the hearts of
the children of disobedience. I would therefore,
courage me, finding something in my mind my dear children, that you may come to know
which removed that obstacle out of the way. a being transformed by the renewings of the
Therefore I, with Caleb Copeland, a young grace and good spirit of Truth, upon your

man from North America,

took boat, and in
few hours arrived at Charlestown, the chief
place on the island.
We took up our quarThe day following being
ters at a tavern.
a

of the

air, that

minds and understandings, into the nature,
image, and innocency of the children of God,
and stand in it, by keeping his commandments for herein is man's perfection.
;
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meeting had been proposed to be held in
the court-house, several seeming to forward
it,
especially an old priest, who bestirred
himself pretty much ; which I thought some-

what strange. When it was nearly time for
the meeting, he went along with me to the
court-house, where the justices and several
others had dined, and had not yet broken up;
but that was more than 1 knew before I went

However,

in.

the priest told

them there was

a gentleman, as he was pleased to call me,
wanted to give them a sermon, and requested
that they would give liberty of the hall for a
meeting to be held; but one whom they called
their chief judge started up in a heat, and
said they had not done
and besides, they
wanted no sermons as for his part, he never
loved to hear one in his life.
A vulgar and
unsavoury expression to come out of the
mouth of one in his station and it made me
that I could hardly tell what to say about
having a meeting that night, only as several
of the people from divers parts of the island
were there, it seemed a very suitable oppor;

;

tle

as

77

the look of a priest, as any I had ever seen,
thought.
He told me also, he perceived

I

that

we had

the advantage of them, in that

we

did not tie ourselves

up to one text of scripture, as they did, and so could speak to the
several states of the people
for he said, it
could not be supposed that one remedy could
be suitable to every disease. I made some remarks on his just observation, with something
concerning the true ministry, the operation of
the spirit, and that it was not to be limited
against which he made no objection, but freely assented to the Truth.
We parted in a
kind and friendly manner.
I found he was a
man of good understanding, bore a very good
;

character

among

the people,

and was well

be-

loved.

In the evening, after he was gone, there came
a messenger from one Burnet, a man of note
in the island, to desire

me

to pay him a visit
which 1 did the next
morning. He received us very respectfully,
without making much ceremony.
He asked
me some questions concerning my travels and
tunity.
However, the old priest was not at usage amongst the French, which I gave him
all discouraged with the repulse he had met some account of. He did not seem to want to
with
he being resolved I should have a enter into any discourse about religious matmeeting, went over to the tavern where we ters, but desired I would stay longer with them
lodged, and got the liberty of a chamber, and upon the island for he said there were several
then came and told me there was a conveni- who were the descendants of Quakers, and
ent room, and several already waiting.
undoubtedly would be glad to see me. But
1
went, and found every thing in good order for that did not at all induce me to stay, I finding
a meeting, except the people's minds I was myself pretty easy to leave them
hoping the
also in great poverty, but I think quiet and Lord in his own time will send his servants
much resigned. I sat in silence a consider- and faithful labourers not only into this island,
able space, in which time they were very rest- but many others in this part of the world,
less, and rude in their behaviour, such as I where the gospel
rain hath not been so
had seldom seen or heard before at length I plentifully bestowed. O, England, and North
had something rose in my mind to say, which America
Though these people are too much
;

before

I left

the place

;

;

;

;

;

;

!

reached,

I

believe,

the witness of truth

in

them for they became very quiet and still,
and sat like another sort of people and many
after meeting confessed to the truth of what
had been spoken.
I had another meeting at that place, and
many came. It was a solemn baptizing time.
The Lord's power had the dominion over all
the rough and unruly spirits praises be to his
all powerful name for ever
There stood up
a man at the close of this meeting, and said,
he hoped what had been delivered would have
a good effect
for it was very suitable advice.
More he said, which is not needful to pen
and I thought it was in a good degree of sincerity.
Then turning to me, he gave me a
friendly invitation to his house.
I told him I
took it kindly, and should come if opportunity
would serve.
The company being pretty
;

;

;

!

;

;

churlish dog's nature, yet many of
them would be glad to partake of the crumbs
in

the

fall from your tables.
Your dainty full
stomachs have often loathed the honey-comb,
and their poor souls are wandering about upon the barren mountains of a lifeless profes-

that

sion,

seeking the living amongst

May we

therefore,

the

dead.

have received the
knowledge of the Truth, and been so often
watered, be faithful, and bring forth fruits,
answerable to the blessings received
Then
that

!

will the

Lord,

am

fully persuaded,

send forth
from amongst us such as shall bring them to
Christ the good Shepherd and the fold of true
rest and peace.
But to return. After I had staid as long as
time would permit, and was taking my leave
of the man, he put a parcel of money into my
hand, which I returned, and told him that we
I

much gone, he entered into a little discourse did not receive any money for preaching. He
with me, and told me, he himself was also a said, we could not travel without expenses,
fellow-labourer in the Lord ; but he had as lit- and I had been taken by the French, and had
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So
free- had some other way to get their bread.
was not we may perceive the Lord is rising, by his
necessity, therefore was not free to pure witness, in judgment in the hearts of
but acknowledged it was his good those negro keepers, showing them the prac-

some

suffered
ly,

I

then in
take it
will,

loss,

might receive
;

and so took

and as he gave
told

I

it.

my

it

him,

leave of him.

me

I

After

I

had been a little time at our inn, we understood he had sent his servant to the landlady,
charge her to take nothing of us, for he
would pay all our expenses but it was already paid and I saw it to be highly expedient
for us, to remove all cause from them that
might take occasion, that the ministry might
not be justly blamed. I left them in a loving
good disposition of mind towards friends, and
am fully persuaded there are hungerings beto

;

and they cannot justify it, because
condems it, and maketh it manifest

tice is evil,

the light

them to be evil. 1 tarried at this place
longer than I expected ; but hope it was not
time spent altogether unprofitably.
And alto

have been hindered from going to
at first set out for, I have evident
tokens of God's love and fatherly care over
me, in the various steps I have had to tread.
Yet notwithstanding this evidence of divine
approbation, I have not been insensible, that
gotten in the hearts of some of them after mouths would be opened, not only against me,
in saying I was wrongly led, or under a decepthe true bread.
After I returned to the island called St. tion, but also against the Truth for the Truth
Christopher's, where I had taken lodgings, hath many enemies, and none greater and
not knowing how long I might stay, I was not readier to judge others, than those that are
easy to omit having meetings, especially on making a profession of it, but dwell not in the
Several people coming out of the life and power.
first-days.
But it is not a new thing to
country, I had freedom to sit with them, most be counted deceivers, and yet be true.
Whilst 1 tarried here, I often enquired for
of them behaving in a becoming and solid
Truth sometimes favoured us in a passage to the windward islands, that such
manner.
time of silence and though I had thought I occasion might be taken away, and I be
should have been shut up, 1 found the spring clear of the blood of all men. I thought by
but when
of the gospel was still opened towards the way of Antigua might be proper
people at times, in the free extendings of I made some attempts towards it, 1 was
God's love. And it came into my mind, in always stopped in my mind, not being free to
the opening of Truth, that the Lord hath a leave the place where I was. But when I had
seed sown in those islands, which lies under tarried some time longer, and had divers good
the clods of the earth; but its rising and com- opportunities among the people, I felt myself
and not only
ing into dominion must be left to his time; he quite easy to leave the island
being able to dethrone antichrist, bring down so, but likewise a strong desire to be gone
his kingdom, with all his strong holds, and in also that view, and those drawings I had bethe room thereof, to establish his own ever- fore, to visit the other islands, were entirely
that so in the very removed, and I was easy to return in a veslasting righteousness
place where it was said, they are no people, sel which was then bound for Philadelphia.
;

though

I

the place

I

;

;

;

;

;

;

there shall they be called the children of the
living

God.

found some of them desirous that I would
them in their families, which I complied
often having to set
with, as I found freedom
before them their unchristian practice, in keeping their fellow creatures in slavery for term
of life, and the cruelty they used towards
them, which exceeded all that I had ever seen
and it raised such a just indignation
before
in my heart, that I used great freedom of
speech sometimes in conversation. Yet I trust
I did not exceed the bounds of Truth, for I
perceived it always had some good tendency,
either to silence, or brins; some acknovvledgment from them, that the practice was unchristian, and not to be justified
that they
had no right to plead for keeping them, but
that of force, and they were a daily plague,
and caused them to run into a great deal of
Thus I have heard some of them comsin.
plain, wishing they had never had them, or
I

visit

;

;

;

Therefore, taking leave of those I was pretty
nearly acquainted with in Basseterre, the chief
town on the island, I went by land to Sandy
Point, where the vessel lay to take in part of
Here I had a meeting with the
her cargo.
town's people the day before we set sail,
which was the 2nd of the eleventh month
1759, having been upon this island, and Nevis, eight weeks.
Whilst I tarried in those islands, there was
a great mortality among the people, but it did
not bring that awfulness and humility upon
their minds, which it ought to have done; and
therefore the divine hand undoubtedly will be
stretched out still.
The captain and men behaved very civilly to me in this passage. I
had several meetings with the ship's company,

which had some good effect, I believe, upon
We arrived at Philadelphia the
the seamen.
29th of the eleventh month, where I was very
kindly received by my friends, who had, I
believe, nearly

sympathised with

me

in

my
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I staid in the city a little more
than two weeks, except a short visit to VVilmington.
A conference was held with the
Indians whilst I tarried here, which I was
at
and Daniel Stanton and myself, with a
few other friends, had a meeting with them at
Philadelphia in the state house.
After some time of waiting in silence, 1 had
something to say, and one Isaac Still, an Indian, who could speak English, delivered the
substance of what I said in the Indian language. He appeared tender and well satisfied,
Tedeusbeing a sensible sober young man.
cung, and several of the Delaware chiefs vi^ere
present, and a few of the Jersey Indians.
They were solid, attentive, and behaved in a
The meeting ended in
becoming manner.
humble prayer and supplication to Almighty
God. My stay being but short here, after I
returned from the West Indies, I endeavoured
to take my leave of friends in as general a
manner as time vs'ould permit, and the 16th of
the twelfth month 1759, being the first of the
vi^eek, after a good and satisfactory season
with friends at Pine street meeting house, I
took my farewell of them in the uniting love
and pure fellowship of the gospel of peace.
I went on board the ship Carolina, at the
wharf; the master's name was James Friend,
a kind, courteous man.
had a very difficult passage, by reason of high winds, and
a leaky vessel yet, through the mercy and
goodness of kind Providence, we arrived safely
at London the 29th of the first month 1760,
where I staid but a few days before I took
leave of friends there, and returned home to
my dear wife and children, who, in my absence, with all that I had, had been kept,
blessed, and preserved, far beyond my own
expectation, or indeed my deserving as a creature.
I desire I ever may be thankful for
such unspeakable favours and mercies, and
give him the praise, who is worthy forever

late exercises.

;

We

;

his
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surviving relations, and of

mankind

in

general, the following extracts are inserted.
They show the care he had for their welfare,

when

and bespeak the fervency of
was from France, while
he was a prisoner there, and is as follows.
far absent,

his love.

The

first

" Carhaix, in France, the 23rd of the

Twelfth month, 1756.

" Dear wife and children,
" This comes to inform you of my welfare,
and though outwardly confined, not having
liberty to proceed on my journey at present, yet I dare not complain, nor say, the
Lord is an hard master for in his great mercy and matchless loving kindness, he hath
been a present help in every needful time, as
mine eye hath been single to him he hath
supported me under the exceeding great exercises I have already met with in this journey.
Glory and honour be to his great Name for
ever
" I would that none of you might be cast
down about me, but still trust in the name of
the Lord. I am fully satisfied you will find it
to be a strong tower, and as the shadow of a
mighty rock in a weary land. And there is
one thing I do greatly desire of you, that is,
live in true love and unity one with another,
and, as much as in you lies, with all men
every where, and then the God of love and
peace will be with you to the end of your
time.
I wrote about the seventh or eighth
of last month, in which I informed you how
;

—

fared, and was in health
since which I am
removed to this place, a tolerable situation,
and provisions pretty cheap. I have a chamber to myself, and a good bed, being under no
restraint, but have the liberty of the town and
fields to walk in when I please. I hope to receive a letter from you in a little time. I most
dearly and tenderly salute you, and bid you
I

;

farewell.

William Reckitt."

William Reckitt.
" Philadelphia, the 29th of the Fifth month, 1758.

SUPPLEMENT.

"

"Dear wife and children,
came here this day, having been some-

I

In the course of these travels the author thing more than six months in the southern
and children in his remem- provinces; in which visit, though the journey
brance, and wrote to them, to encourage them has been attended with some difliculties and
to trust in that hand which had drawn him dangers, yet I have no cause to complain.
I
into service.
lacked for nothing, it having at times been
By a note, dated the 8th of the eighth made easy, pleasant and comfortable to me
month 1768, on one of his letters, he desires in Christ, for whose sake and the Gospel's, I
that they might be preserved for the sake of have endeavoured to be given up, according
his children " When," says he, " my head is to the dispensation of his grace given to me,
laid in the silent grave, and my soul at rest in obedience to his will, in which I desire I
with the Lord
and also that. my Journal may may stand faithful to the end.
The same
be transcribed for their perusal ;" adding, that desire at times, is strong in my heart for all
the very fragments should be " gathered up, of you that I have left behind, that you may
that nothing may be lost." For the benefit of be faithful to the measure and manifestation of
often had his wife

:

;
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grace given unto you. I am not without fear,
some of my dear children, who are
grown to years of understanding, should
through unwatchfulness and carelessness, be
drawn away into hurtful things. It drops as
a watch word for you to take notice of, which,
if you do, and walk agreeably unto the blessed
principle of truth, which you have heard, and
lest

May

"

Lord,

all

my children learn
my earnest cry

the fear of the

and prayer to
them.
Then would they be
preserved out of the evils that are in the
world, for they are many, and lie close to
their youthful inclinations, and if they give
way to them, will draw their hearts from the
Lord, and out of his holy fear into a loose,
wanton, and libertine spirit, which I caution
is

often

Lord

the

for

Lord hath blessings in
make you truly rich, and warn them to watch against and beware
and add no sorrow with it. I should have of, lest they lose the blessing, as Esau did,
no greater comfort at my return, than to see and the time come they may carefully seek
it
with tears, and cannot obtain it.
Time
it was your care and chiefest concern to be
faithful to the Lord, according to the best of is very precious, and ought to be prized by
your understandings. This would be more all. Some very young in years, when on a
to my comfort and solid satisfaction, than for dying bed, have bemoaned themselves, and
for lamented their mispent time, the sense of
you to have abundance of this world
they that first seek the kingdom of God and which causes me almost to tremble, lest it
his righteousness, the promise is, that all other should be the state of any that see or hear
I trust,

believed

in,

the

store lor you, which' will

;

things shall be added.

I

often breathe to the

may

these lines read.

Therefore

I

entreat there

may

be a turning to the Lord with the whole
to sanctify and cleanse your hearts from all heart ; and make no reserves or excuses, but
sin, that so he who hath hitherto been the yield obedience to his holy will in all things,
help, strength, preservation and deliverance according to the best of your understandings,
of your poor father in his exercises and trou- though through a great cross to your inclinables, may in mercy bless you all, and take tions. It is the way to obtain mercy with God,
delight in you, so as to tender your hearts, and admittance into his everlasting kingdom
and favour you often with his power and liv- of rest and peace, when time in this world of
ing presence, is the sincere prayer of yours, troubles shall terminate.
" I dearly salute thee and our children in
in that love that neither distance nor length of
William Reckitt."
the love of the Father of all our mercies, detime can separate.
siring you may all dwell in his love, that so
" Newport, in Rhode Island, the 5th of
you may feel me to be near you in spirit,

Lord, that he, above

all things,

be pleased

the Eleventh month, 1758.

My dear wife,
" These may inform thee and the children,
that I have hitherto been favoured in a good degree of health and strength to go through the
exercises and travels, both inward and outward, which have laid before me, for the sake of
the gospel; in the discharge whereof, at times,
I find great peace and inward consolation.
" My time of stay in this land, at present,
seems uncertain yet I am ready to conclude
it will be until another year; if sooner, I believe it will be acceptable both to you and
me: if we be willing to wait in patience the
Lord's time he will be well pleased with us,
and undoubtedly his blessing will follow,
which will make truly rich, and add no sor"

;

row with

May we all be prehope, bows my spirit.
served under a living sense of this life, that
when under a degree of divine favour, we may
be enabled to draw near to Him, who knows
all our wants, and put up our prayers and
supplications for each other, in a manner
the pathetic
that will find acceptance, is
breathing of thine in that love that changeth
not, including our dear children.
" William Reckitt."
" Philadelphia, the 12th of the
First month, 1759.

it.

" I have received two letters from you, in
which I had an account of your welfare, in a
good degree, for which I am truly thankful
to Him that hath hitherto helped us and preMay he have the praise, who is
served us.
worthy! His ways are all ways of pleasantness, and his paths are indeed paths of true
peace, and his mercies and loving-kindness
are towards all them that daily live and dwell
in his

though outwardly far separated. The dead
cannot praise the Lord, but the living; the
sense of it at this time, for his unspeakable
favours to us, with many more of his dear
children, whom he hath begotten into a lively

holy fear.

"

" Dear love,
have received several

letters from home,
which intimate thine and our children's welfare, as to health, which gives me great satisI

faction, with desires, if it be the will of divine
Providence, such blessings may be continued,

and we truly thankful.
" I returned yesterday from New England
and the eastern country, having been somewhat more than five months in that journey.
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con- is true peace, and in that which is to come
which I life everlasting. As a most affectionate husam made, at times, to bless that great and band and tender father, I dearly salute you,
everlasting Name, who is over all, worthy and bid you farewell.
" William Reckitt.
I see I cannot enlarge, only refor ever
commend thee to that which hath hitherto
" P. S. I desire my children would not
kept and preserved, and still will, I am sensible, as we put our trust and dependence upon give way to accompany themselves with those
it.
I desire neither thou, nor any of you, will that are not friends, for that hath been the
ruin of many of our youth.
Endeavour, at
I shall, as soon as I am
think me long.
shall not conclude for all times, to attend religious meetings, and
clear, hasten home
myself, for I am not at my own disposal; yet also to learn and improve in reading and
seem to think I shall look homeward in a little writing. I am afraid lest you should not do
time.
My dear love to thee and the children, well then I shall be grieved and sorrowful
sympathizing with you in great nearness, I if I should live to see you again, instead of
dearly salute thee and them, in that which being comforted and rejoicing in you."
never changeth. Thine in the Lord.
is

in

tinued, and true peace of

mind

;

still

for

1

;

;

"

William Reckitt."

" Christopher's, the 9th

Tenth month,
" Philadelphia, the 15th of the
Sixth month, 1759.

"

My

dear wife and children,

" I am in the perfect enjoyment of health,
except some pain in my breast, which is now
much better. It hath been a long time since
I had a letter from England, but here have

been but kw ships from London this summer.
cannot conclude of fixing my return, 1 having had drawings in my mind to visit Barbadoes, and purpose taking the first suitable op-

I

portunity to embark for that place.
There
are only a kw meetings in Barbadoes, so that
my stay is not likely to be long, except I have
to visit any other islands.
I may thus conclude at present, but leave it to that great and
good Disposer of all things, that hath been
my support. I may with gratitude and thankfulness say, he hath been my present helper
Oh may our eye be
in every needful time.
single to Him ; he is good indeed unto all that
though great storms
put their trust in Him
may rise, and clouds of thick darkness may
appear, I am strong in the faith, the Lord
still will be on our side, as we are concerned
to be faithful unto him ; and if he be on our
side, who can be against us?
I cannot enlarge much, but desire that you and 1 may
be enabled to commit ourselves to his care
and protection; for assuredly, a sparrow cannot fall to the ground without his permission,
and if we be faithful to him, we are of more
value than many sparrows for, saith he, the
hairs of your head are all numbered.
My
earnest cries and supplications have often been
for your souls' welfare. I would not have any
of you think too much about me, though I
trust we love one another by the nearest
bonds and ties of nature; yet when the love
of Truth prevails, we should give up one another for the sake thereof; then in this world
shall we be entitled to the hundred fold, which
!

;

;

Vol.
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" Dear wife and children,
" These are to inform you, and

of the

1759.

all

inquir-

ing friends and relations, that I have great
and good satisfaction since I arrived at this
part of the world, in the discharge of what I

have thought to be my duty, notwithstanding
I have been
exposed to some hardships, and
have likewise been out of health about four
weeks, but am now as well as usual, can
travel, and have a good appetite.
Yesterday
I came from an island called Nevis, where I
have had several meetings; and though I have
thoughts of visiting another island or two, I
shall not,

cept

I

am

trust, stay long in these parts, exdetained longer than I expect.

I

" I have you all nearly and dearly in my remembrance, though I have been already long-

am likely to be longer than
expected ; yet I trust we shall find it hath
all been the Lord's doings, and as we patiently wait on him, shall find his ways to be ways
of pleasantness, and his paths to be paths of
true peace and joy in the Holy Ghost, and
that his time is always the best time.
I
er from you, or
I

would that none might be too anxious and
thoughtful concerning me, seeing the same
hand that drew me forth is as able, if he sees
meet, to return with me, and bring again to
you in safety; and if not, let us not murmur
or repine, if it may but be with us as it was
with the apostle, who said, " To me to live is
Christ, but to die

much

for

is

gain."

I

cannot write
is near sail-

want of time; the ship

am

informed, but commend you to
hand of a merciful Creator and tender Father, tender in mercy to all
ing, as

I

the Lord, as into the

that faithfully serve, worship

"

&c.

My

spirit salutes

and obey him.

thee and dear children,

William Reckitt."

Our friend having left no further account
of his travels after this voyage, until his sell
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cond embarkation for America, there is reason
to suppose he travelled but little, except attending the yearly meeting in London, or
some short distances near home. But about
the year 1764, he again found a concern to
For this purpose
visit friends in America.
he embarked in company with Thomas Goodwin and William Home, who were returning
home from a religious visit to this nation, and
arrived safe at Philadelphia, and proceeded
through most of the provinces but his wife
dying during his absence, he, on account of
his family, rather hastened his return, and
embarked in a vessel bound for Ireland; from
;

whence he came

to

London about

the fourth

1766, and

soon after returned to
Wainfleet, the place of his residence.
Of this voyage, he kept only minutes of
so that we are dethe meetings he visited
prived of a particular account thereof
After his return, he visited divers parts of
this nation, and in particular the city of London, which he often hinted he thought might
be the last time but his love to the cause of

month,

;

;

Truth continued, and it was evident the fervency of his mind was as strong as ever.
He was a man of great integrity of heart,
a lover of peace, and sought the promotion
thereof, and had often a word of counsel to

from him, he expressed himself thus: "The
sap of life lies very deep in the root, and that
must be waited for in those pinching times I
have met with ; and yet I have a comfortable
hope raised in me of late, that all will be
well in the end, the prospect of which to me,
hath seemed exceedingly pleasant, and, if safe,
should much desire it might be hastened; but
that is not my proper business to look for, or
to desire the reward before the day's work is
finished.
I have served a good master, but
have ever looked on myself as one of the
weakest of his servants ; yet have endeavoured to come up in faithful obedience to
his will made manifest in me, and in this now
I have great peace and an assurance of an
inheritance that will never fade away, if I
continue in the way of well-doing to the end
of the race."
His illness was very short ; he was taken
with a fit of the ague at night, and next morning, about four, departed this life, the 6th of
the fourth month, 1769, and was interred in
friends' burial-ground the 9th of the same, at
Wainfleet, aged about sixty-three years.
The long and intimate acquaintance I had
with our deceased friend, hath induced me to
prepare these accounts for more general service, in

which

I

have had real satisfaction

Not only at par- and comfort and if they afford the same
ticular opportunities, but often, when absent, the reader, my end is answered.
Thomas Wagstaffe.
has he imparted of the goodness and mercy
of the Lord to his soul, and also been helpful
London, 29th of the Seventh
In one of the last I had
in counsel by letters.
month, 1776.
drop tending

to edification.

;

to
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PREFACE.
More

than seventy years have now elapsed
since the decease of Samuel Fothergill. It
has often, during that period, been wished that
some account of his life and gospel labours
should be written, and that his letters should
be published
that thus the example, the sentiments, and the experience of one, who, in
his youth, was so remarkably visited by Divine Grace, and in more mature life was so
eminently gifted for religious service, might
not be lost, but serve for the benefit and inIt is this feeling which
struction of others.
has led to the present publication, with a desire
that such may be its fruits.
Doctor Fothergill contemplated the publication of such a work, and made some progress
in collecting materials for it, soon after the
decease of his brother; but, whether from his
numerous engagements, whether from the diminished energy which is generally the attendant upon advancing years, or from whatever
cause it might be, he never carried his inten;

tion into execution.

By much the larger portion of the letters
contained in the present work, have been long
in the possession of my wife's family, her mother, the daughter of Joseph Fothergill, having carefully preserved them, from the time of
her uncle Samuel's decease, and transmitted

them

to her children as a valuable record of
honourable relative. A few original documents, belonging to some other branches of
the family, also several letters and papers,
long in the possession of my friend Croudson
Tunstall, of Nantvvich, have been kindly supplied to me.
In the present volume, the address and conclusion of the letters are, except in a few
instances, left out, and in many of them the

their

introductory sentence is also omitted, which
may give them an appearance of abruptness.
In order to make the account of some of the
events during the life of John Fothergill more
clear, the order of time is a little departed
from in the narration of them, and in the
arrangement of a few of the earlier letters.
It will evidently appear that the letters were
written in the full freedom of affectionate and
familiar intercourse ; but as those who wrote,
and those to whom they were addressed, have
all long since passed away from this life, most
of them without any surviving descendants, I
feel a liberty to insert names, and to retain the
expression of sentiments and the mention of
circumstances, which otherwise it would have
been proper to withhold.

Geo. Crosfield.
Liverpool, Fifth

month

20th, 1843.
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CHAPTER L
In contemplating the characters and services of those chosen servants of the Lord,
whom, in his Divine Providence, he does,

from time

to time, raise

up in his church, as

monuments of his mercy and instruments in
his hand, we often feel desires raised, that
some record of their labours should be preserved, and that their memories may be handed down to succeeding generations that thus,
though being dead, they may still speak, and
;

that

their

lives

may

tell

of the goodness,
of Him by whom

and proclaim the praise
who had
they were so eminently qualified
called them out of darkness into his marvelwho had sustained them through
lous light
life, and in the end mercifully granted an en-

—

—

so fultrance into his everlasting kingdom
filling the declaration, that they that turn
many to righteousness shall shine as the stars
;

for ever

and ever.

Amono-st these may be numbered John
FoTHERGiLL, of Wensleydale, and his son Samuel FoTHERGiLL, of Warriugtou, members
of the Society of Friends, and both faithful and
eminently qualified ministers of the Gospel of
our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ.
In one of those small sequestered dales
which are contiguous to, and in some measure form branches of, the larger valley of
Wensleydale, in the north-west of Yorkshire,
stands Carr^End, a respectable looking mansion, on the banks of the small and quiet lake
Here John Fothergill was
of Semer-water.
born, in the first month of 1676; and this
was for many years his residence, as it had
been that of his ancestors.
He was the son of Alexander and Ann
Fothergill, of whom he has left this testimo" My parents [were] not only convinced
ny.
of the blessed Gospel dispensation of God to
mankind in sending the Spirit of Christ to
enlighten and reprove for sin, and to lead the
believers in it into truth and righteousness
as testified unto by the people called Quakers,
but [they] also endeavoured carefully to feel
after, and live up to, this powerful principle of

Truth, whereby they were both instructed
and enabled to be exemplary in life, and in a
religious concern to attend meetings for the
worship of God, and in a humble, steady,
diligent waiting upon him for the appearance
of his enlivening presence and power, to
This
enable them to worship acceptably.
also led them into a godly care to train up
their children in the fear of the Lord, and to
take them to reiigious meetings, both on firstdays and other days of the week, which they
seldom failed to attend especially my mother,
whose care herein, and her spiritual, reverent
travail of soul in meetings, (often [held] in
silence,) for the sacrifice of a broken heart lo
be prepared in her by the Lord, had very
early a deep, affecting impression on my con;

sideration."

From

a very early age, great was his care

and inward fear lest he should offend the
Lord. "This," he says, "with some heavenly touches of the

life

of truth, enabled

me

to

more self-denyingly and gravely than
some others of like years, which my mother
particularly noted to herself, with some com-

live

fortable

hope

for the future."

The

death of his tender, careful mother,
which took place in 1689, when he was about
thirteen years old, proved a great loss to him.
Soon after this event he became for a time
less watchful and less thoughtful for his soul's
everlasting welfare, and the heavenly desire
and looking towards God, which had previously been his care, became stifled and neglected.
He was very young at this time, but
these declensions were often a burthen to him,
and occasion of much secret sorrow strong
desires after repentance ensued, and by renewed convictions and visitations, he was brought
:

to see

and consider his weakness and unfaithand to mourn over them with secret

fulness,

lamentation.
" Yet," he says, " as I was kept for a time
thus low and watchful to this heavenly principle of

Truth, which

the danger of

it,

I

ings of hope for

then

my

let

me

see

my

sin

and

was favoured with springmercy and salvation, and

cry was frequent and strong,

to

be
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purged thoroughly, whatever I had to bear,
Thus
if the Ahnighty would but enable me.
I wrestled lor several years, and durst not
believe that I gained any effectual victory
and as the baptism of Christ by his Spirit had
begun to operate in me, to bring a death unto
sin and the lusts of the flesh, that through
faith and diligent attendance to his power I
might live to him in newness of life, 1 had
some hope that the fan in his hand would
thoroughly purge me, which was the very
But the
earnest cry and longing of my soul.
winnowing, refining work of the spirit of
judgment, and of burning, now kindled to
take away my dross, was so heavy upon me
that I was often tempted to conclude that I
was forsaken of mercy, and that judgment
and darkness were to be my portion
a resolution in a degree of living faith,
was firmly fixed in my heart, to endeavour to
lie and to wait as at the Almighty's footstool,
and as this desire after divine favour
and mercy, and devotedness of heart, to lean
towards and wait for his arising, was of his
own begetting, so he was graciouslj'' pleased
to stay my mind in humble resignation, until
he brought forth judgment unto victory by
degrees, and caused the Sun of righteousness at times to arise upon me with healing
yet he often saw meet to hide
in his wings
his face from me again, and to strip me, not
only of any sense of his favour, but even
of hope of obtaining a place among the
redeemed. At this time, the Scripture which
;

saith. It is

good

to

hope and quietly wait,

God

to see

land of the living,
and some other like sentences, were brought to
my remembrance, accompanied with glimpses
of heavenly goodness, which graciously helped
to stay me in some patient hope under the
the salvation of

in the

heavenly refining hand
the blessed presence of the Saviour of the world, which at
times filled and overshadowed my soul in my
thus following him, though mourning, is never
to be forgotten by me.
This was about the
seventeenth year of my age."
When he was about eighteen years old, his
father was prosecuted on account of his
Christian testimony against the payment of
tithes, and carried away from his family to
prison at York, about fifty miles distant from
his own dwelling. John being the eldest then
living, the care of the (three) younger children, and of the business and servants, de-

85

&c.

to have the money reimbursed afterwards;
but he says, " when I considered a little, my

and

understanding was fully satisfied that it was
the mind and cause of God, that this testimony against tithes in this dispensation should
be borne, and that what suffering soever
might attend our faithfulness to him, he could
readily make up, and I then believed he
would and so, on the other hand, that he
could soon blast and consume any seeming
advantages that might be hoped for by giving
way to selfish reasoning, or shrinking from
the faithful and reverent bearing of that testimony."
After being imprisoned for conscience' sake
for about six months, his father was released, but did not long survive his liberation he
departed this life on the 6th of seventh month,
1695. "This," says his son, " increased my
;

;

exercise in divers respects, but as I endeavoured to seek the favour and counsel of the

Most High God, he was pleased

to

remember

me with merciful help many ways." Yet
many were the baptisms and deep conflicts of
which he had to pass; at times
at
distress was his portion
other seasons, he says, the Lord "was pleased
to deal gently with me, mixing mercy with
judgment, and filling ray soul again and again
with reverent hope, as well as humble supplication that he would thoroughly purge me,
and spare nothing alive in me that was offensoul through

much sorrow and

;

Thus was my heart often exerby night and by day, often, likewise,
when about my business and sometimes the
brightness of the salvation of God, and the
enlargings of his love, were so abundant in

sive to him.
cised both

;

my

soul,

that

I

could

scarcely (nor did

I

keep from falling down upon the
to adore and worship his glorious
presence.
And at some times, I apprehended
it might be required of me to open my mouth

always)
ground

upon him
this, with his
father's
imprisonment at such a distance, and in a
poor state of health, brought him into much
anxiety and concern of mind.
One, coming
to see him, urged him strongly to give him

for the Lord in the congregation, which was
exceedingly humbling to me."
Abiding thus, " with some patient hope
under the heavenly refining hand," John
Fothergill became fitted and prepared for
service in the Lord's cause, and in the twenty-first year of his age he came forth as a
minister of the Gospel, and continued a diligent and faithful labourer therein to the end
of a long life.
He did not enter upon this important work
until very close and strict examination had
convinced him, that the call to this service
was from the only true and right source, and
great was his fear lest he should be too forward, or proceed without right authority.
On this important subject he has left the

agree with his father's prosecutor,
his discharge from prison.

following instructive remarks:
" I am not without fear that such a due

volved

liberty to

:

and thus procure
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waiting for, and distinct certainty of, the immediate call or requirings of the Word of life,
have not always been suitably practised, and
for want hereof, some have appeared as ministers before [being] ripe, and have brought
forth fruit of very little service, if not detrimental
because none can give what they
themselves have not whereas, if these had
waited with proper diligence for the living
;

:

Word

open and engage in the entire subjecmight have been great and
good instruments, as clouds filled by the Lord
And as the divine and
with heavenly rain.
to

tion of self, they

certain requiring of truth is the only right
entrance into the ministry, because the Lord
said,

'

Some

run, and

I

sent

them

not, there-

[1701

to endeavour to avoid errors on either hand,
and to be found obedient in all things.
A few months after his journey into Scot-

land, he visited several parts

and the county of Durham.
thus writes

:

—" Though

of Yorkshire,

Of

this visit

this labour

was

he

like

a fire to the house of Esau, and, therefore,
unpleasant to some; yet the inward and living
among the people were relieved and made
glad in the Lord, whose favour and peace
often filled my heart with awful reverence towards him, with strong desires purely to
know, and to be helped to do his will faithfully."

About

this time, several in the northern
whither he had been led in gospel
labour, were convinced and gathered into a
knowledge of the truth, of whom some became valuable ministers.
His next service from home was an extensive visit to Friends in the western counties,
and the city of London, where he remained
From thence he went into
several weeks.
Cornwall, and on his return attended the
yearly meeting at Bristol he also visited all
the meetings in Wales, and returned home
through Cheshire and Lancashire.
In the year 1701, he visited Scotland a
second time, passing through Cumberland to
Edinburgh, and so to the north of Scotland
visiting the meetings everywhere in those
parts, and returned to Glasgow.
In many
places he was truly comforted with Friends
"They were encouraged and glad in a loving
sense of the continued fatherly regard and
extendings of the love of God toward them
in that nation, amongst a hard, self-conceited,
and, in some places, an envious people."
In
Edinburgh and Glasgow a rude spirit prevailed, causing them to disturb Friends in almost
all their meetings, sometimes throwing stones,
&c. some with all the noise they could,
"endeavoured to drown the voice of any who
were concerned to minister publicly. Yet, at
times, the power and authority of Truth arose
over those wicked endeavours, and the evil
spirit was overborne and weighed down, and
some of the worst would go away, and others
lend some attention to the testimony of truth;
and Friends were the more edified, and their
faith and hope in God strengthened.
At
Glasgow, when I was there on a first-day of
the week, the people had very much disturbed
us in meeting, in their usual manner, and
followed Friends along a large open street,
some shouting and scorning, others throwing

parts,

fore they shall not profit the people;' so it is
only his fresh and renewed requiring, not
only opening the matter to speak, but engaging to speak at this time, whereby the church,
or individuals, are edified, as our Father
would have his children edified."
Having thus given up in obedience to the
Divine command, he was engaged in the
exercise of his gift, visiting sometimes one
neighbouring meeting and sometimes another;
yet still was he closely tried, and many hidden
sorrows were his portion under the weight of
the refining season, through which he had to
pass, but a degree of living hope was often
revived in his mind, " that in time he might,
through humble attention and godly care, be
set more at liberty in the freedom of a son."
Great was his care and anxiety diligently to
wait for the distinct openings of the light of
life, and that all his proceedings might be in
obedience to it.
In the twenty-second year of his age he
felt a concern of mind to pay a religious visit
to Friends in Scotland, which he accomplished
to the satisfaction of his friends, and returned
with peace.
About this time he believed it
right to dispose of his business and to let his
land, that he might be more at liberty; yet,
whilst careful not to be so involved in temporal concerns " as to hinder him from true
inward retiring often to feel the life of truth,
for the daily support of his soul ;" yet he
also thought it right not to be without suitable
outward employment, as therein " there appeared," he says, " both then and since, a danger
of being tempted to be easily drawn abroad,
before or without that distinct requiring of
truth both to go and return, in which only
the ministers of Christ move in true safety,
and to right edification, and be in danger of
missing, or losing, the knowledge of the pure stones and

;

;

requirings of the everlasting High Priest; and
so make way for formality, a barren ministry,

and unprofitable labour."

So

careful

dirt. The people who were gathered in great numbers about their doors, and saw
what passed, seemed rather to be pleased with

was he the abusive behaviour of the mob towards

us,
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than to offer any discouragement to them
whereupon, a soldier, an Englishman, began
to cry aloud three times, as if he had some
public proclamation to make
and when he
had thus gained attention, he called aloud
again
Behold the godly town of Glasgow,
how they entertain strangers 1' and repeated
it three several
times.
This reproof made
the people so ashamed, that they mostly took
and the
to their houses, and got out of sight
more grown up people retiring, the rest soon
;

'

:

She was herself at times engaged in
was greatly beloved and
esteemed for her piety and worth. The foltruth.

the

ministry, and

lowing letter, addressed to her during his
absence, presents a beautiful expression of
affection proceeding from the surest source,
and based upon the safest foundation a true

—

love

and unity

left us,

was

and went

off likewise.

at this place

some years

I

heard,

when

in the streets."

From Glasgow he went

—

into Ireland,

and

Friends there.
"I met with our ancient
visit

to

At Dublin, he says,
and honourable friend William Edmundson,

whom I had a great desire to see, having a
deep and reverent value for him." He thus
concludes the account of this journey
" With
the love of my friends, and an humble and
thankful heart before the Lord of all true help,
I took leave of Friends at Cork, and went
over to Minehead, in Somersetshire, having
something remaining towards a kw places
thereaway, and about Bristol; and from hence
came pretty directly home again, with reverent awe towards the ever blessed helper."
In the following year he was engaged on
religious service in the eastern and midland
counties, also in the city of London.
concern had for a long time attended
his mind to pay a religious visit to Friends
in the several provinces of North America
and, with the unity and approbation of his
friends, he and his companion, William Armistead, who was under a similar concern,
embarked at London, in the second month,
1706, and at the end of ten weeks arrived
safely in Maryland.
After travelling diligently through those
parts of America where Friends were then
settled, they proceeded to the West Indies,
and had religious service in Barbadoes, An:

—

A

tigua,

and Jamaica

were

at

of God.

3rd of Twelfth month, 1706.

after, that the

people had never offered the like disturbance
again to Friends, either in their meetings or

paid a very general

in the fear

JOHN FOTHERGILL TO MARGARET
HOUGH.
•

;

I

87

My

near friend.

Having thee often fresh in my remembrance, in a near and tender manner, for the
truth's sake, which brought our spirits into a
degree of nearness many years since, which
never yet, I believe, has altogether worn
away, I have in my mind to give thee a few
of inward love,
lines with the salutation
which sometimes has comfortably spread over
my heart when thinking of thee since I left
my native shore ; with increased well-wishing for thee, and the aboundings of immortal
virtue in
I

th}'^

tender, often

often think

besetment to

bowed

heart,

which

has more secret distress and
grapple with than many are

aware of, yet this I am satisfied of, that love
and care from above are extended towards
thee.
Lean steadfastly upon that arm which
has been with thee, and has fed thee, and
thee afresh to springs of water, sometimes when they have been almost hid. Dear
led

Margaret, methinks

I

feel

it

has been some-

thing after this manner with thee, yet the
Lord's tender regard has been, and is towards
thee

:

my

spirit is

sweetened in

forth to thee at this time, as at

these

many
in

reachings

many

others

years, at times and seasons

we have been
place

its

far absent in

thy remembrance

body.

when

I

when

desire
is

it

a

well

with thee,
I am in an exercising country,
yet have no cause to repine, because that

engaging

life

which brought me

hither, fails

makes the weak strong and I
have yet some hopes to see my native land
not, but often

;

and near friends again, though I fear not
so soon as 1 hoped for, but must leave it to
mostly kept up. Amongst the Friends of these the great and worthy Disposer. And, dear
meetings, and the inhabitants generally, they friend, my heart saith to thee, lean carefully
were engaged for about three months, and upon the truth, the virtue of it, and it will
then embarked for England, where they were keep thy mind and spirit in dominion over
favoured to land in safety, in the first month, the clogging, loading things of this world, and
1708.
be as a stay to thee in times of trial which
Pi'eviously to this visit to America, he had thou meets with in divers respects.
I have
become acquainted with Margaret Hough, the written larger than I did intend, because my
daughter of Thomas and Ellen Hough, of heart is open towards thee in true love, which
of a family in good in a solid manner runs forth to thee in symSutton, in Cheshire
esteem, and Friends rightly concerned for the pathy with thee in various straits, and in
support and maintenance of the principles of the continuance of it doth tenderly embrace
:

in the latter island there

that time four meetings of Friends

;
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and remain thy near

iraveller in

many

friend

and fellow-

besetmeuts.
JoHIV FOTHEKGILL.

came to be remarkably clothed
with a meek and quiet spirit, and was of a
grave, modest, and exemplary behaviour, and
thereof, she

was

On

the 5th of the third month, 1709,

John

a

times concerned to exhort Friends to

at

close walking with, and

FoTHERGiLL and Margaret Hough were upon God, and
united in marriage.

house

at

They

settled at his

[1719.

to

true dependance
beware of an unconcerned

own mind.

Carr-End.

In the same year, accompanied by Gilbert
Thompson,* the uncle of his wife, he was
engaged in an extensive religious visit to the
western and southern parts of England, reWith this exturning by way of London.
ception, he remained at and about home for
several years, diligently engaged in the care
of his concerns, and of his increasing family;
frequently visiting the meetings in the immediate neighbourhood of his residence, as well
as some more distant.
In the year 1719, a very close and affecting dispensation was permitted to befall him.
After a happy union of ten years, during
which he had indeed found in his wife a true
help-meet, a tender sympathizing partaker in
labours, and a careful,
his exercises and
watchful mother of his children, she was taken
from him by death, soon after the birth of
their eighth child.
Of the particulars of this affecting event,
and of her character and worth, an account
was drawn up by her husband, of which the
following is an abridgment.

Margaret Fothergill was of exemplary piety and prudence, even from her tender years; and whilst very young, she not
only delighted to attend Friends' meetings,
but came under a concern of heart that she
might become acquainted with the Lord for
herself, and witness his quickening power and
which concern he
virtue in her own soul
was graciously pleased to regard, and visited
her heart with his power and love ; and as
she grew up, through the pure influence

After her marriage she continued in the
a true lover of meetings,
for the arising of the life
and truth in them, wherein alone is ability
for the performance of acceptable worship.
Being often very weakly, and having several
young children, she was often unfit to attend
meetings, but would frequently express her
care that the affairs of truth might be conducted to the glory of God, and was not
without hopes of living to have more ability,
and to be more at liberty for these services,
and to discharge herself more fully for righteousness' sake.
But a few days after the birth
of her eighth child, she expressed her apprehension that she should not recover, speaking
with much resignation and cheerfulness, saying, "I wonder that I cannot be troubled at
being likely to leave my litlie ones and my
dear husband."
These expressions much affected her husband, and she added, speaking
-" They will be cared for, thou wilt
to him
be helped, and there is a place prepared for
J7ie.
They will not be left under the care of
a father, who, like too many in these days,
will neglect their truest interest, but with one,
who, knowing whence good comes, will seek,
I trust, with proper care, to the Gracious allsufficient Helper, both for himself and for his
children."

same watchful state,
and a humble waiter

She gave many exhortations to those who
came to see her, to prize their time, and to
make a right use of the visitation of God to
them

often reviving what had been a prevaconcern in her mind, that none should
content themselves with a bare going to meetings, or sit down in them, in a careless, unconcerned frame of mind, but sit as at the
* Gilbert Thompson resided at Penketh, near Lord's footstool, and wait to hear his gracious
Warrington, where he conducted a boarding school, words and said, she well remembered she
which, under his care, and afterwards that of his had to advise Friends against an unconcerned
son Gilbert, maintained, for a long period, a high, mind, and indifferency, the last time she had
and justly deserved reputation. He was a man any thing to say in meetings before she left
;

;

lent

;

of great use and service in the church, and in his
station as a schoolmaster, was eminently qualified
for the instruction of youth, being endued with

her

own

country.

further said, "It

is

And, with great weight,
great or absolute mockery,

govern them by mild and to go and sit down before the Lord in meetprosecuted for keeping a ings in a careless manner."
school, and suffered on this account an imprisonAfiev this, though her weakness much prement in Lancaster castle.
His labours in the vailed, yet her strength was renewed in the
work of the ministry were usefial and edifying, power of truth, wherein she prayed in a very
being pure and unmixed with the enticing words
of man's wisdom.
He travelled in this work humble, fervent manner for the church in
"Let
through most parts of Great Britain and Ireland. general, and for her children, saying,
He died on the 22nd of Fourth month, 1719, aged me be bowed down before the Lord, that the
fruit of my body may he enriched with the
sixty-one years.

wisdom and

skill

gentle means.

to

He was

—
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same

favour, love, and goodness;" and so
continued praising and glorifying God, in the
aboundings of his love and mercy, much to
the tendering of the hearts of those about
her.
Though she had a hard struggle with
death, yet its sting was taken away: she patiently continued in humble acknowledgments

Lord

goodness and mercy, and
who was, she said, worthy
worthy of praises for evermore, as long
as her words were intelligible; and so departed in peace, on the 16th day of the second
month, 1719, in the forty-second year of her
to the

for his

in praises to him,

—

age.

Thus was
ful

her husband deprived of a faithand affectionate companion, and her seven

surviving children, of whom the eldest was
not ten years old, of a tender and religious
parent ; but her strong desires and the secret

of her soul for their preservation
and her prayers
for these, her "little ones," were not forgotten
before God
they were seen and remembered by their Father in heaven
His care
and protection were extended to them, and in
exercises

and

spiritual good, her tears

;

—

;

after

years, his

visited

love and

their hearts;

in

power mercifully
an especial manner

was this gracious visitation extended to her
son Samuel, who became an eminent and favoured servant of his Lord.

CHAPTER
The

II.

of his beloved wife, was to John
Fothergill a great bereavement and very close
trial, but he submitted with holy resignation
to the Divine will, saying, in answer to a
sympathizing friend, " The Lord gives, and
loss

he takes away: his will be done; he is
worthy. But what if I also must be called
from my little ones?" Thus alluding to a
belief which he then felt, that it would be required of him, before long, again to visit
North America and the West Indies. The
prospect of this religious service was a great
trial to him, as it is recorded that few, or
perhaps none, ever exceeded him in tender,
paternal care and affection for his children.
Yet,

when he became

assured that the
Lord required this sacrifice, he gave up freely,
saying to his children, that though he had all
the anxious concern of a father for them, yet
he must obey the holy call of the Lord, who
he believed would care for them in his absence.*
In entering upon such an engagement, and
under his circumstances, the important duty
fully

* See an affecting account of this and similar
acts of tenderness and care, related by Samuel
Fothergill, during his visit to Ireland, in 1762.
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of committing his children, during his absence, to the care of relations and suitable
persons, obtained his close attention.
He left home in the spring of 1721, with
the full unity and approbation of his friends,
and having the company of Lawrence King;
they embarked at London, and arrived safely
in

York

river, Virginia, in

the

fifth

month of

that year.

After an extensive

visit in America, they
Barbadoes, and whilst there,
John Fothergill wrote an Epistle to Friends
of Dover meeting. New England
and another to the professors of truth in Antigua,
Anguilla, Jamaica, or thereaway.
From Barbadoes they sailed for England,
where they were favoured to arrive safely, in
the fourth month, 1724, having been absent
three years.
Upon landing, they proceeded
to London
and to the yearly meeting, then
just commenced, an account was given by
John Fothergill of their travels, and of the
state of Friends in America, of which the
following is an abridgment.
" We first acknowledge, in humble reverence to the Lord Almighty, that he mercifully
favoured us with his love and countenance
very often upon the sea, and guarded us
thereon from wicked men, into whose hands
some fell who were very near us.
" After a moderate passage we arrived
safely in Virginia, and entered upon our service, and, going towards North Carolina, had
many large and open meetings, both among
Friends and others.
In both these provinces
we found great willingness in the people to
hear the truth declared, many of whom appeared tenderly affected.
There seemed to
be a comfortable opening among the youth,
and some growth in the elder as to religious
care
Divine mercy still reaches freely towards them, and in some places there is an
increase in righteousness, and truth is in good
esteem but in others, the love and friendship of the world occasions a decay.
" In Maryland we found great loss, by the
decease of many of the elders, and of the
more zealous and concerned Friends
yet
there are in several parts some who are hopeful and religiously disposed
yet a love of
ease and vain liberties has prevailed, and hindered the work and honour of truth.
There
is some openness among several of the neighbouring people, and a gracious extension of
Divine love to them, as well as of a helpful
hand in heavenly wisdom towards Friends.
" In Pennsylvania we found an openness
in many places, among people of several professions
some were convinced of, and received, the truth in the love of it.
There is a
large body of religiously-minded people among

proceeded

to

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

12
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Friends, who are growing up in a true care were to the comfort of the living amongst
many other people seemed glad of the
yet these are mixed them
for ihe honour of iruth
with n:iany earthly-minded, and some loose, visit, and behaved soberly and respectfully;
libertine people, who occasion much exercise but a loose, lofty, and irreligious spirit has
yet the Lord's goodness too generally prevailed, and, to a sorrowful
to the right-minded
and care is near and over that country, and degree, has obstructed the spreading of truth,
and has brought on a decay and diminution
his truth prospers in it.
" In the Jerseys, Long Island, and New of numbers amongst Friends; yet there are
;

;

:

York

number a few, in different parts of the
some places a hopeful retain their integrity to God, and

island,

Slates, there are a considerable

of Friends, and

in

openness among other people. Though vain
liberties in some, and too much carelessness
and indulgence in others, have stained or obstructed the progress and dominion of the
work and beauty of truth yet the visitation
of heavenly love is freely extended, in order

concerned

for his

who

love and are

honour.

"The Lord was

pleased to

own

us with his

wisdom to divide the word aright,
in warning the unfaithful, and in encouraging
and comforting the lovers of truth and we
were made sensible that the day of love and
to repair and build up in righteousness. There mercy from God was yet freely extended to
are some honestly concerned Friends there- many in that unworthy place.
"And now, feeling clear and easy, we took
away, among whom we had a satisfactory
labour in the fresh visitation of Divine power our leave of Friends in love and peace, and
were favoured with a good passage to Engand love.
" In Rhode Island, New England, &c., we land.
" To the Lord, the support, the defence,
had many meetings and close labour, but on
There
the rich rewarder of his people and serand
satisfaction.
our
to
whole
much
the
is a considerable body of Friends, and we vants, in awfulness of soul be ascribed all
believe they are increasing in the knowledge glory and pre-eminence, with fear and praise
of the power of truth, and in stability in for ever."
Soon after the return of John Fothergill
righteousness and faithfulness to it, in those
We had many meetings amongst the from America, and in the same year, 1724,
parts.
neighbouring professing people, especially in he was engaged in a religious visit in Ireland,
the eastern parts, and several, we hope, were including several parts of the nation where
In a letter to a friend
effectually reached by the power of truth, and no Friends resided.
help and

;

;

received and joined in with it in humility and
gladness of heart.
"
laboured diligently, through the ability received, in most parts of this country,
and took leave of Friends in solid hope, on

We

account of the Lord's work, and much love
and heavenly peace in ourselves, with holy
thankfulness to the Lord, the great helper of
all his faithful

servants.

" Returning thence to Pennsylvania, &c.,
we had some comfortable service thereaway,
and Friends were encouraged and strengthened in the Lord. We sailed thence to South
Carolina, and had meetings with the few

—

" I have travelled very closely duhe says
but satisfied as
ring a month, with great toil
much as I could wish, that I was in the Lord's
counsel and work. I and three other Friends
were seven days and nights, and had meetings
among other people, without coming to a
Friend's house; we travelled hard, having in
that time rode near three hundred miles in
almost constant rain, which hurt my heallh.
However, the glorious name of the Lord was
with us and was magnified."
During his absence in Ireland, his son William departed this life, at the age of twelve
years.
A peculiar sweetness of temper, often
tendered and encouraged by a sense of Divine
regard and heavenly support, enabled him to
bear his painful illness with exemplary pa;

The Lord
Friends there, and among others.
our God was with us to our comfort and help,
though the generality of the people seemed
Many affecting exbut cold and indifferent about true religion. tience and resignation.
There are but few Friends in these parts, and pressions he uttered during his illness, and
but very few who seem to love the truth in various and frequent were the instances of
uprightness
yet some there are vvho do thus his care and fear, whilst in health, not to
love it and remain in the simplicity: these offend the Almighty, the sweet influence of
were very glad of our visit, and we were whose awful presence seemed often to be near
him.
comforted together in the Lord.
"We sailed next to Barbadoes, where The death of this promising youth, in whom
Friends received us with gladness, it being indications of so much seriousness and solid
long since any Friends from England had piety had thus early appeared, was a great
visited them.
We had many meetings, both affliction to his father, who was, however,
among Friends and others in the island, which enabled to say, that " being satisfied he was
;

—
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from him,in the counsel and service of the Lord, easy ones stood unconcerned at the sight, and
have let things go as they will for them.
he nnust submit all to the Divine disposal."
At the conclusion of a visit, vi'hich about Surely such as these will have a dreadful acthe end of this year he paid to some of the count to make in the end, and far more dreadsouthern and western counties of England, ful than such as never knew the truth or the
he says " I returned home with peace and power of it.

—

The consideration of these things, more or
whose holy and great name had and hath the less apparent in most places, has often woundpraise, who is worthy to be feared, served, ed my drooping spirit, even to the affecting
my poor weak body. And this great declenand magnified for ever."
sion is very much owing also to the want of
stretching the line of justice and judgment in
FROM JOSEPH PIKE TO JOHN FOTHERGILL.
due time upon offenders, in the way of church
Cork, Eighth month 30th, 1725.
discipline, which was left us by our first worand the same spirit that led them
In that love which reaches over sea and thy elders
land, do I at this time salute thee, even in to it in the beginning, would lead us to it now,
that love which neither time nor distance can if we all were truly led by it.
But oh! these
ever separate or wear out, so long as we con- easy and careless watchmen will tell us they
tinue to be, and keep in the cementing power must not overdrive the flock, but must perand life of this heavenly love. Here it is suade and gain the lukewarm by love and
that we can truly sympathize together, with softness.
And by their smoothing and dauball the Lord's children, in joy or affliction, ing with untempered mortar so long, and
especially in those things that relate to the keeping off* and fending the stroke of discitrue satisfaction, through the Lord's favour,

;

prosperity of Zion, or the contrary; in

re-

pline from taking hold of these unruly ones,

when it flourishes, and mourning when either
we see any thing that mars or stains the would
beauty of it as I can truly say I do with grown

joicing

in

their

lead

to,

families
that

in

or others, as truth
the end they have

so strong and numerous, that they are
and all those that are heartily and zeal- past persuading, bending, or ruling, and then,
that spiritual Jeru- in a stout and sturdy spirit, they will tell us
ously concerned in soul
salem may become the praise of the whole they will be convinced of this, that, or the
earth, and that her beauty may shine to the other thing, which the testimony of truth has
nations.
gone out against, before they will leave it off",
But that which hath greatly obstructed this, or do otherwise. And this has been the effect
at this day, hath very much proceeded from of this lukewarm, indulgent, and smoothing
whereas, if in the beginning the discithe lukewarmness, easiness, or coldness of spirit
too many of her watchmen, that should at pline of truth had been strictly kept to, I
first have stood in the gap, and endeavoured verily believe it had been quite otherwise than
to make up the breaches that the enemy was it is at this day in most of the churches of
making in the walls of Zion. And in a par- Christ.
ticular manner by their not standing their
And, indeed, in the seeing and hearing the
ground, and joining hand in hand together to examples of these lukewarm elders, even for
keep out that floating, high and proud spirit many years past, when I was able to travel,
of undue liberty on the one hand, and a spirit I have made the application to myself, with
of worldly mindedness and covetousness on earnest desires in my soul that it might never
Here I chiefly mean some of our be my own case, but that the Lord in his
the other.
elders, and, indeed, ministers too, who, some mercy would keep and preserve me to the
of them, in time past were zealously con- end, from that spirit which had prevailed
cerned to stand as watchmen upon the walls upon many that I far esteemed above myself,
of Zion, and not only to give warning, but and who had run well for a season, and for a
have themselves, for a time, helped also to long season too, and also were very zealous
But alas, for want of for the testimony of truth in all its branches,
keep out the enemy.
due watchfulness, and giving ground by little and yet, for want of due watchfulness, had
and little, another spirit has entered them, not continued zealous to the end. For we
whereby they have grown indifferent, cold, right well know that it is holding out to the
and lukewarm, and have in great measure end that crowns all, and gives us an everlastquitted their post, and their companions, and ing inheritance in the kingdom of God. And
have left the burthen the greater upon their it will be our own fault if we attain not to it,
brethren that could not do the same for truth's for the Lord hath done his part; he has given
sake.
And then the load became too heavy us a measure and gift of his Holy Spirit,
for them, and they could not stop the torrent that will lead us to it, by which we may be
which the others had let in, while yet these preserved to the end.
;

thee,

—

;
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ried, and I hope to a suitable companion, and
then the adversary with it that the good hand of Providence has
gets ground, we are led astray by this enenny gone along with him therein; for I truly love
And, him, and desire his welfare every way. Give
of souls, and at last miss the crown.
therefore, it was that our blessed Lord, know- him and his wife my dear love, and to all
ing the aptness of our natures to frailty, says those who inquire for me, both known and

But

we

if,

for

want of inward watchfulness,

neglect or go from

it,

me, who truly love the Lord
I have fellowship in the
holy seed of life, all the world over, more
especially those that are zealous for his name.
1 remain thy truly loving and affectionate
Joseph Pike.
sufficient power to keep his command, yet by friend and brother,
not obeying it, he therefore fell; and likewise,
In the year 1726, having accomplished the
it was for want of due watchfulness that many
very great and good men of his posterity did several services then required of him, and
miss their way, and displeased the Lord, as finding himself at liberty to attend more to
great Moses, Aaron, David, Solomon, and his temporal concerns, he began again to keep
others, and all for want of watchfulness, and house; he collected his children around him,
And and industriously applied himself to the care
keeping close to the Lord their guide.
yet careful diliif we descend even to our own times, how of his family and business
many great, bright, and largely-gifted men gently to attend meetings for worship and dishave greatly missed their way, and others cipline, both those at home and some more
totally fallen, and all for want of keeping distant, as he felt himself engaged, and freSerclose to this inward guide of the Lord's holy quently the yearly meeting in London.
And since we have so many vices quite compatible with a due attention to
light and Spirit.
and great examples, we may draw from them outward engagements, in business where a
thus
this warning to ourselves, to take diligent right exercise of mind is maintained
heed to our own standing, and keep upon our fulfilling the injunction to be " fervent in spiwatch at all times, lest at any time the enemy rit, diligent in business, serving the Lord."
In 1727 he was married to Elizabeth Buck,
prevail upon our weak sides. But, dear friend,
of Netherdale, a Friend of a grave, becoming
I don't write any of these things for thy inThey lived
formation, who knows them, as well or better deportment, and of suitable age.
than myself, nor yet that I have any ground together in harmony and affection during the
or cause of fear of thee, but in the flowings remainder of his life, she surviving him about
of the love of God in my soul, as they came a year.
Feeling an engagement to pay a religious
into my mind, in order that it may contribute
to our mutual love to one another, and stir visit to Wales and some other parts towards
up our pure minds by way of remembrance. the south, he left home in the second month,
received thy very kind and acceptable 1732, and proceeded through Cheshire to
I
giving an Bala, where at this time was held the yearly
letter from thy own habitation
account, with other things, thou left this na- meeting for Wales; " and great was the contion pretty cheerful and easy, which was a course of people, who, in general, behaved
comfort to me after so long a time and labour civilly, and were very attentive to the testispent therein, which I have often thought of mony of truth, which was livingly declared
with endeared love, in that thou left thy out- by many Friends in the several services of
ward concerns to freely spend thy time in the that meeting."
After travelling through Wales, he proLord's service, which I know was great in
this nation, and the more so in thy continu- ceeded to Bristol, where their yearly meeting
And though nothing was begun, and he says, "it pleased the Lord
ance therein so long.
that the best of men can do is meritorious, of all our mercies, eminently to own and help
yet surely the Lord will reward thee, and all his people, greatly to our comfort and the exthose that labour and spend their time in his altation of his own testimony, which seemed
vineyard. And to this I may add, in freedom, to make impression on many hearts, and the
that if it stood consistent with the Lord's di- glorious name of the Lord our God was magvine Providence, I should rejoice to hear thy nified."
From Bristol he went through Gloucesterlot was likely to be cast in this nation for the
service of truth, for we really want help here, shire, Wiltshire, and to London, and after atthough, as to my own part, considering my tending the yearly meeting, returned home.
age and great infirmity of body, I cannot ex- Near the close of this year, Thomas Fothergill, his second son, died, in the twenty-second
pect to live to see the benefit of it.
year of his age; of whom his father has been
I find our dear friend H. Jackson is mar-

own beloved disciples, watch and pray
always, lest ye enter into temptation. This
was our first parent Adam's case, though
created in innocency; for want of watchfulness, notwithstanding the Lord had given him

to his

unknown

to

Jesus, with

whom

;

;

;
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frequently heard to say, that he never once
And thus, as he had feared
displeased hinri.
God and honoured his parents from his youth
upwards, so he felt the approach of death

without terror, and departed in innocency and
peace.
It is recorded of him, that so manifest was the religious awe and godly fear that
was upon him, both in meetings and in his
general conversation, as often to impress
others with a sense of it, and to excite some,
who were less regardful of their duty, to more
diligence.

In the following year he was again engaged
an extensive religious visit to several of the
southern and western counties of England,
in

having the company of Benjamin Bartlett.*
Bristol they went into Devonshire and
Cornwall, and returned through several of the
midland counties. From Port Isaac he wrote

From

the following letter:

FROM JOHN FOTHERGILL TO

Lord and
of the

93

his truth.

letters written

The following are some
about this time.

JOHN FOTHERGILL TO HIS SON JOHN.
"

And some

tastes [thus] afforded thee in the
Father's good will, he will not neglect, though
he suffers a plunging into sorrow and doubt
of getting rightly along to attend, in order to
keep best care and pursuit necessarily vigorous, and secondary things in their places;
which is the safety, beauty, and true riches
of men.
For heavenly care leads to a quiet
and balanced sort of living and walking here
on earth; a favour and privilege of unspeakable advantage, and which multitudes deprive
themselves of by bending their chief, and
many almost their whole application to seek

and so want the stay of all stays
Thus, near love and care
in my heart ceaseth not to prompt me to desire and long for thy right improvement,
which I am still given renewedly to hope will
terrestrials,

in needful times.

My health is sustained mercifully, and holy be granted."
"
help afforded to live and labour in the service
true salutation attends thee, under
for which I am drawn hereaway, in a manner a continued desire that thou mayest often revwhich occasions reverent bowing of soul be- erently and duly ke.ep in mind iVom whom all
"

My

and revives my faith in his
name, who hath, as it is his due, the praise
of all
and though it is a time of great lowness hereaway, respecting that dominion which
Christ should have in the hearts of his people
yet the Father's love in mercy often strongly
runs, and in part prevails, to the comfort and
joy of the truly inward and the searching,
piercing labour, at times, makes some impresfore the Lord,

:

;

sion, giving to

hope that

it

will

not be quite

However, the arm of the Lord is
working, and helps the truly honest, whereof
we have a share of rejoicing in him, and holy
thankfulness for his humbling help from day
to day; and my heart is deeply reverent at
this time, in mentioning Divine mercy herein.
We have been through one side of Somersetshire, most of Devon, and at the Land's End,
in vain.

in this

county; we expect

it

will

be near three

lasting good comes, and whose addition to our
endeavours gives the valuable improvement;
and that labouring to walk and act in steady
regard to and hope in God, will bring the
most holy quiet and serenity of mind at home,
and gain the most truly honourable regard
abroad and, at the same time, help to walk
safely on the sea of glass, to which this world
may be well compared: wherefore, look carefully to truth, and the beauty of its simplicity,
and thou wilt have to behold the reeling,
chaffy spirit, and ways of this world, rather
with an eye of scorn than love, and be thankful that thou art in measure already gathered
and set above it. And it will be good to consider also, that though diligence is a great
and necessary thing, and in seeking the Divine favour the most profitable, because therein is all treasure, both for time and eternity,
and there is certainly a blessing from God on
;

weeks before we get through Somersetshire,
from whence we propose to go homewards the truly diligent yet it may likewise be nepretty readily."
John Fothergill.
cessary to remember, that " the race is not
always to the swift," but patience, with the
For a considerable time after his return exercise of faith in the hidden arm of power,
from this visit, he remained at and near brings to see great things many ways.
And
home and during this period, as well as at thus, dear child, may the hand of the God of
many other times, he was often engaged in the living be with thee, and guide thee in his
writing letters to his children and others, as counsel, and to his praise
and this is my
well as to some meetings of Friends, earnestly- earnest longing for thee."
exhorting them to mind the day of their visJohn Fothergill.
itation, and humbly and steadily to seek the
john fothergill to his son john.
;

;

:

* Benjamin Bartlett lived at Bradford, Yorkand died there, Twelfth month 21st, 1759,
aged eighty-two.
shire,

"Wherefore, dear son, as a wise man hath
exhorted, with

all

thy getting, get understand-
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accordingly entreat thee to seek prinafter improvement in acquaintance
with the sanctifying hand, and to learn the
way and the end of its turning ; and also that

ing.

I

cipally

that no
is required, when we see
hand but the Lord's can open the way, and

stillness

And yet that help
bring the longed-for help.
and salvation is to be looked for reverently
and hopingly; and in so applying on our
part, the Lord our gracious God doth, and
will, delight to regard, and work so that
his arising

may

fill

the soul, and engage

it

[1736.

desires, that thou

may watch

against the pollu-

of this corrupting age,
and the spirit of the world; being well and thoroughly assured the Divine Being requires it at
our hands, and is only well pleased with those
who walk uprightly before him, and are truly
afraid of, and, therefore, steadily strive against
leaning to any thoughts or practices which
are contrary to the Divine mind, either in
and they have the
greater or lesser matters
easiest work of it who are the most duly
resolute in early time, and firmly stand and
walk according to understanding; whereas,
bending a little here, and a little there, for
which excuses will be ready at hand, but of
tion of the lying vanities

;

in

gladness, and strengthened faith in
his arm, and renewed trust, yet to travel
And thus his gracious workings bring
on.
forth praise and holy admiration to his great the evil one's preparing, and yielding and
and mighty name, wherein alone is that sal- leaning aside always weakens and enslaves,
vation, and those riches, that are good for and renders that dwarfish which the Lord of
all."
all power would make strong, healthy, and
"May the feeling knowledge hereof, and sound, and able to walk in his way with

present

an humble hope and trust to be guided and
balanced by the invisible Holy One, guard
and stay thee through the unsettling struggles

may

alacrity."

CHAPTER

For, betwixt the converse and pursuits of the unmortified world,
however polished by human endeavours, and
with the
the earthly nature in ourselves
gilded appearance of penetration, comprehensiveness of reasoning and finesse, of many
among the more learned part of mankind,
and the little, low, yet pure and powerful
seed, which at times makes itself known indisputably, yet hides itself again ; creatures
that

John Fothergill.

attend thee.

During

III.

this interval of comparative cesfrom the more extended services in
which, as a minister of the gospel, John
Fothergill had so often been engaged, an
exercise of mind which he had felt for some
years, once more to visit the churches in
America, was matured, and at the close of
the year 1735, being clear that the proper
time was come for the performance of this
are liable to dangerous tossings, and good important and arduous engagement, he made
beginnings, ideas, and desires, of God's own preparation for it, being then in the sixtieth
and, year of his age, and left his wife and family
begetting, have unhappily miscarried
instead of coming nearer the experience of in the second month, 1736, proceeding tosalvation being as walls and bulwarks about wards London, " having," he says, " many
them in a quiet habitation, too many, for good meetings, in the sense of the love and
want of carefully looking towards the true power of truth amongst Friends, in many
port, have been gradually, by one wave after places."
" After some weeks' stay with Friends in
another, carried ofT to sea again, and shipwrecked in the loose, unbottomed conceptions London, in the labour of the gospel, under
Wherefore, the merciful assistance of the power and love
and interests of this world.
cleave close, I pray thee, to the immoveable of God, my spirit being clear and at liberty,
rock, the spiritual appearance of the Father and a ship being ready, I went on board a
We sailed the
and the Son, in whom is all might, and all vessel bound for Philadelphia.
sufficiency; and 1 fully believe he will be thy next day, and arrived there safe and well on
God, thy Saviour, thy Shepherd, to lead and the 6th of the sixth month, having an easy,
feed thee, thy Shield, and exceeding great good passage, and more especially so, because
John Fothergill.
reward. Amen."
of the favour of the lively sense of the Divine
presence being often renewed, under which
my soul humbly worshipped God, who is
JOHN FOTHERGILL TO HIS SON JOHN.
worthy for ever."
"
At the time that he embarked on this his
As my mind has been concerned
in much affectionate care on thy account, and third and last visit to America, he had five
sometimes a lively hope hath affected my soul children remaining, who will be briefly menwith comfort, that thou might become a man tioned here, before proceeding with the acfor God, and so to walk in his fear that he count of his son Samuel, whose life and
might be pleased to manifest his gracious care labours form the more immediate object of
over thee, so I am under humble and anxious this work.

sation

;

;

]
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Alexander,

his

eldest son, at

twenty-six years of age,
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time dence of his maternal uncle, Thomas Hough,
to whom, with others of his relations and

this

was married and

at Carr-End, which his father had friends, John Fothergill committed the care
He had afterwards a of his children, during his second visit to
relinquished to him.
numerous family, and continued to reside America, and when absent on other relio-ious
upon the family estate until his death in 1788, services. 01 this charge a large share dewhen it was inherited by his son William volved upon Thomas Hough, who was well

settled

who

Carr-End

and discharged it faithIn particular, the care and education
of John and Joseph had devolved much upon
scended to his children.
John, the second surviving son, was born him, and through his means their brother
in 1712. After leaving school, he was placed Samuel was placed apprentice, as a shopas an apprentice at Bradford, with Benjamin keeper, with Henry Ardern, a Friend at StockFothergill,

also lived at

his decease, in 1837,

when

until

the property de-

He
Bartlett, a Friend and surgeon there.
afterwards prosecuted the study of physic at
Edinburgh, where, in 1736, he took the deHe then passed some time at
gree of M. D.
Leyden, and other places on the continent,

qualified for the trust,
fully.

port.

Samuel Fothergill was at this time
about seventeen years of age he was endowed with considerable talents he had a strong
mind, and was of an active, lively, and even
;

;

London.
Here he became volatile disposition. These qualities caused
eminence in his pro- his company to be much sought after, and
fession, and as a zealous promoter of science early introduced him into society at Stockand natural history, as well for his extensive port, of an injurious and hurtful character,
benevolence and philanthropy, and for his calculated to dissipate and eradicate those
great use and service as a member of the lessons of piety and virtue which his worthy
father had earnestly laboured to impress upon
Society of Friends.
Joseph, the next son, born in 1713, mar- the minds of all his children.
Yielding to the temptations to which he
ried Hannah Kelsall, of Warrington, where,
at the time of his father's departure for was thus exposed, Samuel gave way to the
America, he was settled in business, and indulgence of his evil passions, and, with his
where he continued to reside, respected and new companions, abandoned himself to the
beloved, until his decease, which took place pursuit of folly and dissipation.
This downin 1761, in the forty-eighth year of his age, ward path he continued for some time, and
leaving one son and six daughters, some the state into which it brought him, as afterof them of tender age, to lament their great wards described by himself, and the view
loss, their mother having died a few years which he subsequently took of his condition
at this time, is striking and affecting
" I
before.
Ann FoTHEEGiLL, the only daughter of wandered far from the garden enclosed, and
She was laid myself open to the enemy of my soul
her parents, was born in 1718.
never married, but continued with her father I kept the worst company, and subjected myshe then passed a few self to almost every temptation, broke through
until his decease
years in the family of her brother Joseph, at the fence of the sacred enclosure, and tramWarrington. In 1760, she removed to Lon- pled it under my feet; and when, for a time,
don, to reside with her brother John, and with I found the least inclination to do good, evil
him she remained, his constant companion, was present with me, and I went on from one
friend, and helper, until his decease, in 1780. degree of iniquity to another.
My wickedShe survived him many years, continuing to ness so far increased with my diligence, that
reside in London, esteemed and beloved
and at length, alas
beheld the strong wall
I
in 1802, closed a long life of usefulness and broken down, the garden wall destroyed, the
benevolence, being in the eighty-fifth year of mound left defenceless, and no hope left of
"I
her age, and was the last survivor of the returning peace to my afflicted soul !"

and

settled

in

justly distinguished for

:

—

;

;

family.

!

strayed to that degree, that

my

life

became

Samuel Fothergill, the sixth son of a burden to me, and I wished that I had
John and Margaret Fothergill, was born never been born."
at Carr-End, on the 9th of ninth month,
The downward course which he thus pur1715, O. S. He was very little more than sued was not, however of long duration, nor
when the death of his mother was he utterly cast off nor forsaken, even in
deprived him of her tender care.
Of his the midst of this sinful career. Many were
early youth but little is now known. Fie and the strivings of the Spirit of Truth with his
his brother John were at school together at soul, and frequent the visitations of Divine
Briggflats, near Sedbergh; and he also passed grace.
He says " He who had kindled
some time at Sutton, in Cheshire, the resi- breathings in my soul after Him, would [even
three years old,

—
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sometimes break in upon me." And
" Though I had drunk up iniquity
again
as an ox drinketh up water, aUhough I had
exceeded all others in sin, and had long done
despite to him, yet there was mercy with him
that he might be feared."
Yet did he continue for a time to resist
these offers of mercy, and to turn aside from
the visitations of Divine regard, thus grathen]

;

—

ciously continued to him ; and many were
the deep trials and conflicts through which
he passed, alternately yielding and resisting,
until at length his spiritual state and his danger were very forcibly brought before him,
attended by a deep persuasion that these offers

of mercy would be no more renewed, and that
if he now any longer resisted, the day of his
visitation would be over, and his destruction
So powerful was this
certain and inevitable.
impression, that it brought him into great
trouble and distress, and caused renewed and
very earnest prayers for help and strength
he cried mightily for deliverance, and says
" My lips quivered, and my belly trembled,
that my soul might rest in the day of trouble."

changed man,

[1736.

I

cannot say that

I

have any

again."
These parting expressions, this powerful
appeal from a father whom, notwithstanding
his disobedience, he still tenderly loved, uttered during what might probably be the last
time they should meet in this life, together
with the awful solemnity and deep feeling
with which they were accompanied, produced
a strong impression upon Samuel Fothergill
they remained as if engraven upon his heart,
and assisted to confirm and strengthen him
in the path of repentance and conversion
upon which he had entered, and which, happily for him, he now experienced to be per-

wish ever

to see thee

manent.

Thus, yielding to the powerful convictions
of Divine grace, and as the Spirit that convinceth of sin, of righteousness, and of judgment, wrought in his heart, he came to feel
the terrors of the Lord for sin, and was made
willing to abide under his righteous judgment,
because he had sinned, and so was brought
into a state of deep repentance; and as a brand
plucked out of the burning, and as one awakThis help and this strength were mercifully ened from the sleep of death, in due time, he
granted, and he was enabled to maintain his witnessed a deliverance from the bondage of
ground
he was now twenty years of age, corruption, and a being created anew unto
and the altered circumstances in which he holiness, the end whereof is eternal life,
was placed were favourable to the progress through Jesus Christ our Lord.
Of the many conflicts and baptisms through
he was reof repentance and conversion
moved from Stockport, and had found a shel- which he passed during this work, or of the
ter and a home in the family of his brother advancement which he was enabled to make
Joseph at Warrington; here, and in the house towards that thorough establishment and setof his uncle Thomas Hough, at Sutton, he tlement in the truth, which he was favoured
had many seasons of retirement, peculiarly afterwards so eminently to experience, no
distinct or separate account is now to be
favourable to the present state of his mind.
The intended departure of his father for found: such a record from his own pen would
America, and their parting interview, were have been interesting and deeply instructive.
Yet there is ground to believe that after a
also conducive to his help.
Deeply afflicting to John Fothergill was the time his progress was rapid and steady.
In his correspondence he was sometimes
the evil of
past conduct of his son Samuel
his ways, and his grievous departure from led to speak of his state, and of the dealings
those paths of truth and virtue, in which he of the Lord with his soul, as some of the
had, by long example and often inculcated following letters show; they also contain
precept, endeavoured to train all his children, proofs of the rejoicing which his return and
He conversion produced in the minds of his
caused him much sorrow and distress.
was noAV about to embark for a distant land, friends, mingled with excellent counsel and
:

:

:

the service and cause of his Lord and
Master, and the conviction that he was leaving behind him a beloved son, for whose
restoration and welfare he had often put up
his prayers, and yet who had so deeply revolted from the law of God, was as the wormwood and the gall bitter indeed to his soul.

in

earnest solicitude for his stability and preservation.

Amongst

those

who

thus extended towards

him this care, was Susanna Croudson, of
Warrington she was an acceptable minister
in the Society, of which they both were
members. She was some years older than
Memorable and affecting was their last inter- himself, and by her religious experience, and
view; after once more imparting to his son the care, advice, and judicious encouragedeep and impressive counsel, he took his leave ment, which were early and frequently ex"And now, son Samuel, tended, she was made peculiarly helpful to
in these words:
farewell
and unless it be as a him. He found in her a friend to whom he
farewell

—

—

!

—

—

;
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could unburthen his mind of a portion of its
and from whose sympathy and advice
he often found relief, and with whom, as he
advanced in his spiritual path, he often took
sweet counsel.
Some of his feelings under the change
which had been wrought in him were communicated to his friends in the following

extendings of that love wherewith he hath
loved us do I salute you, with sincere desires
that that God which visited our fathers while
aliens and strangers to him, may be our God,
that we may embrace the day of our visitation, and not turn our backs upon so great a
mercy as he, I am sensible, is daily extending.
Oh I have tasted of his love I have

letter.

had

distress,

work,

MEETING.

Dear

friends,

and though

unfit

I

;

hath lain heavy upon me for some time
to write a few lines to you upon the following
subject.

The Lord Jesus Christ, in his everlasting
kindness, that hath long strove with my soul,
has been pleased to unstop my deaf ear, that
I might hear him, the Shepherd of his flock,
and to open my blind eyes, and let me see
my state as it really was, very desperate and
very lamentable; he has shown me the dreadful precipice I was at the brink of, and
breathed into me the breath of life, in order
that I might arise from the dead, and live he
has set my sins in order before me, and
shown me how far I had estranged myself
from him, raising strong desires in me to
the
return to him, the Redeemer of my soul
consideration of which has raised in my heart
a just abhorrence of my former pi'actices,
that induces me to make this public declaration of them, which I desire to do in a few
:

;

words.
I know my sins are so many, and so obvious to every one, that it is impossible and
needless to recount and remark upon them,
for I was then in the bond of iniquity, though
it has pleased the Father of mercies to bring
me since into the very gall of bitterness, and
into anxiety of soul inexpressible, yea, not to
be apprehended by any but those who have
ti'od the same path, and drunk of the same
cup; yet, blessed be the name of God, he
who hath kindled breathings in my soul after
him, would sometimes break in upon me, and
though the waves of Jordan have gone over
my head, his supporting arm was underneath,
that I should not be discouraged.
He, in his
infinite love, has given me to understand
that the things which belong to my peace
were not utterly hid from my eyes
that
though I had drunk up iniquity as an ox
drinketh up water -although I had exceeded
all others in sin, had long done despite to
him, yet there was mercy with him that he
might be feared.
Now would I address myself to the youth
among you. In a certain sense of the Divine
;

—

IX.— No.

;

;

It

Vol.

name

cannot be easy, nor discharge
my known duty, without entreating you to
forsake the vanities of the world
for the
end thereof is unavoidable sorrow, and endless torment
but happy are they who give
timely application in earnestly seeking the
Lord, who will, I speak from "blessed experience, be found of those who earnestly and
diligently seek him, for he has appeared to
me, when I was afraid I was forgot, as a
morning without clouds, to my exceedingfor the

SAMUEL FOTHERGILL TO THE MONTHLY

;

!

to celebrate his

3.

great

encouragement and

consolation,

and

strengthened me in my resolution to follow
him who has done so much for my soul.
Bear with me yet a little, for I write not
my own words that blessed Saviour has laid
it upon me, who is willing that all
should be
saved and come unto him. Let him, I entreat
you, have his perfect work in you
he will
wash you, or else you have no share in him.
I can truly say, that during the time of my
first conviction, my lips quivered and my
belly trembled, that my soul might rest in the
day of trouble. I choose not to write this,
but I cannot be easy unless I call others to
the like enjoyment.
In bowels of tender
love to you do I again salute you, and take
my leave of you, with strong desires that
you who are advanced in years, and favoured
in the Lord, may remember me, when it
is well with you
and that I may be preserved, though beset with many temptations on
every hand. The Lord in mercy be near
Farewell.
you, saith my soul.
;

;

;

Samuel Fothekgill.
WILLIAM LONGMIRE TO SAMUEL
FOTHERGILL.*
Kendal, 1736.

Thy

very acceptable

letter

came

safe

to

hand, and I am truly glad to find the happy
remains of that holy visitation, which I was
very sensible, when with you, was fully extended unto thee. It was no small satisfaction
to perceive the son of so worthy a father
brought to the baptism of the Holy Spirit,

*The letters of William Longmire are dated
at Kendal, but I believe he afterwards lived at
Sheepscar, near Leeds, and died there, first month,
26, 1763.

G. C.
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Dear friend, I heartily wish thy preservathough by thy own will and actions far unworthy of such a favour, as also naany more tion and prosperity in the blessed truth, a joy
have been. And as I fully hope that thou to thy parent, a comfort to thy brothers, and
I am, dear Samuel,
hast long ere this sorrowfully seen into the a blessing to society.
Thy sincerely affectionate friend,
follies, and wild extravagant ways of thy
William Longmike.
youth, and bitterly mourned over him whom
thou

hast

pierced,

so,

I

earnestly beseech

remembrance, frequently retire alone, and let it become still
thv delight to meditate on the law of thy
God. Seek always to arm thyself with the
weapons of the Christian warfare, which still
thee, keep

it

doctor fothergill to susanna
croudson.

often in thy

are absolutely necessary to thy preservation
in the way of truth, and thy complete conquest over all the force of the enemy: and
think not that the work is already done
since thou hast been favoured with the glori-

London, Twelfth month, 1736.
I
is

find

by experience,

alike to

me

;

as in the other,

me

when

town or country

that

am weak

I

in the

one as well

leave the good hand,

I

break forth and dawn
upon thee, to open thy understanding, to
influence thy will, and rectify thy judgment,
and fill thy whole soul with his precious
o-oodness, he has made thy mountain strong,
and the whole train of Christian graces have
appeared in their own amiable beauty and
the eneproportions, and willingly attended
my became baffled, and fell to a cessation of

stumble and suffer for ofwhen a degree of that
power surrounds me, nothing is too strong
how few,
but, alas
for me, I conquer all
how seldom are these seasons This, however, 1 find, that if we do stagger, our enemy
very often gives us a push and if we fall,
he mostly tramples upon us and covers us
with mire and dirt, whilst, perhaps, we think
we are thrust down by another power. The
time, perhaps, will come, it is our part to
wait with patience till it does come, that we
may be environed and folded with Divine

arms.

love.

O

;

!

ous day of our

God

to

;

I

am

very sensible

this is the

respite that

or

leaves

it

fences.

I

to

find that

;

;

Dear friend, remember that whatever can

often the first gracious and humbling visitation
up the pure mind in us
of the Holy Being affords to his favoured

children, to give

them a

full

!

!

will be of
J.

stir

advantage.

FOTHERGILL.

opportunity to

view their own vile defilements and irregular
SAMUEL FOTHERGILL TO JOHN ROUTH.*
passions, and the purity, truth and harmony
11th of Twelfth month, 1736-7.
of religion, with all its attractive qualities and
I write to thee as to one who art regarded
perfections, and that the soul may be filled
with an abhorrence of the one, and the pleas- by the Almighty, and who hast, by regarding
that visitation which I too long slighted, been
ing prospect and delight of the other.
Thus as babes are we attended, taken by preserved from the snares and temptations of
but after all, the enemy, and hast, though young in years,
the hand, and gently led along
attained to a good stature in the truth; which,
it is expected that we grow in strength, and
;

in the more manly exercises of the soul than
our infant state will admit of, and may, perhaps, be tried again and again with those
very temptations which have formerly presented and who knows but they may a little
harden upon our hands, as we become more
capable to determine our actions in favour of
the Christian religion, and a truly sober and
Enemies without may assail,
virtuous life.
and barrenness and poverty of soul within.
Then, oh then, dear friend, patience, hope,
and faith call in to thy assistance, and in the
resignation be pressingly earnest with thy
God to lift up his Spirit as a standard in thy
;

!

it may be my chief care to press
seek for above all, is at present, and
I hope will continue to be, the earnest intent
of my heart ; and though I find it my place
often to be brought low and very poor, as it
is at present, yet I desire to wait my appointed
time, until he please to dispel those darksome
clouds, which at times bring me yet near to
a melancholy, drooping state.
But I desire to be entirely resigned to his
will ; that he may, if he please, again and
again turn his hand upon me, until he hath

oh

!

that

after, to

my

dross, and made me what
and not myself or others.
him But the Lord, who has done wonderful things

heart against the enemy, and freely let
arise, and then shall the tempter, and all his
pernicious means that he may make use of, flee
before thee, but yet, if this should not be in
thy own wish and time, pray fall not to mur-

muring and despair;
before

named

virtues

let

the

first

of these

have her perfect work.

purged away

all

best pleases him,

for

my

deliverance, has mercifully regarded

*John Routh resided at Manchester; he was
an elder, and for many years an active and useful
member of society. He died first month 31st,
1791, aged seventy-six.
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of open of it, and strength to perform it acceptably to
him.
Many yet continue to be the deep and
Samuel Fothergill.
humbling times I go through; many the anxieties of soul I have to pass under; yet the
Lord in mercy is at times helping me over
samuel fothergill to his sister.
every thing that would hinder my spiritual
Warrington, Second month 9th, 1737.
progress, and giving to find times of refreshI could have been glad to have written a
ment in his divine presence. O that it may
few lines to thee, but considering the distance be our care, dear sister, to seek properly after
my past behaviour had justly placed me at in him, in order to find renewing of strength and
in a state

defiance to his tenderly striving

spirit.

!

respect to

my

was somewhat

friends'

and

relations' favour,

I

kind reception.
But, dear sister, I have found it is the want of
inward peace that is more grievous than the
want of my friends' favour, though that be
doubtful of

its

I found, upon examining my
was upon the very brink of deand ruin, and it pleased the Lord to

very desirable.
state, that

struction

I

my soul earnest desires
from my dreadful condition,

kindle in
livered

Lord

in

mercy showed

to

me

as

it

to

be de-

which the

really was,

thereby bringing me into deep and unutterable anxiety of soul, that I often was ready
to conclude my transgressions were more and
greater than any one's else, and my state
worse than any ever were in before. O the
anguish of that day ; the weight of sorrow I
daily laboured under was more than I can
express, or any, not acquainted with the operation of the Spirit of judgment and of burning, can conceive.
It is like repeating an idle story to any that
are unacquainted with it, but I have a different opinion of thee, and thou hast, I hope,
known a degree of the heart-cleansing power
of truth, though thou hast been preserved
from those pollutions that hinder us from
being properly acquainted with the Almighty,
and finding thereby love and solid peace. But
through infinite mercy I can now say, with a
humbly thankful heart, it was a repentance
never to be repented of; for notwithstanding
my open rebellion and defiance to the tenderly
striving Spirit of grace, that long strove with
me in order for my recovery, I have in a degree, witnessed favour from the Almighty,
and the knowledge of acceptance vvith him,
which is more to me than any thing else.
Great is my reason to be humbly thankful
!

acquaintance with him, that we may thereby
witness strength to withstand the enemy of
our souls in all his attempts. May it continue
to be my care above all things, in true thankfulness to wait for his appearance, though it
may be at times as a refiner with fire, and as
May we suffer him to
a purifier of silver.
work effectually in our hearts great will be
our satisfaction thereby to witness that the
Lord's regard is to us, and his love is near to
us.
I cannot with too great earnestness recommend this to both our consideration and
practice, as one knowing the judgment of the
Lord for sin, and by his help a learning to
forsake it, and following him in the ways of
this brings a true and lasting
his requiring
peace. May I seek after him again and again,
and enter into covenant with him if he will
but indeed be with me in my way, and direct
me aright, I will fully follow him. So marvellous and wonderful is the goodness of God
to my soul, I cannot sufficiently admire it,
nor too often repeat it, for I am as a monument of that mercy that would have none
lost, but that all should come to the saving
knowledge of himself.
;

;

;

Samuel Fothergill.
alice eouth* to samuel fothergill.
Hawes, Third month

was not because

It

I

1st,

1737.

feared thy not holding

out to the end, made me write as I did, but it
was in order to encourage thee in thy journey
through this vale of tears ; for I am sensible
of the many deep plungings that those meet

have set their faces Zionwards.
have thought sometimes I was quite forsaken, and even left to myself; yet, it hath
for his many mercies, which my soul desires pleased him in these times of affliction to
never to be unmindful of, but, by a yet more appear again, with healing virtue in his hand.
humble walking and closer seeking after him, Dear friend, it is my earnest desire that thou
seek to redeem my former misspent and lost may be preserved to the end, for it was that
time, by redoubling my diligence; and with same arm that turned thee which turned Saul,
humble thankfulness press after him to find my when he was going to persecute the church.
peace yet more and more confirmed, now the I wish that it may have the same effect on

Lord has given me
hid from

my eyes,

to

know they are
may be in a

not yet

greater
degree attained upon my humble resignation
to his divine will, and proper and frequent
application to

but yet

him

for the farther discoveries

with, that

Oh,

I

* Alice Routh was born at Hawes, in 1704; she
early received a gift in the ministry, in which she
continued during a long- life, and died at Hawes,
in the fifth month, 1791, aged eighty-seven.
minister more than sixty years.
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thee as it had on Saul, for he reasoned not
with flesh and blood, but was obedient to him
I would not have thee go into
that called.

reasonings; for the enemy of our souls, when
he cannot lead into those things which we
have been prone to, then begins another
way; that is, to bring us to despair of ever
overcoming our enemies, because they are so
numerous. But it was his arm that turned
Saul, which brought salvation, and can overturn all our enemies, and bring deliverance
to his afflicted seed; for they are as the apple
of his eye ; and although he may withhold
his face for a time, it is in order to try our
love to him, and to see whether we love him
above all or not, for he will not admit of any
rivals, but will have the whole heart or none.

[1737.

mutual welfare in the best
by a close and diligent application
we may have at times to experience a being
drawn truly inward, and near to the Almighty helper and feeder of his people; there, in
a secret manner, to renew our acquaintance
with him, and one with another, in the uniting

thee, desiring our

sense, that

influences of best. regard

there, surely, dear
;
stands our communion and nearest
fellowship which flows freely in our hearts
one to and for another, when outwardly far
separated.
Thy letter was very acceptable to me, and
I perused it with a good degree of pleasure,
for I thought it gave me an idea of^ a mind
steadily resolved in the pursuit of virtue, the
only lasting and durable treasure, which truly
So unto the Lord do I commend thee, toge- makes rich, and brings no sorrow or sting
This we have both, I believe, frether with my own soul, who is the sure rock with it.
quently experienced to be our help and stay
I remain thy sincere friend,
to flee unto.
in times of deep and humble walking, and
Alice Routh.
low goings down, when we have been ready
to say no one went so low as we ; that we
john routh to samuel fotheegill.
had a path to tread
besides ever walked
Manchester, Second month 12th, 1737.
in.
Then, my friend, this inward treasure
And, as the operation of the power has been richly manifested for the support
of truth is given way unto in our hearts, it and strengthening us yet to wrestle, in humwill work out every thing that is of a contrable reverence, if happily we might at last
ry nature ; that so we may become fit taber- have to say with joy
" I cried and thou heard
nacles for him, the Holy One, to dwell in,
me, O Lord, and helped me." This I know
which, that it may be our chiefest care to press is more the concern of a remnant than any
after, is many times the earnest breathing of
thing in the world beside, for it surely is only
my soul, notwithstanding the many bufTetings, his appearance that can bring joy to the
and hard exercises that fall to my lot for the earnestly seeking soul. I was very glad to
adversary, at times, strongly suggests the need
hear thou had so satisfactory an account to
I have of a more eager pursuit after the lawful
give of thy journey, every way, both inwardly
things of this life; but I find that except the
and outwardly. The first being chiefly to be
management of things temporal be kept in regarded ; the welfare of the inward to be
its proper place, we shall lose ground as to
sought for in a diligent and yet fervent waitreligion, and our appetite after Divine consoing upon the Almighty for further discoveries,
Oh, that this may never be
lation will fail.
and this will be more and more explained to
our case, but that we may still breathe to the us.
O, my dear friend, here surely stands
Almighty for strength to undergo whatever our happiness, in fulfilling and being made
we may be proved with, in the course of our conformable to the will of God, our wills
When I have considered being entirely brought into subjection to the
sojourning here.
how some who have known the work of truth, Divine will.
Have not we, dear friend, in
and have been in a great degree cleansed and our low estate, when troubles came over us,
watchfulness,
enlightened, yet, for want of
and exercises been like the waves of the
darkness has come over them again ; this has
have we not then been ready to say,
sea,
many times bowed me very low, in strong any way for peace, lead me in thy own
desires that I might always keep in a sense
ways, and with thy help I will surely follow
of my own nothingness and insufficiency;
thee? Let us, dear friend, not by any means
and as we keep here, I am not without hope fall short of true obedience, than which,
I
that he who was appointed to open the prison
can by experience assert, there is no other
doors, will in time set us at liberty to serve
way to peace. My mind is drawn out in an
him in an acceptable manner.
unexpected manner towards thee, yet with a
John Routh.
good degree of hope that the same Eternal
Being who first visited our souls, whilst in a
samuel fothergill to joseph brown.
state of alienation from him, will in a conWarrington, Third month 9th, 1737.
tinued merciful regard, be near for our best
With renewed satisfaction do I now salute help, and enable us to appear, if truly willing
friend,

kw

—

:

—
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and obedient,

in

his

presence, with accept-

the

enemy
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could not lead thee into other things

which would have drawn down the displeasure
Now must I draw towards a conclusion, of thy God upon thee, he was not unlikely
with breathings of soul for our growth in the to put fears in thy mind that thou didst not
best state, even to a measure of the fulness of worship aright
it is what others
have been
our holy Head, and that our expectations may tossed with
but praised be the powerful
be yet more and more upon him.
Then shall name of the great Being that hath not sufferwe be often engaged to seek him, and in pri- ed the devouring enemy to destroy his plants;
ance.

;

;

vate to retire before him, the chief Beloved of his regard is unto the workmanship of his
our souls. He will appear in these private hands, although we be tempted and tried with
opportunities, to our abundant consolation and deep poverty ; it was the lot of our dear Rehelp over our enemies
which, thai it may
be more and more our concern, is the desire
;

of thy real friend

in

the unchangeable truth.

deemer, but he overcame the enemy, and as
we follow him we shall be made to overcome,
in his due and appointed time.

Samuel Fothergill.

Alice Routh.

john routh to samuel fothergill.

william longmire to samuel
fothergill.

Manchester, Third month 15th, 1737.

with thee in real belief that we shall
be helped forward towards the heavenly Canaan, as we are truly resigned in heart, to be
made what the Divine Being would have us
to be.
Notwithstanding the many exercises
we may meet with, a great share of which, I
am many times ready to conclude, fall to my
lot, I fully believe, as we are concerned to
press through the crowd of opposition, if possible, to touch the hem of his garment, we shall
witness heavenly virtue in ihe least touch of
his love.
If something of this were not witnessed at times, what would become of us
when we are bowed low, under a sense of
our own nothingness and insufficiency, to
step one step forward in that way, that is well
pleasing in his sight.
I have often remembered the great strait that Israel of old was
in, when the sea was before, the inaccessible
mountains on each hand, and their old oppressing enemies pursuing hard after them,
from whose force they were altogether unable to defend themselves. The command then
was, stand still, and see the salvation of
God : and, blessed be his name, he is still
showing his salvation to his poor afflicted
Israel, as they are ceasing from their own
willings, and
runnings, and actings, and
depending only upon his providential care.
It is, at present, my sincere desire, that we
may press forward after a close communion
with him, and that our pursuit after the necessaries of this life may be bounded by his
will, which, as we have an eye unto, I do not
doubt that we shall be favoured with all
that is necessary for food and raiment.
I join

Kendal, Fifth month 25th, 1737.

Dear Samuel,
hope that good hand and power that
thee, and made thee sensible of his
will, and of the unfitness of thy own, and
gave thee power in degree to deny the one
and obey the other, to thy great and unspeakable joy, has not forgotten to be gracious and
merciful in the time of need, but yet vouchI

visited

to administer of the comforts of his
grace and love, to maintain and prosper thee
in the heavenly truth.
Let no poverty or
barrenness of soul dismay thee; no new or
unexpected surprise, as giants in the land,
ever give thee reason to call the truth of the
visitation and mission in question.
Many
are the fears and false reasonings which at
times will rush upon the soul, especially in
times of weakness and want.
The imagination is scarcely ever more at work, and more
apt to create false images, than when the
Divine object is partly withdrawn.
And if
there is not a steady bearing and holding fast
our faith, and a resignation of the whole soul
unto God, we shall certainly, in such seasons,
be very apt to suffer loss, and abundantly
weaken our own hands, and give ourselves
up into the power of the enemy.
But, dear
Samuel, be thou strong in the Lord, and in
the power of his might, and he will strengthen
thee yet more, and increase thy joy, and con-

safes

firm and stablish thee in his truth.

William Longmire.
JOSEPH BROWN TO SAMUEL FOTHERGILL.

John Routh.
alice routh to samuel fothergill.

Broxbourne, Sixth month 17th, 1737.
I

am

sensible that

there

is

nothing that

and brings so near one to another as
Hawes, Fourth month 8th, 1737.
the love of the most holy truth; and, as we
I would
not have thee discouraged by abide in it, though we may be far separated
thinking that ihou art out of thy place; for if in body, we shall be near in spirit, and witunites
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ness

and holy communion where his lot is now cast
minded are ignorant of. So may follow his example.

fellowship

that

that the worldly

we may abide here
sure I am, there is no other place of
refuge for us poor worms to flee to. There is
a remnant who can experimentally say, that
it has often been an inexpressible satisfaction
to them, that in the Lord there is strength
were it not so, they had fainted long ago.
So, dear friend, although many are the
trials, and exercises that those may meet with
here, as they are sincerely engaged to look
over all to their unconquered captain, Christ
Jesus, he will keep them from fear and from
falling into the snares of the wicked one.
I

[1737.

;

I

desire that

many

sincerely desire that

for,

Oh,
him

that
;

in the

I

that so

I

Warrington, Sixth month 8th, 1737.

The day after I received thine I was visited
with the rheumatism, so that I have not quite,
as yet, regained the use of my arms.
I have
had a very hard turn as I ever had in my
life, for violent pain outwardly, yet I never
was

so easy under it, having often sensibly
enjoy the Divine presence of the Physician
of value, who, blessed be his name, was near
to

to

my

support, in encouraging love to

draw

may keep my eye steadily to me nearer and nearer to himself, where the
I may be enabled to follow him true and humble followers of Christ find a

ways of

for sure

SAMUEL FOTHERGILL TO HIS SISTER.

and requirings
no other way to obtain

his leadings

am, there

is

true peace with him.

hast been often brought into my
with desires for thy welfare every
way; but in an especial manner in the most
holy truth, which thou hast, through the love
of our heavenly Father, chosen for thy portion
and I have to believe as thou comest to
be more obedient and freely given up thereto,
the Lord will enlarge thy heart, and pour
down his heavenly blessings upon thy soul,
like the former and the latter rain ; and
though thou mayest meet with deep trials, and
provings, and reasonings, and, as it were, the
valley of the shadow of death, to pass through
at times ; yet, as thou art engaged, in sincerity of heart, to look over all and through
all to holy Jesus, he will preserve thee from
the fear of evil, and from falling into the
snares of the wicked one.
Oh, methinks the
Lord's love is extended towards a young and
rising generation, and if they embrace it, he
and as they are truly
will be good to them
resigned and freely given up to his Divine
will, I do believe that he will raise many up

Thou

mind,

;

:

secure rest in all their trials and exigencies
of every kind.
O, dear sister, may we be of
the number of those who have chosen the
Lord for our portion, and his truth for the
lot of our inheritance ; then, whenever we
have to engage with sickness, or any other
trial, our peace will spring up and flow like a
river ; our hearts will be united in a bond of
peace which nothing can disturb, and which
will last beyond the grave, and this makes
every thing easy, so that we shall be ready
to cry out
Lead me in thy ways, O Lord
be thou near me, and ready for my help, and
I shall not fear the number of my enemies
if I may be favoured with thy presence, I
shall not be afraid.
The remembrance of
the many mercies of the Almighty, extended
to my soul, enlarges my heart, and raises
strong cries that I may be helped to walk in
the way that is well pleasing to him, in true
thankfulness of heart.

—

Samuel Fothergill.
DOCTOR fothergill TO SAMUEL
fothergill.

London, Seventh month 7th, 1737.
from the sheep-fold, and send them to see
how their brethren fare and not Only so,
The few lines which thou sent me were
but will strengthen and inspirit them to go very acceptable, as they proceeded from a
against the great Goliath, that is so much mind tinctured with good, and the openings
vaunting over and defying the armies of the of true fraternal love. May those dawnings
living God
and though there may be those yet shine brighter, may they dispel all darkthat despise, yet the justness of their cause ness, and kindle that endearing flame, which
shall answer for them, like poor David in neither length of time, nor all the enemy's
innocency saying, " Is there not a cause ?"
In a
efforts, will ever be able to extinguish.
Joseph Brown.*'
sense of thy sufferings and trials, I salute thee;
bear with constand fast and immoveable
P. S.
I often see thy brother John, and stancy the enemy's assaults
Heaven will
his company is very acceptable to me
his inspire thee at length with secret fortitude
sweet, innocent carriage and deportment are thy hands will be strengthened
triumph and
exemplary to the youth of that great city conquest will be known; but may we know
:

;

—

;

—

;

;

;

sufficiently the

* Joseph Brown died near Hertford,
month 20th, 1748, aged forty-two.

eighth

be adhered

command

— Steady, steady,

to

to.

Through mercy,

I

am

at

present well

OF SAMUEL FOTHERGILL.
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darkness and obscurity, then, if we freely resign all, the will will be
accepted for the deed.
Let us, therefore, dear cousin, be encouraged to follow steadily on though through the
I stagger and reel, but
shall see better days
deeps, and in the greatest denial of self, and
am yet in some degree upheld.
Dear Joseph Brown is often inquiring after most cross to our own wills yet so our wills
He comes hither sometimes, and it is may become subject, and his will may be
thee.
a pleasure to cultivate a friendship with sin- done in and by us but this is a great attaincerity, wherever it appears he is at too great ment, and hard for us to get to, and yet I
a distance for me to see him often otherwise, believe it is attainable. May we, therefore,
and I can say,
his ingenuous freedom, his undesigning sim- press after it more and more
plicity and love, would induce me to pay him my heart is at times made glad in the rememAn acquaintance with such brance of thee, and I find my spirit united
frequent visits.
and in
as these, when they stand faithful, are pow- unto thee, in true love, at this time
erful monitors to call us to our duty, and a that I dearly salute thee, and wish for thee,
as for myself, that no storm or cross wind
closer attention to that within.
Of late I am favoured with the acquaint- may ever be able to drive us back, but when
ance of a friend, who, next to dear T. A., we cannot get forward, we may be helped to
has made the most considerable progress hea- stand still, that so v/e may indeed see the
venward of any that I know, nay, seems to salvation of the Lord, and may have cause
the most unheard of to acknowledge him to be our Saviour and
have outstripped him
oppression, by those of his own society, has our Redeemer indeed, and that because he

and though often

in

the fruit of repeated acts of disobedience, yet
secret hopes are sometimes revived that I
;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

but the Omnipotent now lives we live also ; that we may know him in
and hath arisen with him. us and we in him, our life being bound up
To give thee his whole history would require and bid with Christ in God this is the very
a book. He has been amongst Friends, about travail of thy real friend and relation,

buried him hitherto
bids

him

;

arise,

;

Sarah Routh.

twelve or thirteen years, in the ministry about
Refined by the severest trials and hardten.
ships, his ministry is living, powerful, and

samuel fothergill to his sister.

most solid piety is joined
an extensive knowledge of the Mnguages and

efficacious

to the

;

the mathematics, the product of uncommon
his appearance is
industry and application
;

rustic, but

weighty and

solid.

FOTHER&ILL.

J.

SARAH ROUTH TO SAMUEL FOTHERGILL.*
Manchester, Eleventh month 15th, 1737.

Thy

very acceptable
a help to me, because 1

letter

am

was a joy and

it flowed
as a fresh spring, in degree, from the one
fountain of all fulness and goodness, to which

satisfied

Warrington, Twelfth month, 16th, 1737--8.

We

were favoured with a letter from
dear father, dated Philadelphia, which was
beyond expression acceptable, (however to
me,) as being filled with the most endearing
and tender expressions of an affectionate palately

rent, whose soul was filled and warmed with
Divine love, and in that, longs, I may even
say wrestles, with the God of Heaven for a

blessing upon his children, and in the most
moving and pathetic manner labours with us,
his

offspring,

to

follow holiness,

and tread

ways of God's commandments. And in
I beg we may ever be favoured with having
the remembrance of this his tender regard,
free access
and I am encouraged to hope,
and likewise some sense of the love of the
as we are diligently concerned to keep near,
Almighty Father, my soul is often drawn
and follow on after that
the

;

which hath

and cleansed, and

in

degree

made

visited,

us sensible

of drinking, as at the living spring, we shall
know it to flow in a more abundant manner
in our hearts, to the washing away every
hurtful thing, and yet comfort and encourage
every thing that is good for, satisfied f am,
the Lord will strip us of nothing, the keeping
whereof would be of any real advantage to
us, except it be for the trial of our faith
and
;

;

* Sarah Routh, afterwards Sarah Taylor, was
an eminent and deeply exercised minister. She
died at Manchester, eighth month 19th, 1791,
aged seventy-four, a minister fifty-four years.

deep reverence before him, craving earnone so worthy and truly honourable, that our desires
may be above all things to follow him, even
as he follows Christ
and that, as we behold
an eminently supporting hand near and with
him, so we, by an humble, careful walking,
may know, according to our measures, the
same power to preserve and uphold us in well
doing, and a steady perseverance to the end,
which my soul longs may be our chief care,
since it must be the end which crowns all,
and the Lord alone is able to preserve it.
into

estly for us, the descendants of

;

Samuel Fothebgill,
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ALICE EOUTH TO SAMUEL FOTHERGILL,
Hawes, Second month

24th, 1738.

Do

not think that thou art either forgotten of God or of thy friends, for thou art near
that we may so steer through
to my life. O
this vale of tears, that when time here shall
!

be over, we may meet in that mansion of
glory that is prepared for the righteous ; for
many are their exercises and besetments
they are at times even like the lone sparrow
upon the house top, or the quail in the stubble
How are we pursued by the enemy of
field.
our souls, so that I have been ready to say.

How

can

go any further? and have said

I

with David

— My way

is

enclosed with

hewn

O, let us trust
in Him who multiplied the widow's oil and
This hath done
the little meal in the barrel.
me good, when I have rightly considered it
stones, that

I

cannot get out.

[1737.

manifested so much instability in good intents,
and I do believe resolutions, and an aptness
to show, at some times, which hath not either

been in reality, or he hath not brought forth
fruit agreeable to expectation, which still induceth me to a cautiousness in rejoicing;
though I believe the fan and the axe of truth
are well able to cut down and purge away
both sin and hurtful propensities, and make
sound for which sure experience, I with the
earnestness of a nearly affectionate father to
my own flesh, and entreaty of a sincere
friend, do tenderly long and advise him to a
humble and steady waiting for; that true
judgment may be repeated and attended to,
and so feel from time to time, which will
bring forth fruits of steady humility and love
to inwardness
and yet I hope Divine good
may make him a living monument of mercy,
and of a right returning. O that this may
be his experience and gracious issue, to Heaven's glory and his salvation. Amen, Amen.
;

;

was a time of favour when the prophet
to her, and bade her first make him a
I am, in love and care, beyond what I can
cake, and then one for herself, for she thought
express, poor son Samuel, thy nearly wellI would not have
of eating it and dying.
John Fothergill.
thee be discouraged, though it may be a low wishing father,
for

it

came

time with thee; that little will keep alive, until
the pure rain be distilled again.
So in that pure love that I feel to flow to
thee,

I

bid thee farewell.

CHAPTER
John Fothergill,
engaged

Philadelphia, Ninth

Alice Routh.
I

IV.

My
am

month

12th, 1737.

beloved son Joseph,
desifous to manifest

my

regardful

remembrance of thee and thy dear wife by a

after landing in Phila-

delphia, in the sixth month, 1736, continued
diligently

JOHN fothergill TO HIS SON JOSEPH.

in I'eligious service

amongst

few lines once more, wherewith reacheth
near and true love, and strong well-wishing
in every respect, which is very much in my
heart for you, and chiefly that in and through,
and above all pursuits, true godliness and
favour with the all-seeing and Almighty pure

Friends and others in America.
When the intelligence reached him of some
reformation in his son Samuel, and that the
change he so earnestly desired, and for which God may be your chiefest; and with the most
he had often prayed, was really begun in watchful diligence, and which, as you honesthim, and some progress made towards a reli- ly and patiently seek, you will often be comgious life, it filled his heart with gratitude and forted and engaged in heart, in finding Divine
thankfulness for this his erring son yet hope regard to your souls, renewing reverent trust
was mingled with fear, and he rejoiced with in, and fear before Him, who knows and can
trembling, as some of the following letters do all things, from whose hand every good
gift comes.
And I am often much satisfied
indicate.
that the gracious eye of this mighty Being
hath been and is towards you for good, and
JOH?^ fothergill to
to make you of some worth and service in
(No date.)
wherefore, neglect not to seek the
that place
As to son Samuel, I have been love and sense of Divine favour in your own
almost unexpectedly quiet in my spirit about hearts, and heavenly mercy and sanctifying
him, knowing, however, I had honestly dis- life will brighten, feed, and teach you in
charged myself to the utmost of my under- righteousness. My love and care is pure
standing yet 1 have heard from several of and strong towards you, not forgetting poor
an appearance of a religious mind and appli- Samuel, who should walk as a brand plucked,
cation, being hopeful to prevail with him to a in unutterable mercy, out of the fire of dereformation, to the comfort of those that struction, which, if he retain the sense of in
rightly love him
which, to be sure, is as heart duly, every part of his conduct will be
much desired by me as is necessary, I believe, adorned with fruit which will be beautiful in the
and affords some comfort to me. But he hath eyes of God and man, and be a living menu;

;

;

;
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ment of the effects of Divine power as it is necessity for this may not be much ; but my
Oh that thus, immortal help love and true care is a just excuse for me
turned unto.
and gracious goodness may prevail with, sanc- herein. May the love of righteousness and
tify, and bless you, my truly-beloved and best riches win and guide thy heart and views,
and the God of all goodness will be thy God
nearly cared for children
Ninth month 14th. Dear Joseph This and sure helper to blessedness indeed.
John Fothekgijll.
morning thine with others ia come to hand,

—

!

—

the contents whereof enliven my hope in the
God of all mercies, on your account, with reviving comfort to my careful soul for your best
good; for in my longing for you, and thee and

to America occupied John Fonearly two years. In the course of
it he attended several of the yearly meetings,
and says " On the 9th of fourth month,
1737, the yearly meeting began at Portsmouth, [Rhode Island,] and a large precious
meeting it was; I returned to Newport, where
the yearly meeting continued, and held four
days, the assembly being large and peaceable,
and at times comfortable in the arisings of the
mighty power and love of God, who had the
"On the 24th
glory and the praise."
the yearly meeting began at Nantucket, it
was large, and continued four days, to true
satisfaction, and the name of the Lord was

This

visit

thergill

—

I have had a sure evidence
of Almighty regard and desire to bless, and
but am also assured
help you to serve him
that he requires that you should stand in awe
before him, and seek his face and the feeling
of his power, to season, govern, and redeem
the mind, and beautify the conduct ; that he
may delight to work for and let forth his love
and fatherly goodness to you. And to be sure,
what I hear, of and from Samuel, is as comfortable as can be expected to an affectionate
and heretofore deeply afflicted father. Yet, I
rejoice not without awe and fear, though with glorified."
lively hope, as he keeps duly mindful of his
unworthiness, and under watchful fear lest
JOHN FOTHERGILL TO HIS SON JOHN.
any thing that is for judgment should escape;

thine in particular,

;

and

to

be duly assured of God's

own

put-

which brings
ting forth from time to time
to a careful desire after pure stillness in waiting, and so to heavenly salvation, and clear

Philadelphia, Seventh month, 1737.

;

understanding of the Divine goings forth;
and I hope all-sufficient help will be with you
Amen.
all ; so be it,

John Fotheegill.
JOHN FOTHERGILL TO
Philadelphia, 1737.
.-.;....,;....
Let my heretofore strongly
pressed caution, which I do not yet get clear
from at all times, doubting the danger of its
being not enough minded-^which is to be
aware' of that devilish, bewitching, darkening,
ruinous, enticing snare of often sipping and
dabbling with strong drink, add the company that loves and useth it, and seldom
without unprofitable conversation, though craf-

tily,

from that twisting^ serpentine, adulter-

ating spirit of this world, frequently excused

and pleaded for, under artful disguises, to
deceive the unwary.
Therefore look at it in
time, as an enemy to body and mind, to preor else heaven will
sent and future interest
assuredly turn its back upon thee, and the
earth will become as iron, and the bowels of
thy true friends will be shut up
and what
can follow then?
I lay weight upon it, as I am sure it is an
infernal, and as much as Satan can make it,
a hidden snare yet, I would strongly hopre
Vol. IX.— No. 3.
;

5

;

—

" As to myself, I am somewhat
.. s. .......
miraculously supported, as a creature, and
,i

am

good health pretty generally.

in

The

yearly meeting at this place ended last night
it was exceedingly large and upon the whole,
generally acknowledged to have been very
edifying, strongly good and helpful divers
ways, and very much to my ease and humbling gladness in the Lord our God, and
neverfailing helper ; and Friends, in
are in a good degree of harmony.
" My heart is nearly affected with
of love towards thee and for thee,
thing short of rain from the Divine

may

general,
the best
that no-

presence

what only prepares the most acceptable sacrifice, a broken
and contrite spirit, wherein is true light and
satisfy thee, for this

is

Thus farewell, farewell, saith
durable joy.
thy nearly affectionate father, to the best of
my capacity, in every respect, which I hope
thou art and often will be sensible of."
John Fothergill.

Of

— "America
had a

the concliision of his labour in

he has

left

the following account

:

I

blessed meeting with Friends, at Pilesgrove,

and the next day was at a general meeting
at Haddonfield, wherein the Lord our God
graciously owned uSj and blessed our meetgiving us to part one from another in a
ing
living sense of his love and power ; and his
glorious name was worshipped and praised.
14
;
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came the day following to Philadelphia,
where I stayed until the 8th of the tentli month,
and had divers great and heavenly meetings
and after a very open and solidly edifying
I

took leave of friends there, in
much true love and nearness of spirit, and
heavenly unity in the Lord."
meeting,

I

land,

through

[1738.

very

rough

weather

hard

but I was preserved quiet, inwardly easy, and
steady in hope.
I am pretty well in health,
worship
as well as easy and sweet in spirit
and praise be to the holy author of all good."
;

From Lancaster he proceeded direct to his
own habitation in Netherdale, Yorkshire,

where he was joyfully received by his family
Soon after this he took passage to Barba- and friends, with humble gratitude and revdoes, and from that island he wrote to one of erence to that Divine power which had,
through all, preserved and restored him to
his sons, as follows
:

his native land.
Barbadoes, Eleventh month 27th, 1738.

"I was brought

hither well,

in

thirty-two days from Philadelphia, yet do not
find myself free to leave the place, yet write

inform thee, that I am thus far on my
and easy in the hope and sense of the
Probably no other
Father's favour
[vessel] will sail for England in less than two
months, which is somewhat hard for me to
think of, both in respect to the unpleasantness
of the place, from the extreme heats, the
small number of Friends, and the general
remoteness of the inhabitants from religion.
Though I am easy in resignation
to all-wise disposal, and full of thankfulness,
under the bending sense of gracious and strong
extendings of divine good-will to many of the
remote
and of fatherly succouring encourto

Avay,

CHAPTER
Having

V.

largely witnessed in himself the

redeeming power and efficacy of Divine grace,
and known the remission of past sins, and
justification by faith, through our Lord and
Saviour Jesus Christ, Samuel Fothergill,
very early after his own remarkable conversion, felt powerfully called upon Co communicate to others the gracious dealings of the

Lord with his soul to tell them of his feelof what he had so eminently known of
ings
the power and goodness of God, and to incite
them also, to strive after a participation in the
same blessed experience.
Under this Divine and powerful impulse,
;

—

and having passed through a preparation for
minded here. the work, he carne forth in the ministry of
May rain from heaven bedew thy the gospel, exercising the gift he had therein
but
soul and understanding, and cherish and re- received, in humility and much fear
abiding steadfast and faithful, this gift was
vive the Lord's heritage everywhere.
" John Fotheegill,"
enlarged
his growth in the ministry was
rapid, and he became an eminent and favour;

agement

to

the

kw

spiritually

;

;

Barbadoes, Second month 12th, 1738.

" In the long absence which wisdom hath seen good to order, I am, for that
reason, humbly cheerful in reverent hope;
and for the present we must submit to be yet
I
longer separated than I expected
hope never to forget the merciful nearness and
goodness of Truth to me here both in affording the renewed sense of heavenly life, and
I cannot well add
in preserving my health.
much, nor is much more in my thoughts at
present but I may say, that though this is a
poor irreligious place, yet both many of the
people, and the few Friends here, are very
loving and respectful; and I hope I shall leave
the place with inward ease to myself and
From thy truly loving
reputation to truth.
;

—

;

John Fothergill,"

father,

Havina; been ensaged in the island of Barbadoes for about three months, he embarked
in a vessel bound for Lancaster, and arrived
there on the Isl of the fourth month, 1738.
He thus writes respecting the voyage " We
:

had a passage of

six

weeks between land and

ed servant.

The precise period at which he first appeared as a minister cannot now be ascertained
it is said to have been on the same
day that his letter to the monthly meeting
was read in that assembly. There are some
circumstances which render it probable that
that he attained
it took place about the time
the age of twenty-one years, being near the
close of the year 1736.
The present practice of the Society, of
taking into distinct consideration the ministry
of those Friends who feel engaged so to
appear in our religious meetings, was not
introduced until several years after this period, and there is not any minute of Hardshaw monthly meeting distinctly recording
him as a minister. The first time that his
name occurs in the records of that meeting,
is in the fourth month of 1737, where he
appears as a representative from Penketh
preparative meeting, of which Warrington is
a branch, and he was at the same time appointed to attend the quarterly meeting for
sufferings, at Lancaster.
;
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The

first

occasion upon which a certificate

was granted him to travel as a minister, was
He had, howin the first month of 1739.
ever, some time previously to this, visited a few
meetings in Cheshire, along with his relation,

Lawrence Callan, of Sankey. And about the
same time Susanna Croudson had also been
engaged, with certificate, on a religious visit
to Friends of Bristol and that neighbourhood.
The following letters relate to these engagements.
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wast gone, a secret satisfaction was raised in
mind that thou wast in thy place, and better than if thou wast at home; and the same
me, which pretty much
still remains with
makes up the loss of thy company.
Now, my dear friend, however weak thou
mayest seem to thyself, or whatever troublesome, discouraging thoughts may present
themselves before thee, do thy endeavour to
look over them all to thy present business,
for 1 believe thou art in thy place, and am in
hopes thou wilt get to the same faith though
I know many are the discouragements that
fall in the way of poor travellers, yet I believe thou wilt be helped through, and have
I speak in a feeling
the return of peace.
sense of the renewed goodness near to the
relief of the poor and helpless that have no
might of their own my heart is filled with
sympathizing encouragement towards thee,
more than I can write at this time.

my

;

SUSANNA CROUDSON TO SAMUEL
FOTHERGILL.
Worcester, Sixth month 16th, 1737.
I have felt the weight of the burden
be very heavy upon me, and none to help,
I
but the Great Master in his own time.
have been left to see my own poverty and
weakness, and have often looked back at my
yea, I have often desired in
coming out
secret to know whether I should go forward
or turn back, being willing to do any thing,
so that I might but be in my place, however
foolish I might appear in the sight of men.
Remember me when it is well with
thee, for I have need of the help of my

to

;

Susanna Croudson.

;

Susanna Croudson.

friends.

samuel fothergill to susanna
croudson.
Middlewich, 1738.

Thy

letter

was not only

pleasing,

but very encouraging and helpful, and
in a needful time, for the burden of the

came
work

seems to be still more and more weighty, and
myself poor and weak yet as I am carefully
FOTHERGILL.
concerned to wait for the renewings of help
and strength, I sometimes experience a gladBristol, Sixth month 27th, 1737.
ness and satisfaction of mind that I am come
Thine was very acceptable, and came in out, and have made this small visit thus far,
a needful time, when I was very low yet I and I cannot say, (notwithstanding I am often
have got a little faith and strength since I last very low and heavy,) that I have occasion
wrote to thee, and something of inward peace to reflect on my leaving home in the least
of mind, and a sight of my duty, and a degree.
sweet belief that I am in my place, which is
Thou art a frequent companion of my
enough, and makes my journey as a home to thoughts, yet the nearest enjoyment of each
me. I believe thou hadst faith for me, when other is to be known in the life, in the drawI had none for myself; but I believe I am not ings of our souls towards God, and in a sealone in this, for many in this day bear cret access to his Divine presence. Oh, I have
weights and burdens because of the careless found great occasion for frequent inwardness
and lukewarm and I believe it is good for and retired breathing earnestly after the Filler
us all to see our weakness sometimes, that we of the hearts of his people
my heart is open
may know that we have no might of our towards thee in the nearest and tenderest of
own, and may be willing to seek for help, affections, and therefore lets my pen run thus.
that we do not grow lukewarm.
Cousin Lawrence Callan came yesterday, and

SUSANNA CROUDSON TO SAMUEL

;

;

;

:

Susanna Croudson.

we

think to be at Nantwich to-morrow.

Samuel Fothergill.
SUSANNA CROUDSON TO SAMUEL

samuel fothergill to susanna

FOTHERGILL.

croudson.
Warrington, 1738.
Chester, Third month 2nd, 1738.

Thou

my

thoughts, yet not
with any heaviness, though I was much so
when I parted with thee ; yet as soon as thou
art

often

in

Through
health,

and

mercy
mind

my

I

am

quiet

well

as

and easy

to

in

my

a con-
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I am in the discharge of my
duty, which greatly helps and encourages, in

and tender in true longing for your right thriving and preservation in the way of wisdom in
hopes that he who has made me willing to every respect, and salute you both in a sense
your truly loving and careful
leave home, in obedience to his call, will sup- of best love
John Fothergill.
I am not Father,
port me to answer his requirings.
doubting his helping hand, knowing that he
never requires anything from his children but
DOCTOR fothergill TO HIS SISTER.
he enables them to its performance. Peter
London, Eighth month 20th, 1738.
Leadbeater went with me to Wrexham on
first-day, when we had a satisfactory meetA few days ago I was plunged very
ing there are a very few Friends, but pretty
many that are not of our name a religious, low ; a view of my present situation, and the
disagreeable prospect of my future circumSamuei, Fothergill.
quiet people,
stances, were so heavy that I knew not how
to bear them
however, they have, by degrees,
From this correspondence it will be seen abated, and now I am not sorry it was so. O,
that the friendship between Samuel Foxher- may my dependence be increased, may every
GiLL and Susanna Croudson still continued. scheme be destroyed, if its consequence should
It had its origin in the sympathy she manibe to take off my regard from the Sovereign
fested for him, and the care with which she dispenser of all good.
May the assistance
watched over and encouraged in him the early afforded be deeply impressed on our minds, in
symptoms of his repentance and desires after such a manner as to produce thankful revera religious life; their mutual friendship grew ence and gratitude, only to be ended with our
with the growth of these feelings in his mind
existence.
it was matured into a near and tender regard
I was last night at a large meeting which is
for each other, and on the 1st of the sixth held here quarterly, under the name of the
month, 1738, they were united in marriage.
Young Folks' Evening Meeting. I was pleased
She was the daughter of William and Mary to see a very numerous appearance of very
Croudson, of Warrington, Friends of good promising young Friends of both sexes serepute, and well esteemed.
veral testimonies were delivered by some that
The union thus formed, based upon the have lately appeared in public: they seemed
surest foundation, proved a happy one. They to be influenced wjih love and zeal
and it
lived together in true harmony and religious afforded satisfaction to me when I considered
fellowship, being helpers to each other in their that it was possible some of these young hevarious religious exercises and engagements
roes might one day stand as bulwarks against
she cheerfully setting him at liberty, and en- the general corruption and degeneracy among
couraging him in the many services to which us, in the places of their deceased worthy elhe was so frequently called.
ders and fathers.
They had to tell us that
firmed sense that

:

:

—

;

;

;

;

;

The

may

be suitably intro- better days were coming, that mercy was
afresh extended, that Zion yet should shine
more brightly. O, thrice happy those who
live so near the centre of peace, as to be reaHIS
SON SAMUEt.
JOHN FOTHERGILL TO
dy, when the alarm is given, to follow whereever the standard is fixed. I have sent thee a
" Netherdale, Eighth month 1st, J738.
copy or two of Anthony Purver's verses, and
John Fry ;*
glad
to hear of your health, a little book lately published by
I am
and also of [your] hope to live the latter I the poetry is low, but the maxims deserve

duced

following letters

in this place.

:

doubt not, either with respect to here or hereafter, if honest, steady regard, in due attention
for best succour and light, be but kept to with
patience and content to be little; if but renewed in life and in merciful access, and in due
remembrance of the child's state, and thy staalways keeption is but such comparatively
ing a care distinctly to discern between what
would seek something to self, and that which
only seeks to know and to do the Heavenly
Father's will for his glory only. Oh, that we
all may purely mind this
I have little to add further, but am earnest
;

regard.

can only now desire this for thee and mythat our dear father's example and precepts may insinuate themselves into our minds
so far as to influence us to act, to speak, and
even to think, as it becomes persons favoured
Dear sisin such an extraordinary manner.
ter, cease not to strive, though discouragements may too much prevail may happiness
I

self,

:

attend thee.

Farewell.

John Fothergill,

!

*

Of

Sutton Benffer, Wilts.

OF SAMUEL FOTHERGILL.
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PETER XEADBEATER* TO SAMUEL
FOTHERGILL.
Chester, Eleventh

month

109

I expect rhetorical flourishes, and brilliant expressions, but it is not so.
I love sincerity in the plainest dress ; I dislike affecta-

that

18th, 1738.

tion of any kind, when I see it, whether in
say thou art daily and almost hourly myself or others and when, in writing to one
in my remembrance since we parted, with another or speaking, we join words together
ardent desires that we may be preserved with an intention of concealing our real sentifaithful in answering the end of our vocation ments, or to give an idea of ourselves which
whereunto we are called, that the hope there- we are not, we forsake the plain language inof may not be in vain
therefore, let us deed
if this happens to have been the case
daily eye Him who hath called us unto in those which I have written, I acknowledge
holiness, and will perfect the same to his myself guilty of using a manner of speech
praise and our everlasting comfort, if we which the Spirit of truth has declared against,
keep under the guidance. of his Holy Spirit; and for the future will attempt to forsake and
which as we co-operate with it, will complete amend.
Thy affectionate concern for my welfare
our sanctification throughout, in body and
soul, and spirit. My soul is often deeply bow- was doubly grateful
I wish I could give thee
ed under a sense of my own weakness and the like satisfaction, by returning such an aninability, and am ready to fear lest one day or swer as 1 know would be acceptable, but alc)s,
other I should fall by the hand of my soul's I cannot none but myself knows what I feel.
enemy, who is not wanting to use his utmost
I sometimes resolve with myself to
endeavours, if possible, to lay waste and des- abandon all my designs, and endeavour to live
troy, by his subtle devices, that work which to none but my Creator
and presently, my
God in his infinite mercy hath begun may condition in this life appears in my view, and
he be frustrated in every attempt, is what 1 that part which regards only the present, too
Oh dear heart, when often prevails, and here I waste and decline.
earnestly pray for.
thou art divinely favoured, let me not be I see it, I feel it, yet I almost despair of ever
wholly out of thy remembrance as we keep being able to resolve on amendment. Thou
near the Lord, we shall be near and dear one knowest these bitter scenes, but hast had couto another in him, and be as epistles written rage enough to give up, and become nothing
in one another's hearts, syinpathising in one for his sake.
I every day see the happy conanother's adversity, as well as partaking of sequences of such a conduct, but video melieach other's joy in prosperity. I was often ora pi^ohoque deteriora sequor. Here is my
truly thankful, since the last meeting we had, condition, without disguise; it is easy to say
that my head was borne up above the waters more, but thou knowest by this the rest
but
of affliction which were ready to pass over what can be said to a person, who is conscithe same; may the same arm of power still ous how much it would be his interest, his
be underneath, to support unto the end through eternal interest, how much it would rejoice
whatever I may yet have to pass, in which I the heart of the tenderest of fathers, to see
will put my confidence. O, Lord, let me never a progress made in the internal life, how
be confounded.
Thy truly sorrowful and much it would also rejoice his relations, his
afflicted brother and companion,
friends, and all the good of his acquaintance,
Peter Leadbeater.
yet is cowardly enough to give up to the
tempter.
I often reproach myself, I can sufdoctor fothergill to samuel
fer it in some measure and at some times from
I

may

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

!

;

;

fothergill.

knowing how much

deserve it. I am
case from those,
who, knowing the weakness of human nature,
others

not solicitous of hiding
London, Twelfth month

21st, 1738.

I

my

had an entire satisfaction in reading thine, can pity the failures and lament the unhappy
though I do not overlook a passage in this, as condition of the person.
well as some others of thine, which insinuates
The anxious pressure I feel, perhaps, makes
my expressions not guarded I write to a bro* Peter Leadbeater was a minister, and well es- ther whose assistance I am far from rejecting;
teemed in his day. He is spoken of as being let me hear from thee as soon as thou hast
I

;

"serviceable in his tender and seasonable advice; freedom.
John Fothergill.
also being of a good capacity, and clear understanding, helpful in the management of the disciSoon after the return of John Fothergill
pline of the Church, an encourager of the youth,
to draw them into service in the Society."
He from his last visit to America, he went to the
died at Chester, on the 13th of seventh month, Quarterly Meeting at York, which was large,
1751, aged fifty eight a minister about forty three and attended by many Friends from different
years.
parts of the nation.
His company was very

and

;
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and the occasion was, in a pecusolemn and instructive.
Here he met his son Samuel. Tradition has
handed down (and there is no other record
of it) a remarkable circumstance connected
acceptable

;

liar degree,

communicated

[1739.
to the

Monthly Meeting

—"

his

intention of visiting Friends in Wales, Bristol,

and some other
tificate,

same

to

parts,

and requesting our cer-

signify our unity therewith;

the

now granted him,

signed by several
In returning from this service, he
with this, their first interview, since the return Friends."
of the father to England. It is said that, from paid a visit to his brother in London.
Soon afterwards, Susanna Fothergill and
some accidental circumstance, John Fothergill
did not arrive in York until the morning of Sarah Routh, (afterwards Sarah Taylor,) of
the day of the meeting, and that it was late Manchester, paid a visit to "Friends in Westwhen he entered the meeting-house after a moreland, Cumberland, and some parts of
short period of silence he stood up, and ap- Yorkshire."
Several of the following letters relate to these
peared in testimony ; but after he had prois

:

ceeded a short time, he stopped, and informed
the meeting that his

way was

closed;

engagements.

that

what he had before him was taken away, and

PETER LEADBEATER TO SAMUEL

He rewas, he believed, given to another.
FOTHERGILL.
sumed his seat, and another Friend immediChester, 1739.
ately rose, and taking up the subject, enlarged
upon it in a weighty and impressive testimony,
I am truly glad, in humble thankfulness to
It is added, that the God and Father of all our mercies, to hear
delivered with great power.
at the close of the meeting John Fothergill in- of thy health and welfare every way, which
quired who the Friend was that had been so I pray may be continued, not only through
remarkably engaged amongst them, and was this journey, but during the whole of thy pilinformed that it was his own son Samuel.
grimage through this world strong are my
Their thus meeting together, under circum- desires that the Lord Almighty may go along
stances so different to those in which their last with thee, and make thy journey prosperous
memorable interview had taken place, previ- and satisfactory to thyself, and serviceable to
ous to John Fothergill's departure from Eng- his church and people where thy lot may be
:

land,

was

them

both.

peculiarly

moving and

The son

affecting to

then in a state of rebel-

and alienation from good noio become
"changed" indeed, and a fellow-labourer with
his father in the ministry of the gospel, powerfully advocating and enforcing those great
and solemn truths he had formerly neglected
and trodden down, and engaged earnestly to
beseech others to become as he was, reconciled unto God.
The good old man received his son as one
restored from the spiritually dead, and wept
and rejoiced over him with no common joy.*
Some time after this interview, John Fothergill was again at York, and proceeded on a
lion

religious visit to Friends in Norfolk, Suffolk,
Essex, and the city of London.
Here he remained several weeks, visiting the various
meetings in and about the city, much to the

help and encouragement of
fully discharging his

home he had

own

many, and

duty.

On

faith-

his return

several large meetings, which,

cast.

Oh, dear heart eye the great and good
Guide, and neither run too hastily, nor yet
stay behind, but mind the putting forth of the
Divine hand and as thou follows its direction, thou wilt yet feel the sweet incomes of Divine peace, and the love of God, to fill thy soul
more and more, to the making of thy cup to
overflow, in which praises and thanksgiving
will be returned to God, the Father, the author
and fountain of all goodness, for ever.
I am, and always was, fully satisfied that
the Great Master, who calleth and sendeth
forth his servants into his work and service,
will never leave those who truly depend on
him, and have no dependence upon themselves
though they may have often to go
down into the deeps on account of the true
seed, which lies very low in many places, and
is oppressed, as a cart with sheaves, yet God,
in his own time, will raise it into dominion,
and they who suffer with it shall reign with it
Be not discouraged, though thou
in glory.
may meet with a variety of spirits to encounter; He that was with his stripling David, will
!

;

;

though attended with deep labour, were to
some advantage, and accompanied with holy
help, as he humbly acknowledged.
Early in the year 1739, his son Samuel be with thee, and direct the stone to the mark;
be valiant for his name and truth, in a faith* Several different versions of this meeting behis son are extant, and
I
have thought it best not to omit it.
The
account here given, I believe to be the most
correct.
G. C.

tween John Fothergill and

—

testimony, bearing it against all false liwhich has crept in amongst the professors of truth up and down in this nation.
As thou discharges thy duty faithfully in
God's sight, as made known unto thee, I doubt
ful

berty,

OF SAMUEL FOTHERGILL.
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not but thou wilt return in great peace, and and discouragement is ready to creep in, and
we shall again have to drink of the pure water sometimes ready to send me home again ; but
of life, clear as crystal, which proceedeth now and then goodness breaks forth, as the
from under the throne of God and the Lamb. sun in its brightness, and dispels all these

Oh, may our souls often thirst after it, and dark fogs
Remember me; but we
never shall nor can forget one another, as we
never be satisfied with any thing short of it
If it were not for God's mercy in opening keep in mind where it was we contracted a
the fresh springs thereof at times, surely we near oneness and acquaintance one with anhad fainted long ago but it is matter of en- other thy remembrance is near and dear to
couragement to find that God has not forgot- my soul next to the spouse, the lamb's wife,
ten to be gracious and merciful, at times be- nothing stands in competition with thee.
yond what we are capable of expressing in
Samuel Fothergill.
words, or are in the least worthy of; but in
inexpressible mercy and goodness He taketh
dr. fothergill to susanna fothergill.
delight in nursing up his babes and children,
London, Third month 24th, 1739.
as a tender father
may we always learn in
true obedience to his Divine will in all things,
Perhaps this may come to thy hands sooner
in doing which we shall be his disciples than brother gets home
if so, it may not be
indeed.
unpleasant to hear that we parted at Oxford
Love, boundless love, from Him who is on third-day last.
love altogether
I have been much pleased with his conduct,
in this I salute thee, and am
thy sincere friend and brother,
as well as his company, since he came to
town thou may be sure that my affection
Peter Leadbeater.
for him led me to observe him carefully, and
I can only say, upon the whole, that I, as
SAMUEL FOTHERGILL TO HIS WIFE.
well as we all, have fresh occasion to be
thankful that Providence has placed you toCarmarthen, First month 26th, 1739.
gether.
I take notice, with pleasure, of an
I am, through continued mercy, very well
increase in solidity and prudent behaviour,
in health, and in a good degree helped insince I last saw him at Warrington
and I
wardly by the renewings of Divine help
doubt not but his affection will engage him to
and regard, which encourage to renewed
regard whatever thou shalt think he ought to
waiting upon the divine Opener.
Here are
;

;

—

;

;

:

;

;

but few Friends, but these are generally a
living, tender people, and such as are waiting
for Divine consolation.
I have had several
heavenly opportunities amongst them ; that
have given me great reason to believe I am in
my place, notwithstanding deep and plunging
seasons fall to our lot.
have a perfect

We

harmony between

us,

and

help.

for I cannot but believe that his quick
and steady progress has been, and yet will
be, greatly promoted by thy watchful, affectionate concern for him.
Gratitude, dear

do

;

sister, calls

for affection

brother,

and

is

way

of

are not to be hearkened

duty makes me more easy that the Everlasting Preserver will remember us in merciful
regard, and will give us again to be sensible
of his Divine favour together.

Warrington, Fifth month 18th, 1739.

Thy

I

Second month 20th, 1739.

I
have now been nearly two
weeks by myself, in respect of the company
of Gharrett Van Hassen but have at times
;

been favoured with the Divine company of
our Great High Priest and Minister. Meetings in this county
Gloucestershire
are
small, and mostly hard in the general, though
there be a kw really living in the particular.
I many times have to go very low in them,

—

Fothergill.

SAMUEL FOTHERGILL TO HIS WIFE.

Samuel Fothergill.
samuel fothergill to his wife.

to.

J.

my

—

in

;

that

Believing myself in the

Bristol,

in return, for restor-

part making him
what he is. The sensible part of Friends
here have unity with him the rest, who apone great
plaud or condemn, as mere fancy leads them,

ing us a

very acceptable letter is come to hand.
can sympathize nearly with thee and thy

companion

in

this

having been bowed

engagement and labour,

in spirit for you, in a
sense of the exercise you are attended with
but oh let it not sink you too low, that many
are upon the beds of ease in a profession, and
the work goes on heavily: strong is he who
is on your side, and abundantly gracious to
his poor travailing seed and children, whose
hearts are made sad, and not upon their
own account, but because the love of others
is declined, and few spirits unite and join,
as shoulder to shoulder, to carry on the
!
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but it is heavier upon a little remnant. of that treasure of goodness, which it has
But the Levites must enter Jordan, in this pleased Divine love to place and treasure up
The wisdom of his conduct, his
gospel day, before the rest of the people, and in his soul.
must abide there until the rest be got over uprightness and humility, often affect me, and
therefore think it not a light thing to be bear- make me wish, " Oh, si ut alter ah illo
Well, let us incite each other to a more close
ing the ark of the covenant before the people
but be humbly concerned to go forward in regard to that power which can make us in
we shall then perform
faithfulness, and the Lord, who said in the some degree like him
and may
beginning, " Let there be light, and there was the duty we owe to each other
light," will separate and disperse the clouds, Divine goodness make us instrumental to
and cause light to shine, and in the fulness each other's advancement in the way to perthereof, thou wilt know a walking with great fection, by often inclining our hearts to stir
up the pure mind in each other. Thou art
peace and joy before thou return.
Nothing, my dearest, would be more satis- nearer the bi'ight day than I am thou can act
more regularly, as having more light. I wish
factory to me than to enjoy thy company
nevertheless, I would not stint thee in respect to possess my soul in patience, and follow
of time take thine own time, and fully make after the footsteps of the holy flock.
J. Fothergill.
thyself easy before thou return, that the answer of peace may attend thee.
Early in the year 1740, Samuel Fothergill
Samuel Fothergill.
was engaged with a certificate in a religious
visit, in the north of Yorkshire and Durham.
john fothergill to his son samuel.
Whilst on this journey, he met, at Lancaster,
Leeds, Seventh month 8th, 1739.
with James Gough, of Ireland, in whose jourDear Samuel,
nal the circumstance is thus mentioned
Be assured, I think both carefully " Here I met with Samuel Fothergill, then
and affectionately often of thee and thine young in the ministry, but even then appearyet I more praise that gracious power, which ing with that solemnity, brightness, and goshath shown such mercy to us in raising thee pel authority, as gave Friends lively hopes of
as from death, and is mercifully pleased to his proving, as he did, through the successive
regard thee amongst his children, for thy own stages of his life, a bright and shining light
salvation, and, I hope, others' good, than too a vessel of honour indeed; of eminent service
much rejoice in creaturely esteem though I in the church of Christ. The public service
am reverently glad of thee, and have some of the quarterly meeting fell to the share of
comfortable hope that the Everlasting Father us who were young, though many weighty,
will help thee to remember his mercy to thee, experienced ministers were present
and, our
so wisely, and with steady fear and care, that good Master being with us, it proved a rehe may be pleased to continue his regard to, freshing, satisfactory, and edifying meeting."
and help thee, in his fatherly goodness and
living law, to live, every way, to his praise
SAMUEL FOTHERGILL TO HIS WIFE.
and then it will be in a renewed sense of selfnothingness, and that He must do all that is
James Wilson's, near Sedbergh,
Third month 21st, 1740.
truly well done, both in, by, and for us, and
must have all the glory; so be it, saith my
Well, dearest, let us be easy in
spirit, for ever and ever.
separation, and truly given up to the disposal
My salutation is truly affectionate and lov- of the great Master and I hope he will bring
ing to you all, my dear and loving sons and me home in peace, when this parting must
daughters, hoping as well as desiring all your give way to, I hope, a joyful meeting.
Jno. Fothergill.
health and comfort.
Things here afford a melancholy prospect,
in respect to that life and greenness I expected
to have found, though I am favoured with a
DOCTOR fothergill TO HIS BROTHER
very agreeable companion this week, but I
SAMUEL.
It
fear I cannot have his company forward.
London, Seventh month 15th, 1739.
is Amos Robinson, father's late companion to
I received thy acceptable letter along with London.
We have had meetings appointed
dear father's, both which came very season- for every day, except seventh-day.
I
hope,
ably
I was wanting to hear from you both.
after first-day, to pass away pretty quickly
I wonder not at the tenderness thou expresses towards Durham, but cannot as yet see when
in thine; whilst he was here, my heart was I may set my face towards home.
Oh that
filled with thankfulness, not only for such a I may be enabled, though in much weakness,
parent, but also that 1 could see some marks to get onwards, so as to discharge my duty;
;

V

;

;

—

—

;

;

;

;

—

!
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low times of much want may not be which is the meeting to which that man of
renewed oftener than times of strength. But God belongs. It was a very heavenly season.
these meetings are siiflering, bovving times. Oh
let it be for ever remembered by all that
A strange deadness prevails. On tirst-day partook of the benefit of it. The good man
last, had a pretty good helpful opportunity at said they had always good meetings, but this
a general meeting but it is soon lost by the was a very extraordinary one.
The life of
succession of hard, dry seasons.
Thus have truth arose wonderfully, and that Father in
I abruptly hinted at my case one way.
Yet Israel, John Richardson, took me home, where
I trust in the great Helper and Deliverer of we sat up until almost daylight.
We then rehis people from under oppressions. As to my paired to our respective lodgings
but soon
body it is through mercy very well.
after five in the morning he came and sat by
my bedside, and, though weak and very poorSamuel Fothergill.
ly, would accompany me ten miles to this
place, and have here parted in mutual tendersamuel fothergill to his wife.
that

!

;

;

Carr-End, Third month 25th, 1740.

am

through mercy very well in health,
and pretty easy and quiet in mind, in a good
degree of a sense of being in my place in this
journey thus far. I heartily wish I may so
watch as to experience renewedly the manifestations of the Divine will in respect to my
duty, and suitable help to the performance
thereof in an agreeable manner, to the honour
of the Great Master, the edification of the
church, and the peace of my own soul.
Well, my dearest, remember me when it is
well with thee, for I find a prospect of hard,
dull, heavy work
the seed is oppressed in
many, and the well of life is oppressed with
rubbish
though here and there are fellowI

;

;

labourers, joined in heart and soul for the advancement of the glorious name ; a remnant

ness.

My soul admires the goodness of God. His
words are faithful, just, and true, helping
through depressing and trying times in many
places

;

but the best

ai'e

reserved, to recover

my drooping,
our be to

and ever.

wounded soul; blessing and honhim who lives and reigns for ever
Samuel Fothergill.

In this year, (1740,) John Fothergill, though
under much bodily weakness, attended the
yearly meeting in London, wherein, at the desire of his brethren, he gave a concise but
instructive account of his late visit to America,
the state of Friends, the increase of the Society in

some

places,

and its declining state in
which had most obvi-

others, with the causes

ously contributed to produce this. He observed, that as the elders of the people were preof such I met with yesterday, which helped
me out of a very low place a place of great served in freshness and zeal, under a diligent
care for the growth of spiritual religion, truth
want and in some good degree renewed my
increased, good order was preserved, the disstrength.
My love flows strongly towards thee that cipline kept up, and the youth, in many places,
tender and hopeful.
On the contrary, where
love that absence doth not diminish, nor sepatho.se who were of the first rank, both in reration lessen
Samuel Fothergill.
spect to age and situation in life, declined in
their religious care ; where the spirit of this
SAMUEL fothergill TO HIS WIFE.
world suppressed the tender desires after richMalton, Fourth month 20th, 1740.
es of a durable nature ; there, weakness, disAfter a fatiguing week, I now find a little order, and unfaithfulness were too obvious,
opportunity to write to thee. I have had meet- and a daily decay of real piety, as well as of
ings at Newcastle, Shields, Sunderland, Shot- numbers, prevailed, to the grief of the honestton, Stockton, Yarum,Yatton,(Ayton,) whence hearted, and the loss of those who unhappily
over the moors to Whitby, where, on first-day, suffered this corrupting spirit to take place.
had two large and powerful meetings among He pointed out, in a clear manner, some parts
that high exalted people
but renowned be the where these effects appeared, and the deep sorname of the ever excellent Being, his eternal row which attended him when amongst those
power was over all, to the breaking some whose conduct occasioned these consequences.
rocky, adamantine hearts, and to the comfortIn the latter part of the year 1741, he visiting of the true travellers.
Next day I was at ed Friends in several of the northern counties.
Castleton, which is Luke Cock's meeting.
I The following letters were written about the
spent an hour with that emblem of innocence, time of these engagements.
and in the afternoon rode ten miles, to the
house where the ark resteth, i. e., John RichJOHN fothergill TO HIS SON JOHN.
ardson's, who went with me next day to PickNinth month 27fh, 1740.
ering, and 1 went back with him to his home.
On the following day was at Kirby meeting,
1 have been, and am, through merciful fa-

—

—

—

;
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vour, preserved in usual health, and attended
with best peace and comfort in our heavenly
Father's goodness, though in the manifest appearance, as I have often looked at it many
months, of a severe, threatening time of disand if
tress, in divers cases, to this nation
we be not quickened and excited hereby to
diligence, in seeking to lay hold of eternal
treasure, the love and favour of the blessed,
infinite Rock and Fountain of all good, we
shall be more inexcusable than others of
mankind, who know not so well and clearly
where and how to seek happiness and refuge
indeed ; which I often inwardly long and
breathe in spirit we may lay suitably to
But after this little hint of what is
heart.
much with me, 1 shall take notice of some of
;

journey into Holland
and Germany, and first tell thee, thy account
of those people called Mennonists, and Moravians, as I suppose they call themselves,
exactly agrees with my secret and settled
for I believe both, and the
idea of them
latter especially, have had, in some measure,
their eyes opened, but they set man to work,
to form and imitate religion, and to build,
without digging properly to find the Rock
yet many, from their pious intentions, make
a show for a time, and some good may turn
thy remarks on thy

late

;

out of

it

:

but

it

is

a matter to be lamented, as

have very often thought, that there should
be, as it were, an universal and continued
propensity prevailing, amongst the Germans
especially, to run away with speculation, and
thereby so many valuable springings and
glimpses of the heavenly day should have
yet brought forth or produced no more duraI

ble fruits, in experiencing salvation in reality.

following Christ
it ever will be true, no
acceptably, without submitting to the cross,
which hath always seemed to me to be the
place at which that country-people in particular, as almost all nations in general, have

But

miscarried.

more

May

effectual

the plough
hold amongst

of God take
them, is my

And may this consideration
strengthen thee in fearing, and even loathing,
a sort of living and delighting, or being at
heart's desire.

ease, in barren speculation, even

things or principles

more animated

;

but

be

still

upon best
more and

seek daily bread from the
own hand, who will hear
and answer in due time the sincere and patient, though hidden cries for it
and thereby
such will grow in the living Root, and bear
fruit in due season, to the Father's praise and
honour.
But above all, my longing is for thy
spiritual access and enlargement in the heavenly pastures, under the leading and putting
forth of the one heavenly Shepherd, which I
to

everlasting Father's

;

still

[1741.

hope, as well as often

humbly breathe

on thy account, being well satisfied of
thy sincere desires, which, if properly retained and carefully cherished on thy part, I
cannot but comfortably hope, heavenly Help
so be it.
Amen.
will mercifully regard
for,

:

John Fothergill.
john fothergill to

.

Ninth month
I

6th, 1741.

cannot lose hope, nor almost

full

expectation, but that the Divine power, which

can do

all things, will

one time or other mer-

cifully help thee, if thou labour in watchful-

ness and patience, to look to him for salvation,
in true diligence, sincere resignation, and holy,

humble

trust:

and that he

will refine,

through

various manners of dealing, and distressing
dispensations, his beloved sons, whom he

would make chosen vessels in his house and
with such an eye I believe he hath looked
upon thee, somewhat like as upon Jacob, when
yet the Lord of all
a stone was his pillow
power and majesty was in that place, though
Jacob knew it not. And so have some others
been made witnesses, that he in mercy and
gracious goodness was even working in and
near us, when sometimes the heavens seemed
like brass, and the earth like iron, and fear
and sorrow surrounded. Thus he hath and
will winnow and refine, and will show that
none else can save, and yet that he forsakes
not those who would have no other God but
him, the ever-living and all-powerful One,
everlastingly worthy to have all our hearts,
and to be trusted in, waited for, and praised
;

;

for ever.

A

measure of

covers

my

spirit in

and mercy
bows my
most worthy

his glorious love

heart at this time, and

humble worship

to

his

cannot express, like many others,
according to my views, and must, therefore,
leave what I have hinted, for thee to gather the
substance as thou art capable. I am as well in
health, through merciful support, as I have
been many years, and was favoured with help
from the best hand, in the little journey through
the northern counties, to as much humbling
gladness in the Lord as I have almost ever
known though we met with several afHicting

name;

but

I

;

common heaviness, or want
of proper hunger, which is, more or less,
I had the good comalmost a general hurt.
pany of Michael Lightfoot most of the time.
cases, besides the

—

John Fothergill.
john fothergill to his son samuel.
Darley. Tenth month 10th, 1741.

my truly
As
dear wives, whom
you,

beloved sons, with your
sincerely value, are
I
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much

my remembrance

in love, which beand living breathing for your
growth in the saving knowledge of truth, that
the Father of all mercies and true good may
be your shepherd, and help you to live to his
praise; as this is almost all I can do for you,
and is often comfortably renewed with me, so
I now and then want to let you know I have
I am
you thus and often in mind
rather cheerful in my mind about thy having
drawings towards London, and hope it may
be made serviceable, as thou walks watchfully,
and acts in humble care to be an instrument
and servant directed by Christ, and rather be
Remember thy temper
within than exceed.
in

gets near care

is

active

and

;

keep fear, therefore out of meetings

in meetings, for the

who

honours those

Lord

will help,

truly seek his

and

honour,

and, therefore, carefully attend upon him for
food, and fresh help to do his will from day
to day: thus may thou be so directed and
enabled, that ancient and everlasting life may
more and more be known among the people
then will the Lord God be worshipped, and
have the praise, who is worthy, worthy,
worthy for evermore.
I think, if thou be
under no obligation
otherwise, that John Hayward would cheerfully entertain thee, and I know not of a
more worthy place but they are not great
showers of kindness, but real, where they
meet with worthy objects.
;

;

under the guidance of heavenly wisdom, he
had often before manifested on these solemn
occasions, for the prosperity and growth of
truth and righteousness, was again conspicuous.

The concern
some time

home

this winter, but

I

grow

see Ireland once more, but

to

it

expect

I

shall

seems not very

near.

of mind which he had for
Friends in Ireland, was

to visit

son in the following

to his

letter.

JOHN FOTHERGILL TO HIS SON SAMUEL.
London, Fourth month 5th, 1742.

a desire to impart some
thoughts to thee relating to a visit to Friends
in Ireland.
I remember thou once queried of
me if I had any thing of that nature before
me ; and though I could not say I had not, it
seemed not then to be fully clear to me ; and
though I had not much inclination then to
inquire the reason of thy question, I was led
to think thou might have found something on
thy mind of that nature, which induces me
now to acquaint thee that I believe such a
I

visit

have had

is

now become my

duty, and also that

draws near; so that

if it continue
has done, I think to be forward about the latter part of next month, and
I see not but thy company would be truly
easy to me, if thou apprehend such a concern
to be with thee, and also ripening as to time,
which I would have thee to consider ; and if
so thou find it to operate, there may be the
more strong ground of hope our going together may be sanctified to us and our friends.
Meet me at York, with a few lines in answer

the time

before

me

as

it

John Fothergill.

Samuel Fothergill having some prospect on
own mind of a visit to Ireland, received

his

proposal with much satisfaction; the offer
of the company of his venerable father, and
the prospect of travelling with him in such
an engagement, were truly agreeable. But,
in the exercise of that care which is so indispensable, to wait for the right time, as well
as for the right authority, to proceed in such
engagements, he believed that the proper time
for him had not arrived, and, therefore, notwithstanding the strong inducements which
and
the proposal included, he declined it
his visit to Ireland did not take place until
the year 1744.
Some account of his father's visit will be
found in the following letters.
this

must stop my pen, though love would
still run on, and I hope will often live and
move towards you. I will only add now, that
I hope Joseph is yet alive, and I breathe with
earnestness in the allowance of our Father's
love for him and his dear wife, that they may
be helped to sanctify the Lord of all power
and goodness in their hearts, and carefully
I

wait that the pure seed may not be hindered
visible things, but bear fruit to the giory
of the mighty Husbandman, who surely waits
to enable thereto.

by

So fare you all well, dear children, in devoted pursuit of heart to be obedient children
of the Lord God, saith your nearly loving
father,

felt

now matured, and was communicated

My last little journey was made by truth
very satisfactory, though very unpleasant
circumstances are to be met with, particularly
yet there is a people in that
in Cumberland
county waiting for best help, and worth la- hereto.
bouring amongst.
I expect to be much about
;

115

John Fothergill.

In 1742, after visiting Friends in Oxfordyearly meeting in

shire, he again attended the

London, wherein the same

lively zeal,

;

JOHN FOTHERGILL TO
Chester, Sixth month, 1742.

My

hands and thoughts have been busy
which, hastening to discharge myself of this debt

in
to
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passage thither coming as diligently and honestly as I know
but in a low how; which, through continued merciful help
and heavy state of mind, and should be very and renewed supply, hath been hitherto as
doubtful of being helped to live and act pro- well, or rather better borne, as to the body,
perly, but that grain of faith is preserved, as well as in the chief respect, than I dared
which hath heretofore often staid my mind to hope for, and I am thus far thankfully
in patient waiting, till merciful supply of food, easy on my own part, though, through deep
and ability to labour again, hath been expe- labour, and at times much sorrow; yet I am
rienced from the all-sufficient and only right glad I am here, because of the blessed favour
and here is my centre, in of help to pay this visit, and also in that I
relieving Hand
reverent trust, where, as we endeavour steadi- am sensible of the strong extendings of graly to keep, duly attending for fresh help, that cious regard to this nation, and even that the
we may be what we are, through the grace dead may hear, and be made to live.
Thine was very acceptable, being
from on high, I believe we shall not be neglected or forgotten of the all-knowing Foun- accompanied with a relish of religious, as
well as natural love and nearness, which both
tain of every good thing.
Ireland, and

the

first

I

now hope

suitable wind.

for a
I

am

;

comforts at present, and increaseth reverent
trust in, and regard to, the Almighty Source of
DE. FOTHERGILL TO HIS SISTER.
all our good and true help, who hath hiddenLondon, Sixth month 28th, 1742.
ly, yet mercifully, cared for us many ways,
I have received a letter from dear father, and requires our consideration as such, in
from Dublin in it he acquainted me that he order to encourage and instruct, in humble
had a short and easy passage over, and was confidence, yet with watchfulness towards

FOTHERGILL.

J.

;

A friend who saw him
then pretty cheerful.
at Dublin, and is since come to London, gave
me a pleasing account that his Great Master
had eminently favoured him with his presence
in several meetings, at which the friend was
along with him. The need there is of such
labourers everywhere, makes me cheerfully
resign him to so hard a service as he must
undergo in that country; but that wisdom
and strength which attends him from above,
I hope will support through it all, as well as
Oh, may we, dear sister, more and
direct.
His favour to
more seek our father's God
us will be all we want, and having him for
our portion, nothing necessary can be withheld.
I every day more affectionately esteem
the best of parents, if I grow better myself,
and I cannot without tears call to mind his
more than paternal concern for our welfare.
I have nothing so much in view as to
contribute all in my power to the relief of
those that want it, in the way of my profession, and to the happiness of those whom I
am so nearly interested in, as my father and
!

may

be our Shepherd through
name may be renowned
for ever.
Bear with me, dear son,
in thus reaching towards thee in the living
sense of mercy, the staying comfort whereof
highly worthy of our secret notice, and
is

him, that he

and
here and

time,

his glorious

commemoration
have been round the southern

solid
I

parts,

and

am now

near- the middle, going northward,
hope to be at Dublin at the half-year's

and

meeting.

J,

Fothergill.

After his return from Ireland, John Fothercontinued much about home, visiting the
neighbouring meetings as his health permit-

gill

precarious, and the
this grew more
winter proving a severe one, he was prevented
from goins much abroad. His care nevertheless, for the prosperity of truth, was as
fresh as it had ever been, his own inward
strength being graciously renewed, as he
often, with reverent thankfulness, expressed ;
and for the preservation of his absent family,
and their increase in Divine experience and
It gives me sometimes pain to steady progress in the paths of humility and
his beloveds.
think that, according to the common period, dependence, his soul was often deeply engaged.
one-half of life is nearly spent, exclusive of
any accidental blow, and I not better provided, JOHN FOTHERGILL TO FRANCES HENSHAW.*
either for this life or another.
But I hope to
Darley, First month 12th, 1743.
cherish the thought, and make it my chief
I had thee so much in remembrance in a
endeavour, to secure the last, and be content
loving care and sympathy, that I had thought
with whatever may be my lot as to the first.
of writing to thee again before I received
J.

ted

;

FOTHERGILL.

* Frances

JOHN FOTHERGILL TO
Mountrath, 1742.

Henshaw, afterwards Frances Dod-

shon, was born near Leek, in the year 1714. Her
parents possessed a considerable estate; she re-

have kept closely stirring along, ceived an education according to her station in
and much employed, to answer the end of my society, and was of good understanding. About
I
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which may truly be called a lamentaand would render thy case very lamentable, but that I am fully persuaded Almighty
and merciful care and succouring regard,
from the infinite Being of goodness and mercy,
is nearer and more regardful of thee, to stay
and protect thee, than thou at present seems
which revives my hope, if
to apprehend
thou can but labour with some diligence to be
quiet and reverently resigned, and endeavour
thine,

tion,

;

to

overlook the too

false accusations,

deject

much

much

means of exposing

the case, to thy future
detriment, further than one could wish, be-

cause

all

people are not wise ; but I seem not
thou may live to see clear weather,

to fear but

and the

light

of Divine

life

upon thee again

;

but reverent stillness in mind, as at the footstool of the great knower of all our thoughts,
as well as words and actions,

I cannot but beg
as ever thou canst for thyself; and although 1 should be pleased to see
teasing thyself about thee, I see little probability of its being use-

by which the enemy would

and destroy
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thee,

I

still

hope, with

for thee as

ful,

much

nor can

I

ride

much

but whether

culty;

I

without gi-eat diffithee or not, my

see

day of salvation will
and little dawn, and light and life
for I cannot think
spring up to thee again
there is so much wrath and judgment upon
Ihee from the God of mercy as thou would,
as it were, pull upon thyself in thy tender
fear, and the evil disturber would work thy
sinking temper in this time of trial, to fear
and conclude this is my real and steady
hope and thought about thee, though I know
it is hard to be quiet and to I'etain any lively
hope in the truly loving soul, when the Be-

very soul steadily longs for and bears with
thee, and almost believes I may live to see
thee cheerful in the Lord, or, at least, that
thou wilt live to be so, by the help of that
eternal, most gracious Power which ever
brings into a right mind
thus mayest thou
be regarded and helped, and so farewell my
friend, beloved for the Father's sake.

loved hides himself indeed ; but clouds of
witnesses bear testimony to the abundant
mercy to humble seekers, and even to the
loathness of Goodness to forsake poor man,
but still more contrary to his gracious goodness, to cast off one that hath been and is
desirous to follow him with full purpose of
heart, as I believe is truly thy case
and if
thou be but kept reasonably still, and somewhat cheerful, as very much otherwise would
not be of service, but might rather offend ;
for in the most stillness we can get to, is help
and strength from the mighty Helper experienced I say, if thou so labour to be kept, no
reproach will attend it, but what will, in due

strength

by

quietness, that the

little

;

;

:

Thy

sincerely affectionate friend,

John Fothergill.
of

1743

his health
and
reduced, yet, though
with some difficulty, he attended in the sixth
month, the general meeting at Pickering,
which vvas to him a favoured season, and
he was well satisfied in having undertaken
the journey.
These meetings, which were
held once a year, were commonly very large,
and held in an open place, to which some
thousands of the neighbouring people used
on this occasion they behaved atto resort
tentively: but they did not always comport
themselves so well.
He continued very weak during the winter
of 1743, getting but little out, and scarcely
able to converse with those friends who came
time, by best wisdom, be removed.
to see him at home; but his fervour of mind,
With respect to going to Grace Chambers' and love towards the best things, abated not,
I am pleased with the invitation, and think but remained undiminished.
And, in addressthy being there awhile may be of advantage ing at this time one of his friends, he says,
both to thy health and otherwise, for she is " Though I am more than a little afflicted in
good and wise company: all that I hesitate body, yet I am not forsaken of the everlastabout is, lest thy being there should be a ing Helper
In a renewed considera-

In

spring

the

were

much

;

:

—

and in a degree of the sense of his
manifold mercies, and fatherly regard and
succour hitherto, my heart worshippeth his

tion,

the twentieth year of her age, she was convinced
of the principles of Truth as held by the Society
of Friends, with whom she was received into religious membership. So full and powerful was the
conviction, that even in the many deeply trying
seasons through which she had to pass during the
course of her life, the foundation of these principles in her mind, as she often expressed, could
never be shaken. Soon after her convincement,
she was called to the work of the ministry; she
laboured much in the exercise of this gift, and
travelled extensively.
She had to pass through
many afflictions, both spiritually and temporally.
She lived to an advanced age, and died in the
eighth month, 1793.

name, and greets thee

in love

and true well-

wishing."

CHAPTER
After

the

Vr.

return of Samuel Fothergill
to the north of Yorkshire, in

from his visit
1740, until he went into Ireland, in the year
1744, there is but little left on record of his
services, and only kw of his letters.
In 1741 he attended the yearly meeting for
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at Kendal, and
I would have thee be entirely easy
London, and in on my account I hope that I am right in
the autumn he visited some parts of Lan- this concern, and that He that has called me
cashire and Cumberland
soon afterwards he will preserve from every danger sufficient is
had a certificate to pay a visit to some of the His power to keep us both in our respective
southern counties, and to the city of London, situations.
and spent the winter in this engagement.
The Papists here are quiet, and profess an
attachment to the government, by their observing the late fast in a solemn manner.
SAMUEL FOTHERGILL TO HIS WIFE.
There are fourteen French ships in this harCarlisle, Sixth month 5th, 1741.
bour, all seized upon by the government
I am preserved in a good state of and two at the Isle of Man.
Through the mercy and kindness
health, through hard labour, having had as
many meetings as days, hitherto, since I came of the Almighty, I have my health pretty

the northern counties, held
also the yearly meeting

in

;

;

;

into this county, and, through the support of
Providence, I am so far sustained; and this I
can with reverence and trust say, I never hitherto experienced in my travels, the opening,
sustaining goodness of the Great Master to
such a degree : have this day had a large,
open and precious meeting at this place, with
Friends and others from several parts of the
county, it being the time of the assizes, for
which, and manifold other mercies, my soul
ascribes glory, honour, and high praise to the
Rock of our strength and in this holy love
and life my soul salutes thee, and longs for
our preservation in all lowliness and humility.
I would fain return, with the sheaves of
peace in my bosom, and fully clear myself
before I return, which will be longer than I
;

expected.

well; the closeness of the city

is

inconvenient,

soon leave it.
The opening, enlarging
power of the gospel has not been wanting, but
has flowed with renewed evidences of my
being so far right.

but

I

On

the

there was in this city the
Friend, a banker, which was

18lh,

funeral of a

attended by the greatest concourse of people
I have ever seen upon the like occasion
strange mixture of folks
lords and Jesuits,
merchants and parsons, &c.: but the mighty
power of God was revealed over all to His
worthy name be the attribute of praise for
ever
On first-day last, we had a large meeting
in the forenoon, and near the close of that
meeting, arrived our dear friend Elizabeth
Shipley, and her companion, after a tedious
passage of nearly five days, from Liverpool.
were five strangers, but none appeared:
J. G. took up two and a-half hours in one
sermon, the longest, but not the best, I ever
heard, to the great uneasiness of Friends.
Very great is the danger of that highlycalled youth.
The meetings, during the course of this
national meeting, have been attended with the
evidence of Divine favour.

—

—

:

In 1742 he was engaged with some other
Friends, by appointment of the monthly meeting, in a religious visit to the families of
Friends within that meeting.
The prospect of religious duty in a visit to
Ireland, which had for some time been upon
his mind, had continued, and believing that
the right time for the performance of it was
arrived, he proposed it to the monthly meeting, and with the certificate and unity of that
Samuel Fothergill.
meeting, he embarked for Dublin in the second
month, 1744, and had a good passage.
The following are some of the letters writSAMUEL FOTHERGILL TO
one of them appears to
ten during this visit
Dublin, Second month, 1744.
be an answer to some individual who had
this
letter
should
come to the hand of
If
spiritual
the
him
for
counsel
apapplied to
plications of this nature which he received the person from whom I received one last
night, know, oh, distressed soul! I am sensibly
were frequent.
touched with thy state, and should be thankful to be instrumental in delivering thee from
SAMUEL FOTHERGILL TO HIS WIFE,
the gall of bitterness thou seems at present
Dublin, Second month 27th, 1744.
closely beset with.
I wish reflections upon
On my arrival I came up to this city about the nature and necessity of solid religion had
eight, and went to meeting at ten ; it was more place in the minds of our youth
sure
very satisfactory; the goodness of the Great I am it would tend to their great and lasting
Master was evidently manifested, to the abun- good, for in it is the happiness of the reasonit was as
able soul, and in its due regard to its dictates.
dant encouragement of my mind
that in this the day of thy visitation
a seal of my commission hither, and very Oh
thou might be wise in heart, and give up to
much encouraged me.

We

:

;

;

;

!
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If
the sword that which is for the sword.
there was a willingness to be divested of
every beloved, inconsistent with the will of
Him that haih called thee, thou would expe-

more

and a gradual removing of
those things that interfere between thee and
The sins of all
the joys of God's people.
mankind, must come to judgment, either here
or hereafter and they are happy who have
their sins go beforehand to judgment, and
rience

help,

;

submit thereto; in their humiliation their judgments are taken away. I never knew right
peace but in submitting to the exercise of the
righteous judgment upon the offending part in
my own soul. Now, as the mind is brought
to this submission, hard things are made easy,

seeming impossibilities are made possible by
the power of God, and the poor soul triumphs
in the power of God revealed for its health
and strength and one thing after another is
put off that hath separated from good, and
the soul ariseth gradually in the image of
Him who hath called it. I not only pity thee,
but, in the love of our heavenly Father, my
soul is baptized into a sense and feeling of
thy state: I sympathize with thee, and come
down as into Jordan with thee, oh poor soul
and a living faith ariseth in my heart for thee,
that if thou be truly submissive, and attend
to the Word in thyself, the day will shine
forth more and more to thee.
Oh be not afraid of looking inward there
is a merciful God there.
Spread thy cause
before him, and he will hear thee; for he
;

!

;

hath arisen for the piercing cries of the poor
and distressed, and ever will arise; and, my
friend, let Divine approbation be the standard
and measure of thy conduct. Alas what is
man, whose breath is in his nostrils, here today and gone to-morrow, a poor short-sighted
creature, that apprehension of censures from
such a creature should deter any from a religious pursuit of those things that make for
his eternal happiness ; therefore, look above
these considerations, consult not with flesh and
blood, but freely give up to the holy visitation.
Remember the footsteps of the holy Jesus and
his companions, and the tribulated flock of
God in all ages the difficulties in the way
are for the trial of our faith, and tend to our
advantage.
What can the world do for thee,
in that solemn period of death ?
Can it give
thee peace of mind? Can it deliver thee from
the judgment of God ? No, far from it.
Oh
therefore, that thou may be induced to submit
to that work thou hast known to be begun
Great is the mercy of God to penitent returning sinners, of whose abundant mercy I am
a witness. Prefer his favour, therefore, as
thy chiefest joy
run thou the celestial race
that is set before thee
despise the shame,
!

:

!

—

—
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—

endure the cross glorious is the recompense,
and weighty is the crown it is a prize worth
contending for, and oh saith my soul, that

—

I

may

thou

obtain

it;

and, inasmuch as this

the day of God's renewed
in

with

ever,

it,

mercy
thou become a

lest

is

to thee, join

for

cast-off"

and lose that sense thou now hast on

thy understanding 1 much fear thy safety,
if thou submit not in this renewed reach of
love
oh that I could take thee by the hand,
and lead thee forward a little
my soul is
bowed on thy behalf, that thou may be blessed with a turn in thy soul to God
I recommend thee to the guidance of the Holy Spirit
in thyself; mayest thou attend to its direction, and with the perfection of love and resignation, wait for the manifestation and production of a holy birth in thy soul.
Thus
having offered, in an abrupt manner, what
seemed on my mind for thee, I remain, in
the sincerest manner, thy affectionate, sympathizing, and concerned friend,
;

;

!

;

Samuel Fothergill.
SAMUEL fothergill TO HIS WIFE.
Lisburn, Third month 9th, 1744.

The day on which
to thee,

was held

I

my

wrote

last

the concluding meeting at

Dublin, to good satisfaction; next day

I went
Drogheda, twenty-two miles, and had a
meeting there on first-day; ten or eleven
Friends came with me from Dublin, and

to

divers sober people of other persuasions

came

and Truth was exalted over all. I went
thence to Dundalk, and next morning to
Rathfriland, and had a small meeting there,
and then fourteen miles to Lurgan that night,
which was a hard day's work. 1 rested at
Lurgan on the 1st, had a meeting there on
the 2nd, and at Moyallen on the 3rd, where
the neighbouring gentry came in, and several
clergymen, two of whom dined with me at a
Friend's house
the Lord's power was that
day magnified, glory be to his worthy name.
On the 4th instant went to Ballyhagan,
where was a large meeting returned to Lurgan, and rested there one day; on the next,
being the first of the week, went to Ballinderry in the morning, where was a mighty
large meeting of Friends and others
I went
back to Lurgan, where was a still larger
meeting in the evening. It was a day very
shaking to the body, but my soul renewed its
strength, in faith and experience of continued
regard. The next day had a meeting at Hillsborough few Friends, but many others, and
some of the greatest rank in the neighbourhood. Yesterday I had no meeting, but there
is one appointed for to-day.
Thus far truth has favoured beyond my
in,

;

;

:

—
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expectation, and as there seems a very great
openness hereaway, I dare not suddenly leave
and on the other hand, I am cauthe north
tious of appointing meetings too fast.
Friends here are very loving, and unfeignedly willing to do any thing that lies in their
power for me, and apprehending me to be
tender, [in health,] are careful to an extreme
My landlord,
lest any thing should ail me.
where I now am, a worthy, innocent elder,
has been with me in most meetings I have
had, and proposes to accompany me through
the greatest part of the nation, which will be
acceptable to me
he was over with Michael
Lightfoot ; his name, Robert Richardson.
;

[1744.

more than
them
the fountain is inexpressibly open and free, and oh that there were a

ciently capacious to hold thousands

yet inhabit

steady

;

—

thirst alter

My

it

i

renewedly touched with the
love of God
in that I am bound up with
thee, and near thee, in an indissoluble covenant
may our dwelling be evermore in it,
so shall we be helps one to another.
heart

is
;

;

Samuel Fothekgill.
samuel fothekgill to his wife.
Limerick, Fourth month 5th, 1744.

;

Samuel Fothekgill.

On

seventh-day, the 19th ult., the Province
meeting began at Ballyhagen ; on the next
day was a very large meeting there, and what
was still better, a good meeting the ancient
testimony of light and grace opened.
John
Turner opened the meeting, and it concluded
well
the hearts of Friends were comforted
one in another.
On the 21st, rode sixteen miles to Castleshane, and had a meeting there that day,
very poor and small. The following day I
rode to Cootehill, twelve miles ; had another
small meeting there
rode the same evenins:
to Ballyhays, six miles, where I had a' small
meeting on the 23rd.
On the 24th 1 rode to
Castlebarr, eighteen miles had a small meeting there: thence to Moate, thirty-nine miles,
and was at the meeting on first-day, which
;

SAMUEL POTHEEGILL TO HIS WIFE.
Charlemont, Third month 18th, 1744.

;

My

present business is to look to
my concern here, and the faithful discharge
of it to God, the people, and myself; and
living praises to Him that is mindful of his
servants,

me

I

may

say he has not hitherto

failed

in this journey.

:

We

had a pretty large meeting at Lisburn,
and though things were heavy amongst them,
the
yet Truth rose, and we were favoured
next day I rode twelve miles to Antrim, where
we had a poor little meeting rode twentytwo miles to Ballinacree, where we had a
hard, though pretty satisfactory meeting next
morning, being the first-day; in the afternoon went to Coleraine, where was a large
meeting; many people of rank within several
miles came to it, and the Lord owned us by
may that day's favour
his mighty power
remain always in my mind. Next day went
twenty miles to Grange, where we had a poor,
heavy meeting; on the 16th to Toberhead,
where we had a good meeting; yesterday rode
nineteen miles to this place, where this day the
Lord singularly owned us by his power and
presence, to my great admiration and thank:

;

:

fulness.
rest of

I

my

know

how

not

journey

—

I

I

may

leave that

fare in the
;

but

I

may

;

pretty large, and the same evening I
went six long miles to Athlone. On secondday I went ten miles to a meeting in the province of Connaught, and returned the same
evening to Athlone, where I had a large
meeting in the Assembly Room, to good sat-

was

isfaction.

Very great hath been the Lord's
goodness, and eminent his power, that hath
often attended me in this visit.
I
sometimes think something is to be met with that
will try me thoroughly, and oh that I may
keep to the Rock of the righteous generation,

who
cient,

is

able to preserve, and likewise

where

the

mind honestly

rests

suffi-

upon

him.

I am glad thou art easy in mind in my
say of a truth, the evident favour and power
of God's Truth has hitherto wonderfully help- absence the Lord of heaven and earth keep
ed me, and my health has been, and yet is, us both in the way of our duly to him, resigned and submissive.
The state of the
mercifully preserved.
My love to all inquiring friends in Penketh Church is very low in many parts of this
meeting, in earnest wishes for their prosperity kingdom, and meetings so dull and heavy
May they that nothing but the weight of the powerful
in the glorious truth of our God.
gather to the eternal refuge of the people of Word itself, and that manifested in an extraGod, and therein be preserved to the end. ordinary- degree, can reach them, and this
My mind calls many of them to remem- has been near from day to day.
Think not that I am puffed up with the
brance with gladness, and humble yet fervent
breathing that they may be gathered to the abundance of the Divine favour; I am, through
glorious Shepherd, whose pastures are suffi- mercy, awfully humbled and bended in mind.
;
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acknowledge gratefully the favour of HeaDuring the summer of this year he removven, and to consecrate the gain of all to the ed his residence from Darley, in Netherdale,

to

Lord.

May

reverence and fear possess

my

Samuel Fothergill.

soul for ever

DOCTOR fothergill TO HIS SISTER.
London, Eighth month llth, 1744.

A

number of engagements have SO taken up my time, as even to
break in upon those hours which I could
always wish to command for retirement, or
considerable

to

Knaresborough.

Feeling a desire to visit Friends of Bristol,
and to attend the Circular yearly meeting at
Worcester, he went by way of Cheshire and
Shrewsbury, into Herefordshire, where he
visited Friends generally.
In the yearly meeting at Worcester, he
bore a noble Christian testimony to the allsufficiency of that Power which had preserved,
supported, and guided him in the way that

to devote to proper thoughtfulness about things

was

of the greatest consequence. But, alas
I
have been too much robbed of this for some
time past, not indeed by any particular event,
but by the general avocations of business,
study, and the interruption of company.
As
I have been favoured with a
sight of the
dangers that attend such a life, I am in hopes
sometimes of being strengthened to avoid
them. At other times I see no way to shun
the precipice, but fear that one day or other
I shall fall, and be lost to a sense of those
blessed reproofs of instruction which yet,
through mercy, at times attend me.
As I can keep more in this place, dear
sister, our correspondence will be more fre-

able and willing to do the

!

quent,

more

truly affectionate and instructive;

know thy

lonesome, solitary hours are
thou art breathing
after an inward acquaintance with thy father's
God and as thou abides in patience, he will
come in, and then the night will seem short,
and it will be an additional gladness that thou
for

not

I

spent unprofitably;

;

didst not repine

when

left

desolate.

Thus

let

be our chiefest pleasure to incite and encourage in 6ach other a steady, patient attenit

tion to that sacred

right

and well-pleasing

in degree,

same

and

is

for all the

children of men.

Benjamin Holme was

at this

meeting, and

makes mention of
yearly meeting for Wales

in his journal thus

also of the

it,

and

" I went to the yearly meeting in Wales,
which was held this year at Glanneedless
[Llanidloes]
the said yearly meeting was
large and very peaceable, there being a great
resort of other people who were not of our
;

our friend Samuel Fothergill was
and had good service for the Truth. 1

Society
there,

:

was at the yearly meeting for
Western Counties, held this year

the
at

seven

Worces-

John Fothergill and his son
Samuel were there; also Joshua Toft and
Benjamin Kidd
the meeting was large and
peaceable, and Friends were favoured therein
with the enjoyment of Divine goodness."
From Worcester John Fothergill went to
Bristol and Bath, visiting the various meetings
of Friends, and was helped to labour faithfully, and in much plainness among them.
He left Bath in the beginning of the eighth
month, and travelled home by easy journeys,
ter; our friends

;

power which condescends to holding meetings as opportunities occurred.
After his return from this journey he seland to enliven those who

enlighten, to teach,

thus daily seek for the bread of life.
It is
seldom, alas too seldom, that the hurry and
cares of this life permit me to practise what
1 here recommend, with the ardour I could
wish.
J. Fothergill.
1

The period was now approaching when
John Fothergill, having laboured faithfully

dom got out, even to his own meeting, but
continued visibly to decline. In a letter to his
son John he mentions, that though in this
journey his natural state was but feeble, and
attended with divers difficulties, yet he was
not doubtful but he should be assisted, in
mercy and favour, to discharge himself of the

debt, which had seemed to grow and remain
Lord and upon him, the way he was going, to such a
Master, was to be removed from his labours, degree as to return in holy quiet and adds,
to enjoy the reward, and to receive, as we " I ask no questions farther, but to be helped
may reverently believe, the welcome sentence to live to the ever living Being, the little time
of " Well done, good and faithful servant, he may suffer me to continue on this side the
enter thou into the joy of thy Lord !"
grave."
In the year 1744, though very weak in
body, he assembled once more with his friends
JOHN FOTHERGILL TO HIS SON JOHN.
at the yearly meeting in London.
He attended the various sittings of that meeting, eviAs I have no dependance on hudently under an exemplary reverent, weighty man assistance but from thee, nor any corframe of mind, and his company was truly respondence which affords me like comfort and
acceptable and useful.
satisfaction, I must beg thy frequent rememVol IX.— No. 4.
16

and

diligently in the service of his

;
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brance, and to hear from thee as often and
freely as leisure will permit; and be assured,
my hearty, careful desires for thee, in every
true good, not only are enlivened by the strong
ties of nature and affection, but are more riveted and strengthened by many a gracious
spring of living goodness from the almighty
Helper of his people, who have trusted in
him, and feared him. Thus, dear son, farewell, farewell, saith thy affectionate father,

John Fothergill,
" With these affecting expressions," says
Doctor Fothergill, " ended a correspondence
which afforded the strongest satisfaction that

any thing in this life could
ter was dated the 15th of

yield."

The

let-

the tenth month,

1744, from which time he gradually declined
till the 13th of the following month, when he
peaceably expired, leaving to his family and
friends the comfortable assurance of his being
gone before, to enjoy that unmixed happiness

which is the portion of those who prefer a
conscientious discharge of duty to God, their
families, and the world, though attended with

[1744.

ALEXANDER FOTHERGILL TO

T-

Carr-End, Eleventh month, 1744.
I

have

for

some time had a

desire to give

thee an account of the decease of thy friend,
and my near and worthy father, John Fothergill,

who

departed this

life

on the morning of

the 13th of this month, being the first-day of

the week.

His natural body hath been visibly going
decay these several years, though he has
been willing to show more care and attention
to it of late than formerly; the reason he
gave for this was, that he might be better
able to discharge some services that he seemed to have before him on Truth's account in
the discharge whereof he frequently forgot
the declining state of his body: thus of late
he hath returned home, inwardly cheerful and
easy in his spirit, yet the poor outward frame
then care and
reduced to the lowest ebb
proper medicines were used to recruit it, which
was no sooner done than it was again exposed
to

;

:

his love and zeal for the
hardships
cause of truth and the welfare of the Church,
labour, anxious care, and solicitude, to all the working upon a generous mind, fully devoted
false, though gilded pursuits, which the spirit to serve his God and his friends without reserve, carried him faster on than the body
of deception throws in the way of mortals.
His remains were honourably interred in was well able to bear.
In this last journey to the west of England,
Friends' burial ground at Scotton, near Knaresborough, the 15th of the eleventh month, he wrote from Bath that he had been support1744; many friends attending on the solemn ed to his admiration, and had been enabled
He was aged sixty-nine years, fully to dicharge himself, and he thought his
occasion.
health had not suffered much, and that he
and was a minister nearly fifty years.
His testimonies were awakening, sound, felt as though he had nothing to do but to
and edifying, delivered in the demonstration return home with the reward of peace in his
of Divine authority, for he handled not the bosom: but the season being very rainy, and
Word of God deceitfully, nor endeavoured to he riding every day, bi'ought oft an aguish
and as he waited to be endued complaint, with a total loss of appetite, so that
please men
with wisdom and power from on high, so was he was very often sick, and altogether unable
he enabled to speak to the conditions of the to take food.
people.
I saw him twice; he was cheerful and easy
He was a man zealously concerned for in his spirit, and not without hopes to see his
good order and the discipline of the Church, friends again but said, if it happened otherand was remarkably qualified for the man- wise, he was content, having so laboured in
agement of its affairs, being of a quick appre- the day that he was prepared for the evening;
hension, an extensive capacity, and deep and if he should recover again, it would be
judgment, and could express himself aptly, no further pleasant to him than that he could
copiously, and strongly; and as he diligently be serviceable to truth.
Alexander Fothergill.
attended the various meetings for discipline,
so he was of peculiar service in them, approving himself a wise and able counsellor, may drummond* to samuel and susanna
to fresh

;

;

;

fothergill, on the death of their
exemplary, being
FATHER.
Bristol, Eleventh month, 1744.
humble and sincere, doing the work of an
evangelist, and giving proof of his ministry,
Two days ago the unacceptable tidings of
in patience, temperance, vigilance, and for- your worthy father's death reached me. Dead
titude; enduring afflictions, and using the
things of this life with moderation.
* May Drummond was of a considerable family
Several of the following letters have refer- in North Britain she was convinced of the truth
ence to the event of John Fothergill's decease. of Friends' principles at Edinburgh, by the minfaithful

His

and just

to

God and man.

conversation

was

;
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did

I

say? No! he

not dead; he lived in the

is

has lain down a
tender fabric.
On his account no friend need
to lament; yet nature must have an allowance, and Divine favour has indulged us so
far as to give us the example, when our great
Master shed tears for dead Lazarus. In your
grief on this account 1 truly share
and of
the joy that you feel, from the certain knowledge which truth hath communicated to you,
of your deceased parent's felicity, I taste.
So many have fallen who have been raised
up to be shining instruments, that it cannot
fail of being an inexpressible consolation to
you to reflect that your worthy deceased paeternal existence,

and

in that

;

will
is

123

suggest to thee;

we

we do

great, yet

both

feel that

know

not

it

to

our loss
the

full

our best friend, protector, and counsellor is
no more; it would be unnatural not lo grieve.
But still we must remember that he is only

gone before

lo that

at last arrive, if

we

possession where we shall
tread in his steps; to excite

and encourage one another in this race, oh,
may it be our constant employ.
Through his care, and the blessing of kind
Providence upon his earnest wishes and
I am at present in a way of life,
both affords me what I have occasion
and seems not unlikely to continue so

prayers,
that
for,

and whilst it is, neither be afraid of wanting
rent retained his integrity.
No children had thyself, nor think thou art obliged to me. In
ever better example in a father, nor more this part, while I am able, I will be a father,
seasonable admonitions
and he, before his thy friend and brother; I should not say I
departure, lived to see the desire of his soul, will be these things
it
is that good hand
and the prayer he had put up for the salva- that blesses my endeavours, for that dear
tion of his children answered to his wish, and good man's sake and thine.
Brother Samuel
all his offspring in so hopeful a way, that I has written to me, but very short hints of
make no doubt of his saying with good old every thing. Do, dear sister, take the first
Simeon, " Lord, now lettest thou thy servant opportunity of acquainting me as fully as
depart in peace ; for mine eyes have seen thy thou canst with all that has passed since he
salvation."
May Drummond.
began to decline, and if any memorable expressions dropped from him in his illness,
please to let me know.
DOCTOR FOTHERGILL TO HIS SISTER.
I find brother has collected most
;

;

London, Twelfth month 2nd, 1744-5.
1

can say nothing

to thee

distressing occasion but

of his papers
the rest I shall be glad to
in order that, from those I have in my
prudence hands, and the rest, I may be able to finish
that account which dear father had begun,
;

upon the present have,

what thy own

partly at

my

request.

J.

Fothergill.

Thomas

Story, about the year 1731, at
the time that her brother was the Provost of that
He was one of the principal founders of
city.
istry of

the Royal Infirmary, and his sister was active in
procuring funds from Friends in England in aid
of the Institution; the various sums contributed
by several quarterly meetings remain recorded on
a board in one of the apartments. May Drum-

mond had much

to endure from her relations and
who, being what was considered of genteel rank, were much grieved at her uniting herself to the despised people called Quakers, and
were all against her, except a younger brother.
She, nevertheless, continued firm in her attachment to the principles she had embraced, and
maintaining her ground, was, in a few years, called into the ministry. In this she was much engaged for many years. She was a fluent speaker
and very popular, particularly amongst those of

friends,

SAMUEL FOTHERGILL TO HIS SISTER.
Warrington, Twelfth month 2nd, 1744--5.

As
is

the

now, alas!

transferring of

common

removed,
it

to

increase between us

—

centre of our love
I

feel

the sensible

May it mutually
am sensible of thy

thee.
!

I

view it sometimes with
secret and strong sympathy.
I strongly hope
encouraging goodness may attend thee to dissipate the gloominess and pain that at times
must and will be about thee. Great is our
loss, and great is the loss of the Church
may we, the offspring of so worthy a parent,
with redoubled care look to that which made
him useful and honourable in his gtation.
the
lonely situation

1

other societies, who were much drawn to
heart is full when I consider things as
meetings she attended her character and the
circumstances of her convincement often exciting they are.
curiosity. One well qualified to judge, says of her
Dear sister, I advise thee to endeavour
ministry in 1739, " She has some masculine, ner- much after quietness in heart and mind.
I
vous expressions her periods are mostly regular know thy prudence, and that thy cheerful
and just: did she not affect it, one might say she
countenance often covers a pained mind
was eloquent." She died at Edinburgh about the
some
thou hast yet some left that love thee
year 1772; but, during the latter years of her
relations that are not a dishonour to the cause
life, was not held in the same estimation that she
of truth our father promoted, and that are
had formerly been.
:

My

;

—
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pleased to have such a relation, and would
give all the evidence they could of it.

[1746.

the irruption of the Scots into England, her
visit

was delayed

until the following year.

Samuel Fothergill.
DOCTOR FOTHERGILL TO JOSHUA TOFT.*

CHAPTER

London, Fourth month 2nd, 1746.

VII.

Those

During

several of the years succeeding

the decease of his father, there is but little
left on record of the labours or correspon-

dence of Samuel Fothergill. Yet, neither
during this period, nor in any other after he
had embarked in the work, could he be numbered amongst the slothful or the indifferent.
He had early attained to a high and settled
standing as a minister, and his faithfulness
and diligence were manifested, not only in
those more extended services which he performed with the certificate of the monthly
meeting, and in the regular attendance of,
and services in, the meetings for worship and
for discipline, of which he was strictly a
member but he also very frequently visited
those of the adjacent or more distant counties
as the Circular or local yearly meetings
which were then held in several parts of the
nation
those called General meetings, and
the yearly meeting in London. His company
was much solicited, and very often given, at
funerals, and on other public occasions. The
practice of attending at such times, even at a
considerable distance, being much more common in his day than it has become of later
;

;

—

that are at heart concerned for the

welfare of the Society, cannot but be desirous
of knowing a little of what has passed amongst
us upon the late solemn occasion [the yearly
meeting.]
We should many of us have been
glad to have seen thee with us, but as I hope
that thou wast quite easy in staying away,
we ought to think it was thy place, and
therefore acquiesce
Thou wilt
probably have heard that an address to the
king was very early proposed to the meeting,
and, as most of those Friends who were
looked upon as capable of advising were previously consulted, it was soon agreed to.
I
thought the proper time was elapsed had I
been present I believe I should have said so
much but an address was ordered to be
drawn, and after a great deal of time spent
upon it, the draft was brought in, and almost
unanimously agreed to.f It was presented
yesterday, by several Friends, and received
in a manner that left them no room to doubt
of its being highly acceptable.
The Duke of
Grafton was ordered by the king to go out
and tell the Friends, that he had not received
one address that had given him more satisfaction, and that they might assure their
;

;

years.

He considered it a part of his Christian
duty, as a minister of the gospel, to make
use of every occasion in his power to advocate and promote the cause of truth and

—

to this he was devoted
to
he gave up much of his time and his
substance
and to this he was ever ready to
sacrifice his ease and his strength
great was
his zeal, and it frequently led him into much
exertion and fatigue, whereby his bodily powers were greatly exhausted.
The natural energy of his character was
exhibited herein, and was also developed in
his ministry; in which he was frequently led
on in a strain of deep and fervid eloquence,
accompanied by the demonstration of power,
which made strong impressions on the minds
of his hearers; thoroughly convinced himself of the great truths he had to declare,
he desired that similar conviction should be

righteousness

this

;

—

;

* Joshua Toft was the intimate friend of Samuel
Fothergill, and his " fellow-labourer in the gospel
of Christ." He had yielded in very early life to
the power and influence of Truth, and was united
in religious membership with the Society of
Friends.
When in the strength of his days, and

extensively engaged in a lucrative business, which

promised to yield him abundance of wealth, being
content with the moderate competency already
acquired, he, with noble resolution, declined trade,
that he might more fully devote himself to his
Lord and Master's service in the gospel ministry,
into which he had been called about the thirtysecond year of his age. In this he diligently and
faithfully laboured many years, and travelled much
in various parts of the nation.
For more than fourteen years of the latter part
of his life, he was deprived of his sight. This,
with other bodily afflictions, he bore with much
patience and resignation. A short time before his
death, he said he had received much consolation
from a most gracious promise extended to him, " I
have been with thee, I am with thee, and I wdl
be with thee."
He died at his house at Hargate, near Leek,
the 15th of the eighth month, 1769, aged upwards of eighty, a minister forty-eight years.

wrought in the hearts of his auditors.
In 1745 he attended the Northern yearly
meeting, held at Kendal
also the yearly
meeting in London. His wife had a certificate to visit Scotland, and some parts of the
north of England, but on account of the
t This was an address to George
political troubles which prevailed, owing to suppression of the rebellion of 1745.
;

II.,

on the
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it.
There was not much business
I sate the little meeting at Knaresof the ordinary course that presented borough.
In the evening I went to the place
itself, nor any occasion given for long de- where the remains of our dear father were
bates.
laid, and though I could not join you in
I know not whether I am in any condition performing the office of a child,* yet I felt
to give thee an account of the other meetings: then, what you had felt before.
in some, things went well; in others, not
I could not have been fully satisfied with
entirely to satisfaction.
Sometimes too great my journey without some such opportunity.
a loose is given to words.
Plain, simple
J. Fothergill.
truth needs little decoration
it
strikes the
mind disposed to receive it to advantage
SAMUEL FOTHERGILL TO LAWFORD
more forcibly than the greatest eloquence.
GODFREY.
parade of words, indeed, bewitches the

friends of

out

;

A

hearers, and

and

makes them admire and

at length puff

We

possible.

are

praise,

up the poor instrument

if

J.

11th, 1747.

mind was reverently humbled before

some dethe Almighty, during the course of that soare upon
lemnity at Leominster, and under a lively
Fothergill.

all susceptible, in

gree, of these impressions, unless

the strictest guard.

Tenth month

My

we

sense of the extensions of a regard, ancient
and new, that He who is the author of our
being, the author of our happiness, is not
only ours who have been so eminently visited,
but is the safety of an alienated world, in the
reconciling and restoring it to himself.
For

In the year 1746, Samuel Fothergill paid
a religious visit to Cumberland and Scotland
in the following year he was engaged in a
visit to Friends in Warwickshire, Oxfordshire, and London: during this journey he
this end we know he immediately reaches to
attended the Circular yearly meeting held at
the minds of mankind, and, having led a
Leominster, which he mentions in one of the
remnant into a lixing experience, through
following letters.
His wife also visited Worfaith in his name, that he is Jehovah, great
cestershire and Gloucestershire.
in council, and mighty in power, he hath
In 1748 he paid a visit to Friends in Cumenabled them to be co-workers together with
berland, and also to the city of Bristol.
;

himself, for the cultivation of their

DOCTOR FOTHERGILL TO HIS SISTER.
Eighth month 23rd, 1746.

There are times when we are drawn to
retirement, and it is made beneficial to us
we leave it with cheerfulness, and the mind
is relieved and comforted. These should ever
be embraced, and the disposition to improve
them should be carefully cultivated. But as
nothing is so painful to ourselves, or makes us
;

own

vine-

yards, and through a diversity of instruments,
and variety of gifts, to be as the voice of one
crying in the wilderness of this apostatized
generation, " Prepare ye the way of the

Lord, make his paths straight." The unity
of these labourers, in the promotion of this
glorious work,

is great, and unto strangers
incomprehensible but, being baptized by one
Lord, into a most holy faith, some are builders, some hewers of stones, some diggers of
them, as out of the earth, and some others
so uneasy to others, as indulging eating cares,
more immediately bearers of burthens each
so we should be for ever on our guard against
led into their respective services by the great
them.
Architect, and directed to proceed therein
I often reflect, that I know not
what is best for me the most flattering pros- through the continuance of the same wisdom,
as fellow servants in the cause of God.
A
pects may be attended with dangers that I
cannot see, and it is, therefore, in kindness concern for its promotion, and the mutual
preservation one of another, strongly and
that Heaven withholds them from me.
I am
already too much retarded in my pursuits frequently prevailed, and I am persuaded a
sincere regard for the honour of the great
after what alone can make mankind truly
;

—

;

happy

;

if I

have more

difficulties,

my

pro-

gress must be still less.
Thus I argue, and
thus I think, when the best mind is uppermost ; but this true bias, how often is it perverted by unworthy objects
Brother Samuel wrote to me from

Name, and

travail for Zion's prosperity, attended thy mind, and led thee, in openings of
Divine council, to impart thy experience in the
work of the ministry to me, that have great
need of every help.
I am thankful to the

1

Durham.

* In attending- at the interment.

His letter gave me great satisfacspoke his father's language in his
father's spirit
and may he ever be clothed

t Lawford
in that city,

with

1747, aged sixty-six, a minister nearly forty years.

tion

it

;

;

it

Godfrey resided at Exeter, and died
on the 10th of the eleventh month,
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we have fathers, as well as the generality are the most insensible, unfeelmercy continued amongst us ing people 1 ever was concerned amongst.

great Master that
instructors, in

such as by a long course of experience have
explored the great mystery of godliness and
ungodliness; watchmen that are placed upon
Zion's walls, whose trumpets give a certain
sound. For my own part, I thank God he has
not left me destitute of a humble sense of my
own weakness, and the jeopardies that attend
me, engaging according to his wisdom, by his
rod and his staff, to a labour of soul to be what
I ought to be, to fill my station, and stand in
my lot to the end of days.
There is none knows, but the Lord and my
own soul, the baptisms wherewith I am at
times exercised, nor the steps I have to tread.
Oh, that I may be helped to take heed to the
ministry of the Word, that in all dispensa-

myself and others, I may fulfil it.
I have had a renewed sense, often comfortably
impressed on my mind, in my late visit and
travail, that the Lord would preserve through
all, and keep me to the end.
Though my
way may be through the shadow of death, 1
feel my safety is in an humble walking, and
steady feeling after God, for renewing of
bread, day after day.
Sometimes his countenance is clouded, and, blessed be his name, it
tions, to

The meetings
able,

and

to

there were large and peace-

my

satisfaction

those not of our Society.

I

in respect to
returned, by the

yearly meeting at Pickering, which was very
large, and Friends told me, the greatest they
had had for some years but as it has over;

grown
no

better

velling,

service,

I

and many come

to

it

for

purpose than drunkenness and

re-

was the

be

its

believe this

last that will

Marsden Height* meeting, I hear,
was remarkably large, but I fear not altoheld there.

gether satisfactory.

had great hopes thou

I

would have been there.

Samuel Fothergill.
In the year 1749, Samuel Fothergill again
some of the midland counties, and the
city of London ; he afterwards extended his
visited

some parts of the south and
west of England and was also at the yearly
meeting for Wales, held at Haverfordwest;
thence he went to Swansea, to attend the
burial of his friend Benjamin Holme, who
being on his way to the yearly meeting for
Wales, was taken ill at the house of Paul
Bevan, in Swansea, and there he departed
is at other times fairer than the children of this life, on the 14th of second month, 1749,
aged sixty-seven years. So early in life had
men.
he entered on the ministry, that he had been
I sat down with my spirit bowed in gospel
fellowship with the true followers of the engaged in it for fifty-three years, and had
Lamb I knew not what I might offer with travelled in that service when only seventeen
respect to words.
May our dwelling be in years of age, with Joseph Kirkbride and Leonthat, which no language can fully express, ard Fell.
He was much devoted to the serand our correspondence, though not with the vice of truth, and laboured therein almost
ornamental arrangement of words or expres- incessantly; and as he lived, so he died
sions, tend to stir up reciprocally the pure pattern of meekness and innocency.
(^See
mind.
an Account of his Life and Travels. LonI am, with the salutation of strongest affecdon, 1753.)
tion, that is everlasting in duration, and unIn 1750, Samuel Fothergill attended the
changeable in its nature, thy brother and National meeting for Ireland, held in Dublin,
fellow sufferer in the patience and tribulation and in 1752 he paid another visit to the city
of Christ's kingdom.
of Bristol.
In most of these years he attendSamuel Fothergill.
ed the yearly meeting in London.
services into

;

;

—

samuel fothergill to joshua toft.

SAMUEL fothergill TO HIS BROTHER
JOHN,

Warrington, Sixth month 19th, 1748.

This summer I have made an excursion to
Scarborough, and amongst the meetings of
Friends on the eastern shore of Yorkshire.
The consciousness of an honest intention, and
of room for the testimony amongst those
without, together with evident tokens of the
Great Master's regard, afforded, and still doth,
a lively degree of satisfaction and comfort;
but to view the state of the Church in sundry
places, particularly in
gives a good
deal of pain some kw keep their places, but
,

:

Warrington, Tenth month, 1750.

am

sorry to find thy fears respecting the
improvement of Friends, where I have been,
so justly founded ; too little proper thoughtfulness is amongst them
large fortunes, and
I

;

religious profession, the fruits of their father's

industry and

*

real

experience, have had an

This was one of those called General meetand of which S. Fother-

ings, then annually held,
gill

was a very frequent

attender.
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unhappy effect upon many of them, and in- the enlivening, encouraging Presence was
troduced a mixture of pride and indolence richly manifested to a small handful, that
that is no-ways consistent with inward reli- seemed like the mournful prophet under the
gious growth, to which the far greater part juniper-tree, and like the small, very small
gleaning of the vintage.
of them are no-way attentive.
An eminent degree
Notwithstanding the deplorable state of the of the same heavenly truth attended us the
Church there, yet the strong reaches of in- next morning, at our public concluding meetward help are extended towards them ; the ing, which was extremely large, and 1 do not
God of their fathers remembers his covenant remember ever more undoubted proof of mermade with them, and waits to bless their off- ciful condescension. Many that were not of
spring; by the same means the righteous in our name were there, and greatly reached
every age have been made happy; the un- remember it, oh my soul, with due reverence
doubted sense I had given me of the merciful and gratitude
The afternoon was favoured
regard and gracious long-suffering of the God with the same truth, and was a very great
of mercy strongly comforted me; yet a pro- meeting.
The funeral of Francis Russell,
portionate fear often attended, lest disregarded our father's and my former landlord, occavisitations and touches of inward virtue over- sioned it to be an excessive crowd, though
looked, might issue in almost total subversion awful, and very quiet.
Meetings every day,
of a people, with whom heavenly favour had and the close, heavy air of the city, had demanifestly dwelt.
My soul was often strong- stroyed my natural abilities; my rest and aply moved to pay them a visit for some time petite almost gone, I was obliged that evening
past, and I did not fully give up to it until the to take coach and go to a Friend's country
sixth-day evening before I went ; my mind house. I returned much better next morning,
was quiet and easy, as I was resigned. I attended the quarterly meeting for young peohad a quick passage, though not unattended ple the same day, which was large and satisThat the hairs of my head factory. Next morning I set out with Samwith danger.
were numbered, was given me to believe, and uel Watson and Robert Lecky to go into the
that beyond a doubt
said with reverence, country, to Kilconner, to see Abigail Watson,
I
Good is the word of the Lord, and was as who is poorly in health, but lively in the best
calm and quiet as at any time of my religious respects, and full of the heavenly dew of her
experience.
came safe to Dublin. The youth. She mentioned thee often, and with
meeting for ministers and elders was held on great esteem, and desired her dear love to
fourth-day, and was very small and poor; the thee, and that I would let thee know a few
meetings for worship were held in the fore- lines from thee would revive her much.
noons of the two following days, and the
On my return to Dublin, I went to see
meetings for discipline in the afternoons of some other sick Friends, with a mind filled
the same, in which time their business was with awful reverence for mercies daily refinished.
newed, and a continued sense of daily supTheir discipline is just ; nothing inferior to port.
Spent a space of time with some
ours in the north, and there are a few hands Friends at John Barclay's, on third-day, in
that are strong and active in it, and studious which the humbling presence united us, and
to render it effectual to answer the end of its strong cries ascended for mutual preservation
institution.
The appearance of Friends from in his fear and favour; his canopy was over
Leinsler province was considerable; from the us, and he led us to his banqueting-house.
province of Ulster only four Friends ; from Afterwards I went on board, and after fortythe province of Munster not one, which occa- six hours at sea, came safe to Liverpool on
sioned a hesitation in the opening of the meet- the 30th ultimo.
ing of business, whether they could proceed
Thus, my dear brother, I have given thee
to act, as they wanted representatives from a recital
probably tedious
of a k\v weeks'
one-third of their body; but as the Munster occurrences, which I hope not to forget ; I
Friends had written an account of the state have reaped benefit myself, and I hope others
of their province to the National Meeting, it likewise: faithfulness is the way to profit, and
was accepted, and Friends were easy to pro- to renew life and strength though we are
ceed.
weak and poor, infinite strength and riches
The state of the Church gave great con- humbles Himself to our wants, and will ever
cern to many there, and a warm, affectionate regard us with mercy, whilst we regard him
epistle was sent to the Particular Meetings, with sincerity.
into which I threw a few things that had
I salute thee and dear sister most affectionsome weight with me. The concluding meet- ately ; may we live to Him who hath inwardly
ing for ministers and elders was held on se- quickened us, that the blessing of preservation
venth-day, which was solemn and bowing
may rest upon us through all the mazes of
!

;

We

—

—
;
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our probation,

an inheritance

to

in everlasting

I

given a certain sound

— becoming so wise as

to repair to the battle

quiet.

ties

[1750.

Thomas Greer.

am yours, in union more near than the
Samuel Fothergill.
of nature,

samuel fothergill to thomas greer.

THOMAS GKEEB TO SAMUEL FOTHERGILL.
Dungannon, Ninth month

Glad would

I

have been

to

18th, 1750.
little

my

my

spirit

thee,

to

for

which

I

have

times thankful to the Author of
in that he was graciously pleased,
thy ministry, to make such an imon my spirit as I hope will never be
Oh may I never forget his paterover me, when, equipped whh the

many

been

life,

through
pression
effaced.

nal care

from thee,
and I rejoice in
this, that the Lord of heaven and earth is visiting by his truth and working by his power
to beget into his heavenly family, and bless
people with that which conveys all the happiness mankind ever did, must now, or hereafToo many are insensible
ter ever can taste.
of it, and others too lazy to be religious as
they ought but it is our interest to pursue
our own peace, and transmit to others examples, how great and excellent a thing it is to
be true subjects of Christ's kingdom, and baptized into his nature, and therein to abide.
Great has been his mercy in visiting our souls
and it highly behoves
with his blessed truth
us to watch with all diligence lest we render
This is our duty to look to him
it frustrate.
This comprehends all. Here is our
daily.
strength and safety; other stays, or temporary
helps, will fail, and leave us destitute and inwardly lean. Oh! therefore, remember often
I

have had a

conversation with thee when in Dublin, at the
late National Meeting; but that not being the
case, I now write, in the freedom of that love
that in thy former visit to this nation nearly
united

Warrington, Eleventh month 20th, 1750.

!

wings of vanity, I was flying into folly; even
then he was pleased to speak, in a language
Young man,
too powerful to be gainsayed
May it indeed be enwhither goest thou 1
this
graven as on the palms of my hands;
unparalleled condescension, may it ever renew in me a humble breathing in my soul
that he may be pleased so to strengthen and
support me through the various vicissitudes
that attend this life, that I may be enabled to
live to his honour, for which great purpose I

—

—

received

in

me

which gave

Dublin a

letter

satisfaction

;

;

;

—

the

dew of thy youth,
when first met

the tenderness of thy

Cherish in thy
had and have their soul the fresh instances of regard and be it
how liable is depraved thy care inwardly to look and live to the
but alas
existence
man to mistake the matter of greatest import- Lord; so shall thy hands be made strong and
There is a
ance, and choose rather to live to himself, thy head kept above the waters.
and to the gratification of a carnal, degene- spirit that is gone forth into the camp, and is
rate mind, than to the glory of that Being splendidly delusive. It delights in good words,
cries out, " Help,
it
that formed him, and seeks his eternal happi- and feeds upon them

am

satisfied
;

mankind

with.

heart

first

;

!

;

ness.

help," but principally to the servant, not to

Much hath been the labour of love that has
been bestowed upon this poor unthankful island, and many have been the faithful labourers who have been sent amongst us, both from
England and other parts, for which favours
all who have any degree of life cannot but be
thankful; also for its being put into thy heart
to visit us at the late half-year's meeting, at
this time of inward poverty and affliction of
mind to some whose faces are, I trust, turned
Zionwards, on account of the undue liberty
taken by many of the youth; and the love of
the world and earthly-mindedness, it is to be
feared, have overtaken many, who, if they
had kept their places, might have been by this

the Master.

This

spirit

leads into notions

snuffs up the wind, and lives in

;

it

commotions

all that are led by it are superand know nothing, and must lie down
sorrow.
That Holy Spirit, which was and
the ground of truth for ever, which, I trust,

itself raises;
ficial

in
is

has reached thy heart,
rative principle

;

its

is

a

substantial, ope-

directions are not imagi-

nary, nor its doctrines loose and indetermibut it is light and life to its possessors,
nate
and causes them to inherit substance; it
teaches access in heart to that God whose
attributes cannot be defined fully; but experience teaches them it is kind to men, supplying
their wants, supporting their steps, opening
their understanding to those Divine truths
time as stakes in Zion's walls.
May the design of an all-wise Providence, that are higher than human wisdom can
in sending thee amongst us at this time, be trace, and deeper than all its penetration can
Dear friend, let us wait for this
fully answered, by every one who has been explore.
favoured with having his condition opened, wisdom let this Spirit be leaned upon above
in the demonstration of the Spirit and with all ; this will help us to stand upright, and
power for certainly the Gospel trumpet hath walk steadily in the faith delivered to the
;

;

—
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thou thinkest reprovable, do not spare me, for
I

know

that I

want

help.

Marv

Divine power, to live and act to God's
honour and our own preservation, will be
dear and precious to us; and He that delights
to hear the language of his children will not
be slack in the performance of his gracious
promises.
I found the free salutation of pure
love in my heart towards thee; and earnestly

after

Peisley.

SAMUEL FOTHERGILL TO CATHARINE
PAYTON.*
Warrington, Third month, 1751.
I

received thy brother's

letter,

intimating

thy thoughts of going over to the Half Year's
meeting, at Dublin, and I sincerely wish thee
and it will never fail. I salute thee in the a good journey, and pray that the preserving
love and affection of Christ, our holy and hand may ever sustain thee, and keep thee deblessed helper, and remain thy faithful friend. pendent upon himself: by no other means are
we likely to be kept properly. Various humSamuel Fothergill.
bling limes attend the true faithful labourers
in the Lord's vineyard, that keep company
MARY PEISLEY* TO SAMUEL FOTHERGILL. with the true seed in suffering, and only reign
by it; the applause of the injudicious has hurt
entreat thee to abide steadfast in the truth
feel after it; live in it; hope for its salvation,

some and greatly embarrassed many, in that
kingdom and therefore keep thy eye single.
reaching,
As the Lord has given thee a good gift, and

Paddock, Eleventh month 28th, 1750.

Thy lines carry with them the
convincing evidence of that soft, sympathetic
union, to which the world are strangers: they
neither know nor intermeddle with these joys,
the feeling sense of which, when I received
thy letter, melted my heart into tenderness,
and bowed my spirit in reverence before the
God and Father of all mercies, to reflect that
he, the high and holy One, who inhabits eternity, should condescend to the low estate of
his poor unworthy handmaid, to bring her
into the glorious fellowship which is with him
and his dear Son, a secret union and communion with the saints in light that I, the least
of them all, should be made a sensible partaker of these blessed privileges, and be made
present in spirit with his dear servants, though
absent in body.
Oh! may I, during the residue of my weary pilgrimage here, walk more
worthy of the vocation appointed me, so that,
with the Lord's chosen servants, I may finish
my course with joy.
It gave me concern to hear of thy indisposition, which I do not wonder at, considering
thy labours amongst us
but humbly hope
thou wilt be spared, and raised up for future
service, to which mayest thou be made truly
willing in the day of God's power, though it
must be confessed it is a dangerous and difficult time to go a warfare in
but it is not at
our own expense, for greater is He that is in
and with us than he that is in the world.
Do, dear friend, write freely; and if thou
hast observed any thing in my conduct that
;

;

;

entrusted thee with several talents, thou art

loudly called upon to diligent improvement;
and that can only be by virtue of the renewing of strength from his hand, and holy feeding at his table; thus thou wilt be preserved
dominion over all that which would lift up,

in

and over

that

which would cast down, and

of our jealous God will be honoured,
and the gain consecrated to him. And, dear
Kitty, bear thy testimony against haughtiness
and luxury, by a humble, watchful conduct.
Be not led by them out of the leadings of
truth, in the appointment of large meetings in
the

name

court-houses, &c., for in this respect I am
is some danger, unless, really,

sensible there

the very burden of the

and

I

Word

be upon thee,

would by no means have the

faithful

I would
labourer in that ability discouraged.
have thee to be tender in the choice of a companion if one fall to thy share, let her be
one to help spiritually, and not to hinder thee
by any disagreeable demeanour. My afTection
strongly attends, and craves that the presence
;

of Almighty God may be thy guard and comlive in it, seek after the enlargement
panion
of it, by waiting for daily sustenance from it
;

* For many years an intimate friendship and
frequent correspondence was maintained between
Samuel Fothergill and Catharine Payton. She was
the daughter of Henry and Ann Payton, of DudWhen about twenty-two years of age, she
ley.
came forth in the ministry, and in the exercise of
this gift travelled much, in most parts of England
and Scotland ; also in Ireland, America, and Hol* Mary Peisley was a well-esteemed minister. land.
In 1772 she was married to William PhilShe visited America in company with Catharine lips, of Cornwall, and died in that county, in the
Payton. She was subsequently married to Sam- Eighth month, 1794, aged sixty-eight years; a
See Memoirs of her
uel Neale, and three days afterwards, viz., on the minister forty-six years.
20th of Third month, 1757, she departed this life. Life. London, 1797.
;

—
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and the God of my life keep us both chaste sought thy nurture and growth in the things
the visitation ol" heavenly light and
in our minds to him whose we are, and ought of God
life has also been extended, and I hope in a
to serve with the spirit of our minds.
great and good degree embraced, and has
Samuel Fotheegill.
pointed out the means of help, or the terms
of happiness, and inclined thy heart to seek it.
samuel fothergill to his brother
Many are the besetments and probations of
JOHN.
a mind awakened to seek an inheritance among
Warrington, Seventh month 14th, 1751.
the blessed, and of various kinds they are; but
Yesterday I attended the funeral the mighty arm is revealed and made bare,
of Peter Leadbeater, of Chester, who, by a for all those that refuse to be comforted withfall on third-day, fractured his skull, and died out it.
Many are the low places the rightenext day
a man in many respects worthy ous tread, and in the line of their experience
and useful, and let his imperfections be buried deep answers deep some are brought upon
with him.
us through our inadvertency and negligence;
There was the greatest crowd I remember let us then inquire the cause, and remove it;
to have seen on such an occasion, and it was sometimes the heavens are made like brass to
;

—

;

with difficulty we got to the burying-place. I
received a crush in my breast in the throng,
I am afraid won't soon be forgotten.
I join thee in thankful acknowledgments to the Author of good, for his signal favour in owning those large assemblies
with his powerful truth, to the comfort of the
faithful and the exaltation of his name amongst
the people. Oh that the sense of general and
particular favours may be often revived in
our minds, that our souls may be quickened
in care to walk worthy.
Nothing ought to
be allowed in us that leads to forget that hand
that is filled with blessings, ready to dispense
them, but expects grateful returns.
!

Samuel Fothergill.
SA3IUEL fothergill TO SARAH FROWN.*
Warrington, First month 20th, 1752.

us, to teach us

how

to

want, and, like winter

seasons, to strengthen our roots, that we grow
not top heavy; but in all things our Heavenly

Father deals with us tenderly, and

for

our

good.
Let, therefore, thy attention be steady to

him

for counsel and guidance, and he will not
forsake thee in the time of thy secret bewailings, but spread a table for thee in the desert.
Oh that our youth might thus awfully bow
!

under the operation of the Lord's hand, that
their minds might be subject to him, whose
we are, and whom we ought to serve in the
I feel in my mind the
spirit of our minds.
sympathy of the blessed covenant, and the
spreading of the Father's wing towards thee,
and crave of the Almighty One to have thee
in his keeping, and of thee never to forfeit it
by any means. He is all-sufficient to abide
with thee continually.

He is often with his people when they perdoubt not but the same conveyance that
brings this, will bring some account of thy ceive it not: he dwells in thick darkness often,
dear and worthy father, whom I saw at Liv- and was as certainly the mighty helper of
erpool, on his way to Ireland, a few weeks Israel, when they groaned in anguish in the
ago, in pretty good health, and alive and land of Egypt, as when the glory of the Lord
I
cheerful in his labour, in which he has been filled the temple, at the feast of dedication.
seek him diligently,
closely concerned, and I hope to good service commend thee to him
in divers respects; doubtless to his own great serve him honestly, and follow on to know
peace, and uniting him in heart to the faithful. his requirings, with full purpose of heart to
and no weapon formed
In the freedom we had to each other, he be faithful thereto
imparted to me one or two of thy affectionate against thee will prosper, nor any place be
letters to him, which seemed to breathe strong- allotted so low in which the omnipotent arm
I

—

;

ly of the language of tender affection to him,

and an awful regard to the Heavenly Father,
and has been the means of thy being often in
my very near remembrance, and some desire
attended to send thee the salutation of true
love in Christ Jesus, our holy head, in whom

will not sustain.

Samuel Fothergill.

SAMUEL fothergill TO HIS SISTER.
Warrington, Fourth month 20th, 1752.

I often make myself a party in
stands the fellowship of the family, the world idea in your converse, and with pleasure I
over.
Great has been thy advantage, dear anticipate the satisfaction arising from a perFriendship, founded on its
friend, in being descended from worthy pa- sonal interview.
rents, who, by example and precept, have proper stable foundation, doubtless affords the
most sublime sensible joy we are capable of
* Daughter of William Brown, from America.
tasting here, and is an agreeable earnest of
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to be assured thou could not relish such a
beloved sister, how correspondent; however, I have often rememglorious is the prospect, but how difficult the bered thee nearly, and my spirit being so
But no cross, no crown : and in our closely touched with secret sympathy with
means
thee, has been some evidence that my life is
Father's arm is everlasting strength.
I salute thee and Mary
I have had much to sympathise not altogether gone.
with thee in thy present religious circumstan- Peisley, when thou sees her, most affectionces, and it has revived in my mind, in joyous ately, and am thy friend and companion in
suffering, to endeavour after a peaceable, the tribulations, and may God grant it, the

that union that inseparably connects the bless-

ed

Oh

above.

spirits

!

!

childlike submission to the heavenly Father's
will

to lie

;

down

patience of the gospel.

Samuel Fothergill.

at his feet, in deep, resigned

even from complaint, has made more
for true ease, and helped to a profitable search
into ourselves and Heaven's mind.
I believe much deep travail attends thee,
and an apprehension of being almost alone.
Discourage not thyself at this, nor pain thylet thine eye
self unnecessarily about others
be i7i thy head and to thy Helper, and his
neither be discouraged,
will thy standard
beloved sister, at the low times thou meets
with
for I am fully satisfied that even the
strong men are often bowed down deeply; and
shall the tender plant repine at being shaken
by the wind 1 The faithfulness of unchangesilence,

;

;

;

able help

is

such, as to render us safe in his
we seek to abide in it.

protection, while

Samuel Fothergill.
samuel fothergill to john churchman.
Warrington, 1752.

have by no means

I

art too deeply fixed in

displaced.

Thy

thou
;
be easily

forgotten thee

my

mind

to

JOHN churchman* TO SAMUEL FOTHERGILL.
Moate, Eighth month 13th, 1752.

When, by the secret touches of truth, we
made to feel and know each other, though

are

to the outward entire strangers, there is a
foundation of friendship laid which is not
easily erased. It is hereby we know ourselves

be members one of another, and cannot
help at times remembering each other, in the
participation of the true communion ; and the
humble address of our souls is, that ourselves
and our brethren may be preserved pure, and
as worthy communicants, presented before the

to

holy table, cleansed from the spots of the
world, and all the crooked wrinkles of self.
We then have no thoughts of asking dignities
for ourselves, or for one another, as to sit on
the right hand or on the left, but to be preserved in innocency, and to have our names
written, yea, recorded, in the

of

life;

an inheritance

to

Lamb's book

such

is

sure in

life

affectionate, instructive epistle

eternal, if they continue faithful unto death.

from Cumberland, hath been often a means
of bringing thee near to my soul, and it into
a reverent search and jealous care to move
rightly when I can move, and endeavour to
stand safe at all times by standing out of my

When we are humbled before our great
Master, in a sense that his love is lengthened
out to his Church and people, we are made
willing to follow him in the way of our own

own

abilities

and in

that

which comes from

God.

And now, my dear friend, I must
inform thee of the principal reason of ray
long silence, and the discontinuance of my
correspondence. I have had, since my return
from Norwich, a very baptizing time of inward distress and want, and been brought
very low in mind, even sometimes almost to
question whether I had ever been right, or
should ever be happy.
I ever kept my complaint secret, and my mouth in the dust, under
the correction of my heavenly Father's rod ;
and he sometimes revives a little hope. In
this time of solitary distress, I have observed some causes of chastisement, and hope
of more stability and faithfulness has attendTo sing I could not; to complain I durst
ed.
not
to write of religious things was passing
beyond the line of present experience, and
that is a sacrilege.
I know thee so well as
;

duty whithersoever he leads us and good it
mind our own business properly, without
thinking ourselves too much alone in the work
of the Lord, and others too negligent; or
inquiring too busily into the gifts of one, or
be too much concerned what another shall do.
These dispositions seemed to be gently both
reprehended and instructed by our Lord, in
his answers to well meaning Martha, when
she said, Bid her that she help me, and to
Peter, on his query, What shall this man do?
;

is to

But when the baptizing virtue and power
* John Churchman, of East Nottingham, in
Pennsylvania, a Friend well known by the pubIn
lished accoont of his life and gospel labours.
the year 1750, accompanied by William Brown,
he arrived in England, on a religious visit to this
This
nation, also visiting Ireland and Holland.
occupied him nearly four years and in 1754 he
returned to his native land. He died on the 24th
of seventh month, 1775, aged near seventy, a minister about forty-two years.
;
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we cannot

kindled in the hidden treasure of these world-

help desiring that the people may keep their
ranks, and, in sanctification of both body and
spirit, stand prepared that the Lord may
choose and instruct, gift and qualify, judges,
counsellors, rulers, and chiefs, both in the
ministry of the Word, and in the discipline of

and begun to burn in
and they have sought the friendship of such, and sometimes, when gained,
they have valued themselves, and have smothered the fire, and continued in their cor-

of Truth overshadows our souls,

and

lings

libertines,

their hearts,

ruptions.

Oh the awful authority, the becoming sweetChurch.
I have been confined to my' room for more ness, the instructive mien, the beseeming gesthan ten days, by reason of a great cold, ture, with which Truth arrays her votaries,
taken, I suppose, in the north, in damp houses far surpassing all our modern polite and
and cold beds, but through the lender mercy worldly genteel airs. With the salutation of
of kind Providence, am in a fair way of re- love, thy real friend.
covery.
The respite from travelling and imJohn Chxjkchman.
mediate exercise has been as a rest to my
spirit, which has been preserved, resigned,
john kendall* to samuel fothergill.
and mostly quiet. I have often sought to
Colchester, Eighth month 17th, 1752.
know mine own imperfections, and have been
favoured with a sight of several things conI am but just returned from my journey in
cerning myself and my brethren engaged in Holland and Germany, and may acquaint
the work of the ministry. Methought 1 had thee, that we had divers comfortable opportua renewed glimpse of the holy attire with nities with the few Friends in those parts of
which the attendants at the holy altar should the world, and had great satisfaction in our
perpetually stand arrayed
the vestments are visit to them, finding a people unto whom the
holy, the garments clothe the spirit, and the visitations of our heavenly Father seemed
adorning is beautiful, and never waxes old
particularly extended, and such likewise as
it is girt about the loins of the new man, and
have answered the call, and are become as
loosely laid aside when immediate service testimony-bearers for the name and truth of
seems over
it
is bound
in the heart and God. These we hope the Lord will yet further
coupled in the soul. Oh let this Urim and strengthen, and qualify as instruments in his
Thummim be for ever with the holy One, and hand, to promote his glorious cause yea, we
by him renewed to his children.
expect the primitive lustre of our Zion shall
Dear Samuel, the near sympathy which yet in some degree be revived in that land,
arose at first sight, and silent salutation that though certainly there is a mixture, through
made the inward birth move, has often been the unwearied adversary, who has come as
brought to my remembrance; and pursuant in the night, and sown tares among the good
to the solemn covenant between us soon after seed.
Our hearts were enlarged in great love
our first acquaintance in thy brother John's at times, and a concern begotten for the growth
little parlour, I have fpund a great freedom to of the true seed, and for the right birth, wherein
act towards thee as an unreserved, open- we laboured according to the ability received,
hearted friend, and shall, therefore, add a and have found the answer of peace, which
a little further.
In a feeling sense of Divine abundantly repays.
John Kendall.
goodness, my soul has been humbled on thy
*
account, that the Lord, in the riches of his
SAMUEL FOTHERGILL TO JOHN CHURCHMAN.
sure mercies, did vouchsafe to pluck thee
Warrington, 1753.
from the fire, and quench the darts that were
shot at thy soul, and by lifting thine eyes to
Thine of the 14th, I this morning received,
himself, healed thy wounds, and chose thee and hasten to tell thee, I wanted much to
as a vessel for his use, and for an instrument know where thou wert, that I might send thee
to publish his name and proclaim his light and a short salutation of love unfeigned, which
salvation to the Gentiles. And it sprang in has often, of late more daily, lived in and
his

!

;

;

;

!

;

my

heart, in much brotherly affection, to say.
Prize thy privilege, mind thy calling, for it is
* The Friends who were accompanied by John
high and holy
watch against the world, that Kendall, during this visit to Holland, were Wilit do not clog thee, with the spirit thereof be
liam Brown and Samuel Neale. John Kendall
not too familiar. There are that pretend to be was a Friend well known, both as a useful memchildren of the light, who are lying in wait to ber of the Societ}^ and as a writer, having pubgain the friendship of those whom the Lord, lished several works. Besides the occasion here
mentioned, he also paid four other visits to Holby the indwelling of his Word, has made as
land on religious service.
He died at Colchester
a flame against those who reside in the Mount in 1815, at the advanced age of eighty-nine years,
of Esau ; and coals from their mouths have a minister about sixty-seven years.
;
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I
flowed forth of my heart towards thee.
received thy acceptable, profitable letter, from

Moate, which I acknowledged soon after,
which probably came not to thy hand if it
did not, the loss is trivial to thee, though important to me, as it has probably deprived me
of some further indication of thy regard and
good desires for me. I am humbly and reve;

rently thankful, in that I feel the unity of the
1 am,
brotherhood it is very dear to me.
and have been, in a low, humbling dispensation, in which that union has been almost my
sole evidence and mark that I was not far out
of my way.
I desire to accept, at the heavenly Father's
hand, my portion I know it is, and will be
right and in due season; though I may sometimes almost murmur and repine, yet that
adds to my anxiety. I have had some weighty hints for years, about a piece of labour,
which makes me tremble and, in short, my
way to true settlement seems to lie through
thy country. I now stand resigned, and only
beg Put forth, and go before me, O Israel's
Shepherd, and I will follow in thy strength,
believing in the all-sufficiency of a never-failing arm.
I am sensibly touched with thy observation
of making poor wages in Ireland, Alas my
friend, can we expect to flow with wealth
when the church is in poverty, and the priests
of Zion in heaviness? Our sympathy will
lead us to mourn, and our heads will be
covered with ashes instead of crowns. The
ministers of our Lord cannot expect to be
above their Lord
he was crowned with
thorns for us, and so must we be for his visited
seed.
But this thou knows better than I,
though I am not destitute of some experience,
which, I bless the God of my life, I find to
increase and flow from patience in tribulation.
Assure thyself, my dear friend, thy correspondence is to me very grateful and profitable, and when the cords of Divine love draw
thy mind towards me, be open in counsel,
admonition, or reproof; 1 want such friends,
and value them very greatly. Accept the
salutation of dear love, in the fresh renewings
of quickening virtue, which reaches freely
forth to all the servants of Christ, as a divine
odour, for which the true virgins love him
from thy friend and brother in the labour and
suffering of and for Jie gospel,
;

;

;

—
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and more precious to me, though I think that I
grow but slowly in my passage from death to
Those few hints that thou givest, that
life.
thy road to a true settlement leads through
our country, are no way unpleasant to me,
and are safe in the bosom of thy friend yet
I can hardly help saying. Hide it as a precious seed or root in thy garden, as much as
may be. I have seen the growth of choice
things retarded, by opening the earth to show
others what seed or root has been there planted but if they are let alone, and not trod too
much upon by man or beast, in due time
they sprout and break forth with beauty and
;

;

strength.
I do not expect to return before 1754 : If I
should live to see that happy day, with the
smiles of my Master, or have one, like flesh
and bone of one's flesh and bone, for an intimate, in a moving jail, to which I must be
committed before I can be proclaimed free in
my native air, affords a contemplative delight
not easy to express.

John Churchman.
samuel fothergill to samuel watson, on
the death of his wife.'*
Warrington, Seventh month 7th, 1753.

!

;

:

Samuel Fothergill.
john churchman to samuel fothergill.
Woodhouse, Third month
It

was very reviving

to

me

17th, 1753.

to receive those

kw lines from thee, for I think the remembrance and love of the brethren seems more

I

affectionately salute thee in the fresh re-

newings of that near union in which our
acquaintance commenced, and in which thou
hast often been brought of late into my.re* Samuel Watson, of Kilconner, in the county
of Carlovv, "succeeded his ancient and honourable father, John Watson, of the same place, not
only in his outward possessions there, but in a
zealous concern for the testimony of truth, and
support of its cause." He was a friend of great
use and service many ways, particularly in meetings for discipline, which he attended with exemplary diligence. "Often, under the fresh influence
of the divine anointing, he was enabled to drop
living counsel to the affecting and tendering many
hearts, and to raise that life in meetings for discipline which alone is the crown of all our religious
" In religious visits to the families
assemblies."
of friends, he was often eminently favoured, and
opened in suitable counsel, in an extraordinary
manner strong and fervent were his desires, that
the youth amongst us might dedicate their hearts
fully to the service of God, that there might be a
succession of faithful members in the church,
whereof Christ is the head, following the ancients
in that self-denying path in which they had walk" He departed this life in peace, at his own
ed."
house, at Kilconner, the 14th of fifth month, 1762,
aged seventy-six years." His wife, Abigail Watson, formerly Abigail Bowles, was an eminent
and experienced minister she travelled much in
the service of truth, having visited England five
times, and the provinces of North America once.
Site died eleventh month 11th, 1752, aged sixtyeight, a minister forty years.
;

:
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membrance, and particularly since the
late worthy companion and my dear

thy

loss of tory
friend.

To consider an ancient person, who had
long enjoyed the happiness of a help-meet, in
a temporal, and eminently so in a religious
sense, divested of that principal sublunary
his satisfaction taken
aid in advanced age
away by the loss of a dear companion, and a
comfortable auxiliary in a joint spiritual labour must immediately furnish painful reNevertheless, as the everlasting
flections.
spring of all true peace and holy ease abides
unchangeably the same, and, through all the
in
mutations attending us, He varies not
him, in him let our fresh springs be fixed,
and he will reveal his glorious sufficiency to
supply all our wants; he will reward his faithful afflicted servants with a stay in their various conflicts, and with a staff in old age. He
whom Jacob worshipped leaning on the top of

—

—

—

whom Moses served, and whom
Job remembered in his troubles, will,
I question not, be near for thy present help
to live and labour, and for strength to preserve to the end of thy days.
Oh, let not the
decline of life be obscured with a diminution
of holy zeal, that so the heavenly crown may
be sure.
I mention my humble petition, not
from doubt, but anxious desire for thy glorious issue and present profitable labour for the
help of a people withering and declining in
his

staff,

afflicted

some
I

places.

request thy acceptance of a narrative of

some part of dear father's labours thou
remember him with affection and profit.
:

wilt

Accept, my dear friend, the salutation of
endeared love, from thy sincere friend and
brother in the labour and service of the blessed
Samuel Fothergill.
household,

SAMUEL FOTHERGILL T.0 PETER BUCK, OF
NETHERDALE.

[1753.

world, the

secret

of Divine

visitation

redeem and preserve thee
from corruption, and to give thee a name
amongst the living, a blessed memorial in the
Jerusalem of God.
Now, dear kinsman, what lives upon my
heart is, to put thee upon a serious and awful
inquiry, how far these mercies have operated
on thy mind to produce their desired effect.
Remember thy parents, and their God and
light

and love,

to

blesser; their plainness, their love to Friends,
their attendance of meetings, their

them

concern

Has this been
thy care to imitate, to come up in their footsteps, and show thyself a worthy descendant
from a worthy stock has truth opened thine
heart and house for the reception of Friends,
and drawn thy love towards thy father's
friends, whom we ought not to forsake?
If
so, I hesitate not to say, the God of thy padren's good, their good example.

;

rents will bless thee in all things,

and

build

thee up a sure house, and render thee useful

as a strength to that meeting,
an useful member of the Society; and above
all, the evidence of heavenly acceptance will
cover thy soul as a royal garment, to thy own
inexpressible peace and joy.
If, on the contrary hand, thou forsake thy
father's footsteps, and turn aside from the law
of his God, he will cast thee off; thou wilt
become a burden to thy friends, and cause of
pain to thy sincere well-wishers, and be a
hurt to others instead of a help. I beseech
thee in time to consider the weight of their
guilt who turn their own feet from the holy
paths of truth, and by their example cause
the way of truth to be evilly spoken of, and
hurt the seeking souls of others.
Thy possessions in the world will become
blessings, as they are truly sanctified to thee
by that God who is great on earth, as well as
in heaven
the fatness of the earth is his, and
he condescends to visit in externals. All things
below are in his hand, and he has ofien visibly disappointed the pursuits of those who
have forgotten that it is his blessing which
makes truly rich. And, though close application and avarice may be sometimes successful
to accumulate wealth, yet remember, with
trembling, the epithet of " fool" was fixed by
him who was and is eternal Truth, upon all
those who were laying up treasure for themand
selves, and were not rich towards God
in that solemn hour of decision, when all
worldly enjoyments shall issue in vanity, and
the largest possessions be light as a feather,
nothing short of true inward peace will avail,
and that is solely found in the way of welldoing.
The visitation of Divine Providence
has been at times near thee, to help over
in that place,

;

month

Skipton, Eighth

The alliance between
former acquaintance, and

our
to

9ih, 1753.

families,

renew

it

our

afresh,

with some other considerations, made me very
desirous of seeing thee, and I found in my
mind a salutation of good will to spread towards thee for thy help. It hath pleased Divine Providence to afford thee several favours
of great importance; as, being sprung from
virtuous, religious parents, who were good
examples in their generation, amongst men
and before their children; they loved Friends,
and were beloved of them and, through the
blessiug of Providence, they have left thee in
affluent, easy circumstances, and possessed of
in comparison with many
a large share
of
the good things of this world
also, what in
finitely exceeds all the riches of this transi
;

—

—

;

in

for their profit, their care for their chil-

;
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hurtful things,

and

to lead thee

in the

O

self;

fail

down upon

it,

in true

submission of

soul; or, I testify, on God's behalf, it will fall
upon thee and grind thee to powder, in a day
which thou cannot escape. Beware, for the

sake of thy poor soul, of evil company, who
would first seduce, and then deride thee; like
their master and employer, who tempts, and,
if successful, torments those he has betrayed.
Beware of an unequal marriage, if the peace
of thy soul, of thy family, thy present and
future welfare, be at all desirable. My tender
regard for thee leads me to use this freedom
with thee, as certainly knowing the way of
truth, as delivered down to us by our fathers,
is

the

way

to true peace.

1

After the Yearly Meeting at Norwich,

path

the ancients trod to blessedness.
let it be dear and precious in thy sight
trample not upon it, nor live above it in thy-

therefore entreat

by the mercies of God, whilst yet it is
day, remember Heaven's favours, carefully
inquire how they have been answered by
thee,

thee; hasten diligently into the proper labour
of a true Christian, who, conscious he has no

continuing city here, seeks with diligence one
which hath foundations.
My soul craves that a blessing may rest
upon thee ; and in order thereto, seek thou

which it stands, that so He who blessed
the house of Obed-edom, where the ark rested,
may perpetuate his blessings to thee and thine.
This is the petition and request of my soul for
thee, who am thy affectionate kinsman and

that in

sincere well-wisher,

Samuel Fotheegill.
john churchman to samuel fothergill.
Norwich, Ninth month 7th, 1753.
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my

companion, John Pemberton and I embarked at Yarmouth, and landed at Rotterdam
on the 29th of seventh month
thence we
went to Amsterdam, and tarried with Friends
in that city about nine days, and were at three
meetings, and then proceeded into North Holland, to Twisk and Abbey-Kirk, and visited
all the families of Friends in those parts, and
had three meetings with Friends, as much by
old

;

themselves as well could be.
There are but
few of the professors sound in the principles
of our religion; they seem to be a kind of half

Quakers.
We went next to Hoorne, a very fine city.
I thought I felt something in my mind towards
that place, but was low and weak, and under
discouragement, for want of a suitable interpreter, so thought I might venture to pass on;
but as I walked very slowly through the city
to the boat, with my mind turned inward, I
felt that my Master was not far from me, that
his hand was upon me
and I was strongly
desirous to know what he would please to
have me to do. I felt life to spring in me,
and a gentle draft of love, which drew me
;

back.

In the interim,

the street,
salute,

whom

and

I

I

saw a young man

in

me seemed

to

something

in

desired the interpreter to ask

if we could have a meeting there, to
which, with a smile, he readily answered he
believed we might
so he took my bags and

him

;

me

home, and said he would go
and consult some of his acquaintances, and
seek for a place.
He soon returned, and said
he had found a willingness in several, and
they had got a large room in a private house.
So we attended, and had a good open meeting
familiar Gospel truths opened clearly,
and the love and authority of Truth came
over the meeting much more than I expected;
which made me confess the word of the Lord
is pure and tried, it is a shield and a buckler
to them that trust therein.
Next day we returned to Amsterdam, and
invited

to his

;

wish to inform thee that I have
performed my journey in Holland, and am returned to this city in health and safety, through
the never-failing mercy of kind Providence,
who never sends his servants on an embassy
at their own expense, but supplies with what
But if we do not lack any thing
is needful.
on our pilgrimage, or even have to experience
that through his power the very devils are
made subject, we have still a deeper and more
solemn root of rejoicing, viz., the evidence of
a gentle inflowing peace, from a conscious
sense of having preserved our innocency
this it is to have our names written in the
Lamb's book of life. It has often been the
deep travail of my soul that I might more and
more experience this but when I look at my
own frailties, I am ready to conclude it is yet
but in dim characters, and therefore have need
of the prayers of my brethren and sisters, of
which number I am sensible thyself and dear
I

;

wife are.

finished the visit to

all

the families of Friends

which we had begun before we
went into North Holland, attending their firstday and week-day meetings. We spoke by
in

that city,

an interpreter: but the Friend who interpreted
is very old and nearly superannuated to every
thing save an innocent, well-meaning, yet selfconfident strong will, which he still inherits.
He preaches a good deal, and has not strength
to do much for any other; if he appear first,
he seems so much spent and if one appear
before him, he has so many of his own old
;

words and sentences, that he is apt
them whether proper or improper, which makes it tedious and wearisome
and while he lives, it seems impossible to perfavourite

to intersperse
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suade Jean Vander VVerf to undertake that
service; he is a tender-spirited young man,
and understands English very perfectly. I
had often occasion to try him at translation,
for I was forced sometimes to write, when I
could not obtain relief by my tongue, and he
It is a dull, tedidid it to good satisfaction.
ous way of obtaining relief, and though sometimes Truth much favoured in testimony, and
the power thereof was felt over the meeting,
our interpreter would sometimes appear after
us when the meeting should have broken up,
whereby, many times the beauty was lost,
which is very mortifying and discouraging;
and many were present who never saw a
Friends' meeting before.
We took shipping at Rotterdam on the 29th
of last month, and landed safely in England
on the 3rd instant, having been long detained

[1754.

SAMUEL FOTHERGILL TO HIS SISTER.
Warrington, Eleventh month 5th, 1753.

have some reason to apprehend
must get away to America some part of
next summer. I am quiet, easy, and resigned,
and that which hath been for years at times
I

I

a heavy, painful burden, that I could not
clearly see, appears clear; and I strongly
hope gracious Providence, in this quiet calm,
will make the trial easier to bear than I have
hitherto apprehended. I cannot but anticipate
the most painful part, being rent the flesh as
from the bone the dangers of the sea, the
various external jeopardies attending, are of
But what shall we
less affecting weight.
are safe in our obedience to heasay?
venly counsel, to Him whose wisdom, mercy,
and goodness, we have great and proved ocJohn Churchman.
in the harbour.
casion reverently to adore.
Thy very acceptable lines affected
SAMUEL FOTHERGILL TO JOHN CHURCHMAN. me with the strongest emotions of tenderness
and near union
I could not peruse them
Warrington, Tenth month, 1753.
without a strong sensibility of the situation of
I have received a hint which has done me
that mind whence they proceed, and found a
some service, and I may probably often reflect sympathy therewith. Expressions are defiupon it to advantage. I had flattered myself cient, and language too short, to set forth the
with spending several days with thee in Che- sentiments and mutual converse of spirits
shire, even to such a degree as to wait with gathered in measure into that which is unsome impatience for an account when thou speakable. Oh, may every impediment be
came into it. I saw thee, enjoyed the com- removed, that we may more and more drink
pany of thy spirit for a short time, and was into that fulness which fills and comprehends
deprived of the satisfaction I had hoped so all things, but is comprehended of nothing.
very strongly for, by a call another way,
Our various probations, our concealed conwhich, I can assure thee, if I had not heard flicts, our hidden distresses, are often allevimy Master's voice in it, I had not complied ated by this secret sympathy and fellowship
The hint I received is this: It is very in suffering, and eminently so when the great
with.
good and profitable to keep near the Fountain Father of all consolation is pleased to overHead, that, if the streams be diverted out of shadow with his healing wing. This was not
the expected channel, we may not be at a far from me in my late little journey, though
loss, having that to a|)proach to, which rein much pain for the testimony's sake, yet
;

We

:

—

mains everlastingly

fixed.

longer I live, the more I am convinced
of the necessity of having one Lord over all,
and the motions of his hand and eye deeply
and humbly regarded.
These things are
written in very legible characters in thy
book, and need not my repetition
but thou
hast allowed me to converse with thee with

The

supported to labour, so as to have peace ot
mind, and that is indeed enough.

Samuel Fothergill.
SAMUEL fothergill TO JOHN BRAGG.*
Warrington, First month 21st, 1754.

;

whose grounds and results the
world knows not.
I was easy with my journey on the account
of the funeral, and made some little earnings,
and more especially at Manchester, on firstday forenoon, a place I have almost ceased to
expect relief of spirit in.
But the virtue of
the heavenly name spread, and, I believe, led
several of us into a place, alas
little frequented by many, but known to some by the
name of the valley of decision.

that freedom

received, about twelve days ago, an
anonymous letter, requesting my return thereto, agreeable to the superscription I intended
I

to fix

upon

The
but

I

this.

author

am

is

ation described,
instruction

the

personally a stranger to

me;

not altogether a stranger to the situ-

and

and have deeply waited

for

ability to direct, agreeable to

mind of Truth, and the sympathy

I

feel

!

Samuel Fothekgill.

* John

Bragg

lived at

Whitehaven, and died

there very generally beloved,
1795, aged 72.

in

Fifth month,
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on my mind with the distressed. Expect not sex, Surrey and Kent, which I did with great
from me an elaborate disquisition into specu- diligence, thinking that after then I might sail
lative points; for this I know from experience, for Virginia, and so home by land
but then,
that part must die which longs to compre- when 1 would fain go to sea, it looked fearful
hend more truths, while the former discove- and dark, and I had no heavenly bread for
ries are yet disobeyed.
The first principles sea-store but if 1 would walk in the light or
of religion, as I have found, are the know- the way that opened in my view, I must go
ledge of our own weakness, and Almighty through Wiltshire, as I had not visited that
Whoever county, and so into Wales. And I discoversufficiency to supply all defects.
builds on another foundation will be finally ed a hidden warfare between nature and
disappointed.
Thy letter manifests a sense grace, although I had often said to myself,
of want; and, as thou attends to that sense, and to some Friends, that 1 hoped I was truly
that which gives it, will, in due time, supply resigned to His will, who is so highly worthy
The to be honoured and obeyed. 1 felt someit; for the Lord our God hears his own.
state of leprous Naaman has been strongly thing in me which seemed to divide soul
He was disquieted and spirit, which made me carry about an
before me on thy account.
under his malady, and sought relief; but he aching heart, and especially when one piece
had like to have missed it, by contemning the of service after another was performed, and I
means; his pride was piqued that the prophet let my mind look home till a fear seized me
came not out to work an immediate cure with that I should be like Balaam, if I was so consome visible demonstration of power; so that stantly asking for liberty to go, and spake of
stooping to the simple means of bathing in doing only the Lord's will, who was pleased
Jordan was very mortifying to him he re- so to accompany my spirit that I had often to
membered Abana and Pharpar, rivers of Da- say. Well, I am glad that I came to visit this
mascus, and was willing to believe they were place, as I have been favoured with such
But know this assuredly, healing balsam that has bravely healed my
of equal virtue.
there is no river capable of cleansing the soul sore inside; and since I came out of Wales,
but that which proceeds from under the throne I have had as close and heavy work as in
of God
no stream flowing from speculation, any part of my religious labours.
or any natural powers can wash out the stain
William Brown.
and bring peace to the soul. Deeply and
:

;

;

—

submissively abide with the sacred Minister
of the new covenant
if thou art weak, he is
strong; and sure I am, the God of all strength

samuel fothergill to ann appleby.*

;

truth would not leave thee destitute.
Be
content to be a child, or thou wilt be a mon-

and

Warrington, Fourth month, 1754.

In my journey into Yorkshire, whence I
returned a few days ago, I heard the sorrow-

his day come upon that which is ful account of the death of thy husband, and
and the cross be taken up to hurtful had it confirmed by thy favour of the 21st
The sympathy I strongly felt with thee
things, and in his light thou wilt see more ult.
light
and, until thou hast been fed from on in thy present situation, had determined me,
high with milk fit for a babe, stronger meat before the receipt of thine, to send thee a few
or higher discoveries would not be good nou- lines; and I can assure thee, I am a sharer
rishment, but create disorders for want of di- in thy distress, and can mingle my sorrows
with thine.
The relation he bore thee, my
gestion.
My soul fervently desires thy help; but re- dear friend, and some acquaintance I had
member, with holy trembling, the way to with him, were inducements to esteem and
heaven lies through the gates of death. The affectionately to regard him; but there seemed,
Lord of all mercy and strength renew efl^ect- and really was, a closer union and connexion
ually his visitation to thy soul, and build thee at and since our last interview than heretoupon the sure foundation that can never be fore. I thought him near the kingdom, but
shaken.
I am thy true friend
and well- was not apprehensive of his being so near his
discharge from the cares and disquietudes of
wisher,
Samuel Fotheegill.
ster;

let

lofty,

;

this life.

WILLIAM BROWN* TO SAMUEL FOTHERGILL,
Third month

Having
about London,

16th, 1754.

meetings in and
opened to visit Sus-

visited

my way

*

William Brown came over from America with
John Churchman on a religious visit, and returned

Vol.

IX.— No.

4.

soon after this letter was written: the visit to Wiltshire therein mentioned, was very seasonable, he
being made helpful to Friends of that county, who
were at that time in some difficulty.
*

Ann

Appleby, previously

Ann

Ford, of Leek,

widow of Joshua Appleby,
the county of Durham, Third month

was

at this time the

who

died in

16th, 1754, aged 26.
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We

must acknowledge the laws of

My

friend-

we cannot, we
ship are sacred and strong
ouoht not to divest ourselves of their obliga-

thee,

:

tions,

[1754.

me

wife joins

and Divine

The unspotted Pattern of
when his friend Lazarus

infinite righteousness,

ann fothergill to her brother

but various
as a man, and wept
considerations will be suggested, to that mind
died,

felt

for

Thy real friend,
Samuel Fothergill.

help.

nor with insensibility of mind admit

their dissolution.

sympathy with
thy preservation

in tender

and our prayers are

SAMUEL.

:

London, Seventh month 23rd, 1754.
which looks the right way, to alleviate the
the
William Brown, accompanied by
pain which attends these dispensations
mercy and wisdom of an Ahnighty Being, Joshua Dixon, has sailed for America. I,
glorious and full of majesty as Jehovah, yet with several other Friends, accompanied them
gracious and compassionate as the Father to Gravesend, and had much solid satisfaction
and Fountain of relief", which has revived in his good company. I think I may say a
many a drooping soul when afflictions have Divine sweetness and joy filled his mind with
He knows what is best for us all, gratitude, peace, and thankfulness, that he
attended.
and most conducive to his own honour. We had been preserved in the way of his duty,

—

may acknowledge, when

our understandings

a full discharge of it in these parts; he
repeatedly said, with awful thankfulness, that
he was clear, and had never found the like
solid joy and consolation of soul, without any
intermission, as he now enjoyed. He dropped
several weighty admonitions, in much love

to

are opened, though his works may seem marvellous, and his ways past finding out, yet in
wisdom has he made them all. The tender

connexions of husband and father are now
but by whom? One whose
broken
wisdom and mercy are over all his works,
and who can abundantly supply all deficiencies, and has been known to be a father to the
fatherless, and a judge for the widow, from
his holy habitation.
He is removed from us in youth, and the
prospect of long continuance amongst his
Alas, how know we what remains
friends.
for us in the residue of our days, that we are
so anxious to have prolonged? Many exercises and troubles attend the smoothest passage in this life; what better time than when
under that preparing hand which fits for
eternal peace? It is admirable wisdom and
mercy thus to deal with us, to relieve from
all dangers, and translate into that quiet rest,
where all sorrows, fears, and temptations are
Afflictions, dear Nancy,
unknown terms.
spring not out of the ground they are often
conducive to our help in the best things. Let
this awful, solemn trial enough close on thy
mind, and engage thee to look to the everlasting, holy, unchangeable husband and helper
of all who reverently seek to be meet for his
acceptance; who, by the secret working of
unsearchable power, clothes excellent
his
mercy in the form of disappointment, and
causes all things to work together for good to

—

for ever

;

;

The

following

Pemberton

Israel
I

the

latter

made on thy mind,

to

—

long time past, desirous of
writing to Samuel Fothergill ; the reverence
I

have

for a

worthy

for his

me

father's

memory

first

I have still deferthink of it.
red it, and now perceive he is preparing to
pay us a visit, of which we have long been
very desirous ; the wish I have of engaging

inclined

his

to

company

to

my

house, determined

me

to

him with a few lines, and even to offer
to attend him through the adjacent provinces;
but though to will is present with me, how to
perform I find not, and some doubt arises,
whether such a proposal would or may be
agreeable; therefore I adopt this method of
hinting my thoughts and wishes to thee, and
if by that means I should succeed in obtainsalute

ing his good
here,

and

A

it

I

company

will afford

hope be

me

to lodge with us when
a great deal of pleasure,

to his satisfaction."

letter is received

from John Churchman,

us to give thee the speediest notice

that he thinks of going with Captain

by the moving object so lately before thee, who
and the true, certain testimony delivered, of

is

the great advantage of true Christianity, be
imprinted in deep humble characters; that
so, merciful protection may be ever with thee
and thine, and lead, at last, to a reunion in
the

of a letter from
William Brown, which
"I
me to send thee:
part

is

desires

have been,

who desires

his servants.

Let the impressions

and tenderness, which nearly affected and
the parting, with
united those present to him
a rising prospect, brought by it very near to
my view, was more than I could sustain unobserved by those present.

to sail

on the

first

Ann

CHAPTER

Mesnard,

of next month.

Fothergill.

VIII.

The year 1754 is memorable in the life of
kingdom of peace, where thou mayest Samuel Fothergill, as being that in which

inherit

an unfading crown.

he

left

his native land to

engage

in the

long

1754.]
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and laborious service of a religious visit to
the provinces of North America,
The unfoldings upon his mind of this important duty, and the steps which he took that
he might rightly engage in the performance
of

are well described in the following ex-

it,

from his journal.
His care to observe
good order, and his earnest desire to obtain
and proceed with the unity and concurrence
of his friends, are well worthy of note.
" It having been weightily upon my mind,
from the motion of the Word of Life, to pay
a religious visit to the church of Christ in
the plantations of North America; after near
ten years from the first opening thereof, and
many painful tossings, with fear on one hand
of running unsent, and on the other, a reverent care not to slight the requirings of that
Holy Being who has a right to command in
earth as well as in heaven, I found it clearly
opened when was the proper time, and a disposition of spirit was given me to acquiesce
with Truth's requirings, and endeavour to

139

end

to dine; and afterwards parted from our
dear friends, and went on board the ship.

down the river, and were detained in the
Downs and the Channel until the 17th, when
we lost the sight of land, and pursued our

Fell

voyage.

"Had

tract

a comfortable passage, in which time
kept up
though only two, our

—

we always

—

and the Lord of all merwas often and mercifully near to our

religious meetings,
cies

comfort.

—We

"Ninth month 23rd.
Delaware

the Capes of

first

discovered

and took in a
pilot
being favoured with a good wind, we
came one hundred and twenty miles up the
river, and cast anchor above Wilmington.
"24th.
Went ashore, and hired horses to
Wilmington, where we were very kindly received by William and Elizabeth Shipley, Immediately after our arrival, William Brown and
Joshua Dixon came in, who were just landed,
though they sailed three weeks before us. Dear
John Churchman went home that evening, and
act honestly thereto.
William Brown, Joshua Dixon, and myself,
" In pursuance whereof, having mentioned went up that evening to Philadelphia and
my concern to several weighty brethren and Schuylkill, I lodged at Israel Pemberton's,
sisters, and having their concurrent sense of where I met a kind reception."
river,

;

—

my being rightly called to that service, I acquainted our Friends at the preparative meetThe journal is kept thus minutely only for
ing at Penketh, and monthly meeting for a few days after he landed in America; but he
Hardshaw, held at Warrington in the fourth continued daily to record in it the places he
month 1754, who gave me a certificate of visited, and the meetings which he attended,
their concurrence, and sense of Truth's re- with occasional brief notices of some of them,
quiring in this weighty undertaking. I also as a " favoured meeting"
" meeting large
laid my concern before our quarterly meeting and well"
" a low time," &c.
at Lancaster, the same month, which endorsed
His feelings, and the various exercises of
my certificate, and signed it by many Friends. his mind, his progress and travels, are much
1 also found my mind engaged to acquaint developed in the correspondence which folFriends at the yearly meeting of ministering lows.

—

—

Friends in London, who also testified their
approbation by a certificate, signed by many
brethren and sisters.
These particular steps
I found it my duty to take, in order to obtain
the concurrence or counsel of Friends, both
for example's sake, and the mutual unity of
the brotherhood, which in low times, hath
been strength and encouragement to my
drooping spirit.
"I left Warrington the 2nd of eighth month,
1754 my dear wife, with some others, accompanied me to Leek, where we parted on
the 3rd, and I came to London, being met at
Albans by my sister, on the 5th, and staid in
London until the 9th, when dear John Churchman and myself, accompanied by many
Friends, went down to Gravesend.
" Eighth month 10th, 1754.
Went on board
the Caroline, Stephen Mesnard, commander
had, with many Friends who went on board,
a precious opportunity, in the humbling sense
of Divine regard.
We returned to Graves:

—

;

SAMUEL FOTHERGILL TO HIS BROTHER ANU
SISTER,
Opposite Margate, First-day morning,

Eighth month 11th, 1754.

As our

pilot is likely to leave

us very soon,

embrace the opportunity of sending this on
shore by him, to let you know I am well and
easy in spirit and body. The strong ties of
I

between us, rendered it
very hard for me to tear myself away from
you; but I accept it as a mark of the heavenly
Father's regard, and an evidence that I am
not out of my place, that my mind peaceably
affection subsisting

centres in

Him whose hand

vice before

me every

my

tie

I feel

me; and have much

in the serleft

behind

that might unavailingly distress

mind.
beo- each of us

may ever seek that centre
of real quiet, which can never be destroyed
by any commotions by sea or land.
I

My

near and affectionate salutation

is

to
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you

and

both,

my prayers
my own.

are for your pre-

servation, as for

Samuel Fothergill.

[1754.

The meetings are exceedingly large,
and all sorts and ranks of people flock to
them, and the mighty Name is deservedly

ficient.

In the midst of this favour I rejoice
with trembling, and in full expectation of my

exalted.

samuel fothergill to his wife.

having an approaching humbling time, wherein I may be proved with want and poverty;
early opportunity of ac- I am thoroughly resigned, I hope, to suffer as

Philadelphia, Ninth
I

embrace

this

month

26th, 1754.

quainting thee with my safe arrival here,
after a very agreeable passage of six weeks
and three days from London. I have had
my health at sea remarkably well, and not
an hour sick the whole passage my appetite
and rest in general as well as on land; highly
favoured with the agreeable, profitable company of dear John Churchman, and the whole
;

cabin to ourselves

;

and what

is

still

more

of our heavenly
Father often beheld to our comfort : with a
grateful, humble spirit, 1 ascribe thanksgiving
and praise to the Fountain of mercies, ancient
valuable, the countenance

and new.

well as to

abound

Friends here treat me with very
great affection, on dear father's account, and
some resemblance in person and ministry has
induced divers to think they would have known
me to be his son, if they had not known of
my arrival. Oh, that I may be so conducted
as to walk in his footsteps, and dishonour
neither his name, nor the cause of Truth.
And although every affectionate sentiment towards thee, and near union to friends and
relations thereaway, strongly subsist with me,
yet I have a perfect quiet and weanedness
from all at home, which I esteem a singular
inercy; my soul is bound to the testimony
and seed of God in these parts.

On third-day, the 24th instant, we landed
about thirty miles below this city, being prevented from coming up by contrary wind,
Samuel Fothergill.
and went ashore near Elizabeth Shipley's,
where we met with a kind reception, and in
samuel fothergill to his sister.
half an hour were agreeably surprised to see
Philadelphia, Tenth month 3rd, 1754.
Dixon
come
into
William Brown and Joshua
the house they sailed three weeks before us,
I have now to inform thee my health is
and we arrived before them, a joyful, hum- preserved beyond expectation, and the climate,
After we had refreshed though it has been much hotter than any of
bling meeting it was.
ourselves, John Churchman left us, proposing our summers, has not been intolerable; the
to reach home that night, and we came up to greatest inconvenience I find is the number
this city.
of mosquitos, a little venomous fly, that have,
I am, with a heart replenished with thank- within these few nights, severely handled me,
fulness to the Author of all our mercies, and and so swelled my hands as to render it not
in the most affectionate nearness to thee, with easy to write
a feverish heat has attended,
the salutation of love to all relations and but I am carefully and aff^ectionately nursed
friends, thine in the bonds of continued aifec- by my very kind. landlady.
Samuel Fothergill.
lion,
I hitherto have cause of thankfulness and
awful worship before the Almighty, for his
help in enabling me quietly to bear a sepaSAMUEL FOTHERGILL TO HIS WIFE.
;

—

;

what is to me inexpressibly dear,
and even without a wish about any, but for
I feel
their happiness, which often occurs.
my soul bound to the testimony and cause of
Truth as my proper business; no insensibility
attends my mind, or decay of pure affection
it
is cheerfully fresh, and livingly revived;
but I have been led into a service, by a hand
at whose dispensation I dare not repine, and
who is the all-sufficient and only stay for all
our states, and who has been pleased to favour, in condescension not to be enough
admired, and claims the most humble returns.
I have been at seven meetings in this city,
some of which have been times of memorable favour to my soul, and I believe a fresh
ration from

Philadelphia, Ninth

month

30th, 1754.

I earnestly crave of our heavenly
Protector that his holy arm may surround
and support us both; may keep thee in quiet
resignation to his will in the present trial, and

every respect help to live to his own praise,
and I question not but
solid comfort
it will be so, as he is properly and reverently
know and sensibly feel thy
sought to.
I

in

and thy

:

is strongly with me in my present
allotment, and I have, with an awfully hum-

sympathy

bled soul, to acknowledge His living power
and mighty arm have been sensibly and plen-

me since my arrival here, having
meetings in this place, several of
which have truly been memorably to my own visitation of gracious help to some here, that
encouragement to look to him who is all-suf- I have cause of secret ease of mind in giving
tifully

been

with

at six
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up

to the service.

Yet

am

I

sensible,

met with, and

baptizing times must be

I

low

;

;

;

:

MARY PEMBEKTON TO SUSANNA FOTHERGILL.
Tenth month

he meets with a pleasing reception by all,
I am sure by us, who are favoured with
his acquaintance and agreeable company at
our house.
After our quarterly meeting, the
beginning of next month, he, perhaps, will
make but a short stay amongst us, the season
of the year being the most suitable for a
longer journey to the southward, to which I
perceive he is at present led, and am not
without thoughts that my dear husband maybear him company, if he can contract his
affairs into a compass suitable to leave
and
though it is a considerable trial to be deprived
of the company of an agreeable companion
and indulgent husband, it is a circumstance
which hath heretofore frequently fallen to my
lot, in which, at times, I have happily experienced that the exercise of patience and resignation hath been attended with a suitable
reward.

may and

probably travel many days in the strength of
but in this also
that bread already received
it was the lot of the
I desire to be contented
I beg
all-perfect One, and of his faithful.
preservation from every thing which might
exclude me from his holy table and let His
will be done who is ever worthy.
Dear sister, may thy mind be stayed upon
that which is immovable, which, though one,
is omnipresent, our mutual rejoicing in spirit,
though absent in body, and I am afresh assured
this time of abis near us both for our good
sence will gradually wear away; and I hope
to be restored in the due time to the enjoyment of that society and company which is
at this time fresh in my remembrance, and
Samuel Fothergill.
dear to my life.

Philadelphia,

;

Mary Pemberton.

16th, 1754.

It is in a degree of that love that makes
the friends of Truth near to each other, in a
spiritual relation, though personally unac-

quainted, that

I
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at this time salute thee;

and

having oft-times experienced a real pleasure
in sympathizing with my friends, whether in
joy or sorrow, it is a disposition of mind I
desire to retain, as it bears a near resemblance
to that blessed example which it is our duty
and greatest interest to follow, and justly due
In a sense of
to each other as His disciples.
this regard and sympathy, I have thought of
thee in this time of separation from so valuable a companion, for the work's sake whereunto he is called, and so eminently qualified
and doubt not, dear friend, but the present
dispensation will be made easy to a person of
thy religious experience, by a large share of
that peace which is the effect of righteousness, and in partaking of that blessing, which
I hope and trust will attend the labours of thy
And
dear husband in this part of the world.
may we, who have been frequently visited
with tokens of the Divine regard in this
respect, walk worthy of so great mercy and
favour, by bringing forth fruits agreeable to
the abundant labour bestowed upon us. Well
;

samuel fothergill to his wife.
Philadelphia, Tenth

month

31st, 1754.

once inform thee I am well, every
way well glory and praise for ever be ascribed to the inexhaustible spring of all mercies, who has sustained hitherto beyond my
utmost hopes, and enabled me to travel closely and labour faithfully, in his work and
service.
I have finished, as far as I see at
present, my visit to the eastern shore of
Maryland, and visited a small meeting in
Virginia, which consisted but of one family;
but, as I understood they kept up a meeting
constantly, I could not leave it, though it cost
me one hundred and eighty miles ride. I
have been about twenty-five days out of this
place, and travelled about six hundred and fifty
miles, and am better in health than when I
left it
the weather generally pleasant, the
roads very good, our accommodations such
as many better Friends have been content
with, and I am thoroughly so.
I came back
to this city, having some concern to attend
the quarterly meeting
after that I hope to
have every thing ready for my long journey.
I

can

at
;

;

;

I expect it will be five or six months before I
be said of us, as of old, We, as a can either hear from or write again to thee.
people, above all the families of the earth, Israel Pemberton proposes to accompany me
have been distinguished, by the inestimable the greatest part of my southern journey.
blessing of a living and powerful ministry;
I esteem it a mercy that claims my deepest
the Lord grant that the present generation gratitude, that I am so much favoured in

may

it

may experience the happy effects of these every respect ; and my soul is bowed in revegracious calls, thoroughly to awaken them rence to the Author of true help, for the aid
to a humble and circumspect walking with granted, and I hope ever to live mindful of it.
him and as thy beloved husband is pecu- I met dear M, Peisley here, and we were toliarly instrumental in this great and honour- gether this day at the week-day meeting,
able work, I believe I may venture to say, which was very large, and we were both
;
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helped to labour in the wisdom and authority
of Christ our head, to his own honour and
our great peace.
I want not affectionate remembrance of my
near and dear relations, but have not opportunity at present of writing, nor doth necessity require it; if they live in heart to the
heavenly Father, our sympathy and union one
with another will stand immovable, in that
which absence cannot impair nor many waters
quench which will be our joy and rejoicing
one in and with another ; though outward
expressions may fail, yet no mistrust of negBut if
lect or forgetfulness will take place.
this hidden root of the saints' fellowship be
overlooked, a decay of true union will gradually ensue, and alienation of heart from the
family and its Holy head will take place. My
soul fervently begs all may be quickened to
diligence, in this their day, to do their own bu-

[1754.

keep or spread amongst them
have written.

liberty either to

what

I

Samuel Fothergill.
samuel fotiiergill to his brother and
SISTER.
Philadelphia, Elevenlh

month

6th, 1754.

In the freshness of strong natural affection,

in the renewedness of that love which is
abundantly more uniting, I tenderly salute
you; and though far outwardly separated
from you, for the cause and testimony of
Truth, and the way of my duty for peace'
sake, yet are you often present in spirit with
me, and I am persuaded, I with you, in that
which is not destroyed or impaired by absence.
I have, through the wonderful condescension of our father's God, to inform you,
who are anxiously solicitous about me, that I
every way well my health better
siness faithfully in the heavenly plantation; to am well
the rooting out hurtful things, which I am than I have for some time enjoyed in my
sure will grow and spread in the unguarded native country; and what is to me a deeper
heart, which has not a hedge about it, nor cause of reverent dwelling in ashes, the holy
seeks the descending of holy rain, for quick- arm of strength is near, to help to live and
but is absent from its to labour in the Lord's heritage, so as to
ening, enlivening help
proper, safe habitation in the Truth, abroad know his blessed approbation, which I prinin the world, and its pursuits and evil spirit. cipally and above all desire, and in that true
Such will suffer loss, and be in danger of and solid peace which is the true riches of the
being so lamentably covered with briars, soul.
I worship in heart and spirit towards that
thorns, and weeds, as to be altogether unlike
that garden enclosed, wherein the Spouse heavenly Arm who has led me, an unworthy
often condescends to walk, and makes it as creature, into the secret fellowship of his
Eden. The salutation of my heart is towards servants, and given an earnest of the promy brethren and sisters that way, and their mised inheritance who haih graciously passfamilies, with strong desires for all their help ed by manifold transgressions, called me into
and establishment in the truth of God for some share of his holy service, and hitherto
that is our foundation, and sole, safe cor- sustained through many besetments, regarded
People may build the secret seed of sincerity in my heart, and
ner stone to build on.
upon hay and stubble, and have cause to be revived my hiddenly pained soul, even when
ashamed with everlasting shame and disap- 1 had merited an everlasting rejection. O,
pointment. For let us awfully consider, what that the sense of his mercy might ever cover
many are desirous to forget, a day of trial and clothe our spirits to such a degree of
hastens apace upon all, in their particular humble diligence, as to excite to a faithful
capacity; and happy they, and they only, following and service of him who is ever
who have dug to Christ the rock, and in faith- worthy of fear and obedience. In this,
ful obedience been built up by him, in and and this only, we shall rejoice in our lots,
upon himself. When dismay shall overtake the every one under his own fig tree, that has
stout-hearted, and wo and distress those who been planted, pruned, and made fruitful by
have been falsely at ease in Zion, and a ter- the cultivation of the right hand of the great
rible day come upon the forgetful and negli- Husbandman.
On the 4th of last month, I went towards
gent, those honestly concerned and diligent
labourers in their respective lots in the herit- the eastern shore of Maryland, to some yearage, will have to rejoice in the abundant ly meetings, which 1 found my mind drawn
experience of Divine protection, and receive towards, and to visit the meetings of Friends
the end of their faith, even the salvation of in that part of the province, and the three
The overflowing of affectionate lower counties belonging to Pennsylvania
their souls.
remembrance has, unawares, led my pen in which visit I was mercifully often favoured
forward towards my near and dear relations with strength to labour to my comfort, and
with their families, and I leave thee to thy true ease of spirit, being often remarkably

and

;

—

;

;

;

;
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man

of a calm, even, and cheerful disposition,
mind improved and enriched with the
of the church is very low thereaway, their principles of true religion ; this rendered his
numbers small, but their care and zeal for whole life an instructive example of the ChrisHe was one of the most contruth in general less than their numbers, so tian virtues.
that I could not avoid a daily pain of heart siderable merchants of Philadelphia, and was,
on their account, whilst with them. The for nineteen years successively, a represencause seems to me much in their heads, and tative for that city in the General Assembly.
such as ought to be their leaders in precept He died in 1754, much esteemed and beand examples, by a contrary conduct are loved, for his great hospitality, talents and
become indeed the tail of the people, as will integrity.
His three sons, Israel, James, and John
ever be the case where people seek to live
and grow strong, and not by heavenly food. Pemberton, were all of them eminent and
To-morrow I propose to leave this place, valuable men in their day, useful in their
and go through a course of meetings to the respective stations, and for a long period took
remotest part of Virginia, amongst some an active and prominent part in the concerns of
newly settled meetings. I expect to travel five the Society, as well as in some of the affairs
hundred miles, without much turn out of a more at large of their native city and prosalute you nearly and ten- vince.
direct line.
I

opened

into

the states of the

meetings and

came; but

alas, the state

individuals where

derly,

and

I

am your

aflectionate brother,

intimate friendship and frequent cor-

respondence maintained by Samuel Fothergill
with Israel Pemberton, his brothers, and others
of the family, demand that some brief account
of them should be here inserted.
Their ancestor, Phineas Pemberton, was
born near Wigan, in Lancashire, in 1650.
He was an early and active member of Hard-

shaw monthly meeting, residing then at Bolton, where he endured much persecution for
his faithfulness in supporting the testimonies
of the Society of Friends; he had also suffered in the same cause whilst an apprentice
at Manchester.
In common with many others, who, about
that time, sought a country where they might
serve God unmolested, and enjoy the rights
of religious freedom undisturbed by persecution, he embarked for America in the year
1682, with his wife and his aged father, having many others of their company, to the
number of fifty-two persons in all. This
was about the time of the settlement of Pennsylvania by William Penn
they landed in
that province, and found that he had arrived
When they came to
six days before them.
the place where the city of Philadelphia now
stands, they could not procure any accommodation for their horses, " so they spancelled
them, and turned them out into the woods."
Phineas bought a tract of land near the
river Delaware, where he long resided, a useful member of society, and filled with reputa;

tion several offices in the province.*
in

1702.
His son Israel was born

in

1684.

He

and

his

In the letters of

Samuel Fotheegili,.
The

a

died

He was

* In 1697 he was a member of the Council,
and speaker of the Assembly.

there

Samuel Fothergill

to

them

may

be observed, not only the plain
and honest manner in which he expressed his
affectionate feelings for their welfare, but also
the remarkable and clear sense which he had
of their respective states, and of the difficulties to which each of them was exposed by
character, by mental constitution, or other
circumstances; and the peculiar fitness of his
affectionate counsel and exhortations to the
three brothers is very striking.
Israel, the eldest, was a man of great
powers of mind, of a clear and sound judgment, yet of a quick and ardent temperament,
against which he had often to contend, but he
was enabled to yield in good measure to the
subduing and regulating power of Truth.
He was extensively engaged in commerce,
and in benevolent pursuits. He died in 1779,

aged sixty-four.
James, the second son, received a liberal
education; and his parents took care early to
instil into the minds of all their children a
regard and reverence for those great principles of Truth, by which his future life was
regulated.
His mother, Rachel Pemberton,
watched the early unfoldings of his mind,
and hoped much from the mildness of temper
and steadiness of conduct which he early
manifested. Nor was she disappointed; whilst
he often bore decisive testimony, and particularly when near the close of his long and useful
life, to the deep obligation he had been under
for her tender and judicious care.

His

intellectual

powers were great, and

highly cultivated.
Possessed of ample pecuniary means, endowed with a sound judgment,
and influenced by the most enlarged benevolence, he was ever found ready to devote his
powers, his time, and his substance, to the
promotion of the good of his fellow creatures.
Of the public chartered schools of Phila-
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elected an overseer, diligent labour during this visit, and returned
and other benevolent to America, in 1789.
Findino; himself once more eno-acred in reinstitutions, he was a liberal benefactor, and
took an active share in their management. ligious concern to visit Europe, he embarked
With his brother Israel, he was the steady in 1794, landed in Holland, and proceeded
friend and advocate of the oppressed African to Pyrmont in Germany, where, after about
They were four months spent in religious labour, he
race, and of the Indian tribes.
both at one period members of the state departed this life, on the 31st of first month,
legislature, and possessed considerable influ- 1795, aged sixty-seven.
Their mother, Rachel Pemberton, was the
ence, which they often exerted on behalf of
daughter of Charles Read, one of the early
the latter named people.
He filled with ability and reputation many settlers of Pennsylvania. She was indeed as
offices in the religious Society of Friends. a " mother in Israel," and was distinguished
Of the meeting for Sufferings he was a mem- by her care over her own family, her sympaber from its first establishment in 1756, until, thy with those under affliction of body or
in the yearly meeting of 1808, he publicly mind, and her great hospitality and kindness,
resigned his place, on account of his advanced particularly to those who were called to travel
in the work of the ministry: to such her
age and increasing infirmities.
In the year 1777, he, with his two brothers, house was ever open, both during the life of
and seventeen other Friends, were unjustly her husband and afterwards. She died in
seized by the government, and without being 1765, at the age of seventy-four.
Mary Pemberton, the wife of Israel, was
informed what was alleged against them, were
taken from their families and homes, and sent also a valuable and experienced elder. The
under a military guard to a distant province, removal of her husband into exile, in 1777,
where they were detained as prisoners several was a great afliiction to her; and, as she expressed, she believed it would tend to shorten
months.
His temperate life, and the evenness and her stay in this world.
She fell into a gradual decay during his
placidity of his temper, contributed to his length
of days, smoothed and softened the decline of absence, and some time after he was restored
" It
life, and rendered the approach to its final to his family, she thus addressed him
He is now evident to me, my dear, that we must
close easy, and almost imperceptible.
we have passed through many
often contemplated with steady attention, and soon part
and in the deep trials there is nothing between us but
without fear, that solemn period
I hope thou
second month, 1809, he quietly departed, in true love, and great affection
I had some
wilt be kept in true resignation.
the eighty-sixth year of his age.
John Pejiberton, the youngest of the hope of continuing some time longer, both on
three brothers, was a humble, diffident man, thy account and that of our dear grand-daughhis fear- ter
but I am not solicitous about it, not very
gifted with a meek and quiet spirit
fulness often led him into deep provings and solicitous."
She peacefully departed this life in the
mental conflicts, ere he felt sufficient confidence to yield a full and unreserved obedience tenth month, 1778, aged seventy-four years.
To him was given the kind
to required duty.
word of encouragement, whilst his brothers SAMT7EL FOTHERGILL TO MARY PEMBERTON.
appeared more to require, during their earlier
Opechan, Twelfth month 4th, 1754.
days, the calming and cautionary counsel of
In expectation of thy dear husband's being
an experienced fellow traveller and faithful
set out to meet me, I address this to thee, to
friend, like Samuel Fothergill.
I have,
John Pemberton was well known as a min- let thee know where I now am
ister; he travelled extensively in this capacity with a reverently bowed spirit, to inform thee
My health is mainin his native land, and three times visited I am well every way.
He first came over with John tained beyond my hopes and what is more,
Europe.
Churchman and William Brown, the former and a deeper cause of gratitude and inward
of whom he accompanied through many parts worship to the Most High, his holy arm is
near to sustain in labour, to his own honour,
of England, and also into Holland.
His next visit was in 1783, in company and the help of some. To his worthy name
On their voyage be all the gain consecrated, for it is his due.
with William Matthews.
My passage seems through briars and
they were taken prisoners, and carried into
He had extensive service amongst thorns, and my walking as amongst the
France.
those not of the same religious profession tombs of the dead, a general languor having
nevertheless, the
with himself, particularly in the north of spread amongst the people
Pie spent upwards of six years in Lord, terrible in righteousness, is nigh at
Scotland.

delphia he

and of the

was early
hospital

:

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

—
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band to conduct forwards, renewing strong
evidence that I am in my proper line.
This consideration, dear friend, is a fruitful source of comfort in many times of deep
wading. Oh, that we, and each of the family,
may fix it in full view, as the mark of the
Satisfied 1 am, many would have
wings given them, that now lie as amongst
the pots, and the Father's name become
famous amongst the ten thousands of his true

prize.

Israelites.

My

soul salutes thee in the fresh

sense of living help revealed near and begs,
as for myself, immovable perseverance, and
that the residue of
increase in faithfulness
hindering things may be fully fanned away,
and we may come up in our lots here, and
remain in glorious ones for ever.
;

;

Samuel Fothergill.
SAMUEL fothergill TO HIS WIFE.
upon James' River, in Virginia,
Twelfth month 13th, 1754.

Curies,

145

The state of the church in this province is
low and painful those advanced in years, in
general, very insensible of true feeling, or
suitable zeal for truth's advancement in them;

My
their families, or the church.
passage amongst them has been close, laborious, and, in some places, I believe strengthened to awake and alarm the careless, to
their help, and the renewing cause of secret
worship to the Lord Almighty, that he has
hitherto answered the humble petition of my
heart, not to leave me destitute of His holy
presence in this remote and desert land. And
his word has indeed been as a flame of fire,
and the house of Esau as stubble but it is
the most exercising, laborious work I ever
was engaged in, being concerned to visit
every small meeting, and many of their families, and when that is done to collect four or
five meetings together, as a general meeting,
to take my leave of them.
This manner of labour requires time, and
but I
prevents my getting hastily forwards
came for peace, and must not overrun it and
the sure Helper and reward of his people is
eminently near to help, to the praise of his
mighty name, and the revival of his plantation amongst the rising generation, some of
whom His blessed hand is upon for good. I
am favoured with the company of a worthy
innocent Friend, an elder, from Philadelphia ;
I expect Israel
his name, Edward Cathrall.
Pemberton here this day, to accompany me
southwards, and then Edward Cathrall returns. He has travelled with me about twelve
hundred miles, and been very serviceable
and has sometimes, though against my will,
stepped in between me and expense.
I am humbly thankful to the all-sufficient
Hand, for the continued evidence of his blessed regard and strong hope prevails be will
not be unmindful of thee, and my little concerns at home, but by his blessed Providence
make bard things easy, and enable, with patience, and careful diligence, to act our several
parts, to our comfort in him and one in anselves,

;

:

In

and

daily

affectionate

remembrance,

though far outwardly separated, for the cause
and testimony of the Lord our God, yet
never more livingly and comfortably near in
with all
spirit since our first acquaintance
the tender affection and sympathy so tender
a relation claims, yet without repining at my
;

lot,

or looking painfully homewards,

being

unchangeable Shepherd is allsufficient to keep and bless, wherever or however scattered, if suitable care remains not to
scatter from him.
I find something in the climate peculiarly
favourable to my constitution.
Have had
good travelling weather, and not any severe
the

sensible

cold

;

some

along, and

rain swelled the rivers as

I

came

we were

obliged to pass them in
small canoes ourselves, and swim our horses;

a circumstance I much dreaded before I left
England, but am now reconciled to it, and
many other things that seem like hardships
but

I

am made

perfectly easy,

sufficient for the evil thereof.

and the day is
1 have hitherto

under a roof, though sometimes a miserable one, and nevertheless have been preserved
from taking any cold that has been trouble-

slept

;

;

other.

Samuel Fothergill.

SAMUEL fothergill TO HIS BROTHER AND
expect to rest at this place two or
SISTER.
three days, and then to proceed in my visit to
Curies, upon James' River, Virginia,
the residue of this province, North Carolina,
Twelfth month 13th, 1754.
South Carolina, and Georgia, in which route
I cannot avoid some nights in the woods ; but
I have, through the continued favour of
the climate there is very warm, and even at the never-failing Fountain of all good, to
that time of the year the days pretty long. inform you, my health is preserved to my
In this place, where I am, this day is two admiration. I remember not eleven weeks
hours and four minutes longer than it is in spent for some years with less interruption of
England, and I have five hundred and fifty health than those I have spent in these parts;
miles almost due south to proceed, before I though various circumstances of hardship
can see it my way to turn back again.
have attended, particularly cold lodging, little
some.

I
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have not been whom my heart has been drawn with lively
by any cold, or found any inconve- encouragement to hold on their way, and
nience afterwards attending. I find my bodily though rejected by their natural parents, with
strength renewed, and ability given to undergo respect to any religious oversight and help,
seeming hardships with very great ease. I the eye of the Father of the whole family
mention this circumstance of health with a both in heaven and earth, seems over them.
all ingrateful heart towards him who is Lord of May their eye be unto him, for, alas
all, the support of body and soul, and before strumental assistance seems cut off from their
whom they ought both to be altars whence earth. I am obliged for peace' sake, after I
the sacrifice of awful worship should often have visited three or four meetings, to collect
them together, to take my leave of them, and
ascend.
some though it makes my passage slow, yet it
I have, since I wrote last, visited
meetings which lay remote in the distant back brings peace, and that I came for, and would
parts of Pennsylvania, Maryland, and Vir- gladly bring with me, if ever I revisit my
ginia, having crossed the great river Susque- native land.
It is not unlikely but the rumour of some
hanna, about eighty miles west of Philadelphia, and visited the meetings of Friends damage done in the back parts of South
along the Blue Mountains, and thence return- Carolina, by the Indians, has before this,
ed one hundred and thirty miles through a reached England, and may give some uneasy
country void of Friends, into the more inhab- apprehensions. I had an opportunity of conited part of this colony. Have hitherto visited versing with a person lately returned from
all the settled meetings of Friends in my that neighbourhood, who informed me that
course, however small and low, and indeed the bodies of sixteen English were found
sorrowful is the. state of the Church in these murdered, and nine were missing, who, being
parts. The same painful stupidity of heart, principally women, were supposed to be carwhich has covered the eastern shore of Mary- ried into captivity. By what Indians the act
land, and too many in Pennsylvania, seems was committed, is only conjecture; some
here also to spread and benumb the people, northern Indians were seen to march through
more especially amongst those advancing into, the back settlements of Virginia and Maryor near old age there are some living young land.
It is generally thought the English
people amongst them, but the crooked foot-steps were settling themselves very fast on a piece
of the old professors, in part, and the lethargy of fine hunting land belonging to the Indians,
of those more morally clean, seem to threaten without giving them satisfaction for it, and
the utter extirpation of the profession from va- had been warned off by them, but disregardrious parts of this province.
I have been led ing it, received this severe token of Indian
into very close and laborious work amongst displeasure.
It is remote from the settlement
them, in their meetings and in their families, of Friends, and far from my route.
and to visit particulars, to my own secret
Samuel Fotheegill.
ease and comfort in the discharge of my duty,
though through the hardest labour that I ever samuel fothergill to tabitha ecroyd.*
yet met with in public and private.
But the
Curies, upon James' River, in Virginia,
strong support of ever blessed Help has been
Twelfth month 14th, 1754.
very wonderfully near, and has answered the
petition that has often arisen from my soul,
Thou hast for some weeks been the fredeeply and anxiously bowed, that he would quent companion of my thoughts, with true
not leave me destitute of his strength and nearness and strong regard for thee, and
help in a remote land, but accompany and desires for thy safety, and progress on ihy
lead me in every part of my passage, that way toward Zion, and I found this evening
though separated from many, near and dear an openness of heart to write to thee a saluto my life, amongst the nearest whereof 1
rank you, I might not be separated from the
* Tabitha Ecroyd was the daughter of Richard
holy Presence, or unacquainted with the reand Susanna Ecroyd, of Marsden, in Lancashire,
newal thereof every day. And it is with a and was born in the year 1724. She bent early
heart at this time covered with reverence, I to the visitations of Divine grace
many deep
have to acknowledge, he hath not failed to baptisms and conflicts of spirit were her portion
better than in the woods, yet
affected

!

;

;

;

help me to labour faithfully to some service these she endured with patience, and in the twenty-sixth year of her age came forth in the ministry
in divers places, to the awakening and the
of the gospel, and became a diligent and faithful
help oi" some on their way, and the comfort
About two years after her marlabourer therein.
of the scattered remnant of the true Israelites. riage with Richard Marriott, of Mansfield, they
the
of
younger
Some
class seem under the removed to Marsden, and there she continued to
visitation

of the

blessed

planting

Hand,

to

reside until her death in 1786.
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encourage and their hearts prompt to knowledge. If
and caution for thy help
for though my heavenly favour be their covering, their safe
house may not have been so with God as that dwelling is in ashes; if tossing and low times
of some others, I am not void of experience attend, the Lord is the stability of their salif snares and temptations attend, they
in the way to New Jerusalem. I consecrate vation
the gain to God, and dedicate my strength hear the ancient call, " Arise, my love, my
and labour to his service, and the help of my fair one, and come away." Oh my friend,
fellow-travellers. Convinced I am, dear friend, beloved, in and for the Truth, that thy lot
the Lord Almighty has given thee a name in may be in this safe enclosure of the walls of
his holy household, and consecrated thee in salvation, and I am satisfied in heart that the
Lord would make thee an instrument of
measure to his service.
What lives upon my heart towards thee is. good in his hand. Do thou cleave in soul to
Keep with diHgence the earnest of adoption him, and if he should put thee seemingly up,
upon thy own spirit seek, seek incessantly, and lay by from service in public, quietly
of his providence
to know the inscription and mark of the fa- bear the dispensation
The
mily clear and evident upon thee. It is at times awake not thy beloved until he please.
written and imprinted in characters so evi- Lord of all mercy preserve thee chaste to
dent, that ourselves, and even by-standers, himself; guard thee from incumbrances of
may easily perceive it this affluence, in an every kind, that he alone may be the object
unguarded heart, produces ease and relaxation in thy view thy morning light, and evening
tation of true brotherly kindness, to
;

;

;

;

—

then is the time Lucifer arises, and
to the soul that dangerous doctrine.
Once in grace, ever in grace and. Soul, take
thy rest ; the Lord thy God hath dealt bountifully with thee.
By this means daily care
for living bread ceases, and the remembrance
of former bread becomes the sole sustenance
of the soul, and even that in process of time
becomes less cared for, another support havUnder the law, many aniing been chosen.
mals were deemed clean who chewed the cud;
but when the victuals have been received in
gross, and by the power of revulsion, brought
a second time upon the palate, and chewed,
they turn to nourishment, but are never again
to be eaten as food, but fresh must be sought
for, or death soon ensues. Oh therefore, cleave
to the Feeder of his people; receive what he
hands forth ; there is a blessing in it, though
it be the bread and water of affliction ; low,
painful times are often strongly and blessedly
helpful, and produce a careful seai'ch and
holy inquiry. If the precious piece of money
be lost, to sweep the house clean, by the
searching power, has often, nay always, been
attended with success, as the only method of
finding it again.
In these purified hearts, the
word of the Lord God will grow, and the
plant of renown will shoot vigorously, and
spread over the wall, and the branches thereof
spread to the ministry of the Word to others.
That lamentable dwarfishness which attends
some, is, I am persuaded, much owing to the
want of proper cultivation, and deep labour
for spiritual sonship
for the Lord, our holy
head, would have his children resemble himself in beauty, and their faces like those of
the sons of princes of the immortal family.
His voice is heard distinctly the cry the
what the when are all intelligible to these
souls ; their ears are quick of understanding,

of spirit
whispers

;

;

!

;

—

—

—

—

song.

Amen, Amen

myself, and

saith

all his visited,

my

soul, for thee,

the world over.

I have travelled very closely, being preserved in my health admirably. I have not
been on shore twelve weeks but have travelled above twelve hundred miles, and have had
near seventy public meetings.
A lively remnant remains in this land, principally of the
rising generation, and advancing towards
many of the elders are dead,
middle life
and some, though alive in the body, are dead
have often
to God in the sense of Truth.
I
been deeply baptized into distress and suffering on their account, but with a soul covered
with deep reverence before all-sufficient Help.
have to say his powerful hand has been
I
wonderfully made bare, and his word has
been as a fire in the Mount of Esau, dreadfully alarming to the forgetful and obdurate;
holy balsam to the wounded has been near
remember it, O my soul, with trembling
Accept, dear friend, this salutation in good
part
it is the language of a soul solicitous
in a strong, secret manner, for thy welfare.
;

;

Samuel Fothergill.
susanna fothergill to her husband.
Warrington, First month 12th, 1755.

gave both me and thy friends great
satisfaction to hear of thy safe arrival and
good health, and of the regard of heavenly
protection and help, and thy evidence ot
indeed, I did
peace was more than all
not doubt but Divine Providence, who was
pleased to call thee from thy native land
in his service, would be near to thee, and
be thy support and strength in every needMy spirit is often with thee, and
ful time.
It

;

my

soul

often

bows

in

ness to the Fountain of

reverent
all

thankful-

our mercies, on
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we were obliged to lie in the woods all
and though the scene was unusual and
the night pretty cold, I do not find I have got
any cold, or am any way disordered by it,
Sufficient is the day for
tenance upon me, and replenished my soul with being fully sensible
his goodness, so that I have no cause to mur- the evil thereof.
I am humbly thankful to the Lord Almighmur or repine, nor ever have since our sepabeing made sensible that it was the ty for all his mercies, amongst which, I esration
and he has been pleased teem it a singular one to be enabled patiently
will of Providence
to endow me with strength freely to resign to bear a separation from thee, which at first
and
ihee, believing that he that called thee from seemed like a most painful division
me, could in his own time restore thee to although no time of our being united tome again, and so has he been pleased to gether has passed in which thou wast dearer
I have had great to me, or my affections stronger than at this
stay my mind on him.
peace of mind, and a secret belief that he time, yet I am comfortably easy, in hopes we
would be thy guide and support, and conduct may afresh be favoured with a personal reunion.
May the Shepherd of Israel be our
thee safely on thy journey.
Be not in haste, wherever thou keeper, and his everlasting dew rest long
comes do not let any place slip that thou upon our branches.
My companion, Israel Pemberton, is agreemayest have the least glimpse of service in, be
whether in meetings or able and helpful in various respects, and
it ever so small, or
families; deliberate and wait, to know whether hope he will receive some profit from this
there be not something required, and if thou journey.
I have this day had a large, good meeting,
find anything left short, where thou hast been,
but the meeting-house
to my satisfaction
it is better to return to the place and finish
Most of the
the work.
I hope and believe Providence being small, was inconvenient.
principal inhabitants attended, and I expect
will be with thee, and be thy guide.
the use of the Baptist meeting-house on firstSusanna FotheegilI:.
day evening, to take leave of the inhabitants
of this place, who have given general instanfothergill to his wife.

thy account, and likewise on my own; having with humble thankfulness to say, he has
helped me hitherto, and hath renewed my
strength. He has, at times, lifted up his coun-

miles,
night,

—

;

;

;

;

;

samuel

ces of their regard.
Charleston, South Carolina, Second

month

13th, 1755.

George Whitefield passed through this
town a k\v days ago, for Georgia, having

came from Wain-oak,

I have vis- travelled very hard from Philadelphia, to get
of Virginia and North to his flock before we came amongst them.
two thousand five
I have now travelled
Carolina, and late last night arrived here, and
have had a meeting here this day, amongst a hundred and fifty miles, upon the continent of
of which, one horse has carried
poor miserable handful of professors, and be- America
lieve I must visit all their families before I me one thousand seven hundred and fifty; he
can easily leave the place. I expect to be in is an excellent creature, and providentially
Georgia, one hundred and fifty miles south put into my hands by a friend near PhiladelHe cost me about five pounds sterling;
of this place, some time next week, and then phia.
return northwards, eight hundred miles, upon he travels with great ease and safety, and
a line, without much stop, except seven meet- sometimes, like his master, with hard fare,
and sometimes none at all, but we both jog on
ings which I left as I came southwards.
The winter hereaway has been remarkably contentedly. I intend him to rest here until

Since

ited

all

I

the residue

;

inconvenience has my return from Georgia.
with
sometimes
The state of the church is generally low,
there is very
in the last month ourselves and horses were and exceedingly so in this place
obliged to lay by for some hours in the mid- little of the form, and much less of the power
My heart has been
dle of the day, to avoid the excessive heats. of Truth amongst them.
On the 29th of last month, we were overtaken bowed into strong concern, and close labour
in the evening by a violent storm of thunder, for and with them, and hope for some little
but
lightning, and rain, and were lost in the reviving of secret care in particular
woods.
With much difficulty we got a fire alas, many seem awakened for a time, and
made, and stood round it in the most violent sink afresh into lukewarmness.
rain until almost midnight, when some dogs
Second-day morning, Second month, 17th.
at a plantation directed us to it, by their barkYesterday is comfortably passed over the
ing at our fire, and the howling of the wolves

pleasant; the
been the heats

principal

we have met

;

;

;

;

Baptist meeting-house

about us.

On

the

2nd

instant, after a ride

of

fifty

was

and we
memorable

lent to us,

had a large, crowded meeting,

to
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satisfaction, the ancient Helper vouchsafing to a set of mortals, who are unacquainted with
I think I have
appear as mouth and wisdom to him be all the Lord's ways and doings
beheld in his light, and been informed by the
Samuel Fothergill.
glory ascribed.
instruction of his pure Spirit, that I have
never been more amiable in his sight, nor
SAMUEL FOTHERGILL TO HIS WIFE.
attracted a greater degree of his love, than
Charleston, Second month 26th, 1755.
when my spirit has been quite unclothed, not
only of my own righteousness, but also of
I wrote to thee from this place about twelve
days ago, since which 1 have been in Georgia, the rich jewels of his grace, and wandered
and returned hither last night having con- about as in sheep skins and goat skins, desti.'

:

;

tinued cause of

humble acknowledgments

to

tute, afflicted,

tormented, in a spiritual as well

nor have I ever had
the Father of all mercies, for his support as a natural sense
every way. I have now been to the extent such near fellowship with the martyrs, aposof my visit southward, being one hundred tles, and fellow-sufferers of Christ, as in this
Mary Feisley.
and twenty miles further than any Friend state.
hath travelled on religious account, and am
I propose ansetting my face northwards.
SAMUEL FOTHERGILL TO CATHARINE
other public meeting in this place to-morrow,
PAYTON.
;

and then to leave.
We have been much favoured with fine
weather, and have excellent roads the heat

East Nottingham, Fourth month 10th, 1755.

I have often, and with true sympathy and
;
nearness,
had thee in my remembrance since
not
much
troublesome,
but
so
rather
has been
Our road is we parted, and though I have been so situated
as to be very inconvenient.
through woods which are nearly always as to be disqualified from much correspondgreen, being almost covered with myrtle, ence, my hands being pretty full of labour,
which
laurel, and bay trees, which makes me often yet the various steps I had to tread, in
forget the time of the year ; none of the I often found thine and thy dear companion's

symptoms of our winters are here to be seen.
Samuel Fothergill.

pressible

manner, and

and comfort

mary peisley to samuel fothergill.
Wrighlstown,

(in

month

America,) Second

27th, 1755.

The freedom and candour

of thy very ac-

ceptable favour, has had the happy tendency
to set me upon the strictest examination of

myself which
of;

a task

to

my

was capable
was much disposed

deceitful heart

which

it

it,
being a season
of emptying and cleansing a state and dispensation, which I pray with my whole heart
that neither thou nor I may ever get above,

before the receipt of thine

:

and especially when we are much engaged in
our Master's work for it seems to me next
to impossible that we should escape some
little spots and stains: though we may be ever
so careful of our clothing, and wrap it ever
;

so closely about us

;

it

will get a little soiled,

by being used every day. I am sure mine
does so, and if I should hinder my Master
from stripping it off, and washing both it
and me, I should ere now have made but a
very mean appearance in the sight of Him
who sees through every false covering, the
veil of flesh and all its seeming excellencies
beholding no beauty nor comeliness in any
thing that is not derived from himself, who is
the only unmixed fountain of light and purity.
And what does it signify, my dear friend, if
we appear naked and empty in the view of

an inward inexfound both strength

footsteps secretly united in
I

in suffering with those

who were

indeed we may
say. Good is the word of the Lord, in all its
manifestations, and a tried buckler to the soul
which is bowed, to keep its rank in the battle,
it
is often our
within or without, or both
place to know it as a word requiring to be
kept in reverend patience, as with our mouths
in the dust, and in deep emptiness and poverty.
Such has been my lot, and the best preparation for strength and nourishment, in
measure according to the will of God. I
have not forgotten thee, my friend and sister,
in the faith and patience of the gospel of
Christ; the spreading of fraternal affection in
Christ, our holy head, hath often reached
towards thee, through invisible channels, with
strong desires and secret hope, that the arm
of holy kindness will sustain, and the rod
and staff of the God of Jacob will be revealed to us both, to guide in the midst of the
paths of judgment.
I have found the rod
often necessary for my instruction in righteousness and it is with reverence I have to
acknowledge there is a love in my heart to
the chastening hand, which, perhaps, my
own folly may make more necessary for me
than some other more dutiful and watchful
Enable me, O Father,
children of his house.
to sing of thy mercies and judgment all the
days of my appointed time.
I have travelled with diligence since I saw
baptized for the dead.

And

;

;
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I left South Carolina easy and cheerful,
having done what seemed my duty. I thought,
before I reached Charleston, that I should visit
the adjacent islands, but found a prohibition,
though they invited me they seem desirous
the testimony should be exalted by others,
but will not lend a hand, but according to the
extent of their influence seem to me to pull
having thrown, voluntarily,
down. S
his children out of the Society, 1 had true
peace in plain dealing with them, and the

thee

;

;

other libertine professors in that place.
By a letter from Lydia Lancaster, I have
a good account of Isaac Wilson, being a true
born son into the ministry, and likely to become serviceable in it.
I desire, as for myself, thy preservation
and stability in the truth of God, and I cannot doubt, all-sufficiency will be near, as a
fountain at times unsealed, if we fail not in
suitable inward watchfulness, and are kept
from repining at times of searching and sifting, or from being wanton when the fulness
Wisdom
of the house may be our portion.
will lead in the middle of the paths of judgment ; and if we love her discipline, she will
cause us to inherit substance.

[1755.

favoured with a state of perfect good health,
and a quiet, patient acquiescence with my lot,
having renewed reason to believe I was where
It is with a humble, thankful
1 ought to be.
heart I review the difficulties and jeopardies
which have attended, and through which gracious protection hath sustained me ; record it,
my soul, in thine annals, to be often perusreturned through
ed to thy humiliation.
I

Virginia to the western shore of Maryland,
and' visited the meetings thereaway;

which
was made a time of renewed visitation to
many, and solid comfort in honest labour to

On

myself.

the 5th

instant,

I

crossed the

came to the
of dear John Churchman, where

great river Susquehanna, and
habitation
1

met with a kind and affectionate reception.
I found not much time for respite, and

several meetings in that neighbourhood, in which I had his and his valuable

visited

wife's

good company,

to

our mutual satisfac-

tion.

The instances of mortality thou mentions
are affecting and instructive hints to us, who,
for a short time survive, that we forget not
that we also are strangers here, and are has-

tily advancing to an unchangeable state.
The situation of affairs here occasions
which thine
breathes is, with me, reciprocal, and so it has much discourse and tossing, amongst those
been ever since our first acquaintance sug- people who know not the foundation which
A considerable number of the
gested the most cordial desires for thy solid stands sure.
prosperity, of which I have the strongest Indians have come down hither, to remain

The

affectionate

friendship

hopes.
I

until the hurries are over
the vessels of the
earth seem smiting one against another; but
I am not dismayed by
any appearance of
;

salute thee in the union of a friendship

which is founded deeper than nature, and
remains fixed beyond dissolution. Thy sin- danger, nor drawn from

Samuel Fothergill.

cere friend,

in

the

at all, otherwise

SAMUEL FOTHERGILL TO HIS WIFE.
Philadelphia, Fourth

Through

the continued

month

15th, 1755.

my

quiet habitation,

power of endless strength,
than as

I

am

to

meddle

often led to point

out the only refuge and hiding place which
will protect, and labour to gather the people's
minds out of that which is wavering and un-

of the stable, to the stability of the salvation of God.
of all strength and sure mercy, I have
I propose in a few days leaving this place
to inform thee of my safe return in good and going down to New England, and the
health, to this place, where I am arrived, parts adjacent, which I expect will take about
after a journey of three thousand miles, in five months' moderate labour. As the weather
about twenty-four weeks, in which I passed comes on warm I must relax my bow a little,
through the remote mountainous parts of this and travel with more indulgence to my body,
province and Virginia, and came down and tra- and thou may assure thyself I will endeavour
velled through that province. North and South to preserve a being to which thou hast so
Carolina, and to Georgia.
great and just a claim
the temperate season,
When we left Charleston we had near four the goodness of the roads, the meanness and
hundred and fifty miles to ride to the next and scarcity of accommodations, have obliged
settlement of Friends, through a country me to travel hard this season
but as there
little inhabited, and in which accommodations
alteration in those respects, the
is a total
were scarce enough, though we made shift weather coming on hot, the roads worse,
to get into some cabin or other at nights, but accommodations good, and meetings more
had not my clothes off for several nights suc- frequent in my way, I shall travel with more
cessively, or any thing at times to lie down leisure than hitherto.
upon but a bear skin or boards but sufficient
My good old faithful servant, who carried
protection

God

:

;

;

was the day

for

the

evil

thereof.

I

was me about two thousand

four hundred miles.
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me

at last failed

I

;

have

left

him behind me are marks of a regard which

Virginia, and yet hope some more good
service from him
he travelled well and very
in

;

easy, and never failed until he
to
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was reduced

short allowance of food, and sometimes,

poor creature, none at all, unless I gave him
my Indian bread, which my own stomach
wanted very much. I was obliged to leave
him I had the pleasure of doing it in good,
careful hands, and bought another, which I
hope will perform well. My expenses have
run very high, though I have been as frugal
as the nature of my journey would admit of;
but being obliged to hire guides, at a very
great expense, through the wilderness country, with various other daily expenses, have
made it absolutely necessary to spend a deal
of money.
Samuel Fothergill.
;

SAMUEL fothergill TO HIS BROTHER
JOHN.

shall not be extended to a person deaf to advice; I find their
force and truth, and assure thyself they have
that weight with me thou desires.
I
have
found great advantage to myself, and some
service to others, in the familes of Friends,
from spending the evenings in such a manner
as is consistent with the end of my journey
into these parts.

While

the weather

was

cool or temperate,

travelled with great diligence, yet left

no place
had carefully examined whether my business was finished
and yet believe I must return to a quarterly meeting in Virginia, before
I leave this country
but the time is not yet.
I have now paid a very general visit to
Friends in Maryland, Virginia, North and
South Cai'olina, and some of the remoter
parts of this province ; in which I have been
mercifully favoured with good health, not
being at all hindered by any indisposition of
body nor in the whole journey of four thousand miles, lost half a day by bad weather, nor
I

until

1

;

;

;

Philadelphia, Fourth

month

17th, 1755.

Though we

are outwardly far separated, yet
cause dear to us both, and may
it ever continue so, the secret, invisible tie of
all the family has not failed of its wonted
influence to unite in that which is stronger
than nature in the renewing of this hidden
virtue, I nearly and affectionately salute thee;
earnestly desiring we may redouble our dili-

as

it

is

for a

;

gence in humble vvalking before Him who
hath mercifully cared for us, hath followed
us from our tender years, in mercy and judgment, and been more to us than we could
ask or expect. When I consider how many
of our cotemporaries, descended from worthy
ancestors, have been cast aside, and we yet
remain, monuments of mercy, and under the
blessed notice of the Lord Almighty, and enabled in our measures and gifts to build up
his Zion, my spirit is deeply bowed, in humble, reverent admiration, and a request raised

by travelling in it. Our accommodations have been such as we could dispense
with, much better, I often thought, than our

suffered

worthy predecessors
possibly have.

And

in the

same labour could

many

although

painful,

pinching times have fallen to my lot, yet the
gracious spring of sure help hath been often
unsealed, and access vouchsafed to the renewing of humble trust in his all-sufficiency,
on which, whoever have carefully leaned,
have never been left totally destitute.
I

am

disqualified to give thee

any informa-

tion of the state of affairs in relation to the

is not my business, and have found
concern to deny my curiosity in inquiring after news, or hearing anything about
it.
I have found great peace in my endeavours
by example and precept, to draw Friends'
minds to their own warfare that as our
hands cannot be active [in outward war], so
for strength to step rightly forward.
And as our minds cannot be embroiled [in it], consistit is his own arm which has wrought for us
ently with our testimony.
Here are several
hitherto, and not our own, O that we might of the chiefs of the Delawares come down
to
be more and more devoted to his service, and brighten the chain.
careful to watch every turning of his hand,
Friends here are very kind, in their frein coming faithfully up in our very reasonable quent invitations to stay and rest a while
but
service.
Difficult it is, dear brother, to keep a succession of visitants from morning to
our robes so clean as to stand with approba- evening deprives me of time to converse with
tion in his sight, who charges his angels with those I have a nearer regard for, and subjects
folly; but he is all-sufficient in strength and, me to more fatigue than even daily
travelling,
as we steadfastly eye him, not allowing the for then I am comfortably solitary, and often
retransient glare of this world's goods to en- new my strength.
Samuel Fothergill.
snare, he will clothe us with the white linen
of saints a better covering here, and at an
SAMUEL FOTHERGILL TO ELLEN EVANS.
approaching hour, than all. the friendships,
Fourth month 18th, 1765.
honours, and splendours below can ever fur-

wars
it

;

it

my

—

;

;

;

nish.

Thy

affectionate care for

my

health,

and prudent cautions against too much hurry.

Had
this,

opportunity allowed,

I

should, long ere

have acknowledged the receipt of thy
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affectionate lines, though it is not easy to ex- value.
How beautiful upon the mountains
press that uniting virtue which cements the have been the feet of these
and how strong
family together, and brings them suddenly into the voice with which their conduct has proSalvation hath been
an acquaintance and nearness of spirit that re- claimed good tidings!
quires not the ceremonies of the world's friend- their portion, and peace their safe refuge.
They have been qualified to maintain their
ship to introduce nor its arts to maintain.
1
have often been comforted in times of dis- testimony, and earnestly to contend for the
couragement, with this mark of having passed faith once delivered to the saints.
Where
!

from death unto

that

life,

I

love the brethren.

began these

?

In the immediate operation of

power of Truth in their hearts, in a humble
waiting and resignation to the Divine will, not
making haste from under the refining hand.
All who have known an advancement in true
godliness have begun upon this foundation
upon this low ground, but sure foundation,
so as to fill up the station allotted you in the your worthy parents began, and built with sucChurch of Christ kw are the ancients left, to cess, and now know how precious it is in adwhom the middle aged and rising youth can vanced life. The dew of the everlasting hills,
look with advantage
The Lord of heaven and a sufficient share of the fatness of the
and earth hath gathered many to himself; the earth, are the portion of every soul, which,
world, in its various appearances, hath slain above all other considerations, seeks the Lord
many others and some, who are not yet dead, in truth and sincerity. O, saith my soul, may
have their garments so covered with dust, and there be such a heart in you as to fear the
spotted with defiling things, that they are not Lord Almighty, and keep his commandments
always, that it may be well with you and your
fit to be looked upon, nor their footsteps to be
inquired after. But happy is the state of those children.
Thus my spirit salutes you, dear
advanced to old age, whose conduct proclaims youth, in the spreading of concern for your
they have not followed cunningly devised good that you may, by means of heavenly
fables, but have been made living witnesses of help, be made truly happy in yourselves, a
the power and coming of Christ
These have comfort to your aged parents, and useful to
been powerful inducements to me to bow my your brethren in the Church of Christ.
heart in holy awe, from childhood to this day,
I have travelled with much diligence, ac(I mean with respect to outward means,) and cording to the ability given, and have had my
1 am thankful to the great preserver of men, experience enlarged in rejoicing and suffering ;
that there are such here and there to be found
the last has been often my lot, but I dare not
and, though painful baptisms for Zion's sake repine
to be what I ought is my only aim,
may attend, in viewing the backslidings of and best Wisdom knows the method to make
many, yet ability is given, at times, to appeal me so in his will I humbly acquiesce.
with reverend confidence to the searcher of
Samuel Fothergill.
" Thou knowest how I have walked
hearts
before thee !" I trust this will be your crown
Ellen Evans was the wife of John Evans
of rejoicing, in an hour approaching, which I he as a minister, and she in the office of elder,
could wish very remote from you, except that were both valuable members of the monthly
prevalence at this time, and in it
salute thee, thy dear husband and children,
with fervent desires that he who hath been
your morning light and help hitherto, may be
your staff to lean upon, beloved ancients in
Israel, in this your decline of natural strength,
I

feel

its

the

:

;

!

;

;

I

;

;

;

;

:

the laws of nature proclaim

it to be near.
hearty well-wishing
attend your offspring
May they so acquaint
themselves with the God of their parents, as
to stand in their lots, and be found worthy to
have their names appear in the register of the
Lamb's army
Beloved young friends, suffer
the advice of one that loves you, though outwardly a stranger, to have place in your
minds. The experience of many years has
taught me that godliness is profitable for all

The same

love

and
!

!

things, and that real happiness is known in
proportion to the progress of it in our hearts.
If you look around among your cotemporaries,

you

will find

it

a sealed truth, and un-

speakably comfortable to this wise number,
who have sought with unwearied diligence the
kindom of God, first in time, as it is first in

meeting of Gwynedd, in Pennsylvania.
He
was born in Denbighshire, and in the year
1698 removed with his parents to Pennsylvania.
In the twenty-third year of his age
he appeared in the ministry of the Gospel he
was deeply learned in heavenly truths, and
plain in declaring them.
He was a zealous
promoter of visiting Friends in their families,
and often engaged therein, and his labours
were awakening and useful.
He travelled
through most of the American provinces, and
having served God in his generation, he departed in the ninth month, 1756.
Ellen Evans was born near Dolgelly, in
1685, and removed to America when very
young. She had a good understanding, which
being enriched and sanctified by Divine grace,
soon distinguished her as one seeking heavenly
;
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treasure,

and

member of

she

became

an
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honourable SAMUEL FOTHERGILL TO ISRAEL PEMBERTON.

Society,

Flushing, (Long Island,) Filth month 26th, 1755.
She was exemplary in her family, and reAlthough a constant series of employment
markable for piety and industry, rising early
in the mornino;, and encou racing others to do hath prevented my testifying my affectionate
so
often observing, that those who rose late remembrance of thee and thy dear spouse and
lost the youthful beauty of the day, and wasted children, yet I can with great truth assure
its most precious part
that the sun was the thee, you have been very frequently the comcandle of the world, which called upon us to panions of my thoughts and though unfitted
arise and diligently apply to our several duties. at present, by deep poverty and leanness, for
Except on meeting days, it was her practice any beneficial correspondence, I cannot disto retire about noon, with the Bible or some miss my dear and worthy companion, thy
religious book, and spend a portion of her^time brother John, without some token of affecShe tionate regard, which, I flatter myself, is from
alone, often to her great refreshment.
frequently assembled her family in the even- the dictates of pure friendship, which I often
;

;

;

ings to read the Holy Scriptures, with which,
as well as with the writings of Friends, she

feel is reciprocal.

aged eighty years.

along, which sits in the dust, and has on
her mourning weeds, although there are a
few who have kept their garments clean ; but
the lamentable defection of those who would
I mean
be thought the head, but are the tail
the more advanced in years, profession and
gives a painful
station amongst the people
prospect.
And as it is hard to lift up a hand
against gray hairs, my progress has been
tnore difficult and afflicting than I can express.
However, I have to acknowledge with reverence, heavenly assistance has been at times
helpfully near, to my full discharge and ease

I have been led, since we parted, into frequent and deep suffering, in the view and feelwas thoroughly acquainted.
She died on the 29th of fourth month, 1765, ing sense of the sufifering state of the church
all

SAMUEL FOTHERGILL TO HIS WIFE.

New

York, Fifth month

9th, 1755.

I have continued cause to acknowledge the
kindness of Providence, in preserving my
health and ability to labour in his service
although it is very hard and close work which

my

endeavour after quiet
and all my desires
centre in this point, that His heavenly presence, who is my light and my strength, may
accompany, and then all will be right and
well and I may acknowledge, with reverence.
His hand has wonderfully supplied and opened
in all wisdom and counsel, to the help of the
faithful, and the rousing up of the careless and
forgetful, and staying my mind upon Him who
is the companion and help of his own afflicted
seed. Oh may we both so dwell with and walk
before him, as ever to know him at our right
hand, that we may not be moved in any of
the disquietudes and tossings that this world
falls to

portion, yet

contentment in

my

;

produces.
I closed

I

lot,

—

—

in my painful labour, though I believe I must
traverse a second time some steps 1 have al-

Samuel Fothergill.

ready trod.

SAMUEL FOTHERGILL TO HIS WIFE.
Newport, Rhode Island, Sixth month

;

respect to the

my

5th, 1755.

have been sustained to travel and
labour with diligence, and to my secret comfort
and ease in most places but the work is very
laborious, having not only the burthen of the
state of the churches at times upon me, with
I

work of

the ministry, but the

under much concern on revival of discipline, too much neglected by
several circumstances many of those who seem most active for truth's
sister Ann's account
had created in my mind a persuasion that she service, and opposed by a ranting spirit, which
has finished her course, and if it be s6, 1 make hates discipline, and represents it as a lording
no doubt but she has a residence beyond the over one another's faith. In both respects, I
reach of pain and sorrow for ever.
The ties have been concerned to labour closely, and to
of nature are strong; the removal of so near some service.
I have performed a general
relations afflicting
the apprehension of it, visit to Long Island, and some parts of the
and my own exercise for the church, have continent belonging to that province, and was
been very heavy upon me for some weeks at their yearly meeting, held at Flushing,
past.
which was very large and satisfactory, through
We had a large, good meeting in this city faithful, awakening labour, to the careless and
last evening, much to my ease, and 1 am pre- worldly minded.
I then visited some part of
paring to go to Long Island.
Long Island, and travelled to this place, one
Samuel Fothergill.
hundred and eighty miles, where I came last
last

;

;
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The extreme

night.

heat of the weather, with

my large crowded meetings, are weakening to
my natural strength, but all-sufficiency is gra-

[1755.

his companion, and hope I retain a due sense
and remembrance of the many seasonable and
weighty advices given from time to time,

all respects, and in together with the refreshing seasons at some
confidence stands.
have had a of the meetings, and should be pleased I could
I
large open meeting here this day, and pro- say they were more generally satisfactory;
pose, after attending some adjacent, to return but trutb is, I think, but at a low ebb in those
to the yearly meeting here, I suppose the parts, especially amongst the elders and those
largest in one meeting-house in the world.
of the most advanced years
great deadness
Samuel Fothergill.
and barrenness appearing amongst them in
most places, which has caused some hard,
william logan* to susanna fothergill. affecting service to thy good husband. The

ciously near, for help in
that

my

—

youtji

Stenton, near Philadelphia,
Sixth month 10th, 1755.

seem

have a more promising aspect, and
be sensible of the declension of the

to

worthy friend, thy good hus- church, and zealous for restoring her primiband, with whom I have travelled thirteen tive beauty, which is cause of joy to the
weeks, had several meetings among the Pres- humble in heart, and those that are anxious
William Logan.
byterians at Boston, Marblehead, Portsmouth, on that account.

My

in

New

Island,

Hampshire, and
which were very
if

Jamaica, on

large,

and

Long

to his

and SAMUEL FOTHEEGILL TO DOCTOR FOTHERGILL.

satisfaction, being as eminently

the people's

favoured,

at

more

not

so,

amongst

Newport, Rhode

Island, Sixth

month

13th, 1755.

this people

than any other and I am fully persuaded his
labours of love will never be forgotten by
some of them, especially at Boston and Portsmouth and should he ever find a concern to
return to those parts, I believe it will be on
account of those people, and not those of our
Society
but, as I have said, he thinks himself clear of them, and is perfectly easy.
He set out, immediately after our yearly
meeting was over, for Nottingham, in company with John Churchman, to attend a large
meeting held there once a-year, and then intends for Cecil and some other meetings in
and near Maryland, proposing to return to
our quarterly meeting about six weeks hence.
I am heartily thankful I was favoured to be
;

;

;

have continued cause of thankfulness to the Almighty hand, who hath wonderfully supported me every way, and hath
been pleased to favour the opening of their
large yearly meeting, this day, in a most
glorious helpful manner, and brought the
deepest reverence upon my soul, and tears of
joy and comfort from those few elders amongst
them, who rightly remember our father and
his God.
Oh that I may never forget His
mercies, which are sure, even to his children's
1

children

!

The yearly meeting

begins at Nantucket
I believe 1 may take
in their course most of the quarterly meetings
in New England, which I am desirous of
doing, as their discipline is much neglected,
and the revival thereof is no small part of my

this

day two weeks, and

* William Log'an was a man of some note in
Pennsylvania he was for several years a member concern
and labour.
of the Assembly of the province. His father, James
Samuel Fothergill.
Logan, went from England with William Penn, and
for many years took a large share in public affairs,
and filled several important offices, being Secre- SAMUEL fothergill TO MARY PEISLEY AND
tary of the province, Commissioner of Property,
CATHARINE PAYTON.
Chief Justice, and for two years governed the pro;

vince as President of the Council.
A number of
years before his death, which took place in 1751, at
the age of seventy-seven, he retired from public life,
and spent his time principally at Stenton, his country seat, where he occupied himself in literary
pursuits, and in correspondence with many of the
principal literati of Europe.
He was well versed
both in ancient and modern learning, a master of
the Greek, Latin, French, and Italian languages,
and acquainted with several of the Oriental tono-ues.
He was well skilled in Mathematics and in Natural
Philosophy.
He wrote several treatises in Latin,
one of which was translated by Dr. Fothergill.
To the people of Pennsylvania he made a munificent bequest of a most valuable library which he
had been fifty years in collecting; it has since

been called. The Loganian Librarv.

Ponygansett, Sixth month 22nd, 1755.

In the renewings of that hidden

and nearness, which
that diligently abide in

one another,

I

sympathy

truth itself gives those
it,

to feel with

and

affectionately salute you,

for

who

are at this lime, and many others, as epistles
written in my heart, and helps in my way
forward ; with earnest supplication to the
Lord, our alone Helper, that he who hath

been our Alpha, and mercifully regarded us,
even beyond many of our cotemporaries, for
our health and salvation, and who hath given
the earnest in measure of the promised inheritance, may ever be the single object of honour
and pure worship in our eyes, that thereby
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may be known to bear up and sustain
our souls in travail and baptisms, many others
are strangers to ; for few are the footsteps, of
this age at least, that can be discerned in the
path, a little remnant
of which you are and
are travelling in, which is cast
I long to be
up of God, and leads to that peaceful Omega,
where the weary enjoy peace without interruption. I have nothing to write of the goodness, sure mercy, and salvation of God, which
you know not already, and are stepping in the
but I wanted
line which enlarges experience
to give you an assurance of my most affectionate feeling with you, and for you
and it
hath been a comfortable consideration to me,
in many secretly pained hours, that I have
one mark of passing from death to life, in
that I truly love the brotherhood.
Perhaps by this time you may have pretty
nearly visited all the meetings in this part of
the world, and may be judged by many, consequently ready to leave it, and return home.
I have just a freedom to say, " Stand still,
look about you closely ;" I believe you went
but leave
not into the business unrequired
not hastily any little service that may spread
with a degree of permission, liberty and openness.
Although absolute necessity does not
at present attend it, the heavenly Master may
yet prove the quickness of your attention by
a low voice, on your faithfulness to which,
your peace may much depend. I leave the
hint, and very likely it may be needless.
I crave for you, as for myself, the blessing
of a peaceful, safe return to your native shore,
and the plenteous reward of peace if it be
not largely distributed, but kept in the Master's
hand, it is, nevertheless, sure, and will be
handed to you in wise and suitable times and
strength

—

—

;

;

;

;

portions.
I should be glad of a farewell epistle, if
freedom and convenience admit
my heart
will nearly sympathize with you, when on
the mighty waves ; and may your remembrance be of me, and prayers for me, that my
goings may be established in the precarious
passage through the remainder of my labours
in this part of the world.
;

Samuel Fothergill.
samuel fothergill to israel pemberton.
Ponygansett, Sixth month 23rd, 1755.
I

have continued cause of humble thankful-

ness to the ever blessed Helper, for his support vouchsafed from day to day, proportioning
strength to the time and trial inwardly and
outwardly. Yet many are the painful seasons
I have passed, on account of
of the church, which have
proper qualification to labour
regulation of things amongst

the general stale
issued in

more

for the help

us.

and

Long

Island
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was a

laborious place, for

little

We

went by water from
Setawket to Seabrook, twenty-two leagues in
one day and then to Newport. The yearly
meeting was large and well, being a fresh
present earnings.

;

visitation to

many

there, of all ranks, espe-

found some engagement
mind respecting the discipline
and got some queries prepared and transmitted
to the quarterly, monthly, and preparative
meetings, to be answered in the subordinate
meetings, and to the yearly meeting. Another
set of queries were sent to be read, considered,
and answered, in all the meetings for ministers
and elders
and answered to their yearly
meeting of ministers and elders. 1 was concially the youth.
to attend

I

my

;

;

recommend the like to the women
who also accepted my labour therein,
and sent down a few queries relative more
immediately to their own conduct, to the
several women's meetings.
1 know not what
advantage may redound to the church, but it
brought me great peace, in the sense of a discerned

to

Friends,

charge of

my

duty, in this labour for the re-

vival of that discipline

which Divine wisdom

placed as a hedge about his vineyard,
he planted it in the morning of our day.

when

Great is the work the Lord our God has
begun, and is carrying on in the earth, for the
promotion of his own glory and, indeed, few
are the faithful labourers in his harvest;
though there are knees bowed before the Holy
One of Israel, who have not bovi'ed to Baal,
who will in due time be brought forth into the
field, and strengthened to labour successfully
in the church of Christ.
I think I see such
a remnant lying almost out of sight in some
parts of America, by and in whom God will
arise and get himself a name.
Unwearied
are Satan's endeavours to hurt the service of
such, and render the beginnings of the work
upon them useless to themselves and others.
I have often, dear Israel, remembered thee
in a distinguished manner
being sensible the
Lord of all power and wisdom would clothe
with eminent qualifications for his service, in
this thy day, in which the church has on her
sable weeds, and her priests are in bitterness.
He who is the giver of every excellent gift,
hath endowed thee beyond many of thy cotemporaries, and I know he would bless thee
in them to his own service and thy peace.
The meekness of the lamb, the humility and
abasedness of a disciple, add strength, beauty,
and true weight to all labour in the church of
Christ.
Oh that thy spirit might be more
and more seasoned and bowed with and by
that power which alone sanctifies our all to
God, and doeth his work and service. I have
seen thee, dear friend, in the hidden conflict,
;

;

and the struggle between the two opposite
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powers, and have sympathized with and for
thee, when thou hast been bruised and hurt by
the prevalence of that which stands as an
armed man in thy way to rest. I am sensible
of thy secret bemoaning at times, when loss
hath been sustained, and the renewal of holy
reaches for by help and recovery
I earnestly wish for thee as well as for myself, the
thorough subjection of all within us to that
abasing, humbling hand, who prepares instruments for his service from the dust of Zion,
and ordains praise out of the mouths of babes
and sucklings. In the spreading of tender love,
I could lay my hands under thy feet, if necessary, that thou might receive strength to reign
in the Lamb's dominion, over all which diminishes that excellent service thou might
grow up in, for the revival and strengthening
of the Lord's cause in thy generation.
Accept, dear friend, this salutation,
the fruits of love unfeigned, in good part.
From thy assured friend,
;

I

Samuel Fothergill.
samuel fothergill to his wife.
Nantucket, Sixth month 27th, 1755.

Truth which strengthens the nearest
union, and renders it truly near and comfortable one to another; and in the living, holy
sense thereof, I most tenderly and affectionIt

is

I am still helped to labour
with such a degree of strength as to feel the
reward of true peace, that my heart is bowed
in holy thanksgiving to the all-sufficient Helper
for the support of his ancient arm, and hum-

ately salute thee.

blingly encouraged to trust in
pinciiing

times are

him when more

permitted

to

attend.

I

have made some advances in my experience
to know what it is to want, and what it is to
abound, for I never knew more of baptisms
for the dead, nor the glorious arising of the
mighty power of God, in all wisdom, strength
and counsel, than this journey has given me
to feel

:

the gain of

all

be consecrated to him,

who

is ever worthy.
found in Newport, on Rhode Island, a
valuable number of relations, the children of
my father's sister, some of whom are deeply
I

solid

Friends, to

whom

I

was united

the

covenant of spiritual kindred, and
strongly hope for their preservation in the
way of truth and righteousness. My uncle
is still living, an innocent, good old man.*
were eminently favoured with the Divine presence, in the whole course of that
great yearly meeting at Newport; and a large
share of labour fell to my lot, both in minis-

We

and endeavouring to restore discipline,
which, with respect to its usefulness, was
* John Proud.

nearly lost amongst them. The Lord enabled
me to labour with success, and queries were
prepared and sent down into the quarterly
meetings of ministers and elders, with directions to establish monthly meetings of the
same nature ; and other queries to the monthly
and quarterly meetings also queries for the
women's use, as in England, all which fell to
my lot to draw up also an epistle to the
several meetings of ministers and elders in
the province ; that it was a time of close
labour to me, and took up some hours of the
time I ought to have slept. But all is well;
the great Name is spreading itself afresh to an
unfaithful people, with merciful extending of
holy help ; he will be clear, and enable his
servants to be clear, and to stand in their lot
at the end of days, as they abide faithful.
On the 18th instant I left Newport, and
had meetings at Accoaxet, Accushanet, Rochester, Newtown, and two very large meetings
two days we were upon the
at Aponyganset
waters, coming hither, where we arrived well.
I was more sick in coming these twenty-five
leagues, than one thousand one hundred from
the Land's end of England to the Capes of
Delaware, The yearly meeting, begun here
yesterday, was large, but a hard, shut up meeting, as most I have been at in America.
I expect to be upon the main again next
week ; and I believe it must be my lot to visit
all the quarterly meetings in New England,
in order further to direct the use of the queries
This will cause a considerable
sent down.
increase of bodily labour; but to be found
faithful, just and true, in the measure of the
gospel labour committed to me, is the aim and
desire of my mind.
;

;

;

Dear John Pemberton accompanied me from
Philadelphia
greatly to

to

my

Flushing, on

satisfaction

;

Long

Island,

more I know
more I love him.

the

of that valuable youth, the
At Flushing, William Logan, a certain great
man in the world but his greatness is more
eminent in his religious capacity ^joined me,
and is now my agreeable companion through
New England he is a choice friend, and had
John Churchman's recommendation with him
and alto entitle him to be my companion
though no public minister in word and doctrine, is an exemplary preacher of righteousness in life and conversation, and of these
preachers the world has great need.
Another meeting for worship hath been this
day held, in which truth arose in its own dominion, and crowned our assembling with living virtue, to the help of the true-hearted, and
placing the testimony of truth over all transgressors in an eminent manner the gain of
all is justly due to Him from whom all strength

—

—

;

;

in

hidden

try,

[1755.

:

and

ability proceed.
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I

would gladly hope

month
want to

to

be at Philadelphia in

the ninth

next, at their yearly meeting,

which I
land wants

see

;

but this poor

New

Eng-

help, and the Heavenly Master
hath given me great place amongst them, that
I know not whether I shall be thoroughly
easy, but leave it to the disposal of all-wise
Providence, whose service I have more in
view than any other consideration.
I affectionately sympathize with poor E. T.,
in the loss of her daughter, yet believe she is
in mercy, whilst measurably innohave had, since I left home, that
young woman often in my thoughts, and was
not sorry when I heard of her removal, though
it might be a stroke severe enough upon a
natural parent, and more than they know

removed
cent.

I
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I have heard of; it is called MarVineyard I cannot with ease of mind
pass it by, and intend to sail for it soon after
midnight, intending to have a meeting there
to-morrow afternoon, and thence to the main
land of New England, and would gladly hope
to be again in Philadelphia in the ninth month.
I have looked about me, in every place I have
left, whether I had any more service required;
and though I have used great diligence, I have
not made haste, but believe I must have an-

been, that

tha's

;

My

other fatiguing journey into Virginia.
poor old horse, I am afraid, is dead ; I was
obliged to leave him
nature could not do
;

more;

he travelled one hundred and fifty
miles with me without even having so much
as a quartern of English oats
I was obliged
well how to bear ; to see their beloved off- to beg a little Indian bread for my own supspring torn away must make their hearts bleed port, for none could I buy, and I divided it
for them, and for their loss; yet Infinite Wis- honestly between him and myself.
My comdom hath sometimes prevented a greater afflic- panion, Israel Pemberton's horse, I hear, died
I soon after we left them, and the departure of
tion, by administering one that is easier.
therefore hope dear Esther, whom I nearly my poor old " Buck" was daily expected.

remember,

this

certain sense,

and wise is He who hath
been pleased to strip her to the one band, who
My dear
hath heretofore rejoiced in many.
love is to her; and O that her son Abraham
may consider the obligation he is under to
mitigate her pain, by every instance of dutiful
regard, that she may find some relief from
But if even this fail,
painful distress in him.
Truth itself remains, the everlasting stay and
unchangeable spring of comfort in all afflic-

that high, heavenly,

tion.

Samuel Fothergill.

will patiently acquiesce in the pre-

dispensation, under

sent

;

Whilst thus closely engaged, and deeply
exercised for the cause of truth in America,
he was not unmindful of his Friends at home,

and from Nantucket he addressed to Friends
of Penketh meeting the following epistle, which

was

publicly read there at the close of the
meeting for worship.

EPISTLE TO FRIENDS OF PENKETH MEETING.
Nantucket, Sixth month 28th, 1755.

Samuel Fothergill.

SAMUEL FOTHERGILL TO HIS SISTER.
Nantucket, Sixth month 28th, 1755.

Here is a very large meeting of professors
upon this island, which is, with respect to its
soil, a sunk bank in the sea, about fifteen miles
The yearly meeting,
long and three broad.

Dearly beloved Friends,
In the sensible renewings of that melting,
humbling love, which hath often bowed my
spirit and yours in reverend, holy worship,
when present with you, do I affectionately
salute the truly living amongst you, as present in spirit, though, for the cause of truth,'
far separated in body
yet, by no means less
inwardly anxious for your establishment in
the unchangeable truth, than when present
amongst you, and engaged in labour for your
help and growth into your several measures
of the fulness of Christ.
In which true love,
my spirit hath often secretly reached towards
you and of late, with that unreserved openness, as to allow me at least a liberty to
salute you with a token of love unfeigned.
First to you, my beloved friends, partakers
of the heavenly calling, who have surely
;

here this day, was very large, the
place considered, being more than one thousand five hundred, principally professors of
truth, at meeting, and about four hundred out
A convincement
at sea, fishing for whales.
there was formerly amongst them, and a body
of good Friends remain but as the richest
part of the inhabitants embraced the principles
of Truth from conviction, the others thought
the expense of maintaining a priest would be
too heavy for them, and have turned Quakers
to save money ; though I hope, even amongst known him in whom you have believed, and
them, the power of the begetting word is in been made witnesses of his powerful resurrecdegree at work, to give a surer title to the tion unto life my soul is at this instant bowed,
family of Christ.
with and for you, that nothing may be admitted
There is another island, about ten leagues to weaken your hold, or diminish your followoff, where no European Friends have hitherto ing on to know him, and his work, who hath
finished

;

;

;
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his voice known and his holy arm bare
your help. I have seen the snares laid in
your way the love of the world, and the indolent rest in the remembrance of former favour together with the strong touches of heavenly help, which have been considered as
marks of approbation of your present state,
rather than what the Lord Almighty intended
them for, even strong inducements to follow
on to know him. This fatal mistake hath
sometimes led the truly visited into a partial
work, and centred them in a false rest; in a
low, and dwarfish, weak state, subject to frequent failures and bruises, which have eclipsed
and dimmed the beauty which the Lord of the
heritage would have endued you with. Therefore, beloved friends, wait for and submit to
the shaking, loosening power, which would
lead from the unnecessary embarrassments of
for such are those which lead to
this world
Follow faithfully to Bethel, to
forget God.
Jericho, through Jordan, and to the last vision
of the heavenly messenger; so shall a double
portion of the Spirit rest upon you, and the
name and cause of the Highest be magnified,
your own treasures enlarged, and those who
are behind encouraged, by your example, to
diligence and steady care to possess the like
durable inheritance.
On the contrary, where
negligence and weakness, through a worldly
spirit, prevail amongst the seeming foremost
ranks, it encourages in undue liberties, relaxes
necessary care after their own help, and is a
stumbling-block in the way of the weak, who
gladly admit of these discouraging prospects,
as they flatter their own negligence, and speak
a lans;uaa;e calculated to indulge them in their

made
for

;

;

;
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you, have a place in my remembrance, and an
affectionate concern that you might be prevailed with to work while it is yet day wiih
you, and be excited to seek after the one
thing; a solemn approaching hour will convince you, that it is absolutely necessary for
How long hath the
peace and rest forever.
gracious Hand been extended for your help
even all the day long, until the evening has
drawn near, and his locks have been wet with
unwilling to leave, and graciously
ils dews
mindful of you.
Oh that none such may
survive the extending of the blessed arm of
;

!

strength, and remain in advanced life as trees twice dead, and plucked
up by the roots, reserved for Tophet, prepared
of old for those who forget God.
And O, that the youth amongst you, to
whom even Dives's desire for his brethren,
that one might be raised and sent from the
dead to warn them, hath been granted, of
which I am a living monument, might be
roused in every heart to seek carefully after
their own interest, and to study betimes those
things which can alone make their lives truly
comfortable, and enable them to fill up their
essential duties here, and rest in peace at the
Whatever
solemn approaching conclusion.
place it may now have with you, satisfied I
am, you have been eminently favoured and
line upon line, precept upon precept, have been
given, in the spreading of gathering love and
mercy, which my soul craves your reverent
remembrance of to your profit for they will
not fall to the ground, but remain, as profitaall-substantial

;

;

ble direction to the right-minded, or a dreadful

hand-writing upon the wall against the rebelremissness suitably to labour for hidden trea- lious and negligent. For thus, even now, saith
Let, therefore, the Lord Almighty, respecting the issue of his
sure in their own possession.
" As the
the word of exhortation be received by you, to word to his visited people as of old
rain cometh down, and the snow from heaven,
stir up to an increase in faithful obedience;
ever bearing in your remembrance the loving and returneth not thither, but watereth the
kindness of the Lord of sure mercies, and its earth, and maketh it bring forth and bud, that
end, even your own establishment, and the it may give seed to the sower and bread to the
help of others by your living example; that eater; so shall my word be that goeth forth
you, being faithful followers of him who hath out of my mouth: it shall not return unto me
entered into rest, may say to others, " Follow void, but it shall accomplish that which I
please, and it shall prosper in the thing whereme, as I follow Christ."

—

And I am fully assured that the reverend,
honest travellers amongst you, to whom my
spirit is secretly united, will not be overlooked.
Although they may have pensively to muse on
the roll written within and without, lamentation, mourning, and wo, He who has bowed
the heavens, and come down for the help of
his own seed, will not turn away his holy ear
from

their requests, but speedily arise for

my

be

who

are not so sensibly united by a birth from the immortal seed
to the true family, as I have often begged for
also,

friends,

I

sent

it."

O, therefore, dear young friends, be warned
in time to bow in heart to this word, that you
may know it to be a word of sure comfort in
a day when nothing else can speak peace to
the soul; and thai, through its sanctifying
virtue, you may be made vessels of honour in
the house of God, that the labour frequently
their and afl^ectionately bestowed upon you may not

sure deliverance.

You

to

in

vain to

any among you.

I

am

sensible

good desires at times present in
some of your minds; but, alas! often weakened by the hurtful things which are spread as
that there are
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snares in the path of youth, and which often
endanger the unwary, careless mind, and lead
but there is an allit into certain destruction
sufficient Hand, able and willing to direct and
support in all perils, and to conduct steadily
and safely to that desirable possession, which is
reserved for those, of all ranks and of every
age, who seek diligently, by faith and pa;

tience, to inherit glory.
I

have, on

my own

account, cause of reve-

rent worship, for the continuance of daily support, proportioned not to

my

deserving, but to

the abundant condescension of a gracious God,
who hath every way helped me, inwardly and

outwardly,

in this laborious service,

supplied with
to

some

wisdom and strength

service,

and

and hath

labour
great peace, in

my own

to

humble, reverent trust in his unchangeable
love and help, which hath not yet failed.
So
that I have often, with a soul inwardly melted
before the throne of grace, admired His
goodness, and had to acknowledge His unutterable kindness and mercy, in engaging my
heart to devote the bloom and strength of my
life to his service, who is ever worthy of love,
obedience, and the tribute of a devoted heart.
Amen, amen.
Thus, beloved friends, the yearning of an
affectionate heart reaches to you, and craves
for you sure help in the way of righteousness
and peace," that if I be restored again to you,
there may be a sensible increase and growth
that you may be a joyful prospect to me, and
that my return, if permitted, and of which I
have a secret hope, may be to you in the fulness of (he Gospel of peace, and not with sorrow and distress on your account.
The everlasting, holy, and unchangeable
God of all comfort be near you, to strengthen
that which remains alive, and should live, to
support you in every difficulty, and preserve
you as a well fenced and frequently watered
garden, is the prayer of your true friend and
;

Samuel Fothergill.

well-wisher,

During the visit of Samuel Fothergill to the
island of Nantucket, his mind was much exercised on account of a difference which then,
and had for a long time previously, existed
amongst some Friends there
this he took
much pains to remove, and after he left them
he felt engaged to address to the monthly
;

meeting the following

letter

:

TO FRIENDS OF THE MONTHLY MEETING OF
SHERBORNE, NANTUCKET.
Sandwich, Seventh month

4th, 1755.

Dear Friends,
have found so much secret travail and
concern of soul, on the account of your preI

159

me

with

true ease of mind, to dismiss the Friends

who

sent circumstances, as not to allow

have kindly accompanied us, without a few
lines of brotherly advice and counsel.
First, and principally, to those more immediately active in the government of the church,
and the management of truth's affairs: let a
suitable search be made, in and by what spirit
you are conducted in all your services, in the,
meekness of wisdom, that loves and seeks the
establishment one of another in the unchangeable truth, the ground and rule of all your motions and advances, that you may act for God
in your day, and be happy with him at last.
Is this, my friends, your chief aim in His sight,
who knows all the secrets of men's hearts, and
every view of the mind or hath not rather
;

of other things weakened
some of your hands, and opened another eye
than that single one to God's glory, which his
true-hearted servants, both in ministry and
discipline, are truly concerned to keep open
and to the head, Christ Jesus which hath
apparently diminished the beauty which, I believe, once rested in a more eminent degree
upon that island than at present ? O, Friends
how hath it happened ? At whose door may
it
be laid 1 1 fear the head hath been sick,
and thence weakness and infirmity spread
itself into the body, and rendered it unfit for
his descent into our assemblies, who, of old,
required the removal of the lepers out of his
camp, as a previous step to his abiding amongst
the congregation; and if the leprosy of the
lowest class of the people could thus prevent
the

interposition

—

!

Heavenly regard, what shall we not have occasion to fear, if amongst the chiefs and principal heads of the tribes any lepers be found,
for such are all those whose minds the god of
this world hath defiled, and led them to seek
their own things, more than the things of
Christ, and sometimes even at the price of the
church's peace.
I am much a stranger, and desire to be so,
who hath been the occasion of the present
breach of union amongst you ; but I am clearly and fully convinced, that had those watchmen who take that name upon them been
awake, and quick of understanding in the fear
of God, they might have been instrumental in
preventing its spreading out into those branches that are apparent ; and although I shall not
make myself a judge and divider amongst you,
with respect to the validity of the claim of any,
yet this I am very clear in, that those who
made themselves judges in their own cause,
without pursuing the constant advice of
Friends, to refer their claims to proper judges,
mutually chosen by both parties and in consequence thereof, turned out their cattle
made a breach of the rules prescribed bv Di

—
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at other
OLir Zion, and the beast of the proper office, and got seals to it
times I can scarcely see either seal or combroke through into the Lord's vineyard
therefore, the likely way to issue this affair mission, which, though a painful dispensation,
seems to me to restore things to the situation is profitable to quicken to diligence, to be very
they were in formerly, and if any Friends attentive to my Master's directions, and quick
think their rights abridged, to request jointly of understanding in his will; and that, above
the assistance of your quarterly meeting; in all things, I may know an abode in his serthe mean time, keep out of reflections and evil vice, though but in the most seemingly trivial
surmises one against another, and abide in the employment, yet to any honest employ for
peaceable spirit of the Lamb, which alone will bread, am I heartily willing to have my hand

vine wisdom for

;

field

:

be finally victorious.
Let the establishment of the family be dear
and O, that the keepers of the
to you all
flock, both ministers and elders, may so watch
over them as to have to say, I have lost none
of those committed to my trust, but have
watched over them for good, and preferred
My
Jerusalem's welfare to my chiefest joy.
heart is pained for you, and truth amongst
you and I am strongly bowed down before
the Almighty, in intercession, for a time of
reviving from his own presence amongst the
more aged with you, and the more active
leaders, that the cause, eminently owned of
God amongst you, may not perish, and you,
;

;

also, in

your negligence.

little distressed remnant, who
have communication together, and are sad
the heritage that mourns to the Lord in the
sense of the numbers that are slain on the high
let thine eye be to that Alpha who
places
was the beginner of all good, and he will be
thy Omega, the author and finisher of thy
faith
the companion and stay of his own seed
is he, and will arise for their help.
And now, dear Friends, in the sense of best
for Zion's
regard, my heart pleads with you
sake, follow after peace with God, and one
with another, that the God of love and peace
may ever be with you in this peace alone
stands that farewell my soul craves for you

And

turned.

have been stirring about pretty closely
we parted we had a large meeting at
Flushing, but low and distressing, as indeed
was my passage in general through Long
Island.
The meeting at Newport was very
brought in the reward
large and satisfactory
of peace, through close, painful labour.
I
found my mind greatly engaged for the revival of discipline amongst them, in which I
laboured with some seeming success.
The meeting here hath been large, and, as
times go, pretty well upon the whole, the state
I

since

;

;

of the people considered.
There is a considerable body of Friends who are true members
Samuel Fothergill.
of the family.

oh, thou

—

;

;

SAMUEL FOTHERGILL TO HIS WIFE,
Boston, Seventh

month

31st, 1755.

from Nantucket about five
I
weeks ago, since which time I have travelled
as diligently as I could, and have visited several parts eastward of this city, and had manyvery large meetings, both atnongst Friends
and in several places where Truth opened my
way amongst others, where no Friends lived,
which have been signally satisfactory and serwrote thee

viceable.

It

hath

bowed

my

heart in reve-

rence, to observe and feel the openness and

;

I

am

your Friend, concerned

for

your true

Samuel Fothergill.

help,

SAMUEL FOTHERGILL TO JOHN CHURCHMAN.
Nantucket, Seventh month, 1755.

acknowledge the receipt of thy
acceptable letter, and although 1 have little to
say which can recommend my writing, yet I
do love to be in the way of getting good, by
I

which is manifest in
formerly persecuting
government the authority heretofore exerted
to suppress our meetings, is now watchful to
support them, and in many places the principal people flock into meetings in crowds, and
behave with great solidity. I had yesterday
a large and memorably good meeting in the
court-house, at Marblehead, about twenty
miles distant ; and about two weeks ago one
of the most eminently favored meetings I have
been at, in the court-house, at Portsmouth
and three offers to have any place of worship
they had, if I would stay another meeting. I
mention it with a bowed, reverent heart, acknowledging it is the Lord's doing, and awfully marvellous in my eyes.
Though heavenly support to labour is often
renewed, and inward peace sustains and
covers, yet I have largely tasted of the cup
of suffering, as I have felt the state of the
visitation of love

various

all.

have

to

maintaining a correspondence with such as are
capable of communicating it. I have, through
continued mercy, cause of thankful acknowledgment to the gracious Hand, for his support every way hitherto although many painful hours are to be met with, yet I am helped
to be generally quiet, and this is to me a great
;

and good attainment. Sometimes I think I
can see that my commission has passed the

and

places in
;

life

this
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have gone along; there is a left my own habitation many painful events
living, and true though weak have attended, much close labour and travail
children, who want help and guidance, and every way, but all-sufficient Help and Goodseek it, to whom the merciful regard of the ness remains gracious, renewing a humble,
Lord of heaven and earth,freely reaches, and reverent trust that he will, in his own time,
through whom I hope for the revival of an- re-conduct me home to my native land, and to
cient beauty; they are principally of the rising my friends and relations, both in the natural
but the time when, is
generation
the greater part of the more ad- and spiritual alliance
vanced in years are rather obstructions than hid beyond the veil, and right it should be.
2nd of Eighth month. I dropped my pen
helps in the way, and must be removed before
the family will be rightly replenished and yesterday, under a weighty concern to appoint
strengthened from the Living Fountain.
It an evening meeting in this place; and upon
has been exceedingly hard to my nature to its being mentioned to the magistrates, they
treat gray hairs in the manner Truth itself cheerfully offered either one of their own plahath led, but I saw no other way to peace ces of worship, or the town-hall, saying that
than true obedience, in which, though through our own house was too small to accommodate
I found
affliction and distress, I have found heavenly the people who inclined to come in.
more freedom to accept their offer of the hall,
regard, and I ask no more.
and had a very large meeting in the evening,
Samuel FoTHERGiiiL.
at which were present about two thousand peoSAMUEL FOTHERGILL TO HIS BROTHER AND ple, and amongst them nearly all the magistracy of the place, several of their ministers and
SISTER.
principal people. It was a time, I believe, never
Boston, Eighth month 1st, 1755.
to be forgotten the power and wisdom of Truth
Since my last I have pursued my journey was a canopy over the meeting, and I believ^
eighty miles eastward of this city, and was the Truth itself gained great ground let every
about to go down to Casio Bay, to see two part of the gain, glory, and profit be ascribed
small meetings of Friends who have gone and to that excellent Name, in and from which all
settled there, about seventy miles distant from wisdom and strength proceed.
One of their
churches as

remnant

I

;

trulv

;

;

—

;

:

any other meetings

in the province, but unexpectedly found a stop in my mind, and a curtain seemed to be drawn betwixt me and those
parts, which I could not see through, and
found my way opened to appoint some meetings amongst the people, and then return to
Boston. As soon as I had finished the service
of the appointed meetings, I was seized with
violence by the gout in my feet and stomach,
and having procured a carriage, I returned to
the house of Zaccheus Collins, at Linn, a kind
Friend, who hath a valuable wife and daughters, who waited upon me with great affection,
and where I had every assistance they could
afford me; and through the blessing of Divine
goodness, and the plentiful use of the bark, the
fit,

which

I

a few days.

feared would be tedious,
I

was

pretty

much

left

me

in

disabled for

two large meetings at
Lynn, on first-day—one at Salem, and a very
large and memorably good meeting at Marblehead
and came to their meeting here yesterday, which was large and satisfactory.
I could not but admire the gracious Hand, in
preventing my journey eastwards; I must
have been exposed to many hardships, and no
my bed might have perhaps been
assistance
in the woods, in that time of distress.
Since
my recovery, I have carefully looked whether
believe I am, and at
I am fully clear, and
I
liberty to return towards Rhode Island.
It is
now (except one dav) twelve months since I
Vol. IX.— No. 5'.
six days, but got out to

—

;

ancient professors said pretty loud, at the close
of the meeting, " I thank God that I have once

heard the Gospel of life and peace preached in
purity, as it hath been this day.*'
It is with a deeply bowed heart I mention
this and other circumstances of Divine regard,
spreading itsefi" to the people in a wonderful
manner. I hope ever to remember it is the
Lord's doings, and is humblingly marvellous
in my eyes, and I hope will be a means ot
encouragement to the humble seekers of Zion's
prosperity, to labour with diligence to keep
clean the camp of God, that its purity and
safety may appear to those whom the heavenly Power hath shaken in their false rests.
But, alas there are too many of the professors of Truth who are the greatest enemies to
the cross of Christ, by their corrupt conversation
and many others, though more morally
clean, dead in the root, and rather obstructions
to the youth than helpers of their faith ; such
as are unsound in various parts of our Christian testimony, are leaders among the people;
and the favour of the government, in exempting Friends from the payment of priests' wages, hath been a lasting detriment to the cause
here, by a hasty admission of persons who
desire to be made members.
Many are very
desirous of an addition to their meetings, even
if they are not added to the Church of Christ,
from views of a corrupt nature, to make a
figure in their neighbourhood, and prehaps
its

!

;
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it, and gradually get names on
and a share in the management of public
affairs
from which, however, they are totally
excluded, and may they ever remain so.
There is a remnant of right-spirited people,
of the youth and younger race, who have at
heart the cause of God, and the regulation of
things amongst them, with whom I have been
united in labour, and helped to strengthen
their hands, having been at most of the
monthly and quarterly meetings in New England, and hope the Lord of mercy will graciously regard the cause of his truth, and

bear rule in
earth,

;

preserve a seed to his
4th.
I

— On

own

praise.

2nd

the evening of the

instant,

got a meeting amongst Friends, the inhabit-

ants of this place, which

was

to

my

satisfac-

tion in the discharge of necessary duty

;

and

yesterday had two very large, solid meetings,
to true satisfaction, through heavenly help,

which was great amongst

am now

us.

which hath
borne with weight upon my mind at times, years
before I left home, and hope some service hath
been done. May the gain and glory be wholly
rendered to Him who alone is worthy it is
he that is the staff and stay of his servants,
whether their feet are made beautiful upon the
mountains, or dipt in Jordan.
With respect to martial affairs, as they are
remote from my business I meddle not with
thCTn, but endeavour rather to draw out of that
fire and bustle too prevalent amongst the people.
An express arrived here last night, with
a confirmation of the news of General Braddock's total defeat, with the loss of about seven
hundred men killed, himself and sixty officers
amongst them, and the train of artillery, baggage, &c., belonging to the army
he took
along with him one thousand five hundred
picked men, and kept them together in the
European manner; the French and Indians,
skulking behind the trees and logs of wood,
destroyed the English, who stood collected as
a mark for some time, and then left their officers and ran away. It is said the enemies were
not above three hundred in all
one hundred
and fifty Indians, and as many French.
I

clear of this place,

;

[1755.

underneath, in the most pinching times and
the extension of gracious goodness has been
towards me when in the greatest want,- for
which gracious dealings, and the many favours
and blessings received, my soul begs I may
be preserved in an humble and grateful remembrance of, and for the remaining few days
I have to spend, which I often think may not
be many, that I may be enabled to redouble
my diligence in endeavouring to walk worthy
of the regard of our Heavenly Helper, who,
as leaned unto, will not only enable us to form
good resolutions, but to come up duly in the
performance of them.
I take notice, with much thankfulness, of thy
kind concern and regard for me in the conduct
of my worldly affairs, and am duly sensible
that thy very good advice springs from that
Divine Fountain that has hitherto freely flowed
through thee to all the visited of God
Our children, through mercy, are in health,
and Heavenly Goodness is near to the tendering of the minds of many of them, and the
reireshing dew, I hope, rests upon the minds
of those growing up.
It is my earnest prayer
that we, their parents, may be preserved in
such a manner as to be exemplary instruments
in the hand of our Heavenly Father, in their
education in his fear, and in training them up
in the nurture and admonition of the Loi'd.
;

Joseph Fothergill.

SAMUEL fothergill TO ABRAHAM ANTHONY
and jacob mott, two friends of rhode
island.
Nine
In

the

fellowshipi

amongst you,

I

Partners,

of

Ninth month, 1755.

the

suffering

affectionately salute you,

seed

and

;

—

Samuel Fothergill.

hereby inform you, that the situation of the
Society in your parts, hath been, since I parted from Rhode Island, the frequent and painful companion of my thoughts, in which I have
deeply looked to see how it might be helped,
and have carefully looked at the proposal of
entering, in writing, the names of such as are
to be deemed members of our Society, which,
upon the whole, I cannot fully fall in with. I
believe, as through the remissness of the

watchmen
joseph fothergill to his brother
SAMUEL.
Eighth month 19th, 1755.

My

late indisposition confined

several months, which to me, so

little

me

acquaint-

ill health, was very distressing, both
body and mind, and I have been often
brought very low, and deeply bowed in mind,
where I have been made sensible of the supporting hand of Divine help and consolation the

ed with
to

the present disorder hath entered,

by the labours of the watchmen the remedy
must be obtained. It appears to me the likeliest method to know who are of you, will be
to consider that all such who have a birthright
in the Society, or have been admitted upon
request, or been employed in offices of the
church, must be deemed members, and under
the care of Friends, and that a visit be paid to
all such as frequent meetings, and have not a
right to membership by the means aforesaid
visiters taking the queries

agreed to

last
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yearly meeting, and solidly reading them to
may acquaint them that those queries, or the substance thereof, are universally
agreed to amongst Friends everywhere, as
the rule of their outward conduct
and if they
desire to be accepted as meaibers, it is expected they concur therewith, and be governed
thereby; if such submit thereto, and testify
their concurrence by a personal appearance at
the monthly meeting, or to Friends' satisfaction, a minute may be made of their being
deemed and accepted as members of the
church.
If, on the contrary hand, any declare that they will not be governed by such
the parties,

;

163

on earth as well as in heaven that his
works are works of wonder, and his ways past
finding out.
My soul hath been bowed, and
thoughtfulness has taken hold of my mind, on
hearing of the hurries and confusion on that
rules

;

side of the ocean

yet never doubting but the
righteous will be supported, will have a rock
to flee to, and a safe hiding-place and peaceful habitation that the world cannot deprive
;

of.
Yet is my soul bound in sympathy
with thee, believing many difficulties may attend thee, yet firmly believing thou art in thy

them

proper place, and mayst, in the hand of the
Great Master, be made helpful to the weak,
rules, after deliberate waiting, and visiting and an encouragement to good Friends, who,
them, they ought to be deemed strangers to I doubt not, will be glad thy lot is cast among
us, and the Society no-ways answerable for them.
Some of them I often remember with
their conduct
but as they belong not to us, I near regard.
I was pleased to hear thou got
cannot see the necessity of our making any the company of dear John Pemberton, and
minute against them. This method, I appre- should be glad thou might be favoured with
hend, will fully distinguish who are of you, more of it ever since 1 saw him I thought
and who are not; and if you find any, who him a hopeful youth, and I hope he will hold
by the aforementioned procedure are mem- on his way.
I have had several Friends lodging here
bers, who are spots in our feasts of charity,
labour for their recovery and if they conti- we had the company of our worthy friend,
nue obstinate, place Truth's judgment upon Edmund Peckover, two days. I parted with
him at Frandley; he has laboured closely
them.
I believe, before Zion shines in her ancient amongst us, and has had good service ; the
glory, judgment must begin at the house of dew of his youth still rests upon him.
;

;

;

Susanna Fothergill.

God, and the refiner known among Levi's
sons, and the ancients of the house
and oh
that none may obstruct its work, and be found
fighters against God, by obstructing his work
;

in themselves or others.

The God of our

SAMUEL FOTHERGILL TO HIS WIFE.
John Churchman's, East Nottingham,
Ninth month 30th, 1755.

fa-

you more and more in his work,
and work amongst you to his praise and your

thers establish

In the near and tender sense of that love
which many waters cannot quench, nor distance impair, I most affectionately salute thee,
having through the mercy of all-sufficient

comfort.
Farewell, farewell, saith your true friend in
that

which

is

unchangeable,

Help, never, I hope, to be forgotten, still to
continue the agreeable accounts of my progress, under the sense of Heavenly protection
every way, being supported in health, to my
thankful admiration, and am now in better
health and ability to labour than when I left
home. Friends think I am much stronger
than when I arrived, although I have travelled
about six thousand miles in less than twelve
months ; neither hath inward health been withheld, in the wise proportions of Infinite Knowledge, whose ways are indeed unsearchable;
although many painful baptisms, for the dead
and dying, have fallen to my lot, yet I have humble cause of rejoicing, in hope that my labour
for the help of others, and the obtaining true
peace, hath not been altogether in vain. And
although I have often to walk by faith, and not
by sight, or sense of much present feeling, yet
the invisible, holy Stay is graciously near, to
I am
separated
give renewed testimonies.
from thee, for the cause of God and his Truth,

Samuel Fothergill.
susanna fothebgill to her husband.
Warrington, Ninth month 24th, 1755.

My

and true affecand truly wishes thee a continuance of
thy health, and preservation through the various trials and difficulties that Providence in
his wisdom may see meet to allot thee; so
that neither heights, nor depths, nor whatever commotions may be amongst men, may
be able to move thee from that sure help that
hath been with thee hitherto
hath been thy
battle-axe and weapons of war, and hath covered thy head in the day of battle.
Mayest
thou not be dismayed, though storms may
arise, and difficulties seem to surround thee on
every side, yet stronger is He that is in us,
than he that is in the world, and more mighty
than men, and can turn and overturn and let
us poor mortals know that He, the Most High,
soul salutes thee in near

tion,

—

;

|
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and we are both under his fatherly regard for
good we can never be more safe than under
his hand, and in his service.
I have now visited the province of New York, Long Island,
Narraganset, Rhode Island, and New England, pretty thoroughly, and had abundant labour, both in the gospel ministry and the reestablishment of discipline.
I
have visited
some parts of the Jerseys, and was at the
yearly meeting at Philadelphia last week, to
some good service the meeting was very
large, and to great general satisfaction. After
the meeting, I came down directly with John
Churchman to his house, to enjoy a "flat
calm," as he expresses it.
;

;

was

I

often present, in spirit, with Friends

Northern yearly meeting, and pleased
hear it was satisfactory though I believe,
from some who were there, there would be a
great deal more of the bell than of the pomegranate. But hunibly thankful I am that there
is a remnant left, who have them placed about
their robes in due number and proportion.
Some of that happy number 1 find here, and
too many of a different sort.
at the
to

;

Samuel Fothergill.
(Addition by

Dear
fer

friend

John Churchman.)

Susanna

Fothergill,

Thy dear husband was so good as to ofme this, in order that I might have an op-

portunity to assure thee that the tender regard
and near unity which, from our first acquaint-

ance,

made near impressions

reciprocally on
of our minds, to the laying a sure
foundation of friendship, still remain as steadfast as ever
and in a renewed sense thereof,
my prayer to the Father of all our mercies is,
that He would still be pleased to preserve and
keep us under the wing of his love, and increase our affections in warmth to himself, for
therein stands the fellowship of all his children.
Thy dear husband, to my great satisfaction, has made a small tarry at my house,
in order to give rest to the body, which, by
overmuch fatigue, may be so debilitated as to
be a clog to a willing spirit.
Perhaps these
few lines, mean as they are, may meet with
no less acceptance for being joined to the foregoing epistle. In much tender affection, in
which my dear wife joins, I conclude, thy real

each

;

John Churchman.

friend,

SAMUEL fothergill TO HIS SISTER.
East Nottingham, Tenth month 3rd, 1755.

Thou

frequent companion of my
thoughts, and that with hope and desire, as for
myself, that every degree of happiness may
attend,

art the

and

that proportioned to the just sense

[1755.

thou hast received, wherein it alone consists.
I am thankful for the favour of thy recovery ;
I cannot doubt thy awful remembrance of the
supporting Hand, and careful inquiry after the
mind of Him, who humbles to the brink of the
His mercies are
grave and raises up again.
unutterable, and demand reverent hearts.
O,
that we may never forget what he hath done
for us, or be rendered unworthy of the further
notice and regard of a Being who remembers
his children from generation to generation, and
supports through all their trials, to a peaceful
habitation with himself
I expect to spend this winter in these provinces
not only in the continuance of bodily
strength, but the renewal of ability to labour
in the Lord's work, is my spirit bowed in
humble worship. Many are the painful steps
amongst the dead and the dying I have to
tread ; the heritage seems in some places almost laid waste, through the negligence of
those who call themselves watchmen, who appear to me the very tail of the flock ; and it
seems as if, whilst the people have made the
outward wilderness as a fruitful field, the
plantation and garden of God has been made
as a neglected desert and barren wilderness.
There are a living remnant amongst the
various classes in age, who keep their garments clean, and are strong to labour in the
Lord's work
and work indeed there is, for
all who are of a willing heart; and I trust
their labour will bring some advantage to the
family, and peace to themselves.
:

;

My
vant,

good old

who

faithful

carried

companion and

me two thousand

ser-

three hun-

dred miles last winter, whom I left in Virginia, very near his exit, as I thought, hath been
brought up to me here this week, in tolerably
good order and I expect a great deal more
service from him, as my journeys will be
shorter, and provisions plenty and good. The
poor old creature knew my voice when I spoke
to him, and gave all the signs of joy on meeting me that such a creature is capable of.
Dear sister, I am abundantly sensible of the
place I have in thine and dear brother's affectionate remembrance
though, perhaps, when
sometimes in secret concealed distress, and
disappointed of hearing from you, a painful
thought may be suggested, and sometimes
drop from my pen like a complaint, yet I
know it is groundless, am sensible of tender
sympathy, and at times, in spirit, as near as
if a partaker of conversation with you both.
This intellectual union has been often reliev;

;

ing,

and

I

am humbly

thankful, that though

the tenderest affection reigns undiminished in

my

breast, I have not an anxious wish towards England this being, in the course of
;

Providence,

my

proper

lot for

the present.

I
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have now been about a week more than a year
this land, and have travelled six thousand
two hundred miles. I intended to have transmitted to thee an account of my journey, in

in
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time restore me to my beloved friends in my
native land ; and in the mean time will preserve us living to himself in the eternal covenant of light and life for abundant experience
;

is our safety, beauty and
grossed I have not time, but have hitherto use, and proper capacity of yielding service to
kept an account of my manner of spending Him, who is worthy of obedience, worship, and

the nature of a journal, but ray time

each day since

my

is

so en-

arrival.

am

glad to hear a good account of the
yearly meeting I was daily present in spirit,
and in humble request for the overshadowing
I

;

of best wisdom over you.
White-hart court* was then, and
times, a place I visited in mind.

testifies that

therein

fear for ever.
Abundantly good and gracious
hath he vouchsafed to be to my soul, in this
painful labour in which I am engaged, and
hath often filled with his own holy rain to
his heritage
and made, at times, as a sharp
threshing instrument in his hand, to thresh the
;

often-

Samuel Fothergill.
samuel fothergill to dr. fothergill.
Maiden Creek, in Pennsylvania,
Tenth month 20th, 1755.

The signal proofs of Divine help which
have been extended towards me and others,
through my labours in the gospel service, will,
I hope, ever be remembered by me in the
manner they ought, to my profit and encouragement, in devotedness of heart to him who
is ever highly worthy of obedience and faithful service, and will never send his servants

mountains to pieces, and to bow the sturdy oaks of Bashan. It hath been his own
work and gracious condescension, and to him
lofty

over all, be the praise ascribed, who is God of
the mountains, and lifter up of the low valleys,

and

their distressed inhabitants.
hinted that something would be likely to
detain me longer than I once thought, and I
I

believe

it

will

be

my

duty

to

visit

all

the

monthly and quarterly meetings within the
verge of this yearly meeting.

It

hath pleased

the holy Master of our assemblies to clothe
my spirit with a concern for the renewal of
the discipline in his family

and he hath been
wisdom, and to give me such
out at their own expense, but amply supply,
a place amongst Friends here as to open my
out of his own inexhaustible treasure of riches,
way greatly in that respect; and I believe in
wisdom, and strength
indeed, who is like
this service William Brown and John Churchhim, or able to enrich as he? Human underman will by turns favour me with their comstanding, glory, or friendship, are poor in pospany, which I esteem a favour.
session, and in event. But never-failing is the
I
returned here to the quarterly meeting,
fountain of unchangeable good
and though
which was very large, and strongly good in
he feed his people with the rod, yet the nouvarious respects; and as the Assembly for the
rishment is divinely sanctified, and the flock
province have, in some respects, I think, acted
of his heritage, though in the wood, is envivery inconsistently with the principles they
roned with invisible, yet invincible salvation.
profess, I had a concern to have an opportunity
Since my last, I went down to a yearly meetwith such of them as are members of our Sociing on the eastern shore of Maryland, and reety, being twenty-eight out of thirty-six
and
turned with John Churchman to his house; I
they gave some Friends and me an opportuhave also proceeded through the western side
nity this morning to relieve our spirits to them.
of this province, and have had many large
Some of those parts I visited last winter are
and truly precious meetings, although the ser- now
in great confusion, by reason of the Invice hath been laborious, amongst a people,
dians having done some mischief; they hav.e
the elder part whereof seem not only dry, but
destroyed several families, and spread a genvery dry
yet there is a number of young
eral terror over the back inhabilants of this
people of the Hebrew race coming up out of
province; and this city was, a few days ago,
their dens, and clothed upon with the vesture
alarmed by accounts of one thousand eight
of righteousness and holy zeal and indeed the
hundred French and Indians being within secause hath need of them.
venty miles of this city, on their march to it;
Samuel Fothergill.
but it was a false rumour.
But the deviation
of many from our testimony, and their desersamuel fothergill to his wife.
tion of an arm which has been their sure dePhiladelphia, Eleventh month 6th, 1755.
fence above seventy years, and guarded them
from hostile invasions and bloodshed, and now
I strongly hope He who hath called to this
work will support and enable me (o bear it leaning to their own strength, and actually
with resignation and patience, and in his due putting the people in arms in some places,
seems to me a presage of distress they will
* Doctor Fothergill's residence.
find hard to bear.
I expect you will have
near

;

to direct in

:

;

;

;

;

IL
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great rumours of mischief done by the Indians in this province; but the latest and best
accounts to this day, do not amount to above
ten or twelve killed

;

but multitudes

have

[1755.

SAMUEL FOTHERGILL TO HIS SISTER.
Chester, in Pennsylvania,

Eleventh month

fled

11th, 1755.

A variety of close, painful labour hereaway,
from their habitations.
I was, some weeks ago, at a settlement of commands the attendance of every faculty of
Friends beyond the Blue Mountains, who were my soul and spirit; though my affection to
then in great quiet, but have since all removed, beloved relatives is undiminished, and I am
through fear of the Indians, and left their allowed at times to run in thought from one
In the to another, yet the painful sensation of abplantations and dwellings desolate.
n)idst of this confusion, too iew know the Rock sence hath been very much removed.
I esof Defence, or have confidence towards the teem it a singular mercy from the everlasting
Ruler of heaven and earth their minds scat- fountain of mercy thus to stay my mind in its
to hide my native land, beloved
tered, and their foundations discovered very proper centre
weak, having lost confidence in the Divine friends, and each tender connexion, within the
veil, to prevent a dissipation of mind to which
arm, trust in their own.
From this account thou may sensibly judge I am too prone, and to keep my strength colof the painful labour I must undergo, to obtain lected and firm for the anxious labour of the
ease and discharge my duty all the hardships day.
And, indeed, the sum of Divine mercies is
of travel last winter, though very great, were
nothing in comparison of the anguish of spirit unutterable, of which my soul hath been made
I feel for this backsliding people, though there partaker, for my own and others' help
it hath
are, and even in the Assembly, a number who been renewed from day to day. in deep and
remember, with humble trust and confidence, wise proportions sometimes more scarce and
deeply hid from sight or sense, to awaken
the everlasting Protector of his people.
sometimes more evidently
not dissipate my strength by one awful research
I dare
wishful look toward my native land, beloved manifest, to confirm humble confidence in the
wife and tender friends, so as to desire to see all-sufficient Helper: thus deep, memorable
them but steadily and honestly labour here, teaching hath been administered, which I hope
;

—

:

;

;

;

;

circumscribing
according to the ability given
all my views within the bounds of duty, and
;

resigning

all

my

will,

power and

faculties,

unto the will of Heaven ; who hath indeed,
been pleased often to renew wisdom and
strength beyond the usual proportion of my
measure, and to support, by his invincible arm,
in many deep concealed trials.
I have no confidant here but the Lord alone
here are many worthy Friends, and dear John
Churchman is like bone of my bone ; but I
have found it my safety and strength to be
hidden and deeply reserved from all unbosoming my complaints to any mortal, and before
the holy Eye alone to spread my cause.
Thou hast a right to know my secret heart,
and canst enter into its chambers, and in sympathy feel with and pray for my help ; and I
know thou art inwardly bowed with me, and
for me, to the Lord of help.
Brother Joseph's letter gave me great satisfaction, on his own and dear sister Flannah
and children's account, towards all whom my
heart is often filled with a love which is not
derived from mere nature, and in the embraces of it they are often fresh in my mind but
this is all I can at present find a way to maniMay all our dwelling be in that hidden
fest.
root of communion whence all the various
branches derive nourishment, and we shall be
as epistles written on one another's hearts by
Samuel Fothergill.
the finger of God.
;

;

any future period of
continued support of bodily
health claims thankful notice; I never was
more healthy than through this country.
I have been favoured with the profitable
company of that truly great and good man,
John Churchman, in various meetings in this
province, and to be now and then my fellowwill

not be forgotten in

my

life.

The

traveller.

have assigned

sufficient reasons before,
dare not point out the time of my return
home; it is concealed, and I dare not attempt
to draw the curtain.
I hope to be preserved
steadily dependent upon Him who, I have reason to believe, drew me out from all that is
dear in life and who, I trust, will, in his own
I

why

I

;

lime, restore

me

to

them again,

in the fruition

of that peace which sweetly seasons every

dis-

whose tender, humbling effect
is the strongest cement of the family of our
Heavenly Father. Thou knows, beloved sister, whose service I am in, though unworthy
to be ranked amongst his servants
and that
he hath a right to be obeyed, and devotedly
served, whose power is over all, and his mercy is to those who fear him. These considerations, with which thy mind is experimentally
conversant, will lead to a humble quietude and
pensation, and

;

resignedness.
I

easy and quiet I know I am not forand that my dear friends are affectionand in true sympathy, mindful of me.

am

gotten,
ately,

;
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the strongest reciprocal returns ; may it
ever be mutually cultivated, and grow to the
brightness of that friendship which is the glorious fellowship of the inhabitants of Mount
Zion.
I must conclude this testimony of near and
My spirit is nearly
tender remembrance.
united to thee in that which is stronger than
natural alliance
the hidden communion of
I feel

—

souls, rectified

by wisdom, and refined by the

power of redemption.

Samuel Fothekgill.
john pembekton to susanna fothergill.
Philadelphia, Eleventh

month

18th, 1755.

spent most of last week with thy dear
spouse, and intend to set out this morning to
meet him again. He has his health, and looks
I

much

better than

he used to do in his native

167

to public view, but return

them

into his trea-

sury undiminished.
And likewise, that in all
my distressing, pinching hours, I should to him
alone unbosom my pain, and spread my hands
towards his holy habitation and upon these
conditions, and a faithful discharge of duty
before him, he would fill my treasury, and
that with the riches of his own presence, and
hear in the day of trouble, and enable patiently to possess my soul in the invisible probations of companionship with his suffering seed.
Thus reserved and concealed, under the appearance of a cheerful, quiet countenance, I
have been helped to step along without making
complaint to any, or boasting of riches not my
own. It has created no confidants, but left
me single from all, and by some, perhaps, considered as void of much knowledge in my own
private capacity, and by others as an unnecessarily reserved and uncommunicative per;

body son.
But it hath tended to my peace and ease,
and spirit, which are great, his testimony
awakening and powerful, and I think he grows and I have not wanted bread in my own
in the root and solid substance.
His company house, by an unnecessary profusion of it to
is particularly acceptable, to solid friends, at such as perhaps had not teeth to chew it, and
this time of difficulty, wherein his advice has would have been hurt by it if they had atbeen strengthening, and his testimony clear tempted to swallow it.
This simple, eternal truth, soon spoken or
and weighty against such that join with the
land, notwithstanding his deep labours, in

and in its carnal reasonings
of such there are, that hearken to
the clamours of the people, and are dismayed
Yet there are such
with the world's dismay.
that can, in humility and thankfulness, say
they are favoured with a quiet habitation.
world

too

in spirit,

many

John Pemberton.

samuel fothergill to dr. fothergill.
Philadelphia, Eleventh

month

24th, 1755.

written, but of extent inconceivable to the carI have found my stay and comfort.
That God is good to the upright, sincere heart,
and will not forsake them, let their attainments be more or less splendid, or their stations what they may
he will protect in summer's heat and winter's storms, and though
they may walk upon the waves, or be ready
to sink in them, if the petition be in good earnest. Help, Lord, or I sink, and a right dispo-

nal mind,

;

remain to lay hold of the outstretched
hand, he will, of his great mercy, renew as of
old the expressions. It is I, be not afraid. My
heart and pen have outrun my expectation in
thus expressing my feelings, but it is to those
to whom I am allied by a connexion nearer
and stronger than nature, who may perhaps
read it with those emotions of friendship and
sympathy which I hope will ever furnish salt
to our correspondence.
About four o'clock in the morning, on the
18th instant, this province was pretty generally alarmed with the shock of an earthquake,
which occasioned great consternation but I
do not hear of any damage that ensued, unless
the breaking of some chinaware and glasses.
I was then at Aaron Ashbridge's house, and
being in some pain of mind, my sleep was
taken from me, and thereby I was enabled to
observe the progress of it with some accuracy.
I heard no noise like that of a rushing wind,
which was heard in many places, but a gentle
shaking of my bed, in such a manner as consition

peace hath attended my steps
excellent glory be ascribed to its Author
Although the daily opening, through the spirit,
of discerning the state of the meetings, families, and at times of particular persons, hath
subjected to pain and distress, and more exercising than bodily fatigue yet the holy spring
of counsel hath issued in its pure crystal
streams, which, though they have spread wide
and freely flowed, have not left the channel
through which they run, dry and sandy; but in
due wise proportions both cleansed and made
it fruitful in inward enlargement of experience,

Thus

far

!

;

how

to trust the sacred fountain for fresh sup-

improve those already administered, and
abide empty until the appointed time for replenishing come.
I received soon after I arrived here, a complies,

mand and promise from my Lord and Master,
I should make him atone my confidant,

that

and

if

he should communicate some pearls for
use and treasure, not to spread them

my own

;
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me what

it was, which continued to inand the windows, by the increasing
trepidation of the earth, began to rattle some
china, upon a chest of drawers, was moved
pretty much, as I conjectured; it gradually
increased for one minule, and opened the door
of my chamber by drawing the bolt of the lock

vinced

crease,

;

out of the staple.
As its increase was gradual, so was
crease, and of the same duration, viz

very deep, distressing, painful service but it
and the sum of my desires, the
is enough
Ebenezer of all ages, is near, to strengthen,
;

;

with the stretching out of his own glorious
to enable to clear his own name, and the
heads of his servants, from the blood of the

arm,

people.

On
its

de-

about
one minute; it did not much exceed in all two
I perceived the
minutes, nor was it any less.
shocks of two earthquakes in England, and
one upon Long Island, in ninth month last,
but they were little in comparison of this, and
Here are
not all of so long extent of time.
numbers, as in England, who, in order to take
off any awful impressions from the people,
immediately resolve their being into natural
:

Lord of nature should be remembered and inquired after. True it is, he
hath commanded the subserviency of the elecauses, lest the

[1755.

the

18th

instant,

this

province was

alarmed by a severe shock of an earthquake;
it is the second I have perceived in less than
three months, but the most alarming and terrible I have felt
It fell upon me, in a vast congregation, last
night, in this city, to remind the inhabitants of
this awful visitation, with the sword now destroying upon their borders. The subject was
awful and a very eminent degree of holy
authority and wisdom attended, to make it, I
believe, memorably advantageous to some, as
was melting to many hundreds present.
it
What livingly opened was fifth and sixth
I mention
verses of the 19th Revelations.*
;

ments to himself, and his merciful regard to it with reverent praise to the ever blessed
unworthy mankind yet hath he them in rea- Fountain of sure supply and help, who, and
diness to execute his purposes of chastisement who alone, is worthy of all honour, dominion,
and reproof. Though they bear a part in the and pre-eminence forever.
Great is the perturbation of many, and plain
general song of praise to the author of their
being, yet at times their language relative to the discovery now made, of the unprofitable
mortals is, " My Father, shall I smite them? professions many have made of religion, in
few
this time of clamour and rumour of war
Shall I smite them?"
Very distracted is the present state of this know where to have recourse for a rock of
province; several cruel murders have been defence, and a safe hiding. Agitated with fear
committed on the frontiers, and sixteen people and horror, they feel their want of a good
;

;

foundation in this time of need. I hope it may
be profitable to many in the issue, though, for
the present it is painful to such as are concerned to labour amongst them. The fears of
the people are not groundless, nor hath any
occasion been given to raise them to such a
degree ; about seventy Indians have been
known together, who have burned several
But I medhouses and scalped some people.
dle not with these proceedings ; they are not
goods were divided amongst the five nations, my province or business.
and dear relations affecI remember thee
principally, to the discontent of the Delawares,
who still judged themselves justly entitled to tionately; and am sensible I have, in this lasome equivalent for their land, which either bour, the union and sympathy of many who

destroyed about the 9th instant, within less
than ninety miles of this city which was done
by a gang of banditti, part Indians, with some
I was at the place about
Irish among them.
five weeks ago, but do not understand any
Friends are hurt. The five Indian nations who
conquered the Delawares, sold some part of the
ancient inheritance of these last to the proprietors, some kw years since, alleging the right
of sale to be in them as conquerors, and the
;

the inattention of the proprietors, or their want
of information, induced them to disregard
and it is pretty much on this land, and land

fraudulently obtained, that the barbarities are

committed.

Samuel Fotheegill,

Dear Sarah Chorley
are near to my spirit.
I have often
has a place in my near regard.
remembered her for the work's sake, which
the Lord hath begun and carried on in her
mind, and would and

will

perfect

it

as he

is

steadily looked to.

SAMUEL FOTHEEGILL TO HIS WIFE.

Samuel Fotheegill.

* And a voice came out of the throne, saying,
Philadelphia, Eleventh month 24th, 1755.
his servants, and ye that
have, since my last, been closely engaged Praise our God, all ye
fear him, both siDall and great.
lo
this
adjacent
this
city,
province
in a part of
And I heard as it were the voice of a great muland been favoured with the renewing of bles- titude, and as the voice of many waters, and as the
sed help, to labour in many lai'ge, and I hope voice of mighty thunderings, saying, Alleluia; for
some of them memorable meetings, though in the Lord God omnipotent reigneth. Rev. xix. 5, 6.
I
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fourth year of her age she appeared in a

LYDIA LANCASTER TO SUSANNA FOTHERGILL.
Lancaster, Twelfth month 13lh, 1755.

Thy

welfare every way is the concern of
my mind, now, in the absence of thy husband
more particularly, that thou maybe preserved
daily in that which, above all things, will be
thy wisdom, strength, comfort, and support,
both in spirituals and temporals.
I find great
need of it myselt", having no other help to guide
and instruct me in the proper way of my duty,
that I may make straight steps in my goings,
both before God and man ; giving no occasion

liy..

testimony, and grew therein.
The blessed Author of all spiritual riches
having abundantly replenished her with the
treasures of his kingdom, she soon became an
able dispenser thereof to the churches. In this
cause she visited this nation several times, Ireland and Scotland twice, also the continent of
ing,

powerful

America.

Her ministry was

living, clear,

and power-

her openings into the mysteries of the
kingdom deep and instructive, adapted to the
state of those amongst whom she laboured
close, and with authority to the negligent and
of just offence to any who may watch for it
yet all her ministry was attended
careless
as there are many eyes over us poor preach- with a degree of that love and tenderness
ers, some for good and some otherwise
but which accompanied her Lord and Master, who
truth will stand, over all the clamour and " came to seek and to save that which was
wrath of man nay, the devil, and all his in- lost."
struments, cannot overthrow it ; the foundaGreat was her growth in religious experi^
tion stands sure, and the Lord knows them
ence, even to the stability of salvation, and an
that are his, and will plead their cause in his
assurance that she should be preserved from
own time and way. But we have need of pa- falling yet accompanied with the deepest hutience to wait that time ; it may not be in our
filial love, which casts out servile
mility.
hasty time, for our judgment sometimes is fear, was the covering of her spirit, and rested
rash but his is sure, and lingereth not but for almost constantly upon her for several months
some good end therefore, let us ever learn to before her removal.
ful

;

:

;

;

;

A

;

:

and commit our cause to Him who
She died at Lancaster, the 30th of the fifth
is just in all his ways
let him freely dwell in
month, 1761, aged seventy-eight, and a minisour hearts, sway his sceptre, and do his will
ter about fifty-three years.
for he will fight the battles of such.
I do not
As she lived, so she died, in great favour
submit

all,

;

know why

manner both with God and man, full of days and full
comes, so it goes, as unto a of peace.
bosom friend, who is no stranger lo those suffering paths, nor to that Hand of power which
SAMUEL FOTHERGILL TO HIS SISTER.
worketh deliverance
into which I commit
Philadelphia, Twelfth month 17th, 1755.
but as

I

should write after this

;

freely

it

;

thee, with

my own

soul.

Lydia Lancaster.

As the sure rnercies of our Heavenly Father
new every morningy-eonveying along with

are

them renewed obligations

to

awful worship,

eloquent testimony given and some degree of holy ability to offer it to
forth concerning Lydia Lancaster, and which him, and to make mention of his loving kindwas written by her intimate friend, Samuel ness, even as a song in the night, so the tenFothergill, she was the daughter of Thomas der connexions of nature, the stronger cement
and Dorothy Rawlinson, of Graithwaite, in of friendship, and a good degree of the deepest
Lancashire, both of them descended from hon- alliance in spiritual affinity, as a threefold
ourable families.
They were religiously con- cord, draw into a communion and conversacerned to instruct their children in the Truth, tion which I hope will not be insipid or tedithe most precious of all blessings.
That pow- ous.
The affectionate, sympathizing spirit
erful Hand, which can alone give the increase, which I feel to run through and animate thy
I remercifully extended an excellent blessing to letters, is to me inexpressibly pleasing.
several of their children, and particularly to joice that I have a very affectionate sister, a
this their daughter ; and as it opened the heart tender friend, and the Heavenly Husbandman
of Lydia in former time, opened hers to receive a pleasant plant, united in one person. And
the heavenly message.
oh, that he who has done abundantly more for
About the age of fourteen years, she had a us than we could ask or expect, may, on our
sense of its being the will of Providence to en- part, be so reverently followed and served,
gage her in the ministerial service, under that we may ever know him near, to prune,
which concern she continued about ten years, cultivate, water, and replenish to greater fruitgrowing in wisdom and experience, that she fulness, and a happy translation at last to the

According

to the

might come forth
with

proper

VoL.

in the right time,

qualifications.

IX.— No.

5.

In

the

endued banks of that river which proceeds from the
twenty- throne of God and the Lamb.
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Through

am

the continuance of Divine help, I
my bodily
sustained in ability to travel
;

health generally very well, and spiritually according to the wise proportion of His wisdom,

[1755.

ment, for five days successively, which I think
wore me more than any service I have had in
but the strong Tower of the
this country
;

righteous

was

near, and supplied with- inward

who sends not his
their own charge,

servants on an embassy at and outward health.
I am preserved from a painful hankering
but furnisheth meat, drink,
after home, being staid in my present serand apparel out of his inexhaustible magazine
even such provisions as are well prepared, and vice from a sure sense of duty, and a painful
such apparel as wears not out, but increaseth exercise. My whole heart is engaged to folin lustre, as carefully watched, and often low after the things which make for true peace
washed, until they acquire a meetness to ap- to myself, the families' health, and the renown
pear in before the throne of unmixed Purity. of the ever worthy Name, who hath preserved,
;

heart might ever feel what it now and by his own hand sustained, to look toall the crooked, intricate wards his holy temple, in many trials, and
mazes of this wilderness passage, to a happy hath never failed. Thou knows me too well
to think I loiter away time; thy affectionate,
residence beyond danger.
number of substantial Friends, from di- repeated hints, are tokens of a nearness which
vers parts of this province, having appointed nature suggests not, and an united spirit with

Oh

that

my

suggests, through

A

me in this labour ; and mayst thou be remembered in thy lonely allotment with the precious
dew of the everlasting hills, and the sweetness
of that peace which surpasses the understanding of man.
As my spirit is bound to the testimony here,
I dare not attempt to hint much about the time
of my return home.
I hope to return when I
ought, and to come sooner would not be to the
;
in ways too deep for my penetration, I acqui- ease or comfort of either of us.
The consternation in which this province
esce in quietness and resignation of spirit.
A general visit to all the meetings (which I hath been thrown by the Indians, is not dimia meeting for conference together, in this city,

and requesting my meeting them, I found some
engagement of mind for the service. Our conference continued, by several adjournments,
until last evening.
The Friends met are generally returned, and I expected to go away
to-morrow, but feel my way blocked up, and
an engagement of mind to remain here, though
I see not for what end
but as I am often led

have almost perfected), appears not to be the
whole of my business here one little service
after another, and not in the character of a
minister, hath given me some true ease; and
hope to be helped to such a degree of atten;

nished.

mony

The Assembly have

sold their testi-

as Friends to the people's fears, and not

gone far enough to satisfy them; the Indians
have complained, without redress, and are now
up in arms, and have destroyed many people;
tion to the great Master's requirings, as to there were the bodies of two men, whom the
Indians had killed and scalped, brought down
know, and by his strength perform, his will.
in great parade to this city, from the back
Samuel Fothergill.
parts; multitudes went to see them, and seem
samuel fothergill to his wife.
loudly to clamour for war.
The ancient methods of dealing with the Indians upon the
Philadelphia, Twelfth month 17th, 1755.
principles of equity and justice seem neglected,
Oh that our residence may ever be the spirit of war and destruction endeavouring
in that house where the Feeder dwells, and to break loose, in order to reduce this pleasant,
administers wise portions to his children, even populous province to its ancient wilderness
bread that will never grow mouldy, wine that condition.
is well refined, and garments that never wear
Few, very few there are to stand in the gap,
out, but increase in beauty and lustre the and spread innocent hands towards the holy
more they are worn, until they are meet to sanctuary, in intercession for the people too
appear even in the presence of unmixed Pu- many under our name, and even amongst our
rity and terrible Glory.
professed chiefs, unsound in the faith, having
Through the continuance of Divine favour, lost their habitation in the fold of rest, are
I am still helped, even beyond my expectation,
looking at, and calling for, the arm of flesh,
and supported to labour every way to true and the sword to defend them.
ease, though very close and painful service
There are, nevertheless, a number who
falls to my lot, in doctrine and discipline. know how to pray, and where to flee.
Great
The week before last, I visited all the monthly is the opposition of spirit the ministers of the
meetings in a neighbouring county.
We met Gospel of peace must meet with, and the docat ten in the morning, and stayed until five in trine of dependance upon the arm of the Lord
the evening, without breaking up or refresh- is an unknown language to many
this makes
;

;
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den of its welfare would be more felt, and a
concern to show yourselves on the Lord's
Wise, faithful, and true is He that dwells side, in heavenly conversation, and in a steady
on high, and will convince all people that he care for the cleansing of the camp, lamentably;
defiled by the spirit of the world in your
rules over all the children of men.
And although a sense of your own
island.
Samuel Fotheegill.
weakness, and the difficulty of the labour may
it

very hard labour

awaken

to divers, to

endeavour

to

the people to consider their ways.

samuel fothergill to joseph proud.*

at times

distressingly prevail, yet the all-suf-

Supply of all would show himself near,
Philadelphia, Twelfth month 20th, 1755.
and endue with strength to labour to some
help in general, and true peace in your own
I have been deeply engaged in spirit^ and
very closely employed in labour, almost in- individuals. I believe good is towards you,
cessantly, since I parted with thee
and so yours, and the Lord's family and the ancient
closely hath my mind been bound to the testi- prophecy seems in measure accomplishing,
mony, and my measure of labour in it, as to " Thou shalt arise and have mercy upon Zion,
ficient

;

;

prevent my attention to much else but the la- for the time to favour her, yea, the set time is
bour of the present day. I durst not allow come. For thy servants take pleasure in her
much scattering of mind, even where the ties stones, and favour the dust thereof."
Happy, yea, inexpressibly happy, will be
of nature were sacred and nearest.
I hope
this may be accepted as the real cause of so the portion of the truly faithful, who devote
long a silence but a degree of true nearness themselves to his service with upright hearts.
draws my attention towards thee, thy dear The excuses of weakness are not available, as
wife and children, accompanied with an ear- the strength of the mighty arm of God will be
nest desire for your preservation, and sure revealed to the humble seekers, who never
building up in the Truth as it is in Jesus, and said to Jacob, Seek my face in vain.
that your care might be increased to look forAnd, dear children, in true love, much deward beyond all settlements in profession, and sired and longed for, may your spirits be awthe outward courts of the temple, to that du- fully bowed to seek true riches, which are, I
rable foundation and tried rock, which is Jesus am persuaded, at times offered from the Lord
Christ, the Lord and giver of light and life. to your acceptance, and can alone beautify in
Thereby you may be qualified to be useful in his sight, and in your own, when the veil will
your day; and being gathered up into the be rent, and things appear as they really are.
peace and rest of Mount Zion, may say to A gradual progress towards Zion, from tender
your children, and others, by a living exam- years to such a state as the Almighty may
ple, " Come hither, I will show thee the bride, allot, is the most secure and uniform, is more
the Lamb's wife."
Great is the want of such free from the depths of distress and anguish,
in your, as well as other parts of this land; than where negligence and folly have attended
yet I am fully satisfied the Lord of salvation their inconsiderate steps, and they have the
has arisen in sundry places, to raise up their sorrow of unlearning, and the labour of learnweak hands. And oh, that you both may ing, in more advanced years. Remember
enough feel after the living, cleansing stream, with love and fear the God of your lives, in
which would more evidently beautify and the days of your youth, that in the multitude
make fruitful, trees his own right hand hath of his mercies he may remember you, and
planted, that obstructing things might be more through his mercy you may be set as a seal
;

and more removed.
on his arm.
Thus the Lord of the plantation would work
Assure yourselves of a large share of true
for his name's sake, even amongst some who regard with your affectionate friend and kinsSamuel Fothergill,
have yet had little fruit upon them, more and man,
more abounding in inward and outward righteousness to the Lord and his family, and lead
SAMUEL FOTHERGILL TO TIMOTHY WATERgradually to a holy meetness to be at last fixed
HOUSE.
upon the banks of that river which proceeds
Twelfth month 2Uth, 1755.
Philadelphia,
from the throne of God and of the Lamb.
Thus, in true earnestness of spirit, my soul
I have by no means forgotten thee, thy dear
longs for you both, that the enduring riches of Hannah, and other relations.
I feel all the
the Spirit of everlasting love and life may fill tenderness that nature requires, and the
your treasury, and an increase of zeal and warmth of strong desire for thy prosperity
love towards the family may be known, and establishment in that blessed Truth, into
wherein, I am persuaded, the weight and bur- which thy feet have been measurably turned
and oh that thou mayest ever remember, it is
* A relation, son of John Proud, of Newport.
the followers of the Lamb that shall with him
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be victorious.

Many have known

the arising of times

and by the
brightness thereof have been convinced, and in
a degree led into obedience and conformity,
yet for want of steady following on from one
degree of faith and obedience to another, have
been darkened in their minds, and weak in
their steps, and rather by some crooked bypath turned back to Egyptian bondage, than
advanced forwards to that land of liberty, the
glimpses whereof have in time past been so
precious, that they have accounted all other
things but as dross, and of no value in comthe

Morning Star

in

their hearts,

parison with it.
The retaining in our remembrance the joys

of our morning, and what was once done for
us, hath prevailed at times as principal riches,
whereby the daily sacrifice hath been neglected, the feeling after living virtue stifled,

and

religion gradually left the heart, the poor

soul contenting itself with notions and conclu-

sions

it

once saw

in the

of

light

life,

without

within

[1756.

it,

though a favour not

times attainable by me.

I

am

at all

often scattered,

and in an anxious solicitude, whether I am
meet for such a fellowship and this is well,
in bringing more close search after the cause
which my soul desires may
of obstruction
be removed by the spirit of judgment and of
burning. I have rejoiced at times in the sense
of this fellowship, in which I have desired my
and though many
lot might be cast forever
bitter and unpalatable fruits grow in this land,
yet there is a garden which produces apples
of gold, and our Master has set a slip of this
May his dew rest upon
tree at Nottingham.
its branches, and former and latter rain render
fruitful, and its branches spread over
it ever
all opposing things, and poor I, favoured, now
and then, with a dish of its fruit.
This friendship thou hast vouchsafed to
admit me to has done me good, and I hope
;

;

;

continue beneficial, in exciting to

will

dili-

gence to be what I know thou wishes for me;
and in the progression of that regard, let thy
knife as well as thy cruse of oil be upon me.

waiting for daily renewings.
Thus form is
substituted instead of power
the head enSamuel Fothergill.
riched ; but, alas the soul and spirit returned,
or returning, to their common centre, heretofore in a good degree crucified by the Holy
SAMUEL FOTHERGILL TO MARY PEMBERTON.
Power, regain life and strength, and, under a
Wilmington, First month 12th, 1756.
varied form, lead into alienation from God.
Unexi>ectedly, and unsought for, have these
Thou hast been so much the companion of
remarks dropt from my pen, under a good my thoughts since I saw thee, that I can
degree of nearness of spirit to the Great Coun- hardl}'^ forbear telling thee so, though I have
sellor, and perhaps not void of instruction to little else at present before me to communithee in thy present state; and oh, saith my cate
only this 1 may say, my spirit is, and
soul, that thy morning light may ever remain hath been, frequently touched with near symnew and clear, that suffering distress, and pathy with thee, and strong desires for thy
troubles on thy convincement, may not be succour in the various exercises of thy pilrendered void of use, and laid waste by the grimage ; for I believe thee secretly and
unfaithfulness of maturer age.
Have a care strongly affected by thein, though outwardly
of the world, and its spirit its friendships are favoured with many agreeable enjoyments of
enmity with, and destructive of, that lamb- life.
like, innocent life which inherits all things.
And, indeed, unspeakably wise is the conLet not thy mind be encumbered with posts or duct of our Heavenly Father towards his chilplaces in the government; they are not for dren, though we may at times injudiciously
thee; stand out of them all, in the ranks of repine, when some of his choicest blessings
and thus, I am persuaded, are handed out, under the form of adversity.
the Lord's army
the Lord would bless thee, and others through He knows our frame
past, present, and to
thee.
But if this refining hand and chastity come are one in his view, and his wisdom diof mind be not rightly sought after, and pati- rects their several contingencies to our profit.
ently abode under, I fear thy day will be over- Afflictions, when theyarise from real, allowable
cast with clouds, and perhaps scarce strenn-th causes, are at times made useful, in renewing
left to withstand even evident pollution.
diligent labour after sacred relief; and truly
Samuel Fothekgill.
profitable inquiries. Is there not a cause? have
often issued in such discoveries as could
samuel fothergill to john churchman. scarce have been expected, nor would have
been received, in any other school.
At Joshua Pusey's, Twelfth month, 1755.
Here is the faith and patience of the saints
It is no small favour, amongst many others, exercised, and rewarded in His time and way,
to me, in my pilgrimage through this land, who slumbereth not in the darkest night of
that I feel the invisible cord which binds up probation, but Immanuel is his holy attribute
the bundle of spikenard, and find myself at forever.
;

!

;

;

;

;
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My spirit strongly begs every dispensation faith and obedience. Oh, that it may ever be
of our Heavenly Father's good pleasure may the chief object of our endeavours, with united
be effectually blessed, in our obedience, to our diligence and care, that we may go up hand
help; and I am abundantly satisfied his hand in hand to Mount Zion, the Heavenly Jerusaand comfortable lem, where those who overcome inherit all
is towards thee for good
hope arises in my heart, thy day is near to things.
And although painful baptisms, and times
break forth more pleasantly and the cloud
which may, perhaps, have been on thy taber- of great inward distress, continue at times my
nacle, will be taken up, as a signal for thy pro- lot, yet I am helped to be comfortably easy
and resigned, being sensible they are necesSamuel Fothergill.
sress.
sary for my own cleansing, and right qualifi;

;

cation

ISRAEL PEMBEKTON TO SUSANNA FOTHERGILL.
Philadelphia, First

The

benefit

and

satisfaction

month
I

to

minister to others in their various
ballast for those times of

states,

and suitable

more

sensible

of the Holy
such, even to a glorious
degree, are at times vouchsafed, but they are
the festival days of Zion, and only come in
the wise appointment of the king and ruler of

Countenance;

15th, 1756.

have enjoyed

manifestations

for

from the conversation and friendship of thy
valuable husband, have interested me in those that heavenly city.
near friends whom he hath left behind.
I know thy heart is as mine, and thy deI feel assured of thy partaking sensibly of sires strong that my
return may be in true
that reward which Infinite Wisdom and Good- peace, and hope we shall both be preserved
ness graciously affords to such who deny from repining at the disposal of that Hand, from
themselves of the most precious enjoyments, whence a multitude of unmerited mercies have
in the discharge of those duties enjoined by proceeded.
The present state of this province
the wise dispensations of his providence, for is very distressing; the Indians, very cruel
the benefit of their fellow mortals.
and bloody, destroying men, women, and chilThe many excellent qualifications thy dear dren, and burning their houses; which hath
spouse is favoured with, being, with a steady occasioned great trouble, and raised the cladevotion of heart, employed in the cause and mour of the people against Friends, who dare
service of the bounteous author of them, are not resist violence with violence.
Yet too few
so signally rendered serviceable to us, in these lay it properly to heart, and learn righteousparts of the world, by the renewed supplies of ness.
A choice seed there is, who spread inDivine instruction and strength, daily extended nocent, interceding hands towards the holy
to him, that many have cause reverently to temple, with which my very soul is united,
acknowledge the condescension of Divine re- and that seems likely to detain
gard, in sending him

among

me

us in a time of amongst them than otherwise

I

might

longer

be.

when every help, mediate and
The ingratitude of many to a merciful benenecessary and I hope in due factor, their worldly. mindedness and forgetfuU
time, when his service here is over, the pros- ness of the Lord God of their fathers, is cause
pect of which does not yet seem near in view, of awful alarm from him who justly challenghe will be safely restored to thee, full of the eth the love and obedience of all flesh, and
most perfect tranquillity, peace, and true joy, will get himself a name in the earth, in mercy
to your mutual consolation.
or judgment, and be heard by all flesh.
Oh
Israel Pemberton.
that this people were wise, and knew this.
The Assembly here have passed a law imposing a tax upon the inhabitants of this proSAMUEL FOTHERGILL TO HIS WIFE.
vince and as a great part of the money is to
East Nottingham, Pennsylvania,
be laid out for military purposes, many solid
First month 19th, 1756.
Friends cannot pay it, which is likely to bring
I
nothing
to boast of, as sig- such a breach and division as never happened
Though have
nal fruits of my close labour, to others, yet among us since we were a people; may it be
the peaceable fruits of honest obedience are an finally conducive to the glory of the ever worabundant compensation, and spread a table in thy Name, if it issue in the winnowing of the
the desert, at times, that is more worth than people.

great difficulty,

immediate,

is

:

;

that the devils are cast out,

on serpents

;

and that

the sweet evidence of a

I

tread

name

in

Lamb's book of life, is the sum and subI mention it with reverence
stance of all.
not as though I had already fully apprehended,
but as a mark which is to be arrived at by

the

continue very healthy for the most
I have travelled and spent myself
as much as most, having travelled seven thousand miles in this country. The winter proving favorable, thus far I have not been willing
to lie by, but intend two days entire rest here,
I

part,

still

though
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which is more than
for some months.

T

have had

at

[1756.

one time ber often, all well approved
E. G., from a state of mind

;

among whom

far

is

from agreea-

and as
self-abasement and
He appears in their great meetabhorrence.
lydia lancaster to samuel fothergill.
ings, to the satisfaction and joy of Friends,
Lancaster, Second month 10th, 1756.
and agreeable surprise of every body ; and
In the pure fellowship of the gospel of that there is such an open door of convincepeace, my soul nearly salutes thee; having rnent, that he thinks it may be said there are
thee in daily remembrance, and according to almost daily some added to the faith.

Samuel Fothergill.

a

my

reduced

ble, is

and sympa-

weaned

As

to the greatest humility,

child, is in

much

times outwardly, things look very
expect a war with the
I
service, and under thy many heavy burdens, French this ensuing spring and summer. May
which, though great, will, I doubt not, be it please the King of kings to defend and pro1
sweetened to thee, and beneficial to many.
tect us by his Almighty power, as I have reapray, in my soul, thou may not faint in thy son to hope he will, (all those who are really
mind, nor be weary in well doing thy duty, his,) yet I believe it will be a time of such caaccording to Divine manifestation ; for whe- lamity as this our native land never knew ;
ther the people will all hear or forbear, thou, and yet there is a secret hope in me that it
and all the faithful, shall reap in due time, not will all work together for good, to those who
sorrow and perplexity, but glory, honour, and truly love God, and labour forZion's prosperher borders.
peace.
ity, and the enlargement of
O, my truly beloved friend, whom the great There is a tender visitation to many of the
Lord of the harvest hath sent, as a cloud full youth in this nation ; and I believe the time
of rain, into that wilderness country, I beg that is approaching will shake, sift, and loosen
thou may be enabled every way to quit thy- the wordlings from their too eager pursuit and
self fully, by discharging thy trust honestly, love of what will be found in a tottering conthat they must either fasten close to
that when it is thy time to return, it may be dition
with pure clearness and lasting comfort ; yea, the ancient foundation, or else fall ; nay, I
and I believe it will be so. I am extremely hope many will be awakened to righteousness,
oblicred to thee for writing so plain, free, and and have more room for religious consideration
informing a letter as thy last to me was; in- than heretofore for it hath long been a dull,
I now send thee a redeed, I prize it much.
drowsy time, and little more witnessed than
newed token of that love which neither time the name of religion but the great God is
nor distance can diminish for I feel the length jealous of his honour, and will not be mocked.

measure, travailing

in spirit

thizing with thee in thy painful and laborious

to the

threatening, and

;

;

;

;

and strength of

my

it

to increase,

and

rejoice in

a spring of praises, to the
Fountain and Author of our mercies, whose
presence attends his depending children all
the world over, under their various afflictions
and trials. Great cause have we humbly to
trust in Him, in a daily, patient waiting upon
him, to know his pure will ; and such have
heart, with

cause

As

many

times to rejoice in his salvation.

to the state

of affairs

in

America,

I

Deep and ponderous have the meditations of
my heart been for months past, and much satisfaction from the Lord has been met with.
I now conclude, with a heart more furnished
with crystal streams of love and pure prayers
wherein
than pen and language can set forth
I remain thy true and faithful friend, sister,
and companion in the sufferings of Jesus, and
joy of our Lord according to my measure,
;

Lydia Lancaster

do

not think myself a proper judge ; but think
our people had better have quitted their places
in the Assembly, as the world is circumstanced.

samuel fothergill to comfort hoag,
(afterwards COMFORT COLLINS.*)
New York, Second month 12th, 1756.

are in a strait and very difficult station
how Friends can faithfully bear up
In a degree of that love wherewith our Heathe ancient testimony, without being loudly
wherefore, if they could be free venly Father hath loved us, and sought us out
cried against

They
I

:

see not

;

live in peace and quietness,
minding their own business, as Friends do
everywhere else, seems to me most agreeable
as I wrote to thee once before, so shall leave it
and let thee know I had a late letter from Edmund Peckover, giving an account of an extraordinary visitation from on high, extended
In two years time
to the people at Norwich.

to

resign,

and

;

are

come

forth in public testimony to the

num-

* This IViend resided in New England, and attained to a great age.
The following account of
her is taken from a letter written in Eighth month,
called to
1812, by Matthew Franklin :—"
see Comfort Collins, aged one hundred and one
more interesting and
years and eight months.
All her
precious opportunity I never remember.

We

A

measure, fled, save her relishe has no sort of recollection

faculties have, in a

gious sensibility

;
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when our

feet

were turned from the paths of ready

earnestly
desiring thy preservation and establishment,
that neither heights nor depths may remove
peace,

I

affectionately salute thee

;

thee from the safe abiding of the faithful. Various are the trials, and manifold the afflictions

a remnant have to pass through, in their
journey towards Zion
some more manifest
than others some within, some without, and
some both. But here is the faith and patience
of the saints, that nothing may move them
from their trust and these present afflictions
may work for us a more exceeding weight of
Large hath been thy share in probaglory.
tions and trouble ; but he who led Israel
through Jordan, and commanded her waters
to stand as walls on each hand, hath an everlasting name in his family, and will be his
poor children's guide through Jordan's waves
and depths, and establish on the firm land of
;

;

;

salvation, as

and when

humbly followed and

trusted in

;

may

be overwhelmed,
will lead to a rock which is higher than they.
It behooves us, dear friend, in order to share
so great salvation, to be obedient children of
our Heavenly Father, to wait for his counsel,
and the renewing of the Holy Ghost, to purge
and redeem, that we may have a claim as
children, to the Father's promise, " I will never
leave thee nor forsake thee."
With respect to myself, I am mercifully sustained in health and ability to proceed with
diligence in the Heavenly Master's employment. I thoroughly visited Chester county
performed a second visit, to my great satisfaction, to the western shore of Maryland, and
through the Jerseys, to this city.
I stand
their hearts
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go any where that truth leads, and
but think I am near clear of this
land
and have this evidence I have, in my
measure, laboured faithfully.
I have seldom
known a greater share of the word of life than
hath attended in this journey from Philadelphia hither, which hath been about three
weeks nor more frequent scarcity of bread
out of meetings, so that I have been ready to
say, notwithstanding all my labours, " I am
cast out of thy sight, oh Lord, and in sorrow
sought my beloved, and for times could not
find him."
But I believe his pitying eye and
gracious ear are open, for good towards Zion's
dust, and his arm invisibly near when our
heads are overwhelmed by the waters of bitterness.
My dear love in the unchangeable
covenant of life, salutes the living amongst
Friends thereaway.
May the mighty God of
Jacob preserve in holy, humble waiting, and
sustain to his own praise, and keep in his own
meekness, wisdom, and purity, that in days of
mourning and lamentation for the slain and
dying, this land may have to spread innocent
hands towards the holy throne, that he may
spare his people, and that they may never be
a prey to the Gentiles, neither inwardly nor
outwardly.
So be it, oh Lord God
I am, with the salutation of true love, thy
friend and brother in the faith, patience, tribulation, and victory of the gospel,
to

light shines;

—

;

;

!

Samuel Fothergill.

;

SAMUEL fothergill TO DR. FOTHERGILL.
Philadelphia, Second

month

20th, 1756.

that she ever had either husband or children, or
Although a variety of painful exercising
houses, or lands, nor of her nearest friends even,
steps are in the way of
duty and labour,
when named ; yet her sense of Divine good, and
yet all-sufficiency is one of the attributes of
the religious fervour of her mind, are unabated.
stayed about an hour, the whole of which our Heavenly Father ; and each of them is
time she was engaged in praising her Maker, in very deeply significant.
It is and has been
exhorting us to love the Lord, and to lay up trea- cause of profitable humbling to
soul, that
sure in the heavens; several times saying, 'One sure mercy has so signally attended every
hour in his presence is better than a thousand else- way. I know it is for
his own name's sake,
where I know it, friends, I know it from experiand his people's sake; and may the praise
ence,' and then her voice would seem to die away
and reverence due, forever arise to him alone,
in a kind of melody ; and after being still a few
moments, she would again lift up her voice with undiminished from me, for I am not worthy
much sweetness in praising the Lord, and advising of his so great condescension. Neither, inus to love and fear him ; and looking round upon deed, are the professors of his pure truth ; and
us said, I love you, dear friends, though yoii are that, I hope, some of them are awakened prostrangers to me; for I love them that love the
fitably to consider, and have their hearts stir!'
Lord, blessed be his name
red up to apply for help to more fruitfulness
" The whole company were in tears whilst we
and
diligent care after true support, though of
The
remembrance
stayed.
of this season is not
hope is low.
off my mind ; nor, I hope, ever will be, while me- too many
Oh that we, who have tasted that He is
mory remains, for I think that she and Mary Griffin are two most memorable instances of the good, may never forget him, nor allow our
reality and rectitude of the principles of spiritual palate to be vitiated by that which
our present

my

"We

my

:

'

my

light

and

life."

The lime of her decease has
tained.

not been ascer-

and future experience will evince is not bread ;
the artificial, imaginary dainties of this world's
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and friendship, have too often
been an ensnaring banquet, to which even
some of Zion's sons have sat down, tasted,
and forgot their proper aliment. But this thou
knows and may thou ever be guarded in the
proper exercise of thy senses, and thereby preserved healthy, and strong, and meet for that
service, which is of infinite importance and
riches, honours,

;

everlasting duration.
I wrote to thee from West-river, in
land.

I

finished

and was enabled

my second
leave

to

it

visit to that

[1756.

as a factious sort of people ; and I fear he has
gained his point. But as the uneasiness of the

minds of many in the Assembly with such language increases, I believe they will for the future be

more guarded.

Samuel Fothergill.
samuel fothergill to mary jordan.*

Mary-

Upper

Springfield,

Third month

5th, 1756.

shore,

with great peace,

I
obtained through painful, faithful labour,
returned to the quarterly meeting at Concord,
for Chester county, having travelled very hard,
and was enabled, through merciful help, to
clear myself of that part of the province to
great satisfaction ; the name of the Lord was
gloriously high amongst us, to the melting
many of our spirits as into one heavenly lump.
I came here on the 11th, and have not been
a day unemployed ; and have been favoured

If I have not, when personally conversant
with thee, given thee proofs of a real affectionate sympathy in thy present afflicting circumstances, thou mayest be assured it has not
been the eflfect of disregard, or occasioned by
the want of that sensibility of others' distress
which nature and principle have deeply fixed

my

mind.
continued chain of important reflections
relative to the whole, may have often diverted
my attention from particulars, though not from
thee; and, indeed, I have found it expedient,
with some truly good meetings in this city.
The circumstances of this province still as much as I could, to avoid much dissipation
Many of mind, that I might stand more collected for
continue fluctuating and unpleasant.
the day.
thousand pounds of the province's money, the labour of
But I have ever desired the favour of a mind
have, by the Assembly's committee, been laid
and chosen
susceptible of others' distress
out in erecting forts upon the frontiers, and
affliction to receive the
school
of
the
from
and
prudent,
as
step
;
a
placing men in them
tongue of the learned therein, to speak a word
likely to be attended with as much success, as
in due season to the weary and pained. That
deer.
or
the
out
birds,
hedge
to
attempt
an
The neighbourhoods of those forts have been, afflictions of body or mind are not joyous, for
the present, to nature, is a truth abundantly
since their being erected, the scenes of the
confessed, yet that they are often sanctified to
mockery
and
contempt
greatest barbarity ; in
work a more exceeding weight of glory, hath
of the attempt, eleven people being destroyed
been fulfilled in the happy experience of multheir
one
of
of
mile
within
a
ago,
a few days
Fresh matter of contest hath presented titudes.
forts.
The afflictions incident to these tabernacles
between the Assembly and the Governor, The
of
clay, have often a painful effect upon the
servants
the
enlisted
recruiting officers having
mind the weight of them sometimes raises
of the inliabitants, they have, many of them,
reflections, and prevents our attenno means of following their several employ- distressing
suitable relief; and when the
ments ; a great number will be ruined, and a tion to the sole,
the As- Lord of our life intends wise instruction, disgreater still exceedingly prejudiced
repining induces the desembly have addressed the Governor respect- quietude and secret
its perturbation, by
I so sponding mind to increase
fully, but received an evasive answer.
a fear that we are cast out of the notice of the
before
sentiments
thy
with
concurred
fully
Father, forsaken of God, and therethou imparted them, about the pointed style of Heavenly
fore afflicted.
the Assembly's reply to the Governor, as to
improve every opportunity I could meet with,
* She was the daughter of Mary Pemberton, and
to impress the necessity of decency and due
her former husband, Robert Jordan. Her mother,
could
as
I
Assembly
the
of
respect upon such
in an affecting' account which she wrote concernpropose to myself to be likely to have any in- ing her, says " She was one whom the Lord had
fluence upon, with the manifest inconsistency favoured with a good natural capacity, and having
of every inflaming step, with their interest, and his holy fear implanted in her heart, she found it
to be true wisdom; her deportment was grave and
I found many
with their religious profession.
solid; her words were few and savoury, manifestwrong.
It
it
is
sensible
pained about it, and
ing a lively sense of religion, even from her very
is altogether imputed to B. Franklin, their
young years." Her illness was lingering, through
who, I have sometimes which she was preserved in great patience, and
principal penman
thought, intended to render the Assembly con- uttered many tender and affecting expressions.
temptible, and subject our religious Society to She died on the 21st of Tenth month, 1759, in the
the imputation of want of respect to authority, twentieth year of her age.
in

A

;

;

:

—

;
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Hereby we are prompted to wrest the
Heaven has written upon all

scriptions
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in-

available on their children's account;

his

hope at least one of the successors of that worthy man of God, Robert Jordan, may know
and be happy with his God, and may know
the same result of anxiety Hezekiah knew
" Thou hast, in love to my soul, delivered it

messengers, whether sickness or health, sorjoy, and are in danger of defeating
the end of their being sent.
What more particularly endangers our misconstruction of the
message of sickness and distress, is its being
sent in the time of sprightly, blooming youth,
when the gayer, easier scenes are most likely
and more eligible ; advanced years submit to
The lanit, of course, but youth by force.
guage of Hezekiah upon such an occasion is
very natural, and the result of most minds in
parallel circumstances " I said, in the cutting

row or

:

and

I

:

from the

of destruction."
work together for good to
those who fear the Lord, is an undeniable
truth, if we, through impatience and inattention, render not the visitation of Heaven unprofitable to us. This consideration hath often
induced my reverent kissing the rod, and humble inquiry into that instruction which ever

That

pit

all

things

my

days, I shall go to the gates of the attends it : who knows what scenes of temptagrave, 1 am deprived of the residue of my tion a confinement to a sick chamber prevents
Not only the gloomy prospect of our being tried with ; peradventure it may be
years."
nature's decay, and the dissolution of the body, the hollow of an Almighty hand, hiding us
affected his mind, but a painful solicitude about until the causes of indignation are past by.
an hereafter aggravated his sorrow, even the Yet when that is gone by, the call, " My peo" I said ple, come out of thy chambers," claims equal
fear of an exclusion from future joy
I shall not see the Lord, even the Lord, in the regard, for we have various relations in life to
discharge, and holy diligence and watchfulland of the living."
Peradventure, dear Mary, disquieting senti- ness will be rewarded with a bulwark of dements from both these awful reflections may fence and placed in the midst of this world and
at times have supplied hours of anxiety ; and its commotions, we shall know our situations to
a combination of real causes of complaint, ag- be as a garden enclosed.
Great is the want
gravated by the anticipation of those suggested of such examples, though there are some yet
by fear, may have furnished thee with a va- preserved, and I trust among the youth of thy
riety of fears; and the vigilant accuser of the sex an increasing number, who know salvabrethren improved the opportunity at times, to tion as walls and bulwarks; and though little
cast down below the proper place.
sisters, yet in the lineage of the immortal faWhat may conduce to remove the whole mily, and though weak, surrounded with allcause, is not in my power to prescribe, but sufficiency ; and I hope thy place amongst
an affectionate regard may suggest ; and I these happy relatives to the King in Zion will
would hint moderate exercise, as often as thou not be vacant, here or hereafter.
My regard and strong desires for thee are
canst ; the approaching season invites, and the
tender indulgence of affectionate parents will more than I can express, and hope accompaoften furnish thee with the means
endeavour nies my mind that thou wilt be helped to live
to exert thyself, and let not an apprehension to thy Creator, be a comfort to such as may
of inability render thee incapable of contribu- expect it from thee, and know a time of more
ting all in thy power to thy restoration to true relief every way.
health ; this, I believe, would tend to thy adSamuel Fothekgill.
vantage, and repair the breach in thy constitution a state of inaction may have occasioned.
SABIUEL FOTHERGILL TO JOHN CHURCHMAN.
Not only thy own advantage requires it, but
Burlington, Third month, 1756.
I believe it would happily tend to the comfort
of an affectionate, worthy parent, whose mind
I think I have very little worth notice to
hath been exceedingly depressed by affliction send thee, but the token of affectionate rememfor her dear children's sake; thy indisposi- brance, in a degree of the revival of that love
tion, which thou could not prevent, and also which never dies, which at first baptized and
thy poor brother's, having, at times, been as united our spirits, and remains our joy, and
much as she could bear, and indeed insupport- at times is cause of it one to another. I beoff of

:

;

;

Almighty regard had not sustained.
abundantly convinced the great Physician of souls is not far away from thee, to
help in the necessary hour, and as reverently
inquired after, will establish in innocence and
virtue, and bring salvation and peace to thy

able, if

proportion to our access to the Father
of lights, its lustre and animating rays will
retain and increase their splendour, and in
times of traversing the gloomy, remote regions
of the shadow of death, its reflection, though
not in direct lines, will be relieving, and its
house.
Though virtue is not hereditary, yet genuine, though faint beams, convey hope.
the intercessions of religious parents are often
The course of my experience, since I left
I

lieve, in

am

Vol. IX.— No.
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me a practical para- its usual course, by a living, sensible ministry,
phrase on what the Apostle meant by living into the muddy pipes of the licentious.
Samuel Fothekgill.
by faith, and at the same time all within me
hath been repeatedly humbled by the wise
alternations of light and darkness. Seldom, in
SAMUEL FOTHERGILL TO HIS SISTER.

Philadelphia, hath taught

my

spiritual

am

case,

I

progress, in

my own

individual

Philadelphia, Fourth

more deeply poor out of meetings,

month

28th, 1756.

and more reduced to a poor morsel of bread,
1 often feel called upon, by the voice of unand sometimes not that, except the word of feigned affection, to reiTiember thee there is
and in meeting, not often more something in my mind stronger than [what]
patience
but mere nature inspires, which suggests strong
opened in the powerful Word of Life
some liquid, crystal and sincere desires for thee every way, as for
alas
I feel like a tube
stream runs through me to others, but I doubt myself; and as thou well knows, from a mea;

;

;

;

!

little

May

remains.

the cleansing efficacy of sure of experience, the path of true happiness,

the holy stream purify the channel, and run
into that reservoir constructed by Eternal wis-

my reach, but whence he can
garden, even with his foot.
I was favoured with some open, relieving
times in Philadelphia.
I left that place on the
21st of last month, and came hither to the
quarterly meeting for ministers and elders,
which was, through very hard labour, at last
dom, out of

my

water

well.

was
town

I

in this

at

Mount Holly on

in the

large and well

evening;

may thy strength be renewed with the increase
of thy knowledge, that through all the intricacies and probations of life, thy race may be
steady, and its termination be within the everlasting gates of that city, whose inhabitants
are established in peace without alloy.
The first perception of approaching liberty
to revisit my native land, was allowed on my

return from a laborious and painful visit to the
and western shore of Maryland. I never, until
both meetings then, found myself at liberty, or even much
first-day,

meeting here desirous to draw the curtain aside, but it was
on second-day, and the youths' on third, both then rather lifted up by the Master's hand, and
large, and the latter memorably comfortable. a two-fold sense was given, of peaceful approOn fourth-day, at the quarterly meeting for bation, and a view of release. Nevertheless,
ministers and elders, at VVrightstown
very rny mind is quietly calm, yet under the weight
close labour, but strength proportioned to the of some renaaining service, and solemnly still,
work a large, profitable meeting succeeded, without any tumultuous eiTiotion, in the view
;

at the quarterly

;

:

held that evening in the court-house, at

town.

Next day

New-

the quarterly meeting, very

large, and a thorough good meeting, through
manifest support in the extending of the fan
and the axe, and the oil of consecration to
those who waited for it.
I left that county
easy, and came to this place.
On seventhday, had a large meeting in a Baptist meeting-house, about eleven miles off; yesterday,
a large meeting at Mansfield, and this day a
large and heavenly meeting at the monthly

meeting here.

Our

epistle

from Philadelphia

to the

month-

ly meetings meets with a different reception,

as the people differ; the libertines, worldlyminded, and opposers of the reformation in

themselves and others, cavil and rage but the
seed is relieved, and the honest-hearted are
strengthened.
I see it will be a time of division between wheat and chaff, and that we
;

some amongst the latter we thought
would have been more deeply weighty, and
perhaps the contrary in some other instances.
But the company, in which some who dissented from us find themselves left, will, I believe, awaken some weak, honest hearts to
ponder, whether Divine wisdom hath changed
the channel of instrumental intelligence from
shall find

of my again being personally conversant with
those to whom I am united in the ties of nature, and the closer cement of grace.
I have gratefully and reverently to acknowledge, that the
sufficient
in

Hand

unspeakable mercy of an allhas been plentifully extended,

such a manner as loudly to demand a humabasement and faithful subjection to his

ble

holy requirings.

know I go not in this warexpense, but though spiritually without bag, scrip, staff, or shoes on my
feet, of my own providing, yet the inexhaustible
store-house, armoury, and wardrobe, where
all the living generations have sought and received supplies, is often opened to my humand though I have travelled
bling admiration
at great expense, the bag continues to be filled
with fresh riches, the scrip with suitable bread,
and the staff strong to support in arduous, painand though I have travelled
ful pilgrimage
amongst sharp, cutting rocks, rending thorns,
and even amongst scorpions and serpents, my
feet are not bruised, but shod with the preparation of the gospel of peace and light.
I have not an exulting thought in my heart
to appropriate these favours to my own wisdom or worthiness, but my exultation is in the
Beinsj

fare at

made

to

my own

;

;
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name of Him whose mercy

is unutterable, and
proportioned to my merits, which
would issue in eternal misery, if interposing
condescension averted not the stroke.
Oh
that every succeeding day of my life may produce a testimony of my awful regard to the
riches of Divine forgiveness.
I have had another smart attack of my old
complaint
it was not of long duration, confining me only eight days, but for four days
exceedingly grievous pain in my side, breast,
and back. It seized me at New York, in a
house where both inclination and ability concurred to render me every service possible. I
was so disabled as not to be able to ride on
horseback, but came in a chaise from New
York hither, and in about fourteen days was
bravely recovered.
Another circumstance it may not be improper to mention, lest it should come some other
way. The day I came to New York, one of
the ferry-boats was overset, and eleven people
drowned. As it was pretty generally known
that I intended to cross the ferry that day, it
was suggested that I was amongst the people
who were lost, and the report circulated
through the neighbouring provinces with sur-

not at

all

!

;

down to Maryland in
was apprehensive some forward

prising swiftness, even

four days.

person

I

might transmit

it

to

England, and

therefore, with a grateful heart to the great

and good Preserver, give thee and my friends,
if such a rumour should come, this intelligence.
I passed the ferry the same day in safety.
I
had a meeting that day in the seat of government of the Jerseys, in the Presbyterian meeting-house the Governor, J. Belcher, procured
it, and attended the meeting.
I dined with him
afterwards, and met with a kind, affectionate
reception
he is old, and his body enfeebled,
but I think his immortal part not far from ihe
kingdom.
I could not pass by this circumstance, as in
that town, i. e. Elizabethtovvn, our dear and
worthy father met with bitter opposition when
last here, from the former priest, and with difficulty got a meeting in the place
and such
;

;

179

and have now gone through all the provinces
of North America, as fully as any that ever
came into these parts, excepting one remote
corner in New England, where are two small
meetings.
Yet am I fastened here Joshua
Dixon sailed some days ago, in a vessel for
London. Some weeks ago I went aboard the
vessel, but it seemed to me no place of rest,
nor my business here finished. Joshua thought
he was released, and the ship appeared plea;

humble submission, desire
M. P., C. P., and
myself, felt our minds alike restrained from
returning
and although we now see little before us, yet we are bound to this place and
land, for what end we cannot fully see; but
the Lord is with us, and therein we desire
sant.

I

when

I

too, with

may,

to return, but

;

humbly to acquiesce.
There are several very large quarterly
meetings coming on, which I am ready to believe will tend to our discharge.

The

distress of this province is great

commotions

violent

cruel Indian

—

all

—

its

the desolations of a

war impending, and the

ture in a great degree infatuated

;

it

legisla-

seems

like

a judicial desertion of all their counsels, and
every step they take increases their perplexity.
Friends have interposed for the restoration of peace, and borne their testimony faithfully
I hope it will issue in their dismission
from government, their connexion with which
hath been of great dis-service of later times to
the real end of our being raised up as a peculiar people, to bear our testimony to Him
whose kingdom is in peace and righteousness.
The love of power, the ambition of superiority,
the desire of exemption from suffering, strongly
operate with many under our name, to continue in stations wherein they sacrifice their testimony, and are as salt which hath lost its
But as it now appears that we can
savour.
scarcely keep the Truth and its testimony inviolate, and retain those places, many stand
up on the Lord's side, and declare they have
none on earth in comparison with the God of
;

their fathers.

am

already sensible of perils amongst false
am afraid they will be strengthrily offered me, in his terms, " his pulpit."
I
ened from your side of the water ; some letters
did not ascend his rostrum, but, as no place are already received, disapproving Friends'
could be procured equally large for the recep- conduct here, in a crisis in which there aption of the people, accepted the house.
It was peared to me an awful inquiry. Who is on my
a day of memorable mercy, and I hope as side, who ?
such will be remembered. The general spring
I intended to have written to dear brother,
meeting here was very large, Friends from but am not allowed time; the present posture
remote places coming to see and take leave of of affairs is not to be described in a short comthe Europeans, and it was a great and good pass, and I cannot meddle with gathering a
meeting in its various sittings.
bundle of sticks to lay upon a fire which alSince that time I have travelled several ready burns too fiercely, lest I should gather
;

is

the change, that the present priest volunta-

hundred miles,
re-visiting

some fresh places, and a viper to bite my hand.
where I thoui^ht duty led,
My dear love attends M. W., and what can

visiting

others

I

brethren, and
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say to her that she knows not, of the alone
Husband and Judge for the widow
and fatherless, whom she knows, and who
I humbly hope will not fail in this time of
I

everlasting

[1756.

there not a cause?"
Oh that this and our
mother country may both learn righteousness,
before the brandished sword of justice be unsheathed to their terrible chastisement
I

Samuel Fothergill.

trial ?

If any ask when I return home, I can
only say, as soon as I can and bring peace
john churchman to ann fothergill.
with me; that peace I have diligently sought;
East Nottingham, Fifth month 23rd, 1756.
and though the curtain long drawn between
There are but iew of the many friends in
me and home, is at times a little drawn by,
yet I see not full liberty to leave this land, England that I more frequently remember
but hope a few weeks more may set the seal than thee and thy dear brother, and that with
sincere desires that the God of Abraham, and
of peace upon my dismission,
of Isaac, and of your own natural father,
Samuel Fothergill.
may still remain to be the preparer and sanctifier of your hearts, and that you may still
samuel fotheegill to his wife.
remain to delight therein
this, with a mind
Philadelphia, Fourth month 29th, 1756.
truly bounded and made content with the
I acknowledge with thankfulness the kind allotment of Providence, is great gain indeed.
regard of our great Master, in keeping us in Our whole life, from earth to heaven, should
quiet resignedness in this time of separation, be one continual travel, and as our heart's
for his cause' sake, and that he is present in desire is towards, and our eye fixed on, the
the needful hour.
I might speak largely of mark of the prize that is before us, and this
his gracious dealings with me in this labori- object continues rising, so the world is left
ous service, but I silently adore his hand, further and further behind, and grows, as to
and crave his favours may be remembered its enticing things, smaller and smaller.
by me, and produce a testimony of daily
Your dear brother has made an honest
and awful regard to the richness of his visit to the churches in America, and if he
mercy,
has not much increased in words and fine
I greatly rejoice to hear of some eloquence, I am sensible he has improved in
revival amongst you, and ardently wish pre- the root of living ministry, and has been bapservation, stability, and growth to every plant tized into the states of the people, as much
our Heavenly Father hath planted, and I am as any I ever knew from Europe, and I think,
abundantly convinced, it will not be of the though I love him nearly, my judgment is
Lord that unfruitfulness and instability appear not biassed by the warm regard I have for
in any.
He would yet make Zion the joy of him we may value one another for the
the whole earth.
work's sake, but there is no praise due to
I expect this is the last letter I shall send
man for the excellency of the gift, for every
from these parts. I am humbly thankful that gift, good and perfect, comes from God in
the Hand which directed my opening services humble reverence let him alone be therefore
on my first arrival here, is near to help and praised for ever, and all his own works
strengthen to my own comfort and I may will praise him who is worthy for ever and
reverently say, he hath set before me an open ever.
door amongst this people, and they know, and
Dear friend, thy countenance is as familiar
the Lord knows, I have not flattered them, to me at this hour, as it was when I enjoyed
nor coveted any marks of their regard.
that quiet rest at your house, so very acceptThe frontiers of Pennsylvania con- able to me, being almost worn out, and your
tinue to be harassed by the barbarous Indians, singular kindness and regard can never be
who destroy man, woman, and child; all forgotten by me; at seasons, whilst I was in
attempts to defend themselves against them London, I felt very poor and worthless, and
seem vain, and the means of restoring peace, tender usage makes deep impressions I ac(to wit) doing the Indians justice, by fully pay- knowledge, had it not been for such humbling
ing them for their lands, were in the beginning seasons, whereby I was taught to know myshamefully neglected, and will now be very self, I had been less worth than I at present
difhcult to bring about.
am. Perhaps it may be some encouragement
Unsearchable are the ways of Providence in to thee to know that some others have been
the execution of his judgments, and his steps taught to think meanly of themselves, when,
in his holy sanctuary, to get himself a name: for their trial, their Life has vvithdrawn himresentment, anger, and destruction to their self, and left them to view their own imperenemies, seem to be the general reply to this fections.
awful voice, instead of a strict inquiry, " Is
John Churchman.
;

;

;

;

;
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There
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gether.
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a fine company of them going

Those precious

ministers,

Mary

to-

Peis-

Iey,and Catharine Payton, whose services were
great in these parts of the world, and also our
Though I am a stranger to thy person, yet dear ancient friend, Abraham Farrington, and
not so to the good character thou bears, Samuel Emlen, jun.
therefore 1 find freedom to send thee a recital
As love for a long time hath been grown
of the close, prophetic warning of approaching in my heart to thy worthy father, who, of all
trials, which was delivered to a large auditory, men, struck the deepest impressions, in a reat the time of our quarterly meeting at Phila- ligious sense, on my mind, so it is matter of
delphia, by thy brother, soon after his arrival, rejoicing to me to hear of the welfare of his
when not so much as a handsbreadth of cloud family. I often do believe God has a peculiar
appeared over our land but in a short time regard to the seed of the righteous
such,
a storm arose and fell heavy on many within dear friends, you are. May the blessing of
our borders. As the subject was solemn, so your father's God rest plentifully on all your
was he quite great in the delivery of it, which heads.
A holy
was to the following effect, viz
Accept of the love of one of thy
commemoration of God's kind dealings, for- father's old friends,
Ellen Evans.
merly, and latterly, to this our thriving colony; aptly comparing it to the vineyard, the
In several of the preceding letters, mention
Lord thereof had in a very fruitful hill, which, is made of the alarm which then prevailed,
after clearing and fencing, he planted with on account of the inroads made by the Indians
such indeed were the first on the back settlements of Pennsylvania and
the choicest vine
inhabitants of Pennsylvania, men of excel- some neighbouring states.
It was a time of
lent talents, both natural and divine;
when, war between England and France, and the
looking for fruit, behold it brought forth wild French authorities in Canada had engaged
He then queried, what more could some of the Indian tribes in this warfare.
grapes.
have been done for a people than had been
The city of Philadelphia, in particular,
done for us? He besought us to consider what was in a state of much excitement the defeat
fruit we were bringing forth?
if sour grapes, and death of General Braddock
the devaswe might expect the fence should be taken tations committed by the Indians, and the
down, and we trodden and laid waste: sig- fear that they and their allies might even
nifying that such would be our case, if not attack the city itself, caused great and general
prevented by timely repentance and amend- alarm.
ment of life. Such, indeed, was the force of
Friends were under an exercise of mind,
Divine evidence which attended him, that not only that all the members of the Society
Friends' minds were seized with awful dread, might be kept quiet and faithful in support of
and had to say to each other, after meeting: its testimony against all war, but were also
Is this the last warning that we are to re- much engaged in interceding and making efceive? It seems so like that of Jeremiah to forts with the Government and with the Inthe Jews, just before the destruction of Jeru- dian chiefs, with whom they had great influsalem 1
ence, to prevent a general Indian warfare.
The first time I had an opportunity to hear Another cause of anxiety was an impost or
him I thought he flew high, even to the third war tax, which the Assembly had laid upon
when a pang of slavish fear took the inhabitants, by which Friends were brought
heaven
me, and I had liked to have wished him there into considerable difficulty.
for good and all that is, safe in his heavenly
Samuel Fothergill, as was often acknowmansion but I was stopped, and bid not to ledged, was very helpful to Friends under these
pray that he should be taken owiof the world, circumstances; aiding them with his counsel,
but to breathe for his instruction while in it
and frequently engaged in earnest exhorwhich I did vvith all the little ability I had. tations for all to remain faithful in support of
But when I had opportunity to observe his their Christian testimony. " If the potsherds
humble, watchful conduct, like one always of the earth clash together, let them clash !"
walking in fear, my fear, before mentioned, was his language and his charge in particuwas entirely removed.
lar to Friends was to abide in their tents, and
He is now going to leave us, who are so not so much as to look outward, but to avoid
nearly united to him, that bidding him fare- and keep clear of every thing contrary to the
well seems a heavy task to me and mine
peaceable spirit of the gospel of Christ and
that sweet flow of divine love which frequent- thus to show themselves his true disciples.
ly passes through his heart to his auditory, He joined with several other Friends in signendears him to all, both saints and sinners.
ing and issuing at this time an epistle of advice
Sixth month, 1756.

;

;

:

—

;

—

;

—

;

—

;

;

;

;

;
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and caution.

He

also united with Friends in

their efforts to preserve the peace of the colo-

[1756.

ble frequency, and furnish us with both inclination and ability to converse together, when
we must be necessarily separated in body

ny, and in particular to prevent the Indians
from becoming engaged in the war. These for I think, whilst I am in the body, I shall
efforts were frequent and strenuous, but prov- never forget the regard and sympathy thou
ed unavailing.
In his Journal are the follow- hast manifested
and although the heavenly
ing entries.
approbation is the most to be prized and
" Fourth month 9th, 1756.
Had some sought after, yet the pure fellowship of the
labour amongst Friends, to endeavour to pre- brotherhood is a stream from that eminent
vent a cruel Indian war; and had also a con- spring whence all good proceeds and even
ference with the present and late Governor, the fellowship of the saints on high, in the
along with J. P., [John Pemberton,] upon the Father's love, is a part of their felicity,
present posture of affairs; they received us
have taken my leave of America with
I
with candour, but our labour was ineffectual, peace and quietude of mind.
have some
I
for on the
sea store, but not to profusion. I beg wisdom
" lOth, a day to be remembered through to husband it well, that I may carry some of
many generations with sorrow, the Governor it home, and know it blessed when I come
agreed to proclaim war against the Delawares, there. I have sometimes deeply inquired
and delivered the hatchet into the hands of into my own state, and feared an apostacy,
some of the Indians."
in that the ecstacies of joy, heretofore very
This conclusion on the part of the govern- often renewed, have of late time very much
;

—

;

ment, was the source of much distress to abated.
It hath taught profitable inquiries,
Friends in general
and Samuel Fothergill and hath sometimes appeared not to be occalargely partook of it.
He, Catharine Payton, sioned by declension, but by a solid equanimand Mary Peisley, during one of their earlier ity in enlargement of experience, and more
visits to Philadelphia, were in that city when productive of stable joy and fixedness, than
the first soldiers who had received their com- the variable circumstances attending the formmission from the English government, arrived er.
I boast not of my growth, for I have not
there, under the command of General Braddock. overgrown a variety of painful weaknesses.
The circumstance excited considerable atten- I am easy with a solid review of my journey,
tion, and is thus mentioned by C. Payton, in her and believe I shall very frequently remember
Journal
"I said a cloud of darkness came many of you in love unfeigned.
with them. The Lord had settled this colony by
Samuel Fothergill.
peaceable means
he hath hitherto protected
it by his own Almighty arm, and it prospered
The last entry in S. Fothergill's Journal is
greatly; but henceforward disunion and dis- this:
" 5lh of sixth month, 1756.
Came
turbance prevailed and increased in it.
Our on board the vessel Charming Polly, John
friend, Samuel Fothergill, as well as we, were Troy, master, bound for Dublin.
Left this
strongly and affectionately engaged to pro- land, with peace and holy quiet."
mote peace, and guard them against the event,
Thus concluded, with that reward he had
which he feared would ensue, and which in so earnestly desired, and so diligently sought,
time followed."
the visit of Samuel Fothergill to America:
The general Spring meeting held in Phila- visit, during which he had faithfully and hondelphia, (1756,) was very numerously attend- estly laboured, and wherein he spake diligented, and was a solemn, instructive meeting; in ly the things of the Lord
he had taught
which the Friends, whose labours in America publicly, and from house to house, and had
were now nearly accomplished, had consider- not shunned to declare all the counsel of God.
able service, and in the love of the gospel,
To many in that land he had become bound
took a solemn and affectionate leave, and by the strong ties of Christian love; this
soon afterwards embarked for Europe.
bond was mutual, and terminated but with
;

:

—

;

—

—

—

—

;

life

itself.

SAMUEL FOTHERGILL TO JOHN CHURCHMAN. monies
several

On

Snow Polly, near BombayHook, Sixth month, 1756.

board the

Many were

reciprocally

the proofs and

given

of this

testi-

feeling;

more public testimonials were

also

issued by his friends, of their approbation of

his labours amon"st them.*
very acceptable salutation, 1 read in
that love and affection in which I am sure it
* The following- certificates, which he brought
was written and I trust the pure friendship,
from various meetings, are amongst the records of
hitherto subsisting since our first acquaintance,
Hardshaw monthly meeting, viz:
will often receive a holy stimulus as we have
From the monthly meeting of Hopewell, held
recourse to its inexhaustible source with suita- at Opechan, in the county of Frederick, Virginia.

Thy

;

OF SAMUEL FOTHERGILL.
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The vessel in which the Friends embarked
had a comparatively quick, though rather a
The
a stormy passage, of thirty-four days.
waves, at times, dashed over into the cabin.
Notwithstanding the stormy weather, they
had many good and precious meetings during
the voyage, some of which were attended by
the master and sailors.
It being a time of war, several French
they
privateers were in the Irish channel
were favoured to avoid these, and to arrive
in safety at Dublin, on the 9th of the seventh
month, 1756.
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CHAPTER

IX.

The

impressions made upon the mind of
Samuel Fothergill by his visit to America,

were never obliterated ; his diligent labours
there for the advancement of truth and righteousness
his fervent desires that these la-

—

bours might not be in vain, but that, through
the blessing of Him whom he desired to
serve, there might be brought forth fruit,
even an hundred-fold his intercourse with
Friends
his warm attachment to them
the
particular friendships formed with many
and
the deep interest he ever afterwards continued
to feel for their welfare and their various conSAMUEL FOTHERGILL TO HIS WIFE.
cerns, were subjects often predominant in
Dublin, Seventh month 10th, 1756.
his thoughts, and conspicuous in his corresI
salute thee in the tenderest affection, pondence.
Amongst those to whom Samuel Fothergill
and hereby inform thee of my safe arrival in
this city, after a good passage of five weeks, became much attached whilst on his visit to
in which time I have been, and yet am, great- America, and whose minds were peculiarly
ly favoured with health, and a degree of that affected by his ministry, was Samuel Emlen,
holy peace which passes understanding. Glo- son of Joshua and Deborah Emlen, of PhilaHe was endowed with great natural
ry and praise to His adorable name, who lays delphia.
the beams of his chambers in the waters, and powers of mind, with a peculiar readiness and
is the defence of his people forever.
fluency of expression, and had received a liberal education, being well skilled in several lanSamuel Fothergill.
guages. He accompanied S. Fothergill on his
They were detained in Dublin upwards of return to Europe, and an intimate friendship
two weeks. On the 25th of seventh month, ever afterwards subsisted between them.
Samuel Fothergill and Catharine Payton emHe was the companion of Abraham Farbarked for Holyhead, and proceeded thence rington during part of his religious visit to
to Chester. Here they parted and on the 29ih England and Ireland, and at a meeting at
of that month, Samuel Fothergill was favoured Carlow he first appeared in the ministry.
In
to reach in safety his own house at Warring- this service he travelled much on the Ameriton.
can Continent; he also visited the island of
Barbadoes, and was several times in England,
From the quarterly meeting held at Symonses where he travelled extensively, as well as in
Ireland and Holland.
Creek, North Carolina.
In 1772, he crossed the Atlantic, with John
From the monthly meeting held at Frederickburgh, South Carolina.
Woolman, intending to pay a visit to his
From the yearly meeting held at Nancemond, much-loved friend, Samuel Fothergill, then in
Virginia.
a weak state of health they arrived in LonFrom the yearly meeting held at West river, in don at the time of the yearly meeting, and
Maryland.
From the quarterly meeting held at Portsmouth, when that was concluded, he hastened to
but ere he arrived there, his
Warrington
Rhode Island.
From the quarterly meeting held at Flushing, friend was released from the bonds of mor;

—

—

—

—

:

;

;

in

Long Island, New York.
From the quarterly meeting held

tality,

at Burlington,

New

Jersey.
the monthly meeting held in Philadelphia,
28th of fifth month, 1756. (This is signed by
eighty men Friends.)
The tenor of these documents is, " That his
public labours amongst us, both in the ministry

From

—

and had entered

Emlen attended
ly

engaged
His last

in the

Samuel
was large-

into his rest.

the interment, and

ministry on that occasion.

Europe was in 1796 he
much, but spent most
of the time in Dublin and in Lancashire, visiting the meetings and families of Friends

was not

visit

to

;

able to travel

have been fervent, deep, and very acceptably, thus setting the seal to his
and building up of the previous abundant labours in England and
Church, the information of strangers, and to the Ireland.
great satisfaction of such as wish well to Zion's
Upon his return home in 1797, the heaUh
cause."
Samuel Emlen became much impaired
of
According to the account kept in his Journal,
he had travelled, during his vist in America, eight his constitution was naturally weak and inthousand seven hundred and sixty-five miles.
firm, and from this period he gradually de-

and the

discipline,

lively; to the edification
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short time before his decease,
a meeting at Philadelphia, whilst
engaged in a lively testimony, he was seized
with violent pain
leaning for support on the
rail of the gallery, he pathetically repeated

quences of remaining in such a state; his
language and expressions were so powerful,
that the mistress of the house was greatly
affected, her spirit was broken, and she wept

these lines

After this, feeling at liberty, the Friends
prepared to depart, they took leave of the

clined.

being

at

;

"

:

My life,

if

thou preserv'st

Thy sacrifice shall be
And death, if death must

my

life,

;

Shall join

He

my

be

my

doom,

soul to thee."

family, and desired to pay for their entertainment.
She refused to accept anything, but

were quite welcome to every thing
they had had; adding, that she was unworthy
to receive such guests under her roof; and so
powerfully had the word preached wrought
upon her heart, that she exclaimed, "You are
!"
angels, but I am a devil
Another circumstance was related by Samuel Fothergill himself, of a Friend at whose
house he had lodged when passing through
These thinly peopled back
the wilderness.
settlements were then much infested by wolves,
and she told him of a remarkable deliverance
which she had once experienced from these
ferocious animals.
She was a widow, and lived with her son,
who cultivated a small piece of land, which
furnished them with a frugal subsistence.
Their nearest neighbour, who lived a few
miles distant, through the forest, came early
one afternoon, to request she would visit his
wife, who was suddenly taken very ill, and
stay with her while he went for medical adWith this she complied, and putting up
vice.
in a basket a few needful things for the sick
woman, she told her son she did not expect to
return before the next morning, and set out
and reached the place in safety.
With suitable remedies, the invalid soon
recovered, and her husband coming speedily
back, the widow concluded to return home
that evening, hoping, as it was a fine moonlight night, that she might pass the forest withbut, on crossing an open glade,
out danger
she saw a company of wolves drinking at a
pool of water at some distance, which made her
sensible of her great rashness and imprudence,
knowing, that unless she could pass unobservsaid they

on the 30th of twelfth
month, 1799, aged nearly seventy years,
having been a minister forty-two years. His
interment was attended by a large assemblage
of his friends and fellow citizens, of all ranks
and degree.
During the last visit of Samuel Emlen to
Europe, he spent much time at Warrington,
and was accustomed often to advert to the
labours of his departed friend S. Fothei-gill,
and to the powerful and awakening tendency
of his ministry. He would frequently visit the
house in which his friend had lived, (it was then
occupied by the editor's parents,) and describe
and expatiate upon the hours they had there
passed together he also related several interesting passages and circumstances connected
with Samuel Fothergill's visit to America
amongst others, the following
That during
a visit which he paid to a few Friends scattered in the back parts of Pennsylvania, they
had to endure much hardship, were sometimes
obliged to pass the night in the woods, having
the sky for their canopy, their travelling
departed this

much.

life

:

:

—

cloaks for covering, and using their saddles
for pillows.
Late one night, they arrived at
a solitary house, in a lonely place ; here they
requested lodgings for the night, which were
granted.
They found that the house and
extensive farm around it belonged to an individual, the mistress of many servants employed upon the land ; she was of masculine
character, and strong powers of mind, but of
an unregenerate heart, much under the influence of unsubdued passions, and greatly addicted to profane swearing. S. Fothergill told
his companion, that from what he had observed, he thought her the most wicked woman
he had ever seen.
She nevertheless treated
them with civility, and even kindness. The
situation of the family, with such a character
for its head, caused some exercise of mind to
S. Fothergill, and in the morning he requested
that the household might be collected, and
that they might sit down together
this was
complied with, and the whole family was assembled. He addressed them in a remarkable
manner, and in particular he was led to lay
open the wickedness of the human heart in
its unregenerate state, and the awful conse;

;

was

ed, her destruction

help

was

at

hand

;

for

no human
though her home was

inevitable, as

now

in sight, she could not get in, believing
her son would be in bed, and the cottage fast.
In this strait, she lifted up her heart to God, in
earnest prayer, that He, who had often
strengthened and consoled her in many troubles, would now be pleased to interpose for
her help, and that as she was returning from
a work of charity, he would not permit her
to be devoured by these savage creatures;

her mind became composed, and she ran
quickly forward on crossing the fence, she
looked back, and perceived that one of the
:
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wolves had raised his head, and discovered
her; he uttered a shrill cry, and immediately
the whole pack was in pursuit.
Meanwhile, her son, not expecting her, had
a
retired to rest, but he could not sleep
strange and unusual anxiety came over his
mind, which continually increased; he got up,
and made a large fire of wood, which blazed
in a short
brightly, by which he sat down
time he thought he heard his mother's voice
calling to him, and opening the door, he perone
ceived her, followed by several wolves
was so near as almost to touch her shoulder
The sudden light dazzled and
with his paw.
checked them, and for a moment they fell
back, which gave her time to rush into the
house and close the door, when she, with her
;

;

;

son, both greatly affected by this deliverance,

derstand the decline is made tolerable and
easy, by an increase in that which remains
when nature fails, and is the enduring riches
of all who are happy.
She has been long
convinced of a fixed truth, and now feels its
sweetness, that religion is the stay of life,

and the greatest comfort of its close.
I am, through mercy, pretty well in health,
calm in spirit, though much emptied. I know
it is right, and may every residue of corruption, be searched out and removed.
1 can beg

ed her

through the

for sanctification

ment and of burning, and

spirit

of judg-

the degrees of glo-

rification will be justly attained.

Samuel Fothergill.
SAMUEL FOTHERGILL TO ISRAEL PEMBERTON.

united in returning thanks for the merciful interposition
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Warrington, Third month 6th, 1756.

which had so remarkably preserv-

With a heart replenished with strong emo-

life.

tions of gratitude to the great Preserver of

SAMUEL FOTHERGILL TO CATHARINE
PAYTON.
Eighth month
I

1st,

1756.

men, whose excellent name is the abiding defence of his people, and their sure munition,
I affectionately salute thee, thy dear wife and
children, for

whom,

not only from motives of

affectionately salute thee in a degree of gratitude, but the uniting

which hath often mutually united,
and raised desires for the preservation and
establishment of each other in these days of
dissipation, when so few come up to the solemn feasts and dear friend, our experience
may teach us humblingly comfortable lessons
of the faithfulness and truth of our heavenly
Father.
How hath he sustained in trials,
within and without
when the billows rolled
high, his arm supported
and when the diffident heart was ready to say, " I shall no
that love

:

!

;

see him in the land of the living," he
hath renewed his presence to us as the morning light.
Our duty, our greatest duty is,

more

humbly to follow on to know Him to abide
under his holy, redeeming hand that every
branch which would sprout out of his holy
counsel may be early removed; thus, I believe,
a happy equanimity of spirit might be more
generally known, and perhaps less of that
deep suffering which sinks beneath the happy
medium. I am afraid deep sufferings and
baptisms must be known by all who retain
their place in the Lamb's army; but such
is the equity and truth of our Captain, that if
patience have her perfect work, his true followers, even through the region of the shadow
of death, fear no evil.
May the Stay of the
righteous in every generation thus direct our
steps, in the midst of the paths of judgment,
to the honour of his cause, the dignifying his
name, and to our own peace.
I
rejoice to hear of thy dear mother's
;

;

mily,

I

cement of the

fa-

wish every degree of essential hap-

piness.

Under the protection of the Holy hand, we
arrived safe at Dublin, the 9th of last month,
but I could not reach my own habitation until
the 29th, being detained by contrary winds.
as service offered, and renewing of
strength to perform it, I was preserved from

But

much impatience, and have cause to believe
our return by Dublin was in the wisdom and
by the direction of Heaven.
I found all well at home, my dear wife
fully as healthy as when I left her
and had
awful occasion to acknowledge, not one word
of the Lord respecting me or mine hath fallen to the ground.
May it ever be awfully
marvellous in mine eyes, and engage in
prompt obedience to every succeeding call to
O that I may be preserved to be
service.
remembered in the household, by the great
Master, and his will respecting the labour,
not mine, be done.
;

I

am,

at present,

to write, but

may

peace, can review

much

my

and

for time
returned in

restricted

just say,

I

am

labour amongst you at

He who drew

forth has
caused the angel of his presence to be nigh at
hand upon my return. I have nothing to
nor
rejoice in, but abundant condescension
doth any gloomy cloud of distress intercept
my prospect of the heavens. Various are
the prospects of the skies, according to the
time of day; but if the dark clouds arise not
agreeable state of health, and more so to un- from our own misconduct, we may awake

VoL IX.— No.

5.

least with ease

;

:
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and

from them, and see the holy

arise

like-

ness.

Samuejj Fothergill.

[1756.

thy bosom, and which I hope will rest upon
thee like dew, to thy lasting refreshment, comfort and satisfaction, of which thy dear wife
will also have a share for she has been a true
fellow traveller with thee, in a feeling sense of
close sympathy, and hath borne thy absence
in a most prudent manner, with much fortitude
and Christian patience, and becoming cheer;

samuel fothergill to his sister.
Warrington, Eighth month 10th, 1756.

No

expressions are capable of set-

ting forth the variety of trials, painful labour,

fulness.

and exercise, which, within and without, have
attended me, since, this day two years, we
but I may say, with a
parted at Gravesend
deeply reverent heart, equally unalterable have
been the sure mercies of our Heavenly Father
and helper, before whom our darkness and
weakness is open and known, and his saving
arm of power magnified in the greatest distress.
He hath graciously preserved, and helped, and
kept, to return in peace and safety, when
others of his precious servants have laid down
O
their lives, far from endeared relatives.
that it may evermore be awfully marvellous in
my eyes. I believe my going was in His wisdom, and have cause to believe my return was
I found work to do at Dublin
so likewise.

When we heard of thy arrival at Dublin it
made many glad hearts. I have often thought
our quarterly meeting looked naked and weak

;

without lively evidence that I
was where I ought to be and that is enough,
I believe we parted on the 10th of eighth
month, 1754, and this is its anniversary; two
years are revolved and lapsed, but I trust they
are not lost, but have been employed to future
advantage; at least my own, if I be enough
bowed in heart to live near that Hand, which
is the glorious supporter of all who bear its
refining and turnings
I am calm, quiet, and
easy, not returned with the rapturous fruition
of heavenly riches they are locked up in the
celestial treasury, and one wiser than 1 keeps
the key

while

I

staid, not

Lydia Lancaster.

—

;

;

have gratefully to acknowledge,
one of a thousand, hath been comfortably near to my spirit, as a holy stay and
quiet rest
1 have an evidence of acceptance,
and that I have been where, and done what I
ought.
But it is conveyed in the still small
voice, which requires very deep and silent listening, and not in the rapturous whirlwind.
Good and wise is He with whom we have to
do; oh, may we labour, with diligence and
steady patience, to be meet for a place amongst
his own children, who have their bread in due
season
I

He who

without thee, yet Providence hath graciously
condescended to our help and joy of faith.
I have lately beard that Friends have had
another opportunity with the chief of the Jersey Indians, since thou came away, who
seemed well satisfied with the conversation of
Friends, and said they had now a different
apprehension of Friends, having had their acquaintance mostly with the new-light PresbyMany of them went with Friends to
terians.
their meeting on first-day, and were much tendered under Truth's testimony.

is

;

Samuel Fothergill.
lydia lancaster to samuel fothergill.
Lancaster, Eighth month 13th, 1756.

Yea, thankful

I

am

that thou hast

CATHARINE PAYTON TO SAMUEL FOTHERGILL.
Dudley, Eighth month 14th, 1756.

Solitude seems so

as well as safety, and

seems

to be so

much

at

my

much my

choice,

present business

home,

that

I

am

wil-

being very desirous that I
may not move out of my place, and so destroy
that peace I am at present favoured with.
not, my dear friend, insensible that
I am
we are frequently (I had almost said, most frequently,) the cause of that distress of mind we
feel, and hope earnestly to press after a state
of perfect resignation to the Divine will.
I
believe there is such a state of rectitude and
strength to be attained, as that we shall not be
greatly moved either by outward or inward
trials, in which attainment I know myself but
too deficient ; but through mercy, I have a
heart that loves instruction, though it comes in
judgment, and that has frequently prayed that
the Almighty might not spare the rod when it
was necessary, by which, as well as the staff",
I have been comforted ; yea, I have been fully
willing that the righteous justice of God should
be exerted, and if for any transgression I was
ling to look at

it,

I might remain there the apBut, through his grace, I dare
hope for a degree of liberty, which I already
feel ; and may my eye be ever kept humbly
watchful, that my flight may neither be in the

cast into prison,

pointed time.

been favoured with health, and every way preserved to perform such a long, heavy, trying winter nor on the sabbath day.
journey, and to return in safety with peace in
Catharine Payton.
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never once repented

SAMUEL FOTHERGILL TO JOHN CHURCHMAN. and
Warrington, Tenth month 26th, 1756.

hath not been the effect of forgetful ness,
have not before this time written to thee,
from this, the land of my nativity but a variety of outward affairs, to which prudence
It

that

I

;

required

my

attention,

relative to the Society,

especially to one

although
is

surely

I

prevails,

that

may

who knows

cannot

when

and some employment

the

plead my excuse ;
I dearly love him,

him so at all times. It
warmth of this holy union

tell

correspondence

is

most truly

am

returned home in safety ; and though
I feel no rapturous enjoyment of riches, yet
pretty much exempt from outward blame, in
the close review and examination of my progress in your land. Although the rod, as well
as the staff, are the wise allotments of our
Heavenly Father, and to me equally necessary, yet I find it safe to endeavour after
steadfast dependence upon Him, with whom
alone is salvation. I have sometimes a glimpse
of more openness, and the more sensible testimony of acceptance. But may I seek more
I

worthiness, for I have more than I merit. The
western counties appointed their yearly meet-

Warwick

this year.
It was large, and
upon the whole, satisfactory. Catharine Payton had very acceptable service but,
between ourselves, I had a painful prospect
and feeling of the present state of the ministry
amongst us yea, more so than ever before.
My sister Ann met me at Warwick, and I
went with her to London, and much rejoiced
to see her and the Doctor, not solely from mo-

ing at
1

believe,

;

;

tives of natural affection, but for the Truth's

sake which is in them, and in which I hope
they have grown in my absence.
May the
Lord of perfection carry on his own work,
until they and we are entire, wanting nothing.
It is many years since I was in that city, at
any other time than at the yearly meeting, and

was

pretty

much

I believe it was right,
Him, whose ways are

;

unsearchable, yet faithful, just and true.
The Friends who are among you from Europe, will, I hope, be guided aright they have
great need to ask wisdom of Him whose gifts
are perfect many here expect they will condemn that epistle, and censure the Friends
who signed it ; some think otherwise ; but it
is the promotion
of Truth itself, (not our
names, and our own honour,) my soul begs.
I have not hitherto received a line from any
Friend in America, except two from Rhode
Island.
You are many of you very near to
;

;

my

beneficial.

it

leave the effect to

and fresh

life,

in

remembrance

methinks

:

should be sorry to be entirely forgotten,
though I had rather that was the case, than
I

message

that the

I

had

my

to deliver in

Hea-

venly Master's name should be written in dust.
I am often with you in spirit and true sympathy the clouds seem black, and filled with
tempest happy is it for those who have a Refuge to flee to in time of storm, even the ancient enduring fortress of the righteous, the
strong tower of David.
This nation seems in a ferment, and likely
a scarcity of bread, and
to come to distress
various losses
a divided people, and many
enemies amongst ourselves; and what is most
to be lamented, our crying iniquities cut us off
from Divine favour, as it may justly be feared.
These things seem to me to portend a cause of
humiliation, perhaps more awfully alarming
than any thing we have long met with. I cannot divest myself of pain for my native land,
as an inhabitant of it, nor yet a remembering
our multiplied offences against the Lord of
heaven and earth, or desire a breach in the
uniformity of his attributes, by his withhold;

;

;

;

ing punishment from those who have despised
and abused his mercies, and mocked at his
With respect to my health,
gentle correction.
it is not so good as in your country
a pretty
;

frequent cause of complaint in my breast hath
attended me, and hath been one cause of my
a stranger to the state of silence, writing much being painful.

things amongst them, which I found lamentaOur honourable and aged friend, David
bly low
upon a view of those vvho might be Hall, departed this life a kw weeks ago, havinstrumental in rebuilding the waste places, ing been some time indisposed, but went off
one cannot avoid a cry, " O Lord, by whom suddenly at last, though 1 fully believe in a
shall Jacob arise ?"
happy preparation for that rest which is gloI found in almost every mind a secret disrious.
pleasure against the Friends who signed the
I must draw to a conclusion, with the saluepistle of caution and advice; and fully ex- tation of dear love in our holy Head and High
pected to be tried by the Meeting for Suffer- Priest, which extends over sea and land, and
;

it.
But innocently is stronger than death may we be made and
conscious of my own and friends' integrity, preserved such sanctified vessels, as often to
and mindful of that which engaged us, I was be replenished thereby, and be preserved, in
quiet, and yet bold.
I have this remark to
times of withdrawing, chaste and dependent,
make, although subscribing that epistle hath that our fruit may be on us every month, in
made me the butt of professor and profane, I the variety of seasons in the Lord's year. My

ings, for being concerned in

;
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pidity
and all I beg for is, to be remembered
'is bravely, and joins with me in the
and replenished, in the wise proportions of His
most affectionate tenders of true love.
Thine, in the fellowship of the hope and suf- knowledge, who keeps the windows of heaven
shut as it pleaseth him, and opens when he
ferings of the gospel of Christ,
I am poor, yet not void of hope at
sees meet.
Samuel Fothergill.
times, and I thank my Heavenly Master I am
SAMUEL FOTHERGILL TO JOHN PEMBERTON. content, 1 rarely open my state, but to Him
who can relieve and supply but it may not

dear wife

;

;

Warrington, Tenth month 26lh, 1756.

In a fresh sense of that love and pure friendship in which our spirits have been at times
mutually refreshed and united, I very affectionately salute thee, ardently wishing for thee,

be discouraging to thee to know there are
others poor and needy besides thyself.
seem in great agitation in this kingdom,
and perhaps on the eve of some national calamity. Few, very few, lay it to heart. Destruc-

We

as for myself, an increase with the increase of tion and bloodshed seem the principal topic of
God, and that vvhereunto we have already at- converse, but the real enemy and great deI think there
tained, we may hold fast without wavering, stroyer is cherished as a friend.

which hath been seems an increase in wickedness in this land,
is indeed the and it appears to draw fast down a stroke from
that Hand, which will make its own way in
Many are the difficulties and trials through the earth, and be magnified in righteousness.
which lies our passage to I'est and that the I do not expect your present situation is the
Yet with most pleasing but oh, that the Rock of the
souls of a remnant know right well.
equal certainty have they to rejoice in All-suf- righteous, and their dwelling-place throughout
ficiency, and make His most excellent name all generations, may be our fortress, for the
theiK song in the house of their pilgrimage. clouds seem heavy with a tempest.
Dear John, thine assured friend,
The main and proper business of every travelSamuel Fothergill.
ler, who would succeed in his journey, is to
keep close to his Guide, whether the road be
Sometimes, by enjoyous or more afflicting.
SAMUEL fothergill TO JAMES WILSON.*
deavouring to take a shorter, and at other
(The original is in the possession of Thomas Thompson,
times an easier path, people have insensibly
Liverpool. — G. C.)
wandered away, and gone on without going
Warrington, Eleventh month 9th, 1756.
forwards, and their mistake been fatal. SomeDear and worthy friend.
times a smooth path has, by its seeming
As I am persuaded thou hast greatly at
straight direction, and contiguity to the right
heart the welfare of Zion, and in a particular
one, diverted us from arduous labour, and we
manner art interested in me, having discharged
have been induced to choose present ease, at
and the danger of
the expense of true peace
*

and persevere

in that path

mercifully cast up for us, and
path of peace.

;

;

;

miscarriage hath been hid for a time, but
at last appeared with awful weight; happy
where timely enough to retrieve the mistakes
resulting from former indolence or inattention.
We live in a benumbing climate, and every
hour brings with it a torpedo, to stupify our
Though, dear friend, I am not
right hand.
jealous of any peculiar necessity for the application of the above hints to thee, yet I am so
conscious of their relation to myself, that I
cannot well omit them, as they flow unsought
for, not unfelt.
That ancient cord of love, which
binds up in the heavenly bundle of love and
final

life, is

often

around

my

spirit,

in

sympathy

This venerable Friend resided near Sedbergh,
but in his latter years he lived at Kendal. He was
born near Kirby, Lonsdale, in 1677, became convinced of the principles of Friends, and when about
thirty years of age received a gift in the ministry,

which he travelled much in England and Scotland, and was frequently engaged in
holding public meetings in many places where no
meetings of Friends had been ever held before;
great and serviceable were his labours herein.
He had to pass through many trials and afflictions, both inwardly and outwardly, under which
he was sustained with much resignation. He had
nine children, and many grand-children, all of
whom he survived, excepting two of the latter.
few years before his death, he thus wrote:
" I am now waiting, and beseeching God Almighty
to grant mo the continuance of his blessed grace
and Holy Spirit, to aid and assist me in a full prein the exercise of

A

and fellowship with some of yours; though a
debility of mind often is my lot, in which I am paration for death, and calmly to resign myself to
disqualified from much expression, and some- it; and above all, to grant me his help in that painful and trying season, that I may forever praise
times have no right to express any thing.
I
with his
have been much divested of the sense of hea- His holy name, who is forever worthy,
venly treasure

my

return, but

quiet spirit,

Son, who is my dear
my own possession, since dear
Amen !"
am thankful for a resigned,
He died at Kendal, twelfth

and blessed Saviour.

in

which

1

feel is

not insensible stu-

month 30th, 1769,

aged ninety-two, a minister sixty years.
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me in my minority,
with a father's regard and tenderness, I take
up my pen to salute thee and thy dear wife,
my worthy and honoured friend, whom as well
as thyself, I still remember with distinguished,
yea, filial regard ; and can assure thee and
the office of a father to
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offspring in those statutes they

As every

forgotten.

had themselves

begets its like, a
likely to succeed, formed upon
like

generation was
other maxims, if the everlasting Father had
not mercifully extended a visitation, to supply
the deficiency of their natural parents.
It consisted with his wisdom
and mercy
her, though I have not made many professions
of affection and esteem, there are few living to to reach forth a hand of love to many of
whom I bear an equal share, or who are the them of the younger sort, and to subject their
more frequent companions of my most affec- hearts to the work of his own power ; and
more especially of later time, he hath pretionate remembrance.
A variety of labour, in which our heavenly vailed upon many in that province brought
and blessed Father hath engaged me, hath some into the ministry, some fitting for it
very much confined my mind to the service of and I trust for many, who are like the little
;

the day, and rendered it necessary for friendship to give place to duty ; so that my correspondence hath been but little, though, I hope,
in the hidden root of immortal

life, I

am made

who hath no breasts to give to others
the sincere milk of the Word, he is buildinc
them up as a wall, upon which a palace of
silver may be reared.
I cannot but hope in
sister,

a partaker of the fellowship of the brother- that province, particularly in the city of Phi^
But this, with the poverty and lean- ladelphia, it may be said Truth prospers, and
hood.
ness which have been much my lot, hath laid there is a prospect that the succeeding gene-

my lips, and stopped
thought 1 found at least a liberty
this evening to assure thee of my regard, and
give thee some little account of myself, my
labours abroad, and how, upon the whole, I
apprehend the state of the Society is in those
Through
parts where my lot hath been cast.
mercy, I have to acknowledge I was favoured
with a more confirmed state of good health
than usual, two short interruptions excepted.
I travelled with diligence, and at times pretty
hard labour; and as I passed through various
provinces, I may give thee a hint how I fared,
and found things in each.
To begin with Pennsylvania, where I landThere are a very great body of people
ed.
who bear our name, and many who deserve
A noble seed, of several classes
to bear it.
respecting age, though too few of the aged
amongst them, who have kept their garments clean, and whose hands are strong.
Their fathers came into the country in its
infancy, and bought large tracts of land for
a trifle their sons found large estates come
into their possession, and a profession of religion which was partly national, which descended like the patrimony from their fathers, and
cost as little.
They settled in ease and affluence, and whilst they made the barren wilderness as a fruitful field, suffered the plantation
of God to be as a field uncultivated, and a
desert.
Thus, decay of discipline and other
the finger of silence upon

my

pen.

I

;

weakening things prevailed,
of Zion's beauty

;

whose love
membered the Lord of
nant,

to the eclipsing

was there a noble remwas strong, and who re-

yet

the whole earth

his house, whilst they built their

A

own.

and

may excel the last. I visited all their
meetings, not as running hastily through them,
but with great circumspection, and some of
them four, five, or six times over, being desirous to leave them in peace.
ration

Maryland

is

poor

the price of blood

mean

;

is

the gain of oppression,
upon that province

their purchasing,

—

—

and keeping

in slave-

negroes
the ruin of true religion the
world over, wherever it prevails.
Friends
there are greatly decreased in number, and
mixed with the world, in whose spirit they
dwell.
Their unfaithfulness to their testimory,

ny against

the

hireling

priests,

and

their

hands polluted with the gains of unrighteousness, have almost destroyed even the appearances of Truth in various parts
and as
the pure gift of the ministry cannot be communicated to such unclean vessels, there is a
;

great scarcity of ministers.

I

know

not

more

than two in the province on whom is the heavenly stamp visible, and they are neither
negro keepers nor priest payers.
Nevertheless, in this Sardis the blessed Hand is at
work. Some are lately convinced, and among
the rising youth are some of the true Hebrew
race, who have heard the alarm of the heavenly trumpet, and come out of their dens

and caves.
This very much describes also the state of
Virginia only I think I may add, the visitation of Divine truth seems more effectually
;

received

various parts of this province than

in

the former, and a spring of living ministry to
edification
but here the youth are those
;

whom

King of heaven delights to honour.
North Carolina is the next. There are a
the

who had thus beat their swords great many Friends in a part of it contiguous
plough shares, with the bent of their to Virginia
some truly valuable Friends,
spirits to this world, could not instruct their but few; yet many who offer a sacrifice of
into

people

;
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which cost them nothing. The largest
body of Friends here seems to me the weakest they have been a lively people, but negro
purchasing comes more and more in use
amongst them, and the pure life of Truth

hurt

several very open meetings there, particularly
two in the Baptist meeting-house, to great
satisfaction. The principal people of the pro-

Name.

[1766.

them
and as these have subsisted
amongst the leaders of the people, their example hath been injurious to others. Yet, even
here, hope remained, from a prospect of a rising generation coming up, to assert a testimoI travelled ny their fathers have forgotten or neglected.
will ever proportionably decay.
Boston government was the next place
twelve hundred miles in this province, amongst
Friends and others, and found some brethren where I found continual occasion of sorrow,
yet intermixed with some hope.
I had abunand true members ingrafted into the Vine
though worldly mindedness and lukewarm- dant labour, both with the natural branches
of the olive tree, and those without.
In that
ness have seized upon many.
South Carolina hath only two meetings; Aceldama, or field of blood, I was greatly
one at Charleston, where there are few who favoured in many open and very large meetbear our name, and fewer who deserve it ; ings, to publish the everlasting Gospel with
yet such is the force of our Divine testimony, some success, to my humble admiration, and
thankful acknowledgment to the ever worthy
I had
as to gain place among the people.
that

;

;

The

state of the Society in this pro-

What open persecution
has been too fully accomvince attended, and the Lord of all mercies plished by the caresses and favours extended
nevertheless, there are a
magnitied his eternal name. The other is one to Friends there
hundred and thirty miles distant; a pretty body of lively Friends up and down, who, I
trust, walk in white.
settlement of Friends, mostly from Ireland.
I
returned through Narraganset, Rhode
I went thence to Georgia, and had a large
meeting in the court-house, and some oppor- Island, and Long Island, into New York
where, though cause of sorrow
tunities in the inn where I lodged, to some government
service, though there were not any there who appeared, yet it was not void of hope for
many amongst them, whose faces are set
bore our name.
Zionwards. In the city of New York is a
I returned through the several provinces, as
Truth opened my way; had sundry meetings small, but very valuable body of Friends,
in the county court-houses, and some of their who grow in the Truth as it is in Jesus.
I returned to the yearly meeting at Philaplaces of worship ; and finished my visit to
Friends, where I had omitted any meetings in delphia, ninth month, 1755, which was very
my going south ; and upon my return rested large, and truly comfortable. The winter I
spent in close labour in Pennsylvania, and
a few days at Philadelphia.
The Jerseys were the next in course I through Jersey, to my relief and ease of
had much close labour there ; there is a valu- spirit. And although very painful baptisms
able body of Friends, but much chaff, though attended me, yet the overshadowing of a rock
Long which was higher than I, preserved in sumI trust things are upon the revival.
mer's heat and winter's storms; and graciousIsland contains a great body of Friends
some truly valuable, but the more aged have ly supplied for every time of want ; and
not walked as bright examples; the leaders mercifully sustained with ability to bring
forth fruit in every month, throughout the
I
of the people have caused them to err.
visited this island four times, and left it at revolution of the Lord's glorious year.
I mention it to the praise of his most exlast with a pained heart, to which the want of
a hopeful prospect of things being better cellent Name, for righteousness belongs to
Narraganset and Rhode him, but to me blushing and confusion of
greatly contributed.
vince

affecting.

is

could not

effect,

;

;

;

my

I had much
world has intercepted their prospect of a better, and greatly
impaired that beauty which once rested on
them, or their ancestors, though I hope there
remains a little remnant upright, with their
lamps trimmed and burning. But, alas the

Island were then in

close labour

course.

amongst them;

this

face

inward and outward salvation was the

;

merciful and unmerited bounty of his hand

he

staid

came

me

in

humble reverence, when I
days of Mount Zion, and

to the festival

preserved

mused on

me

in

patience,

when

I

pensively

and without, with mourning, lamentation, and wo.
Excuse the tediousness of this epistle. I
number of the faithful is there but as the gleanbut my
ing of the vintage; I met with few places more did not expect it when I sat down
discouraging.
Thence, I went to Nantucket, heart is touched with a lively sense of Divine
a late plantation in comparison with many condescension, and gratefully worships Him,
others, but too few there have kept their first not one of whose words hath fallen to the
I have nothing to glory in, and am
divisions and contentions, the certain ground.
love
companions of the spirit of this world, have weak I have known strength. I am foolish.
the scroll, written within

!

;

;

;

OF SAMUEL FOTHERGILL.
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have been helped with wisdom. I am poor,
have been enriched. The rod I have
the staff hath been often reoften merited
vealed.
I have nothing; I am nothing; let
the gain and praise be consecrated to Him,
whose is the fulness of all wisdom, riches,
and strength.
Farewell, my dear and honourable friend.
May that arm which hath been thy succour,
and the strength of thy youth and middle
I

but

;

age, be near in the decline of life, perfect
every thing necessary to be done to qualify
for converse with the saints in light, and keep
by its mighty power to the last moment.
May the close of thy well run race be joyful:
and when access is vouchsafed to the throne
of grace, remember poor me, who may have
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less for their own lives ; and if not
not train, nor pay others to do that for
them, which they believe they should not do,
either for their Master or themselves.
It is
likely the state of Pennsylvania will be given
thee by another hand, yet thus much 1 may
say, the yearly meeting was a good, profitable

much

fight,

meeting to many.
I hope thou wilt sometimes remember me,
a poor traveller in these perilous times, with
desires that fortitude and wisdom from on
high may be my armour, whilst I have to
pass through the broken ranks of these hosts,
where sword is set against sword, and the
divisions are so great, even amongst the first
born sons of Jacob for which my heart and
bowels are pained within me.
;

Thomas Gawthorp.
yet a larger portion of the slippery course
before me, that I may be enabled so to run as
Thomas Gawthorp, a fellow labourer with
to obtain, and be preserved a monument of
Thy very af- Samuel Fothergill, in America, was born at
unutterable mercy to the end.
Skipton, in 1709.
His father dying when he
fectionate friend,
was young, he was put an apprentice; and
meeting with severe treatment, he, to get free

THOMAS GAWTHOEP TO SAMUEL FOTHEEGILL.

from it, enlisted into the army.
Whilst in that service, he attended a meeting at Skipton, wherein his mind was so affected by the powerful ministry of Mary Slater,
that from that time forward he continued to
attend Friends' meetings as opportunities offered, and was brought into great exercise of
mind on account of his situation yet he was
not at liberty to have his discharge purchased, fearing that he might not stand his
one of the officers, observing his
ground
distress, made him an offer of his release,
upon payment of the money paid to him when
this, on solid consideration, he
he enlisted
;

Blackwater, in Virginia, Twelfth

month

8th, 1756.

I should have been glad to have
seen thee before thou left this continent, but

:

seems to me it was for the best that we had
no personal communion with each other, for
some in Nantucket were so weak as to imagine accepted, and left the army.
I had seen the letter thou wrote to Friends
Soon after this he married Isabel Crosfield,
there
The difference is not closed, and settled near Kendal, and in a short time
and I fear it will be to the hurt of many.
came forth in the ministry; " his mind being
Thy labour for the renewing of the disci- devoted to the service of his great Master,
pline seems to gall many stubborn ones, but and obedient to the manifestations of Truth,
causeth joy to those who are bowed in spirit he grew in the gift received, and became a
for Zion's welfare
so that there is hope deep and able minister of the gospel
diliTruth may yet gain the ascendancy, and the gently labouring, in the openings of life, for
church, which long hath had her place in the the exaltation of Truth in the hearts of the
wilderness, as a lily amongst thorns, will, in the people," often having close and pertinent
husband's time, become the beauty of nations, counsel to deliver, well adapted to their diffeand Jerusalem the praise of the whole earth.
rent states ; " not in the wisdom of man, nor
Friends were much distressed about train- in the eloquence of words, but, in the simpliing, in New England and New York govern- city of the gospel, and with the demonstraments
and though some could not suffer, tion of Divine authority. He, nevertheless,
yet a good number were faithful in the testi- often found it his place to repress a too eager
mony they were called to bear on behalf of desire after words, by setting an example
their Lord
who said, " My kingdom is not of humble and awful worship in solemn siof this world
if it were, then would my lence."

it

;

;

;

;

;

;

He

servants fight, that I should not be delivered
to the Jews ;" so that if, as servants of Christ,

nation, Scotland

they could not fight for their Master's

Friends in

life,

several times visited

many

parts of this

and Ireland. He also visited
America four times from the last
:.
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he returned " much reduced in
was preserved in much
with innocency and
sweetness, quietly wailing for his change, and
havino- an evidence that his day's work was
He departed this life
nearly accomplished."
the 29ih of ninth month, 1780, aged about
seventy-one, a minister forty-seven years.

of these

visits

bodily strength; but he
peace, being clothed

The

following extract of a letter, written
Thomas Gavvthorp's last return
in

a just occasion administered by the inadvertence of the past, or for the instruction of the
future part of life.
It consists with His wisdom, who is perfect
in knowledge, to balance our steps in rightehe wisely ascertains the bounds of
ousness
day and night; the hilly, rugged path and painful steps, the smooth part also of our race, are
all planned in a knowledge too great for our
Here may we revepresent comprehension.
rently acknowledge our incapacity for choosing right for ourselves, and commit our all
into his hand, as into the hand of a faithful
and good preserver. In the midst of his attributes of glory and majesty, there is to be
read the excellent name of most merciful
Father; but this only when he gives vision
to the eye he has formed ; until then, who is
so poor and blind as his servant'/
May that Hand which hath led and sus;

at the time of

from America,

[1756.

1778, gives some further

of him, and of the situation of
affairs in Philadelphia
" William Dillworth brought my brother,
Thomas Gawthorp, home in a chaise; he
was very feeble, he can neither write, nor in
any way use his right hand. He says he
was twenty-seven days on his passage from
he was in the
Philadelphia to Falmouth
former place when Washington and his army
were in it, also after he left it, and William
Howe took possession of it without any oppoinhabitants rejoicing,
sition, many of the
though they had little left to give them, wanting almost every thing necessary for the support of the body; beef and mutton sold at
half-a-crown and three shillings per pound,
and other things in proportion. Before he
left the place, four pins sold for a halfpenny,
and Friends wished to have bought him two
yards of flannel to put about him at sea, but
He says his son James,
could not get it.
who is settled in Virginia, suffered much;
and for refusing to muster when required
by the Provincials, he was taken and marched two hundred miles, to Philadelphia, with
his hands tied behind him and a gun on his
back he was not kept long, but sent home
again, but was not allowed to see his father,
though then in Philadelphia." (^Letter from
Geo. Crosfield, Westvioreland, to his son
particulars

:

;

thee hitherto in slippery paths, from

tained

upwards,

such hath thy pilthy staff during the
residue of thy passage; that by his help thou
may offer an evening sacrifice of praise, and
Lord, thou hast been with me from
say. Oh

thy youth

grimage

for

led through, be

!

my

youth to this hour.
Our worthy friends, A. Farrington and S.
Emien, have been at my house a week the
former has gone to visit a neighbouring county.
I believe he will have great and good
;

service
sent,

fit

amongst

us.

much

for

S.

Emlen

travelling,

is

and

not, at pre-

is

advised to

hope for his company at my house
this ensuing winter.
I have not been favoured with a line from
Pennsylvania since I left it; I am not distressed about it may the message have its proper
weight, and I care not if the messenger
be forgotten. I have nevertheless, heard with
sorrow of your distress, and the slaughter
think the clouds are
on you confines.
I
heavy with a storm towards various parts of
Geo. Crosfield, Warrington, 1778.
the British empire; scarcity of bread threathere, and is already severely felt by
SAMUEL FOTHERGILL TO MARY PEMBEETON. ens us
the poor in many parts of this land
lay by;

I

;

;

Warrington, Twelftli month 8th, 175G.

Samuel Fothergill.

A

time of deep poverty and leanness, in
which it hath pleased the heavenly Father I
should be much exercised since my return,
might plead my excuse were I silent. But I
wish to assure thee of my very near regard,
however poor and worthless I am and in:

deed, I think, at times, I see a wisdom unutterable in the most stripping times which are
allotted, when we sit alone and hold our

peace, for our houses would never be so carefully swept and searched, if we had the ten
pieces

of silver

in

constant possession

and stage players.

am, however, humbly content;
There
dare not complain, it is not lawful.
view.

I

At the close of the year 1756, and during
was much distress amongst
the poor in Warrington, as well as in many
other places, owing to the high price of provisions, and insufficient employment: the sufferings of his neighbours excited the compassion of Samuel Fothergill, and he wrote the
following address, in which he adverts also
to the circumstance of the town being then
encumbered with a company of itinerant
the winter, there

I
is

The
but

it

address was published anonymously,
removal of those people from

effected the
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the town, and

caused a subscription to be
Is this a loan to the
raised for the relief of the suffering part of himself would repay?
the inhabitants.
will hesitate a

Lord we might hope

Who

moment, upon reflecwhether it be not more consistent with
A few Hints addressed to the Inhabitants of our duty and interest, to turn this stream of
profusion into the families of the poor; to
Warri7igton, 1756.
banish this nuisance from amongst us prove
The present distress of our poor neighbours ourselves capable of rational and religious
justly demands our attention, and ought to considerations and thereby will be suggested
excite in our minds a proper disposition to to us, in a time of need, the calm, peaceful
relieve them, accompanied with gratitude to evidence of our having been good stewards
that kind Providence who hath made us to dif- of the manifold mercies of God.
Inquire not who is the author of these refer from one another.
Sympathy with the distressed is a painful marks, but whether they are true.
tion,

;

;

yet pleasing sensation, to those who consider
the social duties of life necessary to be sustained with propriety, as one step towards
a fellowship hereafter, [which] every consideration should induce us to aspire after.

Philanthropos.

john pembekton to samuel fothergill.
Philadelphia, First

month

llth, 1757.

Our yearly meeting at Burlington was a
are blessed with hearts susceptible
of such impressions, to mitigate their distress time of great favour to the upright.
Honest
will necessarily be our endeavour, if happily Thomas Gawthorp was there, and had some
their burden may be made lighter through very satisfactory opportunities in public.
In
the meeting of ministers, John Churchman
our assistance.
These remarks arise from the general com- told me, he thought him equal at least to any
In the meetings for displaints and cries of our suffering poor, which in- he had ever heard.
deed are loud and piercing, through the want of cipline, he was several times singularly fabut it is not often he is permitted
bread. Circumstances the most painful, where voured
his path is trodden by few,
not a few parents, after the labour of the day thus to ascend
are compelled to hear, without any possibility and he is often reduced so low, both in body
of relief, the piteous cries of their children and mind, as to be scarcely able to keep on his

we

If

;

:

for bread
it

for

;

alas

I

they are not able to procure

them.

That

this is the state

of

many amongst

us,

a most painful, certain truth ; though perhaps, neither thought of, nor attended to by
many, who in fulness of bread and ease, forget the anxiety of the poor.
What attempts have we made to relieve
them, and mitigate their sorrow and suffering?
I wish I could give a detail of many:
are
the inhabitants unable to administer relief to
their poor neighbours'.' are their circumstances such as to render it difficult for them to
sustain the necessary duties of society 1
I believe otherwise.
Have we not had amongst us, for many
weeks, a gang of players, vagabonds, declared
such by the laws of the land
Cannot we
is

—

feet.

The eye that is still over us for good, directed through the service of that meeting in
a manner not to be forgotten; it began sooner
and lasted longer than usual, and though many
seemed to come prepared for war, yet the
spirit of the Lamb was victorious, that with-

much argument or controversy, the mouths
of gainsayers were stopped, and the authority of Truth presided remarkably to the conclusion; which was a little sooner than would
have been chosen, if the burial of our worthy
out

friend,

John Evans, had not engaged many

of us to assent to it.
That good man had a
time of close sifting and probation on his
I went with Daniel Stanton to
death bed
visit him a few days before he died, and
found him low, dejected, and distressed. This
find money enough to squander upon them, should excite alarming considerations in some
to supply their luxury, and pay them for of us, who are conscious how vastly deficient
corrupting our youth ?
we are of the attainments which he had exWe can spare, as I am credibly informed, perienced yet, alas! I must confess we lay
John Pemberton.
from eight to fifteen pounds per night, sup- it too little to heart.
porting, at the expense probably of one hundred pounds, these vagabonds, in defiance of
LYDIA LANCASTER TO SAMUEL FOTHERGILL.
every awful sanction of laws. Divine and huLancaster, First month 23rd, 1757.
man and yet hear unmoved the cries, and
see the tears, of our starving poor, who mourn
That pure love which I dFten feel
for the relief we thus lavish away.
bubbling up towards thee in the spring of
;

1

;

;
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Divine life, engages me to send a few lines
beseeching thy acceptance, as I know we
have an endeared afFection for each other,
grounded in and upon that ancient Root,
which hath hitherto borne up and been the
support of us and of all the faithful, through
And
the various tribulations of our march.
lest our grand adversary, under any disguise,
should get one step in upon any of us, to deprive us of that free partaking of the sap,
and virtue, and nourishment which this heavenly root affords, I have made a narrow
search and close examination of myself
and inward condition, with as much singleness and impartiality as I was capable of.
For I was ready to think thou had not
such full unity with me, nor indeed with
few of us, as used to be. I could tell no
reason for it, except that we could not all see
and think alike about some new proposals,

and

in this

we

did not play the hypocrite, but

spoke freely, and
friendship.

I

am

I

believe in

sure

I

much

did, for

is

it

love and
the

way

Truth leads me, whether I may be the better
and after
or worse thought of for so doing
have spoken my mind, do think myself
I
clear, not bearing any grudge, or harbouring
any ill opinion respecting those who may not
But I search my beat that time see as I do.
lief over again, whether they or I was in the
right; for we none of us plead infallibility, or
desire any should pin their faith upon us, but
desire all may see for themselves, and see
;

right; so leave such things as cannot at that
time be accomplished by love, nor strive too
much, nor over-drive any of the flock, lest
thereupon they should sicken and die; for all
are not of one strength, and yet with care,
time, and patience, may so run as to accomplish their journey.
read, the Apostle
Paul was not only strong, but skilful also, in
spreading the Gospel net, becoming weak
with the weak, taking their pace in a gentle
manner, whereby he caught many.

We

is far remote from my heart's
daub any stone in God's Zion
with untempered mortar, or to heal any
wound of sin deceitfully; but I find as it was
love ever raised and made any of us instruments of service in the house, so it is by
our abiding under the same influence that the
body comes to be edified, and to grow from
one degree of strength to another, to be
changed from one measure of clearness in
understanding, brightness and glory, to another.
And though thou may think our meeting worse than it was a few years since, I
own myself to be of another judgment, both
repecting aged and young; but I may be
mistaken, so shall leave it for time and truth
to determine, and with a heart fruitful in love

I

hope

intention

it

to

[1757

to thee, my beloved and valuable friend, and
thy dear wife, I now conclude, and remain
thy real, true, and constant friend,

Lydia Lancaster.
SAMUEL FOTHERGILL TO ELLEN EVANS.
Warrington, Second month 4th, 1757.

which Truth itself
is by no means
impaired. Often, very often, since I left your
land, has it been strongly revived, and more
especially so upon receiving the sorrowful
tidings of the removal of thy dear husband,
a circumstance in which the affliction is, like
Thou mournthe loss, very extensively felt.
est the loss of a tender husband; his children,
that of an affectionate father; the church
laments a pillar removed from the place it

That

affectionate regard

raised mutually in our hearts,

a lime when such are greatly wanted.
sorrow allowable for the perfect example
of every virtue, even Jesus wept for Lazarus;
this, nature demands, when its connexions are
broken, and the endearing social ties dissolved: but thou well knowest, and I hope it now
filled, at

—

A

stands thee in stead, that we are all pilgrims and
strangers, as our fathers were, each journeying on through this region of distress, towards
that city which
hath foundations.
should we grieve too much when a companion
with whom we have travelled many dubious,
anxious steps, has an entrance granted him
into the holy city a kw moments before us,
and enjoys consummate felicity, whilst we
stand at the door and wait also for the same
fruition, of which at times we receive the
earnest ?
Upon all the glory of the earth, and all its

Why

thing, one
immutable law
and determination of Him whose name is the
Most High " They shall perish." Throughout all nature and natural connections, however endearing, it has been and must be
verified.
Equally fixed is the subsequent
truth, the joy and the song of many generaOn this evertions, " But thou remainest."
lasting Husband, Father, Friend, and Succour
may thou and thine now lean, and know this
dispensation sanctified and blessed to all
your help, in renewing diligent care to live
and move, that when the Great Shepherd
shall appear, and all his faithful servants with
him, your portion may be among them for

upon every

enjoyments,
inscription

is

visible

written, as the

;

ever.
I cannot avoid addressing myself
you, the descendants of my honoured, because honourable friend. I am convinced the
same gracious Hand which was his support
and comfort, has been near to some of you
for the like glorious purpose, even to establish

And now,

to
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you before him for ever. But I am jealous
that the want of religious depth, and simplicity God-ward, hath been cause of halting,
and rather a choosing to embrace the present
world, and have a name eminent in it, than
to have a new name, the name of God, and
of the city of God. Thus will the heavenly

might have acted
my conduct
but if integrity of heart and honesty of intention are general salt, I appeal to the Searcher
of hearts, every part of^ my labour amongst
you was seasoned thereby. I have been,

tenders of immortal treasure be disregarded,
and the vain shadows of things be preferred
to those true riches, which none ever sought
with too great diligence, or if they sold them,
heart
ever got their worth in exchange.
honestly concerned for your help cannot contain or dictate flattery; I love you dearly,

the holy school.

and

review.

more wisely

since

my

Perhaps

in

return,

some

I

parts of

making some proficiency
I left

in

your land with a holy

and knew upon my return the royal
diadem upon me. I have known the withdrawing of the pure river, which is the cause
of solid joy to those who are replenished by
A
it.
I have seldom in the course of my experience known so dipping a time.
The day
again hath dawned, in which the mysteries
I am also persuaded
therefore thus I write.
there is a seed and heritage that mourns in couched in darkness, and sealed for a time,
secret, because of its leanness, and honestly are opened, as well as the requisite labour of
seeks relief whence it hath ever sprung. the day; that I find when the cloud is taken
May stability and patience be the girdle of off the tabernacle, the voice is very near to
their loins, and in the Lord's time this poor, call to fresh labour and methinks, in a humsuppliant, distressed seed will delight itself in bling sense of the worthiness of our Master
to be ever served, all within me says, O Lord,
fatness.
One general hint from my own experience, give me thy presence, in which is all things,
and the parity of our states, would I suggest and let prompt obedience be my return for
Let all your conduct de- ever! Oh that it might also be thy happy
to young people.
monstrate that you remember the worthy lot to know the feast of dedication, for in the
deceased with due affection, and though he be solemn day of dedication of the temple to God,
lam abundantdead with respect to the body, yet let him a glorious feast is ever held.
ly convinced the Author of all sure mercies
speak.
I have found it my duty and great
advantage to place in view my worthy father, would have it so; and if Solomon's choice of
and in matters of importance, or dubious wisdom be thine, He will array thee with discases, to consult what would have pleased tinguished glory; if otherwise, the event is
him, who was ripe in experience and judg- fixed. He will cast off and reject.
It is time to conclude, which I canment. I believe this reverence to the memory
of a worthy and religious parent, is an obla- not well without a testimony of afTectionate
tion of sweet incense before the Everlasting remembrance of thy wife and children, for
whose true help and establishment in the best
Father.
may Israel's Rock things I am concerned, even with a distinFarewell, dear Ellen
May you, their parents, by
be thy safe abode, and keep thee fresh in guished anxiety.
spirit, green and fruitful in old
age, and living example, show them the way to rest
unite thee to Him, and the many generations and peace, and thereby a peaceful acquittance
of the just, who are entered within the pearl in the day of inquisition will be obtained, and
quiet,

;

;

trust the solid satisfaction of seeing in this

gates.

I

Farewell, ye descendants of the great and
good; imitate their example; as they followed Jesus Christ, follow ye them. Be wise,
for it is true happiness: in wisdom you will

those fruits of Heaven's blessing on your
and care, which may be yours, and your
children's everlasting rejoicing.
Remember, I entreat you, dear children,
and humbly seek Him in youth, for religion
and holy fear is the best embellishment of
youth, and the safe and only guide through
the difficulties and snares of life, as well as
the excellent companion and solace of de-

fear to offend,

and

this

fear

is

an excellent

Samuel Fothergill.

defence.

SAMUEL FOTHERGILL TO ISRAEL PEMBERTON.
Warrington, Second month 4th, 1757.

As

the

love

I

bear

thee

is

sincere,

life

zeal

clining years.

Samuel Fothergill.

I

myself it is reciprocal. I know thy JOHN PEMBERTON TO SAMUEL FOTHERGILL.
engagements are various, I also know my
Philadelphia, Second month 19th, 1757.
own unworthiness to engross time which may
be spent more usefully.
On the 8th instant I received thy very afthink I am profited by the general fectionate epistle.
The kind expressions of
I
silence of my acquaintance on your side the regard and good wishes for my welfare which
water it has led to a solemn, strict scrutiny it contains, affected my mind with a degree of
flatter

;
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reverent thankfulness, and with a desire that
ray attention and solicitude might increase
steadily to pursue the path of peace, whether
it is joyous or afflicting; for I have felt, and
with awful weight, the danger of niissing the

crown and lately my situation was dismal,
and thus continued a long time, so that I was
;

entirely without hope, yet subscribed to the
Almighty's justice. And though the prospect

of an eternal separation, and an inheritance
of inexpressible misery, was beyond utterance distressing, yet I was filled with deep
anxiety for the tender youth whose feet might
be turned out of the path, or greatly injured
in their journey, if by being left to myself, I
should commit any thing that might bring
And though prayer was cut off,
a reproach.
yet was I resolved I would live as near to
that which I thought right, as weak reason
would suggest, or was in my power. At
length the long suffering and gracious Being
was pleased to favour with a degree of light,
in a time unexpected, and a prospect of duty
seemed to open, to which I seemed freely resigned, but afterwards that vanished, and 1
enjoyed a calm, and was willing to do, or to
suffer any thing to be under the Divine notice.

May my

reverently magnify the
Lord, and rejoice with fear in the all-merciful
God, whose tender dealing with us cannot be
The freedom with which
fully set forth.
thou hast written to me, and the fatherly care
manifested when present, have made me thus
free, believing thou wast not altogether insenspirit

[1757.

bear up the ark in these times, when it is
For this end halh he
grievously shaken.
vouchsafed the visitation of life and understanding, and hath at times taught thee to
travail in spirit for the cause, and admitted
thee to the tribulation of the companions of
Jesus a fellowship not eligible to many, who
would have the cause to prosper, but do not
concur in the promotion of it, in themselves or
Let not the embarrassments of this
others.
world, neither the commerce of it, nor its
slupifying fears and turbulent commotions,
divert from an honest inquiry after thy proThere is all our
per place in the church.
safety and rest. In stormy times, these know,
such is the excellency of Zion's dwelling
A slone in
place, none can make her afraid.
a building is not serviceable merely for its
filling a vacancy, but, being skilfully placed,
it covers some,
it keeps others also in theirs
that the share every
and supports others
stone has in the support of an edifice is wor;

;

;

thy of

religious

An humble
Workman to square

application.

application to the holy

and

to be

and a sincere yet fervent resignation
placed where He will, will, in his own

time,

fully

fit,

instruct

what

is

our place, and

Having known thy place,
us therein.
was the
and entered therein, abide there
other hint which spread in my heart towards
Beware of being turned out of it by
thee.
fix

any of
enemy

—

those suggestions which an unwearied
frequently

raises.

One

seemingly

want of proper qualification
Is it of the Lord
sible of my situation, and the danger that but whence this want?
attended me when thou wrote, for many of perfection that the people are lame and
He is infinitely
for too defective, or of themselves ?
of thy expressions were applicable
great inattention has been my failing, and full of all we want, and would make our feet
indeed I am surrounded with infirmity, and firm upon the mountains, and therein beautiful.
Beware of arraigning a wisdom that is
darkness often covers me.
John Pemberton.
yea, unfathomably so in the
deep and high
building of his house, and the choice of the
samuel fothergill to james pemberton. several parts thereof; for where this spirit
prevails that puts off labour, and slides away
plausible

is

the

;

;

;

Warrington, Second month 25th, 1757.

of that pure and true friendsubsisted betwixt our worthy

The ground
ship,

which

fathers,

was doubtless

in

that love

which

re-

throughout all generations; and as
the natural descendants from fellow members
so united, abide in the same love and pure
friendship with the ever-living Head, the union
will remain undiminished, and the present, as

mains

well as the past, will

make

us as epistles in

with the plea of unfitness, it hastens their
rejection from the house of God ; and alas
then, what fabric can they flee to, in the
stormy day of his power and wrath?
Inwardly dwell in His pure preserving
Let not the world lift up above thy
fear.
proper place, in reverence of heart and chastity towards the Beloved : let not the extensive concerns of merchandise, lawful in themselves, be carried to such a degree, as to
I

induce to forget the pearl hid in the field; and
one another's hearts.
Two expressions have often, since we part- I humbly hope thou wilt attain and retain
ed, moved in my mind to apply to thee, with that rest which is steadfast and immovable,
earnest desires they may have due place. rejoice thyself, and teach others also how to
The first is this: Know thy place. I am rejoice in the stability of God's salvation.
may the most subFarewell, dear friend
made fully sensible the Lord of the family
hath designed one for thee, in his house, to stantial of all blessings be diligently enough

—

;
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Thine

that

it

again, "
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may bring forth more
whom the Lord loveth

fruit ;"

and

he chasteneth," and those who are without it, or do not
Samuel Fothergill.
love it, are bastards.
O, what need we have
In the spring of the year 1757, S. Fother- of patience, after we have done the will of
gill had an alarming illness, which lasted a our Master, to wait for the promise.
New
lent defence.

in sincere affection,

The exertion and fatigue
he had undergone in America; the long journeys on horseback which he was in the constant habit of performing; the nature of his
public services, and the many engagements
which incessantly occupied his mind, ail combined to produce a serious effect upon his
constitution, from which it never afterwards
considerable time.

new grinding, new melting, seems
think, the lot of poor instruments and
vessels, for the work is new; but who are we,
that we should reply, or ask the question,
whetting,

to be,

Why

I

hast

thou

made me

thus,

subject

to

change or be changed ? It may be, if we can
be enough passive, and content, from being
marred in our own eyes, the change may be
from glory to glory.
fully recovered.
What am I writing, or to whom? If I have
His strength was on this occasion greatly
reduced, and his recovery was slow.
It is gone too far, do not expose me.
Abraham Farrington.
thus mentioned in the journal of his intimate
friend, Catharine Paylon
" Fourth month
9th, 1757.
We went to Warrington, where DR. fothergill TO SAMUEL FOTHERGILL.
a renewed occasion of thankfulness to graLondon, Third month 31st, 1757.
cious Providence was administered, by the
Yesterday I received an agreeable account
probability of the recovery of our dear friend
from cousin Charles Chorleyofthy recovery.
Samuel Fothergill, from an indisposition whereAs soon as thy strength, the weather, and the
in his life had been despaired of.
This had
:

—

much

—

my

mind, from the consideration of the great loss the church would sustain by his removal, and myself as an individual member thereof; yet durst I not ask
afTected

his longer continuance, in this state of trials

and dangers, knowing that
called him out of it now,

Divine wisdom
would certainly

if
it

be in the best time."

ABRAHAM FARRINGTON TO SAMUEL
FOTHERGILL.
Newtown, near

Yesterday

Carlisle,

was

Third month 19th, 1757.

roads permit, the easy motion of a carriage
will, perhaps, be beneficial: be very careful,
however, of the first cold, for this may plunge
thee again into great difficulties.

This, I hope, will find thee fast
if not yet able to write thyself,
yet let us hear from thee through some channel, as often as possible.
I must leave to our
sister, for a while, the management of a correcruiting,

and

respondence which is one of the principal
pleasures I enjoy. But I am almost oppressed
at present, though, I trust, it will not be of
long continuance; and I write this after having mounted not less than fifty single pairs of

monthly meetstairs to-day, and some of them at no small
had been very weak for
distance from each other; but whilst I have
several days, but was helped much that day
any sense left, whether I am able to express
the helping hand was near. I have often found
it or not, I shall always remain thy affectionit has been the way in which I have been led
ate brother,
deep into suffering, both in body and in mind,
to be prepared to do a good or great work; and
after it, must be brought down again, almost,
ing

as

;

it

it

was

I

large.

it

I

to death.
Oh astonishing
so be, or so suffered ? but to keep

seems, near

why must

at Carlisle

!

the creature from glorying; and to prepare
it for another work, it must be marred.
O,
let it be in the Potter's hand, new made for

every work.
Had I been a silver or a golden
vessel, the marvel need not have been so great.
Silver or gold will melt easily, and not lose
either virtue or weight; but wooden vessels
cannot bear the fire, but deep scouring, rubbing, and scalding they must have, to take
out the scent they are apt to contract.
So
that I find that saying remains true, and will
stand for ever, " Every branch in me that
beareth fruit, my heavenly Father purgeth it.

SAMUEL EMLEN TO SA3IUEL FOTHERGILL.
Dudley, Fourth month

M. and myself were favoured

B.

4th, 1757.

to get well

to Stafford, the next evening after setting out
on the journey. The next day was extremely
wet, and perhaps, proved a sufficient excuse
to some of our brethren in profession, for their
not attending the monthly and quarterly meetings, both held there.
The number of those
who came was very small I think not above
a dozen or fourteen men, and not more women among the latter was dear C. Payton,
:

;
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from works to rewards, I hope the rememit was a day of suffering
She intimated her willingness to brance of her will be often livingly fresh in my
The endearsee some of their families at home, and much mind for my own instruction.
to my unexpected pleasure, intimated a free- ing love which subsisted between her and
dear C. P., will render the trial to the latter
dom that I might accompany her therein.
she knows where in time past she has
matter, and hoped, great
I thought a little of the
to

whom,

I

believe,

and pain.

;

proved not in her way, or burdensome,
might be an additional opportunity of im-

if I

found support, and

I

hope

will be yet

enabled

Him, who remains to the upright,
provement to myself, among the many put unalterably faithful and all-sufficient.
My good wishes are towards thy brother
into my hands by a gracious God, whose
long-continued willingness for my help fur- Joseph's family, to some of whom the visitanishes matter of humble admiration and tion of Divine love is extended, to the hummay they
thankfulness, with a degree of which I wish bling of their minds at times
The contriray mind may be daily clothed; being satis- prize the mercy while afforded.
fied I am distinguished by receiving many tion under which I have sometimes seen
mercies, and peculiar marks of unmerited long Sarah* has affected my mind, and raised
O that the time past, in desires that she may now, in the time of
neglected favours.
it

to trust

in

;

my heart has been too much attached
lying vanities, may be properly, and then
will it be profitably, reflected upon, by quickening to greater care and vigilance in the
important work of true religion, the necessity
which

to

of which, at times,
I

am

is in

mercy shown me.

painfully sensible, that although

youth, the most acceptable season, be prevailed with to embrace that, which will furnish
true peace and durable comfort, when the
most pleasing of temporal enjoyments sink
into very nothingness, with respect to any
satisfaction in their

I

power

to yield.

Samuel Emlen, Jun.

my coming to Warrington,
your meeting, in the words of samuel fothergill to israel pembertojt.
the apostle, " O, Timothy, keep that which
Warrington, Fourth month 25th, 1757.
is committed to thy trust, avoiding profane
have had a long indisposition, being
I
and vain babblings ;" an inattention to the
former halh been an inlet to the latter, and to afflicted with the rheumatism and a fever, and
my unwary mind, hath been a destructive in general apprehension near my final change;
snare of the adversary, who, alas, persuades but am, through mercy, much better in my
too many of the unguarded youth, that if health, though very weak, and have but at
they refrain from those things accounted times the use of my hand.
Neither absence, nor sickness, nor any
among men immoral, they are then safe
By this specious delu- other circumstance, hath impaired that love
from noxious things.
sion, my sorrowful experience bears me wit- unfeigned, I bear to thee, thy dear wife and
ness, a seeking after that most desirable children; a love flowing from a pure founknowledge, of a growth in spiritual under- tain, which would efl^ectually wash all our
standing and Divine favour, is diverted. garments from every thing unlovely, if we
Hence come leanness and poverty, which if enough sought and waited for its baptizing
against virtue, and would present us without spot or
not timely fled from, produce death
which I desire to be more watchful than in wrinkle to our holy Head.
I have found it very necessary to bow in
the former part of my time, and hope, when
for thy future breathings heart to the rod with which the Heavenly
it is well with thee,
on my behalf, to that Being, with whom is Father has pleased to chastise me, and with
inward and outward distress to humble into
all-sufficiency.
The sorrowful news from Ireland of the very dust before him. A lime of profitable
and may it
church's loss, and the afflicting dispensation searching, I trust, I have had
allotted to S. Neale, in the death of my dear evermore remain, and its result as a nail
mother in the Truth, Mary Peisley, quickly fastened in a sure place. We serve a wise,
spread thus far; an additional evidence of the gracious Master, and yet, even after we have
uncertain continuance of all sublunary things, done our duty, and laboured according to the
which I wish may awaken me to more present direction and portion of strength, we
strict consideration thereof, and diligence to have need of patience, for in the inscrutable
endeavour, as much as in me lies, to follow treasure-house of our Master is reserved our
Oh that such may be our fidelity,
the footsteps of that truly worthy woman, of wages.
was, early after

called

upon

in

;

;

I have this testimony, that of all the
* The second daughter of Joseph Fothergill,
people within the compass of my knowledge,
She died at Leeds, third
I think none were more watchfully circum- aflerwards Sarah Hird.
spect at all times than she. Though now gone month 31st, 1819, aged seventy-eight.

whom
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through the various revolutions of our pilgrimage, that nothing may deprive us of our
crown but having received the faith of our
Lord Jesus Christ, may we hold it fast without
wavering, and receive its reward, even the
salvation of our souls.
Our worthy friend Abraham Farrington,
was lately well in the county of Durham.
He has along with him the most unquestionable seals to his commission, and is amongst
us in the fulness of the gospel power to
search out the hidden things of Esau, and is
a nursing father to the tender plants.
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SAMUEL FOTHERGILL TO ABRAHAM DARBY.*

;

I

am

greatly obliged to thee for the extracts

of the proceedings of your yearly meeting,
and glad to hear you were favoured with the
overshadowing of the Holy Wing in it, and
blessed with a spirit of mutual condescension.
I hope all things will work together for good,
as the meek, suffering nature of the Lamb is
abode in.
I was supported by the Hand which has
been often near to my help, to labour honestly
in London, and not ashamed of the gospel
of Christ my Lord.
Many of the warmest
opposers of the progress of the church from
strength to strength, were at their country
houses.
I expect the united attack of such
will be upon me at the yearly meeting.
But
I know who has covered my head hitherto, and I humbly beg for wisdom and counsel
and strength in the field of battle, in which I
shall find myself necessarily engaged.

Dear worthy M. Peisley

is

now beyond

the

reach of reproach, having suddenly finished
her course, and gone down to the grave, in
the highest degree of splendour, and the
glory of her Master's countenance, which
was most eminently, nay, in a double portion,
with her for some weeks before her final
change.
She was married to Samuel Neale
the 17th, taken ill two days afterwards, and
departed the 20th of last month, to the great
loss of the poor withering church in Ireland.
But unsearchable is the wisdom, and perfect
the goodness of God, who rules in heaven

Warrington, Fifth month 14th, 1757.

Thine I received this day, and have to
acknowledge, with gratitude to the gracious
Preserver of men, I am much recovered from
my late indisposition, though yet weak, and
not altogether free from pain.
I nevertheless
hope to reach the yearly
meeting in London, and am necessarily obliged
to make it as easy a journey as 1 can.
I
hope to be at Coventry the day thou mentions, and have thought of easing myself now
and then by the use of a post chaise. I am
under some engagement of mind to attend a
meeting in this neighbourhood next first-day
but one, and am really unfit to make any
excursions out of the direct road, unless duty
absolutely required.
With the utmost sincerity,

I

wish thy daugh-

Hannah much

happiness.
May Jesus be
called to her marriage, and every real blessing be extended, in the wise proportions of
eternal mercy and wisdom.
Let not the
transient glare of this world nor its fallacious
ter

promises, bring a veil over that beauty which
in holiness, or impair in her view the loveliness of that one in a thousand, " fairer than
the children of men," whom she has sometimes beheld in measure.
All visibles are
is

fleeting

;

all

lower connexions, however ten-

and laudable, liable to dissobut he that loved us and gave himself
for us remains the Ancient of Days, yet new
der, endearing,
lution

;

every morning.
Let your example, oh parents
impress these truths deeply on your
offspring, and spread
amongst those with
whom you have to do, or amongst whom
you have to walk, lively examples of that
humility and heavenly mindedness which becomes and adorns those, who well knowing
the greatness of this world is a tempting
snare, and yet an empty bubble, seek a city
which hath foundations, laid and established
before the foundation of the world was laid.
and on earth.
Farewell, beloved friends, be wise, watchful
I cannot make retaliation
of the favours and happy.
and kindness I have received from thee and thy
Samuel Fothergill.
family.
My most ardent wishes are for all
your prosperity, and growth up into heavenly
At the approach of the yearly meeting he
places in Christ our holy head
that the
blessings of heaven and its fruitful dew may was sufficiently recovered to leave home, and
be known to lie upon your many branches, yea, accompanied his friend, Abraham Farrington,
to remain there long
that even beyond your by easy stages to London, when they both
excellent progenitors, your blessings may ex- attended that meeting.
tend
and thus would Eternal Fulness plenteously diffuse more and more through the
* Abraham Darby died at Colebrookdale,
third
families of his people the riches of all ages,
month 31st, 1763. The marriage here mentioned
as they are made the chiefest joy.
was that
!

;

;

;

Samfel Fothergill.

of his daughter

Reynolds.

Hannah

to

Richard
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necessary daily to press after, and beto be so for all, however advanced in
experience, or dignified with divine honour,
who are yet in a state of progression, and
may advance in glory and holy stability. And
inasmuch as we may acknowledge, with humble gratitude, that the Lord our God has
done much for us, and in his own wisdom
and power exalted us above many of his
servants, may we be still concerned that his
own image, which is purity and perfection,
may be more and more conspicuous in all our
find

JOHN GUENEY* TO SAMUEL FOTHERGILL.
Norwich, Fifth month 29lh, 1757-

When

parted from thee at Gravesend, I could not think, if we both lived, that
I should have missed seeing thee at the first
yearly meeting in London after thy return,
which I much longed for. I am unavoidably
prevented, and so must submit; I have not
missed above once before for twenty-three
thankful it has
I am very glad and
years.
pleased Providence to permit thy safe return,
and to hear that thy health is restored for I
am ready to believe there was never more
I

last

;

need of a nearness one

to

another; nor any

[1757.

it

lieve

it

works

we may

that

;

word,

lievers, in

in

be examples to the beconversation, in doctrine,

in spirit, in faith, in purity.

Through

infinite favour,

I

am

got thus far,

my

remembrance, called for I hope well, on my journey, having been
more circumspection. We seem, from many helped by the mighty Helper to discharge my
incidents fallen out, more noticed than ever, duty beyond my expectation or desert
and
and according to the shining of our lights also made subject to the humbling dispensashall we become a blessing or a hindrance to tions of his providence, so that it has been
period, that, in

;

I can truly say
those that are seeking truth.
I greatly wish in our whole conduct that we
may be blameless and harmless.
In this place we have of late had great
changes, and Truth has, in particulars, operated very strongly, I may safely add miraculously; the freethinker, the libertine, the
scoffer, having in great nothingness and humility, been deeply baptized into the spirit of
the gospel, so that the last are become first,
and some that have been cause of great pain
I am sure I am
are now a cause of joy.
truly glad that it is so, yet I cannot help also
desiring, that such as by their outward appearance have seemed first, may not be the
very hindermost, or that, being centred in form
and ease, they should become lost to the very
savour of life, and so be dry and die. May

be incited to more and more diligence, by
seeing the invitation of our great Lord embraced by such as have long dwelt in unbelief,
and have, as it were, wasted their substance
all

in a strange land.
I know not what
ing thee thus, but
thee in a few lines.

I
I

shall urge for my writfound a desire to salute

Thy

afl^ectionate

friend,

John Gurney.

CATHARINE PAYTON TO SAMUEL FOTHERGILL.

little

royal

me whether

to

robe, or

I

made

was clothed with the
appear naked and

to

view of the people, if the
might but be honoured in
and by me
both which states have been
remarkably my lot, and I believe, will be
measurably so, of all the vessels that are
made and preserved honourable in the Lord's
house. They must be stripped of themselves,
and have all former experience taken away;
so shall their ministry be more and more refined, and effectual to the end for which it is
appointed
and though it appear less in meabarefoot in

name

of

the

my God
;

;

It is not, my
be more in weight.
dear friend, because thou art ignorant of these
things, that I write them, but as they freely
offer to my pen, I drop them simply: perhaps
by such free communication we may read
each other in the life, and be incited to persevere in the heavenly race.
I am favoured with an agreeable companion
in Sophia Hume, and John Kendall has given
up to accompany us in our intended journey
to Holland, who I rather hope will be more
serviceable than some Friends may expect,
as he has of late years been industriously
improving himself in the language: so far as
I can yet discover, Providence smiles on the
undertaking, and 1 humbly hope will favour

sure,

it

will

us with peace therein.
Woodbridge, Sixth month

2l3t, 1757.

In that love which neither lime nor distance
can efface which breathes health and salvation to all, and especially to the heritage of
God do I salute thee, with ardent desires

—

—

and yet firmer establishment on the eternal Rock, which I am sure I

Catharine Payton.

MARY PEMBERTON TO SAMUEL FOTHERGILL.
Philadelphia, Sixth

month

29th, 1757.

for thy preservation

* John Gurney died eighth month 2nd, 1779,
aged sixty-one.

I marvel not at the low, stripping
seasons thou hast experienced, since thy return from such an engagement; and indeed,
it is a
manifest token of the peculiar regard
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of Infinite Wisdom and mercy, to administer
a balance of this sort to his children, who are CATHARINE PAYTON TO SAMUEL FOTHERGILL.
indulged with large attainments, and blessed
Norwich, Seventh month 6th, 1757.
with precious endowments, that through every
I
cannot
quite
easily leave the nation, withdispensation of his providence they may be
preserved in an humble dependence upon the out acknowledging the receipt of thy truly acstrength of His everlasting arm, whose faith- ceptable and seasonable salutation in this city,
wherein I have indeed been partaker of the
fulness faileth not.
It was, dear friend, with a considerable de- suffering of the righteous seed, which I fear
is oppressed in the hearts of most of the progree of concern we heard of thy late illness
and I think, I may say for all thy friends, fessors of Truth. Our meetings are much
that I do believe there never was a friend frequented by many people of other societies,
amongst us remembered with a greater degree who have an ear open to the testimony of
of esteem, or more unfeigned love, than thy- Truth, and some are convinced and settled
The aspect of our affairs appears more amongst Friends, for divers of whom I hope
self.
and more gloomy, and the Lord alone knows well; but, alas the numerous company of
what will be the event of these commotions preachers is far from administering joy to
in the midst of which, all that me. I am afraid many of ihem are untimely
in the earth
and these, perthe humble have to hope for is, that they may births, and some bastards
see Jerusalem a quiet habitation, a tabernacle haps, make the greatest noise, and are in
that shall not be trodden down.
He is suffi- danger of hurting the few true born children,
cient to exalt his own name and power, by whose judgment has not yet acquired strength
ways and means which are not to be compre- to distinguish from whence the voices which
hended by the finite, limited comprehensions are uttered are; and seeing how some, who,
of men, though the clouds are darkened by 1 doubt, have little root in experience, appear great in the branches of doctrine, they
an impending storm.
Daniel Stanton desires to be particularly may, on considering how little and foolish
remembered to thee thy letter to him was they appear, be discouraged from coming up
particularly acceptable and very serviceable, in their services, or unwarily led to an imias it came in a needful time, and was expres- tation of that, which, to a discerning eye, is
sive of that sympathy and regard which is apparently some of the wares of mystery,
truly an emanation of the Divine mind, and Babylon.
which that alone can inspire the soul with
I am now nearly clear of them, and hope I
may say I have in a good degree discharged
it could not have been more suitably adapted
had thou known his circumstances, he being myself faithfully for which, perhaps, I may
not go uncensured
for I believe it appears
then very low in mind.
somewhat strange and ungrateful to hear one
Mary Pemberton.
cry, " A sword !" in opposition to such as
In the sixth month, 1757, Samuel Fother- have cried, "Peace!" But (or I am mistaken,)
gill attended the quarterly meeting at York, there is occasion for such doctrine, even to
and the following circumstance is related of the chiefs amongst them, some of whom, I
him.
He had been largely engaged in the fear, are too much clothed with spiritual
ministry, and was at that time in great repute pride.
among Friends every where his company
I delivered thy message of love to
was much sought, and many appeared to
but not fully in thy own terms.
-,
I
strive who should show him most attention. make no doubt of his having been of honourHe was earnestly pressed to stay and attend able descent, and of considerable service in
the meetings on the ensuing first-day.
An the church but if I feel aright, a renewed
aged woman, from the country, a plain, honest baptism is necessary for him.
should
I
Friend, believing him to be in some danger scarcely write thus, did I not fear that the
from the caresses of the people, took him knowledge of his standing in the relation with
aside, and repeated the passage, When Jesus thee which thou expresses, would rather tend
perceived that the people would take him by to exalt than humble him.
I lodge at Henry
force and make him a king, he departed into Gurney's; I feel a considerable nearness
the mountain himself alone.
S. Fothergill of spirit to him, and to Edmund and his
saw the force and wisdom of the advice he mother.
took his horse, and quietly departed towards
Although suffering is my lot, my good
home and when afterwards adverting to the Master deals bountifully with me, in resigning
circumstance, he always spoke of it as an ex- my spirit to the various dispensations of his
cellent admonition.
providence, and sometimes raising me, in his
1

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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own
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eternal Truth. seek not their own honour, but the glory of
never forsake the Him who hath called them, and I wish (not
in which there is without faith,) that they may have their effect
light, peace, and joy unspeal<able.
I can say to stir up the negligent to diligence, and entruly, that I fear nothing so much as being courage those who have begun in the heavendebilitated for his service, by taking any ly race, to persevere, without fainting to the
crooked step through life. Let what will in end, where the prize of eternal life is to be
the course of his unerring providence attend obtained.
A. F. and his companion leave us this
me, I am at present resigned thereto, if hapThe poor old man is sadly afflictpily the mark of preservation may but be set afternoon.
upon me. It is true, as thou observest, " the ed with pain in his head, and at times seems
conflicts of the passage are arduous."
very low in his mind, lest he should thereby
I need
thy prayers, not only in the present weighty be rendered incapable of service.
I accomengagement, but perhaps more so in my fu- panied him to two meetings this week, in both
ture trials, and through mercy, I feel thou of which he bore powerful testimonies to
canst not withhold them, for the Lord has Truth, I am persuaded to the edification of
opened our hearts in intercession one for an- most present, in a manner much suited to
other, having singularly united us in the best their circumstances, and will not soon be forrelationship ; may our eyes be kept attentive gotten.
There is great need in this country
to that which alone can make us helpful to of such skilful and laborious workmen, where,
each other, and give an impartial judgment of though there appears some greenness and
our prospects and services.
life, the enemy is scattering his tares, and in
Catharine Payton.
many, yea, abundantly too many, the seed is
choked, and in danger of being destroyed. How
P. S.
I am this morning favoured with glad would some be to hear thou had drawthine, which on thy own account affords me ings in thy mind to pay us a visit ; but if that
true satisfaction, although the low state thou is not to be expected, yet let us be in thy
art dipped into claims and obtains my sympa- remembrance, and when thou art favoured in
thy; but as I doubt not its pointing to some the secret of thy heart to approach the throne
further height of glory, or being placed as a of Divine Grace, intercede for our preservadefence on that wherewith Divine wisdom tion, that we may hold fast the Truth, of
and mercy has already clothed thee, pardon which we are convinced, without wavering,
me if I say, I rejoice in thy tribulation, as I and if it be the will of Providence, by examhave frequently done in my own. I heartily ple, and as He may otherwise appoint, conjoin thee in desiring that I may be preserved tribute to promote his glory.

power,

to

testify

to

his

Oh my dear friend, may I
way of his commandments,
!

—

humble, and hope that

how

to proportion

He who knows

Henry Gurney.

best

the depths to the heights,

for the salvation of his people, will administer

samuel fothergill to samuel emlen.

baptisms effectual for that end. The secret
Warrington, Seventh month 25th, 1757.
strippings and fears which I pass through,
are only known to him
they frequently
True friendship, like its synonymous virtue,
breathe this language
I
have nothing to charity, is not restricted to the general forms
glory in but my infirmities, and the Divine of correspondence, but, whenever its sacred
mercy.
C. P.
warmth is felt, discovers itself, though per-

—

;

haps in weak productions. This, at present,
my apology to thee for writing.
I hope it is well with thee, though, if I
Norwich, Seventh month 9th, 1757.
judge right, in a situation rather painful than
Our worthy friends C. Payton and S. Hume, joyous but I rejoice in thy tribulation, as it
are still here, with A. Farrington and John most certainly tends to produce experience to
Bradford.
Their company has been much to thyself, and a yet further establishment in
the satisfaction of Friends in general, and that holy stability, which is the blessed fruit
very greatly to mine, who have the pleasure of suffering, when rightly digested.
of entertaining them. I hope they have had
Such are the times as to require the true
some reason not to repent their visit to this sons of the immortal Father to enter into
place.
Our meetings have been very large their chambers of mourning, and weep for
probably C. P. may have given thee her senti- themselves and Jerusalem's progeny; and even
ments of them, and therefore, f shall only say, to adopt the prophet's wish, "Oh that my head
her appearances therein have been like such as were waters ;" nevertheless, He, whose is the
cause, the kingdom, the power, and the glory,
* Henry Gurney died fourth month 7tli, 1777. is not unmindful of his distressed servants

HENRY GURNEY* TO SAMUEL FOTHERGILL.
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nay, their sorrowful bemoanings are to him a
very acceptable sacrifice and a Divine fragrance attends them, as a part of that sweet
odour which ever arises to perfume his holy
habitation.
Let not, therefore, thy disconsolate situation, in weakness, and in great
poverty at times, dismay thee
neither lose
thy hold, in humble, depending patience, for
that love which is symbolically set forth as a
woman to her sucking child is towards thee,
and as thou abides in its holy relish, and lives
in obedience to its holy dictates, thy borders,
though now scarcely visible, will be laid with
fair stones
thy windows, or the faculties of
thy spiritual understanding, with agates, well
polished or squared, according to the rules of
unerring rectitude; and all thy gates, through
which the will passes into action, of transparent carbuncles
all fitly framed together, as
a receptacle for Him, who is glorious through;

;

;

;
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rated from that simplicity which in the beginning appeared amongst them.
Yet there remains a remnant, who are near the kingdom of
Christ, and who, I cannot help thinking, were
there a solid body of Friends in this city, might
be likely to settle with us.
I find myself considerably straitened in conveying the mind of
Truth to the people through an interpreter.
John Vanderwerf acts in that capacity; he is
the most suitable person we could meet with,
having a pretty thorough understanding of
the English and Dutch tongues, and being of
a sober conversation, and not void of religious
impressions.
1 believe he is very just in
rendering the sense of what I say to the people, but for want of a greater depth in expe-

seems to me to be in part
and the openings of Truth are choked.

rience, the virtue
lost,

But notwithstanding
cumstance, to which

this
I

discouraging

may

add

my

cir-

being

the Holy One frequently stripped of the sensible enjoyment
and if he be the of the best good, and made to sit in bondage,
architect, no matter whether we are a lodge under the humbling sense of human infirmiin a garden of cucumbers, or built up in the ties, which creates fears respecting my future
simihtude of a palace; for both are necessary, standing; yet have I never been suffered to
in the appendage of the King of kings.
doubt my coming here was in the direction of
Repine not, therefore, dear friend, at the Infinite Wisdom, who can, if he pleases, make
wise allotment of the great Master to thee, in effectual to his glory, means which to us apthe economy of the Holy household; infinitely pear very weak and imperfect.
I am conwise is he who hath assigned it, and the future vinced that those who go on such errands as
reward is proportioned rather to the fidelity of this, must be divested of seeking great things
his servants, than to the sphere of their mo- to themselves, and endeavour to keep in the

out

all his

name.

Thus would

build thee up to his praise;

tion in dignity.

sympathise with the afflicted from experience, yea, from my present lot, which is
cast by the fountain of Marah.
I may, perhaps, be preparing for some future service,
I

but am, at present, as I believe is requisite
for me, stripped of all.
Some glimmerings
of the Master's countenance at times appear,
but in the general situation of my mind, I
feel less than the least of all true disciples.
May the name of my God be exalted, though
I am abased in dust and ashes.
Farewell, dear Samuel, be vigilant and

happy.

Thine

in truest affection,

Samuel Fotheegill.

patience of Jesus, which, if I am favoured to
do, I hope, at least, to return with the evidence of having done what 1 could. I am
not without apprehensions that this country

has suffered much for want of being visited
and indeed, I have
by weighty ministers
often wondered that any part of the Lord's
vineyard, wherein there are any plants of the
true vine remaining, should be so much neglected
or that a country wherein liberty of
conscience is allowed, and wherein some of
the people are inquiring after truth, should
have been no more visited of late years.
Doubtless the difficulty I labour under has
been a discouragement; but I cannot help
thinking that had the visits of Friends been
:

;

catharine payton to samuel fothebgill. more
been
Amsterdam, Eighth month

We arrived at Helvoetsluys on

the

1st,

frequent,
less

1757.

22nd

than

it

that

difficulty

would

have

is.

Catharine Payton.

ult.,

and proceeded by way of Rotterdam to this
city, where we found a kw under the profession of Truth, some of whom I hope and
believe, are measurably in the possession
thereof, although in some particulars not so
strict as some Friends in England. By these we
are gladly received, and also by some seeking
people of other societies, especially amongst the

samuel emlen to samuel fothergill.
Swansea, Eighth month

1st,

1757.

Thy

acceptable letter furnished additional
occasion of reverent thankfulness to thy God

and Father, who, at times, brings to thy remembrance an object indeed unworthy the
notice of his children, and in great kindness,
Mennonists, who are a people greatly degene- through them, at times, as well as by his own
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me know his gracious
help is not wholly withdrawn ; notwithstanding the repealed backslidings, and departure of heart, which have
been my sorrowful experience, would long
ago, if his ways were like the ways of men,
delectable presence, lets

willingness for

or
of
of
of

my

thoughts as the thoughts of the work
his hands, have caused a total withholding
benefits, and prevented any further offers

made
to his

[1757.

thee an instrument of good to others,
own glory and to thy peace. That his

arm may keep

thee in hours of difficulty and
deep distress, on account of those who are
unmindful of their true and chief good, is my

Samuel Emlen, Jun.

great desire.

his

SAMUEL FOTHERGILL TO ISRAEL PEMBERTON.
Warrington, Eigtith monlh 18th, 1757.

love so often disregarded.
I

was yesterday

at their

meetings here,

in

both of which, an entire silence, as to the
outward, was kept; and oh that I could have
been more sensible of a joint inward labour
and travail of spirit, for that sustenance which
rightly nourisheth the soul, and preserves it
vigorous, quick, and lively before God.
But
alas
poverty, weakness and want are such,
as perhaps to bring so near death's door as
to be scarcely sensible, sometimes, when good
is stirring in meetings ; though at other sea!

when quite alone, and separate from
outward company, the Lord of me^'cy,
sons,

all

in

melting goodness, graciously vouchsafes some
touches of his love ; and then doth my heart
rejoice, and with humble gladness, concludes
it is good for me to be here.
Be it in whatsoever place it may, to feel the renewings of
heavenly favour is really more worthy my
anxious seeking than all visible things, some
of which have been very desirable in my esteem, and with great solicitude cared for, at
the expense of neglecting the invaluably pre-

I

am, through mercy, restored

to

able degree of health, though not

a

toler-

so

fully

confirmed as I could wish but I desire patiently to acquiesce with the allotment of
Providence, with the consciousness, that I
have spent my strength and constitution in
the best of causes, and I leave the event to
;

Him who
I

is

infinitely wise.

remember every branch of thy family

and not seldom I
you in spirit, with a portion of that
warmth I found when present, and which is
with a peculiar tenderness

;

visit

not lost or extinguished by personal absence.
Worthy Thomas Brown, I hear, is removed
to

the

society
in

and everlasting fruition of that
amongst whom he happily conversed

full

his pilgrimage below, to abide with ever-

lasting burnings in seraphic
lighted his fire

when he

love,

where he

sacrificed before the

congregation.
Oh happy, desirable release
from care and pain, to freedom and eternal

The chilling winds of this world's
care can no more obstruct his verdure and
cious, immortal part.
fragrancy, but, planted on the banks of the
As the secrets of the Lord still continue to river of life, his leaves and fruits will be ever
be with them that fear him, distance of place produced, through all the duration of the
has not deprived thee of a sense of my con- everlasting year.
dition, but the holy and all-knowing IntelliExcuse my incoherent letter ; it is
gence, who hath heretofore communicated to a copy of the present state of my mind,
thee a knowledge of the states of others, did, engaged in various and almost oppressive
in mercy to me, again speak through thee labour, yet at all times replenished with love
unto me; and thy letters furnish some en- to my friends, and amongst that number is
couragement

certainty!

endeavour after contentment very distinguishedly every branch of your
and faithful patience family.
Samuel Fothergill.
in his dealings with me; though for some
weeks past the general situation of my mind
SAMUEL fothergill TO JOHN CHURCHMAN.
hath been one of great distress and pain. A
Warrington, Ninth month, 1 757.
solitary path as to the outward, have I had
to pass along, but my heart craves the guidI salute thee and
thine in true love.
I
ance and direction of that wisdom which is have often felt it strong, and still perceive it
infinite, and that power all-sufficient may at- is of that nature many waters cannot quench,
tend.
Under these feelings do I, at times, nor can the distance of place impair it. And
hope for stability and advancement in the too it is a most singular privilege the true born
little frequented path of the tribulated followchildren enjoy in their mutual sense of, and
ers of Jesus.
access to, the table of good things, when the
I am thankful for thy kind notice of me, laws of matter and motion deprive them of
and so long as I retain my right senses, shall personal intercourse. Oh that we may know
be glad of its continuance
and by seeing the renewings of the Holy Ghost upon us, in
some testimonials of it, either in very kw or such a manner as to qualify for a place in the
many lines, just as thou findest thy mind Lord's house, and therein to abide, as sanctiqualified by that Power which hath often fied vessels, empty or full, as his wisdom sees
to

in the Divine allotment,

;
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My

been often among the
which allotment I wish a wise
resignation, to guard me against impatience
and insensibility. I have had several letters
from my friends on your side of the water,
which give me an account of things amongst
you. I hope the trials permitted to attend you
will tend to the help of many, though I believe
them very severe and pinching. The desolations on your frontiers are very distressing,
but the difference in Friends' judgment, the
meet.

empty

hath

lot

vessels, in

disunion within the gates of our Zion, affords
more cause of mourning. I am glad to hear

205

as, in the allotment of his wisdom, he
hath seen meet to prove you deeply, may
wisdom and knowledge be the stability of
your times. The establishment of a Meeting

and

was by many amongst you
as you sat under your own
vine and fig-tree
many of you have rejoiced
in the flowings of worldly abundance, and
for

little

Sufferings

thought

of,

;

not sung to the springing well of God's salvation, and it is consistent with his righte-

ousness to vary his voice, and teach them by
the things they suffer, what is due to his arm,
and the weakness of our own.

Samuel Fothergill.

mutual condescension prevails amongst you,
that ancient signal of best fellowship.
I nearly sympathize with the living amongst
you in this time of deep probation. O, that
you may all stand fast, and quit yourselves
like men, for that testimony and faith once
delivered, and now revived, to the saints.
In

thomas greer* to samuel fothergill.
Dungannon, Ninth month

9th, 1737.

have often thought of thee of late, and I
think, alway attended with strong desires that
this heavenly brotherhood I feel myself in thou might be sent to visit us in this nation,
spirit present with you in your land
not as which may truly be said to languish as to the
having left aught undone which duty required, life of religion, but am afraid to expect such
I

;

when I consider the weight
on thy shoulders in your own land,
kingdom of Jesus our Lord. And if the a painful sense of which I have more than
church go into the wilderness, her place is once felt, and in my small measure, have symprepared of God, whose eye looks towards, pathized with thee and some others therein; inand his arm sustains, every part of his exten- deed, if I have felt right, the number of those
sive family, both in heaven and earth.
The who are rightly baptized into the state of the
mourning of his heritage is as audible to his church is kw with you, as well as here,
ear, as hosannas of the fixed inhabitants of considering the number of professors
yea,
his holy mountain.
and of those who lay claim to something of
For our part, we seem (I mean the Society) sacred embassy to the people. But, alas, many
but in the sweet participation of the

patience, and

tribulation of the

hope,

Gospel and

a thing suddenly,
that lies

;

them are too superficial to feel the states,
and much less capable effectually to prescribe
for the recovery from those things which weaken and afflict the body.
It is indeed a cause
of sorrow to behold the leanness and dryness
that has overtaken many; and when a comparison is made between the present state of
the church, and that healthful, active, green,
fruit-bearing condition, which dignified our
worthy predecessors, at, and after the breaking forth of truth amongst them, the declension from the life of religion, simplicity of the
gospel, and nobility of mind, is very apparent.
The making of such a comparison
doth often affect my heart with pain, and strong

to live in great union, but I fear the unity of of

the one ever blessed Spirit

is

but rather an agreement to
they may or will, without

them

not the source,
let

things go as

much care about

any are zealous for the testithem out as turners of
the world upside down, and troublers of the
;

mony,

and

if

rather to single

church's quiet.

For

my own

part,

disbanded soldier,
valid, yet in

some

or,

I
I

little

am

very much like a
hope, more of an inpay, and commanded

do duty in a particular spot of ground; and
let my Master's good pleasure be done, and
let him send by whom he will, if I may but
to

know my name

is upon his roll, it is enough
have lately had the company of are my desires that the few faithful, to whom
a great stranger
my brother John spent a it hath been given to see into the depths of
few weeks at Scarborough, and returned this Satan, may yet wax more mighty, in the
way to London his company was acceptable wisdom and power of the Highest.
as a brother and as a friend.
Dear Samuel, I am afraid to enlarge, not
I hope it may
contribute to his health, and the relaxation of only as considering to whom I am writing, but
his mind from a cumber, in which it is very also that it may not be lawful at all times to
difficult for the plant of renown to flourish.
speak or write what we see or feel but having
I feel that I am exceedingly near you at
often, as at present, felt the free circulation of
this time in my spirit.
I think your yearly
meeting at Philadelphia begins this day; may
* Thomari Greer died in 1803, a minister upthe God and Father of sure mercies preside
wards of fifty years.

for

me.

We

;

:

;
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which the Father of lights
hath vouchsafed to give to his children, as a
bond of holy fellowship by which, though dispersed in different lands, we are bound in one
bundle of love, and notwithstanding far absent
in body, yet present in spirit, being as epistles
I thought I would venin each other's hearts
ture to give thee these few lines.
that unity of spirit

—

—

Thomas Greer.

England, and but that I had some hope that
might some time be rendered serviceable
it
to some of them, would have rendered our
I know not
of our journey might be profitable for us all, as it might
further instruct us in the necessary lesson
of patience, wherein I found I had need to be

much more

stay

but this

at the close

dear companion, Sophia Hume,
being gone to London.

left

me

this afternoon,

Catharine Payton.

Kelvedon, Ninth month 10th, 1757.

should some days ago have made thee
a sharer of the satisfaction I felt on my return to my native land, resulting both from a
sense of having been absent therefrom in the
wise appointment of Heaven, and the gracious, supporting, preserving hand of the Most
High having been with me, for which my
soul bows in thankfulness, and I hope I may
say, all within me worships His holy name,
with desires to be devoted to his service
through the residue of my life; but that this
dispensation of life and peace was very quickly succeeded by its contrary, wherein I could
not determine to address thee, rather choosing
to commit the keeping of my soul to God,
He no doubt, in
than to my fellow-servants.
the wise appointment of his providence, permits and appoints these alternations of light
and darkness, as preservatives to his people.
I am now, through mercy, a little relieved,
and I hope settled in my former service of
ministering principally to the members of our
own Society, which, being very different to
that wherein I had been engaged on the other
side of the water, it is no wonder that I must
be immediately stripped of the clothes I then
wore, and be clothed with a new suit, which
I was ready to think, when first put on, were
the plainest I ever wore, yet I hope suitable
to the occasion and time wherein I am appointed to serve in the Lord's house, which
appears to me to be a time wherein the people
are not to be delighted with eloquent oratory,
but instructed by plain, simple truths, suited

disagreeable.

trial

little

better learned.

My
catharine payton to samuel fothergill.

[1757.

I

which ministration I ardentDoubtless I
both grow.
wanted to be washed, as well as to change my
garments, having been long amongst men of
unsanctified spirits, although perhaps not such
as are looked upon by the world as the worst
sort
but I have found by experience that it
to their states, in

ly desire

:

we may

JAMES PEMBERTON TO SAMUEL FOTHERGILL.
Philadelphia, Ninth

month

15th, 1757.

Public affairs on this Continent are
remarkable for the confusion which attends

them.

None

of the attempts in a military

way

have answered the expectations of the people,
but, on the contrary, every thing they have
yet prepared to do hath contributed to strengthI do not incline to be partien the French.
cular, further than to remark, that in proportion to the increase of these tumults, so, in

some measure, advance
the

gloomy prospects,

and probaAnd, amidst all

the trials

tions of our poor Society.
I

am

at

times led to

conclude none occasions more sorrowful reflections, than the present state of the church,
many of whose members, by a long enjoyment of ease and tranquillity, have become
too insensible of the dignity of our calling,
and in this day of trial start aside which
affords occasion to look back, and consider
the close engagements and labours of the
Lord's servants, who have been sent amongst
us, to warn, and caution, and proclaim the
necessity of being roused from the lethargy
which hath prevailed, in order to prepare for
such a time of trial as hath overtaken us
and happy would it have been, if more regard
had been paid to such messages. The testimony of the Prince of Peace would be less
violated than hath been too visibly the case
lately, by evasions and temporising, of which
there have been painful instances on a late
occasion in the Jerseys, where the day of
trial hath been more closely manifested than
at any time during the late agitations; the
unfaithfulness of some hath contributed to the
burdens of the few who were concerned to
stand their ground.
Amidst the present calamitous circumstances, it affords cause of thankfulness that the
extendings of Divine regard are so signally
manifested towards us, by the continuance of
the messengers of the gospel, sent to labour
;

exceedingly difficult to converse much with
those whose desires are not subject to the
yoke of Christ, without contracting a tincture
of that infectious lightness which appears in
the whole course of their conduct.
were eight days wind-bound at Helvoet- amongst us
we have now six European
sluys, during which time we were in company Friends in these parts, the company of all of
with several who came in the same packet to whom we expect at our approaching yearly
is

We

;
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John Hunt hath spent most part of sight of the ministry, and to caution privately
in this province, where his min- where occasion might offer
believe the
I
istry, and other Christian endeavours, have meeting was upon the whole satisfactory,
been attended with evidences of divine favour. both to those of our Society and others. The
Our Meeting for Sufferings hath met pretty people will be glad of future opportunities of
diligently since its establishment, and a varie- this kind.
in the
ty of occurrences have presented
Be assured I am not insensible of
transaction whereof I hope nothing hath my own condition, and of the need I have to
been done to the disadvantage of the cause of be watched over as a child, and I think greater
Truth.
poverty and weakness seem to be my daily
I cannot but acknowledge how much I am experience; that this dispensation may be paobliged to thee for thy kind letter, which 1 tiently (not with supineness and indolence,)
It gives me acquiesced in, that the will of the Highest
shall endeavour duly to regard.
some satisfaction to be so far noticed by the may be thoroughly done, in and by me, is
Lord's servants, and I am frequently desir- my earnest desire. I have been ofien brought
ous of so conducting as to be preserved at to more than willingness to be what the Lord
least from injuring the testimony, or of ad- would have me to be, but under the operation
ministering uneasiness to them.
of his hand there is need of patience, which,
I am, with much regard and affection, thy if he graciously furnish, it will be sufficient.
loving friend,
James Pemeerton.
Samuel Emlen, Jun.
meeting.
the

summer

;

;

SAMUEL EMLEN TO SAMUEL FOTHERGILL.
Bristol,

Ninth month

ANTHONY BENEZET* TO SAMUEL
FOTHERGILL.

26th, 1757.

Philadelphia, Tenth

Thy

month

1st,

1757.

affectionate lines I esteem an additionconfirmation of the continuance of that
friendship, wherein, so long as I am divinely
assisted to be steadfast in the pursuit of true
peace, I shall always have cause to rejoice.
Sure I am, that notwithstanding the ties of
nature in external affinity are strong, there
seems to me to be in the Truth connexions

so long prevented my
writing to thee, my dear and near friend.
But thus it hath been, that I have not dared
to meddle with religious things
when I have

much more

That

in the body,

a creature

al

firm, by which the really living
whereof Christ Jesus is the holy
head, are united one to another.
As we are
humbly and reverently engaged to keep in this
unity, no greater joy will be experienced by
any one of us than a confirmed sense of the
increasing strength in ourselves and fellowmembers, and the advancement of each indi-

vidual in Divine favour.

Nothing but the deepest sense of inward
poverty could have

;

done

it,

rebuke, and

my

now

love

is

I

am

is

at

it

as entire to thee as so low

capable of,
But what shall I say 1
*

has been with
a loss what to add.

especially in writing,

is

fixed

O my

and

certain.

leanness,

my

Of

this virtuous, humble man, so well known
philanthropy, and as an early and strenuous opposer of the Slave trade, little need be
said here. He was born at St. Quintin in France,
1713. He was of a respectable family; his father,
a wealthy man, was a Protestant, and, along with
many others, was obliged, by the persecutions
which followed the revocation of the Edict of
Nantes, to seek a shelter in a foreign land ; he
accordingly removed with his family to London,
and afterwards to Philadelphia. His son Anthony
joined the Society of Friends about the fourteenth
year of his age, and for the greater part of his
life pursued the useful occupation of a schoolmasfor his

Thy remark, that " to move in the line of
Divine appointment, is our strength and safety," is, I doubt not, the language of wellgrounded experience, and I trust will be at
times profitably suggested to me when doubts
and wavering surround my weak mind.
The Western yearly meeting, held at Milverton, was, in several of its sittings, greatly
overshadowed with the life-giving presence ter. A competent judge has pronounced him
" one of the most zealous, vigilant, and active adand power of the Most High, to his own glovocates which the cause of the oppressed Afi-iry, and the comfort of many, who I believe
cans ever had."
have returned

to their

own

habitations with

peace and gladness.
Isaac Sharpless, Edmund Peckover, Samuel Hopwood, John Fry,
William Cookworthy, and six or eight other
ministers were there
the service of the meeting was pretty much on the first two; there
was a little company met early on the firstday morning preceding the meeting, and six
or seven elders were desired to have the over;

After a life spent in endeavouring to serve God,
and eminently devoted to the service of his fellow
creatures, he died, aged seventy-one years, on the
3rd of fifth month, 1784.
At his interment the greatest concourse of persons, of all ranks and professions, was present,
that had ever been witnessed on such an occasion
Several hundred black people
in Philadelphia.

attended to testify their regard for this friend of
their oppressed race, and of mankind at large.
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is
beyond expression, and so at sometimes heretofore, from an intimation
by me, that I dare not as it were which he had received from the Proprietary,
extend any further, lest I should defile God's that it was offensive to the Ministry in Engjewels.
Though a beggar may have a pro- land. Our sense of duty in this affair, at this
spect of the order and beauty of God's house, critical conjuncture, is too deeply impressed
and can even at a distance see, and appre- to be rubbed out by repulses, or disdainful
hend he can distinguish the furniture of it, flouts, arising from misconstructions of our
yet shall he presunfie, while clothed in rags, intentions, which are pretty liberally beWill he not defile the stowed on us at present but our proceedings,
to enter therein 1
same, and be the greater object of scorn, in- iTianifesting the sincerity of our intentions,
Perhaps a time may come when they come to appear in public view, may
stead of pity
when a washing and pulling off the filthy set things in another light."
rags of nature may be known, and a belter
Thus we see how that which lets will let,

leanness

sensibly

it

felt

;

'/

clothing experienced.

Thus

far I

it is taken out of the way; but, surely,
Friends keep their places in the Truth,
there is no sword formed against it which
will prosper, and every tongue rising against
its judgment, will be condemned.
And I am
persuaded that stillness and patience, when
we have done our duty honestly, are safest to
abide in
and it will be seen that the Lord

until

have written, and that not with-

a rebuke, but could not longer delay
expressing my sincere love to thee, dear
friend.
Why is it so with me? if thou hast
any comfort or counsel to communicate, do it
I beseech thee.
May the God of all consolation be with thee.
From thy afflicted friend,
out

—

Anthony Benezet.

if

;

will

and

abraham faerington to samuel and

I

a way for his Truth and people,
enemies will fall.
came almost directly from the Northern

make

their

dales to this place.

susanna fothekgill.

Let us not forget the rock, nor the hole
of the pit from whence we were dug it is a
This may just inform you that I yet live, rugged place to get to and from I left it too
If I should have my age renewed,
although my suffering at times is consider- soon.
able, both in head and heart.
Indeed, such and wings as an eagle, or as a giant refreshed
with wine from the true Vine ; or, in thy
is the state of the church in general, that I
think I am called to suffer with it, both in language, warmed with fire from above; or,
body and mind the whole head is sick, and if my Master would give the signal, and
the whole heart faint.
The mystery as array me with his own livery, I would venThis, with dear love, from
well as the misery is, that so few lay it to ture his pay.
heart, or seek relief.
To have the earth your poor old friend,
Abraham Farrington.
cleave under us, or the sea overflowing us,
would cause great lamentation and outcry
yet to see the world, earth and sea, swallowsamuel fothergill to his sister.
ing up almost whole counties, in a religious
Warrington, Tenth month 3rd, 1757.
sense, and we at ease, and thinking all is well,
is surprising.
I am poor, very poor : I
have a fund of
Thy letters were to my comfort as a glass affection and tenderness, but even that is at
wherein we sometimes see one another so times almost inaccessible, and then how can
excellent is this kind of correspondence to dis- I bring it forth ? I may claim thy affectionate
tant friends ; sometimes like apples of gold in sympathy, and perhaps, if at any painful
pictures of silver
pictures set up in our best hour the like may attend thee, it may suggest
room, i. e. the heart or as nails in a sure relief, in that thou art not alone. The alterplace
or as goads, to prick one another for- nations of light and darkness are necessarily
ward, or to keep back ; for poor oxen, old appointed ; in the flrst creation of this world,
oxen, with a load, go heavily and dully up night intervened betwixt the days if so, in
hill, and sometimes run too fast down. These the days of purity and innocence, what may
epistles renew the epistles formerly written in not be expected, when transgression and ofour hearts such have been thy lund letters fences have brought an interruption of order
with divers others from worthy friends. I re- and harmony? Nay, if the Almighty Former
ceived one from John Pemberton, and one from have renewed into newness of nature, the
John Churchman, who says, "
are now day and the night remain in Divine wisdom,
going to an Indian treaty, to be held at Easton, in the necessary variety of the new creation,
in Bucks county, though we have been repeat- that each may show forth their wonders, and
edly informed by the governor that it was his speak his praise who ordained them.
Thus,
desire we should not attend, as we had done beloved sister, friend, and fellow traveller toYork, Tenth month

1st,

1757.

:

—

—

—

—

— —

—

;

;

We
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wards the mountain where the Lord rests,
having finished his work to perfection, we

may

learn to rejoice in tribulation, sustained

by a

lively

hope that neither heights nor

depths, things past, present, nor to come, shall

separate us from that love which is stronger
than death, though the trials thereof may be

manifold.
I

am

relievingly sensible

of best

help and strength renewed to act and live to
my own peace, and the advantage of others;
as a person, embarrassed in a dark wilderness, without a path or light, beholds with
joy the retijrn of day, and the prospect of the

dwellings of men, so hath my exercised spirit,
after a painful, yet profitable baptism, again
beheld His face in the Light, and found myself amongst his shepherds' tents; may the
gain and glory be ascribed where it is ever
due.
I am, in the bonds of sincerest affection, thy loving brother,

Samuel Fotheegill.

209

may be graciously pleased yet
choice of them, though it may be in
the furnace of affliction.
This is designed to go by our valuable friend
Thomas Gawthorp, whose visit has been very
acceptable and serviceable, I believe in general, and in a particular manner to myself,
having his company in the house at a time
when nearly tried my only daughter being
visited with a dangerous illness, which reduced
her so low, that for many days I despaired
of her recovery, and she herself did not expect it. Though she had been a hopeful child,
it was to her a season of deep probation, and
a winnowing time, in which the Lord was
pleased to manifest to her the emptiness of
every temporal enjoyment without that of his
Divine presence, for which she was in great
distress ; and as it hath pleased him to raise
her, even from the brink of the grave, I hope,
and earnestly desire, it may prove a lasting,
off,

to

but that he

make

;

visitation to her.
She, with the
of our children, retain an affectionate
pemberton to susanna fothergill. remembrance of thy dear husband, and entertain, at times, a pleasing prospect of once

profitable
rest

mary

Philadelphia,
I

am

Tenth month

13th, 1757.

at times mercifully favoured with a

degree of that united love, which in its Divine
nature and efficacy cements the hearts of its
true votaries, and makes them dear to each
other, though personally unacquainted. It is
in this sort that thou, my friend, hast been
often brought to my mind, as well as a near
remembrance of the deep travail and unwearied labour of thy dear husband in the glorious work of the gospel, in which my spirit
hath frequently been greatly refreshed under
a variety of exercises and close baptisms.
And I doubt not but many besides myself do
both now, and will hereafter, reap the advantage of excellent fruits produced by his ministry, as well as that of divers others of our
valuable friends, eminently gifted and qualified
and sent to us in an acceptable time, which to
me seems an evident demonstration of heavenly regard, and that the everlasting Arm of
Sufficiency is still stretched forth to gather a
people, whose progenitors were not only blessed with the dew of heaven, but also with the
fatness of the earth. Outward peace and tranquillity filled Iheir borders, and the sound of
war they were strangers to but, alas the
scene is greatly changed, and I believe many
of the offspring of those worthies, who are
entered into their heavenly mansions, have
too lightly esteemed their fathers' God, and
the Rock of their salvation. Nevertheless,
there is yet a number whose trust and confidence is in him alone, and these at times are
favoured with the spirit of intercession, that
the descendants of his people may not be cast
;

Vol. IX.— No.

6.

!

more seeing him in Philadelphia,
many beside them would rejoice.

at

which

Mary Pemberton.
john churchman to samuel fothergill.
East Nottingham, Tenth month 15th, 1757.

think that this yearly meeting,
during the time of our sitting on the affairs of
the Society, was as much favoured as any
meeting I was ever in
which is, indeed,
great cause of solemn thankfulness. We had
the company of many of our youth, who sat
with a reverent attention, and some spoke to
the business to my admiration
so that, notwithstanding all our troubles, which are many,
I dare not yet conclude that the Lord intends
to destroy us, but rather to instruct by a rod
of correction.
Dear Samuel, as to myself, I dare not say
much, being never more sensible that of myI

;

;

I am weakness altogether.
I have known
few times of greater purgation than of late,
which has made way for a greater degree of
purity for a time, and the text says
The
pure in heart shall see God and, indeed, it
is only in a state of purity that the Lord reveals his secrets, and opens those things
which to the world and its spirit have been
kept secret from the foundation of the world.
In many places there is a young

self

—

;

generation coming up, who will take the burthen willingly upon them, not of constraint,
but of a ready mind, and the work will prosper in their hands, though at present they
may be reproached by such Sauls, who, at

27
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know the anointing is upon the young,
and the spirit is in them, though departed
from themselves, because of disobedience and
who more jealous and spiteful than such at

times,

:

John Churchman.

times are?

gospel,

[1757.

impatient of contradiction, and very

is

apt to smite at the honest fellow-servant,
put on re-examining

and foundation.

my own

joined to

when

attainment, prospect,
Fi'om these two extremes,
its

great poverty, arise pain,
I need not desire

and often deep anxiety.

ANTHONY BENEZET TO SAMUEL FOTHERGILL.
Philadelphia,

Tenth month

17th, 1757.

I herewith send thee a new edition of John
Everard's writings a book on the reading of
which, often, light and a degree of life have
been communicated. Doubtless thou art not
unacquainted with it but, as it is scarce to
be met with amongst you, I thought it might
not be unacceptable to thee or thy neighbours.
However, it is the best token I am at present
capable of sending thee of my remembrance
;

;

and love

;

which

is

thee to excuse
I

irregularity

and freedom.

heart can bear with

Only I would desire
poor and weak.
as often as thou finds freedom, thou
wouldest let me hear from thee.
1 salute thee, dear friend, and thy wife, and

the

that,

in the nearest

farewell.

and dearest manner, bid thee
Anthony Benezet.

CATHARINE PAYTON TO SAMUEL FOTHERGILL.
Dudley, Eleventh month 11th, 1757.

as sincere and entire as

poor weak heart is capable of. May the
Painful
Almighty be thy guide and strength
in many, very many respects, is our situation,
particularly mine, under an uncommon sense of
O, the weakness, the
poverty and desertion.
instability, the self, the remains of a subtle
pride that hangs about human nature, even of
those that are esteemed good and wise in the
How liable to change, waver, and run
main.
Well, I hope
from one extreme to the other.
I am cured from any more dependence and
May I steadily seek
expectation from man.
comfort and establishment in God alone, by
retirement, silence, and prayer

my

know thy sympathizing

my

Our quarterly meeting

is

to be held

Worcester 1 should be truly glad of thy
company, where perhaps it might be singularly serviceable, as nothing has been done in
my absence, in America, tov/ards the proper
settlement of a meeting of ministers and
elders, and it is hard for me to act single
handed in such weighty affairs,
I am convinced that the bond of
our friendship is purity, and a joint concern
for the honour of God, and for the good of
mankind and I have long thought, if we are
mutually favoured to keep our places in the
church militant, some singular good will acthe earnest, steadfast
It is
I have often desired to write to thee at crue from it.
large, concerning the present situation of our prayer of my soul, that the purposes of Him
affairs, but have been let hitherto, for want who has graciously called us into his vinePerhaps it yard, in the morning of our day, may be fulof a sufficient freedom thereto.
I may with pleasure filled by our steady advancement from stage
is best it should be so.
say, there continues to be a great shaking to stage in our sacred employment, and acting
amongst our dry bones; the hearts of many in every station and relation appointed to us
amongst us, especially the youth, are touched in life, to the honour of Him that has called
may they abide us to glory and to virtue.
with love and zeal for God
the trial better than I have done, and escape
I can say truly, that for a series of years
the many snares which the enemy seems to I have had nothing so much in view as the
The filling up that measure of righteousness wherestrengthen himself to lay in their way.
world and the flesh allure on the one hand, unto I am called and if, in looking forward
and when that is in measure overcome, an- in life, I have been suffered to take in any
other dangerous snare presents, from a kind prospect, which in the apprehension of some
of enthusiastic spirit, which I apprehend very might savour of creaturely gratification, it
much prevails, and often, too often, presents has been in the simplicity of my heart, from
itself amongst the sons of God, even in other- its appearing with the face of rectitude, at the
A mixed fire, in a same time standing open to the immediate
wise honest hearted ones.
great measure proceeding from the passions convictions of Truth, or the intermediate asof the creature being warmed and raised by sistance of its servants in the suppression of
and if I am at l^st suifered to fall,
that which has the appearance of zeal, and delusion
even in some, I have feared, from the melody it is with an anxious desire to stand, let the
of their own voice, which makes the creature consequence, with regard to the body or
imagine it is as on the mount, when its fruits, things appertaining to this life, be what it
To give up the world, even at the
its spirit, and its brethren's religious sense may.
And this spirit, not being Divine command, and in exchange for an
declare it is not.
sufficiently learned by that meekness, diffi- infinitely better inheritance, to a mind that is
dence and doubt, which accompanies the true centered therein appears much, but to one
!

at

;

;

!

;

;

;
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can reap no satisfaction from any tempoit is received and used as the
gift of God, it is a small matter ; and as to
partake of it affords to the one a delusive
pleasure, so to the other pain and anxious
care, which is only rendered easy or tolerable by a sense of being engaged therein, in
and by the direction of Heaven so true do
we find by experience that assertion of our
Lord, " In the world ye shall have trouble,
but in me peace." My mind, dear friend, has
been very humblingly exercised for some
days past, which may, perhaps, have fixed
these thoughts rather deeper than usual.
that

ral good, but as

:

211

mend than an overplus, while sometimes the fervour of our spirits is ready, without steady care and watching, to take a flight,
easier to

whole thou wilt bear
with me, as an old friend, who has in measure learned to know the depths of Satan,
and also some degree of the majesty of godliness.
My love to thee runs parallel to that
of my own soul. May the Rock of Israel's
strength, safety, and refreshment be daily revealed, for thee to lean upon
that in body
and soul, which are his, thou may be supported to finish thy service abroad, and to
return with a weighty sheaf of peace, is the
sincere desire of my soul.
It is
not without difficulty that I write,
to the detriment of the

:

;

In my late turn amongst you, I may say,
with the Apostle, I was with you in weakness,
in fear, and in much trembling of soul, and having for two months past been more trouwas more likely to conclude that I had lost, bled with my old complaint, the asthiina, than
than gained strength and wisdom, in the ever before ; though I manage to get to meetexercise of the gift I am intrusted with
ings mostly, yet it is with much hardship, for
which humbling dispensation I know was my breathing is so obstructed, that I can
profitable, at the close of a journey, wherein speak but a few words together.
I had been sometimes remarkably favoured.
Farewell, my friend and brother
in the nearest kindred.
Catharine Payton.
In the eleventh month, 1757, Samuel Fothergill had a certificate from the monthly
meeting, to visit the meetings of Friends in
the city of London
no account of this visit
remains, but some allusion is made to it in
the following letter.

Lydia Lancaster.
samuel fothergill to tabitha ecroyd.
Warrington, Second month 12th, 1758.

:

So strong and engaging is that precious
unity, which is the bond and cement of the
family in heaven and earth, as often to bring
LYDIA LANCASTER TO SAMUEL FOTHERGILL. each other
into fresh remembrance
the conLancaster, Twelfth month 4th, 1757.
nexion is stronger than nature suggests: and
Thy lines were very acceptable to me in- in a fresh spring thereof, my mind this evendeed, joining so much in one with the concern ing was a little warmed towards thee; though,
of my own mind, in which I was ready to indeed, such is my present poverty and lean;

had been almost, if not altogether
and notwithstanding the weight we
have laboured under, from the sorrowful apprehension and gloomy views we have had
from all which we have been deeply bowed
in supplication, with the cry of
" Oh, Lord,
spare thy people," and yet, still resigning all
to an all-seeing, all-wise Providence, who
only knows the turning of every heart, and
the humiliation of every soul, and can divert
his judgments as he will
in whose will and
think
alone

I

;

;

—

ness as to furnish little worth thy notice,
unless it be agreeable to know that I feel a
relation to thee in the tribulation of the gospel
of Jesus in which tribulation I can at times
rejoice
so it behooves the gospel minister to
follow his Captain and Lord, who was made
perfect in the feelings of humanity, and if
possible, added glory to his divinity, by suf;

:

fering

and

crucifixion.

My

house hath not been so ordered with
God, but that I have administered too frequent
holy counsel may we ever stand fast for I occasion for anxiety and sorrow. I hope I
believe that what he suffers and brings to have learned from the things I have suffered
pass, in this nation, will turn out to his own to be more vigilant for the future, and endeapraise and honour, and to the glory and en- vour evermore to keep the holy fire alive and
largement of his church. I was truly glad burning, to dress the daily sacrifice; for when
on reading of thy visit to London. My spirit that once ceases, abomination will stand in that
said " Amen" to it, yea, and prayer filled my place, which ought to be a receptacle for the
soul to Him that hath all wisdom and power, Lord of purity and perfection.
that he might not only put thee forth, but
I write it with a deeply feeling heart
I
also clearly give thee to see thy way, place, have nothing to glory in but in the Lord, and
and service, in every meeting, preserving in his showing mercy and loving kindness;
thee still within the bounds of thy commission, my goings in his service and sanctuary are
rather within than over, for a shortness is imperfect
weakness and imbecility in his
:

1

;

;
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me

with confusion, and vessels, and especially in momentous affairs,
and blessed owning, where much of the well-being of life, and
I can say righteousness belongs to him, who that in the highest sense, is concerned. There
only is holy, but unto me blushing and confu- never was any offer made to thee (at least
that I heard of,) which carried so much prosion of face.
It is a great and glorious thing to possess bability of being in Divine direction, as this
our vessels in sanctifiication and honour, meet now under thy consideration the superiority
of outward enjoyments which he possesses,
for the reception of the oil of consolation
and to have our garments so unspotted from preferably to the other offers, by no means
I believe there is a similarithe dust, as to bear an invariable, uniform decides with me
resemblance of that attire, which is a garment ty of mind, and an engagement, in his meaof praise throughout the extensive regions of sure, for the good cause, which propose an
union and fellowship, all the riches of the
our Lord and Master's empire.
can never produce, but have often
I write this undesignedly, and without as world

work

at times

cover

in times of greatest help

:

;

:

much doubt of
we wait in the

thee as of myself,

O may

court of the temple the ap-

pointed time, for our admission into that which
is within the veil, and improve to profit every
revolution of the Lord's seasons, whether they
are the singing of birds, the joyful chorus of
souls raised at times above the clogs of moror, with immaculate Purity and the

tality,

Heir of Glory, breathe out, Eloi, lama sabachthani.
Few, very k\v, there are who are baptized
into this cloud ; there are many instructors,
even amongst us, who had need to be afresh
instructed in the oracles of religion ; a superficial ministry in some places hath prevailed,
and in others, imperfect births and deformed
productions have proclaimed, in the ears of the
intelligent, their remoteness from the Lord of
If ministers are not baptized into
order.
which, though dark and heavy,
the cloud
has in it the Divine rain they cannot minisMen, yea corrupt
ter of its dew to others.
men, may hold their persons and gifts in
admiration, and speak well of them, but
praise of the uninitiated is a wound to the
soul of the true servants, who seek their
Master's praise, and not their own.
Where
the Lord hath dignified his servants, and
made them angels indeed, they have been
lusted after with disguised impurity, as the
angels sent to Sodom were.
remains,
It
therefore, for us, dear friend, to watch unto
prayer, that we may stand in the trying day,
and be enabled to fill up our places with dignity and usefulness, and close our race with
peace.
I may just add, no time of my pilgrimage
hath elapsed wherein I have found greater
necessity to walk in daily reverence for my
own keeping, and for the discharge of the
portion of labour allotted me in the vineyard,
fervently to petition. Lord, give me wisdom,
for I am but a child.
He who allots our sta-

—

—

tions in his service, points

them

his servants in the visible church.

tended to destroy.
As a member of this
county, I regret thy removal from us ; as a
member of the church militant, I approve the
placing a candle in a room where it seems
much wanted I believe, as thou waits in
singleness of heart for wisdom and counsel, it
will be duly administered.
Farewell, dear friend ; let us be mindful of
our father's God ; he remains to be ours ; and
generation tells to generation his acts, and
worships his everlasting arm.
I am, in the unmixed fellowship of gospel
love, thy friend and brother in Jesus,
:

Samuel Fothergill,

ann fotheegill to her brother samuel.
London, Third month 8th, 1758.

down

with a degree
of ease and serenity which promised some
satisfaction ; but this was soon interrupted by
a dry frame of mind, that has indeed faded
and dissipated every pleasing, comfortable
I find no other way to a
sensation
degree of stability and happiness, but to study
to be quiet, and mind my own business ; this
I think includes acquiescence and resignation
to every allotted dispensation ; a steadj'^ adherence to this, through the assistance of
Providence, may become more and more as a
shelter and place of defence, against the violent assaults of many distressing and distracting cares and circumstances that daily
I

sat

to write to thee

busy and embpndage the mind,
mlppy or miserable,
and we apprized of it, and left to choose ;
and, though the conflict may be great, [there
is] a promise of being made overcomers, if
we faint not the remembrance of which
sometimes revives with a little hope and fresh
vigour, when we are ready to sink.
Thy remarks on vvorthy Abraham
Farrington* are affecting and just; but to represent to

the part to be rendered

—

also out to

There

is

great need to ask counsel of our Counsellor,
in the various events attendiner these mortal

* This worthy friend had finished his earthly
course, a short time before this was written, at
the honse of Thomas Jackson, in London, who
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on the brightness of the setting sun, we drink of from the fountain of Marah ;
spreads over the mind, on his account, rather but where the secret consciousness of want of
a pleasing sympathy with him in his happy true resignation and humble following on,
change, than any painful regret, but for the preys upon the mind, such cannot fly with
loss we have sustained.
boldness to the altar of God, where even the
fleet

Ann

Fothergill.

swallows have a place allotted. May best
wisdom and fortitude be the clothing of thy
pemberton. mind, and peace, and the answer of " Well
done," be thy portion for ever.

samuel fothergill to mary

Warrington, Third month 9th, 1758.

Some

person told me, before I left your
country, that I should love your Friends better when I got home than I did when present
with you and I have found more in the remark than I at that time attended to. My
spirit often has fled, on the wings of love and
sympathy, to a region where it hath heretofore been warmed with an ardour no sublunary enjoyment could ever inspire. In which
tknes 1 run from house to house, from one
As usual, I
brother and sister to another.
seem to enter with an inquiry, the result of
affection, not of formality, after their health,
and depart with a most sincere farewell. In
this view thou art familiar with me, and the
frequent companion of my mind, distinguished from most in your land, with solicitude for
thy health and establishment, through the
many inclement seasons, as well as more
flattering events, which in the course of thy
pilgrimage fall to thy lot.
He in whose hands the winds are held,
both the southern gale and the northern blast,
hath caused the former to blow upon thee in
the sight of the many and the northern gale
of pinching and trial hath also blown upon
thee, and demanded the sympathy of the kw,
who, versed in the alternate revolutions of the
Lord's year, praise him for summer's heat
and winter's storms for the stormy wind,
fulfilling his word, was called upon, as well
;

;

;

as the rolling stars of light,

sat

down

my

thee that

to tell

pen hath run on

I

remembered

a manner I did
not expect, perhaps, in an improper one.
However, this I know, love, stronger than
death, seasons my spirit, in which I affectionin

salute thee and all thy children
I
them nearly, and the Lord loves them,
and would make them his in an everlasting

ately

;

love

covenant.

O,

that

their

hearts

might but

enough prize the blessed visitations of his
mercy, and by an early choice of the paths
of wisdom and truth, fill up their duty to their
parents, their God, and his people, in this
their day, that the diadem of peace might be
with them for ever.
Samuel Fothergill.

samuel fothergill to mary yarnall.
Warrington, Third month 9th, 1758.

have not forgotten the relief which I at
times met with when in your country, by
I

Friends mitigating the inevitable pain of abby giving my wife some account of
me, when I might be prevented doing it by
such engagements as necessarily attended a
sincere endeavour to discharge my duty in the
service of our ever worthy Lord and Master.
Experience hath taught me sympathy, and the
very sincere regard I have for thy dear husband, thyself, and the children, demands a
testimony of it on the present occasion.
I
to declare his was, by a slight indisposition, prevented ac-

praise.

have known times of sitting by the waters
of Babylon, and weeping when I remembered
Zion but when I have looked into the holy
sanctuary, I have seen afflictions and sorrow
are more the result of our own conduct than
If we fully follow him
the Divine intention.
in all his leadings, the Lord's way would, to
I

;

many

of us, be a plainer path than we find
is the advantage of faithful obedience ; it sweetens every cup, and speaks
peace to the soul. Unmixed sincerity towards
God is an excellent sweetener of all the cups
it.

1

thee;

Great

—

" All care,
thus writes to Samuel Fothergill
both by advice and nursing-, was taken of our dear
friend Abraham Farrington,
as he lived,
so he died, in great innocency and quietude, and
no doubt, is gone to rest with the blessed." T. J.
:

—

sence,

companying him to a quarterly meeting in
Cheshire, to which he set out this morning,
accompanied by my wife and Samuel Emlen,
and we expect him here again in a kw days.
He is bravely in health, and inwardly and
outwardly well, being preserved in that happy stability which is in the middle of the path
of true judgment.
His service is truly acceptable to the living
and by the haste he is
allowed by his wise and gracious Master to
make, may be expected to be clear sooner
than many others that have come here from
your land. The tender connexions of nature,
confirmed by the yet stronger cement of Divine love, which establish your union, will
doubtless often suggest a secret, anxious wish
;

return to his beloved I'elatives ; but
whilst natural affection prompts to wish his
return home, may a suitable deference ever
for his
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be paid to that direction which is wise, and
in whose sacred allotment the joyous events
of human life are sanctified, and the adverse
rendered sweet. I early felt with and for
thee, when he was suffered to fall into the
hands of unreasonable men ;* but He whom
thy dear husband served set bounds to their
wrath, and vouchsafed a speedy deliverance.
And why may we not suppose the Lord of
the harvest, perfectly wise, in now and then
lighting a candle in those lands where darkdoubtless, consistent
It is,
ness prevails?
with'his sovereignty and goodness, who would
bless the utmost borders of his ample empire,
and make the place of his feet glorious. He
who cares for the sparrow, and hath numbered the hairs of our heads, mercifully presides
among his people, divides the spoil to those
who, in his strength, go out to war, and allots

[1758.

SAMUEL FOTHERGILL TO ISRAEL PEMBERTON.
Warrington, Third month
I

am

received thy acceptable

letter,

1st,

1758.

and as I
and

often anxiously thoughtful about you,

solicitous for

your establishment in the best
me, confirmed

things, the account thou gave

by several others, of the gracious continuance
of best help towards you in the last yearly
meeting was truly acceptable. May the wisdom which is from above, with all its train of

—

faith, meekness, stability,
be more the clothing of our
and charity
spirits
and then shall we know a right improvement of mercies past, and a meetness for

divine companions

—

;

And when I conthose yet within the veil.
sider the extent of unmerited condescension
towards our Society in general, and to many

a share to those who stay at home, in their particulars in an especial manner, for their
duty filling up their places. I am persuaded, own help, and the substantial edification of
beyond a doubt, that the merciful Father the body, my heart almost dissolves within
cares for what we leave behind us, blesses me, and fervently begs protection and preseroften with prosperity, and always with pa- vation for all in the heavenly hierarchy, that
If outward they may bear, without a mixture, in their
tience, as we look towards Him.
affairs are not beneath his providential notice, countenances, the resemblance of kings' sons,
how much more those to whom we stand in waiting for the renewed discovery of their part
those pledges of mutual in the universal tribute of obedience and
a nearer relation
The example of tender parents may praise, and strength to yield it that nothing
love.
be in measure vacated, yet the deficiency is may ever prevail, either in the latent source
made up by the interposition of the ever-pre- of our conduct, or be admitted at all to tincI remember, ture it, that is not of the Lamb, or distort our
sent and all-sufficient Father.
and at this time it is fresh with me, that in features with the emotions of passions repugmy honourable father's absence, he being in nant to those of the heavenly family. I know
your land, the humbling, converting Hand we have great need often to have recourse to
effectually prevailed with me, to embrace the the pool, and to come under the turning of
day of his visitation. And my heart is anxious that hand that hath distinguished us from
Oh let humility be
that you, the beloved offspring of the Lord's many of our brethren.
servant, may be enriched with the same bless- our dwelling place, and the uniform rule of
ing, and that you may give up your names to our conduct; so shall the slippery path through
be inserted in the roll of the Lord's servants, time be trod with safety, and our feet at last
which is the Lamb's book of life. For this stand firmly within the gates of salvation.
have spent some time agreeably with
I
his prayers ascend, who, having proved the
service of the Most High, has found it to be worthy Thomas Gawthorp since his return
freedom and perfect liberty. May a holy union home, having paid him a visit at his own
He hath not lost ground by his jourof spirit unite the whole together, that you may house.
availingly follow after those things which make ney amongst you, though his lot hath been in
yet the answer of
for your peace; and may innocent hands be suffering since his return
put up to the Almighty, for a beloved father's " Well done," seems as a pearl in his field,
return to you in safety, and with sheaves in his most surely there, though often concealed

—

;

;

from view.
bosom.
In all cases where contrary sentiments
With a heart replenished with unfeigned
love, I salute thee, dear friend, and all the occur, and where we are required earnestly
children capable of receiving it, and am thy to contend for the faith, the more the meekness of the Lamb is adopted and abode in,
very affectionate friend,

Samuel Fothergill.

the

more indisputably He

is

known

to

be the

Lion of Judah's tribe, going forth conquering
I sympathise nearly with
* Mordecai Yarnall, whilst on liis passage from and to conquer.
who dare not turn aside
amongst
you
such
America to Europe, was captured by the French,
from the directions of Heaven, but follow the
but was soon released.
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ark into Jordan. May the holy covering of mercy is mindful of thee for good his hand
peace and meekness be upon them, and it will is underneath, though at times invisibly, in
be in the end a garment of praise.
order to establish in peace and holy tranquilli1 have never yet seen cause to recede from
ty.
But peace is sown for the truly obedient,
the judgment of Friends who signed the and will, after the revolutions of the appointed
Epistle of Love and Caution, and I believe seasons, produce the desired fruit.
our yearly meeting will scarcely decide the
I nearly sympathise with the living amongst
point, or meddle with it.
you, in this dark and gloomy day that hath
Samuel Fothebgill.
come upon your land and oh, saith my soul,
that you may all stand, with your loins girt
samuel fothergill to john pemberton. about, having on the complete armour of
light.
Thus innocence and fortitude will
Warrington, Third month 10th, 1758.
render these finally victorious, and whatever
That affectionate regard that lived with me may attend, your reward will be sure.
towards thee from our very first acquaintance,
I am, through mercy, pretty well in health,
is by no means impaired by absence, for it is and not idle, finding work in my own vinederived from that which doth not change
in yard, and according to my measure, in the
which I affectionately salute thee, earnestly church of Christ. My wife is as well as for
desiring thy perseverance and growth into a several years, and joins me in the tenders of
measure of the stature of the fulness of Christ dear love to thy worthy, honourable mother
being sensible that He who hath called thee and thyself.
Samuel Fothergill.
;

;

;

;

his grace, and whose gifts and calling are
without repentance, would lead on towards
perfection his children, whom he hath begot
by his own power and although their path
may be through the region of the shadow of
death, he is able to keep unto salvation.
Many, very many, are the obstructions in
our way to the kingdom, but our greatest
enemies are those of our own heart ; the corrupt, selfish will, that wills not the things of

by

SAMUEL FOTHERGILL TO JAMES PEMBERTON.
Warrington, Third month 20th, 1758.

;

I was well pleased with the receipt of thine,
containing a circumstantial account of affairs
amongst you, together with some reflections
upon several things which were just and pro-

These testimonies of regard and affecme, who often
God, is apt to get up, and wants not its dis- am present in spirit with many of you, and
guises to deceive and multiply sorrow.
It rejoice in every event which promotes the
would choose and refuse, according to its own real prosperity of that once happy land, and
conception
and as it is not subject to the am as sensibly pained with those occurrences
Divine law, it cannot enjoy a place in the which tend to its hurt.
Though, indeed, we
per.

tion are allowably pleasing to

;

holy family, who with one accord say, "Thy
will be done in earth, as it is in heaven." Dear
John, how many sorrowful hours hath this
revolting heart cost some of us, in our wearisome pilgrimage, let experience testify. On
the contrary,

when we

seek singly the ac-

complishment of the Divine will, in and by
us, peace springs and flows like a river
our
strength is renewed, and our youth, like the
eagle's. An increase in heavenly knowledge,
from the Alpha throughout the Divine progressive alphabet, from one letter to another,
even from the first to the last, is vouchsafed,
.and the glory redounds to the ever worthy
name. In humbling, stripping times, we can
kiss the rod, and be instructed in patience and
faith, in vigilance and holy fear.
Being well
content with our allotment, if we have a place
in His house, it is enough, however low the
station.
Permit me tenderly to suggest the
query, whether thou hast not covered thy
face with ashes in mourning, at times, through
a disposition to choose thy service, and to refuse it when prompt obedience was thine
incumbent duty? Yet the Lord of living
;

are short sighted creatures; we see not the
wheel within the wheel, and often form a hasty
judgment of those things we do see and feel.
Thus present afflictions are accounted evils,
and the shaking of the rod of the Highest over a
forgetful people is more attended to, and greater
endeavours used to obviate it, than to search out
the cause, even the backsliding of the people,
the constant spring of distress
and no power
can separate this effect from its original cause.
I trust many look into that which is within
the veil, and properly improve the present
dispensation, that they may be prepared to
bear with benefit a relaxation of present sorrow, or, what perhaps is nearer, the letting
loose of the Lord's hand in terrible judgment.
I remark with joy the continuance of Divine
favour towards you, in repeated offers of his
;

love

by

his

servants.

Oh that each soul,
may improve them

sensible of these favours,

for to many, the dew of heaven is
as water spilt upon a stone, from not considering that they are mercies to be accounted
to profit;

for in the

day of recompense.

The weakness,

wickedness,

and insince-
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rity

of your principal people in power, are

subjects of sorrowful consideration, and seem
to me to threaten desolation, instead of protection

and

For when government, inbecomes either

help.

stituted for salutary purposes,

lax or perverted to repugnant purposes,

it is a
presage of calamity, and made an engine of
oppression. But in the cloud is the way of the
Sovereign of the world, as surely as in the
I meddle little with the public
paths of light.
transactions of Europe, but think the nations
are as a boiling pot. Wars, commotions, and
bloodshed fill the awful scene, and a spirit is
let loose which breathes destruction
I am sorry to hear of the defection and cowardice of some in the Jerseys, in flinching
from their testimony. Alas what have we
that we have not received? and can we ever
part with any portion of it for a better use, than
for His sake who giveth us all things richly
I sincerely wish all Friends may
to enjoy?
abide in the innocent quiet, where counsel
springs up in the needful hour, as it is sought
I find an increasing
in singleness of heart.
reluctancy in several minds against the payment of the land tax here. Pei-adventure the
time may approach, in which the command
may run thus, Speak to my people that they
go forward. And perhaps the faithful amongst
you may form the van.
Of worthy A. Farrington's departure, thou
He finished his course
hast doubtless heard.
and that is enough, whenwell and bright
ever the appointed hour comes.
Thy sister Sarah Lloyd, is the frequent
companion of my very affectionate rememHer portion is afflicting to be cut
brance.
off from the satisfactions of life, innocent in
their nature, and even laudable when rightly
enjoyed, and to remain in a constant state of
But if
indisposition, makes nature shudder.
the satisfactions, merely human, are much
gone, its temptations are also weakened and
no confinement so close, but he who entered,
" the doors being shut," can find admission
The salutation of kind and tender
there.
love reaches to her, and may the Holy One
speak comfortably to her. Thy assured, afI

—

;

;

;

fectionate friend,

Samuel Fothergill.
samuel fothergill to hannah logan.*
Warrington, 1758.

Neither time nor distance hath effaced thee out
of my remembrance and near regard, though
perhaps, thou mayest almost have thought

* Wife of William Logan, and daughter of
George and Mary Emlen.

[1758.

Thou

hast been the frequent companion
mind, with desires for thy growth and
stability in those things which are most exceland well assured 1 am, thy morning
lent
light would be beautified with additional degrees of splendour, if no unfaithfulness or
want of right care on thy part defeat the
sacred design of that merciful one, who is
the Lord of perfection, and would have his
sons and daughters like himself, according to
That his blessed retheir age and growth.
semblance may be impressed upon thee, is
my earnest prayer and in order thereto, permit me to suggest a few such hints and cautions
as may arise in a mind anxious for thy good,

so.

of

my
;

;

and warmed with the best love.
Study to be quiet, and mind thine own business, is one useful, necessary direction to all
who would thrive at home. There is an active
enemy, who seeks to draw out the mind after
other people's business, to the neglect of our
own whereby hurt and loss attend, and the
feet of the mind are gadding from house to
house, and abide not within our own doors.
;

The

domestic affairs of the soul are neglected,
house gets unclean and confused ; and
when the holy Head of the family and Husband of the soul, comes, he finds things unmeet for his reception, and refuses to take up

the

his

residence.

sence, which

is

Here some bemoan his abchiefly or wholly owing to

their want of care in having all things clean
and in order, and being at home to receive
him when he comes.
It is a common consequence of wandering
much from home, to hear many reports,
whereby the mind feeds on wind this is also
It was not upon the
ruinous and destructive.
mountains, or far off, that manna descended
and the
for Israel, but even about their tents
celestial bread, which hath been the staff of
;

;

life to

the living of all generations,

own houses

;

is

in

our

the vein of fine gold runs in our

and patiently bear the
Blessed is that servant who
is found thus abiding and waiting at home
when his Master comes, he will accept him,
and make him ruler in his stead. Here stands
the power and ability of being rightly useful
in the cause of truth, whether in the church,
In this authority,
or in our own families.
the tender connexions of nature, improved by
grace and confirmed by prudence, become a
threefold cord, that cannot easily be broken
and if we instantly see not the desire of our
souls, we shall not assume the Divine prerogative in fixing judgment, or decline our
patient waiting until our Lord comes, who
can do all for us, yea more abundantly than
hearts, there let us dig,
refiner's

we

hand.

dare expect or ask.

Samuel Fothergill.
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DK. FOTHEEGILL TO HIS

BROTHER SAMUEL.

London, Third month 30th, 1758.
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have not yet established such meet-

ings in that principality; the other meetings
for discipline evince that things relative there-

The three succeeding meetto are very low.
not seem to forget
ings for worship were very large.
I
thee long together
forget thee, I cannot.
I believe I am not alone in being pleased
have passed a laborious winter, unpleasant
that the best qualified instruments at these
to myself in some respects, but I hope not
meetings were so very little interrupted, or
altogether unprofitable ; I mean not only with
their intended service prevented, by the time
this
might
of
1
respect to temporal advantage
being taken up by others.
I do not rememhave as much as one in a private station ought
ber any yearly meeting in which the minds
to look for
but I gladly encourage the rising
of sensible Friends were less pained on this
question, To what end? and I hope, in one reaccount. I believe it exceeded that at Milverspect or another, I am kept daily mindful, in
ton in this respect; but the minds of those
degree, of the winding up of all things.
ministered unto seemed less susceptible of
now

I

write that

may

I

;

—

—

Could

more

by unwearied application, get myself
a few weeks hence, to sit down

I,

at liberty

with

my

here,

I

friends

our ensuing solemnity
but of this I have not

at

should be glad

much
now and

;

profitable impressions, than those

attended

who have

Welsh yearly meetings allow

the

have been the case formerly; too many
there appearing invariably fixed in their own
to

I shall see you
opinions.
then as a traveller, but if I can be
Samuel Neale and C. Payton had an opporkept so far alive as to rejoice when the will
tunity at a crowded meeting here in the
of heaven is done, I shall be satisfied, if nomorning, both I hope well. She was really
thing more is permitted to be my portion.
I
clothed with the best coat of mail, and furnisham, as much as ever, thy
ed with the weapons necessary among such
John Fothergill.
spirits ; I hope to her own great hunnbling, as
well as encouraging gladness, in being so
samuel emlen to samuel fothergill.
dignified by the great Master, some of whose
Bristol, Fourth month 18th, 1758.
servants think it was a day of memorable
Our valuable friend Mordecai Yarnall and distinction. I think she is made more and
myself are both here, and through mercy, more honourable. O, may an increase of
pretty well in health, and not insensible of the humility be her happy portion ; then will an
Divine vouchsafements of that help unto him, advancement in Divine favour be yet adminwhich ever attends the willing in Israel, istered, notwithstanding the gradations she is
though sometimes in seemingly less propor- already favoured with are indisputably great.

so

as the faintest hope.

tions than the creature

may

possibly desire, or,

according to our present senses, may believe
necessary for the advancement of that lovely
cause in which we may, by becoming sufficiently passive, be made instrumental.
I fear sometimes, greatly, lest my failure
to fill up properly the station unerring wisdom
designs for my standing in, may yet prove
not only ruinous to myself, but injurious to
others, whom in unmerited mercy he has
reached unto, and would bring forward towards a glorious rest, if the ascending path
thitherward, from an unwise imagination of
its insurmountable difficulties, be not declined.

My
than

footsteps

are,

sometimes

believe,

I

marked oftener

O may

they
leave the beauteous print of those shoes with
which our Heavenly Father guards the feet
of his beloved children, and with inviting
language persuade others of the mercifully
visited yet to step forward.
On the 11th we came to Chepstow, where
a meeting was held in the afternoon with the
members of our Society. It was a season of
favour to us.
After this, some expected a
select meeting of ministers and elders, but I
I

Vol IX.— No.

consider.

6.

I

wish, at the ensuing yearly meeting in
to conclude as to my return home,

London,

and give
minds of any of my
true well-wishers, amongst whom I have
abundant cause to rank thee and therefore
hope thou wilt look at this matter in thy own
so as to be quite easy in myself,

no cause of pain

to the

;

mind, when any interval of leisure for it preand that, with a father's freedom, thy counsel may be made known before
we meet each other. I desire honestly to
attend to the dictates of best wisdom, if vouchsafed.
Samuel Emlen, Jun.
sents to thee

;

SAMUEL EMLEN TO SUSANNA FOTHERGILL.
Bristol,
I

Seventh month 18th, 1758.

have seldom heard children blamed for

telling

their

parents,

guardians,

or

friends

where and how they are, and should therefore have been apt to send thee a line for this
purpose before now, if my arrival at this
place had been so early as I expected at the
As we
time of our parting at Warrington.
purposed getting to Dudley meeting the next
morning after leaving your town, and the
•2H
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ride being pretty long, tliou would probably
think it full as much as my little body was
able for ; but to make this matter more
easy, we took a post chaise about sixteen
miles of the very rough road, and thereby
easing ourselves and our horses, we wei'e
favoured to get near sixty miles the first day,
and the next morning to Dudley meeting.
We found our friends there bravely in health.
I was much pleased, and hope to be profited, with my late visit to that family, (C. Payton's).
As it is now unlikely I shall ever

see them more,
that the

it

is

indeed joyous to believe,
has ever guarded and

Hand which

supported all that have been steadfast to the
end, is yet evidently near for the continuance
of their safety.
May the stay of thy young
years be diligently looked unto and I then
trust, notwithstanding fully as deep draughts
of the bitter cup as nature is glad of, may be
sometimes handed, they will not tend to weaken
in best things, but thou wilt rather experience
a happy increase in that Divine strength,
which formerly was desirable more than temporary ease and pleasure, which might, perhaps, be greater if thy dear spouse's frequency
from home did not interrupt. But thou art
by no means so covetous of his company as
to prefer thy own pleasure to public advantage, wherein his Master evidently helps him
to be useful ; and 1 think thee not ignorant
that those that abide at home to give necessary attention to the stuff are not forgotten, but
at times thou art plenteously rewarded by the
holy replenishes, to thy comfort and cause of
thankfulness.
John Storer is undetermined about the
place of his embarking for America; here are
vessels to sail for Philadelphia, New York,
and Carolina, that he may have his choice.
I want him to feel his own persuasion of mind
in the matter ; it is not my place to say much
in so important a concern; he is not an entii-e
stranger to that wisdom which is profitable to
;

and mighty to save. May a diligent,
honest attention to its direction be with him
then I think he will yet witness preservation,
though his present state of mind seems not to
be exaltation.
Samuel Emlen, Jun.

direct

In

the sixth

month of

this year,

Samuel

Fothergill had a certificate from the monthly

meeting

to

pay a

religious visit to Friends in

[175S.

they express very strongly affected my
mind, then deeply humbled under a sense of
weakness and want, as a baptism preparative
to the labour which opened before me, in
tion

.

which

find

I

more and more the absolute ne-

to His wise disposal
and empties, abases and favours, in
the proportions of His most perfect wisdom.
I have had additional proofs that all true sufficiency is in and of him, and that for every

cessity of resignation

who

fills

difficulty; either in the heights or depths,

it

indeed a glorious sufficiency; may we lean
upon it in every part of our race, and it will
safely sustain to the end of all our variously
dispensed allotments.
I have been favoured
is

with a good degree of inward and outward
strength.

The

meetings, as

I

have come along, have

been generally very large, and often favoured
eminently with good, so that I have reason to
believe

my

coming was

came from our

at the right time.
I
quarterly meeting at Lancas-

through Wensleydale: I had meetings at
Hawes, Counterside, Bainbridge, Aysgarth,
Masham, Thirsk, Kirby-moorside, and Pickering, and to Scarborough, where I remained
nine days, only made an excursion along with
M. Yarnall to Burlington. From Scarborough
I
came by Stentondale, Whitby, Stockton,
Durham, Sunderland, to this town, where
were two very large and truly comfortable
meetings.
As they were much composed
of other people, 1 have proposed a more select
ter,

one of the members of the Society this afternoon, and propose to set out to-morrow morning direct for Cumberland, in which county I
expect to stay some time.
Thus, dear sister,
is my lot cast in close and hard labour, both
of body and mind; but every repining thought
vanishes, when I consider it is a stewardship
in that house in which I have been absolutely
unworthy of the very lowest place.

Samuel Fothergill.
SAMUEL fothergill TO ISRAEL PEMBERTON.
Warrington, Ninth month 7ih, 1758.

l^ our

Lord and Master vary

tions of his providence,

it

is

the dispensa-

for

some good

end. His plan, like his wisdom, is much more
extensive than ours, and if the confusions
and corruscations in our allotment be harbingers of some approaching manifestations of

Durham, Cumber- his own day, to a greater degree of lustre, let
Westmoreland and he soon after- us be content with our lot, endeavouring after
wards proceeded upon the service.
stability and dependence, that the Lord of the

the

north

of Yorkshire,

land, and

;

SAMtTEL FOTHERGILL TO HIS SISTER.
Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Eighth month

Thy
came

;

preside,

and

Our yearly meeting

work of it.
London was large

direct the
at

7tli, 1758.
and satisfactory; the agreeable appearance of
Scarborough many youth comforted the souls of many who
the sympathy and instruc- love Zion.
I think I have known the stream.

very acceptable lines

in course

day may

to
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of the ministry rise higher, but the meetings on account of the declension of many from
for discipline were eminently favoured. There the life and power of Truth, who yet value
were several subjects considered and discuss- themselves upon a name but the heavenly
;

which Truth prevailed against those
who wanted to introduce greater liberties.
Soon after my return from London, I set
out on a visit to some parts of Yorkshire,
Durham, Cumberland, and Westmoreland,
from which laborious service I returned two
days ago, and propose to set out early to-

ed, in all

for Kidderminster, where
Circular yearly meeting for the seven
western counties begins on first-day next.
journey was very laborious to body and
mind ; many painful things are to be met

morrow morning
the

My

with in such a journey, especially where ministers are led into the state of the church to
whom they minister. Some secret causes of
pain, and too many obvious ones, render it
distressing to trace the state of that vineyard which the Almighty once planted in a

being lost, they are unsavoury, and have
brought dishonour upon the principle of Truth
and its professors. Yet often living encour-

salt

to hope in ancient Help was adminand the powerful, blessed effects of
manifest in awakening a remnant
it made
throughout the churches to prefer Zion to every
other joy, and to labour to build the Lord's
house more than their own. I know not what
1 can profitably add but this humble acknowledgment. The Lord was with me, and overshadowed me often with the wing of his sal-

agement
istered,

vation.

recommend you, dear Friends,

to a steadadherence to the Word of Wisdom and
true judgment; these times require it, for
they are gloomy, and the mouths of multitudes are opened, and further opening, against
I

fast

us ; and alas for the occasion administered,
dear friend, to thyself and and the things found against too many of
family, the salutes of that affection that re- our members, not concerning the law of
mains through all the vicissitudes of my life, our God
I remain your friend and brother in that
in the breast of thy affectionate, cordial friend,
fruitful hill.

Accept,

my

!

Samuel Fothergill.

which remains forever,

Samuel Fothergill.
From

North of England, he
returned with impaired health, and his jour- SAMUEL fothergill TO HIS BROTHER AND
SISTER.
ney to attend the Circular yearly meeting
the visit to the

Total loss of apincreased his indisposition.
petite, want of rest, extensive inflammation of
the lungs, an incessant cough, and other

Warrington, Eleventh month 26th, 1758.

This morning, about the fourth hour, dear
sister Hannah* finished her course, which, in
symptoms of consumption, caused serious its conclusion, hath been uniform with her
apprehensions on his account, and it was life, even, peaceful, and quiet: she may be
feared that his continuance in this life would truly said to have fallen asleep, after having
be of brief duration.
His illness continued in a happy degree served God in her generalong, but it pleased his good and gracious
The interment is to be on third-day
tion.
Master to raise him up again, for further next. Your affection will lead you to symlabour in his service.
Being thus rendered pathize with the afflicted family on the solemn
unable to attend the monthly meeting, he reoccasion of the removal of a head from eight
turned his certificate with the following

letter.

and a true helpmeet from a person
way by indisposition, though
hope he is better than some time ago, and

children,

enfeebled every

TO HARDSHA.W MONTHLY MEETING.
Warrington, Eleventh month

21st, 1758.

I

bears the stroke with a proper equanimity.
I continue better than I could expect: 1 can
scarcely moderate my feelings for those who

Dear Friends,
was my intention to have personally de- are left, and the gap that is made. I know it
livered to you the certificate, you were pleased is best to be quiet, but my spirits are depressed
to grant me in the sixth month last
but hav- by indisposition, and I cannot command them.
ing been visited with a dangerous indisposi- The solemn peace and divine sweetness which
It

;

from which I am not wholly recovered,
obliged to send it in this manner.
Agreeable to the prospect of duty I had
when 1 requested your certificate 1 was enabled to perform a visit to the meetings of
Friends in some parts of the North of Yorkshire, the counties of Durham, Cumberland,
and Westmoreland. In the course of this

tion,
1

am

visit I

was

often deeply affected with sorrow,

evidently attended
proofs to

me

our

sister,

are

abundant

that she has entered into that

whose rest is sure.
am, dear brother and

society
I

sister,

with the

strongest wishes for our preservation to that
holy inheritance, your affectionate brother,

Samuel Fothergill.
*

The

wife of his brother Joseph Fothergill.
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bour which was bestowed on them when young,
has been as bread cast upon the waters, and
found again after many days of vanity and
Philadelphia, Eleventh month 27th, 1758.
sin.
How many are there in the Society, of
I have now for a long time been much
sufficient talents for educating the youth, who
closed up from writing, except where an ap- are so situated as that by a moderate addition
prehension of duty has made it necessary; to their fortune, which they might easily gain
and, indeed, my mind remains still much the by this service, might live easily, and have a
same in that respect yet I think it by no mile to spare for the poor. There are others
means proceeds from a want of real regard whom God has so blessed with substance,

ANTHONY BENEZET TO SAMUEL FOTHERGILL.

;

my

is my chief conthat they have nothing to do but to spend the
and affectionate income of it yea, time hangs heavy on their
fellowship seem to flow more than ever to- hands, and proves even a snare to themselves
wards those who, in degree, bear the image, and others. And there are some who, though
and abound in the love of our blessed Saviour. they have already a large affluence of wealth,
Yet now I find some freedom, and I appre- yet are toiling hard to add thereto, without
hend somewhat of a necessity to lay my knowing wherefore they thus toil, and whether
thoughts a little open to thee with respect to a wise man or a fool shall possess it after
our youth, or I might rather say, the youth them. Many persons in these different situaeverywhere. It is amongst these that the seed tions are doubtless, in the main, honest souls,
of corruption first subtilely insinuates itself who, though they find no call to the ministry,
most strongly and notwithstanding exceptions yet think themselves willing, with one of old,
to the contrary, yet Solomon's words will to follow Christ wheresoever he goes.
Why
generally prove true. That the child trained then do they stand so long idle, when so
up in the way that he should go, will not de- large a field lies before them 1 What account
We are apt to doubt will many of these be able to give of their
part from it when old.
the general truth of this saying, because ex- time, when every word, and consequently
perience shows us that the children of many every inch of time, must expect to be called
good parents, who have been concerned for into judgment? What more beneficial employ,
the welfare of their offspring, go much out of and more fruitful of comfort and joy in the
and yet, if we consider what little end, than time spent in an honest labour for
the way

and love

to

solation,

that

friends, for

sincere

it

love

;

;

;

is taken
of the youth, even
of the best amongst us, we
shall not wonder at our ill success.
Some,
doubtless, are really and vitally careful, but
indulgent and partial care
it is generally an
was it such a watchful care as the miser
has to preserve and increase his wealth, or
the ambitious to gain honours, with a fervent application to God for help, I doubt not
that the effects would appear.
Ought not the
educating and training up of the youth, both
with relation to time and eternity, next to our
more immediate duty to God, to be the chief
concern of every one that really desires the
welfare and enlargement of the borders of
Zion? I have often thought that, next to
preaching the Gospel, the labour that is bestowed in preventing the influx of evil, and
in watching over every opportunity of instilling noble and Christian principles into the
tender minds of the youth> is the greatest and
most acceptable sacrifice and service we can
oflfer to the great Father and Head of the
family of the whole earth, and the most exalted duty a Christian mind can be engaged
And it is, I think, observable, that even
in.
those children who, notwithstanding great
care has been taken in their education, have
sufl^ered sin to prevail, so as to rush violently

effectual

of too

care

the properly educating these innocent souls,

many

which the Almighty has clothed with flesh
and blood, and by Divine help, to be so enabled to watch over them, as to frustrate the
wiles and devices of the grand adversary,
that so these youth might truly answer the
end of their creation 1 What a beautiful and
noble prospect do such thoughts open to the
view of those whose eyes are not blinded

into evil, yet

even

in these, the Christian

la-

with

the love

Why

do so

of pleasure, ease, or profit?
suffer the god of this world

many

so to blind their eyes,

sonable

as well

them

as

and

vitiate their rea-

religious

senses,

as

to

and think it a
mighty thing, and themselves notably employed, if they can add £1,000 to £1,000, or
£10,000 to £10,000, and that often by a
trade far from being pure from defilement; as
such gain often arises chiefly from the purchase and sale of things at least needless and
vain, if not of a defiling nature.
An instance of this I have often painfully observed
amongst us, where it is frequent to see even
Friends, toilingyearafteryear, enriching themselves, and thus gathering fuel for their own
and their children's vanity and corruption, by
the importation and sale of large quantities of
rum, &c., which, though good in its place, yet
from the enchanting allurement it is of to
nature, and from the excessive use of it, may
suffer

to toil

after gain,

OF SAMUEL FOTHERGILL.
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truly be said lo be the greatest curse that ever
befell the English nation, and if possible, yet

more so to the poor natives of this land.
That a man should labour to become rich,
and amass wealth, a state which our Saviour
declares to be accompanied with snares and
lusts,

which tend

to

—

and
destroy the soul
by the increase
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nor so likely to procure riches, ease, or
worldly honour.
But alas alas what have
we to do with these things 1 Shall we desire to
be great and rich, when our Saviour has so
plainly declared it a situation so very dangerous; and that his predominant choice is of the
poor of this world'.' Is it now a time, or was it
!

1

ever a time for the believer, who eyes and relies
and importation of a commodity or commodi- upon the promise is it a time for such to seek
ties, which, from the quantity already im- for money, or olive yards, or oxen, 6i,c.l And
ported, proves the ruin of so many thousands; although by engaging in the education of the
this keeping clear from defilement, and youth we should be deprived of some of those
is
washing our hands in innocency ? Now, that things so desirable to nature, which we miffht
such a person shall esteem himself, and be better enjoy and accumulate in the way of trade,
esteemed, a religious man, and perhaps be and thereby look upon ourselves under afflicthe more regarded, even by religious people, tion, yet may we not hope that it will be
because he is rich and great, is a mere para- termed for righteousness' sake, and therefore
dox yet is it too often the case. Now, as should not we have thereat to rejoice, and be
this is so conspicuous a weakness, and much exceeding glad, and even leap for joy?
And I would further say, from years' expeof this nature appears amongst many otherwise good people, will any thoughtful man, rience, that it is a great mistake to think that
who is in earnest, desire to stay long in this the education of youth is toilsome and disvale of vanity and misery? Alas! no; but agreeable; it is indeed not so, except to such
who from a desire of gain, take upon them
I believe it is best to waive these thoughts,
and endeavour to centre in that chanty which the care of more children than they ouo-ht,
believeth and hopeth for the best. Perhaps or neglect to bring them into that discipline
this also often arises more from a wrong edu- which, with Divine help, and proper resoluthat this should be attained

—

;

from corruption of heart. Mean tion, is generally not difficult. I do not know
and low prejudices, imbibed for want of proper how it is amongst you, but here, any person
care when young, are doubtless the occasion of tolerable morals, who can read and write,
of many of the weaknesses and inconsist- is esteemed sufficiently qualified for a schoolwhen, indeed, the best and wisest
encies which so much dim the beauty and master
lessen the service of many, whom God in- men are but sufficient for so weighty a charoe.
tends for great instruments in his vineyard. If the governments of this world were influWell, my mind longs to see, in our well- enced by true wisdom, they would make the
minded Friends every where, especially the proper education of youth their first and speyounger sort, a noble emulation for the wel- cial care. I earnestly desire that our Friends,
fare and well educating of the youth.
If a both here and amongst you, would consider of
number of such Friends, in their different it, and hearken inwardly to what the great and
allotments, would, as it were, shake hands common Father would suggest in this weighty
Many good and necessary works
with the world and all its enticing prospects, matter.
seeking and expecting nothing from it but are omitted, solely because custom has allowbread and trouble, and would freely dedicate ed them to be passed over as not necessary,
themselves to the care of the youth, not lim- nor binding upon us; when, if we would
iting themselves to the narrow views of fleshly give ourselves time to consider them, divested
ties, nor even to religious denominations, but from custom and prejudice, we should see
looking upon themselves as fathers and bro- them to be weighty and indispensable duties.
thers of all that want their help, taking more But I tear a proposal of this kind would prove
especial care to make the poor and helpless to many as great a trial of the sincerity of their
the first objects of such a care, not solely of love, as the instance of the young man that
necessity, but of a willing mind, what a came to Christ.
Many appear to have a love
blessing might they be, not only to our youth to Christ, and would sell something for his serin particular, but also to mankind in general. vice, especially if it was to serve him in some
And indeed it seems to me that our principles, elevated and shining sphere; but to serve

cation, than

;

which, in the present corrupt state of the
world, seem to prohibit our meddling with
offices, dsc, naturally point out to us as a
people, rather than others, to serve God and
our country in the education of the youth.
I
will acknowledge that it is a situation which
does not appear so desirable as some others.

Christ in a station generally so little regarded,
where the labour of love, though ever so deep

and sincere, is much hid, and often, when the
most impartial, but the more disliked, this is
hard for flesh and blood to encounter.
Well, dear friend, I was not easy without
thus laying before thee

some

part of

my

con-
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the living among you, with whom I
I apprehend, from ray with
cern and prospect.
knowledge of thy generosity, I need make no sympathize, and ardently wish for an eternal
apology either for the strangeness of the memorial, being well content with, and thankthought, or the incoherence of the style. ful for, a share in those probations which are
Whether this matter will appear to thee or wisely allotted by our Heavenly Father to his
others in the weighty and extensive view it most favoured children, in this the house of
does to me, or not, I must leave, and remain our pilgrimage. The first-born amongst many
brethren, the Son of the Highest, trod this
thy friend,
anxious path and the disciple ought not to
Anthony Benezet.
wish to be above his Master. Dear friend, in
this stands our peace and safety, in being
SAMUEL FOTHERGILL TO JOHN CHURCHMAN. baptized with his baptism, and drinking of
;

Warrington, 1759.

Many

sympathize

with

brethren

their

amongst you, who suffer for conscience' sake,
and have their sufferings augmented by being
wounded in the house of their friends what
shall we say, but refer all to the wisdom of
that Being, who best knows by what means
to winnow away the chaff, and purify to
I trust, in and
himself a peculiar people?
;

his cup, as obedient children, fashioned after
his

image

scenes

;

may

though

many

and obvious

secret

attend, yet in suffering

we

shall

be exalted, and reign by subjection.
It ever gives me a distinguished pleasure to
hear of and from your family; gratitude for

your kind hospitality

is

one, but not the strong-

minds which
wherever this is the
case, the connection is strong and delicate, bethrough all these things, the great Name will cause it is founded in that which is divine and
be exalted, and the church be more and more permanent. Thy dear children are often, very
evidently built on that which cannot be re- often, as fresh in my mind as if present with
moved. Strait is the way to life, and few there them
and I am persuaded they are under
be that find it, is a remark which hath lost no His notice who delights to perpetuate his
part of its truth and weight by its antiquity. blessings in the families of his servants, and
The account of the promising prospect of transmit from generation to generation his
the youth amongst you is to me cause of mercy, goodness, and truth
may this inestihumble thankfulness to the ever blessed Help- mable blessing be precious in their eyes, and
manner,
and
way
er, who will, in his own
the humbling impressions be properly prized
carry on his own cause, and make the place so will peace and joy be spread around them,
of his feet glorious: I fully believe that it is his and the solicitude of their parents relieved by
purpose, notwithstanding the day is dark and its end being effectually answered.
gloomy; and oh that the natural branches of
I am, through mercy, restored to a better
our vine may never be plucked away for state of health than I once expected I ever
but the will of the Lord
their unfruitfulness
should, though not wholly freed from a weakbe done.
ness in my breast, the consequence of a too
situI often nearly remember thee and thy
unguarded exertion of my voice care is now
ation, who hath a quicker sense of feeling necessary to attend to every circumstance
indifferwith
than many others, and cannot
which may conduce to the preservation of my
ence behold the temple violated and polluted
est motive; there is a similarity in

cements a hidden union

;

;

;

;

;

:

by contentious, apostatizing spirits may healing balm and heavenly help be supplied, in

health, so as to continue capable of

;

vice, if
I

am

any

ser-

any should be required.
well pleased with the agreeable ac-

every needful time. Farewell, beloved friend, counts of the service of our European Friends
let us remember each other when we can,
amongst you may the Lord make them a
and carefully watch to the end.
blessing to you, and clothe them with wisSamuel Fothergill.
dom and power. I hope you will be kindly
affectioned to them all, and administer conveSAMUEL fothergill TO MARY PEMBERTON. nient food in due season, though it may be
reproof; your neglect of this freedom to some
Warrington, Second month 1st, 1759.
of us, to whom it was due, has not been atthe best effects.
I am indebted to thee for the affectionate tended with
;

Whatever my heart is susceptible of, in
tokens of thy remembrance, by which I am
pleased and profited, and retain in my mind a the time of enlargement, to the family and
my fellow believers, in that I most affecvery near and just regard for thee and thine
tionately salute thee, thy dear husband, and
cannot
waters
many
which
love
that
even
quench, or remoteness of place impair; in the children.
spreading whereof

I

am

often present in spirit

Samuel Fothergill.
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ever.

Warrington, Fifth month 26th, 1759.

The

I had the great happiness
thy dear husband and self,
remains as entire and animated as ever; for
an excellent reason it is so the stream will
flow while the fountain supplies it, and our
I often am
fountain, I trust, will never fail.
present in spirit with thee, sometimes a companion of thy solitary hours, and as if I sometimes shared with thee apart in those baptisms
which are necessarily and wisely allotted for
A time will
the instruction of all states.
come, my dear friend, when we shall with
Divine ardour and holy certainty, close our

friendship

more deep

think him

I

SAMUEL FOTHERGILL TO MARY PEMBERTON. mysteries
than

in

heavenly

Thy faithful friend,
Samuel Fothergill.

samuel fothergill to his sister.

to contract with

—

Warrington, Seventh month 18th, 1759.

There is a union and converse of spirit
whose language is too diffusive and tender to
be thrown upon paper, in which communion,
the ground of which is pure, I wish our increase and stability; and it is a prayer not
unattended with faith, that preservation to
may be our lot, though many exer-

the end
cising

scenes,

steps,

through

signed, in a

and painful, unaccompanied
solitary

wisdom

paths,

may

be

as-

comanthem with this acknowledgment, In wisdom prehend. My dear sister, let us endeavour
until which to possess our souls in patience, and hope in
hast thou made all thy works
event attend us, O may all the days of our quietness
hereby an equanimity is attainpilgrimage be passed in vigilance and filial able, that preserves all our spiritual and natuawe
It hath pleased Divine Providence to
ral faculties clear and useful, neither dejecttoo great for us to

;

;

!

allot

me

the dispensation of a tedious indis-

which hath held me all winter, and
the formation of an
is not wholly removed
abscess in my lungs was very dangerous in
the ninth month last, and continued so for
some time released from that complaint, I
enjoyed a month's half health, and was seized
with something like the gout, which quickly
position,

;

;

increased to a violent degree. I got relief,
but remain weak, and scarcely able to walk
the streets,

my

limbs being

much

debilitated

;

very serviceable
to me, I intend setting out to-morrow for our
approaching yearly meeting in London.
This humbling baptism of long sickness
hath instructed me, and I earnestly pray it
may be to refine me the heavens were as
and I thought
brass, and the earth as iron
the waterfloods and terrors of the great deep
came up into my soul all comfort seemed
removed nay, the hope of salvatjon, at times,
But though I walked
well nigh failed me.
through the valley of the shadow of death,
the secret invincible Arm was underneath,
when I durst not hope it, and brought me
again to praise him in the land of the living.
May a humble sense of his dealings, who is
glorious throughout all his name, remain my
covering all his days.
I have lately been favoured with the company of dear John Haslam, on his way to visit
the church in Ireland. His bodily strength
is as well as can be expected, respecting that
which must decay; his spiritual strength, as
well as could be desired
and all who have
spiritual sense to discern with, (except himself,) see him very strong in the Lord, and in
the power of his might, but the same humble,
diffident, iamb-like Christian he ever was.
yet, as moderate exercise

is

:

;

—

;

;

ing into too deep distress, nor exalting into
insecure tranquillity, nor yet relaxing the mind
into forgetfulness of

what

ever proper to
followers of
Wisdom, who causeth those who love her to
inherit substance, and leadeth them in the
midst of the paths of judgment.
I am humbly thankful to the Author of all
good, for the return of my health to a comfortable degree, and for the renewal of his
gracious presence, for best health.
It is a
crowning mercy when he vouchsafes to favour with the light of his countenance, and
give, if but an imperfect, yet real, glimpse of
the seal of the covenant ; may it be fresh
upon us, in time and in eternity.
attend

How

to.

safe are

is

the

am ready to
my mind is not

hope the present
remote from good,
I feel such a degree of love for heaven, for
those that dwell therein, and for those that
are carefully seeking after an habitation there.
As I mused this evening, the fire burned, and
warmed me, and I felt thee, I think, (after
the Author of good,) near, if not quite uppermost in my remembrance; and, though such
language as I am capable of cannot point out
the outlines of a friendship, though founded
in nature, yet refined and strengthened by
grace, and rendered strong, if I do not presume too much for myself, by a similarity of
minds yet I am most free and easy to tell
thee I remember thee in that love which is
not liable to change or decay, and renew the
expression of my wishes for thy sure blessing
every way.
For my own part, I am quiet, I
think not stupid
I am often very poor, but I
I

situation of

;

;

remember Him who

fasted forty days. I at
times meet with hidden sorrow, but I call to

mind that

fair

weather comes out of the north
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and

the present light afflictions have their

if

proper effect, they will work for us an eternal weight of glory. A superficial view of my
state may induce many to think I am remote
from the vales of sorrow and disquietude;
but I often tread the solemn, lonely path of
secret mourning; I do not complain, I dare
not, I ought not, for my Father who is in
heaven, is wise, righteous, and good. O, may
he renew my confidence in him, and be my
refuge in the hour of need
I am not out of love with myself, my state,
or the world; I have at times an evidence renewed which makes it comfortable to meet
my God in the cool of the evening, and that
he cares for me; no uneasy disappointment
disturbs my mind respecting temporal matters
I wish to climb above them, into the
secret place of the Most High, and I feel his
outstretched arm is near for the glorious pur!

;

pose.

my

and companion in the
may we eye our
guide, and follow him with diligence, and he
let us not fly away on the
will not fail us
wings of levity and folly, nor derogate from
the rectitude of his allotments, by the glooms
Farewell,

solitary, safe

friend

way

to

peace;

;

Remember me

of nature.

affectionately;

tell

thou can, and be assured of my
most affectionate regard from every motive.

me

so

when

Samuel Fothergill.
In the autumn of 1759, Samuel Fothergill
performed an extensive visit to Friends in
many parts of the west of England, also in
the city of Bristol, and some other places.

SAMUEL FOTHERGILL TO HIS WIFE.
St. Ives,

Through
I

have

to

Ninth month 2nd, 1759.

the gracious help of Providence,

send thee the account of

my

arrival

Yesterday and this day
here, very large,
especially this afternoon, which we were
obliged to hold upon the sea-shore, no place
being large enough for the reception of the
people, who were above three thousand, the
country coming in for many miles round; the
here

in

good health.

we have had two meetings

Lord of sure mercies was graciously near,
and magnified his own name and Truth to
him be the praise of his own works, for they
;

[1759.

on fifih-day evening next, at Exeter on
day, and Bristol on fourth.

first-

Samuel Fothergill.
samuel fothergill to catharine
PAYTON.
Warrington, Eleventh month 3rd, 1759.

Since my return home, I have been favoured
with an acceptable letter from thee, and should

have made several epistolary visits to thee,
had every other circumstance been as favourable as my inclination, and sincere desire for
thy preservation and stability in the best
things.
It
is very acceptable to hear and
feel that

He who

hath put forth goes before

and attends graciously with never-failing help.
I am under an awful obligation to
acknowledge his bounty and condescension,
thee,

in supporting in my late laborious engagement, and we have both the greatest reason.
He hath preserved us by the right hand of
his power, and distinguished humility, obedience, and watchful fear is our alone place of
safety; may we abide therein, that with unimpaired strength we may run our race and
finish our course.
And, dear friend, it hath
ofien been the cause of humiliation and sorrow to me to behold the unprofited state in
which many remain, who hear the Truth
with gladness, but lay not hold, fast hold, on
eternal life; the ministry is to such a pleasant
sound, but for want of rooting, their beauty is
momentary, and succeeded by withering. I
fear that island, as well as this, has too many
of that superficial sort, even amongst those
who think themselves to be something, and
judge of their advance in life by their pleasures in hearing and talking.
There is a
remnant, with whom my soul is united in the
heavenly covenant
these have one Father
and head, and unto him is their eye directed
they know no man after the flesh, nor have
trust in any thing short of the renewings of
the Holy Ghost; and they well know nothing
else can keep them steadfast and immovable
in these degenerate days.
My mind will be
frequently with the seed in the approaching
solemnity, with such strength of desire as I
may be favoured with for the exaltation of
the pure, holy Truth.
May all the labourers
in the Lord's service be clothed with the humility, meekness, wisdom, and strength of
;

only can praise him.
My mind is comforted in being here, being the Lamb; this will be victorious at last,
assured I am in my place, and my health is when the zeal, will, and wrath of man must
much confirmed; I hope to use every prudent utterly fail.
Thy complaint of the state of the church
precaution to preserve it, though the weight
of the service lays much upon me, there being in your parts is sorrowful, and it is much
none in the ministry but myself, besides a few more so when the cultivation of the heavenly
Hand hath been more abundantly known,
I long much
of the members of the meeting.
and the former and latter rain have abunto hear from thee.
I hope to be at Plymouth

OF SAMUEL FOTHERGILL.
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dantly descended, and I think this hath been
the case of this county in a remarkable deI
gree.
mean not the favours conveyed
through the channel of my labours, but the
many heavenly visitations immediately, and
through others.
The secret love of the world
hath prevailed to weaken many hands the
Lord would have made strong for himself;
whereby the testimony is deserted and the
cords slackened, immoral practices connived
at, and very few, scarcely any, who dare
stand in the gap.
Many think better of us
than we merit, and some think I may be
strengthened much by a worthy assistant,
who seems, at London, clothed with zeal, but
is at home my greatest burden.
May our
minds, dear friend, cleave to the Preserver of
men, that thereby strength may be renewed
simply to suffer, and simply to stand in the
counsel of God
then hoio, rohere, and what
;

we

are, will be perfectly right.

direct thy steps in

The Lord

wisdom, prudence and

zeal.

Samuel Fotheegill.

so
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happy as to be completely his workmanwhich is beautiful, and the praise of the

ship,

whole earth. I feel so great occasion for a
jealousy over myself, and am so often humbled by one thorn or another, that I may,
perhaps, from that feeling, be giving away
my own bread to one that has less need of it
than myself.
But my soul is humbled within
me, to crave inward establishment in the holy,
hidden life of the Lamb, and that thence the
complete similitude of the King's sons may be
our happy experience.
My situation is such
as to exclude boasting and guard against de-

spondency

and though I pass through various dispensations, their end I consider is one,
and that is good, though the path to it may
at times lie through the shadow of death; yet
this evidence I have, and I hope never to lose,
my daily desire and prayer is, in the language
of the psalmist, " Let my heart be sound in
thy statutes." As to the state of the church,
I cannot say much; I think she is going into
the wilderness, to the place her husband hath
prepared for her there she is seldom visible
about the dwellings of her nominal professors
many make use of her name for fraudulent
purposes and lucrative views, the filthy lucre
of pre-eminence.
I know them by this mark
they aspire to be great, and not, by becoming little, and the servants of all, patient toward all men. They say they are zealous,
some think them so, but where the eye is not
single, no zeal can be there that is of the right
;

;

samuel fothekgill to israel pemberton.
Warrington, Eleventh month 13th, 1759.

my inclination nor capacity
allow my engagements to be in some respects
so arduous as thine, yet they are as many
and as laborious as ray strength of body and
mind are equal to, and frequently so encumbering as to prevent my conversing with such
Friends as the warmth of an affectionate heart
would frequently recall to my near remembrance.
Thyself and dear wife, from the
motives of gratitude, union of spirit, and similarity of sentiment, are often present with
me, and that friendship is not at all impaired
which united us when together, and I hope,
according to your Indian phrase, "The chain
may be often brightened." And, dear Israel,
thou well knowest what it is that unites to all
the living, and preserves in the unity of the
one Spirit, even that leaven of the kingdom,
which, by a silent, solemn, and efficacious
energy, begets into the Divine nature, and
makes the whole lump congenial with itself
and with the family. It is uniform in its operation, ever productive of one glorious end,
though the objects on which it operates may
be various.
It animates the gloomy, regulates the unstable, and causes the volatility of
Though

neither

—

sort.

My
Our

business

nation

is

not

much

in public affairs.

with success.
I
cannot rejoice with their joy. Methinks there
is yet behind the veil something to teach us
righteousness.
The commotions of this present day have not that instructive effect on
the people.
May the great Lord of heaven
and earth magnify his own name and arm.
is

intoxicated

believe He will do it, and that the day is
near at hand, that he will work his wonderful work.
Oh that our names may be written in his book, enrolled in his army; so shall
the strength of salvation and protection be
our portion. Dear friend, all other vision is
a dream, and all labour fruitless or worse,
that hath not some tendency to promote this
establishment. We are hastening fast through
the scenes of lime, and everlasting certainty
is at hand.
Oh, therefore, let our fervour be
the more vivacious to subside, and directs directed to that substance the wise of all ages
them to, and in, their respective services.
have chosen, and leave the bustles of obstructWhen I see the different tempers of men, I ing things, to sit at the feet of the Prince of
am confirmed in a strong assurance that in Peace.
wisdom the Lord hath made them all, and
My love is to thy dear spouse I love the
that in the abundance of his mercy and truth remembrance of her: I wish I were rich in
he would direct them to his glory, and sanc- spiritual wealth, I would freely communicate
tify to his use and our comfort.
May we be some to her if I could, though she knows the
I

;

Vol.

IX.— No.

6.

29
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to the place where all treasure is hid, may be the introduction to greater winnowing
and also who enables to partake thereof. I and exercise; but the Lamb and his followers
have every branch of thy family fresh in my will be finally victorious. May the righteous
affectionate regard, and salute them with un- seed therefore be patient, and hope to the end,

way

feigned love; may the riches of all the righte- for faithful is He who hath called into this
ous generations become their inheritance for day of buffeting.
Our worthy friend Joseph White is about
ever.
by no means forget poor afflicted
I
Mary Jordan she has the just sympathy of Durham. His service is not merely very acmy heart that feels for her, and what is infi- ceptable, but solidly beneficial; I have known
nitely better, the tender mercy of our Father none more eminently favoured with the wiswho is in heaven, an appellation given to him dom and authority of Truth. His health is
from the heights and from the depths. Vari- not fully confirmed, though he is able to traous are the snares attendant on unguarded vel diligently.
Farewell, my dear friend
may the hand
heahh; the steps of youth are in slippery
places; our stay is momentary, and more which hath supported in many concealed and
safe in the house of mourning than in the obvious trials, and encouraged to hope in his
salvation, be reverently waited for. If we, on
house of mirth.
As to my situation, it hath either been a our part, remember and follow as we ought,
scene of labour abroad, or sickness at home: our Rock will not sell us, nor ever fail the
Lord our righteousness will make way for us,
I have been on the brink of the grave twice
last winter.
This, seems to promise better and exalt our drooping heads in his own time.
Samuel Fothergill.
health, and, perhaps, a quiet rest at home.
;

;

;

However

it

be,

am

I

content, in

humble

confi-

Helper of all who love and
fear him.
I will conclude with the assurance
of sincere affection for you all, in that which
remains through all the changes of time.
dence

in the sure

Samuel Fgthergill.

Warrington, Twelfth month 2nd. 1759.

The emotions of pure friendship, which
often warm my mind towards thee, render
thy welfare and

prosperity most desirable,
and fill my mind with unfeigned sympathy in
which I tenderly salute thee. From thine of
23rd of eighth month, I find those evidences
of life which are incontestible, even want and
I

wish they

may

ever continue

rected towards the everlasting Supplier,
will in his
all

own

sincere soul.

di-

who

time lead to Rehoboth, where

sufficiency reveals itself to the
It

is

humble,

preferable to

infinitely

that state of death, and consequently insensi-

which

many

rejoice in as their princiare under the continual notice
of a merciful Father, who sees and pities us
when our backslidings correct us, he mitigates
the severity due, and turns even our weakbility,

pal good.

We

nesses into the

means of renewing

and renews great occasion
shall

work together

to

for wood.

hope
I

strength,

all

The
in

X.

firm belief of Sajiuel

Fothergill

the great doctrines of the Christian reli-

by the religious Society of which
he was a member, and his entire conviction
of the truth and propriety of the various testimonies of the Society, and of their accordance with the doctrines and precepts of the
New Testament, were not in him the result
of education or tradition.
He had diligently
examined for himself the grounds upon which
they rested; for this examination, and the
thorough conviction which it produced upon
his mind, he was well enabled, through the
grace and aid of the Holy Spirit, to recommend and to explain these principles, to advocate them as occasions arose, and to defend
them when questioned or attacked.
This full acquaintance with the principles
of the Society, and his well-known ability to
explain and enforce them, together with the
eminent station which he occupied as a minister, caused frequent applications to be made
to him for advice and assistance; it introduced
him into much correspondence, and an extended care over many parts of the Society.
For several years before his visit to America, and ever afier his return, he was a constant attender, (when health permitted) of the
yearly meeting in London, and, with his brother John, took a deep interest, and no incongion, as held

samuel fgthergill to john pemberton.

anxiety;

CHAPTER

things

offen consi-

der the situation of your province in this sifting day, in which a separation is made between the true-hearted followers of Christ,
though in the way of the cross, and those
whose building is upon the sand, in the spirit

share, in the transactions of, and
various important concerns which came beSeveral of the printed
fore that assembly.
epistles during this period contain strong evidence, in their language and style, that porsiderable

and temper of an unstable world. The suffering of the true seed is great, and the wormwood bitter. These things are permitted, and tions of them were of

his composition.

From
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the records of the yearly meeting in 1753, it saves, and of which the holy Jesus was and
appears that he then proposed the establish- is the minister, I persuade myself thou wouldment of a yearly meeting of ministers and est have acted a different part."
" I suppose thy remark on S. C*
elders, and several minutes occur on the subject
The proposal made by our friend being an enemy to the religion of his country,
Samuel Fothergill respecting the establish- is a reflection on our Society. I trust we are
ment of a yearly meeting of ministers and not enemies to true religion, which avails beelders, being reconsidered, was referred to fore God the Father.
It is true, we think
the consideration of the committee for draw- differently from some others respecting it, being up the epistle
John Fry, from lieving its chief emolument is sanctity of heart
the committee appointed to consider the pro- and the favour of God, and not lucrative adposal made by Samuel Fothergill with respect vantages.
We have reason to believe there
to the holding a general meeting for ministers yet remain men who suppose gain is godliand elders annually in this city, brought in a ness, and are more concerned to advocate
report, in which they say, That having solidly their claims by temporal motives, than by the
considered the proposition, it is their sense love of Christ; and from such we turn away."
and judgnnent that it may contribute to the
In reply to some harsh and unjust expresadvantage of the Society to have such a meet- sions of his correspondent respecting himself,
ing of ministers and elders established.
The Samuel Fothergill writes thus:
" I am very free to tell thee I make not
report was read and considered, and on the
following day it was agreed that it should re- merchandise of religion
I
amuse not the
main solidly on Friends' minds, and in the people with the false traffic of unfelt truths.
year following it was deliberately considered I confess some of the earlier scenes of my
and concluded.
The regulations proposed, life were passed in folly, vanity, and infidelity;
and then agreed upon, for the said meeting, but having found mercy with God, through
are nearly the same as at the present time.
Jesus Christ, and knowing the terrors of the
In the same year, 1753, it is recorded that Lord for sin, I endeavour to persuade others
Samuel Fothergill brought in from the com- to be reconciled unto God, by forsaking every
mittee an epistle, to be sent in MS. to the se- evil way, and turning to him in faith and
veral quarterly meetings; the epistle is fraught prayer, with their whole hearts.
This is the
with excellent counsel.
end of my labour, and its whole intention
Of the character adverted to in a preceding for this I am willing to spend and to be spent,
paragraph, are several of the following letters. without any fee or reward from men.
The
In the beginning of 1760, he was engaged Lord judge between me and thee in this
in some correspondence with R. Selby, the matter."
clergyman of a neighbouring parish (Budworth.)
The daughter of a Friend near that
SAMUEL FOTHEKGILL TO R. OLIVER.
place had been married before this individual,
and, previously to the ceremony of the marWarrington, 1760.
riage, he had insisted upon her submitting to
My friend, Abraham Rawlinson, some time
the rite of water baptism.
The marriage was ago, gave me thine, dated 11th of April, which
one of peculiar aggravation and distress to brought thy Commissary's remarks on the
her parents, who were treated with much un- suffering case
of the Websters, which Abrakindness by the clergyman; they applied for ham Rawlinson had, at
my request, put into
counsel and consolation to Samuel Fothergill, thy hands
some time since. A tedious indisand the following extracts are from some of position, and a necessary inquiry into the
his letters to R. Selby on the occasion.
truth of the Commissary's aspersions, have
" I am convinced, by the testimony of the
prevented my earlier attempt to suggest a few
Holy Scriptures, that the sprinkling of water sentiments to thy consideration, on account of
upon the face of either adults or infants hath thy Commissary's letter: I hope for thy canno warrantry therein it is neither the bap- dour in doing it now.
tism of John, nor of our blessed Redeemer;
Much might be said to his " concurrence
but having no ground in Holy Writ,
in opinion, that every civil government ought
nor example nor precept therein, corroborat- highly
to discourage every excuse and preing thy practice, and it appearing foreign to
tence which are alleged to be founded on
the nature of the religion of the Holy Jesus,
I disclaim it, as being one of the inventions
* The father of the young woman.
of men apostatized from the power and purity
f Probably Robert Oliver, who was vicar of the
of the gospel.
Had thy mind been happily parish
of Warton, near Lancaster, from 1734 to
subjected to the purifying effects of the bap- 1775.
I have not been able to collect any further
tism of the Holy Ghost, the baptism that now particulars of the case named in this letter. G. C.
:

:

—
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which tithes belonged, have, without any
disobedience to the laws of their country;" temporal consideration dismembered them
as also to his charge of the most " perverse from their estates, and in the strongest manMay 1 not query whether this ner conveyed them to the land owners from
obstinacy."
whose estate they arose, being as conscienis not a full justification of all the high discouragements the primitive church suffered tiously concerned against receiving as paying
from Jewish and Gentile governments, and them ; but never before heard of their suing
I procured an inquiry to be made
those inflicted on the reformers from Popery, for them.
the founders of the Church of England'.' The into this matter, and were I disposed to give
hierarchy of those days called their invinci- thy Commissary as hard words as he uses
ble constancy, " the most perverse obstinacy." for Webster's conscientious dissent, I might
Hath not this been the language of a perse- keenly recriminate but I spare him. Two
cuting spirit, from the time of the accusation Papists commenced such a suit, but that two

principles of conscience, for a premeditated

—

I
of our Saviour by the chief priests; both Jews Quakers did, I call upon him to prove.
and Gentiles, and those worst of Gentiles, have copies of two certificates, one from the
persecutors professing the religion of the plaintiff's solicitor, and one from the defendPrince of peace and love, and counteracting ant's proctor, as my vouchers; the originals
it to the
utmost of their power by acts of are in my hands. May I not call in question
to the epithets of
cruelty and injustice?
I apprehend the case thy Commissary's claim
in question is a proof of this unchristian dis- " good and worthy," who can thus take up
position, and that it is in the first instance and make a false report, and impose upon
illegal and unjust, and that no law of our thee with it.
much mistaken in the judgment I
I am
country subjects us to pay wages to a parish
clerk; and I am ready to put it to the issue have formed of my friend Oliver, if these rePerhaps this might be marks are in his sight insignificant. I canof common law.
known to the prosecutor, and thence he was not think thy nature unfeeling, and am perinduced to put them into the Ecclesiastical suaded religion would improve every sentiment
Court, where they might be harassed and of sympathy with distress, especially where
I, therelurched into a contempt, and subjected to unjustly procured and unmerited.
every hardship a court hateful to God and fore appeal to the man, to the Christian, for
man hath power to inflict. Their being sued redress, which I hope is in thy power to proFor though we fear no spiritual damthere was for an illegal and unjust demand, cure.
and every act of that court was, and is, ac- ages from excommunication, as now prostiWe have no reason to tuted, we know there are temporal ones which
cumulated injustice.
hope for any compliment to our religious do affect the already injured, oppressed parI am thy real friend and well wisher,
scruples from chancellors and registrars. We ties.
Samuel Fothekgill,
have read of such oflicers and their conduct,
in Queen Mary's days, and we apprehend
succeeding times have only varied the obsamuel fotheegill to his sister.

nature of the people's zeal.
I
are entirely at ease with respect to any spiritual disridvantage accruing
The Judge of
to us from excommunication.
the whole universe is not at the beck of any
mercenary officer, whether civil or ecclesiastical, to execute his sentence of injustice and
oppression, at the price of his own attributes
Nay, indeed, whilst
of love and compassion.
such instruments of cruelty are found in the
habitations of Simeon and Levi, may not
thinking men say with old Jacob, "Oh my
come not thou into their secret unto
soul
their assembly, mine honour, be not thou

ject, not the

freely

Warrington, Third month 23rd, 1760.

own we

am

favoured with pretty good health, a
in other
respects quiet and content
I do not abound,
nor am I wholly destitute
I have more than
I have merited, and if I be stript, I acquiesce
with His will, whom I think I can call my
Father who is in heaven.
The revolving year brings nigh a season I
look at with the alternate sensations of pleasure and sorrow, as these result from meeting
with similar spirits, and being renewedly baptized with them for ourselves, for the living
united."
and the dead. It is pleasing beyond expresI was astonished at the account he gave me sion to renew a personal converse with those
of two Quakers being lessees of wool and who are dear to me from every tie ; and to
Iambs, and suing as appellants, because the see a brother and sister in the strongest union,
appellees had not made a sufficient tender, conveys a pleasure which, like the connexion,
&c. I have heard of many instances, and is deeper than nature.
known some, where Quakers being possessed
Yesterday, I received an invitation from
of estates by inheritance or purchase, to Jonathan Laycock, of Halifax, to the burial
!

;

I

blessing greatly to be prized, and
;

;
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of his wife.
duty obliges

To which an apprehension of
me to submit, though I confess

not without reluctance.
right,

But I only ask to be
and leave the what and the where. I
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tion, when the mind is loosened from lower
connexions, and reaching onwards to the immutable union and inseparable fellowship of
the Lord's family. I was much comforted to observe in thine the happy, blessed end dear Mary
was favoured with. I trust the remembrance
of it will often solace her parents, and may
it be memorably instructive to
her surviving
brothers and sisters, who know not how soon
they must close their eyes to all visible things.

expect little more rest.
Our northern yearly
meeting, that for Wales, and London, are
coming fast on I am thankful for the present
share of ability, which I hope will continue
proportioned to the labour of the day.
Our worthy ancient friends, Grace Chambers* and Lydia Lancaster, are about to set Then, O then, a religious, watchful life, spent
out on a long journey; I expect them here in the Divine fear, will appear as it really is,
next week, and they intend for the Welsh an absolutely necessary preparation to what,
yearly meeting, Bristol, Bath, and London. in a solemn hour, is eligible to all
even a
Full of days and full of virtue, their spirits happy conclusion.
I nearly and affectionateare refined, by long experience, into a meet- ly sympathize with thee, in the various exerness for the holy inheritance.
cising steps thou hast assigned thee to tread.
;

—

Samuel Fothergill.

doubt not but the present afflictions will work
more exceeding weight of glory ; and
such times of favour will be renewed, as to
enable thee to rejoice in tribulation.
May
the ancient Helper of his humble children
graciously support thee, and lead forward in
the way to true peace; that, in the obedience
of faith, thou mayest be established, and all
things work together under divine direction
for thy comfort in hope.
I am about preparing a kw instances of the
great advantage and necessity of early piety,
intending to print them, with some little introduction, believing they may be of some use.
I think thy testimony concerning thy dear
daughter will greatly add to the value and
usefulness of such a performance ; and 1 believe thou wilt not have any objection to my
gathering up her valuable fragments.*
I

for thee a

SAMUEL FOTHERGILL TO MARY PEMBERTON.
Warrington, Fourth month 7th, 1760.
I was favoured with thine, and must acknowledge it was acceptable, though it brought

me

the tidings of thy daughter'sj" departure
out of this troublesome world ; and I doubt
not but thy mind will be so favoured with that
calm acquiescence with the present dispensation, as to be enabled to say, It is the Lord's
doing, and let him work as it pleaseth him.
It is a debt we must all pay, and we ought
not to repine at the hour of our summons.
Indeed, when the race is shortened, and a
quicker transition to eternal peace is granted
than through the long, laborious scenes of
sorrow allotted to many, it may be considerI am, through
ed and prized as a mercy, and doubtless will
state of health.
be so in the cool moments of sedate medita-

mercy, in a pretty good
have been much about
home this winter, not wholely useless, nor
idle; as the summer advances, it seems likely
Monkheselden, I may be more abroad, though 1 have no
I

Grace Chambers was born at
Durham and about the year 1713, clear perception of any long journey. The
on being married, she removed to near Kendal. visitation of the Shepherd of Israel seems
She was of strict, exemplary life and conversaextending itself, and in some places, with a
tion, remarkable for her great plainness and simblessed prevalence to the scattered sheep
plicity of apparel, manners, and deportment, as
well as for openness and generosity to her friends, amongst us, bringing some near who have
and hospitality to all, especially to the poor. She been afar off, as well as bringing here and
had free access to many families of distinction, to there one to the saving knowledge of his own
whom her affectionate visits were acceptable, and Truth. May his work prosper, and the place
of service.
She possessed considerable skill in of his feet become more and more glorious.
surgery, and in administering relief in many disOur worthy ancient friends, Grace Chamorders; and this she did without fee or reward,
and devoted much of her time to visiting the sick bers, in her eighty-fourth year, and Lydia
and those in affliction, to whom she was very Lancaster, in her seventy-seventh, were latethey bent
helpful. As a minister, she was strong and lively ly with us, on a religious visit
in her testimonies, even when bodily ability had their course towards Bristol and some adjacent
much abated. She finished a well spent life, places, and thence to London. They are as
at her own house at Sedgwick, near Kendal, in
ninth month, 1762, aged eighty-five years being
* What progress was made by S. Fothergill in
favoured at last with a comfortable evidence of
*

in the county of

;

;

;

t

Mary

now appear. He did not
publish any such work, and no remains of it were
found after his decease.
this collection does not

gracious acceptance.
Jordan.
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well as can be expected, considering their a number as might supply every family with
great age, and bravely strong in the root of several.
One hundred of them will be sent
living virtue.
O, desirable state indeed, to to Tortola
have run a bright and glorious race, and be
My time hath been pretty much employed,

enriched

with

green

old

ancient and new
monuments of Almighty

treasure,

;

in

one

little

service or another, during

the

and I have got peace of mind,
power and goodness, descending to the grave, and that is very great riches. I am obliged
as much of them as the grave can hold, but to thee for the yearly epistle from Philadelthe immortal part renewed in holy ardour, phia.
It contains profitable truths, and will,
and happy in the evident foretaste of ever- I doubt not, be of service. I think the artless
lasting felicity.
I
have not seen Joseph simplicity of the gospel, unlaboured in point
White for several months; his service in this of diction, is most likely to add weight to
land is truly acceptable and useful
his Mas- these epistles; and perhaps, if you judge it
ter is eminently with him, and I trust will necessary to continue the practice of printing
keep him in the simplicity and power of the yearly epistles, you may study simplicity and
gospel.
Assure thyself of my most cordial plainness of address. Though I suppose you
affection being ever warm to thee and thine, will hardly judge it necessary to print every
in which I wish you all happiness, in this; year, lest the wheels be clogged, and the frein the salutation of near love, my wife joins quency of instruction destroy its use.
with thy sincere friend,
I most sincerely wish thee every degree of
Samuel Fothergill.
essential happiness, and that peace and satisfaction which alone soothes the sorrows, and
in

age,

past winter

;

;

samuel fothergill to john pemberton.

alleviates

the

distress

of our probationary

Samuel Fothergill.

pilgrimage.
Warrington, Fourth month 10th, 1760.

As

I

tenderly love you,

I

rejoice

whatever attends you that is prosperous,
particularly that our gracious Lord and Lawgiver overshadows your meetings, when the
body is collectively assembled for his service.
He hath often limited the turbulent waves
which contentious spirits have raised, and for
his own name's sake made evidently bare his
holy arm.
have often remarked it with
I
admiration and worship of heart, and learned
from ii, that if we do the Lord's work in his
spirit, no weapon
formed against us shall
in

The

following

is

the foregoing letter

the epistle mentioned in

:

TO FRIENDS OF THE ISLAND OF TORTOLA.
Warrington, Third month 17th, 1760.

Dear friends,
Though I am personally a stranger, and
unknown to most of you, yet ye have been,
of late time especially, so frequently the subme, and with so

ject of close thoughtfulness to

much warmth

am

as to engage

my

mind

to visit

thankful for the proofs re- you in a collective capacity with this epistle,
peatedly afforded, that we are brethren, and are from some apprehension of duty, and with a
in that spiritual fellowship which is not strait- heart replenished with sincere good will, in
ened by distance of place, and therein are which, I wish you the possession of that hapcapable of adapting matter suitable to your piness which is everlasting.
states in our annual assembly.
It was tidings of great joy to the living
Those epistles have required a vigilant eye, to prevent body of Friends in this land, to hear that the
their being prejudicial instead of helpful ; for Lord Almighty was at work in your island,
there are too many amongst us, as well as to beget children to himself; and that the
you, who consider the approbation of men, same substanstial virtue which wrought upon
more than the conformity to the pattern God many, in this and other nations, to redeem and
clearly showed to the living amongst us in purify them a people to the praise of his great
his holy mount.
Name, had also visited you with a day-spring
have just now received from from on high, and produced the same blessed
I
London, the enclosed printed epistle. I thought fruits in measure, even a death unto sin, and
for some time I had a concern to send Friends a new birth unto righteousness; and by the
of Tortola a few hints, and I, therefore, threw baptism of the Holy Ghost, brought them into
together a few sentiments. I sent it up to my the one spiritual body, whereof Christ is head.
brother for his consideration; he laid it before Oh the tenderness, the fear, and watchfulness,
the Morning meeting, who, with some little which attended some of your souls in that
immaterial alteration in the words, directed it day
a precious day of visitation, which
to the press, as it was considered that the ought for ever to be remembered ; a day
transient reading of an epistle once in a meet- wherein the Lord allured some of you, and
ing, might be of less use than printing such brought you into the wilderness, speaking
prosper.

I

!

—
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comfortably to you, and in his own time gave
you vineyards from thence: some of you, I
believe, have in remembrance those times of
divine betrothing, and cannot but acknowledge it was the Lord's doing.
Then the
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general decay of lively zeal and care, through
own declension and lukewarmness for

their

;

it

is

most certain, the faithfulness or unfaith-

fulness, of this rank, hath a very great influence over young and tender minds, as well as
mind was humbled as in the dust, and a of those who may be more advanced in years
living concern arose, to walk in white, and to and experience, and yet not void of a secret
enter into covenant with the Lord your God
relish for heavenly matters.
Return therea covenant you then hoped would never be fore, I beseech you, oh ye chiefs amongst the
broken. In this simplicity of heart, the Lord's people, to your first love, and do your first
children are ever safest. Almighty power works, lest greater desolation ensue, and He,
watching over them for good, and regarding who walketh in the midst of the seven golden
;

with a Father's care. As individuals amongst
you were thus engaged, the sympathy and
fellowship of the one body spread over sea

and land, and we became as epistles written in
one another's hearts, and were baptized by
the one Spirit into the one body, wherein is
the bond of peace and unity of the saints.
In this stood our rejoicing on your account;
for it is not the accession of numbers to our
name, but the gathering of souls to the everlasting Shepherd, which gives joy to the
Lord's family in heaven and earth.
Now, dear Friends, is not the dew of your
morning at times brought to recollection,
and its heavenly relish remembered? Yet,
hath not a loss sensibly attended you, and the
once promising plantation amongst you become less fruitful and beautiful? If so, where

come unto you quickly, and reout of its place; for why should
the candlestick remain, when the light and
lustre of the candle is extinguished?
And
dearly beloved friends of the rising generacandlesticks,

move yours

and ye in the prime of life, suffer and
word of exhortation from one who
tenderly loves you
remember your Creator
and your Judge let not the foolish amusements,
tion,

receive the

;

;

or vain conversation, of this world prevail to
turn you aside from your great and everlasting interest ; remember there is not any thing

of this world can lay the foundation of eternal peace; it is an earnest, humble seeking
after the sanctifying Hand, and submission to

which can alone fashion you as
fit you for the heavenly
kingdom. Cherish the secret drawings of dishall we inquire for the cause?
We shall vine love; be not ashamed of its tendering,
not find any deficiency in Divine compassion; restraining effects
why should you sell your
but the loss hath been occasioned by a neglect souls for a thing of naught? for such will be
to follow on to know the Lord in his own the smiles and frowns of this world in a day
way and leading, and a departure in heart that is hastily approaching. Let not, therefrom him hath ensued, whereby the work fore, the evil example of others, nor the rehath been marred, and that goodness, where- proach of the scornful, prevail to your hurt,
in the holy, unchangeable One would have but retain the fear of God, which will keep
established you, and rendered a permanent the heart clean, and be an excellent enduring
blessing and beauty to you, hath been to too treasure, when every thing else shall vanish
many as a morning cloud, and as the early as a vapour.
dew, it hath soon passed away. Such ever
And it most certainly behooves you, friends,
was the consequence of unfaithfulness to the who were natives of this land, and have had
discoveries of the pure light; weakness, re- your education amongst us as a people, and
volt, and backsliding have ensued
and when been frequently directed to the heavenly Monipeople have forsaken the Fountain of living tor, to walk with great circumspection; ye are
waters, which is open for sanctification and amongst a people who have been made parrefreshment, all their labour and inventions takers of the like precious faith with us, prinhave been as broken cisterns, that can hold cipally through the immediate reach of a
no water; and the latter end of such, unless Divine Hand. Will not their eyes be turned
they return and repent, will be worse than to look at your conduct, and to observe the
their former unenlightened state.
Bear with fruits of your faith, by its prevalence in your
me, dear friends, in this freedom
my soul lives and conversation? And if, instead of
longs for your help and restoration, that by the blessed fruits of righteousness, the conand through you the great Name may be ex- trary should appear, and your conduct be the
alted in those islands, and that part of the means of stumbling to any, and evil liberties
Lord's footstool may become glorious.
pursued by you, to your own and others'
Let, I beseech you, the. seeming foremost hurt; to such I testify, in the name and under
rank amongst you look closely to their own an awful sense of the authority of the Most
steps, and consider carefully, whether they Fligh, it had been better for them never
to
have not by some means contributed to the have known the way of righteousness. Heavy,
its

virtue,

vessels of honour, and

;

—

;
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very heavy, will be the weight of the complicated guilt of their own transgressions, and the
transgressions of others made worse by their
example. Wo, from a righteous and dreadful

whom

such offences come.
I make no doubt but there are amongst you
an honest seed, an afflicted and poor people,
some of the Lord's poor, who retain in some
good degree, their first love, and bewail the
I beseech such, stand fast in
hurt of Zion.
their own lots; abide in the faith and patience; be sober, and hope to the end: though
the times are gloomy, the out-goings of the
morning are of God, and he can, and will in
his own time, cause the wilderness to become

God,

to

those by

a fruitful

field.

Look

not too

much

at the

declension of others, lest your faith should
fail; but steadfastly look to, and follow on to

[1760.

most sincerely wish thee a good journey;
good to thyself and so to others. 1 cannot
doubt of the propriety of thy mission to that
part of the Lord's vineyard
I had an evidence in myself, in solemn silence, that thou
wast under the Master's appointment for that
service, and I earnestly desire the wisdom
and power of Truth may seal its own evidence
on all thy labours; and dear friend, though I
apprehend myself a younger brother, and
now addressing myself to one who was in
Christ before me, yet permit me to offer to
thy thoughts a few sentiments, which have
been sealed usefully on my heart.
First.
It is a most solemn and awful thing
to assume the name of the Lord's ambassa-

I

;

—

dor

;

I

believe thou considers

it

so.

Thence

ought we also to consider the high obligations
know the Lord Almighty, who remains for we are under to receive from him, not only
ever, and the defection of multitudes can by his instructions, but our credentials.
These will not be withheld, if
Secondly.
no means impair his unchangeable truth and
we wait our Master's time; his sound will be
righteousness.
We shall
In a sense of the fresh extending of an- certain, and his discoveries clear.
cient, all-sufficient Help, I most tenderly and not say, like Ahimaaz, When I ran, there was
May the scattered a tumult; but distinctly receive and deliver
affectionately salute you.
amongst you be brought home, and the negli- our Master's message, in his own wisdom and
gent be roused to diligence, whilst yet a little spirit.
Thirdly.
In all our service, let us rememday continues let the tender breathings still
remaining be cherished, that they may gather ber our Lord's dignity, and endeavour to
strength, and enter with holy prevalence the maintain it according to the proportion of
strength vouchsafed, both in purity of life,
ear of the Lord and Father of his people
this is the sincere prayer of one concerned at and singleness to him, in our ministerial caheart for your restoration and stability in pacity, being empty without him, and only
filled with his fulness.
righteousness and peace for ever.
Fourthly.
Let us learn to try the spirits,
Samuel Fothekgill.
whether they are of God. I have seen a
samuel fotheegill to susanna hatton.* danger, especially in your sex, of being taken
by the passions; the passionate preacher hath
Sixth month 27th, 1760.
affected the passionate hearer; both have been
In some sense of that sympathy and union in raptures, and neither of them profited. This
which renders the church of Christ a compact is a place I would endeavour to guard thee in,
body, I tenderly and affectionately salute thee. my dear friend, as I am apprehensive the emotions of thy mind are sometimes strong and
* This Friend was born at Grange, in the north
Mistake not the warmth of pasanimated.
of Ireland, in 1720. Very early in life, her mind
was brought under the tender visitations of Divine sion for the gospel authority; the first is like
love, and such was her zeal and her love for the the rattling thunder, which frights, but never
the last is like the lightning from the
Truth, that she generally went many miles on hurts
foot to attend meetings, and laboured hard in the east, which illuminates, and at times breaks
service of her employer to make up for the time through all opposition, and melts down every
thus occupied. In the seventeenth year of her
know the integrity of thy
obstruction.
I
age, she received a gift in the ministry, and as
heart, and what is infinitely better, our Father
one planted by the Master's hand, so rapid was
her growth therein, that, with the unity of her
friends, she paid a general visit, before she was widow, she embarked on a second visit to Amerieighteen years of age, to Friends on the continent ca.
She afterwards married Thomas Lightfoot,
of America, in company with Ruth Courtney. and they settled in Pennsylvania, where she conShe was married in 1742, and for many years had tinued to be a faithful labourer in the cause and
to pass through many outward difficulties, as well service of Truth.
She was a living and powerful
as inward exercises and trials, for the cause and minister, awful and weighty in prayer, careful
testimony she had espoused, and she was favoured to wait fbr the fresh anointing for right qualificaShe tra- tion. She departed this life on the 8th of fifth
to hold fast her integrity to the Truth.
velled much as a minister in several parts of month, 1781, aged sixty-one, a minister forty-five
Great Britain and Ireland. In 1760, being then a years.

—

—

;

—

;
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dren, that they may be so wisely conducted
it, and will not
be gracious; and, therefore, with in all things, as to know the returns of peace,
the most unreserved freedom, I remind thee and feel the unity of the spirit and of the
May thy Urim and Thum- body.
of these things.
If we are little enough in our own eyes, we
mim be with thy Holy One, whom thou didst

who

is in

forget

to

prove

at

heaven also knows

Massah, which implies the hour of

temptation, and with

whom

thou didst strive
Look
at the waters of Meribah, or strife.
carefully to him in all thy goings, so shalt
thou dip thy foot in oil, when thou treadest
on high places, and the arms of thy hands
will be strengthened by the mighty God of
Jacob.
If deep poverty be thy lot, be not
disquieted, neither pour forth thy complaints
to any mortal ; have no confidant, but eternal
never knew deeper poverty, nor
Help.
I
more glorious riches, than in that land, but I
found it safe to wear my sackcloth on my
loins, and put on my best garments honestly
and sparingly. Receive no obligation from
that quarter, which thou can avoid, lest they
say, " I have requited her labour," or make
vain the purport of thy testimony.
In the course of thy passage, be courteous to
all, unless restricted by secret direction with respect to any particular, which I have found my
peculiar duty in some parts. Let not affability
enervate thy mind, nor lead from the steady
stability attending the faithful minister; and yet
guard against a spirit which leads zealous people sometimes to say, "There is none righteous, no not one," and therein to overlook the
hidden, suffering seed. Let thy eye be in thy
head, so shall thy goings be ordered of the
Lord, and be attended with peace to thyself,
comfort to the living, and general usefulness
to the church.
Be not hasty to embrace the
offer of any companion in service
try their
spirits, and feel the liberty of Truth in it.
I
should rather choose to take one occasionally,
as way might open, than engage for any considerable journey.
I think it is still more
necessary to press thy declining any companion from England or Europe, who might
have a concern for themselves to discharge
their own duty, without regard to thine, and
so might another be oppressed by thee. Farewell, and may the Lord of all consolation be
with thee in every trial, and support thee by
his arm, enrich thee by his grace, replenish
thee by his wisdom, and comfort thee by his
rod and staff.
Samuel Fothergill.
;

SAMUEL FOTHERGILL TO JANE CROSFIELD.
Warrington, Sixth month 28th, 1760,

am

concerned that

shall

know

divine strength in our weakness

when any apprehension of our strength
and wisdom possesses the mind, weakness
and loss in every respect ensue. Thou hast
but

my good

wishes

in

thy present concern;*

it

is,

indeed, a weighty undertaking, and requires
a double portion of the Spirit to go through.

Let thy dependence be upon the renewings of
divine help, and all thy movements in the
gospel

Seek

spirit.

Truth, and

its

simplicity of

after the

littleness.

Thou

art

going

amongst a people, many of whom have understanding hearts, and can discern wisely between spirit and spirit, between sound and
substance ; this I mention for thy encouragement, if thou art single hearted.

May

best

wisdom

direct

thee in

all

thy

steps, preserve thee solid in thy spirit, lively

thy ministry, wise and discerning in thy
conduct towards all, and upright and exemplary in thy conversation
in

!

Samuel Fothergill.
Jane Crosfield was the daughter of James
Rowlandson, and wife of George Crosfield,
of Preston Patrick, in Westmoreland.
The
following notice of her occurs in the journal
of James Gough, date 1740
" After meeting (at Height) I went with James Rowlandson's family to his house at Frith.
His
daughter Jane had, for a little while past, appeared at times in the public ministry, in our
meetings.
So much of tenderness and of inward fervency toward Christ, the beloved of
her soul, prevailed in her as to make deep and
and lively impressions on my mind."
She received a gift in the ministry when
about twenty-six years of age
and in the
Christian exercise of it visited Scotland, North
:

—

;

America, Ireland three times, and many parts
of England several times; " She was enabled
labour honestly

the line of the gospel
instrumental to the help
and encouragement of many
She
was often engaged in visiting the families of
Friends, and had considerable service therein,
being qualified to administer close and pertinent counsel and advice to their various states
and conditions. In much tenderness and affection she was anxiously concerned to labour
with the rising generation, that they might
devote their early days to the Lord's serto

ministry, and

in

made

it so falls out I cannot
be at home personally to bid thee farewell and vice, and come up steadily, and at all times
wish thee a good journey.
However, the and in all places, in that plainness and simtravail of my soul is for the help, strength,
and safety of all our heavenly Father's chil* A visit to Friends in America.

I

VoL.

IX.— No.

6.
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plicity of dress

and address, into which Truth were fastened to great rings in the earth,
and held you so fast as to prevent any of
you ascending to those who had taken wing
and risen on high. Here I awaked in great
concern of mind, and found an engagement
to impart it immediately to thyself and sisters;
none other knows the least tittle of it, nor
shall, from your most affectionate

ever leads its faithful followers; and not yield
a temporizing conformity to the prevalent
fashions and manners of the world, which
expose to many dangers, and tend to alienate
the mind from its best interests."
" Her conduct and conversation amongst
mankind well corresponded with the doctrines
which, as a minister of Christ, she was concerned to deliver; being an exemplary pattern
of self-denial, moderation, and Christian simplicity, and much distinguished for her hospitality and openness of heart."
She departed this life on the 2nd of the
second month, 1784, aged about seventy-one,
a minister forty-four years.
This honourable woman, the editor's grandmother, is also mentioned by John Woolman,
in his journal he says, " Being now at George
;

Crosfield's
I

in

the county of Westmoreland,

a concern to

feel

which

to

commit

me hath been
And again, "

to writing

a case

that

uncommon."

a few days,
both in body and mind, with our friend Jane
Crosfield, who was once in America."
(Seventh month, 1772.)
I

rested

SAMUEL FOTHERGILL TO GILBERT THOMPSON.
Warrington, Sixth month 29th, 1760.

Dear Cousin,
I believe I

duty,

if I

[1760,

should be out of the

did not impart to thee

way

and thy

of

my

sisters

a dream or vision that was represented to me
the last night, and perhaps the interpretation

Samuel Fothergill.
SAMUEL fothergill TO ISRAEL AND MARY
PEMEERTON.
Warrington, Ninth month 8th, 1760.

Though

the channel of personal and epis-

tolary conversation with you

may

be at times

interrupted by other occasions, which abund-

antly present themselves in the course of my
labours in the heritage, yet the best springs of
that love are often opened in my heart to-

wards you and yours, in which 1 travail for
your preservation in the way of righteousness,
and increase in ihe saving knowledge of God,
and his dear Son, the redemption of his family and people.
Dear friends, this generation, and we with
let us be careful to
are passing away fast
leave good footsteps to the next, that our memory may be sweet, and our peace flow as a
it,

;

river.

We

have our several probations

to

pass through, and our warfare to accomplish;
various are the trials and besetments, some
constitutional and some adventitious, so as to
occasion a query. Who is sufficient for these
things'?
I beheld a state to which salvation

may

be brought home to your own hearts. is ever extended
and that is true poverty
thought the great day of account was " This poor man cried, and the Lord heard
come, and all nations gathered to receive the him, and saved him out of all his troubles."
irreversible sentence; I beheld a variety of Oh, the excellence of this state of poverty,

of

it

;

I

stales,

and many clothed

many

in

in different colours,

and being stripped of every human depend-

was of ence, when all flesh is silent before God, and
different degrees of lustre and beauty.
I saw
confusion covers its face; then, indeed, the
many whom I knew, and amongst others thy- Lord arises in his holy habitation, made so
self and sisters
I
thought your garments by his refining Spirit.
The longer I live, the
appeared more white than many; and whilst more clearly I see, in emptiness is fulness,
I mused on the tremendous, yet glorious day,
and that our capacity of service is in our
white, which, nevertheless,

;

the trumpet sounded with a distinguishing en- deep submission
then will the Lord's arm
ergy, and seemed to say. Come, ye blessed. I awake, and lay hold on strength, and fill the
beheld multitudes arise, as from the eminence bow with Ephraim.
of a mountain, and ascend triumphantly. My
My soul is humblingly relieved in the fresh
eye descended to the mountain whence many and feeling sense of His precious love and
had risen, and in whose company I had seen life, who is the strength and hope of his chilthee and thy sisters.
I thought I clearly saw
let yours be broken down before him,
dren
you remain on the earth, clothed in garments to be searched and then bound up, and the
measurably white. I queried in my heart, fresh renewing of covenant and holy zeal for
alas
how happens it that these are left be- his Truth become the girdle of your loins.
hind ?
Immediately the white garments fell So be it, O Father of all the living, amen.
off", and
each of you appeared in the comAnd, dear children, beloved and longed
mon dress in which you usually appear. But for, my prayers are for you, and my wishes,
I beheld chains which seemed fastened about
as for my own soul, that you may acquaint
your necks, and bound every limb and part yourselves with the power of an endless life,
of the body but the head, and these chains and be mindfijl of your privilege in being
;

;

!

OF SAMUEL FOTHERGILL.
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descended from a line that Truth has made
honourable, and would bless you in like manLet an early remembrance of your
ner.
Creator possess your minds, and the cloud of
witnesses to the glorious manifestation of
Truth in the inward parts prevail with you to

happy experience; let the
happy conclusion of your beloved

join their

peaceful,
sister

be

remembered, and the blessed means of
it, even her love to Truth, and obedience to
This led her to fear and
its manifestations.
love God, and honour her parents; they
often

mourned

for her loss, but not without hope, as
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told them that during one of his visits to
Scarborough, he observed that Admiral Tyrrell attended several meetings of Friends at
that place; and he took particular notice of
the solemnity and reverence of the Admiral's
behaviour during the meetings, especially in
the time of silence.
One morning the Admiral came up to Samuel in the public room,
before many of the nobility and gentry, and
"Mr. Fothergill, I have a very high
said
opinion of your people's principles and practices, especially the inwardness and spirituSamuel reality of your silent worship."
plied
" Admiral, I think such a testimony
from thee, as a man of war, rather extraordinary, concerning us and our principles, which
are for peace, and against all fighting."
The
" Sir, I am of your opinion
other answered
in that particular, and fully believe that the
time will come, when nation shall not lift up
sword against nation, neither shall they learn
icar any more : but as every dispensation of
unerring wisdom must have a beginning, so
this has had one amongst you, but has not yet
reached us; and as to what you hold of a
union and communion with the Divine Intelligence, I know, by happy experience, it is at-

—

—

she entered into everlasting mansions of peace.
But very different is the sorrow of religious
parents which arises from undutiful conduct
in children, who pierce the parents with bitter
sorrow, and that exceedingly aggravated by a
reflection that such conduct is offensive to a
righteous, heavenly Judge, who will plead the
cause of afflicted religious parents with their
May other conduct from
rebellious offspring.
you furnish the well-grounded hope of a portion with the just of all generations.
At present I enjoy my health more uninterruptedly than for some time past; I have spent
two weeks at Scarborough, to my advantage
and satisfaction of mind. I propose setting tainable in this life
out to-morrow towards the Circular yearly
meeting for the seven western counties, to be
SAMUEL FOTHERGILL TO JOHN GURNEY.
held in a small town in Gloucestershire,*
Warrington, Tenth month 11th, 1760.
where are none of our Society.
Samuel Fothebgill.
A variety of engagements fill up
my time; several journeys the last summer
In the foregoing letter, S. Fothergill men- have fallen to my lot, yet the affection I bear
tions a visit of two weeks to Scarborough. to many individuals, thyself and dear wife
He was accustomed to visit that place, both amongst others, remain strong, though confor the benefit to his health which he derived cealed in silence: may the holy flame of love
from it, and from the stronger motive of reli- be maintained, so shall we be made precious
much frequented in the sight of our heavenly Father, and dear
It was then
gious duty.
Its most certain effect is to
during the season, by many of the nobility to his family.
and higher classes; amongst whom he was purify the soul some have received its lustre,
often largely engaged in the ministry, they and walked in the speculation formed from
being much in the practice of coming to its light these fail of its blessed fruits, and
In one lie down in sorrow.
But when the light of
Friends' meetings on such occasions.
of his letters from this place he says " I Israel becomes a fire, and his Holy One a
have been mercifully sustained by best help flame, and our hearts truly subjected to its
to labour in the gospel service, in several very operation, our feet will be fixed steadily in the
large, crowded meetings, to which many peo- path, and our peace will flow as a river.
Samuel Fothergill.
This seems my
ple of distinction resort.

—

;

;

—

principal

more

business here, together with some
opportunities amongst Friends'

retired

samuel fothergill to his brother john.

families as occasions offer."
It was during his visit at this time that the
following circumstance occurred, as was afterwards related by Samuel Fothergill him-

Warrington, Eleventh month 12th, 1760.

The

secret emotions of tender affection to
thee and dear sister frequently and strongly

some Friends who accompanied him bring you both to remembrance and when I
journey homewards from London. He can, I pray for your preservation and establishment in the possession of every blessing;
* Wootten-under-Edge, at least one hundred in particular, of hearts clothed with a holy
sensibility of Divine favour, and an anxious
and fifty miles from his own habitation.
self to

on

his

;
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thirst of soul after

thiness

;

[1760.

more and more wor- wisdom, which, at his accession to the throne
remembrance in every of his royal father, he asked of God, bless
such times will come the thee, O king, with a wise and understanding
still

for gracious

needful time, for

;

smoothest passage is often mercifully thorny; heart, and add thereto riches, honour, and
and the kings and priests of God's own an- length of days."
ointing, when a superficial eye views ensigns
N. B. I believe Solomon's vision, in Giof royaUy, have underneath sackcloth on their
beon, was in the twenty-third year of his age,
loins.
If the sentiIt is never better with me, than when I the age of our present king.
descend to bring up some fresh memorials ment be too trifling, excuse me, and pass it by.
S. F.
from the hidden depths. Though the waves
and billows may at times pass over my head,
In the preceding letter, S. Fothergill menthey are thy waves, oh. Father, and I will
humbly look through them all towards thy tions some remarks which he had written
upon a Sermon and Address delivered at
holy temple.
thrown together some sentiments Litchfield. His remarks were afterwards pubI have
and remarks, by way of reply to the Sermon lished, and led him into some controversy in
defence of the doctrines of the Society of
and Address I mentioned to thee in my last
as soon as I can, after they are transcribed, I Friends on the subject of Water Baptism.
think to send them to thee, and refer them His opponent was Edward Owen, at that time
to thy decision, whether to destroy them, Rector of Warrington, and in much reputaor lay them before the Morning meeting. tion as a learned man, and as an accomplished
I think I shall be easy either way, though classical scholar.
The occasion of this controversy is thus
I sometimes think something of the kind,
if well done, might be useful in those parts, described by S. Fothergill, in the introduction
about Lichfield, where the Address and Ser- to his second pamphlet
" M. Pilkington, Prebendary of Litchfield,
mon is spread, and where there are very few
some time ago published a Sermon on the
I am not fond of controversy, still
Friends.
less of seeing my name in print, but I was Nature and Necessity of Water Baptism, as
not wholly void of an apprehension of duty. an indispensable token of the Christian CoveThe great event of the decease of the king nant, 6z;c. This he prefaced with an Adhath manifestly proved Jacobitism to be at a dress to the People called Quakers ;' in which
he is sincerely mourned for by he called upon them to declare their sentilow ebb
many. I was considering what Friends would ments, and pointed them out as in a state of
do on the present occasion there seemed a exclusion from the covenant in Jesus Christ.
" This induced me to throw together a kvf
duty to the Society which required instant atthough I enter into
tention, that is, to caution against the incon- reasons for our dissent
What is controversy with, reluctance, I would not desistency of going into mourning.
done in this respect I know not. 1 also thought cline a sober discussion of the things most
the Society would consider itself obliged to surely believed amongst us as a people.
" This I hope will be sufficient excuse for
address the successor. I knew not whether
the Meeting for Sufferings would undertake it, my remarks on the Prebendary's arguments
but a letter I did not begin the dispute, but attempted to
or defer it to the yearly meeting
just received informs me that the Meeting for speak our sentiments in our own language,
Sufferings have concluded to address the new and remove the censures he had passed upon
king in which, may best wisdom guide you. us, as it seemed consistent with the Apostle's
Though I cannot help you, I could almost advice, Be ready always to give an answer
wish to be present at your deliberations. As to every man that asketh you a reason of the
hope that is in you, with meekness and fear,
I was musing a little last night upon the subthat, whereas
ject, it came into my mind to offer one para- having a good conscience
graph to thee if the sentiment be improper, they speak evil of you as of evil doers, they
ashamed that falsely accuse your
reject it,
if there be any thing in it worth a may be
1 Peter iii.
thought, thou knows how to improve it, and good conversation in Christ.'
give it a proper turn. I know thou wilt make 15, 16.
" Respecting the temper in which I wrote,
allowance for me if a warmth of heart surI have this evidence in my own mind, that I
pass right judgment.
felt no sensation inconsistent with the angelic
Samuel Fothergill.

—

:

'

;

;

:

:

;

;

'

;

—

;

—

"May He
The suggested paragraph.
who touched the mind of youthful Solomon,
at

an age similar

to thine,

song, ' Glory to God in the highest, and on
earth peace, good-will towards men 1'
"An anonymous auxiliary to M. Pilkington,

with the love of anticipates the reply with what he styles,

a
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temporary local antidote against the errors in
and soon after a second
my pamphlet,'
part is published the author no longer conceals
his name, but signs, E. Owen. This pamphlet
engageth my present attention, as he calls
upon me to a review of the subject with this
remark, An honest man owes so much to
his Creator, the world, and his own conscience, that he ought to justify or retract his
;

'

As my

opinions are not taken
upon trust, nor merely the result of education,
but arise from the evidence of what appears

opinions.'

me to be truth, I cannot recede from them
without violence to my understanding and
conscience. I stand open to conviction, and
follow truth with suitable dispositions ; in this
pursuit I humby confide in success and acceptance with an omniscient gracious Judge.
I must, therefore, either be silent, or give a
to

reason of the hope that is in me the former
seems a suppression of truth the last I hope
to perform with decency and candour, it being
my principal design to vindicate the spiritual
religion of the Holy Jesus, and a people who
embrace it, though under the discouragement
of popular prejudice."
The first publication was entitled, " Remarks on an Address to the people called
Quakers and a Sermon on the nature and
necessity of being admitted into Covenant
published by Matwith Christ by Baptism
:

;

;

;

thew Pilkington, LL.
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maketh

fruitful in old age, even covers with
verdure and plenty all the trees of the Lord's
house, according to their degrees of growth.
I am thankful to cultivate my acquaintance
with these signal instances of the mercy and
power of Him who is the preserver of his
people these have known him throughout all
their day, from their beginning to advanced
years they can commemorate his kindness
in youth, his strength in the meridian of life,
and his tender regard when the shadows of
the evening approach. I observe with pleasure
thy happy experience of his regard
may it
be thy covering through the valley of the
shadow of death and may the Everlasting
Arms be open to receive thee when thy race
here is accomplished
I have strong hopes
that the ties of nature, the example of honourable parents, their solicitude, the weight of
filial duty, the evidence of the beauty and
usefulness of religion, and the importance of
Divine favour, will combine to excite thy children, for whose welfare I am anxious, to renew their diligence and care to walk in that
path, which all the generations of the righteous have trod, in their way to glory and
peace.
Not all the wisdom of the world, nor
the fallacious promises of its favours, are able
to direct to this path
the wayfaring man,
who is on his pilgrimage, in weakness, besetments, and poverty, shall not err in his seeking, though he may be accounted simple
it
is better to be a fool for Christ's sake, than
wise in all the wisdom of this world
I am, through mercy, preserved thus far,
this winter, in a tolerably good state of health,
mostly about home, and seldom idle; peace
is my reward, and that is better than all the
world.
Dear Joseph White spent last week
with us he is well, and his Master is eminently with him; his bow abides in strength,
and his hands are strong the state of the
church requires close labour, and in that is
the reward of the faithful, as when they pour
water out of their buckets. Farewell, dear
friend
I love to hear from thee.
;

;

;

;

1

;

and Prebendary of
Author, by S.
Fothergill.
To which are added, a few ObLondon, 1761."
servations, by J. Phipps.
This was answered by a pamphlet, in two
" The necessity of
parts, signed E. Owen
Water Baptism a Discourse occasioned by a
pamphlet lately published by Mr. Samuel
Fothergill, of Warrington, in defence of the
Quaker notion of Baptism." Liverpool, 1761.
Some time after this, S. Fothergill's second
publication appeared, " A Reply to a pamphlet published, in two parts, by E. Owen,
entitled. The Necessity of Water Baptism
by Samuel Fothergill," London, 1763.
Here the controversy ended. The subject
Samuel Fothergill.
was treated by S, Fothergill in a clear manner, the arguments and proofs he adduced in
SAMUEL fothergill TO ISRAEL PEMBERTON.
support of Friends' principles were close and
Warrington, Second month 21st, 1761.
forcible, and it was admitted, even by those
who differed from him in sentiment, that he
I remember thee frequently, with unabated
had much the best of the argument.
affection, and never more nearly, and with
greater sympathy, than of late, when one of
Litchfield

;

B.,

;

in a Letter to the

;

;

;

:

;

SAMUEL FOTHERGILL TO ELLEN EVANS.

the bitterest cups thou ever partook of has
fallen to

Warrington, Second month 6th, 1761,
1 am much indebted to thee for the tokens
of thy remembrance of me, which I have

lately received

;

encouragement

to

there

is

lot.

I

cannot enlarge upon

it; I

hast a secret resource to apply to
on this occasion, and may the never-failing

Helper support thee and thine, in this and
renewed every other probation. How greatly necesthat Hand which sary is it for us all to wait diligently, to know

room

seek after

thy

trust thou

for
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our minds and affections circumscribed with- SAMUEL FOTHERGILL TO MARY PEMBERTON,
in the holy limits, and an early government
ON THE DEATH OF HER SON.
over our own spirits; thus the lamb and the
Warrington, Second month 20th, 1761.
lion can lie down together, and an habitation
of peace and quietude is found in the mounI never knew until lately, how near thou
Out of this subjec- wast and art to my soul, though I thought I
tain of God's holiness.
tion of spirit, is ruin and contention; and ever placed thee amongst those with whom I
though we may detest imbruing our hands in am not merely united, but bound up in the
blood, yet we may destroy the hidden, inno- bundle of life, in such a covenant as will surMay every vive time, mortality, and all its troubles. The
cent life in ourselves or others.
dispensation instruct us, and may we be like exquisite sympathy I feel with thee is not to
the skilful, industrious bee, who gathers honey
from flowers of almost every kind. I have

all language is baflled. I can
be described
down with thee in deep and solemn silence,
and mingle my tears and sorrows with thine.
;

sit

vain attempted to express my sympathy
with thy dear wife, in a few lines 1 enclose; I cannot attempt to suggest motives of comI wish her every thing I could petition Heafort to thee; I believe, nay, I am assured, the
ven for, on my own account, in the day of Invisible Stay of all ages and nations is not
my distress. I remember thy children very far off to succour thee. When the tide of matenderly, and scarcely forbear reminding them ternal sorrow rises to the highest, he can
in

of the striking instruction resulting to them command its noise to be the voice of praise,
from their dear sister, who lived beloved of and stay the tossed soul upon himself
God and man. Instructed by her conduct
I cannot add much; my feelings exceed my
and example, the incautious youth grew up utterance I know dear Israel is now thy
;

and honour, learned how to live, and help-meet, and sharer in affliction. May the
met the languishments of sickness and the Lord of Heaven regard you and yours, and
terrors of death with holy, humble fortitude; support in the closest trial.
her last days were crowned with honour, and
My wife joins with me in tender affection

in piety

Such was her and sympathy.
her conclusion was glorious.
happy translation to a life exempt from sorDear Mary, thy afflicted friend,
row and danger, and for ever to drink the
Samuel Fothergill.
heavenly wine unmixed in her Father's kingdom. An early acquaintance with the Lord
of all power and goodness, who drew her by SAMUEL fothergill TO ELIZABETH BAKER.*
the engaging virtue of his love, and taught
her to love his judgments, subjected her will,
seasoned her spirit, and sanctified all to her.
An humble, submissive, meek spirit rendered
her amiable; due regard to her parents rendered her acceptable, and preserved her in
She knew the sting of death
righteousness.
to be removed, and could commit her lamblike spirit into the hands of the Lord of perfection

and purity.

But, alas!

my

heart

is

Warrington, Second month 22nd, 1761.

Among the many wishes of thy friends for
thy happiness, none desires it with more sincerity than myself, though more silent about
it
than some others; and as a testimony of
my concern for thy welfare, I sit down to
throw before thee a few hints, which may be
useful to thee if attended to, even to render
thy life easy and happy, and thy end honour-

pained within me, to consider the opposite able and peaceful.
conduct of one united to her in the natural
First and principally, thy duty to the AlI cannot pursue the
alliance of a brother.
mighty Lord and Maker of all things, by
subject; I need not; you, dear children, are whom, and through whom, all things visible
too sensible of it to need much explanation. and invisible consist; the Author of all blessThink not, I beseech you, especially dear ings. Let him be looked to and remembered
Israel the younger, that it is possible to be by thee in this light, and be humbly engaged
safe

any where but under the humbling hand

Let all proud, exalted, unmortified
of God.
flesh tremble, for confusion in various forms
I
attends it, in its loftiest, securest state.

to

seek his favour.

Let nothing impair thy

He it is that can blast every
love to him.
pleasing prospect, can wither every hope, and

also sanctify every affliction. Be not ashamed
most sincerely salute you all, elder and to show thy trust in him, by humbly walking
younger; may the blessings of the everlasting hills, whose foundations can never be
* This letter was addressed to Elizabeth Baker,
shaken, rest upon you, is the humble prayer on her marriage with Joshua Sibson, of Lancasof, dear friends.
ter.
She afterwards married Thomas Whitwell,
Yours, in tenderest affection,
and died at Manchester, in Third month, 1826,

Samuel Fothergill.

aged 87.
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before him.

It is in vain to expect a total
freedom from sorrowful events, but a great
mercy to have the Staff of ages to lean upon.
Secondly; thy duty to thy husband, who,
if I judge right from his tenderness and affection to thee, will be entitled to every degree
of a mutual return; study his temper; accommodate thy own to it. I have seen great
inconvenience arise through inattention, where
the wife hesitates at the request of the husband, and yields at last a reluctant obedience.
This diminishes that tender affection which is
the life and comfort of the married state, gradually creates a distance, and then life may
be uncomfortably dragged along, but not happily enjoyed.
Cultivate in his mind, and in
thy own, every religious sentiment strengthen
that part as much as possible
hereby a twofold cord of divine love and natural affection
will unite you in a covenant never to be
broken.
Third; towards Friends of the meeting into
which thou art removing, let thy conduct be
humble, affable, and exemplary, not assum-
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In 1761, Samuel Fothergill attended the
Northerly yearly meeting held at Appleby;
the individual to whom he addressed the following letter had occupied unseasonably a
portion of the time of the meeting, and caused
uneasiness in the minds of Friends present.
It shows the care which he extended towards
his fellow-labourers, and the honest and faithful way in which he handed counsel.

SAMUEL FOTHERGILL TO JONATHAN
HARRISON.*
Settle,

I

wanted a

little

Fourth month 18th, 1761.

converse with thee at Ap-

pleby, but could not see how or where to get
an opportunity; which induces me to make
use of this method to make a kw remarks to
thee, in much good will to thee and the blessed
cause of truth.
I have been some years conversant in the
ministry, and not unacquainted with the wiles
of our common enemy, who seeks to destroy
the Lord's work by every stratagem, and
ing; preferring others, that others may prefer adapts his snares to our various states.
I
thee.
Humility is the surest way to honour: know it from experience; when the living
let no emulation to be greater than some, and niinister feels the holy flame to be kindled in
equal to the greatest, ever be harboured in his mind, then is the time to be very watchthy breast; for this will raise displeasure, ful, and humbly to wait to distinguish wheenvy, and other disagreeable affections in the ther it be not a portion for himself, in order
minds of others. Let thy dress be rather be- to burn up the hay, straw, and stubble effectneath, than on the level with thy circum- ually, to purge and render him more and
stances
it will be to thy reputation.
more a true son of life. Now, if this holy
Fourth; let it become thy constant watch flame be suffered to blaze out in the wanderto avoid that ruinous practice of tattling, tale- ing uncertainty of even a mind disposed to
bearing, and secret reflection. These sources do some good, it leaves the individual like a
of division and mischief are hateful to God cake half baked
the work of true religion
and man. This character sets itself as the unperfected in his own mind; and conseobject of general contempt; its hand is against quently weak, and like a novice, ready to
every one, and every one's hand and heart fall into the condemnation of the devil, who
will be against those who merit it.
The con- kept not his first estate, but becoming exalted,
cerns of one's own mind and family are suffi- was cast down. I have clearly seen his workcient to employ a prudent mind, without inter- ing amongst the called, true ministers of God
;

:

;

;

fering unnecessarily in the business of others.
Notwithstanding this, sacred reproof, where
just, and immediately addressed to the party,
is a beautiful, useful part of friendship.
Fifth; let thy husband's relations become
dear to thee; cultivate every sentiment of
friendship and affection for them, especially
for his mother, with whose anxieties a son
must sacredly sympathize.
Excuse, dear cousin, the freedom of these
hints
they proceed not from any painful apprehension of a contrary conduct, but my
affection for thee induces me to wish thou
mayest be found in the way to blessing, even
the blessing of Heaven above and of the earth
beneath, the blessing of the ancient mountains
and of the everlasting hills.
;

Samuel Fothergill.

thus to lead out of the patient abode under the
purifying Hand, and into a form of religion,

and promoting an inclination to labour any
where, but where we ought.
I confess I have
for some time had a painful jealousy, lest

manner he should work with thee.
wish thy escape, even if thou art desperately

after this
I

wounded and half dead. I have feared thy
branches are too large for thy root; and I
wish thou mayest centre down in thy mind,
under the forming Hand, which will be thy
alone safety; and if (as I believe will certainly
be the case) thou shouldest be reduced to nothing, and have to begin again in the littleness and simplicity of a child, and die to the
present show, mayest thou in humility submit
* Jonathan Harrison died in Twelfth month,
1792.
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and bear the turning of the Father's are as additional motives to bemoan our loss;
but as they were prepared for a resting place
Thou art situated in a part where too few beyond the limits of sorrow and calamity, the
inducement to grief may be wisely considered
wise and judicious helpers are to be found
The debt of nature must
the life of the people seenns to be in words, as its alleviation.
and the tempter works to confirm them in be paid we are but sojourners in a world of
their barren state; and nothing seems more probation and exercise, and ought not to relikely to bring this about than a noisy, float- pine if it pleaseth the Author of all wisdom
ing ministry; and so the deceivableness of and mercy to bring to a glorious rest by a
unrighteousness works, in the hearer and shorter path than a long succession of painin the preacher, and the blind lead the blind. ful, weary steps through weakness and afflicO that thy mind may be induced to ponder tion, that often fill the cup of advanced years.
I know there are in the present case cirdeeply, in the light, thy whole state, and be
a family
stirred up to wait for the Lord in the way of cumstances that aggravate the loss
then wilt thou take from the of young children stripped of an affectionate
his judgment
noise of the harp; but judgment will run mother, of a prudent Christian to instruct
down as a river, and more inward peace and their tender minds in the ways of religion
right knowledge of straight stepping onwards and virtue, and of a good example to walk
before them, and lead them in the road to
towards the holy city, possess thy mind.
happiness.
But there is an all-sufficient
I was exceedingly distressed for thee at
Appleby; the more sensibly so, as I am as- Hand of power, able and willing to guard
And the
sured it was my proper place to have appeared and protect them in every state.
to

it,

hand.

;

;

;

—

at that time in prayer; the door of holy,

hum-

and livingly set open
before me
and what added to my affliction
was, the pain thou gave to sensible Friends,
by thy justifying that appearance, and seeming very stiff and high, whereby thou hast
greatly suffered in the esteem of the sensible
I must be thus
part of the body of Friends.
plain and honest to acquit myself; and earnestly request thee to study to be quiet, and

ble access being sensibly
;

offspring of the righteous share in

its graa particular manner.
I remember, with great warmth, some of the last
expressions of my honourable mother to her
afflicted husband, respecting him, her chil" Thou wilt be blessed,
dren, and herself.
they will be cared for, and there is a place
provided for me.
They are not left under the
tuition of a father, like too many now a days,
who will neglect their true interests, but of
one who, knowing from whence every good
comes, will seek to the gracious, all-sufficient
Father, for himself and for his children."
Thou hast largely partaken of afflictions
many have been thy bitter cups; and, this
added, in the decline of life, must be exceedingly painful.
But I beseech thee, dear friend,

cious

offers, in

mind thy own business, that therein thou may
be helped to get out of thy present state,
which appears to me to be much bewildered,
and arise in the Lord's time, as his workmanship, formed to his praise, and in the true line
of his service.
I am not destitute of hope for
thee; and may it be confirmed by thy careful
return to the day of small things, that thence to remember who it was that delivered in the
thou may be helped to be, and to act, for thy sixth trouble, and rest in humble hope that
own peace, the church's help and the Lord's he will not forsake in the seventh. My brother and sister unite in near sympathy with
honour.
Thy true well-wisher,
thee and thy children.
Samuel Fotheegill.

Samuel Fothergill.
samuel fotheegill to ann payton.*
London, Eleventh monlh 13th, 1761.

My mind hath deeply partaken with thee
and thy children, upon the present afl^ecting

SAMUEL fothergill TO BIAEY PEMBERTON.
Warrington, Second month 26th, 1762.

A warmth

of sincere affection and friendand fresh upon my spirit towards
thee, and every branch of the family; and I
think I can safely and solemnly say, I have
accompanied thee in thy deep distress, with
sympathy and a participation of the wormwood and the gall a secret, silent partaking
* Ann Pay ton, of Dudley, died Eleventh month with thee and the family, hath accompanied
me in my solitude; I know not how to say,
1st, 1774, aged 91. Her daughter, here mentioned,
was Hannah, the wife of William Young, of Leo- but I know how to feel. I hope the billows
are rolled over in a great degree and the
minster; she died Tenth month oOth, 1761.

circumstance, the removal of thy daughter.
The breach of such a lender connexion cannot fail of producing deep sorrow, in a mind
less susceptible of tender impressions than
thine; and when we reflect upon the amiable,
endearing qualities of deceased relations, they

ship

is

lively

;
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yearly meeting

mentioned
and atvaluable ministers, and a

the preceding

in

at Bolton,

was

letter,

the calming presence of the Prince of peace tended by many
be experienced to prevail.
O, the benefit of great number of sober

large,

inquiring people, to

a hiding place from the storm, and protection whom much was communicated, in gospel
authority, to their comfort and instruction.
in the hour of severe conflict.
The warm, animated sentiments of tender From Bolton, Samuel Fothergill, in company
friendship and Christian fellowship I often with Catharine Payton and several other
to
the yearly meeting for
feel towards thee and thy husband, tell me Friends, went
the ardour of friendship I felt at our parting, Wales, held this year at Bala.
This also
about five years ago, is not abated a series was a large and favoured meeting.
of employments of various kinds have demanded my attention and stopped the channel of correspondence sometimes, but not de- SAMUEL FOTHERGILL TO CATHARINE PAYTON.
I
stroyed or impaired the bonds of union.
Warrington, Sixth month, 1762.
am, through mercy, favoured with tolerably
Few successive hours have elapsed for segood health, employment in my Master's
cause, and a good degree of qualification is veral weeks past, in which thou hast been out
extended in the needful time; herein I have of my remembrance, with the affection and
cause to be most humbly thankful, that my tenderness which accompanies friendship of
Master hath called me into some part of his the genuine kind, and earnest wishes for thy
service, and furnished proportionable peace preservation and sure establishment upon the
and strength. My weakness is great, my rock against which the gates of hell can
For myself I pray for it, even
buffetings many, but the Lord is my strength, never prevail.
my sun, and my shield of whom then shall from the bottom of my soul, for I never had
;

;

I

be afraid
I

am

greater need.

?

often

solicitous

in

my

mind about encouraged

;
I remember them with a tender affection, and run from one to another
with a degree of solicitude, as if I viewed a
race of youth connected to me in the ties of
nearest natural alliance.
How are they? are
they thy comfort, as far as religion and virtue in offspring can be so to anxious parents?
Oh, how grateful to me, how comfortable to
thee and their dear father, how honourable to
themselves might they become, if suitably
humbled to seek and abide under the fashioning Hand, which alone makes vessels of sanctification and honour! What becomes of dear
Charley? doth the softness and delicacy of
tender years remain with him, and give reason to hope advance in years and piety will
be proportionate to each other? Salute them
all in my name; for my heart and eyes overflow in strong petitions and desires for every
durable blessing to attend them, their parents,

your children

and the whole family.
Perhaps it will be acceptable
to
its

thy husband

convincement of several in the neighbourhood
of Bolton, whence the family of the Pembertons, I suppose, derive their origin
and that
our Northern yearly meeting for the four
;

land and Cumberland,
the fourth month next.

Dear

Lancaster, Westmoreis to be held there in

friend, thine in

every Christian ser-

vice,

Samuel Fothergill.
Vol.

IX.— No.

7.

It

a comfort,

is

remember

when we are

the sufficiency and

unchangeableness of the universal Father,
who views us in every probation, and compassionately regards us, when destitute of
every other helper, and perhaps receiving the
bitter cup, when we might hope for some alleviation of sorrow; but what shall we say of
the Lord Almighty, but just and true are all
his ways? and what of ourselves, but unto
I
us belong blushing and confusion of face.
was by no means unmindful of thee in my
out of
return from London, nor was
my thoughts: two reasons hastened me home

—

—

one,

my

wife's

indisposition, the other, a

want of that evidence of duty which was in
measure necessary to encourage me to appoint a meeting.
situation of

me

to

cry

my

Indeed, such has been the

mind as sometimes

in secret,

with holy Job

— " Myinduce
days
to

are extinct, the graves are ready for me."
For some beneficial end hath a series of hid-

den distress attended me I only beg it may
promote my sanctification.
I was pleased to meet thy brother in London ; I hope his mind is rightly baptized, at
times, for his own and the Society's help;
may he be blessed with sedate stability, and
produce in patience, the peaceable fruits of
Several persons have
righteousness
come to our meetings since the meeting at
Bolton, and from some account several are
fully convinced, and would sit down with
Friends if there was any meeting thereThe like account I had from Bala,
abouts.
;

to

know a visitation of divine virtue hath, by
own immediate operation, wrought to the

counties of Chester,

to

by a tender

spirited

young man, who
31

called
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thus, I verily be- time, I hope, never to be forgotten by many
;
came to worthy AbraO besides myself.
Lord's worlt is going forward.
may it possess the gates of his enemies, and ham Shacklelon's last night; he met us ah
effectually lay waste as well as smite all the Carlow, and I hope will accompany us on
our whole visit. The monthly meeting for
corners of Moab.
this city is to be held to-morrow, and is likely
SAMUEL FGTHERGILL.
to be very large.
I quietly hope in His aid
The yearly meeting held in London, in who hath hitherto been our gracious helper.
A copy of Friends' Address to the King,
1760, had appointed a committee to pay a
visit to the quarterly and other meetings was put into my hand this evening; it is
Samuel Fothergill pleasing to Friends here, and I think it a
throughout the nation.
was one of that committee, and upon him, good one, but hope Friends will be cautious
with Jonathan Raine, Isaac Wilson, and Wil- of making our incense to the throne too
Samuel Fothergill.
liam Rathbone, devolved, in 1762, the import- cheap.

upon me a few days ago

We

lieve, the

ant duty of performing this service in IreExcept the foregoing, there does not apland.
They embarked in the eighth month,
and were closely engaged, for nearly three pear to be any letter extant, written during
months, in a general visit to the meetings for this visit to Ireland ; but of the latter part of
worship and discipline throughout that coun- it, and of the labours of Samuel Fothergill

an account was drawn up by
of Richard Shackleton, of
Ballitore, an abridgement of which is here inin particular,

try.

Elizabeth,

SAMUEL FOTHERGILL TO HIS SISTER.

wife

serted.

At Robert Lecky's, Kilnock, Tenth

montli, 1762.

1762, tenth month 8th.

— Our

Being detained a week later than
we expected in England, hath rendered it necessary for us to be at meeting or on horseback, and frequently both every day except
two, for fifty days successively, in order to
finish our visit before the National meeting in
However, we have occasion to conDublin.

Fothergill, with others, visited

with thankful hearts, that hitherto we
have been remarkably and eminently helped
to prosecute the object of our journey, and
help every way hath been graciously extended
to us, and health also, in such a degree as to
render the journey practicable (though at
times painful) to me; the other friends are

ing, that

fess,

friend

the

Samuel
monthly

meeting held at Carlow.
In the meeting for
worship he was largely engaged in testimony,
setting forth the doctrines of Christianity, and
the foundation of it, at much length, for the
information of those differing in name from
us (for true religion
as

is

we were

the

same

a people

in

all;) say-

who almost

everywhere had been spoken against, sometimes through ignorance, and sometimes, he

was

afraid,

through malevolence, he was wil-

them what principles we held,
and what our belief was concerning the fundamentals of Christianity; and that it was
ling to inform

men of literature, nor of any natuacquired ability as men and creatures,
I think there is not a great decrease that could procure to us that substantial reliplaces.
of number since I was first here, eighteen gion that would stand by us beyond the grave,
years ago, but most of the valuable ministers by assisting us to renounce the devil and all
and elders are gone off the stage, and few, his works, the pomps and vanities of this
very few, are raised to fill their places, or wicked world; but our humbly depending
even attempt it. But it hath been a renewed upon that sufficiency which is of God
and eminent visitation of divine favour, from He said he was sensible that many were prewhich I hope some effectual service will ac- vented from coming to partake of the inescrue to individuals, if not to the general. timable blessing of peace and serenity of soul
Our labour hath been close, searching, and by that monster, shame, so that they cannot
salutary, and in the precious unction of di- bear ridicule from their acquaintance, which
vine love, at once to inform the judgment, must be their lot if they are bent to live a
and reach the oppressed seed. The living Christian life. But the cross being as foolishhave unity with us, and the more distant ness, and a stone of stumbling, men remain
part of the Society seem to approve of our in darkness and ignorance, and answer not
labour, and see its intention and tendency. the end of their creation, and are prevented
May the Lord of the heritage arise, and have from coming to the knowledge of Him who
mercy upon it.
has called us to glory and to virtue. This, he
Dublin, tenth month 9th.
arrived here acknowledged, had been the case with himself
not being

well

The

state of the

church

is

painful in

many

ral or

:

— We

evening; yesterday was the monthly meet- in the early part of his life, when he lived in
ing at Carlow, which was very large, and a as loose and forgetful a manner as perhaps
this
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in the strength renewed in Him; and if we were
But shame concerned thus to wait for it, we should not
would not allow him to submit to be account- let trivial things prevent our attendance and
ed a fool, for he had extended pretty far in our conduct and behaviour when there would
notion and speculation, and endeavoured to be becoming, and if the spirit of heaviness
procure some knowledge in literature, but came over us, we should labour diligently to
was made sensible it would avail nothing in overcome it. But some men he thought there
that which pertains to life and godliness, were, too big to enter in at the strait gate, and
through the knowledge of Him who has too great to be religious and others too lazy
And as de- to walk in the narrow way; but such are far
called us to glory and virtue.
struction from God was a terror to him, be- from the little child's state, of whom is the
He enlarged upon the love and
cause of his highness and majesty, he could kingdom.
not endure, he was enabled in measure to unity which ought to subsist between breconquer this shame, and submit to that power thren, and how cautious they ought to be of
that could cleanse his heart, for which un- saying anything detracting one of another
merited favour, all within him worshipped of saying, "Report, and we will report it;"
and praised Him that lives for ever. And and how great ought to be the care on the
having happily experienced the advantage of minds of Friends, lest at any time they
joining with wisdom's call, he was earnest in should be led to speak in any way to lessen
inviting others to join with il. For wisdom has any elder, minister, or overseer, or any others,
extended and builded her house, and hewn before their children, and of what hurtful conher seven pillars, which he compared to the sequence such conduct might be to the youth,
virtues to which the apostle exhorts and calls in fixing prejudices in their minds that could
the believers, when he says. Add to your faith not be easily removed. So he would have
virtue, &c. And if we come thus to obey the Friends keep to that wisdom which is from
call of wisdom, we shall dwell in a quiet above, and then that implacable disposition
habitation, in a covert from the storm in times would be removed, which insists upon whatof trial, when afflictions roll upon us, for ever it thinks right, saying, " I will have
I will be paid to the uttermost
these we must expect on this side the grave. rigid justice
He addressed himself particularly to those of farthing;" and not giving up anything for
He much desired that all such
our own profession, and much desired that peace's sake.
feelings might not have any place, and that
we might be as lights in the world.
The meeting for worship being over, he none might give way to such a spirit of rewith courtesy acknowledged the favour done sentment, but be willing to suffer, and be
to us by those of other societies giving us losers, rather than to contend; this was the
To enforce this,
their company, and their having behaved in true way to live in peace.
so becoming a manner; and informed them he mentioned an instance of two persons bethat as we had now some particulars to in- tween whom a strong friendship had existed,
quire into relative to our own Society only, but a misunderstanding arose, and was carhe requested that those who were not of us, ried to a great length; it continued some

any

present, though often

convicted

secret of his soul for his folly.

;

;

;

would, without taking oifence, be pleased to
withdraw, excepting that those who had at
any time been members amongst us might
remain on this particular occasion, so that
they were not of scandalous lives, or notoriously bad.
Afterwards, he described the nature of their visit; that they came not as
severe censurers or rigid inquisitors, neither
to lord it over the heritage
but in love, and
in order to help and assist; and gave a close
caution that such overseers as were to answer the queries, should consider well what
they were going about, and give such answers as were just; adding, that those in such
offices ought to be men of truth.
The first query being read, and an answer
given by one from each meeting, he spoke
upon it in his usual powerful manner, showing the necessity of the great duty of attending meetings for the worship of that Being to
whom we owe all, in order to have our
;

he

who thought
who was the

himself the
accused, to
the hurt of his character, went to the other

years,

till

at last,

injured person, and

party,

who was

in

much

heat,

innocence supports me; take

and
it

said,

"My

to thyself;

I

day; let
the just Judge decide between us, only let
This
there be peace between thee and me."
so melted the heart of the party addressed,
that he said there should be no difference between them and from that time peace was
restored, and a true friendship, which continued to the end of their lives.
He expressed an earnest desire that parents,
and such as have the charge of children and
their education, might endeavour, by example
and precept, to train them up in a godly conversation, and prevent them conforming to
the world and its customs, but have them
kept in a plainness of speech and deportment,
out of superfluity in dress, which would be a
will leave the decision

;

to the great
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means of preserving them out of unsuitable further than many apprehended; and cautioncompany, to which a conformity to the fashions ed the young men that they ought to be puncand customs of the world would much subject tual in their engagements, and not, as too
many do, ungenerously endeavour to draw
them.
He earnestly exhorted the rising youth not out, or engage the affections of young women,
to give

nor

to

things.

way
let

customs of the world, without having serious intentions towards
minds be entangled by such them this he accounted robbery. Concern-

to the foolish

their

He

—

remember the ing the care that should be taken to prevent
of fathers, when young people joining in marriage contrary to

said he could well

tender care of one of the best
he would take one child on one knee, and an- our rules, he spoke persuasively to the youth,
other upon the other, with others standing exhorting them in all such engagements to
before him; how he bestowed upon them his seek for the counsel of best Wisdom, and to
tender and suitable counsel; and though he follow its instructions, and to endeavour to
to
have the best Guest present with them
from the cheeks invite him, so that he might cause the water,
of his venerable father upon theirs.
He was which might sometimes be as the bitter waters
much concerned that the elder branches of of Marah, to be turned into wine, and sweeten
families of children should help their religious the bitter cups of affliction that might be their
parents in taking care of the younger, by ex- lots, through the various changes of life; and
ample and by precept, and mentioned an in- thus to begin, he considered was the way to
lay a foundation for social comfort and dostance of care in one nearly related to him
what concern he had for those who were mestic happiness.
He spoke of the concern which had been
younger, and how he laboured for their good;
and after finishing his labours, how that wor- upon his mind for several years past to pay a
and now as they went
thy youth was called to give up his charge, visit to this nation
and enter into that rest prepared for him, and along from place to place, they had seen the
finished his course about the twelfth year of situation of the various ranks amongst us,
his age.*
He would have all be encouraged and they had beheld with sorrow that too
to go on in a godly conversation, and shun generally we had not come forward, as it was
destructive pride in all its appearances, for it intended we should
neither the elders, the
is grounded in ignorance, and the want of a
middle aged, nor the youth.
But still there
right knowledge and due consideration of was a living seed left, who were in measure
what we are poor dust and ashes. Some preserved clean and although the glory of
parents, he believed, were careful to provide the Lord had moved to the threshold of the
for their families, and to teach them frugality, door, and to the mountain hard by, yet it was
&c. but he would recommend them to be also not wholly departed from us, but the shout of
frugal of lime, which is so precious that few a King was still amongst us, and we were not
know its value until it is too late. This he forsaken and for this his heart was made
illustrated, by relating the case of a young thankful.
man whom he had been with, at or near the
12th.
At Edenbury, in the meeting of distime of his being called to give an account of cipline, he again enlarged on the education of
how he had spent his days, and who would youth, and how parents ought, by example
then have given all he was worth in the and precept, to train up their children in a
world, and he had large possessions, to have godly conversation, and what an indispensahad a short time allowed him so well did he ble duty it is, especially upon mothers, who
know, at that trying moment, the value of have frequent opportunities to form the minds
time, which but a few days before he had of their children, while the father might be
been insensible of.
He wished the youth engaged in the arduous duties of business
might prize it, for time is short, and death is abroad and mentioned the great pains taken
awful, and that parents might not only be di- by the benighted inhabitants of this nation to
ligent in making a good use of it, but also instruct their children in superstition
and
teach their children to be frugal of that, as that we, who are called from darkness to
well as of their outward substance, and so to light should not be destitute of the form and
endeavour to conduct themselves, that when power, but be diligent, by example and preinquisition is made for blood, they may stand cept, to train them up in a godly conversation;
clear before the just Judge.
also in preventing destructive books from beHe spoke of Friends being just in their ing read; and he laid before the youth, the nadealings, and punctual in fulfilling their en- ture and evil tendency of reading such books;
gagements. He thought that justice extended as also of following the fantastic fashions that
such things introduce into
are in the world
* His brother William Fothergill.
improper company, and the friendship of the

could not recollect the words, he could well

remember

the tears that

;

fell

;

;

—

—

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

—
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many

was abrogated by

coming of Christ,
and
children in education, though very assiduous true tabernacle which God hath pitched and
and said he believed that if he
in providing things for the body. He owned not man
the nearness of the connexion, and the justice should actually pay towards maintaining a
world; and too

were negligent

in

parents he was sensible, them

245

the proper care of their

who was

the

the minister of the sanctuary

;

of such care, but he would that such should
remember, that as they were instrumental in
bringing them into life, they should be so also
in nursing that part in them that is immortal,
and keeping it from being hurt or killed. But
instead of this, some conclude that they provide well for their offspring when they settle

hireling ministry, he should forfeit his interest
in him.

He spoke tenderly to the rising youth, to
persuade them against spending their precious
time in diversions; and expatiated upon the
superior advantages of going to the house of
mourning rather than to the house of mirth;
them well in the world, build their nests on and advised that they should accustom themhigh, above the reach of those difficulties to selves to visit the sick and distressed, to witwhich many are subject, make their sons ness the trials of the sick room, and the anxigreat men of the earth, form rich connexions eties of the death-bed, which would be far
for their daughters, but as to a godly con- more instructive than attending places of diversation, let them look to that themselves, version; as by the sadness of the countenance
and are ready to bring the words of Scripture the heart is sometimes made better. He was
that he is worse than also earnest in his desires that the youth
to justify their conduct
an infidel that does not provide for his family; might be prudent concerning entering into the
not enough considering how far that extends. married stale, that they should not hastily nor
But to such earthly minded parents as are inconsiderately rush into it, and so bring soradding house to house, and field to field, he row for the rest of their days. This he
spoke closely, and said he had seen such dis- thought, often led to a wretched dragging on
appointed in their designs and a blast from of human life; but to be tenderly connected
and that together in the covenant of life, was the true
heaven had often attended them
perhaps some there might live to see it, and way to have domestic happiness and social
he was ready to say would feel it live to see comfort, and to be enabled to bear the variety
themselves disappointed, surrounded with con- of trials which are met with as we pass
fusion, anxiety, and paleness efface, deserted through this land of uncertainty, chequered
of heaven and earth.
He mentioned his with good and evil.
knowledge of an instance of Almighty justice
I3lh.
In the select meeting he spoke of a
in one who had been visited when young, was state which seemed much to prevail amongst
an officer in the church, and likely to be Friends in this nation, even as amongst the
made an instrument of use, had he been con- royal tribe of Judah a complaint that the
tent with what was allotted him, and kept strength of the bearers of burdens was ready
faithful to that which had visited him
but 'to fail, because there is so much rubbish; but
aspiring to be something in the world, he he recommended such not to give way to ineflaunched out beyond what he could compass, fectual bemoaning, but rather to be willing to
and having neglected what was committed to rise up and work, to repair the breaches, and
his care, a blight came over him, one sorrow rebuild the walls, and they would find that
and disappointment after another, so that he the King would be with them, and amongst
became darkened and wretched, and when them, to help, and they would be furnished
near his close, he went to see him, to try if with a weapon of war in one hand, and an
he could feel any thing near him that was implement with which to work in another; so
good but he found darkness and horror, and he desired such might not be discouraged,
heard him cry out That if he had been the nor give way to lamentation over the state of
Lord's freeman, he should not have been the church, without endeavouring to labour
man's prisoner, but he was then deserted of for its help.
heaven and earth, of God and man, and gave
In the Province meeting he was led to
He reminda shriek that pierced the hearts of those who speak of many excellent things.
heard it, and so departed out of this life. This ed us of our deep obligations to a merciful,
he said deeply affected his mind, both at the all-wise Providence, who had so wonderfully
time, and as often as he thought of it since, sheltered us from the devouring jaws of war
and he ardently desired of God, that he might and distress of various kinds, which others
be preserved and enabled to do his duty had so deeply felt, and put the question forfaithfully, and be clear of the blood of all merly used, " Or those eighteen upon whom
men.
the tower in Siloam fell, and slew them; think
He spoke on the subject of tithes, that the ye that they were sinners above all men that
priesthood which was to be maintained by dwelt in Jerusalem?
I
tell you. Nay, but

—

;

;

—

—

;

;

;

—
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guard against. He tenderly adwould be willing to let the
girdle be drawn a little tighter, and to know
the foal to be bound to the vine, and the ass's
people from having a dependence on mortals, colt to the choice vine, that they might be
even upon those who might have laboured strong to labour in the work. He spoke, as
the minds of it had opened upon his mind, of the Feast of
faithfully, as the Apostle did

except ye repent, ye shall all likewise perish."
He wished us to be humbled, and endeavour
He
to answer the end of so great mercy.
endeavoured to disengage the minds of the

in himself to

vised that such

;

the people are too apt to be drawn after that
which is visible, so as to be ready to worship
one says, I am of
that which is not good
Paul another, I am of Apollos so, satan,
:

;

;

weakness, disputed with the
Archangel about the body of Moses, perhaps
that he might deify it, and so delude this weak
people, who had before while Moses was in
the mount, made a calf to worship, and had
such a veneration for Moses, that it is possible
they would have worshipped his body, had
not the Almighty, in his wisdom, buried him,
where they knew not, and could not find him.
Afterwards, in the awfuiness of power, he
addressed in prayer Him who dwells in the

knowing

their

of the rock, and in the secret places of
the stairs, that having witnessed the word of
reconciliation, he was emboldened, though but
dust and ashes, to intercede with him on account of his church and people at large, the
workmanship of his hands, that being enamoured with his beauty, many might flock to

clefts

He was ferhim, as doves to the windows.
vently engaged for the strayed and lost sheep
of the house of Israel, that they might be
saved.
In the select meeting he spoke with clearness, and under a lively sense of the state of
the meeting, a living power attending, to the
humbling of the minds of many. He expressed how very sensible he felt of the great

want there was of Friends being sufficiently
deep and weighty in their waiting upon the
Fountain of wisdom and strength, especially
ministers, that they might indeed witness the
springing up of the well of life, and being
This
cleansed by it, be enabled to sing to it.
deep, inward waiting for the springing up
of life is more wanting than words; and if
Friends would diligently endeavour to be deep
enough, they would find weight would be
added to them, and their countenances would
discover to others something of the concern
of their hearts, and perhaps, stir up the pure
mind in others also. He encouraged such to
endeavour to be helpful to their friends and

Tabernacles, how it was formerly held, and
a holy convocation, that after they had gathered in their fruits, they were not unconcernedly to sit down and enjoy them, but to get
boughs and make booths to dwell in for a
season, and hold a holy convocation for the
Feast of Tabernacles. So in this day we are
not to take up a rest in the fruits we have
gathered, but endeavour to be at liberty to
attend to the service of Truth, in whatever
way it may be pointed out to us and if such
were often to go to the bottom of Jordan, it
should be for the washing and cleansing of
them, and they would have to come up and
and some
bring their memorials with them
then present, he said, must bear twins ; as it
appeared to him, they must be concerned to
maintain the discipline and good order in the
they
church, they must also divide the word
must bear twins.
In the select meeting at Lurgan, in order,
as was supposed, to awaken the negligent to
diligence before it was too late, he told them
of a Friend related to himself, who, when
young, was religiously concerned for his soul's
salvation, and also for the good of others, and
about that time had a dream, which he related to S. F. when in America. He was then
in the decline of life, and in appearance not
far from the conclusion of his time on earth,
but was not in the state he formerly had been,
having much neglected the gift bestowed upon
him, and cared too much for the things of
this life, how he should provide for his family,
&c., had lost the good state, and was plunged
into distress, darkness, and sorrow, the por;

;

—

tion of the disobedient and in this latter part
The first
of his life he had another dream.
was, his being placed in a fine green field or
pasture, walled round, and several lambs feeding in it, well favoured and in good order,
and in the midst a pure clear spring for them
to drink at; that a sharp axe was given him
with which to guard the well, that nothing
should muddy it, and to keep up the wall, and
if any breaches were made in it that he must
The latter dream was, that he
neighbours, to visit them as occasions offer, repair them.
lost
it had
to drop a word here and a word there; it saw himself in the same field, but
might be a means of sowing the good seed. its verdure, the lambs were distempered and
He mentioned also a disposition apparent in disordered, the wall much broken down, the
some, which retards their journey forward in water muddy, and serpents in it hissing at
overcome,
that strength they might otherwise possess; him, which he could not destroy or
namelv, a vivacity of constitution which they having lost the weapon formerly given him,
have, and which he found it to be necessary and that as he stood looking at the lambs, he
;
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—

thought he heard a voice, saying "All these
will I require at thy hands."
At the concluding
Eleventh month 3rd.
meeting in Dublin, he began with the salutation of the Apostle Paul to one of the churches
" The grace of the Lord Jesus Christ, and
the love of God, and the communion of the
Holy Ghost be with you all, Amen !" He
enlarged upon this, setting forth the efficacy
of that grace, through the birth, life, sufferings, and death of our Lord Jesus Christ
and how wonderful was that grace, that he
who was with the Father before the foundation of the world, rejoicing before him,
who was heir of all things, should take upon
him the form of a servant, and be clothed
with the infirmities of human nature, and be
like unto us in all things, sin only excepted,
in that body which his Father had prepared
for him to do his will in, as in the volume of
the book it is written, in order to be a propitiatory sacrifice, not for our sins only, but for
that his coming
the sins of the whole world
should be so humble, though he came from
the bosom of the Father, and being the brightness of his glory, as to be laid in a manger.
This appearance was so mean in the eyes of
the Jews, who expected it would have been in
a splendid manner, that they could not receive it, but queried,
Is not this the carpenter's son ?
And a Luciferian spirit was, he
feared, too much given way to in this day, by
such as are above his small appearance in
Yet how astonishing was this
their hearts.
grace of our Lord Jesus Christ who submitted to suffer temptation, reproach, distressing agony, when he trod the wine-press alone,
and of the people there was none with him,
as it was prophesied
" Who is this that
Cometh from Edom ? with dyed garments

—

;

—

—

!

:

from Bozrah
apparel,

?

this,

I

that

is

glorious

in

his

greatness of his
that speak in righteousness, migh-

travelling

strength?

—

the

in

Wherefore art thou red in thine
apparel, and thy garments like him that
treadeth in the wine-fat? I have trodden the
wine-press alone, and of the people there
was none with me." And when the drops of
sweat were like blood, he would, if it were
possible, that the cup might pass from him,
ty to save.

but, in resignation to the will of his

to be discouraged
for a state of sin and
wickedness was what he esteemed low and
despicable, and no other
for the favour of
life,

;

;

Heaven

not confined to

is

any

station in

life

;

the good tidings of our Saviour's birth were
proclaimed to the shepherds as well as to the

wise

men

of the East.

So

that his earnest

and concern was, that all ranks might
witness the advantage intended by such admirable grace, extended by the compassion
of the Father to his creature man, the workmanship of his hands. That as the shepherd
taketh out of the mouth of the lion two legs
and a piece of an ear, so shall the children of
Israel be taken out, that dwell in Samaria, in
the corner of a bed, and in Damascus in a
couch.
And although the form seems almost
destroyed by the devourer, and it can scarcely be known what it was when complete, yet
the good Shepherd was willing to save his
people, and rescue them from destruction,
though so entangled in snares that little remains of that ancient beauty that adorned
our ancestors and this for want of adhering
to the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ, and
dwelling in the pure love of God, which
would lead us into communion one with another, and with the Holy Ghost, which he desired might be with us all.
desire

;

The

On
"

account of the

visit

thus concludes

the 4th of the eleventh month, our friends

and had a safe paswere undoubtedly kindly received
by such as love the cause which they so
nobly gave themselves up to maintain in our
poor land and if their extraordinary labours
do not produce some good fruits, it seems as
if it would add a heavy weight in the balance
for Liverpool,

set sail

sage, and

;

against us."
At the conclusion of their visit, the four
Friends addressed an epistle to the National
half-year's meeting held in Dublin, which
by that meeting directed to be printed

was
and

distributed to Friends throughout the nation.
In their epistle, the committee gave a com-

ment upon each of the eight queries which
had been read and answered in the various
meetings, and thus communicated their view
of the state of the Society, adding much excellent counsel on the contents of the queries,
Father, and also on some other subjects.

he gave up to drink it, and to feel that agonizing state, when he was stripped of all comfort, so as to cry out
" My God, my God,
why hast thou forsaken me?" And all this
that he might be offered as a sacrifice for our
sins, and for the sins of the whole world : so
that no state of life is exempted from the
benefit of his sufferings and death, if it be
not our own fault.
He would not have such
as might count themselves in a low state of

—
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SAMUEL FOTHERGILL TO CATHARINE PAYTON,
Warrington, Second month 26th, 1763.

Thou

art always, dear Friend,
regarded with pure and tender friendship by
me, though I have not always the power or op-

portunity to

tell

thee so, and

my

wishes for thy

preservation and essential help are as strong
mean when I am favoured with
as ever
I

—
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such a sense of life and strength, as to wish
SAMUEL FOTHERGILL TO ISRAEL AND MARY
for any good thing for myself or others.
PEMBERTON.
With regard to the state of my mind; I live
by faith, and am thankful I have that to live
Warrington, Third month 14th, 1763.
on; and if I enjoy little, I hope a blessing
In a fresh sense of undiminished friendship,
I was indisposed last
rests upon that little.
week, but a messenger brought me an invita- I affectionately salute you, with strong and
tion to the funeral of Robert Abbatt, the elder, fervent wishes for your stability and increase
of Preston and I found, upon looking at it, in every substanstial good that you may be
He was buried replenished with that peace and fruition of
that duty required me to go.
in that town, where never was a Friend in- heavenly good, which in all ages have been
The
terred before, he having very lately contracted the stay and strength of the faithful.
for a piece of ground for that purpose.* The means conducive to this end have been clearmeeting was very large, and the latter part of it ly exhibited to you in various experience, in
solid, weighty, and eminently favoured. I hope which, by the permission of our Father who
There is in heaven, you have been repeatedly exerit was a meeting of memorable use.
;

;

I see a great deal of instruction in the
are two young men who come amongst the cised.
few Friends in that place, and appear sober words " If ye know these things, happy are
and hopeful, attend the meetings, first and ye if ye do them." To know the counsel of
week day, but have a deal to bear from their the Lord, is rendered an essential blessing
they were so closely watched, the only in proportion to our fidelity in corresrelations
night I was at Preston, that they durst not pondent practice ; the simplicity of obedience
come to converse with me. Thus, the Lord's is our best covering, and will stand us in stead
work is going forward, and it will prosper in when extensive knowledge and quickness of
his own way and time, notwithstanding every apprehension in unpractised truths, will only
discouragement, arising from within and with- pierce the hand that grasps at them, as the

—

;

Several are convinced at Bolton, some
have joined in society with Friends;
and I hope the Truth gains ground in those
parts, though too many of the children of
Abraham revolt deeply, and may be thrown
aside as useless, or unmeet for the great work
out.

of

whom

and treasure.
Dear friends, I am often present in spirit
with you I rejoice in every genuine joy you
possess, and 1 sympathize with you in whatand to
ever afflictive scene opens to you
nothing better can I recommend you than a
principal dependence

;

;

patient, quiet, steady attention to Him who
of reformation.
brother
my
forms day and night, directs the alternation
from
letter
a
received
have
I
there are two circumstances mentioned in it, of the seasons, and holds in his hand every
our wind that can possibly blow on the dwellings
which are interesting to my affections
I feel for your children that anxious
sister's indisposition, which had been severe, of men.
but was abated; the other take in his own concern which attends a solicitude for the
"Our worthy, steady friend, John preservation of those who are ranked in the
\vords;
Hay ward, is now no more ; he departed this near relation of most tender friends ; they are
and now grown up to mature years, they have
life last night, at Plaistow, after a slow,
somewhat painful illness of some weeks. I had many opportunities of knowing wherein
:

—

—

this evening, and the durable riches consist.
And you, beloved young people, descendwould be proper to tell thee that our
for the
father's friend, and ours, retained his senses ants of such as have been zealous
and integrity to the last. Full of love, full Lord's cause, I beseech you be ye helpers of
labour, by
of hope, and satisfied that his work was done, their joy, strengthen their hands to
and his house in order." Thus, dear friend, evidencing to the world the influence of their
are we gradually deprived of the company of example and instruction in yourselves, who
Oh may we silently and so- are allied to them by the tenderest connexion.
faithful elders.
lemnly prostrate ourselves daily before the For it is a mournful circumstance when the
Preserver of men, that if old age be allotted Lord's servants are enfeebled by the transand that any
us, it may be dignified with that steady, uni- gressions of their own house,
fools, by
parents
their
call
should
the
some
children
to
rendered
hath
which
form virtue,

am

just

thought

come from thence

it

latest

hours of

life

the best.

ment

fresh on

my

spirit, I

With this senti- acting contrary to their tender, affectionate
conclude with the advice, and parental authority.

assurance of constant affection,
wife concurs.

in

which

my

Samuel Fothergxll.
*

A

burying-ground

for the

Society of Friends.

My

friendship for

you

is

not transient, not

only while I am writing to you, it often
animates my mind when I have neither opportunity nor capacity to tell you so.

warm

I

am

not

idle,

some employment

or other
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often

offers

;

1

only beg preservation as an

up my duty. I
have been a laborious journey through Ireland, to my own peace. Immediately on my return, I was seized v^^ith an indisposition, which
continued some weeks. I recovered my health
my wife was taken very ill and for some time
imminent danger attended, but she is, through
mercy, recovered. I would not be fiirther
tedious
I love you with great sincerity, and
should be glad to find I am remembered by
you in the same tender affection. Our mutual
friend, John Stevenson, is sitting by me
I
tell him I am writing to you
he desires to be
affectionately remembered to you and your
Farewell, and be assured I am
children.
your constant, cordial friend,
individual,

and help

to

fill

;

;

;

;

Samuel Fotheegill,
In the third month, 1763, he obtained the
of the monthly meeting to pay a
religious visit to Friends in Essex, and some
of the eastern counties ; and in the eleventh
month of the same year, he was engaged in
a similar service in the city of London, and
some neighbouring places.
certificate
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the extending of an unchangeable virtue to-

wards many amongst

us,

and

it

prevails so

far as to e.xcite strong desires for the

honour

of the glorious name and cause
too few,
alas
so follow on in the most holy path, as
to grow up to that degree of perfection in
labour and understanding, that lies before us
as the standard of religious growth.
May
thou and I, dear John, follow on to know the
Lord with full purpose of heart, that we may
fill up the duty of our day, and enjoy the reward of all the faithful. I am made often to
:

I

remember, it is by the renewing of the Holy
Ghost our salvation is perfected. Neither
tradition, former experience, the most indubitable conviction of the nature of true religion,
seated in the head, can ever effectually complete the work in us or others; but the renewed daily experience of redeeming, enlarging
virtue, to build us up to His praise, who hath
gathered us in measure to the morning, and
to the advanced light of a blessed, heavenly
day.

The same affectionate solicitude which
warms and engages my mind on thy account, strongly prevails with

me

for thy dear

accompanied with hope for her preservation and sure establishment in Divine faSAMUEL FOTHERGILL TO JOHN GURWEY.
vour, which hath not failed her in many
Warrington, Eleventh month 10th, 1763.
besetments in time past
and may every
I am sensible my silence hath borne the essential favour from Heaven
be with you
mark of ingratitude to a friend to whom I am and your's for ever.
much obliged, and for whom I retain the
Samuel Fothergill.
warmest sentiments of affection but frequent
avocations, indisposition of body, and feeblesamuel fothergill to george harrison.*
ness of mind must plead my excuse;
wife,

;

;

Warrington, First month 20th, 1764.

thou hast very frequently been the subject of

my

remembrance, and the sincerest
wishes for every thing prosperous to thee and
thine accompany that remembrance.
I have been several journeys since my return from Norwich
twice into Yorkshire,
and some in adjacent counties. I oftentimes
feel the weight and burden of the concern for
the church's welfare, and rejoice at times in
the revival of the same concern on divers
minds may all such, to whom the interests
cordial

The

agreeable

impressions

thy

sobriety,

hope religious conduct, made upon my
mind, whilst thou wast at school at Penketh,
remain with me, and my desires are very
strong that they may ever remain upon thee,
as the means of thy happiness, here and for
ever.
And the motions of true well-wishing
are now so fresh upon my mind, as to induce
me to give thee this proof of my affectionate
friendship, and earnest desires on thy account,
of our Zion are precious, ever keep under the that so promising a morning may rise higher
influence of that Hand which can alone pre- in lustre, to the full completion of His gloriserve individuals alive and vigorous, and ren- ous purpose, who hath remembered thee with

and

I

;

:

der useful for general edification.
It is a a precious visitation from on high.
singular favour to dwell near the Fountain of
live, dear George, in a time wherein
wisdom, and under the sense of the support too many forget the end of their being to
of all-powerful Goodness. By this means, the glorify God on earth, and be glorified with

We

—

good report which attended the faithful elders him hereafter. Vanity, folly, and dissipation
was obtained, and the durable riches of holy captivate the minds of most; oh that thou,
peace crowned their life and death; their faith,
patience, and victory are inciting examples to
* George Harrison was a native of Kendal, rethe like-minded

of the

and oh that our
goodly quarters

!

Vol IX.— No.

lots
I

7.

present generation,
sided for many years in London, and died at
be cast in their Wandsworth, in the third month, 1827, aged
see, methinks clearly. eighty years.

may

32
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who

hast seen into a

being,

may

rable state
experience,

!

more exalted end of thy

be preserved

from such a deplo-

And in order to rejoice in this
may thy mind dwell always under

often feel

[1764.

renewed

this time.

I

in

my

make no

past silence than this

mind, and afresh at
other apology for my
a variety of engage-

—

me very much to such
The last winter hath been

ments have confined

the influence of that circumscribing fear, which

as are necessary.

keeps the heart clean, whereby wisdom and
knowledge will become the stability of thy
times.
Let thy heart be often lifted up to
God in secret prayer for preservation, and
keep within the bounds of his revealed will.
Beware of departing, in the least, from that

a state of confinement, through a tedious
disposition,

I

dedicated

the

first

fruits

in-

of

returning health to this city, to which I thought
I owed a visit.
I have been here three weeks,
and though in a state of precarious health,
yet upon the whole satisfied with my journey,

watchfulness, and simplicity of believing, when I have done what I can, I
which often drew my mind towards have done what I ought.
thee in tender love, and which, I am assured,
I cannot but deeply interest myself in whatalso recommended thee to heavenly regard.
ever attends a province and a people, to whom
I understand thou goest to a school where
my mind is often united in the strong ties of
the master is not a member of our Society, nor brotherly union, and for whom I feel the
many, if any of the boys, thy school-fellows. warm attachment of that love, which, when
Very serviceable mayst thou be in thy place, present with you, was mutually and richly
if thou art so subject to the power of that shed abroad in our hearts.
There remain
principle of grace and truth we profess, as to amongst you a number who will profit by
show forth its excellency by a good conversa- these alarming circumstances, and quicken
tion coupled with true fear. This may be the your minds to a frequent recourse to the strong
happy means of aflx3cting other youthful minds Tower of all the righteous a number who
with the remembrance of their Creator in considered it their alone safety in days of
their youth
thou wilt then be rendered a prosperity, and were concerned in those seahappy instrument of advancing the kingdom sons to cleave in soul to the never-failing Good,
of righteousness on earth, and enjoy the glo- as their principal riches; and now, in the day
rious reward
for they that be wise shall of calamity and violent commotion, know the
shine as the brightness of the firmament, and inestimable value of the Father and Friend of
they that turn many to righteousness, as the his people being their stay and succour.
Oh
stars for ever and ever.
I beseech thee be
that more of the minds of the divinely visited
careful in all thy conduct
have a care how among you were centred in the calming virthou departs away in things deemed little. tue, and had been kept out of the hurries and
The boundaries of innocence once passed, it bustle surely the canopy of salvation would
is difficult to say where people will
stop. have eminently overshadowed
many, and
Daily seek after the favour of the Most High; they would not now have been left to dislet a morning and evening sacrifice arise to persion, and wandering as sheep without a
him from the soul that being grounded and shepherd. May the hitherto preserved of God
plainness,
heart,

;

;

;

;

;

;

established in holy certainty of his presence,
neither flattery nor derision may ever lead
thee into the dark paths of infidelity; but that

dwell in the hiding place of His power, that
if yet the skies gather more blackness, and
the tempest break forth with redoubled viothou mayst ever rejoice, with joy unutterable lence, these may be kept under the hollow
and full of glory, in the knowledge of Him of an Omnipotent hand, until the storm be
in whom thou hast believed.
overpast.
I greatly tender thy welfare; I feel for thee
Some reports have circulated here, that there
sensations stronger than nature can suggest
hath appeared among many under our name,
and in the warmth of this best love, I com- with you, a sorrowful defection from our relimend thee to the protection of the Preserver gious testimony, by taking up arms ; and this
of men.
I earnestly wish thee a safe hidingis
affirmed concerning some, for whom I
place, as under the hollow of His hand, and hoped much better things. If this be the case,
a hope in his salvation on thy account ac- it will be an additional affliction.
I earnestly
companies my wishes.
wish the minds of the living may be influenced
by that wisdom which is from above, and put
Samukl Fothergill.
on fervent charity one towards another, endeavouring to restore in the spirit of love
SAMUEL FOTHERGILL TO JAMES PEMBEKTON. and meekness, but ever mindful of that testimony to the Prince of peace, which was
London, Third month 28th, 1764.
delivered to us to maintain to the world.
Those warm sensations of friendship which Thine affectionately.
I have entertained for thee, I with pleasure
Samuel Fothergill.
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the censures of men, than to persist in any
doctrine or practice repugnant to the holy
Witness, and thereby incur Divine displeasure.

SAMUEL FOTHERGILL TO HENRY
PORTSMOUTH.*

If
Warrington, Eighth month 16th, 1764.

;

;

;

in the light," that ye may bechildren of the light, and of the day of
God, and be preserved through the jeopardies
of time, and from the deceivableness of un-

" Walk

come

righteousness, to a

crown of

happy possession of

that

which is reserved for all those
good fight, and keep the faith.
If, upon a most serious anticipation of that
solemn day, when every secret shall be disclosed, and true judgment administered, thou

who

life,

fight the

findest not the testimony of

Divine approba-

sealed upon thy spirit, in
from thy former friends, I entreat thee, by
every consideration which happiness in time
or in eternity can suggest, stand open to conviction. It is infinitely better to retract an error,
though we may fall into the hands, or under
this

tion

*

Henry Portsmouth died

dissent

at Basingstoke, tenth

month 17th, 1780, aged seventy-seven.

we

fall

oflfence

Since our first acquaintance, which is now
of many years' standing, thou hast possessed a
share in my affectionate friendship, and a
hope accompanied my earnest desire for thy
preservation in the Truth as it is in Jesus to a
happy conclusion. Great was my concern,
therefore, when 1 had a manuscript transmitted to me, signed by thy name, and which I am
since fully confirmed, was thy performance
a manuscript which militated against a matestimony received
terial and fundamental
amongst us as a people, and which, I fully
But, inasmuch
believe, is of Divine original.
as reasoning and argument laid not the foundation of our dissent, but the secret influence of
the pure, holy principle of truth and righteousness, it is not in my mind so much to
attempt a refutation of thy arguments, as to
endeavour to turn thy mind to that which
first visited thy soul, and drew thee into communion with us. I beseech thee, call to mind
the discoveries and impressions made in the
days of tender inquiry after Truth and peace
with God
what it led to, and what it led
from and diligently examine whether thou
hast kept thy first love; whether the spirit of
this world hath not entered, and allured thee
from that holy, circumscribed frame of spirit,
in which we can alone abide in safety, and
witness the salvation of God to be as walls
and bulwarks about us. A frequent, impartial
scrutiny of this kind appears to me necessary
for us all, lest, having run well for a time, we
should unhappily miss our way, and stumble
on the mountains of error, and fall to rise no
more. Most necessary, therefore, is the advice,
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to

upon the stone, which
the

wisdom of

this

is a stone of
world, it will

break us to pieces but if it fall upon us, it
Oh, may thy mind
will grind us to powder.
be turned to the light, and witness the searching of heart for the divisions of Reuben, that
natural might and strength, and boasting excellence which subtilely spreads itself through
the incautious mind, but God hath determined,
that in his kingdom and work it never shall
;

excel.

When

I was last in London, I saw a long
from thee, addressed to Jacob Hagen,
which added to my sorrow on thy account ;
the intention of this letter seemed to be, to
intimidate Friends from dealing with such
amongst us as renounce the testimony we
were raised up to maintain. I ever wish to
see love, tenderness, and long-suffering exercised in the Society, one towards another
and as far as in my power, have endeavoured
to promote it, that that which is weak may
not be turned out of the way, but rather re-

letter

Nevertheless, there is a necessity for
a steady regard to be paid to the prime end
of our being raised up as a people, viz: the
supporting a testimony to the coming of the
reign of the peaceable Saviour, whose kingdom is not of this world. Our worthy ancestors received this testimony, and were
called to bear it; and harmonizing together
in the truths of Christianity, they united in
stored.

one body, being of one heart, and under the
dominion of one spirit. A people thus formed for the Lord's use, in carrying on the

work of glorious reformation in the earth, and
whose testimony contradicted the received
maxims of the world and its policy, had to
expect the opposition and suffering which ensued; first, f^rom the powers of the world,
which raged at the birth of the Man-child,
and sought to swallow him up but He who
had called them to show forth his salvation,
and to step forward to the perfection of Christianity, supported them under cruel persecution, to his own praise, and the promotion of
The second and most
his name on earth.
painful cause of distress and sorrow, was the
;

apostacy of some,

who

kept not their habita-

tions in the light, but departing from the union
of the spirit, lost their places in the body, and

became its most invidious opposers: their plea
was liberty their design licentiousness, to
introduce confusion and anarchy, and sap the
foundation on which our union stands, and
rend the seamless garment of our Lord and
Afi:er much waiting and tender adMaster.

—

vice, the

church

testified

to the world, that
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was done world, or the defection of such amongst us
ceased to be of from whom we hoped better things. I cannot
us, by disclaiming our essential principles ; it easily omit mentioning how my mind was
was justice due to the testimony of Truth, struck on hearing thy name read in the corand to the Society, to declare to the world respondent book, the last yearly meeting, as
that these first forsook us, and not we them. a correspondent for Hampshire
how inconSome part of thine to Jacob Hagen, seems sistent this is, must at once appear to any
to render it not improper to vindicate that considerate person. What advice couldst thou
part of the Society thou stylest zealots, from give to a tender Friend in distress on the
any imputation of endeavouring to lord it militia law 1 or how couldst thou represent it,
I believe many
if necessary, to the Meeting for Sufferings in
over their brethren's faith.
of those Friends in Philadelphia, who precipi- London, when thyself hast ceased to maintain
tated by their fear in time of great alarm, that branch of our testimony? Surely, thy
took up arms, will, on cool reflection, and by prudence as a man will suggest the propriety
tender dealing, be brought to see the incon- of having thy name discontinued.
The bulk
sistency of their conduct, and return to their of this letter hath greatly exceeded my intention ; I make no other apology than my true
places in the house of the Prince of peace
and I doubt not the tenderness of their brethren love for thee and thy family, and earnest detowards them. But great is the difference be- sires for thy recovery and restoration ; and
tween these, and a person who coolly and this rests with me to add, that nothing but a
deliberately forsakes the testimony of Truth, close dwelling with the Spirit of judgment,
and teaches, as far as he can, others to do so. and the holy fire which refines from dross
The cause is not ours it is not of the flesh, and tin, can prevent thy farther declension
the and deviation from the way to the kingdom
nor of the will of the flesh, but of God
Other branches of our religious teslonger I live, the clearer I see it, and it is a of rest.
testimony which will gain ground, and yet timony will be called in question and despised,
to the deep wounding of thy own soul, and
spread more and more amongst mankind.
I
am convinced of it as a most certain truth, to the grief of thy family and friends but
not only from faith in the progress of the the cause of God, and his holy eternal Truth,
spirit and power of our Lord Jesus Christ, will remain unhurt by the defection of those
towards the redemption of the world, and who forsake him ; for the foundation of God
beautifying the place of his feet, but even from standeth sure, having this seal
The Lord
the conversation I have had with some of knoweth them that are his. I am thy sincereeminent stations in the world. A person of ly well-wishing friend,
high distinction as a warrior told me some
Samuel Fothergill.
time ago, that though he was a soldier, no
In 1764, Samuel Fothergill was engaged in
part of our principles was more just in his
apprehension, than our declining war in every a general visit to the meetings of Friends in
repect.
He said he believed the day would Scotland ; in which he was accompanied by
come when nation should not lift up sword Isaac Wilson. This visit was not, like that
against nation, and when they should not to Ireland, two years previously, by appointHe remarked, that so ment of the yearly meeting, yet it was somelearn war any more.
mighty a change must be gradually brought what of the same character, being to inquire
about, and the morning of that glorious day into the state of the Society, and also in the
had, he believed, dawned amongst us as a present case to endeavour to improve and
Happy are they who abide in their restore the discipline in that country, which
people.
ranks in the Lord's service they will mingle was at that time reduced to a very low slate.
at length with the conquerors, and inherit all In several places, the monthly meetings had
almost ceased to be held, and it could not be
things.
I beseech thee, my friend, consider things ascertained who were,
and who were not,
deeply; if thou cease to be one of us, as a entitled to membership in the Society.
This
society raised for the purpose intimated above, lamentable condition continued for about twenwhy shouldst thou endeavour to draw others ty years after this period ; when, in 1784, the
after thee from the Lord's cause? a work late John and Elizabeth Wigham, from a
which on a dying bed will not be crowned sense of religious duty, went to reside in
with peace. Blame not Friends for their faith- Scotland. This tended much to the revival of
fulness to their avowed principles, and steady the Society there ; some other ministers were
adherence to the cause of God. If the way about the same time led to visit this nearly
is become too strait for thee to walk in, cen- desolate part of the heritage ; amongst these
sure not those who dare not leave it, whatever were George Dillwyn and Henry Tuke, who
suffering may arise, from the power of this visited Scotland more than once about this
these were not of her.
to the person or persons

injury

who

;

—

;

;

—

;
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John Pemberton also was much enSoon after this, the
in that nation.
discipline was in good measure restored, and
a few solid Friends were raised up to conduct
time;

gaged

the affairs of the Society.*

SAMUEL FOTHERGILL TO HIS BROTHER JOHN.
Old Meldrum, Ninth month 8th, 1764.

We

staid first-day at Edinburgh.
meetings there are composed of a very
few of our Society, and few, very few, of
Several came in,
these worthy of the name.
and behaved civilly; the state of the meeting
is indeed very low, but I need not particularize
that place, the state of the Society in general
is so, though I trust there is a little remnant
We went from Edinburgh
preserved living.
the
to Stirling, where I appointed a meeting
magistrates freely granted the town-hall, and
The meeting was to good
mostly attended.
satisfaction, being favoured with the extension
We passed
of heavenly, humbling virtue.
through Perth, Dundee, Montrose, and some
other towns of less note, to Ury, visiting a
few scattered, poor individuals, where we
could find them, but had no concern but for
the lost sheep of the house of Israel.
We had a meeting at Ury on fifth-day
evening; the particular members of that meetA
ing amount to about thirteen or fourteen.
sister of the late, and aunt to the present Robert Barclay, appears a steady, solid Friend.
He is very kind. We propose to be here tomorrow, where is the largest body of Friends
in Scotland.
Our visit will, I believe, be peaceful in the
event to ourselves, comfortable to a very

The
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small number, and a pleasant amusement to
divers others, who would avail themselves of
Truth being exalted, from motives of self-love.
The prime end of our visit, the re-establishment of the discipline, and a close inspection
into the state of the Society will scarcely be
obtained.
The Queries are sometimes read
in the quarterly meetings, but rarely, if ever,
considered in the monthly meetings, which are
in several places reduced to three or four persons ; but each having separate bequests are
determined against any junction, and for the
same reason the two yearly meetings are
determined against a union, which we have
urged upon them as much as prudence admitteth ; for I would not exasperate, by pressing
too vehemently a matter the active members
are determined against
for I find W. M. and
R. B. inflexibly bent against uniting the meet;

;

ings.
It is not right to complain of the anxiety
our prospects and feelings afford us daily; we
ought to accompany the Seed, and it is in this

nation

much

depressed.

the Presbyterians

The

division

amongst

Seceders, and Seceders, and Seceders from them, are almost
is

great

;

making their appearance; 1 sometimes
hope this is a previous step to better times,
and that the commotions and overturnings
may be a means to raise a sense of danger,
and a secret cry for relief to Hiin who is alone
daily

it.
How happy the lot of those
the tried foundation, and with dili-

able to afford

who know

gence and watchfulness wait
established thereon.

experience, until the time
never again be moved.

themselves
be our continued

to feel

May it

come

that

My companion, Isaac Wilson,
ceptable and helpful.

is

we

shall

truly ac-

Samuel Fothergill.
*

At the time

of S. Fothergill's

visit,

the meet-

ings for discipline in Scotland were,
First, the yearly and quarterly meeting of
Aberdeen, consisting' of three monthly meetings,
With Kinviz: Aberdeen, Kinmuck, and Urie.
muck was joined the meeting of Old Meldrum,
and with Urie that of Stonehaven.
Second, the yearly and quarterly meeting of
Edinburgh, also comprising three monthly meetings, viz: Edinburgh; consisting of the particular
meetings of Edinburgh and Preston-pans
Glasford, Hamilton, and Garthshore
consisting of the
meetings of Glasford, Douglas, Hamilton, Badcow, and afterwards Glasgow Lessenden, formed of Lessenden and Kelso particular meetings.
They so continued until 1786, when a Special
Epistle was received from the yearly meeting in
London, confirming their being united under the
name of the Half-year's Meeting of North Britain,
to stand in the same position as the quarterly
meetings in England: this was then concluded
upon, and the first of such meetings, afterwards
designated the General Meeting for Scotland,
was held at Aberdeen, in the tenth month, 1786.
;

;

:

samuel fothergill to his sister.
Warrington, Tenth month 19th, 1764.

have no conversation which furnishes
equal satisfaction with that of now and then
renewing an agreeable intercourse with thee
and dear brother, and you are kind enough
to accept in good part the proofs I sometimes
give of my most afTectionate remembrance.
My late journey into Scotland hath furnished
me with some experience, and I hope, improvement.
I went in
great weakness and
simplicity. I seemed prepared for distress and
sorrowful sympathy. I had a secret hope that
I

was not

inconsistent with Christian charity
the small remains of the Society in
that nation, though I could say or feel little of
it

to

visit

that injunction
felt

and duty which

for other services, but

I have often
a secret draught of

mind hath accompanied me

for

some

time.
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We

were favoured with good weather, fine spend our time not remote from the intention
accommodation necessary: of our visit. We had a meeting, consisting
and what is more to be valued, with the pre- of the members of our Society, to good satissence and help of that Helper who alone is faction, as the result of faithful labour, though
able to stay and succour, under the pressure afflicted to see and feel the extremely low
of every painful circumstance.
May a deep state of things amongst them but, through
sense of his mercy, and my constant need of Divine favour, the testimony was exalted, the
such relief, ever possess my mind, and then I disobedient warned, and the little which rehave grounds of hope in the descending of mained alive encouraged. But upon that city,
the latter, as well as in the trembling remem- a cloud of darkness and the shadow of death
hrance of i\\e former rain. The state of the seems to me to remain in a distinguishable
Society is very low in that kingdom
so low manner; and I think, though their number
as to render it very difficult to see how to may amount to near thirty, there is scarcely
labour amongst them, with regard to the re- one bound in heart to the testimony.
We
establishment of discipline and such is the went to Glasgow, where we had a large, open
roads, and every

;

;

;

genius of the people, that overloading or over- meeting ; many principal people of the city
driving would effectually defeat the inten- were there, and Truth mercifully owned us.
tion of our visit.
We have had divers opmet with much civility there ; the magisportunities of conference with the few Friends trates treated us with great regard, and in a
who remain, and hope to the help of some few manner I could not expect. Several of the
individuals; the event must be left to the Dis- principal people earnestly requested my longposer of all.
er stay, as they alleged they knew nothing of
I went from our General meeting at ManQuakers but through the medium of misrepchester directly to Kendal, where I arrived resentation, and were astonished to find our
on second-day night, and found my mind en- principles so different from those which their
gaged to stay the funeral there of a Friend, ministers generally ascribed to us. But findnot unknown to the Doctor and me, when at ing our minds clear, we left the place, and
Brigflatts school.
Isaac Wilson and I reach- went to Edinburgh, and Guyle Kirk, and so
ed Edinburgh by way of Carlisle, Langholm, to Kelso, where we had a pretty open meetHawick, and Selkirk. On first-day we were ing, amongst a ^e\f worthless people, under
at the meetings at Edinburgh, which were our name, accompanied by a few of other
small and poor respecting Friends, but pretty societies, who seemed nearer the kingdom.
many others came in, and we were favoured; On seventh-day we reached Newcastle, and
and remarkably so in the evening, at the bu- came thence to Kendal.
rial ground, on occasion of the interment of
Samuel Fothergill.
one under our name, who came to that city a
few days before, and died suddenly. Next
samuel fothergill to his brother and
day we went to Stirling, and had a large and
SISTER.
satisfactory meeting in the court-house. Isaac
Warrington, First month, 1765.
Wilson and I then proceeded to Ury, where
we had a small meeting with the few of our
am, through mercy, in good health, a
I

We

On first-day we went by Aberdeen
Old Meldrum, calling to visit some odd
stragglers under our name by the way.
At
Old Meldrum and the neighbourhood is the
largest body of Friends in Scotland.
We
had some close, beneficial opportunities with
them, and left them with the evidence of
having done what we found to do. On our
return we had a very large meeting at Aberdeen, which was to good satisfaction.
Our
mutual friend, David Barclay was with us,
at Ury and Aberdeen.
He treated us with
great affection, and was the means of great
relief to my mind in procuring us a very
large meeting at Aberdeen. I attempted, about
Society.
to

excepted, which I got in our arduous
labour of visiting families ; it is not very
troublesome, except when I write, or should
sleep.
I am content with this indication of a
cold

tabernacle,

frail

I

know

it

will

soon moulder

am

thankful the loins of
my mind are girded up, at least strongly to
wish to run the race successfully, and finish
in peace.
1 look towards a release from temporal concerns with increasing ease; I believe
should dress my wings, to
it is quite right I
take my flight to the land of peace, through
those paths of light which may be assigned,
but not yet clearly unfolded.

to

its

original.

I

Samuel Fothergill.

eighteen years since, to see the inhabitants of
that city, but none would then give me their

About this time, S. Fothergill retired from
company. With close travel we reached Ed- business altogether. His trade was that of a
inburgh on the fifth-day evening, and stayed tea-dealer, with which he combined some
over the ensuing first-day, endeavouring

to

other articles; and he had occasionally mer-
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transactions with America, sending
out thither manufactured goods, and importing the produce of that country.

cantile

place,

though much gone

in its ancient

and

to decay, still bears
garden, marks of his love of,

taste in planting.

One day

in

neighbouring
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each week he attended at the
town of Middlewich to give

gratuitous advice to the poor.

Lea
I

ful,

am

Hall, Sixth

month

28th, 1765.

thankful, repeatedly thankit was not of my own

SAMUEL FOTHERGILL TO ISRAEL PEMBERTON.

for this recess;

contriving or willing ; but 1 esteem it as I
ought, a favourable prospect of escaping by
degrees from labour next to oppression. Much
I owe to the public, and honestly have I endeavoured to repay the obligation. May they

never want persons better qualified than myTo me the world has not
self to serve them.
frowned I courted not its favours, nor feared
It is time, however, to think of
the reverse.
;

getting into port,

hope
poses

make

to

—

and as the wind serves,

use of

security.

it

I

for the best of pur-

John Fothergill.

Warrington, Twelfth month 10th, 1765.

My correspondence on your side the water
almost dropt, owing principally to my incapacity of sustaining it as I could wish sometimes, for I am sure I often feel the same
animated love of the brethren extend itself
towards the children of the Father's family,
which was often my crown of rejoicing when
amongst you. But as my engagements and
labour become various and diff"usive, my mind
necessarily admits of various objects of solicitude, and the individual is swallowed up in
is

the general.

Lea
dated,
it

Hall,
is

whence the foregoing

letter is

about three miles from Middlewich:

was occupied by Dr.

Fothergill for several

His object and wish in thus occasionyears.
ally secluding himself, he states in a letter to
his brother Samuel, written in 1764.

"

A

desire has of late risen in

my

mind

to

few months next summer, into
Cheshire, and some part of the county not far
from Middlewich appeared suitable ; I wish
by a kw months' recess to get some time to
breathe, and to let the dependence that many
have upon me here, gradually die away,
I can only
rather than break it off abruptly.
look for quiet in a place where I have no acquaintance, yet not too far from those I most
If we can procure some respectable
love.
abode, not far from a meeting, in a situation
not unhealthy, nor very populous, where there
is room comfortably to accommodate my sister, myself, and four or five servants, with a
bed or two for our friends, I shall be satisfied.
In this part, there is the forest (of Delamere)
on one side, which is but thinly inhabited,
and there is a meeting, and I can see you all

retreat for a

occasionally."
In pursuance of this plan, Lea Hall was
engaged, and here with his sister, and frequently other relations and friends, he was
accustomed to pass a part of every summer,

Thus

I

feel

myself frequently,

am

obliged to postpone the offices of private friendship, to the more urgent obligations
I would not have made so
of general duty.

and

long an apology for my silence, had it not
been the true state of my mind, and to remove any apprehensions of forgetfulness or
neglect of a person and family I remember
with great affection, and for every branch
whereof my spirit ardently wishes every hapDear friend, we are not strangers to
piness.
the commotions of your land, the report
whereof hath reached our ears, yea, and
many of our hearts, whereby deep inward
sympathy, as becomes brethren, has been
raised, and a secret strong travail before

Lord of the whole earth, for the preservation of his family in this dispensation of the
hour and power of darkness, which has come
the

upon many amongst you, and is endeavouring to introduce ruin, and desolation, and
In such a season as this,
every evil work.
next to impossible to stand neuter ; the
powers of light and darkness, according to their prevalence, enlist the spirits
of the people under their respective banners;

it

is

conflicting

some

to endeavour to build up and repair the
breaches, and to be bound in heart to the
holy testimony, and earnestly contend for the
Now, saith
faith once delivered to the saints.
my soul, " Peace be to thee, O Zion, and

enjoying in this retreat, a peace to thine helpers and may these ever;
season of needful repose from the fatigues of more remember, it is the Lamb and his folIn this retirement he had an lowers which shall have the victory." Though
his profession.
opportunity, which his incessant engagements this expression may have become trite by
in London did not afford, of indulging in the frequent repetition, yet it is a great, instrucNeither the most
pursuit of science, and more particularly in tive and important truth.
the study of Natural History, and Botany; ardent zeal of the cherub or the seraph, nor
to these he was much attached, and in various the sagacity of the living creature, though
ways a munificent promoter of them. The full of eyes before and behind, nor the strength
for several years

;
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of the lion can overcome, unless the meekness, gentleness, and patience of the Lamb,
suffering, yea slain, from the foundation of
the world, have the ascendancy, and be difA vivacity of
fused through all our labour.
mind which is natural, and a solicitude of
mind for the cause of Truth which is from a
higher source, are, I believe, distinguishedly
possessed by us both, and I feel, for myself,
the absolute necessity of deep attention to
His direction who has engaged me in his service, in order to experience him to put forth,
having reduced the creaturely part into a

[1765.

replenished with near affection and sympathy,

remember, and often

in spirit visit, thy dear
beloved friend; I have often essayed
to write to her, but my feelings baffled exI

wife,

my

Heaven's peculiar favourites are
most tried, that they may be render-

pression.
often the

ed perfect, lacking nothing, and shining examples of every Christian virtue to others.
Salute her in my name, and assure her of my

sympathy and remem-

tender and affectionate

As

my

it has for divers
something of a gouty
nature, but not the disorder regularly. I have
humble dependence upon Him, whose is the been confined eleven weeks, and have scarcepower and the wisdom. We are now, my ly strength to walk five minutes yet I am
friend, arrived at a date of life when Ihejierte slowly recovering, but very feeble
this has
which attends youth may, by the laws of na- been the labour of almost a day, my hand
ture, be supposed to abate, and cool, delibera- being too weak to write many lines at once.
Samuel Fothergili,.
tive wisdom, confirmed by experience and
long observation, take its place and I hope,
we have not so lived and laboured, as to be samuel fothergill to his brother john.
destitute of a portion of Divine wisdom, to
Warrington, Twelfth month 16th, 1765.
correct the mistakes and inadvertencies into
I lately rode as far as Congleton,
which we may have been hurried in past time,
which I acknowledge with regard to myself to the funeral of a person who had some rehave been various. Oh that our minds may lation to the Society, though not strictly a
the journey was of use to me, for
sufficiently cleave unto that Hand of power, member
which will effectually convert us from every I travelled slowly. I was much favoured
error in judgment and practice, and then pro- amongst a multitude of people, of various
and humbly thankful I am for every
perly enable us to strengthen our brethren. ranks
Dear friend, I beseech thee, by the mercies of instance of merciful regard extended to my
God, whereof thou hast largely partaken, own spirit, and the gracious extendings of

brance.

to

health,

years been precarious

;

;

;

;

;

;

the quiet habitation, whose safety
often beheld, and de-

Heavenly help

to others.

and beauty thou hast

away apace

little

it.
Let neither the commotions without, nor defection within, carry
a greater dethee away from the quiet rest
gree of fitness and wisdom to act rightly,
when necessary in both, will be hereby atfeel inexpressibly a sympathy of
tained.
I
the faithful
spirit with Friends in your parts
and unfaithful are the companions of my mind
almost incessantly; to the former, I wish that

until

abide in

sired thy portion in

;

;

wisdom and knowledge may become

the sta-

it

;

change

am now

its

of

name

it

I feel

time to slide

seems before me,

to eternity.

from paying the
solemn act of friendship to the memory
and remains of our mutual valuable friend,
Joseph Hobson,* who was yesterday interred.
His death was occasioned by lying in a damp
bed a few weeks ago. A very great number
attended the solemn occasion, and the voice
of the people proclaimed him a valuable,
good man. I never saw a person more rethe eminent overshadowing of the
gretted
Father of spirits gave room to hope human
I have
approbation is not his sole happiness.
heard also of the decease of our worthy
friend, David Coulson.
I need not enlarge
upon this breach into the near circle of our
mutual friends and acquaintance; neither, inI

just returned

last

for the latter, that
of their times
through the prudence, patience, tender compassion, and steadiness of the faithful, they
may be restored upon the proper foundation,
and the holy testimony preserved inviolate.
1 have need to apologize for my freedom in
thus expressing the feelings and ardent wishes
of my mind towards thee, for whom I retain the deed, doth the present collected state of my
I feel more
longings of heart that friendship of the high- mind allow of much expression
est kind inspires; a similarity of natural dis- than I can write, and the bare account is sufposition begets a peculiar attention, united in ficient to awaken and quicken every proper
wishes for the prosperity of the great and sentiment and resolution in thy mind. Others
mighty cause of religion and virtue. May will soon, very soon, write the mournful acOh, may our minds
we both seek the only means to obtain our count of our removal
wishes, and never be the means of defeating, receive the proper instruction, and be renewbility

;

;

;

!

by our haste and imprudence, the end we
With a heart
professedly and really aim at.

*

Of

Macclesfield.

—
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ed in necessary assiduity, that our example
and close may be happily instructive. May
the work be accomplished, when the awful
summons comes I hope my whole heart is
renewedly bent in fresh ardour to attain this
The
important and most interesting prize.
situation of my health is comfortable, a constant soreness and weakness in my feet excepted
however, I am content and thankful,
in an humbling sense that best health is renewed at times and I wish no more, here
or hereafter, than heavenly regard.
:

;

;

Samuel Fotheegill.
SAMUEL FOTHERGILL TO JOSEPH BAKER,
JUN., OF AVARRINGTON.^
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worthy friends there

in receiving
proofs of the interposition of a
providential hand yet stretched out to save;
and these things ought to be humbly marvel-

thee, are to

me

lous in thy eyes, and induce thee to walk answerably to the favours received. I earnestly
wish thee to abstain from any company that

may

be improper.

the poison of evil

Thy

resolutions are

company very

weak

ruinous.

;

If

thou hast no other inducement to alter thy
dress, I beseech thee to do it, to keep the distinction our principles lead to,

and to separate
thee from fools and fops ; at the same time
that, by a prudent distinction in thy appearance, thou scatterest away those that are the
bane of youth, thou wilt engage the attention
of those whose

company

will be profitable

1766?

and

honourable to thee.
A degree of anxious concern for thee in- Thus, dear friend, my heart longs for thee
duces me thus to address thee, and from the and for thy help, that thou mayest improve
warmth of an affectionate heart, to open some- the present providential allotment to the best
thing for thy consideration, to which thy tem- purpose, that it may be of lasting advantage
It will be good for thee to bear the
poral and eternal welfare require thy attention. to thee.
if thy mind be rightly
Notwithstanding many of our youth, and thy- yoke in thy youth
self among others, have despised the simpli- subjected to it, thou mayest have cause to
city of a plain appearance, like Friends, yet say. It was good for me that I was troubled.
I am satisfied, from the neglect of that dis- I beseech thee often to read the Holy Scriptinction being maintained, they and thou have tures; remember the prodigal son, and imitate
been laid open to the inducements of that de- his penitent example, and the same gracious
stroying enemy who hath great power over reception from the Everlasting Father will be
With what joy would thy anxithe inhabitants of the earth, and then have thy portion.
leaned to an earthly spirit. Thou hast fatally ous parent, thy affectionate sister, view thee
found the truth of this remark if thou hadst reformed, steady, and prudent but if, which
appeared like a religious, sober Friend, those God forbid, thou shouldest slight this provicompanions who have exceedingly wounded dential opportunity of retrieving thyself, and
thee, durst not have attempted to frequent thy relapse into those things which have hitherto
company. Thou seest Henry Fothergill his ministered much to thy hurt, and if continued
conduct and appearance are consistent and in, must effect thy total ruin, how shall I meet
sober ; none of those wicked young men dare those friends to whose care I have been inapproach him, such is the dignity of religion, strumental in committing thee] And what
and its superiority over vice and folly. I will be the sentence from despised mercy? I
mention him, not for any partial regard for am shocked at the mere supposition
but
him as my kinsman, but as a person I have what must be the suffering of such a state?
had frequent opportunities to remark. Thou Dear Joseph, what shall I say? what can I
knowest the esteem he has justly obtained, say, that will tend to thy help, but earnestly
his usefulness in his fiither's family, and that press thee to seek Him who is mighty to
he is more justly honoured than I think any save, and to whom Jonah cried out of the
young man in town. I mention him, not to belly of hell ? Cherish every impression of
place thyself frequently before that
upbraid thee, but to intreat thee his manners good
tremendous bar, to which thou art hastening,
are virtuous, his mind serene and peaceful
the contrary, thy own experience will tell and bring every thought and action to judgthee, hath been thy lot, and it results from a ment; be diligent and faithful in business, but
conduct opposite to his
nevertheless, I am above all, be diligent in making provision for
persuaded the regard of Divine Providence is thy poor soul. Farewell.
not totally withdrawn from thee; his mercy
Samuel Fothergill.
is extended to recover thee, as from the gates
of hell, and pluck thee as a brand out of the dr. fothergill to his brother samuel.
fire.
My concern for thee, the kind reception
London, Sixth month 10th, 1766.
thou hast met with at
the disposi, and
The enclosed is from the Countess of Hun* He died at Penketh, second month, 1809.
tingdon, and I apprehend it relates to the
Vol. IX.— No. 7.
33
;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;
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convincement of a person high in her esteem,
and a kind of recommendation of her to thy
notice.
I am informed that this is no sudden
but has been gradually ripening some
The countess saw her friend engaged,
time.
and went with her to the meeting the first

SAMUEL FOTHERGILL TO HIS SISTER.
Warrington, Tenth month 18th, 1766.

start,

This
time she gave up to join the Society.
circumstance, I mean the convincement of
a person so peculiarly situated, will, no doubt,
become the subject of much conversation,
at least amongst ourselves, and 1 think we
ought, as much as possible, to restrain the
imprudent amongst us from acting imprudentThou wilt impart this to nobody; let the
ly.
account spread by other means, not by ours:
it is a lesson we ought to profit by, not to
amuse; a simple, upright devotion of heart
to do the will of Him, whom to serve is our
Great example let
interest and happiness.
and those who do it most, will
us follow it
In dress, in conduct,
say the least about it.
she studies simplicity: perhaps, in the guise
of zeal, an enemy may steal in, but the integrity of her heart will, I trust, befriend her.
I know some of her family:
I know hernot
her husband allows her a sufficient support,
About Brightso that interest has no share.
elmstone, where she now is, there is a large
number of those called Methodists, many of
whom are dissatisfied where they are; if they
follow on to know, whether they join us or
not, they will be happy.
We were glad of thy safe arrival at home,
and received thy kind intimations with the
affection they deserve.
If they produce the
fruits thou wishes, they will be to our mutual
happiness, and our own peculiar advantage.
Create in me a right spirit, renew a clean
I know these are not
heart, is oft, my wish
the words as they stand, but 1 want to know
the full completion.
!

;

;

;

[1766.

have been to Nottingham, and went by
I
Manchester, where I found brother Isaac
Crewdson very much indisposed, and every
symptom of approaching dissolution, which
ensued last first-day night. I was at his burial on fourth-day; it was large, and the opportunity was a favoured one.
I cannot but
regret his loss, though I fully believe his
removal is a happy exchange, and agreeable
to his own last intelligible words, " To rest,
What more desirable,
to rest, for evermore."
my dear sister, than such an issue of our
pilgrimage
May our minds be exerted to
pursue this glorious mark, with a diligence
proportioned in some degree to its unspeakable
value.
The circle of our acquaintance is
almost daily invaded, and we, also, shall soon
furnish the opportunity or occasion of instruction, now almost daily put into our hands
is diffidence, even if ob;..., How safe
tained through chastisement for error!
mercy, bravely, my hand
I am, through
excepted, which is still sometimes weak, and
often painful, but I am content and thankful.
I have more good than I have merited, and
less affliction than is justly due.
!

You

are returned to the trammels again, I
with reluctance
you can taste the
sweets of retirement with pleasure, and dare
hope never to
be alone with yourselves.
I
believe

;

result in

indolence, but

not
mankind, but

solitude;

that
I

my

love increases to

converse with
very desirous to improve it
dislike

at times feel in myself.

The

solemn step of time advanceth

fast,

with something
silent,

am

I

I

and carries us along with it, to a place whence
there is no return, to do or undo.
May it
When I tell thee that this is written after the become our chief concern nay, I hope it is,
incessant labour of seventeen hours, thou wilt and may we retain it
to have our accounts
readily excuse its defects, and think me, how- in readiness; and even then, mercy, not merit
ever weak, yet not wholly without a claim to of ours, must be the ground of our hope in

—

the

title

of thy affectionate brother,

—

the ordinance of peace.

John Fothergill.

Lively are

my

desires for

all

our

and establishment; desires wherein I
know thou joins me, with an ardent mind
In the seventh month, 1766, Susanna Foth- we have ground of hope that He who hath
ergill again paid a religious visit to Scotland
wrought the will, will also enable to do, as we
she was accompanied by Joseph Harwood, of cleave to him in simplicity and uprightness.
safety

;

Manchester, also a minister.
Near the close
of the year, her husband was engaged in a
religious visit to Friends of London.
Whilst
in that city, he was seized with an illness
which obliged him to relinquish his engagement, and retire to his brother's country house
at Upton
where, under the care of his sister,
he was confined for some time.
;

But how much goes to constitute the characupright f There is so great a mystery
of iniquity in the transformations of seemingly
ter of

laudable self, that I look upon it as the crown
of true Christianity, and to exceed all the
beauty of visibles, whether respecting religion
or this world, to obtain this character.

Samuel Fothergill.

OF SAMUEL FOTHERGILL.
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ment and sensation, which

SAMUEL FOTHERGILL TO CATHAEINE
PAYTON.

soul of

my

For though 1 am
and debilitated, both in body and spian ardent desire to be preserved alive

often poor
rit, I feel

Warrington, Third month 25th, 1767.

my dear friend and
sister in the pure Truth, I am more sympathetically united as my own, I tender thy good,
With

thee,

;

and preservation through the various

vicissi-

tudes of thy passage, whether relative to the
temporal or spiritual probations which may be
Thou hast
assigned thee, in either relation.

many trials found the all-sufficiency of the
Hand and we have nothing else to
rely upon, equal to the labour of the day. He
who rides upon the wings of the wind, in his

in

divine

ever wish to be the

I

correspondence.

;

in the best

My

things.

affection for Friends

and often of late re1 run from house
to house with sympathy; I rejoice with the
few who can properly rejoice I mourn with
the many who pensively muse on the roll
Mourning, lawritten within and without
What further respects
mentation, and woe
you and me is at present behind the veil. My
dear wife is cheerful, and not destitute of best
in Philadelphia is strong,

vives with great animation.

;

—

!

favoured with
love her tentriumphant glory, dwells in the lowest valley derly, and wish the consummation of every
of humiliation, and is there more sensibly ex- desire she forms for her own and others'
Thine in undiminished regard and
perienced to sustain under every stripping, than good.
health

:

health,

that thine hath been

is

a pleasing account

I

I

Samuel Fothergill.

when he makes the clouds affection,
have, of later times, been very

distinctly discovered

his chariot.

;

deeply exercised, and often in the most strip- DR. FOTHERGILL TO HIS
have, as yet, seen nothing
ped poverty.
I

BROTHER SAMUEL.

London, Twelfth month 10th, 1767.

which may
Samuel Emlen is here; a reputation
humbling season preand may my to his country, a help to society, the pattern
paratory 10 it
but so it is
heavenly Father's will be done, and issue in of innocence, wisdom, and simplicity.
I hope gradually to lessen both ray
a still more enlarged degree of sanctification,
though 1 vvear sackcloth on my loins, until I business and all other incumbrances. I have
am clothed upon from heaven with the gar- been preserved through many dangers, and
my life mercifully prolonged to this time; and
ments of immortality.
And now, ray dear friend, in the it is not the least of the favours that I have
sense of that condescending goodness which to acknowledge, that I am kept in a degree,
clearly, respecting public service

be required and

—

this

;

hath mercifully favoured us, in calling us out
of darkness into his marvellous light, and
hath joined us to all the living, and been as our
song and our strength who has fed us with
food, and remembered us in tender mercy;
my spirit salutes thee; with earnest breathing
for our preservation and increase in holiness
and sanctification, that He who has called
us may be honoured by us, and we, finally,
honoured with him. Samuel Fothergill.
;

alive to gratitude.

Do not regard the expense; at our
time of life, two years of exemption from
great inconveniences are not to be valued at
a low rate. Had we children dependent upon
us, other considerations might justly take
In the course of Providence, it is so
place.
ordered that we have none to look up to us,
and call us father an exemption from num-

—

berless anxieties.

we use
SAMUEL FOTHERGILL TO ISRAEL PEMEERTON.

us,
or,

Warrington, Fourth month

My

1st,

1767.

remains undiminished.
I love you all tenderly, and with equal solicitude desire your essential happiness, as when
my leisure and bent of mind allowed me more
frequent opportunities and occasions of telling
you so. My health hath been precarious, or
rather below that, generally impaired; and
though my mental faculties may not be much
affected, the corporeal powers seem not likely to
continue to advanced years. My principal complaint is a weakness and pain in my right hand
I believe, owing to a fall from my horse several
years ago.
I cannot write much without respite, and this often breaks the chain of sentiaffection

It

is

then, but justice that

the favours of Providence granted to

whether the fruits of our own industry,
by a more special favour, of easy inherit-

ance; to the proper purposes

commodation according

we

—

for

our

own

to the station in

ac-

which

are placed, the benefit of the community
and of our brethren in particular.

in general,

John Fothergill.
SAMUEL fothergill TO SAMUEL EMLEN.
Warrington, Second month

Thy

1st,

1768.

acceptable favour of the 19th of last
month came safe to hand in course, and I had
sooner acknowledged it, had not an event,
daily expected for two weeks, suspended my
Our worthy
writing till I saw the issue.
friend and kinsman, Gilbert Thompson, hath
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been in a declining state for some time, and
of late seemed to decay so very fast as to
call in question liis surviving for one day.
He finished liis course about mid-night, last
I
sixth-day, and is to be interred to-morrow.
have ol'ten been with him to my humbling
instruction; for some time his journeying was
1 have
in the region of the shadow of death.
sat by him, accompanied his spirit under the
the load of death, and the heavens as brass,
sensible of deep distress, but seemingly excluded from good. This led to deep searching
of heart, even, as he said, of holes and of
he saw that
corners he had not suspected
he had been short in the performance of that

me

pleasure

;

[1768.

may

the

Lord preserve thee

to

the end, in powerfully preserving simplicity,

and

direct

all

thy steps

to

peace.

at present set thee at liberty to leave
I

feel

and

I

I
cannot
England.

something that desires thy longer stay,
think it is something more weighty

than the mere dictates of natural affection.
I
have little prospect of much absence during
this or the next month ; I believe it would
tend to the confirmation of my health, now
through mercy pretty well restored, could I
spare two or three weeks to stay at Bristol;
but much rests upon me by the removal of
Gilbert Thompson.
His place, as clerk of
the monthly meeting, devolves on Henry Foservice Truth would have led him into, had thergill, who, I hope, grows in the best things,
he been fully dedicated in heart to know and and will come up in service. Oh, that I could
But adorable conde- have the same hope for his often visited and
to do his Master's will.
scension visited afresh, revived a degree of highly favoured sister S
Need I add, I should be rejoiced to see thee
hope, fed him with a little bread when nigh
to faint, and caused a part of that crystal here, as soon as is easy to thyself; here is
stream, which is the satisfaction and consola- some work to do ; we have in prospect a visit
tion of the whole city of God, to arise in his to Friends in their families.
Samuel Fothergill.
soul, and it increased from lime to time, until
it became like the water Ezekiel saw issuing
Gilbert Thompson, whose last days are,
out from the threshold, a river to swim in,
The holy in the preceding letter, so powerfully and paa river that cannot be passed.
canopy was often over our spirits when I vis- thetically described, was the son of Gilbert
I
Thompson, mentioned at page 88. He assistited him, which I often did to my comfort.
never, my dear friend, so fully understood ed, and afterwards succeeded, his father, as
the force of the expression, "If the righteous master of the school at Penketh, over which
scarcely are saved :"
the applause and es- he presided for nearly forty years with much
teem of judicious and injudicious, regularity reputation. He was a Friend greatly esteemed,
of conduct, his arrival at Bethel, the remem- and very useful in the Society; he was in the
brance of many bedewing seasons, all proved station of elder, and filled several other offices.
insufficient for his repose, and were amongst Yet it appears from this letter, and from other
the heavens that might be shaken, and must allusions made to him, that he had not yieldbe removed, that that which cannot be shaken ed so full an obedience as he ought, to that
which the Lord had required at his hands,
may remain.
He languished long, in much pain great and that if he had made a more full surrenwas the conflict previous to the separation of der of all his talents, and had more fully kept
body and soul, and it feelingly opened to my that which he once possessed, it would have
mind, with the conviction of an audible voice, yielded him more peace at last; great, indeed,
had his spirit been more disentangled from was the conflict through which he had to
the love of lawful things, his warfare would pass.
He died at Penketh, first month 29th,
have been sooner accomplished, the fetters of 1768, aged sixty -eight years.
mortality more easily broken, and his spirit
would sooner have risen triumphant over
Henry Fothergill, mentioned in the foredeath, hell, and the grave, and on the wings going letter, to succeed G, Thompson as clerk
of seraphic love ascended, with holy ease, to of Hardshaw monthly meeting, was the nephew
the realms of purity, peace, and love.
But of Samuel Fothergill, being the only son of
all is well
he is admitted to peace, and his brother Joseph. On the death of his
through his deep wadings, instruction is given father, in 1761, the care of the business and
to us, with diligence, yea with all diligence, of the family devolved upon Henry, then
to fill up the measure of revealed duty, and to twenty-five years of age : these duties he disstand on the watch for further discoveries, charged faithfully and affectionately; to his
what is the will of the Lord our God respect- six sisters, all younger than himself, his care
I
ing us.
may have been too prolix on the was truly paternal. He was, from his early
;

!

—

;

—

—

—

—

but oh
my heart is full fuller youth, of an innocent, cheerful disposition,
than to obtain adequate vent by my pen.
quiet and studious; he possessed good abiliI
heard of thy being in London ; it gave ties, had made proficiency in the Latin and

subject

!

1768.]

OF SAMUEL FOTHERGILL.

Greek languages, and had a natural taste for
poetry and drawing. As he advanced to manhood, he increased in seriousness of character,
was of a grave and solid deportment, and of
exemplary life and conversation. He was
kind and helpful to all, and gave great pro-
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nied his mind, particularly during the last
week of his life, was highly consolatory, and

though he had little absences and wanderings,
the solemnity of his spirit was easily felt
he
;

frequently, in the night,

was

quite melodious,

and once particularly broke into expression,
and re- and said, as though speaking to himself, " 1
ligious society; but his health failed; he was have many amiable engagements, but I must
attacked with rapid consumption, and after an leave them
I cannot stay, and blessed be
illness of a few weeks, he departed this life at the name of the Lord, who has removed these
Warrington, on the 15th of fifth month, 1769, things."
Four days before he died, he was much
at the early age of thirty-three years.
The following account of his last illness altered, and seemed to take little notice of any
was drawn up by his sisters, who attended thing in this world. As he sat in his chair,
upon him with affectionate and anxious soli- with all that heavenly sweetness and serenity
that were with him to the last, his voice, which
citude.
As the memory of our beloved and truly was greatly broken and inward before, was
valuable brother, Henry Folhergill, must ever suddenly exalted
and he said, with a kind
be precious to his near friends, we think it of triumphant melody
"When, oh, my soul,
desirable to record some particulars, that (we shalt thou enter into rest
where peace and
hope) have made a lasting impression upon everlasting gladness shall be thy portion ?"
our minds, who were with him during his ill- But no language can convey an adequate idea
ness and last moments, that those allied to of the sweet serenity of his countenance. The
him may reap the advantage of his truly following morning he came down stairs, but
Christian example, and follow his footsteps; was so much worse that he was soon carried
up again, and in the afternoon of that day he
for we are assured they led to peace.
In the beginning of his illness, he had seemed to be very deep in his mind, and to
many deep and painful conflicts, and was very feel more perturbation of spirit than we had
desirous, if it pleased the Almighty, that he ever before perceived
at length he broke out
might be restored to health. But that Power into lamentation, and seemed greatly agitated,
that knew the innocence, the integrity, and saying
" I do not feel that virtue to arise in
uprightness of his heart, after deep trials and my mind I used to feel, and the pillars of my
searchings, was pleased to set his mind at house are shaken, and I may go to the land
One of his sisters, against
liberty, and give him an earnest that all of darkness."
would be well. Oh, may we never forget whom his head was leaned, deeply affected,
with what calmness and resignation he looked said, " No, my dear brother, if thou be reforward towards that blessed hope that maketh moved from us, it will, I believe, be to a land
of light."
He said " Oh sister thou dost
not ashamed.
For some weeks he was perfectly sensible not know what I feel, but pray for me pray
that he should not be long here, and once for me, sisters ;" and clasping his hands tosaid, " he could not look beyond five weeks, gether, he fervently uttered
" My God my
and perhaps his time might be a good deal God !" The solemn appeal was, we believe,
shorter, but he was quite easy;" and often accepted, and after some pause, he said
tenderly desired his sisters not to afflict them- " There is a house whose pillars are immovOne of our brothers-in-law coming able, let us lay fast hold on their bases." He
selves.
over to see him, he was much pleased, and continued sweetly serene, now and then utterspoke many comfortable things. He said ing an articulate word, which showed his
that, for more than a year past he had a conversation was in heaven; he frequently
sense upon his mind that he should not live repeated, in a low voice
" Deep unto deep
long; and the words that were sent to good utters, deep unto deep utters." On first-day,
king Hezekiah frequently passed through his he was extremely weak in body, and we
mind, " Set thine house in order, for thou thought he was going, but he again revived a
shalt die, and not live ;" and added, he hoped little, and expressed great affection for his sishis house was in order, both inwardly and ters.
The following evening, being the 15th
outwardly, and that he had nothing to do but of the fifth month, 1769, he was very desirous
to pray for an easy passage.
Seeing his sis- to be got to bed, which was contrary to his
ters greatly affected, he cheerfully said, " Do usual inclination
he was placed there about
not afflict yourselves, I hope Providence will eight o'clock, when a fresh eruption from the
care for you, and that he will be your God, lungs came on, to a great extent, which totally
as he hath been mine."
The inexpressi- subdued his small remaining strength. In that
ble sweetness and innocence that accompa- awful hour, the only alleviation of our deep
mise of becoming very useful

in civil

;

;

—

;

;

—

—

!

!

—

—

;

!
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world, which, if adhered to, assuredly
brings that peace of mind which will accompany us through this vale of existence, and
cause us to tread the paths of life with safety
and pleasure. It will support us when afflictions may be our lot, and a bed of languishing

sorrow was to see him quite still ; and after
several times repeating, with great fervour

the

V

" Lord God Almighty
he continued about
half an hour, and though the difficulty of his
breathing was great, he expired without a
struggle, and is gone, we trust, to endless
" Let me die the death
felicity and peace."

our portion and finally, in that thrice awful
"It is finished,"
of the righteous," and rnay our life be like period, when it maybe said
unto his, which can only entitle us to hope and all the enjoyments that the mind could
have wished for will terminate in empty nofor the same happy conclusion.
The following " Reflections on Death" were things; then, then, it will be a fountain, never
to be exhausted, of holy joy to the conscious
found amongst his papers, after his decease:
Oh death, how awful is even the remem- soul and enable it to triumph in the last mo" O, death, where is thy
brance of thee, at an uncertain period how ment, and say
much more striking when thou certainly sting?" and "O, grave, where is thy victory?"
approaches, and by the vehicle of disease and even accompany the soul to those imart near, to take possession of these taber- mortal shores, where peace shall be its portion

—

;

—

;

;

nacles of clay, and about to consign them
to the silent grave, never more to appear in
the busy scenes of life, but, as we are told,

Henry Fothergill.

for ever.

CHAPTER XL

our place will know us no more. O, what
Although in feeble health, Samuel Focan give peace in the dreadful hour which will
inevitably overtake all, sooner or later? The thergill attended the yearly meeting in Loncourage of man, his fortitude of heart, and don, in 1768. He is thus mentioned by a
all worldly comforts cannot support him in Friend, who also attended that meeting: "Sahe
that moment, when the soul stands shud- muel Fothergill came to town this week
apprehend he
I
dering on the brink of eternity, ready to is, indeed, greatly altered
launch into that unknown state whence none will be able to attend the meetings but little.
He was present this afternoon, and
Can riches bribe him? Will he rereturn.
spect the greatest titles? Can our friends do had a very fine and high opportunity, after
any thing but pour out their silent grief? the answers to the queries were gone through,
What then can this world, and all things in on the state of the Society, and the duty of
He is much more altered than I
to make the tyrant's approach individuals.
it, do for us,
Unless he gets better, his
be without horror, and a bed of languishing could suppose.
tolerable? Can human reason with all its public service will be much lessened. He has
boasted power and rectitude, give peace in a hollow cough, hoarse, and appears very
;

;

that awful hour,

when

it

is

with difficulty that

the body can support the pains of sickness,
and preserve the mind free from its effects?
Can reason alone? Can philosophy mitigate

feeble."

help poor,

has he

frail

to the soul?

man

to rely on,

in that

when time

What
hour
is

?

Warrington, Sixth month 18ih, 1768.

then must

and what

about to close,

Gurney, ffth month 2^th,

SAMUEL FOTHERGILL TO ABRAHAM
SHACKLETON.*

the pain both soul and body must feel, when
ten thousand worlds would not avail to give a

moment's peace

(John

1768.

send thee the salutation of my most sincere love, not without a sense of our heavenly
I

Reliveil of eternity to be opened ?
gion, if truly practised, will then stand his

and the
friend,

him

and peace of mind

to the last

—

;

will

not the religion

* Abraham Shackleton was born in Yorkshire,
accompany and was very early deprived by death of the care
which is of of his religious parents. Though then so young

as eight years, he remembered, and used to comworld airy speculations, shadowy forms,
memorate, the tender concern of his pious father,
man
with
man,
will
perish
of
which, being
in following him to his bedside, and on leaving

this

;

but real, practical religion,

whereby the

soul

him to repose, awfully recommending him to seek
up to God through Jesus Christ, com- the Divine blessing. This blessing did remarkmunicates with him, is enabled to pray to ably attend him during the course of his life, and
him, and to know the baptism of the Holy preserved him from evil in many times of temptaGhost and fire, to cleanse and purify our tion and danger, leading him aside from careless
companions into solitary places, there to seek the
hearts, whereby we are strengthened to perLord, who graciously nourished him by many preform what is pleasing in his sight, and to take cious visitations of Divine grace, and through
inclinaup the cross to our corrupt wills and
various conflicts and exercises, formed and sanctitions, to walk righteously and soberly in this fied him for a vessel of honour in his house.
Having mental powers competent, he applied
corrupt age, to keep ourselves unspotted from
is lifted
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Father's love, with which I hope thou art undoubted traces of the Creator's hand ; but,
often comforted, now in thy declining years, like half baked cakes, they seem to me to be
and favoured with the evidence in thyself of no inconsiderable eclipse to Zion's beauty,
having in thy measure, through Divine assist- and are often great obstructions in the way of

ance, walked with God.

others, as such

to express to thee the

of

I need not attempt
importance of such an
evidence, when the soul draws nigh her flight
to the land from whence there is no return. It
hath been the mark for the prize in thy view,
and I am thankful to feel my heart stirred up
to follow such examples; animated, by their
success and the importance of the subject, to
use all diligence to fill up my duty, that I

may finish my course with joy. My shattered constitution often gives me instruction, and
intimates the graves are ready; yet it hath
been consistent with Divine mercy and wisdom to raise me up again, beyond my expec-

who

neither enter the

kingdom

God

themselves nor suffer others. Nevertheless, the God of the whole earth is mindful
of his family, and eminently favoured us in
our last yearly meeting in London, from
which I returned with my mind replenished
whh precious dew.
Salute, in my name, thy son and daughter.
May those who are of the younger class look
to the business of the day
the building up of
the Lord's house, more than their own. Unto
him all our utmost dedication of spirit, time,
and labour is justly due. My dear love at!

tends you

all.

Samuel Fothergill.

hope I am bettered by my
affliction, not only in what belongs to me as
SAMUEL FOTHERGILL TO LYDIA
an individual, but also in that wherein I am
HAWKSWORTH.*
joined by all the living, in the view of the
Warrington,
Seventh month 11th, 1768.
state of the church in most places. The use 1
It hath, my dear friend, often
would have us make of this view is, to gird up
been my
the loins of our minds, that our example may request to Him who hath the hearts of all
be a strong reproof to the unfaithful
and men in his hands, that He would give me a
thus collected in spirit, we may deeply feel sympathizing mind, and the effect of various
after the putting forth of the Divine hand in exercises in the course of my pilgrimage hath
service; for though it can work effectually been so far rendered useful, through his gratation

and

;

I

;

my earnest wish; and
sympathizing sense, I have dropt the
devoted in heart to his service, in all the tribute of a tear to the dear memory of our
manifestations of duty, we should have more beloved friend, now no more, and that of
affectionate condolence with thee, who feels
useful instruments in the church.
But alas
for many, who, if they have followed to unspeakably the dissolution of the most tenReligion authorizes the injunctions
Bethel, content themselves there, and attain der tie.
not a double portion of that spirit, which those of nature to feel deeply on such occasions
it
who steadily follow on, even through Jordan, cannot be culpable in the sight of the Author
are favoured with. This imperfect work bears of our being for if the holy Jesus wept for
Lazarus his friend, shall the tears of the
himself to literature, and was encouraged to re- widow, poured forth on the removal of a most
move to Ireland, where he undertook the tuition affectionate husband, a tender friend, an
of Friends' children, in great simplicity of heart
agreeable companion, a friend with whom
and awful fear, under which, as he humbly kept,
thou hast had sweet society, and gone up to
he was enabled to discharge his important trust
the house of God in his company, be offenfaithfully, his instruction and example tending
much to improvement and edification. In a few sive in the sight of our Creator, who well
years, he married a valuable and religious young
* She was the daughter of Samuel and Deborah
woman from Yorkshire, and they opened a boarding-school at Ballitore, in which he conscien- Waring, of Alton, in Hampshire; and in 1768 was
without instruments, yet

them

;

and

if

it

the visited of

will also

work by cious

God were enough

in

help, as to obtain

this

!

—

;

and successfully laboured for many years.
solid and exemplary in demeanour, an
eminent pattern of humility and temperance, much
grieved when he beheld levity in any, ofl;en saying, there was a fear which would keep the heart

married to Abraham Richard Havvksworth, of
Bristol, a Friend eminent for his usefulness and
great benevolence. Their union was short, for in
a few months he was removed by death, and at
his interment, she, standing up and laying her
clean expressing his desires that his successors hand upon the coffin which contained the remains
might be a generation to serve God. As age ad- of her beloved partner, bore her first public testivanced, he found his spirit in a greater degree mony as a minister. Having thus devoted herself
sequestered from the concerns of this life, and after to a service for which she had long been under
the decease of his aged wife, he gave up house- preparation, she continued exercised in spirit, and
keeping and went to live with a relation, where, humbly waiting for the renewal of power, by
tenderly cared for, he quietly departed this life which she was made an able minister of the gosin great peace, at Ballitore, the 24th of sixth pel.
She departed this life in London, on the
month, 1771, aged seventy-four years.
17th of twelfth month, 1788, aged fifty-five years.
tiously

He was

—
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if an humble labour after
acquiescence in sovereign disposal cover thy
anxious, painful mind.
As a man, I feel and view with sorrow the
mio-hty chasm his removal hath occasioned

knows our frame,

in various useful relations

;

my own

particu-

hath lost a pleasing object, and
the circle of my most near connexions in
Yet, my dear
pure friendship is invaded.
friend, let us look on the other side of the
One
for whom we are afflicted
question
now for ever free from it. Recollect we his
His conduct in
It is precious.
memory'.'
every station? It was uniform. He hath left
this world crowned with a diadem of religion
and virtue, and is gone before us, sooner than
we wished it, to the rest of souls, and has cut
lar affection

—

—

1

[1769.

not a moment's respite from intense thought
the whole day, but while I get a little abstracted in passing through a crowd from place to

Make, therefore, every allowance for
thou canst.
I do this, because it seems at
present unavoidable.
I have no
reason to
doubt but what is best will follow, if I am
happy enough to look after it.
Dr. Russel is no more ;* and on seventhday last, I was sent for, in great hurry, to
Clapham, to see our friend C. H., who, from
being quite well, was suddenly seized with a
stroke of the palsy on his expressive faculty.
He knows every body, has the power of sense
and motion, but expresses himself very imThis is the effect of a most uniperfectly.
form, intense application of a capacity inferior

place.

me

off many meanders and intricate mazes in
the pilgrimage through advanced years and
old age, by a shorter passage to the New
Jerusalem, than many others are exercised in.

to few.

we, as dutiful children, kiss
the rod, and cast our care and confidence
upon him. May thy mind be stayed in holy
quietude and resignment, and thy hold confirmed on that All-sufficiency, wherein all the
deficiencies attending mortals are made up.
Walk thou before thy everlasting Helper in
steady obedience, and He will be thy sun and

year
Do not let
Let it cheer thee

I accept this as another hint to necessary
care respecting myself; and I labour to abandon every pursuit that is not conducive to the
Endeavour patiently to submit to His hand, purposes for which we ought to live. One
whose wisdom is unsearchable, and who friend, another companion, a third acquaintknows best what is essential to our happiness, ance, able, sensible, affectionate, all gliding
What have I lost within this
and will ever promote it, with a wise and from our sight
!

fatherly care,

if

!

this

make

thee melancholy.

to think the brother

whom

Farewell,
thou lovest hates not instruction.
and tell us thou art better when thou canst.

John Fothergill.

The

health of

Samuel Fothergill had, by

very slow degrees, improved, and his strength
Samuel Fothergill.
was so far returned, as to enable him, in the
thy shield.
first month, 1769, again to pay a religious
and on this occavisit to the city of London
SAMUEL.
HIS
BROTHER
TO
FOTHERGILL
DR.
sion he was engaged in the important service
London, Twelfth month 6th, 1768.
of visiting the families of Friends in GraceWe can only acknowledge thy kind atten- church street monthly meeting, in which he
tion to US, in giving us such frequent intima- was accompanied by his friend Samuel EmThis engagement, with the attendance
to help it at present len.
tions of thy health
seems scarcely in my power. It was prudent of the various meetings which occurred during
The
a longer stay there would the time, occupied twenty-eight days.
to leave Buxton
have been of no advantage, but much dis- number of visits, according to a record kept,
aftercomfort to thyself. Nor can I at any time was one hundred and twenty-seven
" On third-day, second month
advise thee to go thither under doubtful cir- wards, viz
cumstances of health. This kind of reme- 25th, visited the Countess of Huntingdon and
dies is more fit to establish good health, Lord Dartmouth, at Thomas Stackhouse's,
when it is recovered, than to recover it when several other religious persons were present."
[MS. written by Ann Fothergill.)
lost.
When well, make it a rule to drink no wine
before dinner, nor between meals, nor any
DR. FOTHERGILL TO SUSANNA FOTHERGILL.
other fermented liquor. I know the pernicious
London, Firet month 26th, 1769.
custom of the country in many places is to
bring out these things, and urge their acceptJust to save my brother the labour of writing,
ance as a test of friendship but it is a bad I take pen in hand to acquaint thee he is well.
I don't say this as in the least doubting
one.
:

;

;

:

—

:

;

thy care in this respect, but to strengthen
* Author of the History of Aleppo, and an intithy hands against imprudent importunity.
mate friend of Dr. Fothergill, who wrote a sketch
have been twice this day at Clapham, of his life, distinguished for the elegance of its
I
twice in the city, from end to end, and have language and the justness of its sentiments.
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He

has entered upon the service he came up and think such a paragraph both proper and
and I trust with satisfaction to himself, and expedient.*
The space to be allowed us in the Scotch
to the objects of his mission.
He finds that
Friends in general open both their doors and dictionary is six or seven folio pages, if we
I am pleased that it engages thy attheir hearts to the visit, and a more acceptable please.
companion could not perhaps have been found tention, and 1 shall do more at Lea Hall,
than Samuel Emlen.
We have both been when thou hast sketched the plan.f* I would
labouring pretty hard to-day in our different not advise thee to go to Kirby Lonsdale, to
vocations, but as I think his is of much greater the Northern yearly meeting there, unless
moment than my own, so I should readily thou cannot help it. I know the consequence,
bring his cloak from Troas.
Do not think if otherwise.
May a person who needs advice as much
that because I write he is not able or not
willing to do it.
He is both one and the as most, and at the same time does not profit
other
but I thought it an agreeable employ- by it so much as he ought, presume to give
ment, just to let thee see that neither my any? Thy affection for me will throw a manbrother nor ourselves are forgetful of thee, tle of oblivion over me, if I say any thing
though under a multiplicity of engagements. that does not correspond with thy own reflecMy chief solicitude is, that my brother may tions. Be short in supplication; use no words
not be more in haste than he ought.
I love not of common use, and the same words as
seldom as possible. The ineffable majesty of
diligence, and am not apt to discourage it
but there is such a thing as being too eager Heaven is enough to dazzle all human conception ; yet the " Our Father which art in
and earnest.
John Fothergill.
heaven," is indeed a complete model.
Stray
from its simplicity as seldom as possible but
DK. FOTHERGILL TO HIS BROTHER SAMUEL.
I speak with unhallowed lips, and therefore
London, Third month 2nd, 1769.
forgive me.
My wish is strong that the
have received the account of thy return Father of all mercies may long preserve
thee, a choice instrument, a silver trumpet,
with great satisfaction. Remember the motto,
that gives a certain sound, as thine is
that
ne quid nimis :* write it in capitals every
I may be conducted wisely through a thorny,
where.
I endeavour to attend to it, in the
midst of seerning hurry.
With grateful reve- slippery, arduous track, to safety and hapSo let it be for us both, saith
rence I acknowledge it not from myself, but piness at last.
for,

;

;

;

We

;

;

I trust,
I

from the secret motions of

receive the intimation of

ness,

and daily wish

Thy

health

is

it

to follow

better help.

all

on

to

within me.

John Fothergill.

with thankful-

know.

the most material article.

S. Fothergill attended the yearly meeting

Be

London, in 1769, but became very unwell
content with thy slow recovery. Whilst thou
before its close, and was accompanied on his
art acting the part thy best discretion directs,
journey homewards by J. C. Lettsom, a young
think it is for the best, and not an argument
physician, to whom he was guardian.
They
that nature is unhinged or inactive.
Thy remarks on addressing have had my travelled by short stages to Lea Hall.
Fi'om this period to the close of his life,
attention.
Previous to thy mentioning it, I
have thought of a less exceptionable, more ne- the health of Samuel Fothergill became more
and more precarious ; his constitution failed
cessary, and more consistent measure. Let a
rapidly; the attacks of his complaint were
strong paragraph be inserted in the printed
more severe, and returned at shorter interEpistle, advising Friends to beware of entering into that warm party spirit that has vals, leaving him on each succeeding occasion
sprung up, in this country and elsewhere ; much reduced in strength. The effect procharging all to remember the obligations we duced upon his mind by these repeated trials,
are under to honour and obey the king, and was a still larger growth in experience, in
especially the present royal family, from
* See the printed epistle from the yearly meetwhose progenitors we have received so many
ing in 1769.
favours.
I leave the attempt to thy leisure.
t This relates to an account of the Society of
Friends, in a dictionary, published at Edinburgh,
* " Id arbitror
which, as appears from this letter, was written by
Ad prima in vitae esse utile, ne quid nimis."— Terence.
Samuel Fothergill and his brother. It was atlershould not pursue any object too far." wards ptiblished separately, with this title, " A
No doubt intended by Dr. Fothergill as a caution brief account of the people called Quakers, their
to his brother, to restrain the natural energy of doctrines, and discipline, taken from a Dictionary
his character, and as a salutary advice to be care- of Arts and Sciences, lately published at Edinful of his little remaining strength.
burgh."— iyonrfon, 1772.
in

—

"We
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humility, and patience.

remark of
with them

his friends,

was

It

upon

their religious

in

the frequent

his I'e-assembling

meetings after

these afflictions, that whilst his ministry was
more and more bright and instructive, humili-

was also the clothing of his spirit, and that
he came 'forth from these painful seasons as
one refined in the furnace.
In the autumn of this year, having regained a portion of strength, he again visited
London with a certificate, and was engaged
in a visit to the families of Friends in Horseleydown meeting, now Southwark, again having his friend Samuel Emlen as a companion.
ty

[1769.

when no terrestrial objects can administer the least consolation, and every pleasant picture shall be stained in your view.

a friend,

Godliness

is

profitable in all things.

soul's health,

it

It is

the

the never-fading support of

is

the righteous under every difficulty, and the
sovereign antidote to the evils of life. I could

our dear youth were more generally
in pursuit after substantial happiness;
that they would cultivate an acquaintance
with their Creator as in the morning of their
day for the sands of life are hastening to a
close, and the coming of death is approaching
with unremitting swiftness. Alas alas what
In the course of this service, upon visiting are the riches and the splendours of these pertwo young Friends, then recently married, he ishing, sublunary objects, in comparison of our
everlasting well-being hereafter ? The one is
addressed them as follows
" As you are both young, and it is very transient, fleeting, and momentary, and altowish

engaged

;

!

!

:

may be at times solicitous for your
advancement in life, I would just propose
one thing to your serious consideration, without which no one was ever happy, or any one
unhappy with it which is Godliness it is
probable,

future

;

:

Godliness

the soul's health.
all

things;

is

it

profitable in

profitable in health,

able in sickness

guishing bed,

is

it is

tiates us into the

the boundless

is

it

;

profitable

it

profitable in death

company of

is profit-

upon a
:

it

lanini-

glorified spirits,

and

beatific regions of imdear young friends, I
earnestly address you on this occasion, with
a degree of the tenderest affection, sincerely

in

mortality.

desiring

when

And,

happy

your

these

my

introduction

few fleeting

therein,

moments of your

existence shall terminate, and you shall be
summoned from this stage of action, to appear
before the tribunal of immaculate purity.

gether uncertain
the other is the permanent fruition of uninterrupted felicity forever,
;

amongst an innumerable company of saints
and angels, and the spirits of just men made
perfect, continuing the inexhaustible theme of
praises, dominion, and worship, to the sovereign Lord of the whole universe.
" I have had to remark, in passing through
divers parts of this city,

many

camp

loitering

as

and the sword
of Amaiek hath destroyed numbers.
1
beseech you, my beloved friends, let your eye
be unto godliness
and though it falls not to
the godly to be always gifted with the affluence
of worldly riches, yet you will assuredly find
unspeakable consolation resulting from the Divine favour and goodness towards you, which
will abundantly counterbalance every worldly
upon the

skirts of the

;

;

consideration.

Be

not of this world, but

let

You

your views be directed towards a better country, even, a pure, undefiled, holy habitation, a
Creator for every talent committed to your house not made with hands, eternal in the
care and your eternal interest depends upon heavens.
Seek not after riches suffer not
your consecrating those talents here to his your attention to be diverted from the pursuit
are placed here only as delegated stewards
accountable beings to your bountiful
;

—

;

service,

who

created you as vessels for his

of virtue, nor be desirous after the vain, fool-

whose guidance and protec- ish, transitory amusements of a degenerate
tion I warmly and affectionately recommend age
for all these things will terminate in
you, my beloved friends; sincerely wishing sorrow and distress of mind, and riches make
your establishment and growth in the blessed to themselves wings and flee away; but godit will
and unchangeable truth, through the bounty liness is profitable in all things
be
and favour of our Father who is in heaven. your support in every trial, your never-failing
Godliness is profitable in all things, and I consolation under every difficulty, and ultimost earnestly intreat and recommend you to mately aflx)rd you a comfortable evidence of
a due consideration of the importance of it
admission into the permanent joys of eternity,
seek, in your early days, seek a friend that in a glorious and unfading recompense, which
will never forsake you
for if you apply to the Father and Fountain of unlimited mercy
him in sincerity, he will be found of you. and goodness has prepared for all those who
His Divine goodness will preserve you as in diligently seek him.
Therefore, my dear
the hollow of his hand, and conduct you young friends, suffer me once more strongly
through the various difficulties and dangers of to recommend you, in the early part of your
a tempestuous world, to an everlasting habita- life, to seek the God of your fathers, the nevertion in glory.
Oh seek him early, above failing help of those who seek him in sincerity.
every consideration he will be a father and And I will say this for your encouragement.
honour, and

to

;

:

;

!

;
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pass away,
and the earth should be removed out of its
place, the lofty mountains should dissolve and
be no more, yet the promises of the Lord are
amply verified to them that fear him. It is a
blessing which makes truly rich, and adds no
sorrow with it; it will assuredly attend the
humble efforts of a life dedicated to his service, administer comfort under every trying
dispensation of his providence, and be your
exceeding great reward; for godliness is riches
that though the heavens should

in poverty

—

it

is

profitable in all things."

His friends, in speaking of these services,
have given the following testimony " He
was divinely strengthened, and enabled to
extend a helping hand to many, in close and
necessary labour, for their increasing care to
live and act consistently with our holy profession, to the comfort of many, and to his
own peace of mind."

—

SAMUEL FOTHEEGILL TO HIS SISTER.
Warrington, Twelfth month 11th, 1769.
I

may

tell

lively hope,

thee that
that in

I

am

my

favoured with the
labour I have

late

been in the service of him who is a rewarder
of feeble, well-intended service, for the promotion of his good cause; and I am comforted
in the hope that I have done what I ought in

my
to

late visit
feel

your

to

city.

I

am

thankful

the chain of fraternal and Christian

union, brightened by the spreading of best
love upon it.
May no spot of rust ever im-

267

the wings of the wind.
to fix instruction

He knows

best

how

on the minds of people deaf

language of multiplied mercies. I love
native country, and ardently wish for its

to the

my

own as a people, that we might
be found amongst the interceding righteous,
for whose sake the day of natior>al safety
might be protracted.
rejoice in thy account of a revival in
I
Gracechurch street monthly meeting. I often
feel a warmth towards your city, which unaided nature cannot raise, and a hope is
vouchsafed, at times, that a precious divinely
prevalent visitation of good will better many
and animate to shake youramongst you
sake, and our

;

selves from the dust, and put on the beautiful

garments of sincerity and godly zeal. May
Lord of all power, in his own time, thus
prosper his great and good work; and if individuals walk in the light with full purpose of
heart, their walking will terminate in their
own security and the recompense of Well
done, and be most signally useful to encourage others. Thy time is precious, I will not
much further encroach upon it thou needs
not information, thou knowest these things.
If by a happy collision we may fetch out the
sparks of divine fire from each other, and
preserve the everlasting fire in its genuine naBut such
ture, it will be mutually beneficial.
powers, times, and seasons are not in our
hands.
My hand refuses more labour than
just to salute you all with the tenderest affecthe

;

Samuel Fothergill.

tion.

have been, with respect to
my health, much as when in London, until
SAMUEL fothergill TO S. L.
last week, when my complaint fastened on
Warrington, Second month 13lh, 1770.
my ancle and foot, not without some considerable uneasiness in my breast.
But I was
Thou hast been very frequently the comenabled to get a little about.
On seventh-day panion of my mind since I saw thee last, with
last, I got in a post chaise to Penketh, to the hope and secret fear so tempered together, as
burial of Ann, the wife of Joseph Key; she furnish me with a solicitude on thy account,
finished, I hope, well.
This forenoon, our distinguished from what I have felt for almost
worthy, innocent old acquaintance, Esther any other. And as I believe the Lord of all
Key, was removed from us I have no doubt our sure mercies hath caused his blessed day
that she had clean hands and a pure heart, to dawn upon thee, and I trust hath engaged
and that she has ascended the hill of the Lord, thee sincerely to walk in it, permit me, from
and stands in his holy place. Thus are the the motions of affection stronger than nature
ranks of our acquaintance thinning fast, and suggests, to ofTer thee such hints as occur to
from many occasions we may hear the sum- my mind. My hope is raised in this confirmmons " Prepare to meet thy God."
ed belief, that He who is the restitution of all
Samuel Fothergill.
things, and ever equal to perform his own
work, hath visited thee for this end, even thy
and hath measurably prevailed
redemption,
SAMUEL fothergill TO HIS BROTHER JOHN.
with thee to avow his work, by a degree of
Warrington, First month 20th, 1770.
He is the Lord of persubmission thereto.
With respect to the present agitated fection himself, and would make his sons and
would beautify them with
state of the nation, I am pleased and thankful servants like him
when my own mind, and those that I love, are his salvation, and make them strong for himkept from its vortex, and quietly staid on him, self.
I am unquestionably assured He would
who makes the clouds his chariot, and walks on thus work effectually with and in thee, to
pair

its

lustre.

I

;

—

;

'
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own kingdom in thy heart, and
only with the glimpse of his salva-

establish his
bless, not

tion, but the stability thereof,

and dignify with

a possession therein ior ever.
But what are the terms on which this treasure is attainable? They are expressed in the
term redemption, that most necessary work
for all men, without which there can be no
possibility of admission amongst the saved of
God. Here many have fatally stumbled, and
turned back at the hard, yet true, sayings of
Christ, to be reduced to death, and even annihilation, to the varied corruptions of flesh and
spirit, that the old man with all his works
may be put oif, and the new man, Christ
Jesus, put on

;

it

is,

indeed, putting the axe

and alas the place
where many have gone sorrowfully away.
Here my secret painful fear respecting thee
hath kept my heart awake, at times, in prayer
perfect safety.
for thy establishment and
to the root of the tree,

!

art favoured with a good understandmayest thou wait to have it replenished
with best wisdom, nor admit a thought that
He who hath the key of David hath delegated
in him
it to the wisdom of flesh and blood
are hid the treasures of wisdom and knowledge, and he will be inquired after, and
sought to, to open them. It was, and is, a truth

Thou
ing,

:

of undeniable authority, that

man

it

is

hard for a

enter the kingdom, whether in
affluence of riches, or superiority of underThe reason seems obvious they
standing.
rich

to

—

have a tendency to lead from a single dependence on Him who fills heaven and earth with
goodness and truth, and demands the tribute
No eye but
of love and obedience from all.
that strengthened by faith can pierce through
the clouds which cover this lower system, and
intercept the prospect of

more

excellent riches

on high. But the eye opened, by Him who
gave sight to Bartimeus, sees its own weakness, and the imperfection of all that is
finite; and looks with suitable expectation to
Him who is infinite his help in time, and his
song for ever. I behold thee on a slippery
there is
sea of glass, yet mingled with fire
ability to stand thereon, and thereby be puriHave a care of thy
fied, but not consumed.
steps; wait to have them directed right, and
they will issue in peace. I see thee surrounded by foxes, which want to nip the bud of
that vine, which the Lord of the heritage hath
planted, and which, if properly cultivated, and
vigilantly guarded, will bring forth grapes productive of wine, even that wine which makes
Methinks I
glad the heart of God and man.

—

;

see thee at times, allured

by the

attractions

and wavering, reluctant about parting with the honours and greatness of this
world, and its vain applause, even for His
irresolute

who, for thine trod the wine-press
and suffered his sacred head to be
crowned with thorns, to which, of proper
right, belongs the diadem of heaven.
Somesake,

alone,

may run on this
middle path, and walk
in all the lustre of moral rectitude, blameless to
the most scrutinizing mortal eye; and
"Are
not Abana and Pharpar, rivers of Damascus,
better than all the waters of Israel ?" cannot
I be clean enough by washing in them? Here
mystery Babylon presents itself, a transient
rest, procured at less price than the rest of
Zion, and lulls, by its deception, the unwary
pilgrim into a rest short of the true rest.
Peradventure, at other moments, distressing
apprehensions of thy own imbecility may so
prevail as to discourage and afflict, and perhaps, suggest a diffident thought, as though
victory was not attainable; and thence the
unwearied enemy would draw conclusions to
drop the warfare, and content thyself with
Under all these besetthy inevitable lot.
ments who can stand, and stand fast without
fainting? The armour of our defence, human
resolutions and conclusions, will vanish into
empty air. Innocence towards God as well
as man is impenetrable armour, and unmixed
sincerity is the white linen of the saints.
Sampson never met with more timely, substantial relief, than from the fountain proceeding from the jaw-bone of an ass
he cast it
away at Ramath-lehi, but found it again at
En-hakkore. My soul craves thy help and
safety; may the Rock of Israel be thy refuge,
and may thy mind be established in covenant
with him.
All earth will vanish, its glory be
like a dissolving bubble, its connexions be
times, the painful soliloquy

wise

—

I

will tread the

—

;

dream ; but the soul which pabears the turning of the redeeming
Hand, and leaving momentary things, cleaves
to that which is eternal, will be supported,
and know its riches to be unchangeable in
their nature, and eternal in their continuance.
Let the warmth of my heart plead my
excuse for the incorrectness of my style. I
write because I feel, and to be felt, and not
Farewell, dear S.; rememfor amusement.
ber, life is short, its business arduous, the
prize immortal glory, the failure eternal
fleeting as a

tiently

misery.

Samuel Fothergill.
In 1770, the state of Samuel Fothergill's
health did not permit him to attend the yearly
meeting in London. The following letter re-

of Divine love, to a total surrender of all to
at other times, lates
the ever worthv Sovereign
;

[1770.

to that

meeting.
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single state, and

most earnestly desire you

may now,

first

on your

entering into the

arduous paths, be wisely directed,
depends on this important crisis.

4th, 1770.

for

more

much

With a
thought it would not be disagreeable to heart replenished with the warmest affection,
thee to hear from the camp.
This afternoon I recommend the Psalmist's words, representwe met at four, and proceeded in the business ing the wise of all ages, " In the name of
as usual.
Henry Gurney is clerk, and is our God we will set up our banners." This
both an able and expeditious one.
The com- is a proper allusion to your state, who have
mittees are appointed as usual, and I think entered together into the most delicate and
that of appeals is as well as we have had for tender bonds of union, to be each other's
some time. There is a large concourse of help-mates, to soften every care, to enhance
Friends, and most of the kw ancients we every comfort, to divide every burthen reciphave left are present. C. Payton is with us
rocally and mutually, and to help each other
Jonah Thompson is in town, J. Griffith, Is. in every temporal respect and not only so,
Sharpies, &c.
The Epistles are laid upon but to go up hand in hand together to the
proper shoulders.
Before the meeting ended, house of God, and to the mountain of his
I wished Friends to consider the value of their holiness, in
order to enjoy this permanent
time, and the necessity of being collected, felicity of the conjugal state.
In the name of
both in meetings and out of them, that they our God, now set up your banners
let noat their return, and we when we were left, thing divert your minds from an humble,
might be able to look back with some degree attentive care to put yourselves under his
of satisfaction. James Gough soon after- protection implore his guardianship and tuiwards stood up, with a good degree of tion, he alone can help you in times of prowarmth, and I think this first sitting as bation, and defend you in the perilous hour;
solemn as many we have had. The ap- guard you from the dangers of unsanctified
pointment for the General Epistle is numer- seeming prosperity, and place his everlasting
ous, and of solid Friends.
Joseph Phipps arm underneath in the time of adversity. Place
will have the compiling of it, and I trust that in him your confidence, that you may not be
better help than our own will be afforded.
moved. The world, with a variety of blandishI should, we should all, have rejoiced in ments, will present its schemes of happiness,
thy company; I know thy mind will be with and make large promises of a good it has not
us, though thy body, retarded by, perhaps, in its power to bestow; but may you carefulunreasonable services, is forced to submit to ly remember, that in the world, or under the
confinement.
But there may be some in- prevalence of its spirit, you will find disapstruction in it, and if we learn wisdom, ac- pointment and trouble, but in the name and
quire docility, abate of our natural impetuosity, under the banners of God, peace; peace flows
and grow in patience, much advantage is as a river, and all the cross events and painreaped.
We were at the Savoy yesterday; ful allotments are sanctified and sweetened.
C. Payton was with us, J. Stephenson, Ed- Beware, therefore, my dear friends, of rushmund Gurney, all appeared all in a line, but ing into the world of dissipation, which often
all, I think, right; low, but as high as they attends a circumstance similar to yours
beought to be and convincing.
ware of a vain confidence in the smiles and
Farewell, dear brother
accept our united caresses of men and women of this world's
affectionate remembrance.
spirit.
Beseech the protection and guidance
John Fothergill.
of Him who ought lo be placed supreme in
I

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

families,

and

buildeth

up a sure house

to

SAMUEL FOTHERGILL TO JOHN COAKLEY LETT- those who in all their ways acknowledge him,
SOM, ON HIS MARRIAGE WITH ANN MIERS. and cast themselves under his protection. I
a holy visitation hath given you an
understanding, what it is that makes for true
peace; enter not into selfish deliberations how
to avoid plain duty; protract not your stay in
a land of jeopardy and danger, by takino'
counsel, but not of God, and covering yourselves with a covering, but not of his spirit.
The stale of the church in that city requires
of you to come up to the help of the Lord,
against the mighty inundation of folly and
trust

Eighth month, 1770.
I

ter

was duly favoured with thine by
Lea Hall, and should have

at

my

sis-

written

sooner had ability and leisure united, for
there has lived in my mind a salutation to
thee, the object of my tender solicitude, and
to thy wife, thy companion in every tender
sense, the joint object of my affectionate well-

I
consider you as now entering
more arduous scenes of this life, and forgetfulness which prevails;
more important stations than in your wages equal to those he gives

wishing.
upon the
filling

there

are no

his servants,
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It was at Lancaster, at the house of one of
reward of the faithful labourer
peace, tranquillity, and those Friends, that J. C. Lettsom first saw
exceeding great
Thus, Samuel Fothergill, who afterwards, with John
glory are upon their heads for ever.
beloved friends, my soul travails for you, for Pickering, of Tortola, became his guardian.
your present and everlasting welfare, that the The youth was placed at Penketh,and was sesolemn engagement you have mutually entered veral years a scholar there with GilbertThompinto, may be truly fulfilled, and your happi- son. The pupils, fifty or sixty in number, were
ness established upon a most durable basis. most of them boarded out in the houses of
The eye of passion, in the short-lived fever Friends in the neighbourhood. The schoolof the mind, sometimes improperly called house was contiguous to the meeting-house,
love, flatters itself with objects of imagined and continued, with some short intervals, to
amiableness and beauty; this is transient and be used for the same purpose, down to the
This school, under the able
mutable; but affection, founded on mutual year 1828.
esteem, for an object which religion and vir- government of Gilbert Thompson and his
tue have rendered truly estimable, hath a iiither, enjoyed a high reputation ; and it is
permanency in it equal to the causes which recorded, that during the forty years that the
produced it. It is not in my mind to descend son " presided in this happy place, one death
into every particular point of conduct neces- only had occurred amongst the scholars.
sary for your happiness; these will be clearly This was Springett Penn, the son and heir of
opened as occasion requires, and help admin- the then proprietor of Pennsylvania, and he,
istered to come up in every duty, to render it is said, was consumptive, when_ he first
you truly com.fortable and happy, useful and entered the school."
When sixteen years of age, J. C. Lettsom
honourable in the church and in the world,
and objects of Divine favour and acceptance. was placed as an apprentice with Abraham
But allow me to recommend a close attend- SutcIifF, a surgeon, at Settle. To this place
ance of meetings, both for worship and dis- he travelled, from Warrington, upon a packcipline
in this most reasonable service the horse, which used to pass from Lancashire
soul has often been unexpectedly replenished into Yorkshire. In after life he thus mentions
with good, and its strength renewed to step the circumstance; "I went to Settle, a fatherDare not to live less lad. I rode alone from the house of my
forward in the holy path.
without God in the world, lest he withdraw guardian, Samuel Fothergill, at Warrington.
his blessings, and then who can make up the When we parted, he addressed me thus:
Please thy master and if thou turnest out
deficiency? My health continues precarious;

for surely the
is

;

;

'

my

this is also the
ancles and feet are weak
case with my right hand. I have been obliged
to drop my pen several times in this essay to
salute you, which may account for several
inaccuracies besides those in writing; nevertheless, warm affection fills and strengthens

my

;

mind you-wards,

in

which

I

wish your

present and everlasting welfare, with a tenderness as nearly paternal as I am capable of.

Samuel Fothergill.
J. C. Lettsom was the son of Edward Lettsom, the proprietor of three of those small
islets or keys which surround the island of
On one of these, called the Little
Tortola.
Vandyke, he was born on the 22nd of eleventh
month, 1744. Here his father cultivated cot-

ton, with the assistance of about fifty slaves,

whose cottages were placed around the manEdward Lettsom was
sion of their master.

;

well,

I

will

the doctor

;

my

brother,

forget, that to

be good

recommend
and never

thee to

"
happy.'
completing his apprenticeship, he went
to London, and thence to the island of TorHe
tola, where he practiced as a physician.
returned to England in 1768, and finally settled in London, where he commenced practice, under the protection of Dr. Fothergill, to
whom his guardian had recommended him ;
and, by the introduction of the doctor, he
advanced rapidly in his profession. In 1770,
he was married to Ann Miers, with whom he
In 1774,
received a considerable fortune.
Dr. Lettsom, Dr. Harvey, and a few others,
formed the Humane Society, for the recovery
Twenty-two
of persons apparently drowned.
years before this, Dr. Fothergill had addressed to the Royal Society a paper on the
same subject, but it was not then pursued.
By the decease of Dr. Fothergill, in 1780,
a great accession was made to the medical
practice of Dr. Lettsom, who has acknowis

to be

On

a member of the Society of Friends, and had
dealings with Abraham and T. H. Rawlinson,
of Lancaster, and to their care he consigned
An early in- ledged, in warm and grateful terms, how
his son, when six years old.
stance, probably the first from those islands, largely he was indebted to his departed friend
He continued, for a long course
of this sacrifice on the part of the parent, for and patron.
the benefit of the child, that the latter might of years, actively engaged as a physician, and
receive the benefit of a European education. in the establishment and management of vari-
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ous medical,

To

tions.

scientific,

the

and benevolent

institu-

popularity thus acquired, to

the standing he so rapidly attained by the
patronage of Dr. Fothergill, combined with
his own kind and amiable temper, and the
active benevolence of his character," may be
ascribed the success which attended him, and
the lucrative practice which he enjoyed for
many years, rather than to the possession of
great natural talents, much depth of medical
knowledge, or peculiar skill in his profession.
He died in London, on the 1st of eleventh
month, 1815, in the seventy-first year of his

health, hath attended
and I believe desires
and resolutions have taken place, for wiser
;

conduct

But, alas! too fleeting

in future time.

have these proved, and returning health been
sacrificed to the gratification of an irregular desire and the solicitations of companions. Bear
with me in these remarks
thou knows they
are too true.
I want not to upbraid thee, but
to aid and strengthen those wishes, which, I

—

times.

This

in

the instruction and

it

all

last

affecting crisis hath united

A. T.

Warrington, 1770.

Had my

bodily ability been nearer equal to

affectionate solicitude for thee,

and more

particularly on thy late very dangerous
ness,

I

had ere now paid thee a

visit.

ill-

Thou

my

hast been the almost constant object of
attention,

as if
lieve
sion.

and as

I

feel

a tenderness for thee

my own child, permit me a little to remy thoughts, by an attempt at expresThy own

reflections

—

will

instantly

that dangerous habit of
suggest the subject
drinking more strong liquor than nature requires, and than thy constitution can bear.
custom which hath grown upon thee, until
it has become habitual, and which I, along
with many others, look upon as the cause of
those dangerous attacks in which thy life hath
have not
been imminently endangered.
I
been frequent in advice to thee on this head; I
have silently observed it ; and a hope hath at
times arisen, that thy own good sense, aided
by many a secret conviction of misconduct in
this respect, by that Power which hath often
and mercifully striven with thee, might have
fully opened thy eyes, to see and to rouse all
within thee to seek to avoid that wreck of
peace, reputation, comfort, and happiness, to
which intemperance inevitably leads. Thou
hast not the plea which many others allege for
it; domestic disturbance and infelicity.
Thy
wife is most affectionately disposed to make thy

A

moments happy and peaceful, and to remove
every occasion which might lead to seek a
temporary relief by intemperance. Her rela-

much as if the relation was
by consanguinity: we know no difference;
and with the utmost solicitude interest ourtions love thee, as

selves in thy happiness.

The

necessary to thy constitution
at
induced thee to think so, and to act in
consequence. Time after time, painful conviction of its tendency, by the decay of thy
least

unchangeable

—

;

state

—

a restoration to

thy family, thy friends, and thy connexions,
now seems to us a pleasing prospect, and an
opportunity, I trust, once more put into thy
hands, to retrieve thy peace of mind, thy
health, and reputation, all of which have been
deeply affected.
This seems to me like a
new beginning. Thou hadst nearly paid the
debt of nature
thou art unexpectedly raised
up.
Life or death, peace or dismay, honour
or reproach, await thy choice.
In this situation I view thee with the tender anxiety of a
friend, nay, of a father, earnestly desirous thou
may lay hold of offered mercy, and become
so wise and steady, as to evince thy gratitude
to a gracious Benefactor ; that he who hath
been thy resurrection, may also become thy
life.
Frequent, I believe, have been thy resolutions, and strong thy desires, in past times,
for better conduct ; but, alas
what is man,
unaided by that Power from above, which
alone is sufficiency, and who will be sought
unto for his help, and with whom we must be
co-workers, and take up the cross to those

—

!

inclinations
in

which lead

to evil.

May

thee be excited to look up to

all

Him,

withto be-

seech his protection, to walk in watchful care
and diligence the residue of thy uncertain
continuance here. This will certainly become
thy duty, and present an eternal interest
and although it may expose thee to the disregard, perhaps derision, of some who glory in
their shame, yet the Divine peace, the pure
and pleasing evidence of well done, will make
abundant amends. If ever we attain to sit
down with the Captain of our salvation in his
kingdom, we must, for the joy set before us,
despise the shame and endure the cross. And
oh that through this path thou may secure
what the world can neither give nor take
!

allurements of away.

company, the progression of custom to habit,
have been too prevalent, and almost rendered
drinkitig

alarm which can
a recovery from
a reprieve from an

possibly be given in time
eternal,

SAMUEL FOTHERGILL TO

more peaceful

believe, thou entertains, after

the brink of the grave

age.

my
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;

My

with love and strong dehand is incapable of
using my pen but for a short space of time
this may render the letter incoherent ; but it
Oh! that it may please
is in truest affection.
the Almighty to bless to thee thy escape from
sire

heart

for thee

is filled
;

my

feeble
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May

he give thee a heart to seek and same earnest endeavour to be what they
upon a relapse into indiscre- should be, is now, and often has been, my
tion, a worse thing befall thee than hath desire.
hitherto proved thy lot.
I am, in the greatest
It is not boastingly, but with a degree of
sincerity, thine in every bond of affection, humble gratitude, that I can mention, though
natural and divine.
absent from you, my heart is with you often.
Samuel Fothergill.
This favourable recess is not granted that it
may be spent in dissipation or indolence. I
wish to renew my strength both of body and
FOTHERGILL
DR.
TO THE MEETING FOR
mind, and to seek after that which can renew
death.

fear him,

lest,

SUFFERINGS.

it

Near Middlewich, Cheshire, Eighth
month 20th 1770.

properly.

and

you in much
and brother,

salute

I

am your

friend

affection,

John Fothergill.

Dear Friends,

As you are frequently in my thoughts
when absent from you, an inclination seemed

Samuel Fotherwas again at Scarborough, and experito arise in my mind, just to express the cor- enced some benefit to his health from the
dial regard I feel for you, both as a body and visit
he was as usual, much engaged in the
In the eighth month, 1770,

gill

:

Often have I been filled with
thankfulness, that my lot has been cast amongst
Much benefit have I received from the
you.
wisdom that hath been manifested in the conduct of your affairs; and I often consider you
as an assembly of some of the most favoured
people in the whole city, may I not say in the
whole Society.
It seldom escapes me, when
I sit down with you, fervently to desire that
we may always, when we meet, feel a degree
of that solemn awe, which I am sure is often
felt among you, and that none may go away
without being the better for their meeting.
esteem it a signal mercy, that in the
I
midst of so many unavoidable engagements,
in the increase of which I think my heart has
no delight, a desire is kept alive to be united
nearer, if possible, to every tender mind
amongst you ; to profit by their example, and
to be divested of every thing that might not
contribute to the help of individuals, or advantage to the whole. May I just say, that I
fervently wish an awful reverence may clothe
every mind when we are collected together.
as individuals.

The more

closely

here, the better

we

and steadily we can unite
be enabled to judge
wisely, concerning the

shall

ministry; he thus wrote to his wife:
" I got safely to this place, yesterday, and have borne my journey well, beyond

my

expectation, though

weakness conI was enabled
to attend the meetings here to-day, which
were large, this afternoon especially; a great
number of persons of distinction, from divers
parts of the nation, were present, and it was
a time of memorable favour.
I am humbly
tinues in

my

thankful to

where
that if

hand and

reason

feel

the

feet.

to

believe that

I

am

and of this I am assured,
we forget not our God and ourselves,

I

ought

to be;

he will never leave us, but will be merciful,
will condescend as a tender father to our

and

Samuel Fothergill.

frailties."

In the twelfth month, he was engaged in
the city and neighbourhood of London during which, accompanied

religious service in
;

by John

he visited the families of
Friends in Westminster meeting.
The number of visits on this occasion was upwards of
Eliot,

fifty.

The visits thus paid, in three successive
years, to the families of Friends in different

and act
meetings in London, may be regarded as, on
things that are brought before us.
his part, a sacrifice of dedication in the evenIt is not in my thoughts to esteem myself ing of his life, and as setting a seal to his
proper to give advice to such a body of former abundant labours in that city.
sensible Friends, whom I honour in the truth;
properly,

seems pleasingly

my

mind, SAMUEL FOTHERGILL TO HIS BROTHER AND
SISTER.
Tew lines, and to be a kind of prompter,
Warrington, Second month 2nd, 1771.
though at a distance, to consider your importance in regard to the well-being of the
I have been prevented writing to either of
Society, as instruments in the hands of Pro- you again, before now.
And, indeed, 1 have
vidence for much good and to consider what silently fed on the pleasure arising from our
frame of mind such meetings should be held late interview; something language cannot
know, from experience, that many of express hath often covered my spirit, in humin.
I
you come together with such dispositions; and ble thankfulness to that Hand which hath
that I may do so likewise, that others who preserved us hitherto, mutually dear to each
may even be behind me may come up in the other, and not strangers to the most durable
but

it

to testify

my

to arise

in

remembrance by these

brotherly

;
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my thoughts. I have hitherto been a
stranger to the person and his case.
I read,
some years ago, many of the journals of those
exercised in endeavouring to promote the revival of Christianity, but there appeared to
me so much of the nature of those things
that the day of the Lord should come upon,
Isaiah ii. 10, to the end
so fully described
of the chapter, that I declined the search, in
ployed.
My return home was in much quiet; hopes that the winnowing power of Truth
would separate the wheat from the chaff, in
I endeavoured, in the course of my labour, to
keep close company with the Seed. Few are minds pure, upright, and sincere ; and that
the Power which prepared the eyes of the
I was thankful
the places where it reigns.
ties

of the universal family of our Heavenly

May we

in

guard against
every thing, however pleasing, of which the
tendency is to enfeeble that life which is everWe are hastening
lasting and precious.
through mutable to immutable things, and we
have all great need to have the pure mind
often stirred up, lest the Master of the house
come, and find us either sleeping or ill emFather.

carefully

—

had not forgotten it in prison and man blind from his birth, by spitting on the
may be the consequence to others, clay, and finishes his marvellous work by
the peaceful evidence of the discharge of my sending him to " the pool of Siloann," or to
duty sweetly stays on my own mind. I never the Sent, for washing, might, in the same line,
in that love which is and by the efficacy of the word of his mouth
felt more renewed
stronger than death, with a comfortable assur- which is as a two-edged sword, and whose enhave led them
ance that our father's God and ours is gra- trance giveth light and life
ciously mindful of us hitherto, and wills our into that which is within the veil, and impeneMay a just trable to the eyes which have only been anpreservation to our latest time.
sense of the value and necessity of this im- ointed with the spittle on their earth and for
portant favour ever rest so properly on our this my soul hath often been baptized in
minds, as to quicken our diligence to know humble, fervent prayer.
The person under immediate notice claims,
and to do his good and acceptable will, that
we may arrive at the recompense of a happy and hath my sympathy; I believe him joined
reward. The times require labour
and it to all the living, through the quickening virought to be often on our minds, as a powerful tue of the life-giving word, and I earnestly
inducement to it, that we have received from pray for his complete formation, as a vessel
Yet a secret and
the Lord of the vineyard abilities for service, meet for the Master's use.
superior in some measure to some of our fel- painful jealousy affects me, that patience hath
low servants; and where much is given, much not had its perfect work, to lead him into all
will be required.
There cannot be any em- the unutterable depths of the Lord's preparing
ployment or acquisition equally beneficial, to day, nor all the idols cast to the moles and to
us and to the church, with that which results the bats; my jealousy arises from the activity
to a devoted mind, solicitous above all to fill of distinguished self, which loves the splendid,
up our duty in the highest service. May we pleasant picture an easy purchase, in comever consider it, and at the close of our time parison of the deep-hidden pearl of substantial
We sorrowfully know that we have
Truth.
experience it as a most necessary truth.
amongst us traditional formalists, having a
Samuel Fothergill.
name only, by outward inheritance; yet there
remains a worm Jacob, the feeble, yet faithful
samuel fothergill to john hustler.* wrestler with God amongst us, whose life is
hid with Christ in God, and who, through the
Warrington, Fourth month, 1771.
virtue of the sacred unction, have not an
The contents of thine respecting Cornelius
absolute need of man's teaching, but are
Cayley, and the copy of his application to
gathered in spirit into the Lord's mountain,
been
much
Friends of Leeds meeting, have
where the Lord of Hosts makes unto all his
people a feast of fat things, and where he
* John Hustler resided at Undercliff, near Braddestroys the face of the covering, and the
ford, and was distinguished by his usefulness and
But the
veil that is spread over all nations.
public spirit. Benevolent and indefatigable in his
formalists amongst us are in the same life,
exertions to promote the interests of his fellowmen, to him the town of Bradford owed its public with all the family under the veil, and the
hall for the sale of worsted stuffs, the staple man- face of the covering, and not having on the
and to him the garment of needle-work, wrought in a course
ufacture of the neighbourhood
nation is indebted for the project of uniting the of experience, have not a right to this feast
Eastern and Western seas, by the formation of
on the Lord's mountain, but feed on perishthe Leeds and Liverpopl canal, to the completion
and a superficial ministry, of the
able husks
of which he devoted, with unwearied attention
ground,
and perseverance, many years of his life. He same birth, and moving on the same
to feel I

;

whatever

—

;

;

;

;

;

died eleventh month 6th, 1790, aged seventy-five.
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feeds itself with the like food,

35

fills

its

belly
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with the east wind, and empties its chilling
qualities on the superficial dependents on hu-

for his

own

and steady,

[1771.

sake, and the testimony's, firm
for this will be beneficial to

him,
he ever come in at the right door. I recomgiven us as a people, in mend Friends concerned, and this person, to
various branches, hath been a stone of stum- a deep inward attention to the great Minister of
bling, and a rock of offence, to many, who the sanctuary, that in his counsel and wisdom
have wished for our crown, without our cross, all may move, and the precious unity of the
and have overlooked and despised the pecu- one Eternal Spirit may be known to run to
liarity of our testimony, or the Lord's testi- the nethermost skirts of their garments.
I am, thy affectionate friend, in deep travail
mony by and through us. The language,
fashions, and customs of the world, though for Zion's beauty, that none who love her
by many esteemed indifferent, are not so to may fail of the salvation within her gates.
Samuel Fothergill.
us, but are a part of the growth, the underwood of the lofty Lebanon, which the day of
Cornelius Cayley, to whose case the forethe Lord is to come upon, as well as upon the
tall cedars; and when that day comes, it will going letter relates, had addressed to Friends
burn as an oven, indiscriminately, with pre- of Leeds, where he then resided, a letter setvailing heat, and leave them neither root nor ting forth his religious state and past experibranch. All who have entered into fellowship ence, wherein he mentions, that for thirteen
with us, through the baptism of Christ, the true years he had preached whenever he could,
door of entrance, have, not from imitation, " not having freedom to be in any partibut clear conviction, found this compliance cular connexion of people;" but, having been
We might have brought to a closer unity with the princitheir indispensable duty.
many preachers break in upon us, were we ples of Friends, he requested to be united
Some
at liberty to admit them upon the partial with them in religious membership.
foundation of general speculative truths, with- visits were made to him by the Friends apout their coming to the unity of the Spirit, pointed, but after a kw months he ceased to
which unites faithfulness to the Lord's statutes attend the meetings of Friends, and the case
and testimonies to us, and by us to the world. was therefore ended. S. Fothergill evidently
How far the person in question may have had some fears that this individual was not
The views
seen into this testimony I know not, but this yet clear of the activity of self.
know, many of those called Methodists, contained in his letter are deep, weighty and
I
whilst his feelings and tendertheir preachers especially, rather contemn instructive
than approve this peculiar dispensation, which, ness manifest that he was actuated by pure
the longer I live, the more clearly I see to be gospel love.

man help.
The testimony

if

;

from Heaven, against that spirit which rules
in all carnality, whether notorious in obvious
evil, more concealed in the walks of formality, or more refined and fallacious in the out-

ward court of

SAMUEL FOTHERGILL TO HIS SISTER.
Warrington, Fourth month 8th, 1771.

Our Northern yearly meeting

the temple.

cannot well omit a passage in C. C.'s
letter, expressing that "the life begins to send
up fresh sap into my dead earth, and the blind
in me begins to see, the deaf to hear, and the
dumb to speak." I believe this is really the
truth, and a strong description of an infantile
state, a resurrection from being buried in a
baptism of death, into a new life, and yet
scarcely grown up into a capacity of preaching the everlasting gospel of salvation.
The
I

forty days' retreat into the desert, previous to

Holy

me

at

Chester approaches fast, and brings along
with it an anxious travail that the good cause
and glorious name may be magnified. It is
the Lord's work, and his is the strength and
I believe, if all flesh be silent, and the will
and wrath of man be thoroughly abased, he
;

will

pity his people,

and arise

for his

own

name's sake.

With respect

cannot see myat Chesafter the yearly meeting

to Ireland, I

self at liberty to be elsewhere than
ter,

the

first-day

good opportunity and a fair wind
go down to Parkgate otherI feel much for C. C; I love him
wise, by Holyhead, and have no doubt of our
I wish
to give him the right hand of fellowship in being in Dublin time enough for their national
the Lord Jesus; his spirit is near my life; and meeting.
But all this with filial, reverent
oh that he may endure the Lord's preparing submission to my Heavenly Father.
dayl that he may come out of Egypt clear,
Samuel Fothergill.
and unmixed with any of those things which
veil the beauty of the Lord's workmanship. I
The allusion made to Ireland, in the prehope Friends will be tender towards him, yet, ceding letter, related to a visit which Samuel

the ministry of the

Jesus,

seems

not fully accomplished.

to

there.

serve,

;

If a

we

shall

;

OF SAMUEL FOTHERGILL.
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made about this time. He accompanied two of his nieces to Dublin ; one of
them, Mary Watson, having been then recently married, was on her way to her future
residence, at Waferford. He attended, whilst
in Dublin, the National meeting, and his services on that occasion are thus mentioned by
Richard Shackleton,
" I would give thee a further detail of our
meeting, if I could remember it ; but, as one
billow succeeds another, so one exercising
opportunity follows so closely upon another,
in my deep wadings and weary steppings
Fothergill

I cannot always retain particulars
remembrance. The meetings have
been uncommonly large and crowded. It has
been almost wholly the lot of our friend,
Samuel Fothergill, to hurn incense publicly.
He is indeed carried on wonderfully. His
Master dignifies him, and exalts his testimony
through him. He is made like the shew
bread on the altar some sacred symbol, that

along, that

in

my

—

eminently conspicuous, attended with a
degree of glory, in order to attract and engage a people too much outward, and if possible, by instrumental means, enamour them
with the beauty which is in the Truth. Such
is the mercy and condescension of the Creis

ator,

who

uses various means in wisdom, that
may not perish for ever and
without excuse, that their perdition

his creatures

leaves

all

;

may

The London queries,
be of themselves.
as proposed by S. Fothergill, were read and
answered yesterday, in the meeting of con-
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vening avocations, and indeed, an incapacity
of expressing what 1 feel, and what I want to
say.
My experience hath taught me to believe, that the lighter sensations of the mind
flow from the tongue or pen with ease ; but
there is known to a delicate mind certain
seasons, when all the powers of language are
baffled, and the most copious expression is

very imperfect.

For thee

my beloved
my mind.

relative, this is

much

Fervent beyond the
force of mere nature are my desires for thy
happiness, in the most extensive sense of the
word and a hope accompanies my wish that
Let the language of
it may be granted thee.
the experience of thy progenitors powerfully
prevail
let the language of truth to thy own
mind in the cool of the day confirm it that
religion and happiness are synonymous terms.
In the name of the God of heaven and earth
Now, in thine entrance
set up thy banner.
on the public walks of life, seek carefully
the state of

;

—

—

after the durable riches of righteousness

Hand which

—

after

up
on the solid foundation of unshaken
peace, and sanctifies every dispensation, whefor great is the necesther joyous or painful
sity of having our prosperity sanctified, lest
we grow full, and forget the giver, and prostitute his favours to purposes repugnant to
Happy is
his design and our essential good.
the cabin of sorrow and penury, in comparison of the palace of unsanctified affluence.
the blessing of that

builds

families

;

Thy mind happily established in the pursuit
Samuel of the Divine blessing, thou wilt not be unupon this occa- mindful of thy duty as an individual, nor

ference of Friends of both sexes.

was

beautifully

drawn

The

forth

meeting to-day
and he was concerned in testimony, also feelingly and fervently in supplication
I have had close employment
upon committees, &c., so that, at home or
abroad, there seems little rest to the sole of
sion, as usual.

was very

public

large,

insensible of the obligation to

God and

his church.

Oh,

fill it

that

up before

now

in

the

bloom of youth, and having before thee the

lengthening prospect of all the world calls
good, thy mind might be turned steadily and
fervently to His service, who hath called thee
my foot. Neither is it in oil that I dip it when with a high and holy calling ; that, by a religious dedication of all thy faculties, thou
it does rest ; but if it returns to the ark of the
testimony, and sinks or swims along with it, mayest be rendered an instrument of good,
I may be satisfied."
(jR. Shackleton to Ms in these days wherein the gates of Zion do

—

father, Abraham Shackleton, fourth month mourn.
Thy beloved companion, thy bosom friend,
30th, 1771.)
in an inexpressibly dear relation, claims thy
help, thy sympathy, and thy assistance in the
SAMUEL FOTHERGILL TO MARY WATSON.
most interesting concern. Prudence, econoWarrington, Sixth month 13th, 1771.
my, and the domestic offices, are to be filled
Often, very often, since we parted, hath my up with propriety, that thou mayest fill up the
heart expanded in the tenderest afTection to- valuable relations, and be adorned with the
wards thee, my dearly beloved niece, and all qualities, so beautifully described, Prov. chap,
And, above all,
the affectionate feelings of a mind solicitous xxxi. verse 12 to the end.

promote his truest interest, for which I behe is at times properly anxious to go
Thou hast been the daily companion of my hand in hand up to the house of the Lord, to
mind. Often have I wished to write to thee; the mountain of the house of the God of
as often, hitherto, prevented, by many inter- Jacob.
Associate with such amongst you
for thy happiness,

from the united

ties

of na-

ture and Divine love have been strong with me.

to

lieve
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who may

strengthen thee in the best things;
be diligent in the attendance of meetings for
make a point of it to
worship and discipline
attend week-day meetings. Evidence to others,
my dear child, that the precepts I have wished
to instil into thy mind have not been disbelieved, nor my anxious solicitude for thee an
unavailing care.
Cherish the affection of thy dear compagive him no
nion with a delicate solicitude
anticipate
pain in things seemingly trivial
his desires with alacrity; this will secure mutual esteem, and establish reciprocal happiEsteem is looked upon as a cool word
ness.
in comparison with many others, as relative
to conjugal felicity; but if it seem not sufficiently ardent, it is the permanent basis of
When the short-lived fervour of the
union.
passions hath subsided, and cool judgment
opened its discerning eye, affection, deliberate,
steady afTection, hath selected that which is
estimable as its treasure, and laid a deep
foundation to build upon, which hath stood
the shock of future trials, and supported in
the various perturbations of life, and blessed
But where an exterior
in every allotment.
hath been the chief good, and this not supported with really estimable qualities, shortlived hath the comfort of such been
for no
mind can long love the object the judgment
cannot esteem.
Imagine not, my dear Mary, that I write
this from any jealousy of its being necessary
for thy guard. I revive sentiments thou often
entertains, and indulge myself with familiar
conversations with one I love as a father does
I am, dear Mary, with the ashis child.
surance of best affection, thy uncle, truly
solicitous for thy welfare,

—

;

;

;

[1771.

her care on Him who graciously condescended to sustain through all.
About this period,
it was sealed on
her mind that she would be
called to the work of the ministry, in which
she first appeared in the year 1786, and being
obedient to the call and requirings of her
Heavenly Master, she became valiant in his
service.
She was recorded as a minister in
1789, and from that time, until within a few
years of her decease, was diligently engaged
in the work of the gospel, and travelled much
therein, both in England and Ireland.
She
was gifted with a sound judgment, and although possessed of good natural abilities,
she was often led to testify that it is only
through the power of Christ that any can
rightly labour in his church.
For the last
nine years of her life she was deprived of
her eye-sight, a trial she was enabled to
bear with Christian resignation and cheerfulness, and being endued with superior talents
for conversation, united to much kindness,
generosity, and the exercise of hospitality,
she was greatly beloved by a large circle of
friends, especially the young.
Her expressions during the k\v weeks which preceded
her close, evinced, that while the outward
tabernacle declined, her spirit was strong in
the faith ; and that He who had been with
her from early life, was still her support in
advanced age. In the morning of the day of
her decease, she audibly supplicated to be
released, soon after which there was an evident sinking, yet she was still favoured with
clearness of intellect, and apparently, in tranquil slumber, she quietly breathed her last,

on the 20th of twelfth month, 1834, aged
eighty-four years, having been a minister
about forty-eight years.
Samuel Fothergill.
Excepting William Fothergill, who died at
Carr-End, in 1837, she was the last surviving
Mary Watson was the daughter of Joseph grand-child of John Fothergill.
and Hannah Fothergill, and was born at
In the fifth month, 1771, Samuel Fothergill
Warrington, in 1750.
Her parents both attended for the last time the yearly meeting
dying when she was young, she was much in London.
under the care and guardianship of her uncle
Samuel, whose tender and religious concern
DR. FOTHERGILL TO HIS BROTHER SAMUEL.
for her welfare, added to the effect of his
London, Sixth month 7th, 1771.
pious example, proved instrumental in turning her feet into that path wherein she afterA public Friend from North Carowards so conspicuously walked.
In very lina has arrived; his name William Hunt.
I
early life her mind was susceptible of the have an acceptable account of him from
immediate influence of Divine grace, and she Thomas Nicholson and James Pemberton he
derived advantage from the perusal of the dy- intends to visit the nation, and has got a safe
ing sayings of Friends. In the year 1771 she retreat, at John Elliot's.
If no particular
was united in marriage with Robert Watson, service is before thee at present, let it be thy
of Waterford, in which city she resided until especial care to regard thy health
and conher decease.
In 1783, she was deprived by sider how to repair the strength that has been
death of her husband
but in this and some so unremittingly expended, and lay up a little
other trials, through which she had to pass stock for the future.
Let us waste as little
about the same time, she was enabled to cast as we can unnecessarily. I curb myself often,
:

,

;

;

OF SAMUEL FOTHERGILL.
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however, seemingly, I am engaged. Let us
hear from thee frequently; it does us all good,
and draws us nearer together, and to the
spring of all good.
The publisher of thy
declaration at Leeds has done thee great justice.*
Neither be afraid to follow the Divine
enlargements of thy heart in public service, nor

desired.

little and simple, when the pure, holy
language of Truth stops short. Let us animate one another (I need it much) to more
fervency, more inwardness, and stronger
wishes to be what we ought to be.
We are favoured with health, and a degree
of contentment, feeling desires after a release
from bondage, and a fuller enjoyment of true,
spiritual liberty, which exceeds the temporal,
as heaven is higher than the earth, or as

filed

fear to be
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Nevertheless, those who seek wisto be made wise unto salvation,
may find in themselves the flowings of that
river which makes glad the whole city of
God. Feel after this in thy own heart to
preserve thee among the few names in that
Sardis who walk in white, and have not de-

dom, so as

their garments
that so thy peace may
be promoted, and others helped.
Think of
this awful query
Wheit is a man profited, if
he could gain the whole world, and lose his
;

—

own soul ?
The climate
thee

is

often unhealthy

upon thy guard,

let

;

it

put

every respect, and
raise fervent care, that whenever the Master
of the house cometh, he may not find thee
sleeping, or worse employed.
in

Samuel Fothergill.

eternity surpasses the limits of time

Often are we followed, inexpressibly followed,
with gracious regard from above: may our
In the tenth month, 1771, upon his return
hearts be as often humbled in reverence and from the last quarterly meeting at Lancaster,
gratitude to the source of every blessing. which he ever attended, Samuel Fothergill
was seized with an alarming illness extreme
Farewell, dear brother.
John Fothergill.
faintness and loss of strength, under which it
was thought he must have sunk, were succeeded by difficulty of breathing; his nights
samuel rotheegill to james jolley.f
especially were, from this cause, alarming,
Warrington, Tenth month 9th, 1771.
and were nearly sleepless, or passed in brokDesires for thy welfare have frequently en slumbers, distressing to himself and his
Some of the symptoms and parsuggested sentiments, which indisposition or attendants.
a variety of engagements have prevented my ticulars of his illness are mentioned in several
intimating to thee; this consideration has of the following letters
:

:

also prevailed

— What can

I

say

to

him which

he knows not, either with respect to his present
or future well-being? The opportunities of
information outwardly, and the impressions
of essential truths inwardly, have foreclosed
every plea of ignorance of duty, or of what

SAMUEL FOTHERGILL TO HIS BROTHER AND
SISTER.
Warrington, Twelfth month 2nd, 1771.

At the time I wrote you last, and for seveBut remember, that happi- ral days since, I thought there was little proness consisteth not in knowledge the words bability of my corresponding more with you,
"If ye know these things, in a manner suited to our present state and
of our Lord are
happy are ye if ye do them." My soul seeks under the feeling of what neither tongue nor
earnestly that the blessing of faithfulness may pen could express, I was enabled to offer my
accompany the privilege of knowledge; other- sacrifice on this manner. Into thine hands, O
Lord, I commit our spirits mine, for its rewise, the greater will be the condemnation.
Thy lot is changed from the warm bosom fuge and hiding in safety; yours to fill up
of society to a land of drought, where the your militant allotment, that far distant years
distilling of heavenly doctrine outwardly as of faithful services may be by you accomthe dew, is little known, and with many, little plished, before you fully enter into your
Master's rest.
But the prospect seems rather
more open with some expectation of longer
* A sermon publicly delivered at a meetingcontinuance in which I feel much resignaheld in Leeds, 26lh of sixth month, 1769.
London, 4to., 1771. Several editions of the discourses tion and quiet, my spirit being humbly comof S. Fothergill have been published; the most mitted into His disposal who cannot err.
I feel no external pain, nor any external
complete is that of 1792, long since out of print.
It was remarked, by some of those who had heard strong pressure about my throat, yet a conthem delivered, that when in print their beauty stant uneasiness affects the upper part of my
and force were much lost.
stomach with heat and soreness, which is
constant, more or less.
I am restricted from
f A Friend, of Warrington, then about to embark for the island of Tortola, where he soon after- most liquids for drink, and am thankful my
occasion for them is less than at some other
wards died.

makes

for peace.

—

;

;

:

;
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My

[1772.

That terrible distress upon
they contract immediately.
waking is the effect of weakness, and may be
1 cannot walk without two crutches, and that with lessened much by awakening thee gently,
pain. My sleepy disposition continues; I have when that struggle begins which will at length
had many nods over this, which I cannot con- awake thee in a hurry not to be described.
John Fothergill.
tinue with any ease to myself or you.
Your

times.

blisters confine

nrie,

the vessels in that limb like the cramp:

Samuel Fothergill.

affectionate

In the twelfth month, 1771, on account of
continued illness of her brother, Ann
Fothergill went down to Warrington, to visit
the

Addition by Sarah Taylor.

to see my justly beloved and assist in the care of him
and after her
your dear brother, and have passed return, wrote the following letter.
the afternoon with him, much by ourselves.
He is quiet, composed, and wholly resigned ANN FOTHERGILL TO HER BROTHER SAMUEL.

came here to-day

I

;

relation,

Divine disposal, yet thinks, at times, a
prospect opens towards some degree of health
for a little future service, though he is much
to

and

reduced,

labours under various
of my knowledge as to

plaints, quite out

London, Second month 22nd, 1772.

cannot well portray my feelings.
com- I have revisited Warrington often in idea, and
their sympathized with thee in thy infirmities and

yet, when I heard him
nature or danger
intimate this, methought the feelings of my
;

I

various distresses.
I am too distant to step
in, and know the particulars of thy situation,

mind renewed some ground of hope

whether thou hast gained even the least advantage, to observe it with proportionate satisfaction and thankfulness, or if the contrary,
to represent it where I hope for aid.
But
what avails our solicitude or our anxiety?
We are in the disposal of superior Power and
Wisdom, who does all things right. 'Tis ours
to study to co-operate, whether for the benefit
of mind or body ; doubtless both are under
his gracious care and notice, with the means
extended for our help and benefit; this brings
ready for the solemn close, and may centre to a quiet acquiescence and peace of mind,
in that happy, peaceful rest which remains that supports in the deepest trials, and is aptly
expressed " a rest to the soul," when we can,
for the humble followers of the Lamb.
Sarah Taylor.
in a reverent sense of his power, love, and
goodness, resign ourselves, and all we hold
dear, into his hands, as the most faithful
dr. fothergill to his brother samuel.
helper and everlasting sufficiency.
May this
London, Twelfth month 7th, 1771.
be our ardent pursuit, and then it will be our
received thy lively and affecting re- support and quiet resting place.
that he
be spared a little longer for the church's
sake ; but if not, submission is our duty,
without repining, or calling in question the
rectitude of Divine Wisdom in his varied dispensations, though to us deeply cutting and
is needless to say how trying
it
afflictive
and painful that will be to many of us, if
ministered in our day; however, it behooves
us to step, with humble care and fear, in the
line of manifest duty, that we also may be

may

;

We

membrance of

us with

much

trust

it

will

not soon be removed

minds, but that

made
I

fit

we may grow

Ann

thankfulness to

the great Helper and Preserver of us

all.

Fothergill.

We

from our

in desires to be

receivers of such unmerited mercies.

SAMUEL FOTHERGILL TO ELIZABETH JOLLEY,*
ON THE DEATH OF HER BROTHER.
1772.

trust thy health will be gradually re-esta-

blished;

There is not one among thy sorrowful acsymptoms are
There are many, many quaintance, who hath felt the force of sympa-

the most formidable

at least at a stand.

Friends here very anxious for thy recovery,
and often inquire after thee, I believe, with
godly solicitude. At present, mind only the
recovery of thy health, looking often, as I
know thou dost, to the Arm that secretly
sustains, and under much bodily weakness,
vouchsafes to renew the holy covenant of
love, to the increase of thy faith and thy
further purification.
Desire thy assistants,
when they observe thee to begin to breathe
with difficulty, when thou art asleep, to awake
thee gently, and bring thee some sustenance

thy with thee, on the present afflicting occa-

*

She afterwards became a minister in the Soand was married to John Bludwick, of
Warrington, a valuable elder. They were both
ciety,

much esteemed,

for their conscientious

walk as became

to

endeavours

their religious profession, for

their devotedness to the service of the Society,
and their lively concern, for the support of its
discipline.

suf}ered much from bodily disease for seveof the latter years of her life, with great
patience and sweetness of spirit; and when near

She

ral

OF SAMUEL FOTHERGILL.
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with

sion,

greater tenderness

than

myself.

own, I seldom choose to meet the painful
gush of sorrow with calm advice. I would
rather mingle the tear of sympathy, and aid
the solemn tribute due to those who are no
1

—

more.

for his friend,
Religion allows it
But it is now high time for the
Jesus wept.
violence of sorrow to subside, and the mind
to endeavour after a calm acquiescence in the
disposition of unerring Wisdom, which hath
numbered the hairs of our heads, and not one
of them falls to the ground unnoticed of him.
I know some mournful considerations urge
for a place with thee: a beloved brother dead,
on a distant shore, uncertain whether every
act of tender assistance was yielded him. But
remember, dear friend, the provision of the
and that the
Highest reached him there
everlasting arm supports and succours the
islands afar off! I have not a doubt of his
being admitted where the wicked cease from
troubling, and the weary are at rest.
Endeavour, therefore, to suppress the sigh
;

which border upon murmuring.
Good is the Lord in all his works he deals
with his family in a wisdom we cannot comprehend.
My heart is too full for language to
discharge, and my feeble hand hardly sustains
But I wanted to mingle with
this labour.
thee the tear of condolence, on account of the
dear deceased and to endeavour to lead to a
calm resignation, and to a pursuit of riches,
unchangeable in their nature, and everlasting

and the

tear,

;

;

in their duration.

Samuel Fothergill.

away, by
and entire love
steal

little

an arduous warfare;

friend,

My

Yet it is neither in accumuvarious causes.
lating this world's knowledge, its various
productions, the good things belonging to it,
None of these
its friendships nor its flatteries.
things will afford lasting peace and comfort
to the mind.
I think they all tend from it,
as they gain upon our inclinations and attention, if I know any thing of the way to solid
peace.
I find, for myself at least, the absolute need of more abstraction, and often to
watch, lest the thief insensibly break in and

our attention

worthy and ador-

brother is exposed to
provocations and

his

an affectionate companion, and nurse

her worthy aunt, who seems feeble and
diffident.
They lodge at Thomas Corbyn's.
to

AiNN Fothergill.

As

the spring of the year advanced, the

Samuel
and though still
few times, to go
fourth month he
health of

Fothergill a little improved,
very weak, he was able, a

out in a carriage.
In the
thus describes his situation,

—

sister
" Yesterday, I was
remarkably languid and faint
to-day the
weather allowed me to get out for an hour. I
am better, but very low and languid, and
know not how to exert myself; there seems
in a letter to his

:

;

in

every case, a lion

I

am

I

feared.

roused,
I

in

the streets, but

when

move

I

am

with less difficulty than
very weak, though able to

my chair and walk across the room
my flesh is much gone. Farewell,

from

dear brother and
brother is much engaged, he is mostly
out from nine o'clock in the morning, until
the same hour or later in the evening ; when
he comes home greatly fatigued, and not seldom in apparent anxiety and distress, from

little,

temptations are very many, and his time is
spent in a continued scene of hurry, that his
preservation is of peculiar favour, mercy, and
grace ; in a sense of which, as well as of fear
and care for my own safe standing, my mind
is, through continued mercy, at times deeply
humbled, and my heart made to tremble for
our preservation to the end, which is hastening fast to the youngest of us.
Sarah Morris, and her niece Deborah, are
arrived in town.
She is a sensible, cautious,
weighty woman, and her niece a valuable

FOTHERGILIi TO HER BROTHER SAMUEL. alone;
London, Fourth month 18th, 1772.

and

for the alone

Our dear

able Object.

rise

ANN
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sister,

upon you for ever."
This improvement in

may

every blessing

rest

sient

;

in

worse, and

came

on.

ton, a kind

ton

;

following

the

was tranmonth he becaine

his health

symptoms of confirmed dropsy
attended by Dr. Pember-

He was
and

skilful physician,

his brother also

came down

of Warringto

see

him

every remedy, and every application which
the eminent skill and long experience of Dr.
Fothergill could suggest, prompted by his
strong'^affection for the brother whom he so
tenderly loved, were all exerted for his help
and restoration but in vain his constitution
was worn out, the bodily powers were far exhausted, and the period of his release was
now near at hand.

—

;

ANN FOTHERGILL TO HER BROTHER SAMUEL.

the close, she said, " I shall die in peace with all,
feeling inexpressible love to every one:" and
London, Fifth month 27lh, 1772.
again, " Now, Lord, let me depart in peace, for
affectionate remembrance
Thou
hast
mine eyes have seen thy salvation." In this heavenly state of mind she quietly departed this life, and tender sympathy, in this long time of
on the 3rd of first month, 1828, at the age of trial, pain, and difficulty, more than 1 can
express ; and I have often remembered thee
eighty.

my
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when on my

pillow, in such a disposition that

could offer myself in thy stead,
dence would please to accept so
I

if

Provi-

mean an

[1772.

Farewell, our brother, our friend, our joy,
which alone deserves the name. Farewell, affectionately; from thy

in that

restore thee to health and service.
dear brother, a rash, inconThis is not,
siderate, or presumptuous thought, but in

offering,

and

my

fear, and a sense of my
nothingness, either to do good, or persevere safely, but by the aid of infinite mercy,
and the just preference to an instrument eminently qualified to be serviceable, and a
But the disposal of all
beloved brother.
events is in the wisest hands, to whom belong,

humble, reverent

own

SAMUEL FOTHERGILL TO HIS BROTHER AND
SISTER.
Warrington, Fifth month 30th, 1772.

Though

am

at present attended with
worship, and great weakness, both of body and mind, yet
I felt towards you, who are dearer
fear; may we in sincerity of heart say, 1 thought
"Thy will be done," which is no more than to me than the ties of nature, merely as such,
salutation,
our reasonable duty; in this disposition, our my beloved brother and sister, a
in all probability the last you will ever receive
confide
we
and
silenced,
are
complainings
affection ; and alwith alacrity in his wisdom and mercy, and from me, in inexpressible
not been so with God
render the tribute due of love and praise. though my house has
May this, both here and hereafter, be our as that of some others who have walked with
greater care from earliest youth with him, yet
everlasting employment.
now, though in great bodily weakness, his
our
receive
to
endeavour
I wish we may
candle shines around mine head, and at times
different trials in such a disposition, as that
an unshaken hope that the God of our fathers
they may be effectual for our help, and sancwill condescend, in the multitude of his mertified to us, and then it is enough, if we have
cies, to receive me into his rest, and that I
a well grounded hope hereafter, and it is a
Many Friends shall not die as the fool dieth and this abunstay and support whilst here.
dantly supports, and enables me to give what,
inquire after thee with affectionate sympathy
That He is
I think, is my dying testimony
brethren
worthy
of
unity
The
regard.
and
to our minds good, and his mercy endureth for ever.
is as a comfortable cordial
And most nearly beloved, with a love that
in times of difficulty, and I believe kw share
hath
not its foundation in nature, my heart's
Fothergill.
Ann
than thyself.

worthily

I

submission,

belong,

:

:

it

more

desire

DR. FOTHERGILL TO HIS

BROTHER SAMUEL.

London, Fifth month 20th, 1772.

Though I have shut up the intercourse on
thy part, it ought not to deprive thee of every
little comfort which our near and affectionate
remembrance can afford thee, under thy deep
distressed in body, and often weighdistress
but
ed down with afiliction and trials within
receive that consolation
be of good comfort
from others which thy feeling, sympathising
heart has been the means of conveying to
many. I am with thee often in mind, and if
I knew how to add to thy ease and help in
the least degree, I need not tell thee how
much it would add to my own happiness.
Many, many Friends here, are very anxious
about thee, and I believe the prayers of many
honest hearts are for thy preservation amongst
us. But the event must be left where it ought
to the direction of sovereign Wisdom.
to be
Express to those about thee all thou wouldst

—

;

—

—

and prayer

be saved.

I

to

God

is

—

—That you

may

see in part the vast extent of

meaning of

word saved. I need
as a thing unknown or
unconsidered, but earnestly wish it may often

the

this

not remind you of

it,

recur to your minds, particularly of thine,
my friend my brother my companion who
stands as on a slippery sea of glass ; surrounded by the flattery of the injudicious, and
!

I

!

the poison artfully conveyed, through the flattery of those who may assume the guise of

knowledge, understanding, and sincerity.

He

hath signally preserved thee hitherto; but
they that follow on to the end shall be saved.
What rested upon my mind, in the visit to
your fainily, was, I believe, of the Lord
" This people have 1 formed for myself; they
shall

show

known

his

forth

my

praise."

Thou

hast

forming hand, even from thy youth

upward; the natural and spiritual endowments with which thou hast been singularly
favoured, and the purpose of this favour, foi
his

own

praise, ought to teach thee to look to

convey the rock from whence thou wast hewn, and
wish
inquire to the hole of the pit from whence thou
who
If I should mention all
it to us.
Let it suffice wast digged, that thou mayest be effectually
after thee, I must fill a volume.
formed to His praise, and the end fully anthat the living part of God's heritage sympaswered. Thy station, thou knows, exposes
with thee.
to

thise

say

to us

;

some of them

will
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thee to many things that wound the secret, lived, so I shall close, with the most unshaken
hidden, innocent life of Jesus. O, watch over assurance that we have not followed cunningit as thy chief treasure, for peace and immorly devised fables, but the pure, living, eternal
tality are in it, and salvation, in the most substance.
Let the aged be strong; let the
glorious sense of the wotd, is bound up in middle-aged be animated, and the youth enthis life.

couraged

dearly beloved sister, with whom I
have taken sweet counsel, and walked to the
house of our God in company, thou art inexpressibly near to my life ; the Lord bless and
preserve thee, in patience, in hope, in light,
and in the blessed fruits of the Spirit, in
peace, and in the joy of the Holy Ghost.
For these favours, he will be sought unto,
and thou knows the place where prayer, as
well as the giving of thanks, is wont to be
made. I cannot express what I feel ; I cannot add to your experience ; you were in
Christ before me: but I leave to you this brief
salutation, as a token I love you to the end
and in that love I tenderly salute you, and
wish, pray, and hope for your eternal welfare,

Lord

And

be

I

Lord

Zion

is

still

in

Zion

the

;

I

now removed

where

the heavens.
that love the

I

My
Lord

dear love

is

to

them

all

Jesus.

DR. FOTHEKGILL TO HIS

BROTHER SAMUEL.

London, Sixth month

9tb, 1772.

Oh, dear brother, what comfort did thy
letter,* announcing some little improvement
in

thy

state, give to us;

we

rejoice with thank-

and trembling, and recover hope,
which we had almost lost. If our sympathy

fulness

could

In a solemn and affecting interview with
some of his relations, who were about to set
out to attend the yearly meeting in London,
he addressed them in the following expressions, which were read in the yearly meeting,

for the

out of the church
have endeavoured in some
measure to fill up my duty, I have an Evidence that I shall gain an admittance into
his glorious Church triumphant, far above
If

militant,

;

Samuel Fothergill.

;

will bless

lessen

the weight of thy distress,

would be much

alleviated.

it

Our minds are

and bended with desires for
thy help and comfort, be the event of this bitter dispensation what it may.
Thy vacant
seat at our table, at the meetings, hourly
reminds us of thee, and of our own distress;
but we leave this, and submit the whole to
Divine disposal.
The affairs of the meeting go on well.
Joshua Slrangman, of Leek, is the clerk he
does his business pretty well, better, I think,
than most of the midland clerks of late. I
know thou longs to hear how matters are
conducted in the camp. The American Friends
often with thee,

by Jonah Thompson.
Our health is no more at our command,
than length of days ; mine seems drawing
fast towards a conclusion, I think
but I am
content with every allotment of Providence,
for they are all in wisdom
unerring wisdom.
There is That, which, as an arm underneath,
bears up and supports; and though the rolling, tempestuous billows surround, yet my
help us much.
John Woolman is solid and
head is kept above them, and my feet are
firmly established.
Oh seek it press after weighty in his remarks he has some singuit
lay fast hold of it
Though painful my larities, but his real worth outweighs them.
William Jepson is with us, and is remarkably
nights, and wearisome my days, yet I am
solid and composed.
preserved in patience and resignation. Death
Farewell, our dearly beloved brother
Achas no terrors, nor will the grave have any
victory
My soul triumphs over death, hell, cept the united, strong, and affectionate rethis family.
Again farewell
and the grave. Husbands and wives, parents membrance of
John & Ann Fothergill.
from thy
and children, health and riches, must all go
Disappointment is another name for them
His illness, and the painful symptoms atI
should have been thankful, had I been
tending it, increased, his strength diminished,
able, to have got to the ensuing yearly meetand the faint hope entertained of some amending in London, which you are now going to
ment was lost, in the greater certainty that
attend, where I have been so often refreshed
the end was now approaching very near.
with my brethren but it is otherwise allotted.
He made the following observations to a
I shall remember them, and some of them
" I have laboured while I was able,
friend
will remember me.
The Lord knows best and it is now my comfort. It is not only the
what is best for us
I am content, and rewashing of regeneration, but the renewing
;

;

—

I

—

—

;

!

!

1

!

!

;

:

;

—

—

signed to his will.
I feel the foretaste of the
joy that is to come ; and who would wish to
* The letter here mentioned was thus endorsed
change such a state of mind ? I should be by Ann Fothergill " The last lines we received
glad if an easy channel could be found to from a dearly beloved brother, who departed this
inform the yearly meeting, that as I have life in peace, the 15th of sixth month, 1772."
;
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—

renewing the renewing of the Holy
Ghost, that makes men and women for God."
After speaking of the advantages of steady
conduct in the youth, and how necessary it is
for them to seek wisdom, he added, " I wish
it for thee, dear friend, with the affection of a
father.
Thou knowest in whom are all our
fresh springs; He is at our right hand, yet we
may not perceive Him at our left, and we
may not behold Him."

have been engaged to deal closely and plainly
with you, I never used any unnecessary severity; but I have called, and ye refused, and
no man regarded therefore, you shall call,
for I will smite the
and I will not hear
Shepherd, and the sheep shall be scattered
they have perverted the mercies bestowed
therefore, I will take from them the delight of
their eyes and the desire of their hearts, and
remove my delegated shepherd by the arrow
The following communication was made of death, and the sheep shall be smitten.
by Samuel Fothergill, when near the close of
"But, in the extending of my prospect, an
life: it was given as a parting charge to his encouraging hope rests on my mind towards
beloved friends of Penketh and Warring- the little ones, those who are little in their
ton, and of Hardshaw monthly meeting, over own eyes.
I will turn mine hand
upon the
whom he had so long watched with pastoral little ones, and I will bring them as through
care and true affection. After the expressions the fire, and will refine them as silver is rewere written down, they were submitted to fined.' 1 will gather them as lambs by mine
his inspection, and approved, with an injunc- own power they shall call on my name, and
tion that they should be
preserved.
The I will hear them and they shall know a
friend to whom they were delivered* has place of feeding, when the sheep may be
added this testimony " But no words can scattered and the shepherd removed. My
convey the power, energy, and life that at- spirit feels an evidence that I have laboured
tended his delivery of them the same spirit amongst you with acceptance; that since 1
that animated him so often to declare amongst have been mercifully called to a part in the
us the whole counsel of God was with him, ministry, I have not neglected to warn you
and raised him above pain or weakness, and that when the chief Shepherd shall apwhilst giving this solemn, weighty caution
pear, I also shall appear with him in glory."
and not only at this time, but frequently
His heavenly Father was now pleased to
during his confinement, he manifested the say, " It is enough," and to release his spirit
strongest love and fervency of desire for all from farther trials.
He departed this life at
his Friends in the Truth :"
his house in Warrington, on the 15th of the
" In returning from the last meeting I was sixth month, 1772, in the fifty-seventh year
at at Penketh, my mind was deeply impressed of his age, and the thirty-sixth of his minwith the words of the Prophet,
Smite the istry.
Shepherd, and the sheep shall be scattered.'
His remains were interred in Friends' buryThough at that time the meaning did not ing ground, at Penketh, on the nineteenth of
appear so obvious, it hath since gathered the same month. The love which so many
strength upon my mind, and a desire hath bore to him, and the respect in which he was
rested with me to leave a few remarks to this held, were testified by a very large attendance
monthly and particular meeting.
Awake, O of friends and neighbours, of all ranks and
sword, against my Shepherd, and against the classes, on the occasion. The solemnity of
Man that is my fellow, saith the Lord of it was great, and it was favoured by the
Hosts.
Smite the Shepherd, and the sheep overshadowing of Divine love, and by a large
shall be scattered.'
Though I am not the degree of that power which had supported him
Shepherd to whom the sword is threatened, in life, and had so eminently attended him in
yet I have been a sub-shepherd, delegated to his labours as a minister of the gospel of our
you by the great Shepherd, and have labour- Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ.
ed amongst you according to the ability
Thus died Samuel Fothergill, in the
received
in poverty, in weakness, in naked- faith and hope of the gospel, and having a
ness, in strippedness; as having nothing, yet happy assurance and foretaste of that everpossessing all things.
My mind has ever lasting rest into which he was about to enter.
been covered with love towards you, both in
He was in stature tall; in person comely
my public ministry and in private: where I and graceful in deportment dignified, yet
the

;

;

:

;

'

;

;

—

;

;

;

'

'

;

;

courteous; grave, but not austere affable to
* This was John Forster, of Warrington, a minall, intimate but with few; in manners kind,
ister, who died in 1792.
He was convinced by and with a politeness, the result, as it ever
the ministry of S. Fothergill, and became his
will be, of the practical application of the
friend and frequent companion.
To his son, Sa" Whatsoever ye would that men
muel Forster, of Stockport, I am indebted for precepts,
some valuable information contained in the pre- should do to you, do ye even so to them ;"
" in honour preferring one another."
He
sent work.
G. C.
;

—
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possessed good natural abilities, and had improved them by cultivation ; he was well read

not long survive him. She received the lender
care of kind relations, and much sympathy
both in books and men, but his studies did from her friends, on the loss of such a valunot terminate in barren and fruitless specula- able companion.
tions ; under the Divine blessing, they led
him duly to appreciate the great truths of reISRAEL PEMBERTON TO SUSANNA
ligion, which shone forth in his life and charFOTHERGILL.
acter. These qualities, combined with a retenPhiladelphia, Tenth month 10th, 1772.
tive memory and an observing mind, rendered
his

conversation

attractive to all,

and

cheerful

and

to

instructive,

the youth in particu-

lar.
With them he frequently indulged in an
innocent pleasantry, mingled with instruction.

My

mind being engaged

in

near sympathy

with thee, desiring thou mayest be favoured
with the abundant supplies of Divine conso-

lation and strength in this time of deep proFor this class he always felt much interest, bation and afHiclion, a short salutation is, I
and whether in the freedom of social conver- think, due to thee, and will, I hope, be acceptsation, or in discoursing on the important able, as it comes from the fervent love and
concerns appertaining to life and salvation, respect of a tViend who loved and honoured
or in the exercise of his gift as a minister, he thy worthy husband, and to whom his mewas ever particularly led into sympathy and mory will ever be dear. I hope thou wilt be
feeling for the young, and concerned to pro- preserved in patient submission to the Divine
mote their welfare. Of his style, which was will, as thou doubtless hast full assurance of
strong and nervous, rarely diffuse, the most his glorious exit, and that he is removed from
striking character was, the peculiar felicity all pain and uncertainty, to a state of permaand skilful adaptation of his metaphors, and nent happiness yet, the near union which
his happy illustrations of spiritual things by had long subsisted, and was cemented by the
comparison with natural imagery; some of strongest bonds, being now dissolved, I know
these are eminently beautiful.
In his public from experience, must have caused a conflict
discourses, his deportment was solemn and in nature, greater than can be expressed. At
devout, his delivery graceful, his language such a time, the remembrance that we have an
pure and correct, never grovelling or low, High Priest who is touched with the feeling
often elegant and pathetic
his periods easy of our mtirmities, through whom we may
" find grace to help in time of need," was to
and flowing, frequently sublime.
As a minister of the gospel, he was careful me a support and relief which I have great
to follow the injunction
" Preach the word, cause with reverent thankfulness to acknowbe instant in season and out of season, re- ledge and I believe the renewed sense thereprove, rebuke, exhort, with all long-suffering of will minister comfort and stability to thy
and doctrine." In the testimony given by mind.
his friends concerning him, it is said, " His
My dear wife is yet spared to me, through
ministry at times went forth as a flame, often much weakness and affliction, both of body
piercing into the inmost recesses of darkness and mind
the loss of our beloved son hath
and obduracy; yet descended like dew upon affected us very deeply, though I hope we
;

;

—

;

:

the tender plants of our heavenly Father's
planting
with these he travelled in deep
;

are enabled to resign ourselves to this allotment of Infinite VVisdom, and to desire it may

His gospel labours be sanctified to us. Many Friends were lately
he, in this re- at our yearly meeting, by whom thou wast
spect, commanded reverence; being in doc- remembered with much affection, and united
trine clear, sound, elegant, and pathetic, his desires for thy preservation to the end in
gift being of that extent which made his ser- faith and patience.
Israel Pemberton.
vice in the church of Christ general
He
proposed to the people no cunningly-devised
Her health and strength continued to defables,' but full of charity, he skilfully divided cline, and after a few weeks of lingering illthe word aright, speaking whereof he knew, ness, she departed this life at Warrington, on
and what his own hands had handled, of the the 8th of the fifth month, 1773, in the sevengood word of life."
ty-fourth year of her age, a minister about

sympathy of

spirit

being free from

all afTectation,

'

fifty

years.

The

testimony concerning her, from Hardstates, that
" Her
Susanna Fothergill, at the time of her labours in the gospel tended to the edification
husband's decease, was, as she had for some of Friends, and to her own peace,"
" she
time previously been, in a feeble state of was for some time before her departure much
health
her infirmities increased, and she did confined at home nevertheless, a large de-

CHAPTER

;

XII.

shaw monthly meeting,

:

—
—
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whilst, in the open ground, at
thousand different species of plants
and shrubs gave, during summer and autumn,
a constant verdure to the place.
To retire
occasionally, even for a short time, to direct
and contemplate the extensive collection he
had formed, was a source of great pleasure
Sir Joseph Banks in writing
to the owner.
on this subject, says " At an expense seldom
undertaken by an individual, and with an
The few remaining years of the life of Dr. ardour that was visible in the whole of his
FoTHERGiLL Were passed, like many which conduct. Dr. Fothergill procured, from all
had preceded them, in the diligent perform- parts of the world, a great number of the
ance of the duties of his profession, in which rarest plants, and protected them in the amhe had long occupied a station of the highest plest buildings which this or any other counHe liberally proposed rewards
eminence, in the most enlarged benevolence, try has seen.
and in a constant endeavour to promote in to those who brought hither plants which
many various ways the good of mankind at might be ornamental, and probably uselarge; yet amidst all these engagements, with ful to this country or her colonies, and has
a still increasing desire and care to keep the liberally paid these rewards to all that served
if the troubles of war had not preventworld, and all belonging to it, under his feet, him.
and to press forward in the path which leads ed, we should have had the Cortex Winteranus, &c., &c., introduced by his means into
to everlasting life.
He continued his annual visits to Lea Hall, this country, and the Bread-fruit, Mangosteen,
For each
but the satisfaction derived from these retreats &c., into the West India Islands.
from the busy scenes of life, and the fatigues of these, and many others, he had fixed a
In conjunction with the
of his profession, was greatly diminished by proper premium.
the decease of his beloved brother, and these Earl of Tankerville, Dr. Pitcairn, and myself,
visits rendered him more sensible of his loss, he sent over a person to Africa, for the purand of the chasm which that event had made. pose of collecting plants and specimens.
"In my opinion, no other garden in Europe,
In 1772 he thus writes from Lea Hall
"I have been obliged to write many letters, either royal, or belonging to a subject, had
which I am at present very unfit for, or for any nearly so many scarce and valuable plants.
thing else; but I will not spend all in unavail- It was known all over Europe, and foreigners
I meet with many things to
of all ranks, when they came hither, asked
ing complaints.
put me in mind how much I have lost, and I permission to visit it."
In order to keep up and to increase this
feel such a void in my enjoyments of this
several persons were constantly
life, as reduces my wishes to a great medioc- collection,
" I have enough to do to occupied, some in making new acquisitions
rity indeed."
command myself, when I recollect my brother, amongst others thus engaged, William Barwhose countenance, counsel, and sympathy tram travelled, in 1773, at Dr. Fothergill's
relieved every anxiety, gave taste to every expense, " to search the Floridas, and the
enjoyment; but I will try to banish everything western parts of Carolina and Georgia."*
but a wish to follow him through the remains Nor was it merely the curious or the ornaof this life, with submission to every difficulty, mental that were thus collected, but whatever
and gratitude for many blessings." (^Letter was likely to be useful, either in medicine or
for more general purposes, was not overlookto Dr. Lettsom.)
Ardent as was Dr. Fothergill's love of
In addition to his retreat at Lea Hall, Dr. ed.
Fothergill possessed, in his estate and gardens botany, his pursuits were not confined to this
at Upton, an opportunity of indulging his branch of science
his collections in other
taste and love for the pursuits of Botany and departments of natural history, as insects,
Horticulture, though prevented by his numer- shells, fossils, minerals, corals, &c., were
ous avocations from enjoying them so much valuable and extensive he also possessed a
The estate at Upton, pur- large collection of drawings. But while enas he wished.
chased from Admiral Elliott, in 1762, he gaged in these elegant pursuits, and when
extended and improved, planting it with the thus contemplating the productions of nature,
rarest trees and shrubs, and the choicest which his good taste had collected together,
plants
a glass door from the house commu- he never lost sight of their great Author.
nicated with an extensive suite of green-houses " In these, as in every other pursuit, he had
and hot-houses, in which were upwards of
* See his travelp, 1 vol., London, 1792.
three thousand four hundred distinct species

gree of that innocence and peace appeared to
attend her to the last, which had been her
companion in the more active part of her life;
laying down her head, we doubt not, under
the effects of that animating welcome sentence
" Well done, thou good and faithful servant,
enter thou into the joy of thy Lord."

of exotics

;

least three

—

;

;

:
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my unfitness, as well as from the
confining nature of my employment.
But
being desirous to acquit myself to the best of
my ability, I could not avoid considering, with

view the enlargement and elevation hension of

having formed early habiof his own heart
tudes of religious reference, from the display
of Divine power and wisdom in the beauty,
the order, and the harmony of external things,
to the glory of their Almighty Former. From
the influence of these habitudes, his mind vvas
always preserved in a disengaged and independent state, enjoying, but yet adoring."*
His encouragement of genius was not
limited
by the bounds of any particular
science or pursuit ; it was his delight to seek
out, and to promote the advancement of meOf this
rit, and munificently to reward it.
the ingenious Anthony Purver was an instance.
He had, by indefatigable self-exertion, acquired an extensive knowledge of the
Hebrew, and other Oriental tongues, and
solely by the patronage of Dr. Fothergill,
completed a literal translation of the Holy
Scriptures ; and though certain idioms used
by the translator have caused it to be less
read and esteemed, it is considered a valuBesides causing it to be printed
able work.
at his own expense. Dr. Fothergill, it is
said, presented A. Purver with one thousand
pounds for his performance.
Many are the instances related, and many
more there were, never recorded, of the large
pecuniary bounty, which, in addition to the
assistance gratuitously afforded by his medical skill, he distributed to cases of distress
with which his profession made him acquainted.
Whilst he was thus actively engaged in his
profession, in the promotion of science, and
in benevolent pursuits, his devotion to the
interests and proceedings of the religious Society of which he was so valuable a member,
increased with his increasing years ; he had
its prosperity much at heart.
In the year
1776, he was nominated one of a committee,
appointed by the yearly meeting, to make a
general visit to the meetings throughout the
nation.
On this occasion he wrote the following letter " To the Friends nominated at
the late yearly meeting, to visit the quarterly
and monthly meetings, &c., and to the members of our Society in general :"
;

—

Dear Friends,
Having been nominated on

this service, I

much and deliberate attention, the proposal
made to the meeting, both in respect to the
manner of it, the nature of the service, and
of which claim my hearty conit
arose from the simple
movings of Truth, I am fully, persuaded the
prevalence of a holy influence over the minds
of many, when it was delivered, was geneits

object

;

all

That

currence.

;

rally

The nature of
render us helpful one to

and acknowledged.

felt

the service

is,

to

another, in promoting the growth and prosperity of every individual in the truth, and
by this means to advance the great end of
true religion, the glory of Him who created
us, and the comfort and happiness of all.

The complaining language of many

counties

having deeply affected the minds of Friends,
fervent desires were raised that the life of
religion might be renewed in the churches, to
their help in the maintenance of pure, unmixed
piety.
And it pleased Divine Providence to
open the way to a fresh labour of love amongst
his people, and to make many willing to engage in this service
and oh
may it be
blessed, so as to make it a memorable season
of Divine refreshment, from the great Master
of our assemblies. A desire to contribute my
mite to this great and useful labour, prompts
me to throw before my brethren the following
reflections, hoping they will be received as
the fruits of a mind cordially disposed, in the
first place, to build up its own breaches, and
;

1

the next, to join in repairing those

in

the
I

enemy has made

which

walls of our Zion.
would wish to apply to my brethren enin the

gaged

in this service, and to recapitulate some
parts of the wise, important, heavenly counsel

communicated
tions on this
brethren

;

to

you, during your delibera-

by many concerned
you have given up your

subject,

that as

names, and that with a willingness that bespeaks your zeal for the cause of truth, and
its

prosperity

among

the people,

you

will let

of the work take possession of
your minds. Let it be your fervent prayer,
that you may be made deeply sensible of its
importance, as well as of the time and manner in which you are to proceed.
These
the weight

with reluctance, from an appre- considerations were earnestly pressed upon
you, and as you keep them in humility and
fear before you, way will be opened for your
* " An affectionate tribute to the memory of the accomplishing the work,
to the churches'
late Dr. John Fothergill, by W. Hird, M. D."
benefit, and your own growth and experience
London, 1781, page 13.
in righteousness and truth.
Let it be your
care, in this service, to look to that Arm of
t The work was published in two vols., folio,
1764.
Anthony Purver died at Alton, in Hamp- power which gathered us to be a people, and
shire, in 1777, aged seventy.
has hitherto, in a good measure, preserved us
accepted of

it
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and practice. Wait for a degree the fullest unity with it, we are glad. We
wisdom which led our ancestors to find, by several accounts, that the visit has
establish a most wholesome discipline amongst been well received every where, and many

one

in faith

of that

us, for our preservation:

and be

it

your chief testimonies given of

brotherly love, to strengthen
the weak, and bring back the scattered, and
by an awful labour, to awake them to a sense
of the holy principle of light, life, and grace,

much

care, in

to

an obedience

blessed effects

;

to

it,

this is

a knowledge of its
the one thing needful
to

:

and oh that they may wrestle and prevail,
as Jacob did, and obtain the blessing, for
yourselves, and for the whole heritage of
God.
!

And

you,

my

dear friends,

who

are the

and amongst
rank myself, surrounded with many

objects of the churches' care,

whom

I

its utility.

I

cannot

for-

bear thinking, that times of distress are gradually, imperceptibly advancing; the season
may not be in my time, but I wish to be pre-

pared for it if it should.
" To my nephew and his family say, that
if they look back frequently to the worthy
parts of their ancestry, with a wish to follow
their footsteps, they will be the better for it.
To all the progeny of our worthy father is
the gracious regard of heaven extended, and
we ought to be abundantly thankful that so
many are preserved from the spots and stains
of this life."— (Dr. F. to Sarah Bird, Tenth

weaknesses, much imperfection, far short of
the excellency that adorned our predecessors,
yet struggling in hope after a belter life, freedom from entanglements, more love to God,
and his truth; yield to the word of exhortareceive this visit as a fresh renewal of
tion
the love of God, and of help administered in

month nth, 1776.)

Let us embrace the hand
the needful time.
held out to help us, kiss the rod we may have
deserved, and give thanks to God for his
mercy and loving-kindness, in thus exciting a

those injuries and diseases which contagion

;

Amongst

the

many

distinguished

men who,

from similarity of pursuits. Dr. Fothergill
ranked amongst his intimate friends, was John
Howard. They were both engaged, though
in different

of

human

spheres, in lessening the miseries
and in attempting to prevent

life

;

produces, they united

their

labours.

They

were desired to attend before the House of
Commons, where they gave such information,
fresh concern in the church for the restoration that an Act was passed on the subject of the
Let us prepare ourselves, in health of prisoners, and for preventing the
of individuals.
sincerity, to receive the word of exhortation gaol distemper, also for building penitentiary
in meekness and humility; so shall we be prisons. These two eminent men, with George
made partakers of the benefits intended, feel Whatley, were appointed by the king, comour strength renewed to run with alacrity the missioners for fixing upon a site, and directing
race that is set before us, be made helpful to suitable buildings to be erected, for carrying
others in their progress, and having finished this new system into execution. Again, when
our course with joy, leave a bright example the Legislature was informed of the great
mortality amongst the French and Spanish
to those who follow after us.
Under a sense of the great need we have prisoners then confined at Winchester, Dr.
to be afresh roused up to diligence, I found a Fothergill was consulted, and he recommendwillingness to throw these few hints before ed Dr. J. Carmichael Smith to superintend the
brethren, as a testimony of my full unity prisons, to avert, if possible, the spreading
with the proposition, and my desire that it contagion the success which ensued confirmmay be rendered effectual to the help of many, ed the discernment evinced in the selection.
When the empress of Russia wished to introand the general edification of the churches.
John Fothergill.
duce into her dominions the practice of inocuher
lation for the small-pox, and desired
He united with a part of the committee in ambassador in England to send over a comvisiting the meetings of Friends in Lancashire petent person, he applied to Dr. Fothergill,
and Yorkshire, his sister accompanying him who recommended Dr. (afterwards Baron)
In a subsequent letter, he thus Dimsdale, and he was, in consequence, apin the latter.
speaks of the visit, in terms more suited to pointed to that distinguished employment.
In common with many other good men.
the well known diffidence of his character,
than to the part which he took in the ser- Dr. Fothergill deeply lamented the unhappy

my

:

contest between Great Britain and the Ameri"It was with much reluctance that I con- can colonies: he had exerted himself by writsented to be named on such a service as that ing, and in various ways, to avert it. He and
in which we took a small part, I hope to our his friend, David Barclay, were authorised to
own help at least; and if we either tended to attempt a compromise with Benjamin Frankachold up the hands of those who were qualified lin, before his departure from England
for the service, or gave proofs that we had cordingly, several conferences were held with

vice

:

;
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him, and some correspondence took place, in for the object in view, Dr. FothergiU was
endeavours to arrange the differences and assisted by his friend David Barclay, and
establish a permanent reconciliation between some others.
With a generous confidence,
the two countries, but the attempt proved un- they trusted to the Society for confirming and
successful.
perpetuating that which they had thus begun.
It would be difficult to enumerate the vari- The event fully proved that, in so reposing
ous ways by which Dr. FothergiU endeavoured their trust, they did not err.
This undertakto promote the advantage and the general ing, of which Dr. FothergiU was so far the
good of his fellow-creatures independently author as to have first proposed it to the conof the opportunities afforded by his extensive sideration of the Society, he had the satisfacpractice as a physician, and his high standing tion of seeing fully established, with every
in general society, he was often engaged in prospect of its fully answering the design of
proposing plans conducive to this.
His en- its benevolent founders. It remained with
larged mind, capable of embracing every him a near object of interest for the rest of
object of usefulness and benevolence, was his life.
A few months before his decease,
enabled to accomplish much by the order and he broke the silence in a committee, by saypunctuality which pervaded and regulated all ing, he " rejoiced with trembling" at the suchis conduct.
cess and the blessing which he considered
A benevolence so comprehensive and uni- had thus far attended their labours. His
versal could not overlook the important subject opinions on the intentions of the school, the
of the right education of youth.
It did not suitable objects for it, &c., are fully developed
escape his observing mind, and he was occu- in his well known " Letter to a Friend in the
pied with it for several years.
He saw with country, relative to the intended School at
concern how much the young were exposed Ackworth, in Yorkshire," which has several
to temptation, and he wished, by promoting a times been printed.
He had also much corguarded education, to strike at the root of the respondence on this institution, in which his
evil.
He would willingly have included the sagacity has included almost every subject
whole community
but, conscious that the connected with the establishment of the school,
attempt on so large a scale would be fruitless, even to very minute details.
he confined his hopes and his attempts within
For a series of years, indeed for the greater
the bounds of his own religious society, in part of his life. Dr. FothergiU had enjoyed
which his influence was great, and where he good health, and time seemed but slowly to
knew he should receive assistance and support. diminish the vigour of his body, or weaken
To this desire on the part of Dr. FothergiU, the exertions of his mind but it was evident,
the Society owes its valuable institution at after the decease of his brother, that he was
Ackworth. The circumstances which led to less capable of enduring fatigue, and that his
the establishment of that school are thus re- annual visits to Lea Hall, and the recess thus
lated by Dr. Hird
obtained, did not yield him that renovation of
"On his return from Cheshire, in the year strength which, in former years, had been
1777, he did me the favour of being my guest the result of this retirement.
In the eleventh
for a k\v days.
In one of the many inter- month, 1778, he was attacked with a severe
views he then had with his friends, the con- internal complaint, accompanied with intense
versation turned on an institution at Gilder- pain, and which much reduced his strength.
some, a small establishment for the education Dr. Lettsom says "In the height of this
of the poorer children amongst the Society. distress, I visited him, and found him calm
Dr. FothergiU inquired into its state and man- and collected.
He described, with wonderful
agement, and how far it might serve as a serenity of mind, his acute misery, expressing
model for a larger undertaking. The present a pious and Christian resignation, and adding,
state of the Foundling Hospital at Ackworlh,
that if he had left any thing undone which
was also mentioned erected at a vast ex- he wished to have done, it was perfecting the
pense, it was then in danger of dilapidation, plan of Ackworth School; and likewise, the
and ready for public sale. This struck him complete arrangement of the rules of our
forcibly
Why may not this,' said he, 'serve religious Society.' "*
;

;

;

:

—

'

;

—

'

am

The
In a few weeks the complaint abated, and
of eighty acres of he was again able to see his friends
and
land, was purchased, improved, and furnished forced by the importunities of those who
by subscription. The Doctor set a generous
example, by his own contribution, and an
* This work, although not completed until 1782,
endowment by his will in perpetuity.
had occupied the attention of the Meeting for SufIn thus coming forward to secure by imme- ferings, of which Dr. F.
was an active member
diate purchase, what appeared so desirable for a considerable time previously..
the very purpose
building, with

an

I

in pursuit of?'

estate

:
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sought relief from his medical skill, he again
resumed the duties of his arduous and active
life.

DR. FOTHERGIIL TO

CATHARINE PHILLIPS.

London, Twelfth month 5th, 1778.

Thy

very affectionate

letter to

my

sister,

revived the remembrance of that friendship
which has so long subsisted between my brother, thyself and us, so strongly that I rather

chose to answer

it

am

myself.

Through unme-

way of recoMy disorder
very, though yet far from well.
was at first a common cold ; 1 struggled with
it, under a necessity of great application, till
at length it was accidentally increased, and
brought on other complaints. I form hopes
My appethat by degrees it will give way.
tite and strength are gradually returning, and
though yet unfit for going abroad, I am easy
rited favour,

I

in a probable

and content.
I

cannot express,

my

in

a short compass, the

could to serve all within my reach, and it
a satisfaction to feel that I have not served
an ungenerous or ungrateful public.
Thus, my dear friend, I have endeavoured
to give thee a just state of our condition.
know thy present desires for our good, and
may they be still continued when access is
John
granted.
Ann Fothergill.
I

is

We

&

Some

time after his recovery from this illAckworth School, to endeavour to perfect his plan, and to perpetuate its
advantages.
He was accompanied by his
sister, and they also went to Knaresborough,
and the burial ground at Scotton, " to pay,"
as he describes their visit, " the grateful tribute of a tear, at the side of an honoured
parent's grave ; to see that his sepulchre was
not laid waste to the beasts of the field, but
secured from the ravages of neglect, was to
Firmly persuaded that
us a pleasing duty.
we had not the least cause to mourn on his
account, and nothing left, more becoming us,
than to call to mind his precepts, and his
example, we left the solitary spot with hearts
full of- reverent thankfulness that such was
our father, and that we were so far favoured
as to be able to remember him with gratitude
ness, he visited

mind on this trying occasion.
I have only to look back to that point when,
if I had not been relieved, I must in twentyfour hours have been numbered with the dead,
and saw it most clearly, with humbling gratitude for a degree of calm resignation to the and
feelings of

[1780.

affection."

The burial ground at Scotton is still occaDivine will, secretly trusting in his power,
And may I never sionally used by Friends. It is beautifully
goodness, and mercy.
Anxiety and fear united, situated on rising ground, amidst extensive
forget the season.
presented themselves; but I endeavoured to woodlands, and surrounded by aged trees
be quiet, and to trust in Him who alone is which Dr. Fothergill had planted, and which
worthy to be confided in for ever. What continue to show that they had been placed
may now await me I know not. I know too there by the hand of judgment and taste. In
well my own inability to help myself, and to a visit made to this lonely and interesting
stay me, where 1 ought to remain, without place, in the autumn of 1842, the fences were
I shall
found in good order, but cattle were allowed
assistance above my own resolutions.
wish, however, to detach myself from the to graze amongst the ancient grave-stones,
the inworld, as occasion may offer, and to which now much overgrown with moss
I
scriptions might still be deciphered, but none
this dispensation may, I hope, contribute.
have not hurried into these numerous en- of them marked the spot where the venerable
gagements, so far as I know of myself, from remains of that faithful servant of his Lord
any other motive than those which urged me reposed.
The firmest constitution, the most temperate
on to do the business of the present hour with
diligence, whether in the duty of my profes- life, must at length yield. On the 12lh of the
sion, the common calls of life, or the affairs twelfth month, 1780, Dr. Fothergill experienced a severe return of his former complaint,
of the Society.
This plunge will oblige me to make some which the united efforts of several of the most
and
choice, and its being so generally known will eminent medical men could not remove
serve me as a just plea for refusing many although he received some slight relief by
embarrassing distant engagements. Such are surgical aid, the intense pain which accommy views and my desires at present, and I pained the disease throughout, remained unhumbly trust that goodness and mercy, which subdued, and under its effects his strength
have given me my life as a prey, will not leave rapidly gave way. Yet, in the midst of this
Indeed, the general and cordial regard extremity of suffering his mind was preserved
me.
manifested to me, by Friends and others, lays calm and serene; he expressed a hope that
a strong obligation to gratitude upon me, and he had not lived in vain, but had endeavoured
would prompt a desire to repay it. But I in degree to answer the end of his creation,
must not give way. I have hitherto done all by sacrificing interested considerations, and
;

;
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good of his fellow crea- brother Samuel were at school together at
His firm belief in his Redeemer did Briggflats subsequent information renders it
and to more probable that they were placed in the
not forsake him in this trying hour

by

his care for the

tures.

;

;

his deeply afflicted sister he often addressed
words of comfort, saying, " All is well with

me

through the mercy of God, in Jesus
going to a blessed and happy
I am
eternity: my troubles are ended, mourn not
In this peaceful state of mind he
for me."
;

Christ,

life, at his house, in Harpur
on the 26th of the twelfth month,
1780, in the sixty-ninth year of his age.
His remains, attended by a large concourse,
who assembled to manifest their love and respect for his character, and their sorrow for
the loss of such a man, were conveyed to
Winchmore-hill, and interred in Friends' burying ground there on the 5th of first month,
1781, after a large and solemn meeting.
Much more might have been said respecting
Dr. Fothergill, but accounts of his life have
Soon after
been already frequently printed.
his decease, his relatives. Dr. W. Hird, and
Dr. G. Thompson, each wrote sketches of his

departed this
street,

character,

or tributes

to

his

memory;

his

family of some friend there, but attended the
grammar school at Sedberg, not
quite two miles distant.
The earlier part of
Samuel's education he received at the grammar school of Yoresbridge, near Askrigg, not
far from the place of his nativity.
To his fondly attached sister, the death of
Dr. Fothergill was a severe trial.
The loss
of a tender and affectionate friend, and pleasant companion, was irreparable
a near and

celebrated

:

close attachment had subsisted between

them

from childhood, and with him was connected
all her earthly enjoyments; he brought around
her the best society, for the good and wise of
every country sought and found in him a
kindred mind.
She was now lonely, the solitary survivor of a numerous family, and to
her gentle and affectionate heart the stroke
which severed them was sharp, but she bore
it with quiet and patient acquiescence in
the

Divine

man,

will.

She was a

truly

religious

wo-

many

years in the station of an
elder, well concerned for the good of our
religious Society, and earnest in the support
kind, benevolent, and much
of its discipline
given to hospitality; every first and fifth-day
she had a dinner provided, for strangers who
might attend Westminster meeting, to which
she belonged, whether ministers or others.
She was much respected and beloved, and a
for

Dr. Lettsom, also collected his. works,
full account of his
life; this passed through at least four editions,
and is the fullest and best account of him that
has appeared. Another collection of his works,
with a life prefixed, was also published early
but this
after his death, by J. Elliott, M. D.
abounds with errors few of the particulars respecting himself or his family being correctly faithful, discreet counsellor to many, who
stated some of these errors have been copied sought her advice in their various perplexities.
into other accounts of him more recently She survived her brother many years, and in
published.
old age became very feeble in body, and her
From early youth, even when but eight or mental faculties much declined but it was
nine years old, his love for the productions of evident that her mind was still visited and
and at that early sustained by the influence of Divine love,
nature was developed
period, he took pleasure in studying the forms which preserved her in a tender and innocent
of plants, and acquiring a knowledge of their state to the latest period of a long life.
qualities, with reference to their powers of healShe died at her house in Great Russel
ing thus early was he engaged in a prepa- street, on the 8th of seventh month, 1802,
ration for that profession, in which he after- aged eighty-four years, and was interred at
wards justly attained to so high an eminence. Winchmore-hill.
To an extraordinary sagacity and discernment
The salvation of the righteous is of the
in treating disease, he was accustomed, as he Lord
he is their strength in the time of
has been reverently heard to say, to seek the trouble.
Divine blessing upon his endeavours to restore
The Lord shall help them, and deliver
those under his care.
In the early part of them, and save them, because they trust in
this volume, it is stated, that he and his him
and their inheritance shall be for ever.

friend.

and published them, with a

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

:

;
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A JOURNAL OF THE LIFE

THAT ANCIENT SERVANT OF

CHRIST,

JOHN GRATTON.
Many

shall run to

and

ness of the firmament

;

fro,

and knowledge

And

shall be increased.

and they that turn many

they that be wise shall shine as the bright-

to righteousness, as the stars for ever

and ever.

Dan.

xii. 3, 4.

John Whiting's Testimony concerning our dear tions are converted unto him, and the true
labourers, in comparison of the greatness of
friend John Gratton.
the work, are yet but few.
Love to the precious Truth which I receivI should not have presumed to write any
ed in my early days, and embraced as my thing concerning this our deceased friend,
chiefest joy, and which is dearer to me than considering how many abler there are to
all that this world can afford, hath made me speak of him, had not 1 had a more than
love the messengers and ministers of it, and common respect to him, for his te.stimony's
its sake ;
of whom our
dear friend, John Gratton, was not the least,
being one of the Lord's worthies, raised up
in these latter days, after long travail, and
sent forth to publish the glad tidings of the
gospel of Christ, to his neighbours and countrymen, &c., as by the following relation will
appear.
A true minister of the everlasing
gospel of life and salvation to the sons and
daughters of men in life and power, which is
glad tidings indeed, to as many as receive it.
But he is now removed and taken from us,

their testimony for

sake, and intimate acquaintance with him for
about twenty years, and knew his temper and
spirit well

;

and were

it

not to give

count of the ensuing journal, and
in

it

which

Our

is

some

my

ac-

concern

as follows

John Gratton, whose service in
the Truth, and labours in the work of the
Lord, are, I doubt not, fresh in the memories
friend

of many,

who

will be glad to

tion of him, left

an account,

hear the relain several

ma-

of his life, labours, travels, and
sufferings, which, being sent up to London
and is gone to his everlasting rest, and his since his decease, were put into my hands,
works follow him.
with desire that I would peru.se and compare
The removing so many of the Lord's wor- them which I carefully did, and brought
thies from among us of late years, is matter the substance of all into one, according to
of weighty consideration, with which my the order of time, as near as I could in his
but in own words, not omitting any thing that was
heart hath often been deeply affected
this I am comforted, that we are not left desti- material.
tute, and that the work is the Lord's
and
May the Lord make it serviceable to all
though they are taken away, he can raise up that read it, that it may redound to his glory,
others in their room; and that they died in the advancement of his truth, and the comthe Lord, and if we are faithful we shall go fort of his people.
to them, seeing they cannot return to us, where
He died in the first month, 1711-12. And
we shall for ever live to laud and praise the precious in the sight of the Lord is the death
name of the Lord. And in the mean time of his saints: to whose divine grace and
let us pray the Lord of the harvest, that he guidance I recommend all, with my own soul.
will send forth more faithful labourers into his
John Whiting.
vineyard, to supply the places of those who
are removed ; for the harvest indeed is great,
London, the 20th of the Twelfth
and much work yet to be done before the namonth, 1719.
nuscripts,

;

;

:
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manner. Indeed, the Lord wonderfully favoured him with his grace and spirit, so that
I have sat with great delight under his minis-

Joseph Smitli's Testimony concerning

John Gratton.

the
I was at London
dear friend, John Grat- try in many places.
last time he was there, and he was very
living and powerful in his testimony, and
many things dropt from him in his declarations, which were very suitable to the conit is upon my mind to write a short testimony
He travelled much in the gregations so that 1 admired the wisdom
concerning him.
work of the ministry, and was willing to that the Lord had endued him with, and the
spend and be spent for the Truth's sake. His strength that his natural body had, for out of
testimony was very powerful, and prevailed meetings he was very weak, because of his
He preached
to the tendering of the hearts of many; and distemper that was upon him.
I may say, for one, he was very helpful to the gospel of life and salvation freely, and
me in my young years, wherefore I had suifered for the testimony the Lord gave him
always an honourable esteem for him as an to bear, and many were turned to the Lord
But within this through his ministry, who became obedient
elder, and a father in Israel,
fifteen or sixteen years I have had a more and faithful to the manifestation of God's
full knowledge of him ; for I sometimes tra- spirit in their own hearts, several of whom I
velled with him, and had private opportunities was intimate with; so that it is a true relation
in his company: and although he was endued I give of him.

Having known

my

ton thirty years or upwards, and he beingone whom I dearly loved, as a minister of the
gospel of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ,

;

with an excellent gift of the ministry, yet he
was very tender and courteous to those who
were but young in the work of the gospel,
whose care was to serve the Lord and not
themselves, and indeed he had a word of
comfort to the weary travellers, whose faces
were Zionward yet he was very sharp against
deceit.
He dearly loved the Truth, and the
prosperity of it. May I not say, the righteous
My deis taken away, and kw consider it.
sire and prayer to the Lord is, that as he hath
been pleased to remove many of the ancients,
he might raise up many more faithful labourers, and give them a portion of the same
Spirit, that the Truth might spread over the
that many mightnation, and nations remote
be turned from the evil of their ways unto
the fear of the Lord, and so lay down their
heads in peace, as I believe this our dear
And though he is taken
friend hath done.
from us, to our great loss, yet I doubt not but
it is to his eternal gain ; for I being with him
a little before he was taken away, found him
;

;

I

desire the

Lord

may

raise

was

in his

true labourers as he
in his

many

such

many

day, to labour
may be turned to

grow up

in holiness, to the

vineyard, that

righteousness, and

up

and glory of God, who hath appeared
by his light and grace in a wonderful manner
Surely the Lord is about to
in our day.
make his name and truth famous amongst the
inhabitants of ihe earth; for this cause, and
praise

for the love that he bears to the

of his hands,

many by
hearted

is

his Spirit,

and

men and women,

filthy lucre, but

the

he working
is

workmanship
the hearts of

in

raising

up true

that run not after

are seeking to gain souls to

men and women from
and transgressions, that they may

Lord, and turn

their sins

be heirs of eternal salvation; for this end did
our dear friend and brother labour.
I have
met with him in divers counties in this nation, where he laboured faithfully and truly in
the work of the Lord endeavouring as much
as in him lay to stir up the pure mind
and I
have seen his labours of love effectual, so
sensible and retaining his integrity, which that many hearts and souls have been sweetwas much to my comfort and satisfaction ly refreshed through that love that flowed,
and after a
and now I may say, he being dead, yet speak- and dwelt plentifully in him
eth
and his memory is fresh in my remem- meeting he was solid and serious, and his
brance, I being sensible that he died in the discourse tended much to edification, and to
love of Truth, and in true love and unity build up the children of the Lord in the most
He was one that sought not to
holy faith.
Joseph Smith.
with faithful brethren.
be applauded by men, but kept humble and
North Coliingham, in Nottinghamshire,
low in the fear of God, and had an eye to his
22nd of the Third month, 1713.
;

:

;

;

:

glory.

These

qualifications that his

Master had endued him with, and

Lord and
exem-

his

plary life, did much beautify him in the eyes
of those that loved and feared Almighty God.
Well this may be safely said, that he was
He was one whom I dearly loved because a man of God, and did good service in his
of that spirit that dwelt in him in a plentiful day, and is entered into that rest, that is pre-

Josiah Langdale^s Testimony concerning our

dear friend, John Gratton.
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pared for

Lord Jesus was a strength and comfort to him in the
midst of his exercises, and continued so to
JosiAH Langdale.
be to her end, and after her death he had
the 3rd dny of the
the help and assistance of an affectionate
month, 1712.
daughter, who discharged her duty to him to

all

Christ.
Bridlington,

Eighth

those that love the

his

A

Testimony from several Friends in Cheshire,
concerning our ancient friend, John Gratton,

very

We

last.

was a man beloved
of his people, sound in his testimony, courteous in his behaviour he loved
the Truth for the Truth's sake
was patient

of

shall only add, he

God and

;

deceased.

;

We whose names are hereunto subscribed, in his suffering for it, faithful to God in dishaving had a pretty early and long acquaint- charging his duty to him, helpful to his people
ance with that good man, thought it our duty, wherein he could be serviceable to them,
he
in respect to his memory, to give forth this either in their private or public concerns
In his early and lived well, and so he died
and after all the
testimony concerning him.
several visits to this county in the service of toils, exercises and bufFetings he met with
Truth, we observed the Lord attended him, here in this world, in a good old age he was
and put him forth, so that many times he was gathered home unto a quiet habitation.
The Lord God Almighty raise up and send
wonderfully opened and enlarged to speak of
the things of God, and to unfold the mysteries forth many more such faithful labourers into
of his kingdom in a very convincing manner his harvest, that the scattered may be gatherto the ignorant, and to the comforting and ed, and the dispersed brought home to the
Times of re- fold of safety, where they may be prepared
strengthening of the faithful.
freshment did often sweetly attend the meet- with the redeemed of the Lord, to give unto
ings of Friends he paid his visits to, which him, and unto the Lamb that sits upon the
made him acceptable to us and as he was throne, the glory, honour, and high praises
lively and powerful in his testimony, so many that are his due, and our duty to render him,
times he was sweetly drawn forth in praise even world without end. Amen.
and supplication to the Lord. He spared not
Martha Hobson,
Joseph Endon,
himself, wherein he could be serviceable to
Mary Richardson,
John Walker,
God, his truth and people, and had still an
Martha Royle,
Ralfe Brock,
eye to the glory of God therein, and was
John Hough,
Tabilha Ardern,
zealously concerned to exalt the kingdom of
William Harrison,
Mary Bangs,
his dear Son Christ Jesus our Lord, which
John Hobson,
Martha Moss.
he did, not only in doctrine, but in conversaBenjamin Bangs,
tion, for he was a good example, both at
home and abroad and his service both here
Stockport, the 2nd of the First
and in other places cannot easily be forgotten
month, 1712-13.
travels
were
considerable
in this
by us. His
nation, and many were convinced by him in The Testimony of several Friends belonging la
this county, and in other parts, and brought
Monyash monthly meeting, concerning our deHe also
to the knowledge of the Truth.
ceased friend, John Gratton.
made a visit to Friends in Ireland, where he
We whose names are hereunto subscribed,
was gladly received, and often spoke of the
satisfaction he had therein, as also in his tra- being members of Monyash monthly meeting,
Whilst he lived in whereunto our well beloved friend, John Gratvels through Scotland.
Monyash, in the county of Derby, his house ton, did many years belong, in which time
and heart were open, and his entertainment we were intimately acquainted with him enThe company of honest Friends was joyed many comfortable and precious opportufree.
very acceptable, and many made respectful nities in conversing together, and were often
visits to him, which he would say were times refreshed under his ministry; do find ourselves
As years came concerned, as a duty we owe to his memory,
of comfort and consolation.
on, infirmities increased, which weakened and for the recommending his Christian laand brought him often very low. His im- bours to succeeding ages, to write this brief
prisonments and loss of goods, for his tes- testimony concerning him. He was a man
timony of Truth, he bore with a great deal of note in his country, and one whose Chrisof patience, and waded through those suf- tianity did show itself in the spirit of meekSome time ness and humility, notwithstanding many
ferings with a Christian courage.
after his removal to the county of Notting- troubles and exercises which he met with.
ham, his dear wife was taken from him, He was also an able minister of the everlastwhich added still to his sorrows; for she ing gospel, being made instrumental in the
;

:

;

;

;
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convincement of many. He had great openings, was sound in doctrine, and skilful in
His ministry was lively
hitting the mark.
and powerful, plentifully opening the Scriptures.
He travelled much in the service of
Truth, both in this nation, and in other
countries adjacent.
His residence was at
Monyash, in the county of Derby, above
forty years, where we were often comforted
in his company, and therefore loved him in
the Truth, and do believe that he lived and
He departed this
died a servant of the Lord.
life at Farnsfield, in Nottinghamshire, in the
sixty-ninth year of his age.
Elihu Hall,

Rebecca Bowman,

Henry Bowman,
Cornelius Bowman,

Ann Bowman,
Sarah

Potter,

George

Hester

Bowman.

Potter,

Phehe Bateman's Testimony concerning her dear
father and mother.
It

much

hath been

in

my

mind

to give a

short account of the latter end of my dear
and tender parents, it pleasing the Lord so to

order
with

it,

that they both fininished their

me

at

days

Farnsfield, in Nottinghamshire.

They broke up house-keeping

at

Monyash,

in

the fourth month, 1707, and went from thence
to brother Joseph's, and after a short stay

came hither. My dear mother had
weakly about half-a-year before, but
then was something better, and went a journey with my dear father. She had a tender
there,

been

being a very affectionate,
and in our bringing
up, had an eye to the Lord, that we might be
trained up in his fear, and was not backward
in reproving us for any appearance of evil.
My father being about five years and a half

care

for

us

all,

loving, tender mother;

in

prison,

tion of us

grew

when we were

but young, the tuimostly upon her and as we

fell

up, she

;

would often advise us

to

dili-

gence and carefulness, not only to the Lord,
but in the outward affairs of the world, that
none might be losers by us. Her weakness
of body increased fast on her, so that she
much desired her time here might not be long,
good, yet was freely given
and would say to me,
my life, but give me up freeI know I might have been assisting to
ly.
thee, if the Lord had been pleased to order
it, but my desires are more to be gone, if he
see it good, than to live any longer here."
She had a tender regard in her mind for dear
father, that he might not be neglected, and I
being pretty much taken up in attending her,
she would often say, " Dost thou take care of
if

the

Lord saw

up to his holy
" Do not desire

it

will,
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thy father 1" For as their love and sympathy
had been great in all times of trial of what
sort soever, so it continued to the last.
I believe she never hindered or discouraged him
once from going out in the service of the
blessed Truth, but was an encourager of
him, and in his absence very diligent and
careful that nothing might go amiss to make
him uneasy at his return, so that he was much
at liberty to serve the Lord for many years
She was
before he gave up house-keeping.
preserved in much patience and resignation to
the will of the Lord, often saying, she had
hope in him was very sensible to the last,
and departed this life in much quietness and
stillness, as if she had been going to sleep,
without either sigh or groan, the 4th of the
tenth month, 1707, and I believe, is entered
into the rest which is prepared for the righteous, in the sixty-fifth year of her age, they
having lived together nearly thirty-nine years.
She was buried the 7th of the tenth month,
in the burying place of Friends, by the meeting-house in Farnsfield, many Friends accompanying her body to the grave.
My dear father was then very weakly, and
the loss of my dear mother was a near trial
and exercise to him she having been, as he
himself said, a sweet help to him in the Lord,
was deeply bowed in spirit for the loss of her,
He was
yet freely gave her up to the Lord.
now brought so low and weak, that few who
saw him, thought he would continue long after
her but it pleased the Lord in his great love
and infinite goodness, to raise him up in some
measure, though he continued weak all along,
but was enabled to go up to London the summer following, to see and visit Friends, being
out near half a year, in which time he had
several fits of illness, but the sorest time was at
the house of R. Richardson, he and his wife
being very tender of him. Yet his desire was
great to get to my house, if the Lord saw it
good
and he was pleased to raise him up
again, so that he was enabled to get home the
He con29th of the seventh month, 1708.
tinued weakly, being attended with various
exercises, which often brought him very low,
though sometimes he was enabled to take a
little journey to visit Friends.
The last winter he sensibly decayed, so
that he would often say to me, he could not
continue long, his stomach being so weak, he
could take little food for several months beHis desires were great to go
fore he died.
hence, if the Lord saw it good and as his
weakness increased, his desires, if could be,
grew stronger and more earnest with the
Lord to remove him out of this troublesome
world, being well satisfied his day's work was
over, yet desired to wait the Lord's time.
;

;

:

;

;
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My

daughter being then very ill, he
and counsel to her, to
fear the Lord, and be obedient to her parents,
with more to that effect, to all my children.
eldest

often gave good advice

About a month before

his decease, I

was

it was thought he
could not live till I came to him. I found my
children and the maid weeping, thinking he
would not have spoken again, but when 1 came
to him, he broke out into tears, saying, he
thought heshould never have seen me more; but
soon got a little strength to sit up in his chair,
and called all the children to him, one by one,
and kissed ihem, giving them good advice
saying it was a great comfort to him to see
we should part in so much love and unity one
with another; and calling for the maid, spoke
very tenderly and lovingly to her. Being attended with sore sickness and pain, he said,
" Lord, I pray thee give me ease, if it be thy
holy will, and remove me soon out of this

called on so suddenly, that

we are enabled to come to thee." His
pain and exercise of body continuing, he said
again, " Lord, if it be thy holy will, remove

that

me

out of this troublesome body."

Another

some Friends being come to visit him, I
told him, here were Friends come to see him;
he said, they might see he was a weak man
and looking on them as they sat by him, he
said, "The Lord bless his people, and prosper
his Truth amongst them, and enable them to
live in love one with another." Not long after,

time,

weakening very fast, he said, " Lord, 1 freely
commit my soul and spirit unto thee;" desiring
to have his dear love given to Friends, naming several in particular.
A little before he
died, he told me, he thought he should be gone
in half an hour, being very sensible to the last.
He departed this life on the 9th of the first

month, 1711-12, and is, I hope, at rest with
where the wicked cease from troubling, and where, the weary are at rest.
He
body. Thou knowest it is through thy great was buried beside my dear mother the 11th
mercy that we have hope in thee. Lord, I of the same, in the sixty-ninth year of his
pray thee, be with my children that I leave age, having been convinced of the Truth
behind, and with all friends and neighbours about forty years.
Phebe Bateman.
of what profession soever: it is through Christ
Farnsfieid, 1712.
Jesus our Advocate, who is gone before us.
the Lord,

JOURNAL OF THE LIFE OF JOHN GRATTON.
For God

is

no respecter of persons: but in every nation he

that feareth him, and worketh righteousness, is accepted with

him.

Acts

x. 34, 35.

It hath often been in my heart to write a
short account, to leave behind me, of the Lord's
gracious dealings with me, and of the great

sin,

mercies, which in his infinite love, he hath

also

freely bestowed

upon me,

far

beyond

my

de-

me

was not in a state of salvaany true peace in my mind;
but whenever I came seriously to consider
fest to

my
I

that

nor had

tion,

I

I

found an accuser near me.
He who reproved me for
and showed me the deceit of my heart,
condition,

also

I

found, that

counselled

me

righteousness, and

to embrace truth and
was always with me, to

my great joy and instruct me, and guide me in the way of holithanks, glory, honour ness, and advised me to sin no more in word
and renown, be given and ascribed unto him or deed, but always to speak truth. When
for he alone is worthy, God over all, blessed I took his counsel and followed his advice,
for ever, amen.
To the end that my chil- then was I easy, and my burden seemed to
dren and others, who may see these lines, lighten, and it would give me encouragement
may be encouraged to trust in the living God, to hold on, and take heed to that good Spirit
and to cast their care upon him, and obey in me, which thus instructed me to Godliness,
serts

or expectation, to

consolation

him truly;

;

praises,

for

he never

their trust in him,

counsel.

When

fails

and abide

them
in

that put

his blessed

and

to

shun that which was

evil.

I

found,

were, two spirits working in me, both
striving to gain me, the one from the other;
but I found the good Spirit, for so it was,

as

it

it first pleased the Lord to visit me,
cause his light to shine in me, which always counselled me to do good things, and
is now my life, I was but a child, and was when I was obedient to it, then I found the evil
keeping my father's sheep, and was addicted spirit could not break my peace and had I
to sin and vanity, for which I was reproved stood here, and always lived in the counsel
and smitten inwardly; and it was made mani- of this good Spirit of instruction, and never

and

to

:
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rebelled against

it,

then had

mypeace been my

heart to me, and did break my peace, and
caused his terrors to seize upon me, and I

as a river.

was about ten or eleven years old, when
Lord visited me with the light of his Son,
and gave me to see the vain life and way I
lived in, being much given to play amongst
rude boys, and took great delight in playing
I

the

at

cards, and shooting at butts, and ringing

of

bells,

to

see that vain sports and

for

displeasing

which
to

the

clined to, before

Word
hear

I

was reproved.

I

I

came

pleasures were

Lord, which

came

I

truly to

was

in-

know

the

God in my heart and mouth, to
and do it, and was judged in mythe same, but knew not the Judge,

of
it

self for
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being but a child.
I did not yet know the
Lord, nor think it had been he who met me
in my heart and conscience, and told me all
that ever I did, and made all things manifest
that were reproved ; though I had read in the
Scriptures, that Christ was come to redeem
from a vain conversation, to serve the living
God; and Christ taught to pray, "Thy kingdom come thy will be done in earth, as it is
in heaven ;" and said, " 1 came not to do my
own will, but the will of him that sent me ;"
and, " not my will but thy will be done,"
when he was to drink that bitter cup, of the
cross; and, "he that will be my disciple,
must deny himself, and take up his cross
daily and follow me:" and so the cup he was
to drink of, and the baptism he was to be
baptized with, they should [also drink of and
be baptized with.]
Oh it is beyond words,
or the depth of man's wisdom to reach, and
yet we must drink of it, and be baptized
with his baptism.
It was he that appeared
:

1

was wounded

at

my

sorrow, and

my

and great was my
were many, and I knew

heart,

tears

not what to do.

Yet in this state of sorrow,
sometimes had a secret hope, and this kept
me from sinking under the great weight that
lay upon me. This gave me courage to pray
to God, though I knew not how to pray; but
yet I thought, that in secret, where none
could hear or see me, I could pray best,
and could confess those sins, and pray for
forgiveness and for power over them, that I
was not willing men should know of. But still
1

found not power to forsake the sins I was
to, because I received not him, to
whom all power is given, nor yet knew him.
I little thought it had been He who told me
all that ever I had done, and searched out all
my secret sins there was nothing hid from
him, but he discerned the very thoughts and
intents of my heart, and I was even laid
naked before him, and could hide nothing
from him ; yet his appearance seemed such
a poor, low, despised thing, that I believed
not in it, nor thought to have found Christ in
me, but looked for him, or concluded him to
be in heaven, above the skies.
And though
he appeared to me wonderfully by his Spirit,
yet I did not know him, but still rejected his
counsel, and came not to him, to be taught
by him, though he had long waited to be gracious to me
glory to his Name for ever, for
he made many things manifest to me.
Great
was the travail of my poor soul ; and all outI

so prone

;

;

ward things sometimes seemed little worth to
me, and I cried unto the Lord, that he would
in me, when I was young, though I knew him tell me what he would have me to do, and
not, but followed hireling priests, Presbyteri- that he would show me, who were his people,
ans, &c., yet was uneasy among them all.
that worshipped him aright, according to his

When
fear

I saw that I lived not as I ought, a
came over me, and I sat down upon the

ground, and was very serious

;

more carefully and holily for the time
come. And when this mind was begotten
in me, I felt and saw the grace of God appear in me, but I knew not what it was, yet
I would gladly have held it, and have kept
the enjoyment of it, but did not
for being
young, my mind got out again after vain and
childish sports, and sinful, foolish pastimes,
when I met with my companions, sporting
myself in earthly things, and so fell from the
to

;

counsel of the heavenly, and lost the sense,
sight and feeling of it; so that trouble and
sorrow of mind came over me. Thus I lived
for five or six years
and as I grew in years,
so it increased in me
yet did I often find the
heavenly Monitor meet with me, and sometimes did sharply reprove me, and sometimes
gently instruct me; and at last clearly opened
:

read much, and conferred with many
religion, and ran to and fro, to hear
those that were accounted great preachers,
but neglected the great Teacher in my own
heart. I esteemed the priests that were then in
place, in Oliver Cromwell's time, and went
constantly to hear them, but often came home
full of sorrow; for I was not satisfied with
their doctrine of election and reprobation,
which put me into deep trouble, and I was
sometimes very near concluding that I was a
reprobate; my state appearing to be a state
of sin.
Yet I believed, that men who were
in Christ, were elected, but men out of Christ,
are out of the way to God ; for Christ is the
elect and chosen of God, the heir of all
things, and all that are in him, are co-heirs
with him.
If Christ be theirs, then all is
theirs; and Christ is all in all to them in
whom he lives and reigns. But if Christ be
I

and thought about

to live

;

will.
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ihem, they are reprobates, without
the world, dead in sins and trespasses, and all they do are dead works, dead
prayers, dead preaching, dead worship and
performances; and many are seeking the
living amongst the dead, and among dead
ordinances, dead faiths, dead observations,
and dead professions. My sorrows increased;
vet I strove hard to get ease, and read much,
and prayed much in secret, and went to hear
sermons very eagerly. I was now become
one of the Presbyterian church, and had been
much among them, and told some of them
alas
But, alas
they
part of my condition.
could not help me; no, nor themselves neither; but would tell me, it was a good condition,
and I must be troubled with my sins as long
as I lived, and the best of God's children had
All this was to perall along their failings.
suade me to sit down contented, before I was
Oh
cleansed and washed from my sins.
these were the physicians of no value; these
were they that daubed with untempered mortar, and cried, peace, peace, when there is no
peace at all experienced. So that my sorrows
increased upon me, and when the people sang
psalms in the steeple-house, and I have been
there, I durst not sing the same sayings of
it would have been a lie
David, as they did
for I saw I was not in the conin my mouth
dition David was in, nor could I sing it truly,
and if I had I should have said
as my song
not

God

in

in

!

!

:

;

;

My

or sung a false thing as to myself.
sorrows still increased night and day, and my

and fears also were many: and somewhen I secretly prayed unto the Lord,
and confessed all my sins, and begged of the
Lord forgiveness, and used many words,
some of which, it ma)'^ be, I had learned of
the priests, and some that were real, according to my state yet, when I had done, I was
condemned, and full of sorrow, and my spirit
would sometimes be more heavy laden after
I had done, than before I began, being condemned in myself, that I had not prayed in
tears

times,

;

faith, nothing doubting
nor in the spirit of
prayer and supplication, and I could find no
rest to my poor soul.
I mourned deeply be'
cause I was unholy, and unrighteous, though
my neighbours thought better of me, for I
saw my sins and trespasses were many, and
;

the Scripture that saith, " No unclean thing can enter the kingdom of Heabelieved

ven," and without " holiness, no man shall
ever see the Lord."
I mourned deeply, and
was ready to think, that my heart was
not right in the sight of God. I prayed much
in private in the stable and barns, and in bed,
and on the high-moor. One day, being alone
on the top of a hill, in the snow, I cried aloud
with strong cries to the Lord, and desired him

to

show me my own

heart,

and the Lord was

pleased to hear and answer
that time

heart, that

show it
ly saw

I

to

me,

it

to

knew
to

it

my

my

prayer, at

to see

my own

was the Lord

that did

so that he gave

;

me

satisfaction

;

for

I

plain-

be deceitful, and not a good,

humble, pure heart. I was pleased that I saw
and knew what it was; but sorry it was
so very bad.
This was the first time, to my remembrance, that I was sure the Lord gave me
an answer to my prayers.
But I had deep
sorrow, yea, very deep, and sometimes I was
ready to say, Oh, that I had never been
born
watering my pillow with tears but it
pleased the Lord to put it into my mind to be
content, and wait the Lord's time, for him to
give me further knowledge of his will.
For a while I lived in great sorrow and
fear, and trouble.
Oh! it was undeclarable
so that in the morning, I was glad that the
day was come, and at night, that night was
come; and I was apt to think, that no man's
condition was ever like mine.
About this time, king Charles the second
came to the crown and after a while uniformity was concluded on, and enacted, that
none must have liberty to preach in churches,
so called, but such as would conform, and
read the common prayer, and observe those
ceremonies that were set up by the Episcopalians, or else be silent.
Then the Presbyterian priests, whom I had so much esteemed
and admired, made their farewell sermons,
and left us; for they liked not to conform to
the common prayer themselves, and so would
not venture to stay with their flocks; which
caused me to weep bitterly.
Whereupon it came into my mind to search
the Scriptures, to see whether those the Lord
sent forth to preach the gospel, in the demonstration of the Spirit, could be silent at man's
command, though they were men in authority
that forbade them. And whether these, who
now pretend to be his ministers, could, according to Scripture, be clear to leave their
flocks and congregations, in the will of man,
yea, or nay.
For I believed that if God had
sent them, and set them up, then man ought
it
not to pull them down.
I likewise found
clear, by the Holy Scriptures, that they ought
not to be silent at man's command, if the
Lord had sent and commanded them to
preach
but to obey God rather than man,
when the Lord commands one thing and man
another; as the three children and Daniel
also, who patiently bore the wrath of the
king, and were put into the fiery furnace and
lions' den
they trusted in God, and he dein Isaiah Ixii. that, in
livered them.
I found
plain words, the Lord commanded those that
it,

;

!

;

;

;
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make mention of the Lord, not to keep silence. God, and will help them, and recompense
And when the rulers of the Jews commanded them into their bosoms an hundred fold in
the apostles not to preach any more in the name this life, and in the world to come life everof Jesus, they answered with a query, " Whe- lasting.
ther it be right in the sight of God, to obey men
He told me that he preached in his own
rather than God, judge ye. For we cannot but hired house, as Paul did at Rome, and was
but that did not satisfy me, for
speak the things which we have heard and not silent
seen; and they went straitway into the temple, Paul was a prisoner, and they were not. Had
;

and preached or taught." In the next chapter,
when the Lord delivered them out of prison,
they went again into the temple and taught,
and one came and told the rulers, " Behold
the men whom ye put in prison, are standing
in the temple and teaching the people." Then
they sent for them before the council, and the
high priest said, " Did not we strictly command you, that you should not teach in this
Name, and behold, you have filled Jerusalem
with your doctrine, and intend to bring this
man's blood upon us," Then Peter, and the
other apostles answered, and said, " We ought
to obey God rather than men :" and forthwith,
to their faces, they preached boldly, and did

they staid till they were pulled out and put in
then they had done like men that
trusted in God, and it was a question whether
men would have had power to take them from
but they fled and left us.
their flocks
I
having searched the holy Scriptures, and
found that they were contrary thereto, and
prison,

;

that both

against

the Old and

them

and

;

New

that

if

Testament were
they had been

true ministers of Christ, they could
silent,

not

though they had

knowing

might come

but after
in, I

was

laid

down

not be

their lives,

them grievous wolves
fully

persuaded in

my

mind upon the aforesaid grounds, that the
Presbyterians were not the true ministers of
testimony, as Christ
and I felt my mind turned against

not keep silence, nor flee their
;
these priests did in those days.
them, considering, if God had sent them,
And that able minister of Christ, the Apostle they should have stood in their places but if
Paul, said, " Necessity is laid upon me, and they were not sent of God, then they run bewo is unto me, if I preach not the gospel." fore they were sent, and were not the men
;

and now they
I had taken them to be
were manifest. So I left them, and saw they
were like those spoken of by our Lord in the
10th of John, who were hirelings, and not
for when they saw the wolf
true shepherds
come, they left the flock and fled; but the true
Shepherd lays down his life for the sheep.
Whither to go, or what to do, I knew not;
great Lord and iMaster had commanded them therefore I was much grieved, and could not
to preach
nor silent could they be, unless tell who the people of the Lord were, but
show me who are thy
they would bring themselves under that wo, often cried. Lord
which man could not take off. Though they people, and they that worship thee aright. I
imprisoned them, whipped and stoned them, pray thee join me unto them, and enable me
and used great violence to them, yet they tes- to serve thee, that I may enjoy thy presence.
tified, even to the very faces of those kings Had I then joined to the Lord, and to the gift
and rulers they were brought before, of their or grace of God that appeared in my heart,
way of worship, and of the Truth and Life and believed in it, and obeyed the teaching of
that is eternal
not valuing their lives, or it, I should then have been joined to the Lord
counting them dear unto themselves.
in his spirit, and also have been brought to them
Meeting with the priest, who had lived in who were in the Spirit before me; for they are
the parish where I did, I spoke my mind to his true worshippers who are in the Spirit, and
him, and told him, that I believed if God was in that, worship God aright, who is a Spirit.
pleased to fit and qualify men for the work of
The Presbyterians being removed out of the
the ministry, gift them for it, and send them pulpit, and out of my heart also, then the
to preach, they ought to obey God
and if Episcopal priests came in their white surmen forbid them to obey God, they ought not plices, and read common prayer, with long
to forbear their obedience to God to please composed forms, that we had nothing of in
men nor to be silent at man's command, if the holy Scriptures which was as a dead,
God command them to preach or teach, as he empty sound to me, and my spirit was grieved
did his servants of old time.
Those he sends with it, for I met with nothing at all of the
so that I saw
in these days ought to be obedient to God, life or power of God in them
though man be displeased, and cause them to they had a form without the power. If this
sutler for righteousness sake
the Lord is had been the form of Godliness, yet being
38
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He and

they had the gospel to preach, and
weighty and powerful, and were
filled with the Holy Ghost, so that they could
not contain, or be silent, for if they had,
Men could not silence
they had felt the wo.
them, though they used violence to them ; for
they chose to suffer rather than to be silent
for to be silent they durst not, seeing their

knew

it

that

;

to be

;

;

!

;

;

;

;

;

;
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without the power, the Scripture exhorts from
such to turn away; and the power that they

came

in

were put

by,

was

same
by and

the

to silence

;

that

the others

this

power had

authorized the priest to compel all to buy his
wares, and if any refused, he had power given
to excommunicate him out of their synagogue and then, though he would not have
his ware, yet he had power to make him pay
for it when he was cast out.
Hearing that all must go to this form of
worship, I also went to worship I knew not
When I came, who should come to
what.
carry on the work but an old Presbyterian,
who had spoken much against the common
prayer, and those ceremonies then commandBut rather than lose
ed by men to be used.
those great benefits that yearly came in, for
praying and preaching to the people, he swallovved down that which before he had vomitted
up.
I observed their worship, and I searched
the Scriptures again and again, and found
the power they stood in not to be the power
I found that God comof God, but of men.
manded, " Whatsoever ye would that men
;

should do to you, do ye even so unto them,
for this is the law and the prophets;" but they
went contrary.
The Lord commanded his servant Paul,
saying, " Fray always, with all prayer and
supplication, in the spirit;"

but

I

found the
found the

Episcopal prayers in a book.
I
worship God required, to be in spirit and in
truth
but the Episcopal worship was in ceremony and outward external things without
life.
I found the Lord commanded in the
New Testament, not to observe days and
times, and months and years; but these priests
commanded days to be observed, one above
;

The Lord commanded his minissaying, "Freely ye have received, freely
give;" but these gave nothing freely, but sat

another.
ters,

ready to receive, and compelled people to give
Finally, I found them in nothing suitthem.
able to the Scriptures, and as I then concluded, none else were, but like the false prophets
who were spoken of in Scripture. Then I
absented myself and did not join with them,
but was separated from them by the Lord,
blessed be his name for ever, who hath been
gracious to my soul, far beyond what I can
express; living praises be given to his holy
Name, for evermore.
I left them, with their dead forms, dead
sounds, dead works, yea, all seemed dead to
me; and to slay there, seeking the living

greedy after their gain, and they do not
the people at all
and if they leave
people, after ten, twenty, thirty or forty yer.rs
tithing them, yet they are no better for all
the charges they have put them to; they are
" miserable sinners" still, and likely to be so.
Though this was seen by me, I still had

ous

;

profit

;

not that

wisdom

to

come

the

to

true

light,

which made them manifest to me but was
considering, in my own wisdom, what to do,
and yet could not tell, or find out the true
;

worshippers.

heard of a sort of people
used to meet in private
great fear of being persecuted, but
I

much commended, who
houses,

in

were much commended by great professors,
whom I looked upon to be understanding
men. I went to their meetings, some of
whom were called Independents, some Presbyterians, and some Anabaptists.
I found some
of this mixed multitude believed that God had
elected a certain number to be saved, and had
reprobated all the rest others of them held
:

forth
to all.

some

free grace, or Christ a gift freely given

Some

held baptizing infants in water;

none ought to be baptized in
water till they believe some baptized not at all.
But the great thing of all I met not with
among them, viz the Lord to my comfort,
nor could I see the power of God upon them,
or amongst ihem
but pride abounded, slandering one another, foolish jesting, vain talking, fashioning themselves according to the
customs of the world, many of them conforming so far as to go one while to their own
meeting, and another while to the steeple
house, though they had much to say against
the steeple-house worship.
I saw they feared
man greatly, as it appeared for the law of
man coming forth, with great penalties upon
all separate
meetings, they refrained, and
were not to be found, and kept silent, rather
So I was
than hazard this world's goods.
still in great trouble of mind, and knew not
what to do for the Lord was what I longed
for, and to glorify him was my desire; but I
found not wherewith.
said nay,

:

:

;

;

;

Then I went to Chesterfield, to seek out
and meet with those people called Independents; for I liked the name, seeing nothing at all
in man to depend on; but they depended only
upon the death and sufferings of Christ in his
own body, yet did not come to see him nor
his appearance in themselves to be their life,
and had not heard his voice, and the Word of
God they had not abiding in them so were
dead professors, and dry trees, not bringing
among the dead, would not profit my poor forth fruit. But they preached free grace,
soul at all.
I had this saying in my mind;
universal love, general redemption, and tenWhoever is right I know not but these are dered mercy to all. This pleased me well,
wrong, their eyes are blinded, their ears are far better than the Presbyterian doctrine of
dulled, their hearts are proud, carnal, covet- election and reprobation
yet I was not sat;

;

;
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isfied

nor easy, for

read

I

Scripture very

much, and saw by reading the Scriptures,
with the secret help of Almighty God, which
he afforded me in his infinite love, that as
many as were led and guided by the Spirit of
God, they were sons of God; and that, if any
man has not the Spirit of Christ, he is none
of his.
This is such a clear distinction between the children of God and the children of
the wicked one, or the children of this world,
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me a hand
amazements,
bitterness, anguish and deep mourning.
Yet
was I forward to discourse and talk with
many about matters of religion, who would
talk with me, for many had a love to me, but
the priests I saw were in deceit, and I was
sharp upon them at limes and my sorrows
were so great that sometimes I roared out,
and cried mightily to the Lord when I travelled upon the plains and moors, and thought
none was near to hear or see me but the
Lord alone, who was the only one to whom I
did look and hope in for help and deliverance.
Now it pleased the Lord to open and show
me many things; and he opened holy Scriptures to me sometimes, and I was mightily
find
in

none

comfort me, or lend

to

my tears,

fears, terrors, grief,

;

This is clear
is no uniting them.
from the holy Scriptures.
For light and
darkness are opposites; and Christ and Belial,
believers and infidels are past uniting, without
a new creation, a new birth, which the unconverted are encouraged to wait for, seek
for, beg and hope for.
afraid of sinning against the Lord, so that
I saw, that without the enjoyment of God
walked carefully. It grieved me to see
in my own soul all was in vain
it was little
I
comfort to me to read and hear what other people live badly, and that they could not bemen had enjoyed, while I wanted it. The lieve one another, what they said when they
wise virgins' oil would not serve them and bought and sold
and when I heard a man
me too. I saw that a little measure of the swear I trembled. Sometimes I felt someSpirit of God was more precious than all this thing in my inward parts that was very prevain world; and that short of this I could not cious and sweet to me, yet I did not clearly
rest.
made my remarks on those Inde- understand what it was but if at any time I
I
pendents, and saw they were very proud, and did or said any thing that was not right, then
afraid of men and sufferings
and when we I soon lost the sight and feeling of that. Oh!
went to meetings, we were cautioned to go as it hath been gone in a moment I saw that
privately as might be
so that they went every thing which offended the holy God and
several ways, one under one hedge side, and was reprovable, would not abide, but all deanother under another, that we might not be filement, and whatsoever was tinctured with
taken notice of. Then, when we came to the evil was against it, and it let me see it and
meeting places, scouts or watchers were set condemned it, and me too so far as I joined
to see and to give notice, that if a magistrate with it.
Oh this to enjoy is a comfort became, we might all run away and break up yond utterance, to that heart which loves
our meeting. This seemed a wrong thing to righteousness and hungers after it.
When I
me, and it displeased me for I saw that they have been talking with a person who saw not
were not like the disciples of Christ, who that I spoke a wrong word, yet I have seen
were not ashamed or afraid to own Christ be- it, and the Lord's spirit gave me to see it,
fore men.
This doing did not tend to spread though it may be, it slipped from me at unathe gospel, if they preached it.
wares for want of diligent heed, and watching
I got no true peace with God among them,
like a doorkeeper, as I ought to have done
nor enjoyment of the Lord in my poor soul. and then my sorrows would be renewed upon
Whereupon I left them, and all churches and me, and tears and fears in abundance. Yet
people, and continued alone like one that had a secret desire was in me, that I might die,
no mate or companion
yet at times some and go out of this wicked, sinful world, where
hope would arise beyond my expectation, and I found it rare to find a true hearted man or
I believed God had a people somewhere.
But woman.
knew not who they were, and was now
I
One first-day, after I had been reading one
afraid to join with any, lest they should not while and weeping another, under a wall in a
worship God aright; and then I might be field, about the middle of the day I came
guilty of idolatry, which I had often observed home, and found my father and mother were
the Lord had been much offended at among come over to see us, for I then lived with my
the .lews, and not only threatened them sorely grandfather an apprentice, and I thought they
by his prophets, but also brought judgments would hinder me fi'om minding the exercise I
upon them, for their idolatry and rebellion was in, which was deep. In the afternoon I
against him.
fell ill of bodily sickness
and when I felt
The sorrows of hell took hold on me and my illness grow upon me, I was glad, and in
the very pangs of death beset me round
some hopes I should be taken out of this
which way to turn I knew not, but I could world; for I was plainly sick with trouble of
that there

;

;

;

;

:

;

1

;

;

;
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that exercised that I scarcely knew how I was
gracious and and as I came out of the wood to go up a
merciful, would forgive the sins of my child- hill, I had a vision, and I saw a people laid close
hood and youth. After I was pretty well one by another in a very low place, lower
again, I went to the moor to pull heath, and than the other parts of the earth, where they
I looked upon them ; for
being alone, as my manner was, I was very lay still and quiet,
full of exercise, and began to think that that it rose in my heart, that they were the Lord's
which I had sometimes felt so sweet and pre- people. This made me look earnestly, to see

mind
if

I

;

yet a secret hope

was underneath,

who

did die, the Lord,

is

and sometimes as a swift witness, a reprover, a just judge, and a condemner of all
unrighteousness, was the holy Spirit of God

cious,

who

my

they were, that I might
comfort, whom the Lord

know them
owned

to

for his

people and I saw plainly that they were the
and remembered that I had been often visited people called Quakers, a poor, despised, low
by it, and yet did not know it. For I thought I sort of people. When I perceived this, I was
was not worthy to have the holy Spirit given as one amazed and in great trouble for these
me, and that it would be presumption in me were a people of all others that endured the
yet now it came into my mind, greatest sufferings, and were by all the rest
to expect it
to think much of it, and of its operations and hated, reviled and scorned. As I walked on,
but I was in a strange
workings in me. It darted into my mind, that the vision ended
frame, and considering the matter, I felt a
it was really the Spirit of truth, and I had not
felt it, nor seen its appearance for some time change in me, and I knew that my counteand then I was full of fears, lest I had nance was altered. I drew near a little vilpast
sinned against the Holy Ghost; and such ter- lage, my way lying through it but I had a
ror fell upon me that I durst not tarry upon mind to escape being seen as much as I could,
for I was lying on the because I concluded that they would take
the moor, but arose,
ground, and got away home. I remembered notice that my countenance was much alterwhat made me so desirous to die the day my ed. But it fell out, that when I had got almost
parents came to see us, when I had been through the town, there was a woman saw
reading and weeping much, and such a tender me and called to me, though I went as far
frame came over me, that a hope sprung up from her as I well could, to keep in the road.
in me, that if I died in that frame of spirit, She asked me how I did, and what ailed me
the Lord would have mercy on me, so that I to look so? I gave her little answer, but said,
was desirous to die while that frame and hope Not very well so passed on, and coming to
Yet after all this, I fell into trou- a stile that was upon the top of a high hill, I
continued.
and there it was showed
ble again, and sorrow took hold on me: in sat down upon it
this time I happened to meet with a young me, that if I would be a true follower of the
man that was dissatisfied about matters of Lamb, I must forsake the world, its corrupt
and we appointed to meet ways, fashions, customs, worships, and all
faith and worship
on the first-day after at a woman's house, who the vain glory, love and friendship of it. I
was called a Quaker but I did not know saw, if 1 now came into obedience to the
that till after, or but little of any such people, Lord, who had thus graciously heard my
When the day cries, and answered my breathings, or rather,
though I had heard of them.
came, we met, and it fell out that two other the breathings which he had begotten in me,
men came and met with us they were both that I must part with all the repute, friendcalled Quakers, but had not been long so. ship, love and praise of men, which I then
This day we spent mostly in discourse: one had, and lived in and must forsake my old
of the men was of small appearance and slow companions, with whom I had wasted much
utterance, and one that never used to preach precious time in vain sports and gaming,
yet that day the Lord's power which we lived and delighted in, with many
in meetings
came upon him, and he so spake that he other things I prized highly; all which I must
reached the witness of God in me; and I now let go for the Lord, if I would choose
thought that that exercise came upon him in and follow him. At this I was much troubled,
mercy to me. But, alas I had entertained for I was very loath to lose either, and would
such hard thoughts of these people, that 1 gladly have had both the love of God and the
My cry love of men too I would have enjoyed both
went homeward very sorrowful.
God and the world but could not. My love
still went up to the Lord, that he would show
me Zion, the city of my God, and who they to these vanities was so great, and I prized
were that dwelt therein. And that first-day, them so much, that it went very hard with
as I was alone, and in great exercise of mind me, to think of losing all for Christ, yea,
about these things, it pleased the Lord to even as bitter as death almost to me in apshow me his people who served him. As I pearance for the love and favour of the
walked along through a dark wood, i was so people I valued highly, and the cross seemed
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

!

:

;

;
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great, that I could then by no means help me in this matter, because I came not
persuade myself to take it up.
Great was to Him that is mighty, on whom help is laid.
the conflict 1 was in, and a very sharp war Thus was I like a bird alone in the wood,
there was in me
yet I did not disclose my without a mate, joined to none.
condition to any, but kept all in secret from
In this state I met with an unexpected
man. But the All-seeing eye beheld me, and exercise for within a few days after this,
suffered me not to be overcome, nor the ene- one first-day, there came to me a young man
my to destroy my poor soul, though he suf- who was full of inquiry, and a great seeker,
fered him to try and prove me, till the Lord who told me there was a book lately come
was pleased to raise up his living witness in out, that had the greatest mysteries in it that
me, which I admired at, and could not tell ever were, as far as he knew; and that God
what it should be, and did not know that it had spoken audibly to one John Reeve of
was the grace or gift of God that brings sal- London, or thereabouts, and had told him his
vation, which appeared to me, though I had mind, and bade him go to one Lodowick
grieved it, and disobeyed it, till it seemed to Muggleton, and he should be as his mouth,
grow less and less, and to withdraw so long as Aaron was to Moses, and had given them
that 1 could see but little of its appearance. commission above all men, and power to bless
Yet it never wholly left me, though 1 rebelled them that believed them, and to curse them
often against it
but still it rebuked, reproved that spoke against them; and whom they
and judged me, that I could not be at peace, blessed, they said were blessed, and whom
because it loved me, and would not let me they cursed were cursed to all eternity; with
alone, but waited to be gracious to me
but I many other strange things.
I greatly desired
was loath to take the counsel of it. I was to see the book for this, if true, was the
greatly exercised in my mind, and was dis- thing I had desired, and I thought with mysatisfied about the things of eternity, and my self, that no man durst presume to say such
sorrows were deep, and no man knew them. a thing, except it was really true. In a tew
Before I got home, the enemy came near days I went to Chesterfield and saw it, and
as if he would have whispered in my ear as one that had my wish, I read it eagerly;
these words, " Who knows but this may be a and upon reading where he saith the Lord
trick of the enemy," meaning the vision; and had spoken to him, and given to him and
presently there appeared a part in me which Muggleton a commission and that they were
was seemingly pleased with this whisper, and the two witnesses spoken of in the 1 1th chapter
said, It is very likely it may be so.
Thus of the Revelations, I was ready to believe it.
old self sought to save himself.
Then I re- I borrowed the book then, and afterwards
membered that the priests of those days had bought it, and as many other of his books, as
preached down all such things, as not to be cost me eight shillings, and read them through
looked for in these days, but said, visions, several times, and concurred with him in
revelations and miracles were all ceased, and many things, and at last I was so taken with
that it was presumption for any man to the story that I was likely to be deceived by
look for the Spirit of God to be given him it, and also the young man.
Then it pleased
now as formerly. So I threw off all again, as the Lord in mercy to visit me again, to open
a dangerous thing, and would take no further mine e};es and enlighten my understanding,
notice of it.
I even desired, and was ready and he gave me to see great errors in the
to say in my heart, Oh
that the Lord would book
that his writings were clearly opposite
please, in these perilous times, to speak audi- to the holy Scriptures in many respects; for
bly to some man, as he did to Moses, that we they that were of that opinion, and carried
might assuredly know his mind seeing one away to believe the false prophet Muggleton,
cries, Lo, here
and another, Lo, there But for Reeve was dead, had no worship at all.
Christ, the power of God is in none of them. When we met together
those few that were
So great blindness and darkness seized upon at one widow Carter's we were not for either
me, and woful ignorance, when I had rejected waiting upon God, or for any other exercise at
the Lord's counsel, and trampled such an ex- all of either preaching, praying, or reading
traordinary visitation under my feet, and turned holy Scriptures: no, we had no more to do, but
my back on it, as the work of the enemy. to believe Muggleton, and be saved. So we
I have great cause to admire the Lord's spent some time in discourse, and then parted.
mercies towards me, that I was not wholly I saw it was clear from the holy Scriptures,
forsaken by him, for his eye was still over that the Lord was pleased men should worme, though for a time I was in deep darkness ship him, according to his own will, in all
and distress, and my concern was very great. ages, and would be sanctified in the assembly
In which time I conferred with many men of of his saints, and had in reverence of all that
several opinions, but I found none that could were about him
but there was nothing of

so
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among

this

the

And though
Where two or three

the Muggletonians.

Lord had

said that, "

ash, six miles from thence.
sorts of professors

I

were there?

inquired what

And

I

found

are gathered together in my name, there am a people called Anabaptists, of whom I knew
I in the midst of them," this neither they nor very little, but chose rather to accompany
I knew any thing of, but were to trust in with them, than with the rude worldly ones.
Muggleton's name and power ; and if he I conferred much with them, and look a
blessed us,

we were

blessed, live as

we were

we would:

which brought me acquainted

liking to them,

there

not only with their principles, but also with
their practices in worship, which when 1 saw,

This doctrine I found was contrary to the
doctrine of Christ, the true prophet, who said.
But 1 found that
Bless, I say, and curse not.
Muggleton's spirit took more delight to curse

I could say little against them, but thought
they came nearest the Scriptures of any I

But

if

he cursed us,

cursed

;

was no remedy.

had yet

tried

meetings, and

upon which

;

1

went

to their

was almost persuaded,

that

I

him and ought to be dipped into the water, for unless
made twelve or fourteen objections against his I was I must have no admittance into their
Seeing no further, I could gladly
doctrine, and sent it to him at London: to which church.
he sent me a letter, and referred me to his have been so, it being a far more easy way
books, but did not answer any of the objec- to the flesh than to obey the gift of God in
than

to

bless.

wrote a

I

letter

to

But I could not get to water baptism in
but told me he judged I wrote in igno- me.
for finding them preach that water
rance and inquiringly, and therefore forbore faith
But I left him, baptism is a sign of death, burial and resurto curse me till further trial.
and sat down satisfied that he was a false rection, and that a man ought to be dead
before he be buried
for said they,
It is
prophet.
But I was like a man in a cloud, no body monstrous in nature to bury a man before he
saw my case, and I hardly saw it myself as is dead ;" and then finding the Holy Scripture
In this time I was sorely tempted, saith, " That he that is dead is freed from
I would.
and yet some hope lay very deep, that I sin and how can you that are dead to sin
should meet with Christ in spirit, and know live any longer therein ?" I examined myself,
his spirit in my own soul; for I understood and found I was not free from sin, so I was
by the Scriptures, that it was poured forth not dead, therefore I was not fit to be buried,
upon all flesh, sons and daughters, and that and before I was dead and buried, I could not
nothing could be done well pleasing to the know a rising unto holiness and righteousness;
Lord out of it, and that they who were led and if I should go and be buried under water as
and guided by the holy Spirit of God were though I were dead, I should dissemble and
the sons of God.
I saw that all worship lie, or deal falsely both whh God and man.
This kept me out of the water, but one of
which vvas not in spirit and in truth, was not
acceptable to God for all the prophets and the the chief of them came to me one day to ask
apostles came in it, they having received it me why I came not to be dipped? and I told
according to the prophecy of Joel, chap. ii. him as above he said to me, " Many do come,
verse 28, and the promise of Christ, Luke xxiv. that I believe are more unfit than you are."
I said, that was nothing to me, I durst not.
49, as in Acts 2.
After this I went to see my sister dipped in
After I had been concerned with this man's
books, and had done with' them, I resolved to a river called the Wye; and after that two
cease reading such strange books, and to read young men and when they came up out of
the Scriptures of truth only, by which I was the water I spent some time with them, and
made a little easy; but how to come to Christ, observed them, who were passed from death
of whom I stood in great need, I knew not, to life, as they signified; but I saw no appearand was almost out of hope, and discoursed ance of the Spirit, or newness of life, or
with many; but found not true peace, comfort power, or that they thereby received the Holy
or satisfaction, but still was under much secret Ghost their baptism being only with water,
sorrow, and was not so wise as to mind the which can only wash away the filth of the
But such as are baptized into Christ,
If I heard any flesh.
gift or witness of God in me.
evil reported of the people called Quakers, 1 must be baptized into his death, by dying
was glad and took courage to go on, slighting unto sin, and be buried by his baptism into
the appearance of Truth in my inward parts; death, that being made free from sin, they
yet was the love of God so great towards me, may come to have a part in Christ, the resurthat he did not take his holy Spirit from me; rection and the life, by whom they are made
for in Christ life is manifest,
praises, living praises, to his holy Name for alive unto God
and we have seen it, and have tasted and
ever.
from the place where I had handled of the good Word of life, that hath
I removed
lived all my time and came to live at Mony- been as a fire, and as a hammer to break our

tions

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

'
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rocky hearts asunder, and water hath gushed out, and we have felt our hearts made
new, and our consciences clean, being washed
with pure water, and to answer the pure
requirings of the Lord.
Our souls being
baptized into Christ, and he being put on, in
him we have a safe habitation, and come to
see, that as none were saved by the ark of
Noah but a few that were in it, so none can

know

salvation but those that are in Christ,

the ark of the everlasting covenant
is

given

light

to

to

for he
be a covenant to the people, a

Gentiles, to open

lighten the

and

;

their
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" But," said he, " we believe you are
an honest man, and will come, and so you
may take your liberty." So I turned me to
the meeting, and spake so that tears ran
down. I admired at the condition I was then
in, for 1 was like a bottle uncorked, and the
power of the spirit flowed in me, and when it

effect.

stopped

I ceased to speak.
next first-day I went again, and the
meeting fell in course to be at an elder's
house, one Humphrey Chapman.
At this
time a very wicked Act was put in force
against religious meetings held in other manner than according to the liturgy or practice
of the church of England, where above the

The

God's salvation to the
ends of the earth
and there is no other
name under heaven, by which any can be number of five besides the family were assaved but by Jesus Christ
to him be all sembled.
The fine was twenty pounds the
glory given for ever.
house, and twenty pounds the preacher, and
I found tliat they to whom I looked should five shillings a hearer.
But the elder, so callhave been dead to sin, as they professed they ed, refused the meeting, for fear of being fined
were, yet lived therein, and pleaded for it du- twenty pounds; then it was tendered to another,
ring term of life.
Then I began to question who was not only an elder but a preacher,
their form, and through mercy I found it was who had dipped the two men aforesaid
but
but a form without life or power, and I plainly he refused it for fear of his twenty pounds.
saw they were not in the power and spirit of Then it was offered to a third, who accepted
God.
it for that day, though it fell not to be at his
Thus the mercy of the Lord preserved me, house by course. But when I saw the other
and his long suffering was salvation to me. two refuse the meeting for fear of suffering,
He drove me out of all the inventions and one a preacher, who had dipped two men
imaginations of men, and stripped me naked when I stood by, I was not a little troubled
and bare I had no hiding place, for these for I remembered the words of Christ, who
fig trees bear nothing but leaves, and it was said, " He that denielh me before men, him
bread I wanted, for these outward things will I deny before my Father which is in
brought no inward peace, power, or life, and Heaven." So after the meeting was ended,
could not, nor can ever sanctify or make the they discoursed about what they must do for
comers thereunto perfect as pertaining to the time to come; for they must not be at that
conscience, and therefore cannot satisfy the pass; and the query was, where and when
birth immortal.
they must meet.
About which they differed
Yet I continued with them, till one day as much some were for meeting in the bottom
I sat in the meeting, I observed that the elders of a valley, to save the fine of a house; and
and chief speakers were putting one another as for the time, some were for meeting early,
to preach and pray, saying, "Pray do you, to have done by the time that the priest
you are abler than me." Thus they were and people came from the steeple-house to
urging one another, and as I saw and heard dinner; but some were for beginning then,
them, there arose a dislike in me of these some were of one mind and some of another;
doings, and I said in my heart, Why do ye but there was one that I loved best, desired
put on one another? Let God put on whom they might meet as they had done formerly.
he pleaseth.
As I sat and beheld them, I felt the same
Afterwards there came a mighty power power arise in me in which I had preached
and weight over me, and it was in my heart amongst them that day week before, with
to go and speak to the meeting.
When I these words, These people are not the people
felt that it increased upon me, and I knew not of God, they do not stand in the power of God.
blind eyes,

to be
:

:

;

;

;

how to contain if I did not yield to speak, I
This I believed, and went away satisfied
gave up and went through the meeting to that it was so; and left them and went no
them, who had been treating one another as more to join with them in worship.
aforesaid, and desired I might have liberty to
I was once more singled out, and durst join
speak a kw words and one of them told to none of those formalists, but was like a lost
me that it was not their manner, to admit of sheep, strayed from my Shepherd, whom,
any to speak among them before he was after a long time, I now came again to redipped, and entered in by the door, and had member, and was persuaded that it was the
passed through the ordinances, or to this gift of God, or the Spirit of Truth, that came
;
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me

and guide me

the way of
a great fear
and dread, lest I should have sinned out my
day of visitation and I greatly questioned
whether it would ever appear to me again or
Yet I had a secret hope, which kept me
no.
from being quite hopeless ; and I came again
to be much exercised in mind, and the travail
of my soul was truly to enjoy the Lord, and
to be an instrument for his glory, and that I
might know his will and worship, and perform
the same, and be joined to those who were
joined unto him.
1 was like a speckled bird, none like me,
for as yet I had not been at a Quaker's meeting, but thought to live as holy and righteous
as 1 could among men, and join with none in
worship, for fear of being deceived, by joining
Somein false or will-worship and idolatry.
times I went two miles to see a woman at
Overhaddon, who pretended to live without
meat; where I met with professors, I think I
may say, of all sorts. One day, a man of
London came, called an Independent, and
there was a meeting; and he having heard of
me, desired me to pray before he began to
preach. But I felt a zeal to rise in me against
putting men upon that service, which only
belonged to God to require and move men to.
1 refused, and he went on, who could do what
he had a mind to do, as far as I saw, in his
own will. Then he prayed and preached
but before he had done preaching I was so
pressed in my spirit to pray, that it was a
great exercise to forbear till he had done.
Then I prayed but with such a power, that
the people were amazed, and truly so was I
too
for I had never prayed so before, for I
had both wisdom, faith, and utterance given
me. Afterwards I went home and kept from
all people, and joined with none, having tried
almost all persuasions among Protestants,
to

to

Truth.

lead

This wrought

in

me

in

;

;

;

and much sorrow

I

had

in

secret,

and was

deeply baptized with the spirit of judgment
and burning and I saw the baptism with the
;

my

being open hearted, and inclined to em-

brace,

and

receive,

the sight

and

mind

feeling of

it,

often

I

Those

it.

to

lost

whom

how

it was with me, said nothing to
nor could they tell me what it was,
though I told them that they should inform
me. The appearance of it was mild, meek,
low and gentle, and full of good counsel, but
stood firm always, and condemned evil, reproving, rebuking and judging it righteously;
so that I was much persuaded, in the secret
of my heart, that it was the pure, holy Spirit
and then I thought if it came not
of God
again, my state was dreadful, sad and deplorable.
I mourned and lamented
but none
knew my sorrows but the Lord alone.
Now 1 knew not what to do for my former resolution to live a holy life, and to be
as righteous as ever I could, I found did not
help me to peace with God
nor had I any
true rest for my poor soul day or night
for

I

told

me

at all,

;

;

;

;

;

had no power to live as I desired to do,
though no man could condemn me for any ill
things yet I saw that in myself which others
could not.
I wanted the Lord's presence, for
I

;

without that my soul could not be satisfied
nor find true rest though my life and conversation was such, that most loved me who
knew me.
About this time I entered into a married
state, and went to house-keeping. After some
time, my wife grew earnest to have me go
with her to hear a priest, but I durst not; for I
saw they were wrong as much as any, except
Papists, and great sorrow fell on us
and we
;

;

disputed often

till

we

both wept.

I met with great temptaand the enemy sought my ruin, both of
soul and body; all which I kept secret. None
knew the deep sorrow I was under, night and
day; for I had none to open my mind to, except my wife, and I durst not tell her, lest
should trouble her, and put her in fear
I
concerning me
but yet sometimes, upon
close search, I found a little hope, but it was
very low and very small.

In this condition

tion,

;

Holy Ghost and fire and my pride and
After a time a cry arose in me to the Lord.
empty knowledge, notions and opinions, yea,
my faith that I had got by the wisdom of man Oh, that I knew his will, and what he would
was burned up. Oh the cup that I drank have me to do that I knew his people, and
deeply of at that time, is unspeakable. When his true worship, which he is well pleased
;

!

!

the holy Spirit appeared in me, Jordan over-

with, that I might be joined unto those that
Oh, that I underflowed her banks; it was deep at that mo- were joined unto him.
the midst of judgment stood aright the things that belong to my
ment of time, but
to be peace
When I awoke in the morning, a
the Lord showed mercy.
It began
much in my mind, and I was ready to con- secret cry arose in my heart; Oh! that this
for I saw that I
clude that what I had felt in me, was really day may be my birth day
the Spirit of the Lord that had waited on me wanted to be born again, and to be made a
As I once said new creature, and my exercise was very
long, and striven with me.
to two professors, that something appeared great: no comfort could I meet with in any
in me, as one that had much mind to be thing that this world afforded, without the

m

!

:

received

and entertained

;

but

for

want of enjoyment of

his

presence.

For

this

I

tra-
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to me to my admiration and joy, and I
understood them far beyond what I had done
before
and they became more sweet, com-

and had some ed

hopes he would show mercy to me, which,

In his own
blessed be his name, I witness.
time he caused the Spirit of his Son to arise fortable and precious to me, that I wondered
in my heart, with that power and efficacy, I had never seen them so before, having read
But now the
that I clearly saw it was the Spirit of God them so much night and day.
indeed, which I had so long grieved, which Lord gave me in measure to understand them,
begat a godly sorrow in me; and then I came for they were very plain, and that no man
to it to ask counsel, and it showed me the way knows them but those to whom it is given, by
of life, and gave me power to become a child the holy Spirit of him who hath the Key of
;

Blessed be the Lord for ever
of God.
One day, in corn harvest, as I was riding
on the road to Sheldon, in deep exercise, and
taking a view of my condition, being in deep
tribulation and anguish, condemning and judging myself, it pleased the Lord, on a sudden,
unexpectedly and unlocked for, to cause the
Day Star to arise in my heart, and the Sun
of Righteousness with healing in his wings,
even when the sorrows of hell seemed to take
Then it pleased the Lord to
hold on me.
appear in me, and to visit me with the dayspring from on high, in a very powerful and
wonderful manner, in great mercy, goodness,
good-will and infinite loving kindness. I was,
in my inward man, full of the power and
presence of Almighty God, and his heavenly,
glorious light shone in me mightily; so that I
may truly say, it far exceeded the brightness
of the outward day; and the eye of my
understanding was opened, and I saw that it
was the Lord's holy Spirit that appeared in
me, and 1 believed, and could do no otherwise.

Oh
filled

then 1 was glad, and
with joy, because I had

Lord,

who

!

I

knew was

my

soul

was

met with

the

sufficient to teach

me

and gave me to see that my sins
would be remitted and forgiven, in and through
Christ Jesus was now become
Jesus Christ.
my light and my salvation, and living faith
sprang in me for I felt power and strength
to believe, and I then saw and felt what true
faith was, and also that I never had had true,
all

things

;

;

living faith before then

of God, for
stands in it.
I

also

it

saw

;

this

sprung up

in

was
his

the free

gift

power, and

eternal manifested through

life

David, and opens and shuts as he pleaseth.
I kept what I had found that day, and it was
to me as the Pearl of great price, hid in my
own field, that I had sought in divers forms
and professions. And I now understood the
parables of the lost piece of silver in my
own house, and of the little leaven that lay
hid in my three measures of meal, which
I saw was my body, soul and spirit; and that
it had long been working in me, whilst I knew
it not, in order to leaven my whole lump, with
its own divine nature, that was capable of
being leavened into good, by the working of
that good and perfect gift which was come
down from above, and was freely given me
of God
for the sons of God were led and
guided into all truth, by the holy Spirit of
Truth.
It was he that made David wiser than all
his teachers, and did attend him from his
youth, and enabled him to go against the
lion, the bear, and great Goliah, in the name
of the Lord and I saw no man could be a
child of God without his holy Spirit; and
;

;

was

had wanted the knowledge of,
and I was glad when I felt
and knew that I had it freely given me.
Now my great concern was to mind it, and
be obedient to it; for this was my Master and
Witness, that would either excuse or accuse,
according to my deeds
and my Reprover
and Instructor, which showed me all that ever
I did, and no thought, word or action was hid
from him. I was glad that I had found such
a comforter, and that it was poured forth
upon all flesh, according to his promise, in
The Apostle said, " He
Joel ii. and Acts ii.
that sanctifieth, and they that are sanctified,
Great had been the work
are all of one."
of this measure of grace in me, that was
come by Jesus Christ, in order to make me a
new creature in Christ, my life, light and
or to leaven me into a new lump,
salvation
and work a thorough change in me, who had
it

all

my

that

I

days;

;

tasted of the good word of
God, and was made a partaker of the Holy
Ghost, and was enlightened for the life was
manifested, and I saw it, and that the Son of
God was come, and gave me an understanding to know him that is true; for he revealed
himself, or made himself known in me and great need of

Christ Jesus; so

I

:

;

it, being in the corrupt
nature
Yet I
a child of wrath, as well as others.
Now my soul was quickened and enlivened had not a clear knowledge of it, for great had
in Him and by Him, in whom is life; and I been my ignorance; and though light shone
also heard him as the Shepherd and Bishop in my dark, ignorant heart, and made all
of my soul, who was come near, even to my things manifest that were reproved, yet my
own soul; and the holy Scriptures were open- dark heart had not comprehended it, that it

to

me.

VoL.

IX.— No.

8.

39
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the light of Christ which so wrought in
For we lived in darkness, and in the
night of blindness, and sowed to the flesh, and

was
me.

took pleasure in unrighteousness, and lived in
pleasure, having our affections set on things
below, and not on things above; loving the
world and the praise of men more than that
for the love of God was not yet
of God
known to us, nor shed abroad in our hearts,
I
so as to see or feel that it was his love.
was in a profession of religion without life,
till the Lord appeared to me, and caused the
light of his Son to arise in my heart to my
exceeding joy and satisfaction.

Lord in mercy answered me, as I prayed
and the word of the Lord was so
to him
;

powerful in my heart that I could do no other
than believe it.
the Lord made known
i^ nd
to

me, that the people called Quakers are

people above

When

all

his

other people.

understood that this was the Lord's
a part in me that was sorry;
for if it had been any other people I might
have been more at liberty to please the world,
and to keep the friendship of it, and not be so
hated by it.
For this people were despised,
persecuted, and suffered deeply beyond others;
for others could flee from sufferings, and conBut when I was brought to the knowledge form a little sometimes but these abode and
of it, which was the Lord's doing, and it was stood, though the winds blew, and the rains
marvellous in my eyes, my sorrow was turn- fell, and the floods beat upon them
for the
ed into joy, and greatly was the love of God Lord enabled them to stand and out-stand it;
Great love was raised in my all praises for ever be given to him
felt in me.
heart unto the Lord
and I was deeply sorry
I felt the Spirit of the Lord, and could not
that ever I had sinned against him
and felt question the truth of what he had manifested
true repentance given me, and saw that I to me
only I observed in my mind that the
never knew what true repentance was before. Lord said, The people called Quakers are
Now I had such a sense and assurance of the my people above all other people not that
love, mercy and goodness of God to me in they were his people [only] and no other, but
Christ Jesus, and for his sake, who now was above all other.
So that I concluded that
;

people,

I

I

felt

;

;

!

;

;

;

;

become precious to me, that if I had
that hour, I was satisfied of my soul's
happiness and peace.
Oh then all
death and hell was taken away
for I

died in

there were

many more who were

not yet

Quakers, that would be brought to
and feel that he is
fear of know him, as I did then
plainly good, and have his love shed abroad in their
felt my soul so affected with the love of God, hearts, and love him therewith, and one anthat 1 was troubled that I had grieved his other for his sake.
I felt love to all, agreeable
holy Spirit and great was my desire that I to that holy song, Peace on earth, and good
might do so no more.
will towards men; praise, glory and humble
for with him is joy unspeakI went on rejoicing with praises and thanks, thanks to God
which arose in my heart unto the Lord, my able and glorious, far beyond what I thought I
joy being great in him and I was ready to should ever have known.
think that my sorrows were ended, and my
There was a young man walking a little way
tears wiped away.
A new song was given off from me, and I felt a love to him, though
me that none could sing, but he that had it: I knew not that he was of any society at that
and I was glad that I felt the precious Truth time; but he was afterwards convinced of the
in my inward parts, which God loved
and Truth, and was a very honest man, and his
he loves those that love it, live in it, and wife, and three sons, and two daughters were
obey it.
also in time brought to the knowledge of the
O happy day it was to my soul I loved precious Truth, and some of them remain to
the holy Scriptures, which were never so this day; and one of them had his mouth
sweet and precious to me before as they were opened to preach the Truth.
Seeing that I
now and 1 loved all people, and greatly de- had such a clear manifestation of Truth, I
sired that they might be brought to the know- was desirous to do the will of God, and was
ledge of the Truth as I was
for I knew afraid of losing the sense, and sight, and feelthat it was the will of God that all should be ing of that which the Lord had in mercy
saved.
given me the precious enjoyment of, and was
Thus having met with the Lord to my joy pleased to let me see that no man could take
and comfort, I felt that his holy Spirit was that from me, nor hurt my soul, if I did it not
rightly called the Comforter, which leads and myself.
Oh it was precious to my soul
guides into all Truth, which I rejoiced to and then, though I had been offended with
know, feel, taste and handle of; then I turned the people called Quakers, I now called them
my mind in to the Lord, to commune with Friends, as Christ did those of old that obeyhim, desiring to know who were his people, ed him.
that I might join with them, and worship him
I went on to my journey's end with my
eternal

called

;

I

;

;

!

;

;

!

;

;

!

aright, according to his

own

will.

And

the

mind exercised

in serious consideration.

But,
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was set before me, spoken, yet I was well satisfied with the meetand I saw I must give up ing. And there arose a sweet melody, that
went through the meeting, and the presence
all, and let all go; and this was not all, but
to prison I was likely to go, and my wife and of the Lord was in the midst of us, and more
children might be brought to poverty: but in true comfort, refreshment and satisfaction did
the Lord alone I put my trust, who is all-suf- I meet with from the Lord, in that meeting, than
ficient, and is the portion of his people, and ever I had in any meeting, in all my life before,
praises be to the Lord for ever. I was assured
the Rock of their safety, for ever, amen.
Though the enemy was busy with me, I that they were his people, and guided by his
was concerned to feel the Lord with me, to Spirit, by which they came to understand his
keep and help me still to abide in him, and will, and were brought in their measure into
with him
and blessed and praised be his true obedience to his commands, being made
Name for ever, he did not leave me, nor for- willing to bear his cross, deny themselves, and
sake me, though sometimes he hid, as it were, become fools, that they might know true wishis face from me; and when I trespassed or dom, for which they wait in silence, and to feel
offended for want of a diligent watch, or suf- the inspiration of the Almighty, to give them an
fered my mind to wander, yet he hath not understanding of the things of God, which the
been angry for ever though his Word hath natural man cannot understand, because he
been as a sword, and as an hammer, yet in comes not to wait in the Spirit for the manijudgment the Lord remembered mercy: and festation thereof.
the good Samaritan hath come and poured in
I also felt such a love in my heart to them
oil and wine, and healed wonderfully; praise, as I had never felt to any people.
Oh it
glory and renown be given to him
was true love, such a love as none knows, but
My satisfaction was great, and my heart they that have it and I also felt the same
was turned to the Lord, and my very coun- love in them to me, and some of them got me
tenance was so altered, that my wife and in their arms, and were glad of me, though I
neighbours took notice and spoke of it. But knew but few of them, nor they me.
So I
I kept my mind inward and said
little, but as
came home, and my poor wife was sorely
I
had it given me, and kept my exercise to grieved that 1 went among friends, viz the
myself for some time, and neither told my people called Quakers, and the people of our
wife, nor any body; for as yet I had not been town began to rage
some disputed with me,
at Friends' meetings, neither was there any some cursed me, as I heard, some pleaded for
about our Peak country, where I then lived. me, some derided and mocked me, calling after
I met with some Friends at the market, and
me, Quaker, Quaker. When I heard them
conferred with them, but told them not of my thus call after me, my heart was glad and
condition
and the greatest part of the town filled with joy, that I was reproached for
was stirred; some said well, and had a, love Christ's sake, and thought worthy to take part
for me, and some said ill, and hated me with- with Friends in the sufferings of Christ, that
out a cause and they differed one with an- were yet behind in his body; and it arose in
other
but after some time, many were con- me, Now I have got the name. Oh
that I
vinced and came to meetings.
maybe truly brought into the nature of God's
The Lord having showed me again his people.
poor, despised people, it made me glad when
But there were several things that as yet I
I found with whom to wait upon him.
After saw not clearly through ; though I felt the
some time I heard of a meeting at Exton, at Lord with me, and was sure it was the Truth,
one widow Farnay's house, whose husband yet I intended, in the secret of my mind, not
had been an honest Friend. I went to it, and to imitate the Quakers, but I would put off
found divers Friends were come many miles
my hat to men, and use the same language
and when I came, I was confirmed that they that I had done for I did not like their plain
were in that Truth whereof I had been con- language and behaviour to people. 1 was not
vinced, though they were so much derided by willing to come into the practice thereof in
the world. There was little said in that meet- imitation of Friends, thinking I should please
ing, but I sat still in it, and was bowed in spirit people better if I said you to a single person,
for many love
before the Lord, and felt him with me, and with and put off my hat to them
Friends, and saw they had their minds retired, to be worshipped, though there is no worship
and waited to feel his presence and power to due to any creature upon earth.
operate in their hearts, and that they were
So I was hid for a time, few knowing what
spiritual worshippers, who worshipped God in I was, nor what I had seen, heard and felt
spirit and truth.
was sensible that they yet I knew it was the Lord that met with me
I
felt and tasted of the Lord's goodness, as at on the road, and it was with such power, that
that time I did
and though tew words were I willingly received it to my great satisfaction
as

I

and

came back,

all

I

had

in

the world
it,

;

;

!

:

:

;

;

;

:

!

;

;

;
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and comfort, and believed that the Lord, when me. He is my portion, I shall not want, and
he saw meet, would open my understanding therefore I trust in him alone, my helper in
and give me to understand the holy Scrip- the needful time; he hath wrought all my works
tures, which he hath since in mercy wonder- in me and for me, both to will and to do of his

own good

fully done.
1

was careful

to

pleasure; he is a sufficient reward to
them that wait upon him. He is all in
came into my all I have none beside him, he is all-suffiknow what he cient, 1 am nothing but what I am in him,

hold that fast which was

me and it
on the Lord, to
would have me to do; so I waited in my
mind to hear what the Lord my God would
say to me.
And after some time, as I was riding on
the road, and waiting, the word of the Lord
arose in great power in my heart, saying,

freely given unto

mind

:

to wait

Speak

truth to thy neighbour, be not double-

—

respect no man's person.
tongued
This fully satisfied me; and 1 saw I was to
enter the kingdom of heaven as a little child,
and was to learn anew to speak and walk,
and stood in need to be helped and held up

by the secret hand of the Almighty Omnipresent God, and to mind him in all I said,
and in all my walkings and doings. I came
to see that this had been the language of God
from the beginning, and the language of all
the righteous people in all ages, and that no
prophet, apostle or servant of God did ever

all

;

therefore he alone

is

to

be praised

;

glory

is

wholly due unto him, for it is he alone that
hath redeemed my soul from death, and hath
opened to me the way of life he hath taken
my fetters from my legs, and hath set my
he hath brought
feet upon a sure foundation
me out of the prison house, and hath set my
soul in a pleasant place; he hath plucked me
like a brand out of the fire, and hath given
me strength above my enemies. He hath
redeemed my soul from death, and caused me
He hath heard
to walk in the path of life.
my sighing, and my groanings were not unknown to him the breathings of my soul
hath he regarded, and my heaviness hath
he turned into joy; yea, he hath tenderly
waited to be gracious to me, and his long-sufOh what
fering hath led to repentance.
;

;

;

!

shall

I

render

the

to

Lord

my

Saviour,

who

use any other language to him, either in hath dealt so bountifully with me! My soul,
prayer, praises, or in their writings in any bless thou the Lord for ever, and all that is
within me praise his holy Name; for he hath
I saw that God changeth not, and that
age.
Oh the loving
as men truly turn to him, they come to be true caused mercy to surround me.
men. But this language and conversation kindness of the Lord all ye that know him
was hard to flesh and blood, that would have praise his Name for his mercies endure forHe hath caused light to shine out of
pleased men, and had their praise, which 1 ever.
got when I was young, and it went hard with darkness, and manifested thereby those things
me to lose it all, which I knew I must, though which are reproved, to which light my heart
they took offence at me for my obedience to is turned, resolving to turn away from my
So I gave up in obedience to the iniquities, and serve the Lord with reverence
the Lord.
Now I know it was he, by
will of God, in which 1 found life and peace and holy fear.
to my soul, and great encouragement and joy his Word, that showed me my thoughts and
in the Lord, though this way of speaking and the intent of my heart; although I was once
carriage went very hard with me, and was a ignorant of it, yet now am I assured it was
great cross to my natural part, and helped to his Word, which often called behind me, sayHe was still
lay me very low, and to mortify the old man ing. This is the way, walk in it
in me, and made me willing to be a fool in seeking to save me out of the enemy's power,
!

!

!

nevertheless
I then regarded him not
he pursued me, till at last my heart opened to
receive him, who is now my beloved, and has
given me to taste that God is good, whose
goodness far exceeds all that this world can
I
afford, praised be the name of the Lord
have found the Pearl of great price, the one
thing needful for my soul to know, and this
is Christ within the hope of glory, the true
way to the Father, who promised to be with
This is
his disciples to the end of the world.
he whom we are to hear and obey in all
things, lest we be cut off from among his
This is the unction which I have repeople.

the eyes of the world, and to be despised of though

men.

Now, blessed and for ever praised be the
Lord God Almighty He hath made glad my
soul, and satisfied the breathings of my spirit;
!

he hath opened to me the mysteries of his
kingdom, and given me a measure of his
grace, and caused his light to arise in me,
and the darkness to flee away. He hath
given to me the true bread of life, and made
my heart glad with the wine of his kingdom
he is become my teacher himself, and hath
gathered me into his power, and covered me
with the banner of his love
he is become
my hiding place, my rock, strength and re- ceived of the Lord,
fuge, I need not fear what man can do unto which is truth, and
;

;

!

that teacheth all things,
is

no

lie.

Oh

that the
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The next first-day I went to a meeting at
children of men would open their hearts, that
the king of glory might enter in, to drive Matlock, where the informers and officers had
out that den of thieves, who rob them of that made very sad spoil, by taking away Friends'
treasure and peace which passeth their under- goods ; yet many others as well as Friends
whereby they would come to witness the Comforter, the Spirit of Truth, to
lead them into all truth ; for it is he who

came
me;

I

our works in us and for us. This
is the Lord's doings, and it is marvellous in
our eyes; to whom be praise and glory for ever
My understanding being thus opened, I
came clearly to perceive the word of God in
my heart, which had wrought powerfully to
my full convincement, and by it I knew I must
be faithful to its requiring, if I would have
peace it giving me a true sight of my state,
and how I should wait for salvation. Then

and

after

standing,

worketh

all

!

to

the

As soon

meeting.

within sight of the house,

went

and

in,

the testimony of

God was
ple

it

some time

I felt

the

as

I

came

Lord with

was very full of people,
was moved to declare

I

Truth

:

and the presence of

so gloriously manifest, that the peo-

gave good

attention,

that the fear of

and were so

affected,

man was much taken away.

At this meeting the people looked earnestly
upon me, at which I marvelled, but perceived
it was at a laced
band which 1 had upon my
collar; at this I was smitten and sorry, for
until now I had not minded it since my conFriends in those days showed no
did I see, to my great satisfaction, which vincement.
caused joy to arise, that the despised Quakers appearance of pride in their apparel, neither
were the people who worshipped God in the was I pleased with myself; for I saw that the
holy Spirit did not allow of any superfluity,
way he required, in Spirit and in Truth.
Being come to see, in the light of the Lord, either in apparel or any thing else, from a
through all things to my satisfaction, 1 went sense of which I took it oif, and wore it no
cheerfully to Friends' meetings, and was edi- more; neither did my dear wife ever offer to
The third meeting I was put it on again, but when she understood that
fied and comforted.
at, the power of the Lord came upon me, I was troubled for wearing lace, she took it
and I was pressed in spirit to declare of his off all the rest of my bands, although she was
goodness, but it was hard to give up yet I not then convinced of the Truth, though some
durst not disobey, so I stood up and spoke to time after she was.
abundance of Friends and
My being convinced was noised much
the congregation
what was given me to un- abroad, many people disputed and conferred
others being met
derstand, concerning the creation of man, his with me, and my kindred were sorely troudominion, work, state of innocency, fall, and bled, and would have had me forbear the
restoration by the promised seed, Christ Jesus carriage and language that IVuth had led me
the Saviour of mankind: all which was to into, saying, " We ought not to offend."
I
the great joy of Friends, and reaching of the told them, it was the little ones that believe
in Christ which ought not to be offended
people.
At this meeting a woman was convinced, "But wo to the world!" said Christ our Lord,
;

;

—
—

who

with her parents dvvelt at Tides-wall;
they much desired I would have a meeting at
their house accordingly I went, much people
being gathered in the garden. This was a
town in which I was formerly well known.
After the meeting had been some time in silence, I was moved to stand up and speak,
which 1 continued for about four hours but
my very countenance was so much changed,
that there arose a reasoning among the peoIn
ple, whether I was John Gratton or no.
the time of my declaring, a woman who was
a Baptist, put a question to me, which I answered so much to her satisfaction, that she
was convinced.

the world

took offence at him, without
cause: and so they do at his followers,
who are given up to do his will, and to follow
the leadings and guidings of his holy Spirit.
If righteousness offend the wicked, whose
fault is it
Abel could not help it when Cain
hated him because his works were righteous
and he pleased God, though Cain was offended.
Even so, he that is born after the flesh hates
and takes offence at them who are born after
the spirit to this day, and thinks it strange because they run not with them in their carnal
ways, to the same excess of riot, speaking
evil of them.
But when Christ said, " Wo be to the
This woman's husband was a JVIuggleto- world, because of offences," He said also,
nian and when he came to understand she "that offences should come; but wo be to that
was turned Quaker, he told her he would man by whom they come !" Now why come
write to his prophet to curse me; which he offences? That those that are tried, living
upon which Muggleton, by stones, may be made manifest; and that those
did accordingly
letter, sent me his curse, the words of which that will not take up the cross and deny themwere not worth mentioning but in answer I selves, may also be made manifest. For the
" Friendship of this world is enmity against
gave him to understand, 1 mattered it not.
for

just

;

;

;

:

;

'.'
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God ;" and, " if any man love the world, the
But the
love of the Father is not in him."
that unregenerate men are
cause lies here,
be to the false
known by their fruits.

—

Wo

prophets, false priests, false professors, and
hypocrites; though they walked in long robes,
and sounded a trumpet when they gave alms,
and prayed in the corners of the streets, to
be seen of men, and made long prayers for a

my

wife, the

saying,

word of the Lord came

will give thee

I

thy wife

;

at

me,
which

to

was glad and comforted

:
for I believed that
ere long; as it was accordingly
she being soon after convinced,
blessed be the Lord.
At the next meeting one William Yardley

1

it

would be

—

fulfilled

came; and after the meeting she discoursed
with him long, but at last Truth sprung up in
For all this they were proud, and her, and in him also, that he went to her and
pretence.
the said, " Ann, God's love is to thee," which
loved the chief place in the synagogue
highest rooms at feasts, and greetings in the she feeling, was given up to obey it, and was
Then our days were made more joymarkets, and to be called of men, master. glad.
They were covetous, and devoured widows' ous, and we lived together after this about
tithing mint, annise and cummin, thirty-five years, and many friends came
houses
;

;

but omitted mercy, judgment and truth ; for
they were not what they pretended to be.
The Sodomites offended Lot, and vexed the
righteous soul of him that entertained the
for which they were
angels of the Lord
but wo and misery came
offended at him
upon the wicked Sodomites, but Lot was
Jerusalem took offence at Jesus
delivered.
Christ, who came to save his people from
;

:

their sins,

and

to

transgression, and

finish

We had
of whom we were glad.
an open house, and open hearts to entertain
the Lord's people, and were glad he had in
mercy fitted and enabled us to be serviceable
and my trade increased, for
to his people
we had favour with God and men.
much concerned in preaching the
I was
gospel of our Lord, and went to and fro to
meetings, and many people were convinced
as in Darbydale, Matlockin divers places
side, Ashover parish, Brampton, Harsdale,
and in the High Peak many and precious
to see us,

;

;

The
bring in everlasting righteousness.
Jews hated him without a cause Him that
would have gathered them, as a hen gather- meetings we had, as we got liberty at houses,
eth her chickens under her wings, to save and meetings were settled, and many of my
them from the devouring fowls of the air, own kindred were convinced, and died in the
Even so Truth. I have ground to hope my aged
that would destroy them utterly.
Christ spreads the wing of his power over grand-father, who was about ninety years
those that are gathered unto him, to save them old, was convinced and glad of the Truth in
from the prince' of the power of the air, the his old age, telling my mother, " This is that
spirit that now works in the hearts of the I have been seeking for all my days," meanAfter some time, I went to
children of disobedience; that roaring lion, ing the Truth.
that goes about seeking whom he may devour. Derby, and got some meetings there, and at
But the church is safe under the shadow of Little Chester, and many Baptists were conthe Lord, saying, •' I sat under his shadow vinced in Cheshire.
Afterwards it was required of me to go
with great delight, and his fruit was sweet
to

;

;

my

taste ;"

and visit the churches in Nottinghamshire; so
went to Nottingham, and found William
I
wormwood and gall and so it will be for ever. Smith lying sick, a fine living, faithful man,
Wo and misery came upon Jerusalem also, and brave minister of Christ and it was rebut vealed to me that he would be taken away at
that would not be gathered or saved
rejected the holy One, and the Just, and that time, as I told Thomas Highfield over
chose a thief and a murderer before him, as night; and next day, after the meeting was
those do that chose to serve the devil before over, I went to see him, and staid with him
some time. Oh he was in a sweet frame,
Christ Jesus the Lord of life and glory.
full of love; life and peace were plentifully
I went abroad much, and had meetings in
I left him in great unity, tenderness
several counties, as Yorkshire, Lincolnshire, in him.
Nottinghamshire, Staffordshire, Cheshire and and love, and went to Mansfield, and he died
And many were convinced; and in a k\v days, and left a good savour behind
Derbyshire.
His memory is sweet to me, and those
great joy and gladness, love, unity and con- him.
From thence
parts had a great loss of him.
cord flowed among us.
My wife was not yet convinced. I was in I went to Skegby, Hucknell, and then home.
After this, the Lord was pleased to lay it
much sorrow for her, and so was she for me,
and disputed with me often, till we both wept; upon me to go abroad again into NottinghamAnd before the shire and Leicestershire, which 1 was very
but still we loved dearly.
I went
second meeting at my house, as I was upon loath to do but I durst not but go.
the road one evening, in great heaviness for to Tupton meeting on the fifth-day, and to
unto
fruit

for

of the evil one

it

is all

is

all

good

;

but the

bad, bitter as death,

;

;

;

!

;
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Boulsover on the sixth, where we had some with us that day, and we had a good meeting,
disturbance, and on the seventh-day to Ches- and were sweetly comforted, and had no harm
terfield, where we had a glorious meeting, by man.
Then I went to Akring, and had a meeting,
the Lord's
and some conviiicement. Oh
power was over all. From thence I would and one John AUin came to it, and was conbut though
fain have gone home again, but must not, and I vinced and shaken wonderiully
wept sore. I went into Nottinghamshire, and he trembled, yet he rejoiced, and cried out,
on first-day had a meeting at Worksop, in a " He is come He is come He is come 1"
His After which, he went home, and met with
barn, which William Bailey had hired.
wife happened, as she rode near Worksop, to high professors, and disputed them much
fall off her horse and break her leg, and her then he took his Bible and went to and fro in
husband came down from London to see her, the town, but he ran before he was sent, and
and finding that she was not fit to be removed, came to some loss so his relations sent him
he hired a house for one year, for Friends to to me, and when he came to my house and
meet in. I went to see her, and had a meet- talked with me, he was finely recovered so
ing there on first-day and as I was at prayer, that in a kw days he went home.
But the
the officers, with many more, came railing family and professors about him set on him
and raging up into the meeting, making a again and he was zealous, and discoursed
great noise, as if they would have affrighted them till he hurt himself again
then I took
us, till they came near me, and just as they my horse, and went and fetched him away to
came to me, the power of the Lord increased, his uncle's at Blyth, where I left him. He
and my voice rose strongly, and they all stop- did well, and proved an honest Friend, and
ped, and turned back like men smitten, and after some time went to London, and was
went quite away, not having power to do us taken at a meeting with his wife she went
any harm. We had a precious meeting, and with him before the mayor, who, in pity to
went away comforted.
his wife, would not send him to prison with
Next day I was at a good meeting at the other Friends, which he was freely given
Blyth, and another in the evening; to which up to, and grieved that his wife came in the
came John Seaton, one of the chief men of mayor's sight, and was very sincere, I hope,
that town, who was convinced, and proved a as long as he lived.
faithful man to the Truth till his dying day.
The next day I went to a meeting at OgMany more in that town, and about it, were ston, which was very large. I had never
convinced of the Truth, and stood nobly to it seen the like appearance before the living
through suffering times, faithful to the end. Truth went through the meeting. Many were
Next day I went to a meeting at a town call- reached, and the power of the Lord came
ed Etalstall, in the forest, where I had a good over all to the joy and comfort of many.
many came to it, and some were
meeting
I was also at a meeting at Long Clauson,
convinced, particularly one John Kent, who in the vale of Beavor, and there was a young
received the Truth.
man, called William Marriott, who was full
I went to a meeting at Kersall, and the of life; and Sarah Brown, Elizabeth Doublepriest of the town came, and made a great day and Edward Hallam, and Friends were
noise at my back for a while, to stop me but comforted together.
I held on, and was sorry he troubled the
The next day I went to a meeting at Harmeeting, for it was in a precious frame.
But by and the day following being first-day, I
at last I felt I must stop, and turned to him
went to a meeting at Crowston, there the
but he ofl^ring to clear himself from preach- lord Ross, so called, came to the steepleing for hire, said he need not to preach except house, and our meeting was near it the offihe pleased, for he had an estate to live on, if cers and others came to break up the meeting,
he did not preach. So I bade the people take with a great noise, as if they meant to frighten
This man is his own master, and us all; and as they came up the entry I turned
notice
need not preach, unless he will; but the my face upon them, as I was declaring the
apostle Paul, and they that were sent of God, Truth
the Lord enabled me to speak boldly,
were not so for Paul said, " Necessity is and his power came over them ; but before
laid on me, and wo is unto me if I preach not they came to me they were silent, and turned
the gospel."
By this I showed the priest back, like men smitten in their hearts. In a
from his own words, that he was no minister little time they went away and left us, and
of Christ Christ was not his Lord and Mas- we had a good meeting, praised be the Lord
ter, since he could do what he would, either for ever, whose power was over all.
preach or not preach so he was made maniNext day I went to a meeting at Broughton,
fest, and went away in a great rage, and his at John Wilsford's, where a Baptist got privatecompany with him. The Lord was mightily ly to hear, who was reached,, and confessed
!

;

!

!

:

;

;

;

:

;

—

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

:

;

:
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his mercy.
Live in this life that frees from
death; abide in it, and your joy will be full.
The world little knows your joy, liitle knows
I came to Nottingham, and
had a good meeting there on the third-day, your peace; though ye sorrow, yet always
though ye war daily, yet live in
and Friends were glad of me, and we were rejoice
comforted together. But a Friend came to peace. The peace of God, that passeth all
fetch me home from thence; for my wife was understanding, keep your hearts and minds
very weak, and more Ukely to die than live, in one; in that light of life, which now
thinking she should scarcely live to see me. shines in your hearts, that you may never
fall; but always keep low in your measures,
I hastened home on fourth-day, and found my
but and see that none look out, or mind any thing
wile very weak, and myself much spent
thanks be to God, he raised her up again. but the Lord, who alone is to be minded in
My mother was with her, but my father was all, by all, and above all, and followed, obeyDear friends, keep in the
not convinced; he hearing that 1 was abroad, ed and trusted in.
and how things were at home, thought to innocent life, and this will knit you together,
come and chide me for leaving my wife in her and enliven every member, and quicken you
But the meeting happening to be all, and make you savoury; and seasonable
condition.
at my house the next first-day, thither my fruit will be reaped, and a good savour will
father came, not till that morning: but some you be to one another and this will feed you,
Friends were got in before him so he intend- and your strength will be daily renewed, and
ing to stay all night, deferred it, rather than the increase of God experienced, and you will
When the meeting daily feel his love, which is belter than wine,
fall on me before them.
was gathered, after some time I spoke and to make glad your hearts, and to surpass the
there were some of the chief of the town, world's love: this will rejoice your souls in
whose tears I saw run down their cheeks, times of adversity; for this love many waters
and my dear father was so broken, that he cannot quench. Therefore, dear friends, all
cried aloud, in great joy of heart, whilst he keep your minds staid on the Lord, and
At which 1 was silent a little, and take heed ye lose not the things ye have retrembled.
my father came to me, before all the people, ceived of him; but all wait, in your measures,
weeping, and took me in his arms and kissed upon the Lord only, and expect nothing from
The next day we walked alone, and man, for he is not to be accounted of; nor
me.
had much discourse, till he fell to weeping think to live on the manna others have
again, and desired me to forbear, and say no gathered, but come you and be diligent also.
more; after which we parted he loved me Take heed the Lord call not for you, when you
much, yet he never came into open obedience are gone abroad with your minds, about your
own business. Keep your habitation, and the
to the Truth.
And Oh the Lord will keep you, even as the apple of his
I staid at home some time.
as Christ eye; "Nothing shall harm you, if ye be folpeace that flowed in my heart
All live in
promised, not as the world giveth, who cry lowers of that which is good."
peace, peace, when there is no peace at all the true light, and abide in it, by which all
But, praises to the God of my dangers whatsoever will be made naked and
experienced.
bare to you, and all false spirits will be seen
life, his peace hath he given to me and many
thousands in this day; that peace the world and tried in the true light, and the mind of
does not know, neither can they take it away God you will clearly know and if you all
keep here and live in it, you will find safety,
from us, glory to the Highest for ever. Oh
the love and life that flows here, and springs and the enemy will not be able to touch you.
Therefore, dearly beloved friends, keep in
from the Fountain of living waters, in whom
Feel it reader, in the light, of which you were convinced, and
all our fresh springs are.
thyself, hast thou not seen it gush out of thy by which you were converted and turned to
When Christ, the spiritual the Lord. Keep in that, for that keeps truly
rocky heart?
Moses, hath smitten upon it, with the rod of humble, in sincerity and truth, and so all
feigned humility, and all pretences and outside
God in his hand.
professors will be made manifest, and your
enemies' strength will also be clearly seen,
AN EPISTLE TO FRIENDS.
which is mere weakness. Be not forward in
answering questions put forth by the opposers
My dear Friends,
but stand singly in
It is in my heart to write a few lines to you of the Lord's Truth
ere I proceed.
Have you not found in your obedience to the Lord, and be as fools, that
measures, this Christ of God, to be what I the true wisdom may be preferred, and thus
say of him? Oh! prize this immortal life will the Lord's will be done, whether their
that now stirs in you, and praise the Lord for wills be answered or no; and your peace will

to the

Truth of what

I

spoke, as John told

me

afterwards.
The next day

;

:

;

;

;

—

!

;

!

;
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be as a river, as you hearken to the Lord,
and the Lord's cause will be pleaded with all
flesh by himself, and his arising will be the
scattering of his enemies; for Babel's destruction will come upon her
by the brightness of
his coming and the breath of his lips will she
be utterly destroyed the mouth of the Lord
hath spoken it. So, my dear friends, all keep
in your strength, and feel the arm of his
power stretched out, to carry you on that
you may daily know victory, and praise
the Lord in his own sanctuary, and declare
of his wondrous works
for with a strong
hand hath he brought us out of anguish and
bitterness of spirit, which we once were in,
by reason of our cruel bondage in sin. Had
not the Lord come to visit us, we had been
in slavery even till now, for none else was
;

;

;

God

sent unto the children of Israel, preach-

by

peace

ing
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of" all.

Jesus

Christ,

"That word,"

said

who
Peter,

is

Lord

"which

was published throughout all Judea, and began from Galilee, after the baptism which
John preached;" which word, Peter preached
Christ Jesus, the Lord of
to the Gentiles, viz
:

who is the only way to come unto God
by "For no man can come unto the Father,"

all,

:

said Christ, " but by

me

;"

and there

is

no

name

given under heaven by which any
can be saved, but by Jesus Christ ; for he is
the Fountain of eternal life, which is opened
for all to wash in and be cleansed, and for
that end he hath poured out of his Spirit upon
all flesh, that they may have a part in him ;
and the cleaner we are washed, although it be
in great tribulation, the whiter will our robes be.
Now I was come to know what the city of
able to deliver us, neither was there any to
Therefore, his own arm God is, which I had read of in the Revelations,
intercede for us.
All keep in that viz; to be the true church, which hath no
brought salvation to us.
grace which saves, that breaks the rocks, and need of the sun or of the moon to shine in
hath often broken you, even to pieces, and it ; for the glory of God doth lighten it, and
other

;

made your earthly house to tremble,
and hath filled you with dread. O, remember his mighty works in the deep, and receive
the law at his mouth
hear it, and do it
behold, it is near you, in your heart, and in
your mouth, that ye may not depart from it.
Dear friends, watch diligently, for in this
furnace you will be tried.
But though you
hath

the

Lamb

is

the light thereof, in which light,

them that are saved must walk.
Thither the kings of the earth shall bring
their glory and honour; the gates of this city
shall not be shut at all by day, and there is
no night there; here none are to enter which
are defiled, neither whatsoever worketh abomination, nor maketh a lie, but they who are
are suffered to be tempted, yet will not the written in the Lamb's book of life.
After this I went to Oxston again, where
Lord permit you to be tempted beyond your
measures.
Therefore all keep in your mea- the informers were very busy, and the oflicers
sures
there is your safety; "My grace is came, and one charged me in the king's
sufficient," saith the Lord
therefore fear not name to come down and be silent, as I was
your adversary, for he cannot hurt you, if speaking in the power of God. But I charged
ye always fear the Lord your God, and live him in the name of the King of kings to be
in his counsel, whereby your hearts will be silent, and also asked him, if he did come in
kept clean habitations for his holy Spirit to the king's name; he said yes: Then said I,
dwell in
for stronger is he that is in you, Did he send thee? Doth he know of our
meeting? He answered no: then said I, how
than he that is in the world.
From your dear friend and fellow labourer in canst thou come in the king's name, if he did
not send thee 1 And the man turned from me
the work of the gospel.
John Gratton.
and got away, taking those away who came
3rd of the Eighth month, 1673.
We had a precious meeting that
with him.
The Baptists were displeased with me when day. After this, I went to Great Markham,
they saw there was no hope of my return to where they stoned us as we rode through the
them, and often disputed with me for great streets, and brought a man to the meeting,
disputes were at Monyash between them and furnished with rotten eggs, as I supposed; for

—

the nations of

—

—

;

:

;

But the Lord had opened my un- he came and stood just before my face, and
derstanding, and also the holy Scriptures to flung them towards me, but did not hit me
me. I wrote a little book concerning bap- with any of them.
Another time I went to Markham again,
tism, and therein showed, that no man had

Friends.

water and the priest came and brought the town
officers, and sent them in to break up the
The
fulfilled, making it appear that the Baptists meeting, whilst he staid at the door.
baptized without any command from Christ. officers came in, and Friends making way for
At this time Truth pi'ospered in the Peak them, they sat down and heard very quietly;
country, in Derbyshire, and the word of God for I was declaring in the Lord's heavenly
grew, and was multiplied, the word which power ere they came in, and they staid till

commission from Christ
since John's race

Vol.

IX.— No.

to baptize with

was run, and
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like another people.
Henry Jackson
had good service amongst them after, and our
meeting ended in great sweetness, and as we
rode out of town some blessed us, and seemed
very friendly and loving, and never disturbed
me after, though I have since been at many
meetings there, at Jonathan Fisher's house,
who lived and died an honest Friend, and left
and comforted.
I ran to and fro, and had many meetings a good savour behind him, and his memory is
many were convinced there, and at
both in the High Peak, Scarsdale, Staffordshire, sweet
Cheshire, Lancashire and Yorkshire; and Slackhall also.
We went sometimes over the East Moor,
Truth prospered gloriously. I also had meetas Ashford, Longson, and had meetings at Totly and Dore, where
ings in fresh places
Tideswell, Bradow, Grinlowe, Baslow, Mat- some were convinced, and near Beechief,
where Justice Pegg lived, but he never conlock.
And there was a convincement at Bradow, cerned himself to disturb us. Most of our
and thereabouts in the Peak and one Jona- meetings were out of doors, but one we had
than Fisher and his wife, with others were in the hall, and several in a large barn but
We appointed meetings there, one first-day we had one near Beechief, which
convinced.
and such a multitude came, that the house was at the back side of a house in a lane, and
Wherefore I went many came to it.
could not contain them.
Thither came a high constable, whose name
into the street under a great tree, in the market place, tRat was walled about, and I got was John Stone, and brought officers, and a
upon the top of the wall and spoke to the company with him on horse-back, white I was
people, but a company of rude fellows set on preaching, and the constable charged me in
to stone us, and the stones flew about my the king's name to keep the king's peace.
But the Lord's power and presence being with
head, and rattled in the trees, yet hit me not
but a great stone struck and wounded a wo- us, 1 held on speaking boldly in the name of
man that happened to sit near me, and the the Lord, but he sent one of his company and
The man came
people came and carried her into an house, bade him go fetch me out.
but she recovered after some time.
At last and laid his hand on me and trembled, but had
a man came, blaming them who threw stones not power to take me away he stood by me a
at us, and got into the crowd, but after he while, I continuing my testimony; he then
had stood awhile, he stooped to take up a left me and went through the meeting withWhen, he came to his master, he
stone to fling at me, as was supposed, and out me.
one of his neighbours standing by, who, for said, "Why have you not brought him?"
some time had been very attentive, seeing the What answer he made I heard not. Then
man that had blamed others, going to throw he took out his pen, ink, and a little book,
the
a stone, struck him on the ear, that he let the and called to a Friend to assist him
stone fall and did not fling it at me this man Friend went to him to see what he wrote, and
who struck the other was convinced that day, he said his hand trembled so that he could not
and became an honest man, and so continued write. After I had eased my spirit a little, 1
till his death, for aught I know.
was silent, and gave way to Henry Jackson,
At last Henry Jackson, and Henry Roe- my elder brother, who had good service that
buck came to the meeting, and got on the top day. The officers were very uneasy, and
of the wall also and as Henry Jackson was John Stone rode away angry, as though he
declaring, a parcel of young men came and would go to the justice for more power, and
thrust Friends violently off the wall.
Henry the meeting continued tinely. He staid, 1 supJackson was heavy, and they were very hard pose, above an hour; when he came again, he
set to get him down, but they did.
had as little authority over us as before, for
I went
down and spake to one of them, asking him the people were so affected and strengthened,
why he was so uncivil he answered, if they that they ventured to talk boldly to him, and
let us alone all the town would be Quakers. told him, it was fitter for him to go and search
I went to a part of the wall that was just the ale-houses, and to take notice of drunkbefore the greatest part of the crowd, and ards and bad people, than to come thither after
getting up, kneeled down on the top of the wall that manner, to disturb such honest people as
before their faces, and all fear of stones or we were. He fumed about awhile, and at last
men was gone, and I prayed to the Lord by put spurs to his horse and rode away, and
the help of his holy Spirit, with a loud voice, took all his company with him, so we had a
and the Lord's power came over all, and the precious time, and he had no power to stir
people fell in their minds, and were still, and us.
Soon after that the high constable died

Ihe meeting

was done, and gave no

disturb-

became

ance, but to the priest who staid at the door
without, to see the meeting broken up, but
when they did not do that, lie raged, and said,
he brought them to brealv up the meeting, in
which they staid but he went away angry,
and afterwards we departed, sweetly refreshed
:

:

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

:
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some went away soon after the mentioned, came to me and asked me who
came, but they have been poor ever told me I answered them. No man told me
since: but the Lord hath blessed the faithful at which they wondered how 1 should know
every way, thanks be given to him for ever! so fully, and tell it so plainly; and God had
He was with us from day to day, and from the glory, and the man had not power to hurt
place to place, and suffered no weapon or us, but went his way, and I saw him no more.
wicked instrument to hurt me wherever I Thus were we delivered from the wicked, that
came. Blessed be his holy name for ever- they did not gain their prey upon the righteous who trusted in God; and for this end I
more.
Another time I went to a meeting at an old write these things, that they that fear and
house near Whitwell common, and thither the love God may put their trust in him, and be
officers came, but I declared the holy truth obedient to him, and valiant for his name
amongst them. After a while they went out, and Truth, and fear not man whose breath is
as I thought, to consult what to do, and I in his nostrils, who is here to-day and gone
heard that one said to the other, "He speaks to-morrow.
After this I went to a meeting at Blyth
almost nothing but Scripture;" and they were
not willing to disturb us, but after a while again, and we met on the highway side, for
they went away. The Lord was with us, and the meeting-house doors were locked up, and
gave us a good meeting, praises be given to we kept out; but the officers watched lest the
informers had come, and when our meeting
him for ever.
I was invited to a meeting not far from was done and all silent, and about to part, the
Newcastle-Underline, whither I went;, but officers stepped to us, and went away with us
when I came there the house was too little, as though they had broken us up but they
for many came to it, and William Yardley took some before a justice, and told him the
was at it. So William and I sat down in the meeting was silent, so Friends were not fined,
for they took that
house, but the parlour and other rooms were nor the officers blamed
to
save themselves and
filled with people, and there came a man way on purpose
from Newcastle on purpose to be an informer Friends also.
He went into a byWe had many good meetings at Baslow,
against that meeting.
room that had many people in it. The meet- till at last they cast Hugh Masland into prison
ing being gathered, I felt the Lord with us, at Derby, and George Ellis and Hugh Masand he enabled me to speak, and my voice was land's wife died but one day two men came
shrill, and they that were in the other rooms to be informers, and staid the meeting quietly,
heard plainly. This informer took offence at but after it went to Justice Ay re of Highlow,
some words which I spake, but he was a to inform, and wanted a warrant to distrain
dark ignorant fellow, as all informers are, our goods. But he was displeased and sharp
else they would not be informers to hurt the upon them, and bid them look to themselves
Lord's people for their obedience to him. His for if he found that they did forswear themoffence was so great, that he was restless, selves, and he ever catched them in a lie,
and disturbed the people that were in the or to that effect, he would have their ears;
room with him yet he staid while William by which they were so daunted that they
Yardley was declaring to the meeting. I sat went away and let it fall, and troubled us no
silently waiting upon the Lord, and it pleased more.
After this the priest of that town grew
him to manifest to me that there was a man in
another room that had taken offence at some angry, and gave a challenge in writing to
words which I had spoken: and withal showed dispute with me on three points. First; he
me. the words, and I remembered them, though said there was no revelation in these days.
no creature had told me a tittle, nor had 1 seen Second; that no man had the Spirit of God in
Thirdly; that if I had
the man but I was so plainly showed it from him in these days.
the Lord, that when William Yardley had the Spirit of God I might read in a book he
He set a day and
done, I stood up again, and called out to had, which was Greek.
and when the day came, I
the man, saying. Whosoever thou art that art place to meet on
offended at these words, which I repeated, met him in a close of Humphrey Chapman's,
and then spake fully to, and opened them, in Baslow, a civil man, and many people of
making it appear plain and easy to be under- divers sorts were there and when I had
stood, that the words which I spake were showed the priest's blindness about revelation,
words of truth and righteousness and the he put his book into my hand, and said, "If
man heard me and was satisfied and got up thou hast the Spirit of God in thee, read in
this book ;" so I took it and held it till he had
and went quietly away.
Soon after the meeting ended, the people vaunted and made an oration to the people,
that were in that room with the man before and then he would have taken the book from
there were
officers

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

:
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thou gave it me to read
shall read or no.
So 1
took my Bible and read the Scriptures to the
people, and showed them how they spoke quite
contrary to the priest, and the priest quite
contrary to the holy Scriptures, which saith
the Spirit of God is given to all, but not to
all alike; to one was given the gift of tongues,
to another the interpretation; some were gifted
for miracles, but not all
some do prophesy, and preach the gospel; but the manifestation of the Spirit is given to every man to profit with.
I read the plain Scripture, but he

me.

first

No,

said

I,

see whether

I

;

knew

not that

it

was Scripture, but talked

one that stood by, told him, "It
is Scripture, man," so he was sorely despised
and when he saw that he had plunged himself
into a great deal of error, he was silent, and
was so manifest that one Benjamin Ashton,
the justice's son, came to him and took him
by the sleeve and led him quite away, and
left me with the people.
There were many
Baptists, to whom I spoke awhile, so the people staid, all but the man who went away
with the priest; and we had good service for
God that day, and were comforted. Truth prevailed and the people were edified, and the
Lord's power was over all.
Many talked of
this dispute, and the priests of the country
were offended with this priest, for challenging
me, and envied me the more for it.
Our meeting at JVIonyash increasing, several
priests up and down the country were angry
and very envious, and I and others were
seri'ed with sessions and assize processes.
One Wilson, the chief priest of our parish,
was to come on a first-day to our town to
give or sell to the people bread and wine.
Those that will not buy it of him, he useth
to make pay for it; whether they will have
or no, pay they must; for he hath sent
it
officers and distrained my goods for it, though
neither I nor my wife ever had any from
him.
The meeting was to be at our town that
day, and the priest ordered one of the church
wardens to go early that morning, and call at
Ashford, and take the constable with him to
Justice Ashton, a moderate, peaceable man,
one who did much good in his place. The
constable had some private notice and slipped
out of the way, but the officer of Monyash
went as the priest had ordered him, and deagainst

it, till

;

account," said he, or to this effect, as I was
informed.
So the officer came back without
a warrant, yet the priest Wilson came, after
he had done his forenoon's work, and sent for
the officers in the town, and came to our
meeting, and brought his clerk to be informer,
for they would have broken up our meeting
by pulling and hauling us out by force.
But
when they had us out, and went to fetch
more, we followed them in again
and as
some were forced out others went in. Thus
they wearied themselves a while, and then
the priest was going away; but I being got
in again after they had hauled me out, my
mouth was opened; and when the priest heard
that I had begun to preach, he turned again
and stood quiet, and all was still till I had
done. I spake to the priest before the people,
all

;

and

told him, if he took himself to be our
shepherd, and that we were strayed from the
flock of Christ, let him make it appear that
we were in an error, and I would take it friendly; but he said he came not to take the sheep,
but wolves, and went away, but left the informer at a back window, looking in at a casement,
and confessed that the Lord was amongst us.
We had a precious meeting after they were
gone, and a Friend went to prayer, and
praised the Lord, that his presence was with
us.
Yet this informer went after this to the
monthly meeting of justices, to inform against
this meeting.
had then the high constable living in our town, who was a loving,
friendly, moderate man
he was setting in

We

;

the

room when

came

to

in-

form against Friends, and asked him what he
came there for and the clerk told him but
;

:

when

the high constable understood his busi-

him out of the room,

ness, he got up and put

and kept him
that day.

It

he could not inform
happened soon after, that this
out, that

informer went to let off his musket, he being
a trained soldier, and it burst in pieces, by
which he was wounded, and narrowly escaped
being killed.
He confessed that he thought
it fell to his lot to be so hurt, for what he had
done to the Quakers, and that he would be
done if he could ; so he troubled us no more.
After this I heard that Wilson, the priest
of our parish, went to the justices himself,
and wanted some course to be taken with the
Quakers, to put down their meeting; for he
was hot against us, but against me above all
but the justices held him off, telling him that
they were not willing to have any hand in
ruining their neighbours, and desired him to
take some other way than by informers.
Before these things happened, I was in great
exercise of mind, notwithstanding which I
was willingly given up to serve the Lord,

him a warrant, to
break up a meeting that was to be that
" How !" said the justice, " a meetday.
ing that is to be?
will grant him no
I
warrant for a meeting that is to be. How
do you know it is to be? Had you seen
the meeting, I would have granted you a
warrant ; but none will I give you on such whatever
sired the justice to grant

the priest's clerk

I

suffered for

it.

In this exercise

I
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was brought very low, being deeply plunged
a meeting in my house,
it pleased the Lord in mercy mightily to break
in upon me, greatly tendering my spirit, to
Then were my
the gladdening of my soul.
tears, tears of joy, for I rejoiced in the Lord,
for his mercy endureth forever; thanksgiving
be given to him, who failed me not in this
needful time, but supported and bore me up
in these days of great tribulation.
At this time Friends suffered deeply in
many places, both by fines and imprisonments; also the priests in their pulpits raged
In these perilous
against Truth and us.
days I went up to London, to the yearly
meeting, where I was glad to see such bravfe
meetings.
The first I was at was in Gracious street, which was so large that the court
was almost tilled. In this meeting the Lord's
power was with me, and I had more mind to
hear others than to be heard myself; for
there were many brave men there, who are
But the power of the
since gone to their rest.
in

my

spirit, until at

Lord came upon me, and at length my mouth
was opened in the demonstration of the holy
Spirit, to

my

great joy.

In the afternoon

I

went

to

the Bull and Mouth, which

the meeting at
also large;

was

woman

Friend was
her name was Theophila Towndeclaring
she had a living, powerful testimony,
send
yet notwithstanding that, the rude people about
the door despised her, and spoke unhandsomely of her. I pressed through them and
got into the gallery, and after she had done,
I spoke, and first directed my speech to those
unruly men, showing whom the Scripture said
should not enter into the kingdom of God; but
but before

—

I

got thither, a

;

It is likely you think God will be better
than his word; and they were still and silent,
then I
for the Lord's power came over all
turned to the meeting, and Oh the streams
of life that ran through the living that day.
The next day I went to another meeting,
and to several meetings following in that
week, and it was a precious time to Friends.
On the seventh-day I met with three Friends
who were going to see Lodowick Muggleton,
viz: Robert Barclay, Patrick Livingston, and
William Haglie, and I went along with them,
only I desired they would conceal my name
from him, for he had had my letter but a

said.

;

!

little

before.

When we came

there, his wife

conducted us into a room, after which
he came down and looked on us, saying, " Is
any of you John Gratton ?" But Robert Barclay answered, " Art thou a prophet, and
civilly

At this Muggleton
needest thou to ask?"
stopped, saying, " You are Scotchmen, and I
will have nothing to do with you
for I was
;
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cheated by a Scotchman, one John
Swinton.
This J. Swinton had been to see this false
prophet, and in discoursing with him, he supposing him to be a poor man, gave him half
a guinea, upon which Muggleton blessed him;
but before J. S. went away he told him he
believed that he was a false prophet: upon
which Muggleton cursed him so he would
not meddle with Scotchmen.
Robert Barclay asked him then, why he
did not give the man his gold again? to which
he made no reply.
Then I spoke to him,
saying, I am an Englishman, talk with me;
and I put some questions to him, as, whether
all Scotchmen must
suffer for one man's
offence, if it was so that he was offended? He
said he mattered not
I told him it seemed
to be contrary to the nature of Christ Jesus,
who came to seek and to save that which
was lost. Then I asked him how he came
by his authority? Had he seen any thing, or
heard any voice? He answered no; then said I,
Thou hast nothing for what thou dost, but what
thou hadst from John Reeve
he said no, he
had not. Then said I, I perceive that all thou
hast for what thou dost, is only the bare word
of a man he answered, it was. Then said I,
Dost thou not think it would be a credulous
thing for me to venture my eternal salvation
upon the bare word of a man ? To this he
answered, "You must, if ever you be saved."
That is strange, said I for I knew he lied,
and was a false prophet; praised be the Lord,
who gave me to see him fully. Then I asked
him if he had power to bless a man after he had
cursed him he answered no. Said I, What!
hast thou power to curse a man after thou
hast blessed him, and hast not power to bless
him after thou hast cursed him, provided the
man repent? He answered no. Robert Barclay then replied, that it was strange, if he
had power to curse men after he had blessed
them, for then, by the same rule, he should
have power to bless men after he had cursed
But still he knew not me. Then
them.
spake Patrick Livingston, saying, " I was
with a disciple of thine at Chesterfield, and
she told me I should never have any more
openings or fresh springs again but," said
he, " I have found her a liar every day."
Then said he, "Did she curse thee?" "Yes,"
" Well," said Muggleton,
replied Patrick.
" in confirmation of her curse, I pronounce
Then another said something
thee cursed."
to him, and he cursed him also
and when
he had done he was so pleased, that he said
it did him more good than if a man had given
him forty shillings upon which I asked him
what he thought of me, and what would belately

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

:
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He answered, if I was careful should be disturbed, yet I durst not deny a
might do well; saying several times, "If meeting with them, yet I kept all to myself.
you be careful, it will be well with you in the They told me as yet they had met with no
trouble, but said the priest had threatened of
end."
Then I desired Friends to bear witness, late. However we agreed to have a meeting
that this false prophet saith he hath not power the next day, and I told them it might so fall
and out, that they might be fined twenty pounds
to bless a man after he hath cursed him
yet, having cursed me before ever he saw me, for me; they answered, "If thou wilt venture,
he tells me now, if I be careful, I may do well, we will :" so it was resolved on. That night
and it will be well with me in the end. O, in my sleep, the Lord showed me the meeting
what a false prophet, said I, art thou
And in the meeting-house, and let me see a company
then I told him my name; but when he heard of great dogs come in and fall on us, and rear up
that, he was sadly confounded, and made no at us with their forefeet upon our shoulders, as
further reply to me.
So we left him, and if they would worry us; one seemed to be upon
went away.
me, and had got my left arm in his mouth,
This I write in the memory I have of it, but I lifted up my right hand and knocked him
and have been large in the account, that il down, and down they all came, and went
may be seen how plainly he was made mani- away, and we had a good meeting after, and
fest to be a deceiver, that others may beware looked one upon another to see if any were
of him; desiring that it may please the Lord, hurt, and no man had so much as his skin
to deliver every honest hearted soul from the broken, so we parted.
Next day before the
baits, snares, cunning wiles and devices of meeting was gathered, as soon as I came
the enemy of all mankind.
within sight of the meeting-house door, I saw
Soon after this, as I was riding through the priest and officers of the town with two
Islington, I looked upon the city, remembering informers in soldiers coats going thither; and
thanlvfuUy the good time I had had there, and I saw they were pressing to get into the meetit was manifest to me that I should meet with
ing-house, insomuch that I was afraid they
some trial before I got home, for the gospel's would get in before me and keep me out, but
sake; yet, nevertheless, we went forward, and I hasted all I could, and pressed through the
There we called to see crowd, and got in before the priest and officame to Ware.
Thomas Burr: from thence we went to Hun- cers. Soon after they came in, and went to
tington, where I had some relations.
At this taking names, but were so confounded, that it
place great spoil had been made on Friends, was observed they asked their own town's
it being a time of great persecution
we call- people their names, though they knew them
ed to see a Friend at Godmanchester, whose well enough.
Afier some time the power of
house was sadly plundered for meeting to- the Lord arose in me, and I kneeling down,
We passed on to Ives, where we went to prayer, so my right hand was lifted
gether.
staid their first-day meeting, which was very up, and they fell and got away out of the meetlarge, and Friends ordered it to be in an out- ing.
The priest and constable took horse
house, which belonged to Tobias Hardmeat, and went about four miles to fetch a justice,
though it fell by course to be elsewhere that whom they brought back with them to the
day. Here the informers missed of us, though meeting, though it was ended before.
The
they intended to have catched us, but they informers, by the help they had got, kept us
being misinformed of the meeting, we were in till the justice and priest came; so we all
preserved out of their hands.
From hence sat silent. Then the justice asked, " What is
we went to Stamford, in Lincolnshire, to Wil- here to do ?" And after some pause I stood
Ham Collingworth's, where once I had a meet- up, and went before him and told him, that
ing, and at Oakham, at Joseph Holt's.
From we were there in obedience to the Lord,
hence we passed on till we came to Long to wait upon and worship him according
Clawson, in the vale of Beaver, and as we to his own will, in spirit and in truth,
walked down the hill it came into my mind, and not in any contempt of authority; and
that at this place I should meet with the exer- though some of us had wives and children,
cise which I had a foresight of before, not- and some estates in the world to lose, if it
withstanding which, I was given up to the pleased the Lord to suffer it so to be, yet we
service I was called unto.
durst do no otherwise than we did, or to this
We came a Friend's house named Edward efl'ect. He asked me my name, and where I
Hallam, where we lodged that night, and dwelt, which I told him so he went on and
Friends came to see us, and desired us to took names through all the meeting, and
stay a meeting with them next day; but I in- fined me twenty pounds for preaching, and
quired of them, how things were with them, the rest five shillings a piece for hearers.
whether they were quiet? for I was sure we This was about the time called mid-summer,
come of me?
I

;

!

;

;
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The inand about the time called Michaelmas after low condition, and become poor.
he sent up a warrant by the informer, to Jus- formers sent for the constable, who heard
tice Gilbert of Locka, and he gave his war- that I was not at home over night, upon
rant to the constable to distrain of me for which he refused to come till the next morntwenty pounds. The night before they came, ing. But on the next morning early, I sent
for a man of the Church of England, to whom
I being laid down in my bed, a great exercise
I owed ten pounds; he came and I delivered
fell upon me.
I waited to see what it would
come to, and it increasing upon me, I thought goods into his hand to sell and pay himself,
so he took them
I was walking upon a very fine green place, and give me the overplus
and saw a storm coming, with a very strong and was well pleased to see my honest care
wind, upon which I resolved to stand it, and of him. To another man I owed three pounds,
set myself so as I thought to stand fast, and but it happened he had a cow of mine in his
not be moved
but the storm came upon me, grounds; so I sent to him to keep her for his
and took me up, but I was filled with the money, or sell her, and pay himself, and give
power of God. When it was over, I consi- me the overplus.
Then what I owed to
dered of this exercise, and it came into my Friends I was easy about, seeing they had
mind, that it did not come to me for nothing, been so kind and tender, and gave up theirs
for I thought the Lord had something for me freely.
Soon after this was done, I saw the constato do, and I felt him very sweetly with me
and I said in my heart, Lordj what wouldst ble go into a neighbour's house, to whom I
Then the word of the went and spoke; but, poor man! he was full
thou have me to do 1
Lord arose in ray heart, saying, Sell all that of trouble, and wanted counsel when he saw
After this I fell to rest, and next me, he said to me. You have brought yourself
thou hast.
morning I went to the quarterly meeting at into trouble, and me too, and was very pasTupton; when I came there, I heard that two sionate. Man, said I, I have done no man
red coats were gone up to Monyash to distrain any wrong, I would not have thee be troubled,
my goods, and the rumour was, all that I had for if thou wilt distrain thou mayest, but if
must be taken from me for preaching the ever- thou wilt take my counsel, I will tell thee
lasting gospel, for that was my crime, and what I would have thee to do.
He asked,
nothing else; praised be the Almighty for What would you have me to do?
Said I,
Send these men away, and tell them, if thou
ever
I acquainted the meeting with the exercise I had in my bed the night before, and needest assistance, thou canst call to thy
how the word of the Lord came to me, bid- neighbours. He was pleased with my advice,
ding me sell all, and I desired the sense of and went up to the inn
but before he left
the meeting, whether I should sell all actu- me, the informers came, and they knew me,
ally, or give up all, and let all go patiently and said I was the man
Yes, said I, how
and fi'eely for the truth's sake, if the Lord doth Justice Lister? I thought he had been
was pleased to suffer me to be so tried with more moderate, than to have prosecuted the
the loss of all?
And it was the sense of the law against me to this height. One of them
meeting, that I should give up all into the said. You are a people that will be obedient
At that time I owed monies to no law. I felt the Lord's power to arise
Lord's hand.
both to Friends and others, which would have in me, and I said unto him. What dost thou
Set me hard to pay on a sudden, without sell- think, are we children of God, or children of
ing what I had in mine own possession, for I the devil ?
If the latter, thou mayest take
had much owing me, but could not get it in courage to do as thou dost; (though I knew
suddenly, whatsoever came on me.
But
he ought not, if it was so) but if thou thinkowed most to Friends, and they were at the est we be children of God, how darest thou ?
quarterly meeting, and came to me, and were But one thing let me tell thee, the Scripture
very tender to me, and encouraged me to saith, that he that is born after the f^esh, pergive up all freely, and if all went, they would secutes him that is born after the spirit. Now,
be content to take things as they were, or as said I, there is thy mark; and further, it saith,
it did
fall.
A precious day it was, and the that is an evident sign to them of perdition,
Lord's power was over all the powers of the but to^you of salvation, and that of God.
earth, and I was strengthened; praises to our
The Lord's power appearing with these
words, they both were silent, and went away
God for ever
to the inn, and the constable also followed
I came home that night, and the two informers were come to town with a warrant them. I staid a little and weighed in my
from Justice Gilbert, it being certified to him mind, what to do whereupon I felt freedom
concerning that meeting at Clawson, by the to go to the inn also, and found the informers
said Lister, called a justice, who never pros- at meat, and talked with them, enquiring of
pered since, but is wasted and gone into a Friends at Clawson, how they stood? And
;

;

;

1

;

:

I

:
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whether any shrunk 1
And they told me,
indeed Friends suffered deeply.
The constable and some neighbours were
in another room, and called me to come to
them, but when I came they said to me, Are
you so mad as to stay with your enemies Ah,
said I, we must love our enemies, and do good
to them that hate us, and pray for them that
persecute and despitefully use us.
Ah, said
they. It is well for you if you can do so, for
we cannot.
The informers came to lake leave of the
constable, and told him, they did believe 1
was an honest man, and they would have
him be as favourable to me as he could, saying. It would not be much, if the town's men
would pay it for him; for, said they, we heard
as we came up the country, that he was an
Then they begged of the conhonest man.
'.'

and he also might proclaim them at
market-cross, and in the steeple-house,
and if any body would buy them, let them
come to buy them at my house.
This proposal he liked, and did accordingly,
but when people heard them proclaimed, they
wished sad things to such as bought any of

did not

;

the

them so that none were sold.
Soon after this the sessions came, whither
the constable went, and meeting with Justice
Gilbert, of Locka, who granted the warrant,
and another, called Sir Henry Every, he went
to them, and offered to deliver them his warrant, and his bill of goods that he had distrained, and told them that he could not sell
them but said Justice Gilbert to him. If you
cannot sell them in Derbyshire, you must
No, replied Juscarry them into Yorkshire.
tice Every, what need of that, you granted
stable, to give them some money to help them your warrant, and you have done your office;
home, for they had above thirty miles to go, and good fellow, said he to the constable, thou
hast executed thy warrant, and hast done thy
upon which he gave them sixpence.
When they were gone, the constable came office, if thou canst not sell them, thou canst
down, and I thought he would have followed but go thy ways home, and let it be as it is.
me into my house, but he staid in the street, He was Chief Justice in that county, and
loved honest Friends, but hated hypocrites,
hanging down his head very sorrowfully.
Some of the town offered to pay the money, and was much against proud priests: also the
and take it up again as I could pay it, but I Earl of Devonshire and his lady had spoken
could not with freedom do it but while I was to him before to be tender of me, as he was
at the inn, some of the chief women of the ever after.
town came to my house, and finding no body
After this, when I was a prisoner, he laid
in it but my wife, they, against her mind, hold of every twig of encouragement till he
violently took all the best of the goods away, got me out again.
When King James put out
and carried them on purpose to save them his proclamation, which some would have
:

;

;

—

—

—

—

neighbour's house.
When I
came home and saw the goods gone, I was
She
sorry, and asked my wife, how it was?
told me she could not help it, and whither
they had carried them she could not tell, for
they would do it, whether she would or no.
went out and invited the constable to
I
come in, but he desired me to shut the door
on him
I
answered him. Nay, for I had
done no wrong, nor was I afraid of any man,
and besides, I was not free to shut my doors
then he came in, and sat down in much trouble, hanging down his head.
After some time, we had some warm meat

hindered me the benefit of he spoke to the
judge, and got me discharged.
The constable came home, and with great
joy told me what had passed, that he came off
so finely, and that my goods were saved.
Thus the Lord delivered me, defended and
pleaded my cause in the time of need. Oh
his mercies were great to me at this time, he
filled me with the Holy Spirit that day the
informers were with me
so that sometimes
was ready to say, that if I had had an
I
house full of goods to lose, I could freely
For
part with them for the sake of truth.
to us it is given in the behalf of Christ, not^
ready for dinner, and we invited him to dine, only to believe in him, but also to suffer
he roused up himself and eat with us, and after for his sake ; and all that will live godly in
It is
dinner, he went and sat down again as before Christ Jesus must suffer persecution.
in much trouble.
cause of great joy, when we are counted worfor

us

to

a

;

At last I began to think, what to do with
him, for no way opened to him how to do,
and it went hard with him to distrain, for he
seemed confounded. Then I spoke and told
him, he might write down what goods there
were, he saw how things were, and I could
Yiot help it, and that he might leave them with
me, for I would net make them away, if he

;

and he that loseth any
to suffer for him
thing for his sake, shall receive an hundred
fold in this life, and in the world to come life
everlasting.
If we suffer with him, we shall
thy

;

him; but if we deny him, he also
deny us. They are counted happy that
endure for he that endures to the end shall
be saved therefore we are exhorted, to Lay
reign with

will

;

:
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But though the mayor, I believe, neither
hold on eternal life, and hold it fast, lest any
take our crown, which he freely gives to all thought to do, nor did us any harm, yet the
laws were such that I was fined twenty pounds
them that love his appearing.
After this sessions I was lined several times, again for preaching, and the Friend of the
twenty pounds a time, and the constables took house was fined twenty pounds also; for the
the same way as the first did, and always two men that the priest of the town sent to
went to Justice Every, and returned their our meeting, as aforesaid, went and informed
warrants to him, which he took, and dis- against it for a conventicle.
Justice Barton, of Dranfield, without calling
charged the officers and sent them home; so
the Lord preserved me from the spoilers, me before him to hear my accusers face to
blessed be his name
He suffered the ene- face, according to the ancient laws of the
mies of Truth to go no further, nor to do any nation, sent out his warrants to distrain our
more than he was pleased to give his people goods, and they took Francis Davenport's
strength to bear, with comfort and rejoicing
cattle and horses, and went to Fleshly fair
for he hath been my rock and stay, yea, my and sold most of them, before Francis and I
portion both for soul and body; he hath could get thither
but after we came and told
helped me in all my necessities, and stood by it in the fair how they came by those goods,
me to hold up my head above all the waters nobody would buy any more of them v and
and tempests; he is my salvation and treasure one man, who had ignorantly bought some of
which will never decay, praise for evermore the cattle, was sorely troubled, and said, had
be given to him
he known it, he would not have bought them.
The officers of our town had got a preceAfter this I went to a meeting at a town
called VVhittington, to which meeting came dent, and took the same method as the former
the mayor of Chesterfield, where two men constable had done
they took some goods
waited on him ; but the priest of the town, away from me, but could sell none, upon
as they told us, sent two informers, who fol- which the constable acquainted Justice Kvery,
lowed the mayor into the meeting, though he who bid him go his way home, and let it be
knew not what or who they were, that I could as it was. Thus this justice stood in the gap,
hear of.
and stopped my goods in favour to me from
The mayor came simply and innocently to being sold time after time, by which means I
hear truth declared. I was preaching when was preserved wonderfully from being plunhe came in and stood up close by me I was dered ; and the goods they took out of my
opening to the people the parable of the sup- house were brought again after the sessions.
per, (Luke xiv.) and how those who were bidIndeed my neighbours showed much love
den made excuses, but the servant was sent to me, and were loath to have me hurt at any
out again into the streets and lanes of the time, so that the Lord was wonderfully good
city, to bring in the poor, the maimed, the both to me and my family, and was pleased
halt and the blind to the supper; and I was to work for me from time to time ; glory to
showing who these poor, lame, blind and halt his great and honourable name for ever so
were, and how those that were wounded and that I never wanted a bed to lie on, or beds
lay lame and sick came to the supper. The for my friends, nor food to eat, nor raiment
mayor asked me how they were wounded ? to put on.
and without stopping, I told him that they
About this time I went into Cheshire, and
were the poor in spirit who received the king- had a meeting at Chester, where I met Roger
dom, and the wounded in spirit, saying, The Haydock, Eleanor Loe, and Mary Warrel, of
spirit of a man would sustain his infirmities
whose company I was glad.
but a wounded spirit, who can bear
and so
In this place there were several men who
went on and the power of God broke might- had received the truth, and yet through unily through the meeting, that the mayor cried faithfulness fell away, but when I understood
out. It is true
When I had done, he went this I was sorry, and went again to Chester;
out and wept bitterly, and desired Francis for I had no ease in my spirit for two days
Davenport, the Friend of the house where the and nights. I came there on the sixth-day of
meeting was, to show him where he might the week, and at night I had a few words belie down a while; he had him into a chamber, fore meat, where an apothecary and his wife
where he lay down, weeping sorely, and he were at supper.
was very loving to me all his days after,
The next day I walked to and fro through
though, poor soul, he was very rich in worldly the market, with a great concern upon my
riches, and it was too hard for him to stand mind, but had not an opportunity in the street
in a public profession of the truth with us; to speak to the people.
The apothecary got
but he was under a concern in his mind to me to his house, where both he and his wife
his dying day.
were very friendly; he also told me, that the
Vol. IX.— No. 9.
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unfaithfulness of

some

in

had hin-

that city

dered them, else, said they, we had been
amongst you ere this day. 1 talked with them
and then we parted friendly.
On first-day I went to Richard Smith's
house to the meeting, and sat down and staid
an hour or more ere the meeting was fully
gathered then 1 stood up and went nearer to
Friends, for it was a very large room, and
the Lord in mercy was pleased to give us a
precious meeting, and there was great brokenAt the latter
ness of heart with many tears.
end of this meeting, Richard Smith spoke
very tenderly, and desired that they who
;

were unfaithful might amend
for the time to

come do

better

their
;

ways, and

yet poor

man,

the

Lord

to be

their

fulfilled, for

found in

all

meeting was not

the country, because they

and got into holes in those sufiering times.
Another day 1 was at Wirksworth market,
and the people swore dreadfully, at which my
spirit was sorely grieved, and the word of the
Lord came unto me, saying. Go to the market cross and declare against the wickedness

fled

of the people.
I was loath to go, for I knew
many of them to be rude, wicked, drunken,
swearing people; besides, I did not know but
they might pull me to pieces, and therefore I
took my horse and went home.
But 1 was
followed with sharp reproofs and righteous
judgments from the Lord, with which I was
in deep sorrow, and I looked for the renewing
of that concern no more.
But the next time I went, when I was in

notwithstanding this exhortation, he himself,
aftei^some time, did worse than he had done
before, for he wrote against Friends and the the market again, an exercise fell heavy upon
blessed Truth; however, he, with some others me to go and warn the people.
Now 1 went,
who opposed the Truth, were soon after taken not standing to consult any more, and in the
away.
heavenly power of God declared the Truth,
King Charles IL gave liberty to such Pres- and bore my testimony against their great
byterians as would, to license places to meet wickedness, insomuch that the people were
in, and they got a great barn at Ashford in- much reached, and wept aloud, and no man
the-water.
I happened to be in the town one
had power to hurt me.
stopped twice and
[
day, and saw their meeting break up, and sat down, and waited still for the fresh motion
there appeared in the street abundance of of life, and the Lord enabled me to stand up
people, and it troubled my spirit to see so again. When I had eased my spirit I came
many poor people led away, with such as I away in peace and great joy, and after I came
had tried and found to be false apostles. to my inn, some followed me, but it rose in
Within three days the word of the Lord came my heart to go out of town, which I did.
to me, to go to that meeting next fifth-day, After I was gone, I heard one Justice Loe
but it was very hard with me to give up to came to the town, and sent to my inn to fetch
go, for there were many that I loved very me before him, intending to send me to prison,
well, and that I believed loved me
but the but the Lord delivered and saved me out of
Lord was good and encouraged me, upon the hands of wicked men ; for this justice
which I acquainted an ancient Friend with was a great persecutor of Friends. Thus the
the concern which was upon me, and he also Lord was with me, and kept me wherever I
encouraged me.
went.
Oh let my soul livingly praise his
On fifth-day morning a friend came to me, holy Name.
and to the meeting we went, where the priest
About this time I went much to meetings, and
was preaching, and preached false doctrine. ran to and fro, the Lord helping me, without
My message to the meeting was, That that meet- whom I could do nothing, for in him all fulling should fall and come down ere long, with ness dwells and many were convinced, and
more I had to say, as it did in a few weeks our meetings were greater and greater, and
after, and there was never a meeting since in many proved faithful
but the priests raged
that barn, though they had set up a pulpit in sorely, for I went abroad as much as I could,
it, and fine seats.
When the priest had done, and kept my trade going too. My family
1 desired the privilege of the gospel, which
also grew larger, and my care was great lo
was. If any thing was revealed to him that pay all I owed to every body, so that I was
sat by, let him speak, and the rest hold their often constrained to ride many miles after
peace; but before I had said what I had to meetings, to gain my markets on the secondsay, they came violently upon me, and abused day of the week, and the Lord blessed me
mc, hauling me out; the priest looked pale every way.
and went away, though I charged him with
Many Friends came to visit me at my
false doctrine.
When I was out I declared to house, for the more I travelled and laboured
the people in the power of God, against their in the work and service of the Lord, the
priests and worship, but none answered me more I gained
acquaintance with Friends
in defence of their way.
When I had done abroad. And I went often to the yearly
I went away, and soon after saw the word of
meeting at London, and there inquired how
;

!

;

;
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the good of my soul, or for the love of my
Truth spread abroad from nation to nation
and I was glad, and Friends came in love to money ? Nichols said, " I for the love of thy
see me, who went in the love of God to money, and he for the good of thy soul."
visit them.
Our town's people thought that With that the people made a noise with laughthey would eat me up, as I heard, and waited ing for they saw it was money more than
to see me fail in the world
but when it did the good of souls, that they aimed at in that
Then the Lord's power arose
not prove so, but rather the contrary, then wicked court.
they changed their minds, and said, that the in my heart, and I was going to declare
Quakers, as they called them, gave me money against them; for I saw their wickedness in
for preaching; and many such false accusa- their high places was very great, and from an
tions and slanders I patiently bore in those days. evil, cruel, persecuting, selfish spirit
but they
Thus the subtle serpent, by his wicked and cried out, "Have him away;" upon which I
false reports, laboured to hinder the prosperi- was violently hurried out of their court.
At
ty of the pure Truth
yet I saw no way but the next court I was cited again, and in the
to give up my cause, and the cause of Truth, mean time summoned to appear at the assizes
into the Lord's hand, for him to plead it as at Derby.
The bailiff of our hundred told
he saw meet.
me, we must go to the clerk of the assizes.
The priests seeing the magistrates did not I told him we would not, for it was in vain to
like to persecute us, laid their heads together, go to him, except we would give him money.
and got out a writ against me and two other Then said he, " You must appear before the
Friends.
judge."
I seemed willing to that, and told
It so happened that I was gone to York, him, it might do well to let him know how
and those parts thereabouts, in Truth's ser- we were abused by him, and his men the baivice, and came not home till the writ was liffs
for we are hurried to the assizes and
near being out of date, but the other two sessions, because we cannot give you money,
Friends were taken and sent to prison at Der- and people of other opinions, who can give
by, and were long kept prisoners there.
you money, you leave at home; yea, said I, to
After this, they cited me to the bishops' my own knowledge, you left one at home for
We were many Friends together,
court, to which I went, and when 1 was call- one groat.
ed, went up towards the high priest and the and when he heard me so free to appear before
others; one of them was called the Register, the judge and discover how they made their
whose name was Nichols, of Litchfield. When ends of the people in the country, he bid me
I said, then I
I came near him, he looked on me with an get me away home, if I would.
envious countenance, saying to me, "Art thou would have all my friends along with me. He
there? I thought to have had thee in jail bade me take them, and away we came home,
before now;" but said he, "I will have thee and these greedy men got no prey from us.
in jail."
The next day being cited to appear again
Then said I, I have read, that the devil before the Spiritual court, so called, but rather
three of us went.
shall cast some of you into prison ; but I wicked court, at Bakewell
never read, that any prophet, apostle, or ser- I came from the Temporal court one day, and
vant of Jesus Christ laid any man in prison went to the Spiritual court another, but they all
for conscience sake.
But Nichols answered missed of their chief ends of me; for they were
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

again, "
said

I,

I

will

Thou

lay

thee in

prison."

Then of

" Pray, Mr. Wilson," said he

me the oftener,
money of me. When we

Felix's mind, they troubled

thinking

wilt join with the devil.

came

to

get

was removed into the
after which they held
ing to persecute us, after he had been at that their court in a chamber, where we appeared;
called his sacrament, " do you admonish but Nichols said he would not take mine for
him why, saying
I asked
him." Upon which I looked for some infor- an appearance.
mation and counsel but all he said was, " I any time that day, while the court lasted
The priest answered, saying,
admonish you to come to church I admonish, would .do.
I admonish you
to come to church."
I " You are a people that will not be obedient
I then asked him. Is
admired at their folly and blindness
for to the king's laws."
expected they would have laboured to the king your ruler? To this he was silent,
I
show me that it was my duty to come to and bid an apparitor take me away, but I
church, or that I was in error; but seeing staid till the other Friends had done, and then
nothing came but, I admonish, I admonish, went away.
After this I travelled hard, and went to
I admonish thee, three times, to make way
and one day as 1
for their wicked court to go on to perse- meetings in many places
cute me, and get money; I said to him, was drawing homeward, having been in LeiPrithee, whether dost thou admonish me for cestershire, and Nottinghamshire, coming by
priest, the

same who came

fo

the high

before to our meet-

there, the court

inn, to go to dinner;

;

:

;

;
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Derby, William Fallowfield being with me, a
letter from Abraham Morris, of Lincoln, met
me, desiring me to speak to a great woman,
who was about to put some Friends in prison,
who were her tenants, for tithes. I went to
her, and after some talk with her, she grew
•very cool and moderate, and ordered me to
go to her steward, about eight miles from
Derby; so William Fallowfield left me: 1
went home from Derby, and on the next day
I went to the steward's, but he was gone to
I went thither, and he was gone
Brasson.
I sent for him to my inn, but he
to the hall.
would not come so I went to him to the
hall, where were two priests and the master
of the house, and some of Derby, who all
knew me. I got the steward from them into
the hall, where I discoursed him, telling him
his mistress's mind, and left him very friendly; after which I heard no more of the
;

I pressed
Friends going to Lincoln prison.
on then to go home to my family, though it
snowed and blew hard but when I was on
Brasson Moor, the word of the Lord came
to me, bidding me go to Auldwark and help
Thither I went, not daring to
them out.
There was no priest or priest's shop
deny.
in that town, and divers were under trouble
had some acquaintance
I
about religion.
with one John Buzston, to whose house I went,
and he bid me welcome. I acquainted him 1
had a desire to have a meeting, and they acquainted the town, and about the hour apI was enabled to
pointed the house was full.
speak as in the ability of God's holy Spirit,
and was powerfully carried on for about four
hours. The meeting ended before twelve, but
some staid till two, and the man and his wife
were convinced, and both their parents; also
the servant man, who hath since a fine testimony amongst Friends, and twenty more of
John Buzston said he believed all
the town.
Many came to
the town was convinced.
meetings, some till they died, some till they
;

see to the bottom of it; and

heart of the Lord, that
stand it.
Before I got

I

I

desired in

my

might be enabled

home

to

out of York-

I had a dream one night, in which I
saw, as I thought, a great mastiff dog look
hold on me, and held me by my clothes just
by Derby jail.
saw it was to no purpose
I
to strive, and therefore after I had called to
his master to take him off, but could not see
he was inclined to it, I gave up to let him
hold me.
The day before I got home I felt
the suffering more and more; and the next
day I went to Bakewell fair, and the apparitor

shire,

1 could get into my inn,
horse in the stable, being the
16th of the sixth month, 1680.
So to Derby
must go, but we staid that night at BakeI
well, whither my wife came next morning,
and wept. I bid her not weep, but rather
rejoice that we were counted worthy to suffer
for Christ's sake, who had suffered so much
for us.
Then she bore it very well, when
she saw me bear it so cheerfully.

arrested hie before
or put up

my

Now when we came

I demanded
was unwilling, and

to the jail

a free prison, but the jailer

me kindness if I would stay in his
house and pay for my table, but I had a wife

offered

and family, and therefore could not afford to
lie at seven shillings per week in his house;
but I insisted to have a free prison, as I knew
the law allowed.
It happened that a little
before, there were several Friends in that
prison whom he put in the dungeon among
thieves, and would scarcely allow them clean
straw; so I got a statute book, which said
that no sheriff, nor under-sheriff, nor jailer,
nor under-jailer, should keep and lodge debtors and felons together, upon the penalty of
five pounds.
I took it and went to the sheriff,
whose wife and mine claimed some kindred;
they were very friendly to me, and desired
me to leave my book with him, and meet him
at the assizes, where he would speak to the
judge, which he did, and the judge ordered
some went into America, and did my friends" to be put from the felons, and to
married
I had also meetings about
have rooms to themselves. The next that
well, as I hear.
the same lime at Nevvman-Lays-Millen, and came to prison was myself, so I demanded
He said he had corn in
a brave convincement there was in those one of those rooms.
days some of whom are alive to this day, it. Take it out then, said I, which he did in
and faithful to the truth; and also in many great vexation, and put me there, it being an
I borrowed a bed, with
other places where the Lord ordered me and old prison chamber.
went with me, and by his own right arm did some other things, and went in. He came up
Many were convinced, to see how I fared. I had a fire, and though
unutterable things.
yea, hundreds, I believe, and came to meet- I could see the stars at night through the
I
inas, at which the devil was angry, and I was holes in the tiles, yet I lay warm enough
had my health, and was well content, and
cast into prison.
Soon after this, a writ de Excommunicato thought in my mind that this was but small
Capiendo came out. While I was abroad suffering to what I might go through before I
among Friends, I had a great sense of a deep died. I gave up all into the Lord's hand,
suffering falling upon me, insomuch that I soul, body and spirit, wife, children, and all'
said to a friend, it was so deep I could not I had, saying in my heart, sickness or health,
;

;

:
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or death, the will of the

Oh! how good

the

Lord was

Lord be done.
me, and I lay

to

and slept sweetly.
But when the jailer saw that 1 settled to
abide there, and framed to housekeeping, he
was angry and went his way, and locked me
up close, and I remained so some time. I did
quiet

not so

My

much

as desire to look out at the door.
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had done; then I threw it up, and resolved
Lord's time to bring me out, as
he had been pleased to appear to me.
The
word of the Lord came to me. Be content,
and I will bring thee out with honour.
Upon
which I came back to prison, and lay quietly^
till king James set me at liberty.
After this that jailer went out, and another
came in, who was very civil and kind to me^
and also his wife. Towards the spring my

ols

to wait the

that I was accounted worthy of those bonds; and though I could get
nothing except I had drawn it in at the win- eldest son John, died.
I obtained liberty to
dow with a cord, yet it happened that I wanted go to see him, but he died that night after he
nothing all the time it was thus with me, for had seen me.
Some of his last words were,
that he hoped we should meet where they
indeed I resolved to abide it patiently.
At length a Friend, one Robert Meek, came meaning bad men should not part us anyThe day after he was buried, I left
to see me, and the turnkey came to tell me more.
there was one come to see me, saying, I must my wife and went to prison again.
The priests were pleased that I was in pricome down into the house to him. By this I
saw that the jailer was willing to have me son and two of them meeting in my inn at
come to my friends that they might spend Tideswell, priest Wilson said to Fern, with
money in the house; whereupon I told the whom I had the dispute at Baslow, Sir, I can

heart

was glad

—

;

turnkey that

my
am

I

was not willing to go down. If
I, must not come to me, I

friends, said

come to them. He went
a short time brought up the
Friend to me, leaving us together, and the
door unlocked, and when the Friend had staid
his time, I went down with him to see him
When he was gone, I spoke to
take horse.
the jailer, and asked him, why he carried it
him, if he was
I told
so severely to me ?
civil, he should have civility from me, and if
He
he would not, he might do as he would.
said that we were a people that would do nothing but what we listed ; so when we had
talked a while, he said. There hangs the key,
take it, and do as you please.
Ever after I went in and out as I had occasion into the jailer's house and gardens,
not willing to

down, and

in

tell

you news: What news? said Fern;

said Wilson, Gratton

of

it,

show

said Fern.

prison.

is in

These are

their envious

spirit,

I

Why,
am glad

the hirelings that

who

spare not the

flock of Christ

This year I wrote an epistle to the yearly
meeting in London, which is as follows

Dear

friends

and brethren.

In the pure unchangeable truth do I dearly
salute you all
who are truly kept faithful in
;

and by the power of God
hath

in

his endless

mercy

to

his glory:

called

who

and chosen

us to bear testimony to his eternal power and
godhead, who is God over all the gods of the
earth, which are but as grass, which soon
wither and come to an end.
You, dear friends, who dwell in the power
but home he would not let me go, though my of God, the mountain of true holiness, and
wife was taken so ill, that it was feared she in the unchangeable light, that is the same at
would have died. I gave up wife and chil- this day which it was at the first of its breakdren, and all 1 had into the Lord's hand, and ing forth in us, is my love at this time freshly
was contented, saying in my heart, after this unto. And I feel you near and dear to me
manner Life or death, poverty or riches, as ever. You whom God hath made pillars
come what will come, the will of the Lord in his house, honourable vessels in his hand,
But it pleased the Lord that my fitted for his service, my soul honours, yea,
be done.
and. Oh
how easy I and highly esteems in the Lord knowing
wife mended again
was after I had given up all, and my jail was right well, that it is your meat and drink to
made a pleasant place to me, for the Lord in do the will of your Father which is in heaven;
mercy was with me, so that I even sang a and your hearts are gladly carried on in your
living song of praise for to him praise is due Father's business.
You can truly say that
they, and they only, are your brethren and
for ever more
Friends at London, in brotherly love, sent sisters, who are knowers and doers of the
down an habeas corpus to have me up to ap- will of your Father which is in heaven: for
pear in London, whither I went to please God, even our God and Father everlastino-,
them for Nichols had not hit the law right, hath raised us up by his own arm and brought
but the court at London would not let me us forth in his own light, life and power, not
have law for my money at that time. I was to do our own wills, but his. Blessed be his
very uneasy until I came to the temple and name his own people delight to live under
heard what tricks the priest's party and Nich- his government, and love his r.eign, and are
:

;

!

;

;

;

!
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not a

little

kingdom,
hold

it

travail

glad to feel the increase of his

in their

in others.

known

in

own

particulars,

and

to be-

For this, dear Iriends, is a
every upright heart, and a

so as a token of my dear love
not get leave
and true unity unto you and with you, it was
;

in

my

heart thus to write: and in this

main your dear

friend

weighty concern upon the honest minded in lasting praises be given
the churches of the saints, that nothing Amen.

and brother.
to

our

God

re-

I

Ever-

for ever.

all

Written in Derby jail, where I am a primay be suffered or permitted that hinders the
increase of the kingdom and government of soner for the Truth's sake.
John Gkatton.
For this cause, with
Christ Jesus our Lord.
others I might mention, I know it is a thing
22nd of tlic Third month, 1683.
well pleasing unto the Lord, that you meet
After some years the jailer gave me leave
together, who have cheerfully a weighty care
upon your spirits, for the prosperity of the to go home sometimes, and stay some weeks,
eternal Truth, which is truly precious unto but it displeased the priests and apparitors.
you that you may in the wisdom and love And one time, I being at home, a Friend who
;

of God, through his eternal power, and in was to be married came to me, and was
the spring of life be truly carried forth as one earnest with me to come to his marriage,
man to stand up for the cause of God, and saying, he believed there would be a great
enabled to discharge your spirits of that service, for many people of the town of Chesterfield, where he had been an apprentice,
weighty service which lies upon you. Oh
how largely hath the Lord our God made it would be at it. Wherefore I thought to go,
manifest, that this your meeting is well pleas- but that night after he was gone, as I sat in
ing unto him, by giving you his presence in my own house, an exercise fell upon me, so I
'such a powerful and glorious manner, as is turned in my mind, and waited to know the
beyond my ability to declare, and hath sealed cause, and the word of the Lord came unto
me, saying. Thou must not go to this marit in my heart, and I am sure in your hearts,
that it is a right good and honourable thing; riage, for the apparitor will be there; but thou
and declares to all the world, that though we must go to Derby to the jail to-morrow. I
be of several counties of this nation, yea, and went to bed very sorry that I must go to
of several nations, yet are we one body, in Derby so soon, because I had leave to stay
!

one spirit and mind and our unity, love and
concord remain fresh in that life and light
which never alters and is the same at this
day that ever it was. Therefore the enemy
rages and envies our prosperity in the blessed
Truth, and seeks every way to hinder the increase of the kingdom and government of
our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, to whom
be glory for ever! The Lord rebuke him and
chain him down and tread him under our feet.
I earnestly breathe unto the Lord our God,
to give you a good soul-satisfying opportunity,
according to his wonted manner, and I believe
he will do it, and fill your cups full, yea, and
make them overflow abundantly, to the joy
and consolation of every sincere heart amongst
you; and the Lord fill you with the spirit of
judgment, that you may be as helps in government. Judge for God, and set true judgment on the head of transgression and transgressors, wherever they are found, and so
clear Truth, which is clear from scandals
and scandalous professors of it, that God may
be glorified, and all his enemies who will not
that he should reign over them, be brought
down and slain before him, that he over all
may be exalted, who alone is worthy God
amen. Dear brethren, I
blessed for ever
can truly say I am with you in spirit; and
my love springs freshly to you, and I should
be glad to be with you personally, but could
;

,

—

:

at

home some weeks

longer.

I

told

my

wife

and questioned whether I should sleep,
yet through mercy 1 did, but when I awaked
the next morning, it remained with me till I

of

it,

went.

When

Derby, the jailer was at
told him I was come to
see them, at which he was glad, and bade me
go down, and he would follow me. When
1
had been a little time at the jail, there
came two high priests, and one called a gentleman with them, to see me, and asked for
me; so I came to them, but when they saw
me, they had nothing to say to me, only
the man who came with them, whose name
was Ouldershaw, and knew me well, to cover
the matter, for they called for me, as I suppose, as if they were sure that I was not
there, put himself to talk a little with me,
and framed some discourse about religion but
he was soon silent, and was not able to withI

came

to

the Bowling-green;

I

;

stand the Truth, but the priests said nothing,
but paid their shot and went away.
VVhen they were gone, the jailer rejoiced that
it was so ordered", that [ was there so ready to
be seen by them, and said, he would not for
forty pounds but that I had been there that

day, for one of the priests was the chief
priest of Derby town, and the other one very
high and he was so pleased, that he let me
go home again the same day.
;
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Read it and take courage, you that love
34.
have our Lord Jesus Christ in sincerity, and fear
advantage against the jailer for giving me not man; for, if God be for us, who can be
Neither men nor devils can hurt
liberty, and so have got me to be kept close against us?
prisoner, and then they hoped some relation us, though they may tempt and try us yet if
of mine would have given them money for we follow the Lord, he will help us in time of
my release. I suppose they had some infor- need. My chief end in writing these remarkmation that I was expected to be at the mar- able things is, that others may take courage
riage aforesaid
and they laid the design so, to trust in God, and be obedient to him in
that the apparitor went to the marriage to all things, without fearing man, who is but

Thus
we

for

the wicked plotted against the just;

perceived

their design

was

to

;

;

catch

me

there, expecting to find

me

preach-

as grass.

While I lay in prison, I sometimes spoke
meeting, called Gladman, one who knew out of the window to the people, and many
of them were loving and friendly to me, and
better than he practised, who asked for me
and the justice took hold of R. C. to pull him some young men were convinced, amongst
out of the me;eting, but slipped his hold, and whom the jailer's eldest son was one, who
came finely forth in obedience to the Lord,
fell upon a form, and thence to the floor, and
there lay till Friends helped him up.
Those for which his father was angry, and turned
He was likewise offendpriests were to have evidenced that they came him out of doors.
that day to the prison and called for me, and ed with me, and said he would put me in
that I was not there.
But the good God dis- the dungeon and lock me to the wall. But
appointed them, and ordered me to be at the he never did ; for he would sometimes seem
jail, and not at the marriage
but the appa- worse than he really was, for he loved me
ritor inibrmed against the meeting, and Friends more than he made a show of, and the liberty
were fined
one Friend twenty pounds for he gave me declared it.
One day I was concerned in mind for his
preaching, which must have been my lot had
they found me preaching there, and the rest son, for he got little trade in Derby, for the
five shillings a piece for hearers.
So they town was envious, and many of them seemed
distrained on G. H. for twenty pounds, and to turn from him, and would not trade with
Friends for five shillings, but the Lord saw him, because he was turned to the Truth.
all their plots against me, and in mercy de- His father was uneasy, for some would have
livered me that day; neither did my jailer had the high sheriff" to put him out from being
sufier for his kindness to me.
Oh what a jailer but it came into my heart to make
manifestation of the Lord's great love was the jailer a motion, that if he pleased to give
this, for which I was not able to the full to me and his son leave, I would go with him
return the praise and humble acknowledg- to Londop, and place him there.
I
went
ments that are due to him, for his mercy and down and told his wife, and she told her husfatherly care, who knew the designs of our band, to which he consented ; upon which I
enemies, and prevented them.
helped his son what 1 could off with his
Though we were ignorant and knew goods, then I took him with me to London,
nothing of this plot, yet the Lord in mercy and placed him with an honest Friend, George
revealed it to me by his good Spirit, that 1 Watts, where he did well, for the Lord gave
should go to the prison.
Oh what a tender him favour in the sight of Friends, and he
Father and wonderful Counsellor have we
grew in the Truth and after some time he
heaven and earth are full of his majesty, and found his mind engaged in affection toward a
his power is over all.
Let the whole creation, sober young woman, of an honest family, a
and my soul, with all that is within me praise Friend upon which he came down to have
the Lord, for his mercy endures from genera- the consent of his parents, to proceed in martion to generation.
He is God and changeth riage and now I must go up again, which I
not
the same to-day, yesterday and for ever. did, and liked the young woman well
so
Therefore his people are not consumed, though they married, and he went into partnership
the sea rage, and the beasts of the field roar, with a Friend in trade, and grew rich every
yet the sheep and lambs of the flock of Christ way, and the Lord blessed him ; and after
Jesus are saved, and the lions and bears slain some time his father went up to London, and
by him, who hath all power in heaven and saw how his son lived, and confessed that 1
earth, and will deliver all that truly trust in had done more for him than he could have
him.
David said, "
do the heathen done.
rage, and the people imagine a vain thing?
One time, having leave to go home for
The rulers take counsel together against the some time, to see my wife and family, it fell
Lord, and against his anointed;" whom the out so that Robert Meller, of Whitehough in
apostle remembered with joy: Acts iv, 18 to Staffordshire, died, who had been an honest
ing, for he brought a justice with

him

to the

:

;

!

;

!

;

;

:

—

;

Why
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Friend in his day, and a noble standard in
hearted
Friend.

they had heard

:

wishing they could do as he

and they did not know
John a very honest me again, but asked my name and where I
They hearing of my being at home, dwelt; and she told them, by which they got

suffering times

his

;

woman, and

wife

was

also a sincere

said.

I

sat by,

his son

sent and invited me to come to his burial;
and though 1 was sorry for the loss of so
faithful a Friend, yet was I desirous to go to
his burial, thinking there would be many people, for he was beloved both by rich and poor,
and of good report amongst men of all sorts.
But I being a prisoner, was careful the jailer
might not be blamed, or turned out of his
place on my account, for both he and his wife
and children loved me well, and were very
kind to me; upon which I waited upon the
Lord, desiring to know his mind, whether I
Then I felt I might go
should go, or no.
though I had a sense there would be danger

of meeting with

had

some

trouble, but

how

or

their end.

Now

two men in black proved informone of them was a priest, and the
other a schoolmaster, as I heard afterwards.
They informed against me to the magistrates,
and they fined me twenty pounds, and the
three Friends who spoke at the grave twenty
pounds each, and Thomas Hammersley, the
Friend of the house, for the grave-yard twenty pounds, in all an hundred pounds, besides
the

ers, the

other Friends five shillings a piece for hearers.
Yet these informers got nothing of that hun-

dred pounds of any of us

went
it,

to

five,

for

Friends

the magistrates, and ihey moderated

also the justices of our county refused to

grant their warrants to distrain my goods,
know.
When the day came I went, and many because I was a prisoner. The deceased
people were there, many of them people of Friend was a rich man, and so were his relanote and figure in the world, and the high tions, both in that county and in Derbyshire;
constable of our hundred, to whom Robert upon which they sent out a warrant to diswas uncle. I was not easy in my spirit to train upon the widow's goods, from whom
stay at the house, but it was in my mind to go they took a mare, and few else lost much by
to the grave-yard, and not to stay till the these informers, for the hearts of divers peoI being in another
corpse was carried from the house ; upon ple rose against them.
which I left the people at dinner, and went county, a warrant was sent after me to sir
away, and when I came at Basford town's William Boothly, to distrain my goods for
end, I overtook two men In black raiment, twenty pounds, but he said, I was out of his
who opened the gate for me, but as I went on, hundred, and he would not meddle; by this
he put them off, and all was well, though
it rose in my heart that they were informers;
they went on also past the grave-yard, as they employed a sorry attorney of Staffordthough they had been going further, though shire, to go to Simon Degg, a justice of Derby,
I knew there was no road that way which for a warrant to distrain my goods, but the
Then I slipped off my horse and justice told them I was a prisoner. " No,"
they went.
went to a stile to watch them, and saw they said the attorney, " he is at liberty." " No,"
went through a village into the Friend's ground said the justice, " he is in prison." It hapwho lived there, and lay down under a hedge pened that there was a prisoner by at that
till
the corpse came near; when they arose time, and the justice asked him, and he bore
and put themselves into the, crowd, all which witness that I was in jail, for I came in over
I saw and was exercised what to do, whether night, for he both saw me, and was with me
upon which
I should go into the grave-yard or no; for if some time in the jailer's house
I should go, I knew not but my keeper might the justice said, "What would you have?
be turned out of his place, and there were he is a prisoner; therefore I will not grant
W. F., J. any warrant against him."
three public Friends besides, viz
The prisoner came home in the evening,
H., and J. J, So I humbly waited on the Lord
for counsel, if in mercy he would please to and told me, before the jailer and his wife
teach and help me to do his will at that time; and many others, what a tug he had about
and as I waited and walked about, the people me at Justice Degg's, saying, "One Sutton,
came with the corpse, and it pleased the Lord an attorney, craved a warrant against you,
;" but
to encourage me to go to the grave and all for preaching at Robert Meller's burial
should be well; whereupon I went, where my the prisoner aforesaid, by name Porter, affirmmouth was opened to speak to the people, and ed that I was in prison, and so Sutton got no
When my jailer perceived that
the Lord's power was with me, and after 1 warrant.
had done I went into the Friend's house, and while I had been about home upon leave, I
sat down and kept my coat about me; but did venture to go to this burial, he cried out,
some strangers came in under pretence of saying, " Thou wilt undo thyself and me too."
lighting their tobacco, and asked the Friend's But I looked on him, and said boldly as it
maid who I was saying, what a brave man arose in my heart, Man, never fear, for thou

which way

it

would come

I

did not

.

;

:

;
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wilt suffer nothing for any kindness thou
showest to me.
This was the assize time at Derby, and the
high constable aforesaid, who was Robert
Meller's nephew, and was at the burial, told
counsellor Leming, that he could find in his
heart to complain to the judge of my jailer,
for letting me have liberty to go to meetings.
Counsellor Leming told it to a friend of mine,
an attorney in the town, who wished me well,
and he told me what he had heard, and who
told him.
I said to him, Pray ask the counsellor, if it was not Robert Dale
for he was
at the burial as well as me
and said I, it is
hard, if we may not have liberty to bury one
another, or to this effect.
But when he knew
that I had marked him out, he said no more,
nor made any complaint to the judge for it
would have been a shame for him to complain
;

:

329

Then he would have heard no more of
but

was not

I

go so
I,

;

for

it,

by and let him
the charge was great. Prove it, said
willing to pass

it

or confess thy error.

So he asked what we must be tried by it
was answered, By the rule of the church.
He acquiesced with that, and so did L Then
I asked him what that rule was; but he seemed to evade and would not answer; but one that
sat by, said it was the Scriptures.
He said
no then I asked him again, what he said the
rule was
to which he made no answer.
Is
;

:

;

it

the pope? said

the church? said
did

too; for

I

I;

"No,"

said he.

Is

it

he answered no: and so
the church was to be ruled by
1

;

the rule, therefore could not be the rule. But
said I, What dost thou say is the true church's

against

rule? But he seemed loath to answer; but
being urged, he said tradition was the rule.
Tradition
said I, but what was the rule be-

My

fore there

;

me for being at his uncle's burial.
kind jailer had no blame, but all was
well, according to what was said in my heart
when I went to the grave-side, that all should
be well.
The devil was not suffered to do
so much mischief as he would have done
and the Lord comforted my soul through all

!

was

tradition? for there

be the elders, before there

was

must needs

the tradition

of the elders. And said I, The rule is a firm,
stable, standing rule, from the beginning
of the world to the end, that alters not or
changes, which cannot be added to nor taken
these exercises
All this he seemed to have but little
glory, honour and praise be from.
given to him, who never fails those who truly or nothing to say against.
trust in him.
The company desired me to tell them what
After some time I went to London again, I believed this rule was.
And in answer to
and was there when king Charles died, and their request, I told them;
his brother came to the crown, who, after
It was the Holy Ghost, the Spirit of Truth,
some time, set all that were in prison for con- which was in the beginning, and was God,
science sake, at liberty.
and is God, and changes not and since our
While I remained in prison, I had some Lord Jesus Christ suffered death for us, and
discourse with the Papists, who were in prison rose again, this Spirit is poured forth upon all
with me, about several things.
The first flesh see Acts ii. This is that which guided
time the popish priest began with me thus
Enoch, so that he obtained testimony that he
the jailer being ill 1 went down to see him, pleased God.
This hath been the guide, rule
and when the priest heard I was with the and leader of all the patriarchs, prophets and
jailer, he came also, with about eight debtors, the holy men of God, who spoke as they
who were civil men, being well brought up, were moved by the Holy Ghost, or Spirit of
and they came to see the jailer, and being Truth, which leads and guides the true church
pretty cheerful with the old man, the popish into all truth, and all true worship is in it.
priest broke out, and said, " Well may I And as many as are led and guided by the
be cheerful, who suffer for the Truth, when Spirit of God, they are the sons and daughsee how cheerfully some men suffer for ters of God.
This was and is the true
I
error."
church's rule; and if any man have not the
There were none but he and another Papist, Spirit of Christ, he is none of his so this that
and I, who suffered for our profession of is the guide of the church, must be the rule;
religion, so that I saw he struck at me, and he that works by a rule is guided by it and
told him, there were none at that time who ruled by it. This is that which baptizeth men
suffered for their religion but him and another into the church or body of Christ; of which
of his own mind and me, therefore said I, it the children of God are born, and are nourmust needs be me thou meanest, that suffers ished by, so that it gives them life, and inEither prove thy charge, or own spires them, and gives them understanding,
for error.
thy fault, for I am not willing to sit down with manifesting to every man that which is for his
The
it
telling him, that if he could make it profit and welfare, and is freely given.
appear that I suffered for an error, I would apostles were ministers or servants of it this
take him for my friend, for I was not wil- brings men into the adoption, and enables
ling either to live or die in error, if I knew it. them to call God Father, and to say truly,
;

;

;

:

;

;

;
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men to
It directs
is the Lord.
obey, and enables them to do the will of God;
this is grace and a free gift to all, and if they
will, they may come and drink abundantly of
Since
it, for it is a fountain of living water.
men have turned from it, and run after blind

ever our Saviour Christ baptized any with
water, or commanded any man to baptise
with water
and bade him either prove or
yield
but he could not prove their baptism,
and to yield he was not willing. So I left him
to search the Scriptures for a proof.
After this he fell on me sharply, about the
guides, they oppose it and one another,
Having lost the rule, eucharist or sacrament, as they call it, of
and are confounded
He told me, that after the
the true guide, they cry, Lo here, and lo bread and wine.
there, and are out of love and charity one words of consecration, so called, by the
with another, and one is for one head and priest, (we read of no such words in Scripture)
so every the bread was really, corporeally, and subruler, and another for another head
head would rule, and there being many heads stantially the very flesh of Christ, and the
and horns, even to admiration, they are push- wine his very blood, urging Christ's words,
ing at one another, and in Babylon is found " Take, eat, this is my body."
I told him, Christ also said, " The flesh
all the blood of the saints and martyrs of
Jesus; but the true church is full of love and profiteth nothing, it is the Spirit that quickgood will to all mankind with much more to eneth ; the words that I speak unto you, they
Upon this discourse the com- are spirit and they are life; and he that hath
that purpose.
pany believed that the Spirit of Truth was the Son, hath life; but he that hath not the Son,
But the apostle speaking of
the rule and guide ; whereupon the popish hath not life.
priest desired that he and I might be at peace, the children of Israel, 1 Cor. x. says, they
were all baptized unto Moses in the cloud
and would have no more discourse.
After this, two men of the church of Eng- and in the sea ; and they did all eat the
land, who wished me well, came to see me, same spiritual meat, and did all drink the
and sent for me into the jailer's hall; but before same spiritual drink for they drank of that
I came, another Papist, that had been tried for spiritual Rock which followed them, and that
Now, if it be the same,
clipping, [coin] got into discourse with them, Rock was Christ.
and vilified their church sadly, and was very it is spiritual, and not, as thou sayest, corporeal
and if it be not the same, the apostle
If, said I, it
high. Then I asked a question,
can be made to appear that the pope of Rome saith not true. This put him to silence, for
is not in the a-postle Peter's spirit, will you not he durst not say the apostle lied ; and if so,
then grant that he cannot be Peter's succes- then it was the same, and if the same, then
sor 1 The Papist answered yes. Then I asked not the very flesh of Christ corporeally: so
him if Simon Magus was not out of Peter's he was silent a while; at last he said, "Well,
spirit, who thought that the gift of God could for my part, I know nothing of spiritual eating
Then, said I, it is no matter
be bought and sold for money ? He replied or drinking."
that Jesus

;

:

!

;

:

;

—

;

Then, said I, the pope is in Simon Magus's spirit, and not in Peter's, for he thinks
but he said nay, the pope did not
so still
yes.

;

think so. Then, said

I,

he

is

doth he take money for his bulls,
pardons, and indulgences? To this neither he
nor the popish priest that stood by, said a
word more, but went away; and the church-

why

men were

glad.

He

What!

said yes.

said

Then,

elementary

I,

said

I,

water?

dost thou believe

that elementary water hath that virtue in

make
He
effect.

to help to

a

man

a

new creature?

it,

as

or to

said yes
then J denied their
baptism, and told him he could not prove that

this

thee.

heaven.
He said there was a place of
purging after this life, and there were three
sorts of people went into purgatory; one sort
were so holy, that they went strait through it
into heaven, for their works did abide, and
they had reward of the same another sort
was so unholy, that they went strait through
purgatory into hell; and there was a third sort,
the most numerous, who were neither so holy,
as to go strait to heaven, nor so very unholy
as to go strait to hell, and those staid in purgatory fire, till they were made clean, and suffered loss, because their works did not abide
when they were tried by fire, yet they were
saved but so as by fire; alluding to the apostle's words, that every man's work should be
tried by fire, of what sort it is, wood, hay, or
stubble; 1 Cor. iii. 12, 13, 14. Then he queried,
Can any man's work be tried before it be done?
I said no.
Then, said he. Can a man's work
to

;

After this there came in a Jesuit and anOne day
other priest, and two more Papists.
the Jesuit showed me a place in a book, treating of a man being born of the Spirit and of
water.
I asked him what he showed me that
for ? He answered, to let me see that a man
must be born of water as well as of the Spirit.
I asked him what water? He said baptismal
water.

more with

Another time he began to discourse with
me, asking me if I did not believe a purworse than Simon gatory, whither all go before they can go

Magus, because he makes people believe so
else,

to talk

:
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be said to be done before he be dead? I said
Well then, said he, if a man's work cannot
be tried before it be done, as it cannot, nor
done before he be dead, it must needs be tried
after he is dead, and it must be tried by fire,
therefore it must needs be purgatory fire." 1
asked him what sort of fire it was, whether like
that before us, which was a coal fire, elementary fire
he said yes. I never heard before,
said I, that a coal fire could try men's works,
or that it would burn to all eternity.
Now the Lord was pleased to appear, for I
felt him near me, and he opened my understanding, and I laboured to show him from
the holy Scriptures, that men were to know
a being baptized into Christ's death, and to
become dead to sin whilst here, and be buried
with him by baptism into death; that like
as Christ was raised from the dead by the
glory of the Father, even so we also should
walk in newness of life. For if we have
been planted together, said the apostle, in the
likeness of his death, we shall be also in the
knowing this,
likeness of his resurrection
that our old man is crucified with him, that
the body of sin might be destroyed, that henceforth we should not serve sin Rom. vi. The
apostle saith, " How can you that are dead
So the old
to sin, live any longer therein?"
man being crucified, death hath no more dominion over you
and he that enters into
Christ, the true rest, ceaseth from his own
works, as God did from his Christ worketh
The baptism of
in him, for he is all in all.
Christ is with the Holy Ghost and fire; and
he will purge away the filth of the daughter of Zion with the spirit of judgment and
burning; and the day of the Lord shall burn
and Jacob shall become a flame,
as an oven
and the house of Esau stubble and the Lord
shall sit as a refiner's fire, and like a fuller
with soap, and take away the filth of the
daughter of Zion, and purely purge away her
The Lord
dross, and take away her tin.
said by his prophet, " I will make a man
no.

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

more precious than gold, than the golden
wedge of Ophir ;" and that he would purify
The word of the Lord is
the sons of Levi.
as a fire and a hammer, to break the rocks
asunder; and our God is a consuming fire to
and reveals himrender vengeance
upon all that know not God, and that obey
not the gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ. The
and if any
Lord makes all things new
man be in Christ he is a new creature old
things are done away, and become as dross
and dung in comparison of Christ. So that
all

the workers of iniquity,

self in

flames of

fire,

to

;

;

loseth all his own works, for they cannot
abide the trial; but Christ is, of God, made
unto us wisdom, righteousness, sanctification

man
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if any man glory, he must
glory in the Lord, for out of him there is
none.
This must be done or known in this
life, in the day time, for the day shall declare
it, and the fire try every man's work, of what
sort it is.
Therefore, said Christ, " Work

and redemption; and

is day, for the night cometh wherein
can work." There are twelve hours in
the day, in which a man may work, but there
is neither work, nor device, nor knowledge,
nor wisdom in the grave, whither thou goest
therefore, whatsoever thy hand findeth to do,
do it with thy might, for as the tree falls so it
shall be, and as death leaves judgment finds,
and in the grave there is no repentance. The
grave cannot praise the Lord, death cannot
celebrate him, they that go down into the pit
cannot hope for his Truth, but they that die
in the Lord are blessed
and they that are in
Christ need no purgatory after death, having
washed their garments, and made them white
in his own blood.
Nothing else can cleanse
people, or save them from their sins, for there
is no other way to God but by him, neither is
there any can save from death, and give life

while

no

it

man

;

eternal, but Jesus Christ.

Much more was said than I can now
member but he was ignorant and not
:

re-

ac-

quainted with these things, that he had not
wherewith to oppose, nor did he deny what I
said

;

so his purgatory

was

as an invention of men,

and

all

thrown aside

their pretending

pray men out of purgatory is all a cheat
money by, and all their pardons nothing but deceit, for the Lord only hath power
to forgive sin.
Much opened in my mind,
and all he could say came to nothing so we
to

to get

;

parted friendly.

Oh blessed be the Lord, who hath discovered the great deceiver, and all her abominations
and the false prophet, with all his
transformings are seen, and both thrown down
to the earth together.
She is full of the blood
of the saints and martyrs of Jesus, and she
thirsts for more; but the Lord hath a remnant
that have come out of her, and refuse to partake with her of her sins, lest they should
partake with her of her plagues
for strong
is the Lord God Almighty, that judgeth her.
I also had good service with many other
people, and sometimes got to some meetings
at Little-Eaton and other places, but I did not
write down what passed in all places, only
some things of note.
I wrote to the priests of Derby, about the
rude, M'icked practices which the people of
that town lived in, for they made bon-fires
and one year they carried about a thing they
called the pope, and then burnt it in the fire,
and the next year they carried about a thing
they called Presbyter John, and burnt that
!

;

;
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[The following extract is taken from the
many others I
work above alluded to.]
town, grieved me very much.
About this time the priests in their pulpits
To all Persecutors, both by words and actions.
preached aloud, that active obedience must be
"Upon the 16th day of the Sixth month,
practised by all the king's subjects. And one
Henry Ward having been one day with the called August, 1680 ; I being at Bakewell
mayor, came to me in the evening, and told about my trading, it being a fair, was arrestme that the mayor said, we must obey the ed by two or three bailiffs, by virtue of a
king actively so that if the king did command writ of Excommunicato Capiendo, for not
coming to the parish church, so called, and
us to worship Mahomet, we ought to do it
and if it was amiss, it would be the king's fault, not appearing at the Spiritual court. I had
appeared there several times, and offered to
and not ours.
At this time the Act for twenty pounds per the parish priest, that if he could make it apmonth was put in execution, against those who pear I was in an error, by clear Scripture, I
were rich, or such whom the prosecutors were would take him for my friend. And further,
minded to afflict ; upon which one Burrows of that if he could make it appear from clear
Derby, to avoid suffering, conformed ; and Scripture, that it was my duty in the sight of
there was scarcely a man in that town, ac- God, to come to the parish church and conBut he did not
cording to the remarks I then made upon them, form to them, I would do it.
who was willing to be reputed a Presbyterian, find it his business to seek to inform me at
for they had no meeting in or about that town, that time, or any other, being not so charitable
as to bid me come another time and then he
unless it were in private.
Such is the cowardice of men, whose reli- would discourse with me. Although after this
gion is built upon the tradition and inventions I was never cited to the court again, yet upon
of men, and not upon Christ; for from hence the day aforesaid I was sent to Derby jail,
also; and these things, with

beheld

in the

;

how

needful it is for men to lay where I remain a prisoner.
" After 1 was sent to prison, many false
upon that Rock, which neither
the windy doctrines of men, nor the swelling charges were flung after me, to render me
and Truth odious to the country people, who
waves of persecution are able to move.
In this time of my confinement, several were ready to wonder why they should send
people resorted to me in prison on first-days, such a peaceable man to prison.
I was by
and we had good meetings there for though my persecutors highly accused to be an herethe ministers of the gospel may be shut up in tic, a factious fellow, the ringleader of a facjails for the testimony's sake, yet the word of tious people
yea, a blasphemer, an enemy to
God cannot be bound, for it had free course, Caisar, a dangerous fellow, and a spreader of
dangerous principles, and what not. And all
and was glorified.
This prison was made easy to me, and to make the people think hardly of me, and
things were well at home with my dear wife believe if they could, against their belief, that
and family and though she was a tender wo- I was some dangerous man insomuch, that
man, yet she was enabled, through mercy, to they said, I was not fit to live, especially not
keep markets, to carry on our business for a fit to be loose in a country for by keeping
livelihood
she also came sometimes to see me in prison, they had hopes to scatter the
me in prison, though it was sixteen miles, rest. At the hearing of these malicious and
which was hard for her in the winter sea- false calumnies, I was grieved, not for myself,
son.
but others, who I heard were ready to think
Whilst I was a prisoner I wrote a little hardly of me, because such reports had gainbook, which I entitled " The Prisoner's Vin- ed some credit with some, who were thought
dication," also some epistles and letters to both wise and sober, and they believed them,
those others
Friends, and meditations in verse, for my because others believed them
it

is

plain,

their building

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

reason why I wrote some re- believed them, because my persecutors, who
markable passages of my sufferings for Truth, are looked upon by most to be spiritual men,
and also the great things which the Lord hath reported them amongst these uncharitable
wrought for me, both in supporting me there- men. Not one came to show me my reported
in, and delivering me out of, is that my chil- sad condition, but in prison I must lie, come
dren and others may be encouraged to be what will come of wife and children.
My
faithful to the Lord, and valiant for the Truth wife went, with two friends more, to the Archupon the earth ; for this cause it came into Deacon, so called, and showed him the unreamy mind, to tell to others how good the Lord sonableness of my suffering, and the need of
hath been to me, for which I am deeply en- my liberty; but his words were great charges
gaged to praise his great name.
as aforesaid, though he never discoursed me

children.

The
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he also out offence I may take the liberty to say, good
discourse Lord preserve me.
"But seeing I must have no belter treatment
me, and if I was in the right, and he in the
wrong, I should come out of prison, and he from my persecutors than a prison, which inwould go in for me but he yet fails to make deed is the way of argument that the false
his words good.
I do declare to all that may prophets in all ages have taken, with things
see these lines, that if I cannot make it appear, of the like nature, as fines, whips, lions' dens,

about religion
said, that he

in

his

true,

It is

life.

would come

me and

to

,•

fiery furnaces, faggots, and such like; I deI then will be
only I would be sire they will be pleased to suffer me to treat
judged by men unprejudiced against the Truth, them with a few arguments, which are in my
such as are not partial, and make no outward mind, and when I have done, I shall leave
gain of the Scriptures. Many others have de- them to do, as it shall please God to suffer
sired my enlargement, some by letters, and them, as to me, and desire they may consider
some have gone in person, but all fails, except and consult their own profit eternally, and not
I will conform, and pay the charges they have forget, that ere long, both they and I must
been at in laying me in prison which thing appear before the judgment seat of Christ, to
I cannot, and dare not do. For, first, I believe
give an account of the deeds done in the body,
I ought not to conform to the worship that is whether they be good or evil.
" And first, I enquire of you that persecute
now maintained by the priests of this nation
I do not me and others, whether if it was so, as you say
by their preaching and practice
mean by their purses for both they and it falsely it is, that I was a heretic, a factious felcost the people dear.
Secondly, I believe, low, &c., what precept or example you have
that though it be after the way which they from Christ or his apostles, to lay me in priscall heresy, yet the worship which I now own, on, seeing I am a peaceable man and just in
and I do find by my dealing, and pay to Csesar his due, as
is the true worship of God
good and great experience, that the Lord God many that know me will witness? But inof heaven and earth, who is a Spirit, doth ap- stead of a command for persecution, doth not
prove and own it so to be. For the worship I our Lord Christ prohibit it several times? It
own and believe, is the true worship of God, may be you will say, it is no persecution that
They is done in this kind to an erroneous person,
that is spoken of in John iv. 23, 24.
that worship God must worship him in spirit &c., though it may be, for all he is so called
and in truth and saith our Saviour, the Fa- by you, who call light darkness and darkThirdly, ness light, he is a true Christian, and servant
ther seeketh such to worship him.
seeing our Lord, Christ Jesus, did set up, ap- of Jesus Christ.
Doth not Christ prohibit all
point and command this worship, therefore I manner of violence, cruelty, imposition and
believe I ought not to leave it, and run to the like, when he bids his followers to love
another worship, that is no where command- their enemies, not to persecute their friends;
ed, either by Christ or any of his apostles, and whatsoever they would that men should
thinking thereby to save my estate, and to live do unto them, to do so unto men, saying, this
at liberty in the world, and enjoy those natural is the law and the prophets: and also said,
rights and privileges I am a free-born heir to, with what measure you mete, it shall be meawhich I see the drunkard, swearer, curser and sured to you again? Is it obeying Christ's
proud wicked person is not deprived of, though command to lay men in prison? You would
he be so wicked,
Lastly, seeing I do those not be so done unto for your faithless faith,
things I believe I ought to do, and have not and worthless worship.
Though you profess
given any just occasion of oflence, or done to love God, yet while you in works deny him,
wrong to any man, therefore I cannot own my- I shall not much heed your profession for he
self in a fault, and give monies for a pardon is a true lover of him that keeps his comto those, who while they are pardoning others, mandments, as will be found one day, when
are therein committing the highest sins they those that pretended to preach and prophesy in

that he

is

wrong, and

content

to

stay where

I

I

right,

am

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

can approach unto.
If I have sinned, it is his name, and in his name to cast out devils,
against God, and to him I look for mercy
shall be bidden to depart from him, as workbut in this I am not by him accused or judg- ers of iniquity. And if those that preach and
ed as a sinner, but owned and justified by prophesy in his name, and in his name cast
him, and can say, it is God that justifies me, out devils, be sent away from him, because
who shall condemn mel Now should I come they, for all that, were workers of iniquity,
to my persecutors, and own myself an offend- what do you think will be the portion of those
er, and buy their absolution, and conform to that preach and prophesy in man's name, and
their invented ceremonies, then should I by so by man's authority only are held up
and indoing give God's spirit and my own heart and stead of casting devils out, tell people, they
conscience the lie; from which, I hope, with- must live in sin all their lives, and make the
;

;
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buked them, saying, he that is not against me,
for me.
Methinks this might be taken notice of by you priests, who persecute me and
others; since you have seen some of your
drunken hearers become very sober men, after
they have come to hear the Quakers, as you
call us, preach
some of your swearers, cursing, proud, profane hearers become very
careful livers, both in words and deeds; and
what! doth this grieve you? Methinks you
should think such men as these, that prevail
so upon people's hearts to be good men, men
of your side, if you be for God, and should,
like Christ, whom you call your Lord and
"But further, did not Christ command that Master, rather rebuke such as forbid us, than
When, like Peter and
both tares and wheat should grow together? forbid us yourselves.
And do not these two words, wheat and tares John, we dare not but speak the things we
What can you hear and see and are commanded, not then to
comprehend all mankind?
make for your practices here? If I be a tare, take us and put us in prison and so stop the
you should let me alone till the day of the mouths of them God hath opened, and be anharvest
for what hast thou to do with ano- gry with them, though they do what they do
to his own master he freely, and look for no part of your great rether man's servant
Remember, you do not desire to be
stands or falls. Christ Jesus showed a reason venues.
and also it is worth your taking
also, why he would have men to let them so done by
alone, and both grow together; for, saith he, notice, that those our Saviour Christ whipped
lest while you pluck up the tares, ye root out out of the temple, were buyers and sellers
the wheat also. This clearly shows that men what would you think, if such must be whipped
may be mistaken, especially those that have out of your steeple-houses now, and such only
not an infallible spirit; for it is the spirit of be admitted to preach as would do it freely!
God that is infallible, which searchelh and But though he did whip such out, as aforesaid,
makes all things manifest, even the deep things yet we never read that he whipped any in or
We have had sufficient experience, that if any would not come to that place, he
of God.
that under pi'etence of plucking up the tares, imprisoned them, or fined them, or the like.
which is contrary to Christ's command, the No, he was a Shepherd, tender and loving to
if any go astray, his way to fetch
devil hath laboured with all his might, to root them
the wheat out of the world and though Christ them in, is ever by his gentle calls unto them,
saith, he came not to destroy men's lives, but in reproving, rebuking and checking them in
to save them, yet the devil came to kill and their hearts by his spirit, and following them
destroy men's lives, not to save them. Christ with his righteous judgments in their inward
rebuked his disciples, when they would have man. So that for want of true peace with
called fire from heaven, and told them, they God, many have returned again to him, who
knew not what spirit they were of. My king- shows them wherein they offend and when
dom, said he, is not of this world. He did not they return, there is more joy in heaven over
come to be Lord and King in an outward one sinner that repents, than over ninety-nine
manner, and make men yield to him by out- just persons which need no repentance. Just
ward force, for if so, then would his servants persons; mark that! these are none of your
fight; but he came to set up his kingdom in church of miserable ofl^enders.
But let me
It was promised by the
ask you, is not faith the gift of God? And
the hearts of men.
Lord, that he would give him for a covenant that which is not of faith is sin is it not? IC
to the people, and would create new hearts in so, then I ask, what you would gain if you
them, and write his laws in them, and put his could make a man choose to conform to your
fear in their inward parts, and be their God. worship; yours I call it, contrary to his faith
So when Christ came, he said to them, the and conscience, rather than lose his enjoykingdom of heaven is within you and said ments of wife, children, liberty and estate,
the prophet, he shall sit as a refiner's fire, and any more than a hypocrite, one that seemed
fuller's soap; what for^but to purify the heart, to be what he is not ?
Nay, may I not say
for I take him to
that it may offer an offering in righteousness? any better than a heretic
be a heretic that is condemned of himself,
It is true, the apostles in their weakness, forbade those that they found casting out devils that allows himself to do that which he condemns himself for. This way of persecuting
in his name, because they did not follow him
Nay, he re- men for their faith and conscience, is the way
but did Christ approve of it?
let the devil keep the house,
hurry them on into iniquity, transgression and
sin all the days of" their lives; and for all this,
tell those very people that they are Christians,
and though they do those things they ought not,
and leave undone those things they ought to do,
and are miserable offenders, in whom there is
no health, yet while they put into the priest's
mouth, are owned as a dear brother and sister, and so called when they are buried by him,
though it may be they have killed themselves
by a drunken bout. O! how dreadful will
It is a grief to
the end of these things be!
my spirit to think of it.

people content to

is

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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bring

to

tics,

and

in, to

some

to

become hypocrites and

this is the

here-

witness Baal's prophets. The old
serpent knows this well enough
therefore it
;

;

was said in the revelation,
some of you into prison.

the devil shall cast

Some of whom ?
of the servants and faithful witnesses of
Jesus, who would not, and could not worship
the beast. But further, suppose I wanted faith
and a right understanding of the things that
belong to my everlasting peace, do you think

Some

that a prison will be a

the true faith

1

delude people. These your false charges will
be remembered, except you repent,

way such men have gone one day

hold up their idolatry and superstition

in all ages
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Can

means

to

bring

me

into

the prison walls rectify

my

which I desire you may.
" Consider your doings, and see who you run
parallel with
you are but men, you may be
mistaken, seeing you are not led by an infallible spirit, and therefore cannot be sure you
are in the right
but you go by conjectures,
and rest upon the judgment of ancient fathers,
reverend divines, as some call them, heathen
authors, or else your own conceivings, or the
like, and yet are uncertain, and leave the people unsatisfied, and so manifest yourselves to
be such as are not sent with the Lord's message, received from God himself, as by
your uncertain beating the air is manifest to
every one whose eyes the Lord hath opened.
;

;

understanding, or give me faith and wis?
Did ever Christ command the use of
a prison or fine, or any thing of that nature,
to men that would not hear him, or believe So that there is great danger, if I should leave
him? What ground have you for this? Show Christ the true light and teacher of men, who
us your foundation for these actions, and bring now appears by his pure spirit in my heart,
command, precept or example for them from and shows me the things that belong to my
Christ or his servants, and then I shall think peace, and follow you, 1 should then be led,
better of you
but if not, let me tell you, one both in principle and practice, to do those
day you may find your portion to be what the things I ought not, and leave undone those
prophet said,
to him that spoils, and is things I ought to do; and then I could not
not spoiled.
Therefore I could gladly desire, escape being a miserable sinner and offender,

dom

;

Wo

in pity to your own souls, that you would in whom there is no health.
consider your doings
" Suppose I should, contrary to my faith and
not that I am so much
grieved for my own sufferings for truth's sake; knowledge, come to you, and live and die in
no, though my poor wife and children are near error, for fear of being kept here in prison, and
and dear to me, yet blessed be the Lord, I have brought to poverty in the world, which, blessfaith in God concerning them, and believe he ed be the Lord, I value not in comparison of
will take care for them and me too, and can my peace with him, the God of peace, and
trust the Lord upon all accounts, blessed be think to plead with God, and say, I did what
his name forever!
Though it is hard, and I did in submission to men's will, who said,
will be so found one day to you that part me they were the ministers of Christ, and was

even

;

from them, to be stripped from them for my
obedience to God, and laid in prison, and by
you reported to be one of the worst of men.

O

this is the way and manner which the serpent and his instruments of old took with the
servants of Jesus Christ, witness Paul's accusers, and persecutors. We, said they, have
!

found this

man

a pestilent fellow, a

mover of
Naza-

sedition, a ringleader of the sect of the

renes, &c.
And the great rabbies of those
days, the Scribes, Pharisees, high priests and
rulers, that persecuted our great Lord and
Master Jesus Christ, accused him to be an

enemy

to Ccesar, a blasphemer, and a de&c.
" And you that are my persecutors, are not
you much like these men aforesaid, who persecuted Christ and his apostles, and cried to
the rulers for help, in your proceedings against
me? And though some of you never saw me
as I know of, and none of you ever came to
discourse me, or see wherein I was mistaken
as to my faith and principles
yet you can
fling it out, that I am a dangerous person, a
deceiver, and run up and down the country to

ceiver,

;

forced to it by the chief priests of our country,
and must either submit to their wills, or lie in
prison, have my goods spoiled, and my wife and
children impoverished so that I did what I did
only to save my estate, and have my liberty,
&c., or else I would not have done it, for it
was against my faith and conscience, and because of the fear of man.
Will this excuse
me? If not, then I ask you, can you excuse
me to God, and assure me of it, if I will conform to your worship, and give you monies
for a pardon of my true obedience to God in
disobedience to you ?
For so indeed the case
lieth
if you cannot excuse me, if you should
or could force me to sin against God, then
;

;

why

should not

I,

who am

a peaceable man,

and wrong no man, but love

my

men, have

all

dare to die? Seeing I
must answer for myself, and stand or fall to
my own master, what have you to do to
judge me, who am the Lord's servant?
I
must stand or fall to him I serve how dare
you smite your fellow servants, and cast them
liberty to live as

I

;

into prison who have done you no wrong, nor
owe you any thing but love, when he that put
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who owed him an
hundred pence, was so severely judged of his
Lord, who had forgiven him a greater debt?
And He has taught us to use those words in
prayer, forgive us our trespasses, as we iorgive them that trespass against us. And would
you not have God answer your own desire?
" Consider these things, and learn to do as
you would be done unto; for witli the same
measure you mete, it shall be measured to you
Remember what your Saviour layeth
again.
his fellow servant in prison,

at liberty,

by king James

II.

I

was discharg-

ed in open court, the 23rd of the

first month,
1685-6. Then I went home to my wife, but
after I had staid a while, I was concerned to
visit friends, and travelled through most parts
of this nation, except Cornwall, and was also
I had also many
in some parts of Wales.
meetings in and about Eastwood, Nottinghamshire, and many were convinced, and became

obedient to the blessed truth.
But the priest of Eastwood hearing a great
down as great offences at the last day, to those rumour about Friends, as also that many of his
on the left hand. Go you cursed into everlast- hearers left him, bade his son who was a

ing torment with the devil and his angels; or,
depart from me, ye workers of iniquity, 1
know you not; for I was an hungered, and you

gave me no meal; thirsty, and you gave me
no drink; naked, and you clothed me not;
sick, and in prison, and you visited me not.
And when they answered, when saw we thee
an hungered, thirsty, naked, &c., and did not
He told them, inasmuch
minister unto thee'^
as you did it not to one of the least of these
my brethren, you did it not to me. By which
to his
it is clear, he takes that which is done
followers as done to himself; for indeed it is
for his sake,
ly,

all

teaches us to live righteousgodly in this present evil

and because we obey him, and keep
command, therefore are we hated of
men for his name's sake. But the wicked

world
his

who

soberly and
;

the swearer, liar,
are not thus treated by you
drunkard, proud person, &c., are left at liberty,
and in these days are the men in fashion. But
if it be so great an offence not to visit the serwhat will
vants of Christ, when in distress
those that lay them in prison, and
it be to
keep them there, which is a means to bring
them into nakedness, hunger, thirst and sickWas it not said, that it were better a
ness?
millstone were hanged about his neck, and he
cast into the sea, than to offend one of those
;

;

priest also,

and sometimes preached

ther's stead, to preach the
I

did

but

;

same

in his fa-

doctrine which

when he went about what his
was so confounded in

ther advised him, he

fa-

his

It happened
matter, that he could not go on.
one day, that I had a very large meeting at
the house of Luke Hanks, where I heard that
this priest of Eastwood should say I stole his
sheep from him, meaning some of those who
had been his hearers. After meeting I went

a friend's house, but that night the priest
me to go to his house,
whither I went, and several friends along with

to

sent his clerk, desiring

When we came

we were invited to
and sat a while in siuntil the priest of Heynor, who had
lence
followed us thither, spake to the priest of Eastwood, saying, he perceived that I was sent for
to him, that he might speak with me; upon
which the young priest asked me, how I was
called to be a preacher. But before I answered
me.

sit

down, which we

there,

did,

;

he added, I grant that a man
be rightly called, though not of God ;
At
for, said he, the king's call is sufficient.
which a friend, who was present, said, I su|)No,
pose this king has called none of you.
his question,

may

believe he will call you
I
any of us. I then spake, saying, I deny that any man can be rightly called, if he
What then be not called of God, as was Aaron; and this
little ones that believed in Christ.
The
will his portion be that not only offends them, I was willing to prove by Scripture.

but persecutes them, imprisons them, spoils
and slanders their person,

their goods, belies

and misrepresents them

to

the world, takes

from
righteousness of the righteous
him, and takes him from his dear wife and
children, and causeth them to suffer also;
though it is said. Cursed is he that parts man
and wife. What excuse can you make at the
How unlike are
last day for these things
you to him who is good to all men,. and laid
down his life a ransom for all, and doth cause

the

!

replied the priest,

before

house laboured to help his son
he run himself into the same snare,
for they were not able to prove that any man
was rightly called to preach, unless he was
talked further till they
called of God.
were both silent and confounded ; in this silence a concern came upon me, on which I
stood up and preached truth among them, and
when 1 had done, the priests gave me their
hands, and we parted friendly ; when we were
gone, the priest's wife was angry with them,
priest of the

out, but

We

sun to shine upon all, and his rain to de- saying, they sent for me like fools, and let me
scend upon all, and his grace that brings sal- go like fools but if ever I came again, she
threatened, that she would either burn or scald
vation appears in all, and strives with all."
me. After this I heard that the priest of Heyhere nor fell into great trouble of mind, and was
I was a prisoner for the gospel's sake

his

;

above

five

years and a half before

I

was

set

confounded

in his pulpit.
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Exeter, where were a fine
meeting and a house newly built; and I travelled through several counties to London.
The
Lord in great. mercy favoured me with his power and presence, to my great comfort and joy.
After the yearly meeting at London, I went
into Hertfordshire and Essex, and to and fro
in Suffolk, Norlblk, as far as Yarmouth, and
back to Norwich, and up and down in that
county to Downham and Lynn, and into the
Isle of Ely, Cambridgeshire, Huntingtonshire,
Northamptonshire, Leicestershire and Rutland, into Lincolnshire, to Boston and Lincoln
city, and through most of that great county.
So into Nottinghamshire, and then into Derformerly.
byshire home.
Flaving travelled in great
I went to Chester several times after, and
had good meetings there, through the Lord's love, many in this journey were turned to the
goodness and mercy, who made them so with Lord, from the evil of their ways, as at many
his precious presence, according to his blessed other times and places, where I travelled, and
testimony that wheresoever two or three are though I often came home much spent, weak
met together in his name, there is he in the and weary, yet I had my reward with me, my
midst of them. This I have witnessed many a sheaves in my bosom, and usually was soon
time for if the Lord had not been with us, we better when I had rested a while.
He
I had it upon me to go and visit Friends in
could have done nothing without him.
was mouth and wisdom to us, and gave us to Scotland; and accordingly I went by Halifax,
understand Sci-ipture, and also the motion of Leeds and York, where I met Thomas Aldam,
for we who accompanied me.
We went to North
his holy Spirit, inspiring us by it
spoke as it moved us, and gave us utterance. Allerton, Yarm, Stockton, Bishop Aukland
Renowned and exalted over all, be our gra- and Durham; thence to Newcastle upon Tyne,
was at Suncious God
for we came not with words of where we had great meetings
our own wisdom, or with words which man's derland, and many places in Northumberland,
wisdom teacheth or taught us, but with words which I cannot name. We came to Berwick,
which the Holy Ghost gave us, comparing where the rude people disturbed the meeting,
spiritual things with spiritual.
breaking the windows, but a lady who dwelt
to most meetings in the county in Northumberland, being there, went to the
I went
of Cheshire
and a fine people there were, magistrates of the town, upon which the raband much love, unity, peace and concord were ble were rebuked. Next day we went to
James Holamongst Friends.
Kelso, and had a quiet meeting.
After this I travelled in several counties in liday went with us to Edinburgh, where we
England, both east, west and south
and were at their yearly meeting for that nation,
through other counties northward as Wor- and it was a comfortable opportunity; the
we
cestershire and Staffordshire in my return next meeting we had was at Montrose
home, and found Friends in great love and had also another meeting before we came to
unity, and many were convinced. Truth pros- Ury, where the widow of Robert Barclay
pered, and we were sweetly refreshed and dwelt. There we staid several days, in which
comforted together; for we were an help and time 1 observed, that when her children were
a strength one to another, and the body edi- up in the morning and dressed, she sat down
blessed and praised be the with them before breakfast, and in a religious
fied itself in love
manner waited upon the Lord ; which pious
name of our God for ever.
I went much abroad to meetings, and ran care and the motherly instruction of her chilto and fro to the utmost of my ability, in most dren, when young, doubtless had its desired
for as they grew in years,
parts of the nation, preaching the gospel free- effect upon them
ly, and also travelled into Wales, and through they also grew in the knowledge of the blessed
great part of it and had many good meet- Truth, and since that time some of them are
We were in great danger in become public preachers thereof.
ings there.
From thence we went to Aberdeen, and
passing over the water at Aust into Gloucestershire, but through mercy, got safe to John found a fine meeting of Friends, and staid
thence to John Forbes's,
Bolton's, at Ouldstone, and visited most meet- there some time
back to
ings in that county.
I was at Frenchay, and to Cashore, Kingswells, and
and from thence to Bristol, and was at many Aberdeen, Ury and iVlontrose, Dundee, Leith
good meetings in Somersetshire, and in Devon- and Edinburgh, at which place they stoned
43
VoL. lX.~No. 9.
I

visited Friends

in

Lancashire, [and se-

shire, as far as

and the Lord was with
me in his great love and mercy, else my
travels had been tiresome and unpleasant,
but the Lord helped me many a time; yea,
the living know it, and met with him to their
comfort, else meeting with me could have
done little, tor the work was the Lord's, and
he wrought in us and for us, of his own
good pleasure; glory, honour and praise are
wholly due to him.
After this I went into Cheshire, and to
Chester again, where I had been exercised,
and where there was now more openness than
veral other parts]

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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In this year I had a concern to visit Friends
us, when we were quietly in tlie meeting.
Thence to Lithgow, and so to Charles Ham- with the following lines.
from thence we
bleton's, the duke's servant
came to Durand, and a town where there
An Epistle to Friends in Scotland, written at
was a meeting-house, in which we had a
Monyash, the 22nd of the eleventh month, 1694.
meeting. Thence to Glasgow, where the peo;

were wicked, and thence to Hambleton,
where we had a good meeting so to Argyle
and Douglass, and to one James Wood's house,
where we had a meeting; and he came with
The Lord in
us by Dumfries into England.
mercy helped me mightily with his heavenly
power, and gave us many precious meetings up
and down in that nation, though I felt the
ple

;

Scotch people in a bitter, envious spirit in several places, and we were in perils twice, both at
Edinburgh and Glasgow, where they stoned
us.
At Edinburgh a stone hit me as I was
declaring in the meeting, but did not hurt me.
After our return out of Scotland, we had
many good meetings in Cumberland, which
were comfortable seasons to us for the Comforter was with us, and mightily helped us
from meeting to meeting. From thence we
travelled to Kendal, the Height, and Swarthmore, where we had a fine meeting; we were
also at Lancaster, from which place we returned back again to Kendal, and passed from
thence to Thomas Camm's, and into Yorkshire, to John Blakling's near Sedberg, and
by William Ellis's to Skipton, from whence
we went to Leeds and Warnsworth, where I
left my companion, T. Aldam, and returned
home, and there found my wife and family
well, to my great comfort
praised be the
;

Truly beloved friends and brethren,
With pure love unfeigned, which springs
from the Fountain thereof, do I tenderly salute you, and all true Friends with you, feeling you near and dear to me at all times
and am glad that
when I remember you
the God and Fountain of all our mercies,
hath reached forth so plentifully to your immortal souls, and made you so largely to
partake with us of his free grace and gift of
eternal life, so that your portions and measures hereof are very large, to the mutual
joy of you, me, and many more, for which
;

we are deeply obliged to be truly thankful
unto our God, from whom every good and
Unto him alone we
perfect gift comes.
ought still to look, that as men in need of continual supply, we may experience his bountiful hand to minister freely to every one of us
for it is he alone that both makes and keeps us
and

all

his, truly living, faithful, fruitful

and

serviceable in this blessed day of his mighty

power, wherein as we abide we have fellowwith him and one with another.

ship both

The
the

travail

Lord

is,

and earnest desire of
that

we may

all

my

soul to

be preserved to

the end in true self-denial, humbly, meekly
and innocently walking in this glorious day

and power, so as we may
and the blessed unity
Friends in Scotland and elsewhere were of his holy Spirit being lived in, no man can
very loving to us, and fine living meetings take our joy from us, which is only possessed
there were in that nation.
I felt them in the
by us as we abide in him, who is life eternal,
life near to my spirit, in which the living to whom be praise given by us and all that
know one another beyond words, and I hope partake with us, forever, Amen.
and believe the Lord will have a great people
Many are the exercises, temptations, sufferthere in time to come, though the enemy ings and tribulations which attend us here,
be angry, and would hinder the spreading of both within and without.
Well may we say,
the holy Truth, by the enemies thereof; yet our God is God and changeth not, else ere
his weapons are but carnal, silly and weak. this we might have been destroyed, for we
I desire many Friends may think of that naare poor, and weak, and insufficient of ourtion, and in the will of God give up to visit selves, to think a good thought.
The enemy
it
for there is a zealous professing people, knows this, and labours to deceive us with
and were they but brought to the knowledge his subtle wiles; for if we keep not in him
of the Truth, I believe very many would be who is our wisdom, righteousness, sanctificazealous for it.
tion and redemption, we have no wisdom of
I found that those two worthy men, Robert our own, or righteousness, or power to save
Barclay and Patrick Livingston, had left a ourselves at all. Oh, the goodness of God to
sweet savour behind them, and the removing us is undeclarable
And we see as much
of them, especially the former, was a great loss need as ever to keep looking unto him for
to that nation, and cause of great mourning help every moment, for all our time is a time
to Friends there, and also to others elsewhere; of need, and if the Lord was not with us we
but blessed be God, he, viz: Robert Barclay, could not bear up against the enemy's floods,
hath left a hopeful family behind him
praises tempests and raging violence and storms, that
be given to the Lord for ever.
But
attend us in this perilous pilgrimage.
;

Lord

for ever.

of gospel

light, life

help one another's joy;

;

1

;
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glory, honour, praises, and high

returns of

humble and sincere thanks, be given to our
great and merciful God.
He is with us, and
is the same he was in ancient days, when he
carried Israel through the Red sea on dryground, and gave them to behold his miraculous deliverance, and saved them out of the
hands of their many enemies, who sought to
destroy them.
The sense of his love, and
the experience which I have of his goodness,
tenders my poor heart, and bows my spirit
before him and 1 hope you partake with me,
and will also feel with me beyond words or
;

writings.
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I desire you as a brother, to keep up the
good order of the blessed Truth amongst you,
and let not your monthly and quarterly meetings be neglected, and take care of the whole
church of God, in your nation, and delay
not to help one another.
For God Almighty
hath set up his standard, and his controversy
is

proclaimed against

know
when

all

unrighteousness.

1

some help in some places,
the Lord hath gifted
I was with you
some to be helps, and to rule well in the
there wanted

church

;

:

and we know the apostles

their

in

travels left the brethren decrees to keep,

and

took care of the churches as they travelled,
and went to see how they did. I hope you
will take it well that I make thus bold with
you, and will feel my tender love to you.
I was glad when I saw a copy of your letter to G. K., yet sorry to see the answer to
you from him, or his wife, or both he must,
it
seems, be made manifest.
I desire you
may grow in the heavenly joot, and multiply

friends, I desire we may all be mindof Him who is our rock and refuge, keeping near him always, not forgetting the Lord.
Here is divine light, for he dwells in it, and
here we see our
in him is no darkness at all
states as they are, and that what we are, we
Here it is we meet with
are by his grace.
fresh pastures of life, and feed together, where
the enemy cannot come, nor the lofty, unclean to the glory of him that hath grafted you
Edomite approach. My heart is glad, to feel into it.
love run so freely towards you at this time.
My dear friends, in every respect be truly
I do not write these things as though 1 looked obedient unto the Lord, and may he by his own

Dear

ful

;

;

upon you not to know them ; no, if I did, I
could not be so free and open to you, but a
little to remind you, and in these few lines to
confer with you in love
for it is the fruits of
dear, unfeigned love, I here salute you with,
as men that I can say are of my flesh and
bones, and members with me, of that sweet,
harmonious body, of which Christ Jesus is
Head, Lord and King: worthy is he to reign,
it is his right
and he that would be great
among you, must be least of all ; and this is
the Lord's doing, and it is marvellous in our
eyes.
Oh that we may see this low estate
experimentally, for in that place many have
met with him, and been met withal by him,
who despiseth not the low estate of his servants and handmaids.
Surely it behooves us
to be low, for our teacher is meek and lowly
;•

;

!

in heart.

My

dear and truly beloved, the meek are
with love, even that love which is
not puffed up, seeks not its own in that sense
the apostle means, but leads us to seek the
good of all, and the things that are Jesus
Christ's.
I pray that we may always dwell
in this love, and then we shall be sure to
love one another.
I was glad in heart, when
I felt your love to me in the Lord, when present with you, and to my companion also
and also when I felt your love kept fresh to
us after our departure from you in person,

most

filled

power strengthen, establish
deeply in his blessed Truth.
derly commit you

even now as

in

ever more.

Read

this

He

is

you

root

To him I tenGod Almighty

Abraham's days

praise, worship,
for

all.

and

to him be
honour, glory and renown
;

Amen.

to all as

you see a

service,

and

send honest Bartholomew Gibson a copy of it,
and let him know my dear love is to him and
his wife, Francis Soneman, and Friends in
Edinburgh. Let copies of it be sent to all in
Scotland.
I thank God I am pretty healthy,
So with my true
but not strong in body.
love to you

all, I

am your

1

staid about

sincere friend in

John Gratton.

pure love,

home some

time,

where

I

had

many

meetings, and there was a fine increase
But many of them
in the number of Friends.

went into America, about forty from our
monthly meeting, and some others, which
lessened our meeting pretty much.
After some time it came upon me to
divers of
go and visit Friends in Ireland
whom had been in England, and a love lived
I gave up to go, and went to
in me to them.
;

Westchester in order

was an embargo
must not go out.

laid

it,

but found there

upon

ships, that they

to

When we

could not go for
Ireland, we went to Shrewsbury, and so down
into Herefordshire, R. Needham being with
me, and to the yearly meeting in Wales, at

spirit, and that you remembered me in
your prayers I desire you would still re- Ponty Moyle, in Monmouthshire. A fine meetmember me, and 1 hope I shall not forget ing it was, and after at the Pont, and so over

not in

;

you.

the passage into Gloucestershire, to Bristol,
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and into Somersetshire, to Richard Vickris's,
at Chew, John Whiting's at Wrington, and
WilHam Laurence's at Axbridge, and back to
Bristol to the yearly meeting there, and from
thence to the yearly meeting at London.
After that I returned home with my wife, and
staid about seven days, and then set forward
again for Ireland with Godfrey Newhall, a
Friend of Yorkshire, and went to Whitehaven
in Cumberland for George Rook's company,
the winds were somewhat
and so to sea
contrary, and we were in some danger of our
but we put into the Isle of JVIan, and
lives

precious meeting

:

after

which

he returned

home.

He

also came up to the next yearly meetLondon, 1702. At this time he brought
up his Treatise relating to Tithes, which was
an answer to a letter, entitled, The Clergy's
Legal Right to Tithes, &c.
in

came again to the
meeting, visiting Friends in many
places as he came.
;
The 26th of the second month, 1704, he
set out again for London, visiting Friends in
many places as he came, as in Nottinghamat last arrived safe at Dublin in the fifth shire, Huntingtonshire, the Isle of Ely, and a
great part of Norfolk, and had sevei'al meetmonth.
had many precious meetings in that ings in Suffolk, the last of which was at
nation, especially their province meetings, and Ipswich, from which place he came to ColFriends were generally in sweet love, unity, chester, and was at their meeting on first-day;
peace, concord and order, and good govern- after which he visited several meetings in
ment amongst them, and great love and care Essex, and then came to London to the yearly
of one another's families, the poor and youth meeting; having travelled in this journey three
When we had been at all the hundred and thirty-four miles, according to
in all respects.
meetings of Friends that we knew of in the his own account.
After his return home at this time, there is
nation, or seen some Friends of all the meetings, and were clear to come away, we left no account of his travelling for two or three
them in true love, being well satisfied in visit- years greater weakness growing upon him,
and took shipping at Dublin, and it is probable he continued about home, visiting them
came to Holyhead, and through Wales to ing Friends as he was able.
In 1707, he disposed of his estate at MonyWestchester, and so home.
Many Friends in Ireland had a great care ash, and dwelt with his son Joseph some time;
upon them in the over-sight of the flock, then he went to visit some Friends in several
watching over them, that Friends be careful adjacent places, his wife accompanying him,
in all respects, to keep their profession without though both of them were aged and weakly.
blame, and that none run inordinately after the But after they returned home, his wife growworld, or break in other men's debt; to prevent ing weaker and weaker, departed this life
which they are advised to labour lawfully for the 4th of the tenth month, 1707 ; dying in
the maintenance of their families, providing peace with the Lord, leaving a good report
by thus behind her, among those who knew her.
things honest in the sight of men
watching over one another, doubtless some The account of her death he gave himself,
things are prevented, which otherwise might saying, a very comfortable wife she had been
prove a disreputation to our holy profession. to him nearly thirty-eight years: adding, that
she had never hindered him from going
After his return from Ireland, he kept no abroad to visit Friends.
exact account of the residue of his travels,
In the year 1708, he took a journey to
though he visited Friends in divers counties, London again, and went into some parts of
labouring in the work of the gospel, as he Essex, Surry and Kent; after which he refound drawings thereto, though in his latter turned to London again, where staying some
days he was afflicted with disease, which time, he was taken ill, and weakness increasmuch abated his natural strength ; neverthe- ing upon him, he removed out of the city, for
less he came several times to London, and the benefit of the air, to Richard Richardson's,
In the year 1703, he

yearly

;

We

:

;

;

near Uxbridge, where he was carefully attended for three weeks, in which time, several
1700 ; and in his return home had many Friends of London went to visit him. From
good meetings in the way, being accompa- this place Daniel Wharley took him to his
nied by John Cade to BIyth, where his wife house ; from thence he went to Ailsbury, and
met him.
by small journeys he got home, Richard
The next year he travelled as far as Bris- Needham accompanying him. He continued
particularly in the winter, 1699.

He

also

came

to

the yearly

meeting

in

yearly meeting. From
Bath, and ti'avelled up to
London to the yearly meeting, which fell in
the fourth month, 1701.
It was a large and
tol,

and was

at their

thence he went

to

living with his daughter above

three years,

being weakly until his decease, which was
in the ninth month, 1711, aged about seventy years; dying, no doubt in peace with
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entered into his everlasting
faithful followers of Jesus.

is

rest,

among

the
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day; which Abraham rejoiced to see, and
it, and was glad.
Many of the prophets

this

saw

of it, as may hereafter be showed
and Christ himself doth very fully and plainly
A small treatise concerning the Light of Christ speak of it, in divers places.
But first we will take notice of the proto which is added, something concerning the
phets
David saith, " The Lord is my light
death and sufferings of Christ.
and my salvation, the strength of my life;"
Some time ago I was discoursing with a and, " With thee is the fountain of light; in
What plain
person, whom I wish very well, about matters thy light shall we see light."
of the greatest weight and moment and he evidence is here: he tells what the light is;
told me they heard that we preached up a it is the Lord, his salvation, his life and
new light.
This made me sorry, and I strength, in whose light we see light, and
thought it strange that we were no better know it to come from the Fountain of Life
known to a person of that note and so near a and Psal. xliii. 3, he prays, "O send out thy
neighbour; therefore, to clear us of that scan- light and thy truth
let them lead me
let
dal, and to inform sober, moderate and friend- them bring me unto thy holy hill."
What is
ly inquirers, and to satisfy our enemies that more desirable or more profitable than that
and above all, for the pro- which leads and brings the soul into God's
falsely accuse us
pagating the holy Light and Truth, which the holy hill and tabernacle
David did not degood man prayed to God of old to send forth, spise the light, but prayed that God would
Psal. xliii. 3, are these few lines written; with send it out, to lead him and guide him to his
desires, that God in his great mercy may holy hill
he loved it, and so do all the upmake them serviceable to all honest, sincere right in heart. The Lord is God, and changes
hearted readers thereof, to his glory for ever. not the same to-day, yesterday and for ever;
I testify to all, that we believe in and preach
and they that are enlightened with the enno other light, but that true Light that John lightenings of the Lord at this day, do know
preached and bore testimony of; and we know their earthly nature hath been made to tremtestified

;

;

:

:

;

!

;

;

" In the beginning was
is true.
Word, and the Word was with God, and
the Word was God.
The same was in the
beginning with God.
All things were made
by him and without him was not any thing
made that was made. In him was life, and
the life was the light of men.
And the light
shineth in darkness, and the darkness comhis

testimony

the

;

prehended

we

it

not."

This

is

that very light

bear witness of, the light of eternal life
that was in the beginning, and therefore is no
new doctrine, or new light. The apostle John
goes on and tells us what God sent John the
Baptist to bear witness of: " There was a
man sent from God, whose name was John.
The same came for a witness, to bear witness
of the Light, that all men through him might
believe.
He was not that Light, but was sent
to bear witness of that Light.
That was the
true Light, which lighteth every man that
cometh into the world. He was in the world,
and the world was made by him, and the world
knew him not." Here are two Johns, one
the beloved disciple, the other John Baptist, a
prophet and both declare of the very same
Light, of which the despised and falsely accused Quakers, do now in these days bear
Well may we be bold to bear
testimony.
witness of it, for we know it is the true
Light, the same that these men preached in
their day; and that it hath enlightened us
and showed us all that ever we have done,
and that it is the Lord's mercy that we see
;

ble

;

yet hath the sincere soul rejoiced with

trembling, and hath kissed the Son, and been

glad to see the light, that is sown for the
righteous
and gladness for the upright in
;

heart.

As Abraham

did, so

dren, *rejoice to see the

do

light

all

his chil-

of the Lord.

But some say, How do we know that David
Answer, his
speaks of the light within ?
words are full and plain, and agree with
John saith, " that Christ is the true
John's.
Light that enlighteneth every man, and that
in him is life, and the life is the light of men."
David said, "The Lord is my light, and my
salvation ;" so David's Lord is his light and
and salvation.
And John saith, " It enlighteneth every
man that cometh into the world ;" so herein
is manifested God's universal love and good
will to all men.
As it is said elsewhere,
" God so loved the world, that he gave his
only begotten Son, that whosoever believed
in him should not perish, but have everlasting
life;" even that life that is the light of men.
So the Lord in mercy causeth his sun to
shine upon all, and to give light to the whole
world.

There are some parts of the earth that have
seen the true light of life, and trembled too,
that are not called Quakers, because, though
they have seen and felt, tasted and handled of
the Light or Word of God, yet they have
They are of those that
rebelled against it.
rebel against the light, they know not the
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ways thereof, nor abide in the paths thereof. God." This is the man that loves the light,
And there are some of this sort who walk in the and is not willing to rest short of being
form, but deny the power, and cause the way approved by the Lord, and is thankful to God
There are that hath showed him light, who hath made
of Truth to be evilly spoken of.
some that, though the light shines in them, us able to say, his Word is a lamp unto our
and

lets

them see

their evil

ways, and reproves

in love with the

them, yet they are so

world,

and the evils thereof, that they turn away
from the Lord, and from his light, grace and
holy Spirit, that strives with them so these
lie under guilt and condemnation. Their own
hearts condemn them, their heart and conscience is defiled these see it, and confess it,
but will not forsake sin, and therefore they
lie under condemnation; as in John iii. 19,
This is the condemnation, that light is
20
come into the world, and men loved darkness
rather than light, because their deeds were evil.
For every one that doeth evil, hateth the light,
neither cometh to the light, lest his deeds
should be reproved. These refuse to come
;

;

;

because they love not to be reproved, troubled, or disquieted in their minds.
They take pleasure in sin, and to live at ease
in iniquity, and love not to be parted from
the world, or its evil ways ; therefore they
to the light,

love darkness rather than light.

Now it is clear, that if a day of vishation
had not come, and the Sun of Righteousness
had not risen and shined upon the world, and
made
then

all

things manifest that are reproved

made.
shined?

Who

doth not

and

calls for holiness,
evil,

;

might have been some excuse
But upon whom hath not his light

there

and what

know? The Lord
men see what is

lets all

good, that they may love
from the
it, and turn
appearance of it. Therefore

is

the good and cleave to
evil,

and

flee all

cease to do evil, and learn to do well, and find
mercy with the Lord.
Christ said, " If I had not come, they had
not had sin ; but now they have no cloak

unto our path. Osaith this man,
is sweet, and a pleasant thing
it is for the eyes to behold the sun." "O house
of Jacob come ye and let us walk in the light
of the Lord." For the mountain of the Lord's
house shall be established in the top of the
mountains, and shall be exalted above the
hills, and all nations shall flow unto it, therefore let us trust in the Lord, that will yet choose
" Cry out and shout, inhabitant of
Jacob
Zion, for great is the holy One of Israel in
But woe unto them that
the midst of thee.
call evil good, and good evil ; and put darkThis
ness for light, and light for darkness."
evangelical prophet Isaiah, ably declares of
the glorious fight, Christ Jesus, chap. ix. 2
"The people that walked in darkness have
they that dwelt in the
seen a great light
region of the shadow of death, upon them
Was not this our
hath the light shined."
state who are Gentiles ; and now the light
of Zion is come, why should she not bear
witness of it? For the Light of Israel "shall
be for a fire, and his holy One for a flame,
and it shall burn ;" and, " I the Lord will
for a
give thee for a covenant of the people
to open the blind eyes,
light of the Gentiles
to bring out the prisoners from the prison,
and them that sit in darkness out of the prison house.
I will also give thee for a light
unto the Gentiles, that thou mayest be my
salvation unto the ends of the earth." "Arise
and shine, for thy light has come, and the
And
glory of the Lord is risen upon thee.
the Gentiles shall come to thy light, and
kings to the brightness of thy rising." " The
feet,

and a

"Truly

light

the light

!

;

;

;

:

sun shall be no more thy light by day, neither
" If you were for brightness shall the moon give light unto
blind, you should have no sin
but now, ye thee, but the Lord shall be unto thee an eversay, we see
therefore your sin remaineth." lasting light, and thy God thy glory. Thy sun
If it was not day, then it might be more ex- shall no more go down, nor thy moon withcusable to the world
but seeing it is day, draw herself; for the Lord shall be thine
and that the true light now shineth, therefore everlasting light, and the days of thy mournthat man that runs in the mire and dirt of sin, ing shall be ended."
Here is a testimony to
and sees it, and yet will do it, it is his own the light of the Gentiles, the light of Zion,
doing, and he must bear his own burden
for the light of Israel.
This is that true light
he doeth what he knows he ought not, and we now desire all may come to, both high
leaves undone what he knows he ought to do. and low, rich and poor for it is come, blessed
Light shines, and with the light he seeth it be the Lord our God for ever more.
is so, and therefore is condemned in himself
proceed to the Saviour's testimony in
I
justly, because he knows the will of God, but John viii. 12
Then spake Jesus unto them,
doeth it not. God is righteous in all his judg- saying, " I am the light of the world; he that
ments, and just in all his ways.
followeth me shall not walk in darkness, but
Our Lord further says, " He that doeth truth shall have the light of life." Oh that people
cometh to the light, that his deeds may be would ibilovv him, and not the traditions of
made manifest, that they are wroui);ht in men, the rudiments of the world, the comfor

their

sin."

And

again,

:

;

;

;

;

;

!
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mandments and

doctrines of

men

;

for all that

darkness, and hating the
light, speaking evil of it, because their deeds
are reproved by it, and made manifest to be
sinful and unrighteous, are enemies to Christ.
He saith again, " As long as I am in the world,
I am the light of the world ;" and he has promised to be with his people to the end of the
world, read Mat. xxviii.
Then said Jesus unto them, " Yet a little
while is the light with you walk while ye

do

so, are living in

:

darkness come upon you;
for he that walketh in darkness, knoweth not
whither he goeth.
While ye have light, believe in the light, that ye may be the children
of light." And, " I am come a light into
the world, that whosoever believeth on me
should not abide in darkness." Is it not
cause of great admiration, that men who own
the Scriptures, should blame us for preaching
Christ the Light of the world, the true Light,
that now shines in the hearts of men, and
tell us that the light is conscience?
Some
say, it is the light of nature, and some call it
the. Quaker's idol.
But now reader, thou mayest see what
Christ saith it is
he saith, " I am the Light
of the world." John saith, " He is the true

have the

light, lest

:

every man that cometh
and the prophet says, " The
Lord is my light and my salvation he is
given for a light unto the Gentiles, and for
God's salvation to the ends of the earth."
light that enlightens

into the world:"

;

And
"

Zacharias

Thou

said,

speaking of his

son,

child shalt be called the prophet of

the highest, for thou shalt go before the face
of the Lord, to prepare his ways; to give
knowledge of salvation unto his people, by
the remission of their sins, through the tender mercy of our God, whereby the dayspring from on high hath visited us to give
light to them that sit in darkness, and in the
shadow of death, and to guide our feet into the
way of peace.'.' Good old Simeon praised
God; "For mine eyes have seen thy salvation,
which thou hast prepared before the face of all
people
a light to lighten the Gentiles, and
the glory of thy people Israel."
So these all
preached Christ, the true light
and therefore it is no new doctrine, nor new light, as
some say that we preach, but the very same
;

;

;

that the Scriptures so largely
tify of.

—

and plainly

tes-
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turn them from darkness to light, and from
the power of Satan unto God."
Now here it
plain, Paul

was

them from
Could he do it and not
1
No, he obeyed the Lord's command and was Paul a Quaker, or are we
who are called Quakers to be blamed for
preaching this primitive, ancient doctrine?
Surely nay; for God hath called us so to do,
and we fear not man that opposes God, his
truth and people; nor did Paul, at whom the
high priests and rulers were sorely offended
yet he " witnessed both to small and
great, saying none other things than those
which the prophets and Moses did say should
come that Christ should suffer, and should
be the first that should rise from the dead,
and should show light unto the people,
and to the Gentiles." But still some may
say, Is this light any where preached to be
within men? Yes; this apostle saith, "For
God, who commanded the light to shine out
is

darkness
preach it

to

sent to turn

light.

;

;

:

of darkness, hath shined in our hearts, to give
the light of the knowledge of the glory of God,
in the face of Jesus Christ.
But we have this
treasure in earthen vessels, that the excellency
of the power may be of God, and not of us."
Here the apostle preaches the light shining
in our hearts.
This then is the light within,
and God in mercy causeth it to be so, and he
that doth not turn in to behold the shining of
it, but is gazing at things without him, is yet
in darkness.
Though the light shines in his
dark heart, yet he knows it not, nor believes
in the light, nor follows it ; and therefore
abides in darkness, and loves so to do. These
love the world, and the friendship of it, but
the love of God is not in them ; but the children
of the light are said to be a chosen generation, a royal priesthood, a holy nation, a
peculiar people, that they should show forth
the praises of him, who hath called them out
of darkness into his marvellous light. Which,
in time past, were not a people, but now are
the people of God
which had not obtained
mercy, but now have obtained mercy; 1 Pet.
ii. 9, 10.
John, the beloved disciple of Christ, in his
" This then is
first epistle, saith on this wise
the message which we have heard of him,
and declare unto you, that God is light, and
;

;

in

him

is

we have

no darkness

If we say that
him, and walk in

at all.

fellowship with

Our Lord said to Paul '< I am Jesus whom darkness, we lie and do not the truth. But if
thou persecutest I have appeared unto thee we walk in the light, as he is in the light,
for this purpose, to make thee a minister and we have fellowship one with another, and the
a witness, both of these things which thou blood of Jesus Christ his Son cleanseth us
hast seen, and of those things in the which I from all sin."
Again, "A new commandwill appear unto thee ; delivering thee from ment I write unto you, which thing is true in
the people, and from the Gentiles, unto whom him, and in you ; because the darkness is
now I send thee, to open their eyes, and to past, and the true light now shineth. He
;
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the light, and hateth

thai saith he

is

brother,

darkness even until now.

in

is

in

that loveth his brother, abideth in the light,
is

none occasion of stumbling

name

be as ointment

his love

and also a strong tower; meets
in it, is saved in it, and goes to God in it; and
as she is refreshed in it, and in true rest and
peace with the Lord in him, who hath reconciled her unto God by the death of his
Son, and saved her by his life.
So here it

and

him.
But he that hateth his brother, is in darkness,"
&c. Come try all the churches, and see
where this love is to be found, and let that
church be manifest that abideth in the light.
In the Revelation the same apostle says
" And there came unto me one of the seven
angels, and talked with me, saying. Come hither, and I will show thee the bride, the Lamb's
wife.
And he carried me away in the spirit
to a great and high mountain, and showed me
that great city, the holy Jerusalem, descending out of heaven from God, having the glory
of God ; and her light was like unto a stone
there

knows

his

He

in

poured

;

his

to

Ibrth,

plain, the Lord is unto his people a husband, a father, a fountain of life, light and
love; of wisdom, knowledge, understanding,
and all good things. And the tabernacle
of God is with men, and he will dwell with
them, and they shall be his people, and God
himself shall be with them, and be their
God, and they shall live in his life, and
walk in his light, even all the nations
that are saved, or the saved of all nations
is

shall walk in the light of the Lord God, and
This is the just man's path
goes on to speak of of the Lamb.
" A shining light, that shines more and more
her, till he saith, " I saw no temple therein
for the Lord God Almighty and the Lamb unto the perfect day."
But some may say,
are the temple of it.
And the city had no this is the state of the church in heaven, not
need of the sun, neither of the moon to shine on earth : answer, it is clear, the Lord showin it
for the glory of God did lighten it, and ed unto John things that must shortly come
the Lamb is the light thereof And the nations to pass here on earth, and that this true
of them which are saved shall walk in the church came down from God out of heaven,
light of it: and the kings of the earth do prepared as a bride adorned for her husband;
bring their glory and honour into it.
And and then it follows: "And I heard a great
the gates of it shall not be shut at all by voice out of heaven, saying. Behold, the taday for there shall be no night there. And bernacle of God is with men." So the true
they shall bring the glory and honour of the church is born of God, born of the Spirit, and
nations into it.
And there shall in no wise is in God the Father, and the Lord Jesus
enter into it any thing that defileth, neither Christ, and hath heavenly places in Christ to
whatsoever worketh abomination, or makelh a sit down in, and is redeemed from the earth,
lie; but they which are written in the Lamb's and is baptized into Christ, hath put him on,

most precious, even

And

as crystal."

like a jasper stone, clear

he

:

:

:

book of

and

life."

Is not here a clear declaration of the state

of the true church
light,

that

that this

is

of Christ, and of her
Lord God giveth her, and
wholly what the Lord God Al-

the

lives in the Spirit,

and walks

in

it,

is

led,

guided and preserved, comforted, and enabled
by it and in it, to worship God aright, and to
pray aright, preach aright, and praise aright.
So all that she hath is come down from God
out of heaven, every good and perfect gift.
All her fresh springs, all her strength, power,

mighty and the Lamb doth freely bring her
to, and is to her
so that here is nothing of
man, nor of man's wisdom, art or skill, and ability all her faith, hope, life, light,
strength or power, or of any creature what- wisdom, knowledge, joy, great comfort and
soever.
It is not any thing of that kind that consolation; all her love and beauty, fairness,
can give the soul acceptance with the Lord. comeliness, yea, all that she hath is freely given
He is fitting his church and people, and mak- of God, and comes down from God out of
ing her ready for himself, as he gathers her heaven.
She is the Lord's, and is nothing
up into his own, and places her in his holy but what she is in him, nor can do any
habitation, where no unclean thing can enter. thing without him, who is her light and salThis is the city of God, the new Jerusalem, vation, her portion, her treasure, her beloved,
the free woman, the mother of us all, who are and she is his.
Her glorying is in the Lord,
new born babes, born of incorruptible seed by her rejoicing in the God of her salvation, on
the Word of God, that lives and abides for whom she leans, depends and trusteth in the
ever.
Lord alone, who is her helper, deliverer, reNow it is clear, this true church of Christ deemer, sanctifier. Saviour and preserver, and
being called the bride, the Lamb's wife, de- all that she hath and wants, and is also her
;

;

notes that she

unto the Lord

is

really espoused

own

or joined

rock, fortress, shield, buckler, strong tower,

armour, defender, and habitation of safety. In
power and spirit, and loves and enjoys his a word, God is all in all to his true children
presence, hears his voice, is truly sensible of and people, and is over all worthy of praise.
in

his

love,

life,

light,
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worship, thanksgiving and fall away and crucify unto themselves the Son
renown for it is only due unto of God afresh, and put him to an open shame,
him, who is Lord of lords, and King of kings or to be openly reproached by wicked men.
And as Peter saith, " There shall be false
over all, to him that sits upon the throne for
teachers among you, who privily shall bring
ever and ever more, amen.
in damnable heresies, even denying the Lord
I hope it is very clear from plain Scripture
in a plentiful manner, that it is no new light, that bought them, and bring upon themselves

honour,

glory,

everlasting

;

or new doctrine to preach Christ the light of
the world, the light of men, the light within,
that enlightens the soul, and gives it to see all
things that are reproved, and makes all things
manifest, as the apostle affirms ; " All things

And many

swift

destruction.

their

pernicious ways,

the

way of truth

shall

by reason of

shall be evil

spoken

follow

whom
And

of.

through covetousness shall they with feigned
words make merchandise of you." " An
that are reproved are made manifest by the heart they have exercised with covetous praclight
for whatsoever doth make manifest is tices
cursed children, which have forsaken
light :" then follows this advice, " Awake the right way, and are gone astray, following
thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead, the way of Balaam, who loved the wages of
and Christ shall give thee light. See then unrighteousness," but, "it had been better for
;

;

that you walk circumspectly, not as fools, but them not to have known the way of righteas wise, redeeming the time, because the days ousness, than after they have known it, to turn
Be ye not unwise, but understand- from the holy commandment delivered unto
are evil.
them ; but it is happened unto them according
ing what the will of the Lord is."
When men by the light come to see all to the true proverb. The dog is turned to

things that are reproved, and do turn from
those things, and give up to obey the will of
God, though they have long lain dead in sin
and dead works ; yet now they awake out of

a sleepy, secure, dead state, arising and fleeing
from it to Christ. Then he gives more light,
and gives them to know of his doctrine, and
the mysteries of his kingdom, when they are
given up to do his will. Then, to them that
were some time in darkness and very ignorant,

his own vomit again
and the sow that was
washed, to her wallowing in the mire." Jude
also speaks of these
and my dearly beloved
friends, let it be our care to abide in the vine,
partaking of its sap, virtue, and fatness, that
we may bring forth much fruit to the glory of
him that hath called us out of darkness into
his marvellous light.
Let us walk in the light, that we may have
fellowship with God and one with another,
;

:

know the things that belong to and know the blood of Christ to cleanse us
and they become light, or lighten- from all sin. Then shall we, in the light, love
ed in the Lord, and then walk as children of as brethren ; yea, love all men, even enemies,
light, and bring forth the fruits of the Spirit, and be concerned for the prosperity of the holy
righteousness, goodness and truth, light and truth of God, that many may come
in
all
"proving what is acceptable unto the Lord; to the knowledge of it, and be saved.
having no fellowship with the unfruitful works
And all sober people of all sorts that may
it is

given to

their peace,

of darkness, but rather reproving them ;" so
are become one with him that reproved them
when they were in darkness.
Therefore, dearly beloved friends and brethren, who make profession of this holy light
and day of the Lord, be careful to walk in it,
so as to give no occasion of stumbling; for
the enemy watcheth for occasion, and though
he can find none in the Lord our light and
head, law-giver, and all in all, yet he endeavours to reproach him through us, and by any
spot or shortness in us.

Those

that depart

from the Lord and become wicked, " The
light of the wicked shall be put out, and the

you doth the love of God
heart at this time is it felt
entreat you to turn in your minds to

see these lines, unto

reach, and in
let

me

pure light that shines in your hearts, to
give you to discern all things, and to divide
between the precious and the vile, between
this

God, and him that serves him
be your choice, for it is of God,
and will outlive all its opposers; and let not
the loud clamours and false accusers of God's
truth and people, cause you to reject the light,
and embrace darkness, to choose evil and refuse good
but mind this grace or gift that
appears in you, for there is no guile in it,
nor can you say it ever consented to evil,
but reproved it. This is He that none charges
justly with any evil, wherefore hear him, for
God speaks by him his love is great to all,
he died for all, tasted death for every man,
and enlightens every man that comes into
come and walk in him for ever
the world

him
not.

that serves

Let

it

;

spark of his fire shall not shine. The light
shall be dark in his tabernacle
for his candle shall be put out."
It is sadly experienced even in these days,
that men may be enlightened and taste of the
heavenly gift, and be made partakers of the
Holy Ghost, and taste the good word of God,
and the powers of the world to come, and yet more, amen.
;

my

;

;
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Concerning

and sufferings of

the death

But some are ready

to object, and say,
mightily preach up the light
within, but you say little of the death and
sufferings of Christ without the gates of Jerusalem.
Answer ; we have many accusers that say
all manner of evil against us, which we pa-

You Quakers do

knowing

tiently bear,

suffered for us,

who

is

is

it

for his sake that

become not only our

light, but also our salvation as we abide in
him, as he hath commanded us.
And we
declare, that as he by the grace of God tasted
death for every man so every man hath this
benefit by it, that he may now come to him,
receive him, and in him receive power to become a child of God. Therefore, when he
came into the world there was great joy, for
the angel that appeared unto the shepherds
said unto them, "Fear not, for behold I bring
you good tidings of great joy, which shall be
;

Isaiah said, " He hath borne our
sorrows, and carried our griefs ;" which were
the sad effects of our sins, so that now remission of sins that are passed is freely preached
unto all men through him, and all mankind
are invited to come to him, and all the ends
of the earth to look unto him and be saved.
After the prophet Isaiah had largely spoken
of his death and sufferings, and the great love
and mercy of God which flows forth through
Christ unto all, and how he is enlarging his habitation, he shows that the Gentiles, who had
been as barren and desolate, should come to
bring forth more children than the married
wife; and that they would break out on the
right hand and on the left, and that her
Maker should be her husband and redeemer.
Read Isaiah liv., which is full of precious
promises, viz: "All thy children shall be taught
of the Lord, and great shall be the peace of
thy children : in righteousness shalt thou be
established thou shalt be far from oppression."
And Iv.j "Ho every one that thirsteth, come
ye to the waters, &c. Behold thou shalt call
a nation that thou knewest not, and nations
that knew not thee shall run unto thee, because of the Lord thy God."
Thus it is clear from the prophet in these
three chapters,
First
That we are all like lost sheep gone
salvation.

Christ.

:

and there was with the angel a
multitude of the heavenly host, praising God,
saying, Glory to God in the highest, and on
earth peace, good will to men."
Here is universal love " For God so loved
the world, that he gave his only begotten Son,
that whosoever believeth in him, should not
perish, but have everlasting life."
!So all the
world are put into a capacity, by the death astray.
and sufferings of Christ, to come to him, and
Secondly
What Christ hath suffered for
he that comes to Christ, he will in no wise us, and how he appeared in the world, and
" For God is no respecter of pei'- was rejected and despised of men.
cast out
sons, but in every nation he that fears him,
Thirdly How after his death and sufferand works righteousness, is accepted of him." ings, the good will of God is plentifully seen
So we say, it is Christ that suffered for us, to flow forth to all people, and an invitation is
" The just for the unjust, that he might bring given to all who are thirsty, to come to the
us to God
being put to death in the flesh, waters, as it is also in John vii. 37
" If any
but quickened by the Spirit." Yea, " He laid man thirst, let him come unto me and drink ;
down his life a ransom for all who himself he that believeth on me, out of his belly shall
bare our sins in his own body on the tree, flow rivers of living water but this spake he
that we being dead unto sin, should live unto of the Spirit, which they that believed on him
righteousness; by whose stripes we are healed. should receive; for the Holy Ghost was not
Whilst we were sinners, Christ died for us, yet given, because that Jesus was not yet
and by himself purged our sins. Forasmuch glorified."
then as the children are partakers of flesh
But after our Lord Jesus Christ had sufferand blood, he also himself likewise took part ed and risen from the dead, and ascended far
of the same, that through death he might de- above all heavens, that he might fill all things,
stroy him that had the power of death, that as the apostle says, he sent the Holy Ghost.
is the devil, and deliver them who, through Then the fountain opened more plentifully,
fear of death, were all their hfe time subject and men out of all nations were spoken to,
to bondage."
and heard in their own language the wonderThis now I declare, we own the death and ful works of God declared. Now the day of
sufferings of Christ according to the holy deliverance dawned, and the day spring from
Scriptures
and he, only, that suffered with- on high did visit the children of men; the
out the gates of Jerusalem, hath been our Son of Righteousness was risen with healing
peace-maker, and is now come by his light in his wings, and his light broke forth in oband Spirit, to give us the knowledge of God, scurity they that sat in darkness saw the
and what he hath done for us so that in his light of life, and life eternal was risen over
light we see him, who is our light and our death, hell and the grave, shining in the
to all people

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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hearts and souls of men
and the Spirit was
poured out upon all flesh, according to the
Lord's promise, Joel ii.
And whosoever will,
is now, by the death and sufferings of Christ,
put into a capacity of salvation; and this benefit comes unto all, whether they will accept it
or no
the Spirit of God is poured forth upon
all ; the Fountain of living water is open to
all
the grace of God that brings salvation
appears to all. Tit, ii. 11. And the day of
salvation is broken forth, and the true light
now shines unto all, even to them that sat in
darkness and saw no light, and in the region
and shadow of death. " The Spirit and the
;

;

;

Come

and let him that heareth
and let him that is athirst come
and whosoever will, let him take the water of
bride say.

say.
life

Come

;

;

;

freely."

Thus

the invitation goeth out to all, and
whosoever will may receive or take of the
Fountain of living water freely, without money or price, or any thing to merit or purchase it, for the pardon and remission of sins
that are past is freely preached to all in Christ,
and for his sake that died for them, and bought
them with his precious blood.
But this is not all the benefit that comes to
poor souls by his death and sufferings, for
now, the true light shines, the hidden things
of darkness are manifested, reproved, judged
and condemned for he is also given for a
witness to the people, and he doth bear witness for them, if they follow him, and live to
him who died for them. But if they still live
to themselves, and follow the devices and desires of their own hearts, and do those things
they ought not, and leave undone those things
they ought to do, then he doth witness against
them, judge and condemn them, for their evil
ways, words, &c.
Let me speak freely, and say, while we
were enemies, we were [by the death of
Christ] put into a capacity to turn from that
which made us so, viz sin, and be joined to
;

:

the Lord,

mediatorship,

our
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who gives peace to our souls, and

commander, king,
law-giver, wisdom, righteousness, sanctification
and redemption. Come then to Christ, believe
in him, follow him, and thou shalt not abide in
darkness, but shalt have the light of life. The
is

light, leader, teacher,

Lord complained of the Jews of old, that
though they searched the Scriptures, and
thought in them to have eternal Ufe, yet they
would not come to him, that they might have
life.
This is still the cause of all that death
and darkness that people lie in they will not
come to him, nor do they love him or his
appearance, or light, which makes all things
" How oft," said
manifest that are reproved.
Christ, " would I have gathered thee, but thou
wouldst not." Here it is plain, God would have
all to be saved, but they will not come unto
him, nor be gathered by him.
Oh! therefore
come and let us walk in the light of the Lord
;

let

us walk honestly as in the day-time, that our
may be throughout, for it is Chi'ist

sanctification

washes and purifies with the
washing of regeneration and renewing of the
Holy Ghost; for if he wash us not we have no
part with him, but if we walk in the light, as
he is in the light, we have fellowship one with
another, and the blood of Jesus Christ his Son
cleanseth us from all sin 1 John i. 7.
Thus it is clear we had need to come to the
Lord Jesus Christ, and give up to be saved by
him, and in a word, to receive him who hath
done all this for us, to be all to us, and we to
be what we are in Him, who is the way, the
truth and the life, and no man cometh unto
the Father but by him. This is the one thing
needful, the good part which Mary chose, the
pearl of price, that is better than the whole
that sanctifies,

;

world.

Therefore

let

none

rest

in

notions

and

empty
and

profession, dead forms, dry opinions,
beggarly elements, but come and kiss

the Son, lest he be angry, and ye perish from
the way.
For in him we have peace ; in the

who

stood ready to receive us in
died for us, and would not impute

world is trouble, and no true peace to be met
with but in him; he is the way of peace:
our trespasses unto us, because he had suffer- blessed are they who know him, and abide in
ed for us, who now unites and reconciles us him unto the end ; they will lay down their
to God, and by his life we come to be quick- heads in peace, when time with them here
ened and raised from death to life. And we shall be no more.
John Gratton.
see in his light, that as we come to him, receive and follow him, we feel his life and
power more and more unite us to God, the A few words in true love to all who believe that
Christ Jesus, the Lamb of God, that takes
giver of this unspeakable gift, and he mani-

him who

away the sins of the world, is come the second
is in Christ reconand the more we are
time, loithout sin unto salvation.
gathered into the life of him, the more God
So Cliiist was once offered to bear the sins of many; and
is with us, and his peace witnessed by us, to unto them that look for him shall he appear the second time,
without sin, unto salvation. Heb. ix. 28.
his praise and glory, for ever more, amen.
It is needful for all who believe the holy
So in Christ we reap all the benefits of his
death, sufferings, rising again, ascending and Scriptures, which testify of Christ, to look
fests his love

unto us,

ciling us unto himself;

who
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for

him as he appears

sin unto salvation

the second time without

that they

;

may know him

ye are bought with a
ble things,

price, not with corrupti-

as silver and

gold, but with

so to appear in them, as to take away all
their sins, that being washed by him, and
made clean, they may have a part in him, a

precious blood of Christ, as of a
spot or blemish."

part in his

that taketh

life,

his Spirit, in his love, in

in

"Behold,"

saith John,

away

"the

Lamb
Lamb

the

without
of

the sin of the world."

widom, and

God
And

in his power; that John's disciples beheld him and left John, and
experimentally he is in them, followed Jesus Christ, who asked them whom
and they in him, and be truly made new they sought. They said unto him, " Rabbi,
creatures ; for if any man be in Christ, he is where dwellest thou I" he said, "Come and
a new creature ; and thus by Christ be made see;" and they came and saw where he dwelt,
heirs of the covenant made with Abraham. and abode with him that day.
This is very
God is faithful who hath promised; and many precious to see him and know his dwelling
are made partakers of his great and precious place, and to abide with him during the time
promises, in Christ Jesus the Seed, in whom which is given us to live.
all the promises of God are yea and amen,
Let it be thy joy to abide with him all thy
for ever, and are and will be fulfilled to them time, and see where he dwells
this is more
that receive Christ, in his appearance the than to hear of him with the hearing of the
second time, without sin unto salvation; which ear, to see and hear him thyself, and be taught
is in spirit by the Holy Ghost, as he promised.
by him. Oh! he is well pleased with those
It was to as many as received him, that that sell all, or leave all to follow him, who is
power was given to become the sons of God, the Lamb of God, that is greater than John.
even to them that believe in his name. To " This is he," saith John, " that cometh after
such he said, " He that is with you shall be me, but is preferred before me, for he was
in you," and without him we can do nothing; before me, and I knew him not ; but he that
we have no strength of our own, nothing at sent me to baptize, said unto me. Upon whom
all that is good, but are by nature children of thou shalt see the Holy Ghost descending,
wrath, whilst we live in the lust of the flesh, and lighting on him like a dove, the same is
and so have need to be delivered. But there he that baptizeth with the Holy Ghost and
is no deliverer besides Christ ; no way, no I saw, and bear record, that this is the Son
truth, no life
no man can come unto the of God."
Father but by him " He that hath him (as
John was not offended that his disciples left
Scripture saith) hath life, but he that hath him, and followed Christ, but rejoiced to hear
him not, hath not life." The law did not his voice, and to have him made manifest to
" Therefore," said he, " I come bapgive life, nor doth the Scripture, by the letter Israel.
or reading of it, give life
for though it is a tizing with water ; but I must decrease, he
testimony of him who is life, light, wisdom, must increase :" of the increase of his kingpower, God over all, blessed for ever, yet it dom and government there shall be no end.
cannot give life ; the life is in Him. For as in For the kingdoms of this world shall become
the beginning all things were made by him, the kingdoms of God, and of his Christ, and
and without him was not any thing made, he shall reign for ever and ever; even so,
that was made
so no man is sanctified or come Lord Jesus
come quickly!
made new but by him, and they that are
This is He that John saw, " Clothed in a
sanctified by him, are joined to him ; " For vesture dipped in blood, and his name was
" And the armies
both he that sanctifieth, and they who are called the Word of God."
sanctified are all of one, for which cause he which were in heaven followed him."
is not ashamed to call them brethren."
Oh that all who are upon the earth would
He is the true vine, the root of life ; " By follow him, hear him, and obey him ; for
;"
him kings reign, and princes decree justice
God speaketh in and to men by him, "Whom
but without him men are dead in trespasses he appointed heir of all things; by whom
and sins, miserable offenders, in whom there also he made the worlds, who being the
is no health, but wounds, bruises and putrified
brightness of his glory, and the express image
sores, from the head to the foot, until he heals of his substance, and upholding all things by
us, and quickeneth us by his Spirit in us, the word of his power; when he had by himwhich is the Comforter, whom he sends to self purged our sins, sat down on the right
guide into all truth, and as many as are led hand of the Majesty on high."
by it are the sons of God, By him we can
This is Christ the Son of God; the Word
call God Father, for he is all in all to the that was in the beginning with God, and was
children of God: and saith the Apostle, "All God; the Alpha and Omega, the beginning
is yours, and ye are Christ's, and Christ is and the end, the first and the last
who was
God's :" and again, " Ye are not your own, dead, but is alive again. But all flesh is as

his light, in his

they

may know

;

;

:

:

;

;

;

!

!

;
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and the glory of man as the flower
field
the grass withereth, and the
flower thereof fadeth away, but the word of
Cease therefore
the Lord endureth for ever.
from man, whose breath is in his nostrils
grass,

of the

;

;

And
for wherein is he to be accounted of?
again it is said, "In vain is the help of man."
O then remember, God now speaks by his
Son, who laid down his life for us, and suffered, the just for the unjust, that he might
And if ever thou comest
bring us unto God.
unto God, it must be by Jesus Christ, the new
and living way. He is the Rock of Ages,
the foundation of many generations, the offspring of David, and also his Lord.
This is the Foundation of God to men,
standeth sure, and the Lord knoweth
The whole house or
them who are his.
church of God, and every member of it, is
" For
built upon this Rock and Foundation
other foundation can no man lay, than that
which is already laid, which is Christ."
This is the foundation of Christianity, this
makes true Christians, which weak and begthat

;

garly elements cannot do

;

they cannot

for

men, or make them new creatures
there are none true Christians who are not in
Christ, and he in them spiritually for he is the
Lord from heaven, a quickening Spirit and
where the Spirit of the Lord is, there is liberty.
O that men would live and walk in the
sanctify

;

:

of Christ for all the children of God
are chosen in him, and blessed with all spiritual blessings in him, through whom they
obtain the adoption of children.
He is our
peace, the Prince of peace, and until I knew
spirit

!

never knew true peace with
God, nor peace of conscience.
We cannot be heirs with Christ, and members of the church which is in God, but as
we come to sit together in heavenly places in
Christ, and fitly framed together, become a
holy temple to the Lord, in whom men are
builded together for an habitation of God
through the Spirit. God is in the midst of that
house, church or assembly, wherever it is, it
being gathered in the name of Christ, to
whom all power in heaven and earth is given

him

in spirit,

I
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beggarly elements, cannot nourish the soul
immortal.
Therefore touch not, taste not,
handle not, for they all perish with the using,
being not after Christ for in him is life, and
he gives life to them that receive him, but no" He
thing which is earthly can give life.
that is of the earth is earthly, and speaketh
of the earth
but he that comes from above,
is above all."
Earthly men are in the wisdom that is from below, that is earthly, sensual, and devilish
not pure, peaceable, gentle,
easy to be entreated, full of righteousness,
goodness, truth and love.
"Thus saith the Lord, the Redeemer of
;

;

;

Israel, to

whom man

him

despiseth, to

him

whom

the nation abhorreth, to a servant of
rulers, kings shall see and arise, princes also
shall worship
faithful,

because of the Lord that is
and the holy One of Israel, and
;

he shall choose thee." And Isaiah xlix. 22,
Thus saith the Lord, Behold I lift up
23
mine hand to the Gentiles, and set up my
standard to the people
and kings shall be
thy nursing fathers, and their queens thy
nursing mothers, and thou shalt know that I
am the Lord for they shall not be ashamed
that wait for me.
And chap. 1. verse 10;
Who is among you that feareth the Lord,
that obeyeth the voice of his servant, that
walketh in darkness and hath no light ? Let
him trust in the name of the Lord, and stay
upon his God. And chap. lii.
Oh captive
daughter of Zion
Ye have sold yourselves
for naught, and ye shall be redeemed without
money.
Read chap. liii. and see who is
;

;

;

;

!

given for a witness to the people, a leader and
commander to the people and seek the Lord
whilst he may be found, and call upon him
:

whilst he

is near
let the wicked forsake his
way, and the unrighteous man his thoughts,
and let him return unto the Lord, and he will
have mercy upon him, and to our God, and
;

he will abundantly pardon.

The Lord God, which

gathereth the outI gather others
to him, besides those that are gathered unto
him Isaiah Ivi. 6, 7, 8.
casts of Israel, saith.

Yet

will

;

What [Him]

this?

is

and those that receive him now into their
This is Shiloh
the peaceable Saviour, of
hearts, receive power to become the sons of whom Jacob prophesied, on his death bed,
God, being born again. " For that which is when he was near his end; Gen. xlix. 10.
born of the Spirit is spirit, but that which is This is He that the holy prophet Isaiah speaks
born of the flesh is flesh. He that is in the of, in the 53rd chapter and to him the same
flesh cannot please God."
For such do those prophet invites men to come, saying. Ho every
things they ought not, leaving undone those one that thirsteth, come, «fec., chap. Iv. Those
things they ought to do, and are miserable therefore who embrace this invitation, and
offenders, in whom there is no health
but in dwell with him, are of that church which
vain do these worship God, teaching for doc- God will make an etei'nal excellency, a joy of
trine the commandments of men, following the many generations
Isaiah Ix,
rudiments, traditions and ordinances of men,
These are redeemed out of the fall these
which afford no life to their souls, and being have received the spirit of adoption, and know
;

:

:

;

;
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grace to reign in righteousness ; these are city believed on him, and besought him to
come into the mountain of the Lord's house, tarry with them, and he abode with them two
into Christ, in whom none hurleth or destroy- days; and many heard and believed because of
have heard him
These know that Jesus is the Lord, the his own words, saying, "
eth.
King of kings, the Ruler of princes; these are ourselves, and know that this is indeed the
Christ, the Saviour of the world."
He gave
his sheep, hear his voice and follow him

We

these will not set up such as know nothing,
but what they know naturally as brute beasts,
and therein corrupt themselves, and neither

and have everlasting
look unto him, come
unto him, and learn of him ; blessed are they
that hear the Word of God, and keep it.

them

to see, hear, believe

life.

Oh

men would

that

know the Scriptures nor the power of God,
but are such as the prophet complaineth of, " Thy Word have I hid in my heart,"- saith
saying, " His watchmen are blind, they are David; "the Lord is my light, and my salvaAnd he prayed, saying, "
send out
all ignorant, they are all dumb dogs, they tion."
cannot bark; yea, they are greedy dogs, thy light and thy truth !" O, that all our
which can never have enough and they are kings and rulers were of king David's mind,
do
shepherds that cannot understand, they all and of the same spirit, who said, "
look to their own way, every one for his gain the heathen rage, and the people imagine a
vain thing? The kings of the earth set themfrom his quarter."

O

;

Why

of God is quick and powerful, selves, and the rulers took counsel together
than any two edged sword, against the Lord, and against his anointed.
piercing even to the dividing asunder the soul Be wise now, O ye kings Be instructed ye
and spirit, and of the joints and marrow and judges of the earth serve the Lord with fear,
is a discerner of the thoughts and intents of and rejoice with trembling; kiss the Son, lest
the heart, neither is there any creature that is he be angry, and ye perish from the way,
Blessnot manifest in his sight, but all things are when his wrath is kindled but a little.
naked and open to the eyes of him with ed are all they that put their trust in him."
Oh that the kings and rulers, and great
whom we have to do." Those that have not
this Word of God to preach, they are neither men, would hearken and hear the King of
quick nor powerful. Those that put into their kings, and Lord of lords, and remember that

"

and

The Word
sharper

!

;

;

!

mouths please them, but against them that
do not, they prepare war. These receive
honour one of another, and like the Pharisees
of old, walk in long robes, and have the chief
places in the synagogues, and the uppermost
rooms at feasts, love greeting in the markets,
and to be called master; they come with good
words and fair speeches, by which they deceive the hearts of the simple they run when
;

Christ speaking to
such saith. The Father himself, which hath
Ye have
sent me, hath borne witness of me.
neither heard his voice at any time, nor seen
and ye have not his Word abiding
his shape

God never

sends them.

;

whom he hath sent, him ye beSearch the Scriptures, for in them
ye think ye have eternal life, and they are
they which testify of me, and ye will not
come to me that ye may have life John v.
37, 38, 39. Read on, and see how like these
are to those, who had not the love of God in
them, but loved the praise of men, and received honour one of another, but sought not
the honour that cometh from God only.
But Christ, who is the way, the truth, and
in
the life, is come the second time, viz
and tells us all that ever we did, as he
spirit
did the woman at Jacob's well; who, when
she heard him, and believed in him, went into
the city and bade them, " Come see a man
in

you;

for

lieve not.

;

:

;

meek

and
humble; but
the proud he beholds afar ofT: humble yourselves, therefore, under the mighty hand of
God.
Seeing you are all enlightened, turn your
minds to the light " For there is a spirit in
man, and the inspiration of the Almighty
It is said, " Great
giveth it understanding."
men are not always wise, neither do the aged
understand judgment." It is hard for rich
men to enter into the kingdom of heaven for
they have great possessions on the earth, and
stately palaces, and are worshipped and honoured like gods, and the women sow pillows
to their arm-holes, and kerchiefs upon their
heads.
The prophet said, " Wo to the women that sow pillows to all arm-holes, and
make kerchiefs upon the head of every staWill ye hunt the souls of
ture to hunt souls!
my people, and will ye save the souls alive
that come unto you? And will you pollute me

it

is

that

the

God

that shall inherit the earth,

gives

more grace

to the

;

;

among my
and

for

people,

handfuls of barley,

for

pieces of bread, to slay the

that should not die,

that should not live,

and

your lies
These are such as

ple that hear

souls

save the souls alive
by your lying to my peoto

?"

tell people, they must
term of life; and teach them to
say, " They stray from the ways of God like
Is not this lost sheep, and follow the devices of their own
that told me all that ever I did
Yet if
the Christ?" Many of the Samaritans of the hearts, and are miserable offenders."
!

live

in sin

•
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ihey put into their mouths, they will speaii
but if not, they will prepare war
peace
against them.
These are the hirelings of the blind people
blind guides that lead the blind, and despise
the true prophet, quench the Spirit, and speak
evil of the light that shines in the hearts of
men, to give the light of the knowledge of the
glory of God and his Truth, that is the sanctifier of men,and the way to God, and the life of
every living soul " For he that hath the Son
hath life, and he that hath not the Son hath
He is the anchor of the soul, both
not life."
sure and steadfast, the author and finisher of
our faith, who for the joy that was set before
him, endured the cross, and despised the
shame, and is set down at the right hand of
These things hath God
the throne of God.
made known to the weak of this world, whom
he hath chosen to confound the strong, and
foolish things hath God chosen to confound
unlearned men, like Peter and
the wise
but they had been with Jesus, and
John
learned of him, and received the things which
were freely given them of God: the manifestations, revelations and operations of the
Spirit, and the comfort of it, were freely given
them from above. They received not faith,
;

;

;

;

;

ointing

is

in them.
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O

that

the words of this teacher

men would hear

How

often hath
he called by his prophets and apostles, and
the Scriptures have in them many calls, to
come and hear what the Spirit saith and
none can be saved but they in all nations who
walk in the light of the Lamb. O that men
would consider, and turn from evil, and cease
from man, and gather to Christ, the Word
that abides for ever, who never failed the prophets or apostles, nor any man that ever believed in him.
He is the Rock of Ages, the
tried stone, elect and precious, he that believeth in him shall never be confounded. This is
the foundation of all the righteous generations,
which bore them up in all their sufferings ;
see Heb. xi.
All power is his in heaven and
" And to as many as receive him, he
earth
gives power to become the sons of God."
This short testimony I have had in my
mind some time, to leave behind me, as an
invitation of love, to come to him that is freely given of God to all mankind, and is calling
" Ho, every one that
to all to come to him.
thirsteth, come ye to the waters, and he
that hath no money; come ye, buy and eat;
!

;

;

yea, come, buy wine and milk, without money
and without price. Wherefore do ye spend

but money for that which is not bread? and
and your labour for that which satisfieth not?'
of his fulness, they, with others received, and hearken diligently unto me, and eat ye that
grace for grace.
The law was given by which is good, and let your soul delight itself
JVIoses, but grace and truth came by Jesus in fatness."
And again, "Behold, I stand at
Christ.
By grace they were made what they the door, and knock: if any man hear my
were, they believed in the light, and walked voice, and open the door, I will come in to
in it; and did not call it a natural light, as him, and will sup with him, and he with me."
Christ said, And John iv. 14; " Whosoever drinketh of the
the merchants of Babylon do.
" This is the condemnation, that light is come water that I shall give him, shall never thirst;
into the world, and men loved darkness but the water that I shall give him shall be
rather than light, because their deeds were in him a well of water springing up into

wisdom and power from man,
from Christ,

whom

in

all

or

by man,

fulness dwells,

everlasting life."

evil."

Christ appears

the

them
see that ye

second time

him, Heb. ix. 28
refuse not him that speaketh, [mark, he
speaketh now in you.]
It doth not say here,
he did speak, he had spoken, or he would
now hear him, for he
speak, but speaketh
While it is called tospeaketh from heaven.
day, hear him ; for the night cometh, and
utter darkness will be the portion of all those
who reject so great salvation, so great love,
mercy and good will
for Christ
speaks
that look

for

;

All ye that read these lines,

to

;

;

;

him

to

us.

Who

shall ascend,

«fec.,

to bring

But the anointing, which they

the true and

is

so that they need not that any man teach
them, but as the ^ame anointing teacheth

voice ye sons of

all

things

;

see 1 John

ii.

27.

This

a!n-

you

is

from above,

is first

pure, then peaceable, gentle and easy to be
entreated, full of mercy and good fruits. This

receive, teacheth all things that are needful

them

desire

counsel of God, and come out
of Babylon, and partake not of her sins.
She is in that wisdom that is fi'om below,
that is earthly, sensual and devilish ; she is
full of blood, and is the abomination of the
whole earth, and her plagues v.'ill assuredly
be poured out upon her, and her great and
rich merchants shall partake of her plagues,
and her golden cup by which she hath made
them drunk, shall be seen to be no profit to

very plainly in men, and to men's weak ca- any soul.
pacities and understanding
so that it need
But the wisdom that
not be said.

I

to take the

heavenly wisdom, hear her
men and take her counsel
" Her ways are ways of pleasantness, and all
her paths are peace."
John Gkatton.
!
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An

epistle to

ceives from above

Friends in Pennsylvania.

men

Job

friends as if

Bunting, and

named,

all

other dear

that live near

you

and

that

God makes

it is

he that improves what is
" For to
freely given, shall have an increase

Truly beloved Friends,
Mahlon Stacy, John Wilford, George Wood, him that
John Bkmstone, Francis Davenport, Samuel " and he
Jennings,

;

And

to differ.

in-

My

;

shall be given," said Christ,

hath,

it

shall

have abundance."

let us look inward, and
wait for what the Lord pleases to manifest,
and take counsel of him, and abide in him
and in his counsel, and strive not at all without

wardly or outwardly, my sincere love in the
blessed Truth tenderly salutes you all, with
your tender loving wives and families, earn- him

;

dear friends,

but see that

we do

all in

meek and

the

estly breathing to the Lord, the fountain of peaceable spirit of the Lamb, for the Lamb
living waters for you, that you may be kept shall have the victory, yea, hath it and reigns,

and preserved

living, faithful

and

fruitful

in

the blessed Truth, in which alone our souls
are made capable to rest with God in all times

of trouble

praises to

;

him

glory to
rupt

God

self,

for ever.

with

all

So

fallen

Adam,

cor-

knowledge, arts,
and trade must all come
their

tongues, studies, faith
to naught, for the Lord alone

down and come

for ever.

weighty sense of how is and shall be exalted over all.
Dear friends, as it is said, the Lamb shall
some lime, and still are
amongst you, hath bowed me much before have the victory, so it is observed and plainly
the Lord in spirit secretly, having none to seen in all places, where his life, light, love,
ease my mourning soul unto but him alone, meekness, patience, gentleness, long suffering,
who takes notice of all our unutterable sighs purity, wisdom and truth are manifest, and
and groans and I hope in his great mercy, kept in, victory is obtained by the Lamb of
love and pity, as he hath hitherto helped us, God, that takes away the sin of the world, and
so he will still appear for our help, preserva- saves out of it, all that truly receive him, and
tion, comfort and consolation, if we carefully gives them power to become the sons of God,
keep low and inward, being bowed humbly and to obtain conquest and victory over the
O, therefore, friends and brethren,,
before him, waiting for his pure appearance evil one.
in our inward man. Emmanuel, God with us, abide in him, and be sure to live in a sensible
known to be wonderful, counsellor, the knowledge that he abides in you, as you may
is
mighty God, and Prince of peace, able to remember he prayed to his Father, that we
dispossess the man of sin, who opposeth, and might be in him and he in us; this is precious,
would exalt himself above all that is called Christ in us the hope of glory, the great mysGod but, blessed be the Lord our God tery of God. Hold this fast, hide him in
he hath enabled us to say in truth, " Greater your hearts, let him be head in you, secretly

Dear

friends,

the

things have been for

;

;

he that is in us, than he that is in the ruling ,in your souls, yield obedience unto
world ;" so that we witness the apostle's tes- him, and live in a sensible feeling of his life,

is

mony true, viz: "That which is to be known light, joy, comfort.
Friends, keep here and you will know
of God is manifest in men, for God makes it
known to them." Therefore, dear friends, enough, you cannot want any thing if you enkeep your minds to the appearance of God,
is our Saviour, and there is none else
and rejoice and praise him for
besides him
his great mercy to us, in making known himand for those that boast of what
self in us
they know of God without them, pity them,
pray for them, and take heed of being enFor, according
tangled or snared by them.
to the tenor of holy Writ, we ought to be
thankful for what we know of God in us, if

who

;

;

this,

;

but if

all

men of this world. This is the
is to be known of God is manifest in
Then we ought also to consider the Al- ledge, to know God to be our God,

what
us.

you had all knowledge without
languages, mysteries, yea, faith to
remove mountains, and have not this love, all
This is he whose lips preis worth nothing.
serve true knowledge, he teaches the way of
God ; truly, never could any man speak like
him.
In hearing him, dear friends, he keeps
us in communion, unity and fellowship with
God and one with another, and in peace that
passes the understanding of the wise knowing

joy this

best

know-

Christ Jesus

and dispenses knowledge as it to be our Lord and Master, our head and
what and how law-giver, and wonderful counsellor: Oh! let
much he pleases to the children of men and us see this to be our knowledge, and wait,
if he please to manifest more to another than watch and pray to grow in it; and flee conto me, I ought to be content, and make a right tention, strife, vain disputations and janglings,
use of what I have and not envy my brother for the victory is to the Lamb, and all they
nor despise shall overcome, that abide therein therefore
for having more, nor exalt him
my brother that hath less than I, but consider watch and pray in his name, and suffer with
that no man hath any thing but what he re- him. His sufferings are very great, yea, won-

mighty

is free,

pleases him, and doth manifest

;

;

;

;
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of God,

feel his
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stand fast in him, quit yourselves like men,
be strong in the Lord and in the power of his
might ; remember his noble acts, he made the
weak strong who had faith in him, though
they were weak, he quenched the violence
of fire, stopped lions' mouths, made armies of
aliens flee, yea, death and the grave were
conquered by him who is the conqueror, and
gives victory to all his true disciples and

man, and be
gathered thereinto and put him on, and be
clothed with him, that he may make you
comely with his own comeliness; thus shall
you know the armour of light, yea the whole
armour, though many a sharp arrow and followers, and enables them to overcome, and
keen dart have been shot at you, yet it still his promises to such are great and precious.
remains armour of proof. Keep it on, dear Read them with the Spirit, as follows; "To
neither say, nor do, nor think any him that overcomes," saith he, " will I give
friends
thing contrary to the divine will, but learn in to eat of the tree of Life, which is in the
watch to know what the midst of the paradise of God he shall not
silence and stillness
Lord speaks, for he works the work no other be hurt of the second death to him will I
can do, nor can any of the sons of men do what give to eat of the hidden manna, and will give
he doth let him therefore have that pre-emi- him a white stone, and in that stone a new
nence that is due to him, and be all in all and name written, which no man knoweth, save
he shall have power
then there will be an end of strife, and peace on him that receives it
earth, good will to all men will ensue, and glory over the nations, and he shall have the Morndivine nature in your inward

;

;

;

;

;

;

we are ing Star, he shall be clothed in white raiment,
and out of and I will not blot. out his name out of the
the evils thereof, being followers of the Lamb book of life, but I will confess his name bewheresoever he goes, and whatever riseth up fore my Father, and before his angels him
against these shall not prevail, for no weapon will 1 make a pillar in the temple of my
formed against such shall prosper, neither God, and he shall go no more outj and I will
shall the gates of hell prevail against them. write upon him the name of my God, and
The Lord is known at this day by a remnant, the name of the city of my God, and I will
blessed be his name, to be both Lord and write upon him my new name. I will grant
Christ, yea, our sure Rock of safety, strength, him to sit with me in my throne, he shall inpower, life, righteousness, sanctification and herit all things, and I will be his God, and he

to

God on

high.

As we

experience this

by him redeemed out of the

earth,

:

salvation

;

yea,

all

we

are to

God we

are in

him, and him only.
Dear friends, keep close with him in spirit
his tabernacle is here with us, and we find
he delights in the sons of men, and to make
his abode in the habitable parts of the earth.
Therefore, dear friends, come into the temple,
and tarry there with him, and look unto him,
and if another saith he sees more of him than
you do, be still and look not at man, but take
heed for Christ said, " Many shall say unto
you, Lo, here is Christ or, Lo, he is there
But watch and pray, and
believe them not."
and what
let nothing separate you from him
he shows you plainly of the Father, be thankful for
enjoyment is the best knowledge, and
keeps the soul low, humble, meek, patient,
gentle, holy, harmless, quiet and peaceable,
when the knowledge that is without enjoyment puffs up, exalts, is not gentle, nor holy,
nor harmless, but hurtful and dangerous, carrying the mind quite away from God, like the
raven that flew from Noah's ark, which returned not again.
What is man out of Christ Jesus the way,
;

!

;

;

shall be

my

son," saith the Lord.

They that overcame, overcame by the blood
of the Lamb, and by the word of their testimony

they loved not their lives unto death,
great tribulations, they
washed their robes, and made them white
in the blood of the Lamb, they kept before
the throne of God, and served him night and
day in his temple, and he that sitteth on the
throne dwells amongst them, they shall hunger nor thirst no more, the Lamb which is in
the midst of the throne shall feed them, and
lead them to living waters, they have their
Father's name written in their foreheads, they
sing a new song before the throne, they are
redeemed from the earth, and are not defiled
with sin, but follow the Lamb whithersoever

they

;

came through

he goeth, they are redeemed from amongst
men, being the first fruits unto God in their
mouth is found no guile, for they are without
They have
fault before the throne of God.
patience, keep the commandments of God and
the faith of Jesus, and he overcame ; for he
of lords, and King of kings, and
is Lord
they that are with him are called, chosen and
Blessed are they that do his comthe truth and the life, the power of God? faithful.
Truly nothing, worse than nothing but in mandments, that they may have right to the
him man comes again to stand up in the tree of Life, and may enter in through the
image of God. He is the unspeakable gift. gates into the city.
45
Vol. IX.— No. 9.
;

;
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My

dear friends, what sweet encourageLet us make it our business
here.
to know these things experimentally, according to our measures, and keep in the love of
God, and in it live and love one another; this
will cause us earnestly to desire and travel
for the good and welfare one of another, and
of all mankind. We cannot be truly religious
out of this love in this it is we feel one another, as true members of the body, of which

ment

is

;

herein we love as brethren,
Christ is head
and are ready to wash one another's feet.
But if a man say, he loves God, and hates
his brother, he is a liar.
This commandment
have we from him, that he that loves God, loves
;

A

"
brother also.
new commandment
give unto you, that you love one another,"
said Christ our Lord ; " by this shall all men
know that ye are my disciples, if ye love one
another." This is a certain mark of a true
his

I

disciple.

But

false apostles

cannot love true

ones.
Friends, keep your habitation that God has
gathered you into, viz
the spirit of meek:

ness, love, gentleness, patience, purity, truth
this, and with it, for it will
overcome all, and then you, as you abide in
it, will overcome by it.
I am glad you have
not appeared in print, and very sorry G. K.
and G. H., with others have, by which occa-

suffer quietly in

sion hath been greatly given to the enemies
of the blessed Truth, to speak evil of it.
I
desire you do not meddle in that matter, except the Lord constrain you to it by his holy
Spirit, but leave your cause to God, he will
plead it.
And if in any word, or otherwise,
you have done amiss, own your fault, and
seek to preserve the honour of Him, his truth
and name, and seek none to yourselves, nor
strive together, for you are brethren, if you
be as you profess; but be gentle, long-suffering, and wait upon God, and.whatever he bids
you do, do it and keep in a sense of the love
of God, and this will make you fruitful before
him and men, and keep in the living faith,
which is not without good works, but it works
by love to the praise of the Author and Finisher of it, and your Teacher will be with
you, and fill you with his merciful goodness,
wisdom and strength. If God be with us,
who can be against us? Surely none. Therefore, look not out, dear friends, at the tree of
knowledge, though it seems pleasant to the
eye that is not single, but covets to be something more than God makes it, and seeks its
own exaltation and honour. But let it be
your care to know a being truly kept in covenant with the Lord.
Dear friends, let those alone that fly into
the third heavens, as they may think, and run
into high things, great sights, and deep mys-

teries,

yet love them, and seek peace as

as

you

in

lieth,

and

if

much

any be offended

at

you, because you see not what they pretend
to, bear it patiently, for they ought not so to
be
the apostle Paul did not so, but became
all things to all, seeking to gain all to Christ
Jesus ; even so do all that abide in the same
spirit to this day.
They gather to him, viz:
Christ the gift of God to all mankind, and in
all, according to their measure; the Lord fill
many with it, and double our portions of it,
if it be his blessed will.
This is our treasure
indeed, and by it we are led and guided into
all truth, and enabled to believe all things
that are written in the holy Scriptures of
truth, concerning our Lord Jesus Christ, and
do know him to be the author of our faith,
and not man. No man can give any faith
that is true and living; there is no man hath
any power over it ; yet men may be free to
give an answer of their faith, if the Lord require it ; but take heed of men that run into
needless questions, and doubtful disputations,
and vain janglings, in their own will and wisdom. Remember our Lord Christ was sometimes silent to those : therefore, if any friend
of God be drawn forth to give a relation of
what the Lord of his own free grace hath
brought them to believe let him do it in obedience to the Lord, and it is well ; but if any
friend or friends be not yet come so far as to
;

;

believe in all respects what he doth, let him
not be offended with them, because they are

weak, but exhort them as Paul did some of
unto what they have attained, walk
by the same rule, mind the same thing, and
wait upon God to be carried on from faith to
faith, and from grace to grace, &c., in and
by the spirit of the Lord, not by man " For
he cannot add one cubit to his stature," by
all he can do, neither is it Christian for any
old, that

;

to

be offended at his brethren,

if

they believe

not in all respects just as he doth

;

for chil-

dren must be admitted to have milk, and not
be forced upon strong meat till they be able
to digest it.
And tender fathers are careful
to administer such necessary food to their
children as is nourishing, and tends to their
growth and strengthening, and it is their joy to
see them in a thriving condition, and

come up

be young men, to have the word of God
abiding in them, and dwelling plentifully and
richly in them.
Oh that we may all truly
travail for this, but to be offended with ihem,
because they see not, know not, or believe
not all a father doth, and disown them for this;
O, this is unnatural, unkind, inhuman, therefore, surely it is not Christian.
Therefore, my dear friends, keep low and
dwell in the meek spirit of the Lamb, that
hath sufl^ered deeply for us, and passed by
to

!
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What

eye of an oath, saying, "

that be-

is

more comes of

evil."

The law said, " Thou shalt not forswear
long to our peace, opening parables to us.
Let us keep close with him, and then by him thyself;" so the law forbids false swearing,
we shall be fitted and furnished to every good but Christ Jesus forbids all swearing; and we
word and work, to his glory, praise and re- are commanded to hear him. Is not Christ
greater than Moses, and above angels and
nown for ever, amen.
How doth my love flow secretly unto you, men ? Yes then surely his commands v^^e
from the exercise that my soul hath had for ought to obey. Is not all power his, in heayou; you are dear and near to me. I should ven and in earth? Then ought not the powers
be glad to see you, and be with you a little of the earth to obey him ? Ought not he to
season, in the will of God; but I think I rule whose right it is ?
must never see your faces more, that is to say
Is there any command in all the holy
in the body.
But I have hope in the Lord, to Scriptures for swearing, since Christ said,
meet you in our Father's kingdom of glory, " Swear not at all
It is plain, Christ was
and abide with you for ever. This helps to before the law, or sin and transgression were;
comfort me many a time, when I think of because of which the law was added, till
you, though I could wish, if it so pleased the Christ the Seed came but he is come, and as
Lord, to see you either here or there. Dear many as receive him, receive power to become
friends, pray for me, and for all the flock of the sons of God.
Must not the children of
God, every where, for we know not what we God be believed without swearing? In the
have yet to meet with tried we must be, and beginning it was not so. Sons of God are
proved many ways, and those that are ap- true men, their yea is yea; they speak truth
proved shall be made manifest, and those that to their neighbour; but the sons of Belial are
are otherwise will be known.
Oh that we false men, whose oaths cannot be believed.
may be approved ones for ever.
Christ saith, swear not; but you magisTo the Lord I dearly commit you all, trates say, swear but whether we ought to
knowing he is able to keep you from falling obey judge ye. Again, Christ saith, "I am
and I dearly salute you all, both those whom the light of the world." If so, then this light
I know by face, and those I do not, who are is divine, and ought to be believed and walktrue Friends, and abide in that in which they ed in.
cannot be otherwise. I pray God to be with
Again, Christ saith, "Be ye therefore peryou all, and all his, every where, and keep fect, as your Father which is in heaven is
us all by his own power, fitted and prepared perfect."
Doth Christ command impossibilifor himself, and in every thing enable us to ties?
Read Ephes. iv. from verse 3 to 14,
be fruitful, every way to his praise, glory, where the apostle speaks for what service
honour and renown, and our souls' everlasting- some men were gifted, viz Some apostles,
joy, comfort and consolation
even so, let it some prophets, some evangelists, some pastors
be, O Lord
for thou only art able to say. and teachers, for the perfecting of the saints,
Amen to it in truth. So prays your dear for the work of the ministry, till we all come
friend and brother in the service and suffer- in the unity of the faith, and of the knowledge
ings of the blessed Truth, that lives and abides of the Son of God, unto a perfect man,
" There is therefore now no condemnation
for ever.
John Gkatton.
;

'

V

.

;

;

!

:

:

;

!

Written at Monyash, in the
Seventh month, 1693.

to

them

that are in Christ,

who walk

not after

the flesh, but after the Spirit;" these have but
one Lord, and do not serve two masters

these are clean, for no unclean thing is in
copy of a letter sent to a great person, after I Christ.
These are bidden to abide in him
had been in discourse toith him at his oion and saith he, " Every branch in me that
bringeth forth good fruit, my Father purgeth,
house, in the Tenth month, 1694.
that it may bring forth more fruit."
So it is
Beloved friend.
plain, men may be really, perfectly, sincerely,
In true love 1 write these lines. It is cause children or branches, yet may grow from
of grief to me, that thou being a magistrate, strength to strength, faith to faith, in and by
and knowing how men have been harmed in the spirit of the Lord, yet be perfect children,
these days by swearing, and it hath grieved and grow to be young men, and overcome
thee that thou couldst not ease thy quiet and the wicked one, and still grow to be fathers,
peaceable neighbours, and yet thou pleadest and still press toward the mark for the prize
for swearing, though it is so plainly and fully of the high calling of God in Christ Jesus.
forbidden, both by our Lord Christ and the
Let us therefore, as many as be perfect, be
apostle James, and yea and nay set up instead thus minded. This is the perfection we mean

A
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we do not mean such a perfection as that nothing can be added unto it.
It would be in vain for us to press after and
labour to attain unto a heavenly place in
Christ Jesus, if it be not attainable; and if it
be a heavenly place, it is perfectly so, for
heaven admits of no mixture. If we be children of God, we are perfectly so, for we cannot be both children of God and of the devil
too, neither can a good tree bring forth bad
Yet good
fruit, nor a corrupt tree good fruit.
trees grow as they are ministered unto from
the root, and the root bears them, and not
So children are real, perfect
they the root.
children, partakers of the same nature with

young men and

elders, but the root, Christ, is

all in all.

I

God

and

is

at

hand

;

He went

believe the gospel."

;

;

ascribe nothing to man in all this, for
is the great Husbandman, who works in

he sows his seed in all
No
grounds, and gives of his talents to all.
man halh any thing that is good, but what he
receives from above, for every good and perfect gift comes from thence, and the glory of
all belongs to him who is God over all, blessed
for ever more, amen.
This is written in true love, with desire to
be better understood for our principles are
Christian, sound, and agree with holy Writ:
but the world hates us, wrongs us, and misI wish
represents us and our principles too.
we and our principles were better known to
all men, for we are hated without just cause.
I pray God forgive them that do it, and am
thy true friend in sincerity.
us,

kingdom of God

repent ye and
about in their
synagogues, preaching the gospel of the kingdom, and healed all manner of sicknesses and
diseases amongst the people ; they brought
unto him sick people, that were taken with
divers diseases, and those that were possessed
with devils, and those that were lunatic, and
he healed them.
He preached wonderful, good and holy
doctrine, as appears by his sermon in the
mount, where his counsel was sweet, precious
and profitable for all to put in practice. He
taught them how to live, how to pray, and to
please God in all things
so that the people
were astonished at his doctrine. He showed
infinite love both to body and soul
the blind
he made to see, the deaf to hear, the dumb to
speak, the lame to walk
he cleansed the lepers, he healed the palsy, he cast out devils, he
raised the dead, and had mercy on the very
worst of men, turning publicans and harlots
from their evil ways.
He turned water into
wine, and fed several thousands with a few
loaves and fishes
he spake wonderful parables, his doctrine was more excellent than
man by all his own wisdom can understand.
He showed great love and pity to all sorts of
people, and great dislike of all evil, hypocrisy
and sin yet encouraged such as repented
and turned therefrom, and came to him to be
healed, and obeyed him; not one of these was
rejected by him.
But what shall I say? Who can declare
It is undeclarable, his goodthe good he did
ness surpasses the understanding of all mankind
he fulfilled the law of Moses to a jot or
little, and was so holy, harmless, righteous,
just and good, that no man could convince
him of sin. He was and is the end of the
law for righteousness to every one that bethe

for us

;

for

;

John Gratton.

;

;

;

!

;

Christ is

all,

and in

all, <fc.,

or a true testimony

concerning Jesus Christ, the unsearchable gift
of God, loho so loved the world, that he gave
his only begotten Son, that whosoever believed

in

him should not

lieveth.

perish, but have everlasting

He

suffered

for us, the just for the

he might bring us to God; he
laid down his life a ransom for all, and tasted
Christ came into the world in the form of death for every man.
He offered up himself
a servant, and went about doing good, and a Lamb without spot unto God. He poured
healing all manner of diseases yet the world out his soul unto death, and became an offerknew him not, though the world was made ing for sin, and was a propitiatory sacrifice,
by him. He preached the gospel, after he our passover, sacrificed for us, offered up himhad been baptized by John in Jordan, and the self once for all, and by one offering hath perHoly Ghost came down from heaven like a fected for ever them that are sanctified. Those
dove upon him, and the Lord, by a voice who receive him in the love of God, he works
from heaven, said, '< This is my beloved Son, in them and for them, makes them new creain whom I am well pleased, hear ye him." tures, and quickens them who were dead in
He was led into the wilderness and tempted trespasses and sins. He is the resurrection
of Satan, but he overcame him, so that he and the life; " He that believes in me," saith
departed from him, and angels came and min- he, " though he were dead, yet shall he live
unjust, that

life.

;

istered unto him.

Having thus bruised

the ser-

pent's head, he went on conquering and to conquer, and preached the gospel of the kingdom

of God, saying,

"The

time

is

fulfilled,

and

and he that

liveth

and believeth

in

me, shall

never die."
He is our peace-maker, the Prince of peace,
our reconciler to God, the word of reconcilia-
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Here is great advantage by the coming,
the true light that lighteth every
cometh into the world he that be- suffering and death of Jesus Christ to all men.
lieveth in him shall not abide in darkness, but First; The sacrifice is offered, and acceptably
shall have the light of life
he is our wisdom, too, a propitiatory sacrifice once for all.
righteousness, sanctification and redemption, Secondly; The atonement is made, and a
our life, strength and way to God, our all in peace offering, and that freely by Jesus Christ.
Thirdly; The law and prophets, and John's
all.
tion

;

man

he

is

that

;

—

Oh the benefits, advantages, favours, bless- baptism are fulfilled so that Christ is the
ings and mercies accruing by the coming of end of the law for righteousness to all them
So that where Christ reigns,
Christ into the world, by his living and dying that believe.
;

!

in

it

and

for

it,

work of our
any merit of mankind for

perfecting the

salvation, without

;

had sinned and fallen short of the glory
There were none in that state righteous, no, not one
there were none that did
good, they were altogether become unprofitable, the way of peace they did not know,
there was no fear of God before their eyes
yet when we were without strength, in due
God comtime Christ died for the ungodly.
mendeth his love towards us, in that while
we were yet sinners, Christ died for us. Here
all

of God.

;

the

kingdom is come, the divine will done in
and grace reigns through righteousness

earth,

unto life eternal. Fourthly; The middle wall
of partition is broken down between Jew and
Gentile, and those who sometime were afar
off, are made nigh by the blood of Christ,
" For He is our peace, who hath made both

one having abolished in his flesh the enmity,
even the law of commandments contained in
;

ordinances, for to

make

in himself,

of twain,

one new man, so making peace and that he
might reconcile both unto God in one body,
by his cross," that is, both Jew and Greek,
having slain the enmity thereby. And came
and preached peace, so that " in Christ Jesus
neither circumcision availeth any thing, nor
:

is the love, not that we loved him, but God so
loved us, that he gave his only begotten Son,
that he by the grace of God should taste
death for every man.
The love of Christ
And as
constraineth us, because we thus judge, that uncircumcision, but a new creature.
if one died for all men, then were all dead, many as walk according to this rule, peace
and that he died for all, that they who live, be on them, and mercy, and upon the Israel
should not henceforth live unto themselves, of God."
In him " we have redemption,
but unto him that died for them, and rose through his blood, even the remission of sins.
again. So all things are of God, and nothing Being justified freely by his grace, through
of man in this great work of salvation, but the redemption that is in Jesus Christ. Whom
" Who hath reconciled us to God hath set forth to be a propitiation, through
all of God,
himself by Jesus Christ, and hath given to faith in his blood, to declare his righteousus the ministry of reconciliation ; to wit, that ness for the remission of sins that are past,
God was in Christ reconciling the world unto through the forbearance of God ; to declare,
himself, not imputing their trespasses unto I say, at this time his righteousness; that he
them, and hath committed unto us the word might be just, and the justifier of him which
of reconciliation.
Now then we are ambas- believeth in Jesus. Who was delivered for
sadors for Christ, as though God did beseech our offences, and raised again for our justifiyou by us, we pray you in Christ's stead, be cation,"
ye reconciled to God ; for he hath made
Fifthly; When he ascended up on high, he

be sin for us, who knew no sin that
be made the righteousness of God
in him."
It appears very fully by the holy Scriptures,
that after Christ had abundantly benefitted
the world while he lived in it, he also by his
death hath done much good to all mankind
beyond utterance, yea, beyond the understanding of man.
What, to all mankind ?
Yea, to enemies, to sinners, to ungodly men,

him

to

;

we might

led captivity captive,

and gave

unto men;

gifts

yea, to the rebellious also, according to the

measure of the gift of Christ, and they that keep
the unity of the Spirit, in the bond of peace,
spirit.
They have one
Lord, one faith, and one baptism one God
and Father of all, who is above all, through all,
and in you all; to him be glory. "There are
diversity of gifts," saith the apostle, " but the

are one body, and one

;

same

There are differences of adminthe same Lord.
There are
reconciled to God, by diversities of operations, but it is the same
the death of his Son
much more being God, which worketh all in all. But the mareconciled we shall be saved by his life.
So nifestation of the Spirit, is given to every man
now we joy in God through our Lord Jesus to profit withal." The same apostle tells us
Christ, by whom we have received the atone- for what these gifts were given, viz: "For
ment.
Here is good will to men, yea to the perfecting of the saints, for the work of
enemies.
the ministry, for the edifying of the body of

Rom.
were enemies we were

as

is

clear from

v. 6

;

;

For

if

when we

spirit.

istrations,

but
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Christ

;

till

we

all

come

in the

unity of the

fault

he

if

will not

come

who

to Christ,

is

and of the knowledge of the Son of come to give life.
The Lord calleth, saying, " Incline your
God unto a perfect man, unto the measure of
hear, and your soul
the stature of the fulness of Christ, the Head, ear, and come unto me
from whom the whole body, fitly joined to- shall live." And in the "great day of the feast,
gether, and compacted by that which every Jesus stood up and cried, saying. If any man
joint supplieth, according to the effectual work- thirst, let him come unto me and drink.
He
ing in the measure of every part, maketh that believeth on me, as the Scripture hath
faith,

;

increase of the

body, unto

the edifying of said, out of his belly shall flow rivers of living

itself in love."

From

which, it is clear that the Holy
Ghost or Spirit, is poured forth or given to all,
to every man, to all flesh, according to Joel.
Christ is given to all, the Sun of righteousness
is risen, and shines upon all, enlightens " every
all

man

that cometh into the world. For in him is
and the life is the light of men ;" who is
the same to-day, yesterday and for ever.
Yea, he shines in darkness, though the darkness comprehends it not.
The grace of God
that brings salvation, appears to all men; and
they who receive this grace, and learn of it,
" It teacheth them to deny ungodliness and
worldly lusts, and to live soberly, righteously
and godly in this present world; looking for
that blessed hope, and the glorious appearing
of the great God, and our Saviour Jesus
Christ, who gave himself for us, that he
might redeem us from all iniquity, and purify
life,

water ; but this spake he of the Spirit, which
they that believed on him should receive."
Here is great encouragement, in much love
and mercy, good will and fatherly kindness.
None are excluded here seeing they that
have no money are invited. This is surely
glad tidings to the poor, to whom the gospel is
preached and without respect of persons, to
;

;

And whosoever

people.

all

but

freely given.

For "

bride say, come, and

let

may come,

will,

for the gift is given to all, not

only offered,

the Spirit

him

and the

that heareth,

come and let him that is athirst come
and whosoever will, let him take the water of
life freely."
The water of life is the flowing
of the Spirit of God for God is the Fountain,
and hath poured out his Spirit upon all flesh,
and given his Son to the world, who invites
all to come to him and drink.
None need
fear any want in this Fountain
for it is a
unto himself a peculiar people, zealous of Fountain that can never be drawn dry it is
good works." He is God's salvation to the now unsealed, and the thirsty are invited to
ends of the earth
which he hath prepared come and drink freely, and his beloved to
" Eat, O friends, drink,
before the face of all people, as Simeon said, drink abundantly.
say,

;

;

;

;

:

;

a light to lighten the Gentiles, and the glory
of his people Israel.
" God so loved the world, that he gave his
only begotten Son, that whosoever believed
in him, should not perish, but have everlasting life."
Here salvation is offered to all,
whether Jew or Gentile. " God is no respecter
of persons; but in every nation, he that feareth
him, and worketh righteousness, is accepted
with him."
This is good news, glad tidings
to all people.
Shall it be told abroad ? Yea,
Christ said, " Go ye into all the world, and
preach the gospel to every creature." Here
Christ the Lamb of God, who tasted death
for every man, showeth his universal love,
and came that they might have life, and
preached himself, the light of the world. God
would have all men to be saved, and come to
the knowledge of the truth.
There is good

yea, drink abundantly, O beloved." And Christ
invites such as are weary and heavy laden,
to come unto him, and take his yoke upon

them, for

and

light,

is

it

easy, and his burden, for

saith,

" You shall find

rest

it is

unto

your souls."
It

clear from holy writ, that man's de-

is

struction

is

of himself.

" But ye will

not

come unto me," said Christ, " that ye may
have life." He was despised and rejected of
men; a man of sorrows, and acquainted with
grief: men hid their faces from him, and saw
no beauty or comeliness in him. They who
him must deny themselves, take up the

follow

daily cross, and suffer with him,

if

they ever

reign with him; but he that denies him before

men, him will he also deny before
which is in heaven.

Oh

his

Father

who read the holy Scriptures,
of Christ, would come to him,
is not willing that any should believe in him, hear and learn of him, and
perish, but that all should come to repentance. obey him, who is Lord and King over all,
For all are his, both by creation and purchase, and Judge of quick and dead, that they might
and he hath laid help upon one that is mighty, have life. When Christ comes and works by
who is able to save them to the utmost that his spirit in men, and they feel it, then, and
come unto God by him and those that come, not till then, they know the mystery hid from
he will in no wise cast off: so that it is man's ages, but now made manifest, which is Christ
him to
with him; he
will in

all

men, and mercy

;

for all

men which

!

that all

testify
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hope of glory

;
the riches of the
Star of Jacob, the bright and
Morning Star. He is the Sun of righteousness, the tree of Life, the true Vine that enables every branch to bring forth fruit, as it
abides in him.
And they who partake of his
life, power and spirit, he is in ihem, and they
in him ; and they do not walk as other Gentiles in the vanity of their minds.
Come, friends, have ye heard him, and
been taught by him, or are ye past feeling 1
If ye do not feel, taste and handle these things,
and hear Christ in you, as he said, " My
sheep hear my voice, and they follow me,"
ye know not the Truth, nor are ye sanctified,
or made free by it, and then it is no matter
what ye profess. For he that is in Christ is
a new creature, and in covenant with God,
Oh thereabides in Christ, and he in him.
fore, lay hold of, and hold fast eternal life,
and if Christ be in thee, thou wilt find ability

in us, the

Gentiles, the

!
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Christ prayed for his, to his Father, saying,
" Sanctify them through thy truth, thy word
is truth."
Truth in the inward parts changes

and enlivens the soul

the heart,

quickening

Spirit.

Christ

is

for

;

the

it

is

a

way, the

and the life no man cometh unto the
Father but by him. This is he that brings to
God this is the bridegroom of the soul, the
beloved of the church, and the church is his
this is the glory of the living
the living
glory in the Lord all things else are to them
as dross and dung in comparison of Christ.
The apostle speaking to the church, said,
truth,

:

:

;

;

"All is yours, and ye are Christ's, and Christ
is God's :" so the Lord is the portion of his
people, and the Lord's portion is his people
Jacob is the lot of his inheritance, to whom he
said, " Fear not, for I am with thee
when
thou passest through the waters I will be with
thee, and through the rivers, they shall not
;

overflow thee."

Oh that men would trust in God, obey
no man cometh unto and follow him as dear children, keeping their
the Father but by him.
He is the one thing minds staid upon the Lord, that they may be
the pearl of price if ever thou find kept in perfect peace, and walking in him,
needful
him, it must be in thee, giving life to thy soul, they walk in the light ; for " God is light,
love in thy heart, wisdom beyond man's, and and in him is no darkness at all; and they
power over all thy enemies, yea, over death, that walk in the light, have fellowship one
hell and the grave, the world, the flesh and with another, and the blood of Jesus Christ
the devil all power in heaven and earth is in his Son cleanseth them from all sin," and sets
them free " and if the Son make you free,
him, none else can give thee any.
Therefore be persuaded to look unto him, ye shall be free indeed."
and wait for his appearing in thee, or else thy
It is clear from what hath been said, that
faith is dead, and thou feelest no life in any Christ is all, in all his people, viz
their wisthing.
dom, strength, power, righteousness, light, life,
" Come taste and see," said David, " that peace, sanctification, justification, consolation,
the Lord is good :" find him and thou findest and salvation
with him we have all things,
all.
How glad were those that found Christ. without him we can do nothing. In him all
Simon said, " We have found the Messias :" fulness dwells. Though he was rich, yet for
and Philip said to Nathaniel, " We have our sakes he became poor, that we through
found him, of whom Moses and the prophets his poverty might be rich.
And He who is
Nathaniel said unto him, " Can heir of all things, was once offered to bear
did write."
any good thing come out of Nazareth 1" the sins of many; and unto them that
" Philip said unto him, Come and see :" so look for him shall he appear the second time,
say I unto thee, who art apt to say. Can any without sin unto salvation. Blessed are they
good thing be found in me? Turn in and see; who love his appearance. They are ready
there is that which reproves thee for evil, is to say, " Come Lord Jesus, Come quickly.
not that good ?
Arise, O Lord, and let thy enemies be scatOh then seek the Lord while he may be tered ;" make haste and come away. " Thy
found, call upon him while he is near.
Let kingdom come, thy will be done."
the wicked forsake his ways, and the unrighteTo the Lord I leave all, and in true love
ous man his thoughts, and turn unto the Lord, am a friend to all men, and servant for the
and he will have mercy on him, and to our Truth's sake.
God, for he will abundantly pardon.
John Gratton.
to

come

to

God by him

the truth and the

life

;

for

he

is

the

way,

!

:

:

;

;

;

:

;

!

A DIARY
OF

SOME RELIGIOUS EXERCISES AND EXPERIENCE
OF

SAMUEL SCOTT,
LATE OF HARTFOED, DECEASED*

Go

set a

watchman,

let

him

declare

what he

seeth.

Isaiah xxi.

Gather up the fragments that remain, that nothing be
And what thou seest write in a book. Rev. i. 11.

INTRODUCTION.

The testimony of Hartford monthly meeting, concerning our deceased friend, Samuel Scott.

This our beloved friend was born in Gracechurch street, London, on the 2Lst of the
third month, 1719; and, as appears by an
account left in writing by himself, " was, in
the seventeenth year of his age, remarkably
by which
favoured with a divine visitation
his understanding was enlightened, and the
great beauty, heavenly order and economy of
a truly religious life, at seasons even ravished
his soul :" and having walked in conformity
thereto till about the thirty-fourth year of his
;

came forth in the work of the
ministry, in which his gift was truly edifying
and convincing tending much to awaken the
attention of the careless and formal professor
age, he then

;

to the

weighty concerns of truth and righte-

lost^

6.

John

vi. 12.

had attended him for several years ; notwithstanding which he was often in deep travail
of soul for the restoration of inward rectitude,
not only among us, but mankind in general
as also for himself, that he might find a place
of rest and peace.
few days before his decease, being in a
tender frame of mind, he expressed himself to
" I
a friend that visited him, in these words,
have done with all things but one, and that is,
working out my soul's salvation with fear

A

—

and trembling, through Him that worketh in
me, both to will and to do of his own good
pleasure."

His removal was rather sudden ; which,
considering his anxious concern respecting
that awful event, was, we believe, to him a
favour and we doubt not he is entered into
that rest which his soul so ardently longed for.
He departed this life on the 20th day of the
eleventh month, 1788, and was interred the
:

30th of the same

ousness.

a man fearing God and hating
covetousness, deep in divine things, of a humble mind and benevolent disposition, extensive
in Christian charity, and unfeigned love to
the brethren
very useful in the discipline of
the church among us, for which he was well
qualified
yet very diffident of himself, ready
to forgive, and seek forgiveness even of the

He was

;

;

meanest.

During the

latter part

of his

life,

we were

frequently deprived of his company at our
meetings, especially those for discipline, by
reason of the prevalence of a disorder which

in Friends' burial ground at
Hartford, after a very large and solemn meeting, being attended by great numbers of
Friends, and also of his neighbours, by whom
he was much beloved. Aged near seventy
years; a minister about thirty-six years.

Signed

in

our monthly meeting held

at

Hartford, the 2nd of the third month, 1789,
by forty-seven men and women Friends,
Read and approved in our quarterly meet-

ing held the 23rd of third month, 1789, at
Hartford, and signed in and on behalf thereof,

by

William Lucas,

Clerk.
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the testimony to the character of though for a trying time unfelt and unseen,
by many yet there is a hand, an Almighty hand,

the author of the following Diary,

of his friends and neighbours, who appeared
best qualified to delineate the same.
Those who read the Diary will probably
observe the difference, which apparently exists
between the foregoing account, and the description he has given of himself. His friends
were chiefly guided in their judgment by his
general conduct and actions
but his spiritual
eyes being opened to a more extensive view
of his real situation, his judgment of himself
appears to have been formed by a comparison
thereof, with that state of purity unto which

stretched out for the preservation of the children of the bride-chamber, which preserves

them

in

itself

when necessary

afflicting extremities,
for

and manifests

salvation

or

re-

ward. This is a path wherein the regenerate
have trodden, and wherein our friend, Samuel
Scott, had his faith proved, purified and increased.
But who are, even in this respect,
so blind as the Lord's servants, as the children of the Most High 1 Humbled to the dust
under a sense of their own unvvorthiness,
pressed upon by an increased view of their
all are called, and where all is beautiful, and frailty and
entire inability for any good
not a spot or wrinkle can be discerned.
It thought, word, or work, towards promoting
was for this state that his spirit panted, and their soul's salvation, they are more prone to
short of which his soul refused to take last- view dispensations of this kind as marks of
ing rest
for he saw the " one thing need- divine displeasure, than for the trial of their
and therefore fear, lamentation and
ful," and in degree tasted of that peace which faith
prevails in Sion, the city of the saint's solem- mourning, are their portion, until their hopes
are revived by the sensible renewing of that
nity.
For the attainment thereof, for obtaining grace, which gladdens the whole heritage of
Then " the wilderness and solitary
the unsearchable riches which are found in God.
;

;

;

and largely possessed when he becomes
his only hope of glory, his solicitude
appears to have been nearly unremitted; as
not small was his anxiety, when the Beloved
of souls withdrew his animating influence
fearing that it was not for the trial of his
faith, that seasons of poverty and abstinence
were allotted to him, and deep baptisms and
Christ,

in

man

;

conflicts his frequent portion

;

but that

it

place shall be glad, and the desert rejoice and
blossom as the rose. It shall blossom abundantly, and rejoice even with joy

and

sing-

The

natural abilities of Samuel Scott were
common rank, and he was versed
in literature.
Yet these he counted but as

above the

dung, that he might win Christ, have a fellowship with his sufferings, be made conformthe able to his death, and experience the power of

pro-

ceeded from just displeasure, and that
Lord had therefore ceased to be gracious

his resurrection.

The vast variety of dispositions which are
encouraging found amongst mankind are, by some authors,
language, " Hope thou in God, for I shall supposed to be formed by the mixture and
yet praise him, who is the health of my coun- predominancy of one or other of the different
tenance, and ray God."
Thus desolate and temperaments, which the operations of grace
disconsolate, he expressed himself in the pa- do not destroy, but purify and direct
so that
" Is the lively in a state of nature will be found
thetic language of the prophet Jeremiah
it nothing to you, all ye that pass by? behold
lively in a state of grace
and the zealous in
and see, if there be any sorrow like unto my nature will be found zealous in grace but
sorrow." But this is a path not unfrequented lively in a different pursuit, and zealous for
by the regenerate who, having attained to the attainment of a different object. When
the state of young men, are fed with strong the heavenly principle is in dominion, this
meat; when, for weaning their affections from variety, which in fallen nature tends to disorall sublunary objects, from every thing that der, is reduced into harmony, and forms a
has not endurance, but perishes with the body, or whole, inexpressibly beautiful. How
using, and for enabling them to receive and wonderful are the ways of Providence
How
But when any of these
retain, without mixture, the perfectly refined gracious his design
wine of the kingdom, the Bridegroom with- temperaments predominate, unseasoned by
draws his presence, the sensible succour of grace, they cast a shade upon, or place in an
the Spirit is not felt, and the earth with her unjust view, the ways of Divine Wisdom the
bars is closed upon them. Thus is poor, frail paths of pleasantness and peace.
man apparently left in his weakness, without
The melancholic temperament appears oca hand extended which is competent to suc- casionally to have prevailed in the author of
cour, or able to save
that his dependance the following Diary; which, when seasoned
may be fully proved, and his faith rendered and regulated by grace, has been deemed the
more pure than the fine gold of Ophir. But, most favourable to a religious life, being in its
46
Vol. IX.— No. 10.
whereby

his soul

was

cast

down and

disquiet-

ed, without ability to adopt the

:

:

;

;

;

!

!

;

;
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nature fixed, retentive, and circumspect, prone
and anxious to ascertain, yet cautious in receiving important truths, but when
but
received, tenacious in retaining them
which, in some instances, it is to be feared,
produced sadness in Samuel Scott, where joy
might well have prevailed. But it is encouraging and instructive to observe, how, through
all the conflicts and baptisms to which such
a disposition appears more peculiarly liable,
there lived that, which many waters could

to search,

;

not quench, or the grave retain ; and this at
times in Samuel Scoit beautifully broke through
the dark clouds,

and showed that all beyond
light
of which there is no

was harmony and

;

doubt his afflicted, anxious soul at length
gained permanent possession, when the work
was finished, and the tempestuous waves for
ever ceased to rage. "O thou afflicted, tossed
with tempests, and not comforted, behold, I
will lay thy stones with fair colours, and lay

thy foundations with sapphires, and I will
make thy windows of agates, and thy gates
of carbuncles, and all thy borders of pleasant
stones."

faith is lost

in fruition,

wards are possessed.

and uninterrupted

Can they be

re-

vievved

otherwise than with awfulness and gratitude,
as well expressed by a deeply tried and experienced servant of the Most High, when on
the eve of ceasing from his labours, and

of receiving permanently glorious rewards
" Many and painful have been the probationAh! were
ary exercises of this life to me.
there probability of strength, how I could enlarge, for my heart seems melted within me
but all the former conin retrospective view
are
flicts, however grievous in their time,
lighter now than vanity, except as they are
clearly seen to have contributed largely to
as they are rethe sanctification of the soul
membered with awfulness and gratitude before
him, who has not been wanting to preserve
through them all and as they seem likely to
;

;

;

introduce, either very

shortly, or before a
very long time, to an exceeding and eternal
When afflictions are thus
weight of glory."
viewed when, as to duration, they are compared with the permanence of those joys
which they may be said to produce and as
to severity, with that exceeding weight of
glory which they ensure; great will be the
encouragement to seek for patience during
;

;

Here, reader, pause, and wisely consider,
that although " many are the afflictions of the
righteous, the Lord delivereth out of them
all."
For " the Lord redeemeth the soul of their continuance, and not small the desire,
By repeated trials and afflic- that the design, in their prevalence, may be
his servants."
tions permitted or dispensed, they are induced fulfilled.
Considerations of this kind are well adaptto look at, and duly appreciate, the things
that can only be discerned by the spiritual ed to a state of probation, of infancy, and
where seeing only as through a
eye of the regenerate, the things that are twilight
eternal
and are also prepared to receive glass, darkly, we know but in part; and truly
and retain, the unsullied joys of heaven. As profitable, as they tend to prepare for an
affliction and trials, well endured, produce the entrance into those realms, where they see
peaceable fruits of righteousness, with quiet- face to face, and know, even as they are
where that which is in part shall be
ness and assurance for ever, although griev- known
ous when they prevail
how will they be done away, by that which is perfect being
R. P.
estimated when the work is finished? when come.
;

;

;

;
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Apprehending that the keeping a Diary
might have in sundry respects been useful,
and contributed to an increase in the spiritual
life, essays have at various times been attempted
the last in the summer, 1776, on
being relieved from a disorder which 1 esteemed dangerous: but after a short continuation,
"The bough was lopped with terror."
On the first day of the sixth month, in the
year 1780, and in the sixty-second of my
age, I renew the recording of some circum;

stances which have occurred, and which may
yet occur.
The number of my days, or,

perhaps, only hours, remaining, being certainly
\'ew and evil, the present attempt seems unseasonable.
Nevertheless, if it please the
Lord to look upon it with approbation, " new
wine may be found in the cluster," and the
Watcher and the Holy One may say, " destroy

it

Fifth

not, for a blessing is in it."

month 14th, 1780.-1 went up to
London, and attended

the yearly meeting at
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divers of the meetings both for worship and

to be the sole furniture of

former were in the general
large and solemn
much peace presided in
the latter; brotherly exhortations were in love
imparted, and a concern expressed for the
manifold deviations from our ancient Christian
testimonies, respecting "speech, behaviour and
apparel."
Babylon is within; but from her
very outlines were our ancestors called forth,
and these testimonies were committed to them

tation.

discipline;

the

;

and

their children, as increasing testimonies,

they have filled the earth
the customs
of the people are vain
hat honour is the
most unmeaning ceremony, the merest phantom that ever pride and folly obtruded on
their deluded votaries.
20th.
from London to HartI returned
ford, impressed with some sense of the preservations of the preceding week ; sought a
but,
tribute of praise to the Preserver of men
as on the mountains of Gilboa, " there \vas
no rain, nor dew, nor fields of offering."
21st.
I went to the forenoon meeting at
Hartford in distress of mind ; very unexpectedly some qualification for a public ministry
seemed to attend the words presented were,
" Work while it is day, for the night cometh,
in which no man can work;" an explanation
of the nature of the work was attempted,
accordingly as it is written, "This is the work
of God, that ye believe in him whom God
hath sent ;" a degree of solemnity prevailed.
23rd and 24th. The quarterly and yearly
meetings at Hartford were not large, but
measurably favoured.
25th and 26th.
In my solitary retreats this
inquiry occurred, " When shall the fir-tree
until

;

;

—

;

—

;

—

—

4th.

my

solitary habi-

— In the

forenoon meeting at Hartford,
under a deep and almost agonizing
sense of my past iniquities, and frequent deviations from the paths of peace; not a
penitential tear produced
but wherefore dost
thou complain, O my soul
for the punishment of thy sins? The immaculate Lamb,
who knew no sin, sufliered much more abun" thou art justly in this condemnadantly
tion," " but he had done nothing amiss."
6th.
With much reluctance, and under
great distress, I accompanied Samuel Spavold
and John Miller in visiting five families at
and near Hoddesdon; the gospel was preached; in one of them particularly so.
Some
cause of thankfulness for the preservation and
I

sat

:

!

;

—

attendance of the day.
7th.

—

was

I

condemned

particularly

for

conversing

unnecessarily respecting politics
and religion. Peace is thy profession. Labour to live peaceably with all men.
8th.
I went to Ware with Samuel Spav-

—

and visited five families I had in one of
them a remarkable opening respecting my
own state, on these words, " It is only the
Lion of the tribe of Judah," that can cause
the "lion and the lamb to lie down together;"
my lips were sealed in silence.
9th.
This day was passed in serenity and
composure a miracle of grace.
10th.
Much mischief hath been done this
week in and about the metropolis, on account
of the protestant petition having been presentold,

;

—
—

;

ed, but not immediately considered.

O

the
infatuation that the professors of a religion,
whose characteristic is peace and love, should
!

appear instead of the thorn, and the myrtle
instead of the briar, that it may be to the by any means become the instigators of bloodLord for a name, and for an everlasting sign shed and devastation or that thej^ should at
any time begrudge others the immunities which
that shall not be cut off"."
" Tell it not
27th.
I cautioned a neighbour against ad- they themselves wish to enjoy
dressing me with a flattering title; the caution in Gath, publish it not in the streets of Ashwas received in a friendly manner, and the kelon," lest the infidels triumph.
12th.
propriety of the remark allowed.
I am convinced from a daily heart28th.
Mary Ridgeway and Jane Watson felt sensation, stronger than ten thousand
from Ireland came to our house, and were at arguments, that until we cease to do evil, we
our meeting on first-day the meetings were cannot learn to do well.
No acceptable worlarge, and their service in them was lively ship can be either internally or externally
;

—

!

—

—

;

sat with them in the gal- offered to the God of truth, while we are
somewhat elevated in respect acting contrary to the dictates of truth in our
" There is no peace to the
situation, deeply depressed in spirit; own consciences.

and acceptable.

I

lery, but although
to

local

esteeming myself not only unfit for the ministry, but even to be an attendant upon or
entertainer of, the Lord's servants.
" The
It is written,
Sixth month 3rd.
voice of rejoicing and salvation is in the

—

" If

wicked."

we

regard

iniquity

in

our

Lord will not hear us." "Let
him who nameth the name of Christ depart
from iniquity." These testimonies were formerly borne by free-grace men, who lived by
many grace and they will forever baffle the efforts
hearts, the

of the righteous;" but for
;
The only ability to cease
of antinomianism.
soul hath been far from peace
the roll written within and without, with"^ to do evil is in a divine and supernatural
mourning, lamentation and woe, hath seemed principle, the grace and truth which comes
habitation

days past

my

—
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;
or, in other words, in the
Comforter, the agent and representative of the
Holy Head, by which he is present with his
people always, to the end of the world
" Christ in them the hope of glory." Some
days have been spent under a sense of his
presence, who said to his servant formerly,
« Walk before me, and be thou perfect;" be
all the glory ascribed to him through Christ

by Jesus Christ

;

passiveness appeared my proper proAfterwards a caution was imparted
against holding the faith of Christ with relence

;

vince.

and against a spirit of emuand personal dislike, as equally incon-

spect of persons,
lation

sistent with

our Christian discipline.

— read Henry Brooks on Redemption;
an admirable poem.
—The meeting Hunsdon was
4th.

I

9th.

"

large.

at

God was

world to
and evil himself" The gracious interposition of the
speaking have been of late rather suspended, Deity, intended by the apostle in the preceding
but the hostility within has been at times too expression, seemed measurably attendant in
O may not only the branches a state of silence and under the ministry of
sensibly felt.
When M. P. afterwards, there was a dry wind from
be lopped, but the root eradicated!
Jesus, our only Mediator. Amen.
The effusions of anger
18th,

—

in Christ reconciling the

;

was formed in primaeval recti- the wilderness.
15th.'
Divers vexatious incidents were atDivine Originator beheld it was
good but how is the gold become dim since tendant, and I was wanting in patience and
" how hath resignation capital virtues, which calm the
the defection of the first Adam
I was too fretful on slight
the whole creation groaned and travailed in storms of life.
pain, even until now;" and they who have and immaterial events.
16ih.
After a long waiting in deep poverreceived the first fruits of the Spirit groaned
within themselves, for redemption from the ty in the forenoon meeting at Hartford, a
degree of travail was begot both on behalf of
bondage of corruption.
"By nature I was in almost all myself and those present a short testimony
23rd.
The seeds of corruption, which were was also borne to that universal redemption
evil."
sown in human nature by the fall of our first which is in Jesus Christ, and the necessity of
parent, produced many exuberant and bulky an inward application thereof, in ourselves,
the creation

—

the

tude,

;

;

;

—

—

:

some of which were measurably re- and for ourselves.
At times I was
20th.
I went to London.
day of an early and awakening
visitation; others have since seemed to perish, favoured to look towards the God of patience
and their roots to die in the ground, viz infi- and consolation, but the want of due resigdelity, injustice, and the love of money; those nation barred the influences which proceed
which have been the most deeply rooted, and from him " for what doth let will let, until it
most prevalent of later years, are peevishness be taken out of the way." During this dipensaplants

—

;

moved

in the

:

;

and impetuosity. May the command go forth tion I considered the propriety of the apostolic
from "the Watcher and Holy One, Hew injunction, " Remember them who are in
down the tree, and cut off the branches, shake bonds, as bound with them, and them who
;"
suffer adversity, as being also in the body
off the leaves, and scatter the fruit."
25th.^-The forenoon meeting at Hartford "bear ye one another's burdens, and so fulfil
was rather lively; a short testimony was the law of Christ." A practical adherence
borne to the Lord Jesus Christ, " the faithful to these precepts, next to the grace which is
and true witness." M. P. concluded the meet- sufficient and soul saving, would be as the
balm of human life it would alleviate the
ing very acceptably in supplication.
Seventh month 1st. Bodily pain hath diversified cup that is handed forth to mortals;
The sufferings which are but how deficient am I herein how deficient
of late attended.
sustained in this respect, being unfelt by also are others.
30th.
Pretty early at the Park meeting, a
others, are much unnoticed and uncommisebut they are known to Him, degree of solemnity clothed my mind, not
rated by them
;

—

;

—

;

who

is touched with a feeling of the infirmiboth of the saints, and of the most vile
and abject of his creatures, who are alike the
" for all things were
work of his hand
O may my
created by him and for him."
afflictions in the flesh be sanctified by Him
" who suffered without the gate," whose head
was crowned with thorns, whose hands and

ties

:

!

without some presentations for a public ministry, which, on proving, appeared immature.
How suitably adapted are the following precepts, not only to me, but to all who at any
" Be more
time appear in the ministry.
ready to hear, than to offer the sacrifice of
fools."
"Be not rash with thy mouth to utter
And when thou
any thing before God."

" Be slow
let thy words be few."
speak." All true and profitable ministry
culty attended respecting the acceptance of a arises from the ability which the Spirit gives
paper produced ; my lips were sealed in si- in a rightly exercised understanding ; as it is
feet

were pierced.
At the monthly meeting some

3rd.

—

speakest, "

diffi-

to
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written, "

spirit, and with
Nonsense proceeds
not from the ability which the spirit giveth.
But what is nonsense 1 Here it may be diffi" For the preaching of
cult to draw a line.
:"
the cross, is to them that perish, tbolishness
and " the foolishness of God is wiser than
man."
Eighth month 1st. In the week-day meeting at Horsleydown, something opened by
I

will

pray with the

the understanding also."

—

way

of ministry; but waiting under the opening, silence seemed most advisable ; and after
long sitting, the meeting closed lively. I had
rather refrain from speaking, when perhaps I
might have spoken with a degree of profit,
than at any time to speak unprofitably. There
are, comparatively speaking, but kw ministers left amongst us ; yet frequently many
words are uttered. The following sentiment,
contained in the Apology of that skilful minister of Christ, Robert Barclay, is therefore,
I think, worthy of the observation of all con" Yea, we doubt not, but assuredly
cerned.
know, that a meeting may be good and refreshing, though from the sitting down thereof
to the rising up, a word may not be outwardly
spoken ; though the life may have been so
known, as that words might have been acceptably spoken, and that from the life." BarThe
clay's Apology, sixth edition, p. 360.
above is not referred to as an insinuation that
the ministers now among us are of a dissimilar disposition from Barclay, and the brethren
of that day, but rather as a caution to myself
and others, than as a censure upon any. We
are voyagers on a tempestuous ocean, stationed on a sea of glass, surrounded on every
may not thereside with rocks and sands
fore a little one, who needeth himself to be
more perfectly instructed in the way and work
of the Lord, recall the attention of the brotherhood to such beacons as have been held forth
by such, " who, through faith and patience,
;

—
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—After long

sitting, and some solemour forenoon meeting, I
stood up simply with an opening on these
words, " The kingdom of God is not in
word, but in power."
Some more expressions were uttered in a testimony to that
kingdom, worship and work, which consists
in the manifestation of a divine and supernatural power.
I
sat down with a degree of
freshness
but speaking a second time, I

20th.

nity in

silence

at

;

seemed

myself and others.
22nd.
Some good desires were attendant;
good desires will not carry a man to heaven,
but they proceed from heaven, and tend heaven-wards, as it is written, " It is God that
worketh in you to will."
27th.
I attended Mims general meeting;
to flatten both

—

—

divers friends ministered to a mixed auditory.
1 was much shut up, as I usually am on

such occasions and may I never attempt to
open by any efforts of my own.
Ninth month 1st. The Parliament being
dissolved, a general election is coming on
the devil cometh forth, and hell from beneath
the heart of man will be moved for him, to
meet him at his coming. The present period
is
important and interesting beyond many
;

—

others; but

if

it

pleaseth infinite

Wisdom

to

punish a people for their iniquities, it mattereth not whether it is done by one man or
by many but it becometh not the members
of our Society to meddle much in those matters, or to be active in political disquisitions.
Our duty and felicity consist in peaceably
acquiescing in the all-wise determinations of
:

Him, who

ruleth in the kingdoms of men.
In respect to elections, we ought to go no
further than voting for the candidates we best

approve, and declaring our preference of them,
without endeavouring by any other means to

" Israel is to dwell alone,
be mixed with the people."

influence others.

and not

to

—
—

6th.
An excellent letter dispersed, cona spiritual cerning the sin of perjury.
worship and introversion of spirit, which ex7th.
This day I voted for members to
In it, honey is represent the borough of Hartford, in the
cels outward ministration.
imparted from the Rock Christ.
ensuing Parliament. To the best of my knoweth.
The general meeting at Cross Brook- ledge, I maintained " a conscience void of ofstreet was large, composed, and chiefly held fence," in the course of the contested election;
" It is thy word, O Lord, which only, by attending at the polling place the
in silence.
" The word which was in the be- second day of the poll, for about two hours,
healeth."
ginning with God, and was God ;" the same contrary to the dictates of truth in my own
which in the fulness of time was made flesh, mind, I became wounded my religious exand dwelt amongst men
and they beheld ercise was obstructed, and death and darkness
His glory, as the glory of the only begotten was the covering of my spirit for many days.
of the Father, full of grace and truth " of Thus it pleaseth infinite Wisdom to visit for
whose fulness we have all received, and grace our unfaithfulness sometimes even in, what
for grace." ''I waited patiently for the Lord," may be esteemed by others, little things.
said one formerly, " and he heard my cry."
24th.
The forenoon meeting was large.
In this patient waiting is experienced the min- This day sharp doctrine was delivered, and
istry of the Spirit, and the glory of Christ.
seemed in the general to be pretty well re-

inherit the promises."

—

There

is

—

:

;

;

;

—
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ceived

the compassions

;

which are

in Christ

Jesus being measurably prevalent.
Recollection in weakness was this
29ih.
day experienced.
A member of our Society having
30th.
suffered his premises to be illuminated, I was
induced to review the testimony of our ancient
a testimony I
Friends against illumination,
have ever approved and maintained with unAt one season the
remitting perseverance.
fleshly part would have gladly joined in reFrom my being first
joicing after the flesh.

—

—

—

convinced of sin, righteousness and judgment,
have been shy of receiving either doctrinal
or practical truths upon trust, or only because
my
others have received or believed them
concern having rather been to try them by
" the law of God
the law and the testimony
after the inward man," and the precious tesIf all who profess
timonies of holy Writ.
the truth, as held forth by us who are called
Quakers, were built upon the rock of divine
and internal revelation, the rapid inroads of
libertinism would be repelled, and deism exBut the law written on the fleshly
tirpated.
tables of the heart, the Scriptures of truth, and
the advices of our brethren contained in their
yearly meeting minutes, would, as a threefold
cord, unite, and not easily be broken.
Tenth month 8th. At the forenoon meetI
ing, truth measurably prevailed in silence.
have often been fearful lest, in our Society,
human reason, and the works of a mere moral
and creaturely righteousness, should be substituted in the place of the law of faith
for according
and the new creation work
to the testimony of our truly learned and
deeply experienced friend, Isaac Penington,
" God is all in redemption God doth all, as
fully therein as in creation; it is a new creayet the creature quickened and renewed
tion
Penis in unity with him in its operations."
All boasting
ington's Works, vol. i. p. 526.
of supposed rectitude and self ability is excluded by the law of faith; if the most perfect
I

;

—

—

;

;

;

compliance with its requisitions was attained,
the reward would be not of debt, but of grace
only; but every deviation from the line of
duty merits death, and that condemnation
which is most justly and rightfully the sinner's portion,; as
sin

is

it

is

"The wages

written,

death."

of

to the faint,

and

to

them who have no might he

increaseth strength."

What

to

is

;

commanded

the light to shine out of darkness,
hath shined in our hearts, to give us the light of
the knowledge of the glory of God in the face
but we have this treasure in
of Jesus Christ
earthen vessels, that the excellency of the
power may be of Grod, and not of us."
Standing up pretty early in a meet22nd,
ing, I was soon doubtful of the rightness of
my concern ; or, at least, I was apprehensive
of having stood up too soon.
;

—

—

28th.
I was much solicited to engage in a
conference, between two Friends, respecting
misconduct during the town election, but found
no freedom to intermeddle with strife, my
principal business at present being in the

my own heart. "My time is
not yet come," said the Saviour to his imvineyard of

mediate followers. The Lord's remark might
not only relate to the matter then proposed,
but might also be intended as a watch-word
to his followers, throughout all generations.
Many of our Society have sufl^red loss by
hastily engaging in supposed services, both in
the ministry and discipline, at the instigation
of others, without duly waiting to feel their

own way.

—

29th.
I went to the forenoon meeting at
Hartford, in lowness of mind and pain of
body; after some time of waiting, the nature
of that charity, so emphatically described by
the Apostle, 1 Cor. chap. xiii. fell very unex-

pectedly on my mind, and a short testimony
was delivered respecting it. S. R. and S. W.
in a line somewhat simiwas measurably a favoured season.
Eleventh month 1st.
A day of treading
down in the valley of vision " the heavens

afterwards appeared
lar

;

it

—

;

being as brass, and the earth as iron."
2nd and 3rd. There is no journeying for
Israel while the cloud remains upon the tabernacle ; these have been days of clouds and
thick darkness.
4th.
This day I was favoured with some
glances towards that city, where neither sorrows exist, nor pains annoy.

—

—
—

—

be feelingly

and savingly known of him, is manifest in
man, by the revelation of his Son Christ
as it is written, " He was the true
Jesus
light which lighteth every man that cometh
into the world."
And again, "For God, who

I
walked by the Grange to Shad
9th.
As I walked in the fields, the following sentences concerning the incompre- Thames, with some desires after those comhensibility of the Supreme Being were suddenly forts which are in love, and those consolations
May " the beloved of
impressed. "Touching the Almighty we can- which are in Christ.
" He comprehends all souls come into his garden, and eat his pleanot find him out."
" The fruits of the Spirit are
things, but is comprehended by no man." sant fruits."
" His ways are not as our ways, neither are his love, joy, gentleness, meekness, temperance
" There is no and faith."
They indeed are not profitable
thoughts as our thoughts."
searching of his understanding he giveth power to God, nor meritorious in man but the most

16th.

;

;
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minute or inconsiderable movements, either
in mind or body, even to the giving a cup of
cold water, when performed by the leadings
of divine life, are accepted; and the creature
receives an answer of well done, through
him, " who gave himself to God for us, as
an offering and a sacrifice, for a sweet-smell-
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inward exercise and labour of

spirit were experienced; in it consists the essence of prayer.
" God is a spirit;" he needs not the medium

"There is only one Mediator, who
was manifest in the flesh, and offered himself
a ransom for all ;" but remains an everlasting
High Priest in the sanctuary within.
First month 1st, 1781.
Since the coming savour."
11th.
The simple and sublime are admi- mencement of the former year, the messenger
rably blended in the prayer of Manasses, king on the pale horse, has arrested many, who,
of Judah, when he was holden captive in Ba- respecting age, were nearly my equals their
lot is for ever fixed
I still remain " in a land
bylon.
I read it with some application to my
" Without are fightof pits and drought."
own state.
18th.
Under pain of body and in distress ings, within are fears." I may reasonably
of mind, I was favoured with some sense of expect, from my age and various infirmities,
those everlasting healings which are in the that the days remaining will be few and evil.
High Priest of our profession. " The leaves O may not the spirit of prayer depart from
of words.

—

—

;

;

—

!

me, but that the travail of my soul may be
increased, until death is swallowed up in vicnations."
tory. Amen.
I attended the monthly meet22nd.
I was visited by my friend Thomas
Hartley, who was just setting out for East ing of ministers and elders at Gracechurch
Mailing; peradventure, we may never more street some exercise of spirit was maintainmeet in mutability a final adieu, in respect ed our worthy ancient friend, Isaac SharpThe less, had an acceptable time in testimony.
to time, may have this day been taken.
4th.
The meeting this day was chiefly
Park evening meeting was a solid and satissome motions were presented held in silence I experienced some enlargefactory season
of the tree of

are for the healing of the

life

—

;

;

;

—

;

;

for a public ministry, but

this consideration

ment

—

crossing my mind
perhaps silence may be
attended with a degree of firmness and propriety, but in speaking there may be folly
and weakness I readily received the intimation, and my exercise was continued in

—

silence.

— In

the monthly meetmeeting's queries were
answered, and those present reminded of "the
bleating of the sheep and the lowing of the
oxen." The low estate of our Society was
lamented, and the manifold deviations which
appear, in a conformity to the world, in
speech, behaviour and apparel, and in respect
to the antichristian yoke of tithes, were in
much love and tenderness reproved.
20th.
The week-day meeting was held in
silence: this expression occurred, "Their spot
Variance,
is not the spot of his children."
wrath and strife are the spots of an enemy

Twelfth month

ing,

1st.

quarterly

the

—

and

children,

his

on

features are impressed.

whom his
May I, in

diabolical

the multi-

tude of the Lord's mercies, be fully purged
afterwards received a letter
I
from them
from a minister in our Society, expressing a
fear of being a castaway. " Thus deep calleth
!

to deep."

22nd.

— We possess many

siderable one

is

privileges; a con-

the cloud of witnesses,

in silent prayer.

—

5th.

nally,

I

to

pressed through the crowds, interattend the week-day meeting at

Gracechurch street; a lion was in the way:
upon the whole it was a favoured season.
8th.
I attended the quarterly meeting at
Devonshire house, and seven meetings in the

—

week preceding a necessary inquiry occurs
what improvement hath been experienced in
:

;

the peaceable fruits of righteousness

—

?

had an inclination this day to sit
with my friends at Devonshire house meeting,
where some inward exercise was experienced,
and openings were attendant in both meetings; but it seemed my proper business,
rather to adhere to the inward exercise
and the Great Opener, than to minister in
14th.

I

Between the meetings, at
some time was spent in retirement,

those assemblies.
J.

R.'s,

and

I

had unity with

The

my

friends in the exer-

of the Holy One is not
wholly suspended, " nor the glory departed
from Israel," but dispensed as a seed sown in
weakness. We see at times darkly, as through

cise.

a glass

;

vision

we know

but in part, and prophecy

but in part.

—

During a time of retirement in a
23rd.
Friend's family, a watch-word was imparted,
but nothing expressed ; if the opening had

who, been retained,

it

might have been the means

character and senti- of preserving me from some unnecessary disment, have united in testifying, "that the Lord course, which left me naked and wounded,
is good to them who wait upon him, and to and caused me to lie down in sorrow.
24th.
This day I read some of J. W.'s
the soul that seeketh him."
In the Park evening meeting, some early journals, being before acquainted with
28th.

however

diversified

—

in

—
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He appears from his but shy of them in those not wholly of the
those of a later date.
Some inward concern and
early years a diligent seeker after truih, "not same sentiments.
slothful in business, but fervent in spirit," exercise of spirit hath been maintained, but
serving the Lord according to the apprehen- at other times too much unprofitable discourse
not one of those, hath been attendant.
sions of the present hour
28th.
In the forenoon meeting, those preof whom the Lord speaks by the prophet
;

—

punish the men that
are settled upon their lees, that say in their
hearts, the Lord will not do good, neither will
he do evil." His great activity in thinking,
and a hasty divulging of his present sentiments, hath undoubtedly led him into many
not havinconsistencies and contradictions
ing sufficiently practised the thinking and
speaking with deliberation, nor learned the
" their
spiritual import of these testimonies
strength is to sit still ;" " in resting and returning shall ye be saved ;" " in quietness

Zephaniah

12

i.

"I

;

recommended to an inward feeling
immediate presence of Christ their
Saviour some other points of doctrine were
also touched upon
it appeared a solid and
sent were

will

after the

;

;

favoured season.
Having been some time
absent in London, our friends and neighbours
seemed pleased with our return. It is very
;
agreeable to maintain the habits of good
neighbourhood and esteem for each other;
but infinitely preferable is " the unity of the
;
spirit in the bond of peace."
May it be increased and multiplied amongst us. Amen.
31st.
In the preceding night, unpleasing
your strength shall be." In each of his jourwhen I waked, I looked to
nals are many mistakes ; but some instruc- dreams attended
cannot justify or the Lord, but thick clouds were before me.
I
tions in righteousness
Second month 4th. In the forenoon meetcondemn him altogether ; I believe he means
well
if I err, it is on the charitable side of ing at Hartford, faith in God and Christ was
as it is written, " ye believe
let them who think otherwise recommended
the question

—

;

;

—

:

;

;

own

This week I also pe- in God, believe also in me."
5th
In a meeting for discipline, my mind
rused the visions of John Engelbert, a Lutheran protestant, published by Frances Ohcley, was oppressed under a sense of some present
of Northampton, a seeker after spiritual and not sufficiently esteeming the sufferings of
A belief or rejection of some Christ, without the gates of .lerusalera, nor
vital religion.
and of
particulars contained in them may be most having fellowship with him in them
however mistaken, he ap- a dark, libertine spirit, that would trample
safely suspended
pears to have been one of great piety and upon those precious testimonies of the cross,
devotion, a severe reprover of the formal delivered to George Fox and others, against
by which hat honour, the heathenish appellation of days
priests and professors of that time
means he became subject to great persecu- and months, the unchristian language of you
tions. He was also opened into various points to a single person, and the calling of men,
of doctrine, since promulgated by George master, contrary to the express prohibition of
Fox and many brethren, viz The necessity our blessed Lord " Be ye not called of men,
of the Spirit's teaching, and the superior ex- master, for one is your Master, even Christ,"
try their

spirits.

—

;

:

;

:

;

Some

cellence thereof to the letter ; the salvability
of the heathen through Christ, and the internal operations of the Holy Ghost upon their
spirits; the insufficiency of water baptism, and
an external commemoration of the Lord's
bearing a faithful testimony to the
supper
one saving baptism and spiritual communion
of the body and blood of Christ. In the
writings of the mystics of former times, there
appears to me a great mass of abstruse and
unintelligible matter, and likewise some glim-

well disposed

Friends may, perhaps,

have strengthened these libertines, by laying
too great a stress on externals: "for in Christ
Jesus, neither circumcision availeth nor uncircumcision, but a new creature ;" and if
those called Quakers walked according to
this rule, they would neither wear gay clothing, nor give flattering titles to men.
Much
expense and exactness in dress, sumptuous
houses and costly furniture, comport not with
the seamless garment of a crucified Saviour;
merings of divine truth, answerable to the who was himself the most perfect pattern of
feelings thereof in my own mind, as " face to plainness, " and had not whereon to lay his
Let us therefore, who are head."
face in a glass."
9th and 10th.
These days have I been in
called Quakers, be cautious how we adopt or
" Deep hath called unto deep,"
reject in the lump, or at least join in the cry the deeps,
remembering All the waves and billows have gone over
of enthusiasm or fanaticism
those epithets were plentifully poured forth me.
11th.
"A grievous vision hath been deon our predecessors in profession, not only
by the openly profane, but even by some clared unto me ;" " My heart and my flesh
serious professors, not themselves wholly faileth."
18th.
I went to the forenoon meeting in
strangers to inward and heartfelt experiences,
;

—

;

—

|

—
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but soon after sitting down was
measurably relieved by an opening concerning a dead and a living faith the former being
barely an effort of the human understanding
gathered from without, but the other proceeding from the operation of God upon the

great distress

;

;

heart : the distinction was stated in a short
testimony.

22nd.

—This

day

read the third part of
I do not remember to
have perused it for many years ; it is not so
united with the clouds of Calvinism as the
other parts, which were written by honest
I

the Pilgrim's Progress

John Bunyan
errors.

The

;

;

and as

from Arminian

free

following sentiments respecting

prayer are peculiarly just and striking.
" Prayer is the soul's discourse or conversation with God
now, seeing God knoweth all
things, and discerneth the secret thoughts of
our hearts, it is a thing indifferent, in private
prayer, whether we use words or not
for
the soul may discourse and converse with
God as well in silence as with words nay,
sometimes better ;" in short, " my judgment
:

;

;

respect to God's hearing us, it is
one whether we use words or not, either
Third part, bound,
in public or private."
page 79-82.
28th.
During the course of the present
month a little cloud arose, apparently no bigger than a man's hand, which hath thickened so as to darken the face of heaven, and
pour down torrents of distress upon my poor
soul.
I have been broken by a tempest, and
my wounds have been abundantly multiplied,
is,

that in

all

—

369

content were too prevalent.
amused with Dr. Hurd's

I was agreeably
Tribute to the
Memory of Dr. Fothergill ; a worthy performance.
The extent of Dr. Fothergill's
application to professional persuits, to physical
and philosophical correspondences and benevolent communications, was indeed amazing;
his encouragement of genius, in a further
display and extension of the works of nature,
was indeed respectable; but much more abundantly so was his attachment to some doctrines
of the Christian religion, which, if not wholly
rejected, are at least but lightly esteemed by
divers who are renowned in the republic of
" I should think myself guilty of a
letters.
neglect injurious to the memory of my deceased friend, did I not observe," says Dr.
Hurd, " that he abhorred the prevalent infidelity of the age, and gloried in the name of
Christian."
He valued the Scriptures as the
repository of divine truths ; and was never
ashamed of those grand fundamental doctrines,
salvation through the mediation of
Jesus Christ, and sanctification through the
influences of his Spirit; and thus, by believing
in God, it appears by the preceding anecdotes,
that our worthy friend was unremittingly
careful to maintain good works.
His steady

—

adherence

to

some peculiar testimonies

to

the

of the gospel, held forth by the
Christian Society called Quakers, was also
peculiarly exemplary
they being despised
by too many of his fellow-professors, under
the picture of more liberal and extensive
ideas, who are themselves greatly his inferiors
but the great Superintendent of the universe in that real liberality of heart and sentiment
"doeth all things well," his judgments are of which he was so eminently a possessor.
righteous altogether.

We

have

all

sinned, and

simplicity

;

21st.

—This

day

I

have entered

—

into

the

manifold sixty-third year of my age,
an awful event;
have been the iniquities of my youth, and to many it hath proved the last of human
more advanced years : the Lord correcteth life ; perhaps before another I may be added
our transgressions with the rod and will not to that number; but days and times, signs
suffer our lives to go wholly unpunished. and season, are in the hand of the great ProBlessed are they whose sins are recalled to prietor of the universe, who made the sea and
their remembrance, and go beforehand to judg- the dry land, and man as a monument of his
ment, that the transgressors may be made mercy.
white, and purged by the blood of the cove23rd.
This day, that exercise has been
nant. This day I again perused Joseph Ball's maintained which is the essence of prayer,
account of the dying sayings of his father-in- and which our Lord intended, when he said,
law, R. Reynolds, who had been nearly forty " Watch ye therefore and pray always, that
years a minister in our Society and in his ye may be accounted worthy to stand before
last illness was freshly awakened to a sense the Son of Man."
of sin, and brought to trust in Christ alone
25th.— W. T. and M. P. appeared in testifor salvation, who was made sin for us, "that mony; something was freshly impressed upon
we might be made the righteousness of God my mind, but the meeting ended well, without
The great sin of our deceased any ministerial additions.
in him."
friend, appears to have been too great an
During the last month, some pro31st.
attachment to, and assiduity after, the things priety in my outward conduct has been supof this world ; that is not my foible ; mine ported, an inward exercise and reading the
have been manifold.
holy Scriptures have been daily maintained
Third month 12th. Uneasiness and dis- nevertheless, I am as a man that earneth
fallen

short of the glory of

God

;

—

;

—

—
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bag with holes what taken away by remission and non-imputation,
reaped in meetings, or out but sin is to be purged by real renovation;
in order to our becoming the sons of God
of them, is too much " as the early dew."
Fourth month 1st, first-day. In the after- without rebuke. " In your patience possess ye
noon a spirit of poverty and penitence was your souls," was the command of the great
Master to his immediate followers, and rerecommended, in a short testimony,
At the week-day meeting, those pre- mains obligatory on us; not only in the case
4th.
sent were directed to the inward appearance of national and public calamities, but also in
respect to those domestic inquietudes, which
of Christ.
The duty of repentance, as it is " arise not out of the dust."
11th.
"With my spirit within
Fifth month 7th.
written, " except ye repent ye shall all likewise perish," and of the mediation of Christ, me will I seek thee early," said one formerly.
as represented by the dresser of the vine- I am convinced of the propriety of the exeryard, being powerfully impressed, was stated cise and the universality of its obligation, and
In my way to
a door of utterance was to will is present with me.
to those present
measurably opened, and some solemnity seem- the monthly meeting at Stortford, amidst
much weakness of flesh and spirit, some
ed to attend.
13th.— I attended the funeral of W. M., hoverings of the Anointed seemed to attend.
from Horsleydown meeting sundry accept- I was unwilling to shut out the true Opener,
but, at the
able testimonies were delivered, under which or what might proceed from him
I hope, likewise, in
same time, shy of any particular impressions
I sat with satisfaction
some degree under the ministration of truth, of the matter; being ever desirous of entering
" I am not religious assemblies " neither bearing purse
internally, for my own profit.
ashamed of the gospel of Christ," but would nor scrip," or aught but a sense of my own
gladly proclaim to thousands the glad tidings poverty. In coming home, some unnecessary
altercations would have presented, which were
of the gospel, if properly influenced thereto
"but no man taketh this honour to himself, through grace measurably repressed.
It is indeed
I was again at Stortford, at a meetbut he that is called of God."
11th.
somewhat strange that I should be so gener- ing appointed for our worthy friends Mary
ally shut up from such an exercise, when my Ridgeway and Jane Watson, who returned
brethren in the ministry are present, or those with us to our house at Hartford.
not in profession with us, and have so freMary Ridgeway and her companion
13th.
quently something to deliver by way of testi- delivered acceptable testimonies, both in the
mony amongst a few at Hartford but who is morning and afternoon meetings. Mary Ridge" The wind blow- way in the forenoon recommended occupations
sufliicient for these things?
" He that hath the key which were diligently and prosperously praceth where it listeth."
of David openeth, and no man shutteth ;" but tised by our worthy ancestors, viz: digging
when he shutteth, no man ought to attempt to and begging: a lively and pertinent opening,
open.
on which she was enlarged with strength and
"Christ was delivered for our of- propriety.
15th.
fences, and raised again for our justification."
Mental prayer and reading the holy
19th.
I sat under some solemn impressions thereof, Scriptures have of late been practised
it is
and of the necessity of believers being quick- true that the bare " letter killeth," but a diliwages,

to

put

spiritual profit

in a

it

;

is

—

—

—

—

;

;

;

;

—
—

;

—

—

;

ened together with him

;

but

felt

no necessity gent, and

words.

to utter

22nd.

— The

think almost a daily attention to
is the duty of all; not so

I

these sacred records

forenoon meeting was large,

and Friends were recommended

to

the

much

word and

with a view of immediate satisfaction

sensible comfort, neither with a view of

of reconciliation within.
laying up any stock in our memory, but in a
The spirit of prayer hath this day dependence on the Spirit that quickeneth. The
28th.
been obstructed by unnecessary converse, ministers in our Society are particularly rewhich it ought not to have been. " If any commended to be conversant in them, by the

—

man

doeth the will of God, he shall know of yearly meeting 1702 and 1706.
Neverthethe doctrine ;" and again, " if any man be a less they ought to have no treasury but the
worshipper of God, and doeth his will, him divine gift,
"the well of water springing up

—

he heareth :" hence it appears, that doing the
will of God is necessary to render prayer acceptable.
The will of God is our sanctificathe sanctification of our hearts and
tion
mouths, as it is written, "Lo, this hath touched thy lips, thy iniquity is taken away, thy
sin is purged."
Iniquity is not only to be
;

into everlasting life."

—

23rd.
Being much indisposed in body, I
attended the week-day meeting with little expectation of life or labour; sitting down in
great nothingness, a desire was impressed that
present might be earnestly seeking after
that salvation which is only attainable through

all
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Jesus Christ, for the remission of their sins,
and the sanctification of their natures ;
perseverance in the exercise, as set forth in
the parable of the unjust judge and the impor-

haps, too frequently uttered in a customary
manner amongst us, as well as others.
13th.
Unprofitable disputations grievously
prevailed ; we should never speak any thing

my

and frequently no advantage acbut truth
crues from speaking of what we most firmly
believe to be the truth; speaking often is folly,
when in silence there is strength.
14th.
I have lately perused, to my satisfaction, and, I hope, spiritual advantage, sun-

—

tunate widow, were

much

illustrated in

The

children seemed to be brought to
the birth, but there was neither strength nor
freedom verbally to bring forth towards the

mind.

;

close,

I

tration

was

of the Spirit

reach also
2Sth.

freshly convinced that a minis-

—

to others,

in

one individual may

;

—

dry

without words.

In a meeting for discipline,

—

f

sat in

treatises

published in the last century,

composed by Roman Catholics and Puritans.

pain and bowedness of spirit, under a sense I am glad to reap " the grape-gleanings of the
of formality and libertinism being too preva- vintage" from every quarter, considering the
lent in our Society; some resting too much Lord's vineyard to be of a great extent, and
at ease in the form, and a pretty punctual " his commandment to be exceeding broad:"
it
and others trampling on " there standing
themselves, and the precious tions, kindreds,
testimonies of truth, in respect to speech, be- in white robes,
haviour and apparel; esteeming them little hands, ascribing
It
things, or the productions of enthusiasm. Thus the Lamb."

compliance with

the witness

;

in

hath the outward court been trodden under
Instead of an inquiry,
foot by the Gentiles.
" what shall we do to be saved," a language
has been substituted by the formalist and
" The temple of the Lord, the temlibertine
ple of the Lord, are these;" " what shall we
:

eat,

shall

what

we drink, and where-withal
clothed ?"

shall

we be

—

30th.
I came from Hartford to London, in
order to attend the yearly meeting.
I returned from London
Sixth month 9th.
the preceding yearly meeting
to Hartford
had, in its several sittings, both for ministers
and elders, for business and public worship,
been measurably favoured with the attendance
of that divine power which gathered us to be
a people. May a frequent and customary
speaking of the life and power never be substituted instead of the thing itself; it being as
possible to adopt a roaded use of such mode
of expression, as of any other ; but may it
really be the crown and covering of our assemblies at all times, and our glory for ever.
The fruits of righteousness have
23rd.
been of late measurably sown in peace this
evening, condemnation for unnecessary discourse was attendant.

—

;

—

;

Calvinists,

before the throne, of all natongues and people, clothed

and having palms
salvation unto
is

in

their

God and unto

a great weakness in the

and perhaps

in

some

others, that

they reject every thing that is not coined
in their own mint, and reduced to the standard of a supposed orthodoxy they may indeed narrow and limit themselves and their
fellow-creatures, but they cannot limit the
Lord of Hosts; his ways are illimitable, "and
his thoughts are not as their thoughts ;" " the
glorious Lord being a place of broad rivers
and streams."
I was under condemnation for speak17th.
in the
ing too freely on various occasions
multitude of words there wanteth not sin,
and what causeth sin causeth sorrow. The
Lord is more pure than to behold iniqui" Salvation is only of grace, through
ty,
:

—

;

faith."

But every work and secret thing shall

be brought into judgment before a more perfect
tribunal than that of human prudence and
" Wash thou me, O Lord, and I
partiality.

purge thou me with the blood
of sprinkling, " that the bones which thou
shall be clean;"

hast broken
18th.

may

— Being

rejoice."
afflicted

these aspirations attended

with pain of body,
Lord, sanctify the
;

chastening of my flesh, that my spirit may
be saved in the day of the Lord Jesus.
A silent meeting, with the illus2.5th.
Seventh month 1st. Our worthy frieqd
Sarah Crawley, of Hitchin, attended both tration of these words, " He that doeth evil
meetings.
In the evening, our friend W. S., hateth the light."
Before dinner, in Morgan's Walk,
26th.
of this town, very suddenly departed this life.
I attended his funeral, which was large, on with feebleness, and amidst interruption, these
When I heard of his decease, he ejaculations were inwardly uttered; Lord,
the 8th.
having been for some months indisposed, I sanctify purify ; that I may be perfected in
became doubtful whether I had not been defi- holiness, according to the measure of my
cient in the visiting of him, and waiting for faith in Christ. This day and yesterday have
It been spent pretty satisfactorily, although not
the renewal of divine help and counsel.

—

—
—
;

In the midst of bodily and
certainly a duty to visit the sick, and sit without defects.
with them but in such sittings words have mental pain, may my looking be more and
been expected, and they, have been, per- more unto him who was made perfect through

is

;
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not as to the purity of his own " The life that I now live," said the blessed
was the immaculate Lamb who apostle, " is by the faith of the Son of God :"
sin
knew no
but in respect to the appoint- almost daily desires after the experience there;
ments and designations of the Father, for the of have attended for more than forty years

sufferings

;

nature, for he

redemption

mankind through him, and yet I remain to this day too great a stranger
more gloriously opened to the full enjoyment of that " life which is
not only to the house of JDavid hid with Christ in God."
O may I daily

of

that he might be the

as a fountain,

and the inhabitants of Jerusalem, but to the experience an increase in it!
Avhole race of Adam, for sin and unclean- who is the life of his people,
ness.

30th.

—This day being

summer

assizes,

came in. I am likely soon to appear before the Judge of the whole earth at
so important a crisis, some are ready to say,
we have faith, and others, we have works. I
can boast of neither, but can only say, "Lord,
I believe, help thou my unbelief;" thou canst
fulfil all the good pleasure of thy goodness,
and the work of faith with power thy mercy
reacheth the depth of misery righteousness
and strength are with thee, and one day is as
a thousand years.
Eighth month 8th. The following aspirations were attendant
Lord, spare me yet a
little longer, that I may obtain an increase of
the judge

;

;

;

—
;

strength and faith in thee; the

work

is

thine

:

reform also my exterior conduct, shew forth
my faith by my works; "Instead of the thorn
may the myrtle appear." Let thy works
praise thee, and thy long suffering be salva-

he,

shall appear, I

may

appear with him.
It hath long been mv iudgment,
that the circulating of reports, which, in any
wise, have a tendency to depreciate others, is
inconsistent with our Christian duty the mortifying our natural propensities, in that respect,
is certainly a branch of the Cross of Christ,
and compatible with his spirit and precepts.
Great, indeed, even in this particular, is the
prevalence of the law in the members against
that of the mind, and of corrupt propensity
over a more rightly informed judgment.
Having been for some time past
25th.
pretty much confined, I had an opportunity
of perusing some tracts, lately published, written by my long acquainted friend Joseph
Phipps; in which our religious sentiments concerning baptism. Christian communion, silent
waiting, oaths, fasting, and rejoicing, are staled
and supported. The great error of the Calalso

the

when

that

14th.

—

;

—

vinists, and
those called remonstrants, or
predestinarians and free-willers, has been in
25th.
Some feelings after the meekness endeavouring to reduce the deep mysteries of
and gentleness which are in Christ Jesus were the incorruptible God, into an image or system

tion.

—

day attendant. I read divers accounts
of such, who, near the conclusion of their
lives, obtained an evidence of peace with
God, through Jesus Christ.
31st.
After a deeply-exercising night, in
which the alarm of death was as loud within
as the tempest without, I wrote out a fresh

this

—

copy of

my

made

and after the manner of
and so seeking, by the arts

in the likeness,

corruptible

men

;

and devices of their own hearts, to elucidate
the ways and works of an infinite Creator by
those of finite creatures
a most vain and
fruitless effort, replete with absurdity, and in:

—

consistent with the express declaration of the

which I design to get speedi- Lord Jehovah, " Let the wicked forsake his
ly executed.
I have nothing to boast of, but
ways, and the unrighteous man his thoughts,
many backslidings bitterly to bewail never- and turn to the Lord, and he will have mercy,
theless, since I have possessed some outward and to our God, for he will abundantly parsubstance, I have been desirous to expend it don ;" " for my thoughts are not your thoughts,
in the most equitable manner I could, and neither are your ways my ways, saith the
that my fellow creatures, both professor and Lord
for as the heavens are higher than the
profane, might partake of the benefit
and earth, so are my ways higher than your
my own reputation, as an individual, hath ways, and my thoughts than your thoughts."
been pretty much absorbed in the consideraTenth month 9th. Being, without my knowtion of my religious profession, that none ledge, nominated to attend the Meeting for
might have any cause to reproach the blessed Sufferings, as one of the committee of the
truth, as having a narrow, illiberal, and selfish yearly meeting, in considering and digesting
tendency.
the Book of Extracts, containing rules and
Ninth month 12th.
was attended with advices relative to our religious Society, I
I
pain of body and lowness of mind
a dis- went from Hartford to London.
tinction betwixt the life of faith and the life
Eleventh month 6th.
This day the comof sense was the object of my meditation.
mittee on the Book of Extracts was dissolved
I
have lived more than three-score years, too for the present, having sat from the 19th of
much after the bias of my senses, at least in last month inclusively. I was enabled to atthose things that are esteemed innocent by men. tend pretty closely; my lips were generally
Will,

;

;

;

—

—

;

—
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I will take the cup of
and call upon the name of the
of the law and the testimony, that Zion might Lord."
In an introversion of the heart to
be redeemed by judgment, and established in God, in mental supplication, and the breathing
righteousness.
How good is it for brethren of the Spirit, which " maketh intercession
to dwell together in unity, and to be preserved with groanings which cannot be uttered,"
from anger, wrath, clamour, envy, and evil- consists the essence of all acceptable prayer
speaking; which favours were measurably and praise.
experienced in the course of the foregoing
Twelfth month 1st. I remembered the
service.
Thanks to the God of Peace, and patriarch Jacob, who set up the stone and anMaster of Assemblies, to whom the glory of ointed the pillar. The Lord of Hosts is his
every good word and work belongs, now and memorial.
for ever.
5th.
Appeared at the week-day meeting;
20th.
Myself and wife dined at Youngs- but omitting to close at a proper time, when a
bury after dinner I had some discourse with pointing so to do was internally presented,
David Barclay concerning that excellent man and proceeding to utter a kw more expresand skilful minister of Christ, his grandfather, sions, flatness and uneasiness ensued. O the
and the elaborate Apology he wrote for the spiritual skilfulness, distinction and propriety,
true Christian Divinity
his memory 1 much which ought ever to attend the exercise of a
esteem, for the evangelical testimonies con- gospel ministry! What was predicted of the
tained in that work, and the distinctions be- Holy Head also appertaining in measure to the
tween the doctrines of truth and Calvinislical members " he shall be quick of understandand Pelagian errors. May none, professing ing in the fear of the Lord ;" " but who is
with us, forsake " the Fountain of living sufficient for these things?"

was

spirit

at times experienced for the revival

for all his benefits?

salvation,

—

—

—

:

:

;

who

waters,"
is

athirst, let

" If any man
thus speaketh
him come unto me and drink,"
;

and turn not aside

to the corrupted channels
of carnal reason and creaturely power; for
if so, "the strong shall be as tow, and the
maker of it as a spark," when the Lord shall

shake terribly the earth, and exalt his onlybegotten Son, as the refuge of the poor, and
" strong hold of the daughter of Zion."
22nd.
I read the 3rd and 4th chapters of

—

prophet Daniel
in the former, there
appears a striking instance of the tyranny of
despotic princes, in the person of the king of
Babylon, his unreasonable requisitions of the
Chaldeans, and his tyrannous decree concerning them, because they were unable to comply
the

;

Equally arbitrary and irrational
of Pharaoh, king of Egypt,
to the children of Israel, to make brick when
their usual allotment of straw was withheld.
The mighty Lord and Ruler of princes, " the
blessed and only potentate," " the King of
kings, and Lord of lords," dealeth not so
therewith.

was

the

command

He hath, indeed, a right
with his creatures.
to do what he pleaseth with his own
and
;

21st.

—

will

—

was favoured with some

internal

to

—

nacle

was yet standing," and the trangressors

of the divine command were to be judged
with a legal and rigorous severity: but when
" the Word was made flesh," and magnified
as the glorious rest and hiding place of his
people, we find the apostle Paul contending
for the liberty of the gospel, and prohibiting
the saints in Christ Jesus from judging one
another, in respect of an holy day, or the
new moon, or the sabbath days; which, says
he, " are a shadow of things to come, but the
body is of Christ." Nevertheless, I greatly
disapprove of travelling on the first-day of
the week, to the neglecting of our religious
assemblies for divine worship; it being highly
conducive to a proper discharge both of divine
and moral duties, that one day in the seven
should be peculiarly appropriated to sacred

say to him, " What doest thou 1"
His works, indeed, are marvellous, and "past
finding out;" but "just and true are all his
ways." There is also exhibited a striking
instance of the divine superintendance, and
the faithfulness of the Almighty to them who
trust in him, in the preservation of Shadrach,
Mesheck, and Abednego, in the midst of the
fiery furnace; because they would not serve
the gods of Nebuchadnezzar, nor worship the
graven image he had set up.
25th.
" What shall I render to the Lord purposes.

who

I

" the cloud of witnesses," and
Jesus, the author and finisher of their faith,
who is entered within the veil.
23rd.
was desirous of attending the
1
quarterly meeting at Hartford, but was prevented by indisposition from going thither
until this day.
On the journey I was favoured with some renewed convictions of the benefit and excellence of waiting upon the Lord
in silence ; in it consists the very essence and
marrow of prayer, of which, words the most
fitly spoken, are only a signification.
Upon a
mature investigation of the New Testament, I
can perceive no obligation on believers to keep
the first-day of the week. By divine direction,
the seventh was ordained as a sabbath to
Israel after the flesh, " whilst the first taberdirection
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31st.—The last day of the year 1781.
Another year has now been added to my life,
but in the due improvement of it I have been
too deficient.
How wonderfully have I been
preserved even from my youth upwards, my
life hath been a life of wonders, inwardly and
;

the sitting, our ancient friend, Thomas Corbyn, delivered a pertinent exhortation,
6th.

"

— Unprofitable

The tongue

discourse

prevailed.

an unruly evil, full of deadly
poison, which no man can tame."
11th.
As my fathers were, so am I, a sojourner here, and my days are passing over
more swiftly than a weaver's shuttle " this
is my infirmity, but I will remember the years
of the right hand of the Most High," his
wonders which have been of old " and him
who is an high priest for ever, after the order
of Melchisedeck;" in whom "death is swallowed up in victory."
May my desire and hope
is

—

outwardly: when I look back, I am filled with
astonishment.
What shall I render to the
Lord for all his benefits and innumerable
mercies, which have been more than the hairs
of my head
First month 1st, 1782,
This day we made
a feast, consistent with our Lord's direction
although not in every respect literally so, I
would maintain a spirit of hospitality and be- of salvation be in him, although I am a dwarf
coming liberality towards all ; but the feasts in Israel, and far short of having attained a
of our Lord's institution are the most satis- proper growth, in the "measure of the stature
factory to those who are desirous of being his of the fulness of Christ."
disciples.
12th.
This day, being commonly called
6th.
In the forenoon meeting, a testimony Shrove Tuesday, I considered those seasons
was delivered to the universal grace and be- which were set apart by the church of Rome
nignity of the Supreme Being, and that heal- for peculiar purposes of devotion, and in com;

!

;

—

:

—

—

and salvation which is in Jesus Christ,
" as Moses
according to what is written
lifted up the serpent in the wilderness, even
so must the Son of Man be lifted up," that
whosoever believeth in him should not perish,
but have eternal life.
27th.
At Horsleydown meeting, in the
forenoon, my mind, after a time in silent waiting was strongly impressed with a sense of the
divine omniscience and compassionate notice
of Him, who " beheld Nathaniel under the
fig-tree."
The matter remaining with weight,
a few words were spoken relative thereto.
30th.
The week-day meeting at Gracechurch street was a solid and satisfactory
season; my mind was powerfully impressed
with a sense of the great mercy of the Supreme Being, in the forgiveness of sins, and
the indispensable obligation, which we mortals
are under, of forgiving one another, as it is
written, " and forgive us our sins, as we
ing,

;

—

—

forgive those

who

are indebted to us."

The

meeting was chiefly held in silence, M. P.
only appearing in a short, but very acceptable
testimony.

—

memoration of certain signal events,

relative

redemption of the human race many
of that communion very conscientiously and
piously adhered to them, not only in respect
to the outward observance, but also to what
passeth within: the latter ought also to be our
concern at all times, that we might experience,
indeed, a holy day to the Lord, and an acceptable fast, in ceasing from sin, from anger,
and wrath, clamour, envy and evil speaking;
as likewise from an inordinate gratification of
our palates in meats and drinks, and whatever else is inconsistent with the gospel of
to the

Christ.

;

—

17th.
In the afternoon meeting I perceived a disposition to catch at sundry passages
of holy Writ, which passed as it were the
surface of my mind in such a transient, superficial succession, as not only to be unprofitable, but painful; however, I was preserved
in silence, with some desires after living substance.

Third month 10th,

—

I

sat

down

in

the

forenoon meeting in lowness ; but in silent
waiting, matter was presented relative to my
own state, v^hich afterwards seemed to extend
to others ; but other ministers being present,
I was loath to break in upon their silent waiting, or what might be upon their minds to
We are not to have the
offer to the people.
faith of our Lord Jesus Christ, the Lord of
glory, with respect of persons, nor the exercise of our ministry according to our own
Yet " the Lord is a God of
time and will.
order ;" and there is justly a " preferring one

Second month 4th. I attended the meeting
of ministers and elders at Gracechurch street,
which was to me a season of humiliation, and
of treading down in the valley of vision.
I
remembered the humiliating language of one
formerly, who was ordained a prophet to the
nations; "Ah, Lord God! behold, I cannot
speak, for I am a child."
Such a sense of
natural and creaturely impotence, notwithstanding any gifts or qualifications which may
have been possessed, ought to be the frequent another in love, wherein the spirits of the
experience of every one concerned in the prophets are subject to the prophets,"
Rework of the ministry. Towards the close of duced and small as the number of ministers
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in our Society

in a field, " Christ in

all

"who was

now is, if a similar care was at
limes prevalent, the dignity and decorum

of our religious Society would be better mainTwo Friends afterwards delivered
tained.
acceptable testimonies.
11th.
I attended a meeting of the Watton
trust; the matter under consideration was,
the dismission of the toll gatherers for a supposed breach of trust ; one of them appearing,
made but a poor defence; nay, out of his own
mouth he was condemned. If the Judge of
the whole earth should mark iniquities with

—

day of a righteous retribution,
could stand before him, " whose eyes
are as a flame of lire, and his voice as the
sound of many waters?" This remark is
not intended to annul the distinctions betwixt
severity in the

who

and wrong, the praise which is due to
moral virtue, or the censure which may be
In
properly applied to the breach thereof.
my own conscience I stand justified from infiright

delity in the unrighteous

mammon

;

but being

same time convicted of how much I
am indebted to the Lord, for want of a due

at

the

improvement of his manifold grace, my soul
was humbled within me; and I withdrew
without annexing my signature to the order
for his dismission.

—

This day was closed the sixty-third
20th.
year of my age a period I did not expect
to have passed it hath been a year of various
distresses and desolations; I have been brought
down to the sides of the pit, and lifted up.
How wonderful are the works of God, who
maketh all " his ways are past finding out."
;

;

;

— This day

observed by the churches
of Rome and England, in commemoration of
the Lord Christ, " who was delivered for our
ofl^ences, and raised again for our justification."
It is written in the Scripture, " Let
every one that nameth the name of Christ
depart from iniquity."
How few among the
various sects in Christendom are concerned
Notwithstanding their apin heart so to do
pointed fasts and feasts, their loud boastings of
31st.

is

1

by Christ, and pompous praises
and moral rectitude, in their hearts

justification

of virtue
they regard iniquity.
Walking in the Grange,
Fourth month 5th.
and parts adjacent, and reviewing scenes and
places with which I had been acquainted in
early youth, I became profitably recollected
in spirit, in a sense of the promised Seed, by
whose mediatorial influence I have been preserved to this day, when many of my cotem-

—

poraries are unalterably stationed in regions

us the hope of glory,"

delivered for our offences,

and was

raised again for our justification ;" being ac-

of the seed of David but
over all blessed for ever.
And
as our ancient friend, George Fox, used to
testify concerning him, "Christ Jesus the true
seed, both in the male and female
the head
of the body, the church !"
7th.
I was under some difficulty respecting
what meetings I should attend, or whether
any, being low in mind and indisposed in
body. I looked towards divers, but there was
a giant in the way.
I was in some degree
peaceably recollected at Gracechurch street,
in the forenoon, and Westminster, in the
afternoon but silent in both by accident this
evening, hearing one speak of that "hope"
that " maketh not ashamed," he declared that
the foundation of it was God, Christ, his
blood, righteousness, and spirit ; that the subject was the awakened sinner, who despairing
of any other means of salvation, casts himself on God and Christ; and having this
hope, Christ in him, is purified, "even as he
is pure."
To me, a degree of spiritual savour
and soundness seemed to attend the remarks.
was thankful for the preservations and
I
favours of the day.

cording

to the flesh

who

God

is

;

I

—

:

;

—

17th.
Openings respecting divine things
were plentifully attendant. What is rightly
opened may be both profitable and pleasant,
all times " lawful to be uttered."
of the Lord is to be on all " pleasant

but not at

The day

pictures," for their probation.

—

22nd.
read part of an essay on the
I
present state of England an excellent political
performance; the author possessing clear ideas,
and adducing strong proofs of former errors,
;

and prejudging those which

may

hereafter

happen, in case Providence should permit a
spirit of pride and intoxication still to prevail,
for a further punishment upon the inhabitants
of this nation.
24th.
In the week-day meeting, a testimony was delivered concerning that purity
of heart, which is the righteousness of faith
as it is written, " Blessed are the pure in
heart, for they shall see God."
28th.
In the forenoon-meeting, those present were recommended to seek after an
experimental knowledge of the truth.
After
sitting long in the afternoon meeting, in much
heaviness, very unexpectedly some matter was
powerfully impressed, with a pointing for a
public ministry
a minister not belonging to
our meeting being present, for fear of interrupting any concern he might be under, I
kept the concern to myself, until the proper
time for speaking passed over.
Neither did

—

—

:

unexplorable by us who are on this side JorMay I, together with many brethren,
dan.
be concerned, as at the eleventh hour of the
day, with much spiritual travail and great
searchings of heart, to seek-, as treasure hid the other friend appear.
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—

month 1st. Two testimonies were
recommending to a state of inward

Fifth
pr verty

;

as

friend,

reverse to that Laodicean

the

;

which was so severely reproved by
the " faithful and true witness."
Great was the distress and pertur8th.
bations of my mind during the early part of
afterwards some sothe week-day meeting
lemnity attended in silence, and under the
fulness,

—

;

O for
acceptable ministry of R. Valentine.
more fervency of spirit, and striving to enter
in at the strait gate

18th.

— Some

The ministry of our worthy ancient
Isaac Sharpless was singularly distinguished with brightness
his matter being
evangelical, and his expressions correct, nervous and animated.
Sixth month 1st.
The reports already recorded may rather seem of a discouraging
nature, and not dissimilar to those of the evil
spies formerly; "there we saw the giants, the
sons of Anak," "and we were in our own
sight as grasshoppers ;" " the cities are great,
and walled up to heaven." O that I might
yet more possess the spirit of Caleb and
Joshua, who followed the Lord fully, and
through faith and patience inherited the prodisease.

delivered,

—

!

!

pertinent advices

were

deliv-

ered in the yearly meeting of ministers and
elders ; and a language passed through my
mind, " O Lord God, forgive, I beseech thee

mised land.
7th.
Early in the morning, being pretty
22nd. At dinner we were unexpectedly easy in body and mind, I remembered the
visited by our ancient friend Thomas Hartley; Lord, to whom mercies and forgiveness behe appearing to be long.
probably the last time
Towards the close of the forenoon
9th.
much emaciated, and his countenance languid
and meagre but attended with a fresh and meeting, some matter was opened, but I was
lively sense of vital and experimental religion. most easy to leave the people to the great
Retiring with him from some company who Opener, who opens, when, where, and what
were present, he expressed himself in much he pleaseth and without whose inspeaking
tenderness of spirit, to the following effect: "O Word, the voice of all outward preachers is
my dear friend I have lately passed through but as " sounding brass, or a tinkling cymmany fiery trials and deep baptisms, such as bal."
all the
This day, unexpectedly and un10th.
I had never before fully experienced
secret and concealed sins of my former life, sought for by me, I had a conference with a
even many which had passed unnoticed, have warm Calvinist, who seemed to lay an unwarbeen brought to light and set in order before rantable stress on the peculiar tenets of that
me. I have been laid more low than ever sect and to be too much a stranger to that
before the throne
and so humbled in a sense meekness and benignity, which peculiarly
of my own nothingness, that I could stoop characterize the religion of him, who came
even to the meanest of my fellow creatures. not " to destroy men's lives, but to save
But I hope these severe dispensations have them." I asserted Christ to be the only
been for my further purification, and meet- means of salvation and "the Lord our righteness for that rest and glory, which will be the ousness ;" both in respect to his meritorious
fruition of sanctified spirits to all eternity." and propitiatory transactions in the flesh, and
In the year 1776, I was introduced to a per- his being revealed within, as the hope of
To the former part of the proposition
sonal acquaintance with him, by a worthy glory.
minister in our own Society, and esteem the he heartily assented
but appeared too great
same one of the blessings of my advanced a stranger to the mystery which had been hid
years, for which I am accountable to the from ages and generations, " but is now made

by

whom

—

shall Jacob arise, for he

is

—

small."

:

—

;

;

!

—

:

;

;

;

Author of every good gift. He lived some manifest
years in the neighbourhood of Hartford, and words of
left

a sweet savour behind him, both

among

and poor. It was my lot to differ much
from him in my natural disposition, and also
in some points to which he was much attachbut he sought not so much to promote
ed

rich

;

the sentimental part of religion, as the

life

;

which

crucifies to the corrupt propensities of

fallen

nature, and produces the fruits of the

Spirit,

which are

and joy

in the

Holy Ghost."
29th.

was

—The

yearly

small, by reason

meeting at Hartford
of the prevalence of

the saints."

truth

:

of spoken.

righteousness, and the experimental knowledge of the cross of our Lord Jesus Christ

love, " peace,

spoke only the
I
and soberness, as they are set
forth in the Holy Scriptures, Robert Barclay's
Apology, and the writings of other faithful
men but I fear neither myself nor friend
were sufficiently baptised into an inward and
immediate feeling of the things which were
to

—

11th.
As I was walking in the evening,
agreeably with what was expressed in the
conference of yesterday, in a degree of the
immediate feeling, the language of our worthy
friend, Isaac Penington, was inwardly uttered ; "None but Christ; none but Christ, can
my soul say, from a sense of my continual
need of him."
Not only as he was a propi-
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me, but as a light within me:
" for in him was Hfe, and the life is the light
of men."
And not only by the report of
what he hath done for them, without them,
but by his immediate presence and saving
help, are the souls of the desolate and distressed led, at seasons, to trust in him, who,
for their sanctification, " suffered without the
gate."
28th.
As I was walking in the fields, it
was immediately suggested, that the doctrine
of the divine decrees and final perseverance,
as set forth by John Calvin, and which are
so strenuously supported by his partisans,
have a strong tendency to promote a spirit of
pride, self preference, and security, in those
who suppose themselves the favoured subjects.
On the other hand, believers, who
hold the doctrine of universal redemption and
remission, through the blood of Christ, are
equally interested in the promises espqcially
reprehensible are such among them, who
judge as heretical and inimical to the gospel,
all who cannot coincide with their sentiments
on those points.
Seventh month 15th.
An intended journey
tiation without

—

:

377

is in the holy mountains ;" " Glorious things
are spoken of thee, O city of God."
15lh.
went to the evening meeting in
I

—

much poverty and

emptiness, possessing nothing ; but remembering, with a degree of
freshness, that when the Lord Jesus went into
the synagogue, the book of the prophet Isaiah

being delivered unto him, he read that which
" the Spirit of the Lord is upon
written

is

;

me, because he hath anointed me to preach
the gospel to the poor, and to heal the broken
hearted :" and the eyes of the people were
fastened on him. Some desires also attended,
that the attention of those present might be
fixed on Christ, who is " a high priest for
ever, after the order of Melchisedec ;" and
who, not only for the short space he was on
earth, but throughout all generations, is
graciously appointed to " preach the gospel
to the poor," and " to bind up the broken

A

hearted."

diffidence

was prevalent,

lest,

by speaking, the solemnity which seemed to
attend should be by any means diminished
and other Friends were more ready to deliver
what was before them. On the whole it
seemed a favoured season.
to Tooley street had afforded me some pro19th, first-day.
Being low in mind, and
spect of satisfaction; but, alas! every pleasing indisposed in my health, I spent the forenoon
Indeed, what views of sub- in Tooley street
vision vanishelh.
and in my retirement relunary satisfaction can be reasonably enter- ceived a renewed conviction, that " what is to
tained, when past the grand climacterick. But be known of God is manifest within," by the
even to the very latest hour of human life, how immediate revelation of Jesus Christ
for,
prepense are mortals to the illusions of a although the invisible things of him may be
world that perisheth; how obscure their views, understood by the things that are made, yet
and dull their movements, towards the "good these exterior demonstrations of his eternal
land that is beyond Jordan
that goodly power and Godhead are rather adapted to
mountain and Lebanon."
the reasoning, than the feeling, part in man
28th.
In the meetings at Hartford, matter and being objects of the understanding, rather
was impressed with a pointing to the people; than the heart, can never afford a soul-satisbut I was loath to stand up hastily
an exer- factory evidence to deep, inward, exercised
cise under religious openings .being, at times, seekers.
The Holy Scriptures, being written
as profitable to those present as the express- by the inspiration of God, are profitable for
" that one and the self-same doctrine, correction and instruction in righteing of them
spirit, dividing to every man severally as he ousness
that the man of God may be furwill."
In the afternoon 1 had no clearness nished to all good works.
Yet they are of
to utter any thing, until the usual time of sit- themselves a dead letter, and unable to give
ting was expired, and then thought it most life, only as they are opened by " the Spirit
expedient to omit delivering what was before that quickeneth;" and then they are precious,
me. The Spirit of truth, and the ministry inestimably precious, beyond all words which
which in any degree proceeds therefrom, is have been written a single sentence of them,
not to be limited by a dial or hour-glass; yet so imparted, being much more profitable and
" wisdom is profitable to direct," and " is jus- edifying to the inward man, than long and
tified of her children."
elaborate discourses, or the voluminous proEighth month 10th. For some days past, ductions of men.
When in a state of darkI have been deeply affected with a sensibility of ness, distress, and uncertainty, our attention
the poverty, emptiness, and dryness of human ought therefore to be inwardly turned to Him,
nature, when devoid of that faith which is who " hath the key of David ;" who, in the
by the life of the Son of God, who came days of his flesh, commiserated the poor and
that we might have life, and that we might distressed among the people, inviting them on
have it more abundantly. " His foundation this wise " Come unto me, all ye that labour
Vol. IX.— No. 10.
48

—

—

;

:

;

—

;

;

;

:

—

;
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and are heavy laden, and

I

will

give you

taught by some, that
the Scriptures are the only rule of faith and
practice, and may be sufficiently understood
by the light of reason, is therefore equally
At Graceerroneous and uncomfortable.
church street, in the afternoon, I was exercised under some lively impressions of the
foregoing truths, without any pointing to im-

The

rest."

doctrine

in the Borough of Southwark, I was
burdened in spirit, by hearing much, and
speaking unnecessarily, concerning it.
Tenth month 12th. 1 was low and distressed in mind, being also indisposed in my

day

—

health.

For

the

greatest

part of

pains and indispositions have been

my time,
my fre-

quent companions
and how can any long
respite be expected from them at so advanced
a period of life.
Lord, make me peaceable
part them to those present,
20th of eighth month to the 13th of ninth and patient when in pain, and thou shall have
month. I was, by Dr. Hooper's direction, the praise.
17th.
In the morning watch, upon my
almost wholly confined in a reclining posture,
by reason of a broken shin. No chastening is bed, these words were impressed with power;
joyous; nevertheless, if thereby the peaceable to them " who believe, he is precious ;" and
fruits of righteousness are in any measure were divers times renewed in the course of
O may I, amidst declining years
produced, there is abundant cause for thank- the day.
fulness to the all-wise Disposer of events. and increasing infirmities, experience the preDuring this afflictive dispensation, my mind ciousness of Christ; to whom coming, as to
has been covered with a deep and humbling a living stone, disallowed of men but who
sense of the manifold errors of my past life; is the High Priest and Teacher of saints
and in some degree favoured to seek after the their light and their atonement.
20th.
In a meeting at Hartford, some
spring of mercy and forgiveness, the Lord
and giver of life, and his Son Christ Jesus, matter was freshly imparted with a pointing
in whom is life, and "the life is the light for the ministry, but I was fearful of interruptIn the evening,
In a reading of the holy Scrip- ing the solemnity in silence.
of men."
tures, some inward feeling of the truths in I read in the family a memorial, in manuthem contained was at times experienced. script, which I received from Isaac Gray,
From my youth upward, I have been fre- concerning Dorothy Barham, of Bedford;
quently conversant in the Christian pattern who was a member of the Moravian congreand particularly so in gation there, and appears to have been a
by Thomas a Kempis
the elegant translation of it by my esteemed humble, pious, and devoted servant of Christ
By a secret pointing in Jesus. There is an uttering of words without
friend, John Payne.
my own mind, I was incited again to peruse knowledge, to the darkening of counsel; there
the striking descriptions of creaturely de- is a scattering and yet increasing, and there
it
pravity and impotence were consonant with is a withholding more than is meet, which

—

;

—

!

;

—

;

:

But who is sufficient for
experience, and heartfelt sensations tendeth to poverty.
and the testimonies, not only to the these things?
26th.
For some time past have I earnestpower of a merciful Creator, but to his readiness to relieve the most weak and destitute, ly sought to serve the law of God; the spirit
were as " crood news from a far country." hath been willing to serve the law of God: the
Divers other books were measurably profit- spirit hath been willing, but the flesh weak. "O
able; as Hearts Ease, in Hearts Trouble, by Lord! I am oppressed, undertake for me:"
John Bunyan, and some other of his tracts, thou tookest upon thee " our infirmities, and
in which the marks of a day of grace not bare our sicknesses," and art "able to save to

my own
within

—

;

The sentibeing finally closed are set forth.
ments in them expressed, in my opinion, not
comporting with that strict and rigid Calvinism which the author professed but rather
with the gracious declaration of the great
Master, concerning a favoured people formerly; "O Jerusalem, Jerusalem, thou that killest
the prophets, and stonest them which are sent
unto thee, how often would I have gathered
thy children together, even as a hen gathereth
her chickens under her wings, and ye would
not!" "if thou hadst known, even thou, at
least in this thy day, the things which belong
unto thy peace but now they are hid from
;

the uttermost."

Eleventh month 2nd.
der to the Lord for
sixty-fourth year of

all

my

— " What

shall

his benefits?"

I

ren-

In the

age, and amidst great

and spirit, I humbly
hope the gentle attractions of heavenly love
are measurably drawing me to the Lord Jesus
Christ; the great Prophet and High Priest of
his people; who declared in the days of his
flesh, " No man can come to me, except the
Father, which hath sent me, draw him."
"And he that cometh unto me, I will in no
desolations, both of flesh

How ignorant are mankind
wise cast out."
of the great " mystery which hath been hid
from ages and generations." Many are indeed
thine eyes."
A contested election happening this professing faith in the coming of Christ, and
23rd.
;

—

•
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found are therefore in a withering
in danger of being cast forth.
Nevertheless, our dependence ought not to be
so much on the fruit, as on him who is the

and sufferings and some, likewise,
of his being an inward teacher, and the true
who have no
light which lightens every man
more experimental knowledge of these important truths than either Jews or heathens. They
may have, indeed, at times, experienced the
convictions of the Spirit of truth for sin, and
heard his voice, "Behold, I stand at the door
and knock :" but they have not desired the
knowledge of his ways; and therefore having
having ears, they hear
eyes, they see not
not
neither do understand the things which
belong to their peace.
O that I had the
tongue of an angel, and a voice to extend
from "pole to pole," to declare "the unsearchable riches of Christ:" but "I am a child,
and cannot speak," my " strength is to sit
his death,

fruit

;

is

and

state,

;

Vine

the root that beareth us

;

we may grow up

things

that in all

:

into him,

who

is the
head, even Christ; our wisdom, righteousness,
sanctification and redemption. Amen.

—

Twelfth month 8th.
What is man, that
Lord is mindful of him, or the sons of
men, that he visiteth them? They are less
than nothing and vanity. Yet many, thinking
themselves to be something, are soaring aloft
on account of their moral characters, or a
supposed interest in the Redeemer's righteousness.
But is not the heart of man " deceitful
the

;

;

!

still."

379

above

all things,

17th.

—

—

In the

and desperately wicked?"
week-day meeting at Hors-

11th.
On reading William Dewsbury and
A. Boehm on Regeneration, I appeared far
short of having attained that love and perfecI have long
tion which is in Christ Jesus.
professed, pressed after, and even at times
but being myself
preached, the new birth
weighed in the balance, I am found wanting.
A divine call hath often gone forth. Go into
my vineyard and work. Nevertheless, dissipation hath been too prevalent, and an undue
attention to sublunary engagements; although
perhaps, for the most part at least, those
which are inofTensive in the estimation of
men. But, the Lord looketh not as man
" he requireth the whole heart." I
looketh
have answered not feignedly, but with the
whole desire of my heart, " I go."

I had some glimpses of those consowhich are in Christ; as likewise the
blushing and humiliation which belong to
man, when he beholds himself in the true
light: as it is written, " I have heard of thee
by the hearing of the ear, but now mine eye
seeth thee, and I abhor myself, and repent in
dust and ashes."
O that I may yet obtain
more confidence in God, through the Media-

pain this week hath almost
continually attended.
I have gone mourning
When I have looked for
all the day long.
light, behold thick darkness, " and on my

treatise,

leydown,

lations

;

tor

" But

halh

God

been

is light,

Christ Jesus

at all."

the

and
is

no night
is

;

for the

written

shadow of death."
him is no darkness
"the true light which
and in the celestial
Jordan, there

Lord God " and the

is

Lamb

—

This day, visiting an ancient and
24th.
long-acquainted friend, she expressed convictions for sin, and particularly for having been

much

at

ease.

The

friend,

likewise,

although far advanced in years, signified the
which I was well
being now afraid to die
pleased to hear, for all have abundant cause
to be so, yea, to tremble at the king of terexcepting such as are complete in him,
rors
who is the head of all "principality and
power." O may the fruit of the spirit be
more manifested among us! "By their fruits
ye shall know them," said the blessed Jesus
"he that abideth in me, and I in him, bringeth
forth much fruit :" the branches whereon no

much

illustrated

my

entitled the
Heavenly University,
by Francis Row, which I had not
some years. I think it well deserves

seen for
a new edition ; not doubting but that it will
be well accepted by the spiritually minded, of
various denominations.
First month 1st, 1783.
dressed more
meat than common, and distributed great part
of it among our poor neighbours.
We are
told by the apostle Paul, that " with such
sacrifices God is well pleased."
May this
year, or that part of it which may be my
portion, be increased with the increase which
is of God, viz. an inward exercise and travail
of spirit towards him, and acts of benignity
towards my fellow-creatures.
The former is
essential to salvation, the latter are good and
profitable to men, and adorn the doctrine
which is according to godliness; but when
trusted in as a compensation for secret sins,
and a covering for the errors of the heart,
they are " filthy rags."
Only " in the name
of the Lord will we set up our banners."
25th.
I have long esteemed it my duty to
be conversant in the Holy Scriptures, and
daily to read some portions of them.
But in

—We

the light thereof."

too

the view of

—

in

every man :"
regions, on the other side

lightens

glorious doctrine of the mediation

;

— Bodily

eye-lids

The

mind, according to that
which is written, " there is one God, and one
Mediator between God and men, the man
Christ Jesus
who gave himself a ransom for
all, to be testified in due time."
30th.
read some part of an excellent
I
in

;

16th.

!

of Christ has this day been

;

;

—

'
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as well as in

this,

other respects,

when

I

would have followed the secret pointings of
truth in my own breast, interruptions have
been attendant. Notwithstanding "the boastings of them who are alive without the law,"
unless the motions of sin, which are " by the
law in the members, that warreth against the
law in the mind," are subdued by the power
of Christ, there can be no complete redemption
through his blood; as it is written, " except I
wash thee, thou hast no part with me." Anger, wrath, clamour, envy, and evil-speaking,
must therefore be purged by the blood of the
covenant, before we can inherit that kingdom,
which is " righteousness, peace, and joy, in

Holy Ghost."
Second month 10th, Fresh cause for selfcondemnation was this day administered.
What cause is there for condemnation to them
the

—

are in Christ Jesus, may some say.
It
none; but who are in Christ?
" those who walk not after the flesh, but after
But whilst the law which is in
the spirit."
our members, and the motions of sin which
are thereby, bring forth fruit, there is death
The language of no
and condemnation.
condemnation to them who are in Christ
fear, frequently proceeds rather from speculation than sensation ; and is the dictate of a
vain hope, by which the creature speaketh
peace unto itself, and prophecieth deceit.
There is, indeed, a being baptized into the
death of Christ, and a following the Redeemer
through the bloody process of his sufferings,
before there is an experience attained of being
" complete in him, who is the head of all
principality and power," and risen with him

who
is

true, there is

—

—

the purity of his heart, or the rectitude of his
conduct before him, " whose eyes are as a

flame of fire."
In the name of Jesus is our
only hope; who "savelh his people from their
sins," not only by imputation and remission,
but also by a real renovation and renewal into
the heavenly image
as it was testified concerning some formerly, who once were the
servants of sin and free from righteousness
" But ye are washed ; ye are sanctified ; ye
are justified in the name of the Lord Jesus,
and by the Spirit of our God."
8th.
This week some deliverance from sin
hath been graciously experienced. As the
day of my departure draws nigh, may I daily
experience an increase in the fruits of the
Spirit; in no wise esteeming them "the works
of righteousness which I have done ;" but as
marks of his gracious assistance and acceptance, " who worketh both to will and to do
of his good pleasure," and justitieth his own
works both for and in his people according
to that which is written, " Ye see, then, how
;

—

;

that

by works a man

faith

They

only."

is justified,

Scriptures, nor the

ing the

and not by

knowpower of God,

err, therefore, not

who teach that the works of the Spirit influence not the justification of the saints; but
that they are dross, dung, and filthy rags.
" Was not Abraham, our father, justified by
works, when he had offered his son Isaac
upon the altar?" " Was not Rahab, the har-

by works, when she had received
messengers, and sent them out another
way?" Even the giving a cup of cold water,
lot, justified

the
in

the

God.

name of a disciple, is justified
The coming of the Lord Jesus

before
in the

dominion in which he dieth no more; flesh, his sufferings, and blood-shedding on
and in which those who believe are dead in- the cross, and the work of the Spirit, were,
deed unto sin, but alive unto God, through in the eternal counsel of God, essentially
The wrathful pro- necessary for the salvation of sinners. ManiJesus Christ our Lord.
pensities of fallen nature have, indeed, been fold are his works, in unerring, unsearchable
but my desires are wisdom, hath he made them all.
measurably repressed
that they may be totally removed by Him,
9th.
Great and inexpressible have been
who is "able to subdue all things to himself." the mercy and loving kindness of the Lord,
In the week-day meeting at Hors- more particularly in my advanced years, by
12th.
leydown, some sentiments were livingly im- drawing me in spirit to his Son the Lord
pressed, concerning that hope which is not Jesus Christ
that I might be justified freely
Under the by his grace, through the redemption which
seen but nothing was expressed.
law, nothing was to be offered that died of is in him
according as it is written, " every
itself; there was a pointing in love to those man therefore that hath heard and learned of
present but not a sufficient necessity to utter the Father cometh unto me." What a linseywords at some such times, when I have re- woolsey garment may some say; and what
frained from speaking, flatness and poverty contradiction betwixt the sentiments of the
have come over my mind there is a scatter- present day, and the remarks on yesterday,
ing, and yet increasing; but it is more eligi- in which the doctrine of justification by works
ble to withhold, than to scatter unprofitably. is asserted.
I answer, to me no contradicThird month 5th. Late last night was tion appears
the holy men of God, who
closed the assizes for the county of Hartford. spake as they were moved of the Holy Ghost,
Five received sentence of death as evil-doers. having declared that " a man is justified by
And who among the sons of men can plead faith," and that " by works a man is justified,

into that

;

—

—

;

;

;

;

:

:

—

;
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and not by faith only ;" and they respectively revise and transcribe a corrected abridgement
of my diary, which commenced the 1st of
had the mind of Christ.
lOih.
Pained in body and distressed in sixth month, 1780; to me an important work,
mind, but not without some secret, solitary by reason of my unfitness for penmanship:
lookings towards Zion, the city of the great yet, considering the great long-suffering which
King, concerning whom the decree was de- hath been extended to me by a merciful Creclared, " Thou art my Son, this day have I ator, it is my bounden duty to follow every
secret pointing to such little services, as may
begotten thee."
18th.
With the assistance of a glass, I in any degree conduce to the spiritual imbeheld a total eclipse of the nocturnal lumi- provement of my fellow-creatures; particuMystically and spiritually, for some larly of the desolate and distressed among
nary.
days past, I have seen neither sun, moon, nor them, who are asking their "way to Zion,
stars.
May the Lord be pleased to enlighten with their faces thitherward."

—

—

When primseval darkness codarkness.
vered the deep, the Spirit of the Lord moved
upon the waters: "He said, let there be light,

my

and there was light."
David declared the pains of hell
19th.
had got hold of him. In the week-day meeting, my soul seemed to possess sensations
somewhat similar, and measurably to participate in that tribulation and anguish, into which
human nature is fallen; and which must be

—

unalterably the lot of those who depart out
How
of the body in an unreconciled state.
necessary therefore is it for those who have
received that calling, which is of grace, to
keep themselves in the love of God, and in a
sense of those bowels and mercies, which are
in Christ Jesus: some days past, I was favoured with a glimpse of them. But, since
my bonds are become strong, I am removed
" Thy word, O Lord
is
far from peace,
like a fire and a hammer ;"" thou breakest
the rocks," " thou touchest the mountains,
and they smoke."
John Pemberton, from Philadelphia,
24th.
and Christiana Hustler, and H. Wigham, of
Yorkshire, attended our meetings for worship
yesterday, and the quarterly meeting this
day; the said meetings were respectively
and the aforesaid Friends had
very large
acceptable service in them.
25th.
Our worthy ancient friends, Isaac
Sharpless and Samuel Spavold, being on a
religious visit to the families of Friends in
this town, I was inclined to accompany them
in the afternoon ; and during the first sitting,
being in great affliction of soul and spirit,
something was powerfully impressed concerning that diseased woman, who said within
herself concerning our blessed Lord; "If 1
may but touch his garment I shall be made
whole." And a short testimony was delivered, concerning that healing virtue which was,
and is, in the Lord Jesus Christ. I was
almost instantaneously relieved both in body
and mind, and sat with the said Friends in
three other families.
Fourth month 5th. This day, and yesterday, I have been under strong impressions to
!

—

;

—

—

— Accidentally

looking over a publiI met with the following quotation, which I do not recollect
having seen before, either in the Bible or
elsewhere, viz Deuteronomy xxviii. 65, 66,
67 ; The Lord shall give thee there a trembling of heart, and failing of eyes, and sorrow
of mind ; and thy life shall hang in doubt
and thou shalt fear day and
before thee
night, and shalt have none assurance of thy
in the morning, thou shalt say, Would
life
God it were even and at even, thou shalt
say. Would God it were morning
for the
fear of thine heart wherewith thou shalt fear,
and for the sight of thine eyes which thou
shalt see
a most pathetic description of the
disconsolate state in which man is corrected
26th.

cation of the last century,

:

;

:

!

!

:

for iniquity.

Fifth

month 2nd.

—

I

perused a printed

let-

from a Baptist to an adherent of Dr.
Priestley, in which some errors contained in
his Appeal are scripturally opposed especially those respecting the divinity and atonement
of Christ.
But where read we, in the Holy
Scriptures, of an infinite satisfaction being
required from finite creatures
but rather,
that, " God so loved the world (that is, all
mankind) that he gave his only begotten Son,
that whosoever believeth in him should not perish, but have everlasting life." " But God commendeth his love towards us, in that while we
were yet sinners,Christ died for us:" and again,
ter,

;

;

" In this was manifested the love of God toward us, because that God sent his only begotten Son into the world, that we might live
through him. Herein is love, not that we loved
God, but that he loved us, and sent his Son
to be the propitiation for our sins."
These
are the concurring testimonies of two apostles,
who respectively had the mind of Christ, and
by which Christ appears rather to be the effect,
than the cause of the love of God although
in some respects he is both.
But, alas, how
are truths and errors commixed in the minds
even of good men
and who, among the
sons of men, fully understands his secret
;

;

faults?

5th

and

8th.

—

I

was with

our

worthy
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John Pemberton and William Ma- courteous, but not light. It is highly necesthews, from North America, at the monthly sary for those who profess themselves the
meeting of Hartford, held at Bishop Stortford; disciples of a crucified Saviour, and who, in
and also at the week-day meeting, at Hilchin. some exterior respects, imitate the plainness
In the latter, the errors of my past life being and simplicity of his seamless garment, to be
awfully recalled to my remembrance, I was careful, lest by any assuming airs, conseabashed before the Dread of nations, in a re- quential and self-preferring appearances, or
membrance of his holiness. In the week-day levities in converse, they should give libermeeting, the preceding day at Hartford, a tines any cause to say, are not we more conshort testimony was delivered concerning the sistent than they, and doth not our dress more
according to comport with our deportment.
love of God in Christ Jesus
6th.
This evening I was awfully affected
that which is written, " Greater love hath no
man than this, that he lay down his life for by seeing the earth thrown over a fellowcreature; according to that which is written,
his friends."
In the fore part of the forenoon "Dust thou art, and to dust thou shalt return."
18th.
meeting, distress and perturbation of spirit This must be the lot of all yet how unmindattended ; some solemnity was afterwards ex- ful are the generality of mankind of that most
and some sentences important period, when their " mortality must
perienced in silence
friends

;

—

—

;

;

were uttered concerning the heavenly vision, put on immortality;" or, otherwise, they must
which only is capable of alleviating the ills, be consigned to unending perdition.
9th
In the meeting for ministers and eland calming the storms of human life; according to that which is written, " When I ders, divers pertinent cautions were imparted,
awake, I shall be satisfied with thy likeness." against the wisdom and will of man in the

—

—

Respecting my own state, long, very
31st
long, even from my youth to the present day,
I have been crying, not with my mouth and
lips, but from my heart, unfeignedly. Lord

exercise of the ministry: but

is

there not also

a dan2;er of their being exercised in the dis-

cipline?

moving

Is

it

not necessary that the active

man, which is always ready,
want of continually should be mortified in both and that those
standing on the watch tower, where under- who are concerned in the ministry or discipline
standing and strength are imparted from should be reduced into the same state with
But those believers, concerning whom it was forabove, I have in many respects erred.
wherefore doth a living man complain ? a merly testified, "Ye are dead," "being buried
man, for the punishment of his sins is it not with Christ by baptism into death ?"
This week I was favoured to attend
14th.
of the Lord's mercy I am not consumed,
and because of his Spirit, that any sense of divers meetings for worship, and most of
in the latter, a spirit of
sin, righteousness and judgment, is yet re- those for business
maining? This forenoon came to our house brotherly love and condescension, with some
our friend Matthew Johnson, of Cornwood, in small exceptions, was mercifully prevalent.
In case some well-minded Friends had more
the county of Northumberland.
Three years steadily adhered to the apostolic injunction,
Sixth month 1st, first-day.
Lord

!

— Nevertheless,

part in

for

;

;

—

:

—

are

now

my

diary.

spect to

down

elapsed since the

During the
body and mind,

to the sides

commencement of "Let every man be

last year,
I

of the

both

in re-

have been brought
and lifted up. I

pit,

" unrighteous mammon ;" and, in respect to divers moral duties
and religious performances, adhered to that
which most nearly resembled the right line
but is there not an iniquity in our secret
things, which needs to be purged with better
sacrifices than those which were offered under
the law and made nothing perfect as apper-

have been

faithful in the

taining to the conscience.

—

5th.
This morning our friend Matthew
Johnson went from our house having lodged
under our roof five nights, and been chiefly
I was with him at
with us in the day-time.
four meetings at Hartford, and two at Ware:
his public ministrations were pertinent and
lively, and his conversation adorned the docgrave, but not austere
trine he preached
;

;

;

swift to hear, slow to
speak," the dignity of those assemblies would
have been fully as well maintained.
15th.
In the forenoon meeting at Hartford, some matter was early impressed on
my mind, with a pointing to the people, and
repeatedly revived
but I endeavoured to feel
my own weakness, the validity of the opening, and of my commission to impart it, and
was silent some degree of profit and solemnity was, I hope, attendant
in the afternoon,
a spirit of heaviness was painfully prevalent,
which, after long waiting in silence, was

—

;

;

:

measurably abated.
In the evening meeting,
18th.

—

quarterly
delivered

after the

some observations were
by Mary Gurney, on the prophet's
meeting,

waiting at the entering of the cave, " for the
small voice :" may the instruction resulting from the revival of the passage be duly
attended to by such who sometimes speak.
still

I

^
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and they who hear.
soul

has dwelt

in

For some time
desolation,

my

past,

but,

I

hope,

measurably under the operations of that Word
which is as a hammer, and powerful " to the

down of strong holds," In the afternoon, a passage in holy Writ being impressed
on my mind, 1 was rather refreshed but desirous that I might not be satisfied, unless my
spirit was baptized into a sensible and experimental knowledge of the truths declared.
For some days past my flesh and
22nd.
my strength have seemed to fail, by reason of
various conflicts, and severe inward exercises.
an excellent little tract,
I perused
23rd.
entitled "Divine breathings," well deserving
the attention of those who are spiritual.
The week-day meeting was a solid
25th.
sitting; divers sentences were imparted, with
an application both to myself and others but
I was rather desirous of ministering their imTo the ignoport in silence, than by words.
rant and unlearned I speak as a barbarian,
but ye who are spiritual, judge what I say.
Some unnecessary, unprofitable
28th.
words having been uttered, during the course
of the present week, for want of watchfulness,
1 was self-condemned.
I went to the geneSeventh month 13th.
ral meeting at Hunsdon, in great lowness

pulling

;

—

—
—

;

—

—

and, on sitting down, so great was the feebleness both of mind and body, that it appeared
rather doubtful whether I should survive the
present day: but, after sitting some time in
silence, I was enabled to look towards the
Lord and giver of life, with such an efflux of
I was
tears as hath been of late unusual.
strengthened, and some matter was presented
with freshness and demonstration ; but I
thought the present exercise might prove a
ministration of the Spirit fully as profitable
A verbal ministry is at times
without words.
of advantage. But it is " God only who
quickeneth the dead, and calleth those things
which are not, as though they were."
20th.
I sat in both meetings in great bowedness of spirit, bewailing my desolations
both of body and mind. The preceding week

—

was attended with unusual spasms and palpithe poor worn-out machine
tations of heart
seems declining, and drawing apace to the dust,
from whence it originated. I am now incapacitated from reading any thing; being scarcely
able to look into the volume of the book without, or the law, which is light but "the Lion
of the tribe of Judah can unloose the seven
seals;" "the bright and the Morning Star can
:
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had any porof them renewed in my remembrance,
the application of the poor leper unto the
Lord Jesus, and the relief he obtained, was
impressed with a degree of consolation
as
was also that very gracious promise, recorded

either read in the Scriptures, or
tion

;

2nd of Hosea, " I will give her the
Achor for a door of hope." When
who so emphatically expounded the Scrip-

the

in

valley of
he,

tures to his disciples, withdraws

his spiritual

presence, by which he promised to be always
with his people, the whole Bible is a blank,
and no part of it affords light or consolation
but, when he appears, the words which are

recorded

" apples of gold in picand as nails fastened in a
by the Master of assemblies,"

are

as

tures of silver," "

sure

who

place,

teacheth his people to profit.

—

"29th. Still shut out of the Scriptures;
and the inward exercise of my mind so weak,
as to be scarcely discernible.

Eighth month 4th.
reigned in
in

my own

— Death

the monthly meeting, that

canopy

so

remarkably

individual, on silting
it

seemed

down
like

a

cover the assembly.
Notwithstanding whatsoever formalists and mere rationalists may suggest, I have been
long
firmly persuaded, that, at times, when either
life or death, darkness or light, prevail in a
particular person, it not only extends itself to
others, but is a ministration of the Lord of
life, or the prince of darkness, to a meeting
in general, without the medium of vocal language.
8th.
As I sat under the trees by moonlight, I was favoured with some glimpses "of
the unsearchable riches of Christ."
9th.
The forenoon was spent comfortably;
I was measurably recollected, and enlivened
to

—

—

in spirit.

—

10th.
I sat down, in the forenoon meeting,
under great distress and perturbation of spirit;
but before long, notwithstanding the desola-

my heart and my lips betouched, in some degree, as with a live
coal from the altar.
J. M. and M. P. ministered with much acceptance
although the

tions of yesterday,

came

:

meeting was detained longer than usual, a
living solemnity continued to the close.
19th.
Being in London, I attended the
marriage of E. G. and J. G., at Horsleydown;
a low meeting: our friend Nicholas Wain, of

—

Philadelphia,

was

present, but silent.

Silence

seems to be the dispensation of the present
day; at least among us as a religious Socieiy,
peculiarly called from a dependence on the
even yet irradiate the dreary regions of the teachings of men, and to that worship which
shadow of death ;" " he can break in pieces stands not in word, but in power.
20th.
1 went to Gracechurch street
the gates of brass, and cut asunder the bars
meeting on the fourth-day, in fear, and a cross to
of iron."
Not having, for many days past, my own will, without any expectations, either
23rd.
:

—

—
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presentations and sentiments concernintr relihave gious subjects were suggested in the early
no dependence on any works of" obedience, part of the meeting, and continued nearly to
but our only hope of acceptance ought to be the conclusion they appeared rather the pronevertheless, that acceptance is geny of the creaturely cogitative faculty, than
on Christ
not attainable in a state of disobedience, but to arise from a superior origin.
"By their
God being either fruits ye shall know them." I intend this not
as we obey the gospel
pleased or displeased with us every hour, ac- so much in respect to what may be otFered from
cording to the tenor of our hearts and con- without, as what passeth within
whatsoever
duct
a proposition reprobated by many who sentiments and presentations promote dissipaare orthodox in heart, and suppose themselves tion, or leave the mind barely where it was
to be so in sentiment.
But I esteem the Holy before, are hurtful, or at least indifferent but
Scripture the only written standard of ortho- those which draw the mind nearer to God,
and strengthen an inward exercise and travail
doxy.
23rd.
This week has passed pretty com- of spirit towards him, are good, and to be
fortably, not much cause for condemnation received with thanksgiving.
Every offering,
having attended
nevertheless I have fallen exhibited either internally or ministerially, is
short in respect to unnecessary words and to be seasoned with the salt of the everlastina
" When we neither act, speak, nor covenant. But as mmisterial administrations
thoughts.
think, any thing inconsistent with the divine offered in weakness and child-like simplicity,
will," this, says one, is " perfect sanctifica- may possibly be more acceptable in the sight
tion ;" and this is the mark of our high and of Him, who seeth not as man seeth, than
holy calling in Christ Jesus; who, himself, some which may more nearly resemble the
" was holy, harmless, undefiled, and separate life and wisdom of truth, we ought to be very
jealous over ourselves and our offerings, and
from sinners."
received a letter from our dear as cautious and tender in the judging of
25th.
I
and worthy friend, Thomas Hartley; who, others, or what may be offered by them as
although aged and infirm, appears to retain a it is written, " Judge nothing before the time,
fresh and lively sense of that true and expe- until the Lord come; who will bring to light
rimental religion, which consists not in the the hidden things of darkness, and will make
letter, but the spirit, and that circumcision manifest the counsels of the heart; and then
which is inward.
shall every man have praise of God." When
29th.
The last two weeks have been spent George Fox was sent forth to preach the
pretty comfortably, but not without various everlasting gospel, and to turn men from
defects.
darkness to light, many illiterate persons,
31st.
In the meeting of ministers and both men, women, and children, were also
elders, those present were reminded of former sent forth with him to labour in the Lord's
of the early visitation of the Spirit, harvest-field, in which there were supposed to
days
which moved upon Samson in the camp of be many labourers, under various characters,
Dan and their losses sustained by the too abundantly superior to them, not only in hufrequent prevalence of the Philistine nature man wisdom and acquirements, and the knowwithin them.
ledge of the Holy Scriptures, but likewise in
Ninth month 1st. In the afternoon meet- deep experience and heartfelt religion, who
ing, something was expressed concerning the became jealous of them, whom they esteemed
dominion of death, and the power of him, no people. Thus in various dispensations
" who hath the keys of death and of hell."
have the disciples of a crucified Saviour been
12th.
Early in the morning, I was desirous esteemed as the off-scouring of the people,
I might be preserved during the ensuing day and the doctrine of the cross, foolishness; that
from unprofitable speaking; the desires of the by the things which are despised, and are not,
morning were measurably answered accord- might be brought to naught the things which
ing to that which is written, " It is God that are, " that no flesh should glory in his preworketh in you, both to will and to do, of his sence." In the exercise of a public ministry,
even where there is a degree of Tightness,
good pleasure."
Two robbers having been taken up and especially where those concerned may
19th.
suppose themselves much behind hand in the
in the neighbourhood, an inquiry occurred
how much better am I than they, who am work, through past unfaithfulness, there are
guilty before God of having too frequently many rocks, shoals, and quicksands, on which
withheld my heart from the Proprietor of the rightly-laden vessel may be shipwrecked
heaven and earth who hath said, " My son, and sufTer loss and indeed so weighty is the
work, and so diversified are the dangers, that
give me thy heart."
28th.
In the forenoon meeting, various there is abundant cause for all, from the least

immediately or insti'umentally.

We

ness, but well satistied.

I

sat in low-

ought

to

:

:

;

;

;

;

—

;

—

;

—

—

;

;

—

—

;

—

;

—

;
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gerous disease, occasioned the preceding remarks.
20th. -^The plaintive language of the prophet many times occurred, " I will bewail
with the weeping of Jazer, the vine of Sibmah
I will water thee with
my tearsj O Heshbon
and Elealeh."
21st.
Having reproved a beloved friend
with asperity for a supposed error, I suffered
compunction.
22nd. Three short testimonies were delivered in the week'day meeting. I was oppres" A wounded
sed under a sense of iniquity.

meeting, neither sun, moon, nor
were discernible; nevertheless, just before the close, a cry from the bottom of my
soul seemed to ascend to an Almighty helper,
who can cause light to arise in the midst of
darkness, and "turn the shadow of death into
the morning."
Tenth month 11th. Some merciful preservations from evil have, this week, been
measurably experienced nevertheless, I have
been deeply convinced of the enmity and spirit who can bear," was the language of
malignant propensities of human nature, and one formerly.
I
sat bitterly bevi'ailing my
of satan transformed into an angel of light, manifold deviations from the path of peace.
working on them, both in myself and others There is a woe to them by whom offences
whence arise " debates, envyings^ wraths, come; but when they have been administered,
strifes,
backbitings, whisperings, swellings, it is certainly a duty incumbent to acknowtumults ;" instead of that " charity which suf- ledge them, and to seek with solicitude for a
fereth long, and is kind ;" " rejoiceth not in real reconciliation with those, whom we may
iniquity, but in the truth
beareth all things, suppose have been offended.
In this respect
hopeth all things, endureth all things."
I have been pretty uniformly careful, and by
15th.
As I was going to the week-day an acknowledgment of my petulance in the
meeting, a thought passed my mind concerning conference of yesterday, to the friend con" In the
a state of trembling, which I esteemed to be cerned, I was measurably relieved.
only casual
but after having sat some little world, said our blessed Lord, ye shall have
time in the meeting, the matter was unexpect- trouble."
The Son of Man came not to send
edly renewed in my remembrance, with such peace on earth, but rather a sword in the
strength and enlargement, that, comparatively, hearts and houses of those who are seeking
my " brook became a river," with a pointing to follow him in the regeneration, and to fill
to those present; but I was fearful of breaking up that whch is behind of the sufferings of
in, hastily, upon the solemnity which seemed Christ.
But when he breaketh the yoke of
to attend in silence; lest, instead of increasing, their burthen, and taketh to himself his great
I should scatter; and lest words, instead of power and reigneth, he is experienced to be
enriching, should tend to poverty. But before "the Everlasting Father, the Prince of Peace;"
the close I dropt a few sentences, with a de- " whose dominion is from everlasting" to evergree of liberty and satisfaction.
lasting. "Even so; Come, Lord Jesus;" come
16th.
The week-day meeting was solid quickly. Amen and Amen.
various openings were attendant, without the
26th.
In the forenoon meeting, much matleast pointing to express them
but rather ter was presented before the view of my
thankfully to return them into the treasury, mind, which was measurably profitable to
from whence I hope they proceeded. For myself, although unmeet at that season for
some days past, clouds and sunshine have utterance. In the afternoon, near the conbeen alternately attendant. Internally, some clusion, a few words were expressed, concershort intervals of light and recollection were ning our incapacity to watch with Christ one

afternoon
stars

—

—

—
;

;

—

;

—

—

;

attendant

;

their lowest

the attractions of the Father, in

and weakest administrations, lead

to " Christ in us the

hour, without supernatural assistance.
28th.
The Lord, who dwellelh on high,
regardeth the prisoners on earth " He keepeth
all their bones, that not one of them is broken."
As I walked in the fields, I was enabled to

—

hope of glory."
18th.
The days of darkness will overtake
such who possess their souls in peace, and
see no sorrow and, sooner or later, they will remember the words of his holiness
and
be witnesses of this unexceptionable truth, some passages of holy Writ were brought
" Man is born unto trouble."
When the before me with a degree of freshness.

—

;

;

;

—

Lord "cometh up to the people. He will
After a painful night, internally, I
31st.
invade them with his troops; the strong shall was tossed with tempests I was in a strait
be as tow, and the maker of it as a spark." placCj encompassed on every side
but, toOne with whom I am peculiarly connected, wards noon, some sensations were attendant
who has been in the possession of health and of that almighty and infinite Power, whose
affluence, being of late attacked with a dan- way is in the sea, and " who maketh the
;

;

'
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clouds his chariot :" his word is within, as
"treasure hid in the sand," "and his righteousness is revealed from heaven," for the help
of the poor, whose soul fainteth within him.
" Although ihou sayest I shall not see him,"
yet, O my soul, trust thou in him; for thy
his judgments are
judgment is before him
unsearchable as the deeps, but his mercy
;

endurelh for ever.
This day was passed
Eleventh month 3rd.
more comfortably than some, though deeply
impressed with a sense of my own poverty
having nothing, " neither purse nor scrip."

—

;

—
—

A day of trouble and treading down,
5th.
and perplexity in the valley of vision.
In the Park evening meeting, I was
6th.
early impressed with a sense of the great beneresulting from being inwardly gathered to

fit

Shiloh, "the bright and the Morning Star;"
who beareth witness of himself; " whose

witness

than

all

is

true,"

and abundantly more strong

the prophetical and miraculous attes-

coming and glory; they, being
proposed to unbelievers, are rejected by them
who continue in their unbelief. But the Spirit
tations of his

" not of works, but of grace," which teacheth
to deny all ungodliness. O
may the fruits of
the Spirit be daily experienced " that instead
!

;

may come

up the fir tree, and
instead of the briar, the myrtle tree ;" " and
that the fruits of righteousness may be sown
in peace," as a testimony to that " righteousness which is of God by faith," even the faith
of our Lord Jesus Christ, who himself was
" meek and lowly in heart ;" " who, when he
was reviled, reviled not again." Being lame,
and the weather wet, 1 was much within, and
perused the journal of our deceased friend
John Churchman, of North America. I had
read it when it was first published
but on a
fresh investigation of the contents, I was impressed with a savour of some inward experiences therein contained.
In page 222, I
find the following passage, very necessary to
be noticed by all who may have any concern
in a public ministry. "In attending the meetings as they came in course, I felt a gradual
opening and strength to declare those things
which before had been sealed up; being now
made sensible, that every vision and opening,
which the Lord is pleased to manifest to his
servants, is not for immediate utterance.
But the Lord, who gives judgment, should be
carefully waited upon
who only can show,
by the manifestation of his light, the time

of the thorn,

;

an undeniable, soul-satisfying and self-demonstrative evidence, that the Son of God is
come, hath suffered for our sins, and is risen
And thus, "the
again for our justification.
less is blessed of the greater," in those who
receive him in his spiritual appearance, as the when."
18th.
Walking in the fields, my mind was
light of the world and life of men.
These
truths were opened in my mind with clearness measurably comfortable and luminous; the
and demonstration, without the least appear- desire of my soul was to the Lord, and the
remembrance of his name.
Afterwards a
ance of their being intended for others.
cloud overspread my horizon the cause not
10th.
I attended both meetings at Hors-

is

;

—

—

leydown, which were wholly held

An

;

in

silence.

somewhat similar to the
Jacob, in the night season, was
experienced ; but the dawning of the day
seemed wholly withheld.
15th.
Early in the morning, I was impressed with terror, having dreamt of being
exercise in spirit,

patriarch

—

unknown.
19th.

—

I

thought of leaving off my diary, but

remembered him, " who, against hope,
ed in hope."

I

am

believ-

at times favoured

with

some sensations of " the comforts of love,"
and of " the meekness and gentleness of

Christ :" but, alas, they are soon suspended.
with one who hath for some time been num- The immediate forerunner of the High Priest
bered with the dead ; as also of sinking my- of our profession, "saw the Spirit descending
self in miry places and deep waters; as also from heaven like a dove, and it abode upon
of being in danger from a bad foundation and him." He was not only our propitiation, but
a rotten superstructure; but likewise, that in example and as he was, so ought we to be,
the time of need, in the hour of distress, in this present world.
Nevertheless, as in
there appeared a hand, stretched out to help. our "flesh there dwelleth no good thing," I
May the latter part of the dream be fulfilled am persuaded those visitations of divine good
in spirit.
The same Omnipotent arm, which come from above, and therefore ought not to
sustained sinking Peter, is not diminished in be despised
but rather received with thankspower. Awake, awake! O, Arm of the Lord! giving, and a desire after the increase, which
"art not thou it, which cut Rahab and wound- is of God.
ed the dragon," who made " a way through
I went with my wife to visit John
21st.
the sea, and a path through the mighty Allis
concerning whom, as well as myself,
waters ?"
it
may be remarked, our days are declining
This day I have been preserved pret- swiftly as a shadow; we are withering, as
17th.
ty quiet and comfortable in spirit, and clear grass; great poverty, and distress also, atfrom speaking unprotitably; a great favour. tends within, but not without some lookings
;

;

—

;

—
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walking over London bridge, I was
comforted with some feeling of the preciousboth with respect to his
ness of Christ
night,

;

meritorious transactions without, and the ineleventh hour of the day.
23rd,
After having sat a short time in the ternal operations of his power, as " the hope
forenoon meeting, these words were mentally of glory."
17th.
visited my sister Scott, to whom
formed ; May good arise for the help of the
poor.
I thought the waiting to have them I showed some memoirs respecting what pass-

—

— We

.

more powerfully impressed within might be ed between myself and my deceased brother,
more profitable to the assembly, than the at our last interview; she allowed their auA low day, much " in the valley
uttering them by words
but there was no thenticity.
increase of power.
believe deep poverty of the shadow of death."
I
;

continued to be the portion of the poor.
29th.
This week I have been under strong
apprehensions of death
symptoms of acute
disease having been attendant.
They now
are measurably suspended, thanks to the Preserver of men ; " unto whom belong the issues
from death." May I, for the very short
space, the few sands, which yet remain, no
longer live unto myself; but die daily, by the
power of Christ; "who both died, rose, and
revived, that he might be Lord, both of the
living and the dead."
As I walked in the
Twelfth month 1st.
fields, the following aspirations were formed
within me
May I be for ever with the Lord,
and behold his glory. The day was passed
peaceably, and free from condemnation,
8th.
The wounds of seventh-day were

—

;

—

attended the funeral of my brother,
When I reached my own apartments, in Tooley street, I found divers letters
from my friends, which afforded some consolation to my poor, disconsolate spirit.
21st.
In the forenoon meeting, at Hartford, some solemnity attended, with desires
18th.

I

at Ratcliff.

—

for

sparing

and forbearing mercy; that

I

might yet praise the Lord in the land of the
living, and the assemblies of the people.
23rd.
A pretty comfortable day; not without some lookings towards the land which is
on the other side of Jordan.
25th.
A cold, snowy day, and tempestuous as to weather, but rather peaceable within.
that I may yet, as in the latest period of
human life, experience the cross of Christ
inwardly prevailing, with a sense of his pardoning love for the manifold errors of my
alleviated but not healed.
10th.
By reason of a letter concerning past life his love, indeed, " passeth knowthe dangerous illness of my brother John ledge," and is unsearchable as the deep.
27th.
In the course of nature, the messenScott, and his continued solicitude to see me,
perhaps,
in great distress and anxiety of spirit, excited ger on the pale horse must be near
by various considerations, I went from Hart- as on the very threshhold of the door: may
ford, and the same evening 1 visited him at 1 experience death to be abolished, and life
To my great satisfac- and immortality to be brought to light, through
his house at Ratcliff.
tion, I beheld in him the pride and glory of the gospel, which is the power of God unto
all flesh abased; and the Saviour, who was salvation.
31st.
In the week-day meeting, I was exclothed in the seamless robe, '< whose hands
and feet were pierced," and whose head was ercised in mental prayer and meditation I
crowned with thorns, exalted as the only rock hope measurably by the Spirit that quickeneth.
in the valley of death. How wonderful are the This being the last day in the year 1783,
works of Jehovah " who maketh the citj an amidst various interruptions, I have reviewed
heap, the defenced city a ruin," " the palace the works of Jehovah, and his wonders in
of strangers to be no city ;" and who causeth the deep: towards the close, a very affecting
" the branch of the terrible to be brought scene was attendant in the visiting my brother
John Scott, on his death-bed. " Gather up
low."
11.
After a sleepless night, I was four the fragments that remain, that nothing be
times over London bridge, distressed in mind; lost," was the command of our great Master;
but in the evening, I experienced some access consistent with which, I esteem it my duty to
in spirit to the throne of grace, through the preserve, and make known to some, the'dying
as a testimony
expressions of the deceased
Mediator.
In the week-day meeting, at Hors- to the cause of Christianity, and the power
16th.
leydown, heaviness and darkness were the of Christ being fully persuaded that " there
however, some per- is no name given under heaven, or amongst
covering of my spirit
ceptions were attendant, that the Lord seeth men, whereby we must be saved," but the
both as he was in
through the thick darkness, and that the name of Jesus Christ
they were rather the fulness of time manifested in the flesh,
clouds cover not from him
At and as he is declared in power to be the
suspended before the meeting closed.

—

—

—

—

—
—

!

:

—

;

—

;

;

—

;

—

;

;

:

;
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for to them he was remarkably
to the spirit of ho- the reverse
easy of access.
by the resurrection from the dead
Speaking frequently of his brother, and exand Christ within, " the hope of glory," " the
Lord our righteousness." In the evening, pressing a desire to see him, on the 9lh of the
during a sitting in silence in a Friend's house, twelfth month a special messenger was sent
I was favoured with a sense of that mercy, to Hartford from Ratcliff, requesting his atwhich I so much need, and so little deserve. tendance there. His brother, on being informed next morning by letter of his continued
solicitude to see him, and him only, reached
Some memoirs of the last illness of John
his house at Ratcliff about four that afternoon.
Scott.
Being introduced to his bed-side, on asking
John Scott was favoured with strength of him how he did, he answered, " Very bad I
body and an active and vigorous mind he wanted to see thee, and if thee had come
was esteemed regular and moral in his con- sooner, I had a great deal to say to thee, but
duct, and extensive in his knowledge, being I fear now I cannot."
What afterwards
remarkably diligent and attentive in promoting passed between them was as follows after a
works of public utility; in assisting individuals short space of silence, John Scott began to
in cases of difficulty; and in the conciliation speak with a voice full of power, saying, " 1
of differences.
His removal hence is gene- wanted to see thee, to tell thee, that I have
rally lamented by his neighbours, both in nothing to trust to but the blessed Jesus, and
superior and inferior stations.
Notwithstand- that if I die, I do not die an unbeliever.
If I
ing those qualifications, there is reason to die, I die a believer, and have nothing to trust
believe he frequently experienced the convic- to but mere unmerited mercy."
tions of the Spirit of Truth for not faithfully
Finding him brought down as from the
following the Lord, and adhering to the cross " clefts of the rocks, and the heights of the
of Christ; by which true believers are cruci- hills, into the valley of deep'humiliation," his
fied to the world, and the world to them.
brother rejoiced in spirit, and spake comfortDuring ihe yearly meeting at London in ably to him. Expressing the deeply humilithe year 1783, he attended many of the meet- ating views he frequently had of his own
ings for worship, and appeared to be more state, John Scott replied, " O
if it is so with
religiously concerned than for some years thee, how must it be with me, who have been

Son of God, according

;

liness,

;

:

:

!

preceding.

On

the 1st of the twelfth

the chief of sinners?"

month he was

seized with a fever, and expecting

it

The

insufficiency of self-righteousness being

Oh !" said he, with great earn" Righteousness
I have no righteousness, nor any thing to trust to, but the
blessed Jesus and his merits."
Pausing a
" There is something
while, he proceeded
within me which keeps me from despairing. I
dare not despair, although I have as much
reason to despair as any one were it not for

would mentioned, "

prove fatal, he was greatly humbled in spirit,
saying to his wife, that his father was a good
man, and he believed was gone to heaven,
expressing a sense of the happiness of the
righteous in futurity; but being convinced of
his own low and unprepared state, he said, he
himself was unworthy of the lowest place in
the heavenly mansions, but hoped he should
not be a companion of accursed and wrathful

estness,

spirits.

who

In the early part of his illness he discoursed
with his wife concerning some outward affairs,

Being advised to trust in the Lord, he replied, " I have none else to trust in." "Oh!"
said he, " the Saviour, he is the way, and
there is no other; I now see there is no other.
Oh the Saviour! I have done too much against
him and if I live, I hope I shall be able to
let the world know it, and that in many respects my mind is altered.
But I dare not

desiring that his only and beloved daughter might be brought up among
Friends.
particularly

!

;

;

Him who showed mercy
cross.

The

upon the
upon the cross, and Peter
Master, are much before me."
to the thief

thief

denied his

Notwithstanding the severity of the dis;
temper, he was favoured with a clear and
unimpaired understanding, and the exercise
of his spirit seemed to be almost continual for make resolutions."
peace and reconciliation with his Maker
His brother mentioning former times, and
having a hope, that if it should please the the days of his youth, in which they frequentLord to spare him, he should become a new ly conversed about, and were both clearly
man ; but in much diffidence he expressed a convinced of, the necessity of inward and
fear, lest the old things should again prevail
experimental piety, he answered, " I was
he also said to the person who attended him, then very deficient
but I have since been
" that he had been too proud." But it is well much more shaken." Visiting the sick in a
known, that his behaviour to his inferiors was formal customary manner being represented
;
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Oh it is not a lieve not precisely contained in Scripture,
Here is a were impressed on my mind, with some satime to be solicitous about forms
scene indeed, enough to bring down the gran- vour and application, viz the Lamb shall be
their leader.
deur of many, if they could see it.
I buoyed
9th.
The Lamb shall be their leader.
myself up with the hope of many days."
Recommending him to the great object Christ May the Lamb, who hath been slain from the
within, the hope of glory, to whom his mind foundation of fallen nature in man, overcome;
was measurably turned, his brother seemed to " angels, authorities, and powers being made
withdraw; on which he clasped his hand, and subject to him."
10th.
This week, various causes of sortook a solemn farewell.
He continued in mutability about two days row have attended but not without a hope
longer, altogether in a calm and rational state. " in those mercies which are new every
About twelve hours before his decease his morning."
An inward exercise was supported,
17th.
speech much faultered ; but by some broken
expressions it appeared that the religious con- with some degree of strength and freshness,
during the fore part of the week ; since,
cern of his mind was continued.
On the 12th day of the twelfth month 1783, rather a relaxation therein has prevailed.
20th.
In the week-day meeting, I sat
he departed this life, in remarkable quietness,
without sigh or groan, and was buried in under some sense of " that faith, which is by
as unprofitable, he replied, "

!

!

:

—

—

;

—

—

RatclifF on

God."
some time past, I have been
The publication of these memoirs proceeds employed in a work which has long been
the I'evising, correcting, and
before me, viz
not from partiality to our deceased friend
they are preserved as a word of reproof to abridging my diary, which was begun in the
burying-ground

Friends'

at

the

18th, being nearly fifty-four years of age.

the operation of

30th.

— For

:

the careless, and of comfort to the mourners
in Zion.

May none

a day of health and prospeof His divine grace
and favour who hath declared, that " His
Spirit shall not always strive with man, for
Nor, on the other
that he also is flesh."
in

rity reject the visitations
;

hand,

may

the penitent and truly awakened;

any time despair of that mercy and forgiveness, which the Lord hath promised to
them who sincerely repent

at

—

This day, amidst
First month 1st, 1784.
bodily pains and various interruptions, hath
been passed under some sense of the Divine
;"
presence, " in the house of my pilgrimage
may the same be increased from day to day,
until " mortality is swallowed up of life."

"

Walk before me, and be thou perfect ;" was
command of God to Abraham, who was no

the

Wonderful have been the Lord's
year 1780.
dealings with me, and his mercies, which can
May the recording of
never be recounted.
them prove a way-mark to the weary
Second month 12th. As I was getting into
a chaise, I broke my shin -by which means
I was almost wholly confined within doors,
At times
until the 9th of the third month.
1 was thankful to " the Father of our Lord
Jesus Christ, of whom the whole family in
heaven and earth is named," that no more
severe an infliction had befallen me.
Fourth month 5th.
In the monthly meeting, the iniquities of my holy things were set
particularly in concerns
in order before me
My most
in the ministry and discipline.
early appearances in the former were at a
time, when pursuits of a different kind much
engrossed my attention
in respect to the
!

—

;

—

;

:

latter,

there long existed a zeal, which

was

and was incompatible with true knowledge, and that
fear of the Lord, which " is the beginning of
glad.
A calm day within, and clear from wisdom ;" instead of judgment there was fre2nd.
those communications which gender to bond- quently a cry, somewhat similar to what was
formerly uttered, " Come with me, and see
Thanks to the Preserver of men.
age.
7th.
During most part of the week-day my zeal for the Lord." I much sought after
meeting, an exercise was continued to get the praise and approbation of faithful men,
near to Christ in spirit and divers openings and I had my reward. But the Lord seeth
attended, respecting the advantage thereof; not as man seeth, and " bringeth every work
but I was fearful of imparting to others what into judgment, with every secret thing." " For
might be only intended for myself. After- judgment I am come into this world," said
wards in the Seal fields, some tenderness and the faithful and true Witness and the spirit
compunction of spirit were experienced before reproveth " of sin, of righteousness, and of
him, who "doth great things past finding out; judgment." May all, who are at ease in
Zion, bow before him, who is "judge of quick
yea, and wonders without number."
8th.
In the evening, walking in the fields and dead ;" that in the valley of Achor may
near Dunkirks, these words, although I be- be opened a door of hope.

legalist,

but

saw

the

day of

Christ,

—

—

;

;

—
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— After

a painful and troublesonne
an old complaint, I was seized
with severe spasms.
This day was passed pretty inoffen16th.
sively, yet not without room for amendment
will set a bridle before " the door of my
I
lips :" if we were at all times careful so to

15th.

night, with

me

gone over

;"

and again, " Deep

calleth

unto deep."

10th.— In the evening, I visited my long
acquainted friend Ann Orger, who appeared
to be sensible of her approaching dissolution,
and resigned to the divine will. Speaking a
few dry words, concerning Christ being the
do, we should often obtain strength in silence, resurrection and the life, without an immediate
feeling of his presence, they soon became
and by our words be justified.
The week-day meeting was a large, my burthen and I came home naked and
21st.
solid sitting, in silence; the power of truth wounded,
Walking in Chelmsford, some breath11th.
being measurably prevalent.
This day was the election for the ings were begotten towards the Father of
22nd.
who declared
Contested elections are spirits, through the Mediator
county of Hartford.
very repugnant to the spirit of Christ ; con- himself to be "the way, the truth, and the
cerning whom it was predicted, that he should life;" whose "spirit maketh intercession for
" not strive, nor cry, neither should any man us with groanings, which cannot be uttered ;"
hear his voice in the streets;" and whose and who prayeth for us, and in us, when we
servants were " not to strive, but be gentle." ourselves appear to be in a prayerless state,
and unable so much as to lift up our eyes
1 was rather passive and indifferent concerning
the event: but, in those cases, it is almost towards heaven.
13th.
On Porthill, some desires were reimpossible to avoid being, in some degree,
interested ; although the preference may seem newed after him who is invisible, and the
slight, and without any culpable interference. word of his power, " the Spirit that quick25th.
Walking in the evening, this petition eneth."
This week, bodily and mental pain
15th.
was mentally formed: O! Lord, may I come
to thee, and be thy disciple, as at the eleventh have been suspended : little advancement has
been attained in grace and true godliness, or
hour of the day.
in a lively experience of that gracious promise
I attended the general
Fifth month 2nd.
meeting at Crossbrook street. Some desires at- recorded in the 14th chapter of Hosea, viz:
he shall
tended, that the fiery roll of the Lord's indigna- " I will be as the dew unto Israel
tion might be removed, by and through Jesus grow as the lily, and cast forth his roots as
These awful passages in holy Writ Lebanon ;" nevertheless, the Christian life is
Christ.
were also renewed in my remembrance a hidden life, and true believers " walk by

—

—

;

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

:

that the

Lord "

will

by no means clear the

guilty;" "every tree which bringeth not forth

good

fruit is

4th.— As

hewn down, and cast into the fire."
I was coming out of the fields in

the evening, neither forewarned nor forearmed, I was attacked with a fit of impetuosity.

There was indeed some cause of displeasure

and not by sight." May not my faith
be fancy, taken from the lives of other men,
or barely from the letter of the Scripture;
but through " the operation of God," without
which faith is dead, even " as the body withfaith,

out the spirit

a lad, under my care, appearing guilty of
prevarication
an enormous crime, which
ought to be discouraged with a just severity
how far are my feet from being
but alas
"shod with the preparation of the gospel of
peace."

—

:

!

—

—

is

dead."

some words
were uttered concerning being " buried with
The matter
Christ by baptism into death."
vvas freshly and powerfully impressed, and
uttered with a degree of clearness and satis16th.

faction

:

In the forenoon meeting,

M.

P.

was afterwards acceptably led
Upon the whole, I hope

forth in supplication.

5th.
Early in the morning, my mind was it was a favoured and solemn season..
In the week-day meeting, after sit19th.
impressed with convictions for the turbulence
If my lot had been cast for ting in bodily and mental pain, I remembered,
of last evening.
ever in that hour of disorder, how tremendous with a degree of freshness, our Saviour's
Wraths, swel- turning the water into wine. O may he, by
would have been the event.
lings, and tumults, are certainly the fruits of the rod of his everlasting strength, heal the
the flesh
and although they may be palliated waters of my affliction that the poor may
by the false reasoner, are condemned by the have hope, and Jordan be driven back. Amen!
" faithful and true witness." In the week-day Amen

—

!

;

;

!

meeting,

my

mind was as "the troubled sea;"

from the centre of my soul, did there not
a cry and secret sigh ascend to the Fountain
of Being? as it is written, " Deep calleth unto
deep ;" " all thy waves and thy billows are
but,

21st.

— This evening, departed
whom

this life,

Ann

had been intimately acquainted forty-four years. Many of my friends
are already numbered with the dead; and the
an^cl of death seems to be hovering over the

Orger

;

with

I
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habitations of those who are yet living. "It is wrong ; and not waiting in self-nothingness,
appointed unto men once to die ;" and O the to see more light, a root of bitterness hath
tremendous important consequence; "but after sprung up.
27th.
At the funeral of Ann Orger, our
this, the judgment ;" from which neither men
nor angels can deliver, but only the Prince of friend Ralph Baimbridge was largely led
Life
with whom is the water and the blood, forth, to demonstrate the necessity of the
obedience of faith in the divine principle; the
the light and the atonement.
22nd. By continued indisposition, I am grace which brings salvation. I am clearly
this day prevented from going to Hitchin, in convinced that, although salvation is only
order to attend the funeral of our worthy attainable through Christ the propitiation, yet
we are ever under condemnation, whilst we
friend, Isaac Sharpless, on the morrow.
23rd.
Although pained in body and low are in a state of disobedience ; and are only
in mind, I found an inclination to sit with my justified in obedience to him, by whom we are
sanctified.
friends in the forenoon meeting at Hartford
An evening of distress and perthe gracious declaration of the Lord Jesus turbation, on account of myself and others.
Sixth month 1st.
being renewed in my remembrance, with a
This day four years, I
" Where began the recording of experiences ; kw and
viz
degree of light and power
two or three are gathered together in my evil have been the days which have since
Inwardly and outwardly I have
name, there am I in the midst of them ;" elapsed.
some words were uttered, relative to his Al- been cast down and lifted up and I now
mighty power, omnipresence, and priesthood. stand as it were on the brink of the grave,
The meeting was smaller than usual many and the verge of an awful eternity. Measur!

—

:

—

—

—

;

:

;

;

Friends being gone from home to attend the
funeral of our worthy friend, and minister of
who was a prince in
Christ, Isaac Sharpless
Israel, not seeking to lord it over God's heritage but an ensample to the flock. Let the
;

;

young and inexperienced, amongst

us,

beware

morning by morning, " he awakeneth
mine ear to hear, as the learned ;" " neither

ably,

I away back."
His salvation hath
been my desire, and a part in his covenant.
In unsearchable wisdom all his works are
wrought.
If the sons of Belial had been
thrust away, peradventure I might have increased
but not in the increase of God.
He
is justified in all his ways; great and marvellous are all his works
righteousness belongs
to him
but to me, shame and confusion of
face.
May his goodness be more gloriously
manifested before I die, and his name inter" the Lord God, gracious
nally proclaimed
and merciful," " forgiving iniquity, transgres-

turned

of that unrighteous leaven; nor therein follow
the footsteps even of those who are, in many
respects, " worthy of double honour ;" and
whom they may esteem better than themselves.
Jesus Christ only is the perfect, unvarying example, and high priest of his people;
who himself was "meek and lowly in heart;"
and sought not his own honour, but the honand of whom
our of Him who sent him
our friend was a faithful follower, according sion, and sin."
16th.
This evening our friend Rebecca
to " the measure of the stature of the fulness
Wright, of North America, with her compaof Christ."
26th.
Some injudicious interferences and nion, M. R., came to our house. Myself and
confabulations of the members of our Society, wife were with them at Hartford, Ware, and
both formerly and of late, occurring to my Hitchin; in which meetings, their ministraremembrance, my mind became defiled under tions were well accepted.
Walking this evening in the mea19th.
the weight of which I sat down in the weekday meeting; but after some time of silent dows near Hitchin town, in great lowness of
waiting, I was favoured clearly to perceive, body and mind, these words were immediately
that this must be purged by the baptism of suggested, viz: Jesus, the fairest of ten thouhim, " whose fan is in his hand ;" and scat- sand. A bare and lifeless remembrance of
tered as " the chaff of the summer threshing- them, now only remains; but, at the time, the
floor ;" that we may be blind as the Lord's impression of them was so powerful, as to proa favour I had not
servant, and deaf as his messenger; "seeing duce tears of contrition
many things but observing them not." My experienced in my rural retirements for many
mind became sensibly calmed, under a sense days. The rich and the full loathe even the
of his adorable mercies, and the gracious honeycomb; but to the poor and contrite
operations of Him, " who giveth songs in the ones, the smallest crumbs which fall from the
night ;" who imparteth light in darkness, and Master's table are precious; inestimably so.
" who maketh the
counsel in confusion
In the week-day meeting, I was
23rd.
clouds his chariot, who walketh upon the favoured with some sensations of Christ Jesus;
wings of the wind." Some, on whom the " the same yesterday, to-day, and for ever ;"
light hath measurably risen, have seen things and his gracious operations in the flesh, and
.

;

;

;

;

;

—

—

;

—

:

;

—
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in the spirit, as one

Lord Jesus

;

God

blessed efforts to engraft the remains of the

which

first

Adam

of an immortal nature:

for ever.

into the plant

Walking in the fields, some sensawere livingly impressed concerning the
efficacy of the blood of Jesus Christ, which
was shed without the gates of Jerusalem and
as manifested within, " sprinkleth from an
evil conscience," and purgeth from all sin.
Seventh month 4th. In the forenoon meeting, some unexpected glimpses of light and

"this'divides in Jacob, and scatters in Israel."

28th.

—

tions

;

—

divine intelligence being imparted, with a point-

ing to those present, a short testimony was delivered, concerning the blindness of man; and
to the Lord Jesus Christ, as a glorious light,
who leadeth the blind by a way that they

know not, and in paths which they have not
known who maketh darkness light, " and
;

crooked things straight."
7th.
J. K. having delivered a short testimony, a kw words were added, recommending poverty of spirit according to that which
"Blessed are the poor in spirit, for
is written
theirs is the kingdom of heaven."
18th.
I went to the forenoon meeting much
indisposed, both in body and mind
for a
season, death was in dominion; but before the
close, a degree of recollection was witnessed
in solemn silence: a renewed testimony was

—

;

;

—

:

also internally impressed, to the

man

weakness of

and to His strength, who, only, " girdpower ;" " the confidence of all the
ends of the earth, and of them who are afar
off upon the sea :" but nothing was verbally
;

eth with

expressed.
20th.
As I was going up to London in a
chaise, the following sentiment was immediately suggested, nothing previously leading
the error of the Predestinathereto ; viz
rians and Necessitarians, and of those call-

—

:

ed Pelagians and Free-willers, arises from
endeavouring to comprehend Him who is incomprehensible, whose understanding is unsearchable; and to measure his declarations
and testimonies, which only make " wise the
simple," with the declarations and proceedings
of fallible and finite beings; to measure his
ways, who " giveth not account of any of his
matters," to the wise and prudent, but only
according as it is written, " thou
to babes
:

thoughtest I was altogether such an one as
thyself; but I will reprove thee," and set
thine errors in order before thine eyes.
21st.

— A mistaken

zeal

and supposed mode-

ration, falsely called charity, although opposite
in

the

their appearances, frequently proceed

same cause

sanctified,

viz

:

even

;

the

in

from

vessels measurably

is

—

23rd.
In the course of the present week,
received a recent proof of a few words
being sufficient for the ministry, and as apples
of gold set in pictures of silver for at a sitI

:

ting at

T.

B's, our beloved friend

George

Dill-

wyn

expressing only the following sentence,
" in my Father's house are many manviz
;"
sions ;" " I go to prepare a place for you
there appeared more of a ministry in them,
to myself at least, than sometimes in a multitude of words.
Eighth month 1st, first-day. Samuel Nottingham having had lively and acceptable
service in the forenoon meeting at Horsleydown, I was enabled, in a subsequent space
of solemn silence, internally to plead for
mercy, with the Fountain of mercy; to whom
mercy, unlimited mercy, sovereign mercy,
belongs. Some men are of a merciful forgivbut as
ing disposition, and blessed are they
a mole-hill to a mountain, as a drop to the
ocean ; so are the mercies of men, in comparison of his, " who dwelt in the bush, when
the bush burned, and was not consumed."
7th.
As I was walking over London
bridge, my mind was powerfully impressed
with a consideration, that the time of my
natural life being so far spent, every day,
every hour, every moment, is a mercy ; that,
because
if possible, I might redeem the time
the days are few and evil.
:

—

:

—

;

11th.

—This

week

has, for the most part,

been passed pretty comfortably

"which

;

the fruits of

sown

in peace,"
having, for the most part, been prevalent until
when petulance sorrowfully
this morning;
prevailed.
The usual plea for petulance is
provocation ; but what provocation can be
pleaded, as a sufficient cause for transgressing
Where are the fruits
the royal law of love?
of that "charity which suffereth long;" which,
instead of being easily provoked, " beareth
Where is " the gentleness and
all things."
meekness of Christ Jesus ;" " who, when he
was reviled, reviled not again but committed
himself to him that judgeth righteously
Consequently, I went to the week-day meeting

that righteousness,

is

;

V

under condemnation which was measurably
alleviated under the ministry of our worthy
;

Samuel Nottingham whom, after dinaccompanied to Dunkirk's farm; where,
the days of our youth, we were both

friend,

ner,
in

;

I

frequently at the house of our deceased friend,

want of " being buried Thomas Grubb; who was a tender nursing

with Christ by baptism into death:" that not father to those who loved the truth, but hath
only the earth in them might be shaken, but long since been removed from works to rethe heavens also
instead of which there hath wards; having, in the meridian of human
been, frequently, fruitless and unsanctified life, " fallen asleep in Christ."
:
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12th.

— In

the forenoon, myself and wife

went with our beloved
tingham, in a chaise,

friend,

Samuel Not-

to Ware ; a meeting
there being appointed at Samuel's request, in

an
having
been exercised in supplication, a solemnity in
silence covered the assembly, uncommon in
An eminent
these low and degenerate days.
dissenting minister who was present, on his
going out, addressed Samuel in a very affectionate manner; and others, not of our Society, expressed their satisfaction.
13th.
This forenoon, myself and wife accompanied our friend Samuel Nottingham, in
a chaise to Hitchin he had lodged at our
house four nights, and been chiefly with us
his
in the day time, much to our satisfaction
ministerial exercises having not only been
lively and evangelical, but his conduct and
conversation comfortable and edifying.

which

he was

particularly enlarged, in

ministry;

evangelical

and

after

his

—

;

;

15th, first-day.

— Myself

and wife

set out

about seven in a chaise; and baiting at Hitchin, proceeded to the general meeting at Clifton
and reached Hartford about nine in the evenNotwithstanding the length of the jouring.
ney, and excessive heat of the weather, I
came home without languor or weariness; an
admirable and adorable mercy. The meeting
was large, many of other professions being
some of whom appeared sober and
present
;

enough S. CrawH. Kite, and Samuel Nottingham, respecThe members
tively, appeared in testimony.
of our Society are too generally " uncircumcised in heart and ear ;" yet to the posterity
of a people once highly favoured, " is the
dew of heaven" frequently diffused, both in
a ministerial and immediate manner, in their
from whence I am persuaded,
assemblies
did not their goodness pass away, " as a
morning cloud, and as the early dew," the
Lord of infinite mercy would make many of
them as polished shafts in his quiver and in
For many
his quiver would he hide them.
weeks past, both in a spiritual and corporeal
sense, my days have been passed in weakness, and wearisome nights have been my
allotment but for a short time immediately
preceding, my sorrows have been rather alleviated. Although great has been my spiritual
yet in
poverty, and manifold my defects
some good degree I have been enabled to seek
the Lord, and the word of his holiness: "I
have sought him, but I have found him not."
serious, but others restless

:

ley,

:

;

;

;
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sent

were persuaded

spirit

;

to

that being turned

an introversion of
from a state of na-

darkness, to the inshining of divine
they might not only receive remission
of sins, but " have this treasure, in earthen
vessels."
During most of the sitting, a degree of exercise, which had been recommended to others, was experienced in my own
tural

light,

particular.

—

The forenoon meeting was large,
22nd.
but wholly silent some inward exercises and
openings were attendant : in the afternoon I
was strongly assailed with a spirit of heavi;

ness

;

ere

but,

I

was aware, a

was

desire

we might

be "quickened together
with Christ;" and a short testimony borne to

raised, that

that

power, which

dead.

— My

28th.
for

is

able

to

quicken

the

bodily health and strength have,

some weeks, been rather increasing

but
a fresh attack of a local complaint has been
this week renewed ; so as to threaten a dan;

ger of dissolution.
But what shall I say 1 I
said in my youth. My days are as an hand's
breadth ; but, behold the Lord hath made
them a span long my times are still in his
;

hand,

who can

scatter every cloud,

and make

mercy to rejoice against judgment; and his
own works to praise him. Recollection, and
week, been not
wholly omitted.
29th.
Both meetings were held in silence:
in the forenoon some solemnity attended; and
various allusions to passages in the Old Testament were immediately suggested, respecting
the necessity of our ascent in spirit, from
that which is visible to that which is invisible;
from earth to heaven, in and by Christ, the
heavenly Elijah, the prophet and high-priest;
who hath consecrated for us a new and
living way through the veil, that is to say,

spiritual reading, have, this

—

his flesh.

— In

the evening, as I walked in the
remembered the Lord, and his loving
kindnesses, which have been of old, and his
compassions, which have been renewed every
morning: that balm of Gilead, and neverfailing medicine for the diseased in body or
spirit, only administered by the Mediator,
who, himself, in the days of his flesh, took
our infirmities, and bore our sicknesses and
remains unchangeably the physician, and
31st.

fields, I

;

" Christ Jesus, the
;
to-day, and for ever;" " God

high priest of his people

same yesterday,

over all, blessed for ever, amen."
Nevertheless, if "he standeth behind the wall,
Ninth month 1st. This day commenced
if he looketh forth at the windows, showing the ninth month in the year 1784.
Thanks
himself through the lattice," adoration and are due for the preservations and upliftings of
thanks are due to him for ever.
the last; if life, and a degree of health, are
In the week-day meeting, those pre- vouchsafed to the conclusion of the present,
18th.

—

—
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an offering be prepared to him, who
and a tribute of thanks to
the " Preserver of men."
The most part of this week, bodily
4th.
and desires after
pains have been relaxed
" the increase, which is of God," have been
this day, I spoke unadfreshly renewed
visedly, and closed the week under condem-

numbers some

nation.

is,

may

delivers from evil

;

—

;

:

5th.

—Notwithstanding,

morning,

1

in

the

night

went

I

my

to

spirit;

which was measurably maintained during the
course of three succeeding meetings, under a
sense of immense and unmerited obligations
More often
to divine grace and providence.
than the morning, I desire an advancement
in the paths of peace and piety; but iniquities
prevail against me, and because of them, I am
wounded as with the wound of an enemy;

My
with the chastisements of a cruel one.
grievous, but are they incurable
is there not yet balm in Gilead? is not the
God of peace able to bruise satan under my
wounds are

feet?

that,

before

I

die,

"mercy and

to

represent the Spirit, which giveth

and inseparable from the

suffered compunction, for the er-

rors of the preceding day, before
meeting, a religious calm covered

instructive essays, comporting

with that doctrine, which is according to godliness; but there appearing in the sixth number an essay, tending to deprive believers of
an inestimable privilege, purchased by the
Redeemer's blood, 1 esteem it my duty " to
contend for the faith which was once deliverThe purport of the essay
ed to the saints."

truth

letter,

which

kills

life,
;

to

render the means equal with the cause
to
depreciate the heavenly oracle, which is withand to limit Him, whose understanding is
in
unsearchable, and who " giveth not account
Whence learned
of any of his matters."
this author, save from popish school-men, that
the canon of Scripture is closed
and that no
revelations are now necessary to render the
things, which are already revealed, effectual
to the conversion of sinners, the consolation
of saints, and the salvation of souls? By the
doctrine which is according to godliness, the
Scriptures appear to be a declaration of the
things which were, and are, " most surely
;

;

;

believed

;

profitable for doctrine, reproof, cor-

and

rection,

instruction

:"

righteousness
may be perfected

in

meet, and righteousness and peace kiss that the man of God
each other," to the glory of him, who is God through that faith which is in Christ Jesus
which faith "is the gift of God;" who hath
over all, blessed for ever.
6th.
In going to (he monthly meeting at shined in the hearts of believers, " to give
Buntingford, some exercise attended for re- them the light of the knowledge of the glory
VVhich
of God, in the face of Christ Jesus."
conciliation and forgiveness, because of sm
which was continued, with enlargement, du- divine light and knowledge, and not the bare
ring a considerable space of time spent in letter, as an outward testimony of the truth,
The business of the meeting is the treasure which believers have in their
solennn silence.
was afterwards transacted in peace and love " earthen vessels, that the excellency of the
and, I hope, measurably in the wisdom of power may be of God," and not of any means
Why am I thus 1 Jacob and Esau are in itself, however glorious. Again, says the
truth.
yet within. May the elder serve the younger! author, " common sense, a Bible, and a right
may " Jacob beconae a flame, and the house spirit, will always inform a Christian what is
The spirit of Christ only
his present duty."
of Esau as stubble !"

may

—

;

—

In the forenoon meeting, I was led is a right spirit, to whom righteousness alone
which, he promised his immediate
contemplate on the super-excellence of the belongs
teachings of Christ, " the minister of the followers, should guide them into all truth,
sanctuary;" who, by the self same spirit, and show them things to come which prodivideth himself, severally, to every man as mise of the Holy Ghost, his office, and constant abiding with the saints, was not to them
he will.
Having sent for some small tracts, only; but, according to the express testimony
23rd.
on religious subjects, particularized in Lack- of an apostle, "to their children, and to all
ington's catalogue, I was rather impatient for them that were afar off; even as many as the
Notwithstanding
their delivery, as hoping to derive some spiri- Lord our God shall call."
tual comfort and edification in the perusal of the errors of the author, in confining the
them. I " looked for much, but lo it came Spirit to the letter; and the Word, which
to little :" so vain and precarious are all ex- " was in the beginning with God," to the
pectations and dependencies, that are not upon words which he hath spoken ; pertinent are
the all-plenary source of instruction and help, the cautions contained in the essay, against
the Fountain which never faileth; from whence an anxious solicitude in the saints respecting
future events; or too hasty and positive deevery good and perfect gift proceeds.
This week I perused the sixth and terminations on inward feelings and impulses,
25th.
It is
seventh numbers of the Theological Miscel- either respecting themselves or others.
" the Spirit which beareth witness," and its
lany.
I found in some of the more early
19th.

to

;

;

—

I

—
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but many have meeting appointed at Hartford, and, in the
witness is invariably true
been the mistakes of believers, respecting evening, another at Hoddesdon in both of
what have been the testimonies and impulses which he was much favoured in his ministeThis day, after dinner, I was
of the Spirit, and those of their own inflated rial labours.
imaginations
the Spirit is infallible, but man seized with a violent spasm, which was reis fallible.
The Lord can speak internally, newed with such violence in going to Hodwith a voice full of power; but, if he speakelh desdon, as seemed to indicate the feelings of
otherwise, " who shall say unto him, what approaching death.
I was almost miracudoest thou ?" In wisdom all his words are lously favoured to sit the meeting easily;
spoken that the faith and patience of the but afterwards my pains returned.
After attending our week-day meet6th.
saints may be approved, and that in the
silence of all flesh, the trumpet may give a ing, dear George Dillwyn left Hartford.
By
certain sound. The misapprehensions of men, his late extensive labours amongst us, he has
respecting the Spirit's teaching, operate no shown the proofs of an evangelical ministry;
more against its validity and sufficiency, than as a skilful workman, rightly dividing the
their manifold errors in respect to the doc- word of truth, not seeking to gather the peotrines contained in Scripture, against the di- ple to any thing of man, but to an experi" the
vinity and authenticity of those sacred truths. mental knowledge of the gift of God
The Holy Scriptures, and the testimonies con- mystery hid from ages and generations;"
tained in them, as opened by the Lord, the " Christ in them the hope of glory."
11th.— At the quarterly meeting at LonSpirit, are inestimably precious; and, according to the eternal counsel of God, necessary don, I sat down in lowness of flesh and
but after some time, I was enabled to
for the building up of the saints, in the most spirit
:

;

:

;

—

;

;

holy faith but let us not equalize the means remember him, who giveth "songs in the
with the cause, nor derogate from the power night," and who can irradiate the dark valley
and glory of the Father, the Word, and the of the shadow of death.
:

Holy Ghost; one God

— Early

blessed for ever.

forenoon meeting,
without any apparent cause, darkness came
over me; but the sitting soon became more
luminous and comfortable; M. P. ministering
with much acceptance.
26th.

in

the

13th.

— Walking

bered the days of
since which "

upon me
the

:" but

my

in the

Grange,

I

remem-

my

childhood and youth
sorrows have been turned

" Jesus, the

same yesterday,

and the last,
and for ever,

first

to-day,

died for us ;" " that whether we wake or
Queen's Bench, these sleep, we might live together with him."
18th.
words were impressed with power, although
A pretty easy, but low day: little
I am nothing, " Christ is all :" I was measur- being felt of those everlasting healings, which
are under the wing of Emmanuel.
ably relieved and tendered in spirit.
19th.
30th.
Being under some religious exerI sat down in the week-day meetcise, on opening the Bible, the words of the ing at Horsleydown, in great weakness and
Psalmist were immediately presented to my poverty of spirit; but, pretty soon, the forview; "remember not the sins of my youth, giveness proposed by our blessed Lord, when
nor my transgressions: according to thy mer- he said, " If you forgive men their trespasses,
cy, remember thou me, for thy goodness sake, then will your heavenly Father also forgive
O Lord !" they were particularly suitable to you," was suddenly impressed, and much
my state for manifold were the errors, even illustrated in my mind, but not expressed. I
of my religious youth, seeking the praise of would not willingly "conceal the words of
some good men, but despising others, and the holy One," but am discouraged from
May I obtain speaking in the assemblies of the people, not
smiting them with the tongue.
mercy and forgiveness! for I did it ignorantly, so much because of them, but, rather, because
in a zeal for God, but not according to true I have not hitherto completely obtained victoknowledge. But let all the young and tender ry over the enemies of my own house. May
ones, the called and visited of God, beware I, in my declining years, and in great debility
of flesh and spirit, still be enabled to " press
of the mystery of iniquity.
Tenth month 4th.— At the monthly meet- after the mark for the prize of the high calling, altogether unexpectedly, came in our ing of God in Christ Jesus."
Unprofitable confabulations having
worthy friend George Dillwyn, late of Bur26th.
in the evening, I prevailed in the morning, I went to the weeklington, in North America
and my wife accompanied him, with many day meeting at Horsleydown in terror; where
other Friends, to a meeting appointed at it being suddenly suggested, without much
Ware in which he ministered with much expectation or illustration, that Christ is the
Mediator of the covenant of grace, my mind
acceptance.
5th.
The aforesaid Friend attended a became measurably calmed. When every

28th.

— Walking

to

—

—

—

—

;

—

:

;

—
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refuge fails, the Lord is able to relieve the esteemed lawful by men, but are condemned
disconsolate soul, that is tossed with tem- by Him, who seeth not as man seeth.
When
pests, and driven to the ends of the earth. The I review my want of a due allegiance to the
Saviour of men herein, my heart meditates
meeting was wholly silent.
This month, bodily pains and se- terror, and my iniquities are a heavy burthen
30th.
vere spasms have been often attendant ; " the before him, who is a "just God and a Sa-

—

tabernacle" has been
shaken
no growth in grace and goodness
has been perceptibly experienced satan having been at my right hand to resist me.
31st.
In the afternoon meeting at Hartford, former openings, which had been prebut
sented with freshness, were remembered
they were as the manna of yesterday.
Eleventh month 6th.
My bodily health
seems measurably recovered, indispositions
but I
having been wonderfully suspended
have been greatly deficient in a tribute of

earthly house of this
;

;

—

;

—

;

men

according to
the import of that which is written, " he that
and to him,
offereth praise, glorifieth me
who ordereth his conversation aright, will I
show of my salvation."
This week, "the fruits of righteous13lh.
ness have been measurably sown in peace."
Although attended with various dis14th.
couragements, I found an inclination to attend
the forenoon meeting at Gracechurch street
and soon after sitting down, my mind was freed
from dismay, and dipped into a fresh sense of
that introversion of mind and spiritual worship
in self-nothingness and prostration, which we,
praise to the Preserver of

;

;

—
—

who

viour;"

will not acquit the guilty, nor
go unpunished.
Twelfth month 4th. This week, having
been pretty much confined, by reason of a
humour in my leg, I hope that, through the
aboundings of divine grace, I have been measurably enabled to seek for that which I was
concerned to recommend to others the last
time I appeared in public, viz
the seeking
for heavenly " treasure in our earthen vessels."
have also had an opportunity of
I

suffer sin to

—

:

being

much

exercised

in

reading the Holy

Scriptures, and other pious and experimental
treatises.

My

present confinement

is

indeed

a chastening not joyous, but yet to be received
with thanksgiving, if in any degree it may be

productive of the " peaceable fruits of righteousness."
O may I, as at the eleventh
hour of the day, and during the present
!

dispensation, be enabled

more

faithfully

and

fervently to feel after that salvation, which

is

only through Jesus Christ, the fountain set
open for remission and sanctification, whose
blood " cleanseth from all sin."
The great concern was measurably kept in
sight, with some liftings up of head towards
sundry pass- the light of Israel, who can yet open a door
as a people, peculiarly profess
ages in holy Writ, relative thereto, were liv- of hope in the valley of the shadow of death.
13th, 14th, 15th, and 16th,
Were spent
and the exercise was continuingly opened
but not without some
ed through the course of the meeting, under in pain and lowness
A lookings to the great Physician of soul and
divers testimonies which were delivered.
sabbath day a memorable day some sense body, " who, himself, took our infirmities,
of divine favour presiding through the whole. and bare our sicknesses." The nights have
16th.
At Horsleydown week-day meeting, been so exceedingly distressing, through acute
of the rheumatism, that a religious
I was measurably relieved, by a word inter- pains
nally imparted, and under the ministry of exercise upon my bed has been impeded by
them; but, however, " to will has been present
George Dillwyn.
28th.
A day of distress in the valley of with me ;" and the Lord is gracious to accept
vision, from my own unfitness to be unclothed according to that which a man hath, even
was under great condem- according to the ability which He affordeth,
I
of mortality.
nation, because of " deeds done in the body," from whom every good gift cometh.
First-day. Our well-beloved friends,
particularly for the errors of advanced years;
19th.
the too frequent prevalence of petulance, Samuel Emlen and George Dillwyn, having
and the too great indulgence of my appetite an evening meeting at Horsleydown, although
errors overlooked absent in body through indisposition, I was
in eating and drinking
and palliated by men, but marked by Him, desirous of being present in spirit, in the
" whose eyes are as a flame of fire;" who invisible fellowship, by which the children of
" searcheth the heart, and trieth the reins," God, however scattered abroad, are gathered
and hath declared, " If any man will be my together in one. The following portions of
disciple, let him deny himself, and take up Scripture were immediately opened, and imhis cross, and follow me :" which following pressed upon my mind, with a degree of
of the Son of Man in the regeneration consists strength and clearness, viz: " I will bring the
:

—

;

;

!

!

—

—

—

:

by a way that they know not, and in
will
I
which they have not known
be make darkness light before them, and crooked

not only in suffering for his sake, the reproach

of

men;

but also in the mortification of our

propensities,

in

the

things

which

may

blind

paths

:
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These things will I do unto epistles, are a faithful declaration of the
things straight.
" I will go gospel
which is the power of God unto salthem, and not forsake them."
before thee, and break in pieces the gates of vation," of poor, naked, starving, undone sin;

and cut

brass,

and
and

sunder the bars of iron

in

;

will give thee the treasures of darkness,

I

the

hidden

of

riches

secret

places."

When

barely read or repeated, how ineffectual
are even the words contained in the Bible
but when they are opened by their divine
Original, they are as honey from the rock
;

yea, sweeter than the honey-comb.

—

This day I was informed of the
20th.
decease of my dear and worthy friend Thomas Hartley, who departed this life the 10th
I had
been personally acquainted
instant,
we were
with him for more than nine years
very dissimilar in our natural dispositions, and
in our sentiments respecting various points;
in others, we were firmly united ; our union
being more in the spirit, than the letter ; the
inward, than the outward.
He was a man of
:

ners in themselves; who, as our ancient friend
John Crook justly observes, " seeing their
own righteousness to be a filthy thing, are
the proper subjects of Christ's righteousness,

which

by any creaturely
only by the applicatory gift of divine grace, and through
that living faith, which works by love to the

skill

not

is

attainable

or self-imputation

;

but

purifying of the heart." Upon this holy thing
ought we to be attending continually, in our
meetings and out of them, at all times and in
all places
that the pearl of everlasting price
may be found within, as " treasure in our
;

earthen vessels;" that Christ "may be formed
in us, and we completed in him, who is the
head of all principality and power :" the purport of the above being opened upon my bed,
and fastened as a nail in a sure place, the
unaifected piety, great sincerity, and exquisite same is recorded. Towards evening my brook
sensibility
deeply suffering under a sense became dry, and the savour of the above
of his own defects in particular, and of the opening was removed.
6th.
This day was passed pretty comfortdepravity of fallen nature in the general
following a crucified Saviour in the regene- ably, under some distant perceptions of the
ration, according to his measure, there is divine presence, in which only is life and
abundant cause for a comfortable hope, that comfort.
9th.
First-day. How dreadful is a prayerhe now rests from his labours, " where the
;

—

—

when

wicked cease from troubling, and the weary

less state

are at rest."

and wounded, a prey

I

the poor soul

is

left

naked

to the indignant

propensities of fallen nature, and separate from the
salutary rays of a Mediator.
To some, by

—

23rd.
The awful declaration which was
formerly pronounced, " I tell you, I know you
not, whence ye are ; depart from me all ye these memoirs, though true, I may be judged
workers of iniquity," being impressed on ray a deceiver ; others may judge me to be a
weak and unsteady man very unfit to teach
mind, caused trembling of spirit.
25th.
The great mystery of godliness others. " He that is ready to slip with his
This day being feet is as a lamp despised in the thought of
ought to be ever before us.
set apart for the commemoration of the birth him who is at ease:" but let such who possess
of Christ, " when the Word was made flesh," fortitude and resignation, consider those who
;

—

when he

took upon him
of

angels, but the seed
recall

our attention

not the nature of are swallowed up of overmuch sorrow, and
;
it
may learn what that meaneth,"! will have mercy,

Abraham

stupendous transNevertheless, the su-

to that

action of divine love.

observation of days and times
being introduced in the apostasy, it is our
duty to maintain a testimony against it, in the
"meekness of wisdom:" an inward exercise
was supported in weakness.
31st.
I received a lively and sensible letter
from M. P.; it afforded some consolation to
my disconsolate mind, that some remain, who
are travelling together with me, under a sense
of their imperfections, and shortness of having
attained to " the measure of the stature of
the fulness of Christ."
" Great is the
First month 1st, 1785.
mystery of godliness ;" the riches of the
glory of this mystery is, " Christ in you, the
hope of glory." The books of Matthew,
Mark, Luke and John, with the apostolic

perstitious

—

—

" I am not come to call
but sinners to repentance."
the reality of righteousness and

sacrifice ;"

and not
the

righteous,

And

O may
!

peace, and not a bare semblance of them, be
multiplied and abound among us, that the
Lord of Hosts may become a spirit of

"strength to them that turn the battle to the
gate."
13th.

—

desire of

In

the

my

soul

my bed, the
the " Messenger

morning, on

was towards

of the covenant," and that He might suddenly
come to his temple, " who is as a purifier of
silver, and as the fuller's soap."
15th.
We were visited by our dear and

—

worthy friends, Samuel Emien and George
Dillwyn, who, in their religious exercises,
were enabled to reach to the oppressed seed,
which " is pressed down as a cart with
sheaves."
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—

After having.been, for many weeks,
18th.
confined by the rheumatism, I was enabled
to attend the week-day meeting at Horsleydown but when there, instead of the tribute
of praise for the manifold preservations which
had been vouchsafed, heaviness was the clothincT of my spirit; and the awful inquiry was
suggested, " despisest thou the riches of that
;

snow,

was favoured with some sense of

I

God that made me, and desires after more
communion with him, through the Mediator,
who "is the way, the truth, and the life."

My

spirit

was measurably tendered and humHim, " who dwelt in

bled in the presence of

the bush ;"

it

certainly our incumbent duty

is

the attendance of meetings,
goodness, forbearance, and long-suffering," and not through lukewarmness and indifferwhich should lead thee to repentance? Never- ence to neglect the assembling of ourselves
theless, there was something of a waiting together, for the purpose of divine worship
on the Lord in the way of his judgments, in a collective capacity: yet herein is a danand of a solemnity which was as a song in ger of a zeal which is not according to true
knowledge, and of laying too great a stress
the night.
First-day. Reading some memoirs upon the attendance, and feeding, as it were,
23rd.
Particularly
of the cruel sufferings inflicted by the magis- upon the bare outward act.
trates and ministers of Boston upon the early erroneous and blamable are those of the
baptists in that country, this remark was Romish and Episcopal communities, in callattendant; how dreadful have been the devas- ing their places for worship, " the houses
tations and scandals occasioned by a false of God;" and endeavouring to inculcate a
and furious zeal, even by those, who, in veneration for those edifices. Wherever the
many respects have been reputed pious, when divine presence is manifested, whether it is
to be diligent

in

—

they departed from that charity by which all
members of the body, however diversified,
are edified together, " and grow up in all

the

him who

is

none other but the house of God, and

pretty

is

the gate of heaven."

is the head, even Christ!"
comfortable day, passed
under some internal sense of the divine presence, and a conviction that the Lord is a
God near at hand, who hears the prayers of
the poor. At the Park evening meeting, there
was a giant in the way; but a degree of victory was experienced in an inward exercise.
The forenoon meeting was small,
30lh.
and wholly silent ; from the early part to the
close, my mind was exercised respecting the
necessity and nature of inward silent prayer,

things, into

29th.

—A

in the open fields, the secret chamber, or
elsewhere, the language of the patriarch Jacob may with propriety be adopted ; " this

—

der to the Lord for

—"What

all his

"

What

shall

I

this

ren-

benefits?"

owest thou to thy Lord?"
was a query formerly proposed. We are all
as bankrupts: we owe much, and have no19ih.

thing to pay with

;

and are destined

to

ever-

our debts, unless with
the man who owed the ten thousand talents,
we are not only forgiven, but graciously suplasting

perdition

plied by Him,
and the oil, the

for

in

whose hand is the wine
and the atonement, and

light

the unsearchable riches of an everlasting inand with various openings relative thereto
Notwithstanding the severity of
but I esteemed it much more preferable to heritance.
experience something of it in my own parti- the weather, I have hitherto been, since my
late confinement, free from rheumatic returns,
have and some customary complaints I have likebeen low, as to the divine life nevertheless, wise been at times favoured with some sensome inward exercise and reformation from sations of the divine preservations from evil.
meeting, some
20fh.
In the forenoon
unnecessary speaking have been experienced
every deliverance from evil, even in what words were spoken respecting that state of
may be esteemed minute and inconsiderable nothingness and dependence, in which we
instances, is a mercy not of works, but of ou"ht to attend our religious meetings; in
grace; which teacheth to deny ungodliness. order to wait for " the promise of the Holy
came to Hartford, after having Ghost," and the pouring forth of the Spirit
I
IH\],
been absent therefrom more than two months. from on high.
21st.
A pretty comfortable day; some
Before I arose, I had some sensations of a
living faith in Christ, as he was the one ascent in spirit being experienced towards the
Without a
offering, which hath for ever perfected them mountain of the Lord's holiness.
who are sanctified and as he is revealed vital, internal holiness, no man shall see the
within, the sanctifier of his people, " and Lord.
meeting
27th.
I sat down in the forenoon
their hope of glory."
This week I have remembered the in a state of utter insensibility respecting
12th.
Lord upon my bed, and measurably medi- spiritual things but pretty soon some sense
of that effectual prayer, which availeth much,
tated on him in the morning watches.
Walking towards Dunkirks in the covered my mind which, with some matter
17th.

cular, than to speak of
Second month 4th.

it

to others.

—This

week

I

;

;

;

—

—

—

;

—

—

;

—

;
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seemed al- cerning the unprofitable servant, and that of
weight of the the fig tree on which no fruit was found.
In
pointing to speak seeming rather to abate, 1 the meeting of ministers and elders, there
rennained in silence; but I hope the opening seemed something similar to a solemnity in
was, in some degree, profitable to myself, and the night season.
21st.
also to others.
This day I entered into the sixtyThird month 1st, As to the outward, was seventh year of my age; "my days pass
passed pretty fairly: we had what I have more swiftly than a weaver's shuttle ;" " with
sometimes called the " gospel feast ;" and the Lord one day is as a thousand years :"
some of the poor were partakers of the bene- " he can save by many or by few." In the
Before dinner, I set out for a walk with monthly meeting, before the women Friends
fit.
my wife and S. R. but was soon disposed to withdrew, our beloved friends, William Matleave them for the sake of retirement
sitting thews and George Dillwyn were graciously
under a tree, the gracious promise recorded anointed to preach the gospel to the poor the
in the 40th chapter of Isaiah was freshly sound seemed in some degree to extend to me,
brought to my remembrance; videlicet, "they in the land of my captivity.
that wait upon the Lord shall renew their
22nd.
This day sorrow seemed for a seaI greatly marvel that any who son to be rather suspended
strength."
may I, through
have experienced the benefit, the unspeakable great grace, be enabled, at the eleventh hour
benefit resulting from retirement, should be of the day, to exchange the burthens, which
so fond of company: the true friend is in have been so heavy upon me, for the yoke
which is easy, and the burthen which is light.
the heart, the spouse who is always jealous
the strength of Israel " is not a man that he My intellectual eye seemed to glance towards
should lie, nor the son of man that he should that woman, who, having " had much forHe is the everlasting strength of given, loved much." 01 may I, for the
repent
the poor, and refuge for the needy in his kw days or hours remaining, demonstrate
distress."
my love to Christ, "by keeping his comIn the week-day meeting a short mandments."
2nd.
At an appointed meeting held
testimony was borne to Him, who is the at Ware this evening, after our friend, W.
" Tower of the flock, and the strong hold of Mathews, had closed his testimony, so awful
the daughter of Zion."
a solemnity covered a numerous and mixed
5th.
The assizes for the county were held assembly in silence, that the language of
this week, and seven of my fellow men were some formerly might, with much propriety,
" it is good for us "to
destined to death, by the decision of an earth- have been adopted, viz
erroneous and mistaken the Cal- be here."
ly tribunal
vinists appear, in supposing all Adam's pos23rd.
The week-day meeting at Hartford
terity are subjected to the penalty of death, was a large and favoured season, W. Matspiritual, temporal and eternal, through the thews being led to open the spiritual import
default of their original progenitor; from him, of Christ's washing his disciples' feet; and to
indeed, they derive a fallen nature, " prone to recall the attention of the backsliders to " the
evil as the sparks fly upward ;" " as by one fountain which is opened for sin and uncleanman sin entered, and death by sin and so ness."
death passed on all men, for that all have
24th.
This morning our friend W. Matsinned ;" not in Adam as their head and thews, set forward on a visit to the western
representative, but in their own persons.
part of this county, and some of the counties
9th.
I was deeply depressed under a conadjacent
he had lodged with us five nights,
sideration of man as mortal, and my own and been mostly at our house in the day
distance and dissimilitude from Him, " who time; many Friends had been with him: his
dwelleth in the light," and who only hath conversation was such as becomes the gospel.
immortality.
On the first-day he was much shut up, as to
16lh.
I went to the week-day meeting in
his public ministry; but in the subsequent
distress
but the wonderful transition of the meetings, opened and enlarged, to the reachbeggar Lazarus, from the gate of Dives, to ing of many.
Abraham's bosom, being powerfully impress25th.
Walking in the Borough, my spirit
ed, I was for a season measurably consoled
was measurably contrited, in a remembrance
but nothing was verbally expressed by me.
of former days, and the Lord's mercies,
20th.
The meetings this day were large, which have been " as the former and the
that in the afternoon particularly so, on ac- latter rain."
count of the burial of S. B. in both of them,
26th.
During my confinement in the winmy mind was awfully impressed with the ter, and for some time after I was liberated
dreadful sentence which was pronounced con- therefrom, a fresh visitation seemed to be
relative

the exercise thereof,

lo

most ripe

for utterance; but the

—

—

;

;

—

;

:

—

—

:

;

—

;

—

—
:

—
;

—

—

;

—
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house presage its dissolution the sins of my
youth, even of my religious youth, as well as
the iniquities of more advanced years, have
which he had bestowed upon me, and obedi- been recalled to my remembrance; and passed
" mourning,
ence not keeping pace with knowledge, for before me as a roll, marked with
some time past horror and deep distress have lamentation and woe." I am confident, whatbeen usually the companions of my spirit. ever my friends may suppose to the contrary,

my help, and the " strengthening
;" but not
the things which were ready to die
rendering to tiie Lord according to the benefits

extended for

the present week, the mercies of heaven have been renewed more often than the
morning, and some sense of the divine pre-

During

;

that for

some years

my

past

I

have too freely

both in the eating of
meat, and the drinking of wine; and though
I
have strictly adhered in both respects to
what is esteemed moderation by men, yet I

indulged

palate,

sence has attended. This day, " the shooting
up of the latter growth" hath been consumed,
as by an east wind from the wilderness. have not sufficiently bridled the body, nor
" Forgive, O Lord, I beseech thee ;" " By adhered to the cross of our Lord Jesus Christ;
" which is the power of God," " and crucifies
Jacob arise, for he is small?"

whom

shall

—

The former part of
Fourth month 1st.
the last month, sack-cloth was my covering;
afterwards a glimpse of hope attended, in seeking after that obedience which is by faith.
We are not to place our confidence in any
thing short of the great Author of every good
work but every degree of reformation from

the flesh, with the affections and lusts."

—

Divers acceptable testiFifth month 13th.
monies were delivered at Gracechurch street.
My mind was measurably turned to Him,
" who hath the tongue of the learned, and
can speak a word in season to him that is
weary," for with him only " are the words of
life." I was glad of the crumbs which
evil, and increase in the labour of love, is eternal
fell from the Master's table.
to
promised
has
who
sight,
His
in
acceptable
14th.—^This week has been spent pretty
reward those who give a cup of cold water
;

name and spirit of true discipleship satisfactorily, but not without some exceptions ;
mite cast into the treasury shall be desires having at intervals attended for the
approved, when the pompous offerings of the removal of hardness of heart, that a heart of
flesh might be graciously imparted, meliorated
proud shall perish.
In the monthly meeting, a short tes- and contrited, under a sense of the Lord's
4th.
timony was delivered concerning the gospel manifold mercies, which are new every mornof them mankind are too unmindful,
mantle r the subsequent business was trans- ing
of them, I myself have been too unmindful.
acted in peace.

in

for

the

a

—

:

—

Near the close of the forenoon
18th.
meeting, some sentences were uttered concerning the sufferings of Christ, and of our
suffering together with him.
The former part of this week, in23rd.
respecting spiritual things was
sensibility
sorrowfully prevalent. I have been incapable
of being exercised in the volume of the book,
either within or without, the vision of the
whole having been so sealed, as with seven
seals, that no man in heaven, or in earth,

—

"
Man, infatuate man,
Lays lor himself on earth his little plan,
Dreads not, or, distant views, morialiiy."

My

plan,

my

indeed been

pleasurable expectations, have
and singularly circumscri-

little

neither riches nor honours have been
aim, nor the hope of their attainment my
From the fragrance of my garconsolation.
den, the attendance and fidelity of my spaniel,
my rural, retired and evening excursions, and
the gratification of my palate, although, speakneither under the earth, could open it, but ing after the manner of men, in strict mode" the Lion of the tribe of Juda," who can ration, some expectations of satisfaction have
quicken the dead, and call those things which been frequently derived ; yet from heartfelt
O that I experience, frequently renewed, I have found
are not, as though they were.

bed

:

my

!

might come into his presence and plead with that on every object under heaven this infor scription is affixed, " vanity of vanities."
him, as a man pleadeth with his friend
The meetings at Park and Horsley15th.
although I see him not, yet judgment is with
him; therefore, O my soul! trust thou in down were favoured with a divine solemnity,
and an acceptable ministry.
him.
This week, meetings have been duly
21st.
by John Hoole, the
I was visited
25th.
who read to attended as to the interior, I have been, for
celebrated translator of Tasso
me some memoirs, which are intended to be the most part, stationed in low places.
The meetings this week at Hartford
25th.
prefixed to a posthumous work of my deceased
mind
brother, John Scott, who in his life time had were, I hope, profitable to many; my
remema
under
measurably
affected
was
latter
end,
I
his
in
but
men
of
the praise
brance of the Lord's loving kindness, and
humbly hope, his " praise was of God."

—

;

—

—

;

;

—

;

30th.

—The

failure

of the

pillars

of the

his

multiplied mercies

to

the

present

hour.
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of this petition was mentally formed, " put in
thy hand by the hole of the door, thou beloved of souls," thou friend of sinners, "thou
;
chiefest of ten thousand," who came to seek
and to save the chief of sinners, and bring
back again that which was lost.
15th.
A short testimony, in the week-day
it, which quickeneth," ever speaketh plainly
meeting, arose in my heart to the judgments
and with divine precision.
28lh.
This day, some glances of divine and mercies of Jehovah, but nothing was exgoodness seemed to pass before me, and the pressed; being fearful of imparting to others
name of the Lord to be internally proclaimed; what might be intended for my own support
the Lord, the Lord God, gracious and mer- in the hour of my distress.
ciful, forgiving iniquity, transgression
and
Disquietude prevailed; I was defi18th.

Many testimonies n:iay be delivered by the
Lord's servants, measurably in the wisdom
of truth they may " know in part, and prophecy in part ;" their preaching, to some,
may be " as a nail fastened in a sure place,"
" but it is the Spirbnt to others, as parables
:

—

—

—

sin.

—

meeting in great lowness
and poverty of spirit various openings were
attendant, with a pointing to the people, but
I was fearful of speaking, being conscious of
a defect in that purity, which ought to be the
constant clothing of those who minister in
holy things. Before the close, the last yearly
meeting's epistle was read, and a short testimony borne to the divinity of the light. In
the evening, I read some portions of a treatise, entitled. The Necessity, Excellence and
Beauty of Holiness, by Thomas Brooks; a
worthy and entertaining performance.
Sixth month 4th.
Five years have elapsed
since the commencement of my diary.
I
have seen the " wonders of the Lord in the
deeps," " the waters have roared and been
troubled," and I have been shaken at the
"swelling of them." I am now five years
nearer the close of the days of my pilgrimage
am I in the least nearer a city that has everlasting foundations, " whose inhabitants shall
29th.

I

went

to

;

—

not say

en?"

I

am

On

sick,

whose

the inquiry,

iniquities

my

heart meditates ter-

darkness is before me; but the God
of Jacob, the Friend and Father of the wrestling seed, is able to turn the shadow of death
into the morning, and to cause light to shine
out of obscurity.
10th.
From my youth upwards, I have
been favoured with the strivings of the Spirit
in order for the subjugation of evil, and particularly of late for the correcting of my
temper; but too frequently have I sinned
with my lips.
But are not the Lord's mercies innumerable, and doth not forgiveness
belong to him, for those who have rebelled
against him?
May the great Repairer of
breaches rebuild the desolations of Zion, rebuild the desolations of former generations
and the waste places of Zion that when all
vicissitudes shall terminate, and time shall be
no longer, I may inherit a mansion in the
heavenly Jerusalem, whose " walls are sal-

—

;

and her gates praise."

—

Walking in the meadows near Hitchread part of Solomon's song: the purport
Vol. IX.— No. 11.
14th.

in, I

in

and not comforted."

—

19th.
In the forenoon meeting, my mind
was both measurably exercised and doctrinally enlarged

27th.

—

I

;

but

I

went

remained in silence.
the forenoon meeting

to

seemingly destitute of all spiritual sensations;
but a short testimony was unexpectedly produced, concerning the Lord's goodness to the
poor
and M. P. had afterwards an accept;

able time in supplication.

—

Seventh month 6th.
In the week-day meetemptiness and distress of human nature, when separated from the soulenlivening influence of the Son of God, was
the meditation of my spirit.
10th.
Our worthy friends J. Townsend
and Nicholas Wain, were at the general
meeting at Hunsdon, which was large and
satisfactory.
In the evening, the latter had
a large time in testimony, amidst a mixed
are forgiv- and numerous auditory at Hartford, I believe

ror, thick

vation,

due resignation to the divine will
" the heavens have been as brass, and the
earth as iron ;" " I was tossed with tempests,
cient

ing, the dryness,

—

to

their general satisfaction

terms

expressing

;

many

in

warm

approbation of his
ministerial labours.
I was " as a dry tree ;"
only the Lion of the tribe of Juda can open
the book of life ; " and when he shutteth,
their

none can open."
13th.

—

Just before the close of the week-

day meeting, a small ray of
penetrate

the

light

seemed

darkness and

thick

to

solitary

chambers of death.

—

28th.- Near the close of the Park evening
meeting, sundry testimonies were delivered,
and a degree of divine light and life seemed
to arise; my spirit was, for the present, more
lightened and relieved than for many days
preceding.
31st.

church

—-Our

friend R.

street in the

W., was

forenoon

;

at

Graceand

a large

At Horsleydown, in the afternoon, there was not " a shred left to take fire
from the hearth, nor water withal from out
I fought against sleep, but was
of the pit."
nearly overcome therewith.
solid meeting.

Eighth

month

1st.

— Our

51

friend

R. W.,
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having

testimony yesterday called the

in

at-

tention of those present to the evidence withhistory of the
in, in reading the Mosaic

doctrine of a Mediator should be su])pressed ;
a doctrine which, although set at naught by

many

of the wise and prudent of this world,
of consolation, when livingly and feelevidence of the reality of the things which ingly impressed upon the distressed, despondare written. The Scriptures of truth and all ing mind by the Comforter ; the Spirit which
other external means, however faithful and " maketh intercession with groanings which
well-authenticated, being of themselves un- cannot be uttered," by the medium of vocal
able to satisfy the truly seeking soul, or to language: a doctrine which is also altogether
perfect the things appertaining to the consci- compatible with godliness and good works,
ence, without the faithful and true Witness, the Mediator having himself declared, " that

creation,

had some feelings

I

after

an

invi'ard

of the dead
who loveth
and washeth them from their sins
in his own blood, and maketh them kings and
priests unto God and his Father, to whom be
glory and dominion for ever. Amen.
S. Crawley, and A. Jessop, the latter
7th.
from North Carolina, were at Gracechurch
street in the forenoon, and R. W. at Horsley-

the

first-begotten

;

his people,

—

down
us

;

in

who came home

the afternoon,

the meetings were,

measurably favoured

my

;

I

with

hope, both of them

but deep poverty

was

being almost wholly
divested of all spiritual sentiments or sensations, as hath been much the case of late,
both in meetings and out of them.
lllh.
At the Park meeting, some deep
exercise attended, in the midst of distress and
When the earth was void and withanxiety.
out form, and darkness was upon the face of
the portion of

spirit,

—

the deep, the Spirit of the Lord moved upon
the dark waters, and there was light and
order : the same Spirit moved Samson in the

camp of Dan

thereby was I influenced in
the days of my minority to seek the Lord in
the assemblies of the people, and particularly
so at the evening meeting held near this
place.

:

—

Chiefly at home; not
19th and 20th,
without some internal exercise towards the
Lord and giver of life, who quickeneth the
dead, and calleth those things which are not,
as though they were.
26th.
In the afternoon I went in a coach
with my wife to Cheapside; on our return 1
partly discharged a debt which had long lain
heavy upon me, by giving J. P. an order to
print one thousand copies of some memoirs
concerning my deceased brother John Scott,
in his last illness.
I was very unexpectedly favoured to be an ear-witness of the living
testimony which he delivered, respecting that
salvation which is by grace, at a juncture
when the long felt dictates of a heart enlightened by divine truth can sometimes no longer
be concealed, notwithstanding the efforts of
human pride. Ever since his decease my
mind has been impressed with a fear, lest,
through my timidity and irresolution, so sig-

—

nificant

and remarkable an attestation

to the

is full

every branch which abideth
bringeth

forth

much

him, the same

in

In

fruit."

respect

to

suppressing these important and interesting
memoirs, these testimonies have been much
before me, " Is a candle brought to be put
under a bushel or under a bed," " and not
to be set on a candlestick?"
"Of him who
is
ashamed of me, of him also will I be
ashamed." I also purchased a copy of the
prayers and meditations of that renowned
man in the republic of human literature,
the late Dr. Samuel Johnson
who, notwithstanding his being generally esteemed for the
strength of his genius, and the indefatigability
of his researches, but likewise for the rectitude of his heart, and the propriety of his
conduct; who, notwithstanding his strong
attachment to an exterior establishment, and
an hireling and sin-soothing ministry, and, as
there is reason to believe, his being unconversant in works of an inward, spiritual, and
soul-awakening tendency was, by the .internal emanations of divine light, favoured to
;

;

and bitterly bewail, his own defects and
shortness in that purity, which is required by
the gospel of Christ.
May none, who enjoy
superior privileges and more advantage of
see,

improvement, " quench the Spirit,"
the inward convictions of that divine light, which can only show them the
sinfulness of sin, and the wickedness and
deceit of their own hearts.
27th.
This week there hath been also
spiritual

and

stifle

—

some increase
I,

in a

for the small

religious exercise.

May

remnant of time which

re-

mains, "so number my days, as that I may
apply my heart" to that wisdom, which is
" peaceable, gentle, easy to be entreated, full
of mercy and good fruits, without partiality,
and without hypocrisy;" that the fruits of
righteousness may be sown in peace.
I
found some internal draft to at28th.
tend the forenoon meeting at Gracechurch
street, and was favoured with some travail of
spirit for the arising of divine life in that
large assembly, and. the circulation thereof
from vessel to vessel ; even the life of the
Son of God, who came " that we might have

—

life,

and that we might have

it

more abund-
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antly :" a great part of the time was passed
in silence : I think some solemnity was attendant.

—

30th.
The week-day meeting at Horsleydown was small and silent: my animal spirits

were oppressed with heaviness, but there was
a degree of light and intelligence " within
the veil."

Ninth month

1st.

—A

pretty quiet day, but

spent very negligently in respect to reading
in the Scriptures, or other books, for edifica-

403

to Happiness," but without a reference to the
scource of happiness, " The way, the truth,
and the life ;" who declared to his immediate
followers, " without me ye can do nothing."
The author supposes Nature to be on the side
of goodness, because some children have been
known to have viewed with complaisance the
representations of goodness, and to have rejected with abhorrence those of evil ; but this
argument in favour of natural rectitude, is

futile and inconclusive
in such
cases may it not rather be supposed, that the
I found leisure time to re-peruse the trials of blessed Jesus, who suffered little children to
be brought unto him, is pleased in their inthe rioters in Soulhwark, for amusement.

tion

and instruction

certainly

:

righteousness; although

in

—

3rd.
The desires which closed the last
week, through mercy, have been measurably
answered but too great a remissness in religious reading and retirement has been sorrowfully prevalent; nevertheless, I have at
times remembered the Lord upon my bed,
and meditated on his name in the watches of
;

the night.

—

4lh.
I intended this day to have been at
Hartford, in order to have attended the monthly meeting at Buntingford; but deliberating
upon the draft that attended, and endeavouring to form a balance on both sides, I found
my mind most calm and easy in staying some
time longer in Tooley street.
The forenoon
meeting at Gracechurch street was large;

fantile periods of life to draw nigh unto them;
and by the secret and supernatural agency of
divine grace, to change the corrupt bias of

human nature. With readiness it is indeed
allowed, that the natural propensities of both
infants and adults are abundantly diversified;
some, through the various stages of life, continuing to abhor the more flagrant and atrocious breaches of virtue and morality, who
are themselves" strangers to that goodness
which is of God only and to the operations
But
of that grace which brings salvation.
man by nature, notwithstanding all his accomplishments and refinements, is prone to
evil, even " as the sparks fly upward;" which
propensity nothing is able to subdue, but the
;

and appeared omnipotential power of Him, who made man
upright, and is able, in his present fallen and
At the meeting of ministers and elders lapsed state, to restore him into the heavenly
6th.
in Gracechurch street, our friend Edmund image, by and through the grace of a ReGurney delivered some necessary cautions to deemer, who came " to seek and to save that
particularly which was lost," and " not to call the rightethose concerned in the ministry
In the forein respect to a too ready and frequent atten- ous, but sinners, to repentance."
dance of meetings on account of marriages noon some religious exercise was experienced:
and burials, and the exercise of their ministry I read with satisfaction some part of Augustin's

Edmund Gurney was

present,

in testimony.

—

;

in*

The

them.

said

friend dined

with us at

Meditations.

—

I was chiefly con11th, 12th, and 13th,
week-day meeting was small, fined to my bed. I hope in some degree I
received a watch-word was profitably exercised in reading divers
low, and silent
I
some
respecting my own particular, of which I deep and dying experiences of others
grievously lost sight in the subsequent part of tenderness of spirit and inward exercise was
I have often wonlaid down in sorrow, being self- at most times attendant.
the day
I
dered to see those who have been lovers of
condemned.
This day I came from Tooley street the world, and the things of the world, con7th.
to Hartford, where so considerable a part soling themselves with the supposed consci-

Tooley
6th.

street.

—The

;

;

:

—

of my painful pilgrimage on earth has been
passed.
This week I have greatly fallen
10th.
short of a due application of heart to the
meekness of wisdom, also in respect to religious reading and retirement
from a secret
impulse, I perused some of the works of
Elizabeth Row, in which I was conversant in
some part of the exercises of
former days
the heart was, I hope, measurably profitable
I also had the opportunity of perusing a work
of a different tendency, entitled " The Way

—

V

:

:

ousness of a well spent life, because of their
discharge of some moral and relative duties.
" The grace and truth which comes by Jesus
Christ," can only cause a sick bed to become
this, and this only, can
a bed of comfort
make the " wilderness like Eden, the desert
like the garden of the Lord," and "the valley
of Achor a door of hope:" this is health in
sickness, joy in sadness, and riches in poverty
may it increase and be multiplied among the
;

poor

in spirit, is

14th.

— My

my

desire.

Amen.
Amwell

wife being to go to

in
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wrote a few lines on my bed and vexation of spirit." From the days of
consonant with the my minority, have I held the Fountain of
import of the memoirs on the other side. living waters in the highest estimation and
"When I either speak or write on rehgious with a considerable degree of assiduity, have
subjects, I love to have my own spirit dipped 1 sought after its sacred streams; the bread
the waters which never
into some feeling sense of the things which which perishes not
fail: yet, wo is me! too much have I leaned
are spoken or written.
This morning I found my mind to the broken cisterns of creaturely consola1.5th.
strangely altered from what it had been for tions, which have ever proved as bruised
some days past no capacity for reading or reeds, as piercing spears, miserable comfort" I have put off my clothing, ers, and the chastisements of a cruel one.
retirement.
Sincerely, inviolably, have 1 been attached to
how shall I put it on'.'"
17th.
The forenoon was rather comfort- my inseparable companion in health and sickwho, for more than thirty years, has,
able and luminous; I read part of the Journal ness
his with the greatest fidelity and perseverance,
of John Nelson, a Wesleyan Methodist
occupation was that of a journeyman mason, relieved my wants and ministered to my nehe laboured much in the work of the ministry, cessities yet, with the most pure and choice
and underwent great persecution. The know- blessings, satan, the author of strife, the eneledge of being justified, freed from all sin, my of peace and righteousness, commixes
and perfected in love, are very desirable ex- his evil seed which " brings forth fruit unto
Having, from early youth, enjoyed
periences: and I verily believe, through grace, death."
yet their almost invariably a good appetite, the meat
attainable even on this side Jordan
being so much insisted on by John Wesley, in the dish, and the wine in the glass, have
and the ministers in connexion with him, it is had for me fascinating charms and though
to be feared has produced many counterfeits; always esteemed by my fellow men, in every
and occasioned divers to be confident of their respect, temperate, and even by some, rather
having already attained, instead of following abstemious and although in my latter years
on in a child-like simplicity, " to know the I have been peculiarly scrupulous and cauLord, and his goings forth, to be prepared as tious in respect to the quantity of meat and
wine; yet, by a too pleasurable indulgence
the morning."
18ih.
My wife and E, M. were at the of my palate, my own heart condemns me:
quarterly meeting of Bedfordshire and Hert- God is greater, and who then among my
fordshire, held this day for the first time at fellow mortals shall justify me? The voice
of the internal monitor is greater than the
Hitchin.
" Let God therefore be
24th.^ This week I have been almost wholly witness of men.
Some application and true, and every man a liar." This also has
confined to my bed.
For
access in inward travail of spirit, towards the been a " vanity and vexation of spirit."
Fountain of holy heavenly help, has been many years I enjoyed so much pleasure by
experienced, especially in the night season
riding on horseback, that I was almost ready
an adorable mercy by unnecessary and un- to say with the pariarch's wife on another
profitable words being spoken in the day-time, occasion, what good would my life do me, if
condemnation and sorrow have been fre- by any means I should be deprived of so
and the fruit of that pleasing and salutary an exercise? This also
quently attendant
righteousness which is sown in peace, has for nearly ten years has failed and I have had
May this bed of only the inferior pleasure of walking on foot
been too much obstructed.
confinement yet more fully become a bed of in the neighbouring fields, and in the streets
Now, by the prevalence
refinement
of the metropolis.
Pretty comfortable days. of disease, the few hours which remain are
25th to 29th,
likely to be passed either in my bed or soliI met with some lively truths in Archbishop
We were visited tary chamber: the enjoyments heretofore
Leighton's select works.

the afternoon,
to

my

I

sister Scott, partly

;

;

—

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—
—

;

:

;

;

—

by divers Friends.
Tenth month 1st.
this week experienced

—

much

insensibility

possessed also increase
Little increase
in

has been

the divine life; too

and hardness of heart has

been attendant.

— How

marvellous are the works of
wonderful are his dealings
his "judgments are a
with the sons of men
great deep," and " righteous altogether ;" on
12th.

Jehovah

!

How

!

every inferior excellence has he unalterably
afKxed this inscription, " Vanity of vanities,

my

vexation.

my

From

youth upwards, have I been singularly
attached, but I hope not irregularly so, to a
four of them
docile and domesticated spaniel
have miscarried, not having attained the common age of those animals; the fifth is now
destined to death by reason of disease, and a
danger of the canine madness. I am also
deprived of the pleasure of my poultry court,
and the fragrance of my garden: a separation from those simple scenes of delight, less
;
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reprovable than the allurements of avarice, tiplication of the widow's oil is recorded, and
or the insolence of pride, are also "vexation the prophetical direction thereupon, viz: "Go,
of spirit." Thus bereft of every broken cistern, sell the oil, pay thy debt, and live thou and
:" that passage apis there yet remaining for me any access to thy children of the rest
"the Fountain of living waters'?" Unsupplied peared emblematical of the oil of gladness,

with the husks which the swine eat, is there
any possibility of a return to the Father's
house, where there is bread enough and to
spare? My paths are obstructed as with walls
of brass, and my ways circumscribed with an
is there yet in " the valenclosure of thorn
;

" was ana

wherewith Jesus, our High

Priest,

ointed above his brethren,"

who has made

complete

reconciliation

removes the yoke of

for

their

their

sins,

and

transgressions,

because of " the anointing which abideth in
them," " and is truth and no lie."
30th.
It has often been immediately suggested, that every moment of time here is
a mercy, in case it is employed in the allimportant purpose of " working out our own
salvation with fear and trembling," through
the power and prevalence of Him, " who
worketh in us both to will and to do, of his
good pleasure
but the possibility of neo-.
lecting and resisting, on our part, the supernatural operations of divine grace, seems to

—

Will the
of Achor a door of hope?"
dread of nations, the glory of men and angels,
be pleased with the lame, the halt, and the
maimed, for a sacrifice or accept the kw
remaining hours of a life, too much of which
has been passed in a servitude to the law in
the members ? Indeed, upon my bed and in
the watches of the night, some glimpses of
the divine glory, and of that mercy and forgiveness which are in Christ Jesus, have seemed
at times transiently te pass before me; and be implied in the apostolic injunction, Rom,
the name of the Lord to be proclaimed, " the vi. 13; But yield yourselves unto God, as
Lord God, gracious and merciful forgiving those that are alive from the dead, &c.; and
transgression and sin," and " passing by the the following meditation thereupon by an antransgression of the remnant of his heritage." cient author, viz " If God has my members
Yet, wo is me, " in my flesh there dwellelh as weapons and instruments in his hand, I

ley

;

:

;

:

no good thing;" but too much of that nature,
which " is of the earth, earthy," and fallen
" short of the glory of God." In this hour
of distress and deep deprivation, what language shall I adopt? what accents shall I
utter? surely not those of absolute despondto
lest 1 should "add drunkenness
thirst ;" but rather may I unite in the plain-

ency,

shall certainly be able not only to work, but
to conquer; since he understands full well

May the Lord only
grace not to wind myself out of his
hands, else I must needs be a dead, useless
carcase, for how can a pen write alone, without being in the hand of a writer? It is true
indeed that it is very hard, nay, impossible,
to be really good, and do all that is good, if
we undertake it alone; but God himself livinohow

to

give

me

manage them.

determination of the prophet formerly,
" I will bewail, with the weeping of
Jazer, the vine of Sibmah : I will water thee and working in us, and we truly delighting
!"
with my tears, O Heshbon and Elealeh
in him, it is very easy and pleasant
therebecause the summer fruits and the harvest are fore care is only to be taken that our heart
fallen.
May Israel still be holiness to the may always be the working place, and our
Lord, and in his latter end may there be an members the instruments of God ; in which,
increase
Amen and amen, through Christ and through which, he can perform every
Jesus our Lord
the King of saints in Zion. thing himself."
In the afternoon, my wife
16th.
Went in a chaise to the forenoon being gone to meeting, I read and explained
meeting.
The superior glory and excellence some portions of holy Writ to W. P. D. and
of the gospel dispensation, and of the law of W. C, to which they attended in a becoming
the Spirit of life in Christ Jesus, to that of the manner.
They also read.
ministration of death written and engraven
Eleventh month 2nd.
Being very suddenin stones, being in my silent waiting much ly and unexpectedly seized with so violent a
illustrated in the view of my mind, a few spasm, that there was rather a prospect of a
sentences were spoken relative thereto those sudden change, I was greatly alarmed, but
present were also reminded of the Spirit of mercifully favoured in some degree to look to
truth, which not only reproves for sin, but him, from whom help cometh ; who is able
also for righteousness and judgment. I know to save, and mighty to deliver, in whose hand
not whether they either understood or felt are the issues from death.
The attack seemmuch of the things which were spoken but ed to go off almost as suddenly as it came
for the present a degree of solemnity seemed on ; being relieved before noon
nevertheless,
tb attend.
in the subsequent part of the day, I was
27th.
Opening the Bible at the 4th chap- almost ready to repine at the prospect of inter of 2nd Kings, where the miraculous mul- creasing indisposition and continued confinetive

viz

:

;

!

—

;

—

:

;

:

—
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ment

;

fulness

and was very deficient in a due thank- of reading Sacred Biography, by Dr. Hunter;
and submission of spirit to tiie Sove- a work which may be deservedly ranked

My bodily sufferings
reign of the universe.
are many, but they might have been much
more abundant. In the evening, literally,
I entered into my closet and shut to the
door; some recollection was experienced,afterwards, I read some part of the prophecy
of

Amos
(jth.

—

I

the prophet.
went to the forenoon meeting in a

Glorious things are spoken of Zion,
the city of God ; some glories peculiar to the
gospel of Christ were illustrated in the view
of my mind with a degree of power and perchaise.

spicuity: the meeting

was

large, but

wholly

degree of solemnity was, I hope,
attendant; but towards the close, some appeared too desirous of breaking it up.
In the week-day meeting, the dis9th.
consolate state was much before me, and the
exceeding great and precious promises appersilent

a

;

—

taining thereto were renewed in my remembrance; but 1 was afraid to speak, well

knowing there
silence

;

is

a ministry of the' Word in
spirit, dividing to

" the self-same

every man, severally, as he will."
12th.
My mind has been pretty calm this
day, and not unattended with some good deMay the Lord, the Spirit who worksires.
eth in us to will, perfect in us the deed
according to the good pleasure of his good-

—

with the
in

first

productions of the present age,

respect to the excellence of the composi-

In it, the lives and characters of the
patriarchs are delineated with accuracy, and
their respective allusions to the coming of the
holy and just One, his humiliation and glory,
tion.

These

illustrated.

lectures, although not ex-

uncommon

depth of spiritual knowledge and experience, may nevertheless, be
perused even by the spiritually minded, not
hibiting

an

only with pleasure but profit; both with respect to the world which now is, and that
which is to come.
In the forenoon meeting, a fresh
20th.
sense of the necessity of divine light and life
being imparted from on high, was the companion of my spirit: the meeting was silent,
but I hope profitable to some.

—

—

At the week-day meeting, some
23rd.
words were spoken concerning prophesying,
spiritual gifts, and the necessity of having the
Spirit.

—

O that I might keep my tongue as
26th.
with a bridle, and set a watch always before
the door of my lips
Although so lately I was desirous
29th.
of setting a watch before the door of my lips
1

—

always, yet

this

day

I

have spoken unadvis-

my

O Lord, forgive the errors of the preIn the evening I spent some
ceding week
time in retirement, and reading the Holy

tongue, because of afflictions
which have not arisen out of the dust.
In the evening I enTwelfth month 3rd.
tered into my closet, and although I seemed

Scriptures.

incapable of prayer,

ness.

1

—

edly with

—

I

was so tendered before

once more walked to the forenoon Him, who dwelt in the bush, that I could in
meeting; some words were spoken concern- measure adopt a language formerly uttered,
ing that worship which is in the spirit, not in " It is good for me to be here."
8th.
Pained in body, and distressed in
not barely in the form, but in the
the letter
substance; in which there is prevalence, do- soul, fearing lest, after having " preached to
In the evening read in others, I myself should become a cast-away;"
minion, and dignity.
the family one of Archbishop Leighton's ex- not keeping my body in subjection.
13th.
Dined with my wife at Amwell.
cellent discourses.
As I walked to Queen's Bench a Walking in the evening in the shrubberies, I
16th.
tender tear was dropped in remembrance of suddenly was impressed with a secret sense,
I finthat James Harvey, Thomas Hartley, and
those mercies which have not failed.
ished letters began the preceding day to John Fletcher, although greatly diversified in
Thomas Corbyn, J. Row, and J. Kaye. At their religious seniiments whilst they were
the week-day meeting, soon after sitting down, members of the militant church, are now
a watch-word was internally imparted, suited united in that which is triumphant singing
The meeting was wholly praises to the Lord God and the Lamb, who
to my own state.
the glimpse of light soon
is worthy for ever
silent.
" What shall I render to the Lord disappeared, and I sat in the solitary cham19th.
Some sense of a life ber of my afflicted sister, under distress and
for all his benefits'?"
which is incapable of termination, even the poverty of spirit.
" abideth a priest
14th.
In the week-day meeting, some inlife of the Son of God, who
14th.

I

—

;

—

—

;

:

—

—

continually," "after the order of Melchise- troversion of spirit was attendant, with the
dec," " having neither beginning of days, language of "Lord, I believe, help thou mine
nor end of life," has attended : " the fruits of unbelief." A pretty easy day, both with realso measurably) sown spect to body and mind.
17th.
Went with my wife and M. P.
have also had an opportunity

rio-hteousness (were
in° peace."

I

—

to
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Hitchin ; and spent part of the evening with istry; neither much intelligence nor instruction
our worthy friend William Mathevvs, at Mary attended myself as a particular, but a testi-

mony

respecting myself and others present,
good for us to be here."
10th.
meetings at Hitchin
At the week-day meeting at Horsour friends William
Mathews and Ann Jessop, from North Ame- leydown, some interior exercise was experirica were there, as also at the meeting of enced, and solemnity in silence; poverty was
the said my portion, but these expressions being inministers and elders in the evening
meetings were I hope respectively attended wardly suggested, they seemed to afford a
secret supply; there is a "hope which entereth
with a degree of divine favour.
31st.
This last day in the year 1785, was a into that within the veil ;" for man liveth not
day of trouble and distress towards evening by bread alone, but by every word which the
I was under much bowedness of spirit, by Lord doth speak.
reason of a sense of my dissolution, and un11th.
In the evening I had some percepfitness to meet Him, who is the judge both of tions of that in-speaking voice, which saith,
the quick and of the dead
and who hath " This is the way, walk ye in it." May I
said, "Behold, I come quickly; and my re- henceforth be enabled to walk in that way
ward is with me, to give every man accord- "in which the wayfaring men, though fools,
Sharpless'.

18th.

—Attended

the

fore

and afternoon "

It is

—

;

:

—

;

—

;

work shall be."
month 1st, 1786. In the forenoon
meeting at Gracechurch street, humiliation
and
and self abasement were experienced
an awful sense of the Almighty Jehovah,
who " made the heaven and the earth," the
seas and the fountains of water, continued
most part of the day to be the covering of
ing as his

—

First

;

my

spirit.

—

Some low and laborious exercise of
was experienced at the meeting of minand elders the whole was a quiet day,

2nd.
spirit

isters

;

and closed pretty comfortably.
3rd.
The week-day meeting was well attended at Horsleydown, and to me it was
measurably a favoured season some open-

—

;

ings,

which

relative
is

the

to

benefit

of

that

faith

by the operation of God, were

at-

tendant, but not expressed.
4th.

— Very unexpectedly, some internal per-

ceptions of the divine presence and power were
attendant, and as

walked by the Rotherhithe
road and Shad Thames, this was the language
of my spirit. Great grace. Great mercy.
" What shall I render to the Lord" for his
unspeakable gifts, his unnumbered benefits
May his long suffering produce in me that
repentance, which is never to be repented of!
Rather a solid and profitable sitting was experienced at the monthly meeting of Horsleydown, before the women friends withdrew.
8th.
In the forenoon meeting at Horsleydown, two short testimonies were delivered,
I

—

concerning the Rock of ages, as
" upon this Rock, will I build

it

is

my

was engaged

shall not err."

—

13th.
In the evening
a distant view of Him,

under the

I

was favoured with

who saw Nathaniel

fig-tree.

— Some

part of this week has been
passed pretty peaceably, but not free from
blame ; unnecessary speaking, as I think,
having at times too much prevailed. Retiring
in the evening, an inquiry was suggested,
how has the cross of Christ been complied
with in this respect? a constant abiding under
the same, being requisite to a slate of true
discipleship, and consonant both with the
tenor of the New Testament, and the language of the light within.

14th.

—

17th.
At the week-day meeting at Horsleydown, those present were recommended,
by a short testimony, to the great Prophet
the antitype and substance of all the former
prophets, and their prophecies.
22nd.
In the forenoon meeting at Hartford, my mind was touched with a sense of
the love of Christ
and a short testimony
was delivered concerning the extension of it
to those who were afar off^, " The outcasts of
Israel," and " the dispersed of Judah."

—

;

nal

— Afier

a day of distress, retiring in
was favoured with some interbreathings after Him, who is " the resur-

24th.

my

chamber,

I

rection from the dead," the
the

Amen, who hath

life

everlasting,

" the keys of hell and of

death."
25th.
At meeting, distress and heaviness
written, attended, but a ray of light and life seemed
church, to pervade the region and shadow of death

—

com- counsel was plentifully imparted, but nothing
was was expressed, save an invitation of the hearelieved therefrom, under the ministry of H. venly bridegroom
Canticles
it
seemed in
Gilbert.
some degree a solid and favoured sitting at
The quarterly meeting at Devonshire- least I was lightened in my own particular.
9th.
house was large, and attended with a divine
28th.
The former part of this week was
solemnity in silence towards the close, Wil- passed under some sense of divine light and
liam Matthews was engaged in a living min- love.
Whoever calls upon the name of the

&c."

In the afternoon,

bating heaviness

;

in

but towards the close

—

—

—

;

—

;
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Lord Jesus with soul-saving efficacious prevafor unless
lence, must depart from iniquity
holiness to the Lord is inscribed on all the
vessels in his house, a profession of him will
not avail in the day in which the Lord shall
;

make

and search Jeru-

inquisition for blood,

salem with lighted candles. In the evening I
remembered Zion, and was rather relieved.
29th.
In the forenoon meeting, doctrine
was plentifully imparted and those present
were exhorted to seek the Lord. Notwithstanding the appearance of some favour being
renewed in the preceding meeting, in the
afternoon there seemed scarcely a " shred left
to take fire from the hearth, or water withal
from out of the pit :" heaviness assailed, but
was resisted. I walked, both morning and
evening, in the adjacent fields, and heard the
sound of the blackbird mystically and spiritually, may " the singing of birds salute the

—

;

:

recesses of the solitary."
30th.

Wood,

— Walking
in

before dinner through Post

some degree,

endeavoured

I

combat the interruptions of

recollection.

to

In

the afternoon, great poverty and distress were
the companions of my spirit; I saw myself
as nothing, yea, less than nothing, before the

Dread of nations.
Second month 1st. In the week-day meeting, some meditations concerning the loving
and some
of God accompanied my spirit
part of them were expressed to others.
3rd.
This day, many were partakers of
the benefit resulting from a dinner, somewhat
similar to the gospel feast recommended by
Luke xiv. 13, but the master of it
our Lord
was too destitute of a gospel spirit.
The former part of this week was
4th,

—

;

—

;

—

passed pretty comfortably; but since, I have
fallen short of the fruit of that " righteous-ness which is sown in peace."
On the 7th inst. my esteemed friend
15th.
and relative, Sarah Carpenter, came to our
We entered
house, and left us on the 11th.
on this stage of trouble within twenty-four
hours of each other, and by reason of age
and manifold infirmities, are not likely to
From discontinue thereupon much longer.
order 1 was precluded from some pleasing
prospects, which otherwise might have attended the approach of spring the melody of
Sepabirds, and the fragrance of flowers.
rated from a sense of the divine life, " the

—

—

charity which never faileth," and the hope
which enters within the veil, and left to the
prevalence of the turbulent and indignant
propensities of fallen nature, the soul is as
" the troubled sea," which " casts up mire

The first-day of the present week
day of clouds and thick darkness " I
;"
went down to the bottom of the mountains
and

dirt."

was

a

;

" the depths enclosed me," and " the earth
with her bars were (seemingly) about me for
ever."
I had
for more than a week past
been unable to read in the Bible, or any
other book, for edification and comfort
neither scarcely had a single text of Scripture
occurred to my remembrance but yesterday
evening, afier having submitted to a confinement in my chamber, and opening my Bible,
and meeting with the history of the prophet,
who suffered so severely because of disobedience, I was favoured " to look once again
towards the Lord's holy temple," and the
power of divine Omnipotence which is yet
able to redeem " my life from corruption."
16th.
I was confined to my chamber, and
read again the book of the prophet Jonah,
and divers other passages in the prophetic
writings.
How wonderful is the analogy
of faith, and what a variety of passages
are there in the sacred records, of which,
under the influence of the interpreter, one of
a thousand, may dart a ray of light and hope
upon the habitation of the desolate. I also
read Dr. Everard's discourse, entitled Divine
Exorcism, and John Payne on Weakness of
Faith.
Blessed be the Father of lights, the
author and giver of every good gift, for the
;

:

;

—

cloud of faithful witnesses.
28th.
Those irradiations of divine light
and grace, with which I have of late been
favoured, have been exceedingly transient,
and passed over as the hasty visits of a sojourner.
Some memoirs, lately preceding,
express a sense of the Lord's former loving
kindnesses ; and the distillations of the dew
of Hermon have been measurably renewed
upon my disconsolate spirit; but since, mani-

—

fold and diversified have been my afflictions.
During many disturbed and sleepless nights,
I have at times been enabled to pray internally to Him, who " can fulfil all the good
pleasure of his goodness, and the work of
faith

days

;

with power," either in
with whom " one day

many
is

or a few

as a thousand

and a thousand years as one day."
and 25th instant, I visited my
sister Scott, at Amwell, whose bodily dissolution seems now to be hastily approaching.
May the Lord have mercy on her spirit.
years,

On

the 21st

Amen.

—

Third month 8th. For this week past I
have been in a state of great disconsolation,
"tossed with tempests," and without comfort:
I have been almost wholly shut out of the
holy Scriptures; and the law of the Spirit of
life has been like a book sealed with seven
seals, which no man, neither in heaven nor
earth, could open
but " the Lion of the tribe
of Juda, the root of David," is able to open
May he
the book, and unloose the seals.
;
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may

in

greatness of his power, and
and bewildered pil-

the

the disconsolate

all

grims in this dreary vale be, with my soul,
enabled to look with an eye of faith to Him,
who " was dead, but is alive," and liveth for

evermore

;

whose wonders are seen

in

the

Amen,

deeps.

— Came with William Matthews from
London.
29th. — A degree of
was unex24th.

Hartford

to

recollection

experienced, and some sensations
were attendant of that ancient loving kindness which is better than life.
At the young
folks' meeting at Devonshire house, a degree
of recollection was renewed, and the testipectedly

mony

of the royal Psalmist

saidst, seek

my

ye

face;

my

"

:

When

thou

heart said unto

May I
I seek."
be enabled to " seek the Lord, in the
beauty of holiness ;" " in newness of life."
thee, thy face. Lord, will
still

—

Fourth month 1st. This week, especially
towards the latter end of it, after a long season of the deepest desertion, some tender
tears have flowed, and some recollection has
been experienced, in remembrance of that
most merciful God and Saviour, who in the
midst of judgment remembers mercy; and
hath declared that he will not contend for
ever, neither be always wroth
for the spirit
should fail before him, and the souls which
he has made
but that when the wicked
turneth from his wickedness, he shall not
surely die; but that he shall live in that
righteousness which is by faith.
As I walked this evening in the Grange road, &c., the
elementary air, although a cloudy evening,
seemed reviving to human nature, and somewhat emblematical of the breath of life which
was breathed into man, at his first formation
and without a renewal of which by Him,
who "raiseth the dead, and quickeneth whom
and when he will," the soul that sinneth shall

409

—

15th.
If I remember aright, a spiritual
author observes, that a sense of the want of
recollection, and a desire after it, is a degree
thereof
"To will hath been present with
me ;" but the exercise has been sown in
weakness
my soul has been as the dry
ground.
22nd.
The Scriptures and other pious
but
books, in the general, have been sealed
:

—

;

have received some

and internal
refreshment in the perusal of a volume of
poems by William Cowper. Although I have
little judgment
in poetry, or propensity to
peruse it, the versification of the above appears to me to be in some places elevated and
striking; in others, mean and inharmonious;
and some of the sentiments sublimely just
and evangelical. The full stomach loathes
the honey-comb
but to the hungry soul,
every morsel which feelingly expresses the
" Is not
bitterness of self and sin is sweet.
I

satisfaction

;

the gleaning of the grapes of

Ephraim

bet-

than the vintage of Abiezer?"
23rd.
Some recollection was witnessed at
the close of the afternoon meeting at the
Park, and likewise at a sitting in the evening
at cousin Kaye's; our friend Rebecca Wright,
of North America, being present with us
nevertheless, in other parts of the day, upon
slight provocation, too much impetuosity of
Alas
temper was sorrowfully prevalent.
where is the meekness and gentleness of
" who, when he was reviled,
Christ Jesus
and when he suffered, he
reviled not again
Where are the fruits of
threatened not."
that heaven-born charity, which " suffereth
long, and is kind ;" " is not easily provoked,
thinketh no evil;" "beareth all things, hopeth
all things, and endureth all things'?"
29th.
My natural temper, although not
wholly suppressed, has been measurably opposed the least alleviation of, or deliverance
surely die.
from evil, is a fresh cause of joy to those,
9th. -^The general meeting at Hunsdon who are sighing under a heartfelt sense of the
was small and low some degree of prayer sins which so easily beset them. Lord, "lead
and recollection was experienced in my own us not into temptation," but, in thy own time,
for thine only is the
particular, more than I expected.
In the deliver us from all evil
evening, very unexpectedly and unsought power, and to thee only the glory is due for
for, some mystical passages in the Epistle of ever.
Paul to the Ephesians, were suggested and
At the Park meeting, in the fore30lh.
powerfully impressed " Great is the myste- noon, heaviness was for a time attendant but
ry of godliness ;" the smallest and most ob- afterwards I was favoured with some sense
ter

—

;

I

:

!

;

—

;

;

;

—

;

:

scure

sensations

thereof are

attended

with

an excellent glory. " Hosanna to the Son of
David."
12th.
The week-day meeting was well
attended in respect to numbers those present
were recommended to believe on him whom
God hath sent according to that which is
" This is the work of God, that ye
written

—

;

;

:

believe in him,

Vol.

whom God

IX.— No.

11.

hath sent."

of that hope which enters within the veil;
even Christ within, the hope of glory; in
whom is the adoption and fulfilling of the
The latter part of the meeting
promises.
was, I hope, on the whole, solemn and profitThe afternoon meeting was throughable.
out heavy, though in my own particular, not
without some desires after divine good.
In the evening
Fifth month 3rd.

—

52

I

was
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favoured, while walking, with some sensaof " the gift of God, which is eternal

tion

life."

— At

Park evening meeting,

house, and attended a meeting appointed at
Hartford in the forenoon.
I passed most of
the afternoon measurably recollected, in the

house belonging to Dunkirks' farm, where, in
the time of T. Grubb, I had been so frequently
refreshed both in respect to body and mind
the I remembered the days of my youth, and
a renewed sensation of the gift of God
was then very
I
after-part of the meeting was low, although the love of my espousals
defective, and am 1 now nearer the kingdom
many words were spoken.
7th.
In the forenoon meeting, at Hart- of God, which is " righteousness, peace and
ford, the necessity of a deep, heartfelt repent- joy in the Holy Ghost?"
ance, and of that salvation which is only by
In the week-day meeting, the atten21st.
the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ, was ex- tion of myself and others present was recalled
4th.

the

in the

early part, during the silence, and under the
lively ministry of VV. S., 1 was favoured with

;

;

;

—

—

pressed in a short testimony.
to the great Physician, who said to the peti21st.
The forenoon meeting was large; tioning leper, " 1 will ; be thou clean."
a short testimony was delivered concerning
25th.
In the forenoon meeting at Plartthe Minister of the sanctuary which God has ford, I was measurably quickened under the
pitched, who is "an High Priest for ever, ministry of M. P., who bore a living testimony
after the order of Melchisedec;" and the suf- to Him, " who quickeneth the dead," and
ficiency of his teachings.
The afternoon suffered without the gates of Jerusalem, that
meeting was low. At the interment of the he might sanctify the people with his own
wife of J. F., who was not a member of blood
in concurrence with which, a few
our Society, there seemed to be a revival words were added in respect to the having
of divine favour in silence, and during the fellov/ship with him in his sufferings: upon
testimony of M. P.
I afterwards walked by
the whole it seemed rather a favoured season,
the Seal Wood, attended with a degi'ee of especially towards the latter part.
Sarah
recollection : outwardly, the singing of the Beck and Sarah Sheldon were at Ware in
birds is heard, but internally, the robes of the afternoon
rather a low season, although
winter and sackcloth continue to be the cover- divers evangelical truths were delivered by
ing of my spirit.
the former.
22nd.
Read, with some savour and spiritual
Seventh month 2nd. The dead were again
application, some chapters of the Evangelist in some degree raised, under a short tes" Great is the mystery of godliness" timony delivered by M. P. concerning the
John.
and of faith, when held in a pure conscience, number of dry bones formerly beheld by the
washed " by the blood of sprinkling," and prophet.
"sanctified by the Holy Ghost."
The monthly meeting was small, and
3rd.
Sixth month 10th.
Soon afier I sat down a low season I withdrew before the business
in the forenoon meeting, some degree of su- was fully finished.
As I walked towards
pernatural solemnity seemed not only to cover Hartingfordbury, and stood in the meadows
my own mind, but measurably the assembly on the banks of the river Mineram, my mind
in general.
The Patriarch's petition, con- became measurably calmed, and awfully imcerning one of the tribes of Israel who was pressed, under a sense of that Almighty Being,
tried at Massah, and proved at the waters of " who made heaven and earth, the sea, and
Meribah, was strongly impressed, with a point- the fountains of water," My soul has long
ing to express the same, with some similar been " tossed with tempests, and not comexpressions; our friend, Rudd Wheeler, com- forted."
In the late hours of my life, may
ing in, I remained in silence; if either myself the Prince of Peace, who commanded the
or others suffered by my so doing, I am sorry tumultuous waves, speak peace, and bruise
for it, but I should have been more sorry, if satan, the author of strife.
I had broken in upon the concern of another.
The week-day meeting very small,
5th.
The meeting was wholly silent, but seemed but rather a solid season. The silting at the
an uncommonly favoured season.
feet of Jesus, to hear his gracious words,
11th.
Walking by Dunkirks towards was recommended in a short testimony.
Brickendon place, as I sat on the bench, I
At Hunsdown general meeting, few
9th.
read the 13th and 14th chapters of the Evan- words vvere spoken; M. P. and myself were
gelist John, and contemplated the great mys- present, and I hope measurably exercised in
tery of godliness contained in them, with a ministry, which, without the medium of
some recollection and spiritual perception of vocal language, has a tendency to gather
the things which are written.
others who are present under the wing of the
19th.
Our friend Zachariah Dicks, of great Shepherd, whose name is "Emmanuel,
North Carolina, came in the mornincr to our which, being interpreted, is, God with us."

—

—

;

;

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

—
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29th.
week has passed
A very tempestuous day with reof righteousness, spect to weather, but some part of it rather
which are sown in peace," have this day serene within ; but low in respect to that life
been despoiled, as by a dry wind from the which is " by faith in the Son of God." Divers days in the preceding week have been
wilderness.
16th.
In the early part of the morning passed in a similar manner.
30th.
In the forenoon meeting, some demeeting, I sat in a state of heaviness and
great helplessness ; my secret sighs were sires that those present might be inwardly
many, and my heart was sad ; but ere I was gathered to the great Shepherd, who laid
aware, a testimony was internally formed to down his life for his sheep, were formed and
the nature and universality of the true light, expressed.
31st.
In the evening, sitting on Queen'swhich shineth in darkness ; " Christ within
the hope of glory," and " the mystery hid bench, with some tenderness of spirit, I sought
from ages and generations ;" but now mani- forgiveness of the errors of the preceding
fested by the gospel of light and immortality. month in particular, and of my past life in
No liberty for utterance attended. M. P, was the general, which have been many. Lord,
afterwards exercised acceptably in a public pardon Lord, save, or I perish. The Lord's
vvay is in the whirlwind, "and the clouds are
ministry.
17th.
In the afternoon was at J. Allis's, the dust of his feet."
Eighth month 2nd. Every vision of inofwhose son-in-law, my worthy and beloved
friend and kind landlord, J. Kaye, was pre- fensive amusement fails, when the spoiler is
sent; who, although in the bloom of youth, present.
4th.-^
The fore part of the day uncommonis in a declining state.
What is man but the
creature of an hour, as a bubble upon the ly luminous and comfortable; before dinner,
water? " he cometh forth as a flower, and is sitting in the Grange road, I was measurably
cut down
he fleeth also as a shadow, and recollected, and read divers portions of Holy
continueth not."
May the Lord, in mercy, Writ, particularly the 5th and 7th chapters of
from whom only are the deliverances from Micah, and the 1st of Nahum in the latter
death, prolong yet a little a life so valuable, I remarked those gracious promises, "Though
15th.

pretty

fairly:

part of this

"the

fruits

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

:

:

and useful

myself and

many

I
have afflicted thee, I will afliict thee no
week-day more: I will break his yoke from off thee,
" Rehold,
meeting, a recommendation to sit as at the and burst thy bonds in sunder."
footstool of that redeeming grace, which alone upon the mountains, the feet of him that
" bringeth salvation," and teacheth to deny bringeth good tidings, that publisheth peace."

19th.

all

to

— In

ungodliness,

was mentally formed,

expressed.

but not

5th.
last,

—

— Notwithstanding

this

the

views

of

the

was a day of deep and heartfelt
the yoke was renewed, and my

I remembered the Lord, whose mer- distress
"are new every morning;" of which I bonds strengthened, because of unprofitable

20th.
cies

others

the early part of the

;

am unworthy.
my own will,

I admonished, in a cross to discourse.
two members of our monthly
6th.
The monthly meeting held for wormeeting, who had behaved inconsistently with ship at Hammersmith was silent, in respect
their Christian profession.
to verbal testimonies
and if I was not mis21st,
Went in a chaise to Berkhamsted, taken in my feelings, a degree of interior
Cheshunt, &c. On my coming home, I was silence was the companion of some spirits
informed of the decease of my esteemed kins- present
I
myself was also measurably a
woman, M. C. who, for many years past, had partaker of the benefit.
been at times an assistant in our family when
12th.
For the most part of the past week,
in Tooley-street, and always conducted herself a desire has attended my mind, that I might
towards me in a kind and obliging manner
be delivered from evil, which has in degree
but I have been
she was poor in this world, but I believe for been graciously answered
some years had been seeking after those riches weak respecting religious retirement, and too
which fail not under a sense of the weakness deficient also in reading the Holy Scriptures.
and depravity of human nature, and the inva13th.
In going to the general meeting at
lidity of those things which perish with using. Crossbrook street, 1 was inwardly so poor,
23rd.
In the forenoon meeting, those pre- that I could scarcely say, " Lord, be merciful
sent were recommended to " the Fountain of to me a sinner ;" yet there was a desire that
living waters."
peace and silence might prevail, at least in
28th.
How innumerable are the Lord's my own particular. After some time of sitmercies respecting the dispensation both of ting, my mind became suddenly impressed
his grace and providence
Without him not with a sense of the burthen of the word of
a sparrow perisheth.
the Lord, which is "as a fire, and a hammer,

—

;

—

;

—

;

;

—

—

—

!
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that breaketh the rocks in pieces ;"

and the tressingcircumstance, such a cough as I do
all, not remember to have had before.
that the crown of pride might be abased
not
16th.
About noon I was seized with so
only in the exterior adorning " of plaiting the violent a spasm at the bottom of Mill Lane,
hair, and of wearing of gold, or of the putting that I was brought home, by three men, enon of apparel," but in the more hidden work- tirely helpless; no bodily strength remaining,
ings of the mystery of iniquity; the filthy rags and little sense but that of the danger of immediate dissolution, and my own unfitness to
of our own righteousness.
In the week-day meeting, some appear before a God of purity, peace, and
16th.
words were spoken, concerning that prayer love; whose Son, our Saviour, and only Mewhich is " in the spirit, and not in the letter." diator with the Father, when he suffered for
The meeting was very small, but rather us, reviled not again " who his own self
solid.
bore our sins in his own body on the tree
22nd.
In the morning, I read some por- that we, being dead to sin, should live unto
tions in that part of Scripture which is deem- righteousness ;" by whose stripes only we
ed apocryphal, with some degree of savour can be healed very wonderfully I received
and appHcation particularly the 2nd and 3rd a reprieve for a kw hours from the grave.
chapters of the Wisdom of Solomon, and the
22nd.
Great and inexpressible has been
" my
prayer of Manasses king of Judah, when he the lowness of my flesh and spirit
was holden captive in Babylon.
sighs have been many," and my heart has
24th.
In the evening, I found an inclina- been sad; an universal languor has seemed to
tion to attend the Park meeting; I remem- pervade my whole system.
I have indeed
bered my attending that meeting in the days been more conversant in a copy of the Night
of my youth, when the Lord was calling me Thoughts, which accidentally came to hand,
by his grace to be a disciple of his Son Jesus than for many years before and the followChrist
who, during a long pilgrimage in a ing address to the Deity has been frequently
world of trouble and accumulated woe, hath revived in my remembrance, with an appliat times been as " the shadow of a great cation to my own state of captivity and denecessity of

its

influence and operation on

—

;

—

;

—

:

;

—

;

—

;

;

rock in a weary land."
May he be graciously pleased yet to arise upon my benighted mind,
glory.

26th.

in

the

—The

effulgence of the Father's

forepart of this

from
large, and
ried

!

!

week was

ra-

!

;

:

religious retirement

and reading were not wholly unattended

— Our

Father of immortality to man
the next yet equal Thou, by whom
That blessing was convey'd far more! was bought;
Ineffable the price by whom all worlds
Were made and one redeemed Illustrious light,

And Thou

;

ther placid and serene

27th.

solation.

to.

friend Z. Cockfield, being bu-

On

a poor breathing particle in dust,

an Immortal in his crimes.
His crimes forgive
Or, lower,

I

meeting was very
a good degree solemn and fathe

RatclifF,

!

Look down, look down,

—

29th.
Another week of great distress
day unto day has uttered the language of
31st.
The evening meeting at the Park self-condemnation, and night unto night has
was small, and much of the time passed in shown the knowledge of my own vileness,
silence; I myself was peaceable, but poor, and unmeetness to appear before Him, who
destitute of that deep exercise and those deep is " of purer eyes than to behold evil."
Diopenings which are experienced, when " deep vers times daily, an exhortation contained
calleth unto deep," and the water spouts de- in chap. iv. 1st epistle of Peter, which I read
scend upon the dry ground.
this day week, hath been renewed in my reNinth month, From the 13th to the 25th membrance with desires that the Lord may
1 was confined; internally my state gloomy:
prosper so necessary and important an exersearching the Scriptures, and other experi- cise, and cause me continually to increase
in

voured.

—

—

—

;

mental records, could not perceive the con" Is it
dition of any parallel with mine.
therefore nothing to you, all ye that pass by?
Behold and see, is there any sorrow like unto
my sorrow, which is done unto me, wherewith the Lord hath afflicted me."
He hath
made me desolate and faint all the day; the
yoke of my transgressions is bound by his
hand: "they are wreathed," and fallen heavy
upon me.
Tenth month. To the 3rd of this month I
continued confined with this additional dis-

—

;

therein,

viz:

The end

of

all

things

at

is

and watch unto prayer
during a disturbed night, this exhortation was
very frequently renewed in my remembrance.
Reading in the morning the 57th chapter of
the prophet Isaiah, the following verses were
impressed upon my mind " for the iniquity
of his covetousness was I wroth, and smote
him
1
hid me, and was wroth, and he
went on frowardly in the way of his heart
I
I have seen
his ways, and will heal him
will lead him also, and restore comforts unto
hand

:

be

sober,

;

:

:
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him and to his mourners :" they remained on most pleasing of which has usually proved
my mind during the course of the forenoon as the prophetic roll, sweet in the mouth, but

my own state,
my own heart a

meeting, with a reference to

O

the belly.

bitter in

thou

1

who

delightest

mercy, and " forgivest iniquity, transgrescovetousness neither of silver nor gold, nor sion and sin ;" let thy mercy be great, and,
the praise of men
yet of things that perish through the blood of the everlasting covenant,
with the using.
The meeting- was large and purify and pardon at the hour of death
My
silent, and I hope profitable to some.
sister Scott was buried this evening at RatEleventh month 5th.
of clifF.
I was desirous
attending the forenoon meeting, but the day
13th.
The petition of the preceding evenbeing very cold I was prevented my heart ing, for purification and pardon, being mea-

and the covetousness of

;

in

;

!

—

—

;

doth not much condemn me for a neglect of
the attendance of religious assemblies when
in health, and a desire after an inward exercise of spirit before Him who seeth in secret
but I now see, more diligence might have

surably maintained, in the afternoon I perused
divers parts of the Scripture, in which I had
been frequently conversant, with more savour
than at other times.
O Lord, sanctify the

been practised even
been particularly led

the truth, so as to

have
to see the importance of
that duty, by the late perusal of a treatise,
entitled, " The Privy Key of Heaven," by
Thomas Brooks, in which the worthy author
recommends mental prayer, in the fbllovving
pathetic address, by way of reply to an obin that respect

;

jection against the duties of the closet.

I

"Thou

sayest thou canst not pray; but canst thou
not sigh nor groan neither? there may be
the spirit of adoption in sighs and groans, as
well as in vocal prayer: the force, the virtue,
the efficacy, the excellence of prayer, doth
not consist in the number and flourish of
words ; but in the supernatural motions of
the spirit, in sighs, in groans, in pangs, and
strong affections of heart, that are unspeakable and unutterable: certainly the very soul
of prayer consists in the pouring forth a
man's soul before the Lord, though it be but
in sighs, groans, and tears
one sigh or tear
from a broken heart is better pleasing to God
than all human eloquence." By which it
appears that Thomas Brooks and some of
his brethren in that day, and under that dispensation, were not wholly unacquainted with
that prayer which is " in the spirit, and not
in the letter :" although strangers to the glory, beauty, and excellency of silence in solemn
assemblies, as they have been conspicuously
and clearly manifested to those called Quak;

concerning whom, it may, in this rebe said, "Who is like unto thee; a
people, favoured by the Lord," herein, "above
ers

;

spect,

thy fellows?"
12th.
Again prevented from attending
meeting, O
that I had been more diligent
when better able. Although, from the time I
was visited with the day spring from on high,
I have remembered the Lord, and " the word
of his holiness ;" and have neither sought the
riches, nor what are commonly called the
pleasures of the world, yet I have been too
much attached to the things which are seen,
and which have perished with the using the

—

!

;

solitary

chamber!

may

it

be sanctified through

become a school

for

my

instruction in righteousness.

15th.

— Within

doors: pretty peaceable in

the day, but in the evening

as

troubled

the

sea

;

my

tempests

soul

became

arose,

the

waters roared, and were troubled, as by an
east wind from the wilderness ; " not to fan
or to cleanse," nor I hope to make a full
end of that small degree of faith, which may
yet remain in the bottom of ray distressed
mind ; justly comparable " to a grain of mustard seed," which is the smallest of all seeds.
19th.
At the forenoon meeting, those
present were reminded of the apostolic re-

—

wait for the coming and
Lord Jesus Christ.
26th.
Although much heaviness and weakness were my attendants in the forenoon
meeting, my mind was measurably enlarged,
respecting the spirituality of prayer
and the

commendation,

to

revelation of the

—

;

mistake of many of our fellow-professors of
the holy Christian religion, who suppose the
medium of vocal language essentially necessary to the making their requests known to
Him, who "searcheth the hearts, and knoweth
the mind of the spirit."
I expressed nothing
verbally.

—

At the commencement of this month,
continuing here until the close of it appeared rather improbable ; there is still less
likelihood of my seeing the close of another:
but our times and the length of our days are
in the hands of an all-wise Disposer, who
sometimes is pleased to bring down the mighty, and to support the feeble ; his ways and
the designs of his providence can never be
ascertained by the utmost efforts of human
My pilgrimage on earth has been
sagacity.
long extended, but in many instances I have
grievously erred and " fallen short of the
glory of God," and of the gracious purposes
of the heavenly vision with which I was favoured in the days of my youth : but are the
bowels of the Lord's compassion and forgiveness for ever sealed towards me
may he not
30th.

my

;

,
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yet find a ransom and return, and have nnercy on the workmanship of his hands? He
will assuredly visit for iniquity, transgression
and sin but he knoweth our frame, that we
;

are dust: distressed and self condemned, may
I not despair of his loving-kindnesses, which
have been of old, and of his mercies, which
fail

not

mine

?

Lord,

unbelief."

I

would

believe,

" help thou

—

of some feeble aspirations towards the
of life, who is able to gird
the feeble with strength, " fulfil all the good
pleasure of his goodness, and the work of
faith with power."
Being distressed in the
evening, and Luther's Commentary on the
Galatians being particularly addressed to the
wounded in spirit, 1 recurred thereto ; but on
a perusal of some passages, it appeared to

tute

God and Father

Twelfth month 1st.
My wife being one me that the author, in endeavouring to exalt
deputed by the women's meeting, to inquire " the foundation," built not only with " gold,
whether any connected with our Society were silver, and precious stones," but with " wood,
not properly provided with Bibles, I went with hay, and stubble;" afterwards, I was profither to Hoddesdon and Wormley for that ably employed in hearing my wife read some
purpose; and, on inquiry, one family appear- more clear testimonies to the truth.
13th.
I
was at the week-day meeting,
How remiss
ed not duly furnished with one.
Our foreare many professing with us, concerning the which was low, small and silent.
things which conduce to their instruction in fathers and many other faithful men were
righteousness ; and how attentive to those formerly feasted with the " fat things full of
marrow," which are on God's holy mountain;
which " perish with the using."
4th.
Under much debility both of body they participated of the wine which is well
and mind, I attended the monthly meeting; refined from the lees but to some of us it is
our friend S. VV. had a short but lively time an unmerited mercy, to partake of the crumbs
in testimony; two Friends having previously from the Master's table.
14th.
In the forenoon, I read the 88th,
In the
declared their intentions of marriage.
subsequent business a concern prevailed, that 143rd, and 145th Psalms, with some spiritual
the answers to the quarterly meeting's queries savour and application to my own disconsolate
might be faithfully expressed; and all evasive state: I also dipped into John Bunyan's works,
in which, with many mistakes and inconsistrepresentations avoided.
6th.
In much weakness, I attended the encies, there are waymarks for the weary.
marriage of J. S. and M. P., jun.; a degree Afterwards, I read the parable of the prodigal
but from my
of solemnity seemed to prevail, particularly son I have been a prodigal
in the fore part; my mind was much impress- youth upwards there have been desires to reed with a sense of the obligation and efficacy turn to the Father's house, where the true
of drawing nigh unto God in spirit, according bread is only found.
17th.
T. D. of Surry, was at our foreto that which is written, " Draw nigh to God,
and he will draw nigh to you;" and our in- noon meeting. When the showers are withcapacity to comply with so profitable a re- held, both immediately and instrumentally,
quisition, without a heavenly draught and those who esteem themselves righteous are
attraction from above; as it is written, "Draw apt to attribute the cause to others present
us, and we will run after thee ;" and again, but the truly humble and penitent, who dwell
" No man can come to me, except the Father, under a deep sense of their own demerits, are

—

—

;

—

—

:

;

—

—

rather ready to query. Is it I? Is it I?
I am
indeed humbled, but not suff^iciently so.
25th.
This day being set apart for the
commemoration of the birth of Christ, without
livingly repeated, in a select sitting, by our a superstitious regard, I have annually, for
dear friend George Dillwyn; "In my Father's some time past, viewed it with a degree of
house are many mansions." But alas! "what peculiar attention, and remembrance of that
portion have I in David," or " inheritance in important event, in which all men have been
the Son of Jesse?"
It is not every one who interested ever since the commencement of
calleth him Lord, Lord, that shall enter into time. I have seen many of them; the present
the kingdom of heaven but he that doeth the in all probability will be the last; why should
will of his Father which is in heaven; and I desire an addition to their number ? have I
they only who overcome shall inherit the from year to year experienced an increase in

which hath sent me, draw him." But I expressed nothing.
7th.
In the evening, I remembered the
words of the Lord Jesus, which I once heard

—

—

;

the knowledge of Him, who took upon him
promises.
8th.
In the morning watch, I remembered flesh, in order to finish transgression, and
the many mansions which are in the Father's save his people from their sins?
Many sorrowful days have been
31st.
house.
languor in the passed during the present year, and for some
10th.
I sat under great
forenoon meeting, but was not wholly desti- months past I have been in ^11 human proba-

—

—

—
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hastily advancing to that very awful,
tremendous period, when time shall be no
longer.
This day there have been some
desires after good, but contrary things have
too much had the prevalence; and what can
I now add in the close of the year 1786, but
bility
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because of their iniquities, " he invadeth them
wiih his troops," and by their punishments,
graveth before them, as " with a pen of iron,"

which they have transgressed.
have derived too much consolation in the
participation of the bread and wine that peadopt the sentiments expressed by a pious rish
but lo my strength hath failed! have
writer, which I lately met with
videlicet, 1 not been too inattentive to the spirit that
" O Lord
how soon will my hfe be at a quickeneth, and the law written within 1
period
How little or nothing good have I whilst I have with solicitude pursued religious
worked, or how much have I wasted of my improvement, by the things which have been
time only in vain thoughts and what shall I written by faithful and true witnesses; and
say of all the unprofitable, nay, sinful words behold, where are they? If all knowledge
and works ? O Lord I cannot answer thee fails as a brook, and as the stream of a
one of a thousand I am ashamed and hum- brook, passeth away may I never forget the
bled in thy sight
pardon me, pardon me, O Lord, and his loving-kindness, which remain
Lord and if any time longer remains, grant for ever.
that I may redeem it better, and bestow every
6th, 7th, and 8th.
I was much indisposed
part of it upon the most important and useful with dizziness of sight and sense, my heart
things, especially in prayers for myself and and my flesh failing; but I frequently rememothers
nay, let me spend all the few remain- bered, with a degree of consolation, the deing hours as it were in prayers, and thus claration of Jehovah to his former people,
send them before me into eternity, that I may viz: "O Israel! thou hast destroyed thyself,
reap a blessed fruit of every hour in the but in me is thy help."
world to come. O therefore set eternity in
26th.
was much depressed by being
I
all things before my eyes as my only mark." suddenly informed of the decease of our dear
The prayer of Manasses king of Judah is and worthy friend Samuel Nottingham; whose
also excellently adapted to the state of an lively labours in the ministry of the gospel,
awakened and disconsolate spirit. The eve- and exemplary conversation, made strong
ning was spent pretty much in reading, and and lasting impressions on myself and wife,
religious conference.
In many words fre- when with us at Hartford, above three years
quently sin is not wanting, but I hope nothing, ago.
or at least but little, was uttered this evening,
27th.
My bodily health and strength in
which was inconsistent with truth and sober- the course of this week have been rather inness.
creased
but where have been my grateful
First month 1st, 1787.
Some good desires returns to the Preserver of men, who, "brino-.
have attended, but evil also hath been present eth down to the grave, and lifteth up." How
with me.
A petition of a son of sorrow to unnecessarily are we often alarmed in respect
the God of Israel, was also the meditation of to the casualties which may befall a body
my spirit, viz " O that thou wouldest bless which soon must perish but too inattentive
me !" and keep me from evil, that it might not are we to the diseases which attend a soul,
come near me, to grieve me the root of evil which was formed for eternal existence
is within
after man's primseval transgression
28th.
The fore part of the day was rather
and separation from the tree of life, it sprang luminous, both in respect to body and mind:
up in him as a mighty tree, with a prolific I remembered the Lord that made me the
growth and luxuriant branches, bearing fruit God and giver of every good gift, who " will
abundantly. " From within, out of the heart, bring every work into judgment, with every
proceed evil thoughts," " anger, wrath, clam- secret thing, whether it be good, or whether it
our, evil speaking;" according to that which be evil :" in some degree I also sought after
"When lust hath conceived, it that peace which passeth knowledge.
is written,
bringeth forth sin, and sin, when it is fin30th.
The day was passed more lumiished, bringeth forth death ;" these have nously than some
in the evening divers
been the sins which have so easily beset Friends were with us but little conversation
me and have so frequently brought me into passed which tended to edification, or a forcaptivity to the law of sin and death
from warding one another in the faith of Christ,
them, good Lord deliver me, that I may, "that faith which works by love." When we
during the few moments remaining, " receive, are together, outward and verbal opposition
with meekness, the ingrafted word, which is may be measurably avoided, but tumults and
able to save the soul."
Amen, Lord Jesus, swellings may be felt within, which ought to
Amen.
We may esteem some of our
be suppressed.
5th.
When the Lord visiteth his people fellow-men, and fellow-members, over-zealous,
the things in
I

;

;

!

!

;

!

;

;

;

!

—

:

—

!

—
;

—

:

;

:

!

—

:

;

—

:

;

;

:

!

—
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and indifferent yet both
degree be actuated by the
same spirit and love of truth ; although by
natural complexions and prejudices they may
in some respects be perverted from a perfect
rectitude of judgment: in those cases we ought
to forgive, as we desire to be forgiven, and to
bear with the errors of those we may esteem
mistaken at the same time desiring all may
be preserved from that mammon of unrighteousness, which leadeth men to justify them-

and others

too lax

may

parties

;

in

;

who

labour

to

turn

many

work

to righteousness,

remain in the
generations which are yet to come when the
memory of those who have excelled in that
wisdom which this world teaches shall be
shall shine

their

;

shall

;

forgotten.

17th.

—After

so long an absence,

desirous of once
its

environs

more

visiting

was

I

Hartford and

but found great feebleness in

;

day is now come
which the pillars of the house tremble,
" and those that look out of the windows are
selves, and to despise others.
This day was passed pretty peace- darkened;" and the hour is at hand, in which
31st.
ably as to the outward, and without much " the silver cord shall be loosed, and the
cause for condemnation in that respect but golden bowl broken."
18th.
After a long absence, I went with
ought not the inside of the cup and platter
also to be made clean 1 for " out of the heart great feebleness of flesh and spirit, in a chaise,
the attempt

:

for behold, the

in

—

:

proceed

evil

thoughts."

Second month
are possible,

—

1st.

"He
up

— With

bringeth

to

God
down to

;"

His is the
Amen.
glory for ever.
After having been absent from our
4th.
religious meetings ever since the first of the
Twelfth month at Hartford, I once more attended the forenoon meeting, which, although
I
small, was in a good degree satisfactory.
had cause of thankfulness to Him, who hath
the key of David, and openeth' when, where,
and to whom, he pleaseth notwithstanding
my unworthiness, he did not appear to be
wholly withdrawn matter being freely and

and he

lifteth

—

;

;

plentifully opened, vvith

self

and those present

an application
:

but,

the forenoon meeting at Hartford

:

early in

was delivered
the grave, to the divine light and word, which is near in
power and the the heart and in the mouth according to that
which is written, " The word which God sent
things

all

alas

!

to
I

myhave

been " a man of unclean lips, and have dwelt
among a people of unclean lips ;" and what
remaineth for me now, but that I wait for the
and in much bowedness
salvation of God
and nothingness of self, receive what may
be graciously imparted by Him, who " giveth
;

and upbraideth not?"
This week has not been passed
10th.
without some aspirations after a divine life,
and that forgiveness of the past evil, which is
only from God, through Christ, " whom he

liberally

—

the meeting a short testimony

;

unto the children of Israel, preaching peace

by Jesus Christ, (he is Lord of all)." Our
friend, M. P. was afterwards much enlarged
in a living and evangelical ministry.
19th.
Be ye always ready, for ye know
not the day nor the hour in which the Son of

—

Cometh, was often revived in my remembrance during the course of the day.
I was not sensible of much cause for con-

Man

demnation.
21st.
Great weakness and heaviness attended me in the week-day meeting I strove
against the latter, not without some desires
towards Him, who " quickeneth the dead."
24th.
How wonderful are the ways of the
Preserver of men, both in respect to our
immortal spirits, and those material forms
" He bringeth
with which they are clothed

—

;

—

!

and he lifteth up :" adorable are all
his ways; in consummate wisdom are they
formed.
During the last week I have expebut
rienced some increase in bodily strength
has there been any increase attained in that
spiritual strength which is by faith in the Son
low,

;

be a propitiation."
prevented from attending of God ? it has indeed been sought for but
a public meeting for worship, or reading in great feebleness and imbecility have been my
the Holy Scriptures, by reason of my want companions.
25th.
In the forenoon meeting, after a
of sight, at intervals I experienced some attraction of spirit towards the great " Minister long and laborious silence, those present were

hath set forth
11th.

to

— Although

;

—

of the Sanctuary," who is full of grace and
truth, and fairer than the sons of men.
14th.
In the preceding evenings I have
been in some degree edified, by hearing my
wife read William Law's answer to Dr.
Travel; an excellent performance, replete
with those pious and Catholic sentiments
which are dictated by the gospel of Christ
the wise in that wisdom which is from above,

—

exhorted to seek after that spiritual enlargement which is by the divine gift and grace of
the Redeemer.
In the evening walked once
more by Kamp's Hill to the brick ground,
and in much weakness sought to set up my
Ebenezer to Him, who hitherto hath helped

me.
26th.

— My

creased,

but,

bodily strength
alas

!

I

am

is

afraid

indeed

in-

of every
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view of inoffensive gratification, lest interrupand contrary occurrences should despoil
the peaceable fruits of righteousness.
28th.
Towards the conclusion of the
week-day meeting, a short testimony was
delivered, recommending to a true and living
faith in God and Christ; according to that
which is written, " Ye believe in God, believe
tions

—

also in

me

:"

before

stood up,

I

some

and

life

freshness seemed to be attendant on the opening, but on the expressing it to others, great
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cumbering and embarrassing views I could
see no way.
11th.
At the forenoon meeting at Hitchin,
S. C. and M. R. appeared in acceptable testimonies: respecting myself, the vision within
was as a sealed book heaviness attended,
which I endeavoured to resist, according to
the proportion of faith and strength imparted.
:

—

;

—

14th.
A low, silent meeting at Hartford:
dined at Amwell, and assisted cousin D. H.,

books

in selecting

for

M.

from her father's

S.,

weakness and languor both of flesh and spirit library: walked once more into the shrubbewere my portion and I sat down abashed, ries of my late brother.
17th.
In Tooley street.
and in a very different sensation from my
This day 1 was
preserved measurably under the precious inexercise on the 18th of the last month.
Third month 3rd. Neither the present fluence of the Prince of peace.
18th.
pursued in spirit after peace;
day, nor the week preceding, have been spent
I
so well as they ought nevertheless, in each nevertheless, perturbations were too prevaIn the evening my wife read some
day, desires after the best things have been lent.
;

—

—

—

;

O

attendant.
4th.

was

—Attended

the forenoon meeting, which

testimonies of Christian Friends.
for patience, from the God of patience
from whom
proceed mercy and forgiveness, " and every
!

some interior sense of the
Emmanuel, who com- good and perfect gift ;" praises wait for him
waves and the seas, and they in Zion, who preserveth his prisoners, and

held in silence;

silencing influence of

mandeth the

are still, was graciously experienced.
I have
frequently wondered at our being more often
favoured with those sensations in our religious meetings, than at other times
but 1 recollect that we are exhorted, not to forsake
" the assembling of ourselves together ;" and
that at such times we are more free from the
impediments of peace and recollection, than
we are in our own families and other places.
O! the beauty and excellency of that spiritual
silence, in which we feel after the Lord, who
is " not far from every one of us," in the
temple of our own hearts; according to the
divine and obligatory monitions, "Be still,
;

and know that
before me,

new
let

to

O

am God."

I

their strength

judgment."

:

let

;

I

are

appointed

die

to

;

he

only

looseth the captives.
21st.

— The

of the house trembled,

pillars

the sound of the grinding

was low, and every
and hope of help seemed to fail.
Fourth month 1st.
In the forenoon meet-

desire

—

ing, after a long sitting in

silence, those pre^
sent were reminded of the penalty annexed
to our first parent, in case of his disobedi-

ence

according

;

"For

in the

day

shalt surely die:"

have " sinned,

which

that

to

is

written,

that thou eatest thereof, thou

and that

his posterity

all

after the similitude of

Adam's

transgression." Afterwards those present were
reminded of the redemption which is by
Christ Jesus ; " the fountain opened" " for sin

and let the people relet them draw near, then and for uncleanness."
The meeting held
them come near together long, but I hope was measurably a solid and

islands

them speak

" Keep silence

who

those

!

am

fully

persuaded,

if this

favoured season.

was maintained, our religious meet2nd.— In the monthly meeting, before the
ings would be for the most part attended with women Friends withdrew, it appeared to me,

exercise

a divine solemnity, superior to those of our
fellow-professors of the holy Christian re-

that a bare traditional belief in, or assent to,
the coming of our Saviour, his death and

ligion.

sufferings in the flesh, or the most strict ad-

—

In

monthly

meeting. Friends
were excited to a faithful labour in a discharge of religious duties, by a revival of
these words, "The labourer is worthy of his
After the women Friends withdrew,
hire."
those present were reminded of a labour essentially necessary for all, viz
a drawing
5th.

the

:

near

in spirit to

their iniquities,

Him, who
and heal

is

able to forgive

their diseases

:

the

subsequent business was transacted in a spirit
of love and condescension.
6th, 7th and 8th.
All these days I was in
great perplexity, occasioned by various en-

—

VoL. IX.— No. 11.

herence

to

our

own moral and ceremonious

righteousness, without experiencing Him revealed in us, as our wisdom, righteousness,
sanctification,

and redemption,

will prove unaccording to that
written, unless Christ be in you, ye

available to our salvation

which

is

;

are reprobates.

3rd.— I wrote a few
self,

and

requesting

lines,

the

condemning myforgiveness

Friend, to whose remark I had
and unadvised reply in meeting
ing showed the same to M. P.
6th.

—This day

is

set apart

53

made
:

of

a

a hasty

in the

even-

by the churches
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Rome

commemora-

writings, without a witness freshly imparted
from the from on high, and a record from heaven, that
dead may we experience being " buried with the Son of God is come, and hath given me
him by baptism into death," and a being an understanding according to what he perraised by him, through that faith which is sonally pronounced when on earth, viz: Thy
sins, which have been many, are forgiven
" of the operation of God."
Went to Horsleydown meeting in thee.
8th.

of

and England,

for the

tion of the Resurrection of Christ
:

—

the afternoon, a small, silent, suffering seaI was deeply distressed by the enemy
son.

23rd.

—

see

I

my

manifold

measure arise from a

calamities

secret, undesired,

in

and

almost unperceived infidelity. Unfaithfulness
to discoveries of duties, plainly imparted, is
He
quarterly meeting, at Devonshire house, be- the parent of doublings and distrusts.
that doeth the will of God, " shall know of
it was a
fore the men and w^omen separated
large and solemn sitting, although chiefly the doctrine:" " my feet have stumbled upon
of peace before
9th.

—

I

was

I slept.

in

the outward

room

at the

;

there seemed virtue to go
to be extended to those
who were afar off: I was favoured with some
distant views of Him, who is " the repairer

held

in

silence

;

forth from Jesus,

and

of the breach, the restorer of paths
in."

to

dwell

—

Came to Hartford. This week, to14th.
gether with many preceding ones, has been
in respect to the
passed in much lowness
small excursions I have made in the city and
its environs, I can truly say I have had little
pleasure in them.
Just before the close of the fore15th.
noon meeting a suing out of a pardon from
the King of kings, not by "thousands of
rams, nor with ten thousands of rivers of oil,"
neither by the law of any carnal commandment, but by " the power of an endless Hie,"
was recommended to the assembly: for a
time, my mind was rather warmed and impressed with a sense of the inestimable gift.
:

—

I have been as "a reed
shaken with the wind," and more tossed with
tempests than many who have been at ease
;"
in Zion, unemptied " from vessel to vessel

the dark mountains;"

but with a standard of their own formation,
or the prejudices of an unrightly informed
education, with much supposed readiness and

of judgment,

clearness

attributes of

God,

are judging

his dealings with

of the

man, and

the nature of a future state of existence: but
is coming, in which every false rest
and mistaken judgment must be disturbed in
which deep only shall call unto deep, and
the blind see out of darkness and obscurity:
the day of salvation
Lord, hasten this
make plain thy paths to babes and sucklings,

the day

;

!

for the

sake of thy Son, who

is

the light of

and can open the blind eyes. Amen.
" There is no peace to the wicked,"
29th.

life,

—

is as a " green olive tree,"
garden of God; and standeth fast upon
the mountains of holiness and everlasting
I received a very kind, affectionate,
16th.
and sympathizing letter, from the Friend strength he shall not be overmuch dismayed
whom I had offended on the 2nd instant at the terror which walketh in darkness, nor
the receipt of which afforded some conso- the desolation which wasteth at noon-day.
Rather placid and peaceful; not en30th.
lation to my wounded spirit.
The forepart of the week-day meet- tirely void of thankfulness on account of my
18th.
I
ing was both unsettled and heavy afterwards dear wife's indisposition being alleviated
some degree of solemnity seemed to attend am not likely to be long with her, but find an
and I was enabled in much weakness to look increasing degree of affection and tenderness
towards that beneficent Being, who promised towards her, and of gratitude for her past and
We have lived toto "bring the blind by a way which they long continued goodness.
knew not," and to "lead them in paths which gether in the connubial state for nearly thirtythey have not known ;" to " make darkness two years, in much concurrence and similight before them, and crooked things strait." larity of sentiments, in matters of importance;
Every alleviation of evil is of grace, both in respect to things spiritual and tempo21st.

but the righteous

in the

—

;

—

—

:

;

;

—

to be received with thanksgiving.
In the past week, I have in some degree been
preserved from the ebullitions of turbulence
nevertheless, I have had abundant cause to
adopt the plaintive language of the church
formerly, " my leanness, my leanness !" The

and ought

ral

;

frequently seeking with some solicitude
which appertain to life and

after those things

salvation

:

the seed of the

kingdom has been
an enemy
which have sprung

plentifully dispensed within us, but

has likewise sown tares,
up, and too greatly prevented the good seed
language of my spirit has been continued from growing up to maturity: with the men
almost incessantly. Lord, I would believe, of Succoth, we have been taught with the
" help thou mine unbelief." I cannot rest briars and thorns of the wilderness, which
satisfied with the reports of faithful witnesses, many times, and often, caused us to " go

even those which are recorded

in

the sacred

mourning

all

the

day long," and

to

bow down
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our souls as the street and the ground, to
them which went over. Now the time of
" thou and
separation is near, arise, O Lord
the ark of thy strength;" rebuke the devourer, and put a hook into the jaws of the Leviathan, for our souls' sake, and the sake of thy
to
beloved Son, who only is able to save
whom be the praise of his works. Amen
!

;

and amen.

—

7th.
I was informed of the decease of my
dear friend John Kaye.
He was early favoured with the visitations of divine grace
and truth, and being obedient to the heavenly
vision, he became " as gold" seven times
"tried in the fire;" an example to believers,
" in word, in charity, in spirit, in faith, in

purity:" having also a good report amongst
those that were without, by many of whom

internal

Lo
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documents

I

have too much deviated.

now my darkness and

I

the great deep

:

"

is

it

distress

is

nothing to you,"

as

who

" are at ease in Zion," who are trusting in
uncertain riches, or in the most dignified
elevations of an imperfect and creaturely
rectitude?

—

27th.
I attended the forenoon meeting at
Hartford ; my hope was to participate of
bread in secret, but alas heaviness and dissipation enclosed me as a garment : various
sentiments and scriptural passages passed my
mind in a hasty and swift succession ; but
alas! what are the cogitations formed by or in
the human mind, unless impressed " by the
Master of assemblies," "as a nail in a sure
place?" what is the chaff to the wheat? it is
the Word, which is as a fire, and " like a
!

he was greatly beloved, and his death is hammer that breaketh the rocks in pieces,"
deeply deplored and of him it may be truly and opens the prison doors.
29th.
Upon my bed, in the morning
said, as of righteous Abel, that " being dead,
watch, the call of Jehovah to the men of
he yet speaketh."
Fifth month 9th.
At the week-day meet- Israel was brought to my remembrance, and
ing, the translation of the beggar into Abra- continued with a lasting impression dui'ing
the succeeding day; " Seek ye the Lord, and
ham's bosom was much before me.
13th.
At Crossbrook street meeting, after ye shall live." Came from Hartford to Too:

—

—

—

some

time, these words were imparted,
of the belly of hell I cried unto
thee, and thou heardest my voice ;" they
remained as a nail fastened in a sure place
" by the Master of assemblies," during the
sitting, and the subsequent part of the day,
and night following.
14th.
My wife read to me_ divers passages
of Holy Scripture, in Job, Isaiah, and Jonah,
which were rather consolatory.
24th.
At the Park evening meeting I was
measurably recollected, in the room adjoining
the meeting-house ; and enabled to look in
sitting

viz:

"Out

—
—

much debilitation and weakness towards Him,
who is entered within the veil, and who is

ley street.

—

I was with my wife in the forenoon
Devonshire house meeting
a season of
recollection, and I hope of some advantage
to myself as an individual; and in general a
solid and favoured sitting.
31st.
In the forenoon, much embarrassed
by a succession of company, and some disagreeable confabulations which attended. I
have now no time to attend the works and
ways of men one work is only necessary,

30th.

at

;

—

:

the

work of

salvation.

Having

for

some

time had a pointing to attend the evening
meeting at Devonshire house, 1 went at first
sitting down I was much discouraged, on ac;

count of my own weakness in every respect,
and the concourse and heat attendant before
up death in victory." For a season, my many words were spoken, my mind was sudmind seemed to acquiesce in the divine coun- denly impressed with a sense of that spiritual
sels and allotments, both in respect to time and internal worship, which can never be
and eternity
according to that which is described by human eloquence nor attained
written, " although he slay me, yet will I by the wisdom, efforts, and righteousness of
trust in him."
men men may limit themselves, and one
26th.
Returned to Hartford.
remark- another, and seek to set bounds to the great
able change from former days at this period deep
but they can never limit Him, who is
of the year; but a still greater change is at illimitable; who causeth his sun to arise, and
hand: I cannot with any degree of rationality his rain to descend, both on the just and the
have the most distant expectation of seeing unjust; who hath compassion, when and
the return of another year: alas
where shall where he will have compassion. " Search

by the might of his power, to destroy
the veils which remain, and to " swallow

able,
all

;

;

;

:

—

A

;

1

then be? Futurity is a blank; it baffles the Scriptures," was the command of our
every vision
excellent things have been great Master, and is of universal obligation ;
spoken of Zion the city of God: but the they ought to be searched by all; but one
most authentic and faithful records are as word or sentence thereof, enforced by the
sealed books, unless freshly opened by Him, wind which bloweth when and where it listwho hath " the key of David :" from whose eth, is of more efficacy than all creaturely
I

;
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researches of them, from the beginning of
Genesis to the end of Revelation : but this
ought to be no discouragement to a diligent
perusal of their sacred records, in the lowest
and most disconsolate seasons, when they
may seem to us only as a dead letter ; for the
words which we then read, " as bread cast
upon the waters," may be raised in power,
Our dear friend George
after many days.
Dillwyn, had afterwards living and evangelical ministrations, both in testimony and supplication.
I came home better than I went.
In the room adjoining
Sixth month 1st.
Horsleydown meeting, soon after sitting down,
I remembered that when many people were
assembled, the Messiah was pleased to display that fulness of the Godhead which dwelt
and the power of the Lord
in him bodily

—

;

them on the same ought
our only trust; for " in vain is the help
of man," and cursed are they who trust in
The meeting was very much crowded,
him.
and numerous testimonies were delivered by
our female Friends.
I went to Devonshire house meeting;
3rd.
soon after I sat down the testimony of the
Lord Christ was brought to my remembrance
with a degree of power, viz: "If ye believe
:"
not that I am He, ye shall die in your sins
do I truly believe in Him, whom God hath
sent, by a faith which works by love, to the
purification of my heart and conversation?
I through a true and living faith saved
from those sins which so easily beset me?
Shall I ever be saved from them, through
faith in the Son of God? All things are possible to Him, with whom we have to do. The
afternoon meeting at Devonshire house, low
and restless in the fore part, more solid and

was present

to heal

:

to be

—

Am

composed afterwards. Our friend John Gough
had a large time in testimony, " the handwriting on the wall" was set forth against
those who only cry Lord, Lord; who are
'weighed in the balances and found wanting"
in the oil of life, which only gives admittance
info the bridegroom's chamber; and whose
kingdom is nearly finished. I would not
turn aside from the terrors and judgments of
the Lord, which are so justly due to me;
neither would I harden my heart against
"the sure mercies of David," which fail not:
is

not he

who

writes " the sins of Judah," as

" with a pen of iron," able to cast them as
into the depths of the sea
and to remove the
hand writing upon the wall? He seeth not
as man seeth; who shall "say unto him,
what dost thou ?" Nothing is withheld from
him the work is his, and to him only the
;

;

power belongs.
20th.
Soon after I sat down in the weekday meeting at Hartford, the call of Jehovah

—

his people formerly was renewed in my
mind with a degree of power, viz " Be still,
and know that I am God :" many passages
of holy Writ, relative to the mission and
ministry of the Messiah, by whom the Father
to

;

now

speaketh, who is a high "Priest forever,
the order of Melchisedec," were also
attendant, and continued with a degree of
after

freshness during the sitting; but I was fearful
of expressing any thing, both on account of
my own weakness in every respect, and unfitness for so solemn and important an exercise.

—

24th.
The morning being very hot, I was
much oppressed in walking to meeting, and
sat a considerable time in great

languor both
of flesh and spirit; but our friend M. P., about
the middle of the meeting, having a lively
and evangelical time in supplication, I was
measurably strengthened ; and the circumstance subsequent to the crucifixion of our
Saviour, that when a soldier finding his body

from his fellow-sufferers, thrusting a
spear into his side, " forthwith there came
thereout blood and water," was freshly rediffering

newed in my remembrance together with
some considerations respecting the spiritual
;

and mystical

significations of that very singular event: but judged those sublime subjects more proper for my private meditation
than for public utterance.
27th.
Being better in my health a few

—

days past when at Hitchin, than I had been
for some months; whilst there, my spirits
were rather exhilarated and perhaps I might
converse on subjects too freely among my
friends, for in the tongue is deadly poison,
and " in a multitude of words there wanteth
not sin."
I have often thought, that in the
;

relating narratives there

is

a great aptitude to

exceed the bounds of strict truth, by exaggerating for a supposed embellishment what we
relate; this is a species of falsehood I myself
have been too guilty of, although not more so
believe than many others
I
and have been
condemned for the same by Him, who bringeth every word into judgment, and with a
most unerring scrutiny and precision dis;

For some time past I
have had rather a recourse to palliatives, as,
if I remember right
or a, suppose it might
be so; rather so and so.
Although these
subterfuges may be preferable to downright
and unguarded lying, yet they are beneath
the dignity of real truth, which is bold as the
day, and in no need of deceitful coverings
there is therefore abundant cause for us to
unite in the address uttered by one formerly,
viz: O Lord
keep thou the door of our lips,
tinguisheth the truth.

;

!

we

not with our tongues.
29tli.— During this month, an increase

that

oflTend

in
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Some
bodily strength has been continued.
embarrassnrient on account of acute disease

and the publication of the gospel.

"When

the mountains skipped as rams, and

;

was mea-

28th.— I have been at Hitchin above three
weeks; have experienced during that period
a considerable increase of bodily health and
strength
every increase in that which is of
good " Cometh from the Father of light" and
spirits, whether it is ghostly or corporeal
Israel but that increase which is by the faith of

came out of Egypt," " Jordan was driven
back

I

surably relieved.

in the neighbourhood has for some days past
been rather prevalent; and interrupted a due
gratitude and thankfulness for an increase of
strength and health, beyond all human probability; but this day I remembered, with
consolation and self-application the following

declarations in holy Writ, viz:

421

as lambs:" the great mountain

;

Christ

good

is

inestimably precious, the

and proceeding from

;

everlasting to everlasting,

Him who

chiefest
is

from

of an everlasting
duration
but in this, I have grievously fallen
became a plain.
Seventh month 1st. In the forenoon meet- short; when I would have done well, evil has
ing, heaviness and lassitude attended ; to- been too frequently present with me
who
wards the close of the sitting, the spirit of shall deliver me from " the law in my memheaviness was removed, and a religious exer- bers," which warreth against the law in my
" I delight in the law of God, after
all visions of a divine savour mind 1
cise increased
" the wind bloweth" when the inward man."
were withheld
the

little hills

is

:

—

:

;

;

and "where it listeth." I hope this
in poverty and outward silence was
able

29th.

profit-

very small

the close, as is too
desirous of the meeting

although before

;

—Two

sitting

fitable.

;

low meetings at Hitchin, and
I hope
not altogether unpro-

but

—

30th.
went with my wife to Baldock
I
an error very inconsistent with monthly meeting, which was large and satisfor, after factory; our friend T. D. of Surry, being
the profession of a patient waiting
we have long sat under the dominion of accidentally present, appeared in testimony:
death, circumscribed with penury and dis- towards the close, some words were spoken
tress, He who "turneth the shadow of death concerning the benefit of a due attendance of
into the morning" is sometimes pleased, by an such assemblies, if the minds of those preunexpected exertion of grace, to cause light to sent were exercised in feeling after that inarise out of obscurity; to quicken the dead, ward life, which far surpasses all that is
and to call " those things which be not, as outward.
though they were ;" His is the power, and to
Eighth month 1st.
I came with my wife
and sister D. from Hitchin, having passed a
him the praise belongs.
2nd.
The monthly meeting was large and month in and about that town my strength
measurabl}'' satisfactory; I was enabled, if I and health were considerably increased during
mistake not, to speak in the meeting for busi- that time; but a due thankfulness for the unness with some clearness on various subjects. expected blessing received, and the fruits of
Walking in the evening in the meadows be- righteousness and peace, were greatly wanting.
5th.
hind my former habitation, near Cowbridge,
was at Hartford meeting in the
I
the forenoon, which was a low season.
I was enabled in weakness to petition
Supreme Being, that sweetness of spirit might
6th.
Some degree of life seemed to attend
prevail; that instead of the thorn, there might in the monthly meeting.
12th.
be the myrtle, and instead of the briar, the
Went with my wife and M. P. in
fir tree
for a name and a sign not to be great weakness to Crossbrook street general
cut off, to the praise of the Prince of peace. meeting, which was small, and to some a

common, some were
breaking up

;

;

—

—

;

—
—
—

;

Amen.

—After attending

suffering season.

the forenoon meeting

—

15th.
I went in a coach to the week-day
an evening meeting at meeting, in much faintness and debilitation
Wymondly; where, afier two testimonies were but after sitting a while, some glances were
delivered, there was a long time in silence; imparted towards the great Physician, who
during which inward and religious exercise heard the blind man, that earnestly sought
was experienced, and an increase of solemni- for help from him. He " is the same yesterty seemed to cover the large assembly, which day, to-day, and for ever," and " in Him
dwelleth all the fulness of the Godhead."
I believe was upon the whole satisfactory.
I
8th.

at Hitchin, I

—

was

at

Went in great distress to the even- received a hint, if possible to continue my
25th.
ing meeting ; by a remembrance of that faith diary, which has of late been too much negin Christ by which " the elders obtained a lected ; it may perhaps be only necessary to
good report" before the law, and under the add a few lines to those which are written.
law; but which is more conspicuously signi- A peaceable day, with some desires after the
fied by the manifestation of God in the flesh love of God, which is in Christ Jesus.
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— Great

lowness and languor condegree of strength which was
unexpectedly renewed being dried up as a potsherd. I am in " the dust of death," but there
Christ, and that is the light of
life in
is
them who sit in darkness, bound in chains
My wife read to me
of affliction and iron.
in Quarle's Barnabas and Boanerges, and
some other pious books.
On my bed I suddenly remembered
17th.
these words, which I found written in the
14th chapter of the book of Hosea, viz: "I
will be as the dew unto Israel ; he shall grow
as the lily, and cast forth his roots as Lebanon ;" a gracious promise- Very weak
and low, but pretty clear from condemnation
16th.

tinue, the

little

—

on account of temporary transgression.
from Hartford to Tooley
I came
21st.

—

8th.

—The

necessity of the

new

birth

was

me, and its consisting in the love
according as it is written, " Thou
of God
shall love the Lord thy God with all thy
heart, and with all thy soul, and with all thy
Men are
mind, and with all thy strength."
set before
;

own

naturally lovers of their

selves, follow-

ing after pride, covetousness, the lust of their
eyes, and the pride of life; and a final sepa-

from those enjoyments seems likely to
prove their torment to all eternity: may those
tremendous sensations be averted by the blood
of the everlasting covenant, which " speaketh
This evenbetter things than that of Abel."
ing, about the sixth hour, departed my long
acquainted friend and relative, J. Allis, senior,
the acquaintance and frequent companion of
ration

my

juvenile years.

—
—

Came from Tooley street to Harthave been in London my ford.
When the rebellious servant of the
14th.
bodily strength has increased, with frequent
incitements to petulance and peevishness; Lord " went down to the bottoms of the
nevertheless, desires have attended, that being mountains; the earth with her bars" seemed
" blind as the Lord's servant, seeing many to inclose him for ever; and when the apostle
things," but observing them not; opening Paul was supposed to have been overtaken
mine ears, but hearing not; I might be deliv- by the avenger of blood, the Lord magnified
Arise, O
ered from " debates, envyings, wrath, strifes, his power in their deliverance.
" I beseech thee," and the ark of thy
backbitings, whisperings, swellings, tumults." Lord
strength; subdue principalities and powers,
I was rather recollected in the room
26th.
adjoining to the Park meeting-house in the "touch the mountains," that they may smoke,
forenoon. I remembered those who were tried and cause the hills to flow down at thy preat the water, and the men who lapped, even sence, that the horn of thy salvation may
" as a dog lappeth."
cast all iniquity into the depths of the sea;
In the evening, with soreness in " for thine is the kingdom, and the power,
29th.
my throat, I was cast down. I remembered and the glory, for ever" and ever. Amen.
16th.
I went
once more to the forenoon
that awful and tremendous annunciation recorded in holy Writ; viz: "This night thy meeting at Hartford, in great weakness of
body, and abased in spirit, like unto him who
I have not
soul shall be required of thee."
been anxious to lay up treasure on earth, but lifted not up his eyes to heaven, " but smote
After I had sat awhile I
too remiss in constantly seeking the riches upon his breast."
street.

25th.

— Since

13th.

I

!

—

—

—

and

righteousness

Jesus.
31st.

—

In

with those
in Israel.

which

come

by Christ

I was a companion
are looking up for redemption

some degree,

who

felt,

or at least thought

I

somewhat of

felt,

the consolations which are in Christ Jesus;
and the good will of him who dwelt in the

bush burned and was not
be extended to those present
of not only to the weak and depressed in spirit,
bush,

when

consumed,

—

Great searchings
Ninth month 1st.
heart were attendant, in " the valley of the
shadow of deaih."
In the evening, signifying to our
6th.

—

but also to

the

to

who were

the stout-hearted,

from righteousness.

A

far

freedom, and a seem-

ing impulse, seemed likewise to attend, to
and call all present to look to the Lord Jesus
desire to have attended her and compani- Christ, who trod " the wine press alone," who
ons to the evening meeting, she replied, suffered for our sins without the gates of JeruMeeting is every where; a plain saying, but salem, and who is the light and life within. I
faithful, and worthy of all acceptation; ac- went after dinner to Hitchin, and attended the
cording to that which is written, " Hear ye quarterly meeting of ministers and elders; I
me, Asa, and all Judah and Benjamin, the experienced a degree of strength to be re;"
newed both inwardly and outwardly: the
Lord is with you, while ye be with him
M. P. had a
confirmed
meeting was large and solid
which gracious declaration was
friend

Deborah Townsend

my

intention

;

and enlarged by the Legislator of the new
covenant, saying, "Lo! I am with you always."

her testimony, to the men
who formerly pressed through the host of the
Philistines, to draw water from the well of
lively allusion,

in
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Bethlehem

:

a

oriental narrative, re- which lighteth every man that comelh into
and mystical instructions the world."

subHme

plete with spiritual
in

30ih.

righteousness.
17th.

—

I

423

sat in

the outskirts, but

the quarterly meeting at

was

some degree a

in

parti-

cipant of that silence, which, as a canopy,

—

In

forenoon

meeting, various
in swift sucwas preserved in silence, and

the

my mind

vague openings passed
cession

;

but

1

some

not without

true travail after the real

seemed to cover that numerous assembly. 1 substance, both for myself, and on behalf of
Afterwards, divers adverse
seemed also to be favoured with some sense those present.
of that illimitable compassion, which causes occurrences attended: I was wanting in pathe sun to shine on the just and the unjust, tienceTenth month 3rd.— On the third of 10th
and the rain to descend on the righteous and
month, 1754, I was married to my dear wife,
the wicked.
18th.
In the evening meeting at Baldock who has ever since been my iaithful and
Almighty goodness has
I was favoured with some sense of that love, constant companion
which is stronger than death. Sarah Craw- blessed us with a due proportion of " the
fatness of the earth," and what is infinitely
ley only appeared in testimony.
19th.
In the week-day meeting, Samuel more valuable, with " the dew of heaven,"
Spavold having appeared in testimony, a few and the knowledge of Christ but satan has
words were added, concerning " the Captain withstood us, and too greatly obstructed the
of the Lord's host ;" Christ Jesus, " the same fruit of that righteousness which is sown in
yesterday, to-day, and for ever."
peace.
attended the week-day meeting,
I
Came in the afternoon from Hitchin which was small and low.
23rd.
20th.
This week, in hearing read the exto Hartford.
26th.
In the evening after the reading of periences and records of some, who I believe
some religious letters, 1 was suddenly recol- were measurably partakers of the heavenly
lected, with some views towards Him, with gift, much tenderness of spirit has been atwhom nothing is impossible; by whom some- tendant, with an efflux of many tears; but I
times, when every refuge has failed, " the fear those ebullitions have been of the flesh.
2Sth.
valley of Achor" becomes " a door of hope;"
At Hartford. I went to the foreand those gracious purposes brought to pass noon meeting as well as usual my mind was
almost instantaneously, which have been un- early impressed with a conviction of the inessuccessfully sought for during the greatest timable advantages resulting from continuThis remark may ap- ally seeking after that divine mercy, which
part of a man's life.

—

:

—

:

—
—

—

—

;

but it is consistent
pear rather calvinistical
with the analogy of faith, declaratory of omnipotential benevolence, and untainted with
the errors of John Calvin.
29th.
I was exercised in striving against
This week I have heard a narrative of
sin.
interesting and remarkable occurrences in the
life of ********; containing many stupendous displays of divine grace and providence,
in his preservation from death and hell.
The
Lord "speaketh once, yea, twice, in a dream,
in a vision of the nigbt ;" when men appear
to be sleeping the sleep of death, he then
sealeth those instructions which are the way
to life
but they rebel against Him.
Our
author being early favoured with convictions
of sin, and incitements to religion and righteousness, erroneously supposed them to be the
If any thing
dictates of a natural conscience.
inferior to the spirit of the Redeemer effectually reproves for sin, "satan is divided against
himself:" it is only the spirit of Christ that
"convinces the world of sin, of righteousSound therefore,
ness, and of judgment."
and consonant with the analysis of gospel
faith, were the testimonies of George Fox
and Robert Barclay, to the Lord Jesus Christ;
as " the light of life ;" and. only " true light,
;

—

;

we all so greatly stand in need
From the tenth month 28th,
month 3rd,

I

the state of

my

of.

eleventh

to the

was almost wholly confined to
my solitary chamber, by means of extreme
weakness and want of breath in respect to
:

" but not

in

mind,

I

have been distressed,

despair:" divers passages of Scrip-

ture have at various times passed through mj'-

mind with a degree of freshness.

much preserved from

been

I

have

petulance,

with
dear wife, for her tender and
unremitting attentions.
The Lord is a God
that hideth himself; he passeth by, but we
perceive him not; he goeth by, but we observe
him not; and he is often nearer to us than
we are aware of; " for in him we live, and
move, and have our being;" to whom be
glory and dominion, not only from cherubims
and seraphims, but from the dust of Sion for
gratitude to

ever.
5th.

my

Amen.

— Whilst my

ly meeting,

my

solitary

the

Lord

;

my

wife

was absent

desires were, that

I

monthmight in

at

chamber, be incessantly seeking
wandering sheep,

that as a poor

might at last be gathered " to the great
I
Shepherd and Bishop of souls," who laid
down his " life for the sheep." Manifold and
diversified are the sentiments even of pious
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and good men, concerning the nature of true
faith

that there
love,

but they

Christ;

in

all

agree

in

this,

language that cannot

—

13th.
In the forenoon I was favoured to
a faith in Him, which works by
is become " the author of contemplate the blessed estate of the num-

is

salvation,

hinti."

May we

unto
follow

them

all

after

obey

that

faithfulness

to

the internal documents and attractions of the
spirit
and if, in any respect, we may obtain
;

mercy

to be

found

faithful,

solely to his faithfulness,"

may we ascribe it
who worketh in us

both to will and to do of his good pleasure."
8th.
A pretty peaceful day, attended with
some desires after divine good, although in
much feebleness every good desire is of

—

:

God, and ought
giving.

— This

to

be received with thanks-

week

have been low and
weak in body and mind, but favoured with
some researches after that divine mercy, which
When I
is adequate to the deepest misery.
recollect how it hath been with me, since the
Lord visited me by his grace, showed me the
vanity of the world, and drew me in spirit
" I lie
towards himself; I am astonished
down in shame, and confusion covers me."
The most superlative blessing of divine light
and life has not been withheld from me; nor
a sincere desire after the things which are
the most excellent: I have likewise been
favoured with a competent acquaintance with
the Holy Scriptures, and the experiences of
the pious in the former and the present age.
Yet under these advantages how have I gone
astray as a wandering sheep; in my supposed
religious duties too frequently have I followed
the sight of my eye, and the inclination of
lOlh.

I

:

my own heart; there has frequently been the
begettings of a divine birth, but for want of
steadfastly abiding in the divine light, mistakes have been multiplied, and I have been
prevented from being so useful to my fellow
men, as otherwise I might in many respects
have been but God is gracious and merciful,
" forgiving iniquity, transgression, and sin,"
and " passeth by the transgressions of the
remnant of his heritage." " Though he slay
:

me," may "
11th.
P.

in a

be uttered.

and that he

eternal

J.

maketh intercession

—

and

I

I

trust in

him."

was weak both

in

body and mind.

his wife visiting us in the evening,

some time was passed

in retirement, and a
from words, a profitable exercise
too un frequent among us, for in many words
sin is seldom wanting; at first sitting down
below stairs I was perplexed, but going up
stairs I soon became more calm, and my
mind was a little opened, concerning that
and
prayer which is in and by the Spirit
that a sincere and earnest desire after it is in
some degree a measure of the same, heard
and accepted by Him, who " searcheth the
heart, knoweth the mind of the Spirit," and

cessation

;

berless multitude,

which John saw standing

before the throne, clothed with white robes,
in their hands: O! may
through great tribulation?, our
robes washed and made white by " the blood
of sprinkling, that speakelh better things than
that of Abel."
17th.
A low day, but pretty peaceful in
the morning I heard some chapters read in
that mystical portion of Holy Writ, entitled
the Song of Solomon.
18th.
Whilst my wife was gone to the
forenoon meeting, I meditated on the gracious
promises made to the wilderness and the
solitary place, as recorded in Isaiah, chap.
XXXV. verse 1.
24ih.
This week has been spent pretty
peaceably
hope with some increase of
I
bodily strength, and religious improvement.
"Take thee again another roll." When I
consider the Lord's dealings with me from
my youth upwards, I am filled with astonishment, I see no end of his praise: being early
brought out of a state of the greatest enmity,
and favoured with some sense of the divine
life, I
became exceedingly zealous for the
truths of Christianity
particularly as held
forth by the doctrine and discipline of the people called Quakers, according to their strictest
form
and was applauded by many of my
fellow-creatures almost as a spotless character, and an example unto others.
Whilst in
a spirit of self-exaltation I was exclaiming,
behold my zeal for the Lord of Hosts
the
cleansing of the inside of
the cup and
platter" was too much neglected, and with
the beam in my own eye, I became an eager
observer and reprover of the motes in the
eyes of my brethren very uneven was my
walk may He who seeth not as man seeth,
For the last thirty years of my
be merciful.
life,
think very few days have passed
I
without repeated desires after the Lord, and
the remembrance of his name, and that
salvation which is by the grace of Christ:
nevertheless, iniquities have still grievously
prevailed against me.
All my life I have
been comparatively weak in body, but for the
last three years the infirmities of old age
have come fast upon me, my flesh and my
strength have failed, and I have been chiefly

and having palms

we

witness,

—

;

—

—

;

;

;

I

'.'

:

:

confined to my solitary chamber; where at
times I have sought with a degree of soliciand that the
tude for religious improvement
afilictions of my flesh might through the
operations and influences of that grace which
saveth, be a means of producing " the peace;
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want of
watchfulness and walking in the
divine light, in which only is the power, even
there satan has intruded
and 1 have fallen
into many inconveniences.
How great has
been the long-suffering of the Lord towards
me, and his unwearied forbearance. He has
followed me with his calls, and the reproofs
of his spirit, from early youth, as to the
eleventh hour of the day, and the advanced
periods of old age, notwithstanding my manifold revoltings from Him.
How justly might
he in anger have withdrawn his loving-kindness, and bound me in chains of darkness
"to the judgment of the great day;" but I
hope he hath not so dealt with me His ways
are not as the ways of men, who mark the
failings of their fellow-creatures with a rigorous severity, and often exact from them the
utmost farthing.
Since the last severe attack
of disease on the 28th of last month, I hope
some degree of spiritual exercise has been
supported
and some internal sensation of
Him, who is invisible, experienced. May He,
who only hath the power, rebuke the spoiler
for his own name's sake
that before I go
hence, a further knowledge may be obtained
of the Lord God and the Lamb, whom
able fruits of righteousness:" but for

constant

;

:

;

;

to

know

is

life

eternal.

Amen.
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obsequient to the monitions of that wisdom
and grace, which " are profitable to direct."
6th.
This day I have been much afflicted
with a difficulty in breathing, an awful sensation
may my looking amidst my many and

—

;

calamities

diversified

hand only
8th.

is

be to

the breath of

-^My mind was

Him,

whose

in

life.

preserved for the most

part of the day, in a good degree of calmness

and serenity; often remembering the gracious
monition and declaration of the Lord Jesus
to his immediate followers, " Ask, and it shall
be given you: seek, and ye shall find: knock,
and it shall be opened unto you for every
he that seeketh,
one that asketh, receiveth
findeth
and to him that knocketh, it shall be
opened :" and now the Lord Jesus Christ is
ascended on high, the power remains with
him; and all the promises are in him, yea,
and Amen, for ever.
19th.
"Be ye therefore perfect, even as
your Father which is in heaven is perfect."
"Be ye holy, for I am holy." I was sincerely
:

;

;

—

desirous to perfect " holiness in the fear of
God ;" difficulties and defects were not want-

hope some degree of vicwas experienced, by and through Him,

ing, nevertheless, I

tory

who, that he might sanctify his people,
During the ed for them without the gate.

course of the present week, I have frequently
meditated on various passages contained in
the 3rd chapter of the Lamentations of Jeremiah the prophet, which I judged suitable to
my late and present state. Blessed be the
Lord for the words which are written.
25th.
In the evening I suffered compunction, because a degree of petulance prevailed
when shall I be saved from the sin which so
easily besets me, by the blood of the Lamb?
who on all occasions " committed himself to
Him, that judgeth righteously."
Twelfth month 1st.
This day my soul
sought for the preservation of prayer and

—

20th.

I

came from Hartford

to

suffer-

London

pretty peaceably, with an unexpected increase

of bodily strength.
23rd.
I went to the Park meeting in trepidation of spirit, not having been in any
place set apart for worship since the 28th day
of the Tenth month ; but I soon became
measurably recollected by the revival of an
apostolic injunction, " Draw nigh to God, and
he will draw nigh to you: resist the devil, and
he will flee from you."
24th. ^In the evening, I remembered the
awful and stupendous preservations I have
experienced from my youth to the present
peace, but satan was also at my right hand to day ; which have been of God, and not of
resist me.
may my mind be impressed with a
In the evening I was agreeably man
affected in reading and meditating on the 40th proper sense of them, for the few hours which
chapter of Isaiah, a sublime portion of oriental remain.
or rather of sacred oratory; bearing such
Being the day called Christmas day;
25th.
convincing proofs of its Divine Original, as very dark and cloudy in respect to weather,
have a strong tendency to confirm the weak but rather placid within ; for the most part of
and trembling believer in the faith of the the day experiencing desires afier the knowonly true God, and Jesus Christ, whom he ledge of the only true God, and Jesus Christ
hath sent and to correct the arrogance and whom he hath sent ; neither was much confutility of skeptical suspicions. I had frequent- demnation attendant.
ly before read this chapter, without being so
During the present week I have not
29th.
fully sensible of its peculiar excellence
the been without desires after that spiritual imscripture of itself is dead, unless inspired by provement which is by the grace of Christ;
the Lord, the spirit from whom it proceeded, but my dear wife having been for the most
with fresh light and unction.
part indisposed, anxieties have arisen, which
4th.
A low day both in body and mind, have too much interrupted the fruits of that
and in distress for not having been more righteousness which are sown in peace.

—

—

;

—

—

:

—

;

—

:

—

Vol.
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30th

—

Early

in

the

Park meeting-house, satisfactory day throughout.

the gracious promises to, and dealings with,
the blind, the lame, the hall, and the maimed,
became the subject of my meditation, as a

the light," as

God

one with another
peace,

"

if

He

is in
;

"

the light,

thanks

giveth

to

If we walk in
we have peace

the Prince of

quietness,

who

then

can make trouble?" and when He hideth his
words which are written, viz: "I will bring face, who then can behold him] whether it be
the blind by a way that they knew not, I will done against a nation, or against a man only.
Second month 2nd. In the evening, these
lead them in paths that they have not known
will make darkness light before them." words were suggested, viz:
Great is the
I
The lame shall leap as an hart, the tongue of power and goodness of God; " for since the
the dumb shall sing, and in the wilderness beginning of the world, men have not heard,
Although the nor perceived by the ear, neither hath the
streams shall break forth.
stream was small, I hope some increase of eye seen," " what he hath prepared for him,
Afterwards a that waitelh for him."
the waters was experienced.
3rd.
Was a day of disappointments and
short and well connected testimony was delivered by our friend A. C, I hope a favoured cross occurrences, which were not endured
with due patience or acquiescence in His will,
season to myself and others.
On the commencement of the pre- without whom not a sparrow falleth. If the
31st.
sent year, I adopted in sincerity the petition Lord was set always before us, it would
of Jabez, " Keep me from evil that it may have a great tendency to smooth the rugged
not grieve me.". I then little expected to paths of human life, and to render us more
have been in the body at the close of the placid and agreeable to those with whom we
year, but the works and wonders of the may have to do.
4th.
I attended the forenoon meeting with
Almighty have been marvellously displayed,
both in mercy and judgment, and I look upon some degree of bodily strength, but with little
my present state of existence a miracle of sense of the Spirit which quickens.
13th.
from Hartford in such deI set out
mercy. On the 22nd of the Tenth month
" the king of terrors" seemed with irresistible bilitation, I seemed scarcely likely to reach
power to invade my habitation, but for a Tooley street in the body; but my life and
during that part of strength were wonderfully preserved by Him,
season he was repelled
the ensuing year which may be allotted me, who looselh the bands of death, and delivereth
may my looking be continually to Him, who those who are ready to die.
16th.
hath the " keys of death and of hell," the
This day, part of the last words of
Shepherd of Israel, who neither sleeps by David the son of Jesse were much in my reday, nor slumbers by night; but who is God membrance, viz: "Although my house be
over all, blessed for ever, to whom be glory not so with God; yet he hath made with me
Amen.
an everlasting covenant, ordered in all things
for ever.
for this is all my salvation, and all
First month 9th, 1788.— I set the Lord and sure
before me all the day long, that I might not my desire, although he make it not to grow."
The earthly tabernacle has been assailed with
offend against him.
The reverse to yesterday, particu- a long continued series of adversity; and for
10th.
larly in the latter part of the day,* I was want of walking with a steady pace in the
wanting in patience.
divine light of which I have long made a
28th.
A distressed and disturbed night; profession, my distressed spirit is far from
after an absence of six months I found an that purity and perfection which is proposed
inclination to attend once more the forenoon by the gospel of Christ
yet, at times, some
meeting at Hartford. I went in much bowed- sense is imparted of the virtue of an everlastJtiess of spirit, but was enabled to sit until the
ing covenant, and some distillations of the
closc^ not without some sense of the Lord, mercies, which
fail
not, are experienced,
who healeth and who formerly commanded which passes through the veil, by the everthe people to be still, and know that he was lasting arn)s which are underneath.
God.
I remembered the bush burned and
22nd.
30th.
I had more quiet and undisturbed
was not consumed; when the Lord, because
repose than for many months past, and was of sin, renders his rebukes with flaming fire,
measurably thankful for the benefit; never- there is still mercy with him, that he may be
seed

sown

in

weakness

;

according

to

the

—

—

—

•

—

—

;

—

:

—

—

;

;

—

—

in
the morning some unprofitable feared.
were spoken
afterwards a pretty
23rd. -This day I met with unusual proby
quiet and peaceable day, attended with some vocations from some which were without
searchings of heart after Him, who " giveth means of them, I deviated from the meekness
his beloved sleep."
of Christ Jesus, " who, when he was reviled,
This was a pretty peaceable and reviled not again; when he suffered, he threat31st.

theless,

words

;

—

:

.

—
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ened not; but committed himself to Him, that
judgeth righteously."
27th.
This day I was preserved in a tolerable degree of peace, under some sense of
that sparing and forbearing mercy which iails
not, and of that love which is stronger than

—

death.

Third month

1st.

—This week

my

times with a degree of strength and consola" I will now turn aside;

why

the bush

mortality

until

is

arise

in

swallowed up of

dominion,
life, even

Amen.

so.

—

23rd.-

;

tion been impressed.

this great sight,

Sun of Righteousness,

S. F. and J. C. were with us in the
evening; the young people read the narratives recorded, respectively, by the evangelists, concerning the resurrection of the Lord
who died for our sins, and " became
bodily Christ
never- the first fruits of them that slept."

strength hath been much diminished ;
that
theless, a remembrance of the bush
burned and was not consumed, hath at divers

and see
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not

is

27th.

—

I

went with

my

wife to Lacking-

unexpectedly met with a late
publication, entitled the Messiah, by John
Newton containing many pious sentiments,
with a just censure of that vile and insolent
mockery of the Father, the Son, and the
sacred writings, stiled the Oratorio. Although
my eyes are now waxed dim, and my strength
and flesh have failed, yet I delight not only
" in the law of God after the inward man,"
ton's,

where

I

;

burned," said the prophet formerly; and undoubtedly he not only beheld with his bodily
eyes that wonderful manifestation, but likewise understood the mystical and spiritual
signification of the same; and its accomplishment by the great prophet, like unto but likewise in those words and letters which
him concerning whom it is written, " And a have in any degree proceeded therefrom ; yea,
man shall be as an hiding place from the I seek them with a solicitude somewhat simias lar to that with which the sons of this world
wind, and a covert from the tempest
The weakest and
rivers of water in a dry place, as the shadow seek for hidden treasures.
" Oh
most trembling leaves of the tree of life are
of a great rock in a weary land."
may 1 be hid-as under the sacred pavillion of " tor the healing of the nations."
:

I

his

power,"

in the

8th.

— Since

tremendous hour of inqui-

1

returned

to

Hartford

my

bodily strength has been measurably increased; but unprofitable words have too frequently

"I am troubled, I am bowed down,
go mourning all the day long." They who
boast themselves in a vain show, and speak
peace to themselves in their secret sins, shall
surely be confounded in the day when the
Lord shall sit in judgment, and make inquisition for the blood of his Son. When he shall
rise up as in mount Perazim, and be wroth as
in the valley of Gibeon, and bring to pass his
prevailed:

I

terrible

act,

who among

shall stand before

—

— For

two or three days past, my
very undeservedly and
unexpectedly been measurably increased; I
hope not without some increasing concern for
an increase of that faith in Christ, which
worketh by love, to the purification of the
heart, the expiation of iniquity, and the washing the whole body of our affections by the
Lord, I would believe,
blood of sprinkling.
" help thou mine unbelief;" thou only canst
do it, by the operation of thy grace, and the
word of thy power
A day " of rebuke, of
Fourth month 6th.
blasphemy," and of treading down in the
My heart seemed filled
valley of vision.
with enmity; but is there not One, who is
able to destroy the enmity, and break down
2,8th.

bodily strength has

Amen.

sition for blood.

the sons of pride

himl

!

—

21st.
On hearing my wife read a catalogue of the elders, who obtained a good re- the wall of separation 1 yea, verily there is ;
port, as recorded in the 11th chapter of the he hath already done it in his own person
Hebrews, the chapter immediately following, without us, when the veil "was rent in twain,
and the divine evangelical testimony on re- from the top to the bottom," the dead were
generation, delivered by our ancient friend raised, the earth was shaken, and covered
William Dewsbury, on the new birth, I be- with darkness from the sixth to the ninth
He remains equally able to achieve
came suddenly affected with a sense of that hour.
For these mighty acts by his power within us;
faith, which is by the operation of God.
fifty years I have been seeking after a
death unto sin, and the life of righteousness;
I still dwell in Mesech, am
but woe is me
may this
stationed in the tents of Kedar. O
day be as the beginning of that birth which
is from above ; for I have ever esteemed and
still esteem myself a beginner in the way of
and that the seed now sown in
the Spirit
debilitation, even as a grain of mustard seed,
may, by the irradiating emanations of the

above

1

!

;

for

power belongs

to

him

;

and by

whom

be said to the Almighty, what doest
thou ?_ In the evening I heard read some portions of the book of Job, very correspondent
with my own afflicted state ; also some part

shall

it

of Newton's Messiah.

— This

day was passed pretty peaceand not without some searchings of
heart for the rending the veil, and removing
the enmity, by the power of an endless life,
7lh.

ably,
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and " the blood of sprinkling, which speaketh

chaff,

belter things than that of Abel."

real experience

14lh.
1
once mure sal under the roof
of Friends' meeting-house, near Devonshire
square, it being the quarterly meeting there.
Although my sitting was but short, 1 was not
wholly destitue of some glances towards the
Helper of Israel, and thankfulness for the
unexpected favour of Him, whose " hand is
stretched out still," both in mercy and judgment. O may his mercies overspread his
judgment seat otherwise the most righteous
among the sons of men must unavoidably
perish from before him.
was agreeably visited by John
15th.
I

savelh

—

and dead as a door nail, respecting a
of that light and grace which
as

;

it

is

written, " if the light (or pro-

fession of the light) that

ness,

how

28th.

great

—A

not without

warm
some

month

thee be dark-

day, and passed,

irradiations

Righteousness.
Fifth

in

is

that darkness."

is

3rd.

I

hope,

from the Sun of

—This week

I

have been

favoured with an unexpected increase of bodily strength, and a degree of that peace I
have been so long seeking after.
Religious
reading and recollection have not been wholly
unattended to; but a lion has been frequently
in the way, and various interruptions have
Miller, some time being spent in silence, with evinced the leanness of my spirit.
From all
a sense of the advantage and great benefit of I have seen in myself and fellow men, both
internal recollection, and that prayer which in respect to body and mind, it has plainly
is in the Spirit; though peradventure, through appeared that man is not in the state he was,
mental and corporeal weakness, it may be when his Almighty Maker saw that every
maintained but for a short space; yet it some- thing he had made was good ; but an enemy
times leaves something of a supernatural has been permitted to sow tares, and deface
savour, as it is written, " I rose up to open to the beautiful image in which the creatures
my beloved," or I looked towards him, " but were formed. Although I decline the epithet
my beloved had withdrawn himself and was of original sin, as not found in the Bible, but
gone ;" nevertheless, " my hands dropped first adopted in the ages of apostatical darkwith myrrh, and my fingers with sweet-smell- ness
I am convinced, by an evidence which
ing myrrh, upon the handles of the lock." baffles all the power of argument, " that the
I afterwards heard some other portions of whole creation groaneth" in pain, under " the
!

—

;

that mystical song of songs, which was Solomon's.
A peaceable day; praise to the Preserver of men.
21st.
-A pretty peaceable and quiet day;
not passed without some seekings after divine
favour, and that righteousness which is by
faith, in the light and life of Christ Jesus.
Friend B. visited us in the after25th.
noon ; he spake many words, being mighty
in the letter and form of godliness; yet I
am persuaded he is not destitute of the Spirit
of that kingdom, which the Lord compared
to the least of seeds which are sown.
Great weakness in the flesh ; in the
26th.

—

—

—

spirit

some

Christ.

—

desires after salvation

by

faith in

27th.
I was in the outward room of the
meeting-house: in the early part I remembered the prophetic call, " Seek ye the Lord
while he may be found ;" the plain practical
testimonies of holy Writ are oftener renewed
in my mind, than such as may be esteemed
more lofty and sublime; though the latter are
worthy of all acceptation, and despised by
none but fools. M. P. had afterwards an acceptable time in testimony; she recommended
a daily perusal of the Scriptures, a practice
in which many members of our Society are
grievously deficient; pluming themselves on
a profession of inward light and a partial
conformity to certain religious and moral
whilst their spirits are light as
precepts
;

bondage of
that

man

is

its

corruption," and particularly

absolutely destitute of original rec-

to sin and misery, " as the
upward ;" having a natural aversion to the law which is light, and the commandment which is a lamp, his thoughts beingevil continually; according to that which is

and prone

titude,

sparks

fly

written,

" by one

man

sin

entered into the

and so death passeth
upon all men, for that all have sinned." In
the evening, some unnecessary words were
spoken, which I was sorry for.
passed an hour in the forenoon
4th.
I
meeting at Hartford. I remembered divers passages in holy Writ, and particularly wrestling
Jacob, and the princely prevalence of which
he was made a partaker; he wrestled not by
any might or holiness of his own, but under
the influence of him, whom the Father ever
heareth, who was set up from everlasting.
If in our assemblies there were more such
wrestlers with the Angel of the everlasting
covenant, there would be more tremblers,
and our practice would be more consonant
may this exercise inwith our profession
crease and be multiplied among us. Amen.
8th.
In the evening at the Park meeting;
the ministry was low, but there seemed to be
some solemnity and profit in silence.
10th.
This week I have seemed to be
sensibly solicitous for that peace within and
without, which I have been so long seeking
world, and death by sin

—

:

—

—

;
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who fear him, and in the hour of difficuland danger look towards him, under a deep
sense of their own debility, either to do good,
have nothing but what we have received
Upon the whole rather a fanevertheless, the following testimonies of holy or resist evil.
Writ are not annulled by the grace of the voured day; thanks to the Preserver of men
14th.
During the course of the last week,
gospel, viz: "If thou doest not well, sin lieth
" There is no peace, sailh my and for many preceding, I have had abundant
at the door."
God, to the wicked." "If ye love me, keep cause to adopt the words of the preacher,
my commandments." " Tribulation and an- viz: "Vanity of vanities, vanity of vanities;
Only a few feeble feelings
guish upon every soul of man that doeth all is vanity."
after,

and sorry

for

my

All boasting

respect.

is

deficiencies in that

justly excluded

;

we

those
ty

!

—

Him, who dwelleth in the light, to whom
immortality only belongs, have been daily
renewed in my spirit as a seed sown in weakdetract from the grace of our Lord Jesus ness ; yea, as the least of all seeds is my
salvation only good ; but " the Lord God omnipotent
Christ, and that free unmerited
which is only by and through him but ra- reigneth."
15th.
Rather a sabbatical forenoon; I rether as a renewed check to antinomianism,
and the vain efforts of those, who, forming membered the words which are written conan unscriptural distinction betwixt justifica- cerning the type, " the Lord blessed the
evil."

These testimonies are not proposed,

after

as they are by too many, to establish a covenant of works, or in the least to frustrate or

;

and sanclification, would render the latter
a work of supererogation; make void that part
of the analogy of faith and canons of holy
Scripture, by separating the truths which
God hath joined together, by a decree as irrefragable as the everlasting mountains.
24th.
I have diver^; times, both before I
rose and on other parts of the day, expressed,
internally, those words which are called the
Lord's prayer, endeavouring to chew the cud
on the important petitions proposed ; remembering the declaration of the pious Archbishop
of Cambray, that whatever draws our minds
nearer to God is good for us.
Some laborious exercise of spirit
25th.
was experienced at Devonshire house, in the
forenoon meeting.
30th.
In the forenoon, after having heard
some portions of the holy Scriptures read, I
was suddenly favoured with that sense of the
internal presence of the Supreme Being, which
imparts peace to the distressed, and pardon to
the poor, through the blood of the everlasting
could for a season adopt the
covenant.
I
prophetical language, the Lord is good unto
them who wait upon him.
Sixth month 1st,
In the forenoon meeting
at Hartford, I was repeatedly assailed with
tion

—

—

—

—

—

sabbath day:"
and darksome.

the

evening

was depressed

—

29th.
A quiet, peaceable day. There is
a comfort and satisfaction in conducting our-

manner comporting with the dicof the gospel, and those convictions
which we suppose to be those of the truth in
our consciences, that surpasseth knowledge,
and abundantly excels the increase of corn,
wine, or oil
therefore as on the one hand,
let none hope for final acceptation by their
own works, or a bare external rectitude so
on the other, let none suppose an internal pursuit of purity and perfection, to be lovy, legal,
selves in a
tates

;

;

or unevangelical, in

asmuch as He who

suf-

fered without the gate, sanctified

himself for
our sakes and " he that sanctifielh, and they
who are sanctified, are all of One."
Seventh month 4th.
A comfortable, placid
morning, my soul measurably participated the
pleasures of peace and love.
5th.
During the latter part of this week
turbulence hath prevailed, more grievously
than in many preceding months
these evils
arise from a want of a due attention to the
" Watch ye, and
monitions of truth, viz
;

—

—

:

:

pray always:" "be vigilant, (or constantly
watchful) because your adversary the devil,
heaviness, which was resisted
some internal as a roaring lion, walketh about, seeking
" Whosoever is
labour towards the Angel of the everlasting whom he may devour."
covenant was experienced. Various passages born of God, doth not commit sin
for his
in holy Writ were presented, particularly the seed remaineth in him
and he cannot sin,
narrative of the men of David, who wrought because he is born of God."
To them who
so wondrously, because of their love and abide in the seed in which the dominion is,
fidelity to the Lord's anointed
the Angel of and who walk in the light, there is no occathe everlasting covenant was their sword, sion of stumbling; to them, the goings forth
their spear, and their battle axe.
of Jehovah are prepared as the morning, and
9th.
In the forenoon I was assailed by his returns as the former and the latter rain:
turbulence, but was measurably preserved but woe is me
because of sin, I am cast out
from its baneful influence not by any power of his sight nevertheless, I will look again
or holiness of my own, but by the Angel of the towards his holy temple.
everlasting covenant, who ehcampeth around
6th.
At the forenoon meeting I repeatedly
:

;

;

;

—

!

;

;

—
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these words, " It is of the Lord's
mercies that we are not consumed :" I am a
monument of his mercy.

remembered

—

7lh.
At the sitting before the monthly
meeting, the words which are written, viz:
" 1 will look again towards thy hoty temple,"
were the subject of my meditations.

8th.

—One

morning

much

sleep in

distress

week

this
;

I

went

to

but instead of being

by dreams and scared through visions, I remembered the patriarch Jacob, who,
pursuing his perilous journey from Beer-sheba
towards Padan-arum, took the stones for his
pillow in the night season, and beheld a ladder which reached from heaven to the earth.
Waking, I was rather refreshed, and enlightened to look towards the God of Jacob, and
of all the holy patriarchs and apostles, which
have been since the world began. I have
also been entertained and edified in the hearing of some discourses of John Arnt, and
Anthony William Boehm, two enlightened
ministers of Christ Jesus; who, avoiding the
two erroneous extremes of Calvinism and arterrified

minianism, principally insisted in their ministry on the fall of the first Adam and his
wretched posterity; and their recovery by
the second Adam, the Lord from heaven, the
quickening Spirit, who, by the efficacy of
his atoning blood and spiritual influence, redeems from the law of sin and death; according to that which is written, " By man came
death, by
the dead

:

man came
for as in

Christ shall

—

all

be

also the resurrection of

Adam

made

all die,

even so

in

alive."

I

sat

in

the

;

—

!

;

Him,

merits of

in

men

the light of

life is

we walk

in

whom
;

— Lord

preserve from
of prayer.

—A

6th.

as

and whose
written, " If

is

it

the light," " the blood of Jesus

Christ cleanseth us from
5th.

life,

is

forgive

I

all

my

for the future

it

pretty peaceable

hope passed

in

sin."

past petulance,
it

:

is

and

the death

and placid day, I
Lord I was

the fear of the

;

thankful for the favour.
10th.
A low sitting in the outward room
of the meeting-house; I was deeply distressed
under a painful sense of the spiritual barrenness of those within, and my own demerits;'
I hitherto remain a monument of sparing and

—

forbearing mercy; Lord, thou knowest

long
13th.

— Rather

the diaries of

my

better in

health; reviewed

some former days, with

that at the latest period of

how

human

desires

life, I

might

experience that salvation which is by the grace
of our Lord Jesus Christ.
17th.
In some part of the forenoon my
feelings were after Him, who can " save by
many or by few;" with whom one day is as
a thousand years, respecting the operations
of his power.
18th.
I once more left my house at Hartford
after I got out of the town, I was enabled to look to the Lord and was enlightened;
his sanctuary is the salvation of Zion; he
can bring through great desolation he is the
only safe hiding place for the poor, and refuge
from the storms of the terrible praises await
him in the dust of Zion. I reached London
much better than I left Hartford.
20th.
I can feelingly subscribe to the declarations of the Messiah, viz: "That servant
which knew his Lord's will and prepared not
himself, neither did according to his will,
shall be beaten with many stripes:" these
stripes I have sustained from my youth. The

—
—

:

;

:

forenoon meeting in
much languor and distress of mind the lifelessness and formality of those assembled
seemed to spread with a darkness that might
indeed be fell: in vain do they pretend to
worship the God and Father of light and
spirits only in exterior forms and by the
rudiments of men: my eyes also affected
my heart, in beholding the exterior gaiety
and fantastical habits of many, whose countenances witnessed against them, and declared
the iniquity of their hearts; appearing in
their outward forms more like unto the haughty daughters of Zion, than the disciples of a
suffering Saviour, gathered together in his
name, to worship the Father in the bowedness of their spirits.
Eighth month 2nd.
In the evening, sitting
at my own door, this testimony, although not
literally contained in holy Scripture, viz: that
which is to be known of God is manifest in
man, was impressed on my mind, together
with the sufficiency of that divine anointing,
which " is truth and is no lie." O may my
mind for the few hours remaining closely
that I may expeattend on the light within
20th.

of the blood and

rience a daily application

—

Lord

is

righteous altogether, and will not suf-

fer sin to

secret

go unpunished

work

;

he will bring every

judgment; but the mercy

into

Therefore, O
covers his judgments.
Lord, merciful and just! cast our iniquities
redeem the
as into the depths of the sea
prisoner from the pit, and those who are
bound in chains of affliction and iron, from the
prison house; raise "the poor out of the dust,
and lift up the beggar from the dunghill," to
" inherit the throne of glory;" that with those
who have been redeemed out of great tribulations and washed their garments in the blood
of the Lamb, I may behold thy beauty, and
celebrate thy praise for ever. Amen.
22nd.
On the whole a pretty easy and
was visited by one who
comfortable day

seat

;

—

:

professed

much sympathy

with the afflicted
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body or mind

—

9th.
A pretty peaceable and quiet day;
by such who are seeking to perform my vows, and feeling
the death of Him, who after power for that purpose, for the power

declaration easily deliv-

a

;

481

ered, but only experienced

buried by baptism into
suffered, " the just for the unjust."

— This

belongs to

God

only; in our flesh there dwell-

had a conference eth neither strength nor power.
10th.
About noon I set out for Hartford,
with a Friend concerning various persons.
"When we observe any degree of malignity in dined at Wallham-Cross, and reached HartThe kindthose with whom we converse, it is necessary ford much belter than I expected.
neighbours was
carefully to attend the movements of our own ness of my friends and
spirits, lest something of the same nature liberally conferred, on my return once more
hasty replies gen- amongst them.
should arise in ourselves
23rd.
In the evening this petition filled
der to bondage, and prove as galling wounds
" O thou Preserver of men
to a soul awakened to a sense of its own de- my spirit, viz
merits.
That charity which is from above thou Saviour of Israel in time of trouble; be
edifies, and preserves in perfect peace; but thou graciously with me through this night's
unless the Shepherd of Israel is a wall of fire life or death!" My request was answered in
on the right hand and on the left, we are as the multitude of the Lord's mercies.
29th.

afternoon

1

—

:

—

:

overcome with the evil propensities of
our natures, as the reeds are shaken with the
wind.
30th.
There ha_s been painfully felt, a deficiency in that peaceful acquiescence in the disposals of Infinite Wisdom, whereby the true
believers in Christ, and faithful followers of the
Lamb, whithersoever he leads, are enabled to
glorify God in the fires, and even to rejoice in
their tribulations but alas, how far am I from
this.
O Thou to whom the power only

2Gth.

easily

—

;

!

belongs, arise for

my

help,

and scatter the

—

re-

—

I

received a

little

degree of strength,

though comparatively not bigger than a man's
hand, to look towards Him, " who quickeneth
the dead, and calleth those things which be
not, as though they were."

—

Before I rose, I remembered with a'
27th.
degree of freshness, a gracious declaration in
the evangelical prophet, viz:

"The Lord God

hath given me the tongue of the learned, that
I should know how to speak a word in season

him that is weary: he awakeneth morning
by morning he wakeneth mine ear to hear
to

:

mains of that which is of the earth earthy; as the learned," " neither turned I away
and beget a life which may live with thee back." Our happiness arises from not turnfor ever
thine is the kingdom, power and ing away from the awakenings of Him, who
speaketh not as mart speaketh
but whose
glory, everlastingly. Amen.
Ninth month 3rd. By reason of an unde- voice is altogether lovely. A pretty quiet
:

;

—

served provocation from a person whom I had
in her station, turbulence and wrath
were too prevalent whereby I suffered both in
body and mind. I do not know that I expressed
any thing but a just reprehension of the evil
by which I was offended, if it had been in a
peaceful mind, and " the meekness of wisdom." Christians ought to be redeemed not
only from "envy and evil speaking," but that

esteemed

;

internal wrath and

prohibited

by

clamour of

spirit,

which

is

the gospel.

— My spasmodic complaints

have been
tremendous inquiry attends,
what have I rendered to the Lord for all
viz
his benefits, both corporeal and mental? mulintiplied more than the hairs of my head
stead of the voice of melody, there has been a
cry, because of the oppression of the true seed.
I was, through the course of the day,
8th.
concerned to render thanks to the Lord for
6th.

abated

:

but

a

:

:

—

by seeking after the
sought to be preserved
in peace, by " the God of peace ;" of whom
are the issues from death " his name is holy
his multiplied mercies,

cup of

his salvation.

I

:

throughout all generations ;" praises wait for
him in Zion to him shall the vow be performed.
;

day, passed

in

a sense of

and some

lations,

my

manifold deso-

desires after the grace

savelh.

which

—

Tenth month 4lh. Grievous visions have
been before me, of a final separation from
the beatific vision of the Lamb, who dwells
in the midst of the throne; but let the Judge
of all the earth deal with me as he may see
meet I have only to lay my hand upon my
mouth, for he is righteous altogether. In respect to my fellow men, unrighteousness hath
not been in my heart, nor iniquity in my
hands I have sought no increase of the unrighteous mammon, but have been rather
desirous that many might be partakers of the
benefit bulky and ostentatious donations have
been declined, rather from the persuasion of
humility than avarice: verily, these righteousnesses have their reward; but in respect
to a final acceptation with the Supreme Being,
they ought only to be esteemed as filthy rags:
our dependence ought only to be on " the
;

;

:

blood of the everlasting covenant," and the
interior operations of the Spirit that worketh
in us, both to will and to do, according to his

own good
7th.

pleasure.

—For some days

past, in

much

pain of
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debilitation of spirit, I have been
through grace enabled to look to Him, who is
"the repairer of the breach, the restorer of
paths;" and only able to destroy the enmity,
and break down the wall of partition, by the
The cross of Christ
blood of his cross.
ought to be considered not distinctively, but

body and

the self-exalted

Pharisees despised

;

yea, he

and drank with them; and shall such as
we are, justily ourselves, and despise others,
because of some exterior evils from which we

ate

may

suppose ourselves clear? I verily believe
and the despising of others,
are as detestable as more open immoralities,
rather adjunctively, with respect to his suffer- in the sight of Him, who seeth not as man
ings and blood-shedding on the tree of the but who searcheth the heart, and in his own
cross without the gates of Jerusalem, when time will make inquisition for secret sins.
14th.
This day was passed in deploring
he suffered, the just for the unjust; and the
operations of his light, grace and spirit with- my own defects, and distance from the mark.
16th.
In the evening I received my comin us, by which it only effectually becomes
" the power of God unto salvation."
mon-place book, containing select passages of
the Old and New Testament, accurately peris in my heart to leave behind
It
11th.
me a testimony to the truth. In my youth, formed by J. C. In the selection of them I
when dead in trespasses and sins, and walk- was wonderfully favoured, considering my demay their
ing according to the course of this world, bilitated state of body and mind
although in my infancy educated in an esteem testimonies prove as watch-words to the weary,
of those precious testimonies borne by George and my instructions in righteousness.
Opening my Bible accidentally on
19th.
Fox, and his fellow-labourers, to plainness of
dress and address, I contemned them in my the xxxth of Jeremiah, I perused the gracious
heart, and departed from them in practice. promises contained therein, with some savour
When I was awakened to a sense of my lost and spiritual application. A quiet and peaceand miserable estate without a Saviour, I em- able day, with some internal longings after
braced them with all acceptation in their the Saviour of Zion, who turneth her captivistrictest forms, and have not since deviated ty " as the streams in the south."
Favoured with an unexpected in20th.
from them, either in sentiment or practice,
May I, by the
not for an hour: they are of God, and will crease of bodily strength.
be established in the earth, when " the crown grace of God, be enabled to lay aside all
teach me to love
of pride" shall be cast down, and the glory malice and envy. Lord
Nevertheless, let none, my enemies, persecutors, and those who have
of all flesh abased.
who by the influence of education, or any contemptuously treated me; "thine is the
other means, invariably adhere to them, glory kingdom, the power, and the glory, for ever.
Upon the whole the day passed
in, or value themselves upon a bare exterior Amen."
conformity to these truths; while the inner without much condemnation.
21st.
In the evening we were acceptably
man of their heart is full of pride, self-preference, and ravening after the unrighteous visited by our esteemed friends George Diilwyn, M. G., and S. R.: during a testimony
mammon.
This morning, that gracious annun- delivered by George Dillwyn, and a consider13[h.
seeking after recollecciation of Jehovah was illustrated in my view, able space of silence
" Let the wilderness and the cities there- tion of spirit, and adherence to the great
viz
of lift up their voice, the villages that Kedar Teacher, I remembered the testimony of that
attended at the quarterly deep traveller in the interior walk, Michael de
I
doth inhabit."
meetino- at Devonshire house; I was thankful Molinos, viz: "That the spirit of prayer
for the favour: our worthy friend George might be supported, amidst a vast variety of
Dillwyn and others, had acceptable testimo- adverse and contrary cogitations, as the desires
After dinner, by the provoking conduct of the heart are lifted up to Him, who knownies.
So in internal
of some, who would have been by men es- eth the mind of the spirit."
teemed my inferiors, and to whom I had recollection, the soul, though driven about as
behaved with a parental tenderness and affec- with fierce winds, like unto the iron attracted
and I suffered for my by the magnet, returns to the centre; and an
tion, passion prevailed
who can bear the unkindness acceptable sacrifice from " a people whose
Lord
sin.
self-preference,

;

—
—

—

;

—

—

!

—

—

;

:

;

!

and ingratitude of their fellow creatures?
none but those who are armed with the same
mind which was in Christ Jesus, "who, when
he was reviled, reviled not again; and when
he suffered, he threatened not:" but committed his cause to Him, that judgeth righteously.
Our great Master, and only perfect Exemplar,
conversed with such publicans and sinners as

land
the

the rivers have spoiled,"

Lord of Hosts

24th.
at

in

— How absurd

what we

may

is

brought to

Mount Zion.
it

is

esteem

be discomposed
unkind treatment

to

from our fellow creatures, whose mistakes we
ought to overlook, and to forgive, even as we
would be forgiven which is one part of what
even to do by
is
called the golden rule
;

;
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others, as

we would they should do by

us.

of the sons of fallen Adam can attain
hereto, only by the prevalence of Him, who
" is able to subdue all things unto himself,"

None
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by hearing my wife read the stupendous account of our blessed Redeemer's raising Lazarus from the dead.
in spirit,

— My

nephew VV. P. D., assisted me
penmanship of a sympathetic epistle
to my esteemed friend S. R., on account of
captivity to Christ.
the decease of her companion Mary Gurney;
I was with E. Millis at Martin's le
25th.
Grand, and reviewed the ground on which I a loss justly to be deplored by the church
was early favoured vviih a sense of the divine militant in general, and her in particular.
O! that had been faithful to the Our deceased friend was one of them conpresence.
religious monitions which were then imparted; cerning whom the Spirit formerly declared,
then would my peace have been as a river, " that the righteous is taken away from the
and the righteousness of Christ within me evil to come;" for whom there is no cause to
" as the waves of the sea." Indeed my mind sorrow, as those who are without hope; inashas been, since, almost daily exercised in much as they have an everlasting interest in
seeking after the Lord and I hope, in vari- the hope of their glory, and are uninterruptous instances, my concern has been for the edly entered into that rest which remains for
In the evening my mind
the people of God.
good of my fellow creatures.
set out once more for my resi- was in a placid state, feeling forgiveness for
31st.
I
dence at Hartford, with some affiance on the others, with some hope of being forgiven
Shepherd of Israel, who neither slumbers nor myself.
6th.
This day I was measurably preservbut whose merciful eye guideth " the
sleeps
poor of the flock," and shineth on the seed of ed under some sense of" the blood of sprinkJacob from between the cherubims. I was ling, that speaketh better things than that of
strengthened on my journey, reached home Abel;" expiating for sin, and purging from it.
and

bring every emotion of the mind into

to

5th.

in

the

—

1

;

—

—

;

in a

my

competent degree of strength, found

friends and assistants in health, and received

and

fresh instances of their fidelity

"

What

attention.

render to the Lord for all his
benefits" and mercies multiplied more than the
sand'/ May I be enabled with due resignation
to receive the cup he may be pleased to hand
to " give
forth, either in mercy or judgment
shall

I

;

In the evening, contemplating

on ihe various

divisions of professed Christians, their attach-

ment to their own principles and practices,
and prejudices against others, a faithful testi-

mony to Him, who " teacheth the way of
God truly," was renewed in my remembrance
with

life

we go 7

and freshness, viz:
for

Thou"

"To whom

shall

only, " hast the words of

unto the Lord the glory due unto his name," eternal life."
Sth.— This week, I hope, some increase
to worship him in the beauty of holiness:
has been attained in the forgiveness of such,
I am not worthy of the least of his mercies;
righteousness belongs to him, but to me there by whom I may have supposed myself evilly
only belongs blushing and confusion of face. entreated a disposition incumbent on those,
This week I have who themselves are "in jeopardy every hour,"
Eleventh month 1st.
been in a state of distress and anxiety. Some and who stand in need of forgiveness from
have in their hearts imagined evil things the judge of men and angels; it having been
against me, and with their tongues they have declared by the lip of Truth, that if we foruttered mistakes
Lord enable me from my give not men their trespasses, our heavenly
heart to forgive them, even as I would be Father will not forgive us our trespasses.
9th.— Some things in my conduct are now
forgiven by thee, to whom I am indebted in
more than ten thousand limes " ten thousand likely to be exposed to those who are already
being for a short time
talents;" and in a particular manner an indi'* prejudiced against me
vidual, by whom I have been treated with dismayed at the unpleasing prospect, these
I know that
words were with power brought to my regreat ingratitude and contempt
but " I say unto you, my
to me, as a son of fallen Adam, this is im- membrance, viz
possible but all things are possible with thee, friends, be not afraid of them that kill the
in body, and after that have no more that they
the work is thine, and the power is thine
this particular, may thy own works praise can do; but I will forewarn you whom you
thee in time and eternity. Amen.
shall fear: fear Him, which, after he hath
2nd.
A quiet and peaceable day; thanks killed, hath power to cast into hell yea, I
We ought indeed
to the " Prince of peace," who is our peace, say unto you, fear Him."

and

;

—

:

!

:

:

:

;

;

—

;

whom only our peace proceeds; ac- to walk as becomes the gospel, and to " shew
cording to that which is written, " Peace I out of a good conversation our works with
leave with you, my peace I give unto you." meekness of wisdom :" but the approbation of
4th.
In the evening I was much tendered our fellow men, their praise, or their censure,
and from

—

Vol.

IX.— No.
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and we have what gave
him safety and confidence in drawing nigh
unto God, an Advocate with the Father, a
great High Priest, a Mediator betwixt God
and us."
14th.
Although from my youth up to the
ume of Hunter's Sacred Biography, seemed
attended with light and unction, viz: "But is present day, I have been proved at Massah,
and striven with, as at the waters of Meribah;
it possible to remove from God an instant of
time, a hair's breadth of space? No: God yet have I not sanctified the Lord, neither in
spirit nor practice, so fully as I ought to have
is about our path, and our bed, watching our
going out and coming in, our lying down and done. Nevertheless, my wife reading in the
rising up.
God is in this place; and, were evening Hunter's Lecture concerning the death
our eyes opened, we should even now behold of Aaron, I was favoured with some distant
his face clothed with the frowns of just dis- views towards that land which is "on the
pleasure, or beaming with the smiles of pater- other side of Jordan."
15th.
During the preceding week, I hope
nal love.
As the awfulness and solemnity of
the prophet's condition are not peculiar to at times some victory has been experienced;
him, and to that important occasion, so nei- but a great shortness in that peace and perther are the privileges which he enjoyed, nor fection which is by Christ Jesus, has also
the communion to which he was admitted. attended.
16th.
In the evening my wife read some
Christian, you have but to retire into your
closet, and to shut the door after you, and pious meditations and addresses to the Suyou are immediately on the top of a higher preme Being I was more easy in body and
mountain than Moses climbed and near to placid in mind, than on the preceding evening.
17th.
Respecting the spirit of prayer,
God, as he was in the most precious moments
Alone, Perdidi Diem [I have lost a day]. Lord, let
of the most intimate communication.
or in company, we have access at all times to thy mercy be great, and pardon
lighter than chaff, when placed in the balance with those mercies, forgivenesses, and
righteousnesses, which are in Christ Jesus.
11th.
In the evening, the following passages in the second Lecture of the 4lh volis

the throne of grace

;

—

—

—
—

;

;

—

JOURNAL
THE LIFE OF THAT FAITHFUL SERVANT
AND MINISTER OF THE GOSPEL OF JESUS CHRIST,

WILLIAM CATON:
TO WHICH ARE NOW ADDED, FROM ORIGINAL <MiND OTHER SOURCES, SOME OF HIS LETTERS.

Christ, and strengthened his brethren
and
you may see he was one like to the converted
Caton.
scribes in the kingdom of God, which bring
In the year 1663, William Caton went to forth things new and old. He was like unto
Holland, and not long after he had finished Timothy, who was an example both in inhis testimony there, he died
and soon after nocency, simplicity and purity, in his life
that, his wife died
and he left this journal of and conversation, after he was converted; for
passages behind him, which being sent to me, they did preach, as well as his doctrine, in
I thought fit to put it in print and to recomthe churches of Christ.
And whereas many
mend it to all that knew him. For afler he have made a boast and a talk of Truth in the
was converted, he preached the gospel of beginning, who never knew what it was

George Fox's testimony concerning William

;

;

;

LIFE OF WILLIAM CATON.
in his narrative, you may see both an example and a testimony of Truth in the beginning, and how for many years he travelled
many weary steps on foot, both in England,
Scotland, and elsewhere, in the Lord's ser-

His innocent life preached both righteousness and truth where he came and was
a good savour to God, and in the hearts of
the people.
He was one who had a care
of God's glory and honour, and the spreading of the Truth and the prosperity of it
and in it he spent himself and finished his
testimony; who, in his life time, wrote many
precious epistles to Friends, besides several
vice.
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books.
In his travels he had many trials
and exercises by false brethren, backsliders,
and apostates, besides his perils by the sea,
and among the priests and professors; but
the Lord with his eternal arm and power
gave him dominion over all. And as for
his opposers, they withered and vanished
away; and after he had finished his testimony, he died in the Lord, and is blessed,
and rests from his labours, and his works
follow him.
G. F.
Gooses, [near Brentwood, Essex, his son-in-law
W. Mead's house, J 4th of Sixth month, 1688.
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CHAPTER
The

infinite

mercy of

his very infancy

;

some

I.

Lord God to him from
was loith him in the
introduction into Judge

the

how

which children are prone. But,
which restrained me
was within me, though I had a dread and fear
upon me when I was liable to sin against my
Creator; which now I know right well, came
through the aforesaid divine principle,
I had
also a fear upon me of reproof and chastisement from my parents, who according to their
knowledge endeavoured to educate me in virtue
and godliness; and therefore instructed me
to pray morning and evening, to read often,
and to go frequently to hear that which they
called the Word of God.
Great was their
care to bring me up in the fear of the Lord,
according to their ability and understanding,
as also in good fashion, as they called it, in
and therefore they educated me in
the world
vices to

alas, I

it

days of his youth : his
FeWs family at Sioarthmore.

The God of my salvation hath been pleased
of his infinite love, to show mercy unto me
from my very infancy unto this present day,
and hath through a secret hand preserved me
from many of the evils in the world, which
befall the children of men, and with which
many of them are overcome yea, from my
very childhood hath he dealt exceeding gently,
bountifully, and mercifully with me, and especially since he was pleased to make known
:

knew

not, that that

;

me, and his eternal such schools as the country there afforded,
How should I therefore and that for many years.
forbear to show forth his praise, and to deWhen I was about fourteen years of age,
clare his wonderful works? To the end, that my father took me to Judge Fell's, to learn
others may learn to fear and know him, to with a kinsman, a priest, who was preceptor
serve and obey him, that their souls may re- to the aforesaid judge's son; and thereby I
ceive mercy from him as I have done, and came to have an opportunity to be conversant
that they may praise and magnify him in the with them that were great in the world.
And
land of the living,
who is God over all, the through the mercy of the Lord, I behaved
Creator of all things; to whom be glory, myself so well among them as to the outhonour, and dominion for ever and ever.
ward, that I found favour among the whole
When I was a child I was nurtured and family, even from the greatest to the least of
tutored with such fatherly care and motherly them
and was in due time promoted to be a
affection, as my parents at that day were companion night and day to the judge's son,
endued with. While I was yet very young, and did eat as he did eat, and lodged as he
my heart was inclining to wisdom and under- lodged, and went after the same pleasure
standing: and being inspired with a divine which he went to, as fishing, hunting, shootprinciple, [the Holy Spirit] I did in those ing, &c.
In that day my heart was affected
days sometimes feel the power of it overcom- with my condition forasmuch as Providence
ing my heart, and begetting tenderness in it had cast ine into such a noble family, where
towards my Creator, when I have stood mus- there were such sweet children, with whose
ing upon his handiwork
and through this company I was more than a little affected
divine principle, I was much restrained from and in as much pleasure, ease and fulness,
heavenly truth
salvation to me.
his

in

—

;

;

:
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I

with them, as

lived

my

heart could well

There remained an integrity in my
heart towards God, and often did I call upon
his name: to that end, I would linger in the
chamber, until the judge's son, with whom I
lodged, was gone down, that afterwards I
might go to prayer alone; for my soul desired to have the blessing and favour of the
Lord, in which there was satisfaction to be
found, but not in the pleasures which 1 followed, nor yet in the ease and fulness in
which I lived.
After we had learnt some time together in
the judge's family, we were removed to a
desire.

school

the

in

Hawkshead

country,

a

at

place

called

met with many temptations, and seldom good company, but such as
were given to folly and wantonness. But the
Lord was wonderfully gracious to me; and
many limes when I have deserved nothing
but stripes from him, hath he broken and
overcome my heart with his divine love so
that 1 often stood admiring his wonderful
mercy, his long-suffering, forbearance, and
infinite goodness: for truly had his compassion failed, I might have been destroyed in
;

where

I

;

of

my

youth: but blessed be his
he had mercy on me. As
Providence ordered it, we did not stay long
the

sins

name

for ever,

at that school,

where

it

but returned to Judge Fell's,

was with me as before mentioned,
began to see into the depth of what

so that
the world could afford.
Being then about fifteen years of age, my
heart was much inclined after wisdom, as
also to seek knowledge; for in that family
there was a great profession, and such as
1

could speak of the Scripture, and could make
repetitions of sermons, and paraphrase thereupon, were held in esteem
therefore I endeavoured much to retain the heads thereof,
but when my memory would not serve me to
do as some did in that particular, I used my:

self to write

which

much

after the priests

:

but that

reaped thereby, could not give satisfaction to my soul, which at times hungered
much after the Lord,
I

cast

of

among

us,

who declared unto
Of those in that

and peace.

life

believed

report,

his

I

us the
family

was one, who came

finally to be affected with his doctrine;
at the first

I

way
who

though

did as niuch admire at his non-

our fashions, customs, and saluday admire at our
non-conformity to them
yet something in
me loved him, and owned his testimony. I
began to find in myself the truth of what he
spoke for his doctrine tended very much to
bring us to "the light, which Christ Jesus
had enlightened us withal, which shined in
our hearts, and convinced us of sin and evil;"
and into love with that, and obedience to that,
he sought to bring us, that thereby through
the Son we might be brought into unity and
covenant with the Lord.
In due time the witness of God was awakened in me, whereby my sins came to be set
in order before me
and it brought judgment
and condemnation upon me by reason of
them but I, being as the wild heifer which
is unaccustomed to the yoke, sought to get
from under it, as I often did, until I came to
know something of the power of God, which
brought that wild nature in me, which was
unaccustomed to the yoke, into subjection.
And so good was the Lord unto me, that I
had not long heard the Truth, when I came
to be a witness of the power of it in myself;
whereby the strong man in me was made to
bow, and the keepers of the house to tremble.
At that time 1 had not left the school, but
went with Judge Fell's son thereto; and he
being somewhat convinced of the same truth,
and touched with the same power, it was the
easier and the better for me: howbeit, we
were often wild, vain and wanton, and sported
ourselves in folly, to the extinguishing of the
good oftentimes in ourselves. But such was
the love of God to me in those days, that I
was as surely pursued with judgment, as I was
overtaken with folly.
Sometimes I would
separate myself from the rest of my schoolconformity

to

tations, as strangers at this
;

;

;

:

and get reiired into some place, where
might wait upon the Lord and ponder upon
his marvellous works.
When I was thus retired, and in singleness of heart waited upon
CHAPTER II.
the Lord, I received refreshment from him
1652,
George Fox's first visit to Swarthmore
but when I was drawn aside through the prothe tendency of his doctrine
W. C. leaves vocation of my companion, or the temptations
school, and becomes an inmate in the Fell fa- of the wicked one in myself, then was I trou-

—

fellows,
I

—

and writer; the divine love bled and disquieted in my heart.
In process of time my study became my
and refreshment prevalent amongst them Is
burden for when I was so much in trouble
moved to go into steeple-houses, markets, c^c.
through the condemnation that was upon me,
Quits Swarthmore.
mily, as teacher

—
—

;

I was so much the more incapable of making
In the year 1652, about the middle of the themes, Latin verses, &c., neither could I
fourth month, was that faithful messenger well give to the master the trivial compliment
and servant of the Most High, George Fox, of the hat, for T was then convinced in my
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had together, and the benefit which we reaped
thereby, how shall I declare it
For if we
notice of my condition, was not willing to had suffered loss in the day-time, when we had
suffer me to go longer to the school than I been abroad about our business or the like,
was free, but caused me to stay at home to then we came in a great measure thus to be
teach her children, and to go with her when restored again, through the love, power, and
she went abroad, and to write for her, &c., mercy of our God, which abounded very
which was a happy time for me. After I left much unto us. Howbeit, sometimes I was dethe school, I was much exercised in writing prived of that sweet society, when my heart
precious and wholesome things pertaining to was with them, through my going to my bed
whereby I came to have good op- so early with the judge's son, with whom I
the Truth
For a season he was tender
portunities to be conversant with Friends, in then lodged.
whom the life of righteousness began to bud and hopeful; but afterwards meeting with
and spring forth, and who grew in love and many temptations, his heart was drawn aside
unity, with which my soul was exceedingly from the truth, and his mind ran after the deaffected
and I desired very much to be one lights and pleasures of this present world.
with them in it, that I might share with them When he was removed to another school, we
therein, for my soul was delighted with it and came to be separated, which was at that time
in it, far beyond the pleasures and delights of no disadvantage to me in one respect, though
looked upon by some to be a disadvantage
this transitory world.
When I was about seventeen years of age, as to my outward preferment. But in that
the power of the Lord God did work mightily day I could have chosen much rather to
and effectually in me, purging, cleansing, and do any kind of labour pertaining to the
sanctifying me
and then I began to see house, with the servants that were in the
something of the gloriousness of the minis- truth, than to enjoy the delights of this world
tration of condemnation, and of the goodness with this son, or any one else, for a season.
of the Word of life, which was become "as For my delight was not then, so much as it
a fire in my bones," and " as a sword and had been, in the vain, perishing, and transihammer in my heart." I began to be bro- tory things of the world, but in the Lord, in
ken, melted and overcome with the love of his mercy and loving kindness, and to be with
God, which sprang up in my heart, and with his people; for the sake of whose company I
the divine and precious promises that were could have exposed myself to some pretty
confirmed to my soul.
Oh the preciousness hard employment. Neither was it then too
Oh the glory contemptible for me to become as Amos, a
and excellency of that day
how, or keeper of cattle, or as Elisha, to follow the
and the blessedness of that day
wherewith shall I demonstrate it? or by what plough for indeed in those days I did enjoy
means shall I explain it, that generations to and possess that which made all things easy
come, and they that are yet unborn, might and light to me. And oh the abundance of
understand it, and give glory unto the Lord living refreshment, which I received from the
Lord it is hard for me to utter or declare
Jehovah ?
Oh the love which in that day abounded the same to the utmost. I was often overamong us, especially in that family and come with the love of my Father, which did
the freshness of the power of the Lord God, exceedingly break and ravish my heart, and
which then was amongst us and the zeal for I know it was so with others of that family;
Him and his truth, the comfort and refresh- and of the overflowings thereof, we commument which we had from his presence, the nicated one to another, to the comforting and
We were willing
nearness and dearness that were amongst us refreshing one of another.
one towards another, the openings and reve- to sympathize and bear one with another, to
lations which we then had I confess I find my- be helpful one unto another, and in true and
And,
self insufficient to declare these things to the tender love to watch one over another.
the love, mercy, and power of God,
utmost; neither do I now intend to go about to oh
describe them particularly; for then I might which abounded to us, through us, and among
make a larger volume by much, than now I us, who shall declare it ? Hence came that
am intending but, my heart is affected with worthy family to be so renowned in the nation, the fame of which spread much among
the remembrance of them at this day.
In those days meetings were exceedingly Friends: and the power and presence of the
precious to us, insomuch that some few of us Lord being so much there with us, it was as
did commonly spend some time every night a means to induce many, even from afar, to
yea, often after come thither so that at one time there would
in waiting upon the Lord
all which
the rest of the family were gone to bed and, be Friends out five or six counties
By reathe comfort and refreshment which we tended to augment my refreshment.
oh

conscience of the vanity of
friend

Margaret

it.

special

Fell, the judge's wile, taking

1

;

;

;

!

!

!

!

;

!

!

!

!

;

—

—

!

!

;

;

;

:

!

:
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my much

writing, it came to pass what I declared among them.
Some fell
was much conversant with upon me, and did much abuse me; others
them, and thereby I had a privilege beyond pitied me and were much troubled for me
others of my fellow servants. I was frequently and sometimes they were much divided among
with dear George Fox, who, as a tender- themselves, for some were for me, and others
hearted father, after he had begotten me against me.
But in the midst of them the
through the gospel, sought to nurture me up Lord was with me, and his mighty power did
in all wisdom, faithfulness, and righteousness, preserve me; and when I had cleared my
to the glory and praise of my heavenly Fa- conscience among them, I returned in much
And on the other hand I was cherish- peace and joy in the Holy Ghost, for my rether.
ed, and encouraged in the way of life, by my ward was with me.
entirely beloved friend Margaret Fell, who as
After the Lord had fitted me for his work
a tender-hearted nursing mother cared for as aforesaid, I was much exercised in going to
me, and was as tender of me as if I had steeple-houses, insomuch that there seldom
been one of her own children the kindness, passed a first-day of the week, but I was
the respect and friendship, which she showed at one or another
and I was also often
me, ought never to be forgotten by me.
in markets, where I was moved to declare
When I had thus plentifully reaped of the God's eternal truth, of which through his inmercy of the Most High, and his power had finite mercy I was become a witness. And
wrought so effectually in me, to the redeem- though when I went to such places as aforeing oi'my soul from death, then did his Word said, I seldom knew what I should say till 1
of life begin to grow powerful in me: and came there yet behold when I was to speak
seeing the darkness and ignorance so great, I never wanted words or utterance, to declare
but
in which people were involved, my spirit that which the Lord gave me to publish
was stirred within me, and came to be tilled oftentimes on the contrary I had fulness to
And the beating, bufwith love to their souls, and with zeal for my great admiration.
God and his truth. About that time I began feting, stocking, stoning, with the many reto know the motion of his power and the proaches, which I went through in those days,
command of his Spirit; by which I came to were little to me nay, not to be compared to
be moved to go to the places of public wor- the refreshment which I had through the enship, to declare against the deceit of the joyment of the life, power, and love, which
priests, and the sins of the people, and to the Father had revealed in me, and by which
warn all to repent: for I testified to them that I was carried through them and over them
But oh
the day of the Lord was coming.
all.
By how much the more the Lord tried
the weakness, the fear and trembling in which me in those days, by so much the more I
who shall declare came to experience his loving kindness to me.
I went upon this message,
it? and how did I plead with the Lord conAfter the Lord came to honour me with
for I looked upon my bearing his name, and accounted me worthy
cerning this matter
own weakness and insufficiency, and how to bear my testimony, both in public and in
unfit 1 was in my own apprehension, to en- private, to his eternal truth, I had much facounter with gainsayers, who I knew would vour and respect from and among his people,
Howbeit, whatever I whose love abounded much to me; and I
also despise my youth.
alleged by way of reasoning against the Lord being sensible thereof, was very much supconcerning this weighty matter, I could not ported and strengthened thereby, in that serbut I must go, and declare what vice which God appointed for me, and called
be excused
When such service was over I
he should give me to speak and his promise me unto.
was, he would be with me.
returned again to the place of my residence,
When I saw it must be so, I put on cou- where I was diligent in my employment, until
rage in the name of the Lord and having the Lord ordered me to other service again,
faith in him, which stood in his power, I either to meetings abroad on the first-days
and
next gave up to his will, and went in obe- of the week, or else to steeple-houses
When I came to the the Lord was with me, and his word of life
dience to his motion.
place, behold, the consultations which before did often pass powerfully through me, and
never did I go about any service for the Lord,
I had had, were gone, and the fear of man was
departed from me; and strength, and courage, in which I was faithful, but I had always my
and boldness, and utterance were given me, so reward with me.
that I became, through him that strengthened
When I returned again unto that honour-

son of
that

I

especially

:

;

;

;

;

!

—

:

;

;

;

:

me, rather as a potent man than as a stripling, able family, the place of my abode, (I mean
and that even in the face of the congrega- Judge Fell's at Swarthmore, in Lancashire,)
Howbeit, my testimony was by many then was our refreshment very great together
tions.
little regarded, neither did they lay to heart
in the Lord, and with rejoicing did we speak
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together of his wonderful works, which were
very marvellous in our eyes. And after I had
had many glorious days there, and seen many
of the wonderful works of the Lord, in the
fulness of time, according to the will of
I was called out from among them, the

God
Lord

week,

it

was upon me
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to

go

to their sleeple-

house, where I had some liberty -(^und but
'f God.
little) to declare the everlasting truth
After that I returned to the meeting of Friends,
where the power and presence of the L 'rd
God were with us; so that a very sweet, com-

I
elsewhere. When fortable, and refreshing meeting we had.
and my companion were apprehended, and
it was the will of the Lord that I should go,
the judge was much against it, being then kept that night in custody; but the next day,
very unwilling to part with me ; but his dear as Providence ordered it, while the priest and
wife, who could not well give me up before, some with him, as we were informed, were
was then made willing freely to resign me to gone to get a warrant to bring us before a
the will of the Lord, especially upon so hon- justice, we were by a certain officer released.
After that we travelled towards Cambridge,
for I left them not to go
ourable an account
to
to serve other men, but to publish the name where we had a very good opportunity

having other service

for

me

;

visit Friends; which having done, we passed
on our journey towards Norwich. It being
in the depth of winter, and we travelling altogether on foot, it was something hard to the
CHAPTER III.
outward man but the Lord was with us, and
1654.
Leaving Swarthmore he travels south- his mighty power upheld us, and carried us
loard into Warwickshire and to Norwich, and through all, and through mercy we got well
where there were several of our
afterwards to London ; he and the brethren to Norwich

of the Lord, and to declare his eternal truth
abroad.

;

;

have great service in that

north country Friends in prison, whom we
visited, and with whom we were sweetly re-

city, c^c.

It was in the year 1654, in the eleventh freshed.
1 was about eighteen years of
In this city we had a very large meeting,
age, that I took my leave of that renowned fa- to which many people resorted and the Lord
mily at Swarthmore. But, oh the tears that was with me, and gave me a mouth and wiswere shed among us at our parting ; the dom freely and powerfully to declare his liv-

month, when

;

!

—

prayers and intercessions that were made to
and what deep impression our
the Lord
parting had upon our hearts, who can declare
So exceedingly were we united
the same.
and bound up together, that it was very hard
Howbeit,
for us to part one with another.
when we considered upon what account it
was, and that notwithstanding our parting,
we should enjoy one another in the Lord,
then could we give up to the will of the Lord
Therefore
so much the better in the thing.
according to the will of the Lord, in his name
and
and power, I set my face southward
visited Friends in Lancashire, and in some
parts of Yorkshire and Derbyshire, which
counties I passed through into Warwickshire,
where I met with
to a place called Badgley
many of the brethren, who did dearly own
the power, and the motion of it, by which I
was drawn forth into that glorious work.
Being very sweetly refreshed together, and
confirmed in the faith and power of God, and
encouraged to go on in that glorious and
honourable service, I took my leave of them,
and went on in the name and power of the
Lord towards Norwich in Norfolk, being acand coming
companied by another Friend
to Wellingborough in Northamptonshire, we
found several there newly convinced of the
Lord's truth, with whom we were much reAnd being there the first-day of the
freshed.
;

;

;

at that time we were in much
ing truth
jeopardy of being taken, but the Lord preserved us out of the hands of unreasonable
:

men. At that city my companion left me,
and returned towards the north and after I
had visited Friends and the brethren there, I
went into the country, and had very good
and in a short time
service for the Lord
after I went to London, where I was very
kindly received by Friends, and we were re;

;

freshed together in the Lord.
Not long after, came several of the brethren
to the city out of the north and other parts

and the mighty power of the Lord God was
with us, and very much we were exercised,
sometimes in steeple-houses, and sometimes
Upon one
in the meetings of Separatists.
first-day I was at two of their steeple-houses
in the forepart of the day, and at one of them
In the afterI had large liberty to speak.
noon I was at a meeting of Professors, where
there were six that spoke one after another
and I had liberty to speak freely among
them without opposition or contradiction from
any of them, and afterwards I departed in
peace.

About

;

mightily

that time, the
in

that city,

word of

the

Lord grew

many were added

and

and many steeple-houses, and
the faith
most of the meetings in the city were visited
for at one time
by some of the brethren
to

;

;
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there were ten or twelve of the ministering we went on, having confidence in God,
brethren in the city
most of lis came out of had been with us, and who was with us.

who

;

In due time we got to Dover, where we
were as pilgrims and strangers, not knowing
the face of any in the town.
After we had
walked awhile in the streets, being very much
pressed and burdened in our spirits, we took
and to make his truth and salvation known up our lodging at an inn or ale-house; where
we had been but one night, when the mayor
unto all.
Many meetings we had about that time in came to us, having heard something of such
it
the city, and I began to experience much of men being in town, and he examined us
the faithfulness of the Lord to me, who fur- being on a first-day in the morning, he would
nished me according to necessity, and was have had us secured for that day, but having
pleased to give that which was suitable to the nothing against us, he could not well bring

the north, even plain,

honest,

upright

men,

such as the Lord was pleased to make use of
in that day; and very diligent we were in his
work night and day, labouring faithfully so
much as in us lay, to exalt his name over all,

:

whom I was to his purpose to pass.
After he left us, it was upon me to go to
communicate it.
About that time, I met with my dear bro- the steeple-house, where I had but little liberty
ther John Stubbs, who was also come up to to speak before I was haled out but in the yard
London out of the north and though at that I had some more liberty to clear my consciAs for my dear compatime we had little outward knowledge one of ence to the people.
another, yet Providence did so order it, that nion John Stubbs, he was at the same time
we became companions and fellow travellers at the meeting of the Anabaptists, so called.
together.
It was
upon us to go into the In the after part of the day, he was at the
country, partly towards Uxbridge and at a other steeple-house, and I was moved to go
condition of the people, unto

;

;

;

certain place within a few miles of Uxbridge,

up

had very good service both in the steeplehouse, and also at a meeting, which was
ordered upon our coming to that place; and
the Lord was with us, in whom we were
strong, and our word powerful, though in our
own eye we were weak, and contemptible in

pendents, so called, so that

Ave

to

the castle to the meeting of the Inde-

by that day's

service the report of us went not only through

and of
which we bore testimony. Shortly after, we had liberty to have a meeting
in the Baptists' meeting place, to which many
the eyes of many.
The priest being moved people resorted and the Lord was with us,
with envy, stirred up the people against us, so and gave us mouth and wisdom, not only
that through his means we were apprehended powerfully to declare, but also zealously to
and carried before a justice; but he being a mo- contend for the everlasting truth, which was
derate man, reasoned moderately with us, and then much opposed and gainsaid both by
howbeit, some began
perceiving our innocency, discharged us. Af- professors and profane
terwards we returned to London again with to adhere to it, and to be afl^ected with it, and
joy and rejoicing, when we saw how the then did the enmity begin to work in the hearts
Lord had been with us, and how eminently of the people against us. We were haled before
he had appeared, through us weak and con- the magistrates, who examined us, and did use
temptible vessels
which we made known much means to get the town cleared of us,
to the brethren at our return, who, when and ordered that none should entertain us
upon a certain penalty; whereupon we were
they understood it, rejoiced with us.
turned out of our lodging.
But the Lord
raised up one Luke Howard, a shoemaker,
CHAPTER IV.
who was become so loving to us, and so bold
1655.
He travels with John Stubls into Kent and valiant, that he undertook to entertain us
they reach Dover, are haled before the Magis- in his house, notwithstanding their order;
trates
Luke Howard, his boldness in their where we abode several days, and had afterservice
They proceed to Hythe and other wards a meeting or meetings in his house;
and several at that time came to be convinced
places
are cruelly treated at Maidstone.
the town, but also into the country,
the truth of

;

:

;

;

—
—
—

We

staid

—

some time

after this in the city,

where we had good service for the Lord and
it was upon us to
go into Kent towards Dover, which accordingly we did, upon
the 13th day of the first month, 1655, in
much weakness and fear, we being but young
in the truth, and hearing of such wise profess-

of the truth, whom we commended
grace of God and left them.*

to

the

;

afterwards

ing

men

in those parts.

Howbeit,

in the faith

*

[The

Howard

following'
in

account

is

given

his Journal, of his first

William Caton, and of

by

Luke

meeting with

his visit to Dover.

describinaf the bewildered state of his

After

own mind,

and that he could find no trodden path, and no
man to lead him out of the wilderness, Luke
Howard informs us, he went up to London in
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night we took up a chamber, and we were
[The following letter copied from the oriknown to no man by face. The next mornginal, found in a valuable private collection
the mayor and some of his attendants

of

letters

formerly from Swarthmore,

may

and w. caton to f. h.
(howgil and BURROUGH.)

"Dear
"

day

We

hearts, Francis

came

& e. b.

and Edward,

5

into

Dover upon

the seventh-

the last week, being the market-day,

in

came to our lodging, and examined us from
whence we came, &c. he was much troubled that we did not bow to him, and [said]
we should be secured as vagrants. Then we
were had before a captain, who is one of the
separate teachers
he with this mayor was

—

also be interesting to the reader.^

" john sttjbbs

ing

towards night, and passed

to

and again through

the streets and in the market place, though we
had nothing given us to speak there ; then at

1654-5 and on a first-day he went to hear " one
Cardwell, in Lombard street. When he had done,
there stood up a young man newly come out of
the north country, his name was William Caton who sounded an alarm out of Zion, and proclaimed the gospel of peace. At that time it
seemed to me like the priest's preaching; my
mind then being more abroad after visible things,
than within after invisible which made me say
to my companion, 'come, let us begone to dinner,'
(not staying till he had done;) 'for I know as
much as he can tell me, or more than I or he
either can live in ;' thus making myself a judge
of his life and doctrine, which I knew not: and
so I turned my back upon the truth, as too many
The after part of the day we spent our time
do.
in walking in the fields; and the week following
The next first-day afterwards, one
I got home.
meets me in the street, and tells me there was a
Quaker preaching in the churchyard, who was
At
the same aforementioned William Caton.
which I immediately went to see what manner of
man that Quaker was: and when I saw him, my
heart smote within me, and I was more reached
with his bare person in Dover, than with his perAnd I was made a
son and words too in London.
safeguard to him from the boys and rude spirits
When he had borne his
that offered him abuse.
I then took notice
testimony, he passed away.
where he went in, and at night, NicodemiUs like,
I was loath to go in the day,
I went to see him
and would fain have got company to go with me,
but could not, so I went alone; and then met
with him and his dear companion John Stubbs,
who had been at the other steeple-house.-^f believe the Lord stirred me in my mind to go to see
them. I found them eating a little bread with
beer, without anything to sweeten or relish it.
So I asked them to go out with me; and we went
to a professor's (Baptist,) who Conversed with
them much, and agreed to have a meeting the
next day in the Baptist's meeting-house, which
was performed; [After which] many followed
them to their inn, as wonderers and gazers, and
some to opposCi Then the rulers of the town
sent to the innkeeper to turn them out of his
house, or else they would pluck down his sign.
So the innkeeper spoke to me, because he saw
that I most took their parts, and desired me to
but I also said to John
tell them, which I did
and Wniiam, 'go home to my house, for I care
So they
not for the rulers or mayor either.'
Vol. IX.— No. 12.
;

;

:

:

—

:

—
—

they
very exact in examining us severally
asked us for letters,
we had papers, they
saw them, and gave us them again. We had
our liberty with a charge from the mayor
After
that we should be of good behaviour.
our departure from them, one of us went in
the forenoon to a sieepie-house, and the other
William was pulled
to a Baptist meeting.
down in the steeple though with little violence,
I
but had his liberty to speak in the yard.
had as much liberty amongst the Baptists as
;

—

I

a

could desire.
I saw a seed amongst them :
few words were spoken
great was the
;

—

power that attended. In the afternoon, William
went to the castle where the garrison is, and
there the captain was much opposite, but the
soldiers were willing to hear.
I went to a
steeple-house of Independents: here are

high airy

spirits

as ever

the fort and in the town.

I

many

met with, both in

Oh

!

who

is suffi-

encounter with such a generation
There was a captain in that Baptist meeting

cient

to

went with me, and the fifth-day following we had
a great meeting at my house: and their testimony
was to me as John the Baptist's was to Herod,
who heard him gladly, and as Paul's was to
Agrippa, who was almost persuaded to be a Christian.
I was convinced in my judgment, and theit
testimony was to me as a pleasant song: so the
meeting ended, and all passed away in quiet."
He then describes his refusing to give up these
Friends, when applied to by the constables sent
" The next day
to his house by the mayor, Sid
at my house again, we had a good and blessed
meeting I may say in which these words were
delivered, viz
that notwithstanding men's profession of religion, the body of death is yet standing in them." He then states that the witness
within was answered, and he became sensible
of his own dark condition and state of mind;
so that it seemed to him to be the Lord's work
"to show me myself, and that I was but death and
darkness, and to empty me thereof; that so he
might fill me from his own fijlness of grace and
truth, even the life of Christ Jesus, in whom
alone he is well pleased.
Then did my two
friends and fathers in the truth pass out of town,
and I went two or three miles with them and
they took in writing the names of some towns and
men along the sea-coast
and all whose names I
gave received them; at which time Samuel Fisher
was one. After I left them, my sorrow was great,
and my tears many; so that I had much ado to
get and keep my eyes dry, when I came back to
Dover."]
:

—

;

;

:

—

56
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and his wife, who sent for us to their lodging
upon the first-day at night, and some others
were there. There is a convincement upon
them both, but especially upon him he commands a castle betwixt this place and Maidstone, and is a very moderate, plain-hearted
;

man he was very attentive at the meeting
when I was there. There come frequently
;

from the castle and from the town to our
lodging some rich and some poor;
pray that
we may be kept in the discerning state. This

—

day the post-master

told

us they desired to

sea-side, [Sandgate Castle,] where we
were kindly received both by the captain and
We had a meeting or two among
his wife.
the soldiers and others, and after that we
went to the aforesaid Hythe. It was upon us
to go to their public place of worship, which
we did
but soon after one of us began
to speak, we were violently haled out, but
preserved, through the hand of the Lord,
from being. much harmed by the rude multitude.
It was much noted that he who was
the most violent against us, had afterwards in
a short time, some remarkable judgment which

the

;

have a private meeting with us
there is
something kindled amongst them the man is befel him.
Anof a temperate spirit, and very hopeful.
In that town the Baptists allowed us the
other, a shoemaker, one Howard, who hath use of their meeting-room, and at the first
been a Baptist, (and his wife,) as he says these were pretty moderate and civil to us, but afterhe is wards they became (or some of them) our
ten or eleven years, but hath no rest,
clearly convinced.
A fire is kindled amongst great opposers howbeit there were some in
them, which cannot be suddenly quenched. that place who believed and received our tesThey are rich and very full, and now they are timony.
we shall endeavour
afraid to come to a loss
We went from that town further into the
to get a meeting among them, and so clear our country, and were at Romney and Lydd,
consciences to them. Let us hear from you as where there were many high professors, and
shortly as you can, and we would have you among the rest Samuel Fisher, a very emito send us a dozen of some sorts of books nent and able pastor among the Baptists.
It
which you think would be serviceable, and was upon me to go to the meeting of the Inwe shall endeavour to get money for them. dependents, and upon my dear brother, to go
You may direct them to be left at Luke How- to the meeting of the Baptists, where he had
ard's, the shoemaker, in Dover, to be conveyed good liberty.
The aforesaid Samuel Fisher
to us.
The post-master is loving towards us, had been speaking among them, but, as it
but we are at an inn in the town, where many appeared, was so much affected with John's
are free to come to see us.
So our dear love doctrine, that after John had done, Samuel
We remain began with his wisdom to paraphrase upon it
to all our dear friends with you.
your brethren, &c.
with excellency of speech, thereby to set it
" John Stubbs, Will. Caton.
forth in his apprehension beyond what John
" We would have you to show this to G." had done. At the meeting where I was, they
would scarcely allow me any liberty to clear
(doubtless George Fox.)
;

;

—

;

;

my

"Dover, 19th of

First

month, 1654

"]

conscience

among them.

After that,

we

had meetings in both places; and being one
" For his dearly time at a meeting in the street at Lydd, for
( This letter is addressed
beloved friends Francis Howgil or Edioard the Friend's house would not contain the mulBurrough, at Justice Hubhert^s house, in titude, the magistrates, or some of them, sent
to the aforesaid Samuel Fisher, who was also
Moorfields, London.''^)
present at the meeting, to tell him that we
After that we went thence to a town called might have the church-door, as they called it,
Foulstone [Folkestone,] where we were kindly opened to go in thither, but we refused to acreceived by Thomas Nichols, his wife and cept of it, and chose rather to continue our
and some good meetings we had meeting in the street. The aforesaid Samuel
others,
there; the priest of the town and many others Fisher believed our report, with several more
being present at some of them and the wit- in those two towns, who were convinced of
ness of God was truly reached in some, and the truth of God, which had not been declared
some were convinced of the truth, and received in those parts by any Friend before.
it in the love of it.
We were also up in the country about
I was also at their steeplehouse, but was uncivilly treated and suffered Ashford and Tenterden, and had great meetto speak but little, until I was turned out vio- ings, and strong contests with professors, who
lently by a rude fellow; but some that were did much oppose us, especially in those two
simple and moderate were troubled thereat.
towns; howbeit we found some who were
When we were pretty clear of that town, simple and tender-hearted in most places
we travelled towards Hythe, and in our way where we got meetings. We were also at
thither we went into a castle which stood by Cranbrook and Staplehurst, where we found

—

:
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who were very ready to to the meeting of the Independents, which
embrace the everlasting tnilh, accordingly we did and John was taken at
which we freely and powerfully, according their steeple-house, and I the day following at
to our measures received, administered unto my inn, and were both sent to the House of
them, in the demonstration of the eternal Correction, so called, where we were searchand several large and precious meet- ed, and had our money, and our ink-horns,
Spirit
ings we had among them, and the power and and Bible, &c., taken from us; and afterpresence of the Lord God were much with wards we were stripped, and had our necks
us, in which we rejoiced together, freely dis- and arms put in the stocks, and in that conand aftertributing the Word of life unto them, which dition were desperately whipped
at that time dwelt richly and plenteously in wards we had irons and great clogs of wood
our hearts and as we had received it freely, laid upon us, and in that condition they would
For have compelled us to work, saying, he that
so we did dispense the same freely.
though there were those that would have would not work should not eat, &c. Forasgiven us both gold and money, which some much as they had dealt so wickedly with us,
would even have forced upon us, yet we had and that without any just cause, neither could
they justly charge us with the breach of any
not freedom to receive one penny of them
for we told them it was not theirs but them law, we were not free to consent so far to
and
which we sought. Many were convinced and their cruel wills as to do their work
much affected with the truth, which with joy therefore they kept us without victuals for
and gladness they received. Among them, some days, only a little water once a day we
as at other places, we sought to settle and es- had allowed us: he that committed us, and
tablish meetings, and to bring those that were was the chief agent in cruelty against us, was
convinced to wait upon the Lord in silence, a noted Presbyterian. And though the malein that light of life in themselves, which we factors that were there, would have given us
turned them unto to the end that they might of their bread, yea, the women of the house
enjoy the substance of what they had pro- being moved with compassion towards us,
Accordingly meetings came to be would have given us something privately, but
fessed.
settled in most of the places before mentioned, we were not free at that time to accept of
which they that were convinced kept up after either, until they by whose order the provision
was kept from us, gave consent that it should
our departure.*
which finally he or they
After that, we were moved to go to a great be brought in to us
town called Maidstone; and it being on a first- did many in the town began to be offended
day of the week, we were in the fore part of at their cruelty, which they manifested toAnd when they, who sought to
the day at a meeting of the people called wards us.
Baptists in the country; and after we had de- bow us to their wills, were made to bow by
clared the way of salvation among them, we the power of God, we were free to receive
left them and went to the town aforesaid. victuals for our money, and did eat and were
When we came there, it was upon my dear refreshed.*
brother John Stubbs, to go to their public
* [The following particulars, in addition to those
place of worship, and it was upon me to go
given above, are obtained from some early re* [Dover Friends were among the first that set cords of Friends of East Kent.
" William Caton being brought before the mathis noble example of gathering in the name of
Him, who promised to be in the midst of them, gistrate, was examined where he dwelt, and how
and who was found to be the faithful and true long it was since he came from his outward being,
and what way he came with more of the like
witness unto them.
" I may also acquaint you a little how things questions. William answered, he came from Lonwere with us in our first convincement and meet- don. The magistrate asked what he did while
ings, after we came to sit down to wait upon the he continued in London ? William said, in makLord in silence which was our practice for some ing known the everlasting truth, as he was moved
turning people from darkness to
years, except some travelling Friend came amongst of the Lord
that with the light they might see
us.
I can truly say, the Lord was our teacher, the light
a very open people,

receive,

and

to

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

and his presence and power were manifested
amongst us, when no words have been sounded in
our outward ears: for several of us, and at several
times, in these meetings, have felt the power of
the Lord, that hath made our outward bodies
tremble as well as our hearts: and great fear and
reverence took hold of my heart and the Lord
confirmed his truth in me from day to day, and
answered my doubt?, and settled my faith by and
Luke Howard's Collection of
in his power."
Writings, 1704, p. 29.]
;

themselves, and be brought to repentance, &lc.
Then the magistrate told him, he had a master
for him, and that he should be set on work, and
be bound unto him for so much a year, &c. But
William refused to be bound to man, or to be in
bondage to any; saying, he was in the work and
service of the Lord, and could not go out of the
Lord's service to be a slave to man."
This early record then describes their cruel
treatment in nearly similar terms as in the journal
above, though sometimes more minutely. After
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The

next day following, after their cruelty were at their meetings, and had pretty good
to be abated, they sent an officer, who liberty to declare the truth of God amongst
made restitution of some of our things again them, and some there were that received our
which they had taken from us, but burned testimony in that place also, who were conseveral good wholesome papers and letters. vinced of the truth, so that there came to be
Afterwards they parted us, and with officers a meeting settled there.
were likewise

seemed

We

conveyed us out of the town, one at the one at Sandwich, where I had some service in
end of it, and the other at the other, which particular among the Dutch people at their
was no small trial to us to be so separated. steeple-house, but at that time the truth could
We were conveyed from one officer to get but little entrance in that place.
another in the country, and in that manner
sent towards our habitations in the north

when

:

but

had been in the hands of about twelve
of them, they began to grow careless of their
order, and finally, suffered me to travel alone,
which accordingly I did towards London.
The day following I got well up to London,
where I was more than a little refreshed with
the brethren
and there I met my dear companion John Stubbs again to our great refreshment. It came presently upon us to return to
the town of Maidstone again, and into that
country, which was no small trial to us however, to the will of the Lord we gave up, and
returned within two or three days. When our
grand persecutor at Maidstone heard of our
return, he sent a hue and cry after us, and it

CHAPTER

I

He

1655.

visits

Dover—^Travels

—

turns

;

Upon

to

— returns

to

Yarmouth, and afterwards
With John Stubbs sails to

to

the North
Holland; their labours in

into

V.

Calais in France

that

country

—

re-

England.

the 12th of the fourth month, 1655,

was upon me

to go over to Calais, in
France, which accordingly I did from Dover.
When I came there, and saw the place so
much given to idolatry, my spirit was very
much burthened and pressed within me and
in the power of the Lord I went to their high
being gotten eight miles into the country, the place of worship, where s6me were worshipand I walked
officer came into a Friend's house where we ping before their dumb idols
through by them, but could not well ease myhad lodged but were then at another place
and it being on a first-day, in the morning we self with words to them, because they could
went to their steeple-house, but the officer was not understand me, neither could I then unbut the Lord afternot then there and Providence did so order derstand their language
wards made way for me to ease my spirit,
it, at that time we were preserved out of their
hands.
Afterwards we passed through the and to clear my conscience among some
For after I had been some little
country visiting the brethren that had receiv- of them.
ed the gospel, who were confirmed in the time in the place, it came to be known to
faith, and the more so through our patient some of the chief of the city, who desired to
suffering. We were also at Canterbury where see me, and to speak with me, and some of
we had good service, especially among the them came down in person to the quay to
for we look for me, and understanding I was aboard,
Baptists and Independents so called
I was called ashore, and was afterwards conveyed through private places, for fear of the
being sent out of the town they passed into the
rude multitude, as he told me that was aphands of many constables, William Caton being
pointed to convey me, to a great house, where
separated from his friend. The account then states,
that these officers began to grow careless of their several of the great ones were gathered toorder; and at length left them in the highways; gether, to see me, hear me, and to speak with
their heavenly countenanaes and sober lives and me
so that I had a very gallant opportuwords preached so much to them, that they finally nity to declare the truth among them.
A
suffered them to travel alone whither they pleasr certain Scotch lord, so called, was the intered.
The record continues to give account of their preter and precious dominion the Lord was
returning to Maidstone, &c., and adds, " before
pleased to give me over their vain, frothy
they got to Dover again, the report of their wicked usage at Maidstone came to the ears of the minds and spirits, which were very much adit

,*

:

:

;

;

;

;

;

,•

;

who meeting with Luke How- dicted to lightness and vanity. When I had
Luke, I hear your friends have been had this opportunity to clear my conscience
at Maidstone, and been whipped we did not deal among them, they suffered me to depart in
'No,' said L. H., 'but peace.
so badly with them here.'
And soon after I was clear, and free
you dealt with them worse than you should.' So
to return again for England, which I did, and
in a little time came William Caton and J. Stubbs
dear companion John Stubbs, at
again to Dover, where they, with Friends, enjoy- found my
ed their meetings peaceably
many being con- Dover.
About that time it was upon John Stubbs
vinced."
MS. of Friends of East Kent.
mayor of Dover

ard, said,

;

'

:

:
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was upon me

to return again, to endeavour
accomplish the aforesaid journey to Holsome good service afterwards in the coun- land and when the time of my departure
and was come, I took my leave of them with
try, in our return towards Gravesend
from thence we went to Colchester, and so to much brokenness of heart, in which I also left
Yarmouth in Norfolk. As to the outward we them and visiting other Friends, I returned
were poor and feeble, yet full of power and again into the bishoprick, where I had left my
Afterwards we had some
strong in the Lord, and were very provident dear companion.
and sparing in our expenses, of which I could precious meetings in those parts, which tosay more than here I am free to insert yet gether with those we had had before, were of
nevertheless the Lord did enable us to travel no small service
and being pretty clear of
day after day, and many a mile upon a day, those parts, we sought again an opportunity
notwithstanding our keeping our bodies so for Holland.
Coming to Shields, we heard of a ship
much under. Neither did we in those days
want for money, of which we might have had that was intended for Flanders, which, though
but our hearts being clear it was in the king of Spain's dominions, and
plenty given us
and free from coveting that, as the Lord well pretty wide from Holland, yet we were wilknows, we kept ourselves clear and free of it; ling to go along with her, hoping to get pasfor as we had received freely, so we were as sage from thence
so going aboard of her,
willing to give freely, and the little we had, we got finally through mercy to Yarmouth
the Lord did sanctify and bless to us, and our Roads again, where we found a ship intended
reward we had always with us, in whatsoever for Flushing in Zealand, which being nearer
place or condition we were.
to Holland than Flanders, we embarked in
After we came to Yarmouth, we waited her.
Through the mercy of the Lord, we
there and in the country thereabouts the most arrived well at Flushing; where we came
part of three weeks for a passage for Hol- among a people of a strange language, among
and finally an opportunity of a ship whom we had been but a little time, when
land
seemed to present, as also of wind so we our spirits were stirred within us by the
got aboard, though not without some difficulty power of the Lord
through which we were
but presently after the master moved to proclaim his mighty day, and to
in the roads
came aboard, and perceiving what we were, publish his eternal truth, in and through their
he would not carry us, but forced us ashore streets, whether they could understand or no;
again
which disappointment, after we had which we did, and his power and presence
waited so long, was no small trial to us. were with us.
At that time no man laid
When we saw there was little likelihood of hands upon us; so after we had unburthened
our getting passage from thence for Holland, our spirits, by easing them of the weight that
we determined to go for the north and after was upon them, through obeying the Lord,
we had waited some time longer there, we we returned to our lodging again.
got passage for Sunderland, having no small
When the first-day of the week came, it
weight upon us, which was the heavier be- was upon us to go to the congregation of the
cause it was reported in the nation among English and Scotch, which we did; and many
Friends, that we were gone over sea.
gazed upon us and wondered at us, because
When we came into the north, I had much of our non-conformity to them. But after we
desire in me to go to see my dear and near began to speak, they were much stirred, some
relations in the Lord at Swarthmore and with fury and rage, and others with admirathereabouts, and Providence did so order it tion
but withal, they would not suffer us to
that I had an opportunity.
Oh the refresh- speak much, but hurried us out with great
ment which we had at our meeting, and indignation, and some violence was offered to
during the time I staid among them, it would us howbeit the Lord preserved us, so that
be hard for me to declare it to the utmost. we received but little harm from them,
blessDear Margaret Fell, who had been as a ed be his name for evermore
tender-hearted, nursing mother to me, was
The same day we went to another great
refreshed to hear how the Lord had been city called Middleburgh, and got thither bewith me, how he had blessed my labours, fore their afternoon's devotion was ended.
and prospered his work in my hand for all When we came there, it was upon us to go to
which mercies, together with many more, we the meeting place where the English and
returned unto the Lord his praise, his due, Scotch did meet, where we waited until the
and with joyful hearts offered unto him the priest had done afterwards one of us began
sacrifice of praise and thanksgiving.
to speak, but the priest would not suffer us,
When I had staid some little time there, in imagining at first, before he understood us
which I was refreshed both in soul and body, well, that we had come a begging. But when
to

Lord

to

it

to

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

!

:

—

!

;

;
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he perceived the contrary, he and others the Lord. After I had had several meetings
were more against us, and some especially in the bishoprick [Durham,] I went again
were very violent, and did beat me much into Lancashire, and coming to Swarthmore,
and indeed had not the Lord been with us, I was received with joy again in the Lord, in
and preserved us through his mighty power, whom our refreshment was great, and a very
they might have done us much mischief; but precious time we had afterwards together,
blessed be the Lord, he was our keeper and whereby my very life was much revived;
and therefore did my soul magnify the Lord,
preserver.
After that, the priest sent for us to his with the rest of his lambs and babes in that
but he place.
house, and reasoned awhile with us
was of such a lofty and ambitious spirit, as
;

;

many of that generation are, that the truth
could have little entrance in him, or enterAfter we had had other
tainment from him.
the city, and were

service in

o-ood

pretty clear of

it,

we embarked

for

become
Rotter-

where, afier some difficulty
in Holland
and hardship sustained, we arrived through
but did not know the
the mercy of the Lord
When we had been some few
face of any.
days in the city, it was known to several, and
after some time we got a meeting at an English merchant's house, to which many merWe
chants came, both Dutch and English.
for
suffered for want of a good interpreter
he that interpreted for us not being true and
faithful, to interpret our words as we spoke

dam

;

;

CHAPTER
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It was not long after this, that
leave of that blessed family, for

I

I

my

took

was

to

go

towards which nation we had
felt some drawings, before we were clear of
that service beyond the sea.
Having taken
my leave in abundance of love of my dearly
beloved friends at Swarthmore, I went through
Westmoreland, and had some good meetings
among Friends there, which were of good serthem, but sometimes otherwise, the hearers vice. Upon the 12th of the ninth month, 1655,
or some of them, came rather to be incensed I went towards the bishoprick, in order to go
When I came into the bishopagainst us, than to be won or gained to the into Scotland.
tmlh howbeit, the witness of God in some, rick, I met with my dear companion John
answered to the truth of our testimony. As Stubbs again and when we had visited the
there had been no Friend before to declare brethren and Friends in those parts, and had
the truth among them in that city, it was been truly refreshed together in the Lord, we
in
looked upon as so much the stranger thing, went afterwards into Northumberland
and we were so much the more wondered some parts of which we had very good serbut in due time, when we had cleared vice, especially in the country about Morpasse
at
our consciences, and borne a faithful testi- [Morpeth ?]
About the beginning of the tenth month,
mony to God's truth in that place, we departed thence and returned again for Zealand, 1655, we were at Berwick; and upon the
market day, it was upon us to go into their
where we took shipping for England.
After we had waited some time for the market, where we had some good service.
wind, we had an opportunity of sailing, but On first-day following, I was moved to go
met with a very sore storm at sea howbeit into their great assembly, where none of our
the Lord preserved us, and we got well to Friends had been, but such as had been imBurlington (Bridlington), in Yorkshire, but prisoned and afterwards put out of the town.
were not permitted to go into the town, be- Nevertheless, I was not therefore to be discause we were come from Holland, where it couraged, but went in boldly in the name and
was said the sickness then was nevertheless power of the Lord and when the priest had
we saw our Friends, and were refreshed in done, I stood up upon a stall, but none seemed
Soon after we set sail to make such haste to get away as the priest;
seeing one another.
ao-ain, and when we came near Hartlepool, however, my mouth was opened in much
the wind blowing very hard, we lost our fore- power, and the Lord was pleased to give me
mast, and were in some apparent danger; but courage and boldness, and indifferently good
When I
the Lord was pleased to preserve us then also, liberty I had to declare the truth.
and to assuage the violence of the boisterous had done, the mayor met me at the door, and
waves through his mighty power, in which took me by the hand, and delivered me to the
we put our confidence. And when through sergeants but afterwards I was brought bemercy we were gotten well ashore, we went fore the mayor and magistrates, and further
up into the country among Friends, with examined by them, who finally ordered that
whom we were more than a little refreshed in I should be turned out of the town, which
for Scotland,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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to pass.
steeple-house in the country, where I
spoke to the priest; but he was Curious, and

came

also

at a
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staid several weeks in that city, [Edinburgh,]
being accompanied by another dear brother,
John Slee by name: and many good meetings
I

have we had in the city, especially upon the Castlefoot, hill, where many hundreds heard the truth of
and often
but none God in much power and plainness
with more such like expressions
of the people would obey him, but gathered was the witness of God reached, and many
so that
generally about me, and were pretty willing were made to confess unto the truth
to hear the truth declared, though they were we had extraordinary good service for the
We did not only keep our meetings
a sottish, ignorant people. Alterwards I could Lord.
not well get any lodging among them for my upon the aforesaid public place, but also we
money and when I was wandering up and often had meetings at William Osborne's, who
down, being destitute of a place to lay my formerly had been a Lieutenant-Colonel, but
head, or to rest and refresh myself in, there was then become very zealous for the Lord's
came a man out of Berwick to me, and I truth. Upon one time especially, it was upon
The guard suffered me to go to their high place of worship, the
went along with him.
me to pass very freely into the town again, chiefest in the city which accordingly I did;
where I met with my dear companion and after the priest had done, I spoke to the
John Stubbs, who had also been in great people, but was not suffered to speak much,
called

me

me madman^ and

to the stocks,

bid the people

me hand and

and bind

;

;

;

;

—

—

service

that

Baptists,

the

day
and

in

;

in

the
the

forenoon
afternoon

among

supply the meeting which we had appointed
so that day we had good service, and
staid afterwards some few days in that town,
and had another meeting or two there.
We travelled from thence into Scotland,
towards Edinburgh and though our travails
were great, and our sufferings many, both in
;

;

man, yet the Lord
mighty power supported us, and carried us through them all. And that which made
them the easier to us, and made us the more

the inward and outward

by

his

capable to bear with them, was the extraordinary love and unity in which the Lord preserved us insomuch that I do believe scarcely any of the brethren who travelled abroad
upon the same honourable account, ever
agreed better than we did, or were more mutual in their service, and in other things incident to travellers, than we
therefore were
our travels and sufferings so much the more
easy to us, through him that blessed us, and
with the right hand of his righteousness supto whom be glory, honour and
ported us;
dominion for ever and ever
When we came to Edinburgh, we found
things somewhat out of order there, through
the unfaithfulness of some that were convinced of the truth, but who did not order
their conversation aright, neither did they
which we endeavlive as became the gospel
oured to rectify among them, as much as was
and the word of the Lord was efpossible
fectual through us among them, to bring them
;

;

—

!

;

;

into better order.

After

we had been some

until I

was

carried out with the press of the

he did multitude, which was indeed extraordinarily

time together in
that city, it was upon my dear brother to go
to some other places, as to Burnt Island,
Ayr, &c., and afterwards to return to Eng-

When

great.

I

was a guard of
secure

me

me

came

out in the street, there

soldiers set in readiness to

from the multitude, and

to

conduct

where I desired to be, which
they did with their drawn swords and after
that I went in peace to the meeting of Friends.
that time with General
I was also about
Monk, so called, who was seemingly moderate, and did hear me, and received such papers from me as I had to deliver to him,
I was also at Stirling; and at my going into
the city, was carried to the main guard, and
from thence I was sent to the governor, who
but when I had
at first was high with me
spoken a little to him, and had given him something to read, he became more moderate.
I
went from his house to the English chaplain's,
who was very moderate and kind in his way
towards me. After I had had good service
among them, I went to Glasgow, another
great city; and it was upon me to go to their
great cathedral, where three congregations
did meet at once; and after they had all done,
I had some liberty to speak to the multitude
in the yard, for the rude people were kept
very much under by the English soldiers,
who were pretty moderate towards me, so
that I had very good service in that city.
I was at a place called Douglas, where I
to the place

;

;

had good service, both in the steeple-house
and elsewhere; but the priest caused me to be
turned out of my lodging, and did what he
could to hinder me from having any entertainment in the town but some that lived a
little from the town, were willing to receive
;

me

into their house.

Thus
both

in

after

I

had had such good service

the city of Edinburgh, and

at

so we parted in the fulness of places afore-mentioned, I was pretty free
land again
endeared love, with much brokenness of heart. return again to England, which I did.
:

the
to
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When I came back to England, I visited spent several weeks as aforesaid; and always
Friends both in Northumberland and in the when I returned to Swarthmore, it was to me
bishoprick, [Durham] and had some good a place of refreshment.
service among them, especially in the bishoprick; and afterwards I visited Friends again in
CHAPTER VII,
Westmoreland, and in due time got well back to
Swarthmore, where I was received as former- 1656. Attends a general meeting in Leicestershire
again visits Scotland ; has good meetly, even in the fulness of dear and precious
I found the power and the presence of
love.
ings at Edinburgh, Leith, Stirling, dfc.
the Lord with them as formerly, and therefore
Returns to Swarthmore, and proceeds to Briswas our refreshment together again as it was
tol and into Cornwall
Visits George Fox in
wont to be, I could truly say, it was good
Launceston gaol.
but the Lord having much serto be there
About this time, as I remember, I took a
vice for me abroad, I could not stay long
before I was constrained to travel again in journey into Leicestershire to a great general
About meeting which was appointed, to which many
the work and service of the Lord,
the middle of the first month, anno 1656, it of the brethren resorted, and among the rest
was upon me, and another dear brother, Wil- there was dear George Fox, whom I much
liam Simpson, to go down into Lancashire desired to see.
A very precious meeting it
and afterwards I had some precious
and Cheshire, &c,, to visit Friends, which was
Many precious and time with the brethren, and took my leave of
accordingly we did.
serviceable meetings we had, and the Lord's them, and returned again into Lancashire.
I
heavenly power and presence were much had not been long there, when it was upon
with us, and very good service we had both me to go into Cumberland and Scotland
at Warrington and Manchester; and I was at again; whereupon I took my leave of Friends
the great Independent congregation at Stopard, in those parts, and went towards Cumberland:
[Stockport?] but Eaton, their pastor, caused and on the 4th day of the third month, 1656,
them presently to take me away, so that I I was at a meeting at Ambleside close by the
had very little liberty among them. After- chapel, and several of the people were with us
wards I went to the meeting at Manchester, after the priest had done. In the afternoon
and my companion was moved to go to the I was moved to go into the chapel among them,
steeple-house, but had little liberty to speak, but they were exceedingly violent against
for he was taken thence, and was turned out me, and seemed to thirst much after my
of the town, as he had been twice the day blood, for they fell upon me, as if they would
but their power was
but that night he came in again, have torn me to pieces
before
and we had a good meeting in the town, as I limited, and I was preserved in the arms of
had had the night before at Stopard, The the Lord, and endued with much courage and
next day many people followed us, through boldness to declare the everlasting truth among
William's speaking, at the end of the town, them.
Afterwards I went into Cumberland, where
and there I had a favourable opportunity to
which they I had several good and precious meetings
declare God's truth among them
heard with moderation and attention. Upon among Friends, to the confirming of them in
the third-day following, we had a meeting at the truth, and to my great refreshment in
When I had visited Friends in
a place called Sunderland, and upon the the Lord.
fourth-day another meeting four miles from that county, I took my leave of them, and
thence, and on first-day, we had a good gene- went from thence to Scotland again, being
accompanied by a dear brother called John
ral meeting within four miles of Northwich
yea, night and day we laboured in the work Grave. We travelled towards Douglas, where
and vineyard of our heavenly Father, and we visited the few Friends that were convinced, and had a meeting in the steeple-house
our reward was with us.
We were put in prison at a place called yard, where many heard the truth declared
Congleton in Cheshire and remained there in the power and demonstration of the Spirit,
some few days, when Providence did so order especially in the priest's absence but when
Time would he was at his devotion many of them left us.
it, that we were again released.

—

—

—

:

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

me to relate particularly the good service
which we had at that time in Cheshire, Lansomecashire, and at Leek in Staffordshire
times in steeple-houses, sometimes in streets
and markets, and night and day frequently
In due time we were made free
in meetings.
in the Lord to return again, after we had
fail

;

In the steeple-house, when the priest was
catechising his hearers, and sometimes when

they could not answer him,

I

was ready

to

and I gave him some queries to answer and sometimes he said he would answer them, and sometimes he said he would
not; but finally he broke out into a very
reply,
:
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with me, as also his wife, who is since convinced of the truth, and he is very loving to
sible he would have done much more, if he Friends ; his chaplain was also friendly to us.
When the first-day of the week came, it was
had had power.
travelled from thence to Edinburgh, upon us to go to one of their steeple-houses,
where we had several good meetings, as also which accordingly we did. When the priest
many had done, I began to speak to the people, but
at Leith, and that openly in the street
great rage and passion, and caused the people
to turn me out of my lodging ; and it is pos-

We

;

resorted to them, both of the English that
were in that country, and also of the natives

many

so that

precious opportunities

we had

of declaring the everlasting truth of God
About
freely and powerfully among them.
that time I was not well in body, having ophowbeit the Lord
pressed it with sore travel
was pleased to restore me again in a pretty
short time, even for the service sake.
When we were pretty clear of Edinburgh
and Leith, we travelled towards Stirling city;
but when we came there, the people were so
incensed against us, that we had very much
to do, to get lodging for our money, which
When
finally some soldiers procured for us.
the first-day of the week came, it was upon
us to go to their great steeple-house, which
accordingly we did and being there at the
very time when the priest was going about to
swear some of them upon some occasion, I
was moved to speak, and tell them that Christ,
the head of the church, said, " swear not at
;

;

all ;"

but

little

in

that

speak

more would they
place.

suffer us

to

Afterwards we were

who was

carried before the governor,

pretty

high against us, and would even have forced
us out of the city; howbeit he was then prevented, for the Lord had a very considerable
service for us in the afterpart of the day.
We had appointed a meeting upon a green,
near the steeple-house, to which a great conand a very precourse of people resorted
for
cious and serviceable meeting we had,
;

—

Lord was pleased to give us his word
plentifully to communicate to the people freely and powerfully, and his presence was with
us, and his living witness was reached in
many, which testified to the truth of what we

the

declared
and little further opposition did we
meet with at that time. Yet some of the
people were so envious, and others fearful,
;

many

of them durst not entertain us;
we well get lodging in the city
that night; so we went out into the country,
and not without difficulty could we get lodging
there
for the Scots were prejudiced against
the English, they looking upon us as if we
had been some straggling soldiers, were thereyet Providence
fore the more afraid of us
did so order it, that we got well through the
When we came there,
country to Glasgow.
we found the governor, one Colonel Ashfield,
a very moderate man ; and he sent for me
to his house, and reasoned very moderately
that

neither could

;

;

Vol.

IX.— No.

12.

whereby the soldiers were
and as for the Scots they could
not endure sound doctrine, but turned away
At this
their ears from hearing the truth.
city I was carried to the main-guard, where I
had good service among the soldiers, who
were very civil towards me, and in due time
the

drums

called

away

beat,
;

they suffered

me

to depart in

peace

to

my

lodging.

When we

had had very good service in
and were pretty clear and {ree of it,
it was upon me to go to another noted place
called Ayr, in the west of Scotland, and it
was upon my dear companion John Grave,
to go to another place, so that we parted for
a season, which was no small trial to us in
In due
that dark and barbarous couutry.
time I got to Ayr and it was upon me to go
to the steeple-house there, where I had pretty
good liberty, there being many soldiers, and
I was civilly treated among them.
After I was clear of that place and others,
according to the will of God, I set my face
again towards England, and travelled many
a mile alone in that barren and rude country
howbeit the Lord was with me, and through
his mighty power I was not only preserved
out of the hands of unreasonable men, but
also through his mercy, from the sin and evil
for
which abounded among those people
which my soul hath cause to bless and magnify the nameof the Lord, while I have my being.
In due time afterwards I met with my dear
companion to our mutual refreshment and
then with cheerfulness, after we were clear of
that country, we returned to England again.
When we got into Cumberland we had very
large and precious meetings, even as we had
and
had before our going into Scotland
Friends were strengthened and confirmed in
the precious truth, which in those days did
and the
flourish and prosper very much
Lord's power and presence were with us,
ihrouwh which we were carried on in his
work and service, in which our souls delightthat city,

;

;

;

;

;

ed to be exercised.
Afier I had had good service, in Cumberland, I visited Friends in Westmoreland, and
in due time got well back to Swarthmore
again, where I was dearly received as in
after my great travels, I always
a place of refreshment to me, both
But I was not permitted
for soul and body.
to stay much, there being such an effectual

months past;
found

it

57
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in the country; and there- Plymouth, where I visited Friends
and after
was constrained, through the love of I bad had a meeting among them, I travelled
God which dwelt richly in my heart, to into the country, and being refreshed with
for I Friends, I came to a place called Totness in
labour so much the more diligently,
knew it was good working while it was day. Devonshire; where upon my coming into the
When I was at Swarthmore, we had not only town 1 was apprehended, and carried before

door open abroad
fore

;

I

—

many
in the

houses and chapels

God

of

truth

:

so that

plentifully

many

heard the
both of

that believe and of them that perish
and, indeed, a glorious and precious time we
had, to make known unto people the way of
salvation, and what the Lord had done for
our souls; many believed and were converted,
and brought to serve and worship the Lord in
;

and in truth.
had not been long in those parts when it
was upon me to go towards Bristol, and further westward so far as Cornwall; whereupon
I took my leave of Friends at Swarthmore in
abundance of love and tenderness, in which
we were wont to meet and to part, and travelled with a dear companion, whose name
was Walter Clements. Many brethren and
Friends we visited in our journey to their and
our comfort; and in due time, through mercy,

spirit
I

we
a

got well to Bristol, where 1 was more than
refreshed with Friends, to see how the

little

truth prospered among them, and what large
and gallant meetings there were, both in the
city and also in the country thereabouts. I was
moved to communicate freely to them of the
overflowing of the life and power dwelling in
me, which tended to the comfort of many.
After we were refreshed together in the Lord
I left them, and went on my journey westward, for I was determined to visit some of
the brethren that were in prison in Launce-

ston jail in Cornwall. I visited several Friends
as I went, travelling mostly alone and on foot
also

:

but the

threatened to have the whip
back, though without cause.
Bui Providence ordered it otherwise, for
others of the magistrates were more moderate
and when they examined me the priest
was present, and a very gallant opportunity I
had, to bear a large and faithful testimony
unto the truth, which accordingly I did; for
indeed the Lord was much with me, and it
was given me in that very hour what I was
to speak.
That night they kept me prisoner,
and the next day they sent me away with a
pass from tithing-man to tithing-man, or
from constable to constable ; and thereby I
had a fine opportunity to declare the truth to
For
the people in the country as I travelled.
when I came into a town, and was in the oflicer's hand, many people that heard of it came
out of their houses to see the Quaker, as I
was called and some were pretty tender and
loving, and others were otherwise.
I freely
declared the truth among them as I was
moved ; and in due time I was freed from
that entanglement by a countryman that
would trouble himself no further with me,
but gave me the pass, and let me depart in
peace.
I
got well to Taunton in Somersetshire,
where I visited Friends, as elsewhere in the
aforesaid shire
and in due time I got to
Bristol, where I found several of the brethren,
as Francis Howgill, John Audland, &c., with
whom I was more than a little comforted
for the Lord's presence was with us, and his
heavenly power was amongst us, so that we
were not only a refreshment one unto another in the Lord, but many were refreshed

upon

laid

declared,

them

who

the mayor,

precious meetings there, but also several
country thereabouts, near to the steeple-

Lord was with me, and through

my

;

;

;

my journey's end
comforted with the through us, and we all in the Lord, whom
brethren.
I went out also into the country,
our souls did magnify and praise.
where I had some very good service; and afterWhen we had been sweetly refreshed towards returned to the prison again, where my gether among Friends at Bristol, we went into
refreshment was so much, that my cup was Wiltshire, and were together at a great geneeven made to overflow, there being at that ral meeting: after which we parted in abundtime dear George Fox and several other ance of love and unity; for I was to go into
Friends prisoners there: of whom in due time Kent, and they elsewhere.
I took my leave, even in the fulness of endearI came to a place called Basingstoke, where
ed love, and returned again out of those parts. I happily met with my dear brother and former companion, John Stubbs and another
dear brother called William Ames was with
CHAPTER VIII.
him, who had been together in Holland but
He returns to Bristol, and travels eastward into
they travelling westward, and I eastward,
Kent Remarks on the exercise of his gift
howbeit,
we had but little time together
Reaches London.
in that little time we were truly comforted
his

goodness

where

I

I

got well to

was not a

;

little

—

;

;

—

—

:

About

the latter end of the

fifth

the beginning of the sixth, 1656,

month, or one
I

was

at

cient

in

another

brotherly

;

and afterwards,
love,

we

parted

in

the an-

again.

I
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along in

journey, being

much Lord been

alone, but the Lord's heavenly presence

was

had several good and premine and Friends' great
refreshment in the Lord and finally through
mercy 1 came well into Kent, where I went
from place to place, and visited such, especially, as before had received our testimony.
Many precious and large meetings I had in
the county, and the Lord was very much
with me, who furnished me plenteously with
his word and power
insomuch that I stood
admiring at sundry times, from whence I had
that fulness.
This was not only the case
with me, but with many more, who looking
with the eye of reason upon my earthly tabernacle or outward man, could not expect
any great thing from myself, being then but
neither had 1
about twenty years of age
with

me; and

1

cious meetings, to

:

;
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pleased to give

plentifully, that

me

through him

I

his

word so

was enabled

speak two or three, yea, sometimes lour
hours in a meeting wilh little or no intermission.
And often it hath been with me, that as
I knew not before the meeting what I should
speak in the meeting, so neither could 1 well
remember after the meeting what I had spoken
in it; and yet had plenty and fulness, though
not only
1 was often daily at meetings; and
so, but in the evenings also; and the Lord gave
a fresh supply always out of that good treasury, which affords things both new and old.
to

These things

I

rehearse, not for

my own

do say, "not unto me, not unto me,
(who have nothing but what I have received,)
be the praise; but unto the Lord alone;" who
is the giver of every good and perfect gift.
And I can truly say, that which I received
ever been in much profession, until I was from him,. I delivered unto his people: and
yet plenty of no small favour, love, and esteem I had from
convinced of the truth of God
so that the Lord,
heavenly things the Lord was pleased to open them and among them
in me and through me, to the end that I might whom I faithfully served, was pleased to give
communicate the same to the multitude, which me even what my heart and soul desired
sometimes being great, I was ready to say and an exceedingly glorious day I had of it,
within myself, whence shall I have where- and did much rejoice in the Lord, notwithwith to satisfy all these? And when I looked standing my great travails and sufferings; all
at my own weakness and insufficiency as of which, through him, were made easy to me;
myself, I was ready to faint; but when I neither were they much to me, with all the
looked only at the Lord, and put my confi- perils and dangers I went through both by
dence entirely in him, I was strong and cou- sea and land, in comparison of the power
For the Lord showed me by his and presence of the Almighty, which did so
rageous.
eternal light, at a time when I was even be- sweetly and eminently accompany me in
moaning my own weakness, and groaning those days.
After 1 had had good service in Kent and
under the sense of the weight of the service
and work of the Lord saying or thinking elsewhere in the country where I travelled, I
within myself, Oh
such and such (meaning went up to London.
the ablest and wisest of the brethren) are so
fitted and furnished, that they need not care
;

praise, but

—
;

;

;

I

—

what service they are called unto, but as for
me, I am so simple, I am so weak, and I
never have any thing beforehand,
neither
do scarcely ever know, when I go into a meeting of several hundreds, what I shall say, or
whether anything or nothing. But even when
I was full of those and such like reasonings,
the Lord showed me how they that had much
had nothing over, and they that had little,
had no lack even as it was with the IsraelFor the brethren that were wise
ites of old.
and eminent, who had received much from the
Lord, behold there was so much the more required of them
so that of all they had, they
had nothing over, but what they were to employ in the work and service of God.
As
for my own part, I, who was so little in my
own eyes, and so mean and contemptible in

—

—

—

;

:

CHAPTER

1656.

and

IX.

Sails for Holland—
Rotterdam — His service

Is imprisoned, at

Visits

Amsterdam

at both places

—

Middleburgh, and conveyed

—

on board of a ship of war for England TraSouth of England, returns to
London (1656-7) and proceeds again to Holvels into the

land.

About the beginning of the seventh month
1656, being at London, with several of the
brethren, we had at that time much disturbance in our meetings in the city by some
troublesome and unruly spirits, who were
and
gone from the truth into extremes
though we suffered by them, yet we were
refreshed together in the Lord, and one in
;

another.

that time it was upon me to go over
Holland, unto which I was given up in
I was then but weak
not what 1 should say when I went into a the will of the Lord.
meeting, yet even in such a meeting, hath the in body, having gotten a surfeit through heats

the eyes of others, had no cause to complain;
for though I was often in the state that I knew

About

for
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and colds

my

in

travels,

as

it

was judged. were augmented through some forward and

unruly spirits that were convinced, but who
run out into extremes both in words and
tunity; and very much I desired to have a writing; whereby both the truth, and they that
companion along with me, if Providence had lived in it, came to suffer much for my part,
howbeit, I went finally alone
I had fainted through weakness and sufferso ordered it
and met with some wicked and uncivil men ings, had not the Lord by his mighty power
upheld and preserved me.
in the same vessel in which I went over
At that time few or none of the priest's
some of whom in their jollity abused me but
before we got over to Holland, we had a proselytes came to our meetings, but several
pretty sore storm, and to outward appear- high conceited professors, both at Amsterdam
ance were in much danger. At that time and Rotterdam attended, and several of them
great was the fear and anguish that came were more apt to take upon them to teach
upon those that were so wicked and even others, than to receive instruction themthen the Lord raised me up, in whom my faith selves.
I was also at the Jews' Synagogue at Amand confidence was. It was upon me to speak
to them in their distress, and then the witness sterdam upon one of their Sabbath days; and
of God was near and ready to answer to the staying most of the time of their worship, I beand the goodness and held the manner of it, which was very strange
truth of what I spoke
mercy of the Lord to me in that storm were in divers respects neither would they admit
through whose hand we were of any dispute in their Synagogue; but after
very great
preserved, and finally, through his mercy, their worship was ended, another Friend
brought well to our desired haven; blessed and I had some pretty good service with
and magnified be his name for ever and ever. some of them in one of their houses they
When 1 landed at Dort, I do not know that are a very hard, obstinate, and conceited peoWhen I had staid some
I could speak three words of their language, ple in their way.
and so was much pressed in spirit, and sorely time at Rotterdam, it was upon me to go to
laden with the weight of iniquity, which fell Zealand, which accordingly I did, about the
upon me and seeing I wanted an interpreter, latter end of the eighth month 1656, and the
From aforesaid young man went along with me.
therefore was my burthen the greater.
Dort I sailed to Rotterdam, where I found And when we had been some days at Middlesome few that had heard the truth, and who burgh, he went to some of their meeting
in some measure received it; howbeit, I staid places in that city, and was apprehended
not long there, for my drawings were to which I understanding, went to visit him, and
Through the good hand of they, perceiving that I was his companion, seAmsterdam.
the Lord I got well thither, where John cured me also. Afterwards we were examined
Stubbs and William Ames, my dear brethren, very late in the night, and after our examinahad been before with another Friend and tion we had three or four soldiers to guard us,
very good service they had had among the and a place appointed for us where we might
Some had received their lie. But quickly after we were laid down, we
professors there.
testimony and the truth in the love of it and were called up again in great haste, and were
such with gladness and joy of heart received carried from thence to the prison, about the
me. And the Lord made my service efTectual eleventh or twelfth hour at night, and put in
among them for establishing and confirm- two distinct places, which caused my suffering them in that living truth, which they had ings to be the greater, and the more, because
heard and believed. There were some among I could speak little or none of their language.
them that could understand me, and interpret There I remained some days, being weak in
so that I had body, but in process of time, we were brought
that which I spoke to the rest
very good service among them, for that little before the council, and were severally extime I staid, which was not long, till it was amined, but returned to prison again.
It seems they ordered (by what followed,)
upon me to return to Rotterdam. In the mean
for soon
time, a young man came over from England, that we should be sent for England
who went with me, and could understand after, a coach-wagon was brought to the door,
When I was at to carry us to the water-side, and several solboth English and Dutch.
Rotterdam he left me for a while and in the diers were also provided to guard us. For the
meantime, I was much straitened for want of city seemed to be in an uproar, and the rude
an interpreter but there being one that could multitude raged exceedingly, as if they would
but the Lord was
speak some Latin, I spoke some time in that have torn us to pieces
language to him, and he interpreted it to the with us, who was our chief keeper, though
rest. But my sufferings were exceedingly great there were some in the wagon with us, and
and they some that went on foot along by the wagon.
in that country, in divers respects
Nevertheless

that

weak

I

was

in

readiness, though

in

condition, to take the first oppor-

:

:

;

:

:

:

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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to their order, they brought us on
board of a ship of war, where we were kept
prisoners, near upon two weeks, being confined to an open, cold room ; and the men
were so hard-hearted towards us, that they
would not allow us so much as a bit of sailcloth to lie under us, or above us: thus for the
most part of that time we lay upon the bare
boards in very cold, stormy weather, so that
our sufferings were great both in the inward

According

and outward man.
But,

how

is

the goodness

who
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those days did eminently aphe hath often done since,
therefore have we cause to put our confidence
About that time I had
in him to the end.
much good service for the Lord in those
parts, and when I was free of the same I

Lord

;

in

pear for us, as

returned again to London.
had not staid long there, when it was
I
upon me to return again for Holland ; although I had some very good service in London, and in some pari of Surrey, before I
and mercy of the was perfectly clear and ready to take shipeven then, while ping for about that time there was an effechardly used, my tual door open in and about the city, and
recovered my many of the brethren were there, and a very
1

Lord to be admired, for
in prison, and so
I was
strength grew much, and
health, in a great measure again, even to my precious opportunity we had together, to our
own and others' admiration and thereby I refreshment in the Lord.
In due time way was made for my going
came to have further experience of the goodness and mercy of our God, for which my over, and in the fulness of dear and precious
soul hath cause to bless and magnify his love, I took my leave of Friends and the
brethren at London, and through mercy arname for ever.
About the middle of the ninth month 1656, rived well at Rotterdam; and understanding
through mercy, we got well to England, and there that William Ames, a dear brother, was
about the same time came up to London. at Utrecht, I hastened thither, where I found
We had extraordinary pain in our feet after him in good service for the Lord, both to his
we came to lie in warm beds, having lain so and my refreshment. Entering into discourse
long in cold weather in our stockings and with him, I understood that he had been in
;

;

shoes: but meeting with many of the brethren
my refreshment was great among them,

there,

and

in that

good service which

I

had

in

the

city.

When

I had been about two weeks in the
was upon me to go down into the
country; and when I was travelling alone

city,

it

prison

at

Amsterdam with another Friend,

and that they were turned out of the city, &c.
Nevertheless, according as it was upon me, I
went to Amsterdam, though bound in spirit
and came thither about the middle of the
arrived there in
I
second month, 1657.
a very seasonable and needful time; for
Friends being but young, and having had a
pretty sore storm, were somewhat scattered
and scattering, being discouraged and frightened through the indignation and wrath of the
magistrates and priests, which were kindled

Surrey, near Ryegate, a wicked, murderous
came out of a house, and fell upon me as
if he would forthwith have murdered me; but
the Lord delivered me out of his hands, and afterwards I went to the meeting of Friends that
I made it my work to gather
day. I had good service in Sussex, especially against them.
among a people that were called Seekers, who them together again, and to establish them so
were mostly convinced, not far from Lewes. much as was possible in the eternal truth.
Besides what they had met with from the
I was also at Steyning, Arundel, Chichester,
Portsmouth and Southampton, at all which magistrates, &c., there had been a bad instruplaces I had good service for the Lord as also ment among them, who had bred much disat other places, both in Hampshire, Sussex, cord and dissension among them; but through
the mercy and goodness of the Lord, they
I had a meeting at the
Surrey, and Kent.
east side of Sussex, where there had never came in due time to be restored again into
been any Friends before and the rude mul- faith and confidence, peace and tranquillity,
But as
titude came with their drum, marching up to in which they kept their meetings.
the house, like men ready for battle, in a des- for the professors, they were high and conperate manner, as if they would have pulled ceited, and would scarcely believe that a
the house down over our heads. I was moved greater light was sprung up in any part of
to go out to them, and asked them what they the world, than what was arisen among them;
wanted they said Quakers I told them I neither could they well endure to receive inwas one. And it was upon me to speak in struction from such as would not or need not
much plainness to them, which I did, and in be instructed by them. There were also at
much power; and presently their countenance that time many stumbling blocks laid in the
way of the simple, and many obstructions
fell, and fear surprised them, and with shame
and confusion they withdrew, not having the truth met withal in that place and therepower to harm any of us, blessed be the fore were my burthens the more, and my

in

fellow

;

;

;

;

;
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sufferings the greater; but the

Lord was with come

to

be laid in the dust,

matters not

it

me, and the right hand of his righteousness for it is better to be reproached by the world,
glory be to his holy name for and to suffer persecution of the world for
upheld me,
righteousness' sake, than it is to revile them
ever and ever
whom the Lord hath chosen out of the world.
[The following valuable epistle from the Therefore eye his mercy to you, that are reSvvarthrnore Collection, is dated "Amster- proached and not reproachers, persecuted and
dam, in Holland, 15th of third month, 1657:" not persecutors yea, 1 say, rejoice that you
it
bears an endorsement in the handwriting are accounted worthy, not only to believe,
Be ye
(as the editor believes,) of George Fox, thus: but also to suffer for his name's sake.
" W. Caton to Friends, 1657."]
comforted, in the midst of your deepest sufferings and tribulations, with the consideraTo all my dearly beloved Friends that be tion and hope of the joy and glory that shall
elected of God, sanctified through the Word be revealed unto you, which your present
of his grace to be vessels of honour, to the sufferings, which are but for a moment, are
not worthy to be compared unto.
For the
praise and glory of his name everlasting
Mercy, grace and peace be multiplied amongst night is far spent in which the sorrows are;
you, from God, the Father of our Lord Jesus and the day is at hand when sorrow and
Christ, the fountain of love and life, from sighing shall fly away: then shall you that
whom all goodness doth come; who hath mourn be comforted, and receive beauty for
distributed of the riches of his grace unto ashes, the oil of joy for mourning, the garyou, and manifested his living power amongst ment of praise for the spirit of heaviness
you by which he hath quickened some of that ye may be called the trees of righteousyou who were dead in trespasses and sins, ness, the planting of the Lord although for
and given you a sight of the entrance into the present you be in pain and sorrow, groanthe eternal inheritance, which never fades ing to be delivered from the bondage of coraway. Yea, light is sprung up unto you who ruption into the glorious liberty of the children
walked in darkness, and upon you who dwelt of God. Be patient therefore and hope to
in the land of the shadow of death, hath the the end, for he that shall come will come,
light shined; and your understandings hath and will not tarry; whose arm is already
the Lord opened, and given you to see that stretched out, in which he carries his babes
in yourselves, which separated you from him; and lambs, who are born again of the incorand some of you are come to distinguish be- ruptible seed, nourished and fed with the sintwixt the precious and the vile, betwixt that cere milk of the living Word, by which they
which entereth into God's kingdom, and that grow from strength to strength. The Lord
which is shut out. So that which once you will not lay any more upon any of them than
esteemed highly, which did appear beautiful they are able to bear but he strengthens the
and glorious in your eyes, comes now to be weak, comforts the feeble, binds up the brokenaccounted dross and dung in comparison of hearted, fills the hungry, clothes the naked,
that pearl, which some have found, and many satisfies the weary and the thirsty soul; whose
are digging for; which is not purchased by everlasting treasury is always full, and his
banqueting house ever well stored with duraall that seek it, because they are not willing to part with their whole substance for ble riches; where the distressed are relieved,
it.
But I know that many of you have for- and every one's necessity supplied, that hunand yet something remains gers after righteousness. For he is a Father
saken much
which must be also offered, even that which to the fatherless, and he increaseth the strength
would save its life, and would not come to of such as have no might so unto him you
judgment, must be brought to light and ten- may come, as unto a living fountain, from
dered, if it be as dear unto you as your right whence none are sent empty away, who thirst
blessed are
eye or right hand. Those who keep nothing and pant after the Lord. Oh
back, but are willing to part with all for the all they that come to drink here of this Fountheir souls shall never
truth's sake, shall receive an hundred fold, tain of living waters
and in the life to come life everlasting. For thirst more and you, whose souls are thirstI do assure you, that none are ever made ing and longing to participate of it, you shall
For I know that no visible
losers for parting with any thing for the be satisfied.
Lord, neither need they repent thereof; and created thing can satisfy that which longeth
that which you lose and have lost for the to be refreshed with the living streams which
truth, the time is at hand when you shall ac- issue out from this fountain, which watereth
And though the world may and refresheth the whole city of God, the
count it gain.
account you fools, because of the loss of your streams whereof make glad the hearts of the
when your honour and dignity righteous, whose souls come therewith to be
reputation

—

;

;

;

;

;

:

!

;

:

—

;
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So come hither, all
everlastingly satisfied.
you thai thirst, " come ye to the waters, and
he that hath no money, come ye, buy and
come and buy wine and milk without money and without price;" yea, eat, O
for
friends, eat abundantly and be satisfied
a living fountain hath the Lord set open, for
Judah and Jerusalem and all that are bathed
and washed in it come to enter into the holy
city, which hath no need of the sun nor of the
for the glory of the
moon to shine in it
Lord God doth enlighten it, and the Lamb
the gates of which are
is the light thereof;
not shut at all by day, for there is no night
neither can any thing enter into it
there;
that defileth, neither whatsoever worketh
abomination, or maketh a lie; but they whose
names are written in the Lamb's book of life.
And towards this your faces are turned, and
your feet are guided into the way thai leads

eat, yea,

;

;

—
—
;
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you return unto Sion with the ransomed of
Lord, with everlasting joy upon your
heads,
being made inheritors amongst them
that are sanctified and crowned with victory.
So, the everlasting powerful God, who is
strong and mighty, bless, preserve, and keep
you
that you may multiply, increase, and
prosper, and bring forth some an hundred,
some sixty, some thirty fold, to the praise and
glory of our God
to whose custody and
protection I commend you
his grace and
peace be with you for ever and ever, amen.

the

—

;

—

—

:

Your dear brother

in the living truth.

Will. Caton.

—

to

it.

But woe

them

to

the way, and so

that take

come

short

their rest

by

they shall

in-

up
;

sorrow and vexation, and trouble shall

herit

be their portion ; and with terror and great
and
fear shall they inherit their possessions
poverty and distress shall be their garments,
by reason of the drought, scarcity and faBut
mine, that shall be In their inheritance.
with the righteous and them that fear the
Lord it shall not be so; for the Lord is their
shepherd, and they shall not want any good
feed in
they shall eat in plenty;
thing;
pastures which are green and large, and their
souls shall delight themselves in fatness.
There shall no devourer or venomous beast
;

—

—

—

come

make them

within their liberty to

afraid;

When

I

had

there for the most part

staid

of seven weeks, I left Friends for a season,
having had very good service, not only at
meetings, or the like, but about getting books
printed and published, which were of good
service in that country.

Afterwards I went with my dear brother
William Ames through some of the principal
cities in Gilderland
howbeit our movings
were especially to a place called Zutphen, a
city out of which William Ames had been
banished before
and when we came there
we went to the meeting place of the Mennonists, otherwise Baptists
but when we would
have gone in, they bolted the door, and would
not suffer us to enter in among them.
Wil;

:

;

liam being pretty well known in the city, the
rude multitude gathered about us
but to
avoid the occasion of a tumult, we withdrew
out of the streets to the walls of the city,
and very many people followed us. As we
were moved and allowed of God, so we spoke
;

power, making known his eternal truth;
very good opportunity we had upon
fall upon it, which shall cause it to bring the walls of the city, from which we withforth more abundantly, by which its increase drew, when we were free; howbeit, the baser
for the Lord sort of people were very rude in throwing
shall be watered and refreshed
hath blessed their inheritance, and the curse stones and clods at us
but the Lord did so
neither shall there be scarcity nor desolation
for the dew from heaven shall
in their land
;

in his

and

a

;

;

shall

no more come upon

—

it,

neither shall the

but showers of mercy
unclean enter into it,
because the Lord
shall descend upon it;
yea, and will bless it, and
hath blessed it,
all their posterity, that inherit it for ever and

—

—

ever.

ly

my

dear friends, know the seed of
God in yourselves, and dwell in the living
power of God, which will overturn and dispossess that which by violence hath kept the
seed of God in bondage; that that which
hath led captive may go into captivity, and
that which hath suffered violence under the
violent oppressor, may come to be set free.
Then will you see your Deliverer come forth
of Sion, who purchased your redemption,
and will make you free from that which hath
held you in thraldom and bondage: then shall
So,

preserve us, that we received little harm
thereby.
In the afternoon there came very
many people to us out of the city to our
lodging, where we had also a very good opportunity to declare the everlasting truth free-

among them, and to disperse many books
own language, which we had brought

in their

along with us

good

;

and several received pretty
My dear companion had

satisfaction.

proposed to stay there some time, but the
magistrates being moved with envy, would
not suffer the people to entertain him besides
they took it as a great presumption in him,
that he should dare to return again thither,
after he was banished from thence.
Moreover, they threatened that if the Baptists
came at us they should be served in like
;

manner; which threatenings, together with
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what they had done before, kept the people sterdam which was a place of great concernmuch in fear and slavery, so that they durst ment, and where there was a more constant
not appear to vindicate that of which they service than in other parts in that country; in
due time there was an addition to Friends,
were convinced.
their
After we had good service in those parts, I and the number of them increased
in very good order, and
meetings
were
kept
my
where
Amsterdam,
to
again
returned
and
service consisted much in keeping things in for the most part were pretty peaceable
as good order as was possible; and likewise in the goodness and mercy of the Lord aboundgetting books printed and published, and in ed much to the remnant that were gathered.
Sometimes the rude multitude was tumultuous
several other respects.
and troublesome at our meetings: once especially there were many rude people gathered
CHAPTER X.
together, who doubtless had much wickedness
in their hearts, and some of the worst of them
1(557,
His service in several cities in Holland
came into our meeting, and sought to lay vioT.%e love of God to him and Friends there
He returns again to England Attends a lent hands on me, and to have done much misgeneral meeting in Bedfordshire Proceeds chief to me and others ; but the Lord's power
prevented them, and preserved me and Friends,
northward, and reaches Swarlhmore.
even to our admiration. I was through ProIn this year (1657) I was at the Hague, vidence cast into a house in the presence
the place at which the head court is kept for of the rude multitude, who if they had not
there was but little en- been, as it were, smitten with blindness, and
the Seven Provinces
trance for the truth, though I had some good restrained through the power of God, might
have executed their fury upon me and the
I was also at
service with some in that city.
the city of Dort when the plague was there, rest but he that was in us, and by his power
where I found some two or three that were preserved us, was greater than he that was in
somewhat loving; howbeit, there was little them, who in their madness would have deentertainment for the truth in the place, and voured us at once: but blessed be the Lord our
God, who very often showed mercy unto us,
therefore was my suffering the greater.
and at sundry times, with his heavenly preI went also to the city of Utrecht to visit
them that were convinced, where I had now sence and infinite loving kindness, plenteously
and then good service, and pretty fine meet- refreshed and comforted our souls; infinite
but in those days I spoke mostly by an praises be to his name for ever and ever
ings
When I had spent above a year in the
interpreter. When the magistrates and priests
came to understand that the truth seemed to service of the Lord in the Low Countries,
get some entrance in that place, their enmity especially in Holland, in which time I had
began to increase against it and they gave also written two or three books, I was free in
forth an order, that those who entertained us, the Lord to return for England, which acand had meetings at their houses, should cordingly I did, through Zealand; where I
from thenceforth neither entertain us, nor wrote the book called, " The Moderate Inhave any more meetings in their houses, on quirer," &c. In due time I got well to Lonpain of being turned out of the city, or of don, through the mercy and goodness of the
being arbitrarily punished; which threaten- Lord, where I found many of the brethren
ings terrified some, and caused some to draw and several precious meetings we had in and
;

;

—
—

—
—

:

;

—

I

;

;

;

back, but not

about the city,

all.

to

our great refreshment; for

Leyden, where about that time the truth did multiply, spread,
there a Baptist wo- and many were added to the church, and
their great university is
man received me into her house, whose hus- came to receive the gospel. For in those days
band was a Papist, at whose house I was al- the Lord endued his servants and handmaids
lowed to have a meeting, to which many sorts with very much power and wisdom from
The truth being a new above, and they went on in his name, preachof people resorted.
thing and very strange, I met with no small ing the Word of life, both in season and out
opposition, especially from the Papists and of season, not only in the meetings which they
Baptists, both which sorts were stirred and were moved to appoint, and which Friends
and more so, because the man and duly kept, but also in steeple-houses and maroffended
woman of the house came to be convinced. kets, in streets and highways, or elsewhere,
A meeting was in due time established in that wheresoever and whensoever any was moved
city, where oftentimes, as also in other places, of the Lord to publish and declare his living
I had good service for the Lord and his truth. truth.
When I had been some little time in LonMost commonly, when my service was over
in the country, I returned to the city of Am- don, I went into Surrey to some general
I

also at the city of

was

;

;
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that which we had had in the day-time; for
meetings there near Reigate and Kingston
where I was more than a little refreshed with we were freely given up to spend and be
Friends, and they with me, in the power and spent in the work of the Lord, which in that
presence of the Lord God, which was often day prospered exceedingly, to our joy and
eminently manifested amongst us, to the com- refreshment in the Lord.
When I had had very good service for the
forting of our souls.
At the time called Whitsuntide, in the Lord in the bishoprick, I went into some part
year 1658, there was a general meeting ap- of Northumberland, and visited Friends there,
pointed in Bedfordshire, at John Crook's, to and afierwards from thence to Carlisle, where
which I went with Friends from Kingston, I had very good service; as also elsewhere
and unto which many hundreds of Friends in the county of Cumberland, where I had
resorted
and some of the brethren came many precious meetings for in that county,
from most parts of the nation, and great was there would come many hundreds to a meetour refreshment together in the Lord.* When ing: and our meetings were commonly very
it had continued
about two days, there came peaceable, and the Lord was extraordinarily
some troopers, who apprehended few or none, good to me, and gave me his word plentithough some were in jeopardy: and after- fully to publish and declare in the power and
wards we parted, and went every one as he demonstration of his eternal Spirit, to the
was moved, some eastward, and others west- confirming of many that had believed in the
ward, some northward, and others southward: everlasting truth of God.
After I had visited Friends and their meetbut I and a dear brother and former fellowservant, whose name was Thomas Salthouse, ings in that county, and was clear thereof, I
went to the north, and visited Friends in our returned again into Lancashire to Swarthjourney, and came finally, through mercy, more, where I was wont to find Friends in
well to Swarthmore in Lancashire, the place the same love, life and power in which I left
of our former residence; where we were re- them
and it was very common with us,
ceived with joy and gladness, and indeed through the mercy of the Lord, to be plentigreat was our refreshment in the Lord, as it fully refreshed together in and through the
was wont to be in that place. Divers pre- same; therefore had we many joyful and
cious and gallant meetings we had there and blessed days together, the remembrance of
thereabouts, which tended not only to our which doth even unto this very day sweetly
own refreshment, but to the refreshment of refresh me, especially when 1 feel the same
many more, whose hearts were made truly love and life fresh in myself, which then was,
glad, through the power and presence of the and yet is, the author of our living refreshLord God, which did accompany us.
ment.
After I was abundantly refreshed at SwarthWhen I was at Swarthmore, it was my
more, and with Friends thereabouts, I went manner, together with others of the brethren,
into Westmoreland, according as it was upon to go from thence to meetings in the country
me, about the latter end of the fourth month, thereabouts, sometimes among Friends, and
in the aforesaid year, 1658, where I had sometimes to fresh places, where, it may be,
some very good service among Friends at there had scarcely ever been a meeting of
and about Kendal; and afterwards I went Friends for I made it my sole work to be
out of those parts into the bishoprick, where found doing the work of God, unto which he
had several large and precious meetings. had called me, and for which he had in meaI
One was a very large, general meeting, upon sure fitted and qualified me, blessed be his
a certain moor, in a convenient place for name for evermore, who never suffered me to
Friends to come to from several parts of the go without m}'' reward.
country; and the Lord's power and heavenly
presence was very much with me that day, even
CHAPTER XI.
to the confirming of them that had believed
Travels to London His labours in Kent,
in the everlasting truth, and to the convincing 1653.
Sussex, <|c.
Proceeds to Bristol, and returns
of those there present who were giving their
;

;

;

;

:

—

London

— Attends

a

General Meeting of

hearts to the truth.

to

After this meeting I went to Durham,
where the same night I had a very good
for in those days it was common
meeting
with us, while such an effectual door was

ministering Friends at the Bull and

;

open, to get meetings in the evening, besides

(1659)

Dangers on

About

this

See George Fox's Journal

for

meeting, under date 1657-8.
IX.— No. 12.

Vol.

his

Mouth

and returns

—

voyage back.

the latter end of the Sixth month,

my leave of that honourable
an account of family [at Swarthmore] and of Friends thereabouts, and set my face southwards again,
1658,

*

Sails again to Holland

I

took

58
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some part of Lancashire,
and especially in Ciieshire, where I staid
about a week or more, and had several good
and precious meetings to our great refreshment in the Lord.
Afterwards I went pretty readily to London, where I found several of the brethren,
and an effectual door open, and Friends generally well, fresh, lively, and very open and
tender: and I had good service in the city,
and the Lord was pleased to give much dominion, and even fulness to me out of the
everlasting treasury, which, through him that
strengthened me, I freely communicated to
them whose souls were breathing after the

visiting Friends in

Lord.

[Extract from a letter dated London, IZth
of Seventh month, 1658, to Margaret Fell.
"

I

been

Here
city

;

came
much

into the city,

refreshed

my

and

among

soul hath

the

brethren.
a mighty door open at present in this
and Friends are generally fresh, lively,

is

and tender: and

for

the

generality

of the

along pretty near to the sea-coast, so far as
Southampton, where I had also gallant service among Friends ; and after we had been
plenteously refreshed together, I took my
leave of them as in other places, and visited
Friends at Winchester, v.'ho were in prison.
Afterwards I travelled westward into Somersetshire, where I visited Friends and some of
their meetings
and being sweetly refreshed
among them, I went to Bristol, where I had
good service, as also in some parts of the
country thereabouts among Friends; and it
was no small matter of joy and rejoicing to
me to see the truth of God prosper and
flourish, as I saw it did in that journey.
In
due time I returned to London again by Reading, where I also visited Friends, and reaped
refreshment; for in all those travels the Lord
had been with me, which even made them, together with the service which I had in them,
very pleasant and delightful to me. Many
precious and peaceable meetings I had
and
;

;

the

Lord gave me utterance

much authority,
name and truth

declare and

to
;

in

all

power and
publish his

which redounded to his
due, and which my soul

people, they are much vnder, and many are praise, which was his
moderate and loving, whose hearts are open did freely render to him, who is the fulness,
to receive the truth.
I have had as gallant itself, from which all my fresh springs flow.
service in the work of the Lord, since I came
After I had some very good service in
to this city, as I believe I ever had in my London, I passed down into Kent again, about
life.
Upon the first-day, I was at the meet- the 20th of the ninth month where I had
ing at the Bull and Mouth, where the Lord very precious service for the most part of a
was pleased to open the hearts of many, who month, and afterwards I returned to London
with joy and gladness received that which the again, where I determined to stay but a k\v
Lord allowed me to speak so that in much days, when I went thither; but the work of
love and tenderness I left them.
After that the Lord was so great in it, and meetings so
meeting I passed a mile out of the city, when I full and so many, that it was hard to get out
had a very precious meeting, which consisted of it again in a short time; for in those days
of a great concourse of people, several captains the truth did mightily prevail and prosper,
and masters of ships and seamen, with other not only in that city, but in the country
persons of note and quality, who were general- about, as also in many parts of the nation.
ly very moderate and open to receive the truth.
I spent some months in those southern
After that meeting was ended, I returned parts, where especially there was an effectual
again into the city to another meeting, where door open
and oftentimes in great service
the power and presence of the Lord was for the Lord I was exercised both day and
made manifest to the great refreshment of the night, in which the Lord made my cup to
most part of the Friends then assembled."]
overflow.
;

;

:

When

had been about two weeks, or
above, in and about the city, I went down
into Kent, where I also found an open door,
and fresh desires in people after the Lord;
and many precious meetings I had also in
that county, which were of great service for
I

the establishing of Friends in the truth who
were convinced, and for gathering in of others,

who were hungering and

desiring after the

truth.

went out of that county into Sussex,
I
where I also visited Friends, and had several
precious meetings among them and travelled
;

At the time called Easter, [1659,] there
was a general meeting appointed, especially
for the ministering

brethren,

who

resorted to

from several parts of the nation, which
was held at the Bull and Mouth, near Aldersgate in London, upon the 5th of the second
month, 1659: it was very large and exceedingly precious, to the refreshing of many
hundreds.
In the afterpart of the day we
had a very great concourse of people at our
meeting place at Horsleydown in Southwark,
where, within and without doors, it was
thought some hundreds might hear the truth
declared that afternoon, with which many
it
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were much

and great was our re;
comfort, which we had in the
work and service of the Lord, in which we
were abundantly refreshed together; In that
great assembly our souls even with one accord, praised and magnified the God of our
affected

joicing and
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great in that country, especially before I
could speak their language, yet the Lord refreshed me much among that small remnant

which were called by his name, and who
walked in his eternal truth: and having gotten
their language, and being able to minister in
it,
I
could much better free myself of the
weights and burdens than before.
VVhen I
had staid about two months, and seeing things
in a pretty good posture as to the truth. Friends
well settled, and their meetings kept in good
order, it was upon me again to return for
England, where there was such an effectual

and in a few days after. Friends
departed out of the city again, the end being
fully answered for which they came together.
About that time it was upon me to go
[again] for Holland, and I took my leave of
Friends and brethren in London, and in much
brokenness of heart, love and unity, we parted.
took my journey towards Colchester, door open.
I
I took my leave of Friends in
there to take shipping, which accordingly I Holland, whom I committed to the custody
did, after I had had several large and precious and protection of the Almighty, and so left
meetings: but the wind being contrary, I them.
staid there, and thereabouts near upon three
In the latter end of the fifth month, 1659,
weeks, in which time I had very good ser- I took shipping for England, partly intending
vice
for the Lord's heavenly power and for London.
When we had been about twenpresence was much with me, as in other ty-four hours at sea, we saw a ship which
places, not only to my refreshment, but to proved to be a pirate or robber, which chased
the refreshment of many more in the Lord. us
when the master perceived it, he caused
When the Lord made way for it, I went all to be made in readiness to fight, and the
aboard, and we set sail but the wind proving passengers that were aboard were furnished
contrary, we put in at Harwich, whereby I with arms as well as the rest, but for my part
had an opportunity to see Friends there also. I could not touch any of their weapons, as to
On the first-day of the week, I had a gallant shed blood with them, but stood simply given
meeting there, to which many came, not only up to the will of the Lord. But as Provimany Friends out of the country, but also dence ordered it, when they were almost
many people that were not Friends, who within shot of us, their hearts failed them,
seemed to be pretty much affected with the and they were not suffered to come up to us,
truth when it was declared to them.
When so that there was no blood shed, nor harm
I had spoken about an hour or two, the masdone to each other ; wherein the Lord anter of the vessel came and called me away, swered my desire, for which mercy my soul
salvation

;

;

;

;

for he was determined to set sail: I committed did bless, praise, and magnify his holy name.
them to the grace of God, and went aboard,
Afier we were delivered through the good
and probably thirty or forty Friends might hand of God from the hands of the aforesaid
follow me to the ship-side in boats, such was pirate, we were in imminent danger through a
their love, to the admiration of the spectators. very violent storm, which took us when we
Through the good hand of God I got well were near the coast of England and coming
over to Rotterdam, where I visited Friends, to cast anchor we left both anchor and cable,
as also elsewhere in the country.
and had our boat split in pieces. One great
I found
things pretty well in reference to the truth, ship that rode by us was swallowed up of the
and meetings pretty peaceable
and about raging sea a sad sight to behold there not
that time strangers came more frequently to being one man saved alive in her; 3'et neverour meetings than formerly: and if things theless, the same God that delivered us from
had not been carried in much wisdom, we the hands of the aforesaid pirate, did also demight have been often in tumults, for there liver us out of that violent storm
through
were those who watched for iniquity, and whose mercy we got finally into harbour at
were ready to do mischief, thinking that if Yarmouth, though it was near a hundred
the magistrates would not meddle with us, as miles from the place for which we intended.
;

—

—

;

;

we then were,

they could but procure
or about our meeting
places, we should be punished as uproarmakers. Notwithstanding the evil conspiracies of the wicked, the Lord was exceedingly
good to Friends, and very gently and compassionately dealt with them ; and they grew
yet

if

an uproar or tumult

bold and valiant, and the truth got dominion

among them.

My

CHAPTER

at

suffering before had been

1659.

He

proceeds by sea

XII.
to

Sunderland, and

—

Swarthmore His services
Travels to Edinburgh, Leith,
in Cumberland
and other parts, and returns to Swarthmore.

passes zoestward

to

—

Being landed
Yarmouth,

I

so far to the northward as

determined

to

go from thence by
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which accordingly
shipping
Friend to Sunderland, where

did, with a
found two of
the ancient ministering brethren, viz: Francis
Howgill, and John Audland ; with whom 1
was much refreshed, as also with the rest of
Friends.
And when first-day came, we went
together to a general meeting in the country,
where there were abundance of Friends and
others ; and the power and presence of the
Lord was with us, through which we were
much refreshed together.
After that meeting I visited many Friends in
the bishoprick, and in a short time after passed westwards towards Lancashire through
Westmoreland, visiting Friends in my journey, as my manner was.
I got
well to
I

;

Swarthmore, where

same ancient and

we were

I

I

was received

entire

love,

with

in

the

which

usually favoured together, through
mercy of the Most High, which

the infinite

abounded much

to

us and

among

us in those

days.

When

I

thereabouts,
the flock of

had staid some weeks there, and
I went into Cumberland, to visit

God

among whom

there again,

I

burgh, where through the mercy of God we
some hard travel.
The next day after our arrival, we went to
a general meeting at Lythgoe, [Linlithgow]
about twelve miles from Edinburgh
where
we found Friends at their meeting by the
highway side, to which many people resorted,
and good service we had at it. Howbeit the
people of the town were so incensed against
us, that we could scarcely get any entertainment among them for our money; but the
wife of the governor of the castle being at
the meeting, her heart was opened and filled
with love towards us and the truth, and she
constrained us to turn in and take up our
lodging in the castle; which we were free in
arrived, after

;

Lord to do. Afterwards we had some
more good service in the town, which, when
it was over,
back again towards
I returned
Edinburgh and Leith, where had good service.
About that time it was pretty much
upon me to speak with General Monk, it being
about the time of his advancing for England;
but I was not permitted, and was constrained
to deliver my message or to make known my
business to his secretary, which he promised
to communicate to his master, whereupon I
the

had many precious meetings for the power
and presence of the Lord did accompany me,
and his Word of life ran freely and powerful- came
ly through me, to the strengthening of the
weak, the comforting of the feeble, and to
;

I

to

be pretty well discharged.

[The folloioing letter is from the SwarthWhen I more Collection : Thomas Willan, it appears,
through
had been
a great part of the county,
icas a Friend of Kendal.
and had visited most of the Friends in it, I
returned again into Lancashire; where I could
Thomas Willan,
not stay long at that time, because it was
upon me to go into Scotland to visit Friends
My dear friend, Such is my love to thee
there.
I took my leave, even in an extraorand to Friends, that I cannot very well omit
dinary manner, of my dear and near relations such an opportunity as this, when it is put
in the eternal truth at Swarthmore, where we into my hands, but that I must let you know
spent several hours in waiting upon the Lord, something of my welfare and of the affairs
and in pouring forth our supplications before of the gospel in these parts where I am;
him, and in being refreshed abundantly to- knowing that it hath often tended to the regether, after we seemed perfectly clear and freshment of some, even as I hope these lines
ready to part one from another; which finally in some respect will. I for the present being
we did, in much love and unity.
somewhat far remote from you, even as in
Being accompanied by two dear brethren, a forest, or wilderness, where I should be in
Leonard Fell and Robert Salthouse, I went great jeopardy, did not the arm of the Lord's
back again into Cumberland, and visited power compass me about, which is my buckFriends in my journey thither, where I heard ler and sure shield of defence by which I
much of the troubles that were in that nation, was brought well through the country, to the
and of the likelihood of their increasing; yet city of Edinburgh, the place towards which I
nevertheless 1 could not be freed of the jour- was most pressed to hasten.
Staying one
ney, but must go on in the name and power night in the city, I passed on twelve miles the
of the Lord.
Presently after our coming into day following
when I met with several
that nation, the aforesaid brethren took their Friends to our refreshment in the Lord. And
leave of me and I of them, in the fulness of our having had two meetings together in that
Father's love, in much brokenness of heart
town of Lythgoe, [Linlithgow] where the gocommitting one another to the protection and vernor's wife of the castle is a Friend, we,
custody of the Almighty; and afterwards I or some of us returned to this place where
and another Friend travelled towards Edin- sometimes the meetings are held, and somethe satisfying of the thirsty soul.

—

;

;

;
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times at the city of Edinburgh.
But for the
present our meetings are but small, few strangers coming to them for many are surprised
with fear who have some inclination in them
;

towards the truth, but dare not appear nobly
to confess the same before men, having little
Since
of the life of the same in themselves.
my coming into these parts I have had good
service, sometimes among the soldiers, some-
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who e h nds this may come,* shall therefore
be sparing ; and remain iti)' dear friend and
VV.
brother in the pure truth,

C

Leith, near Edinburgh, 14th of

Ninth month, 1659.]

Afterwards

it

was upon me

to visit

the west of that nation, which

in

I

Friends

did, to the

confirming and establishing of them in the
and after I had had good serwho are I hope benefited already by my being vice among them, I became pretty clear of
here, this being not only a time of trial to that country, and set my face again towards
mostly alone, after my
I travelled
them, but to many men who are exceedingly England.
jealous one of another. This is a day where- fellow-traveller had left me, and got well,
in many are offended, and because of the through the goodness of God, back to Engtreacherousness and falsehood that one man land again.
Upon my return from Scotland I visited
beholds in another, there is great hatred and
emulation amongst men; insomuch that father Friends again in Cumberland, and with some
difficulty, it being in the winter season and
is against son, and son against father, one
brother against another, one family against very tempestuous weather, I got back again
another, and one nation rising against an- into Lancashire, and so to Swarthmore, which
What shall we say to these things? was always a place of refreshment to me.
other.
limes

among

among

the Scots, often

Friends,

eternal truth

Is it not the Lord's doing, thus to dash one
potsherd against another, that he alone may

;

this time William Caton wrote a
George Fox, dated from Sioartkto break his enemies to more, 20th of Tenth month, 1659, from which
in his
the following is extracted.
I have somepieces, like a potter's vessel.
times since my coming here endeavoured to
After describing his service at Edinburgh,
speak with General Monk, but could not have
access to him; so the substance of that which &c., he adds, " but at that time the hearts
was upon me, as to him and the army, I and minds of people were so taken up with
wrote and gave to his secretary, who pro- the bustlings and stirs that were among the
children of this world, that there was scarcely
I also gave his
mised to deliver it to him.
When
secretary a copy of the same to communicate any room at all for the truth in them.
to the officers, which he said he would do. I returned for England, I left Stephen Crisp

reign,

whose right it
mighty power,

is?

who

is

now

arising

with several others who were present with
me, were prettj' moderate and civil towards
me. Friends here with others were very de-

He

sirous that

should be printed, but

it

not be got done here

;

and therefore,

it
it

could

Newcastle
it

is

to

west among Friends, who is a pretty
wise man that came from Colchester ; and
he was determined to stay some time in that
in the

nation."

Swarthmore

1659-60.

His

Collection.]

sent

is

order to be printed ; and if it
Friends may see
it.
I purpose shortly, God willing, to pass
westward, and after I have visited Friends
there, I know not to the contrary but I may
to

be,

[About

letttr

in

CHAPTER

XIII.

like that thou with

service in the

South of Lanca-

— Attends a general meeting Balhy in
London, also into SusYorkshire— Travels
sex, Kent, and so into Norfolk — Returns

shire

at

to

For the present, the
for England.
to
door which hath been opened seems to be shut
London and proceeds to Dover.
where the spirits of men are
in this nation
When I had continued at Swarthmore
much set on fire, and some are promoted,
time, it was upon me to go into the
some
strange
overturnings
here
others abased, and
of Lancashire, to visit Friends and
but south
are among the children of this world
meetings; which I did, and had several
the faithful and upright are little troubled at their
and serviceable meetings in divers of
these things, being confident that they will good
return

;

:

work together
For a
Lord.

for

good

to

those that fear the

This surmise seems to have been realised;
by a few lines written by the said George Collison, at Carlisle, on the back of the original letter,
me very dearly to Friends that inquire of me, he states, that when he came near that city, he
and let them know that I am well at the was stopped by two troopers, who asked him if he
writing hereof, praised be the Lord! Many had any letters; on his informing them he had
things I might write of, but not knowing in one, they took him before the governor. It seems
further account

the bearer hereof,

George

I

refer thee to

Collison.

Salute

[*

for
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ihe great towns in Lancashire, as at Garstang, Preston, VVigan, Liverpool, and Warrington, &c.

Being

meeting in Warrington, the 7th
of the twelfth month, 1659, there came several rude soldiers of the baser sort, who diti
much abuse Friends and after they had
done much violence to us, they broke up our
meeting, and forced us out of the town
but
we gathered together again, near to the town
upon the road-side, and had a sweet and precious meeting.
It was not long before the
soldiers came thither also, and as I was
speaking they took me violently from among
the rest, and beat me, some with their muskets, and others with their spears, in the sight
of Friends, to the breaking of the hearts of
many. When they had satisfied their wills
with abusing me, they suffered me to return
into the meeting again, which afterwards we
kept a certain time to our great refreshment
in the Lord, whose power and presence did
exceedingly appear amongst us
for as our
suffering at that time was greater than ordinary, even so was our refreshment in the
Lord. I visited Friends in some parts of
Cheshire and elsewhere; and when I had had
good service in those parts, I returned again
to Swart hmore, where I always found refreshment in the fulness of the Father's love,
which abounded much among us in that blessal a

;

:

;

ed family.

had not been long there, and with

I

my

own dear
down the

mother, who about that time laid
body, when I was with her, but it
was upon me to go southwards, first towards
a general meeting of the brethren from several parts of the nation, which was at Balby
in Yorkshire, and afterwards towards London and it was so ordered that Thon)as Salthouse, my dear companion and fellow-servant,
together with Bridget and Isabel Fell, did accompany me. When the time of our departure from Swarthmore was come, our
hearts were sad and broken within us, as
they used to be al such seasons
and when
with prayers and supplications unto the Lord
we had earnestly interceded one for another,
and had committed one another to his custody
and protection, as our manner was at such
times, we took leave one of another in the
fulness and virtue of love and unity; and
then set forward on our journey, in the name
and power of the Lord.
When we came into Yorkshire, we had
some meetings and when we got to Balby
;

we found many of

the ancient brethren there,

and Friends that were come from several
parts of the nation
so that the meeting con;

sisted of

many

hundreds.

the height, there

came

a

When

it

was about

part of a troop of

horse to break it up, and dismiss Friends, but
they were moderate, and Friends continued

meeting until they had freedom in the
break it up. The next day we had a
very large and precious meeting, not far from
that place; and when we were abundantly refreshed together in the Lord, through the
abounding of his mercy and goodness to us,
we took leave one of another in much love
and unity, and every one went in peace towards his respective place where the Lord
had a service for him.* The aforesaid Thomas
Salthouse, my dear brother, and I, travelled southwards towards London, and visited
Friends in our journey.
As we were travelling in Nottinghamshire, some troops met us
upon the road and apprehended us, and carried us before some of their commanders,
who sent us to the commissioners at Nottingtheir

Lord

to

ham, where we were further examined by
some of them, and being found innocent were
discharged, and suffered to pass on our journey in peace.

Coming

into

Northamptonshire we

visited

Friends at Wellingborough and thereabouts,
and being sweetly refreshed among them, we
took our leave of them, and travelled along
until, through the mercy of the Lord, we came
well to London
where we had several precious meetings, and were more than a little
comforted with the flock of God there, as
oftentimes my soul had been before in that
city.
staid about two weeks, and afterI
wards parted with my dear brother Thomas
Salthouse.
;

[The following

letter, descriptive of the
of things in London at this period may
be hei'e inserted; it is taken from the Swarth-

state

more Collection.

;

;

that great eagerness for information on the state
of Scotland then prevailed, that nation being reported by the writer to be at this period "in a
mighty uproar."]

London, 7th of Third month, 1660.

TO THOMAS WILLAN.
Dear

friend,

Our dear and unfeigned
thee,

and

love reachelh to

to the brethren with thee,

whom we

We

dearly salute in the living Truth.
rejoice in the Lord, who lifleth up our heads
above the wickedness of wicked and ungodly men, which indeed is grown to an exceeding great height in this city; which doth
exceedingly abound in pride, fulness, excess,

* See an account of these meetings in George
Fox's Journal, under date of 1660.
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and

in all

manner of

superfluity of naughti-

ness, to the grieving of the spirits of just

and

traordinary

fear

manner

have been

that

;

in the

the concourse of people
streets

has been innu-

making of their hearts sad, who merable the shouting for joy hath been so
the Lord and work righteousness.
Yet, exceedingly great among the people at times,
to the

;

nevertheless, this
to

men,
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know,

we would have the brethren
we see scarcely any stop

that as yet

work of the Lord in the city
or counti'y.
For several precious meetings
we had, as we came through the country, as
a letter that is coming by the carrier, makes
mention of, more at large, than at this time
at all put to the

that the

sound of many trumpets could scarce-

nay the

ly be heard,

bells

themselves could

not sometimes be heard, but the noise hath

been exceedingly confused, like the noise of

many

waters.

Time would

fail

me

to relate

the fantastical ceremonies that have been used,

and the extraordinary pomp, the mayor and
aldermen with the gentry have appeared in.
in and nigh unto the city, they were, the last Oh
the vanity and superfluity of wickedness
first-day, as full, large and peaceable, almost which hath appeared in the city, my pea
as Friends have at any time known them
could not declare it in several hours' time to
and abundance of sober people resorted to the utmost. But at present I have not much
them and were generally quiet the guard of time, being about to go to a meeting, not
soldiers which for a season was kept at the knowing certainly whether this day they will
Bull and Mouth, is now removed from thence; suffer us to keep any of our meetings
for
and several quiet, large and precious meet- they would not suffer that at Westminster to
ings we have had there of late, since the be kept this day.
This wickedness, which
guard was removed, which is not only remov- is now at an extraordinary height, will have
ed from thence, but also from several parts of an end in the Lord's time.
Let this be sent
the city.
It
is
reported that the citizens to Swarthmore, after Friends have seen it at
would have all the soldiers of the old army Kendal; my entire love is unto all the faithful
removed out of the city forty miles, or rather there and elsewhere. Farewell.
W. C.
disbanded; and they would undertake to guard
and to protect the king and parliament. The
My dear love in that which is our life, is
old soldiers are in great contempt, and with most unto you all, and if George Fox be there I
they are holden in derision, and that dreadful- would gladly hear from him, as he is free.
ness which once attended them is now departed
Richard Hubberthoene.
from them, and others that dreaded them are
As for the sufferings of Friends, which
now become a dread unto them. Indeed, now
George Fox said should be given to this parare anguish and distress come and coming
liament, it is not yet a convenient time to
upon many, whose hearts have been nourishpresent them, because they do not act any
ed, and exalted, and pufl^ed up without the
fear God
who have not regarded the cries thing till Charles come, but what is in order
to the bringing of him in, and so they were
of the oppressed, nor stood in God's counsel
but lost to be given to them at present.
but have boasted themselves against [those]
London, 8th of Third month, 1660.]
that hewed with them once.
Therefore, is it
just with the Lord to give them for a prey to
[Also in R. H.^s handwriting apparently.']
their enemies, who were a prey to them,
while they stood in God's counsel
went down into Surrey and Sussex,
from
I
which many of them have departed, and where I had very good service for the Lord,
therefore are they fallen, snared and taken. and many precious meetings, which were of
Friends in the city are almost generally well, great service at that time.
At Hurst in
John Stubbs is gone Sussex, upon the 27th of the third month
as far as we know.
into Kent, Richard Hubberthorne is yet in 1660, I had a very large meeting, to which
the city.
The chiefest discourse among the many Friends from several parts of the county
people here is, about the king and the parlia- resorted, together with many others that were
ment's proceedings
who are speedily pre- not Friends and an exceedingly precious
paring the way for his coming, which is and serviceable meeting it was, but weighty
suddenly expected
but blessed be the Lord and heavy upon me, before I went into it.
for ever, in whose power we can testify, that But this I have often observed and found by
our King is come, who reigns in power and experience, that by how much the more I
great glory
and therefore we need not look felt the weight of the service of the meeting,
for another.
before I went into it, by so much the more
W. Caton, Thomas Salthoxjse.
was my service in it, and my reward accordingly; blessed and magnified be the name of
London, 8th of Third month. This very the Lord for ever
day the king hath been proclaimed in an exAt that time it was somewhat difficult tra-

we

As

shall do.

for the meetings, in general,

I

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

—

!
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by reason of the many watches that good service in this county, at Sutton, Cranwas inform- brook, Tenterden, but especially at Stapleed, to apprehend all suspicious Quakers, Bap- hurst, and in Thomas Housegoe's family; for
howbeit, the Lord was it was so ordered that I came to his house the
Papists
tists, and
pleased to preserve me out of their hands. same day that he began to be very ill, and
At the time called Whitsuntide, we had a that very ni'ght I began to despair of his life;
very precious and large meeting near Hors- a day or two before he died, he gave a very
ham, of Friends out of four counties, ac- good testimony to the truth, to the power and
which we enjoyed, to the glory that is now revealed, &c. It was
cording to appointment
through mercy, pretty peaceably, to our great upon me to stay till his funeral was over,
refreshment in the Lord who in those days which was last third-day; and abundance of
did very eminently manifest his heavenly Friends were at it, yea, several out of Sussex,
power and presence in our assemblies, to our so that it was a very honourable burial. After
his body was laid in the ground. Friends
great consolation in Him.
After the aforesaid general meeting was drew nigh into the meeting place, with several
over, and I was clear of that county, I went of the world, where we had a precious meetfor the power and presence of the Lord
into Kent, where I visited the brethren, and ing
had many large and precious meetings, which were abundantly manifested amongst us, to
That
tended much to the confirming and establish- the consolation of Friends in general.
ing Friends in the truth, and to the convincing night it was upon me to return to his house
of those that heard the same eternal truth de- again, where I had very good service, and in
the morning I left them in a pretty good hopeclared.
When I was clear of those parts, I return- ful posture but assuredly he will be very
ed again to London, where I staid some time, much missed in those parts, and I believe
and had good service. Afterwards 1 went there will be now more necessity of Friends
into Essex, Suffolk, and Norfolk, and visited visiting them pretty often than there was beFriends and their meetings in many places of fore I desire that thou wouldest be mindful
I have also been at Will. Beeme's,
the aforesaid counties, where I had as excel- of them.
and at Hythe, and at Folkstone, where I find
lent good service as my heart could desire
for the Lord's refreshing presence went along Friends very well, but some in deep sufferings
with me, and the word of his power supported for that unhallowed ordination of tithe some
me, and carried me through the great and are in prison at Canterbury, and some in
weighty service, in which I was so much ex- Dover Castle, for refusing to pay it. Yesterercised in that blessed day, wherein the truth day I came to this town, and had a very good
did flourish and prevail mightily in very many meeting yesternight among Friends here, who
Since I
parts of the nation; which was no small cause are as well as ever I knew them.
came to this town, I have been to see for
of joy to us, who were witnesses of it.
again to London, where I al- shipping, and there are some vessels ready; it
I returned
ways found service enough, and for the most is thought they may set sail either this night
When I had or to-morrow at night, if the wind continue
part a door open in that city.
been some time in it, and had had good ser- fair.
I purpose, if the Lord will that I can
vice there and thereabouts, it was upon me to get passage, to pass by them to Zealand,
go over to Holland and I returned into Kent and go from thence to Holland but the offiafter I had in much brokenness of heart, and cers here that look after passengers are very
so how the Lord will
in perfect love and unity taken my leave of untoward bad men
In passing order it, I know not at present.
Dearly beFriends and brethren at London,
through the country I visited Friends and loved of my soul, let thy prayers be for me,
and that I may be kept in the power, life, and
their meetings, as my manner was
several days at Staplehurst, with wisdom of our God, to his praise, and to the
I staid
Thomas Housegoe, who then lay upon his comfort and consolation of the brethren, with
veiling,

were

set with a strict order, as I

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

death-bed,

who had been

a serviceable instru-

whom

I

can

rest

in

the Lord, even in the

ment in his day in those parts and after he heat of the day; glory be to the Lord for
Will, Caton."]
was laid in the ground, we had a very pre- ever.
cious meeting, there being many Friends at
[Swarthmore Collection.^
;

his burial.

[At Dove?', he lorites to his friend George
Fox, under date of the 16th of Ninth month,
\QQQ ; from tvhich letter the following are
extracts.

" Since

I

came from London,

I

have had

CHAPTER
He

XIV.

—

Dover for Holland His serReturns to
vice in several cities and places
London (1661,) but soon after revisits Hol-

1660.

land

leaves

— He

travels

—

with

Willia7n

Ames

into
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Germany

— At Heidleherg

courteously treat-

is

ed by the Prince Palatine.

About

this time I passed towards Dover,
took shipping for Zealand, to go for
Holland ; and after some hardship sustained
at sea, by reason of tempestuous weather and
contrary winds, through the providence of the

where

Lord

I

I

got

to

Flushing, where

I

staid

but

Middieburgh, where 1
visited the very few Friends that there were in
the city; and afterwards I went to Treveare,
where I found a vessel almost ready to sail
for Dort in Holland.
In my journey I was
exceedingly filled with the Lord's love, and
the power of his might, though I was alone,
not having any Friend in company with me,
and among the rest a
but many passengers
little,

and passed

for

;

who was
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among

themselves, for some would gladly
have heard me, others would not sufier me
but one of the chieiest of their teachers was
very moderate, and spoke to this purpose, that
if I had a nearer way to God to declare, than
that which they knew, or one that was more
excellent than theirs, they would willingly
In order thereto many of them
hear me.
came together in the afternoon, and heard me
declare that way which I preferred before
theirs, and affirmed it to be nearer to God,
and more excellent than theirs: and little
they had at that time to object against it.
Before we parted they were so far satisfied,
that by their great silence, in which they sat
as if they had been Friends, they seemed not
to have any thing i'urther to object.
After
the meeting was done, the aforesaid teacher
invited us to his house, and to take up our
lodging there, which for several reasons we
were IVee to accept of. When we got to his
house at night, many people followed us, so
that we had a very good meeting.
And when
we had continued there some time in very
good service, we left that place and returned
to Leuwarden, the metropolitan city of that

with much envy and
wickedness, and uttered desperate threatening
words against me, giving some to understand
what a small matter it was in their account,
to do a man a mischief who spoke against
In the height of his wickedtheir religion.
ness he boasted of a pardon which he had in
his pocket, not only for the sins he had comthere we found some in whom
mitted, but also for what he should commit
province
but before we parted, the power of the Lord there were desires after the truth, with whom
Afterwards we passed to
reached to his own witness in the man, we had meetings.
whereby he was smitten in himself for his a place called Mackham, where there were
folly, and his fury against me was much also many of the aforesaid Baptists, and we
Thus do were entertained by an old man, who had
turned into friendship towards me.
we often see the Lord chanoina; the hearts of been a preacher among them for many years.
W^hen first-day came, it was upon us to go
our enemies, and restraining them from the
which we must to their place of worship, which we did;
evil they intend against us
acknowledge to be the Lord's doing, which is, and waited until he that was speaking had
and often hath been, marvellous in our eyes; done: afterwards I began to speak, but he
to him therefore be glory, honour, and domi- would not suffer me, (to wit, he that had
preached,) but became presently very angry,
nion, for ever and ever.
I got well to Rotterdam, through mercy, though the people would gladly have heard
where I found Friends very well in the Lord. me but he would not suffer them ; and he
After we had been sweetly comforted together, became finally so uncivil, that he put the
I took leave of them, and went to the city of people out of the meeting place with his own
Leyden, where I also visited that little flock, hands at which some being much offended,
with whom my soul at that time was com- a skipper or master of a vessel, stood up and
From thence I passed to the city of said, If they would not suffer me to speak
forted.
Amsterdam, where my refreshment was aug- there, I should speak at his house and the
mented in the Lord among his babes in that same man came and took us to his house,
place, at which I arrived the sixth of the tenth where afterwards we had a pretty good meeting, and such as had desires to hear the truth
month, 1660.
Afterwards it was upon me with another came thither, so that I had some very good
Friend called Peter Hendricks, to go into service there for the Lord.
When we were free of that place we went
Friesland, which we did; and in due time
through mercy we arrived well upon a first- to Worchum, where we also had a meeting
When we were pretty clear of
day in the morning, at a place called Dock- or meetings.
ham, where we went into the meeting of the those parts, we returned again for AmsterBaptists, so called, which Avas very large. dam, where we were received with joy and
When he that spoke had done, I stood up and gladness by Friends, who rejoiced with us in
Catholic,

filled

:

;

;

;

;

began

own

and
to declare the everlasting truth in their the good service which we had had
language.
They were much divided blessed be the Lord for our preservation.
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have had in England,* hath also stirred the
this city W. C. addressed a letter
waters very much here, so that they rage
Friends in England, (as is supposed,)
and swell, as if they would prevail beyond
from which the following extracts are sethe bounds which are set for them.
Much
lected.~\
mire and dirt they cast up, venting part of it
in their weekly intelligence, and part in bal"O! my beloved friends,
"It is delightful to me to meditate upon the lads, wherein they seem to lay that chiefly to
Lord's love to you, and it is a comfort and the charge of Friends which lately happened
refreshment to my soul to feel you in the in London, as if they had conspired together
The
unity of the eternal Spirit, wherein I have to do much more than what was done.
daily communion with you, though I am ne- vulgar sort of people that have no feeling of

[From

to

the witness of God in themselves, they bewithout the camp, where the re- lieve it
but some sober and honest-hearted
proach is borne, with many weights and bur- men slight it, and do not much regard it.
dens, by reason of which my soul is some- But the baser sort take a mighty occasion
my friends, I hereby against us, and they rage and tear as
Yet, O
times bowed down.
are
share with you of that joy and peace, love if they would swallow us up quickly.
and life, which abound in your tents; and credibly informed that fifty of the wildest of
therein can I rejoice with you in the midst of men here have combined together, not only
our trials and sufferings, though as to the out- to break our meeting, but also to pull down
ward I am far separate from you. Yet know, the house to the ground, where we have often
so that ye may understand, that we are
that I have no more want and scarcity than I met
had when I was with you; for my heart is fill- here daily in as great jeopardy as they in
ed with love, my mouth with praise, and mine England, that are not yet cast into prison. The
eyes with tears, when I behold your integrity last first-day there were some very wicked
and innocency, your faithfulness and con- men at our meeting, who were exceedingly
stancy, under your trials and burdens. Often desperate and violent ; but blessed be the
they were not suffered to do much
is my soul poured forth unto my Father on Lord
your behalf; unto whom a child is born, harm, and that which they did, was more to
unto whom a Son is given ; whose name is the house, than to Friends, who are given up
called the Prince of Peace, and of the in- to the will of the Lord, as well to suffer with
crease of whose government there shall be you for the Truth, as to rejoice with you in
no end. This is He, of whom I bear testi- the Truth.
" Now friends, ye know this day hath been
mony to the nations, though they abhor Him,
we will not long foreseen, and often have ye been told
and say within themselves,
have Him to rule over us, or we will not suf- that it would come, and seeing it is come,
fer any of His messengers and servants to think not these fiery trials strange which atdwell among us, but we will imprison them, tend, though for the present they may not
and put them to death,' &c. Thus the Lord seem joyous ; yet without all controversy,
may suffer them to do, until they have filled good will be brought forth by them to some,
up the measure of their iniquities, as the Amo- and these things shall not be in vain for it
and then shall his iron rod be appears to me that they work together for the
rites did
stretched over them, by which they shall be hastening of that work, which the Lord is
broken to pieces like a potter's vessel, who determined to cut short in righteousness for
Therefore, let that reahave abhorred Him, and hated Him without the elect's sake.
a cause; but in that day will he spare you, soning part be kept under, that would say,
who have followed Him through great tribu- this would hinder the work for who art thou
is not the work
In the meantime, O! beloved, he will that reasonest with the Lord
lation.
but be ye not his? and knowest thou better than he, what
try your faith and patience
therefore troubled, for he knows what is good would be for the furtherance of it? If not,
for you, in whom he has chosen in these latter be still, patient, and content; and let him
days to manifest his power and glory, to the work for his Truth with us, or without us,
families of the earth, whose glory and digni- according to the good pleasure of his Will
cessitated, for the scattered seed's sake, to be

much

as

;

!

We

:

!

—

—

'

;

;

:

—

!

;

who

power in his hand and this is
have believed, who commands
[He then proceeds to give a similar nar- the winds and the seas to be still, and they
have we not seen it, and are not
rative of his labours in Friesland, <^c., though obey him
somewhat more minute than given at this we his witnesses ? if so, let us be patient a
place in the Journal. He afterwards adds ;]
ty must be stained and brought to nothing."

he

in

hath

all

;

whom we
;

"

The sudden and

violent storm

which ye

* See the Histories of England concerning the
troubles consequent upon the return of Charles IT.
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and we shall see the Lord work wonder- An Abridgement,* which I printed at RotterThough I have written thus largely to dam and after I had finished it, I visited
you at present, yet my heart is as full of love Friends in most places of that country, and
had several good meetings among them, to
as it was when I began to set pen to paper
so in the fulness, do I most dearly salute you, their and my refreshment in the Lord.
About that time it was upon me to go into
and in it do I leave you, and commit you unto
Him, who is of power to establish all your Germany, partly to visit Friends, and partly
hearts in the living Truth, in which I remain, to speak with the Prince Palatine, and some
your dear brother in the fellowship of suffer- else in that country, I took my leave of
Friends in Holland with much tenderness of
ings, in the gospel of peace,
heart, committing them to the custody and
William Caton."
protection of the Almighty.
About the 10th
Amsterdam, 25th of Eleventh month, 1660.
of the seventh month, 1661, with my dear
brother William Ames, I set forward on our
months in Holland, journey towards Germany, and in due time
I continued several
where I had very good service, sometimes at we got well to Cologne from thence we traAtkmore, sometimes at Haarlem, sometimes velled towards the Grave de Whitt's country,
at Leyden, sometimes at Rotterdam, but most- who had promised large liberty to all sorts of
and I was much alone, people, that would come and inhabit in his
ly at Amsterdam
especially about that time, for William Ames dominion.
When we came there, we went
who had had very good service in those parts, to his house, and had an opportunity to speak
was some time in Germany, and some time with him and he reasoned very moderately
and once he travelled through with us a while, and we endeavoured to inat Hamburgh
Bohemia, and to Dantzic, and from thence to form ourselves as much as we could from his
John Higgins who had been much own mouth, of the certainty of what was
Poland.
so that I published in his name concerning liberty.
in Holland, was seldom with me
was much alone in the country: but the mer- But in the end, we perceived clearly from
cy and goodness of the Lord abounded very him, that his invitation, though promising
much towards me, for which my soul hath liberty or toleration, was not so much out of
cause for ever to praise and magnify his love to tender consciences, as out of covetname.
ousness for what was theirs, as since hath
About the time called Whitsuntide, in the more evidently appeared.
year 1661, it was upon nrie to come over to
After we had had a very good time with
London, chiefly to visit Friends there and him, and had informed ourselves sufficiently,
And and tried the ground from whence such things
thereabouts, after their great suffering.
the Lord gave me an opportunity, with two proceeded, we parted from him, and went up
other Friends, viz William Welch, and Ben- into the country, and had good opportunity to
jamin Furly. Through the mercy of the speak with some of the priests and people
Lord we got well over to Harwich, and from and after we had satisfied and cleared ourthence to Colchester, and so to London
selves, we left those parts, and travelled on
where I was at several precious meetings, our journey towards the Palz or Palatinate
and was more than a little refreshed with the where in due time we arrived, through the
brethren, not only at London, but also at mercy of the Lord, at a place called KrieBut being pretty much pressed in sheim, where we found a small remnant of
Kingston.
spirit to return for Holland again, where there Friends, that bore their testimony to the truth;
was some needful service for me, which re- with whom we were refreshed, after our long
quired my hasting, I took my leave of Friends and pretty tedious journey.
There we conand brethren, in much love and unity at Lon- tinued some time, helping them to gather their
don, with whom my refreshment at that time grapes, it being the time of their vintage
was so great, that the remembrance of it and when we had had a time of refreshment
We among them, we travelled towards Heidleafterwards was a great comfort to me.
got well back to Colchester, where we had a berg, the place of the prince's residence.
very large and precious meeting, to our own Soon after we came to Heidleberg, we went
and Friends' strength in the Lord. We then to the captain of the prince's life-guard, and
went to Harwich, from whence we passed
over to Holland again, and had a prosperous
* " An Abridgement or Compendious Commeand successful journey of it, blessed be the
moration of the remarkablest Chronologies which
Lord, which tended much to our encourage- are contained in that celebrated Ecclesiastical
ment.
History of Eusebius," &c., 1661. Reprinted 1689.
At that time I had in hand the book, called. Whiting's Catalogue.
little,

fully.

;

;

;

;

:

;

:

;
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made known our desires to him concerning
speaking with the prince; and he was willing
Soon after, the
to procure us access to him.
prince sent for us to his palace, and he being
and
at dinner, caused us to stand by him
withal he heard very moderately what we
had to say to him. Afterwards we presented
several books to him, all which he kindly
received from us, and was very courteous to
us, and reasoned very familiarly with us in
the presence of the great ones that were with
him and after we had had a favourable opportunity with him, we returned to our lodg;

;

ing.

In a short time after we went up to the
palace again, having some further

prince's

and having free
occasion to speak with him
access to him, we found him very moderate
and courteous to us as before. He spoke to
his captain to cause us to sit down at the
table with his attendants, which we found
;

afterwards went to Heidleberg again, for I
was not clear of that city. When I canae
there I hired a lodging in a goldsmith's house,

and sometimes I went up to the prince's
palace, and had good service there; and
sometimes I was with some of the great ones
of the city, with whom I had also very good
service, and some of them were very courteous and respectful to me
and more love
appeared in some of them towards me than
:

Then began the enmity in the clergy to get up against me and
through the means of some that were envious against me, I with another young man,
who were all the Friends that were in that
city, were ordered to appear before the council, as also the man that entertained us.
This
accordingly we did, and had a very good
service, for never had there been any Friend
there before
so they had many things to
query of me and the Lord was pleased at
that very time to give me enough wherewith
to answer them, as also utterance, boldness,
and dominion, even to the admiration of some.
They were moderate towards us, and suffered
me to speak pretty freely and largely among
them; but in the end, that they might appear to
do something, they would have me to depart
out of their city, though they had nothing to
lay to my charge, except for declaring the
truth, and dispersing some books which testinevertheless, they suffered
fied of the truth
us then to depart from their judgment seat in
others could well bear.

;

:

;

freedom in the Lord to do for he seemed to
be somewhat troubled before, when he had
After
observed our unfreeness in that thing.
dinner we had much private discourse with
him, the governor of Manheim only being
present, and we found him to be pretty courteously affected towards us; and therefore we
were the more free to declare the truth in
much plainness to him, and zealous in pleading Friends' cause with him, who had suffered
by the priests about their tithe in his domiAfter we had spent some hours with
nions.
him that day, we returned to our lodging peace.
Afterwards the prince came to hear of it,
again.
About that time we were very busy in and as we were informed, was very highly
answering several books that were extant in displeased with the council for troubling us,
High Dutch against the truth and Friends when we had given them no just occasion.
the answers to which we intended to have After that I went to the president's house,
printed here, but the printers fearing the re- who had examined me before the council
proof of the clergy, durst not print them for and after a little discourse with him, he beWe then departed from came pretty moderate, and reasoned very faus in this city.
thence, and returned again to Friends at miliarly with me, and asked me many things
and when we had staid some concerning our Friends in England as also
Kriesheim
time with them, William Ames determined concerning the magistrates' proceedings toand I was very free to give him
to return again for Amsterdam, there to get wards them
He took his a full account thereof for his information.
the aforesaid books printed.
leave of Friends, and I went along with him Before we parted he seemed to be very loving
to a place called Alstone, where the governor to me, and thanked me for the present I had
It was upon us to go to
given him, which was some Friends' books;
of those parts lived.
him, to lay some abuses before him that were and yet before the council, my giving of such
He was moderate to- books to people was the greatest crime they
sustained by Friends.
wards us, and a good service we had with had to lay to my charge, though both the
him and he gave me an order for the officer prince and he received them from me, and
of the place where Friends lived, to take care accepted of them.
that the rude multitude did not abuse Friends.
After we had been with him, we took leave of
CHAPTER XV.
each other in the endearedness of our Father's
love, and he [William Ames] went for HolHe visits Manheim and Frankfort, his
land, and I returned to Kriesheim again; 1661.
visits the Jeill-treatment in a Monastery
there I staid with Friends some time, and
;

'

;

;

;

;

;

—
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Prince

is

to

Amsterdam, 1662.

at

several months, yea half a-year, in

where I had very good service
for the Lord, some time in one place, some
time in another. I was several times at a city
called Manheim, where there were a sort of
Baptists, who lived together as one family,
and had their goods common with whom I
was several times, and did bear my testimony
among them to the truth of God, though few
of them received it, I was several times with
that country,

;

some books
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of among
sake they coveted
after: and when I had cleared myself of
I left them; and in due time returned

also

which

to dispose

for novelty's

them,

much
them,
again

into the Palz.
I was also at the city of Worms
and it
was upon me to go to the Jesuits' college, to
reason with them, or some of them, concerning the truth of God, and their traditions,
which I did.
When I came there, one that
was eminent among them did soon enter into
;

discourse with me, and spoke very feignedly
to me for some time
for at the first he seemed to have hopes, as it appeared to me, to
the governor of that city at his own house ; have won or gained me to his religion
and
and he was very courteous to me, at least therefore did he seem to be the more ready
seemingly, and desired me as often as 1 came and willing to resolve me in whatsoever I
to the city, to come to his house.
I was also
propounded, so far as I believe he well could.
in the country with a countess, so called, who But when he saw I did notwithstanding lay
;

;

was very loving

to open their apostacy, and boldly gave my teshouse I found a timony against their inventions, superstitions,
great lord, so called, who formerly had been and traditions, he could scarcely contain himgeneral of the emperor's army, as 1 was in- self from breaking out into a passion,
I
formed; and a great conference I had with him spent some hours in dispute with him, in the
in the countess' presence, who was rather one presence of several that belonged to the colwith me in her judgment, than with the great lege, for whom he was as the mouth for the
man before mentioned and after I had had whole. When 1 had cleared my conscience,
some very good service with them, I left and borne a faithful testimony unto the truth
them.
among them, I left them, and returned again
I was also at Frankfort, and endeavoured
to Kriesheim, where our Friends inhabited;
to get some books printed there, but could not for sometimes 1 was there, sometimes at Heiprevail with the stationers for the books that dleberg, and sometimes elsewhere, where I
were to be printed there, were first to be saw the Lord had a service for me.
viewed by some of the clergy.
When I saw
I could not prevail there, 1 went with a Friend
[Extract from an Epistle addressed to
to another city called Hannau, where we got Friends in London, by William Caton, dated
our business done and afterwards returned Krcisheim, near Worms, in Germany, SOth
again to Frankfort, one of the chief, if not of Eleventh month, 1661,
This instructive
On a certain Epistle is printed at large in Besse's Sufferthe chiefest, city in Germany.
time, I went into their chief monastery or ings, vol. ii. p, 451.
temple, where the emperors are usually crown" We have cause to praise and magnify
ed
and the priests were gathering to their
devotion: they were exceedingly offended with the Lord God omnipotent for ever, who doth
me, because I did not stand uncovered in what not only comfort and refresh us in our tributhey call sacred, though it be an idolatrous, lations, through the consolations of his eternal
Some of the priests spoke to me, and Spirit, but also hath prepared a refuge for
place.
one especially was exceedingly angry; and us, which we have truly found in his eternal
when we had spoken but a little together in light and pure power. And now if no storm
Latin, he turned frotji me in a fury, and an- had come, then I believe there would not have
other that was with him fell upon me, and been such flocking and flying to this refuse,
beat me sorely, and there he left me bleeding as there hath been, and as there is, and as
I
in the temple, where I left much of my blood hope, there will be
therefore, if the storm of
behind me, as a testimony against the idolatry persecution do drive such as were neither cold
of that idolatrous place.
nor hot from under their green trees of speI was also in the synagogue of the Jews of cious pretences and fair shows of religion
and
that city, where I reasoned much with them, reformation, to this sure hiding place or reand had a good opportunity to bear a faithful fuge, which is in the eternal light, life, and
testimony of the eternal truth though they power, which you have now made manifest,
could apprehend little to it with their dark then will it be good in its season.
Therefore
minds, which were blinded with the god of let none be afraid of it who are faithful in
this world, as their forefathers were.
I had their measures; for indeed our heavenly
Fa-

hear the truth

;

to

and

me, and pretty open
at her

;

;

;

;

;

;
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ther

is

so abundant in noercy and goodness to
and tem-

hand against the truth and

in

new

us.

As

for the

his people, that if he sutTers storms

Papists, they hate us as

pests to arise, he doth not only still them, but
even in the very time of them he coverelh his
dear babes with the banner of his everlasting
love, so that truly they need not to fear,
though sometimes they that are tender and

tics, whom they account worthy of death
and the Protestants, they revile us and upbraid us, as if we were the pope's emissaries;
and many of them esteem us as not fit to live
upon the earth: so that as much as in them
lies, they seek to toss us to and again, as a
ship upon a troubled sea.
But thanks be to
God, our anchor holds so that they, with
all their hard
threatenings, which proceed
from their rocky hearts, cannot split our confidence, nor make shipwreck of our faith
which is in the Lord Jehovah, who is over
all, blessed for evermore !"]

young among them may be too much
And forasmuch as I know that the

afraid.

refuge
you, and the
covering of the Lord's eternal Spirit manifested in you, which is the banner of his love
spread over you, therefore I beseech you to
before mentioned

is

known

to

for to what
be of good courage in the Lord
end should you fear? to what end should you
be troubled 1 to what end should you take
thought?
You know that neither fear of
heart, trouble of mind, nor yet taking of
thought, can in any wise avert these things.
And if it be the good pleasure of the Almighty to purge and refine you in the furnace of
persecution, as heretofore he hath done with
many of his witnesses in the world, think it
not strange that it should be so with you but
rather think it strange that the Lord hath so
long dealt so gently with you, and that he
hath so remarkably restrained the violence of
the mighty, who have risen up against you,
as if they would have devoured you at once.
But behold, how have they been abased,
brought down from their seats, and overturned and though they have, as it were, bruised
your heel, yet they have not prevailed against
the Lamb, the captain of your salvation
neither have they overcome you, whose faith
hath stood in the power of the Most High,
through which you have overcome, and not
by the force of arms, nor by might of princes,
Renor by the greatness of your multitude.
member, therefore, these things; and strengthen ye one another in the faith and in the
and look ye alone unto the Lord,
patience
and hearken and hear what his Spirit saith in
you and to you.
" When the spirit of enmity rules, there is
not much liberty to be enjoyed in matters of
for it is well known to you, how
religion
through that spirit we have suffered from
the beginning, which hath wrought mightily
In these
against us in our native country.
:

:

;

;

;

countries there are three sects tolerated, viz:
the Papists, the Lutherans, and the Calvinists;

and

all

government
and villages and all

these have their particular

in their particular cities

;

of them are addicted to persecute those that
But above all others
are not of their sect.
they seem to be bent against us, as the most
offensive, irregular, and perturbatious people
that are of any sect; and notwithstanding the
great variance that is and hath been among
themselves, yet they can, as it were, join hand

up-started here-

;

;

of

When I was at Heidleberg, there came two
my dear brethren to the city, viz John
:

Stubbs and Henry Fell, who had been at
Alexandria in Egypt, and in Italy, &c.
The
postmaster of the place seeing them, did bring
them to my lodging, for he knew me well,
for they had no knowledge of my being in
the city; presently after, came the captain of
the prince's life-guard, having seen them in
the street; and he being a very courteous man
to us, discoursed very friendlily and familiarly
with us, and afterwards told the prince of the
aforesaid Friends being in the city.
Soon
after,

the prince

sent

lodging to desire us to

his

secretary to

come up

my

to the castle

speak with him, which accordingly we did;
and when we came there, he began to speak
friendlily and familiarly to us, as his manner
was, and did ask them much concerning their
travels, and how it had been with them, &c.
And a very gallant opportunity we had with
him in the presence of the nobles, so called,
that were conversant with him.
After he
had discoursed long with us, he parted very
lovingly from us, and soon after we went out
to

of the city.

When

the aforesaid brethren were with me,

some letters out of Holland, wherewas informed of the death of Niesie
Derricks, of Amstersdam, who had been a
dear and special friend of mine, and a true
I

received

by

I

servant to the flock of God in
Countries of whose love and virtue, faithfulness, and good service which she
did in her day, a volume might be written.
When I heard of her departure, my heart
was much saddened, and broken within me;
and indeed it was more than I could well
bear
but the aforesaid brethren being with
me, they bore with me; and the Lord supported me in that heaviness, and comforted
me with the promise and assurance which I
had from him, of his raising and bringing
her sister Anneken Derricks, with some else,
into her love, life and spirit, to perform that

and
the

faithful

Low

;

;
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or the like service for the Lord which
had done.

When

I

had been about half a year

she
in

Germany, and had had very good service,
especially in the Palatinate, it was upon nne
to

return again

ingly

I

for Holland,

When, through

did.

which accordthe mercy of

I was gotten well thither, I visited
Friends, as my manner was, and we were
sweetly refreshed together.
[In the eighth month, 1662, he was mar-

the Lord,

Anneken Derricks,

ried to

at the

meeting

in

Amstersdam.]
The same day after the meeting was done,
we brought William Ames's body to the
ground, who had finished his testimony, and
left a good savour behind him.
Though we
went as wisely to work as we could to preyet nevertheless on a sudden
vent a tumult
the rude people were gathered together, and
became so tumultuous, that not without much
difficulty we could get through them with the
corpse, which finally was laid in the ground
and afterwards the multitude was very rude,
and Friends were much abused
howbeit,
through mercy we were all preserved.
;

;

;

471

be among the flock of God, and especially at
Newgate with dear Edward Burrough, who
was then a prisoner there; but in less than
two weeks after he was released from his
bonds, for the Lord removed him out of this
evil
life

world, that he might

reward him with

everlasting in the world without end.

When I had been certain days in London,
was upon me to go down into Surrey, Sussex, and Kent, which 1 did, and visited Friends
in Surrey, and had some very good meetings
it

among them,

to our refreshment in the Lord,
being accompanied by my dear brother Joseph Fuce. Afterwards we went to Horsham
in Sussex, and visited our Friends and brethren who were in prison there ; after which

we had some good meetings
At a meeting at Hurst, I was

in

that county.

in

much danger

of being apprehended through the envy of a
wicked priest
but the Lord restrained the
officers from executing his will, and therefore
I was preserved out of their hands.
passed into Kent, visiting Friends and
their meetings in our travels, as our manner
was: at Staplehurst we had a precious general
meeting, after which we parted in the fulness
of brotherly love
he [Joseph Fuce] went
;

We

;

CHAPTER
1662.

He

XVI.

to England; when in LonEdward Burrough in Newgale

returns

don, he sees

— Travels into Surrey,
apprehended
Folkedischarged— Again
Hol-

shortly before his death

Sussex, and Kent
stone,

land,

hut is

at

is

visits

and returns

Warwickshire,

;

ivith his

<Sfc.,

wife

:

and arrives

travels into
at

Swarth-

more.

After our marriage

I continued several
dear wife, and the Lord was
pleased very much to comfort and refresh us
together with his infinite loving kindness which
abounded to us, and with his heavenly blessings which he caused to descend upon us
for which our souls have cause for ever to
praise and to magnify his name.
Afterwards
I went out upon the service of truth, to visit
Friends in other places, as I had done before.
In less than three months after I married, it
was upon me to go for England; and in order
thereunto I took leave of my dear wife and
Friends in those parts and about the 25th of
the eleventh month, 1662, I embarked for
England
and through the mercy of the
Lord, I got well to Colchester, where I was
sweetly refreshed with Friends, as I was wont
Afterwards I went into
to be in that place.
the country, where I had several good and
precious meetings, and then went up to London with another dear brother, and there I
was also sweetly refreshed as I was wont to

weeks with

my

;

;

back into Sussex again, and I went towards
Dover.
When I came to Foulstone [Folkestone] I attended a general meeting there
and the officers of the town, whilst I was
speaking, came into the meeting, and apprehended me, and carried me before the mayor;
who being pretty moderate, would finally have
set me at liberty, if I would promise him, that
if I went to the meeting again, I would speak
no more in it, which thing I could not in any
wise promise, and gave him my reasons why
I could
not; upon which he sent me to prison. That same day afterwards we were had
twice before the mayor, there being others with
me, who finally discharged us all that night.
I

took

leave

of Friends there,

it

being the

day of the first month, 1663, and went
to Dover, where I had a very good, serviceable and refreshing meeting among Friends
and being comforted together in the presence
of the Lord, I left them, and went to a general meeting in East Kent, and from thence to
Canterbury, and so to Rochester, visiting
Friends, and from thence to London.
I staid
several days in that city, where I had several
precious meetings and afterwards, according
as it was upon me, I went from thence into
1st

:

the country again, in order to return for Holland; and had several good meetings in the

country

at

my

return, to the renewal of our

strength in the Lord.

When the Lord of his mercy had thus prosmy journey, and made successful, he
also gave me a good opportunity to return
pered

it
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again for Holland where 1 arrived about the
10th of the second month, 166^3, to mine and
Friends' great reireshment in that country,
and especially of my dear wife; with whom I
staid not very long at her habitation, but as
was upon me, went from city to city, visiting
and the Lord
Friends and their meetings
was with me, in whose living presence we
were comforted together as in months past.
I had not staid above three months in those
parts, when it was upon me to go for EngMy dear wife having longing
land again.
desires, with some other Friends at Amstershe and
dam, to see Friends in England
they determined to go along with me, which
accordingly they did and through the good
hand of the Lord we got to Harwich about
the 29th of the fourth month 1663, where
we had a very good meeting with Friends, to
From thence we went to
our refreshment.
Colchester, where we also had a good meet;

:

;

;

ing.

On

the tirst-day following,

we were

at

a general meeting in the country, to which
many Friends and others resorted and when
I came there I understood that the constable
had been there before me, and that he was
determined to come again to break up the
However, when Friends were gameeting.
;

I went in among them in the name
and power of the Lord and when I had sat
but a little in the meeting, my heart was full
of the Word of life, which 1 had to communicate to the congregation, and a very gallant
and precious meeting it was. When I had
done speaking, and was sat down, the con-

thered,

;

stable

came

with his warbut he
by several justices
Moreover, there
from the rest.

into the meeting,

rant subscribed

;

knev/ not me
being a woman Friend speaking, he troubled
himself a little with her; but afterwards went
away, and my liberty was preserved for future service, through the mercy and goodness of the Lord God. Afterwards we visited
Friends at Coxhall [Coggeshall] and Witham,
to their and our refreshment in the Lord.
In some short time after, we went up to
London, where we were much comforted with
who rejoiced more than a little to
Friends
see people of another nation, and of a strange
language, brought into the same living truth
in which they were established, and to bear
the same image that they bore, and to be
;

which the
Father of our Lord Jesus Christ had shed
abroad so richly among them. And when we
had been very sweetly refreshed with Friends
in several precious meetings in the city and
elsewhere, we went to Kingston to a general
meeting and one of the Dutch Friends was
moved to speak pretty much in the meeting,
and I interpreted for her: with which Friends

comprehended

;

in

the

same

love,

were much affected and refreshed, feeling the
lile and power in her that dwelt in us,
giving testimony to the same eternal Truth
this, I say, did much refresh Friends, and
confirm them in the present truth.
After that we returned to London, where
we were comforted together as before but we
staid not long there, for it was upon me to go
into the north and it was upon my dear wile,
and the rest of Friends, to return again for

same

;

;

Holland.

I

with several dear Friends, ac-

companied them aboard, where I took my
leave of them, and committed them to the custody and protection of the Almighty.
In a short time after I also took
of Friends in the city, and pursued

my leave
my jour-

ney northwards and when I came into Warwickshire, I met with my dear friend Margaret Fell, and two of her dear children, as also
two dear brethren, viz: Thomas Salthouse,
and Leonard Fell
and truly our rejoicing
was more than a little in the Lord, having not
seen one another for a long time before. We
travelled together into Staffordshire, and there
parted, some went for the north, some for Derbyshire I returned again to a general meeting
in Warwickshire, and went afterwards to Warwick, Coventry, dsc, and visited Friends in
several places in that county, where I also
met with dear George Fox to my refreshment.
After that I went into Derbyshire, and had a
meeting in the city of Derby, and visited
Friends elsewhere in that county.
Then I
went into some part of Nottinghamshire, where
I met with dear M. F. again; and afterwards
we went to Chesterfield, where we had a very
good meeting. We then went into Yorkshire,
visiting Friends as we went, to a place called
Sinderhill Green, where dear G. F. met us
and there we had a gallant general meeting
;

;

;

together.

we went to Balby, where we
some days, and many Friends resorted
thither, so that we had a good time of refreshment together. After this I took my leave of
Friends, for it was upon me to hasten towards
Swarlhmore in Lancashire, which I did, but
visited Friends by the way as my manner
Afterwards

staid

was, to our mutual comfort in the Lord.
In
due time, through the goodness of the Lord, I
got well to Swarthmore, where I had not been
for some years
and there I was received in
abundance of love, and was very sweetly refreshed with the remainder of the family.
When first-day came, we had a very precious
meeting, to the refreshing of the whole body
of Friends that were present; for the power
and presence of the Lord God was much
amongst us, which was the cause of our great
consolation in the Lord
blessed be his name
for ever and ever.
;

:
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and my refreshment, the wind being
and the ships ready to sail, I took my
leave of Friends, and went aboard one
but
soon after, we met with contrary winds: howbeit, we got up as far as Yarmouth Roads,
and there waiting awhile, the weather being
to their

XVII.

fair,

He

1663.

visits

ceeds into

Friends in Cumherland^^^Pro-

Durham

— At

Scarborough

takes

shipping for Holland, but reaches Yarmouth
Roads is driven back by storm again to Yar-

—

mouth, where he

is

committed

Eighth month, 1663,

to

to

prison from pretty good, we set sail again, intending to
run over, if the Lord permitted.
When we
were got about ten leagues, I was much per-

Second month, 1664.

After being at Swarthmore I went to
Lancaster, Kendal, and other places, and
visited Friends in those parts to our mutual
comfort.
It was upon me to go into Cumberland, Vv'hich
Carlisle,

and

I

where

did, so

far as to the

city of

Friends

prison,

visited

I

;

in

even in the prison, I had a very
precious meeting
and afterwards I visited
Friends in several parts of that county, to
our great refreshment in the Lord.
there,

;

suaded we should have a storm, and told the
master of it, and would have had him return
again for England it being then indifferent
weather, he did not much mind my words,
but endeavoured to press forwards, though
the wind was contrary.
But that night following, according to my persuasion and expectation, we had a very sore tempestuous
storm, and our ship proved very leaky; so
that what with pumping and other extraordinary work, the men were exceedingly wearied and toiled.
To outward appearance we
were in much danger, for about the very
height of the storm in the night season we
lost the use of the helm for a time, so that
the poor men were in great distress.
In the
;

When I was clear of that county, I return^
ed again to Swarthmore, and there I found
dear George Fox. Dear Margaret Fell was
also returned home, which tended to the augmenting of my rejoicing which was great at
that time with them, the family and Friends.
I had not been long there when it was upon mean while my soul interceded with the Most
me to return again for Holland but in the High, who heard my requests, and granted
interim I went over to Lancaster to a general my desires
though for my own part, I was
meeting which was held there in the assize freely given up to the blessed will of the
week and some occasion I had with some of Lord, if it had been to have made my grave
the justices, as in reference to a certificate, in those great deeps.
But the Lord was dewhich three of them granted me under their termined to show mercy unto us, which evihands and seals, there being then reports of dently appeared, in his bringing us, through
a plot, and for preventing my being stopped such apparent danger among the sands, even
upon suspicion without cause. I therefore bad finally back to the English coast again: for
their certificate, and returned again to Swarth- which extraordinary mercy my soul hath
more where I staid but a little, when I took cause for ever to bless, praise and magnify
my leave of them in the fulness of endeared his glorious name.
love, and with much brokenness of heart,
Afterwards we got well, through mercy,
and so I left them, being accompanied by into Yarmouth Roads again, and the wind
several of the brethren into Westmoreland
remaining contrary, we put into the haven,
and after we were much comforted together, and I went up to the town, where I waited
we took leave one of another, and parted in some days for the wind. In the mean time
the same love and unity in which we had the first-day of the week came, and it was
been so plenteously refreshed together.
upon me to go to the meeting of Friends,
I travelled into the bishoprick, and visited
which accordingly I did and about the end
Friends there, and went to Durham, and vi- of it, there came several officers and soldiers,
sited those that were in prison
and from and apprehended seven Friends, besides mythence went to Sunderland, and had a general self, who were strangers in the town, five of
meeting betwixt Sunderland and the Shields. whom belonged to one vessel and they carUpon inquiry after shipping for Holland, I ried us to the main-guard, where they kept
heard of several that were preparing to go us that night and very good service we had
over, but the wind being contrary, and being with the officers and among the soldiers; and
desirous to visit more Friends, I travelled the next morning we were brought before the
along the country, not far from the sea-side, bailiffs of the town, who tendered us the oath
visiting Friends as I went, at Shotton, Stock- of allegiance; and because we refused to take
ton, Whitby, and elsewhere, and had some it, or any oath whatsoever, we were committed
very good meetings. When I came to Scar- to prison upon the 4th day of the eighth month,
borough, I heard of vessels there also, that 1663, and continued in prison until the 22nd of
were intended for Holland. After I had had the second month, 1664; and then I with the
a very good opportunity with Friends tberey rest of my fellow prisoners was discharged,
:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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The following interestmg

be so exceedingly gracious and merciful to
US-ward.
Let our souls and spirits therefore
praise and magnify him for ever and ever!
" And now, Friends, you may hereby unbeyond the period of the termination of the
derstand, how that after I had had a very
Journal.
precious opportunity with many of you in
WILLIAM CATON TO FRIENDS.
the north, to my great refreshment in the
" Yarmouth Common Jail, 9lh of
Lord, I was clear in myself to return again
eighth month, 1663.
for Holland
and in order thereunto, I passed
"Dear and affectionately beloved Friends, tov/ards the sea-coasts; and when I came there,
"In the everlasting fellowship of the gospel 1 heard of ships that were nearly ready to go
of peace, into which we are brought through for Holland, both at Newcastle and Sunderland.
the arm of God's eternal power, do I dearly But the vvind being out of the way or contrary,
and tenderly salute you; who are dear and and I being desirous to improve my time to
near unto me in the truth of God, which he the utmost, and withal being very desirous to
hath made known unto us, to the comfort of see as many Friends as I could before I took
our souls; whereby he hath engaged us above shipping, I travelled along the coasts towards
all the families of the earth to love and to Whitby and Scarborough, and had some very
serve him with reverence and godly fear. good and precious meetings among Friends
And though they that are without, do judge by the sea-side. And finding a ship ready at
we are losers through our knowledge of the Scarborough, and the wind being good, I
Truth, yet we find that we are become gainers went aboard her: but the wind came contrary
through it; for if we lose the love and peace again
howbeit we kept out at sea and that
and liberty, which the world in times past for the space of nine days, whereas if the
hath afforded us, we have gained the peace wind had been good we might have sailed it
of God and liberty in his eternal Spirit; if in two days. But finally a tempestuous storm
we lose that honour and treasure which are came upon us, of which I had had some sight
of the world, and which we have had in the before, and told the master of it, and would
world, we are honoured of our God with have had him return again for England; and
bearing his name, and we are become sharers, indeed it was so violent that as to outward
with the rest of his sanctified ones, of heaven- appearance we were in very imminent danly treasure, which the world cannot give us, ger
and the more so because our ship had a
neither can it take away from us.
So that sore leak, or rather more than one, and somewhosoever deem or imagine we are losers times the pump was so out of order that it
through our coming to be of this way, or by would do no service, and besides they had
our coming to the knowledge of this eternal lost the use of their helm, even in the very
Truth, I say, nay
for the things that we height of the storm.
In the mean time the
have lost by reason of it, being but as dross ship was in no small danger of being founderand dung, are not worthy to be compared to ed or overset and as for the poor men they
what we have gained through it. Shall not were as if they had been plunged into the
we therefore love the Truth? and shall not we sea, and by reason of their continual pumpbe willing to suffer the loss of all this world ing, besides the extraordinary toil they had
can afford us for its sake? For can we have with the sails, they were so exceedingly weaa better cause to suffer for than the Truth ? ried out, that their courage and strength were
can we suffer upon a more honourable ac- very much departed from them. In which
count, than upon the Truth's account, upon time I did much intercede with the Lord, and
the account for which all the righteous men, did with much fervency of spirit wrestle with
Epistles, nearly

to

all of which are from the Swarthmore Collection, icill serve to carry on the narrative

;

:

;

;

;

who have suffered in all ages, have
And who are we that we should be

—

suffered?

him, that

called to

be spared, and

if

it

was his will their lives might
we preserved out of that ex-

and honourable calling? or that we treme danger; though as for my own part I
should be accounted worthy to become wit- found myself freely given up to bequeath my
nesses of this ancient Truth in this genera- soul into his bosom of everlasting love, and
intion, to bear our testimony unto it with the my body to be buried in that great deep
rest of the faithful witnesses, servants and deed I confess I could sometimes expect little
handmaids of the Most High
The consider- else. At that time I could have bid you all
ation of these things I confess might even farewell, and all that in this world I do enbe enough to break and overcome our hearts, joy, and could have gone to my everlasting
and to engage us, as it were, afresh unto our home in peace with my God who even then
God, who hatli chosen us and loved us, be- beheld my meditations and intercessions; and
fore we loved him or made choice of him to because he loved me, was he prevailed withal,
be our Lord and God whom we have found even for his mercy's sake, who was deterthis high

:

!

;

;
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mined, as appeared, to show mercy unto us.
For when we were near the sands, where
dear tlugh Tickhil's wife and another Friend
were cast avvay, as I am informed, in their
passing for Holland, the Lord was pleased to
cast us betwixt two sands, which if our ship
had come to strike upon either, she must in
an instant have become a wreck. But blessed
be the name of the Lord who preserved us
out of that imminent danger, whereby he hath
exceedingly engaged me unto him, and his
unspeakable mercy 1 hope shall be held in a
perpetual

remembrance by me

his

servant

;

who

at this time do make mention of this
deliverance unto you, to the end that you
may know how good the Lord hath been to
me, and that you with me may return thanks
unto him; not only for his mercies in general
to us-vvard, but

for this to

me

in

particular;

and sense of which have
more than a little broken my heart, which
hath been filled with praises unto the Most
High.
" Moreover, Friends, I would have you understand, that the Lord having delivered me
out of the storm before mentioned by sea, he
hath suffered me to come into another by
land among unreasonable men, who are like
unto the waves of the sea. But he that limits
the one, limits the other; and I am confident
the consideration

that he that hath

preserved

me

in the one,

due time deliver me out of the other.
By contrary winds, after we had been nine
days at sea or thereabouts, we put in here at
Yarmouth and on a first-day I went to the
meeting of Friends, which was a precious
peaceable meeting at the end of it, when we
were standing up to depart, officers and many
soldiers came there, and carried eight of us
away prisoners to the main-guard, where they
kept us that night among the soldiers
and
the next day we were carried before the magistrates of the town, who presently tendered
the oath unto us.
I told them, I had never
sworn but one oath in my life, that 1 knew
of, and that was when I was a boy
and I
had known the terrors of the Lord against
the thing, and therefore I durst not swear
again.
But without any respect to my or
our tender consciences, they committed us
to the common jail; and so much confidence
they had that we would be true to our principle, that they had made out our mittimus
beforehand, yea, before they examined us;
wherein the only thing charged against us
was for refusing to swear. We were all
strangers to the town, come occasionally and
will in
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other the master, another his mate, and the
other two seamen
the others are Friends out
of the country: and there are warrants out
lor apprehending Friends in the town also.
And very high they are, (as the sea was for
;

keep Friends from us,
;) and they
and would force us to have what we have occasion for of the jailer, which we cannot consent to, though we sufl^er five times more than
we do at present. But notwithstanding their
fury and rage against us, it is well with us,
blessed be the Lord
and we are resolved, in
his name and power, to bear our testimony
for the Lord in this place, as many of our
brethren have done elsewhere.
For my own
a season

;

part I am perfectly satisfied in the will of the
Lord, not so much admiring at my present
bonds, as I have admired sundry times that I
have been so long kept out of bonds; unto
which I have long been freely given up in the
will of God, where my soul is in peace with
the Lord.
Unto hiin who hath gathered you
by the arm of his power, and who is able to
preserve you unto the end, whose name is
called the Lord of hosts, do I commit you
all; with whom I remain, in the unity and
fellowship of the eternal Spirit of life, your
dear friend and brother,
" William Caton."

Extract from an Epistle of W. Caton to
Friends, dated afeio days after the -preceding one ; it is from a collection of copied
letters from Colchester.

;

:

;

;

" Dear Friends,
near at hand we found Him unto
even as a rock of defence to fly unto, in

"
us,

How

our greatest

And what

and temptations
have we had unto Him

straits, difficulties

free access

through his eternal Spirit in ourselves, when
by jails, houses of correction, force of arms,
or the like, we have been hindered from having access one unto another, or from meeting
together in the outward
How did we rejoice
in the Lord, when he covered our heads as in
the day of battle, even until the fury of the
wicked came to be abated
"And forasmuch as in these perilous times,
we cannot well serve our God in that way in
which He requires us to walk, without being
in jeopardy of bonds and imprisonments, or
of having other sufferings imposed upon us,
by reason of our meeting together to wait
!

!

upon the Lord it doth so much the more
concern us to feel the drawing of our God by
his eternal Spirit to our meetings; that when
accidentally to it
for five of the Friends be- we are met, we may so much the more enjoy
longed to one vessel in the town, who were His presence to the refreshment of our souls.
come hither to load with herrings for the And then if we suffer for waiting upon him,
Straits, one of them was the merchant, an- he will not leave us comfortless in that suffer;

1

;
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be grievous to us, while
we enjoyed
him in our meetings, for in that we may enjoy him in our sufferings and then it will be
better to be one day in prison with the Lord,
than a thousand elsewhere without the enjoyment of his presence, in which we have
found, as you know, much joy and peace,
much comlbrt and consolation.
I suppose many of you have heard of my
how that after God, of his mercy,
bonds,
had delivered me out of a mighty violent
storm at sea, I was cast in here where they
in authority have shown themselves to be
worse to me and the Friends with me, than
the barbarous people of Melita were to Paul
and them that were with him who showed
them no small kindness, for they received
and lodged them courteously. But these that
are called Christians, showed themselves far
from courteous, in that they broke up our
meeting with many soldiers, and afterwards
committed us to prison and instead of showing us much kindness, they have been so
cruel to us, as that sometimes it was difficult
Howbeit, the
for us to get water and bread.
Lord is with us, and their cruelty hath been
little to us; for we know that our God will,
in his own due time, deliver us out of their
hands, when our testimony is sufficiently
Of this I am very sensible, that with
borne.
the baptism of suffering under this spirit of
persecution in the nation, many are to be
baptized into the fellowship of the gospel with
And blessed and thrice
the saints in light.
happy are they, and will they be, that continue faithful unto the end,
for they shall be
Farewell in the Lord, in whom I resaved.
main your dear friend and brother,
" William Caton.
ing

;

neither will

we keep

in

it

that through which

:

—

;

;

;

—

tions in that

blessed family,

who know my

voice and integrity, my love and simplicity;
which is also pretty much known to many

whom

more,
parts
to

me

come

I

I

love in

the Lord.

In these

find the love of Friends to be

much

but they are but seldom permitted to
in to us, for the bailiffs do absolutely

;

gainsay it, for fear, as they pretend, lest they
should bring in ammunition to us, books or
letters, &c.
Howbeit, in eight weeks' time,
through the providence of the Lord and our
patient long suffering, our persecutors are
brought so far as that they now do in part
condescend to suffer provision to be handed
in to us at the door.
The last seventh-day
the jailer caused the door to be opened for
provision to be brought in, which was more
than ever he had done before
yet on the
last second-day they were so high again, that
when Friends would have brought in a spinning wheel, they would not suffer them and
they going about to pull it up at the window,
the turnkey cut the cords.
But enough as to
these things, for the Lord is with us; through
whose word, power and Spirit we doubt not,
but we shall in his time become victorious
through suffering; as our Captain and thousands of his followers have been.
I was truly glad to hear of your liberty,

—

;

;

and of Friends' welfare, and of the peaceableness and preciousness of your meetings in
those parts; and especially of the well-being
of that honourable family, and also of dear
George Fox's liberty yet in it, which I know
is no small mercy to it.
I desire to be dearly
remembered to him, also to dear Margaret
Fell, and to all her dear children
unto whom
my affectionate love is, as you right well
know, as unto the rest of the family. I was
;

glad to hear that my general epistle was come
well to hand, and that it had such influence
upon the hearts of our beloved Friends in the
meeting to their refreshment. It is much with
" Dear brethren, T. S. and J. P„
Friends in these parts, as you relate it is in
" Yours dated the 12th of last month I
the north, viz. the meetings are mostly pretty
have this afternoon received, to my refresh- quiet, blessed be the Lord; but many of them
ment in the seed immortal ; in which I feel are cited, and some excommunicated, and
your love extending to me, and perceive your others have their goods spoiled, for not resympathizing with me in these my bonds; in pairing to their devised devotion. I am yet
which the Lord hath been pleased to try me very well, blessed be the Lord so are we all.
;
a little, together Avith the rest of my fellow
" My dearest love is with you, my dear
prisoners, even as he hath tried many who
brethren :
Farewell,
are now at liberty as I was, when they have
" William Caton.
been as I am but blessed be the Lord it hath
" Yarmouth, 1st of Tenth
month, 1663."
been a good time for me ; and as I think 1
"

Yarmouth Common

14th of
Eighth month, 1663."
Jail,

—

:

told you before, much I have enjoyed of the
Lord since my confinement, and his love is Addressed to James Moore, woollen-draper,
Kendal.
perfectly continued unto me, in which my
soul doth solace itself night and day.
And
"J. M.
much I could say unto you, if I were with
" With the salutation of dear and unfeigned
you and the rest of our dear and near rela- love, do I dearly salute thee, and all our dear
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Friends and brethren with thee
and being
sensible of your desires to hear of me, to the
end you might know how it was with us at
the sessions, these are therefore to inform
thee, together with the rest of Friends, that
we were not once called at the sessions.
When I saw they had adjourned their court,
I went and spoke with the clerk thereof, to
know the reason why we were not called he
said, because the court was minded to favour
us for if we had been called then, there must
have been a bill of indictment preferred against
us, and the oath tendered again to us, and
then we should have been more liable to have
been premunired, &c. He said further, if we
would but give sureties for our good behaviour,
we might go about our business and the like.
Afterwards I wrote to the judge and to the
;
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Since the assize, meetings have been
broken up at some places in these parts;
for
the judge was very high and severe against
the fanatics, so called, in his charge and
proceedings.
But Friends are sweetly kept,
cature.

—

Lord and the truth is of good
and of good esteem among the upright
in heart, notwithstanding the tribulation which
comes upon them by reason of it. This very
day we have had more visitors, than we have
had in all the time that we have been prisoners here before
and much pity seems to be
in the hearts of people towards us; and good
service we had with them
but blindness and
ignorance hath happened to the most of them.
The chief occasion of their coming to the jail
was to see some condemned persons; and
being here they came to see us also, and
bailiffs
and the chief collector of this town finding every man close at his work, the
took it from me, and gave it to one of the jus- sight was so much the more strange to them.
" I have little else to communicate, besides
tices, who willingly carried it to the judge,
the the redoubling of my salutation of true love
and did plead our cause pretty much
judge was a moderate wise man, and willing unto thee and to all the brethren. I am, dear
that we should have our liberty
and though James, thy real friend and brother,
" William Caton.
he was in much haste to be gone out of the
town, yet he prescribed to them a way how
"Yarmouth, 18th of Second
month, 1664."
they might clear us, viz by taking any one
man from the quay, though but a porter, and
P. S.
" The vessel out of which my felhe might serve to be bound for a hundred of
low prisoners were taken, when they were
us; and when he came again he would take it
put in prison here, was taken by the Turks,
off the file, so that we should not be called,
and carried into Argeei [Algiers ?] so that
neither needed even to appear any more. Furthough our persecutors intended it for evil tother, he knowing our tenderness of conscience,
wards them, yet the Lord may have suffered
ordered that the clerk should take nothing of
it to come to pass for their good
and one of
us
neither would he have had us further
them having heretofore been a slave in Turtroubled or longer detained.
And this, one key, knows what a miserable
servitude it is.
of the justices, that carried our paper and is
But the Lord knows right well, how to order
our great friend, sought further to have acthings for the best, to them that fear him."
complished, to the end that we might have
our liberty; but when the judge was gone,
At the period of the following Epistle, we
some of our grand adversaries consulted tofind William Caton in Holland ; it is dated
gether, and resolved to perpetuate our bonds,
Rotterdam, \Qth of Tenth month, 1664.
except we should yield and give our consent
" Dear and entirely beloved friends,
the
recognizance
to
though they did not de" The love and affection that abounds in
sire that we should come to appear at the
sessions, yet they would have us to submit to my heart towards you in the Lord 1 cannot
satisfy their wills more or less
and because easily express, nor the fervency of my desire
we cannot satisfy them, therefore are our to the Lord for you yet however herein can
bonds continued.
Howbeit, the aforesaid 1 satisfy myself, in that we are come to read
friendly justice is very much dissatisfied, and and feel one another in that which is immortold the rest, in the hearing of one of our tal
which tongue (to the full) cannot express,
friends, that he could not be quiet, and would nor pen (to the utmost) demonstrate
and
not be quiet till he had us out; and in order even through this, which is immortal, doth
thereunto, he labours yet very much to procure my love extend unto you
and with the sense
our liberty, but what the end thereof will be, of your love, and the mercy of God to you
time will manifest in the mean time we hope and me, is my heart broken, my spirit melted
to rest satisfied in the will of our God.
within me, and mine eyes filled with tears.
"At Norwich there are several of our And what is that which thus breaks and overfriends in prison, some committed from the comes me? surely it is nothing but the sense
assize, and some from the session, being fined of the same love and life, which we have felt
for keeping on their hats in their courts of judi- one in another, when we were together, to
blessed be the

;

report

;

:

;

:

;

;

;

:

.

—

;

:

;

:

;

;

—

;

;

:
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the comforting and refreshing of our souls.
And though 1 am far separated from you as
lo the outward, yet I am not destitute of that
which your souls delight in, nor deprived,
through my external separation, of your joy

strangers in our meetings than in any other
place in this country.
And as concerning
the plague there, it is, through mercy, very

much

abated; so that there died the

but about

last

week

one hundred and eighty-six, which

and delight, of your solace and consolation, is about the ordinary number that used to die
which is mixed with your adversity and suf- in a week howbeit the city is not yet free of
Howbeit my heart is often sad, and the sickness; for the same day I came from
fering.
my spirit afflicted within me, because of the thence, I was to visit a Friend that was exmany impediments and obstructions which ceedingly ill of the plague, and two of his
:

children are lately dead of the sickness, with
hindered from spreading another young man that lodged in his house.
and breaking forth so that I cannot say that So that whom the Lord is pleased yet to visit
and prospereth here, as it hath with it, he visiteth and therefore none can
it flourisheth
flourished and prospered among you, when assure himself of being freed from it longer
the Lord's truth did so eminently break in than the Lord pleaseth.
" About the latter end of the last week, at
upon you, and his heavenly power did so
mightily break forth among you, to our re- and about Amsterdam, there was a multitude
freshment in the Lord. Yet verily I have no of trees, small and great, that were so admicause to complain ; for the wonted goodness rably rent and broken and bowed down by
and tender mercy of the Most High is perfect- ice that was frozen upon them, that it was
ly continued unto me, otherwise I should be very wonderful to behold; surely it was a
the Lord's truth meets withal in this country;

whereby

is

it

much

:

;

much more bowed down than I am, and that
through the sense I often have of the body's
suffering, and of yours as members of it; and
also of the subtle working of Satan, together
with other things of the like nature; but the
sense of the aforesaid goodness and mercy
does support me in all my travels and sufferAnd I doubt not, my
ings in the Gospel.
dearly beloved, but that you have the sense
of the same to support and uphold you, in
and tribulations.
Well, therefore, be patient and content in the

all

your manifold

afflictions

of the Lord, without willing anything,
but that his will may be done in all things;
lest while you should will to have things thus
and so, and after this manner or the other,
you should be found out of the will of the
will

Lord, and among them that are willing and
running, and unbelieving, to whom there is
no true peace or rest. But I hope God,
of his infinite mercy, will establish your
hearts in faith and peace; that you may depend wholly upon his power and mercy,
which hitherto upon all occasions we have
found sufficient to this then will I commit
all, my dear friends; and in the sense
virtue of the same, do I dearly greet and
salute you all with love unfeigned in our
Lord Jesus Christ.
" I suppose that some of you have heard
:

you
and

my

where there
being lately in Friesland
little entrance to be gotten for the
truth, and therefore was my refreshment the
Howbeit
less, and my sufferings the more.

of

was

;

but

some few

I

found, and but few, in their me-

who with a ready mind reWhen I had been
testimony.
there some time, I returned again to Amsterdam, where we are much more visited with
tropolitan city,

ceived

my

figure to that lofty city,

and

to the inhabitants

of it, who are like unto those whom the prophet compared to the tall cedars of Lebanon.
Here hath also been a strange comet seen
for some weeks by many in these parts, which
signs and tokens, as also the late visitation of
the plague, together with the present threatening war, cause many to muse, and some
Yet the Lord is determined to
to believe.
bring yet greater judgment upon this land
and it may be that when the vial of the Lord's
indignation shall be poured forth, then the
day of the Lord's gathering shall be. This
day I have seen their weekly news, in which
they have made mention of our seven Hertford Friends,* that were ordered to be sent
away, showing that neither wind nor weather would serve the ship so that she could
sail.
And when the master could have no
success with them, he put them ashore, that
he might accomplish his voyage the better, &c.
This even makes our enemies imagine, that the hand of the Lord is against
our persecutors, in their proceedings against
Friends.
I have lately visited most Friends
in this country, and they are pretty well,
blessed be the Lord and their dear love is to
you all, and for any thing I know, their small
meetings are for the most part pretty peaceable.
Often am I, with other Friends, truly
sensible of your manifold sufferings, and a
perfect sympathizing we find in our very
hearts with you
and we doubt not but you
are sensible thereof.
And truly we are right
willing, not only to share with you of your
consolation, but also to partake with you of
your tribulation. So read ye our love, de;

;

;

*

See SeweFs History, under date of 1664.
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and willingness, and compare the same therans, Papists, Baptists of divers sorts, Jews,
Friends, Armenians, &c., go in peace, and
return in peace, and enjoy their meetings in
peace, and all are kept in peace in the city,
and that without any trouble to the rulers;
who I think have' it manifold better, and are
much more at peace and quietness than the
magistrates in England, who first are troubled
William Caton."
companion,
with making laws to take away liberty of
conscience, and then more than a little with
The foUoicing are extracts from the latest executing those laws, &c.
" I was glad to hear of the welfare of my
original letter of W. Caton' s, which the
Editor has been able to discover. It is dated friends and relations; to whom 1 desire to be
^^ Amsterdam, I9th
and 20th of the Eighth remembered, and in particular to my sister
month, 1665," and is addressed to James Dorothy and her husband and let them know,
how that I and my dear wife are very well,
Moore, looollen-draper, Kendal.
sire

with yours, and you shall find that we are
like-minded with you, yea of one heart and
soul, and members of one body with you.
And in this union and oneness we suffer and
and in the one eternal
rejoice with you ;
Spirit, by which we are united, do I remain,
as in months past, your dear brother and

—

:

blessed be the Lord.

"

give you to

understand, that through
the infinite mercy of the Lord we are very
well, and our meetings continue unmolested ;
except sometimes among the many strangers
that resort to them, there may be some contentious or light person, who may seem to
be a little troublesome. But I must confess
we have no just cause to complain, having
no greater suffering than our sympathizing
with our suffering brethren in England in
their grievous sufferings.
O that the Lord
would be pleased, in this remarkable visitation, which is upon that nation, to break the
hearts of them that are so inclined to persecution;
that they might come to desist from
I

love be dearly

my dear
our Friends
Friends at Cartmel, UnI

desire that

remembered

to

all

and brethren also to
derbarrow, and about Hawkshead, and
;

at

and

about Swarthmore in particular to dear Margaret Fell and her children
and of my love
to Yealand Friends in the truth I could say
much. I herewith commit you all to the protection of the Almighty
and in love unfeigned
remain thy and your dear friend,
;

:

—

" William Caton."

I

—

such destructive enterprises, which are so
exceedingly prejudicial, both to kings, kingdoms, and subjects, as might largely be shown.
Methinks it is very commendable to see, as I
have often seen in this city, Calvinists, Luall

*^* There is reason to believe that within
two, or, at most, three months from the date
of this last epistle, William Caton was re-

moved by
labours,

*

" He died in
and rests from his
works follow him."*

death, in Holland.

the Lord, and

and

is

his

blessed

;

George Fox's Testimony concerning him.

MEMOIR OF THOMAS UPSHER.
He was about twenty years of age when
Thomas Upsher was born in the parish of
Lexden, borough of Colchester, and county he was convinced of the blessed Truth as held
He was by the people called Quakers, and embracing
of Essex, in the sixth month 1672.
educated

in the profession

of a Presbyterian,

and was seriously inclined from his youth,
often seeking the Lord for the good of his soul,
and diligently reading the holy Scriptures.
About the fifteenth year of his age, he left the
Presbyterians and joined the people called
general Baptists, and was zealous in that way,
becoming a preacher in much esteem amongst
them. But it pleased the Lord more effectually
to visit his soul, by the light of Christ Jesus,
unto which he turned in living faith, and came

it in the love
thereof, he continued a diligent
attender of their meetings for the worship of

Almighty God, wailing upon Him in retirement of spirit and true silence for his teaching
and counsel. At length, it pleased the Lord to
bestow on him a gift in the ministry of the
gospel, which he received in great humility,
speaking a iew words amongst his brethren, in
much fear and tenderness, to the comfort and
refreshment of many. God, in tender mercy,
increased his gift, so that he became an able
to see the emptiness of his former profession and experienced minister of the gospel, turnand talk of religion, without the saving know- ing many from darkness unto the light of
ledge of God and our Lord Jesus Christ, which Christ Jesus; in which service he travelled in
most parts of England, and also in Ireland.
is only attained through the revelation of his
In the time of health he was concerned to
Spirit.
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it; and when
taken sick remarked, "I do not expect to live
I have been preparing for
long in this world
a better.
I do not desire to live on my own
account I long more and more to be at home
with my God; yet 1 would not be of those who
desired the reward before the work is done.
There is nothing here which invites my stay,
but if God has any further service for me

remember death and spake of
;

—

my

last leave of you all, and I pray God
from my heart to bless you." Being desired
to send for another physician, he answered,
" No
I am satisfied if God had been pleased
to say amen to means, there has been sufficient used for my recovery; and therefore I
shall have my eye to the Lord only for help."
At another time, he said, " My tongue is not

—

able to express what

I feel of the love and
goodness of God, now when I have most need
In a letter to a particular friend, written in of it;
the saying used by that plain, despised
the time of his sickness, he thus expresses people [the Quakers] is very true, that, Life
There is one thing I
himself, viz
is better than words.
" When I consider the many changes which cannot find out, why the Lord should so
we and ours and all we have in this world, are abound in his love and mercy to me, who am
subject to, it seems a sufficient antidote against so unworthy of the least of his mercies."
There was great refreshment felt many
the individual love of [temporal things;] and
and on a
times in sitting by him in silence
it appears to me, that it is the want of due
thoughtfulness which makes many so much first-day morning several Friends being in
engaged in them, as almost wholly to frustrate his chamber, he desired they might wait upon
those religious endeavours which are necessa- the Lord together, and the Lord was pleased
ry in order to make sure our eternal interest. to open his mouth to praise and magnify his
He spoke of the blessed estate
"It is now a long time since I have enjoyed holy name.
one day of perfect health as heretofore. I of the faithful, at the sight of which, he was
consider it as a preparatory summons from filled with heavenly joy, praising the Lord to
and saying,
this frail state of being; and I thank God, I the comfort of those present
am not altogether unmindful of my duty, in " O that I might declare of the wonders of
but
setting my house in order against the time the Lord, which I have seen in the deeps
I hope to live
I am resigned to his will."
shall come when I must die.
Speaking of his pains and exercises, he said
in a far belter state, and there to join all the
generations of the just that are gone before, they were very great; but added, "The Lord
is very good to me, and bears up my spirit in
and shall hereafter follow."
Taking leave of
Several friends being with him, he spoke to the midst of them all."
them of his death, and desired they might some friends who visited him, he exhorted
bear him witness, saying: "My dependence, them so to live that he and they might meet
hope and trust is in the Lord Jesus Christ in the mansions of eternal rest and desired
his dear love to Friends every where, saying,
I do not value myself upon any qualialone,
1 have true unity
fication or endowment received, but lay all "They are near to my life
down as at the feet of Jesus, and am as no- with them in spirit." At a meeting in his
chamber about two weeks before his death,
thing before him."
About two days after this, though weak in the state of the church and many precious
body, he was carried in a coach to the burial gospel truths were opened to him, and in a
and although he heavenly frame of spirit he spake of the wonof a Friend at Ipswich
seemed very unfit for the service of the day, derful wisdom, love and goodness- of God,
there being many people assembled, yet the exhorting Friends to be more faithful and
Lord was pleased to strengthen and qualify diligent in His blessed cause and service.
A few days before his close, feeling himself
him to declare the word of Truth and life, in
the demonstration and power of the Spirit, a little revived, he went to meeting and there
whereby the people were much affected, and was engaged in fervent prayer, praising the
friends who knew his weakness, admired the Lord in a true sense of his mercy and good-

in this world,

I

am

given up

to his will."

—

;

—

—

—

—

—

;

He aplove and goodness of God to him.
peared stronger afier the meeting than before,
and continued better for a few days, but his

His distemper returning with increased
felt his end drawing near, and remarked, " I desire to die in great humiliation
disorder returned again, and he was enabled and to commit my spirit into the hands of the
to be very patient under extreme pain, which Lord Jesus Christ." When death approached
was so great, he said no tongue could express he was in a heavenly frame of mind, and
Yet he desired to be resigned, and the said, "The Lord, in the riches of his mercy,
it.
Lord favoured him with resignation, faith and will keep all them that trust in him, under all
He peacefully departed this life
their trials."
patience, through all.
To a friend who came to visit him, he said, the 10th of the eighth month, 1704, aged
" In

all

likelihood.

I

am now

about

to

take

ness.

severity, he

thirty-two years.
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